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BANKS

DEPOSITS AS SMALL AS $1.00 RECEIVED.

5
Ŝ^ SAFE DEPOSIT -^

5^

4^ Cor. Market and Fourth Streets ^&
^^^ SAW FRAIiCISCO

Capital Stock,
I*aicl lip in Csissili,

Subject to Call, .

Hvii'pliiw F'ixikI,

Untiiviclecl IProiitw,

!S1,000,000.00
333,3:53.33

?i^,000.00
30,000.00

(6.40 ON TERM DEPOSITS.
INTEREST PER ANNUM FOR LAST TWO YEARS. \^^q qN ORDINARY DEPOPOSITS.

Married Women and Children may deposit money subject to their control.

AD accounts confidential, interest credited twice a year and commences with

date of deposit.

Open from 9.00 a. m. to 3.00 p. m. on weeic days and on Monday and Saturday

evenings from 6.30 to 8.30.

Any one/nterested in finance does not fail to find

the study of the stamp system of savings one in which
there is nmcli food for thought. Undoubtedly it is the

best system in the world to encourage
small savings.

In Germany it has resulted in the

hoarding up of millions of mnrks
by the poor people, who call down
blessings npon its originator.
The 5-cent stamp sy.s'em is iti full

operation at the P'.ople's Home
Savings Bank, and those who have
investigated it are convinced of its

rfficacy.
About 9,000 stamp-saving books

have been issued by the bank to

People's Home Stamp, the people of ftan Francisco. In

each book are ten or fifteen deposit cards, and when
enoiigh stamps have been purchased from time to time

to fill one of the cards, that card is worth a dollar at

the People's Home Savings Bank, Sos Market Street,

corner 4th. As an object lesson in saving to the youth
of the land the stamp system is invaluable.

The People's Home Savings Bank has adopted a

verj' effective plan for accumulatingagoodsum of money
by 'small savings. The bank has a large number of

stnall nickel-plated safes, oblong in shape and about
half the size of an ordinary
cigar-box. These will each
hold about $33 In silver coin,
and their use is becoming
general in San Francisco. To
get a safe, you simply deposit
a dollar with the People's
Home cashier and take it

home, where yo\i drop in an
occasional dime or more, ami
wake up .some morning to

find that you have $35 of
-
s\irplus coin on hand. The

only way v '' this is to take the little .safe

to the People's Home Savings Bank, where the key is

kept and there unlock it. The dime-savers then deposit

the money in the People's Home Savings Bank, and

thus lay the foundation for a fortune.— .SVjw Jiannsco

Chronicle.

r"tJt^rTOGtrs/f,

A -.pedal feature of the r^opleN Home Savings Bank '^ the Safe Deposit
V^^^^^^

exception on the Coast: easy of access, being on the ground floor of the Bank, bnlliami> iitmtu «un »re

incande.scent lights, and secure and convenient for the inspection of valuables. <

I.„llv.,.UHl .Steel Safes, inside the Vaults, may be «^-c"red at rentals of from
$4^00

to
f^^-J^l^^r

annum Th
J^

smallest safe is large enough f"r your Insurance Policies, your Will, Stocks. Bonds, a gooil deal o! coin, anu quuo-

"

'uolfrnt Jrc^fimmhed the depositors for the private inspection of valuables, where they can lock themselves in

from all intrusion. . , . . . , r .•).._-_,„—
l)own stairs arc absolutely fire-proof and bi.rglar-proof vaiiUs with capacity for storing amounts of silverware

trunks and boxes containing furs, laces, clothing and other valuables

JOHN E. FARNUM.
Manaccr and Sccretary.

COLUMBUS WATERHOUSE,
PnESIDENT.

INTEREST WORKS WHILE YOU SLEEP>
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The Californian
The May issue of The Californian, if we may judge from the reviews of the press,

attracted unusual attention and was received with especial favor from Canada to the

republic of Nicaragua. The Boston Herald remarks, in referring to its plienonienal
success: " We do not know of an American magazine that has more quickly found its

place than this. It cannot avoid securing a large recognition throughout the country.
One is surprised to find that so much can be said aljout things in California that have not
before received treatment." Tlie literary editor of the Advocate writes :

" The Californian
for May is a si)lcnilid number. The article on 'The Underground Opium Dens of San
Francisco,' illustrated l)y tlashliglit, is a real literary novelty, and would be sufficient in

itself to establish u reixitation for enterprise and originality for tlie Magazine.'' Regard-
ing the pictorial features of The Californian, the Toledo Blade says: "The Californian
Illustrated Mac;azine is superbly illustrated." The San Francisco Report is one of the
best judges of what success means and how it can be acc(miplished. It says: "The
Magazine has been a success from a literary and artistic standjioint from the start. * *

The first number of Thk Camfokmax was so good that it was generally believed that its

excellence was due to especial etl'ort and could not be maintained. Each subsecjuent issue

has, however, proved better than its predecessor and the Magazine is one of which Cali-
fornia may feel proud." The Mitmouri World, of Chillicothe, says: "The Californian
Illustuatim) Ma(;azixk has attained the i)henomenal success of the age. * * In six
months the Magazine lias l)een j)laced on a plane with Harpers' and the Century." The
literary editor of the New York J'Jreitin;/ Telec/ravi says: "It is but tlie fifth issue, yet it

compares favorably with an issue on the Atlantic Slope, both typographically and pictori-

ally. Its contents are sufficiently varied to make it intei'esting to every section of the

country and it has undoubted signs of long life within it." The Xe)vs Letter, of San
Francisco, says: "It is an excellent i)ublication fully up to the standard of the leading
monthly magazines of the country." The literary editor of the Arcjiis writes :

" The present
issue is a credit to tiie State." A greater compliment could not l)e paid The Californian
than this short sentence. The Harrisburg, Pa. Telegram says :

" The issue is a veritable

hijou of excellence from a typographical, artistic and literary standpoint." The Appeal, of

Marysville, says :

" Such clever work deserves recognition by every thorough Californian."
The Messenger, of San Iauh Obispo, writes: "

It is one of the best literary ventures of the

day." These expressions of o])inion are a few taken at random from hundreds; and are

republished here to show that tlu' efibrts of the publishers to give Western North America
an illustrated monthly which will compare favorably with those of the East are being
appreciated.

TO ADVERTISERS
Advertisers in the East will find Tin; Californian a valuable medium, as having the

largest circulation of any illustrated magazine of the first class west of New York it

finds its way to a money spending constituency, and is read by at least one iiundred and

twenty-five thousand people a month. Local advertisers, who desire to phu'C their lands
and ranches l)efore the i)eople of the East and Europe, will find it equally valual)le. The
publishers projjose to circulate it in every town, city and luunU.'t in this country, and every
time the golden cover of The Californian flashes in the sunlight of the Eastern States it

means a word spoken for California, Oregon, Washingt(m and Western North America,
towards which the eyes of this country and p;uroi)e are turned.

BIND YOUR MAGAZINES
Tiik Californian will send, on receipt of price, fifty cents, a specially designed binder.

Bound volumes will be exchanged for sets returned in good condition on receipt of price,

inclu<ling ])ostage, thirty cents.

THE CALIFORNIAN for July
The Californian for .Inly will be an especially interesting issue. It will contain

richly illustrated articles on the Yosi'iuite Valley, Monterey, Father Junijiero, The .\nci»'nt

(Jity of I'ompeii, lilack Art in Hawaii, (iame Fishes of the l*acific, Florenci', Tlie City of

the Poets, The Mountains of California, etc.
;
with short stories, poems, political articles,

etc.

The£ Caliiornian Iixlistrathi) Magazine,

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES BJvDG. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Los Angi;i,i:s, Cai..

Hn'soii it IlfjiK-Lraki- Hlock

UA'A .V( 7/ OFFICES :

I'OKTI.ANI), C)RKC;oN. Nl'AV VOKK
ToUcr lluiKHii){
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EFFECT
AND
WINDOW
SEAT

Furniture

Upholstery

Draperies

117-123 Geary St. San Francisco

The Virginia
CHICAGO.

;i^f.»T/VBSOLUTELYfTRE Proof.

A PERFECT HOTEL
FOR TRSKIENT OR PERMASENT GUESTS.

The 0pen Courts facing South jnsure
Sunlight and Perfect \^entilation.

CONDUCTED ON THE AMERICAN FLAN.

BOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERIOR VIEWS, AND

RATES MAILED ON APPLICATION.

ntT

^'^•<;?(^.
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HOTELS

CALIFORNIA
SUMMER OR WINTER

THE ATTENTION OF

Tourists and Health Seekers
IS CALLED TO

GLIMPSE OF SOUTH FRONTAGE

THE CELEBR7XTED

Hotel del Monte
nONTEREY, CAL.

Only 3 1-2 hours from San Francisco by Express Trains of the Southern Pacific Company

KATKS l-'OK IJOAIJI): Hy llic day, $;vO<) and upward. I'arlore, IVoiii Si.oo to $2.50 per day oxlta. CliiUlreii, in

children's diiiintc-rooiii, ;>'. oil per (lav.

i>!irti<-iiliir all<-iili<>ii is <-iilli''<l (ii tli<- nio<l<Tul«' «-liarK«-s for acconiinodatioiis at Ihi.s magnificent cstahlislinionl.

The extra tost of a trij) to California is more than counterbalanced by the dilTerence between rales ol varion.s Winter

Re.sorts and lho.se of the ineomparalile IIotki, i>i;l Monti;.
liitt-iDliiiK ViHilor.H to (iilifoiiiia and the II()Ti:i, DEL MONTI-; have the choice of the " SlNSl"!",

" "OC.DhN
or "SHASTA "

Koutes. These three routes, the three main arni.s of the great railway system ol lheS(H'THl';KN I'ACIMC
COMPANY, carry the travelers throuKli the best .sections of California, and anv oneof them will reveal wonders ot chinatc,

products and scenery that no other part of the world can duplicate. I'or illustrated descriptive panii)hlet ol the hotel

and for information as to njutes and travel, rates for tickets, etc., call upon or address 1\. ll.\\\I.hV. Assistant I'.etieral

Traffic Manager. So\ilhern Pacific Comi>aiiy, .^.f Itroadway, New York, or \V. C. NEIMVIK. C.eueral Western Agent,

204 Clark street, Cliicago, 111. I'"or further information, .address
tiKOUOK .SCII0M:\V.\I,I», MmiUK.i llol.-l .Id >l<>iit<>

<)ri;N .\i.i. Till; ^l;\l: i;<MM> >ioiii.r.\ . raiifomi:*
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IMPORTANT

PUBLICATIONS

BARNES' POPULAR HISTORY
OF THE UNITED STATES

Trofust'ly illiistratt'il ; larjic ck'iir tyiK- ;
ac-

curatc iiiid non-partisan ; Ijroni^'lit down to the

adniinistratidn of licnjaniin IFarriHon; 1)()H-

sesses the chann of a novel; desirable in

•every family.
One royal octavo volnnic, (kSOj)!!, illuminated

cloth cover, jjrice, postpaid, ,^0.60; sheep,

$5.00; oiH'-halfealf, $0.00; fnll nior., $,S.0O.

HISTORY OF ART
By W.M. H. GooDYE.\.H (hitecurator ol.Metro-

l)olitan Museum.)
A coinitrehensive sketcli of Architecture

^Sculpture and Paintin<r; written in clear,
terse style; a<lapted for usi' in higher institu-

tions of learnin>i hut appropriate in private
libraries. Edition de Luxe otters a niost

attractive table book. I'ound Iti handsome
red cloth, vellum and Li<ild.

Royal Svo. :5I4 clioice illustrations, :!77 pi>.

Price, postpaid, cloth, $3.50 ;
de. I.uxe, .'^5.00.

HISTORY OF GERMANY
A Drama of Development

By TuKonoKK S. Fay.
A comprehensive, popular history of (Jer-

niany for wliich Mr. Fay's lifelong residence
in that country has o-iycn him i)eculiar advan-

tages. Tlie work is appropriately illustrated

and j)resented in larii'e handsome type and
liberal margins.
Two royal octavo volumes, 1,;>00 pp. I'rice,

postpaid, cloth, uncut edges, gilt top, $7.00;
half calf, $]L'.00.

ATLAS OF THE WORLD
By .1 .\ M Ks Mo Nil K 1' 1 1 .

Descriptive, historical and statistical, and
illustrated with nunu'rous engravings. 80

pages of full and double-page nuips, aiul 70

pages of text: dosing with statistics, topical
reviews, and a succint hisiorical resume.
Census of ISOO.

Leather back, largi' (|uarto. iMO pp. Price,

postpaid, $3.50.

Sciul for Sperial C'atalojuio

A. S. BARNES & CO., Publishers

751 Broadway, New York

Iin])roveinent tlie Order of the Age

THE SMITH PREMIER typewriter
NOTHING LIKE IT EVER SEEN

icimfr^^

old fashioned writiiijj machines received quite a set
hack when the I'nited States C.overnincnl j>iirchase<l
One Ilnndred and Fiflv (l.^O) Smith Premier Type-
writers on one order, for use in the War Department.

Kcniingtoti, Caligraph, Yost and others in competition
Write for catalogue and testimonials to

LEO. E. ALEXANDER & 6R0.
SOLE AGENTS

\
218 Sansome Street San Francisco, Cal.

FOR

j4EDICINE§
BOERICKE&RUNYON

234 SUTTER ST.
t,

K SAN FRANCISCO i'*
CAL,

Geo. H. Fuller Desk Co.
M vMKAi Tl r.Ki:^

638-640 Mission St.. San Fpaneisco



Professional

Bttorncv5*at=Xa\v

ESTABLISHED 1862

CHESTKR W. M. SMITH

PATENT . LAWYER
COUNSELOR

AND
ADVOCATE

IN

PATENT

SPECIALTY
PATENTS

TRADE MARKS

PATENT LAV

No. 217 Sansome Street
San Francisco, Cai..

lOHN F. HANLON
'^

Attorney and Counsclor-at-Law,
432 Montgomery Street, Room 7, San
Francisco, Cal.

C W. SAWYER
•

Attorney -at -Law and Notary
i'uhlic. N55 Broadwav, Oakland, Cal.

A. HAUN \i:i> H. FOHBES U. T. HARDING

LJARDING -FORBES-BARNARD
* ^

Attorneys and Counselors- at -

Law. 215 Sansome St., San Francisco,
Cal. Telephone (i,)ft.

AL'CL'STL'S TII.HKN I'h.lM K. Ar.l.FN

A LLEN & TILDEN
.•\ttornej's- at - I.aw, 14 Sansome

Street, San I'lancisco, Cal.

ROGERS & CHILSTROM
Lawyers, offices at 1170 Market

St., Rooms 116 and 67, San I-'rancisco,
Cal. Telephone .iii.s. All legitimate
litigations vigorously prosecuted fr
the client, withonl fear or favor.

T J. CROWLEY
.Attorney and Counselor-at-I.aw,

Chronicle Uuilding, Room i, San Fran-
cisco. Cal.

pox & KELLOGG
Attorneys-at-I,aw, 530 California

Street, San Francisco, Cal.

J
AMES (}AR'1LAN

Attorney and Connselor-at-I,aw,
Stevenson Kiiilding, sn California St.,
Rooms 3t and 3S, San Franci.seo, Cal.

-l.:tlr Ml lijiivs II, ,v \tiir|ih\
—

pHAS. B. DARWIN
^^

.Mtorney-at-La w, 636 Clay Street.
Rooms 17, iS and 19, Snn I'rancisco.

J
H. HENLJERSON

•
Attorney and Counselor-at-La\v,

215 Sansome blreet, San Francisco.

H . K N K 1 . K. \V lL-<iN

w ILSON & BERT
Attorneys-at-I<aw, 401 Califor-

nia Street, Telephone 1751, .San Fran-
ci>co, Cal.

G E. LAWRENCE
Counselor - at - Law, 330 Pine

Street, Rooms 40 and 41, San Francisco.

OSES G. COBBMOSES
^^ ^ Attor
Sciences Building, S19 Market Street,
Room 51). San I-'rancisco. Cal.

TOSEPH A. JOYCE
Attorney and Counselor -at -'Law,

303 Califiirnia Street, Rooms 22 to 26,

San Francisco. Cal.

C C. DENSON
^-^ •

Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
14 Sansome Street, Telephone 5 29,
San Francisco, Cal.

C R. KING
* *

Attorney and Counse1or-at-La\v,
(Office 530 California Street, Room i,

San I'rancisco, Cal.

A D. D'ANCONA
402 Montgomery Street, San

l'"ranciscu, Cal.

H ENRY C. SCHAERTZER
.\ttorney and Counselor-al-Law,

,H2 Montgomery Street, Room .1. San
I'rancisco. Cal.

CETH MANN .

'^
Attorney and Connselor-at-Law,

420 California Street, Rooms i.^ and 13,

]';ievat<jr 106 LeidesdorfT Street, San
I'ranci.sco, Cal.

B ERT SCHLESIN(.LR
Attorney-at-Law, 14 Sansome St,,

Room 36, Telephone 5.110. S.in i'rancis-

co, Cal.

J
AMES H. CREELY
.\llorney-.it-Law, 211 Sutter Street,

above Kearny Street, Telephone .S252,

S.'Ml !-''':mI' i^''" (":t1

H B. MAYO
•

Attorney and Counselor-at-Law.
601 California' Street, Room 5, San
l-'rancisco, Cal.

J
OHN L. BOONE

Attorney and Counselor-at-Law.
.State and I'ederal I'ractice, 14 .San.some
Street. Rooms 6 to 9, over Wells, Fargo
iS: Co.'s ]!ank, San }-'rancisco, Cal.

r.l.-plK.lir N.i. S2!l

KNIGHT & HEGGERTY
Attorneys-at-Law, Rooms 98 to

loi. Chronicle Building, San Francis-
co, Cal.

IRcal ]£5tatc iDcalcrs

Q 1. DENISON & CO.
^-"^ •

Agents for the purchase, .sale

and care of Real Fstate. I^oans Nego-
tiated. Houses Rented and Rents Col-
lected. 472 Tenth Street, bet. Broadway
and Washington. Oakland. Cal.

JU\
W.\: W. A. H.CONNOR

^ ^* Owners^and Agents for Lake-
view and Sunny Side Tracts, 646 Mar-
ket Street, San Francisco, Cal.

TJOLWAY & LANE
^ * Real F.state Dealers. California

])roperty for sale and exchange for

Ivastern property. Correspondence so-

licited, goo Broadw.av. ( )akland, Cal.

A H. BREED & CO.
^^ *

city and Suburban Real Fstate,
on inslaliment plan when desired.

Correspondence solicited. 460 Ninth
Street, Oakland, Cal.

TEVIS & FISHER
Real Fstate Agents and Auction-

eers, Rent Collectors, Insurance Bro-
kers. .Agents for Country Lands. 14

I'ost Street, San I'rancisco.

lI>CUtlt?t5

r\\^. T. J. FRAZER
'-^

Dentist, I'lood Building, Market
and I'ourth Streets, Room So, San
Francisco,

D R. ). D. POWELL
Dentist, .\cademy of Sciences,

.S17 Market Street, Rooni .14, San I-'ran-
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?TheLibraryofAmericanLiteraturelrS"0
it will payyoutoflndoutby writing to C.LWEBSTER&C0.,67Finb Ave., NewYork.B

O. W. NORDWELL, ""^^Z^-^^.^o.
218 BUSH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA

WHEELER & WILSON MANPG CO.
AwAHDEOTME ONLY GRAND PRIZE at Paris Exposition, leso
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WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO.

I 368 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO

SUriNER p. HUNT

Architect
California 3ank Building Los Angeles. Cal.

THE TOURIST, Utica, N, Y, $1 a year, Have you seen it?
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QORHAH SOLID
SILVER

When a \veddin,e; or birthday gift is to be

selected or a presentation piece decided upon,

the first tliought is to find something unusual,

that wliich is not lil<ely to be duplicated.

Solid Silver in some shape or other is the

most appropriate for many reasons, if such a

piece can be secured.

Our stock affords great di\'ersity of design,

which is an important consideration in making:

a selection of this kind.

Tile variety and extent of our productions

enable us to continually show not only new'

y designs, but original articles for new purposes.

ffl^ A visit to our establishment will suggest

manv noxel and appropriate pieces.

QORHAH MANF'Q CO., Silversmiths
BROADWAY AND 19th ST., NEW YORK

These wares are represented in the stocks of ali the better class of jew elers

ONE OF THE MOST RELIABLE COMPANIES IN THE WORLD
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ITS AGENTS ARE FOUND THROUGHOUT AMERICA

^,^«%«^

INSURANCE ^F COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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CAPITAL (Fully Paid), $1,000,000 ASSETS, NEARLY $3,000,000

D. J. STAPLES, President w. j. dutton, vice-president
jJb. LEV/SON. MARINE Secy LOUIS WEI N M an N, ASS-T SEC'Y

BERNARD FAYMON V I LLE, SEC'Y

STEPHEN D. IVES, CEN'L AGENT
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LES AUTHES OF NICE

BY FANNIK C. \V. BARBOUR

MONG the gay and

happy throng of

wealthy visitors
who flock to this

most attractive

spot on the French
Riviera, in search of recreation,

climate or health, very little is known
of nous autres, as they call themselves.

These are the other classes of those

less fortunate ones who have to work
hard for their daily bread.

Nice is pre-eminently a city of

gaiety, light-heartedness and distrac-

tion, with its enchanting sunshine and
beautiful scener}^ over-shadowed by
skies of unfathomable blue, no wonder
that, in this almost cloudless atmos-

phere, one forgets for the moment that

here there are many lives, whose
dullness is seldom brightened by any
ray of joy, and whose daily existence
is over-clou(k'd l)y the shadows of care,
and the hard toil of a never-ending
struggle for the mere necessaries of life.

Side by side, in strong contrast, lie

the new part of the cit\-—the vStrangers'

quarter
— and the old town or vicUe

villc, just acro.ss the river. The
one pos.sesses its open squares and its

Casino with a most enchanting winter

garden, which resembles fairyland,
when it is illuminated for the nightly
concert, or frequent evening /('tcs.

The beautiful Jardin Publique, filled

every day with a crowd of fashionable

visitors, lies at the beginning of the

Promenade des Anglais, that broad,
villa-lined avenue, which .stretches

along for two miles, a magnificent,

palm-bordered roadway, clo.se to the

crescent shore of the sea. The newly
completed Jctce Promenade, jutting
out into the deep blue Mediterranean,
with its foundation of iron trestle

work, lapped by the spray of the

rolling surf, offers a most attractive

place of rendezvous for this amu.sement
.surfeited crowd of etegantes. Here

they walk on its terrace, which,

overhanging the water, reminds one

of the deck of an ocean steamer
;
and

here they congregate everj- afternoon

to listen to exquisite strains of music,
rendered by a first-cla.ss orchestra.

Here they flirt and chat and even

gamble a little, while sipping afternoon

tea. coffee, or absinthe, according to

their nationality, and the main object
in life .seems to be to while away the

hours in the most charming manner

po-ssible.
Now let us look upon the other side

of the picture
—across the river in the

old town with its dark, narrow streets,

into some of which no solitary ray of

God's sunlight, so free to all, ever

penetrates. Here the scene differs

widely from the first. All are at work.
not with that woe-begone, crushed

liearing. which characterizes the

hopelessly poor in our own large
cities, but with a spirit and a will,

with many a iong and jest.
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LES AUTRES OF NICE

Queer liUle shops whose darkness

is ahnost unfath(jiiiable, offer eurious

wares to the passer-by. One contains

cheese and nothing btit cheese. Here
are gJiiycrc, pannvsan, 7'ocqiiefort ,

brie and calombcrt, in all stages and

ages, with their accompanying odors.

Here is a pleasant-faced old LVencli

woman with snowy cap, who offers us

casseroles. vSuch a collection, all of

earthenware ! Jugs, pannikins pots,
chestnut roasters, marmites and

pitchers, some of which are so artistic

in form and coloring that we are

tempted to invest in one at the price
of a few sons, to fill with flowers for

our salon tables. Then we come across

an arcade where hang rabbits and

game for sale. The former are sus-

pended alive by their hind legs, which
are tied tightly together, while their

fore feet trail on the ground. As the}-

5end frightened, beseeching glances at

us from their large pathetic eyes, we
should like to purcha.se the whole
stock for the fun of .seeing them

scamper joyfully down the narrow

pathway.
The other game consists of pigeons

which have been shot the day before

at the Monte Carlo .shooting matches ;

poor little larks, whose bony bodies

show that their song is worth far more
than their flesh

; hares, skinned and
sold in portions or by the joint ;

and
sad looking chickens, wlio.se yellow,

dried-up .skins .suggest the experience
of a long journey hither, with third-

cla.ss accommodations. Further on
are all .sorts of dried fi.sli ; salt codfish

soaking in casseroles of fresh water ;

herrings, niarinced, smoked and
salted, with sardines and tunny in oil.

Now, we find a most curious bazaar
where they sell ever^-thing ; a dimin-
utive Macy's in the shadow. Here is

a tailor .shop where the men sit cross-

legged close to the window which has
no glass in order to get a ray of light.
There are some interesting old jewelry
.shops where one can occasionally find

a good piece of fine work done hy the
celebrated goldsmiths of old Nice. In
all of these places much bargaining is

necessary if only to buy two saris'"

worth of cheese or an ^ZZ- ^ o^ must

always cheapen the first price or you
will be considered by the .seller to be

slightly outre.

A singular sight now presents itself

and we almost cry aloud in amazement.
From out a steep and narrow side

street appear three women carrying a

piano on their heads. They have
taken an old apron rolled it into a

thick round wad and placed it on the

crown of the head. There they go
with slow and measured tread, swing-
ing their hands to balance them.selves

while they carry a load which in our
own "land of the free" it requires
four men, a pair of horses and a cart

to transport. For this work they will

earn a half i\ fratic apiece, or possibly
:x franc, with which latter sum they
will go home radiantly con;^nt.

We meet women coming in to the

town market riding on small donkeys
which are so laden with vegetables

bulging out on either side that it is

rather difficult to pass and we must
crowd into a doorway. The laiiilrcs

or women who sell milk excite our

curiosity. Tliej' sit by the roadside

and knit while they deal out in small

portions rather blue-looking milk to

any who are fortunate enough to be
able to afford it

;
for milk is an expen-

sive beverage here, where cows are

kept in the .stables from one year's end
to the other, brought up and fed by
hand, as it were. Wine is much
cheaper than milk, and many a little

one in tlie.se parts is fed upon diluted

wine (from its infancy) instead of

wholesome nourishing milk.

A poor old woman toiling up the

steps with a heavy basket of newly
washed linen on lier head suggests
another occupation of many of the

A^/fo/sc. Down below all this narrow-

ness and steepness runs the River
Paillon which forms another most

striking contrast to the darkness
above. Wide and open is its bed and

sunny are its banks. Here we see the

poor engaged in quite a different em-

ployment and a peculiar picture pre-
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LES AUTRES OF NICE

sents itself before vis. There are

numbers of women and girls kneeling
on the cold stones which form little

islands between its streams when the

ri\-er is low. What are they doing
there, hundreds of them, bending over
the water so attentively ? Ah ! here
is a life of toil !

There are the lavayidiires of Nice.
Not alone on a Monday, but on

any day of every week, one can see

long lines of these women, stretching
far away under the consecutive

bridges, scrul), scrub, scrubbing ;

wringing, rolling, rinsing, and then

hanging out the clothes to dry, until

the river-bed resembles one huge
laundry. As this clothing is washed
in cold water, and is vigorously
rubbed on some large, flat stone in

the river, one would imagine that the

general aspect of the inhabitants and
visitors in Nice would be rather grimy
as to linen. I have never dared to

question my blaiichisseusc too clo.sely
about the environs of her laundrj-, but
I have a growing conviction that we
are not made an exception to the gen-
eral rule, which is one of the penalties
of living in this otherwise charming
place. Still, our washing is brought
home every week so spotlessly pure,
that we cannot complain. Judging,
however, from its present condition,

although quite new three months ago,
as it now seems suddenly to be fall-

ing to pieces, I opine that the strong
scrubbing on the rocks by the river

side is not the only injury inflicted

upon these same garments, but that

they are cleansed and whitened after-

ward b}' some more artilicial and
harmful process.

However, we all know that when
one is in Rome, there is really no sage
cour.se to pursue, except to follow tlie

illustrious example of the Romans, iu

even the smallest particiilars. And
so in this place, one must do as the

Ni^oisc do. And how cheaply the

washing is done here. No one thinks
of keeping a laundress in the house,
for it really would not pay. One is

not charged so nmch a dozen as in our

country, but each garment has its own
price, according to the work. A
laandkerchief, for example, is laun-
dried for one cent, while a man's
linen shirt costs eight, and a collar

only two cents.

These poor washerwomen do not

pursue their humble avocation with-
out danger. For there are times in

the spring when the snow is melting
on the mountains and the freshets

occur, that the river rises so suddenly
they have barely time to escape. It

has even .sometimes occurred, as it

did last spring, that the .sea rose with
a storm at the same time, and, meet-

ing the fre.shets half-way, several lav-

audihrs were overtaken, and before

they could be rescued were swept out
to .sea and lost.

And now how do these people live ?

What do the}^ eat and how much do

they earn ? I was invited the other

day to visit one of their apartments in

the old town. This was on the

ground floor, and consisted of three

rooms. The front one, on the street,

was the shop, with a door but no win-

dow, and as I groped my way into the

middle or sleeping-room, I could not

see. Here they sleep in a room with
a cold stone floor and no carpet ;

with
no fireplace and hardly any daylight.
The third or back room, which had
one window, was the kitchen, eating
and living room, also with a stone

floor. As wood and coal are dear,

the strictest economy is practiced
about kindling a fire in the curious

little French range. When they do
have meat to roast, which is very
rarely, they take it to the baker, and
have it cooked there for a few sous, as

an amount of heat sufficient to roast

anything would require a mo.st ex-

travagant quantity of fuel for such

poor folk. Everything is bought in

very small quantities, and even of

staple articles, such as salt, pepper,
flour and sugar, just enough for the

day is purchased. Ready money is

not i^lenty enough to lay in a stock of

such tilings.
The daih" waire here is verv low
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LES AUTRES OF NICE

and i)rofits are small. vSlill, as I have

said, one does not fnid the abject

misery among the poor which is to

be seen among the lower classes in

many a larger city, like lyondon, Paris,

or New York. An ordinary carpen-
ter, plnniber, or mechanic receives

from two to two and a half fraiics, or

fifty cents for a day's work of nine

hours, while a boss pluml)er has ten

ftancs, or two dollars. A gardener
earns from twelve to fifteen dollars a

month. A first-class seamstress who
works for a dressmaker gets two francs

a day, or if xcxy well advanced toward
theheadoftlie Iine,threey0'a;/r5, orsixty
cents

;
and a lady can have her gowns

well made and artistically- fini.shed at

a good dressmaker's for from five to

ten dollars. The wages of domestics

range from five to twelve dollars a

month, but the latter price is only paid
for xQxy superior work, or a large

family. The cabmen ask onl}- fifteen

cents a course—within the city limits,

or forty cents an hour. Tlicn there

is the army of porters ;
comiuissioii-

aires, who carry packages and letters,

or do any errands required, and the

portciiscs, who cany your purchases
home from the market, all of whom
earn from ten to twenty cents a da}-.

Fortunately for themselves, the

lower classes are satisfied with verj-
little. Give them a piece of hard, dry
bread and a cup of black coffee with

sugar for tlieir breakfast
;

a bowl of

.soup and bread for their dinner, accom-

panied b}- the inevitable vin ordinaire

at seven cents per quart ;
and bread

and cheese, a penny salad or a dish of

maccaroni for their supper, and they
are quite content. They seem to

thrive well, although they may not
know the ta.ste of meat for weeks.

They pass their existence out of

doors m front of their shops. No
wonder that the children congregate
there to escape from their homes,
tho.se

' '

black holes of Calcutta,
' "

whose
darkness and chill seem tomb-like.
The mother places her chair outside
the door in the .street and sits there
all day ^vitll her knitting, chatting

.sociably with her neighbors who are

engaged in the same occupation. A
walk through the old town of Nice

always brings to m}- mind tlie grim
picture of the Lefarge woman, who.se

character Dickens has depicted in so

masterly a manner, and who, during
the terrible .scenes of the Revolution,
sat in her doorway and knitted away
.so many lives.

The helpless poor and the sick are

well cared for in Nice. There are

many charitable people here and .some

.societies especially formed for their

benefit, .so that .soliciting alms is not

necessary. Ev-ery year, at Carnival

time, a Kcrmcss is given here by repi-

re.sentative ladies of all nationalities,
for the benefit of the poor. Begging
is deprecated by the authorities,

though the French citizens themselves

encourage it. You rarely see moiisicu)

or inadame refuse a few sous to a poor
vialheureusc, and I have frequently
.seen the poor give to the poor, for

theirs is the heart soft with pity for

the sufferings of others.

Thus, side by side they walk, these

.sons and daughters of toil, with the

fashionable, the w-ealthy and the

prosperous, on the .streets and prom-
enades. And the .same cloudless sky
and the same sunshine is over them
all, while the deep blue .sea, with its

changing hues, the .setting sun gild-

ing the snow peaks with shadings of

glorious red, and the pale lustre of

silvery moonlight touching the Bay
of Angels, are free alike to the rich

and the poor of Nice, for ks atitrcs

can have their .share in the heavenh*

beauty of the whole.
Much of the domestic life of Ics

autres goes on out of doors in Nice.

One sees on every side, bright eyes
and rosy cheeks among the young
ones, and even the old w-omen are

rosy, though wrinkled. The bright
sunshine, clear air and wholesome

though ofttimes scant food account for

these evidences of health and the

laughter and chatter going on all

about as one passes the groups, about
the doors of the mode.st dwellings evi-
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dences a cheerful contentment that

to one accustomed to poverty in

American or Ivn^lish cities, is a

very pleasant contrast, and i)rov^es

that contentment after all does not

depend upon eillier riches or hij^her

education, for here are a class whose
lives are one continual toil from the
cradle to the grave, none of whom
know any greater degree of wealth
than the possession of their modest
chattels evi-

dences, or
whose mental

acquirements go
farther than a

very limited ac-

quaintance with
their brevda-

ries, and yet life

to them has
none of that

black hopeless-
ness we see writ-

ten in the ex-

pression le ss
faces of our own
les autres. They
seem indeed to

have solved the

vexed question
of "Is life

worth living?"
very much in

the affirmative,
to their own
satisfaction at

least, and one
of the pleasant-
est memories of

a close ac-

quaintance with
the Ni^oise is

the many bright
comes I have read
friends among Ics auires.

The Ni^oise in common with the

others of their class in France, are of

the soil, seldom or never emigrating.
Hard and toilsome as is their life in

their ow^n land they prefer it to a more

prosperous one in any other. They
love the blue skies, the meagre soil

Ni>;oise and ChiM

and smiling wel-
in the faces of mv

her patron saint, and nowhere, save
in isolated ca.ses. does one find them in

foreign lands.

Any country might count itself

fortunate, indeed though, could it

attract them as immigrants, for the

experience of Canada, with its habi-

ta7is, prov^es that they carry their

ha]:)its of industry, thrift and cheerful-

ness with them. Many times in trav-

eling through French Canada I have
been reminded
of my friends

among les,
aiitrcs for there

one frequently
comes across
scenes in which
the surround-

ings and the
drajnatis per-
sona; are dis-

tinctively rem-
i n i s c e n t of

bourgeoise
France. The
same types are

here, the same
costumes, the
same household

gods, the same

gentle piety,
and, above all,

the same smil-

i n g ^ heartfelt

courtesy to ma-
dame ox VI sieiir

that has glad-
dened one's
heart at the
market place or

the fountain in

the vielle ville

The types are exactly repro-of Nice
duced—the sturdy, brown skinned, rud-

dy-cheeked, bright-eyed youngsters,
the sweetly pensive, shy-eyed girls,

and, above all, the white-capped,
wrinkled old women. These last are

as \oluble as their younger sisters are

chary of talk with the stranger and
love to chatter to anyone who will

listen, of their ills, of course, but
and the bright sunlight as a rcligieiise thej' never omit to wind up with a
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tlaanks<T^iving' to the ben Dieii for some
small blessing at least.

The bitterest time for Ics autres is

during the spring when the mistral or

tramontane blows
;

these bitter winds
are from the west and northwest and
while the}' blow at least, the Ni^oise
are miserable. The air is full of dust

whirled about into one's eyes, nose and

are forced under cover even of such
miserable holes as they call home.
The poetic side of Ics autres is shown

in their piety ; they are Catholic, of

course, and their faith is very touch-

ing and beautiful to one accustomed
to the hard pessimism of the poorer
classes of Anglo-Saxon origin. They
have each and every one some patron

Nijoise Lavandi^re

mouth and even sifted through one's

clothing until the sensation is unbear-
able. The mistral blows from a per-

fectly clear sky and altliough the

sunlight falls bright and sharp u])on
the white walls and pavements it gives
no warmth and the keen wind cuts
like a knife

;
at such times the streets

are deserted of even les aidres, thev

saint to whom they make their

petitions, burn their votive candles

and upon whom they cast all the

trouljlcs and cares of their very work-

aday li\es willi the most utter con-

fidence lliat Ihf l)urdcu whatever vt

may be will be lightened.

They steal away to the churches at

all hours for prayer, meditation and
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consolation, and no matter how tri\-ial

or of what moment tlie matter ma}' be

they take it there and find comfort.

Their faith is the childlike trustin,t(

confidence of the southern peo])le's in
"

le bon Dicu " and the Virj^in Mother
and is a very beautiful side of the

Ni^oise character, they never nej.(lect

la mere dc famille and the younger
members appear in their best and
all meet about the family board iu

innocent mirth or joy of the festi-

val.

The good-heartedness aud gener-
osity of these poor people to one
another was a constant source of sur-

f\

NiQoise Laitiere

observance of their fast or feast da>s,
and no matter how poor the people
nor how humble the home no Easter
or Christmastide passes but is remem-
bered by some little family festival,

meat is seen on the table and the

highly prized necklace of amber or

coral, or mayhap a brightly-colored
kerchief or lace scarf is donned by

prise to me, and often and often have I

seen the poor give to the poor out of

their scanty store oisous\ even the chil-

dren share any bit of sweetmeat or

fruit they may have given them with
one another with a cheerful alacritj'

that is as charming as it is rare among
folk who are better off in this world's

gear than are Ics autres.



BY MRS. HELEN E. GREGORY-FLESHER, M. A.

AGLITTERING halo of golden

legend and brilliant romance
surrounds the Japanese sword.

Ill no other country in the world has

this weapon been held in such esteem.

Almost superhuman qualities were
ascribed to it, and it was credited with

attachment to its owner.

To the nobleman or the samicrai,

the sword was his most cherished

possession, not even excepting his

wife, who was held a little lower than

his sword. vSelf-denial and depriva-

tion, that one might have a fine

weapon, was regarded natural and

commendable.
"The sword is the living soul of

the samurai,'' wrote Iyeya.su, the

founder of the Tokugawa Shogunate.
This saying, rendered in his own
words on tlie title page, was written

in the sixteenth century, and gives
some idea of the regard in which this

weapon was held. Famous sword-

smiths could sign after their names
such titles as baronet or marquis.

Ivmperors did not disdain to patronize
the art, but even to while away their

leisure hours, sword-forging. Gotoba-

No-In, a Mikado who lived A. D.

iiS6, sent every monlli for a different

maker who worked under his patron-

age. The swords he made him.self he

marked w illi a chry.santhemum and a

stroke underneath it, the chrysanthe-
mum l)eing the official Imjierial crest.

In mediai'val days, llie fiinous

Damascus blades were rivaled b\-

those from Japan. Weapons that

with unturned edge halved copper
coins were not uncommon.
The great value attached to swords

and the impulse given to armor-

making was in great part due to the

fierce civil wars that for so long con-

vuLsed the whole country. The great

daimyo or lords maintained and were

expected to contribute when called

upon so many fighting men to their

superiors, the kuge. This meant, of

cour.se, an immense force of skilled

warriors, wlio.se business in life was
war. The.se men were called samu-

rai, when attached to a feudal lord

and rouius, literally "wave men,"
when owning allegiance to no lord,

but wandering like the "waves" of

the .sea, and who, for amonetary con-

sideration, fought under any .stand-

ard. The kuge and dainno formed
tlie nobility, the sauiiirai and ro)ii}is

the gentry of Japan. vSo, as it often

happened that the very life of a

Samurai depended upon the keenness
of his blade, it is not .surprising that

he regarded it as his most valued pos-
session.

Sword etiquette was governed by
certain well-defined rules and cere-

monies, and \iolalion of these often

cost not onl\' lioiior, luil lite itself,

and the offender's woilil thought liim

well served.

Swords 1)y famous makers brought
enormous sums. A Japanese noble

fre<|uentl>- jiaid from Qiie thou-sand to

u
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fifteen hundred dollars for a blade

alone, and as much more for the

furnishings, the guard, ornaments and
scabbard. vSuch weapons were handed
down from father to son, from genera-
tion to generation. Kven children

wore miniature swords or dirks, and
the presentation to the little heir of

his first weapon was a ceremony of

itself.

On the fifth day of the eleventh
month of the child's fourth year, the

family council, the chosen spon
sors and intimate friends as-

sembled and the boy was
invested with the kamcshi-

moliakama, the loose, flowing
trousers and sleeveless jacket
worn l)y the sainurai. This
dress was presented by the

sponsors, and was em-
broidered with storks and
tortoises. The emblems of

longevity for the first,

is reputed to live one
thousand and the .sec-

ond ten thousand

years. Bamboo
and fir trees

must also be
worked up-
on it, t h e

bamboo t o

signify a

hope t li a t

he may have
a straight-
forward and upright
disposition, a n d
the evergreen, an

unchanging and stable tem-

per. The little boy was

placed standing upon a go
board (a go is a Japanese
game not unlike chess), with his face

to a lucky quarter of the room
;
then

the dress was put on, and a little

sword, a model of the real one he
would receive when fifteen years of

age, was given him. Three wine

cups were brought on a tray, and

filling all three, the sponsor drank
from each in turn. He then offered

them to the godchild, who pretended

to drink, too. The sponsor produced
a present, and the child again pre-
tended to drink. This was repeated
three times, and the ceremony ended.
The most famotis swords are still

known by names. lyeyasu, who drew

\\\) the rtiles governing sword eti-

qtiette, owned a magnificent blade

forged by Naga-Mit/.a A. D. 1279,
called Adziiki-Naga-Mitza, because it

cotild cut a bear {Adzuki) thrown into

the air in half before it fell to the

grotmd.
All artizans and tradespeople were

looked down upon except the ar-

morer. Btit he held a social position
and rank varying only in proportion

to his fame. At a certain stage in the

forging, he was privileged to assume
the cotirt robes of a noble. The

ceremony was invested with a

religious character and the sa-

cred straw rope, like those seen

before temples, hung across

the front of the forge
to keep out evil

•Spirits. Like the

alchemist. the
smith retired in-

to privacy and

secrecy d u r-

i n g this
critical
time.This

myster}'
was still

kept u p
by old-
fashioned
smiths as

late as

1S7:
I

—Showing .MoJe uf Wearing SworJ The sa-

m u r a i

wore two swords—a long one, katatia,

and a short one, tanto. This curious

fashion dates from the fourteenth cen-

tury, and prevailed tuitil a few years

ago. How close the ctistom la\' to

their hearts may be judged from the

iollowing extract, written by Mitford.
" The statesman who shall enact a

law forbidding the carr\-ing of this

weapon will indeed have deser\-ed well
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of his country; but it will be a task dif- edict prohibiting them altogether was
ficult to undertake and a dangerous issued, the decree to take effect the ist

one. I would not give much for that ofJanuar}^ A. d. 1877. Thosewhoknew
man's life. The hand of ever>^ swash- how cherished the privilege of wear-
buckler in the Empire would be against iug the sword was expected violent
him." disturbances, riots and bloodshed, but

Artistic Bronze GuarJs nt Japanoso S

This was written in A. D. 1 87 1. Only the Japanese are a wonderfully sub-
:a year or so later the government issued missive race, nothing hajipened and
« request to the .^awz^r^z asking them swords became things of the past

—
to refrain from wearing their swords weapons that a few years before their
;andon the2StliofMarch, A.n. 1876, an owners could not have been induced
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to part with even at the most fabulous

prices would not fetch half their

former price and lay neglected and
dust covered in the second-hand shops.
The ancient sword called tsiiguri

or ken was a straight double-edged
heavy weapon about three feet long,
the width varying from two to two
and a half inches. It was to be swung
with both hands and was carried cross-

wise over the back. The best blades

were made and the most noted smiths

than the shinto blade. I have seen and
held in my hand a dirk-shaped extraor-

dinarily light blade. The quaint
inscription upon it being,

" Made iii

the time of God," which means that
it is so old that the date of its making
has been forgotten. Its age is not a
mere tradition, but is proved not only
by a well-kept record, but by internal

evidence such as the strange crude

Japan-^e Woman, Gidiyo-Assadi, with Sword Nobleman In Hamashimohakama— Swords in Place

flourished over a thousand years ago
during the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries. All swords made later

than A. D. 1570 and inferior blades of

older make are styled shinto. Nero
Horikawa Kunihiro who lived A. d.

1600 is the best of the shinto makers.
The old swords are much lighter than
the new. Weight is one of the tests

applied by connoisseurs. A fine old

weapon is proportionately much lighter

manner in which the handle is finished

and the peculiar color of the steel.

This particular weapon belongs to a

Japanese gentleman and is cared for

most solicitously. It is set in a plain
wooden handle with a sheath of the

same undecorated material ;
it is

slipped, sheath and all, into a silk bro-

cade muslin-lined bag. and in order that

no vestige of moisture may get in, the

spacfc between the outside and the lin-
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ing is filled with perfumed rice powder.
In the same bag is a little crepe hand-
kerchief with which to wipe the blade

before it is put away.
In the temples in Japan there are

celebrated swords known to be older

than this one but man}' of them un-

fortunatel}- are not in a good state of

preservation.
In mediaeval times the katana was

evolved ; it was more convenient than

made in the seventeenth century by
Kore Hiro. Number two which is

about the same age, made A. D. 1630, is

also ornamented in silver and was
forged by Tada Yoshi. Number three
in the same collection is in that style
called shin-no-tatchi so named because
the owner's crest is repeated at least

seventy-five times. The scabbard is of
aventurine lac. The sword is a re-

markably beautiful one and was made

Forging the Sword

the tsugtiri being shorter and lighter.
It has a single edge and is slightly
curved at the point. In modern days
the wakizashi, often called the hara-
kiri knife, was replaced by the tanto

worn with the kata?ia. Numbers one
and two belonging to collection of Mr.

Henry Molineux of San Francisco are

good examples. The ornamentations
on the hilt and scal)bard of numl^er
one are of silver and represents the

seven gods of good fortune. It was

b}' Kuni Sada six hundred and three

years ago for the prince of Sendai.

The most important part of the

Japanese imperial regalia is Cloud-

chistcr, a famous sword the origin of

which is lo.st in a myth.
vSosanoo was sent on a mission to the

food goddess l)y Amaterasu the moon
god, who during the reign of the sun

goddess wandered in exile upon the

earth, was appealed to by the people to

rid them of a terrible eight-headed



Carxt'J Ivory SworJ — Made in the year 986. A. D.
The blatlc of the swonl was made by Munechika, one of the most celebrated Japanese smiths of his time.

In tlie Marsh Collection

Vol. II.—2
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dragon which was devastating the kind

and devouring their most beautiful

maidens. When the time came for the

monster's periodical visitation Sosanoo
set out on the sea-

shore eight huge
tubs of sake. The
dragon attracted

b y the smell
plunged his eight
heads into the

tubs and soon was
intoxicated a n d
Sosanoo found

little difficulty in slaying him, but try

as he would he could not cut through
the tail, something offered a firm re-

sistance. Carefully splitting it open
the astonished god found it contained

a magnificent sword, this was the fa-

mous Cloud-cluster which, with the

sacred mirror and the ball, was car-

ried before the Emperor
when he opened the Diet

A. D. 1890.

During the Askihaga
Shogunate, in the four-

teenth century, it l^ecame

the custom to commit hara-

kiri or seppzikii when defeat

or disgrace was encoun-
tered. Not only the noble-

man but his retainers with
him committed suicide, but it was not

until the Tokugawa dynasty that it

was raised to the status of an official

punishment. And at this period it

became the fashion to wear two
swords, the long one for enemies and
the short for hara-kiri.

The most elab-

orate ceremony
^^^^^^^^ attended its per-

/
^

V ^n^^^^^^^^ formance, an eti-

quette that

scended to

most minute

tails, such
"the witnesses

may hitch their

trousers, if the ceremony is performed
in a garden, but if it is performed in

the house, they must on no account
do .so." It was (|iiite common for a

iiir'*:rfii

wmma^m

statesman to disembowel himself, if

his advice were not taken, as a sort

of guarantee of good faith and to

prove that he was in earnest.

Every Japanese
boy was taught
from his earliest

infancy to regard
hara-kiri as his

plain duty and
only honorable

recourse, if dis-

grace attached to

h im. In olden

days when a nobleman died, his wife
and a few of his most faithful servants

committed the
' '

happy despatch
' '

in

order that they might accompany their

lord to the other world.
Hara-kiri is not entirely out of

vogue even in the nineteenth century.
When Count Mori was assassinated, a

few years ago, the man who
attacked h i m attempted
ha?a-ka?i immediately, and
but for the prompt action

of the police, would have
been successful.

Many swords have a place
in the .scabbard, for either

a jxiir of camp chopsticks
or in (A(\ weapons for the

koq-ai or skewer, .sometimes

called the
"
hair pill ? On the field

de-

the

(le-

as.

of battle when an enemy was slain,

his head was cut off, the kogai thrust

through the top knot, and the ghastly

trophy suspended from the victor's

girdle.
In the opposite side of the hilt an

opening was left

for the ko-katana
or little knife, gen-

erally called the

Kodzuka, a n a r-

row, rough little

blade with an cni-

l)ellished handle. '

Most of the wea-

pons in Mr. Henry
Molineux's collection

knife. Xuinl)ei" four

shark skin hiU and
sh'tan wood, ornamented with lacquer

lia\'e this little

a sword with a

a .scabbard of
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and mother - of -
pearl, was

made five hundred and sixty-
seven years ago, and has the

kodc7iko, and so has number
five, whicli is a court sword,
a beautiful weapon with a

scabbard of polished lac,
fi e c k e d with malachite.

Number six of the same col-

lection is remarkable for its

beautiful polished and lac-

quered shark skin hilt and
scabbard. The process of

lacquering shark skin is dif-

ficult and tedious. The skin

nuist be carefully ground
down and the little inter-

stices filled with lacquer, the

larger the nodules of the skin

the more valuable it is. This
sword (number six) is over
four hundred years old.

The kodziika has some-
times mistakenly been called

the hara-kiri knife, but a mo-
ment's consideration will cor-

rect this error, as the blade
is so poor and rough that it

would be almost impossible
to put it to such service.

Its uses were \-arious. Xo
true samurai would degrade
so noble a weapon as a sword

by employing it for anything
but defense or attack, so this

little knife occupied some-

thing the same place that a

penknife does with us, but
its principal use was as a

means of identification or
card. When a sa)}ii<rai .suc-

ceeded in killing his enemy,
he drew the kodziika from his

own weapon and thrust it in-

to the ear of his dead foeman,
and as it always bore the

owner's name or crest or

both, all the world knew to

who.se vengeance to attribute

the deed.

Among Western nations,
when one man kills another,
the slayer is not generally
over anxious for publicity,
nor desirous of proclaiming
his identity to the winds,
but in Japan the vendetta

prevailed in full force and
burned with a fiercer flame
than in Corsica itself.

Mr. G. T. Marsh of vSan

has an unusually
fine collection of

Number eleven
in his collection has a bronze
handle with an elaborate de-

s i g n depicting Asatsima
Hime, the Goddess of Music,
seated in a boat playing the
biwa. Number fourteen, also

of bronze, shows a badger
sitting on his hind legs,

drumming on his stomach
with his forepaws. The sub-

ject upon number thirteen

represents two of the Gods
of Plenty, Jure Jin, the God
of Longevity, and Fako-
roku Jin, God of Wisdom.
The design of number four-

teen shows an incident in the

practice of the vendetta.

Francisco

large and
kodziikas.

Ornaments on Japanese Swords
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Two brothers, Jin-No-Suke Nan and
Goro Toki Nemi are about to attack

Suketsune Kudo, who assassinated

their father.

In addition to a name, the sword
often had applied to it the endearing
term marji, little or dear, which
Chamberlain thinks is a corruption of

maro. When a gentleman called

upon a friend, if he wore two swords

upon entering the house, he removed
the long sword with his right hand,
from the left to the right side, as in that

position it would not be easy to draw,
and, therefore, gave a more friendly

appearance to the visit. Svich matters
of importance as the occasions upon
which to wear a short, long or single
sword were regulated by strict eti-

quette. To touch or come into col

lision with another's weapon, to

enter a friend's house without

removing it, to turn the

blade in the sheath as

though aboiit to draw
or to lay it upon the

floor and kick
the g u a r d

toward an\

one, all

or any
of

who received it in a silk napkin, never
in his bare hand. Ever}' gentleman
carried these little silk uapkins or soft

paper, made especiall}^ for this purpose.
It was always held with the hilt to

the left, and the blade to the owner
himself. Inch by inch, and with the

repeated apologies on one
side and urging on the

other, the sword was
drawn and exam-
ined, l)ut only
after earnest

solicitation

w a s it

fully
re-

the.se

acts were
d e a d 1 3' in-

sults, to be
wiped out by

blood alone.

To turn Ijack to l)ack

and strike scabbards was
a challenge equal to tlic

throwing down and acceptance
of the gauntlet among Kuropean
knights. To exhibit a naked weapon
was an affront, unless, indeed, the
blade was a \"ery famous one, and the

fortunate possessor was much pressed
to show it. After man\- apologies the

owner would hand it to his friend,

moved
from the

'^'' scabbard,
all the time

->^''' carefully held
a w a y from the

other guests. It was
then delicatel}' wiped

lest a breath or a finger-
mark should mar its brilliancy,

'7^' sheathed and returned to its

place.
Unless the visit were a prolonged

one both host and guest retained the

short sword in the girdle, but the long
one was always laid aside.

If the guest was a man of means a

bearer went with him to carry the

long sword, l)ul if the gentlemen came
alone, when he removed it his host's

servant took it with a napkin and put
it in the sword rack in a place of honor.

Indeed it was treated almost like a

.sentient lacing. The jiniacJii, or two-

handed war-sword, was always carried

by a bearer.

As :i rule, women did not wear
.swords, except when tra\xling, l)ut the

ladies of the Imperial Palace always
armed them.selves during fires. To
fence skillfulh- with the halbred was
regarded as an elegant and almost
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necessary accomplishment for young
ladies of good family.
The first Japanese expedition to,

and conquest of, foreign lands, which,

to u.se the phrase of the native his-

torians, cau.sed "her arms to shine

beyond the .seas," was commanded by
a woman. In the third century the

pious warrior. Empress Jingu, l)cing

inspired by the gods, j)roceeded against
and conquered Korea. To conceal

from her enemies the fact that she was
a woman the Kmpress wore male attire.

Jingu also has a claim to fame as the

mother of Ojin, who was deified in the

fourth century under the name of

Hachiman, and is worshipped as the

God of War. Strange to say, Jingu
is exalted as a model, not for her own
.sex, but for boys. At the children's

festival in May she is always placed
in the male group. Of the nine

empresses, who at one time or

another ruled the land of

the Rising Sun, Jingu
is the mo.st distin-

guished.
The two old-

est known
makers
of

rust and decay. It has always been
the custom in Japan to present the

temples of the Ciod of War with cele-

brated blades.

Soto Yugo was the father (>[ a long
line of makers who.se descendants yet
live. The work of this family is

called lyborl. Soto him.self was bom
in the fifteenth century.
Swords are of various lengths and

.styles and each has its dis-

tinctive name.
The katana and the

< I
'akizashl were

w o r n together
until more
VA ode rn
davs,

'^

<:,V
0.^*

c^^^

<:.V^'
.>A

C--^

swords
now i n

existence
are Ama - Kuni

and Shinsoku. The
latter was the first

r.iaker to cut his name on
the blade. A. D. 806 Heizie

Ten O, the Mikado ordered Shin-
soku to forge a sword for his son,

the Imperial Prince. Rui Jin, the old
r.ian of the .sea,who lives in the Dragon
Shrine under the ocean, as.si.sted in the

making of this sword. Though Shin-
.soku made nearly a hundred lilades he

put his name to only eight, which are
n >w in the different Hachiman Shrines,
and though highly valued by their

owners, are little more than masses of

w hen
the waki-

zas/ii was re-

^^. placed bv the

fanto. The length
of the katana is about

two feet and a fraction :

the ivakizashi, a little over
a foot

;
the chisa-katana, from

two to two and a half feet long
and lighter than the ordinary blade,
was worn with haga-hakama, or cere-

monial dre.ss, of which there were no
less than eighteen varieties. The
Iiakama was the badge of gentle
birth, though on very special occa-

sions, such as births, weddings, or

deaths, tradesmen wore it. W^hen
the occasion demanded ultra-cere-

moniousness the kanicshivio was as-

sumed a wing-like, sleeveless jacket,

usually i>f hempen cloth, stiffened

so as to stand out beyond the

shoulders. On the back and .shoul-

ders was stamped either the personal
crest of the owner or that of his feudal

lord. This dress was worn by officials

until the introduction of European
costume. Officials of the fourth and
fifth rank wore with it the aikucJii, a
dirk without a guard, which was also
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used by doctors and artists. The
hunting sword called the nodatcJii

was of medium length.
A samurai in full dress fairly bris-

tled with swords, for beside the tanto

and Katauo he frequently wore the

metczashi siViOk. in his girdle behind,

to be used with the right hand and if

the owner were thrown so that he
could not draw the others.

The ycpH nodatchi was a gaudy
affair, with a laccjuered and gilt .scab-

bard called sayamaki, when a portion
of the .scabbard was bound with silk.

The mountings of a blade are ar-

ranged and spoken of in a certain

technical order. Fir.st, the kashira or

top of the hilt and the flat ring l)ehind

the guard that holds it in place ;
then

the iiicnuki, the little ornaments
found into the sides of the hilt, which
ser\-e the double purpose of riding the

rivets and giving a firmer gra.sp.

Third, the kodzuka and kogai, the

knife and hairpin ;
these are called

the articles of three places. All these

and the guard were generally made in

sets to match. In the Marsh collec-

tion, there are .so many fine pieces
that it is difficult to know which to

mention. Number seventeen is a

kashira oi shibinch, one of the strange

Japanese alloys of silver and copper.
It presents a beautiful silver-gra}',

satiny surface, and has worked upon
it the favorite design of one of the

Seven (k)ds of Good Luck—Daikoku,
the god of plenty. Number eighteen
is of iron inlaid with silver, and rep-
resents a hylirid, whose exi.stence is

solely in the ingenious brain of the

artist. It is called a Kappa, and is

the suppo.sed offspring of the frog and
the tnrlk'. A wonderfnl bit of inlay-

ing in silver shows the moon ju.st

emerging from behind a cloud. Num-
ber sixteen is ihe/uc/ii, or metal ring,
made to match number seventeen.

Daikoku appears upon it also, and

Hotel, another of the seven, the God
of Pleasure and the lyOver of Children,
who might very properly be called

the Jajjane.se Santa Claus. It is of

shibinchi, too, and magnificentl}- in-

laid with gold, copper and bronzes.
Number fifteen is another fiichi, and
has a legendary animal worked upon
it called a kinu'o, a hybrid of the
horse and the dragon.

After these pieces comes the scia or

sheath, generally of Ho-No-Ki (mag-
nolia wood), varnished a dark color.

Bright colors were usually affected

only by a class of roving adventurers,
whose fortunes depended more upon
their swords than upon a regu-
lar means of livelihood. Some-
times the scabbard and hilt are of

exquisitely carved ivory. Ntimber
seven of Mr. Molineux's collection is

an example of this sort. The carv-

ing represents one of the fete da^-s
devoted to children, and the whole
sheath is a mass of close carving in

sunk relief—basso-relieves.

Mr. G. T. Marsh has a most unique
and beautiful ivory sword, with a

blade forged l)y one of the greatest of

all the famous smiths, Munechika,
who flourished 986 A. D., so that it is

nearly a thousand years old. The
carving on the sheath is simply mar-
velous. The design on the hilt,

w^hich is also of ivory, represents a

Rakan. The Jui roku rakan were
the sixteen most learned and devout

disciples of Sliaka or Buddha. The
Rakan are always depicted with im-
mense bush}^ eyebrows, which in these
little figures are .so excjnisitely carved
that they stand ovit from the head as

fine as a piece of white thread.

Below the guard on the .scabbai^d is

another Rakan, and under that again
is the figure of Benten, the Goddess
of Purity and of L,ove in its highest
form . She is riding the Cloud dragon,
and l)ears a salver in her hand with
lotus flowers, the emblem of purit}-,

for though they grow in stagnant
water, yoX. no other plant has leaves

and flowers so pure and unblemi.shed.

Beneath Benten is carved a repre-
sentation of one- of the most ]>ious

Rakans, with an attendant called

Diba. T)il)a was once a very evil,

wicked man, who.se heart, like those

of all sinful people, became perfectly
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square, but through the teachings of

Buddha, he became purified, and is

now offering his changed, well-

rounded heart to the Kakan. The
end of the scabbard shows the lotus

flower again, with the stems cut in

relief.

On the reverse side is depicted Oto-

hime, the Sea Goddess, riding with

two of her attendants upon the Sea

dragon. In her hand, she bears a

tray with three dragon hearts. The
dragon is reputed to have seven hearts,

and Oto-himc is handing three evil

ones taken from it to her Keeper of

the Dragons' Hearts. The enormous
amount of carving, as fine as lace

work, and the delicacy and beauty of

the workmanship of these two ivory

swords, is beyond description.
The ysiiba or guard is a very im-

portant piece, and is often verj-

elaborately inlaid. Thejapane.se metal
worker was an artist as the painter
on canvas, so he in metal reproduced
a scene in nature or an historical or

mythological incident. Number nine-

teen, in the Marsh collection, is a

tsuba or guard of wrought iron heav-

ily inlaid with gold. The subject is

an event in the early life of Yoritomo,
the great vShogun. It shows his ene-

mies searching for him after his

defeat at the Battle of Islii Bashi
Yama (Stone Bridge Mountain), where
he barely escaped with his life by
hiding in a hollow tree. Number
twenty is the mate, and shows Yori-

moto's successful attack upon Ilaike's

Castle. Both the.se guards, which are

for a pair of swords, are by Soten, a

Buddhist monk and a celebrated

maker, for many of these pious men
employed their time in armor forging.
Number twenty-one, of wrought iron,

siher and gold, shows the seven wise
men meeting in tlie l:)aml)oo grove for

stud\' and philosophical research. In

number twentj'-two, the subject of the

design is Chinese. It is an incident

in the life of a nciblcman famous for

his .strategic skill. He is seated in

his balcony listening to the excellent

playing of liis musicians, whiK' a

party of rebels approach to attack

him. So undisturbed is his demeanor
that they hope that they are unper-
ceived, and so may ,surpri.se him, but
when they reach a certain spot, a

mine explodes, and they are blown
into the air. Number twenty-three is

a representation of Akechi, a Japanese
hero, taking olxservations before at-

tacking Hideyoshi. For this purpose,
he climbed into an overhanging live-

oak tree, carrying his hor.se under his

arm. Carefully letting the animal
down inside the wall, he followed
himself and entered the ver}- court of

tlie Castle.

The vicnuki, the little ornaments
u.sed to cover the rivets, are generally
very pretty little pieces of work

;
the

word means literall}- eye-covering.
The mcniiki at the top left corner of

the page belongs to the .same as the
kashira and fiichi depicting the seven
household gods ;

it is the mallet and
rats, the emblem of Daikoku, the god
of wealth.

The mate in tlic middle of the page
.shows Yebisu, the god of good living,
who is always represented as a fisher-

man. He holds a rod and line with a

fi.sh on it and beside him is a creel.

The nicnuki at the upper right corner

is a ma.sk of Okame, sometimes called

Uzume, the goddess of laughter and

plea.sure, as indicated by her fat dim-

pled cheeks. Below her is a mcniiki

shaped like the daikon, a huge native

radish with an over-powering smell,
of which the Ja])anese are inordinately
fond —-one family has adopted it for

their crest. The next is a pine tree

tied in a piece of paper, significant of

longevity and ]n-esented in this form
to a newly born male child as an ex-

])ression of a kindly wish that it may
live many }ears. On the lell side of

the i')age just l)elow the mallet antl

rats is a viomki (le]Meling Dliaruma,
a di.sciple (»f lUuldlia, who came to

China about the sixth centur\ . The
Dioiuki innne(liatel\- under Dharuma
was made eitlier for or under tlie ]>at-

ronageofthe imjierial famil\' as it bears

their crest, \\\v llower of the pawhmia.
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Of the two mcnuki at the bottom of

the page one is a Chinese subject

showing Chiy-rio, a student, walking
with his teacher, Koseki.
The other vicnuki is simply a horse

man and has no special interest except
as a fine piece of work.
The base of a great deal of metal

work is iron, the soft southern sort,

called )ia)iba)i . Japanese and western
ideas of suitable material differ very

widely. The former never used bright
sil\-er or gold except to produce some

particular effect as the sun or moon or

the teeth of animals. But iron appar-

ently so hard and unyielding a metal,
the native artist molded as though it

were wax and his knowledge of

patinas seemed mdimited. The most

flourishing pe-
riod of this sort

ofwork was dur-

ing the Ashika-

ga Shogunate in

the fifteenth and
sixteenth cen-

turies. Then
it was that
it reached
the high e s t

state of perfec-
tion though
ever since the

sixth century
the Japanese
were well versed in the art. Undoubt-

edly the civil wars between the Taira
and Minamota families gave armor

forging a great impetus.

Among the relics of the prehistoric

age are found ])n)ii/.e knives, arrow-

heads and Ijells.

One of the oldest pieces of lacquer
in existence is a sword scabbard now
in the Todaiji temple at Naraand said

to have belonged to the Mikado
Shonni who lived during the first half

of the eighth century.
The hilt is usually of wood or iron

covered with sharkskin and bomul
with silk cord in open geometrical

pattern.
The kalana-kaji or armorer un-

dertook the forging a blade almost as

Small Knives from

Marsh

though it were a religious ceremony.
He began by reducing magnetic iron
in the shape of ferruginous sand in a
small smelting charcoal furnace. A
slow process requiring at lea.st three

days which may yet be seen at Ane-
gawa. The back of the blade is of
this soft elastic metal and the edge of
steel. In order to obtain such a re-

sult the sides and back were protected
with fire clay and only the edge left

exposed for placing in the furnace
after wdiicli it is cooled in cold water.

By this method the steel edge is always
distinguishable by color and luster.

The peculiar marking is called

Yakiba or burnt head. Every maker
had his own form and method of weld-

ing and in deciding the age and maker
of a weapon
these are the
tests applied.
Each style has
i t s distinctive

n a m e . A
straight edge
was called Sic-

gtiba. Large
irregular wa\^
Oomidere. The
Choja is like

cloves laid side

by side and the

Jiuka like over-

1 a i (1 flower
petals. The Onotare is a wav}^ line

common to all makers. Hitatszira is

the vSoshiu st>'le and has cloudy spots.
These arc a few of varieties too num-
erous to mention.

All Japanese gentleman were sup-

posed to understand and to ])e thor-

oughly versed in the )'akib(i, and the

Tokugawa governniLiil 1 bought it of

.so much importance that they pen-
sioned experts called Ifor Afaini to

teach the youth of the countr}' to dis-

tinguish l)etween the true and counter-

ft^'il marks.
One of the most celel)ratcd smiths is

Muramasa, who lived in the fourteenth

century ;
the common eulogy applied

to his blades is that "they cut hard
iron as though it were a melon." Vet

Scabbards of Swords

Collection
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the}' are unpopular on account of a hanging up a sacred straw rope to

curious superstition concerning them. keep out evil spirits. A fox assuming
So many noblemen and Saiuiirai com- human shai)e, helped him until the

mitted /^ar«-^'^; 2 with these weapon was finished, then assuming
;:)articular blades that they his natural shape, the emissary of the

ire supposed to yearn for beneficent god disappeared in a cloud,

blood and to exercise some On the obverse of the blade is cut
Munechika and on the reverse Ko Kit

siuic, the little fox.

One of the most celebrated sword
makers was Masamuna, who was born
in 1326. His blades have an exquisite
golden tinge and he folded and
refolded the metal from four sides in a

curious manner.
Muramasa's blades, though repeat-

edly unlucky, were of so keen a temper
that if a sheet of paper were floated

down a stream so as to come against
the edge they
cut it fairly in

Some swords
have grooves
called kirimons

hollowed in the

side near the

back and filled

in with crimson

lacquer and em-
bellished with

dragons or
some s im i 1 a r

ornament, or

inscribed with
Chinese or vSanscrit characters setting
forth a r.ioral .saying or boast of keen-

ness, as,
' ' with this good blade the

honest man need fear nothing 'twixt

Heaven and Karth." \'cry often the

sentiment is poetical.
The curve of most blades is about

one-quarter of an inch from the

straight line.

Another important item of .sword

furniture is the sagc-zvo. the broad,

plaited silk cord, five feet

in length, for a Unig
and two and a half for a

.short one, which served jo

to tie l^ack the flowing
sleeves when i)reparing for combat.

W'hik' traveling, the .sword-bearer

curicd his master's \wapon in a

• ^5

fatal fascination over their

owners. The sole end and aim of a

sword should be to protect the in-

nocent and punish the guilt}-, but
Muramasa's blades yielded so evil an
influence that their j^ossessors .seem

impelled as by a wicked spirit to slay

wantonly and for the mere pleasure
of killing. So soon as a man obtained
one of these swords, he became so

anxious to test its keenness and .so

filled with mad pride that he forgot all

restraint. The
Muramasa wea-

pons are reput-
ed to be partic-

ularly unlucky,
for the Toku-

gawa family
because T y e -

yasusho owned
a spear made
by this famous

smith, CO n-

.stantly cut him-
self accidently
with it.

The forging
of the Ko h'itsiun or Little Kox
forms one of the .subjects of the
Wo dance. In the eleventh century
Tehijo Mikado ordered ISIunechika to
make him a sword. The smith felt

overwhelmed at receiving such an

august order, particularly as he knew
no one .sufficiently skillful to assi.st

him, and in his perplexity called u])on
his patron god, Tuari-Sami, the god
of the Foxes, who innnediately
appeared before Munechika in the
form of a young man and comforted
him by telling him that a blade sliould
be made that would be worthv the
' '

angn.st .son of Heaven. ' '

Tlie smith

taking heart of grace, began his prep-
arations by placing images of the god
at tlu' four conitTs of tlu- aiuil .rid

Small Knives from Scabbards of Swords

Marsh Collection
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leather case marked with tlie (nvuer's

crest.

The cities where sword -forging was
most extensively carried on were

Kyoto (the Mikado's capital), Kama-
Kiira and Osaka. lyiving in great

castles, patronized by wealthy noble-

men, who cared only for quality and
to whom (|uantit}- seemed a draw-

Ijack rather than an advantage, the
Katana-Kazi worked out with the

patience of genius these masterpieces
which are the delight and wonder of

all who see them.
The decree which forbade the wear-

ing of the sword .struck a death blow to

this art and these weapons are now worn
<^nly l)y army officers and the police.

UNFORGOTTEN LOVE

BY PAULINE BRYANT

Forget thee, dear ?

God knows how in the silence of the night,

Forgetful of how tired I am,

I think of thee, till, like u soothing balm,

Sleep, dropping on my lids, puts thought to flight.

Forget thee, dear ?

God knows I have no longer any choice !

lyOve's .seal is .set upon me, nor can I,

With placid-beating heart again deny
The master}' and magic of thy voice.

Forget thee, dear ?

God knows I would \w\. if I could.

For sweeter far to me has been the pain

Of love unsatisfied than all the vain

And ill -spent years I lived l)efore we met.

Forget thee, dear ?

God knows, if I were l>ing dead to-day,

To ashes turned in a forgotten grave,

And to \\\\ dust He mercifully gave
The power to speak one word—thy name I'd say.

Bessborotigh Gardens, Vauxhall, London.
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Because there in the ceuter of it all ents people of humble station and
sleeps the Master, dreams his true small means. His father was a wood
dream of immortality, while the gods carver and found employment in the

Thorwaldsen

of Parnassus, created by his own genius royal dockyards, carving figureheads
watch over him. and other naval ornaments, introduced

Thorwaldsen was born on the i8th in the old-fashioned men-of-war. lie

of Noveml)cr, A. D. 1770. His par- was far from an artist, and as he could
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ill afford to ^\vc his son much school-

ing, he took the boy at an carh' age to

work at his own trade.

Young Thorwaldsen displayed great
skill in liandling car\-ing tools and was

palace of Charlottenborg had been con-

verted int(j a royal academy of fine arts,

and from that time to the present, arch-

itecture, painting and sculpture have
been studied there undei competent

Jason

soon able to teach his father, whose
lines were by no means always correct.

During the reign of King Frederick
the fifth (A. D. 1746-66) the roval

Vol. II—:;

masters not onl>- by native Danes but

by numerous students from neighbor-

ing countries.

To this school young Thor\vald.sen
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was sent at the early age of eleven subjects treated at the acadeni}-, nearly

years, and it appears that at that time
a certain amount of l^ook learning was
also imparted there — the attendance

being free of charge. But Thorwaldsen
seems to have been a remarkably dull

bo}- as he could not graduate from the

lowest class of religious instruction and
he seems to have been entirely averse to

all kinds of book studv, while he

all belonged to the Greek school.

But, beyond reading up what was
absolutely necessary in order to pro-
duce such works as his Heliodorus,
which procured for him the small

gold medal, or the Legend of Achilles
and Hector, when he produced his
" Priam begging Achilles for the

body of Hector," or any other crea-

applied himself with great ardor to tion of his, he absolutely refused to

modelling and carving and after a study. He seemed to be endowed
short time received as a reward the with the facultv of conceiving the idea

small siher medal of

the academy, which so

much surprised his

teacher of the Bible
class, that this worth>'
man refused for long to

belic\-e that a boy so

stupid could gain any
.such di.stinction.

This was the first suc-

cess in the life of the

Master.

The young .student

made g r c a t progress
under the tuition of

Abildgaard, an eminent

painter and one of the

professors of the Acad-

emy. From .step to

step, he p a s s e d on-

wards, gaining prize
after prize, until in

A. I). 1793 he recei\"ed

the great gold medal,
lo which was attached

a tra\-eling s t i p e n d

granting him three

years' study abroad,
with an annual allow-

ance, lie luul, however, to wait for

another three years before the stipend
became a\ailable, and it was not until

the year A. 1 ). 1 796 that he ultimately
received it and embarked for Naples
on the Danish man-of-war Thetis.

It is .sonie-whal envious to consider

that even at that time Thorwaldsen's

literarj' education was entirely une(iual
to his calling. Influenced by his

patrons he had Inrned his attention to

Greek hi.storical subjects ; indeed, the

Hebe

at once. When he com-

peted for the medal,
which he gained for his
' '

Pvxpulsion of Helio-
dorus from the Tem-
ple," the young com-

petitors met on certain

evenings to read up the

subject and di.scuss it,

but it is a curious fact

that Thorwaldsen had
modeled in c 1 a y his

conception of the sub-

ject, while they were

yet arguing the various

points.
On the twentieth of

May, 1790, Thorwald-
.sen began his voyage to

Itah-, and arrived at

Malta on the sixteenth
of January, 1791. His

apparent indolence,
whilst on l)oard, so

nmcli surprised the cap-
tain of the frigate, that

he made mention of it

in .several letters home.
It was nine months

aficr leaving Copenhagen that Thor-
waldsen reached Rome. Unsophisti-
cated as he was, without pretentions,
not even claiming to be anything or

any1x)dy in ]')articular, he .set foot in

the Internal City with a few letters of

introduction and lhn.\v hinisc'lf into

that arena, where the ininii>ilal Canova
was the champion.

.Slowly the genius of Thorwaldsen

de\eloi)ed. He knew his own .short-

comings, and threw hini--clf vigorously
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into the study of tlic classics, where
he found unlimited material for treat-

ment, and, having copied for awhile,
he bej^an to model for himself. Al-

though his works of that period are

exceedingly few, yet they point to the

progress he was making, and his

Bacclius and Ariadne decidedly prove
an advancement. lie was obliged to

.send every six months a report to

Copenhagen, giving an account of his

progress, the same to be ai-comj^anied

by samples of his work, and this he
never neglected,
for which rea.son

he easih- ol)tained

an extension of

time, giving him

permission to re-

main six years in

Italy in place of

three, during the

whole of which he
led a somewhat

precarious e x i s-

tence, oftentimes

barely succeeding
in making a liv-

ing.
As yet, Thor-

wald.sen had not

succeeded in gain-

ing any degree of

prominence as an
artist. It is true

that he had done
some work, which
merited praise and
secure d h i m
friends among the

wealthy and noble,
but his peculiarly
affiible personality liad probably a

good deal to do with this. He had
formed an intimate friend.ship with a

German land.scape painter, named
Jo.seph Kock. The\- lodged together,
and Thorwald.sen seems to have enter-

tained the greatest affection for this

man. At the house of Zoega (a Dan-
ish .scienti.st residing in Rome), he
associated with a great man>- artists

and men of .science and letters, who
almost nighth- gathered there, and it

Amor and Psvche

is fair to as.sume that his extended

acquaintance with .so many men of

intellect, genius and learning had a

healthful influence on him.self, and
aided in exjjanding his mind and ex-

tending his knowledge.
It was during the latter portion of

his six-years' term that he conceived
the idea of his "Ja.son." This mu.st

have been a creation, which had

greatly weighed upon liis mind, for,

having modeled it first in life size, he

destroyed it, and gathering the full

power of his ge-
nius, remodeled it

in colossal size,
and through the

financial aid of
Mrs. Frederikka
Brun, had it cast

in plaster. Rome
was astir! Canova
himselfexclaimed:

' ' Here is a work
in a new and lofty

style," and ex-

pres.sed his regret
that age was creep-

ing upon himself
and checking his

geniu-^. Even the

critical Zoega ac-

knowledged the
beauty of the work
but all this time
the enxl of his tenn
was drawing near,
when he would
have to return
home, and even
with the master-

piece on his hands,
he saw no way to continue his studies

in Rome amid the surroundings and

in.spirations .so accessory- to his artistic

development.
Already had he bade adiiii to his

friends, when something happened
which delayed him for another day,
and on that very day the rescue
came.
Thomas Hope, a rich English

banker, came to his .studio, having
and, recogniz-heard of his

' '

Ja.son,
'
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ing the value of the work, ordered it

carved in marble.

"Six hundred sequins,'' said Thor-

waldsen, who saw a gleam of light

flooding a hidden future ; but the gen-

pleted until 1832 ; but the advance of

inone>- he received for it enabled
Thorwaldsen to remain in Rome as

an artist, independent of the Danish

Academy.

Mercury

erous Knglishman told him tlmt his

price was too low, and agreed to pay
him eight hundred srquius. It is some-

what remarkable that tliis figure, which
was modeled in iSoS. wn-^ not eoin-

And now, when nearl\- fort\- years

old, Thorwaldsen entered u]ion a new
era of his life. His lame had sjiread

far and wide, and liis whole .><oul

.seemed to liaxe exp:i:uled, while work
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followed upon work in (|uick succes-

sion, and liis
"
Bacchus," 'Apollo,"

• •

Ganymede,
" " The Abduction of

Briseis,
" " Amor and Psyche

' '

were

produced, while orders came in freely,

was alwa>s called Cavaliero Alberto,
which was far easier for the Italians
to speak than his somewhat harsh
Danish name.
There are two things to be regretted

ThorwalJien ;> Wnus

and rich and influential men and in the life of Thorwaldsen after his

women vied with each other in doing sudden rise to honor and dignity,
him homage. At this period, the The one is the apparent neglect he

King of Denmark made him a Knight .showed towards the man who had en-

of the Dannebrog, and henceforth he abled him to pursue fame, for his
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'Jason
" was put aside for other work

and but rarely touched. The other cir-

cumstance is the unfortunate connection
he formed with a woman who was in

every way his inferior. She was known
as Anna Maria IMagnana and ^'as at

one time maid to Madame Zoega at

whose house he first met her. Thor-
waldsen fell in lo\e witli the beautiful

girl and she to some extent recipro-
cated. Nevertheless she married an-

other man called d'Uhden, a wealthy
merchant, soon wearying of him, she

induced her artist lover to receive her
into his house and they lived together
for years after in a manner which was

anything but conducive to their mutual

happiness. B}^ her he had a daughter
of whom he seems to have been very
fond. But his relation to Madame
d'Uhden did not prevent him from fall-

ing deeply in love with two other
women of more congenial natures. It

is noticeable that Madame d'Uhden
seems to have played no part in his

social relations, not even to have hin-

dered him in any social inidertaking in

which, of course, she could not par-

ticipate. She would undoubtedly
have seriously checked his career had
not his master mind rai.sed him above
the trivialities of an unhapi)y domes-
tic relation, but he certainly suffered

under a yoke which nuist often have

appeared almost unbearable.
In 1811 Thorwaldsen received a

letter from the Danish Crown Prince
Christian Frederick, afterwards Chris-
tian VIII, inviting him to come home
offering him a po.sition at the academy
of which the prince was president, and
one thing with anotlier more especially
the pressure brought to bear by per-
sonal friends in tlie mother country,
almost persuaded Thorwaldsen to

return, when he was a.sked to a.ssist in

ornamenting the Quirinal Palace at

Rome on tlie occasion of the ap])roach-
ing visit of the French lynperor and
he was requested to compose a frieze,

as a bas-relief in one of the largest
halls. This put a stop to his ])lans
for returning liome and became the

impetus which wrung from his genius

one of the most wonderful productions
of art in all the world's hi-storj'. It is

known as the "Triumph of Alexan-
der

' ' and represents the Persian

conqueror entering the fallen city of

Babylon.
From the pla.ster a cop}- was cast

and sent to tlie King of Denmark, and

Napoleon I agreed to pay the artist

three hundred and twenty thousand
francs for a marble copy which was
intended for the Temple of Glory, to

commemorate his victorious entrance
into Rome, but onh' half of the

money was paid as the French Emper-
or was shortly afterwards exiled to

Elba and the marble work was never

completed.
The years from 181 2 to 1818 were

of great consequence to Thorwaldsen.

During them he executed some of

his best works, such as his bas-re-

liefs, "The Workshop of Vulcan,"
' '

Achilles and Priam ' ' and ' '

Night
and Morning." It was at this period
also that he remodeled his

" Love
Victorious," The Dancing Girl,"

"Young Shepherd With His Dog,"
Byron's bust, and many other .statues

and bas-reliefs, among which are

found some of his finest and most

graceful productions, which appeared
to prove a continued development of

his genius and .skill. Some of his

figures were suggested by 1 casual

attitude on the part of .some per.son
near by ;

others were the result of

more thought, but they all exhibit a

wonderful power of conception. To
this period also belongs the restoration

of the .so-called ^Egina marbles, which
he inidertook for the King of Bavaria,
who had bought them after their dis-

covery. The.se marbles, which now
form one of the greatest features of the

Glyi)to-theca of Munich, were un-

eartlied by Baron \'ou Halleu and
others on the i.sland of .F^gina, where

they had been resting under the ruins

of the temple of the Panhelenian Jove
for unknown ages. The temple was
in ruins at the time of Cicero,

and the statuar\- referred to nmst

belong to a far remote antiquity,
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Thus we have in the nineteenth cen- conceived over two thousand years

tury two artist souls blendinj^^ in the aj;o and, undoubtedly, at the time,

creation and re-creation of the same tlie only man living who could have

work the one lost in oblivion, per- mastered the task as he did.

Interior of "Our L.iJv's Church

haps a contemporary of Pheidon or Again, to this period belongs the

Myron, the other, a child of the marble statue of the Princess Bar>'-

present age grappling with an idea atiuska, one of his most exquisite
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works. For some reason it remained
in his possession and now adorns a

small chamber in the nuiseum. The
Princess was a lad}- of exceeding
beauty and grace, and it is question-
able whether these properties are

more forcil)ly expressed in any of

Thorwaldsen's works tlian tlicy are in

her life-size statue.

But during those years other emo-
tions greatly agitated Thorwaldsen.
It was during this period that he hap-

pened to meet Miss Frances McKenzie.
There is no doubt that this lady, who
belonged to a prominent Scotch family

impressed herself deeply upon the

mind of the artist, so much so that

had it not been for his unfortunate

entanglement with Madame d'Uhdcn,
Miss McKenzie would, no dou]>t,

have become his wife. But later he

began to neglect her for another

Frances, a Viennese lad}'. This so

grieved Miss McKenzie that she kft

Rome, after having .sent Thorwaldsen
a most touching letter, which so much
affected him that he abandoned his

Viennese, and even sometime after

seems to have entirely broken off with
Madame d'Uhden, who vanishes out

of existence in connection with his

own life, as he left Rome for .a lour

through Denmark in i8iy.
This journey was one .succession of

triumphs. Monarchs and princes \ied

with each other in doing him honor.

It was on this journey that he met
the Emperor Alexander of Russia and
modek(l liis bust, and. on parting
with him, the lynperor drew from his

hand a co.stl>' ring and ])laced it on

Thorwald.sen's finger, at the same lime

embracing liim affectionalelw II was
on this journey that he agreed to erect

the .statue of Copernicus in I'oland

and to execute the famous v^wiss lion

at Lucerne. Ivverything was done to

exalt him, and at one (k-rnian court

he was ushered into a liall, where all

the ])romin(.nt artists of the vState, cos-

tmned in imitation of wliile marble

casts, welcomed him in exact rejjresen-
tation ol a number of his greatest con-

ceptions. In his nali\'eeity. as a mat-

ter of cour.se. the di.splay of festivities

w-as almost unbounded, and here he
received the orders for decorating Our
Lady's Church ( Frue Kirke) with the

figures of Clirist and the twelve

apostles, and for the "Angel of

Baptism.
' '

On that journey he became

personalh' acquainted with most of

the leading men of that day and
received a number of orders for statues

for various purposes and different

places, and, when in December, 1820,

he again returned to Rome, he was
notonlv a famous man but well known
througliout Europe, and, owing to his

particularly attractive personality,
nuich beloved by all who came in

contact with him.
From 1820 to 1838 Thorwald.sen

remained in Rome, with the exception
ot short excursions of no importance
here. He had now accumulated con-

siderable wealth and was continually

addirtp to it, but he was a man who.se

generosity knew no bounds. He was
ever read}- to help the needy both

with advice and with his purse. The

poor wood car\'er's son had risen to

the highest dignity. The Danish
Crown Prince, while visiting Rome,
asked permission to be present at one

of his entertainments. King Louis of

Bavaria was his firm friend and would
call through the open studio window,
to the artist, asking him to come
home for lunch. The Pope him.self

did what no other Pope had e\er done
—Leo XII descended from the \'ati-

can and visited Thorwaldsen in

person. Work upon work lelt the

artist's studio to add to his fame : titles

and decorations were .showered upon
liim ; high ])laces of honor wx-re oITered

liim, and all that the vain glory of the

world can give, was held out to him.

But nothing ever unbalanced his

mind. He had in his ,stndi(^ numer-
ous ])U])ils. s.'iiiie of them rising to

become artists of higli degree through
the inspirations tlK-\- recei\-e(l l)y ex-

ecuting luN works, l)nt he remained

always the same .amiable, unpreten-
tious man. Iliseondiu-t was the same
to the rich as to the poor, to the high-
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Ijorn as lo the lu\\l>- horn. Althougli

years had crept upon him, lie did not

appear to be getting old, and the

buoyancy of his mind seemed never to

decrease. The days of jjassion had
been left behind, and we hear no more
of love affairs or liaso7is. In 1S26 he

once more met Miss McKenzie, who
had returned to Rome, and between
them exi.sted ever after a true friend

ship 1)ut nothing more.

But if passions luul left liim, that

grand intellect which he ])ossessed
seemed not to have
diminished in the

1 e a s t degree. The
n a m e of genius
burned without a flick-

er, and l)rought to

light a succession of

w o n d e r f u 1 works.

Among the na a n y
whose friendship he

gained during that

p e r i o tl were Felix

Mendelsohn, Bar-

tlioldy. and Sir Walter
Scott, whereas Thor-
waldsen held Byron in

supreme contempt be-

cau.se of the extreme
affectation which char-

acterized the Engli.sh
bard.

An anuising story is

told of the two :

While Thorwald.sen
was engaged in model-

ing Byron's bust, the

latter allowed his fea-

tures to assume an ex-

pression of profound
melancholy. The poet had a peculiar

fancy for appearing melancholy,which
he thought made him look interesting.
"That is not your natural expres-

sion," said Thorwald.sen, but as Byron
did not change it, the .sculptor mod-
eled his face without it, and every-
body thought the likeness perfect,

except Byron, who was disgusted.
A few more anecdotes of the great

artist may not here apj^ear out of place.
Hiram Power, the American .sculptor,

The D-iiKinj; Girl

had modeled his famous .statue. The
Greek .Slave. He was a j'oung man
at the time, full of ambition, but pos-
sessed of a high degree of native

mode.st\\ He was an ardent admirer
of Thorwald.sen, and would have given
auN-thing frjr his opinion of his work,
but not knowing him personally, he
felt diffident about asking him to come
to his .studio. Some of his friends,
who knew the great master, came to

his rescue and arranged for a visit to

Power's studi(j. When Thorwaldsen
had arrived, he .stood

long before the clay
w i t h o u t speaking,
then he turned to the
artist who was tremb-

ling with suspen.se :

' Vou .say this is

y o u r first .statue ?
' '

interrogated T h o r-

w a 1(1 sen.
Power silently

nodded assent.

'Then let me tell

you," .said Thorwald-
.sen, "that I would be

proud to call it my
la.st."

One of the most

charming stories told

a b o u 1 Thorwaldsen
refers to an episode
which took })lace on
the occasion of Horace
Vernet, the great
French painter, leav-

ing Rome to go to

Africa. There existed

between the two a

warm friendship of

long standing and on the eve prior to

his departure a number of prominent
artists were banquetting, Vernet. the

Dani.sli artist being seated on his right.
As part of the progranniie for the even-

ing Vernet was to be crowned with a

silver wreath. The moment arrived

and on a given signal one of the com-

pany approached Vernet and prepared
to place the crown of honor on his

brow. But the Frenchman imme-

diately took in the situation and .seizing
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the wreath from the hands of the

astonished artist lie placed it upon the

head of Thorwaldsen saying :

" None
of us can wear a crown so long as he
remains //;/crowued."

Probably the highest distinction

conferred upon Thorwaldsen during his

life was the call he received to the

presidency of the Academy of St.

Luke, an office held by Canova at his

death in 1826, but he never seemed
to appreciate the honor, which was all

the greater, as he did not belong to the

When you knock at the door, the great

sculptor, like Poussin opens it himself.
' The furniture of the apartment is

simple, almost primitive, but a mul-
titude of fine jxiintings ornament the
walls.

"There are bookca.ses, filled with

books, rare vases, collections of medals
and gems of all kinds. All around
are fine engravings, sketches, portraits
of princes and artists. In front of

the hou.se is a garden which can 1)e

reached from the atelier where aloes,

l;ay

Church of Rome and was the onl\-

protestant who had e\-er occupied the

presidential chair. Nevertheless he
.seemed pleased when his term was
out.

As it may be of intcivsi to learn how
Thorwald.sen lived part of a letter from
a contemporary is given below :

"Thorwald.sen lives at Palazzo

Tomoti, Via Si.stina. The fir.st stor\-

is devoted to his ])rivate a]:)artments,
the atelier being on the floor above
and you reach it by a narrow stairca.se.

wild ro.ses and other flowers straggle
over blocks of marble. Thorwaldsen
is remarkable for his great activit>-

and the close attention he gives to

e\er\thing upon which he is engaged.
\'()U follow the idea in his \\H)rk with

exceeding ea.se. His conversation,
when he is only executing, not ])lan-

ning or composing, is easy, i)leasant
and at the same time full of thought
and shrewdness. Not one among the

artists takes a keener interest in zeal-

otis young beginners. Of the men
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who have earned the rij^ht to the

artist's eiti/.enship in the world he

is one of the greatest.
"Art has given liini the highest r;uik

and a rank which can nowliere be

ignored not even in (xcnnany — that

country of hereditary titles. Mis is

incontestably a mind of the first order.

To a remarkable energy he adds that

peculiar versatility which seem to

belong only to graceful talent. He
ends his life, commenced among
peasants, in the first rank of society

Rome, and Thorwaldsen made his

will, in which he bequeathed to his

nati\-e city, Copenhagen, his works
and his collections of objects of art,

anticjuity and curiosity, on condition

that a suitable l^uilding, exclusively
devoted to them, should be erected

and i)ri)vi(k(l in' that city. But his

time had not yet come, and the follow-

ing year he embarked on board the

Danish man-of-war Rota, and set .sail

for Denmark.
The closing chapter in this remark-

Night

where he inspires as much interest as

veneration."

During this jieriod Thorwald.sen
was the recipient of a great man}-
letters and nothing troubled him more
than to attend to his correspondence.
He would allow letters to accunui-

late unopened, until some friend would
take the matter in hand and repl\- to

the most important ones, to wliich

Thorwald.sen would then merely affix

his signature.
In 1S37, the cholera was raging in

able man's career naturally opens
with his reception in Copenhagen.
No description caii do justice to the

occasion when the Rota hove in sight.
No warrior ever made a more glorious
entrance into a conquered city than
did Thonvaldsen into the home of his

childhood. The laurels that have
crowned the heads of Alexander, of

Caesar or Napoleon were no brighter
than those wliich decked the brow of

the Danish artist, who now, after

nianv vears, returned to his native
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land to end his daj's there, while the

cannon boomed, while flags and
streamers were flying from yards and
masts and the placid waters of the

Sound on that eighteenth day of

September were white with sails
;

while thousands of voices greeted him
welcome home, and processions re-

ceived him at the landing place. For
weeks and months he was subjected
to one continuous ovation, which took
him away into a whirl of entertain-

ments l)ut little in keeping with his

(juiet, unassuming taste.

His latter years need but brief men-
tion. His great power of genius
seemed to burn within with an un-

quenchable flame, and he was still

capable of producing .some very fine

work, such as his genii of .sculpture,

painting, architecture, poetry and har-

mony, besides his .statues of King
Frederik VI and

Kiiig Chris
tian \'ITT,

as well as

his o w n
s t a t u e,

w h i c h
h e w a s

persuad-
ed to exe-

cute by
the Baroness Stampe, of Ny.soe. This

lady was one of his most devoted

friends, and at her elegant castle she

had caused to be Ijuilt a studio, in

which Thorwald.sen did mo.st of his

later works. Among others of his

intimate friends should be men-
tioned Professor Thiele, the hi.storian,

and Hans Christian Ander.sen, the

poet, dramatist and fairy-tale writer

who was nuich attached to the old

man. One more of his closest friends

must not l)e forgotten
—his body

.servant W'ilkiiis, who, willi his wife,

kept house for and looked after the

artist. Wilkins had fnll control of

Thorwaldsen's affairs, and the latter

generall\' had his meal^ w illi .Mr. and
Mrs. Wilkins, when working in his

Copenhagen Atelier. Tlioiwald-sen

was particularly fond of the l)la}-, and

John, the Baptist, Preaching;

it was often a .sore disappointment to

him, when .some other engagement
prevented him from spending the

evening at the theater.

In 1.S41, he made a brief tour

through luirope with the Stampe
family, during which he beheld many
statues he had been instrumental
in raising in various cities, and also

once more saw Rome and his beloved

friend, the King of Bavaria, and on
his return home, he was much plea.sed
to fnid his mu.setim comj^leted.
As the Greeks combined to rai.se

the Temple of Pallas Athena, so had
the Danish Nation rai.sed this build-

ing, that it might carr\- the name of

Thorwald.sen to remote ages.
' '

M}- tomb is ready !

' '

said the old

man, as he gazed upon the center of

the courtyard and stood musing for a

few moments. Then he roused liim-

.self and w^alked

iway with a

(|
u i c k

gait.
H O AV

could he
h e 1 p
k nowing
that even
if the
t m 1)

ct)uld clo.se over him, he would live

forever in the marbles lu>lding watch
aromul ?

Ander.sen relates that during the

month of March. TS43, Admiral W'ulf

died suddenh- at the theater, while

watching the i)la\-, and lliat Thor-
wald.sen on hearing of it, exclaimed :

"
Is not tliat a beautiful way to die—

a death to be envied ?
' '

On the 24tli of ^larch, 1844, he
dined witli Baron vSlampe's family,
and after dinner went to the theater.

Outside the building he met Ander-
.sen, whcini he asked to accom-

pan\ liim, l)nt the poet excused him-

.self, and they bade one another " Good
evening." Tliat was tlie last time

Thorwaldsen sjjoke. lie entered the

theater. The ])la\ had already com-
menced, and, a> he seated him.self, it
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was noticed that his body dropjK-d
forward.

" Thorwaldsen is dead !

"
was

whispered close to him, as loving
hands tried to raise his lifeless body.
"Thorwaldsen is dead!" was re-

peated through the vast theater, and
the curtain, which had risen on one
of QihlenschlcC'ger's tragedies, fell on
a tragedy at which the world would

weep, while the large concourse dis-

persed in tears.

One more scene before closing this.

On the evening of the iSth of Novem-
ber, 1S70, the centennial anniversary
of Thorwaldsen 's birthda}-, a long
torchlight procession wended its way
from the Royal Academy to Thor-
waldsen 's Museum. All Copenhagen
v%'as astir ; the streets were thronged
with people, and the city illuminated.

The procession consisted (T artists,

literary men and students from the

academy, where, as a child, Thor-
waldsen received his first instructions,
and the torch-bearers were cho.sen

from among the younger pupils.
Outside the Mu.seum the procession

halted. The doors were oj)ened, and
the building lighted up with burning
calcium, which threw its lustrous

glare upon the white figures and on
the rose-colored tomb. Then they

sang a lullaby, compo.sed for the

occasion. The effect was superb !

Within, the sleeping master, sur-

rounded b\' his own creations
; with-

out— the fresh young blood, the
fresh young voices, many among
whom to-day occupy the highest
rank in the art and literature of

Denmark.



* AROUND LAKE TAHOE

BY ANNA C. MlKl'IIV

HAT Lake George is

to New York and
the East, Talioe is

to California, and

year by }ear its

beauties are being
better appreciated,
and its shores dotted

by the homes of the city dwellers of

the Pacific vSlope.

In making the fourteen-mile stage
ride to Lake Tahoe from Truckee, I

am fortunate in securing the box
seat. The sweet briar rollicks every-
where, dancing over bowlders, trail-

ing "flushed with haste," to .see

itself blush from the river that crosses

and recrosses the road. The golden
rod and scarlet castillea flaunt their

gaudy brushes, languid //ipiurs loll,

and esihscho//.~ias coquette with gold
and tan butterflies. The pcnslemon, the

gladdest flower that l)lows, ])ink at tlie

ba.se, blue at the recurved edges, sway-
ing a brilliant purple, speak as blithely
to our eyes as a bugle to our ear.

Above the lower growths of inan-

zayiita, icaiiol/ius and losacca, rise

the ]'.ines and firs and spruces that

give martial air to tlie woods.
TTere are river galleries hung clo.se

with copies from nature. We cannot
Io.se our child-like pleasure in watching
the wonderfnl reduplication given
back by the mocking stream. IIow
can these shallow measures build

these magnificent (lei)tlis and dis-

tances? What tricks are onr eves

playing us? HereisaCorot in .softest

greens and browns. There an old

Dutch piece, perfect in every detail,

to dank slime and fretted bark. Again
a flower l)il, fringing red things, tangled
in ferns, while yonder is an etching of

a dead grove, silvery white.

Fourteen miles of this beaut}--
bordered ride, and Tahoe, Indian

Big Water, the Geneva of America,
lies before us, as blue as though a

fragment of the firmament had .settled

( )n the mountain top. Never a .summer

.sky bore .so intense a hue as does this

shifting water. Only gray and brown
and blue in the color .scheme, from the

log at j-our feet to the di.stan t mountains,
and yet there is infinite variety in tone

and tint. There are new chromopha.ses
here we are sure, but (urr .sense is too

dull to grasp them. They evade our

puzzled eyes as a far-away .song the

ear, or a receding dream the memor}-.
We spend the afternoon watching the

play of sapphires, and think that

nothing could be fairer than the

.scene.

From the ])iazza of the rambling
hotel, one \iews the Rubicon Moun-
tains, twelve or fifteen miles away on the

right, and the exquisite s^-mmetry of

Tallac and Ralston rising above the

circling ])eaks. There arc other ham-
lets and hostelries hereabout, but we
.shall come U]X)n them as we circum-

navigate the lake, in the .steamer that

makes the trip every day.
IIow we sleep here in these still,

upper stretches 1 There is something
in the air that would frustrate

Kehama's cur.se, ami yet with sun-

rise, .some of us are up and doing.
"

'iMie Cliff House breeze suits me
])rettv well at Ikmui'," remarks the

l)usine.ss man from vSan F"ranci.sco,
"
but there is champagne here against

.soda there." and lie walks off, his
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hands aswing.
' ' We are a mile

higher up than they are down on

Montgomery vStreet," speaks the stat-

istician,
" and it's about a quarter of

a mile down to the bottom of the lake.
" How long and \vide is Tahoe ?

"

he repeats, as some one puts the ques-
tion. "Oh! about twenty -five miles
the longest way, and twelve or four-

teen acro.ss."

There comes a balmy morning
when we embark on the little steamer
to make the grand tour of the lake.

Near the shore, the bottom shows
richest browns and greens, with iri-

Bearing on toward the southwest,
we i)ass Rubicon and Kagle Pointer,
and that gem of the world's bays—the

Kmerald.
Tallac, at the base of the mountain

of that name, comes next. The sum-
mer boarder, as fine as at Santa Cruz,
is here to meet us ; to crowd down
for mail. The hotel here is owned by"
Lucky

"
Baldwin, of the San I'ran-

cisco carav^ansary, and fashion drifts

from that one to this when she flees

the city for the mountains. \\'e speed
on and reach Glenbrook, half-way
round, by dinner-time. This is a

Tahoe Citv, Lake Tahoe

descent borderings quivering about

ever}- outline, and we see the trout at

home in sumptuous retreats through
the clear, still waters. We have a

glimpse of the far-famed "Idle-

wild" cottage, the ideal sunnner
liome of California ; 1)ut McKinney's,
eight miles across from Tahoe, is our
first stopping place. A point clad in

evergreens runs down to the \\ater

line. A hotel and
.i; roup of cottages

make summer homes for a permanent
and a shifting colony of sunnner vis-

itors. A curious peak, dubbed Napo-
leon's Hat, rises behind the cove.

hunbering town, and a ba.se of supplies
for campers and wood-cutters. Vou
can take the stage here for Placer-

ville, along a ro;n\ renowned for

beauties, or yoii can goto Carson City
with Hank Moidc, who needs no in-

troduction.

In the afternoon dark clouds nut in

.scowling conclave o\-erhead. "A
sunnner storm is brooding." said the

captain, and Ik- made for land, to await

the outcome. As we tarried there

they told of the insane wrath of the

beautiful lake, when the winds sweep
from her nian\- cafKiiis and meet in
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haste, and of men and l^oats lost for-

ev^er if mad enough to bra\-e the

short-lived fury. The threatening
stoma passed away and, after another

spurt of sailing, we came to the Hot

Springs, across the lake from Tallac.

To us forevermore the Hot Springs
of Tahoe mean tlie ])lace from which
we saw the most glorious sunset we
have ever known . Through a rift of

ber3-l sky, cross-ljarred l)y amber, the

retreating sun burst one moment to

reconnoiter the world, then .tooped
behind the ambush of carmi le and

into the upper depths, and stars above
sent greeting to stars below that sailed

on ever}' dipping wa\-elet, and as we
glided on we spoke of the Breton

peasants' legend, that these flickering

lights from the water are the restless

souls of the unburied dead.
" Yanks "

is the barbaric name of a

landing place, the title coming from
the owner's appellation, won since

bai)tism. Here, in a low, picturesque
room, we lunched on strawberries and
cream, watching the Indians picking
the berries.

Stage Route Aloniif the Tiuckce River

salmon that protected him till he was
lost behind the mountain rim, which
for this moment of crisis lay sharp-

edged and gleaming like Kxcalibur,

again clearing the waters.

The sky burned goldly red fn^m lire

of victory and .sacrifice, and there was

flung across the waters a drawbridge
of jacinth, topaz and all maimer of

])recious stones, which made pathwa\-
for an nnseen cavalcade, and we knew
ihal Nonder

" There must l)e ^nds thrown down
And trumpets blown of triumpli."

Peace came when the moon rose

Next came a stage-ride, following a

road built along the tracks of the old

glacier, whose last moraine across the

valley made Tahoe. Here another
lake greets tis. Fallen T^^af is its

name. I'or three miles we skirt it,

with Mt. Tallac rising above us.

The .same sheens of blue are abonl ns

here.

We are jnst in linn.- to catch a gleam
of till.' morning's own charm, when,
before the wind ri.ses from far

retreats, the lake is a biu'nishcd, sil-

vered glass that reflects all the world
about u])on its face.

W'e climb ])ast thiso\-er bare ledges
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of rock, and slabs that pave the rude

road, past a burst of shredded waters
that spills forever on cruel rocks.

All about us are the purple, scarlet

and yellow of vivid blooms, the fra-

grant elders, the fringed, and tasseled

evergreens.
Here in an older country would be

the Thermopylae, the Jura, the Ben
Lomond of liistory or poesy, but now
onl\- a stray tourist knows and loves

the peaks and gaps, rising beside the

lakes and streams—the chain of medal-

lions held together by the sparkling,

twisting links of the mountain brook.

linger yonder yet. The afternoon

jKisses as we still lie prone, and plan
the trips and exploits we shall have
known before we turn from this allur-

ing spot.
We shall know that dome above that

shames St. Paul's— those .splintering

pinnacles of some cathedral's ruin—
that gorge that wrenches the horizon— Tallac now above us shall later be
our foot.stool.

We step to the mineral spring bub-

bling there beside the rill of snow-
water. Those who know Nature's

healing fountains from Carlsbad tO'

Tho L.indins: at Tahoe

Lily T^ake lies next above Fallen

Leaf on our route. Fishermen whose
oars are lacquered in diamonds, are

paddling among the liiu]) leafage on its

surface. Richly yellow are these chal-

ices ofgold rising from green and garnet
salvers. The royal blaze of color is

startling amidst the granite and snow.
One mighty pull, one rush around a

bulge uf hill and we arc- at (jlen

Alpine, and the end of the world, too,

for mountains and sky wall us in.

There is a subtle tonic in this high
air, sifted through balsams cleansed ])y

many waters, fro;:en by snows that

Yellowstone say that never has she
mixed a finer draught than here.

hHeven of her simples, chemi.sts count,

cunningh- wrought into the spouting

jet that pulses from this .seething,

iron-rusted caldron. We drink of the

l)rew. It bites ; it puckers. It is

.sour ; it is sweet. It changes like

witch broth luulcr the tongue. But

we grow to think it ilelicious, and

long for it. at fast and feast, long after

we ha\e left it to the wild animals

that steal to it. loo. from iIk- common
stream beside.

A great sanilaiinin awaits .suffering.
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mankind, here among the hills from
whence cometh strength. Man has
done little yet for the spot. Ancient
bnilders would ha\-e upreared a castle

of the granite which lies hewn and
strewed about as though a Baalbec had
fallen. Modern wealth will yet build

an hostelry upon the spot and all too

soon for us who love nature unbediz-
ined. Even now there is talk of the

coming of that advance courier of

civilization— the railroad— from Sac-

ramento to Carson, or from Truckee to

Tallac. But let us have yet a little

longer our dens and holes iu the

tropical a growth for the home of

snows.
No gardener could have beauti-

fied this natural lawn where the
columbines nod to each other across
old logs cushioned with fawnskin
where the ini})udent brier-rose peers in-

quisitively under and over everything,
shocking the l)obbing brown-eyed
Susies. Birch and sj^ruce crowd up
to the door of the rude house where
we sleep. The rafters are },'et covered
with their bark, the walls yet rough.
The floor is bare .save for an Angora
rug before each bed.

The [lutfl at T.itioe

mountains, instead of our fashionable

hotels, and hideous railroad sta-

tions.

vSpring loves to put fair touches here

and every blade and petal eager to do
her honor, hastens to the brief, bloom-

ing time. The lawn lins <>ii one side

a jungle of veratrnin, the be.iutifnl

thing of which II. II. knowing no

botany but of the e^'e and heart,

speaks lovingly in the Tahoe sketch

in
"

P>its of Tra\el." The white

array of racemes, rich, lush greener\-,

brought us a remembrance of the calla

stretches of the south. It seemed too

Acro.ss a granite ledge is a daytime
hou.se. The walls are whitewashed.
The granite fireplace will hold the

butt of a goodly log. Crood ])rints are

on the walls and old ]K)ets hobnob on
the shehes. Folding doors such as

were on old-tiuR- barns stretch be-

tween this and the dining-room.
Rare me:ds there were in that low

a]")artment where loaves ami fishes

\\\re miraculouslx' lessened and no
other hall of feasting holds for us such
memories. Mostly tired brain workers
were the guests, all of one brotherhood,
who gave each other the password
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year by year and came back to nature

tr}-itig to forget that cerebrums were
ever developed, that Cadmus or Gut-

tenberg had ever done deadly work
for mankind. Seldom they spoke of

what Ijooks held but they were alert

to the object lessons all about. There
were thrilling encounters with trout

that fought for freedom. Tliere were
walks outdoing tho.se of jSlontezuma's

couriers. There were searching ex-

plorations, .skifling on every lake of

the chain. At night, a tired happy
family had stories and songs by
liearthfire or campfire, or perhaps

and is often killed, but he hates this

intrusion of man into his solitary

home, and Glen Alpine sees him .sel-

dom.
There are not many birds in these

higher places. Sometimes a jay's
blue tail whisked round a corner

;

sometimes a robin chirped lonesomely,
l)ut it was left to the tireless cricket to

wail his "eerie croon, like an elfin

.spinning wheel," to fill in all the

sound that the ear wished to recognize.
Before the parting of the Glen

Alpine clan that >'ear, there came a

da)' for a grand tour to the home of

A Bit of the Lake

some laureate wrote up in foolish epics
that made the laughter of an evening
for a care-free throng—the day's ad-

ventures.

Quiet, even to desertion, one miglil
have the woods, but there were those
w^ho grew to know a curious, stirring
life all about. The common animals
were few, but a .shy constituency
roamed there—woodrats, woodchucks,
hare, grou.se, quail ami porcui^ine.
Sometimes lying on the granite

ledges, we have been startled to hear
a pack of coyotes yelping by, but the>-

were .seldom .seen.

The grizzly roams these fastnes.ses

the old glacier, retracing its pathway
up the caiion, and returning to camp
by wa}' of Tallac, which gave the

view from that noble mountain crest.

We rode hor.ses trained to climb moun-
ta.n trails, and passed on upward
between polislK-d granite ])iles, coming
upon the smaller laki.'S one l)y one,

each distinct in its own Ijcauty of

domed, or cuigled, mountain back-

ground. Lakes vSusie, "84" and

Heather xw parsed in their stilhiess,

and tliey mirrored our cavalcade, as

might have the glass of tlie Lady of

Shalott.

Most impressive of all though, was
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to us,

works

the crescent cur\-e of molten snow—
the lake that marks tlic birthplace of
the old glacier

— the glacier that
has grown as real a thing
living in the groove of its

and pomps, as the lakes that are its

posterity.
We built our campfires here on the

edge of the strange red snow which
had its patches about us, as the

buttercups and shooting stars do in

our woods at home.
The trees were all stunted, Init the

heaths were conspicuous in two beau-
tiful forms, allied quite closely to

the liealher of the vScotch lakes.

One bore a file of purplish bloom,
another reached up waxen cups set

in .scarlet saucers, and branches of

the tvro made our beds that night.
Ill the morning we rode away

toward the fhountain top. One little

lake, the Gilmore, we found half way
up, but we rode under the largest
trees we had seen in the region,
cedars that might have grown hoary
on Mt. LebaiKjn.
These trees and all others were

l)owed, and elotiuently told their tale

of the cruel strain of snow tliat winter

girds upon them.
From the top of the mountain where

stray drifts still tarried among.st piles
of chipped and crumbling rock,
wasted by the untiring play of the

frost, we slowly made our own the
most entrancing view yet granted us.

Tahoe lay stretched at Tallac's feet.

Fallen Leaf and a score of others we
counted, mountain peaks beyond
seventy times .seven, up and down the
Sierras. All the world seemed at our
feet—a last view of Tahoe—from the

peaks that gave it birth.

Hi'uJ of a l.aUe Nfar Tahne



BRUNHILDE

BY FRANK NORRIS

[" The horse in his mad flight broke his neck over a precipice, and during the rest of the day and far

into tlie night, Brunhilde lay there dying. It might, perhaps, be a matter of interesting speculation to reflect

upon what must have been the thoughts of the great Austrasian queen during that long night whUe awaiting
death."— Oi>-o«. Geofioi Riidel. Cli. .\.\.\VI.\

It wa.s over—the- long ordeal oi .shame.

The jibes and insults of her conquerors.

The taunts and blows of every hind and slave

Who, in her daj'S of power, fed with her dogs,

Aj^e, and were glad to be so pri\-ileged ;

The hoolings and the triumphs of the host.

An army banded 'gainst one woman weak ;

And, wonse than all, the calm and pitying smile

That curled around the lips of Fredcgondc .

Seeing her rival humbled to the dust.

The brutal exultation of Clotaire

Who spat upon her, while the}' bound her down

And gave the word to loose the plunging horse.

And then the hideous whirlwind that en.sued.

When like a missile from a catapult

The fierce unbroken steed, with snortings wild.

And thundering hoofs, .swept furiously on—
While in his track, bound to him by her hair.

Now seen by glimp.ses through thick clouds of dust

Beneath his flying feet, now whirled aloft

As he lashed out between two onward l)ounds.

Now in the forest caught by forking boughs.

That, with a fearful wrench of all her frame

Checked suddenly his impetus of flight

And for an instant held him till they brake—
Was dragged and mangled the Austrasian queen.

vSuch plight was hers, as when a fragile skiff

Is knotted to the stern of a swift ship,

And veers and plunges in its Itoiling wake.

Struck at and buffeted by cruel waves,

ITntil, its sides crushed in, it fills and sinks.

But it was over now. Heaped in a hollow way
The poor crazed .«^teed. exhausted, had crashed down

And lay as he had fallen—steeped in sweat

That slowly cooling, matted .stiff his coat ;

6t
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And i1r- once r()\:il ([ucen, 'neath his dead bulk.

La>- witli liini —(|nivcring, but not yet dead.

And while she la\- thus, while the night closed down,
And while the night wind sighed about the woods,

And, prowling from his lair, a single lynx

Scenting in air the death, wailed like a child.

While on the boles and shingled cliffs, the owls

With long, sonorous whistle, called aloud,

And while the silent bats with flickering wing
Danced thwart the rifted lines of after-glow,

Then the (hill eliill wliich heralded Death's march.

In nierc\- stilled at last her agony,
And lulled llie tlirobbings of her limj), crushed frame.

And calmed the beating of her tortured heart.

Her mind was once more busy, and she thought,

Yet thought not of h.er manifold great crimes

Done in this life, nor of that life to come
;

She thought not that the blood of ten great Kings
Red on her hands, was to be answered for.

No sentiment of pity or remorse

Ran in the fevered movements of her brain.

She could forget her traitor arnn- now—
Forget her ruin and Clotaire's vile jests.

But she could not forget the calm, cold smile

That curled upon the lips of Fredegonde,
And even while she dwelt upon it there.

And all her pride of woman and of Queen
Ramped at her rixal's triumph and her fall-

There came a sudden rattling in her throat.

She .strove to check it—stiffened—gasped— and died !



REVIEW OF THE FUR-SEAL CONTROVERSY

P.V C. CAXTNVKl.I,

OX
March 30, 1S67, all that por-
tion of the North American
continent liitherto occupied l)y

Russia aud known as Alaska, together
with the Aleutian Islands and other

islands in Bering Sea lying east of

the boundary line as shown in the

accompauying map passed into the

possession of the United States on the

payment to Russia of seven million

two hundred thousand dollars. The
rrib}loff Group consisting of vSt. Paul
and St. George Islands aud all interests

in the fur-seal rookeries or l^reeding

grounds situated thereon were included

in this purchase. In 1870 the United
States leased to a corporation of

American citizens known as the

Alaska Commercial Compau}-, the

Pribyloff Islands, and by the terms of a

contract granted the company the ex-

clusive right of taking seals on these

two islands for the period of twenty-

years. The company on its part

agreed to pay a certain sum for every
.skin taken, the number or fpiota being
annually fixed ])y the Secretary of the

Treasury and to furni.sh free of charge
to the natives, food, fuel and .schooling

during certain portions of the >'ear.

For nearly seventeen years the Com-
mercial Company carried on its l)usi

ne.ss successfully ; honorably discharg-

ing its obligations to the government
and even exceeding the terms of th'.-

•contract in tlie matter of benefils to \k-

conferred upon the natives of the

islands. .Several times after the leas-

ing of the i^5lands rumors reached the

government that small ve.s.sels were

being fitted out avowedl}' for the

pur])ose of entering Bering Sea and

killing the seals near the rookeries.

But the dispatch of a revenue cutter

to patrol the waters usually deterred

anj'one from following out any such
intentions. In the year 1 886, however,
several small vessels, mostly fitted out

in Victoria and sailing under the

British flag, entered Bering Sea and

began the work of killing seals

wherever found. Acting under in-

structions received from the Secretary
of the Treasury, Captain Abbey,
commanding the revenue cutter Cor-

win in that year overhauled and
seized one American and three British

schooners found sealing .some sixty
miles .southeast of St. George Island.

The ves.sels were taken into Unala.ska

harbor, laid up under charge of a Dep-
uty United .States Marshal and the

masters and ofiicers .sent to .Sitka tor

trial. The crews were released and
furnished transportation back to the

United .States. The trial which fol-

lowed resulted in the conviction of

IIk' ])risoncrs on a charge of \-iolation

of .Section 1956, Revised .Statutes of

United .States which declares it illegal

for anyone not a native of the terri-

tory to take any fur-bearing animals

64
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" within the waters of Alaska terri-

tory."
Tile ]5ritish government proniptl}-

protested against the seizure of its

encc which followed, Secretary Bayard
acceded to the request for the release

of the vessels and men but upon the

distinct understanding that it was
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of the United States to maintain tlie

position which it had assumed a still

larger fleet of vessels visited Berin;;

Sea during the next year and several

captures were made b>- the rexenuc
cutter Rush iinder command of Captain
Shepard. The usual ])n)tesl from

Great Britain followed, and on August
2d, 1887, Secretary Bayard through
the ministers at foreign courts re-

quested the governments of Great
Britain, Germany, France and Norway
and Sweden "to enter into such an

agreement with the United States as

will prevent the citizens of either

country from killing seals in Bering

This action brought forth a strong
protest from the British Minister at

Washirigton in which he claimed that

he had received assurances from ex-

Secretary Ba\ard that no further

seizures would be made pending the
settlement (if the general questions at

issue. An examinatiDU of the corre-

spondence of the State Department
shows that tliis was incorrect. In a

letter from Mr. Bayard to Sir Lionel S.

West dated August 13th, 1887, the
former expressly denies that any such
assurance had been given. In the
discussion which followed the seizures

of the year 1889, Secretary- Blaine in

u^ -.>^-

Indians Skinninjj the Fur-seal

Sea." England at first agreed to

this proposition and the way for a

speedy settlement ofthe (juestion .seemed

clear, when negotiations were abruptly
closed by the intervention of Canada
who declared that by entering into

such convention with the United vStates,

England would ruin a \-alual)le indus-

try- of her colony, Ih'itish Columl)ia.

In 188S, the last year of ]>resident

Cleveland's administration, luAhing
definite seems to have been accom-

plished, ;
but during the summer of

1SS9 in ])ursuanceof a vigorous ])olic\-

inaugurated by President Harrison

several Canadian vessels were seized

in Ikring vSca by the revenue cutters.

a letter dated August 23d, 1889, and
addre,s.sed to the British Minister,

admits that the .seizures had been made
but that it was the

' '

earnest desire of

the President to arri\e at .such an

adjustment of all existing differences

of opinion as will remove all pt)ssible

ground of misunder.standing with Her

Majesty's Government concerning the

troubles in Bering Sea."

Early in the discus>ion wliich ioi-

lowed between Mr. Blaine and v^ir

Julian Pauncefote. liritish Minister at

Washington, the former outlined his

position by claiming that xes.sels en-

gaged in pelagic sealing in liering

vSea were' engaged in a ])uisuit which
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was contra bo7ios mores as iuvolviug a

serious and permanent injury to an

industry belonging to the United
vStates. With reference to the asser-

tion which has been so persistent!}-
made that Mr. Blaine in defending the

claims of the United States had set up
a claim to exclusive jurisdiction over
the waters of Bering Sea as mare
claustim, the correspondence which
has taken place between the two coun-
tries fails to reveal any such claim.

The discussion of the questions nec-

essaril}' involved one in v.'hich the

title we had received from Russia was

tration, and further suggested that

provisional regulations be adopted (i)

prohibiting pelagic sealing in Bering
vSea during the months when the .seals

were coming to and departing from
the islands, and (2) prohibiting all

vessels from approaching the seal

islands nearer than ten miles. Mr.
Blaine rejected this proposition as

being insufficient for the protection of
the fur-.seals, as it permitted the kill-

ing of the animals in the water during
the months of July, August and Sep-
tember, when the sea around the
islands was most crowded with seals,

one of the most important features
;

but instead of claiming exclu.sive jur-
isdiction Mr. Blaine in a letter dated

August 2d, 1890, .says :

' ' The repeated assertions that the

United States demands that Bering
Sea be pronounced 7?iare claiisiim are

without foundation. The goverinnent
has never claimed it and never de^'ired

it. It expressl}' disavows it." Dur-

ing the month of April, 1S90, Sir

Julian Pauncefotc, after a long dis-

cission, submitted to Mr. Blaine a

plan for the appointment of a mixed
commission to act as a board of arbi-

and especially female seals in search

of food for their young. The zonal

restrictive limit of ten miles, as pro-

posed by England, was entirely inade-

quate, as it is a well-established fact

that the breeding seals are found over

one hundred niiles from shore dur-

ing the breeding season, being tem-

porarily absent from the rookeries

in .search of food. The failure of

these negotiations was followed, on

the part of England, hy a long

argument in which the contra bonos

mores theory ad\-anced by Mr.
Blaine was taken up by Lord Salis-
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bury. In a dispatch to Sir Julian
Paunccfote, dated May 22d, i«90,

Salisbury contended that pelagic seal-

ing was not contra bonos mores when
carried on outside of the marine-league
limit, unless, and for special reasons
it has been agreed by international

arrangement to forbid it.
" Fur seals,

' '

he continued, "are indisputably y<7r^

naturce, and these have been univer-

sally regarded by jurists as res nullius

until they are caught. No person
can, therefore, have property in them

again i.ssued to the commanders of

revenue cutters to seize any and all

ves.sels engaged in pelagic .sealing in

Bering Sea. Immediately upon receipt
of the intelligence that such action was
contemplated the British Minister at

Washington entered a formal protest

declaring that her Brittanic Majesty's
Goverinnent would hold the Govern-
ment of the United States responsible
for the consequences that might ensue
from acts "which are contrary to the

principles of international law."

Map showing: the migration of the Pribyloff Seal Herd, which leaves Pribyloff Island about November 10th and
returns about July loth. The United States protests against their destruction during- this migration

until he has actually reduced them
into his posses.sion b}- capture."
While Lord Salisbury was deducing
these fine-spun theories in regard to

the proper ownership of the fur-seal,

the time for the opening of tl\e next
season was drawing rapidly near.

The Government evidentl}- viewed
with alarm the prospect of another
season's open sealing with nothing
accomplished in the way of settlement
of even the first steps toward arbitra-

tion, and in May, 1S90, orders were

It is impossible to say what would
have been the result had not the

President at this juncture acted in

the prompt manner in which he did.

Two 3'ears ago neither the general
public of this country- nor ol England
were as conversant with the details of

this question as they are to-day. It

was not as apparent at that time as

later that pelagic sealing was so

destructive to seal life, and so the

President wisely withdrew his orders
and issued modified instructions to
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the revenue cruisers by which the}'
were merely authorized to speak seal-

ing vessels and to serve them with

copies of the President's Proclamation,

warning them against taking seals
' '

in the waters of Bering Sea within
the territorial limits of the United
States."

An attempt
Blaine at this

was
time

made by Mr.
to enter into an

agreement with Great Britain,

whereby her vessels should not be

permitted "to enter Bering Sea for

this season, in order that time may be
secured for negotiation." Nearly a

the President's proclamation. Mr.

Blaine, in declining to accept the.se

conditions, stated in a letter dated

July 2d, 1890 :

' ' The President cannot
think that Lord Salisbury's proposi-
tion is responsive to his suggestion ;

besides, the answer comes so late that

it would be impossible to proceed this

season with the negotiations."
The summer of 1890 passed without

incident, but the reports which
reached the Government during the

following autumn, from its agents in

the seal islands, of the alarming
diminution of seal life on the rookeries

U^

The Rookeries at St. Paul Island ten years ago

month later, under date of June 27th,

1890, the British Minister replying to

this proposition, said that such action

could only be • taken under certain

conditions, which were as follows :

(i) That the two Governments agree
fortluvith to refer to arbitration the

question of the legality of the seizures

made in Bering Sea ; (2) that pend-
ing the award, all interference with
Briti.sh sealing vessels cease ; (3) that

tlie United States, if the award be
adverse to them, compensate British

subjects for all losses which they may
sustain by rea.son of compliance with

caused new life to be infused into

the controversy. The Government
renewed its demands for a speedy set-

tlement of all questions in dispute.
The usual dilatory and evasive tactics

were pursued by Lord Salisbury-, to

avoid the issue
;
but at la.st, on June

15th, 1 89 1, the agreement now gener-

ally known as the viodus vive^idi was
signed by the representatives of the two
countries at Washington, whereby it

was agreed that both countries would

]:)rohibit scaling vessels from entering
Bering Sea for the puqjose of sealing
from the date of signing the agreement
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until May ist, 1892. It was further

understood that both nations would
send special commissioners to Alaska to

gather testimony, make observations

on seal life, etc., for the purpose of

laying the whole matter before a

Board of Arbitration, to be thereafter

appointed.
The Commissioners appointed for

this purpose were Sir George Baden-
Powell and Dr. Dawson, representing
England, and Professor T. C. Men-
denhall and Dr. C. Hart Merriam

representing the United States. These

gentlemen reached Bering Sea soon
after the signing of the modus vive?idi,

and immediately entered upon the
labor of gathering the necessary testi-

Sea, and very probably end the con-

troversy by destroying the last rem-
nants of the .seal herds. Under these

circumstances, Lord Salisbury was

requested to again co-operate with
the United vStates in the protection of

seal life, pending the settlement of

the preliminaries to appointment of

the Board of Arbitrators, but declined

to do so unless certain conditions were

agreed to on the part of the United

States, which were so onerous and

unsatisfactory that it was impossible
for this Government to accept them
with honor to itself or without endan-

gering every claim which it has

steadily maintained throughout the

long controversy. For the second

i »iil.-ir..ll llv...!

The Seal Rookeries at St. George Island ten years ago

mony. Most of the summer was

spent visiting the islands in Bering
Sea and obtaining testimony. The
Commissioners then returned to the
United States. A joint meeting for

discussion was held in Washington,
beginning in October, 1891, and last-

ing until early of the present year.
The proceedings of this meeting have
not yet been made public, but for

some reason the matter was not

brought before a Board of Arbitrators
as early as was expected, and it was
seen that unless a renewal of the
vwdiis Vivendi was agreed to in terms
similar to those of last year, nothing
but force on the part of the United
States would prevent a large fleet of

sealing vessels from entering Bering

time in the history of the Bering-Sea
question, a crisis was at hand. The
gravest fears were entertained that the

two great nations might yet be drawn
into war while discussing the best

means of settling in a friendly manner
the question at issue. But better

counsels prevailed, and under the

calm but determined pressure of Presi-

dent Harrison, who had personally
assumed the conduct of affairs at this

juncture, Lord Salisbury receded from
a position in which he found himself

unsupported even by public opinion
in England, and during the latter

part of March, 1S92, agreed to the

extension of the operations of the

modus Vivendi until certain questions
could be brought before a court, con-
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sisting of seven \vell-kiio\vu jurists,
who were to be selected as follows :

The President of the United States

and her Brittanic Majesty, Queen Vic-

toria to name two each, and the

President of France, the King of Italy
and the King of Sweden and Norway
to name one each. The treaty pro-
vides that the printed case of the two

parties, accompanied b}- documents,
official correspondence and other

evidence, is to be delivered in duplicate
to each arbitrator and to the agents of

each high contracting party, as soon
as possible after the appointment of

the tribunal, Init within a period not

exceeding: three months from the

exchange of the ratification of the

treaty. All questions considered l)y

the tribunal, including the final decis-

ion are to be determined by a majority
of the arbitrators. Five questions are

to be submitted to the arbitrators.

These are :

First—The exclusive jurisdiction in the

sea known as the Bering Sea, and what
cxchisive rights in the seal fisheries therein

did Russia assert and exercise prior and up
to the time of the cession of Alaska to the

United States?

Second—How far were these claims of

jurisdiction as to the seal fisheries recog-
nized and conceded by Great Britain?

Third—Was the body of water now known
as the Bering Sea inckided in the phrase
"Pacific Ocean," as used in the treaty of

1S25 between Great Britain and Russia, and
what rights if any, in the Bering Sea were
held and exclusively exercised by Russia
after said treaty ?

Fourth—Did not all the rights of Russia
as to jurisdiction and to the seal fisheries to

Bering Sea cast of the water boundary in

the treaty between the United States and
Russia of the 3otli of March, 1867, pass

unimpaired to the United vStates under that

treaty ?

Fifth—Has the United States any right,
and if so, what right of protection of i)rop-

erty in the fur-.seals frequenting the ishmds
of the United vStates in Bering Sea when
.such .seals are found outside the ordinary
three-mile limit ?

Freed from the complications and
technicalities f)f dijilomatic contro-

versy, the fnr-sc:il (|nestion is a very

simple one. In purchasing Ala.ska,
the fur-seal rookeries on St. George
and St. Paul Islands were justl}^

regarded as the most valuable portion
of our acquisition. The wisdom of

that surmise is shown from the fact

that for nearl}- twenty years, during
which the indtistry was fostered and

undisturbed, the United States received
an annual income from the product of

these two islands amounting to five

per cent on the cost of the entire Terri-

tory. For more than seventeen years
our rights to protect the .seals in

Bering vSea remained unquestioned,
and it was nottmtil the year 1886 that

any s5-.stematic attempt was made
by outsiders to interfere with those

rights.
The argument that the fur-seal is

/era; natures is not compatible with its

well-known habits. For a hundred

years it is known that the fur-seal has

annually resorted to the Pribylofif
Islands to breed and shed its pelage.
From the time of its departure from
the islands late in the autumn until

its return in ISIay of the following year,
it lands nowhere else. According to

Prof. H. W. Elliot, who has made the

fur-seal alife-longstud3',theseals arrive

at the numerous passes through the

Aleutian Islands in the latter part of

May of each year and entering Bering
Sea, head directly for the Pribyloff
Islands. A glance at the map wiiich

accompanies this article, will show
how the.se w^atery paths, traversed by
the seals, converge as they approach
the islands, and in so doing, solidly
mass together thousands and tens of

thousands of widely scattered animals
at points fiftj' and even one hundred
miles distance from the rookeries.
' '

Here, then, is the place where the

pelagic .sealer lies in wait and has a

fine location from which to shoot, to

spear, and to kill these fur-bearing

amphibians, and where he can work
the most complete ruin in the

shortest possible time. His power for

destruction is still further augmented
by the fact that tho.sc seals which are

most liable to meet his eye and aim
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are female fur-seals, which, heavy
with 3-oung, are here slowly nearing
the land, reluctant to haul out of the
cool water until the da}' and hour
arrives that limits the period of their

gestation."
The pelagic sealer spares neither age

nor sex, nor from the manner in which
his work is pursued is it possible for

him to do so. It is impossible to

exaggerate the danger of depletion
of our rookeries and the extermination
of the fur-seal species if such a

criminal waste and inhuman method
of capture is permitted to continue.
If the facts, as above stated, are not

enough to convince even the most

skeptical that the danger is most im-

minent, we have only to review the

history of the great fur-seal rookeries
in the Southern Hemisphere, which at

one time teemed with seal life, but
which were destroyed by the wanton
and senseless action of a fleet of seal

hunters whose methods of capture
were unrestrained by law, reason or
even the dictates of common human-
ity.

From a report compiled on the fur-

seal fisheries of the world in 1887 by
A. Howard Clark, a member of the
United States Fish Commission, the

following extracts are made :

" At the beginning of the present century
there were great rookeries of fur-seal at the
South Shetlands, at Masafuera, at South

Georgia and at many other places through-
out the Antarctic region. These places
were visited by sealing vessels, and indis-

criminate slaughter of the animals resulted
in the extermination of the species, or in

such diminution in their numbers that the

fishery became unprofitable.
* * * *

An indiscriminate slaughter of old and

young, male and female, in a few years
results in the breaking up of the largest

rookeries, and, as in the case of Masafuera
and the Falkland Islands, the injury seems
to be a permanent one. As an instance,
the South vShetlands were first visited in

18 19, when fur-seals were very abundant,
two vessels in a short time receiving full

fares. In 1820 thirty vessels hastened to

the islands, and in a few weeks obtained

upwards of two hundred and fifty thou-

sand, while thousands of seals were killed

and lost.
* * * * The system of exter-

mination was practiced
* * * for when-

ever a seal reached the beach, of whatever

denomination, it was killed and its skin

taken, and by this means at the end of the
second year the animals became nearly
extinct, the young having lost their mothers
when only three or four days old, of course

died, which at the lowest calculation, ex-

ceeded one hundred thousand,"

The same story may be told of

Masafuera, the Island of Juan de Fer-
nandez and every other locality where
the seals have been unprotected. The
history of these great rookeries once
inhabited by countless millions of

seals, but now shunned and deserted

by the gentle amphibians, will cer-

tainly be repeated in the case of the

Pribyloff group, unless an interna-

tional agreement is reached, whereby
the animals arc to be protected from
such indiscriminate slaughter. In a

lecture recently delivered by Mr. J.

Stanley-Brown, before the National

Geographical Society in Washington,
he says :

"In 1879 the Canadian fishery reports

began to take notice of the pelagic catch,
and we find that the Canadian vessels took
that year twelve thousand five hundred
seals. Up to 1886, the Canadian Fishery
reports show a mean annual catch of thirteen

thousand, but in that year thirty-eight thou-

sand nine hundred and seven skins were

shipped to London. In the three following
years there were taken thirty-three thou-

sand eight hundred, twenty-seven thousand
nine hundred and eighty-three, thirty-three
thousand nine hundred and seven, and in

1890 the catch of the forty-two Canadian
vessels that went out were forty-four thou-

sand seven hundred and fifty-one, while
last year the Canadian fleet, increased to

forty-nine sail, made a catch of forty-nine
thousand seven hundred and forty-two, of

which number it took the fleet five months
to catch twenty-one thousaiul one hundred
and thirty-seven in the North Pacific, while
in Bering Sea, despite the modus vivcndi by
which the schooners were ejected, twenty-
eight thousand six hundred and five skins

were taken in about six weeks. But that is

not all, f(jr the American schooners were not

inactive. The London trade sales of last year
show that sixty-two thousand five liundred

skins were oflered for sale, and duul)tless
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there were some skins retained in this

country or shipped to England to be cured

and returned to the American owners.

Lea\-ing out of consideration the seal shot

and not secured, this all means at the very
least over a hundred thousand seals were
killed at sea and that more than half of

them were mothers.
" Arc the seals diminishing ? If they are

not, why all this contention ? I unhesitat-

ingly say, after more than four months'

opportunity for observation, that no man
W'ho has visited the Pribyloff Islands during
the past two years and given even the most
indifferent attention to the subject, can hon-

estly state that the seals have not reached, if

indeed they are not well within, the danger
line of depiction. No one can stand on
these rookeries, and compare the areas now
and formerly occupied by the seals without

realizing from the object lesson how great
has been the destruction of seal life."

The illustrations which accompany
this article are from photographs taken
on St. Paul Island and show better than

any written description could the

method of taking seals as practiced on
the Islands. By the terms of the agree-
ment between the government and the

lessees of the seal islands, no female

seals or male breeding seals are allowed
to be killed. The animals selected to

be killed are the young
' '

bachelor
' '

seal or
' '

holluschickie
' ' which are

never permitted to land by the older

and stronger seals on the same breed-

ing-ground with the females. Hence
when they reach the islands the
' '

bachelor
' '

seals are obliged to live

apart entirely, sometimes miles away
from the breeding rookeries.

' ' In this

admirably perfect method of nature,
' '

to

quote the words of Professor Elliot,
' '

are those seals which can be properly
killed without injury to the rookeries,
selected and held aside by their own
volition, so that the natives can visit

and take them without disturbing in the

least degree the entire quiet ofthe breed-

ing-grounds where the stock is perpet-
uated." As an additional precaution
the seals selected for slaughter are

driven inland some distance before

being killed and so perfect has the

whole system been reduced that it is

hard to imagine how any improvement

could be made. It has been claimed
that the diminution of seal life on the
islands has been caused by an excessive

number allowed by the government to

be taken by the lessees. This is not
true. From 1870, when the Alaska
Commercial Company secured the

lease until 1S86 when pelagic sealing
may be fairly stated as showing its

effects, there were allowed and taken one
hundred thousand seals annually.
Under the wise government of the

industry, the areas occupied bj'

the seals steadily increased. Btit

in 1886 the rookeries began to

grow noticeably smaller, and in 1890
many of the smaller ones had disap-

peared entirely. Dtiring this j'car the

government restricted the catch to

sixty thousand, but the Company suc-

ceeded in taking only twenty-oue
thoitsand skins, and last year this

number was still ftirther reduced to

fourteen thousand, of which number
seven thousand five hundred seals were
allowed to be killed to furnish food to

the natives.

It would be manifestly improper to

discuss the questions at issue in this

controversy at the present time. All

the matter of our rights to exclusive

jurisdiction in Bering Sea, and the

protection of our vested property' in

those waters will, in due time be con-

sidered by the Board of Arbitration

and its decision will be right. But
in closing this article, we can, with-

out violation of the proprieties,
indicate what will be the probable
line of defense which the United
States will adopt in the coming dis-

cussion. This can be done in no
better way than by using the words of

one of the distinguished jtu'ists, who
have been selected to argue this case

before the Board of Arbitration. In

an article on this subject by lion. E.

J. Phelps, he asks :

"In what does the freedom of the sea

consist ? What is the use of it that indi-

vidual enterprise is authorized, under that

international law which is only the common
consent of civilization ? Is it the legitimate

pursuit of its own business or the wanton
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destruction of the valuable interests of

nations ? If the Government of the United
States is restrained by any principle of law
from protecting itself and its citizens

against this great loss it must be because

the Canadian ship-owners have a right to

inflict it
;
that is to say that these acts pro-

hibited by American law, unlawful to

Canadians wherever territorial jurisdiction
exists which would be speedily made unlaw-
ful within their own territory if any seals

existed there and which are wanton and
destructive everywhere, become lawful and

right if done in the open sea, and are,

therefore, a proper incident to the freedom
of the sea."

The clear statement of this proposi-
tion refutes it in the minds of all who
are capable of a sense of justice, and
able to discriminate between right and

wrong.

^€i.^^

:^-*

HOPE

BY NESTOR A. YOUNG

Ah ! Hope divine, sweet pilot of our destiny—
Thou art the inspiration that doth lead

Mankind to thoughts and deeds sublime
;

Or standing on the sentried heights of time.

Above all storms, beyond all doubts and fears,

Thy face aglow with heavenly lire,

Doth sweetly chant in grand harmonic flow,

Attuned to Arch Angelic symphony.
Soul -stirring themes— seraphic dreams—
Leading where Heaven's eternal splendors glow.

S»n Diego



SHALL WE EDUCATE OUR POLITICIANS?

BY C. T. HOPKINS

TO
draw attentiou to the failure

of the lyCgislative departmenis of

our Governmeut,whether Federal,
State or Municipal, as compared with
the efficiency of the Executive and

Judicial and with the requirements of

the people ;
to show that this failure

is entirely due to the mental and moral

inferiority of the majority of the men
elected to Legislative office

;
and to

suggest a practical means whereby pol-
itics may be converted into a learned

profession, and thus in the future the

higher offices of the Government may
be largely filled by educated brains

and character instead of by ignorance
and vice : these are the objects of these

articles.

In the early days when population
was sparse, wealth scarce, and public
business simple, when no great aggre-

gations of capital existed or were even
dreamed of as political factors, it was
deemed sufficient for the protection of

liberty that the only qualifications for

any office should be the right to vote

in the district. So said all the older

Constitutions ;
so say they all now,

with very few exceptions as to Judicial

office, but none at all as to Legisla-
tive aspirants. The fathers feared

above all things a governing class,

which might possibly make itself per-
manent and become oppressive ;

so

they provided short terms and fre-

quent elections, in the belief that any
one who knew enough to cast a vote

would be competent for anj^ office.

They guarded in every possible man-
ner against the recurrence of the evils

from which they had suffered as col-

onists, but which are dead forever on
our soil ; and in so doing they uncon-

sciously opened wide the door to other

evils, consequent upon conditions
which in their time it was impossible
to foresee.

So it was not long till experience
showed that something besides short

terms and frequent changes were neces-

sary to the proper discharge of sev-

eral of the functions of Government.

Hardly had the Federal Constitution
attained working order ere Congress
adoptedWashington

'

s recommendation
to establish the Military Academy at

West Point. What this grand insti-

tution has done for the nation is famil-

iar to all. To say nothing of its

brilliant success in war. Professor E.
S. Holden, one of its graduates, in an
article in the Overland Monthly for

Jul}^ 1 89 1, explaining its methods,
bears the highest testimony to the re-

sults of its training in the formation

of honorable character. He quotes
the late General Alvord's comparison
between the losses to our Government

through the defalcation of army offi-

cers and losses to the Bank of Eng-
land through the intromissions of its

employes. Though in both cases

the loss was a very small fraction of

one per cent of the money handled,
that occurring through our officers

was only a small fraction of the loss

through the employes of the bank ;

though these are all picked men, all

under guarantee bonds, and checked
at every point under the most scien-

tific system of accounting. He says :

' ' The total disbursements by army
officers during our Civil War were over

eleven hundred millions of dollars.

The defalcations and money losses of

all kinds (including captures by the

enemy) were less than one million

dollars, or less than one-tenth of
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one per cent on the money handled.

No organization for the disbursement
of public money from the time the

pyramids were built until now has a

record approaching that of the officers

of the United States Army, and this

bright record is the direct result of the

training of the Military Academy at

West Point." The effect of that

training upon patriotism was shown
in the fact that four-fifths of the

graduates, including one-half of those

from seceding States, remained true to

the flag throughout the Civil War,
while almost all of the Southern
United States Judges, all the Southern
Senators but one, all the Representa-
tives in Congress, but three, and the

entire body of Federal Executive offi-

cers, sided with their States. The army
is removed from political influences,

through the education and life tenure
of its officers. The confidence of the

people in West Point education, espec-
ially as manifested in that splendid
bod}^ the United States Engineers,
has never been clouded even b}' a sus-

picion of briber}^, jobbery or other

dereliction, or by anj^ incapacity.
Education was likewise found in-

dispensable in the Navy, and the
Naval Academy at Annapolis was
founded on principles similar to those
at West Point, and with like results.

Can we not claim without boasting
that there is no finer body of skilled

scientific seamen, patriotic officers,

and honorable gentlemen in the ser\^-

ice of any nation than are the line

officers of the American Navy.
From the very first it was found

impossible to administer the laws un-
less the Judges of Courts of Record
were educated to the bar. Though
Federal and State Constitutions were

originally silent on the subject, and so

remain in all l)ut twelve States
;
and

tlKJUgh for many years in the majority
of the States the Judiciary has been

elective, 'the necessity of the case has
for the most part compelled the nomi-
nation only of educated or experienced
lawyers to the l)ench. It follows there-

fore that our Judicial service has been

and IS fairly good. A few Cardozos,Bar-
nards and Turners have here and there

dragged the ermine through the mud,
but the hue and cry raised against
these proves the rarity of their offense.

Peijur}', embracery and similar cor-

ruptions of justice do unfortunatel}- oc-

cur too often, but these are beyond the
control of the judges. Professor Bryce,
the fairest of our foreign critics, says
in his great work on the American
Commonwealth,

' ' The Federal Judges
are above suspicion; the State Judges
ha\-e been and arc deemed honest and

impartial in nearly all the Northern
and most of the Southern and Western
States. In a few of those States the
bench has included men who would
do credit to any court in any country-.

' '

(Vol. II, page 500). This remark
is true, notwithstanding that the tacit

rule above mentioned has not always
been observed in countr}- districts, or

on all occasions in the frontier States.

A fourth instance of compulsory-
educational qualification for public
service is to be noted in the profession
of the law. The law^-er is an officer

ot the court and a minister (at least

theoretically) of justice. In the Fed-
eral and nearly all the State courts he
is allowed to practice only after satis-

factory examination into his knowl-

edge of law, or on proof of such
examination elsewhere. Only one Con-

stitution, that of Indiana, provides that

"every person of good moral charac-

ter, being a voter, shall be entitled to

practice law in all Courts of Justice."
This exception proves the rule. So

degraded is the character of the Bar
in Indiana that in a recent public
address by a prominent educator at

Indianapolis he remarked,
' ' That it

required less brains and training to be

admitted to the Indiana Bar than to

the saw-buck."
Another and a most important class

of public servants, the teachers in the

l)ul)lic schools, once hired on the

score of cheapness without regard to

qualification, are now employed in

the majority of the States solely upon
merit, as ascertained by examinations.
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Not only so, but Normal schools are

maintained in many of the States for

their free education . It is entirely due
to the wide cncourag'emcnt of supe-
rior education in the teachers that the

public school system has become the
most important and most jealously

guarded of all our institutions, not-

withstanding former and local apathy,
and vigorous opposition everywhere
from a powerful ecclesiastical antagon-
ism. The only scandals connected
with it grow out of the occasional

betrayal of their trust by the elective

Boards of Education in the exercise
of the appointing power and the man-

agement of the funds.

So the laws in many States con-

fine medical practice to regularly
educated pli3\sicians; pharmacy and

dentistry to trained specialists. Not
only so, but vState Universities are main-
tained at public expense for the free

education of lawj-ers, engineers, chem-
ists, doctors, dentists, scientists, in

fact, of anybody who chooses to avail

himself, or herself, of the benefits of

the higher education.

lyastly after a long, well-fought
battle, the Congress of the United
States has been induced to enact the
Civil Service Act

; whereb}^, for the
first time in our history, education and
character have been made the sole

conditions for appointment to the subor-
dinate offices in the Executive depart-
ments of the General Government,
and the term of office is limited only
b}^ good behavior. Massachusetts and
New York have followed suit. Let
us hope that other States will soon
imitate the bright example.
Thus, .step by step, the original idea

that every voter has by nature equal
capacity for filling any office, and equal
right to enjoy it, has yielded to the

teachings of experience. Successive
classes of public service have been
withdrawn from political nomination,
and from general competition, and con-
ferred exclusively upon persons spec-

ially educated to perform the duties.

This is now the recognized theory-
both in England and the United

States, in all Executiv^e service. The
nation must have the best. Its vast
business cannot be properly conducted

except by the best, and the best it is

bound to have. It is on the theory
that underlies all business, viz., that

employment and emolument must fol-

low ability and integrity. Neither
the Government nor the commercial
world have any use for ignorance ex-

cept to send it to school; nor for incom-

petence except to teach it a trade;
nor for vice except to send it to jail.

I/Ct it now be prominentlj^ noted :

1 . That of the three great divisions
of power the Legislativ'e stands pre-
eminent

;
for it makes the laws which

the Executive enforces, and the Judi-
ciary administers.

2. That more knowledge, wisdom
and moral force are required in the
successful and patriotic discharge of

Legislative duty, perhaps in the face

of opposition, party passion, a corrupt
lobby, a licentious press, or popular
erroneous excitement, than are needed
in following the beaten paths of law
and precedent to which the Executive
and Judiciary are confined.

3. That all the educational and
moral qualifications for office thus far

adopted in either Federal or State go\--
crnments have been applied in the

Executive and Judiciary departments,
while the most powerful of the three
is yet wdiolly under the control of the
worst class of politicians.

' ' Hinc illcB

lachrymcE.
' '

Let it also be borne in mind that no
nation ev^er existed which has excelled,
or even equaled, ours in its efforts for

popular education. The report of the
U. S. Commissioner of Education for

1887-88 shows an annual expenditure
on common schools only, in all the
States and Territories, of the enormous
sum of one hundred and twenty-two
millions four hundred and fifty-five

thousand two hundred and fift>'-two dol-

lars; besides the unknown expenditure
upon private and parochial schools,
which teach one-tenth as many pupils
as attend the public schools. It also enu-
merates three hundred and fiftv-seven
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colleges and universities, in which
four thousand eight hundred professors

give instruction in the higher educa-

tion to seventy-five thousand three

hundred and seventy-three students.

And this vast expenditure upon edu-

cation goes on increasing from year to

year. Besides the public taxes devoted

to it, it has become the fashion for the

wealthy to pour their surplus millions

into the educational mill. Each 3'ear

old institutions are more richly en-

dowed, or new ones founded on a still

larger scale, like the Stanford Univer-

sity of California, with its promised
endowment of twenty million dollars.

Not satisfied with our immense provis-
ion for rudimentarj' instruction among
the masses, we are now ambitious to

overtake England and Germany in the

highest culture and scholarship. Not

only have Harvard, Yale, Princeton,
Columbia and other old foundations

used their growing means in augment-
ing their libraries, museums and appa-
ratus, in increasing their faculties, in

raising their standards ofadmission and

multipl3dng their special trainings, but

Johns Hopkins University has been

organized especially for the training of

professors and scientists, beginning its

curriculum where our other colleges
leav^e off. Moreover, the whole num-
ber of students in the three hundred
and fifty-seven institutions has in-

creased thirty per cent in ten years,
or seven per cent more than the

growth of population. Yet this grand
educational movement has only fairly

begun . It is like the commencement of

a vast system of irrigation, as yet only

past the experimental stage, butwhicli
is bound to cover the land till the desert

everywhere shall blossom like a garden.
Now, is it not a striking anomaly,

that, carried away as we are by such
a national enthusiasm for education,
there should be as yet so little popular
appreciation of its results, that the

question of the education of a Eegisla-
tive candidate is seldom or never
raised ? Is it not strange that in

view of the immense field for brain-

work and honest principle in handling

the public interests of our sixtj'-three
millions of people, who are growing
decennially twenty-five percent, whose
enormous productions have jnelded
realized wealth exceeding that of

wealthy Britain by more than ten

thousand millions of dollars, there
is so little demand for brain or char-

acter in our Legislative department ?

Says Prof Br>xe : "New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago and
San Francisco have done their best

to poison the Eegislatureg of the

vStates in which they respectively
lie by filling these bodies with mem-
bers of a low type, as well as by being
themselves the centers of emormous
accumulations of capital. They have

brought the strongest corrupting force

into contact with the weakest and
most corruptible material, and there

has followed in Pennsylvania, New
York and California such a witches'

Sabbath of jobber}-, bribery, thievery
and prostitution of Legislative power
to private interest as the world has
seldom seen. Of course, even in these

States, the majority of the members
are not bad men, forthe majority come
from the rural districts or smaller

towns, where honesty and order reign,
as they do generally in America out-

side of a few large cities. ]\Iany of

them are farmers or small lawyers, vrho

go up meaning to do right, but fall

into the hands of schemers, who abuse
their inexperience and practice on their

ignorance." ("American Common-
wealth," I, p. 516.)

Says Theodore Roosevelt :

' ' Where
a number of men, many of them poor,
some of them unscrupulous, and others

elected by constituents too ignorant
to hold them to a proper accountabil-

ity for their actions, are put into a

position of great temporary power,
where they are called on to take action

upon questions affecting the welfare of

large corporations and wealthy private
individuals, the chances for corrup-
tion are always great. And that there

is much viciousness and political

di.shonesty, much moral cowardice

and a good deal of actual bribe-taking
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at Albany no one who has had any
practical experience of Legislation can

doubt. The worst Legislators come
from the great cities. They are

usually foreigners of little or no edu-

cation, with exceedingly misty ideas

as to moralit}-, and possessed of an

ignorance so profound that it could

onl}^ be called comic were it not for

the fact that it has at times such
serious effect on our laws. It is their

ignorance quite as much as actual

viciousness which makes it so difficult

to procure the passage of good laws,
or to prevent the passage of bad ones

;

and it is the most irritating of the

many elements with which we have
to contend in the fight for good govern-
ment." {Century, April, 1885.)

In the report of the New York
Commissioners appointed in 1876, to

devise a plan for the government of

cities in that State, occurs the follow-

ing graphic description of the powers
of darkness who rule the politics of

that State and city :

' ' A large number of important
offices have come to be filled by men
possessing little, if any, fitness for

the important duties they are called

upon to discharge. These unworthy
holders of public trusts gain their

places by their own exertions. The
voluntary support of the citizens

would never have lifted them into

office. Animated by the expectations
of unlawful emoluments, they spend
large sums to secure their places, and
make promises beforehand to sup-

porters and retainers to furnish patron-

age or place. The corrupt promises
must be redeemed, anticipated gain
must be realized ;

hence old and edu-
cated subordinates must be dismissed

and new places created to satisfy the

crowd offriends and retainers. Profit-

able contracts must be awarded, and
needless public works undertaken. *

* * It is speedily found that

these unlawful demands, together with
the necessities of the public, call for

a sum which, if taken at once by tax-

ation, would produce dissatisfaction

and alarm in the community and
Vol. 11—6

bring public indignation upon the

authors of such burdens, and any fail-

ure thus to raise a sufficient .sum is

.suppliedby an issue of bonds. ''- * *

It would clearly be within bounds to

.say that more than one-half of all the

present city debts are the direct results

of the species of intentional and cor-

rupt misrule above described."

In regard to the attempt made in

New York to escape the evils inflicted

by the city government through Legis-
lative control, this report goes on to

say :

' ' The representatives elected to

the State Legislature have not the

requisite time to direct the local affairs

(if the municipalities. They have not

the requisite knowledge of details.

When a local bill is under considera-

tion in the Legislature its care and

explanation are left exclusively to the

representative of the locality to which
it is applicable ;

and .sometimes by
express, more often by tacit under-

standing, local bills are
'

log-rolled
'

through the houses. '= * * The
notion that Legislative control w^as

the proper remedy was a serious mis-

take. The corrupt cliques and rings
thus sought to be baffled were quick
to perceive that in the business of pro-

curing special laws concerning local

affairs they could easily outmatch the

fitful and clumsy labors of disinter-

ested citizens. The transfer of the

control of municipal resources from
the cities to the State Capitol had no
other effect than to cause a like trans-

fer of the methods and arts of corrup-
tion, and to make the fortunes of our

principal cities the traffic of the lob-

bies. Municipal corruption thence-

forth escaped all bounds and spread
to even,' quarter of the State.

' '

This description of the political hor-

rors in New York is equally true,

viutaiis fuutandis, of Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Illinois and California ;

and the

same infernal system has long ago
.spread into nearly all the States. In

many of them it has become so much
a matter of course, in spite of seve"

but never enforced laws against L^
lativebriben,-, that by manj' vot*^
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earnest protest in behalf of ancestral

purity will be treated merely as a joke !

As a specimen of a very common job,

hardly a I^egislaturc meets in which
ten or twenty bills threatening injur}-

to insurance companies are not intro-

duced. The writer has been apprised
of two hundred and twenty such

bills pending in twenty-four Legis-
latures that were sittingi. cotempo-
raneously. These bills seldom pass ;

never, if the ever-present commit-
tee fro::i the underwriters does the

handsome thing. It is common to

form rings in Legislative bodies, which

unblushingly sell all the votes they
can find a market for. In fact, it is

now about impossible to procure the

passage of any law at all affecting cap-

ital, except by bargain and sale. The
United vStates Senatorship has become
a high-priced commodity within reach

only of millionaires
;
hence the recent

wonderful increase of wealth}' ineffi-

ciency in that once august body.
The writer was informed by a once

prominent banker in San Francisco

that during the Legislative session of

California in 1868, not less than eight
hundred thousand dollars had passed

through his hands alone for the pur-
chase or defeat of Legislation ! This
bonanza has been worked ever since

for all there was in it. While I write

a suit is on trial in vSan Francisco in

which one Faylor, an outside lol)byi.st,

sues the late
' ' boodle ring

' '

in the

State Senate for six thousand dollars,

being, as he claims, his share of the

profits during the last session, which
the Senators refuse to divide with
him ! At every session from twenty
thousand to forty thousand dollars is

regularly paid by the pilot monopoly
of San Francisco, as the price for deny-
ing the perennial demand of the ship-

ping interests for the reduction of the

exorbitant rates of pilotage, which

greatb,' injure the commerce of the

port. In the city of San Francisco

politics have been controlled by
"

Bos.ses
"
ever since the war, who.se

excitement ])ul an end io the ten years
of clean <rovernment inanirurated bv

llic \'igilance Committee cf 1856.
Three times have the reformatory
charters been prepared since the

adoption of the Constitution of 1S79,
and three times have they been voted

down, through the failure of their

lukewarm friends to overcome at the

polls the vigilant hostility of the pol-
iticians. But enough r.3 to the failure

of the Legislative department in States

and cities.

What good citizen of property does
not dread the meeting of the Legisla-
ture, tremble while it lasts, and

rejoice when it is over ? What
expedients have not been resorted to

to curb its power for mischief,

though at the cost of curtailing its

abilit}- for good ? At fir.st, annual
sessions were the rule, without legal
limit as to their duration, now they
are made biennial in all but six of the

older States, and restricted to four,

three, or even two months. At first,

the Representatives were intrusted

with all the Legislative powers of

their principals, the people, except
that of altering the Constitution (see

Vermont Constitution of 1793). But
the Constitution of California (of 1S79)
not only limits the per diem of the

Legislature to sixt}' da^-s, in a biennial

.session, but specifies no less than

thirty-three particulars in which it is

forbidden to act. It is strange that in

the presence of any quantity of exper-
iments between these two extremes,
each seeking to prevent .some time-

honored abuse of Legislative power,
it seems never to have occurred to

Constitution makers to confine eligi-

bility for the Representative function

to men of ascertained education in

.statecraft and of established reputation
for integrity and patriotism.

" O'er forms ofGovernment let fools contest.

That \vhich is best administered is best."

Btit how is it with C<.)ngress, where
for many years the btisine.ss of this

great nation has been completely over-

shadowed by party spirit, or forgotten
in the excitement of dixiding the

public mone\- among the tlunisands of
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private claimants whose attorneys the

majority of the memljers seem to be ?

Ivutirely owing to the lack of patri-
otic education and of enlightened con-

science on the part of said majority,

Congress has become the most cum-
brous of all inventions intended ' ' how
not to do it.

" In spite of the constant
efforts of a few statesmen, who have
been repeatedly re-elected by the

exceptional good sense of their

constituencies, its history has for

years been a dreary narrative of

IneflQcieucy, procrastination, stupidity,
and often of national disgrace. Con-

gress took more than sixty years to

frame and pass a bill for the distribu-

tion of the money received for the

French spoliation claims, by which
time all the original claimants were
dead. It has allowed twenty-five

years to pass without taking (until
last session) any efficient means to

prevent the gradual extirpation of our

shipping in the foreign trade, due to

our effete navigation laws and high
tariff, in the presence of English com-

petition under more favorable Legisla-
tion. Yet at every session bills have
been introduced, memorials, petitions,
and reports filed, which, if acted upon
would long since have restored our

flag to its former position upon the

high seas. But so profound has been
the ignorance of Western and Southern
members on the subject (one of whom
once innocently asked the writer)
"what ships do at night?") or so

powerful have been the golden argu-
ments administered by tlie agents of

the British Ship-Owners' Association,
that until the last session it has been

impossible to procure any effective

relief and the work of last session was

only half done. Congress has so

neglected the Navy that for several

years, until the recent movement in

the direction of rebuilding in 1SS3,
we had not a single fighting ship
afloat. And for twenty years it so

neglected the fortifications of our

immensely wealthy seaport cities as

not to have at any of them a single

gun capable of injuring an ironclad

ship I Yet during all the time the

Treasury has been overflowing, and

public opinion everywhere crying
aloud for the re-establishment of our
National defenses afloat and ashore.

But Congress appears insensible to

public opinion unless it finds a place
in party platforms ;

and the hope that

some party advantage may be reaped
from every want that attracts public
attention (a hope often disappointed)
is the great motive of the chronic
hesitation and exasperating delays
with which it avoids action, be the

subject never so important to the

National welfare.

Again, Congress stole the Geneva
award fund from those direct claim-

ants in whose names and for whose
use it was obtained, and gave it all to

those indirect claimants who had been

expressly excluded by the arbitrators
;

and by this act it impeached the good
faith of the nation in the eyes of the
civilized world, thus probably fore-

stalling some future arbitration
;
and

doubled or trebled future war prem-
iums on American vessels, whose
underwriters are now deprived of all

hope of salvage, heretofore their

undeniable legal right all over the

world. It took Congress twenty ^-ears

to act on the continual petitions of the

people of the Pacific Coast for the

exclusion of the Chinese, and then it

repeatedly liungled the business.

Always holding the power of regulat-

ing commerce between the States, it

took ten years to evolve the Interstate

Commerce Act, whose principal effect

is to build up the business of the

Canadian Pacific, at the expense of

American overland railroads. It

refuses to take any action on the con-

stant increase of pauper immigration
from the heterogeneous nations of

Europe, though our institutions are

everywhere threatened by it, and pub-
lic opinion has for many years been

cr>-ing aloud for its restriction. It

cannot now make up its mind about
the silver question, which for years
has been left unsettled, to the great

iniiiryofthe business of the country.
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The Lov\"cr House lias long inaiataiucd

a system of rules (which, afLcr a l)itter

fight was modified during the last

session) intended to enable the min-

orit}' to prevent the transaction of

business b}^ the majority. It persists
in devoting three-fourths of its time to

the passage of private claims, which
arc a perennial fountain of corruption,
and which can never be properly

investigated iu such a bod}^ instead

of relegating all claims against Gov-
ernment to the courts where they

properh^ belong.
But why prolong the list of

Congressional transgressions, omis-

sions, delays, neglects and inefficien-

cies?

They are so familiar that the

nation has long since become accus-

tomed to them, and expects nothing
else. But can this condition of things
last forever ? If that bod}-, the onl}-

expression of the sovereign power of

the nation in I,egislation, is so terribly
behind the business of sixty-three
millions of people, what will be our
condition when one or tvv^o hundred
millions depend upon it ? Does any
one ever speculate upon the wonderful

improvement that would result to the

business of Legislation, ifevery Senator
and Representative were educated to

statecraft, inspired by a broad spirit of

honest devotion to the whole countrj^
instead of by mere party or local

spirit, utterly unapproachable by
corrupt motives, and looking only to

the appreciative confidence of his con-

.stituents and the covuitr}- for his

reward of loj^al service? vSurely if

any means can be devised for filling
our Legislative bodies with the same
trained talent and fidelity that govern
the Army and Navy, our railroads,
our great maiuifactories and business

enterprises, the administration of our
admirable institutions, like that of our

private affairs, would challenge the

env}^ of the world.

Yet what is our situation to-day ?

We are a powerful nation, constantly

growing , already the equal if not the

.superior of any otlicr, and likely soon

to be confessedlj' the foremost iu all

respects ;
with accumulated wealth far

exceeding any other. A nation spend-
ing annualh' one hundred and twenty-
two millions of dollars in common
schools alone, besides untold millions

in other and higher forms of educa-
tion

; possessing the most omniscient
and enterprising press ;

the most stu-

pendous system of internal improve-
ments

;
the largest area of fertile soil

;

engaging in the greatest variety of

productive industries, and holding the

second place in the foreign commerce
of the world. A nation whose free and

prosperous conditions attract so many
aliens as to destroy the homogeneity
of its people ;

whose many inventions

keep manufactures and trade in a state

of continual change ;
whose freedom

of thought, speech, press and associa-

tion stimulates mental activity to a

degree that threatens the stability of

its institutions, through the influence

of cranks and demagogues, who, with
their foreign-born audiences, are too

ignorant to appreciate the perils of

half knowledge ;
a nation with a

most complicated government, founded

upon a S3^stem of ideas, largely

peculiar to itself; in fact,
" an intel-

lectual system of government,
' ' which

can be maintained in its purity only

by the intelligent and honest adminis-

tration of very able and highly'-

educated men.
Yet all this seething mass of progres-

sive humanity is ruled by a congress,

1)y forty-two State Legislatures, by
hundreds of city councils, and thou-

sands of boards of county supervis-
ors (some twenty thousand men
more or lesvs), not one of whom, how-
ever honest and well-meaning, was
educated to statecraft

;
the large ma-

jority of whom are not sufficiently
educated to have any conception of

the true principles of government,
especially of their own, or of the

nature ofthe problems with which they
have to deal. Not only ignorant, l)ut

many of them dishonest, and nomi-
nated only for that reason by the

machinations of llic worst elements in
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the commtinity ;
their idea of office

being not the service of the public,
but private gain for themselves and
their nefarious associates in crime.

And yet no one dreams of applying an
educational or character qualification
to legislative candidacy ;

nor would
tlie mass of the citizens vote to estab-

lish an aristocracy of education in

that branch of the government,
though the only alternative be an aris-

tocracy of villainy !

Of the one hundred and fifty millions

of dollars doubtless spent annually on
all kinds of education, only a trifle is

as yet devoted in a few states to

instruction in "Civics" in the public
schools.

Out of three hundred and fifty-seven

colleges and universities, not one,
nor any distinct department of one,
is organized for the special training
of statesmen, or for the issuance of

degrees in statecraft.

An educated army, corps of engi-

neers, navy, judiciary, bar and staflF

of school teachers, and tliirtj--two

thousand subordinate executive offices

filled by educational and character

tests, and all continually subordinated

to legislative ignorance, incompe-
tence, corruption, partizanship and

rascality !

Under these conditions, if un-

changed for the better, how can it be

possible that the United States can

attain their bicentenary in uninter-

rupted peace and progress ?

HAUNTED

BY CARRIE BLAKE MORGAN

Sometimes, when I attune my ear to hear

A classic symphony, I do, at most.
But catch a bar or two, and then a ghost,

Unseen, unheard, but not unfelt, draws near.

And gentlest finger-tips do close my ear

To present sounds
; while from old days long lost

A strain comes back and holds my soul engrossed ;

A song once loved, a voice low, sweet and clear.

O haunting voice ! as thy notes rise and fall,

The present fades ; the proud face at my side

Gives place to one I cannot but recall ;

Her hot-house flowers, that fling their fragrance wide.

Field daisies are ; and thou, who wert my all

In life's sweet spring, art once again my bride.



JOHN MUIR

BY J]-;.VXNK C. CARK

I

FIRST met John Miiir a quarter of

a century ago in ^Madison, the

beautiful capital of Wiscousin,
where Dr. Carr was for many years
Professor of the Natural Sciences and
of Chemistry in the State University.
As one of the Geological Comniis-

sioners, he also had much to do in

gathering and arranging the extensive

collections which illustrate the natural

historj- and resources of the region

bordering the great lakes and the

Mississippi. Professor James Hall,
the eminent geologist, was at the head
of the commission, and students em-

ployed as assistants have since become
eminent in the fields of scientific

research and of education.

During a fair of the state agricul-
tural .society, held at the Capital, the

secretary wishing to secure a .special

premium for the meritorious inventions

of a young vScotch friend from Portage,
a.sked me to report them to the proper
committee. They were not easy to

classify under the .society's specifica-
tions.

T accompanied liiui to a part of the

grounds where we found John ISIuir en-

gaged in .showing the relation between
brains and ])edsteads.

The l)edstead exhibited was a rude
affair over which some blankets were

thrown, but was my.steriou.sly con-

nected with a rustic clock, which if

.set for anv desired time of waking,

gently rai.sed the occu]iant of the bed
to an u])right ])osition with liis feet

upon the footboard.

He was assisted in this demonstra-
tion 1)\- two small l)oys ;

one a truant

belonging to me and the other to

the Profes.sor of (ireek. The lads

.soon became perfect in tlieir role,

sleeping tranquilly without moving an

eyelash until surprised by the cheers

of the .spectators. The little side-.show
attracted many visitors who were en-

tertained bj^ the naive explanations
and enthusiasm of the inventor. But
tlie.se incidents \vould probably have
been forgotten had not Dr. Carr soon
after reported Muir's attendance upon
his lectures at the University.
A friend happened to be present, a

physician from Portage, where the
Muir family lived

;
wdiose .story^ of

piety and patience as exemplified in

the lives of John's parents, David and
Annie Muir, seemed like a reading
from the pages of George McDonald.
And of genius al.so

;
for as bidden

by the Psalmist, David praised the

lyOrd upon stringed instruments, even

upon a violin of his own making ; he
also practiced the prayer and faith

cures as a free gift, and like the Mas-
ter he strove to imitate, deprecated
notoriet3\ He was reputed to be a

severe disciplinarian ;
not from passion

or even ju.stice but because the conse-

(^uences of sparing the rod were so

explicitly .stated in the Holy Word.
When he was called by the Spirit into

the wilderness of towns and cities on

religious errands, the brave mother
and her loyal .sons took up the family
burdens luicomj^ilainingly, and waited
for his return.

And .so thispioneerfamily took root;

became iiseful and greatly respected

by their neighbors in spite of some-
what hard conditions.

They had few books, but these were
of the best and tales of grandfather,
their very own, to fall back ui>on.
David and his Annie were doubtless

as happy in their simple belief that the

world W'as made in six literal "days,"
as if these had been called (rofis or

crores
;
but the .spirit of iiu]uir\- de

veloping in one of their l>airns was
88
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alread>- leading him to the ' '

Great
vStouc Book "

for a fuller explanation.
In winter the inglenook was not

destitute of cheer and thus this budding
genius was accounted for in the order-

ly processes of nature.
When the ' ' twa laddies

' ' who had
tested the bedstead heard that Muir
was a student of the University, they
gave me no peace until we visited

him, having planned a course of

jack knife studies wider this most

competent professor. We found his
room furnished with several ingenious
and useful articles besides the now
famous clock and bed.

One of these was a desk, which if

en rapport with the clock, moved the
text books required in each study to
the front, and opened them at the

proper place.
Ikit to me the most captivating piece

of mechanism was an apparatus for

registering the growth of an ascend-

ing plant stem during each of the

twenty-four hours. The plant he had
selected for the purpose was the com-
mon Madeira Vine

; {^Boiissingaultia
of botanists) which was growing
luxuriantly in his sunniest window.
A fine needle, threaded with the

long hair of a fellow studentess, when
attached to the plant, made the record

faithfully upon a paper disk marked
to indicate minute spaces with great
exactness, wdiile the rustic clock
ticked the minutes and hours away.

During the following winter Muir
taught a district school in a log build-

ing without other apparatus than the
water ])ail and dipper.
But with the help of these he con-

trived a clock, and by applying his

knowledge of chemistry and mechan-
ical powers still farther found a fire

and warm schoolroom awaiting him
after his long walks through snow
drifts in an almost Arctic temperature.
A water color painting of that log
schocjlhouse w^as long treasured ])y one
of his friends as a i)roof that the
artist's eye and touch were not want

ing among his man\- gifts.

At the beginning of the next Uni

yersity year he was missed, and know-
ing how eagerly he washed to finish
the course. Professor Sterling in behalf
of the faculty, invited his return as a
free student. The University had not
then come into possession of its large
endowments.

Dr. Carr had plans for him also in
the geological ser\dce which we were
holding back for a surprise ; but

"The best laid plans of mice and men
Gang aft aglee,

— "

and these letters were never received.
After many fruitless attempts to recover
him a characteristic missive reached us
from Tronts Mills near Meaford, in
West Canada, where there was a man-
ufactory of wooden rakes.

' '

I am sorry over the loss of Pro-
fessor Sterling's letter, for I waited and
wearied for it a long time, keeping up
an irregular course of study but since

undertaking, a month ago, to invent
new machinery for this mill my mind
seems to l)usy itself in this w'ork to the
exclusion of everything else.

' ' He had
been disappointed and we were grieved
as we read. "Oh how frequently,
when lonely and wearied, have I

wished that like some hungry worm
I could creep into that delightful
kernel of your house, your library,
with its portraits of scientific men
u]wn its walls and such bountiful store
of their shea\'es into the blossoms and
verdure of your little kingdom of

plants," (our winter garden,) "luxu-
riant and happy as if opening their

leaves under the open sky of the most
flower-loving zone in the world."
He seemed uncertain into which of

many alluring waj'S he might turn his

steps, and again he wrote : "A voice
seemed to mock my aspirations towards
the study of medicine, that I might do

something to alleviate human mis-

ery." At another time: "I felt

called toward the study of nature

among the dells and dingles of

vScOTL.VXi), and all ihe other, less

important ])artsofour world."
I would like to invent useful ma-

ehinerw hut tlie \i)ice answers
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"You (If) not like to spend >our life

among machines.
In spite of tlie warning of his demon

Miiir connniltcd himself t(j rake mak-

ing, supplying new contrivances for

setting the teeth and handles, and by
the subtlety of his intuitions and sug-

gestions, impressed his employer with
his ability to substitute mind for

muscle in a great variety of ways.
His services were substantially re-

warded, and on liecoming a capitalist,
he had decided to in\est in a grand
walking tour

;
when the factory was

burned, and his money, clothes, l^ooks

and papers vanished in flames.

Then began the wanderjahre of this

meister in nature's greater workshops,
whose record for the next ten years
was as strange as any^ recorded in the

literature of her lovers.

His first important stopping place
was at Indianapolis, where visiting
some of the great machine shops, he
fell into conversation with a skilfuU

and intelligent operator. Some sug-

gestion of Muir created a discussion of

mechanical powers and their applica-
tions, which led to an engagement,
promising still greater advantages than
those he had lost.

In this new work he wrought as

faithfully as before, making many
friends, but during the following April
there came a letter to us. traced by
his fingers, with no help from his

eyes, which read: "The sunshine
and winds are working in all the gar-
dens of God, but I, I am lost I I am
shut in darkness. My hard toil-

tempered nuiscles have disappeared ;

and I am feeble and tremulous as an

ever sick woman.
' ' My friends here are kind beyond

what I can tell, and do much to

shorten the immen.sc, black days."
The explanation, written by an

attendant, told us that while adjusting-
some delicate machinery, a small fde

had pierced his right eye on the outer

edge of the cornea. Afterwards he

wrote: "I felt neither pain nor faiut-

ness, the thought was so tremendous
that mv right eve was gone ; that

I should never look at a flower

again."
Later, during his slow recover}-, he

wrote: "On .some cloudy day, I am
promised a walk in the woods, where
the spring's sweet fir.st-born are

waiting." After many weeks I re-

ceived his token of recovery in a
little package of Cliniacium, that min-
iature palm among the mosses.
We were still more encouraged

when he concluded a letter by saying :

"
I have nearly an eye and a half left,

and can read a letter with the poorest.
I feel if possible more anxious to

travel than ever. I read a description
of the Yo.semite Valley last year, and
have thought of it almo.st every day
since."

That he was using both his eyes
was proven by a rhapsodj- upon the

mosses.
" The dear little conservative green

mosses have elevated their smooth,

shining shafts and stand .side by
side, every cowl properly plaited,
and drawn down just far enough,
every hood with its daint}- slant, their

fashions unchanging because perfect."
One may trust a nature-lover to be

his own doctor, and soon this one

])rescribed a walk froni Indianapolis
to Portage, Wisconsin, accompanied
by a lad eleven years old. They were
weeks on the wa>-, and appeared at

Madison, laden like donkeys, with
Iheir burdens of pressed plants. He
.spoke only once of his trial, saying
that

' ' he was ver>- thankful that his

affliction had driven him to the sweet
fields rather than away from them."
This was in June. 1S67. when he

spent some happ\- weeks with "
the

loved of home."
The shock to his nervous system,

resulting from his injury, was greater
and his recovery slower than had
been expected. vSeptember found him
in Kentuckv. among the hills of Bear
Creek, after walking from Louisville,

a di.stance of one hundred and .seventy
miles.

Of his plans and puq^oses he wrote :

It was a few miles .south of Louis-
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ville when I planned my journey. I

spread out my map under a tree, and
made up my mind to go through Ken-

tucky, Tennessee and Georgia to

Florida ; thence to Cuba, and from
there to some part of South America.
It will be only a hasty walk. I am
thankful, however, for so much. I

will be glad to receive any advice

from you ;
I am very ignorant of all

things pertaining to this journey.
' ' The lordly trees and scenery- of

Kentucky are cut into my memory^ to

go with me forever."

In pursuance of this plan, he
reached Georgia, where, from a camp-
ing place near Savannah—the famous
Buenaventura—his letter was an ex-

quisite prose poem on the ' ' natural

beauty of death."
' '

I gazed at this peerless avenue as

one newly arrived from another

planet, without a past or a future,
alive only to the presence of the most
adorned and living of the tree com-

panies I have ever beheld. Buena-
ventura is called a graveyard, but its

accidental graves are powerless to

influence the imagination in such a

depth of life. The rippling of living
waters, the song of birds, the cordial

rejoicing of busy insects, the calm

grandeur of the forest, make it rather

one of the Lord's elect and favored
fields of clearest light and life. Few
people have considered the natural

beauty of death. Let a child grow
up in nature, beholding her beautiful

and harmonious blendings of death
and life

;
their joyous, inseparable

unity, and Death will be stingless in-

deed to him."

Having no doubt that Muir's per-
sistence would lead him to the Andes
and the Amazon, we addressed to

friends in Buenos Ayres and to Presi-

dent Sarmiento letters which we
hoped would ensure his comfort and

safety. Meanwhile he lay sick with a

fever in T^'lorida, and a lady friend and
admirer informed us of the perils he
had incurred, and the interest felt in

his behalf ])y all who had listened to

his glowing descriptions of the scenes

still fresh in his mind. On the eighth
of No\'ember, he wrote from Cedar

Kej's that he w-as getting plants and

strength, and about to go to New
Orleans for a passage to South Amer-
ica

; not quite sure as to what point.
Then occurred a break in a corre-

.spondence, so fully shared with others
that the letters are far more travel-

worn than the writer of them, next
heard from— " Near Snelling, Merced
County, California,'" July 26th, 1868 :

"I have had the pleasure of but
one letter from any source since leav-

ing P'lorida, and of course am very
lonesome and hunger terribl}^ for the
communion of friends. Fate and
flowers have carried me to California,
where I have reveled nearly four

months. I am well again, and were
it not for loneliness and isolation, the

joy of my existence would be com-

plete. I saw little of the beauty dur-

ing the journe}- across the Isthmus of

Panama, for my body was still a

wreck, and was borne with cruel

speed through the gorgeous Eden
of vines and palms. I could only
gaze from the car platform and

weep and pray that the Lord would
sometime give me strength to see it

better."

The pra^^er seems to have been
answered at once and strength given
to improve his opportunities in Cali-

fornia, for he says :

' '

Florida is in-

deed a land of flowers, but for every
flower creature dwelling in its most

delightsome places, more than a hun-
dred are living here. Here is Florida.

Not scattered, with grass between as

on our prairies ; 1)ut the panicled
grasses are .sprinkled among the flow-

ers
;
not as in Cuba, piled and heaped

into glowing masses
; but side by

side, flower to flower, petal to petal,

touching but never entwined, each
free and separate, yet making one
smooth earth garment, mosses next
the ground, grasses above, petaled
flowers between.

' '

Belore studying the flowers of this

valley, their sky and all of the furni-

ture somids and ndornr.iciits of their
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homes, one can scarcely believe that
their vast assemblies arc permanent,
but rather that actuated by some great
plant purpose, they had convened
from every plain, mountain and
meadow of their kingdom ; and that
the different coloring of the patches,
acres and miles marked the bounds
of the various tribe and famil}- en-

campments."
He reached San Francisco in April,

and at once struck out into the coun-

try, following the foothills along the
San Jose Valley to Gilroy ;

thence
into the San Joaquin Valley by the
Pacheco Pass, and down to the mouth
of the Merced. This walking (?) trip
included the Mariposa forest of

Sequoias, and the Yo.semite \'alley,
then in primeval freshness

; Lemon's
Log Cabin

; Hutching's original hotel
and the .smaller one at Blacks being
the only houses, did not mar the

impression of "
a sacred solitude.

' '

" One week from the burning plains
of the San Joaquin, and I was lost in

the blinding .snows of the Arctic win-
ter. The winter scales are shut fast

Hpon the buds of the oaks and alders
;

the grand Nevada pines wave sol-

emnly ; my horse is plunging in

snow ten feet in depth. Wonderful
indeed is the meeting and blending of
the seasons of the mountains and

plains, beautiful as the joinings of
lake and land, or the bands of color in

the rainbow."
A letter dated Febniar>^ 24th, 1869,

written from Snellings, showed how
much he had felt the human hunger
for friends and fellowship."

Yoiu' two California notes from
San Francisco and San I\Iateo reached
me last evening, and I rejoice at the

glad tidings they bring of your arrival
in this magnificent land. Of all my
friends, you are the only one who
understands my motives and enjo>--
mcnts.

' ' Onh- a lew weeks ago a true and
liberal-minded friend sent mc a sheet-
full of the most terrible blue-steel

orthodoxy, calling me from clouds
and flowers to the walks of politics

and jjhilanthropy. I thought that

you had never lectured me thus, and
were coming to see and read for your-
self these glorious le.s.sons of sky,
plain and mountain, of which no mor-
tal lips can adequately speak."

I thought, when in the Vosemite
Valle\' last Spring, that the Iv;)rd had
written things there for you to read
.some time. I have not made a single
friend in California, and you may Ix-

sure I strode home last evening from
the postoffice feeling rich, indeed.

' '

I am engaged at i:)resent in the ver>-

important and patriarchal business of

keejjing .sheep. I am a gentle shep-
herd. The gray box in which I

reside is distant about seven miles
northeast from Hopeton. The Merced
pours past me on the .south

,
from the

Yo.semite. Smooth, downy hills and
the tree fringes of the Tuolumne
bound me on the north : the lordly
Sierras join .sky and plain on the east,
and the far coast mountains on the
west. My mutton family of eighteen
hundred range over about ten square
miles, and I have abundant oppor-
tunities for reading and botanizing.
In about two weeks I .shall be engaged
in sheep-shearing between the Tuol-
umne and Stanislaus, from the San
Joaquin to the Sierra foothills, for

about two months. I will be in Cal-

ifornia until next November, when I

mean to .start for South America.
* ' You must prepare for your Yo-

semite baptism in June.
' '

This I did with the utmost zeal and
earnestness. Just before starting an-

other letter came from Muir, telling
me that he " woidd be

'

at Black's
'

until the end of June." In my own
or others' ignorance that there were
two localities of the same name, one
near Coidtcr\'ille and one in the valley,
a blunder was made which prevented
my meeting Mr. Muir that summer.
I inquired of ever>- dusty herder that

we pa.s.sed on our horseback ride from

Mariposa to the Yosemite until the

curiosity of a fellow traveler, not of
our party, was aroused. Riding
alongside of me she asked, ''Is the
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feller you're liuntin' herdin' sheep !"
' ' That is his present calling-,

"
I re-

plied. "Wall, 3-ou're darned lucky
to miss him

;
that's my experience

with scch as them ;" and she rode

complacently away. What had be-

fallen John Muir, especially in the

regards of this female, or what there

could be in a calling of which so many
poetic things have been said since

shepherds watched their flocks by
night, to offend the most fastidious,

I could not imagine.

Many of his letters about this time

were dateless, thrown off as ifto relieve

the tension of his unshared enjoy-
ment.

"
]My studies have increasing re-

wards of truth, and I will seek to be
true to them, although all the rest of

the world of beauty besides these

mountains Ijurn and nebulize back to

star smoke." He becomes more and
more in love with ice.

' '

I know how you love this

purple and yellow and green—these

warm sun songs of color, but I must

edge in a kind word for ice. Glaciers

are paper manufacturers, and they

pulped these mountains and made the

meadowy sheets on which this leaf

music is written."
' ' Are you pluming for our mountain

better land ? I was on Cloud's Rest

yesterday, and enjoyed a very vigorous
snowstorm . Did you not hear a shout ?

Three avalanches of ice and snow
started from the summit of Cloud's
Rest ridge, one after the other in

glorious gestures and boomings ;
I

was within a few 3'ards of them.
' '

It will probably ho late in June
before we can get on to the summits,
snow is very abundant. Nevada and
Vernal and the strip of glory between
were in full gush of .spirit life as I

passed them yesterday.
"I will be glad to know your friend

Stoddard. He wrote about the Lord's

making Yo.semite, and I want him to

write an entirely dific-rent \crsion of

the affair.
"
Sunday night I was up in the moon

among the lumined sjiray of the upper

falls. The lunar bows were glorious,
and the music Godful as ever. You
will yet mingle amid the forms and
voices of this peerless fall.

"
I wanted to have you spend two or

three nights up there in full moon,
and planned a small hut for you, but
since the boisterous waving of the

rocks (slight earthquake tremor on
the coast) the danger seems forbid-

ding, at least for you. We can go up
there in the afternoon, .spend an hour
or two and return.

' '

I had a grand ramble in the deep
snow outside the valley, and discov-

ered one beautiful truth concerning
snow structure, and three concerning
the forms of forest trees.

' ' These earthquakes have made me
immensely rich. I had long been
aware of the life and gentle tenderness

of the rocks, and instead of walking
upon them as unfeeling surfaces, begin
to regard them as a transparent sky.
Now they have spoken with audible

voice, pulsed with wave-like motion—this very instant, just as my pen
reached the spot indicated on the

third line above, my cabin creaked

with a sharp shock and the oil waved
in my lamp. We had several shocks
last night. I would like to go some-
where on the west coast to study

earthquakes. I think I could invent

some experimental apparatus whereby
their complicated phenomena could be

separated and read, but I have .some

years of ice on hand.
"
'Tis most ennol)ling to find and

feel that we ai'e constructed with

reference to these noble .storms so

un.speakable
Are we not

column of

up heaven above
into its pores.

as to draw
from them,
our six-foot

.sponges
beneath

enjoyment
rich when
substance
and earth

Aye, we
have chambers in ns the right shajie

for eartlu|uakcs I

Jolni Muir of t()-da>- everyone
knows— one of the most dclighllul
writers in the West, a word colorist in

every .sense, who, it is hoped, will not

lay down the pen for many a day to

come.



THE LAST DEFEAT

BY ADELE A. GLEASOX

WHO
seeks the strange desertion of

the seaside summer resort in

winter ? Even the tourist from
"
the Kast," who is told by the native

Cahfoniian that it is even more de-

lightful in winter than in summer.
Delightful ? )X'S ; yet even on the
warm vSouthern California coast, where
the hotel is open all winter, the stray

guest is discouraged jjy so many white-

draped empty tables, standing unat-
tended by waiters, that he feels him-
self under the ban of the unpopular,
however sunny the shining sea, with
summer in every wave.

Wandering along the one street of
the town, I see twent}^ or more closed

cottages, and half as many stores, also

closed, and, as the French say, I

know not ' ' where to conduct myself.
' '

I wandered, not finding the deserted

village as full of poetry as of phil-

osophy, till I came facing an abnor-

mally big sign situated just on a level

with the eye, being fixed on the top
of a low whitewashed fence :

' '

Del-
monico's." The association with cut

glass and fine damask was strange,
and I looked up, smiling involuntarily
at the entrance. Ambition stood be-
fore me ! The door was not closed,
but filled ! The largest negress I ever
saw—take her hip and thigh, foot and
hand—filled the doorway of a large
restaurant. She stood at home, evi-

dently ; yet she had not the air of a
"free nigger." The heavy white
linen apron, the three-cornered shoul-
der .shawl, the red and gold turban
were all worn as a costume, not as a
"make-shift." I passed her with
this idle mental comment, then turned,
half from curiosity, half from a subtle
attraction for the big creature.

"Mornin', mammy," I ventured
with the careless tone a rank impostor
generally uses.

She weighed me a moment in her

95

majestic consciousness before she re-

plied. I felt on judgment. Was I
'

"nough somebody'
'

for her or not ? I

trembled.

The reply came slowly in beauti-

fully modulated tones. "Mornin'
lady. I .see you're out by you'sef dis

mornin'."

Oh, the delicately implied reproach !

I knew her ole missus had never

.strayed about alone
;
never.

' '

Yes,
' '

I said falsely,
' '

I want
.some one to take care of me." Her
eye lighted with real enthusiasm.
" Sure 5'ou does, honey. I'se jes'
wondrin' to see ye by yousef. W^hat

niamni}^ 'gwine do fer ye ?"

I had to invent.
' ' Come to the hotel

every afternoon and give me a sea

bath."

"Yes, honey, sure. I'se comin'

right on de clock, (a darky phrase for

being on time). What's I fer, lesson

to wait on yer?"
I felt some doubt as to my existence

being sufficient reason for the being of

the splendid woman, but I did not
voice anj'thing contradictor}^ to her
creed.

"
Yes'm, us'ter be a lady's maid

mysef 'fore I got so monstres." (I
rather took this for a white lie.)

"
I thought you were a cook by the

sign you have here."

"A cook ! so I was, honej-, 'fore

de wa'. Won't I stood up on de
block in Ma'land' an' sole for a cook,
an' did'nt I fotch three thousan' dol-

lars for dat ver}' 'complishment ? I

jes' was, ev'r)^ cent of dat money ! I

hear 'em now. ' Wlio'se g^'ine get
dis nigger ?

'

Tain't no cheap nigger
you're lookin' at, gemmen.

' Tain
no fiel' lian'

;
'tain no breedin' nig-

ger ;
'tain no 'unaway nigger. Look

at dat han'.' Dat's de way dey us'ter

say, lady, when dey want ter movmt
de price up.

' Dat-a-han' don't pick
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no cotton
;

dat-a-han' don't hoe no
co'n

; dat ban' make de bes' pigeon
pie an' pick de mos' patridge on de

place. Gemmen, dat nigger fit ter

ambrosier de food for any guest in

any great house in de Souf !' Didn't
I hate ter be sole ? What I kar, so I

keep my place in de ranks ? I's sole

icp, I was
;

I wan never sole doiun. I

cum upouten So' Calliny ter Ma'lan'
;

wa' din' do no good to de ole folks

'ceptjis 'long de aige like. Us firs
'

chalk niggers was ready for it like. \

I jes' 'bout buyed up my freedom,

anyway, 'bout de time de wa' strike

in. Eight years I was earnin' an'

learnin', den de wa' broke out, an',

my good Lord ! ye cudn' t find nuthin' .

Massa ner Missus ner nuthin' . Ef I
'd

had dat money I'd been earnin' my
freedom for, I tell ye, honey, I'd jes'
start an' clear de fence ! But Ian',
'course I din' have nothin', an' dey
ain' no use talkin', white folks is

white folks an' niggers is niggers, wa'
er no wa' .

' '

"
But, surel3^ Auntie, you despise

poor white people just as much as

you do poor black folks?"
"
'Spise 'em? Course I does!

Want I fotchcd up 'long o' quality
fer? Don't I know quality when I

sees 'em ?" This with an indescriba-

ble glance at me, that as an enforcer
of a delicate compliment could not
have been excelled. Irisli flattery
makes one laugh ; negro flattery

brings a sigh ! The negro lived only
for others. To please is the luxurj-
of the free, the necessity of the

slave !

We had been sitting on the porch
in the shade of the flowering Mexican
bean ; I in the carpet-covered rocking-
chair. Mammy on the steps, her ele-

phantine knees forming a rampart
before her chest and a support for her
arms

;
the .sun sunk low over the ocean,

the click of a gate attracted my atten-

tion from the amythystine pile of the
Catalina Islands glorified in the purple
light. From the gate at the side of
the hou.se an old negro came leading
two lambs

;
a quacking of geese, a

bleating and barking, and above aU,
the shrill cry of a tame magpie, were
set alive by the old man's progress

through the yard. To get the lambs
out and keep the other too-willing
creatures in was more than any one
man could accomplish. Mammy rose

with an apology to me and lumbered
toward the .scene of action. All

insurgents fled before one mighty flap
of her thick apron. Her husband ad-

vanced to be presented to me. Ah,
welcome, shades of Thomas Jeflferson !

What dignity ! Not the mone3'-fed

politeness of the ordinary serving
man, but .something thorough, so

quiet, .so su.staincd in manner and
voice ! W^hom had he imitated long
ago ? Some gentleman of old Vir-

ginia's best, long dead, and j^erhaps

forgotten by his sons
; 3-et the style

survived in this negro. From the

moment this man bowed to me, Vvith-

out letting his eyes rest on me yet

seeming to protect me with a respect-
ful watchfulness, with eyes trained to

serA'c, I ceased to smile at the big

sign on the whitewashed fence. Dcl-

monico ! certainly. Here was a Del
Monico ! He led his lambs away.
The hair on his well-shaped head was
as white as the wool of the lambs.
Fred Douglass was never more

impressive. I could have greeted
him with,

"
F^arewell, O, slave ! Tri-

umph of a bondage better than free-

dom !"

His wife's voice startled me. "A
nigger dat's fell in po.sition ain' never
hold he haide up," quoth she.

' '

I .should not be able to think of

your husband in that light, he appears
most superior."

"
Yis, hone}'," in a softened voice,

"dat's jes' it, ye speak it you'sef;

only you call it superior, an' I call it

trainin'. I'.se de hen an' he's de

mockiu' bird. I lays de eggs an' he
counts de chickens. He kin read an'

he kin write an' he kin figgcr 'counts

an' he knows where we got money an'

where we aint. Course /don't know. "

This with a wonderful sly look to .see

if I took in the joke.
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" He master poor an' be 'bliged fer

ter rent him out fer a barber right

young. He jes' take hole de news-

paper, an', 'fore de Lord, he read dat

paper an' books, too, 'for he ten year
da ! I dunno huccum he marrj^ me.
He aint de fust nigger I 'bliged to

take up with, but (with a sigh) he
boun' to be de las', I reckon ! If my
lad)' like ter pic a bit o fish I set de

pan on de ashes."

I replied as formally as possible
that I should be very grateful to get a

supper in her splendid restaurant.
"
Sho, dar, lady, 'taine no restau-

rant fer sure ; we jes put up dat sign
fer ter 'tract de populace," .she re-

sumed with contempt.
I sat long under the shade of the

flowering bean listening to the incom-

ing tide. Somehow the mournful

splendor of the social life of the South,
now past forever, appealed to me in

the tones of its forgotten slaves. I

remembered the old days in Virginia
when a guest was fortunate. At last

the double doors were thrown open
and a voice full of deference and as

low as if it intended to escape the

criticism of a drawing-room of guests,
announced ' ' Ue suppah !

' ' The big,

low, cheap-looking room, decorated

with fancifully cut tissue and glazed

paper and advertising pictures, was
illuminated in all its dingy coarseness

by a flood of dusty sunlight from the

setting sun, which did not spare the

poor linen and tiny napkins ; but

there, just two and a half feet behind

my chair, stood the perfect ser\'itor,

dres-sed in the most ancient possible of

dress coats, a white necktie, a napkin
on his left arm and a water bottle in

his hand. I know he enjoyed
" de

suppah more than I did." If he
could have served me Tokay with fish

and champagne with salad and Roque-
fort cheese, and coffee with just a

touch of Burgundy, how happ>- he
would have been. He was not in-

clined to talk
' '

during service,
' '

as

one might say. He had none of his

wife's readiness to be free with a
"
lady

"
as by right.

" Have you waited at Delmonico's,
in New York City ?

' '

"
Fifteen years, madam."

"So? I .suppose, then, you could

easily build this place with j^our sav-

nigŝ >

"No, madam; my wife built it."

His way of taking my plate was
fnie art, indeed. He did not lift it,

but .slid it from the cloth, quickly, but
not too quickly. He wiped the table-

cloth with a velvet touch—no flourish,

ju.st perfect ease. A French waiter is

dexterous, but only the shadow-race
can be graceful in service. He did

not, of course, ask me if I would taste

this or that dish
; he placed it before

me, hovered anxiously a moment, and
if I tasted it he retired to just his dis-

tance
;

if I did not, he slid it away,
holding his breath meanwhile. Surely
he was ' '

the man who knew. ' ' The
sadness of his face was from being too

near success
;
a bank failure had taken

the good thousands saved from

twenty-five 3'ears' patient work. He
was politely incredulous of any
rchl sympatliy or interest in his great
misfortmie. -^ * *

The following summer when I went
to the same restaurant, to my surprise
it was alive ! Seventy or eight}-

noisy, common and unclean people,
the riff-raff of a camp meeting and

revival, filled the dining-room with

clattering plates and loud voices.

Hired waiters ran to and fro. M>-
l)lack prince was not to be seen. I

looked on for a few minutes at this

beggarly service, and then made my
way through the duck yard, greeted
b}- the magpie, which .shrilly invited

me to
' '

take a shake,
' ' and peered

into the big shed kitchen. A long
range filled with steaming pots and

frying-pans stretched the length of

the place ;
a hundred tins, pails, pans

and .spoons, hanging from nails in the

two »beams overhead, plates and

dishes, filled and empt>', stood on the

floor and on tables and chairs.

Mammy, as sole cook and dispenser,
made the place hum ! She bounced
from pot to pan like a Swiss bell-
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rinj^er. vShe trod regardless of plate
or pan or stray cat. She boiled and
fried and stewed like a very demon of

cooking ; giving her husband ten

orders to one he could execute, and

calling him, I am sorry to say, "a
fool nigger" for all his pains. At
last she spied me where I stood in

the doorway.
"O! great lyordy, Massa ! ef dar

ain' my lady standin' musin' hersef

with dis 3-er ole nigger pranks,

mought ter got drounded in 'f de dish

pan, or pelted widthe con' cob
; you're

terrible venturesome jes like my Mis'

Emma. She uster cum roun' fer de
hoe cake, said hit wanted light' nd red

an' ash ter make it tase good. Ha, ha ?'
'

In spite of this happy reception I

saw that I was stopping the suppl}^

train, so I accepted her husband's

invitation, given in a shocked whisper,
to "step into der parlor t'well de
trouble was over."

' Tain no u.se settin' out a coarse

dinner for such folks, 'fore de I^ord,

dey dunno how to eat it if dey get it,"
said he of Delmonico.
Once in the parlor, I pondered on

the easy chairs, the fine matting and

rugs, the great mirrors, the rosewood

etagcre, to say nothing of Dore's illus-

trations of Don Quixote and Milton's
Paradise Lost on the center table. It

all showed individual taste in the
selected articles. Yet I knew this

colored woman, this giant of human
toil, could not read a word. How
much her hands had earned, how
much she had wished, and how nuich
she had won !

Mammy and her ' '

fallen nigger
' '

came in in half an hour, bearing each
a large tray, and followed by two

underlings (weak white folks) also

carrying small tallies, cloths and

napkins. Tlie tabic being spread,
Mammy declared she would "

ser\-e

my lady hersef," and much to her
husband's displeasure, ordered him
"to go an' look after de trash an'

keep de door .sliet." She then con-

fided to me sadly that with all his

figgers an' writin' in books, she did

not know how matters stood, and that
it might be well enough for white
folks to count money in 1)ooks, but

nigger money count bes' in de han.'
Alas ! though she " was makin' money
han' over han' " she was still afraid of
'

gittin' sold up' cause .she had to

keep payin' back what d^y owed on
de place."

" How'd I git dis place anyway, an'

pay two thousand dollars for de Ian'

'sides de home buildin' ?
"

"
Well, honey, ye might say, I git it

little by little, an' it ain't got yet !

When I cum yeah my nigger counted
to lay he pile ter hit, an' he don lost

it all, and so we 'gwine ter work it

anj^how. He's a city nigger, an' I

knowed he couldn't content hisself

in a chicken coop. So I set a tent

near b}^ de hotel, dat was way back
four years ago when de boom was
on, an' dar' I wash an' wa.sli an'

wash ! Times I seed ev-ery con-

sternation of the sky over my
head, an' I hain' done washin' yet.
Miss Judge Toune an' Miss Major
Fish, dey was ladies, dey uster cum
an' bring me snac' in ther own
hans, an' dey often cum an' urge me
fer ter cease

; dey saj^ I work like a
slave ! Jehu ! dey dunno what dey
say, dey ain't no slave dat works like

dat, an' der ain't no massa ner missus
in de whole vSouf got de gumption ter

make 'em, needer. Slav^es don't work,
ner dc}^ don't res' neither, don't never
know what 'gwine ter be 'spected.
But I jes' toil an' toil an' when I gits

'nuff, I gits de beams fer de house an'

de timbers an' I tote 'em on de back'

an' I take de singles, an' I git car-

penters, an' I jes watch 'em, an' I

take de workin' days an' bo.^sin' de
men. Dem was proud times, 1 tell ye
an' I keep washin' nights. An' I

keep pilin' up an' fixin' fer glory jus'
like I din' know I'se a worm ob de
dus.'"
The exultation of a great triumph

shone in her eyes.
"
Yes'em, "lowering her voice, "I'se

had white ministers to boad yeah, an'

I'se entertained de conference."
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' ' What more honorable ! This is

a great center for religious meetings,
is it not ?

' '

"
It am, my lady. Pears like dey

think they 'gwine ter kill de dcbbil,

if dey have camp meetins' enough.
But he ain't dead yet ! I see his

tracks, honey, right yeah in dis verj^

place. I see 'em plain. I'se tracked

him up, too, an' I regret fer ter be

'bliged ter state dat dem very tracks

jes as likely ter end at de church door
as anywhere else, so ! But now I

looks at ye close, honey, yer ain't

lookin' right. Mammy don't like ye
looks. She's jes 'gwine ter lay yer in

yer baid, en' put yer to res' an' charm

ye feet, so she is."

There was the grand bedroom off

from the little parlor, opened for me
to admire, a room not for common
boarders, but for wedding parties and

"quality." Her way of putting me
to bed justified her boast of having
once been a lady's maid. She laid

aside each garment with so deft a

hand, and caressed and smoothed each
bit of lace or frills with a really re-

storing touch, and when her clumsy
looking fingers traveled gently over

my head and the length of my hair,

my very soul pulsated with content.

Then she ' '

laid me straight in de

baid," and the incantations began,
with bits of bright ribbon and three

long horse hairs from the tail of a

piebald stallion. She braided these

among my astonished toes gently, and

crooning strange words, she tapped
my feet and ankles with her puffy

finger tips. A sleep of the body wdtli

a strange wakefulness of mind resulted

from her mystic proceedings. She,
too seemed to be half asleep ;

she

swayed where she sat, but suddenly
the original overlaid African nature of

the old woman waked within her
;
she

clapped her hands, her eyes turned,
and she laughed wildly,

" Somethin'
tells me in mv soul dat vou know de

Lord! Yah!'"

"Yes, Aunty," I answered, know-

ing that I must adapt my words to

her religious vernacular,
' '

I know the
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Lord." More wild shouts. "How
you come to know him ?

"

"
I was ver>' ill and He came to

me," I said, still adopting her style of

expression . She shouted for gladness,
she had the "

power."
' ' And how did you come to know

the Lord, Aunty?"
" How I cum to know de Lord, my

strength and my salvation ? Why,
dat's de tellin' ob my whole life,

honey.
'

Long when I'.se young I,

uster see de other niggers git de

power, an' I jes' set and laff. What
Ikeer? I ain had no trouble den. I

uster see 'em throw deysef an' talk

'bout de Lord, but I hear de white
folks up to de great hou.se makin' fun

de poor ignerant darkey, an' I jes dat

proud I boun to be 'bove 'em
;

I wan
goin' to have no nigger heaven. Dat
ain't no good sign when you see a

nigger like dat. Den first I know I

jest struck with love for one de yaller

boys on de place, an' dey dun part us
'cause dey's too ristercratic ter have

light-colored niggers raised on de

place. I tell you I feel dat. You're
willin' ter work fer folks, but nobody
don't want to be interfered with like

dat. But I jes hole my liaide up an'

I wouldn't look at de Lord. Mighty
hard to look at de Lord when dare's

a man round courtin' ye. I'se jest
'bellious. Next off my massa marry
me to a big run'way nigger fer ter

keep him onde place, I s'spose. You
wouldn't call it no marryin', jes' sen'

de man down to de quarters, an' hog
an' wliiskc},' nufT to feed de weddin'

party. After while I got ter lovin'

my man, 'cause we's both fond ob de

chillun', an' by livin' in de cabin stive

ob de great house, I didn't git so

sassey. Well, honey, I got ter tell

you 'bout de time my man was sole

off Souf. Course de fambly begun ter

sink, an' den I begun ter look fer de

Lord, but sho, honey, I'se so proud
an' pinenated I couldn't find nothin*.

Dey all tellin' He give grace to de

humble, but I 'spected to git Him de

odder way. So I live long an' I live

long, an' my oldest son, he gi.'is pride
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ter me, an' I kinder look up ter him,
an' I think he mine, an' he 'gwnne ter

take keer ob me
; well, an' he run

away when he got de firs' whippin'
an' I never seen him. Den I set down
an' I called on dc Lord. Well, I kep
de Lord waitin' thirty j^ears an' He
kep' me waitin', but he very merciful

an' didn't keep me waitin' long, an' I

tell ye, honey, dey ain't been an}^ pit
o' darkness in my soul ever since I was

accepted. I'se seen toil an' I'se seen

trial, an' I'se been lost an' lonesum
an' sick

;
I'se been 'spised an' re-

jected, but my soul ain't never been
dark since I found de Lord."
The radiant face ! The radiant

voice !

1 vvcnt again a year later to the sea-

side place to find my friend. In the

parlor sat a shrewd-faced lawyer
making out legal papers ;

a shrewder
faced white woman was ranting of

foreclosure of mortgages and interest

at twenty per cent due and over due.

Aunty sat there
;

her face was as

mj^sterious as Napoleon's after a

<lefeat.

"What's all this?" I .said, cold

with fear.
"

I'.se bound to be sold up, at

last, honey," said Aunty in a patient
voice.

" How can that be," I said,
"

after

eight vears' work and the land paid
for ? Sold up ! It can't be. Why
you both know Auntx- has earned this
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house three times over and that the
land is paid for."

The lawyer coughed.
' ' She has no

deed for the land, it seems, and lier

liabilities are greater than her assets

since the recent fall in real estate.

Still, I think if things had been man-

aged sometime ago more in the interest

of the original owner ' '

' ' Have you got Aunty into debt to

you ?
"

I said, looking at the sharp
faced woman.
She laughed a queer laugh ;

"I am
sure, ma'am, I've been tryin' to help
her out this long time.

' '

Aunty plucked me by the sleeve

and whispered :

' '

Help me de way
de fox help de goose."

It was, indeed. Auntj- was vic-

timized.

The lawj-er and the sharp-faced
woman went out together sharing the

fruits of many years of almost incred-

ible toil.

Aunty's head dropped.
"
Yes,

honey, I'se made a big fight since

'fore de wah, an now I can't work no

more, an' I'se sold up. Niggers isjes'
bound to be sold up at lass

;
I can't

hole up dis poor ole head no mo'."

"Aunty," I said, hardly able to

speak, "Who shall lift up the head
that is bowed down ?

"

There was a long silence. Slowly
the old negro rallied, her great turban-

crowned head was reared once in rare

dignity.
" Ye spoke de word, my ladj-," she

said,
" De Lord lif up de haid."



CARMENITA, THE DANCING GIRL

BY ELLA HIGGINSOX

THE
carnival was at its liciKlit.

There was a glow warmer tlian

moonlif^^lit and paler than the palest
sun-raysof Indian summer over the city— the glow of shaded lamps and flaring

torchlights. High, high above in the
violet sky and beating against it, three

red stars, like passionate human
hearts. There was music everywhere.
It throbbed through the air, fragrant
with the breath of dying flowers and
it beat along one's veins in little rills

of ecstasy ;
it shone in the splendor of

dark eyes and it twinkled in dainty
feet that could not be still. The
prisoners facing death in horrible dun-

geons heard it and were young and
innocent again dancing to the carnival

notes and flingin<r roses for lighter
feet to trample down.
One figure I kept always in sight.

A young girl, beautiful as a dream,
with long hair, dark and soft, and
about her brow a chain of cream
azaleas. Her bare throat and should-

ers whiter and softer than rose petals
were linked round with chains of the

same flowers
;
and her short skirt of

black lace reaching just to the knee
was stan"ed with them. The pure and
delicate curves of her limbs, the con-

tour of her body and the rhythmic
grace of her dancing would have
driven an artist mad. Not an instant

was she still. Her feet sparkled and
her body swayed to every note of the

ravishing music, and with each curve
of her bare arm and wrist she tossed

'

l)lood-red roses high into the golden air.

I was surprised that no one else

seemed to follow her or even look at

her as she twinkled by. No .swart

admirers pelted her matchless throat

with soft flowers or flung kisses from

pointed fingers into her tempting scar-

let mouth, no man sent a longing look

into those marvelous e}' es that had set

even m\- cool blood to leaping like

wine along my veins.

Suddenly the music burst into a ver>'

passion of rapture
— swift, riotous and

wild— and the girl before me, poising

upon the tips of her slender toes,

whirled round and round a dozen

times, her arms curved like linked

lilies above her head and her hands

.showering crimson rcses about her.

In that instant a black form darted

from a shadow and ran a poniard to the

dancer's heart. I shrieked and fell

senseless. * * ^- ^- " Where is she ?
"

I stammered after, to the curious

crowd, trying to rise—"The girl who
was stabbed ?

' '

' ' What was she like ?
' '

cried a

woman, kneeling beside me.
' ' She was like a fire-opal,

' '

I uttered

passionately. "She was all warmth
and color and she danced." — I shut

my eyes and shivered with the remem-
brance of delight.

— " And she wore
black lace— and her limbs were bare

and lovely
— her eyes were like stars

with red hearts in them — and there

were cream azaleas about her throat,

her arms— ' '

The woman leaped to her feet, white
as death.

' ' Mother of Christ !

' '

she cried

crossing herself—
"

It is Carmenita, the dancing girl

who was killed by her ri\-al only last

3^ear ! Ay, run to the heart with a

poniard while she poised to whirl to

the music on carnival night I

— Hear.
Mother of Jesus !

' '

The music throbbed on again,
flowers pelted soft throats and gay
dancers flashed by with coquettish

glances. But I— I shuddered and
went away from them all ! What is

any other jewel under heaven to one
who has looked on an opal with its

heart of chastitv and its soul of fire ?

lOI
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AT THE DRY TORTUGAS DURING THE WAR

A LADY S JOURNAL

{^Commenced in January number)

[The historj- of the late war has been -w-ell treated in various publications, but that portion relating to

the famous Tivy Tortugas prison, where thousands of men were kept during the war, and where those connected

with the assassination of President Lincoln were confined, has never been described; yet the events are now
of great historical value. The island upon which the great prison was established was a sand bank comprising
but thirteen acres, — one of the last of the keys representing the end of the great Florida reef. For .seven or

eight years a lady, the wife of one of the surgeons, lived in this isolated spot and viewed all the incidents from

the appearance of the first war cloud until the declaration of peace. The following chapters were not written

or intended for publication, the events being jotted down simply for friends in the North; and The C.\ii-

FORNIAN has been enabled to give them to the public in a series of chapters, believing that many arc of

historical interest and value, and also as showing the singular life of a lady in one of the most ouf-of-the-way

spots in this countn,-.]

OX Januar}' ist, 1863, the steamer

Magnolia \-isited Fort Je£fer.son

and we exchanged hospitahties.
One of the officers who dined with us

said it was the first time in nine

months that he had sat at a liome

table, having been all that time on the

blockade.

Mr. Leavitt, an officer from the

Magnolia, told ns that on the block-

ade of St. Andrews, where they had
been stationed, they were ordered

ashore to destroy the salt works, and
that people, who were far from being

poor, were living on cornmeal cake
without salt. They could not get it

even to
' '

put down ' '

their pork,
which was their chief dependence.
Salt was fifty dollars a bag, and men
came from a longdistance in Georgia,

offering treble that sum
;
but there

was none to be had. Later in the

season we saw steamers from Havana
every few days taking small craft

loaded with .salt around by us, going
into the inlets and bays, where there

was no blockade.

Colonel Alexander, our new Com-
mander, said that in Jack.sonville,
where they paid visits to the people,
the young ladies would ask to be

excused from not rising ; they were
ashamed to expose their uncovered

feet,
' and their dresses were calico

pieced from a variety of kinds.

We received a paper on the loth of

January, which was read in turns by
the residents, containing rumors of

the emancipation which was to take

place on the first, but we had to wait
another mail for the official announce-
ment.

I asked a slave who was in my
service if he thought he should like

freedom. He replied, of course he
should, and he hoped it would prove
true ;

but the disappointment would
not be as great as though it was going
to take awa}^ something they had

already possessed. I thought him a

philosopher.
Ill Key West, man^^ of the slaves

had already anticipated the proclama-
tion, and as there was no authority to

prevent it, many people were without
servants. The colored people seemed
to think " Uncle Sam " was going to

support them, taking the proclama-
tion in its literal sense. They refused
to work, and as tlic}^ could not be
allowed to starve, they were fed,

though there were hundreds of people
who were offering exorbitant prices for

hel]i of any kind—a strange state of

affairs, yet in their ignorance one
could not wholly blame them.
Colonel Tinelle would not allow Ihcm
to leave Fort Jcffcr.'^on, and many
were still at work on the fort.

John, a mo.st faithful boy, had not

102
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heard the news when he came up to

the house one evening, so I told him,
then asked if he should leave us imme-
diately if he had his freedom.

His face shone, and his eyes

sparkled as he asked me to tell him
all about it. He did not know what
he would do. The next morning
Henry, another of our good boys, who
had always wished to be my cook, but
had to work on the fort, came to see

me, waiting until I broached the .sub-

ject, for I knew what he came for.

He hoped the report would not prove
a delusion. He and John had laid by
money, working after hours, and if it

was true, they would like to go to one
of the English islands and be ' '

real

free."

I asked him how the boys took the

news as it had been kept from them
until now, or if they had heard a

rumor whether they thought it one of

the .soldier's .stories.

"Mighty excited. Missis," he re-

plied. "We dun sleep berry little

las' night," shaking his head in a

verj- solemn way.
Henry had been raised in Washing-

ton by a Scotch lady, who promised
him his freedom when he became of

age ;
but she died before that time

arrived, and Henry had been sold

with the other household goods.
The former slaves behaved verj'

well when the news was fully estab-

lished, and as they could not get

away, continued to work for them-
selves on the fort, as they could earn

more that way than any other.

The free men would not come down
from Key West, although Captain
Ellis had orders every trip he made
to bring back somebody who would
work, he offered exorljitant prices,
but the negroes were having a beauti-

ful time doing nothing, and we had to

wait and do without.

A lady in Key West who owned a

number of slaves had little cabins for

them in the rear of her house, separ-
arated by a fence. When they were
declared free, they all left the house
and retired to their cabins, and Gov-

ernment provided them with rations.

They would look over the fence and
see their mistress, who had never

performed such duties, cooking and

doing her own work, and ask her how
.she liked it. She replied with a spirit
I wondered at, knowing how she felt

on the subject, that "she was learn-

ing and getting along very well."

After a few months matters adjust-
ed themselves and they came back
to her. She hired as many as she

wanted for the house and said she was
better off than when she had them all

to take care of.

One day, early in the spring,
Colonel Alexander, who was ver>'

watchful and always on the alert, was

([uite alarmed by seeing some twenty
vessels hov^ering just in sight. Extra

guard was mounted, the big guns were
loaded and the men slept by them all

night ;
l)ut the vessels passed by

without coming nearer.

The Inspector-General, after re-

turning to Beaufort, made rather an

overturning in Key West which was
under the command of Colonel Mor-

gan of the Ninetieth New York, who
had been rather playing the tyrant.
He had perverted a very good order

of General Hunter into one that

ordered every person w'ho had friends

in the rebel service to leave Key West

allowing them only fifty pounds of

baggage apiece. The people protested,

plead with him, even threatened, for

it would almost depopulate the town,
but in vain.

Justice, however, was nearer than
he suspected, for just as the vessel was
to start with these people who were

being sent adrift, a steamer came iu

bringing Colonel Goode of the Forty-
Seventh Pennsylvania to relieve

Colonel Morgan.
The people were almost crazy in

their excitement. They took the

soldiers' knapsacks as they marched

up the street and would have carried

the men on their shoulders in their

joy over Morgan's defeat.

Colonel Goode came to Tortugas a

few davs afterwards, and while there
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said that he might send the remainder
of the Regiment down to us— some-

thing very reassuring for the summer
as the}^ were acclimated and would be
more likely to withstand any epidem-
ic that might occur.

The dreaded month of June came

again and found us in Key West—
to break the terrible monotony of

island life.

The feeling in Key West between
the various political factions became
more and more intensified as time

went on. The sectional spirit had
been so strong that it had almost re-

sulted in the residents keeping entirely-

aloof from each other, although the

greater part of them professed to be

Unionists.

Those who owned the greatest num-
ber of slaves were at times defiant,

although they made no attempt to join
"he other side. Society was an^-thing
but pleasant, and we felt that the

efforts of General Woodbury, who was
now Military Governor, to bring peo-

ple into more friendly relations were
most commendable, and were seeming-
ly successful.

Just as we were about ready to go
down to the boat before starting for

Key West, some one came for us to go
on the ramparts as there was a fight
at sea

;
one of our gun-boats was fir-

ing at a big steamer.

Taking the glass we were soon with
the others on top of the Fort, and,

surely enough, about five miles out
was an immense steamer emitting a

dense black smoke which announced
its character as only the Confederates

used soft coal, and when they were

running away, as that one evidently
was, they put in pine wood or any-
thing they had.

She was running from a little boat

that in comparison was like a pigmy.
Two larger steamers were trying to

head her off, and they passed out of

sight in that position. There were
between twenty and thirty guns fired,

and all in all it was quite an exciting
affair.

We saw nothing of tl:cm on our

way to Key West, but the day after

our arrival a steamer brought into

port a large Mississippi River boat, a

side wheeler, loaded high upon deck
with cotton— a prize valued at half a
million dollars.

Colonel Alexander met one of the
owners of the steamer who said that

the people in the south were hopeless ;

but, he added,
" we have nothing now

to lose and we are going to fight as

long as we can."

I met at the hotel a lady from
Mobile who ran the blockade with her
husband on a vessel loaded with
cotton. She said she stood on deck
all the time they were being fired at,

and v/ould avow herself a Secessionist

at the cannon's mouth.
Her husband lost a large amount of

property in the steamer. He was
going to Europe while she returned to

Mobile with her three children.

The straits to which we often became
reduced on these days, in out-of-the-

way Florida, was more amusing than
serious.

My sister informed me before I left

Tortugas that we were reduced to one
needle between us and to be sure and
remember to bring some back with me.
I found some needles but there was
not a piece of cotton cloth or muslin
in the stores of Key West.

Upon our return to Tortugas, we
heard that brave Colonel Putnam, who
marched out of Fort Jefferson only a

few months before, so proud of his

regiment and so hopeful, had been
.shot at Morris Island.

It cast a gloom over our little circle

that had known him .so well, bringing
home to us the horrors that were so

familiar to the people of the North.
The latter part of August, 1863,

Mr. Hall, who with his wife, had been

long with us, was ordered awa}'. He
was a very efficient officer and we
heard long afterwards that his bravery
luider fire was remarkable. Tlieir

departure was most tantalizing to

them and to us somewhat amusing.
It showed more clearly than anything
else would our isolated condition, for
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our only legitimate means of getting

away was by sail
;
whenever we had

steam conveyance it was by special
favor.

We had given some farewell enter-

tainments to Mr. and Mrs. Hall, and

Saturday afternoon saw them on
board the boat that was to carry them

directly to Pensacola. When ready
to sail the wind suddenly failed, and
the vessel could not get awa}' from

the wharf.
The doctor went down and brought

them back with him to tea after which

they returned to the boat, hoping
that during the night a breeze would

spring up, but in the morning there

the boat lay, and they breakfasted

with the colonel. Later all went
down again to see them off, as a

breeze gently flapped the flag, but it

was dead ahead, making it impossible
to get out of the narrow channel,
which in some places was not wide

enough for two vessels to pass each

other, and beating out was impossil)le,
so they came up to tea again and

spent the evening.
The next morning the doctor looked

out of the window and exclaimed :

' ' There they go !

" when suddenly
as we were watching, the masts be-

came perfectly motionless. We knew
only too well what that meant. They
had run on to the edge of the reef,

within hailing distance of the Fort,
and the doctor with others, went out

and spent the morning with them, as

they refused to come on shore again.
Mr. Hall said he was going to

' ' stand

by the ship."
In the course of the day, by kedging

as the sailors call it, putting out the

anchor and pulling the boat up to it,

then throwing it out again further on,

they managed to crawl to the first

buoy, and there lay in the broiling sun.

Mr. Hall remarked that at that rate

of speed the war would be over before

he reached Charleston, where he was
ordered, for it was then Tuesday and

they had only made a half a mile since

Saturday night, and had been aground
once.

Some one replied that it was fortu-

nate that the Wishawkeyi had captured
the Atlanta and that the Florida after

running the blockade from Mobile
under the British colors, rarely came
near our coast, for they certainly
would have been captured had there

been a privateer in those waters.

The next morning when we went
on top of the Fort, the sails of the

.schooner were just a white speck on
the northern horizon, and we could
hear the music from the .steamer,
which was bringing Colonel Goode for

his monthly in.spection of the troops.
Our rains continued occasionally

later than usual, one in the middle of

September almost ending in a hurri-

cane
;

so rough was it that the Clyde,
a long, graceful, English-built steamer,
that came in for coal with the Sun-

flower, had to remain several days.
The Clyde had quite a serious time in

reaching the harbor. We watched it

through a porthole with great anxiety.
It was too strong a wind for us to

venture on the ramparts, but we could

walk all about inside seeing ever^--

thing that came in from our safe

lookout.

Colonel Goode on his last trip had
left the regiment band for us awhile,
so that guard mount and dress parade
were important features, while the

naval officers went about visiting the

various houses, keeping us bright and

gay while they were weather bound.
The high winds ended in a severe

norther—an almost unheard of thing
so early in the season. Later we saw

by a paper that they had snow in New
York the latter part of August ; it

might have been the same cold wave
that swept do^^^l over the Gulf, for it

housed us shivering.
While the band was with us the

ramparts were the favorite places for

viewing dress parade, and the colonel

gave the ladies all the pleasure he

could, having the band play on parade
during the evening.
My old cook, Aunt Eliza, visited us

occasionally, as .she said she felt that

she ' '

blonged
' '

to me.
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I asked how she was getting on
with the new husband.

"
Oh," she said,

"
he's cross as the

berry debbil hisself."
' ' Why did you not get a good one

this time ?
"

I asked,
' '

Jack was so

cross you could not get along with
him?"
"Why, missus, Jack was a bery

angel in hebben by de side ob dis 3'er

one," was her reply, laughing as

though it were more a cause for joking
than a serious matter of complaint.
' ' But I hear, missis,

' '

she added,
' '

you hab John de fouf to do yo'
washin' an' John de fust to do yo'
errands. Dey's good boys, dey is,

but dey' 11 soon be 'gwine away w'en
Mars Linkum dun send 'em free papers
down yere ; heaps dem niggers gwine
to 'stuction in dem days.

"
I'se gwine ter stay wid Mis'

Fogarty ;
she's boun' to tek cyare ob

me. I don't want none o' dem papers ;

I'se too old
; dey'U do fur Classy and

Sophy and sich gals, but I'se too ole,

too ole, marm."
She did not take her freedom upon

hearsay ;
hers was to be a document

' '

right from Mars lyinkum.
' '

A remittant fever broke out and we
were ill for three weeks. It was ver>^

much like the l^reak-bone fever
;

extreme suffering in the limbs and
back seemed to be the prevailing
feature of the attacks. At the same
time they were digging a ditch

around close to the wall of the Fort,
which made it pass between the house
and kitchen as the latter was in the

casemates.

The rains, of course, swelled the

size of the brook so that the bridge
over it, when the wind blew, as it

seemed to most of the time, was rather

an insecure passage, as it was five

feet wide and from three to four deep,
and to cross that every time one went
into the kitchen was no small annoy-
ance, and the contrivances to get the
meals into the dining-room hot re-

quired no little ingenuity.
Some very funny things happened

during the high winds in the trans-

portation of the dishes, as a sudden

gust of wind coming round the corner
of the house with the force of a steam

engine, taking the contents of the

dish the boy grasped, while with the

other hand he clutched the one railing,

and, under the shelter of the piazza,
which he had reached with an empt}-

plate, watched his dry toast floating

off, bread literally "cast upon the

waters."
At another time when it really

seemed a doubtful chance of getting
over safely, the head of the house
offered to convey the platter, on which
was a fine roast of beef, it being one
of the feast days, and we stood in the

doorway to watch the passage.
He was just over when a whiz

came and a thud, and we saw an

empty platter and a man watching a

roast of beef sliding acro.ss the piazza.
His look of disgust and mortification

overpowered all other feelings, and we
rushed to the rescue of the beef, wdtli

peals of laughter.
On the 8th of November, 1863, a

steamer came in with one hundred
and twenty-five prisoners from the

prisons at the North, which were

running over with bounty jumpers,
deserters, and men who had commit-
ted a variety of misdemeanors. We
had heard that Tortugas was going
to l^e made a military prison for our
soldiers and were rather dreading it.

Captain McFarland had been unable
to secure workmen enough to expend
the appropriation, and it was still con-

sidered necessary to push the work on
the fort as rapidly as possible, so

that the prisoners were turned over to

the engineers' department as laborers.

The morning after their arrival thev

were drawn up in a line and the over-

seer of the works took the name of

each man, their occupation and trade,

then they were turned over to the

department they could work in, and
as all trades nearly were represented,

things began to look brisk again, yet
when I saw the men at work I did

not think that lot of prisoners would

complete the work, nor many more
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like them. I could not help a feeling
of pity, so many of them ought not

to have been sent there. I presume
there was little time at the North for

discrimination after a man had been

found guilty, perhaps for drunken-

ness, or disrespect to his commanding
officer, who might have been a com-
rade at home, that was exercising an

authority over the man who had not

yet learned to obey in true military

spirit. Many cases as trivial as these

might have resulted in a season at

Tortugas, whilst others were deserv-

ing all and more of a punishment
than a few years of life at work on
the fort, for they fared almost, if not

quite as well as the paid workmen,
only they could not get away or go
outside the fort after dark.

With all the precaution, however,
two prisoners took a boat one dark

night, rowed to Loggerhead and there

found a sailboat, and sailed away ;
no

one ever knew whether they reached
the mainland or went to the bottom of

the Gulf—the latter, probably.
We were delighted to welcome

Captain Van Syce, the U. S. gunboats
Simflower and the Clyde again, and at

the same time Captain McFarland

paid us a flying visit.

While they were all there, we had
the most severe norther of the winter,
the mercury falling to fifty-seven de-

grees. The fish floated ashore they
were so chilled, and we had fires for

nearly a fortnight. The wind filled

the air with sand, cutting the skin

like sleet, and people went about with
overcoats on, looking as though they
were buffeting a northeast snow-
storm.

Captain Bowers was detained a

week, and the Tortugas was delayed
in Havana harbor for twelve days by
the gale.
A large steamer was seen off"Logger-

head, and the Clyde went out to it.

She proved to be from Baltimore with
a cavalr^^ regiment for New Orleans
and a lot of cattle. They had been
out in all the gale, and the poor
creatures had not eaten or drank since

starting, and they were stopping to let

them rest.

The Catawba came with cattle for

us, making seven vessels in the harbor—two steamers. A vessel had arrived
with one hundred and twenty-five
workmen, another with brick, and the

work was rapidly progressing.
The prisoners in the main were

growing better contented, as most of

them realized that they might be in a

much worse place, for as yet there was

plenty of room and their work not
hard.

The new year of 1864 was ushered
in with cold winds and rain, so that a

fire on the hearth gave us both com-
fort and company, and during the

night more rain fell than in anj' one

day during the year, accompanied by
.severe thunder and lightning. On
the second da}', a steamer came

bringing the veteran troops who had
been North for thirty days, looking
like another set of men, so benefited

were they by that short change.
On the nineteenth the Tortugas

came in, bringing Ivlr. Holgate and

Captain McFarland, without a north-

ern mail, but with the news, which
seemed to fly sometimes so mysteri-
ous was its coming. The regiment
was to be moved to Louisiana and
the New York One Hundred and
Tenth Regiment would replace the

Forty-seventh Pennsylvania with us,

and a colored regiment would be

stationed in Key West. Captain Mc-
Farland was ordered to Mobile, and
Mr. Frost was going to New York for

a two months' leave. It was enough
news, without a mail. The troops
had been so long with us. we hoped
they would not be changed until the

following autumn, we so much
dreaded having unacclimated people
sent to us before the summer. Some
of the officers had sent for their fami-

lies, and they had already arrived in

Key West.
We had at that time over two hun-

dred prisoners, sent there for all kinds

of crimes, from murderers to the petti-

est offenders—some for life with hard
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labor, others for five, ten, fifteen

years, down to as many months, and
our little island had become known to

the world as the Dry Tortugas.
Colonel Alexander had quite an

alarm during this month. After it

was over, they said it was needless,

yet such a thing could not be passed
by without taking action thoroughly
and investigating matters. Three of

the prisoners went to the colonel and
told him that the prisoners were mak-

ing dirks and knives out of everything
they could get that could be turned
into such weapons, and some night
when the Matchless and Tortugas were
both in, they were to spike the guns,
kill people if they resisted, and sail

away—something verj^ difficult to

carry out, yet the attempt might hav-e

been exceedingly unpleasant and dis-

astrous to somebody. It was impossi-
ble to prevent them from prowling
about the casemates, as the place was
not made for a prison, except the

small one by the guard-room at the

Sallyport. The casemates were sim-

ply boarded in, as the necessity for

more sleeping rooms arose. It was
hardly a pleasant thought that we
were inside of a prison, not knowing
who were desperadoes and who were

not, without any means of protecting
ourselves against them, for before all

that I hardly think any one ever
locked a door. Whether there was
any truth in the matter or not, the
colonel saw fit to prepare a room in

the casemates, where about thirty of

the prisoners were locked up every
night and a guard stationed at the

entrance.

The guns were always examined

night and morning, and we, of course,
felt easier when we saw all that extra
caution.

It was an imposition to send prison-
ers there who ought to have been put
in the penitentiary, yet every one felt

that, but there was no remedy for it.

One ofthem became angry at another

prisoner who was sent to convey a

message from one of the officers, some
words passed between them, when he

drew a knife stabbing the messenger
twice just missing the heart, he was
put in irons and drew a ball and chain
for occupation after that.

On thetwenty-third we saw a steamer
over the ramparts and concluded that

the exchange had come, but to our

great disgust it proved to be one hun-
dred and sev^enty more prisoners,

really there seemed a prospect of the
fort being turned into a penitentiary.

It was followed during the day by
another steamer, bringing Captain
Hook with marching orders for the

Forty-Seventh, that steamer taking the

Key West troops to New Orleans and
in two weeks the One Hundred and
Tenth was to take its place.
We saw by the papers that the

weather had been very cold in New
Orleans accounting for the low mer-

cury with us, for some three weeks we
had fires and wore our thickest cloth-

ing that had not been needed since

leaving the north.

A theatrical performance gotten up
by the soldiers one evening was a very
creditable entertainment and the audi-

ence an appreciative one. We were

sorry they had not started it before,
but of course they did not expect to

be ordered away.
We were very much startled one

night by heavy firing outside and see-

ing danger signal rockets, which was
soon followed by six guns inside the

fort, sounding in the still night as if

everything was coming down about
our cars.

The Matchless was at the wharf and
went out to find the transport McLellan
on the reef. The excitement could
hardh- have l^een greater had we been
attacked.

Three of the prisoners gave us

quite an excitement by taking a boat
and rowing awa3\ There was nothing
in but the little sail-boats, and Colonel
Alexander with a crew started off in

pursuit, as soon as they were found
to be running away, but the wind
failed and finally l)ecame a dead calm.

We watched them from the ramparts
until they disappeared, and llie dis-
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appointed Colonel had to spend the The officers going about to say good-
better part of the day becalmed in tlie bye, and some always taking their last

scorching sun, while the prisoners meal with us, and finally the columns
rowed away toward Cuba, they were marching out always to the tune of

never heard from and most likely
" The Girl I Left Behind Me." Then

escaped it was so calm. the watching of the steamer from the

On the 28tli of February the One ramparts could never be divested of a

Hundred and Tenth New York arrived certain sorrow as if it were a final

to relieve the Forty-Seventh, bringing leave-taking of friends with whom the

a mail with the news of General association could scarcely be under-

Grant being made Commander-in-Chief stood except by people who have lived

of the Army. The excitement inci- a garrison life.

dent to the changing of troops in Then came the choosing of quarters

garrison was always great, for so much by the new people, which we fortu-

had to be done in a short time, and as nately did not borrow trouble about, as

we were always left behind it was a we occupied those belonging to the

sad time, giving us a feeling of unrest Engineering Department and were

that clung to us until we became never disturbed,

interested in the new people. In a week even.-thing was back

The coming ashore of the new into the accustomed routine— guard

troops who stacked their arms waiting mount in the morning and dress

for the quarters that were being parade at night, the only change be ing
vacated by the departing Regiment: all new faces.

(To be Continued')

LOVE'S REGRET

BY ALICE I'ANSON

O love I am so tempted to defy

The Power that ordain' d thy sudden flight,

The Power that withholds thee from my sight.

Yet keeps me thoughtful of the days gone by.

There was a time—I speak it with a sigh
—

The very stars seem'd friends of our delight ;

The placid moon look'd on from night to night

Directed earthward like a guardian eye.

O love once more the circling frost retires.

And all is widespread bloom from hill to lea
;

But my ambition and the old desires

That soon had blossom'd in behalf of thee,

Now serve to kindle sacrificial fires

Upon the altar of ni}- memon,-.



PADRE FELIPE AND THE BURIED TREASURE

BY GEORGIi F. WEEKS

aoH, Padre VoiXv^^JosChimehuevas!
Los Chinichucvas! Oh, Madre
de Dios, we shall all be killed

by the gentiles !

' '

So shouted Pedro Bandini as he
reined back on its haunches the stout

little mustang, whose heaving flanks,

lather-covered body and sides bleeding
from the deep gashes made by a pair
of immense-roweled .spurs on its rider's

heels, attested the speed with which
he had been ridden across the wide

i}?csa, red-hot in the midday sun.

Padre Felipe, to whom the panic-
stricken rider had addressed his

alarming ejaculations, stood in the

broad-arched corridor that formed the
front of the principal building of the

outpost of the San Gabriel Mission
that had been established far to the

eastward of that place and named
after good Saint Bernard, San Bernar-
dino. The low-roofed adobe structure

with its tremendously thick walls,
red-tiled roof and heavily-shuttered
windows stood on a commanding slope
of the range of hills which separated
the valley of the Santa Ana River from
that of the San Timoteo Creek.
A short distance below the building

the waters of a rudely excavated zanja
rippled over the roots and beneath the

shade of the alders and sycamores that

lined its banks. The handiwork of
the first Indians who had been ' ' con-
verted

"
i.e., lassoed, corraled and

broken to work like so many unruly
mustangs, this zanja had been con-
structed with the rudest tools and

engineering appliances and advantage
had been taken of the many natural

depressions in the surface, so that in

time the stream came to be regarded

•Founded on a tradition concerning the branch
Mission at Old San Bernardino. Several years ago La
Plaza Verde or the C.recn Spot was honeycombed by
searchers for the bnried treasure, who claimed to be
acting under direction of the spirits.

as a natural water cour.se. At the foot

of the slope a couple of hundred j-ards
from the building the viesa ended in

the level plain, and here were the

orchards, vineyards and grain fields

that had been planted when the outpost
was first established, and who.se thrifty

growth in this genial soil had been a

marvel even to those who were best

acquainted with what had been accom-

plished in the same direction at the

older missions. Close at hand were
the adobe buildings and brush wick-

iups that gave shelter to the hundreds
of Indians who had been gathered
together by the secular arm of the

church and were being taught the

rudiments of a civilization which they
were only too willing to .shake off at

the first opportunity.
The parent Mission at San Gabriel

had been established for several years.
The herds of cattle, horses and sheep
had increased in such numbers that it

became necessary either to slaughter
them by thousands or to seek other

grazing grounds. Exploring parties
were sent out in various directions

and in a few days one of them returned
and reported that at a distance of some
two days' ride to the eastward and
almost at the base of the lofty moun-
tain which had already been named
San Bernardino, they had discovered

a marvelou.sly lovely valley with beau-
tiful streams of water running through
it, many living springs Ijunsting from
the hillsides, and be.st of all with a

dense growth of fine grass promising
an abundance of food for all the

superfluous cattle that the Mission

po.ssessed.
There were, it is tnie, rumors of

hostile Indians having been .seen in

the Valley. Indeed just across the

mountains on the borders of the

desert was the countrv of tlie fierce

no
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and warlike Chime/uievas, hereditary
enemies of the more peaceable Serra-
nos and Coahuillas, and already had

roving parties of these savages crossed

the range through a low gap to the

westward of the peak of the San
Bernardino and boldly penetrated
almost to the walls of the San Gabriel
Mission itself, killing several of the

herders and driving away large bands
of cattle and horses to their desert

fastnesses.

It was decided, notwithstanding
these rumors, to establish a settlement

in the valley of which such glowing
reports were made, but because of the

danger of trouble with the Indians a

man was chosen to command the

enterprise who was equall}^ at home
as a representative either of the sec-

ular or the spiritual arm of the church.
Padre Felipe was a stalwart broad-

shouldered man, who, had he been
clothed in other garments than the

frock of a priest, would never have
been taken for anything except what
he in fact was— a soldier. True, he
had abandoned the sword and spear
for the crucifix and rosarj^ but his

mind and his habits were of martial

mold, and he was in every w^a}- fitted

to fill the position to which he was

appointed.
So the mission at San Bernardino

was established, and under the ener-

getic administration of Padre Felipe,
it grew and prospered in marvelous
fashion. Extensive buildings were

erected, orchards and gardens planted,

grain fields sewed, and in the lush

pastures of the valley the flocks and
herds waxed fat and increased in

number rapidly. Padre Felipe never
lost an opportunity for making con-

verts in the method peculiar to the

times. On occasion armed par-
ties were sent to the east and the

south, and invariably returned driv-

ing before them bands of the Gentiles
who were to be Christianized. Some-
times the more adventurous of these

proselyting parties penetrated even to

the borders of the desert of the Colo-

rado, and on one memorable occasion

reached a large Indian 7'anchcria at

Agua Calietite, where they met Chief

Cabazon, head of all the tribes in

that region. Him they persuaded to

accompany them to the mission, using
argument rather than force. He was
received by Padre Felipe with such
kindness and so well treated that

forever after he remained a warm
friend of the whites. As was the cus-

tom, the Spaniards questioned the
Indians as to their possible knowl-

edge of the existence of gold in their

country, but were always met with

profe.s.sions of profound ignorance.
Sometime after the friendship of

Cabazon was obtained, that individ-

ual, who quickly learned of the all-

pervading desire for gold, came to the
mission after a protracted absence
desertward, and sought Padre Felipe.
After pledging him to secrecy, the
Indian produced a pouch made from
the skin of a rabbit, and to the im-
measurable surprise of the Padre,

poured out a quantity of nuggets of

pure gold upon the table before him.
He resolutely refused to tell where he
had obtained the precious metal,
further than by a vague sweep of the

arm, covering all the region to the

east and southeast, but in the most
matter-of-fact way told the Padre that

he knew w'here there was plenty more
of it, and as he and his people had
been well treated by the Spaniards,
he was willing to bring them more of

the nuggets upon occasion. Only, he
insisted that Padre Felipe should tell

no one of the source whence the gold
came, and he peremptorily refused to

allow any of the Spaniards to accom-

pany him on his treasure-procuring

journeys.
Now, Padre Felipe had one great

ambition, and that was to have the

altar in the chapel of his mission

decorated in the same gorgeous man-
ner that was customary in his native

land. Hitherto everything had been
of the cheapest and crudest descrip-
tion. The sacred utensils were of

base metal, the censers were of com-
mon earthenware swung by stripes of
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rawhide, the crucifixes were of wood
roughly fashioned. All this grated
on the pious sensibilities of Padre

Felipe^ and while zealous in saving
the souls of the gentiles, his heart

burned within him to obtain the

means for more appropriately furnish-

ing forth the sacred precincts.
The disclosure of chief Cabazon was

his opportunity, and he urged upon
his Indian friend to gather all the

gold that he could and biing it in.

Among the soldiers stationed at the
mission was one Jose Carillo, who had
been a goldsmith in his native Bar-

celona, but who had abandoned his

peaceful pursuit to seek a fortune in

the new world. To him, with many
cautions of secrecy, Padre Felipe told

the wonderful tale, and to him was
intrusted the task of converting the

precious golden nuggets into vessels

for service at the altar. He labored

diligently, and periodically Cabazon
made trips to the eastward and
returned with further store of nug-
gets. Finally, however, he an-

nounced to Padre Felipe that the gold
was all gone, but not before he had

brought in enough of the precious
metal to provide the most valuable
set of ecclesiastical furnishings pos-
sessed by any of the missions on the
coast.

Padre Felipe and his military gold-
smith kept their own counsels. When
the Father Superior made his next
annual visit, the ambitious Padre had
decided to proudly marshal before

him, all unannounced, the golden ves-

sels with which he had honored the

memory of St. Bernard. But until

that time the precious objects Avere

kept carefully stored away in the re-

cesses of the fortress-like adobe build-

ing.
* * *

It was while waiting the arrival of

Father Crispi, which was to be made
the occasion of the display of this

sacred wealth, that Pedro Bandini

brought his alarming intelligence of

tlie approach of the CJiimchuevas .

Willi a gesture, Padre Feli])e bade

him alight, and as he did so it became

apparent that he had been sorely
wounded. He limped with every
step, and hobbled painfully to the cor-

ridor, where he sank exhausted on a

bench. The Padre himself hastened
for wine, which he gave the suffering
man and revived him so that he could
tell his story.

Bandini was one of the men sta-

tioned ^\.Jurupa, still another outpost
of the San Gabriel mission, some
thirty miles farther down the valley.

According to his account, all the

people at that place had been mur-
dered by a large party of Chimehuevas,
who had descended upon the place

during the previous night, and there
not having been the slightest premon-
ition of their coming, the Spaniards
and their Indian allies had been taken

entirely unawares. The Indians had

spared none, and Bandini himself had
been wounded—knocked in the head
and left for dead. When he came to,

it was broad daylight. Fortunately he
had fallen in an obscure spot, and he
was able to see what was going on
without being observed. The Chime-
huevas had broken open the store-

house, and were now gorging them-
selves on the unaccustomed provisions
and drinking copiously of the wine

thc}^ had found in the cellars. Pedro

gathered from the little that he under-
stood of the ChimcJiueva dialect that

they intended next to attack the San
Bernardino Mission, and knowing that

they would use the same treachery
that had cost the lives of his com-

panions at Junipa, he determined to

make an effort to escape and warn
Padre Felipe of the danger. The
Indians were so busy with their feast-

ing and drinking that Pedro was able

to make his way into the brush
unobserved. There he bandaged up
his wounds, and keeping out ot sight
of the Chhnehuevas, who were clus-

tered in front of the buildings, he went
to the spot where his horse was staked

out, saddled it, and making for the

timber in the river bottom close at

liand, was soon safe from an^- fear of
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discovery on the part of the murderous

gentiles. Although suffering terri-

bly from his wounds, which were

aggravated by the severe heat of the

June sun, he urged his horse onward,

sparing not the spur, until he reached

the mission and gave his warning.
Padre Felipe was a man quick to

see the necessities of the situation and
to act accordingly. He questioned
Pedro closely, and allowing for un-
conscious exaggeration, he saw that

the hostile band must number several

hundreds. They were between him
and San Gabriel, and it was useless to

look for succor from that far-distant

spot. His own little force only nvun-

bered half a dozen soldiers, while the

Indian converts were not to be de-

pended upon to strike a blow in

defense against the feared Cliime-

Jnievas. Tlien there was the treasure !

While not knowing its intrinsic value,
the hostile Indians were certain to be

attracted by its beauty and novelty,
and would either carry it away or

destroy it. Should he allow the

sacred vessels to fall into the blood-

stained hands of the heathen ? Rather
let every drop of blood in every Span-
ish heart at the mission be shed.

For a few minutes after Pedro had
told his stor}^ Padre Felipe pondered
silently. Then he summoned Jose
Carillo, the soldier who had played so

well the part of goldsmith, and told

him to get three burros, put pack-
saddles on them, and bring to him
the great aparcjos in which it was

customary to pack goods for transpor-
tation in the primitive fashion then

prevalent. He was also directed to

summon two Indian servants, and tell

them to put up provisions and other

necessaries for two da^^s' journey. As
soon as the aparcjos were brought.
Padre Felipe, with the help of Jose,

wrapped all the golden vessels—the

candlesticks, the censors, the basins,

the goblets, the crucifixes, all of solid

gold—in cloths, and carefully packed
them in the leather sacks. These
were fastened to the saddles on the

backs of the burros, there being ample

to load two of the animals heavily.
With the treasure was also put a large

pouch containing nuggets which gold-
smith Jose had not had time to work

up. Padre Felipe announced that it

was his intention to guide Jose and
his companions across the valley,
whence he thought they would be
able tomake their way to San Gabriel,

keeping on the opposite side of the

vallc}', from where the marauding
Indians were.

The Padre himself made few prep-
arations, but a singular one consisted

of the selection of a large sharp knife

which he carefully concealed in its

sheath inside the folds of his frock.

He warned the soldiers to keep a close

watch for the Indians and promising
to return either that afternoon or dur-

ing the night, he left the mission with

Jose and the two servants.

Padre Felipe led the little party, the

.soldier by his side, with the two Indians

following and driving the burros. A
straight line was made to the north for

the chaparral which covered the plain

up to a short distance from the mission

and in W'hicli the party were lost to

sight within five minutes after starting.
Then the course of the travelers was

changed to the northeast. While

standing in the open corridor after

hearing Pedro Baudini's story and

fornuilating his plan of action. Padre

h'elipe had glanced quicklj- over the

valley and finally his eyes had rested

on a grove of trees which showed

clearly on the mesa several miles away
across the plain to the northeast and
well up under the mountains. These
trees and the verdure with which they
were surrounded stood out sharp and
clear against the uniform dull brown
of the major portion of the landscape,

Iictokening the presence of some

sj-jrings and which had led to the

place being called La plaza verde or

the green spot. He glanced again,

nodded, said to himself
' ' That will

do," and then proceeded with his

preparations.
The chaparral was dense, the sun

was hot and the little party made slow
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progress. Indeed, close observation

would have led one to almost suppose
that Padre Felipe was in no great
haste, or that he was singularly un-

decided as to what route he desired to

follow. He twisted in and out, crossed

gulches, climbed hills, sometimes
retraced his steps, now went north and
now west, now south and now east.

Accustomed to unquestioning obe-

dience his companions said nothing.
It was sunset as they finally, after

stumbling for miles over the bowlder
strewn wash of the Santa Ana River,
clambered up the bank and approached
La plaza verde.

They halted close to the edge of one
of the clencgas whose waters kept the

grass green for some distance around
about. Near at hand was a grove of

noble sycamores and the Padre bent

his steps thither.

He examined the trees closely and
at last seemed to be attracted especially

by three which appeared to form a

triangle. He paced the distance

between the two which formed the

long arm of the triangle, then paced
bark again and halted exactly midway
between them and on a direct line

with the tree at the apex. Thrusting
a twig in the ground, he walked to a

distance and getting the two trees in

line saw that the twig also was in a

direct line from one to the other.

Having carefully located the spot, he
called sharply to his companions and

they approached, driving the burros

before them. Pointing to the spot
marked by the twig, he commanded
' '

dig.
' ' The necessary tools had been

packed at his command on the third

burro with the provisions, and the two
servants went to work with vigor, as

the twilight warned them that dark-

ness was at hand. Having excavated
a hole of considerable depth the

apatejos, which had been laced tightly
shut with buckskin thongs were, much
to the apparent amazement of the two
Indians, put carefully in the bottom
and the earth then refilled, care being
taken to trample it down closely so

that no depression might be left by

subsequent settling. When the task

was finished it was night. At the

Padre's command camp was then made
and branches w'ere brought from a

fallen tree near by with which a great
fire was built over the buried treasure

so as to obliterate all traces of the soil

having been disturbed. The surplus
earth left after filling the pit was care-

fully thrown into o barranca near by
the bottom of which was covered wdtli

mud and thus all signs of the excava-
tion were removed.
Padfe Felipe had been very silent

all through the afternoon and evening.
He only spoke to give the necessary
directions and used the fewest W'Ords

possible even then. After eating supper
Jose offered to stand guard during the

night, but the Padre said it was not

necessary. There were no hostile

Indians in that remote spot and as the

moon would rise later all would sleep
for awhile, and then take an early
start and get w^ell on their journey by
daylight. Well content, Jose and the

Indians wrapped themselves up and

stretching on the ground near the

camp-fire were soon fast asleep. Not
so Padre Felipe

— as his companions
succumbed to their w^eariness, he drew
his hood over his head and apparently

slept likewise. But it was only in

appearance. A hard stem look crept
over his face. Finally making sure

that all three wxre sound asleep, he
arose sileutl}^ drew the keen-edged
knife that he had hidden in his gown
and approached the prostrate forms.

:^; * ;|; ;i< i\^

Hardly had the sun peeped over the

mountain crest next morning when
Padre Felipe reached the mission.

Its occupants were on the lookout for

the Indians, but they had not come.

Padre Felipe expressed his pleasure at

this, and said that he had accompanied
Jose and the two Indians until well

advanced on their journey, and that

they might reasonably look for assis-

tance from San Gabriel, were they
able to hold out against the Chimelnie-

vas for a short time. That the Indians

had not come that night he took as an
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indication that they had indulged too

deeply in the wines oXjurupa
—a sup-

position that was correct. All that

day Padre Felipe was feverishly ener-

getic, giving directions for the

preparation of the defenses, and
seemed laboring inidcr even greater
excitement than the actual condition
of things called for.

That night the Chimc/nievas csn-ao. in

overwhelming force. Still maddened
by wine, they attacked the Mission
with insane fury, and, though dozens
lost their lives, they stormed tlie

building after a contest that lasted till

daylight.
A week later a part}- from San

Gabriel rode up to the Mission, which

they found a scene of desolation. In
the chapel, not far from the altar, lay
the body of Padre Felipe, surrounded

by the corpses of a dozen CJiimchucvas,
a blood-stained sword showing that

the iRxfl^r^'.? hand had lost none of the

strength which it had possessed when
it belonged to a soldier.

On the whitewashed wall near the
altar and just above the Padre's body,
were traced apparentl}^ by a finger

dipped in blood and in tremulous
characters : La plaza verde — the

golden altar vessels—buried by the
three sycamores that

"

But the people from San Gabriel did

not know of any such place as La
plaza verde. They did know, how-
ever, that the furnishings of the San
Bernardino mission were of the

cheapest description, and the golden
vessels could have had no existence
save in the fevered imagination of a
man wounded to death, so with many
a sigh they buried the Padre beneath
the altar where he had perished, and
with him w'as buried the secret of the

green spot.
But not all of the secret. On the

night that the mission was .sacked, the
wild beasts that prowled about La
plaza verde seemed to have found an

unexpected feast. They snarled and

growled and fought, just as did the
human beasts at the mi.ssion, and when
morning came, the cleanly picked,
polished bones of what had been three
human beings glLstened in the rays of
the sun, and the gorged beasts slunk
back to their lairs in the mountains.
Of a truth the secret of the green

spot was well hidden, and though
many have sought the solution of the
Padre' s lost message, none have yet
found it. It is said that three ghastly
figures, with gaping wounds in their

throats, streaming blood, guard the

treasure, which cost them their lives,
and woe to the unfortunate mortal who
tempts their wrath.

Vol. II—s



THE PEARL DIVERS OF THE CALIFORNIA GULF

BY C. II. TOWNSEND

BETWEEN
the western shores of

Mexico and the mountainous land
that extends for seven hundred

miles beyond California's southern bor-

der lies the great Gulf of California.

Its width is not so great but that on a

clear day one may, from one side, see

the mountains at the other, yet from
north to south, its waves roll uninter-

ruptedly for more than two hundred

leagues. For all that is ordinarily
heard of its products, it might be as

devoid of life as the Dead Sea, yet its

v/aters teem with riches. Few of the

inhabitants of California proper im-

agine that pearls, the rarest of the

gems of the sea, are found so close to

their own border. Yet in this Gulf
of Cortez, as the Spaniards called it,

more than six hundred men, living
almost next door to us, earn their

daily bread diving for pearls. Per-

haps the most interesting thing I could

say about the comparatively unknown
fisheries of the Gulf of Calitornia is,

that the pearl fishery is not merely the

most important of them, but that

pearl divers have been plying tlieir

trade there for more than three cen-

turies. Cortez found pearls in posses-
sion of the natives when he discovered

Lower California early in the sixteenth

century, and his followers carried

many pearls back to Spain. Eater,
when the Spaniards began to occupy
the country, one of them, named Osio,
sent six hundred pounds of pearls to

Spain at one time. The Jesuit mis-

sionaries saw its beginnings as an

industry, but if the naked divers that

plunged into the shining waters of

the Gulf in those days, could see their

descendants, arrayed in the diving
clothes of the present day, go down to

remain for hours at a time, and watch
the workings of a machine that sends
down air for them to breathe at the

bottom, they would feel as out of tune
with the times as the seven sleepers
themselves.

Other advantages enjoyed by their

successors, especially the immunity
from sharks, granted by the diving
armor, would doubtless appeal to

them strongly. The big
"
tintorera

"

shark that goes about seeking what
he may devour, is terrified by the ap-

pearance of the submarine engineer,
with his waving ropes, sharp-pointed
spear, and, more than all, the upward
leaping bubbles of air from his hel-

met.
The days of the naked pearl diver

are, indeed, past. No longer plung-
ing for sixty seconds into the sun-lit

green water that covers a coral bank,
the diver for pearls has become a

mere submarine laborer who uses all

the modern diving paraphernalia
available. Whatever romance for-

merly enshrouded him has disappeared.
He now puts on a rubber suit, with
a glass-fronted headpiece, and, suit-

ably weighted with lead, deliberately
walks upon the bottom, gathering

pearl oysters in a basket made of wire

which is methodically hoisted to the

boat that floats over his head.

In conducting the pearl fisheiy the

divers are located in camps at fa\-or-

able places along the shores. Each

camp is supplied with a diving suit,

and an air machine which is mounted
in a heavy, barge-like boat. This
boat is rovvcd daily from camp to each

place of operation : Arrived there one
man becomes the diver, one tends the

signal rope with which communication
is kept up with him, one hoists and

empties his l)asket of .shells, two turn

the cranks of the air-pump that sup-

plies him with the breath of life, and
two are at the oars, to keep the boat

well over him and carefully follow his

ii6
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wandering course upon the bottom in

search of shells.

A small fleet of schooners moves
about the Gulf supplying the camps of

the divers with provisions, and trans-

porting their ever-accumulating heaps
of shells to La Paz, a town of some
two or three thousand people, lying
on a small bay of the same name on
the west shore of the Gulf of Califor-

nia. It has some little importance as

the. capital of the Mexican Territory
of Lower California and its commercial

importance is derived entirely from
its being the headquarters of the

pearl-fishing industry of the Gulf.

Of course when the fisheries were
more productive La Paz was more

prosperous, but it has declined in pro-

portion with these and is now a

sleepy old Spanish-American town,
the monotony of whose existence is

only broken by the arrival of some
coastwise trader.

It is a pretty place enough, with its

picturesque buildings and plaza and

gardens filled with semi-tropical plants
and flowers, the blue waters of the

Gulf in front. Behind are the purple
mountains, and over all the sky of

the tropics.
Here I visited some large warehouses

filled with diving machinery and the

supplies and stores used in the pearl
fishery. In one of them were stored

in sacks eighty tons of shells of the

pearl oyster {J\fclcagrina margarill-
fera). The shells are shipped to

Europe for manufacture into orna-

ments, knife handles, buttons, and
all those articles for which mother-of-

pearl is employed.
The revenue derived from the an-

nual catch of shells of the pearl oyster
is not greatly inferior to that of the
' '

pearls,
' ' which they only occasion-

ally contain. Pearl, or mother-of-

pearl, as it is usually called, is but the
nacreous interior ofthe shell ofthe pearl
oyster, laid down in successive laj'crs

by the mantle of the animal, while
' '

pearls
' '

are purely accidental

growths,
' '

being caused by the depo-
sition of nacre around some forcijrn

object. This nucleus may be a bit of

sand, a parasite, or some similar

object.
' ' The pearl oyster, it should be

stated, does not resemble in appear-
ance the edible 03'ster.

The products of the pearl fishery
increased in value from 5'ear to year,
the systematic gathering of pearl

shells, made possible by modem
machinery having greatly reduced the
numbers of the species. During
recent years, the combined pearl fish-

cries of the world have failed to sup-

ply tlic fifteen thousand tons of shells

required to meet the universal de-

mand. Only about eleven thousand
tons can now be procured annually.
Of this amount, the fishery of the

Gulf of California supplies nearly five

thousand tons, which, valued at ten or

eleven cents a pound, amount to more
than a hundred thousand dollars a

year. Pearl shells from the fisheries

of Ce5-lon and Tahiti are larger and

bring better prices, being worth

twenty and twenty-seven cents a

pound respectively. The pearls ob-

tained annually from the shells gath-
ered in the Gulf of California are

worth nearly three hundred and fifty

thousand dollars. The best pearl
taken from our neighboring fishery

during recent years, and shown in the

accompanying cut, was discovered last

season and sold in Paris for ten thou-

sand dollars. This pearl, named the

Cleopatra, weighed thirty-six carats.

The largest pearl known is two
inches long and weighs three ounces.

The manager of the pearl fishery at

La Paz kindly opened his safe and
showed me the pearls representing the

gatherings of the three preceding
months, the value of which v/as

roughly estimated at fifteen thousand
dollars. They were separated into

eight or nine grades, the lower grades

constituting l)y far the greater num-
ber of those exhibited. Most of them
were small and imperfect and of little

value. The large, .symmetrical and

consequently valuable pearls of the

lot, worth, perhaps, from five hundred
to one thousand dollars each, were
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only a dozen or so in number. One
or two of these were black, and most
of them were of metallic black hues.

I was informed that they were more
valuable than white pearls of similar

proportions. It is on this account
that the pearls of the Gulf of Cali-

fornia are deemed the most desirable.

The pearls of the Ceylon fishery' are,

as a rule, white.

The territory over which the opera-
tions of the fishery extend embraces
the coast of Lower California, from

Cape St. Lucas to the mouth of the

Rio Colorado, at the head of the Gulf,
and much of the west coast of Mexico.
The season for pearl diving com-
mences in May, in the vicinity of Cape
St. Lucas, whence the work is carried

into the Gulf, which is usually entered

by the fifteenth of the montli. Dur-

ing the summer the entire western

shore of the Gulf is

worked, and in October
the base of operations
is moved from La Paz
to Acapulca, where the

fishery is continued a

little longer. Pearls are

also found along the

Pacific Coast of the pen-
insula for nearly two
hundred miles north of

Cape St. Lucas, but the shells of that

region are too thin and brittle to be
marketable as mother-of-pearl, and
are not gathered, although the pearls
found in them are valuable.

The pearl fishery had been declin-

ing for many years, when the adop-
tion of the submarine engineers' suit,

by the divers of La Paz fifteen years

ago, led to the continuance of the in-

dustry. The search for shells can
now be carried on in deeper waters
th.'in in the days of the naked divers,
the best of whom could not descend a

dozen fathoms. Half that was rather

more than their practical working
depth. During the investigations of

the United States Fish Commission's

ship A/da fross, in the Gulf of Califor-

nia, shells of the pearl oysters were

brought up by the "
dredge

"
of the

or the connecting rubber tube

The $10,000 Cleopatra Pearl

vessel from depths of twenty and
thirty fathoms. In slightly greater

depths, the number of hauls made
with the dredge were, perhaps, not
sufficient to test their existence, but
none were obtained.

It must have been difficult to teach
these people the use of the diving suit,

as during the first 5'ear or so after its

introduction, a man was lost from the

La Paz force almost every month. This
was usually ascribed to the giving way
of the rubber tubing, and it is said that
no accidents have occurred since the
introduction of a better grade of tub-

ing. An accessory to the diving suit

as used at La Paz is a small sheet-iron

reservoir of compressed air, which can

instantly be made to supply the diver

with five minutes' breathing material,
ill case of accident to the air machine

It

goes down with the

diver, and its connection
with his helmet is effect-

ed by the simple turning
of a cock within his

reach.

The devil-fish, the

huge Manta raja,

largest of all rays, meas-

uring sometimes twenty
feet across, is perhaps

the only marine animal dreaded by
the armored diver. Fearful tales are

told of this great creature, which the

divers say can settle down over a

man, enveloping him, as with a blan-

ket, in its wing-like fins
;
but not-

withstanding its formidable appear-
ance, it is perhaps more terrifying
than dangerous, for its teeth are

small, and only in the largest speci-
mens is its mouth wide enough to

take in the head of a man. Whether
rightly or not, it is placed in the

category of the diver's perils, for have
not vessels been suddenly moved from
their anchorages by its getting afoul

of the cables, and has it not more
than once struck the diver's ropes,

dragging boat as well as diver before

getting free ?
' '

Carra77iba! a big one
will weigh a thousand pounds."
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III company with two associates in

the work of studying the Gulf fisheries

under the direction of the United
States Commissioner of Fisheries, one
of them a Professor of natural history
and the other usually referred to as
' ' The Fisherman,

' '

I went out with
a party of divers and made a descent
in a diving suit. The sensations

accompanying this experience were by
no means comfortable, at least not in

the excitement and perhaps nervous-
ness of a first trial, but one can

readily understand how a diver accus-

of the experiences of the divers, and

eventually arranged to make a trip
with some of them, without fully

realizing the seriousness of the task

we were undertaking. The next day
found us on board their boat outward

bound, one of us at least with some

misgivings.
Several miles from the harbor we

stopped over a coral bank where the

water was four or five fathoms deep,
and seemed a pale green in contrast

with the blueness of the deep water a

few hundred yards beyond. One of

m;,'^,/''':
mm or

-y

The Old Mission at La Paz

tomed to breathing under such
conditions could ver>^ thoroughly
search the bottom for shells. The
light is gray and dim, notwithstanding
the intense light at the surface,
but within a radius of a few yards,
everything is distinctly seen. Owing
to the pressure of the water and the

weights necessary to overcome it, a
novice has the same difficulty in main-

taining the perpendicular as a child

learning to stand alone.

Loitering about the sunny wharf at

La Paz, we heard interesting stories

the Mexicans soon got into his cum-
bersome paraphernalia and was
lowered down, remaining on the
bottom about half an hour, and

gathered many shells and corals which
were hoisted at his signal in a wire
basket made for the purpose. His

position was being indicated constantly
by the escaping bul)bles of air from
his helmet. We could see them rising

shaped like large medusce, without
sound, until they broke at the surface
with loud gurglings. The basket was
hauled up frequently with only a
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few pearl oysters, however, among its

contents. There were shells, corals,
starfishes and other marine objects for

our delectation.

When the diver came up the pro-
fessor, the fi-sherman and I exchanged
glances. I at once suggested the

tossing up of a coin to determine
which of us should make the experi-
ment for our party. The profes.sor

bravely said he meant to go first, but
looked my way .so reproach. fully that

I felt I had Ijeen guilty of levity on a

solemn occasion. So with much out-

ward show of self-sacrifice and a

that would enable us to cross-question
the Mexican, Ijut here was one with
whom we might conver.se without

difficulty or reserve. By this time the

diving suit was once more vacant and
I covering my nervousness with great
carelessness of manner, motioned the

visibly diffident
" Fisherman "

aside.

I tossed hat, coat and shoes among the

junk of the barge and took my place
beside the armor, feeling that I was a

lamb led to the slaughter.
The rubber suit, large, and baggy,

is entered at the neck. The Mexicans
took me in hand and I was inserted

Home of a Pearl Diver

feeling of relief inwardl}-. I made room
for him.

After the helmet was secured and
the air started to see how he stood it,

he signaled to be lowered, for not a

word could be heard from out the

air-tight and water-tight contrivance.

A diver ready to go down looks

somewhat diabolical. Not to make
the story too long, he came up alive.

The ' ' Fisherman ' ' and I listened

to his account with keen interest. Not
the minutest detail of his experiences
but was circumspectly noted. We had
not that control of the Spanish tongue

without ceremony, my hands, which
alone were to be exposed to the

water>- element, having first been lib-

erally soaped for easy slipping through
the snug-fitting wristbands. Then
the glass-fronted helmet was put over

my head. There are about a dozen
brass thumb-screws, used in making
the connection between the helmet and
the suit water-tight. Judging by my
feelings, they might have been dress-

ing me for the grave.
Each screw that shut me in seemed

a nail in my coffin. The tedious,

soul-harrowing preparations being
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completed with the adjustment of the

necessary leaden weights for proper

gravitation in the submarine world I

was to enter, they began to lower me
down. The air crowded down upon
me. I seemed to take it in principally
at the ears, although I have some rec-

ollection of a gasping sensation. A
valve inside the roomy head piece
allows the continually accumulating
air to escape when touched by a side-

wise motion of the head . Under water
I looked through my window but saw

nothing—only a blank grayness. I was

thinking on the way down, thinking
whether I remembered the signals,
whether the rope, which looked

slightly worn, was really strong

enough to hoist me again ;
whether

they would be careful up on the

barge
—those Mexicans did not know

any more about the business doubtless

than the law allowed
;
whether there

was any danger in my helpless condi-

tion, of my rig snarling up in the

coral—strange that I should ever have
been interested in such useless stuff

as coral. I thought of one or two
hundred things besides which I have
since forgotten, but among them
doubtless, whether my life had been
what it might have been. The sen-

sations would put an atheist in a con-

dition to be reasoned with. To say
that I was frightened would scarcely
be just to myself. I had never once

thought of evading the trial. Excite-

ment, intense excitement would be

the words best suited to express my
condition. Then my feet touched
bottom. I pressed the valve a few
times to let off the air that threatened

to inflate my suit, and .seemed lifting
me from my footing despite the eighty

pounds of lead on my person and
found my breathing freer. There
were masses of coral everywhere about
and of .several varieties. I walked in

this direction and that, wherever the

way seemed clear of coral. Too much
diving must have frightened away
the fishes, but there was enough at

my feet to look at, what with my
uncertain equilibrinm and the care of

vay ropes and air valve uppermost in

my mind. The solicitous Mexican
was twitching the signal line constant-

ly and I must constantly be making
answer of safety or be hauled up,
which added to my cares. The water

pressed the rubber suit very closely to

my legs and body, but the pressure
was not specially uncomfortable.
A half-upward glance convinced me

that there was one direction in which
I dare not look. Indeed I came near

going over backward and the possibil-

ity of cutting my rubber pipe among
the coral was too horrible to think of.

There were some beautiful starfishes

and shells, but I feared to stoop for

them, tottering, .swaying, big-headed
child that I was. I wished something
to take back with me from Neptune's
realm, but felt that my mission had not
the same urgency as that of Orpheus
in the underworld. Ah, sweet allure-

ment of the forbidden. Eurydice was
not here, but a glance in the direction

I most desired might bring disaster

upon me. How I longed to see the
boat swimming over my head. Could
its sides, white in the dazzling sun-

light, look white from here ? Would
it be possible to distinguish the faces

of my companions leaning over the
side ? A pearly cloud arose like dust
where my uncertain footsteps stirred

the light .sediment and obscured my
surroundings like a fog if I did not
move on. The ringing in my ears
from the air forced down to me did not

give me quite the silence I expected,
but if ever I was aIo7ic surely it was
during that trip under the California

Gulf. The valve inside the helmet
was making my head .sore, so viciously
did I keep bumping it. The signal
man gave rac no peace. Must I have
no time for anything but twitching the

rope, thumping the valve and moving
on out of the fog? The thin whiti.sh

ooze was stirred up by the lightest step.
How the demon pursued me, mo^•e on,
move on. Why should I .senselessly
recall jangling rhymes in this place
which of all places I wish to observe

calmly— ' ' demons down under the
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sea can ever dissever 1113^ soul
— ' '

that

starfish is surely brigliter colored than

any of the others. I know its name
too— oreaster occidcntalis . I will bend

my knees and try to reach it without

leaning forward. Ah, I have it. The
professor also got one but lost it in the
ascent. I will not lose mine. It is a

pearl of great price
— not even the

demons down under the sea can ever

dissever, dissever, dissev— There,
there, this multiplicity of cares is

tiring me, my thoughts become tumult-

uous, I had better go up while I can
do it in good shape. I hope they will

not mistake my signal to be hoisted.

I want to go up. There could have
been no doubt on board the boat about
the meaning of the sudden fierce jerks
on the signal line, for the life line

tightened so quickly around me that

I knew two pairs of willing arms were

heaving that rope into the sunlight

was seized from above and my own
hands were grasping the gunwale. Do
drowning men grasp at straws ? If my
la.st moment had come and my hands
had been laying hold upon eternal life,

I could not have laid hold more firmly.
"

I thought you went after pearls,"
said the Professor in derision, holding
up my starfish when I emerged from
the diving suit. How it had been
saved I know not.

The fisherman's turn came next, but
with a splitting throbbing headache,
I took but a pa.ssive interest in his

descent, compassionately lending a

The Beach at La Paz

with an energy that betokened appre-
hension of trouble below.

What an unconscionable time they
were getting me up. How I yearned
to rise faster

; v^y leaden feet were

dragging me back. All the trouble-

some fancies that addled my brain at

the bottom were now merged into one,

that they would not get me up before

disaster in some form should overtake

me. In fancy the demons down under
the sea were already plucking at my
helpless dangling legs. Then my
helmet bumped agaiu.'it the boat, I

hand however to get him on board

quickly when he came up.
When the boat was headed for home

the fisherman said, "I suppose you
would not have missed this afternoon's

experience for a good deal ?
"

"No," I answered, "not for a

hundred dollars."

His sensation must have borne a

resemblance to m}- own, for he present-

ly queried,
"

I suppose you wouldn't
care to repeat it ?

"

"No," I said, "not for two hun-
dred—"



A FELLOW FEELING

BY GEORGE CHARLES BROOKP:

JACK
Jcrningham and I had lunched

together one day about a year ago,
and as we passed out of the restau-

rant we met Dick Devi in. Devlin
, Jer-

ningham and myself had been school

and college class chums, but since we
had been out in the world, he had
drifted apart from us, having married

ver>' shortly after finishing his Uni-

versity course, and as he was devoted
to his wife and she to him, he nat-

urally had little time for his men
friends, and so it had come about that

of late years we had seen little or

nothing of him
;
but a few weeks since

his wife had died in giving birth to a

child, and poor Devlin was a wreck.

As we met he looked at us,

nodded, averted his eyes and passed
by. He was but the the ghost of his

former self, poor chap, instead of the

erect, alert figure, with head up,

clear-eyed, ruddy-skinned, alwaj^s

greeting one with a frank disiugenu-
ousncss of manner that charmed. He
was now a shambling, sallow, hollow-

eyed creature that glanced at a friend

furtively and passed by with a nod
almost churlish in its brevity. Jcr-

ningham and I looked back at him
and pa.ssed into the street. Presently

Jack said : "I have no patience witli

a man with no more backbone than
Devlin has. God knows I pity his

grief. He has all my sympathy,
and he knows it, but he is a man of

the world. He knows that death
must come to all of us, no matter how
dear we are to others. Why can he
not call his philosoph}' and his moral

pluck into play and conquer his in-

clination to parade his grief in pul^lic?
One would think his very pride, if

nothing else, would prevent him from

making an exhibition of what should
be sacred. Thank heaven I have too

much philo-sophy to ever allow any-

thing, no matter how great a sorrow
it might be to me, to crush me as

his sorrow has him." I made no
direct answer, but turned the conver-

sation into another channel, and at a

near corner we parted.
A few months later, I was shocked

one morning on picking up "a paper to

find among the death notices that of

Jemingham's only child, a beautiful

boy of about four years. I hastened
to the house and sent in my card to

Jack. The servant told me he would
see no one, but I insisted on his tak-

ing my card to him. I was shown
into a reception-room, and presently
Mrs. Jcrningham came in. She was
a slight, big-eyed, white-faced little

creature, with apparently no more vital-

ity or pluck than a bird, but her

manner and voice were perfectly com-

posed, and she gave me the details of

the poor little man's death as clearly
and concisely as though she were not

suffering a particle. Only now and
then the big eyes would grow bigger
and the voice would sink almost to a

whisper. It was membranous croup
that had killed him. The day before

he had been as well as ever,
' ' and you

know," the poor mother said, "what
a great, strong, active creature he

was, romping and shouting all over

the house. He never seemed to feel

fatigue. He always threw off the

other diseases that are common to

children so easily that I came to think
that his splendid strength and vitality

were proof against anything, but

now— ' ' H ere her voice trembled for

the first time, and I hastened to assure

her of sympathy, and asked to be

commanded if I could be of service.

"You must not pity me," she said,
"
at least not in words nor in looks, if

you can help it, for if you do I might
break down, and I must keep u[) for

26
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poor Jack's sake. He is completely
prostrated, poor fellow, and I really
do not know what to do with him.
You might go in and see him, and do

try and get him to let the undertaker ar-

range the poor little man's last resting

place, for he swears he will not allow

any one to touch him." She had
risen as she spoke, and motioning me
to follow, she led the way upstairs
and into a sleeping chamber on the
floor above. She stood by my side

with her finger at her lips for a mo-
ment, on the threshold, then softlj^

turned away. I went quietly on into

the room. The blinds were down
and the half light showed me a dis-

oi'dered bed, beside which knelt a

man. His body, with arms thrown
out above his head, rested prone upon
the bed, and on the pillow la)- the

waxen face of the dead child.

I laid my hand on his shoulder and
no sooner had he felt the contact than
he leaped to his feet, and with a sav-

age oath, took me by the throat.
' ' You'll not touch him, do ^-ou hear ?"

he hissed,
"

.'-•.a\e over my dead body."
Then I spoke and he recognized mj-
voice and dropping his hand from

my throat, said, "its you, is it?

What do you think, there's a ghoul of

an undertaker in this house some-
where and he says little Jack's
dead, and he wants to lay him out,
but he shan't

;
the little lad is

only in a sleep, a deep sleep, he'll

wake up soon and "
here l:e

seemed to read something in my face,

(he had been looking me straight in

the eyes all the time he was talking)
for he gripped me by the shoulders
with either hand and shook me rough-
ly to and fro as I stood,

"
Oh, Tom,

Tom," he 'aid, and I never want to

hear again the heartbreak in a strong
ir.a i"s \cic2 as I heard it then, "he is

dead. I know it. He 7S dead, but
oh, God, how can I give him up, look"
and he threw back the bedclothing,
and displayed the little body, stripped
just as it had been taken from the

bath, "did any one ever see a more
perfect child, phj-sically ? Look at

those limbs. Look at that tor.so. See
how the grand little chest swells.

See how firmly the muscles are devel-

oped, and last night, only last night
he was as well as you or I are now,
and now—Oh God ! Now !

' ' and he
threw himself on the little body again,
as I found him. I was a doctor my-
self, although I did not practice, and
I knew that the more he unburdened
himself to me, the sooner the reaction

would .set in, and the sooner he would
recover his mental balance again. I

roused him to talk by asking him
some question as to the child's illness.

"Yes," he said,
"

it was croup, that

cursed, membranous kind that one
can't do anything for except let it do
its deadly work. We had a doctor—
a drivelling fool like all doctors, what

good are they, if they can't save the

oneswe love?—of course, and when the

membrane would form and the little

man would choke and gasp and cough—that awful rending, tearing cough—and the cursed thing would come

away, the dear little lad would motion
me he wanted to speak in my car and
I would stoop to him and he'd gasp,
'

Papa, why don't you take that thing
out of Jacko's—you know we called

him Jacko to distinguish him from me— '

froat, you can do it, papa. You
can do anything you want to if you
onl)- try hard enough.' I had taught
him that in my absurd conceit of

my own powers, thought it a good
lesson for him to learn young, and here
he was throwing it in my teeth at such
a time as this, in all seriousness, too.

He believed I cou/d do it if I Vv'ould—
then the poor little face would begin
to grow dark again, and another of

those awful scenes would ensue, and
there I was, a 7}!a?i, strong and power-
ful, with money by thousands, ready
to give ever\- cent of it and my own
life into the bargain, and when my
poor little laddie would gasp,

'

help
Jacko, papa, you know you told me
always to come to you for anything
I wanted, and I want to be well,

papa,' all I could do was to stand
there and watch him be done to
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death before mine and his mother's

eyes."
As I went down the steps an hour

or so later, I met another man coming
up. it was Devlin. He stopped, and
with a rare pale smile, only a ghost of

his former brilliant welcome, shook
hands with me. "

I am going to see

poor, dear, old Jack. I .see little

Jacko is gone. We can sympathize
with each other«^z£',"andlie passed on.

Jerningham and Devlin are insep-
arable. I am a rank outsider. They
are always glad to see me and up-
braid me for not coming to them
oftener, but I am outside the finer,

truer sympathy that exists between
them.

-^

IN MEMORIAM—EMELIE TRACY Y. PARKHURST

BY EMILY BROWNE POWELL

" My name is L,ife," a radiant angel said
;

' '

I bring the sacred bliss of motherhood
;

' '

Then turned to go his Heavenward way, when, lo !

Another angel on the threshold stood.

Before the awful glory of that face,

The bright first comer bowed his shining head.
" The smiles that welcomed me must melt in tears.

Since thou art here, O, Brother Death !

" he said.

'Mid twilight's gathering gloom Death entered there ;

Whispered,
' ' The Master calls thee

' Come up higher.

Clo.sed to all earthly things, the earnest eyes ;

And set his seal upon the lips of fire.

" She is not dead, but sleeping," .saith the Lord,

But tears are falling like the summer rain

For her, who, wearing woman's crown of love,

Sank 'ncalh the weight of woman's cross of p.iin.



THE HAUNTS OF THE PACIFIC JEW FISH

BY CIIARLKS FREDERICK HOLDER

IT
was not the promise of good fish-

ing, but bones that drew us to Santa

Catalina, the long range of moun-
tain peaks that rise abruptly thirty
miles off the shore of lyos Angeles
County—bones galore, the refuse of

the ancients, huge stone mortars and

pestles, mighty swords fashioned of

stone and from whales' ribs, polished
steatite sinkers, hooks of pearly
abalone, precious bits of fiber, and
other objects dear to the heart of the
lover of true ancient history'. These
were the magnets which drew us on
and explained our presence one day
on the little steamer that during the
summer months plies between the

port of San Pedro and the oflf-shore

possessions of St. Catherine. In the

long ago, before Cabrillo and the
rest had sailed among the channel

islands, they were inhabited by a race

superior in many respects to the

inland tribes—a race of hardy men
and women, who had temples, such as

they were, and graven images ;
who

were the delvers in stone of the Pacific

Coast, and who in passing away left

these legacies buried in the island

sands with their bones.

No wonder the island was well pop-
ulated in the old daj's

—
ever3'thing

about it is attractive. The water

through which we surge is of the

most intense blue, and deep in its

heart, we see pulsing, moving medu-
soid shapes, telling of its wondrous

purity. The island rises grandly
from the sea, as if the waves had

parted but yesterday, leaving its cliffs

beetling and menacing, presenting
a bold front to the sea—a ridge of

mountain peaks from four hundred to

nearly five hundred feet in height,

eighteen or twenty miles long, often

four miles to a fifth of a mile in width.
On the west side of the island, which

extends parallel with the coast, the
wind blows and the waves beat furious-

ly, while the fog steals up the deep
canons and gathers about the peaks, but
to the east all is fair, and many of the

little bays are scarcely disturbed from
one day's end to the other. Harbors
are few and rare. The mouths of the

canons are the only points of vantage,
and into one between rocky sentinels

we pa.ss, finding a half-moon-shaped
bay, a little town, with picturesque cot-

tages, white tents, with the mountains

reaching away to seeming illimitable

distance. This is Avalon, and its

hotel rests on a townsite of unknown
antiquity. From the piazza, the vis-

itor .sees the sparkle of pearl among
the fallen petals of the rose, telling of

the old sword-maker, who broke up
the shell in days gone b}', to set the

gleaming bits in a rude mosaic,
a bit of polished stone, an oval pend-
ant, a sinker of steatite, a needle of

bone, suggestive of the old days.
The ground here has a dark and rusty

appearance, a tell-tale of the daj-s of

yore, when the kitchen-midden proc-
ess was in operation. We had dug in

the graves of the upper island, found

yards upon yards of beads, taken

mortars from the lowest level of the

old graveyards, and segregated beads
from bones, and ashes from human
dust, and were surfeited with archaeol-

ogy, when one day we espied a

fisherman, wending his way to his

boat, with a hook and line of extraor-

dinary^ size.

In reply to m}' interrogations he

informed me that he was on the trail

of the black sea bass. "A bass line

as big as a rope ?" I queried.
"
Yes,"

said the half Mexican, a half Indian.
" You ever catch bass—black bass?"
Memories of summers on the St. Law-
rence River, where I had often way-

129
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laid gamey bass, and of certain four

and live pounders taken on sundry oc-

casions, passed through my mind as I

assented.
"
Wall," said the fisherman,

" You
never cot black sea bass, that's cer-

tain. Go with me, I show you."
I was soon on the pebbly beach, and
a moment later the little boat was

gliding around the grim, rocky senti-

nel that guarded the island. My oars-

man was an old settler, a picturesque,
bitr-chested half-breed who had lived

on the little island for thirty years ;

who knew and, I could see, loved

it well. We passed by the grim
precipices, against which the surf had
formed a half-moon shaped beach,
with white sands and pebbles, and
then the Mexican stood up, looked
around out to sea, then up at the gray
slopes, then took the oars again, and
in a few strokes put the boat over what
he assured me was a big rock fifty

feet down, and a favorite haunt of the

black sea bass. The anchor was
tossed over, the rope ran merrily out,
and the hook, baited with a six-pound
grouper, went hissing down to the big

submerged rock. "Sometimes he

bite, sometimes he don't," quoth the

fisherman, "but whether he do or

not, we have the fishin' all the same;"
and he looked at me inquiringly to see

if I was that kind of a fisherman or

of the variety who are never satisfied

unless the fi.sli are always on the

line. It so happened that I was not

of the latter kind. I found pleasure
in the mere anticipation, and so we
sat silent for half an hour on the sea

of glass, I holding the throbbing
line that the ebbing tide played
upon as the string of a nuisical in-

strument. The broad channel between
us and the mainland was smooth and
as blue as steel. Here and there a

flying fish rose and soared away, like

some fantastic insect. Away inland

rose the snow-capped peaks of the

Sierra Madres, telling of Pasadena,
the San Gabriel Valley and the
fertile garden spots that reach up
to the mother mountains. Far to

the south I traced them, until they
were lost in the blue haze. There
was Santa Ana, with a capping
of golden cloud, and far away, ris-

ing grandl}^ rich, masses of cloud
that told of the great California

desert and the burning sands in such
marked contrast to the verdure of the
coast country. I glanced at my com-

panion and his dark eyes rested on
the great rocks that rose above us,
and the gray slopes that reached

away, making up the fair mountain
island. I wondered if he was think-

ing of his ancestors, the Indians, whom
Cabrillo and others found here cen-

turies ago ;
of the time when Santa

Catalina was an empire in itself, and
owned by them

;
of the time when

the temples of their god capped
the hills and villages, crowned

every canon's mouth. This I won-
dered, and more, when suddenly I

became aware that the tension of the
line I held had increased, by a steady

pull ;
then came a jerk that took my

hand into the water.
'

'Jew fish, sure,
' '

whispered the Mex-
ican, awakened from his reverie by my
exclamation. "

Slack !

"
I paid out

the line while he seized the anchor
line and made ready to haul up. "Give
him five feet and then hook," were my
orders. I was an old shark fisherman

having caught many of those mon-
sters in the South, and I saw that work
of a similiar kind was laid out for me
in this l)lack sea-bass fishing. The
line jerked heavily in my hand, then

began to run out steadily, I paid out;
and then when about six feet had gone
over the gunwale I .stopped, gave a

glance at the coil to see that all was
clear, and when the line came taut I

jerked the hook into my first black

sea bass.

I have ever}' reason to believe that

the latter was astonished, as for a sin-

gle second there was no response ;

then came a jerk that almost lifted me
from the boat, and the line went hissing
over the rail like a living thing, playing
a merry hornpipe of its own composi-
tion. Nothing could stop such a rush
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and I simply waited while the Mexi-
can pulled up the anchor, and when
the latter was in I grasped the line

and braced back for the fight. The
light Ijoat whirled around like a top
and away we went like a tug, surging
through the water, an ominous wave
of foam rising high around the bow.
A ten-foot shark never pulled harder
than this gamey fi.sli, and for five min-
utes I was undecided who was master.
I took it in with the greatest difficulty,

gaining ten feet only to have the gamey
creature rush toward me and then
dash away with an impetus that was
more than irresistible. Then I would

stop him again, slowly making foot by
foot, hand over hand, taking a turn on
the cleat, slacking and pulling, in

attempts to tire the monster—tactics

that for a while were of no avail. One
of the tricks of this fish was to .stop
and jerk its head from side to side vio-

lently
—a proceeding that produced an

effect equivalent to striking blows at

the holder of the line
;
tremendous

jerks which came, one, two, three,
then one, tw^o, three

;
then the line

would slack as the monster rushed up,
and if I took the line in quickly enough
to prevent a turn well and good ;

if I

did not the bass would turn and dash
at the bottom, making everything hum
and sing. Giving and taking, hauling
and easing off for twenty minutes, and
I was almo.st satisfied that I had done

my duty in the premises when sudden-

ly the fish rushed up, and recovering I

took in the slack and with a final

effort brought the black giant to the
surface. For a moment I saw a pair
of eyes as big as those of an ox, a rich

chestnut back, and then with a tre-

mendous heave the fish threw itself

over, deluging me with water, tipping
and half capsizing the dinghy. It

was the last .struggle. I kept my liokl

and with another haul had the king of

Pacific Coast fishes at hands' length
where it rolled and tossed, its huge
tail bathing us with spray, protesting

against its capture. What a capture
it was ! IIow we breathed hard and
looked at each other. The cx])ericnce

of the moment, the sensations, could
not have been purchased. It was worth
going a long way to accomplish.
Imagine, you casters of the black bass

fly, a small-mouthed black bass length-
ened out to six feet, bulky in propor-
tion, a giant black bass—one that you
would dream about in a nightmare,
after a good day's fishing

—almost a

facsimile of the five-pounder you have
taken pride in, but increased to a size

that tips the scales at fouy Inaidrcd

pounds. Imagine this and you have
the black sea bass, the Jew fish, or, as

the naturalists have it, the Sfcrcolcpsis

gigns of the Pacific Coast, a noble fish,

a gamc}^ fellow, especiall}^ adapted to

the man who desires animated dumb-
bells, or who, sedentary in his habits

requires violent exercise, coupled with
much excitement. The black sea

bass is to the Pacific Coast what the

tarpon is to the East, though it is

thoroughly a hand-line catch. If

any Eastern angler desires to try it

with a rod, I will not say that it is

impossible, but when it comes to

the reel I would recommend a donkc}^

engine attachment of two or three

horse-power, as our quarry- some-
times reaches seven hundred pounds.
I give this as a fair samj^le of a

California fish stor\% one to be
chronicled among the big things as the

trees of Calaveras, the Yosemite and

others, and quite as real, as the

accompanying photographs from real

life will testify, one showing the catch

of Jew fish of three fishermen on the

same spot in the course of a few hours
in an August day.

During the catching process, the

big bass had towed our boat several

hundred feet out from shore, where
the ground swell was coming in, and
with the huge black form struggling

alongside, the situation was not an

agreeable one. The (question of land

ing was now to be considered, which

my companion .solved by attempting
to kill the game with an axe—alnio.st

upsetting the boat in the struggle ;

but finall\- il was (juieted and firmly
made fast at llie stern, and we pulled
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slowly into the little bay—a tedious

process. Once more we experienced
that feeling of conscious triumph as we
rowed into the beach, and the popu-
lation came down in a body ;

some to

tender their congratulations, some to

compare the fish to much larger ones

they had caught. We had triumph
enough for one day as the crowd
took the line and ran the big fellow

up the sands with a shout. It was a

proud moment, indeed, which the

fisherman who reads these lines well

understands. Then came the telling
and retelling the story at night on the

veranda, each incident of the battle

being gone over again and again,
while mj^ trusty colleague, the IMexi-

can, he of the ancestors, stood by,

willing to do hard swearing if neces-

sary should I wander from the field

of actual fact, as fishermen have been
known to in the exuberance of the

moment
;
but the facts were all suffi-

cient, and there, in the moonlight, on
the white sands, was the game}-
fish. On the morrow it was taken in

hand by the chef, hoisted on the

children's .swing that stood on tiie

little plaza, and later was .served up
for the benefit of the entire village.
The weight of this specimen was be-

tween three hundred and fifty and four

hundred pounds, about the average,
but specimens have been taken that

weighed seven hundred and even more,
if we are to believe traditions

; but
the three hundred and fifty or four

hundred pound fish is a match for the

best man, and I have duly surrendered
to a larger one. I had the honor of

hooking it and my five companions in

the boat watched my .struggles until I

gave out, then took the line one by
one, and this mon.ster gave each man
all the work he required, and when
finally brought alongside, nearly filled

the boat by an unexpected lunge.
Such sport may be considered hard
work and not aesthetic fishing, yet it

requires skill, and to take a big black
.sea bass, single-handed, in a very light
boat and bring it in, may be considered

a matter for .self congratulation.
The Jew fish is very common along
the islands of the Santa Barbara

Channel, Santa Catalina, San Clem-
ente and others with their steep shores

and vast schools of fish being the

favorite haunts of the big fish
;
and in

Jul}^ and August it can be taken by
the patient and muscular fisherman,

upon almost an}' of the bright, sunlit

days that make these isles of summer
among the most delightful summer
camping grounds of the Pacific Coast.
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BY CHARLES R. AMES

TAKU
Inlet is a mountain-locked

fjord walled in by lofty cliffs of

black forbidding granite, scored,
seamed and polished by countless ages
of friction with the slow flowing
ice river that centuries ago found
here its outlet to the parent sea, the ship
steamed slowly in between the sentinel

cliffs that guard this Dantean entrance

but that portal bears no forbiddings.
God's fair blue sky is over all and hope
in every glint of it.

Here are wonderful pictures, incom-

parable colors of ice, and sea, and sky,
rocks and ice piled in massive archi-

tecture, all combined to disarm the

pen or brush of any colorist.

The Taku Glacier, a great river of

ice, rears its awful front at the head of

the inlet, nearly three hundred feet

high and amid nuich subglacial grind-

ing and rattling peals of glacial

artillery produces bergs that float

out into the great unknown a terror to

all those who go down in ships to the

north seas.

There arc several other glaciers to

be seen from Taku Inlet, one of which
the Norris comes down almost to the

sea, but for a narrow moraine which

separates it from the water.

A most lovely stretch of all Alaskan
wealth of weird and wonderful beauty
is that few hours' steaming through
hynn Canal, as it is called. Shortly
after leaving Juneau, passing Douglas
and Admiraltv Islands, we enter the

canal
;

here the walling cliffs are

loftier, wider a])art than in an}- other

of the many like arms of the sea we
have yet seen. Here to our right as

we enter the fjord are the Auk and

Eagle Glaciers, a glimpse of the former

being shown in the accompanying cut,

the.se, together with several other

smaller glaciers on the canal, do not

come down to the sea but end at

what is known as a terminal moraine
which means simply the strip of

sand and gravel l3'ing between them
and the water's edge—a strip which
the glacier has deposited.
At the head of Lynn Canal lies the

David.son Glacier. It is of the same
class as the Kagle and Auk but

nnich greater in extent, it comes

winding down from its mountains

debouching on to the stretch of lev-

eler countr>- that lies along shore

through a narrow pass in the foot-

hills and then spreads itself in a

great facade of solid ice three or four

miles wide.

Muir writes of it :

' ' But it is on the west side of the

canal near the head that the most

striking feature of the landscape is seen—the Davidson Glacier. It first appears
as an i:nr.ien.^e ridge of ice thrust for-

ward intt> the channel, but when you
have gained a position directly in front

it is shown as a broad flood issuing
from a noble granite gateway, and

spreading out to right and left in a

135
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beautiful fau-sliaped mass, three 01

tour miles in width, the front of which
is separated from the water by its ter-

minal moraine. This is one of the

most notable of the large glaciers that

are in the first stage of decadence,

reaching nearly to tide water, but fail-

ing to enter it and send off icebergs.

Immediatel}' in front of the Davidson is

the deposit or moraine, the accumula-

Those cliffs of blue were made to

front where summer seas ripple and

splash, or the giant rollers break
and foaming and hi.ssing, fling their

spray high up even to the glaciers

very top.
The glaciers of Alaska are of two

different kinds, generally speaking,
the Alpine and the Piedmont.
The former are those glaciers like

A Glimpse of Auk Glacier

tion of hundreds of years, upon which
is growing a fine forest that at certain

positions stands out in strong relief

against the ice." *

*[In the first article on glaciers in the May issue two
views of Davidson Glacier were shown representing
it as entering the sea. It should have been ex-

plained that theywere intended n^rcsloxitiois of this

magnificent glacier showing: it as it appeared perhaps
a thousand years ago when its icebergs broke > (T and
floated away as clo those of Muir to-day. To-day
Davidson is a magnificent glacier but l)etween it and
the sea rises a forest growing on the debris which
the ice has brought down from the upper range ]

tile Muir and the Taku, which have
tlieir sources in the nu)untain caiions,

and come sweeping down to the sea,

rivers of ice swollen to great volume

by the tributary ice streams that How
into them.
The latter are the plateaus of ice

formed along the leveler strip of coun

try l>ing at the foot of the mountain

ranges between them and the sea and
heiu\- tlic kTin Piediiioiil The
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Piedmont Glaciers are formed of

course by the ice streams as lakes are

fed by water courses.

On Yakutat Bay, are the largest

glaciers of both formations yet dis-

covered in Alaska. Of the Alpine
class, the Hubbard Glacier is the

mightiest, and of the Piedmont
GEOG.

He called it Desengano Bay for the
reason that here his hope that he was
to immortalize himselfas the discoverer
of the long-sought short cut to the
Indies was frustrated by the ice coming
down from the North and driving his

ships back southward again. Only
one hundred years ago all of the inlets
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Malaspina Glacier

class the Malaspina is the greatest.
The Malaspina takes its name from
an Italian explorer who in the serv-

ice of Spain, A. D. 1792, sailed to

the North Seas in .search of the

Northwest passage. He explored the

eastern shore of Yakutat Bay, and

gave its name to Disenchantment Bay.

north of Haenkes Island were filled

with ice. By consulting the ma]-) pub-
lished herewith of Mala.spina Glacier,
one can see at a glance the recession
of the glacier during the past hundred
years.

In addition Id the Hubbard Glacier
there is al.so one other ver>' large
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glacier of the Alpine variety on
Yakutat Bay called the Dalton, which
enters tide water several miles from
where the Hubbard makes its entry,
when Malaspina explored Yakutat

Bay onl}' one hundred years since

these two monsters, the Dalton and
Hubbard were one. Can the imagin-
ation of man conceive the grandeur of

eight hundred feet above sea level.

The sides and top show, from their

poli.shed striated condition and the
terraces cut into the sides of

solid granite, prove that the glacier
which formerly filled Disenchant-
ment Bay must have been two thou-
sand feet deep. At least as late

as one hundred years ago the glacier

Pattersdii ( il.n ler

that scene, the ice foot of these two
combined pushing out into the baj'

could not have ])een less than twelve
or fifteen miles in width, and the front

of ])roportional altitude. The .scene is

sublime beyond conception even now.
What nuist it have been then ? There
is an i.sland called Haenke's Island in

Yakutat Bay, tlie lop of which is

surrounded this island on three sides,

and by computing the recession at

the same rate as it has progressed
since Mala.spina's map was made the

glaciers mu.st ha\e fillrd DiM.iu'liant-

menl ]5ay two liundrcd years ago, and
Ix'tween five hundred ami one thousand

years ago were at their very fiood.

Standing on the summit of Haenke's
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Island one has the grandest panoramic
view imaginable. From the North
comes the Dalton Glacier, slowl}-, but
as irresistibly as death itself, down a

canon walled by beetling cliffs, the

stream of ice shattered and fissured,

with great crev^asses yawning every
now and then, making one final plunge
down a steep descent before expanding
into its grand sea cliff of miles of glit-

tering, shimmering ice.

And then across the berg-strewn
waters of the bay are the three or

four miles of front of the Hubbard

clouds of smoke like spray flying over
the glacier's front, one is reminded of

an artillery' battle between giant bat-

teries. During the fine, warm days
of the Alaskan summer, the glaciers
are never silent, the cannonade is

incessant, and the waters of the bay
are covered with masses of floating
ice.

There are immense bergs broken
from these large glaciers through the

sea, cutting the ice away above the

water-line, but leaving an immense
terrace of ice, as it were, beneath the

Silk.i, shinuilj; tliu Chun li

Glacier, wliich keeps up continually
an answering cannonade of thunder
of rending ice to that of the Dalton.

vStanding there on the bleak wind-

swept island, with all that grandeur
about one, the thunders of the two

great glaciers booming across the

desolate waters of the bay, watching
the great bergs split off from the

fronts of ice totter for a second and
then sink noi.selessly down into the

waters of the bay (for so far-di.stant is

the glacier's front that one sees all

this take place ere the accompanying
roar lias time to reach him), .sending

water. When this becomes too heavy
to bear its own weight any longer, it

naturally separates from the main

body, and with a roll and a phnige
comes seething and rushing from
the sea, a new Atlanta. l^lue as

turquoise, l)eautifnl as the sky, born
but for a little hour to drift about
that northern sea, but awful in its

majesty and ca]-)acity for destruc-

tion, these leviathans ct)nie rushing
from IheseM without a warning of any
kind, and woe to any unfortunate

caught in canoe, small boat or steam-

ship, even in the maelstrom of
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rushing, surging waters left in the

berg's wake, for anything less stable

than an island to come in actual con-

tact with such an enormous body of

solid ice would mean annihilation.

The Malaspina Glacier is the largest
of all I'icdmont glaciers yet explored
in Alaska. It lies between Icy and
Yakutat bays, on the mainland. It is

between five hundred and six hun-
dred square miles in extent, and
between one thousand five hundred
and one thousand six hundred feet

thick at its maximum. The central

portion of this plateau of ice is clear

and clean, but for a distance of five

miles from its edge all around it, it is

covered with debris and moraines,
save at the points at which the Seward
and Agassiz Glaciers come in. At
some points this fringing circle of sand,

gravel, rocks and silt is covered with

vegetation, and in places flowers are

blooming, strange contradictions of

nature, ice, that death in life beneath
and on all sides, miles and miles of it,

and here in the midst of all this desola-

tion bloom flowers.

The Mala.spina is a lake of ice fed

by tributary streams, the principal
ones of which are the Agassiz, Sew-

ard, Marvine and Hayden glaciers,
which flow into it from the moun-
tains above. A strange fact is to be
noticed in the structure of the

Mala.spina, which is that the courses

of the tributary glaciers are plainlj-
defined in the main body by the differ-

ence in the ice tints, just as rivers

entering a bay or lake leave a clearly
defined cour.se, marked ])y the vary-

ing shades in the water. The surface

of the great glacier is one network of

crevasses, many of them filled with

deep water, of a clear blue. These
crevasses are not very wide, one can

easil}' leap across them. The highest

point is near where the Seward
Glacier debouches into the Malaspina,
and from there the plateau undulates
in a gradual descent to its borders.

It is simpl}' a prairie of ice, the clear

part of which is of much greater
extent than the debris-covered mar-

gin. The intense silence of the ice

plateau impresses one as in contra-

distinction to the constant sharp,

cracking rifle-like re])orts, and the

roaring and grinding of the ice rivers.

The water caused from the summer
melting of the ice drains down
througli the crevasses to the bottom
of the ice field, and there joins the

waters that run under the tributary

glaciers, but what becomes of this

vast quantity of water eventually, no
one can say.

Yakutat and Di.senchantment Bays
are usually covered with bergs of all

sorts, sizes, and shapes, and it is at

mo.st times almost impossible to make
way into them in a steamer, but small

boats or canoes can usually find a path
through the ice pack. There is danger
in getting very near either the

Hubbard or Dalton Glacier for the

reason that the sudden breaking and

rising of the submerged ice foot or the

vertical .splitting off of the cliff occurs

every now and then during the

summer, and a very small berg car-

ries an immense force with it quite
sufficient to wreck ainthing that floats

in these waters. The bergs can be

distinguished from one another in

most cases, that is, those that come
from the submerged ice foot, from
tho.se that have broken from the face

of the cliff", by their colors, the ones
that are from the submerged part
of the glacier, are usually of a dark

blue, and those from the exposed face

white, some of them are covered with

deposits of gravel, and sand with which
the portion of the glacier from which

they have been broken has been
covered and which has been ground
and worked into the ice until it has
almost become a part of it.

There is still another type of glacier

among the Alaskan ice rivers, which
is verj' often overlooked altogether by
explorers and that is an Alpine
Glacier, so completely covered with
sand, gravel and soil that it is usually

passed over entirely and not recognized
as a glacier at all, such as the so-called

Black Glacier.
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This covering of debris is simply
the natural accunuilation from sand
and earth slides from the sides of the

canon or valley in which the glacier
flows, and as it recedes natural h^ un-

dermining the sides of the valley,

bringing them down upon it until

it is completely covered and only

recognizable at all in sjiots where
the covering is not thick enough
to hide the ice entirely. Some
of these glaciers show evidences of

extremely rapid recession, so much so

as to leave the plain inference that

either the Alaskan snowfall is infin-

plctely filling Disenchantment Ba}-
northeast of Haenkc Island is a small

illustration of the rapidity with which
the ice is disappearing.
There is a nameless charm in this

land of rivers, lakes and mountains of

ice with its endless daj's of northern

svinshine, its deep dark fjords in which

always there resounds the thunder of

the ice artillery, a charm as undefin-

able as it is subtle but which when
one has once tasted of it draws him
back as surely as the song of the

Lorelei drew the ill-fated mortal who
heard her voice.

Juneau, Alaska

itely less than formerly or the summer
heat greater, or both . On the moraines
where vegetation has begun, it has

spread rapidly. The growth attained

by plants, shrubs, and even trees

during the short summer is wonderful,
and it is only a question of time when
these ice-clad shores will blossom with
all the luxuriance of the North Tem-
perate Zone.
The glaciers are growing less ; every

year sees greater and greater recessions,
the fact that only a hundred years ago
the Hubbard and Dalton Glaciers
formed one immense river of ice com-

Tlie formation of ice known as Pied-

mont Glaciers has at no such ver}- dis-

tant day covered the whole coast

country of Alaska where the com-

paratively level land between the sea

and the mountain ranges was wide

enough to admit of the accumulation in

llic wide valle\sof the interior country
there nuist yet be immen.se seas of

ice covering what will at some epoch ol

the world's histor>' be fruitful soil.

There exists a very decided idea

among people generall> that the

Alaska climate is an Arctic one and
in the interior of course it is, but on
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the coast the mercury seldom registers
as low as zero and then remains at tliat

degree of frost only for a very short

time, the winter storms are severe but

are usually of rain and although snow
sometimes falls to a great depth it does

not lie very long being quickly melted

by the heavy rains or a decided rise

in temperature.
At the time the United States ac-

([uired Alaska from Russia and indeed

more or less ever since, there has been
no lack of detraction in congress and
the press directed at the country. Any
one who knows anything of tlie facts

must admit that we acquired an enor-

mously valuable territory for a com-

paratively small consideration.

The rainfall is excessive and that is

the greatest discomfort of the climate

the summer temperature (June, July
and August) will average about fifty-

five degrees seldom rising above sev-

enty-five degrees and the winter about

thirty-five degrees. Very seldom does

the mercury reach the freezing point,
inland however beyond the mountain

ranges the winters are excessively cold.

The cause of the mild coast climate is

of course due to the Japan current as

it is called. It is a stream of warm
water analagous to the Gulf Stream of

the Atlantic.

Sunnncr in Alaska is delightful
when bright, Init the sunshine is

never to be depended on. Showers
are frequent and sometimes verj-

heavy. During the winter months,
the rainfall is almost continuous. And
to this excessive moisture and bright,
warm days of summer are to be attrib-

uted the marvelously rapid growth of

the Alaskan mosses and wild flowers.

The verj' glaciers themselves are

sometimes turned into ^•eritable flower

gardens, .so wonderfulh quick does

Nature work in this far north land.

There is wealth of forest, princi-

]);ill\- cypress and spruce. The yel-

low cedar is the most valuable timber

of the country. It is common to all

the islands, and along the mainland
of .southeastern Ala.ska grows wher-

ever there is room for a tree to

grow. It averages between a hun-

dred and a hundred and fifty feet

in height, and from three to five feet

in diameter, and is one of the mo.st

valuable timber products of the whole
coast. Ivvery one knows of the

salmon and .seal fisheries and of the

mineral wealth of the countr>'. Only
the merest idea can be had now, but

the little that is known proves beyond
a doubt that were it oul}- for its mines

alone, Ala.ska would be a "good
buy

"
at the price the United

States gave for it. Mr. Seward
claimed for Alaska the future ship-

yards of the world, but the days of

wooden ships are pa.st ;
.still there are

many other uses, although more

ignol:)le ones, perhaps, to which the

Alaskan cedar can be
it even more valuable

Iniilding.
An Alaskan forest is indeed one of

the most beatitiful scenes that can be

imagined. The trees rise straight for

a hundred feet or more before they
branch out their round, smooth

trunks, .set close and true, as though
grown in a nursery. Underfoot is a

perfect carpet of mo.ss, piled like vel-

vet and as soft to the step. Ferns
and mosses abound, and the luider-

bru.sh is almost impa.ssable, the sylvan

beauty is luiparalleled, and all this in

a land of glaciers, rivers, mountains,
.seas of everlasting ice.

put, rendering
than for ship-

^^^^ / -S^ Bi
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BY KX-GOVERNOR LIONEL A. SHELDON

THE
theory of popular go\x'rnmeiit

is that all public questions shall

be considered on their merits, and
that every citizen will express him-
self upon them as his conviction of

duty to the countr}" shall dictate. It

is supposed that questions will be pre-
sented without ambiguity or other

disguise that the people may act

understandingly. In the early period
of the government under the Consti-

tution, this theory was followed with
a large degree of fidelity, and patriot-
ism and statesmanship possessed a

dominating power. Under the admin-
istration of Washington there were
differences in construction of the Con-
stitution and on questions of general
policy, but there were no partisan
contests as really there w^as but one

political ])art3-. Oi:)position did not

crystalize into organization, but dis-

satisfaction increased during the term
of the elder Adams to such an extent
that in tlie fourth presidential cam-

paign two parties w^ere formed, and
since thr.t time our political contests

have been fought between two or more

parties with more or less zeal and
bitterness. Organization is essential

to success in j^ropagating a sentiment,
in .securing the adoption of particular
measures

;
and for considerable lime

parties were conducted for these pur-
poses. Kven in those days of virtue

and patriotism a man now and then

appeared who sul)ordinated the public
welfare to an ambition for per.sonal

preferment, but the demagogue and
the manipulator were not as successful

as they have since become. While

part}- organization and discipline are

essential to the advancement of a cause

they are no less potential agencies in

securing preferment to tho.se who are

governed l)y personal ambition, and
hence the patriot and the demagogue

146

for opposite reasons have joined their

efforts in giving to parties the most
effective organization and enforcing
the most rigid discipline.

Contemporaneously wdth partj^ or-

ganization, the political strategist

appeared, and his power at all times
has been measured by the organization
and discipline which he has been
ah\e to create and ei'force, and that

party which possesses these elements
in the greatest degree is most subject
to the domination of the political tac-

tician. Statesmanship and political

strategy may be regarded as antagon-
isms, and in our contests the latter has

quite as often as the former secured

victor}' in elections. vStatesmanship
seeks to promote the public welfare

through candid argumentation of real

and essential issues, and the adoption
of measures in legislation and admin-
istration resting upon sound principles.
The interests of the country being
widely diversified and often conflicting,
the strategist finds it important to the

accomplishment of his object to dis-

guise issues, to make ambiguous plat-

forms, to appeal to local or partizan

prejudices, and thus to prevent an

intelligent and fair expression of the

popular judgment.
The success of the .strategist has

l)eeu so abundant that the effect has

1)een to divert the powers and direct

the efforts of many young men who
have aspired to public positions, from

the study of great principles and the

advocacy of wi-se measures, to the

invention and execution of plans for

securing desired election results. If

there is decay and degeneration in

statesmanship, as is generally believed,

it is because the people have become
so inattentive to their public duties or

.so demoralized that the strategist has

l)cen able to give character to our
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political methods. It is undeniable

that at times, at least, party attach-

ment and prejudice have been so ab-

normally developed that it is almost

truthful to say that judgment and
conscience have been given up to

caucuses and conventions, and the

doctrine inculcated and believed that

their action absolves from moral

responsibilit}'. Individualitj' has often

been crushed out by organized action.

Gerrymandering to defeat, a fair pop-
ular expression, is the work of the

strategist, and every election crime is

his invention, all of which is not

unfrequently defended or palliated on
the ground of party exigency, and

dignified bj^ calling it strategy instead

of crime. Wise legislation and the

better policy have often been defeated

or postponed and the wheels of prog-
ress arrested or turned back to advance
the interests of locality, party or

individuals. The celebrated Kentucky
resolutions of 1 798 and those of Vir-

ginia of 1799, though intended merely
to be declaratory of the true principles
of constitutional interpretation, were
distorted into justification of States'

rights, nullification and even secession

and rebellion. Though it was a great

political and moral question, the strat-

egists induced the Whig party to

declare that it would discountenance
and the Democratic party that it

would resist the agitation of slavery
in and out of congress. By strategy
for more than a half century freedom
was subordinated to slavery.
The session of congress immediately

preceding a presidential election is

more or less devoted to making capital
for party, to framing issues that will

avoid antagonism, with little regard
for principle or consistency, and during
such session the most adroit and

experienced strategists are called into

service. The present session is no

exception to the rule, and the manceu-

vering is more than usually interest-

ing to obser\-e because each party has
a majority in one of the branches.

The Republican party has possession
of the executive branch of the goveni-

VoL II.—10

ment and the object of the opposition
is to manoeuvcr it out. The party
out of power is forced to be the

aggressor, and the other holds a de-

fensive position. Unless the former
can point out misconduct in adminis-

tration or errors in policy, coupled
with a suggestion of something better,

it is to be presumed that the people will

sustain the statu quo. As there is no

charge of dishonesty or inefficiency

against the incumbent administration,

the attack must be upon the general

policy. The session has proceeded
far enough to have disclosed the lines

of the attack to be made b}- the Dem-
ocratic House of Representatives.
The last congress is charged with

extravagance ;
the billion dollar

congress
"

is a designation repeated as

flippantly as the cry
' '

turn out the ras-

cals
"

in the campaign of 1SS4. A
strategy of the present house is to

appropriate less than its predecessor
that it may go to the country on the

plea of economy. The aggregate of

the appropriations of the last congress
is put in the foreground, while the

items that make up that aggregate
are studiously kept out of view.

Wisdom and econom}- are not proved
b)' amounts merely. Whatever is

necessarj^ should be granted.
This country will not be developed,

and made prosperous through parsi-

mony, but as a rule all should be ap-

propriated, for which an equivalent
will be received by the people. It

has several times occurred within the

last fifteen 5-ears that appropriations,
far short of what were absolutely ne-

cessary for the public service, were
made for the purpose of affecting the

elections and when it was well known
that the deficiency must be supplied
at the next session and by the same

congress. The strategy* of the pres-
ent house is to withhold money, and
the senate is able to thwart it b}'

granting all that is reasonably re-

quired and leave it to the house to

assent or take the responsibility of

crippling the government. The tac-

tics of refusing money, which have in
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past campaigns deceived the people,
will be of doubtful value under the

conditions which now exist. It maj^

please the miser to refuse appropria-
tions for carrying our mails upon the

sea under our own flag, but it will dis-

please those who believe in develop-

ing our commerce, and that America
should be relieved from dependence
upon other nations. It will be bad
tactics to refuse money for rapid in-

crease of the navy, or to build ade-

quate coast defences, or to improve
rivers and harbors that transportation

may be facilitated and cheapened.
The attempt to repeal the sugar
bounty law under the demagognical
plea that the growers of wheat, corn,

and cotton get no such favor will not

be successful. The people know that

until sugar was put on the free list

we were paying $60,000,000 in duties
;

and we are also expending in foreign
nations for this article $70,000,000
annually ,_

while we do not buy wheat,
corn and cotton. By producing our
own sugar we avoid an enormous de-

pletion of our resources, and what is

still more important we will give em-

ployment to a large number of people.
The time has come when, how shall

we employ our people ? is the most

important question before the country ,

it is the greatest problem to solve in

in all populovis nations. By putting

sugar on the free list and granting a

bounty, the consumers were saved

during the last year fully $50,000,000.
It is incontrovertible that, in order to

succeed in sugar production with our
better paid labor, there must be pro-
tection either by duty or bounty, and
until one-half of what we consume is

produced at home, the bounty will be
the cheapest way to encourage the

industry. Surely no congress dare

refuse the money to pay pensions to

soldiers. If appropriations are less, it

will be for the reason that some of

the expenditures described will be
cut off, or the government in busi-

ness branches will be put on short

allowances.

The money question is troublesome

to both parties, and more especially
the silver coinage feature. It is not a

party question, but there are friends

and opponents of free coinage in both

parties. As represented in the popu-
lar branch of congress a large majority
of the Democrats are lor the measure,
and a minority of the Republicans.
The strategists of both parties are

laboring to devise a plan by which a
direct issue can be avoided. It

is a question that should be settled,
but apparently the people are to be
denied the opportunity to vote directly

upon it so far as the two great parties
are concerned. The effort is to shuffle

it off through a proposition for an
international conference in order to

postpone the question beyond the

election, and in the hope that the

country will be satisfied with this

political husk. The time was when
an international conference with a view
of agreeing upon a common basis was
a reasonable proposition, but confer-

ences have been tried and have failed

to produce any good result
;
and an

assent to bi-metallism in international

transactions need not be expected so

long as the leading commercial nation

of Europe continues to be the clearing
house of the world, and all balances of

trade are paid in gold in her chief cit)\

Bi-metallism will neverprevail through
diplomatic efforts

;
a policy in the

nature of coercion is necessary. Some
great nation must lead off, whether
others follow or not, and the United
States is the one to take the initiative,

because we produce one-third of the
. silver of the world, and if our policy
is American in all its features we will

be too independent to be injured by
the action of any or all other nations.

The Napoleonic policy was to fight
first and negotiate afterwards. It

would do us no harm to adopt it on
this question. There can be no doubt
that a large majority of the American

people favor free silver coinage, and

they ought to have an opportunity to

disclose their will. The strategists of

both parties arc laboring to subordin-

ate the money question and to make
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the tariff the leading issue of the

campaign.
It must in truth be said that the

republican position on this question is

undisguised, and that the democratic

strategists are taxing their wits to

devise some way to make a successful

attack upon it. During the first

fifty-five years of our existence under
the constitution there was substantially
one opinion on this question and it

was in favor of the principle of pro-
tection to American labor and encour-

agement to manufacturing indus-

tries.

In 1844 a new theory was promul-
gated in the national democratic plat-

form and it was to impose duties upon
foreign commodities for the sole pur-

pose of raising revenue, ignoring the

development of American industries

and protection to American labor.

This has been the issue ever since that

time. The real issue of 1844 was ob-

scured by the interposition of Texas
annexation, and until the war of the

rebellion, by the slavery question.
The necessities of the government
during the war, and for many j^ears

thereafter, required such duties as

would give ample protection. As the

debt and expenses of the government
were reduced, conditions became such
as to cause a revival of the free trade

issue. It is an issue that the democrats
avoided for a considerable time, and
never but once have they made it the

paramount question and that was in

1884. Their favorite strategy has

been to make an ambiguous platform.
That of 1 884 was so ambiguous that

Mr. Randall supported it on the ground
that it recognized the protective prin-

ciple and Messrs. Carlisle, Morrison
and others because it did not. They
must have been sincere because their

votes were different on the Morrison
Tariff Bill in the Forty-Ninth Con-

gress. In his message to the Fiftieth

Congress the democratic president
construed for the first time the platform
on which he was elected. He gave
utterance to the free trade views which

originated with John C. Calhoun and

which under his dictation were put
into the platform of 1S44. The dem-
ocratic House of Representatives

passed a bill reflecting the views of

the President. The convention of

1888 reafiirmed the platform of 1884
in phraseology equally ambiguous,
except that it indorsed the President's

message and the free trade Mills' bill. •

This effectually removed the ambigtiity
in the minds of the people and the

verdict of the country was in favor of

the protective principle.
The Fifty-First Congress proceeded

to carry out the instructions of the

people. The measure known as the

McKinley law was resi.sted by the

democrats both on principle and in

detail. It was made the prominent
issue in 1890 and the democrats carried

the House of Representatives by an

unprecedented majority. As in the

Forty-Ninth and P'iftieth Congresses
they had attempted a thorough re-

vision of the tariff on free trade lines

in the face of a republican senate
;

it

was presumed that they would proceed
in the same way in the present con-

gress. The result of the election in

1890 caused many republicans to fear

that the issue upon the McKinley law
in 1S92 might prove disastrous. The
Hon. Mr. Lodge of Massachusetts, in

an article in one of our magazines,
predicted that the issue of this year
would not be upon the McKinley law
but upon a bill of revision similar to

the Mills bill, which would be framed
and passed bj- the present house. This

may have suggested to the dem-
ocratic strategists the policy that has
been adopted in dealing with the

tariff. The great body of the dem-
ocrats in congress agree with the

principle embodied in the Mills bill,

and if they followed their convictions
would re.sort to a complete revision

rather than to the plan of
"
punching

holes" in the law. This plan is in-

tended to leave as much of the law open
for attack as possible and to avoid the
issue of protection in the impending
election. They hesitate to repeat what

proved to be a blunder in 18SS. It is
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curious tactics, for it is fair to presume
that what they do not attack in the

McKinley law is deemed by them to

be unobjectionable. If they leave the

protective principle in the law un-

touched to a great extent it is hoped
that the protection democrat will be

satisfied, and as all the proposed
changes are in Ihe direction of free

trade, it is supposed that the free

trade element will be appeased. There
is a further feature worthy of notice

and it is, that raw materials which are

produced at home are placed upon the

free list. The New England States

produce but little raw material while

they manufacture largely. This gen-
erosity is an appeal to the venality of

the New England manufactures and is

designed to have a specific political
effect. I^ate elections show that it is

not impossible for the democrats to

carry several of those states which may
be necessary to their winning the

presidency ;
and this concession to the

New England manufactures will also

break the objectionable effect to an
extent of the free silver coinage senti-

ment of the southern and western

democrats, in New England where
mono-metallism is dominant.
Whether so disposed or not the

republicans are not in a position to

successfully mislead the people. They
have possession of the executive
branch of the government and have
made a record. Upon the tariff their

views are unmistakably in favor of

the protective principle of the McKin-

ley law as an entirety, but admitting
that in some of its details there may
be errors which .should be corrected.

On the silver question the}- stand com-
mitted to the Windom law and in

matters of appropriations they favor a
liberal increase of the navy, coast de-

fenses, improvement of rivers and
harbors, encouragement to the build-

ing of a merchant marine, adequate
buildings for the transaction of the

public business, a l:)Ounty for the

encouragement of sugar production,
and the existing pension laws. Their

strategy is to defend these measures
before the country, and to force the
democrats to show their hands upon
all these subjects.
The country would be better gov-

erned and elections would be pure if

there was an utter absence of strategy
to secure mere party ascendency or

personal aggrandizement. It is com-

forting to know that partisan feeling
and party discipline have been grow-
ing weaker within the last few j-ears,

and that the power of the strategist
and boss is waning. A stronger in-

dividualism is being developed as

intelligence increases. Appeals to

local or class prejudices are less effect-

ive and the tendency is to get back
to primeval principles and restore the

government to popular control under
the theory on wliicli it was constructed.

There are many hopeful signs that the

manipulator will ere long be .shorn of

his strength, and that mere political

strategy will become a lost art.



BALLAD OF THE SUMMER SUN

BY CHARLOTTE PKRKINS STETSON

It is said that human nature needeth hardship to be strong,

That highest growth has come to man in countries white with snow,
And they tell of truth and wisdom that to northern folk belong,

And claim the brain is feeble where the south winds always blow.

They forget to read the story of the ages long ago !

The lore that built the pyramids where still the simoon veers,

The knowledge framing Tyrian ships, the greater skill that steers,

The learning of the Hindu in his volumes never done—
All the wisdom of Egyptians and the old Chaldean seers

Came to man in summer lands beneath a summer sun.

It is said that humr.n nature needeth hardship to be strong.

That courage bred of meeting cold makes martial bosoms glow ;

And they point to might}" generals the northern folk among,
And call mankind emasculate where southern waters flow.

They forget to look at histor}^ and see the nations grow !

The cohorts of Assyrian Kings, the Pharaoh's charioteers.

The march of Alexander, the Persian's conquering spears,

The legions of the Roman, from Ethiop to Hun—
The power that mastered all the world and held it years on years

Came to man in summer lands, beneath a summer sun.

It is said that human nature needeth hardship to be strong.

That onl}' pain and suffering the power to feel bestow,

And the}' show lis noble artists made great by loss and ^^Tong,

And claim the soul is lowered that has pleasure without woe.

They forget the perfect monuments that pleasure's blessing show !

The statue and the temple no modern artist uears,

Song and verse and music forever in our ears.

The glory that remaineth while the sands of time shall run—
The beauty of immortal art that never disappears

Came to man in summer lands beneath a summer sun.

The faith of Thor and Odin, the creed of force and fears,

Cruel gods that deal in death the icebound soul reveres,

But the Lord of Peace and Blessing was not one !

Truth and Power and Beauty, Love that endeth tears.

Came to man in summer lands beneath a summer sun.
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A MYSTIC JOURNEY

BY I. L. G.

DREAMS
are very unsubstantial

food for thought, and yet, how
often do we awake to the inex-

orable morning light dumbly feeling
that our journeyings, during the mys-
terious unconscious state, have in

them more of actuality than the pro-
saic happenings of everyday life.

We are, more or less, capable of

distinguishing between the illusions

following physical disturbances and
those resulting from an excited mental
condition. But, when the tired body
and restless brain are alike in repose,
we maj^ permit ourselves to feel that

our dreams are a phase of life, and
not a fancied vision. Sometimes
these dreams are vague. Familiar,

3'-et unknown, faces rise in space,

intangible, transparent and altogether

wanting in solidit}^ which we vainly
endeavor to separate from the surround-

ing haze. Then again they are accu-

rately, clearly and delicately defined

as by a silver point in the hand of a

master, and compact as a picture in a

frame
;

a picture, whose mysterious
legend we cannot unfold though we
may interpret it as we please.

It is now some months since I had
the dream which I am aljout to relate,

rather to look at it by the light of

other eyes than to hope to amuse or

interest. It was more of a real occur-

rence to me than many an incident in

the past. I shall not attempt to fill

in by explanation, but relate simply
as though I described a picture.

I seemed, with many others, to be

living in a stately home of great archi-

tectural beauty. All that could sat-

isfy the human in us was there, ex-

quisite furni.shings, light and space.
The mistress of the mansion was a

lovely, .soft-voiced, majestic woman,
who was at once hostess and guardian
ofour lives and, while not a har.sh task-

mistress, gentlj^ admonished us for

neglected work—work that was suited

to our strength and capability
—and,

in many cases, adapted to individual

fancy. She was not niggardly in

rewarding for good work, and con-

stantly pressed on us the hospitalities
of her magnificent domain.

Our perception of the beautiful was

quickened. Each day the curtain

was swept from before a noble gallery
of art, and we reveled in pictures that

nev^er grew old. The dreamj^ beauty
of the soft landscapes, rugged rocks

and dashing streams gave a sense of

freshness and added variety. Perfec-

tion in form and feature and decided,

yet delicate coloring, characterized all

the pictures there.

Delightful gardens were thrown

open for our gratification. There,
amid sweet-smelling flowers, shrubs

and umbrageous trees was a heaven-

inspired orchestra and sweetest music,
subtle and calming, filled its hearers

with an ecstas}^ not to be described.

And yet, I was discontented. My
spirit craved for something higher
and nobler. It pleaded for freedom,
beat against the confining walls, and

longed for time to be no more. But
the soft voice said :

' '

Peace, it is not

yet time."
The days passed on

; months, years
flew over me and still I was an unfet-

tered prisoner. From time to time

our party was augmented by others,

some of whom were joyous and pleas-
ant guests taking no thought for

aught but the present, the rest were
silent and morose

;
no effort made to

please satisfied them, and they in time

departed from our circle as mysteri-

ously as Ihey had come. There were

many, like myself, who chafed against
the apparent restrictions, yet they
could not withstand the pleadings of
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the grand and lovable mistress of our

lives, and passively suljinitted to their

fate. But over me the old unsatisfied

longing gained power day by day.

My existence seemed utterly useless,

the occupations of every-day life so

petty that I tired of them almost

before well begun. Once I voiced

my rebellious feelings to one whom I

had chosen as a companion, a maiden
in whom was embodied all that was
delicate and pure. I said :

"
Oh, to be free from these confin-

ing walls ;
to rise above all that holds

me down ;
to breathe the pure air in

which dwell those beings who are

above and beyond the materiality of

our present state
;

to soar untram-
meled in the space above, is my ab-

sorbing desire !

' '

"Indeed, I like it here," said she,

"It is so delightful discovering

strange new places every day. Our

pleasant associates, too
; yes, they

are charming. Besides, I am looking
and waiting for that which I feel

puzzled to name and which I fear I

shall never find, but I keep hoping
that the next day may reveal it to me.

Strange, is it not?" And a gleam
came into her sunny orbs as she con-

tinued :

' ' The certainty I have that

it is something I had once in my pos-
session and have lost but I cannot

imagine what it is. Oh ! I am con-

tent, believe me." And brightly

smiling she bounded away.
Had I ever felt as she ? Was there

ever a time when I could say, I like

it here? Restlessly I wandered up
and down. I met an old man, bent

and gray, leaning heavily on his staff.

I spoke to him.
" Do you remain long here, or are

you, too, eager to go home ?
"

I said.

He regarded me intently for a short

space, and at last in a tremulous

voice, replied :

"
I do not know when I go ; truly

I cannot say. My children are here,

many of my old friends tarr>' on,

and I find it very pleasant. I do

not think I shall be in a hurry to

depart."

I turned from him, and presently
met a young man, athletic and
handsome he swung along. A sad,

haras.sed look on his face made me
believe he could not be satisfied.
" Find it tiresome ?

" was his answer
to my enquiry, "anxious to go back

home ? Oh, no ! the Ijest of it is to

come. I am just beginning to feel

interested. No, no ! this is too de-

lighttul to give up."
I reproached myself for my discon-

tent, but could not .sympathize with

those who clung so tenaciously to the

present existence.

Can you, then, conceive of my joy
when a day came that the crj- went

ringing through the halls,
" Time to

depart ! Time to depart ! Time to

depart !

"
I noticed that none of tho.se

in the room with me had seemed to

hear as I did, but with careless indiffer-

ence, each pursued his occupation.
There were some who laughed gaily,
chatted and danced merrily and others

worked diligently ;
the student quietly

read his book and made notes on the

margin, as usual. I was astonished

at the apathy with which they re-

garded the clarion summons, but lost

not an instant, hastily I gathered
around me my wrappings, for, as I

approached the open door, the chill

air struck me. Passing into the outer

chamber, which was filled with efful-

gent light, I was joined by my com-

rade, who, with sober face and a sad

drooping of the dainty mouth, said :

"I do not wish to go. but I may
not remain here longer.

' '

We hastened on, down broad marble
stairs, through spacious corridors, each

succeeding one more and more dimlj'

lighted, until at last obscurity pre-
vailed. By groping, we reached the

open doorway that led to the free air.

I felt a delicious sense of satisfaction

as I drew in the draughts of pure
ether that appeared to pass through
and through me, until at last my
whole being seemed purified. All

that I now desired was light, that my
eyes might gaze on the great and un-

known world outside the confines of
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raj' late home, passing through the

open door, we found a darkness

deeper than the mind can picture.
Tlie space was void of moon and stars,

and ga\"e back no soft gleam of float-

ing cloud, no promise that the sun
would rise on the morrow. The air

was chill and motionless. Strange,
quiet sounds fell on the ear.

With clasped hands we stood, fear-

less and unquestioning, and in perfect
faith advanced at the command of

our friend, whose vibrating voice

called to us from out the gloom.
Guided by an vmseeu power, for our

eyes saw nothing, we approached until

we stood by the side of a long, low
chariot or car, then a mystic lumin-

osity, which seemed to exude from
her revealed our friend seated in the
far corner holding in her arms a fretful

infant, whom in her loving way she

gently soothed. She said a few kind
words of regret that we were to part.
I eagerly enquired, "May I come

again, to tell you of my happiness?
"

With a look of ineffable love she
smiled into my eyes, vouchsafing no

reply. At this instant my attention

was caught by a movement, noiseless

as the sweeping clouds, and I dis-

cerned the faint outline of an upright,
silent form. A sensation of dread
now took possession of me and I

clung to the hand of our hostess.

Gaining courage therefrom, I looked
at the unknown and asked :

"W^hoare you?"
Shuddering I clo.sed my e3'es for it

was a sight to freeze my blood and
numb my tongue. Gaining courage
I leaned forward and endeavored to

pierce the darkness. Nearer still, I

pressed, and found that the spectral

light had distorted to demoniacal

features, a face, pale and delicate as

a snow-drop, with sad, soft, dark

eyes. The lower part of the face ex-

pressed decision and resolution while
the Ijroad waxen brow told of scons of

tlunight.
With a sigh of relief I turned to

look on the home that had sheltered

me for .so long a time. A fine mist

aImo.st enveloped it leaving but a

shadowy outline to indicate its place,
while a faint light showed to me
a host of slaves moving hither and
thither before it. Some of them were
black and hideously repulsive and they
leaped and frantically gesticulated.
Thc}^ carried sharp, glittering knives,
cruel looking instruments. Others

again, were beautiful in feature and
almost white, their movements slow
and languorous and in their hands
were curiously shaped vessels. Many
of those forms were clearly visible,
the rest, merely spectral.

Astonished, I said, "Strange, I did
not know you had these servants.

lyOng as I lived with you I never .saw

them in attendance."
' '

They are not ni}^ servants. I need
but one,

' '

said she.
' '

They are— ' ' and
her voice was low and sorrowful—
' '

they are the hand-maids of Death
;

her train of attendants who lie in

wait for unsuspecting mortals and
at last bring them to the portals
of the world on whose border we
are now waiting. This, my child,

is the Chariot of Death which conveys
those who are done with life to the

Great Beyond."
"If this be Death, this glorious

being, and those her slaves, this

her chariot, then, who are you ?

And who am I ? What am I ?

Now that I .see Death, am I a spirit?
Tell me, I pray you ! I have waited
so long."

"
I am the .spirit of life," she said,

I come, I go. It is my work to

foster the life of each mortal, to

make all things reasonabh' just and

perfect, to provide occupation and

relaxation, above all to combat
Death in every po.ssible way, to

supply antidotes to the poisons
administered by her slaves

; poisons
that afflict the body and exhaust the

.spirit. This frail child in my arms

may not encounter the journey of life

beyond a short sjiace. We wait but

to .see shall Ivife or Death ])revail."
' ' Why is Death so cruel i'

"
I cried,

"why the slow poison? TIil' (]uick
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knife ? And why all the agony of

living, encompassed as we are b}^

lurking, demoniacal savages ?
' '

"That, you could not understand.
It is Ijej'ond you. Not even Death
herself may know and I dare not seek

the knowledge. L,ife to many—to all—is a con.stant struggle. The strong-
est find it wearisome. To the weak it

is mere existence. True, life has many
attractions. The earth is beautiful,

and there are indomital)]c s]Mrits,

who make a success of that which is

misery to another, and who nobly fulfil

the duties imposed on them . Life must
terminate. Mortals dread their inev-

itable fate. Who is there, then, in

perfect health that would willinglj-

encounter the unknown future ?
' '

"Strange" she mused, "that Death
should be so feared ! Life is but the

childhood of the perfection that comes
from death."

Missing ni}- companion from my
side I started toward the house, hoping
to find her there, ignoring the warn-

ing voice that called to me,
' ' You

maj^ not return ! You may not re-

turn !

' '

I hastened on, but, to my consterna-

tion, found that a stream of water
flowed between me and the home of

other days. Dark, deep and sullen,

it majestically rolled. The slaves

were no longer on the other side. In-

stead were many whom I had known
and loved in the past, that now seemed
so far away. They wept and wrung
their hands, uttering the while, woeful

and piteous cries. My heart ached
for their sorrow, and had it been pos-
sible I should have gone back to share

their grief.

Returning, chilled and wearied, I

encountered dark shapes, moving rest-

lessl}' hither and thither
;

while the

trailing garments of ethereal forms

noiselessly swept the earth and mys-
terious sounds, like the soft sighing of

pine leaves, were breathed on the

air.
"
May I enter now?" I cried, "a

cold wind blows, and I have tarried

long."
' '

Come,
' ' was the response, in a

strange, sweet voice,
' ' the horses are

growing impatient." Even as I

looked there appeared to me number-
less hor.ses attached to the chariot.

Those near by were distinct, and away
in the distance I could make out

through the deepening mist a moving
haunch, an arching neck, while the

muffled thud of their hoofs aud their

subdued snorting fell dully on my
ears. I found my.self seated in the

car and felt a warm kiss on my brow.
A dreamy sensation of perfect rest and
contentment came over me, and then

Life and Death and all else faded

away. The voices of mourning became
hushed to a faint wail, and I, and the

little child, alone in the car, seemed

moving with wonderfully easy swift-

ness through space. No fear, no
terror of the unknown, disturbed the

pure, steadfast faith I had in the
future.

We advanced through thick dark-
ness and an unmoving atmosphere. At
last the morning star, calm and bright,
shone out. We left the chariot, and
hovered as birds in the illimitable,

silent empyrean. Star after star

revolved about us, sending forth scin-

tillating gleams of light. Broken
strains of sweet music added joy to

my senses. A glorious iridescent

light gleamed from afar. Cloud-like
forms approached, and with an exult-

ant feeling, I dared to say, "This is

heaven."
A sense of sinking, a horrible

weight. I loosed my hand from that

of my companion, that I might not

drag her down, and with a convulsive

effort. I unclosed my eyes to another

pitiless day.



LOWER CALIFORNIA

THE
question of the value of Lower Cali-

fornia is one which will continually rise

to the surface and is of more or less interest

to the Pacific Coast in general. The Cali-
FORNiAN begins with the present issue a

series of articles which will appear from
time to time on this little known region, in

which will be pointed out its productions
and possibilities of all kinds. The present
article refers to the valuable pearl fisheries

of the Gulf of California, of which the city
of La Paz is the centre of interest. The

author, Mr. Townsend, is a special agent
ofthe Department of the Interior, authorized

to investigate the subject in the interests of

this government. The value of these fish-

eries, which are rarely heard of, is not gen-

erally appreciated, and so far as it relates to

pearls themselves, the illustration of the

ten-thousand dollar pearl, a life-sized cut

of which is given in the paper, is suggestive
of the value of the fisheries. The Cali-

FORNiAN is indebted to Mr. George F.

King, gem expert of Messrs. TifFanj' & Co.,

New York, for several fine cuts of pearls
from this vicinity, but, unfortunately they
were not received in time for use.

THE PACIFIC COAST AND THE NATION

There is no question regarding the im-

portance or the value of the Pacific Coast

States to the Nation at large. This is con-

ceded everywhere, yet, so far, it has been im-

possible for this section to obtain the recog-
nition it deserves and should have. Cali-

fornia should be represented in the Cabinet

at Washington, and it is to be hoped that

the next President, be he a Republican or

Democrat, will bear in mind that the

Pacific Coast is a factor in the development
of the country at large and should receive

suitable recognition. The Pacific Coast is

an empire in itself. Oregon, Washington,
California and Alaska represent untold

riches awaiting development, but until the

region in question can catch the public ear

it will remain in the background. The
coast line of California has two harbors of

the first class—San Francisco and San

Diego, On every hand it is conceded that

the coast adjacent to Los Angeles should

have a harbor that will be an improvement
on the present one, yet representatives in

congress are unable to secure an adequate

appropriation simply because the majority
of members are possessed with a dense

ignorance of the actual requirements in the

case.

THE PACIFIC COAST WONDER LAND

In the present issue is given a second

paper on the glaciers of the Pacific Coast,

a description of wonders that have not been

dreamed of by the masses of the people.
Thousands of tourists go yearly to Switzer-

land to visit the famous glaciers of the

Alps, in many instances not knowing that

in their own country, reaching down from

their own mountains there are rivers of

frozen snow that when compared to the

glaciers of Europe, completely overshadow

them. The Hubbard Glacier shown in the

accompanying article is one of the most

magnificent spectacles ever looked upon by
the eye of man, while a little farther to the

north is the famous Malaspina, brought
before the public lately by Russel, that is

one of the wonders of the world, a gigantic

field of ice representing six hundred square

miles, formed by a score or more of glaciers

that reach down to it, and may be traced,

winding their way into it to I^iccome lost.

An interesting point in all this is llu- fact
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that all these glaciers are receding, the tes-

timony of observers two hundred years ago

showing that the ice docs not reach down so

far at present as it did then, suggestive that

the climate of the North is milder. This

article and others to follow is published
with the hope that it will spur Americans
on to fully investigate these wonders at our

doors, and open the waj' for the tourists of

the world. We have a Mount Blanc in

St. Elias with its (nineteen thousand five

hundred feet) that has defied some of the

best Alpine climbers of the country, while

as for glaciers, those of the Alps sink into

insignificance beside these American giants,
that take their place beside the big trees,

the Yosemite, Niagara, and other American
wonders.

THE CHINESE QUESTION

The articles on the Chinese, especially
their customs and ways, have aroused great
interest throughout the country, if we may
judge by the letters and communications on
the subject. The famous contract and its

translation, a literal bill of sale of a

Chinese woman, has been placed in the

hands of thousands of workers throughout
the country, and will undoubtedly do much
good in tending to break up these infamous

practices in this countr}^ It should not be

understood, as it has been in some instances,

that the best element of the Chinese in this

country is in favor of opium dens and woman
slavery. They are not, and in this connec-

tion we publish the following from the

Hon. Thos. D. Riordan, addressed to the

Rev. Dr. Masters :

San Francisco, April 7th, 1S92.
Doctor F. J. Masters :

Dk.\R Sir—In response to j'ours of April
2d, will say that the Chinese merchants of
San Francisco held a public meeting about
ten years ago, at which they passed resolu-
tions to the effect that a petition be sent to
the United States Congress requesting the

passage of a law absolutely prohibiting the

importation of any opium except for medic-
inal purposes. Whether the petition was
sent or not, I am unable to say, but the
action of the merchants was extensiveh-

publi.shcd in near!}- all the papers. The
merchants to-day would be ver\' glad to
have such a law passed, and for various
reasons : First, they recognize the fact that
il is injurious to their people ; secondly, they
derive no profit from its sale

;
the only

profit that is derived from handling the

drug consists in either smuggling it into
the country, or in the surreptitious manu-
facture of the domestic article

; thirdly, the

opium traffic is a source of constant annoy-
ance, expense and blackmail to the Chi-
nese people. Any other information that I

can give you on the subject will be most
cheerfully given.

Yours Respectfully,
Thos. D, Riordan.

THE position of DR. MASTERS

The papers on the Chinese by the Rev.
Dr. Masters have been misunderstood by
some, and an editorial in The Californian
appears to some of his friends to place him
in an erroneous position, and we gladly give

place to the following letter, in which his

position and that of The Californian is

fully explained :

San Francisco, Cal., May 3d, 1S92.
Professor C. F. Holder, Editor Californian

Illustrated Magazine :

Dear Sir—In your last number of The
Californian, an editorial note referring
to my paper on "

Opium Smoking
"

says : "The paper is presented as one of a
series to illustrate that the Chinese are not
a desirable addition to our population."
As you did not intend to convey the impres-
sion that I had written with any such object
in view, I shall feel obliged if you will
allow me to offer a word of explanation to

my friends, many of whom have under-
stood the clause to mean that I am writing
a series of articles in favor of the exclusion
of the Chinese from this countn,-. That
highbinders, procurers of female slaves, and
opium smokers are an undesirable element
of our population I have no doubt. The
same may be said of our anarchists,
rustlers, prize-fighters, dnuikards and
keepers of saloons, dives and bagnios. If a
whole race is to be condemned and excluded
because crime and \-ice are found among its

people, what will become of us?

My papers on "
Highbinders and Opium

Smoking" were written not to urge exclu-
sion, but to expose evils and A-ices that are
condemned by the better classes of Chinese
in our midst, and to suggest where the

remed}' can be found andapplied. With
wiser laws, purer courts and stronger gov-
ernment, the Chinese might become "the
most law-abiding element of our popula-
tion. I am Yours Truly,

Frederic J. Masters.

The object ofThe Cai,iforni.\n is to point
out in these articles some of the great ulcer

spots among the Chinese in America, fully

expose their methods and so enable Ameri-
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cans to co-operate with law-abiding Chinese

of the better class in stamping out the evil.

The papers are but the first in a series, and

will be followed by others upon social evils

among American commvmities, showing
the evils that exist, what philanthropy is

doing, and what can still further be done

by all classes co-operating to crush out

these evils.

SELECTION IN EMIGRANTS

IT is a fact that there is a vast amount of

unoccupied land in California. It is also

conceded that this State is a poor man's

paradise
—that he can live here in greater

comfort than in any land under the sun.

This is not surmise but a demonstratable

fact. The question of greatest importance
to California, then, is to see these broad

acres dotted with homes, induce tillers of

the soil to come here, bring their wives and

families and develop the riches which the

soil contains. Many and varied attempts
are made to accomplish this. Local papers

contain descriptions of the charms of the

locality which they represent. The people

organize Boards of Trade, Chambers of

Commerce, and pamphlets are jiublished,

and sent broadcast over the world—all at-

tracting the attention of vast numbers of

people, and it has become a byword that

this State is better advertised than any

region in America, and one that cannot be

controverted. It is a question whether we
should stop here, whether this method alone

is suflScient. California of all States does

not desire a pauper population, and it is

known that many foreign governments find

it the most economical method to ship their

poor here or to some other State, trvisting

by hook or crook to get rid of them. Thus

it is that every State in the Union has

paupers and professional incompetents that

sooner or later become a bvirden upon the

people and State. California is an empire
in itself; within its borders it has all cli-

mates and jjroductions from every zone. It

would seem then that there should be some

method, some system and limitation to

the invitation we send out. In short we
should make our own selection instead of

inviting the world. The counties of South-

ern, Central and Northern California, with

their great and diverse possibilities could

well afford to send responsible agents to

Europe to carry the story of the possibilities

of the regions they represent to the better

class of people m Europe, the well-to-do

farmers and agriculturists, and thus by

dealing directly with them, show them

exactly what to expect. The raisin and

wine men of Spain and France would be at

home in California while they would be

lost in Nebraska, and so on
;
the selection

might be made from the people most desir-

able and the best equipped for the country
and the work to do. Agents well provided
with California literature in the French and

Spanish language, could be sent to these

countries with profit. They should lecture

in the well-to-do towns and follow the sug-

gestions of Walter Raymond, the excursion-

ist, who sends a stereoptican lecturer

throiigh the Eastern resorts in the summer,

picturing the delights of a winter in Cali-

fornia. This could be done in Europe and

emigrants obtained who would be not only

adapted to the work here, but who would

possess means sufiicient to establish them in

the land of their choice.

PSYCHICAL SCIENCE CONGRESS

One of the interesting features of the

World's Fair is to be the Psychical Science

Congress, which will be held in connection

with the World's Fair. Dr. Elliott Cones,

Vice-Chairman of the Congress, has been

especially active in llie matter, and the result

will be one of especial value to science.

The committee of this congress believes

that the time is propitious for a public dis-

cussion, by leading thinkers of all countries,

of certain phenomena which may be classi-

fied under the general head of Psychical

Science.

It is proposed to treat these phenomena
both historically, analytically and experi-

mentally. The following synopsis of work

is indicated for the congress, subject to such

modification as occasion may seem to require,

and especially to such changes as may result

from the expression of the views of those

addressed in this preliminary announce-

ment :

I. a. General History of P.sychical phe-
nomena.

b. The value ofhuman testimony con-

cerning these phenomena.
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c. Results of individual effort in the

collection of Psychical data and

in the solution of the problems

arising therefrom.

d. The origin and growth of Societies

for Psychical Research, and the

results which they have thus far

achieved.

2. Detailed consideration of the various

classes of Psychical phenomena, of the theo-

ries offered for their elucidation, and of the

further problems that demand investigation.

The questions to be discussed may be

grouped provisionally under the following

heads :

a. Thought-Transfcrance or Telepathy—
the action of one mind upon another

independently of the recognized

channels of sense. The nature and

extent of this action. Spontaneous
cases and experimental investiga-

tion.

b. Hypnotism or Mesmerism. Nature

and characteristics of the hypnotic
trance in its various phases, includ-

ing Auto-Hypnotism, Clair^-oyance,

Hypnotism at a distance, and Mul-

tiplex Personality. Hypnotism in

its application to Therapeutics.

c. Hallucinations, fallacious and veridi-

cal. Premonitions. Apparitions of

the living and of the dead.

d. Independent Clairvoyance and Clair-

audiencc. Ps\-chometry. Auto-

matic Speech, Writing, etc. The

Mediumistic Trance and its relations

to ordinary hypnotic states.

e. Psychophysical phenomena, such as

Raps, Tablc-Tippings, Independent

Writing, and other spirituistic mani-

festations.

f. The relations of the above groups of

phenomena to one another
;
the con-

nection betw^een Psychics and

Physics ;
the bearing of Psychical

Science upon Human Personality,

and especially upon the question of

a P^uture Life.

The C.vlifornian wishes to call the atten-

tion of its readers to the fact that this con-

gress desires to have an advisory council

that -wnll be international in its make-up,
and the Societj- vaW gladly receive sugges-
tions from all interested in the matter.

Communications may be addressed to Dr.

Elliott Coues or John C. Bundy, World's

Congress Auxiliary, Chicago, 111.

PRESIDENTIAL CURIOSITIES

AT one time there was almost a supersti-

tion that a man whose name began with

"C" could not become President, because

so many had been aspirants and had failed.

Among them were the two Clintons of New

York, Crawford of Georgia, Calhoun of

South Carolina, Clay of Kentucky, Clayton

of Delaware, Cass of Michigan, Collomer of

Vermont, Chase of Ohio and Cameron of

I'ennsylvauia. Cleveland's success opened
a ray of hope to those whose names begin

with that unfortunate letter.

On the other hand it was deemed great

good fortune to possess a name with the
" on " in it, because so many had been suc-

cessful. All the Presidents, except one,

who were re-elected had such a name. They
were Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Mon-

roe, Jackson and Lincoln. In the latter

the "1" in the last syllable is silent, and

hence the pronunciation is the same as in

the other cases. If the present incumbent

of the presidential office is re-elected, an

addition will be made to the list.

It was also believed that a nomination of

one who had been a Senator or more espe-

cially one who was a present Senator would

turn out unfortunately in the election.

De Witt Clinton, Clay, Crawford, Cass, and

Blaine who were or had been Senators, were

all defeated
;
on the other hand, Monroe,

Jackson, Van Buren, W. H. Harrison,

Pierce, Buchanan and Benjamin Harrison,

had all been, but were not Senators at the

time of their election. Garfield was Senator

elect. It is true that there have been a

large number of Senators who have aspired

to the presidency and have not succeeded.

The reason is that if they have ser\-ed

long and more especially if they have been

conspicuous, they have by speech or vote

been compelled to act upon a great variety

of questions, and have displeased elements

or interests which have antagonized them.

It is this which ordinarily renders the nom-

ination of a Senator unad\-isable notwith-

standing the bad luck that has attended

senatorial aspirants, there have been and
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are many men who seek the Senate as a

stepping-stone to the Presidency.
The nomination of a soldier is deemed an

augnry of success. The soldiers elected

were Washington, Monroe, Jackson, W. H.

Harrison, Taylor, Pierce, Grant, Hayes,

Garfield, and Benjamin Harrison. Burr in

iSoo, Jackson in 1824, W. H. Harrison in

1836, Fremont in 1856 and McClellan in

1864 were defeated by civilians. Two
soldiers were defeated by soldiers, Scott by
Pierce and Hancock by Garfield. Soldier

candidates have defeated civilians in twelve

elections, and civilians have defeated sol-

diers in five. It is quite natural that soldiers

should be preferred because they have given
the highest proof of self-abnegation and

patriotism.
At the beginning of the government an

election to the Vice-Presidency was regarded
as a designation to the succession, and the

theory' was carried out as to John Adams
and Jefferson. The idea was never followed

thereafter except in the case of Van Buren,
who succeeded Jackson. It has become the

practice to nominate a man who has become
a proper subject to be shelved.

Before the War of the Rebellion, the

South actually had the Presidency fifty-two

years, and the North twenty years. If W.
H. Harrison and Taylor had time to serve

out their terms, the South would have had
the Presidency just twice as long as the

North.

The aggregate of the terms of the Presi-

dents elected east of the Appalachian
Mountains is fifty-six years, and that of

those elected west, when the present term

shall expire, is forty-eight years.

Since 1S48 neither of the great parties has

nominated a candidate south of Mason and
Dixon's line, though one wing of the Dem-
ocratic party and the American party in

i860 chose their candidates south of that

line. For twelve years more than two-

thirds of the Democratic electoral votes have
been cast in the South, yet the party has

not the generosity to nominate a presiden-
tial candidate from that section.

Four Presidents have died in office and
were succeeded by Vice-Presidents, three of

whom betrayed their party and one, Chester

A. Arthur, remained true.

One ex-President served in the House of

Representatives and another in the Senate,

The oldest man elected to the Presidency
was W, H. Harrison and the youngest was

U. S. Grant. The Adams and Harrison

families have each given two Presidents to

the country.

THE MISSIONS AND THE WORLD'S FAIR

The Missions and Mission Indians should

be well represented at the World's Fair,

and in this connection we are reminded ol

the excellent display made by the Pasadena

Art Loan Association a year or so ago, at

which all the attractive and artistic features

of these people were presented
—their art

work, lace, baskets and stone work. If the

idea of the art loan could be carried out in

Chicago, and the same exhibition given
there that thousands saw at Pasadena, the

display would be a valuable addition to the

fair. At an early day The Californian
will publish an article on the subject, show-

ing what California could do in this con-

nection, and doubtless the question will be

taken up and pushed through to a success-

ful issue. The Missions, the Indians and

their early history are among the most

attractive features of California of to-day.

In them we find our State history and the

astonishing spectacle of a race of haxdy

people that were almost wiped out of exist-

ence in a few hundred years, and who are

now not much more than a memorj^ in the

land which they formerly held by sovereign

right and power.

S>,
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THE
Pacific Coast world of letters has

suffered a loss in the past month in the

death of Emily Tracy Y. Parkhurst. Mrs.
Parkhurst was connected with The Cali-
FORNIAN as an assistant editor, was a con-

tributor to its columns, and wrote its

literary reviews. She was a woman of rare

promise, possessed of great talent, which,
combined with executive ability, made her

a prominent figure in many assemblies.

Her especial work was the formation of the

Pacific Coast Woman's Press Association.

A few years ago she traveled through the

State and made the personal acquaintance
of all the Pacific Coast writers, her object

being to advance the interests of women
writers—bring them out and aid them in

obtaining a field for their work. In this

she was extremely successful. She gathered
about her hundreds of contributors to the

literary press of the day, and finally

organized the Press Association, ofwhich she

became Secretary. The work thus accom-

plished did much in encouraging women to

make a fight for themselves, and by her

means many are now self-supporting who,

previous to the movement, realized little or

nothing from their literary work. Mrs. Park-

hurst combined rare executive ability with

literary discernment and taste, and was a

brilliant organizer. At the time of her

death, she had plans laid out for work that

would have appalled many. One was a

thorough investigation of the possibility of

woman's work in horticulture and agricul-
ture in this State. This was not theory, as

the plan included a system by which
women could enter the lists with men in

farming and market their products. Few
women had so large an acquaintance ;

few

will be missed by so great a number, and so

a well-spent bright life is ended—apparently
cut short, yet leaving a rich heritage, a rare

example to those who are left behind.

The history and experience of The C.\li-

FORNIAN is interesting in connection with

new publications in showing that there is

always a field for a new periodical, if the

latter is suited to the time and place. The
success of The Californian at the begin-

ning of its first volume is far beyond what
its projectors anticipated at the end of the

first year, and demonstrates the fact that

there is room for an illustrated magazine of
the very first class on this coast—one that

shall take a stand with the great Eastern

publications.

We find on the table "Verses "
by Rachel

Bassett Holder, a well-known Minister of

the Society of Friends of Lynn, Mass. The

poems which make up the little volume

nearly all bear the imprint of the intense

religious thought that held among the fol-

lowers of George Fox, thirty or more years

ago. The author wrote them from time to

time during a long lifetime of good works
and deeds, but would never consent to their

publication, believing that it was not con-

sistent with complete humility to hold up
such productions to the public gaze. Many
were so notable, showing so many evidences

of the bright genius that smouldered under
this restraint, that they have been collected

from various sources and published by her

granddaughter, Rachel Aldrich, of Bloom-

iugton, 111., for private distribution. The
author died nearly thirty years ago in Lynn,
and it is interesting to note, inherited her

taste from her grandmother, and left a son,

Joseph Bassett Holder, and grandson, Chas.

Frederick Holder, both of whom produced
books.

One of the most delightful books for

children for the year is "Five Little Pep-

pers Grown Up," by INIargaret Sidney.
Published by G. E. Lathrop & Co. T2mo.,

fully illustrated. I1.50.
The first "Peppers" book," Five Little

Peppers and How They Grew," was a revel-

ation, in its way, of the happiness that may
be enjoyed in the humblest home, if only
there be genuine, unselfish family love to

smooth over the rough places and brighten
the dark hours. It was simply a record of

plain, matter-of-fact happenings, vivified

with the inspiration which comes of looking
above and beyond them, and so getting out

of the dead level of every-day care and fret.

Its effect was magnetic. Not children only,
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but all who love children, were charmed
with the bright, tender, touching stor}', and

the fame of the book spread like wild-fire.

It was inevitable that there should be a

sequel, and "Five Little Peppers Midwaj'
"

was written to satisfy the demand for

"more," which came in letters from all over

the country'. This told the story of the

"Peppers" in the new home where they
had gone to live with their friend and patron,
old Mr. King, in a big city mansion. But

even this did not satisfy the legion of enthu-

siastic readers, and so a third volume has

appeared, and in " Five Little Peppers
Grown Up

" we have the story of the boys'

young manhood and Polly's sweet maiden-

hood, while Phronsie, the pet of the house-

hold, is fast growing into a big girl. It is

almost a pity they should grow up, especially
winsome Phronsie, but they are all delight-

fully attractive in their new spheres, and

brave, earnest and cheery in whatever they
undertake. Polly insists upon starting out

as a music teacher, and not only succeeds

in the technique of her work, but also in stim-

ulating her young pupils to higher efforts.

Of course she has hosts of admirers, and it is

a matter of intense interest which one of her

eager lovers the little maiden will accept.

Ben and Jasper begin their business

careers, and Joel and Dave are college

students with the usual experiences of young
collegians. There are some graphic descrip-
tions of the book publishing business in

which Jasper engages. Various new char-

acters are introduced, and the story winds

in and out among them all with that bright

sparkle of animated life which marks all of

Margaret Sidney's writings.

Throughout the story one has a delightful

consciousness of the growth in noble char-

acter and the stimulus that comes from a

fine ideal skillfully wrought into practical

living. And yet there is no preaching,
save indirectly by example ;

and the young
people are bright and rollicking, healthy and

hearty, and enjoy life without stint. It is

books like these of the "Peppers" series

which inspire and encourage young people to

be brave and true, manly and womanly in all

the duties and relations which encompass
them. Their healthful spirit is contagious,

and they prove a power for good in every

community where they are introduced.

graphic and forcible style, all the events,
circumstances and surroundings which

changed George Bidwell from as honest a

young man as ever left a Puritan home to

engage in business in New York, into one

who, at the age of forty landed in old New-

gate, London.
After what the London Times calls "The

most memorable trial within living mem-
ory," he, with three others, was sentenced

to penal servitude for life.

After fifteen years of incarceration he re-

gained his liberty.

Encouraged by Charles Dudley Warner,
he wrote this book which has already won
the approval of eminent people on both

sides of the Atlantic.

While it is not a religious work it is one
which parents may safely place in the hands
of their children. After reading this book

any young business man who may be

tempted to get himself out of a financial

corner by doubtful methods will recall this

story, and if he is wise pursue the straight-
forward course.

The author's adventures in France, Ger-

many, South America, the collapse of the

one million-pound scheme against the Bank
of England, his being hunted through Ire-

land by the famous Bow-street police, rivals

fiction. The thirty-seventh chapter begins
one of the most graphic accounts ever writ-

ten of English prison life.

An unique chapter is that which contains

the complete series of English Tickets-of-

Leave, in fac-simile, the originals of which
were issued to the author and to Sir Roger
Tichborne, the famous "Claimant," whose
life George Bidwell saved while both were

fellow-prisoners at the great penal estab-

lishment of Dartmoor, England.
624 pages, 100 illustrations. The Case,

Lockwood & Brainard Co., Hartford, Conn.

Sold by subscription.

" rORGING HIS CHAINS"

This work is of dramatic interest—one

which proves that "Truth is stranger than

fiction." It is the history of a human life.

In its pages are depicted in a simple, but

Fkw people understand head or tail to

the " Silver Question," and there is a grave
doubt in the minds of many whether the

American statesman who talks so glibly

about free coinage always understands exact-

ly what he preaches. Messrs. G. P. Putmaii &
Sons ofNew York have issued a little volume
entitled

" The Question of Silver," by Louis

R. Ehrich of Colorado, whirli answers many
(luestions, and puts the subject in a ])lain

niaiiner before the reader. We coninicnd

the little volume withmit reserve to any one

who desires to oblain the ])illi of tlie sul)ject

without watling through a large amount of

drv in;iller.



HOTELS

The California Hotel
BUSH STREET, NEAR Kearny, SAN ERANCISCO.
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Openftt 'December, IS90,

>
DC
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70
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O
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TKp> r^nlifnrnin '^ unsurpassed in st>ie of service by the best hotels

• of the United States. Heretofore there has been no

strictly first-class Hurupcan-plan hotel in San Francisco.

A. F. KINZLER, MANAGER.
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Dry Goods

Office in New York
51 Leonard Street

Office in Paris

28 Rue de la Victoire

THE

WHITE HOUSE
THE LARGEST DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY

DIRECT IMPORTERS
Dress Making Department

Silk Department

Woolen Dress Goods Department

Laces, Ribbons, Gloves, Fans

Domestic and Linen Departments

Curtains, Portieres and Rugs,

Hosiery and Underwear

Cloaks, Jackets, Ulsters

RAPHAEL WEILL c^ CO.

N. W. Cor. Kearny & Post Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
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^New Book on California
BY

P. C. REMONDINO, M. D.

Vice-President California State Medical Society, Member of the State Board of

Health, and of the American Public Health Association.

IN PRESS.

" The Mediterranean Shores of America*
or, the Climatic, Physical and Meteorological Coyiditions of Southern California.

125 Pages.

With colored maps and illustrations
;

tlie most complete and exhaustive treatise on thi»

subject. Every tourist, physician and invalid should by all means read this book.

Address F. A. DAVIS, Medical Publisher.

No. 1 23 1 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Kindly mention Thb Californian when you write.

The Evangel of the Temperance Cause.

"The Junior Partners"
By ABEL M. RAWSON.

Price of Cloth Binding, Price in Half Turkey Morocco,

$2.50. $3.50.

It is no exaggeration to say that this is the best temperance story ever written.— San Fran-
cisco Chronicle.

The delirium scene is a masterpiece of literary ssill, and soon it will be heard declaimed by
public elocutionists all over the land.— Stockton Mail.

It is written in elegant and graceful iliction, and will doubtless meet with merited success.— San Francisco Morning Call.

"The Junior Partners" is a remarkably strong realistic temperance work, a transcript of real

life and full of interest.— Chicago Globe.

J. STUART & COMPANY, Publishers,

1 1 70 Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO.
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MISCELLANEOUS

DON'T GO TO SCHOOL
TO
LEARN

Book=keepin§:
WHEN YOU CAN LEARN IT AT
HOME WITHIN 100 HOURS
STUDY WITHOUT THE AID

OF A TEACHER ....
From Goodwin s Improved Book-keeping and, Business Manual

(giKDaiiUid j. "I learned ilic science of book- kce pint;
from your work in le.ss than three weeks, and am ikjw

keepins three different sets of books. What I learned
from your work in so short a time cost a friend of mine
$600 and over a year's time.—Tjiom.\s T.^ntish, Skow-
hegan, Maine. March .'9. 1S90.

" You illustrate what I

never saw in any other work of the kind—p) actical hook--

keepiu";."— V,. H. \Vii,iii;k, book-keeper for I'ratt 6c

Inman. iron and steel, Worcester. Mass. " Without the
aid of a teacher. I studied your V)ook just eight weeks,
sent my work to you for examination, and succeeded in

obtaininsj your
• audit.' I then came to this city without

ever havin,tr seen the inside of a set of books, and im-

mediately took contrt)! of a set of double-entry books for
the firm, whose receipts during 1S90 were about $1,500,000,
I am now the firm's chief accountant and have five direct
assistant book-keepers under me. It is said—and I do
not think exaggerated -that I have the largest set of
books in Indianapolis. The above surely stand as self-

evident facts that the channel of success was opened to
me through the medium of j-our book.

"—W. O. Shirev,
Iiead book-keeper for The Parry Manufacturing Co.. road
carts and road wagons. Indianapolis. Ind.. P'eb. 23. 1S91,

A-i'i'-Size of book y'^xiu'., inches; pages 293: printed in
red and black; richly bound: ,i-',.}4-1 Cf)pies sold and 3.062
testimonials receiveci >ip to Thursda\'. April 2S, 1S92.
Price !S:{.00 isent postpaid upon receipt of pricei.
Fourteenth edition published May. i^yi.
CiT THIS ot"T AND B.\VK IT, as it will Hot appear again.

You will surely have to liave the book sonii' day, if not
at once. It is not a lu.xury. but a «/'(V',v,v//r—particularly
to \.\\^ proiryessi-ie. Send for descriptive pamphlet.
Address orders exactly as follows :

J. H. GOODWIN
R. 282. 1215 Broadway. New York

^100 MONTHLY
'^^^-^^-^ IN PRIZES

FOR BEST ANSWERS
TO ONE QUESTION

1st prize, S50; 2(1. S25; 3d, Si5: k% $7; 5(1), S3

JUNE QUESTION
what famous sayings are recorded in our annals as
having been uttered by well-known Americans on
historical occasions ? Take lor example Captain
Jas. Lawrence's dying cry: "Don't Cive up the Ship

"

COMPETITION OPEN TO ALL
For Full Information, Send for Copy of

American Notes and Queries
619 WALNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
1 Oc per number

$3 PER YEAR

For SOME
INFORMATION

IN REGARD TO THE BEST

Orange Groves
^"^ Orange Lands

In Califurnia

Send your name and address
or call on

T. H. SHARPLES5
Redlands, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

320 JflH^^A\^ iT

"-'- - -

^^w ^

FOK ALL

roi\ S^K^AtlS Of oyi\ ^riGi^/\\/iHs') SK fflis RlBU(ATiort.
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g^-'^TIf^^''

^^M ' MISCELLANEOUS
J^r$^^^^^^

ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT CO.
ENGINEERS a.nu

CONSTRUCTORS

of Com "'""' Electric Liirhtinirt> t>

Power, Miningand Railway Plants
GENERAL AGENTS FOR

Fort Wayne Electric Company
IN THE STATES OF

California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington and Arizona

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

n ANUFACTURERS
... OF THE

Office

35 '^^^^' Montgomery Street

SLATTERY INDUCTION System
WOOD ARC Lighting

BRADLEY ALTERNATE CURRENT Motors
WOOD POWER Generators and Appliances
FORT WAYNE DIRECT CURRENT Incandescent Apparatus

WORKS: Corner Vallejo and Davis Streets

Corner Mission and Fremont Streets

San rRANCisco. California

PHOENIX

ARIZONA
Is the leading city of the Southwest; is

in the centre of one of the richest agri-

<:ulturai centres of the countrw

For Particulars

Address, President of the Board of Trade.

An Article on Phoenix

A finely illustrated article on Phoenix

will appear in the July issue of the

Californian Illustrated Magazine. The
article was intended for June but the

publishers finding that adequate illu>-

trations could not be made b\- that time

were obliged to defer it until the follow-

ing issue.

ABSOLUTCLY F|R€PR00F

no "T 1^ I

In addition to being favorite in Fall and Wintt-r.
it is most desiraliU'. cool and dtdightfnl for Sprine
imd Summer visitors. Located in tlie heart of NKW
YolUC ( rrv, ai Fifili Avenne and "v^th and -Vitli

streets, and overlookinir Central Park and Plaza Si|uare.
A marvel of Inxnry and comfort. Oonvenient to
I>laces of amnsement and stores. Fifth .Vvenne Stages.
Cross-Town and Belt Line horse cars pass the doors,
'rerminal station Sixth .Avenne Klevated Koad within
luUl a block. Oondnctcd on the .\merican and
Kuropean plans. The water and ice nsed are vaporized
and frozen on the i>remises and certified as to puritv
l.y I'rof. Chas F. Chandler. SVMMKR K.\TKS.



The Californian

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE CALIFORNIAN

San Fraucisco Argus

This magazine has a field and a future before it.

Redlands Citrograph

It is the equal, typo^aphically, of the best Eastern

magazines, and from a literar>' point of view, it is

more interestiug to the people of California than any
other publication we have yet seen. This magazine
is a credit to the editor and publishers.

Fresno Republican

It is the best effort in the magazine line yet at-

tempted in this State. It has a local triune and every

promise of success.

Boston Herald

Has more the spirit of success in its pages than

any Pacific Coast publication we have yet seen.

Pomona Times

The most distinctively Californian of any magazine
ever published west of the Rocky Mountains.

Los Angeles Journal

The success of the publication is assured, for the

Pacific Coast has long waited for a magazine of sotne

literary merit, and will not be slow to appreciate it,

now it has materialized.

Ventura Observer

We commend this beautiful monthly to the readers
of the Observer.

Pasadena Star

Has earned for itself a place within the pale ot

American magazine literature.

Santa Clara Valley

Up to the full standard of a high-grade magazine.

Woodland Mail

Is finely gotten up and compares very favorably
with its Eastern competitors.

St. Louis Observer

Starts off with articles of a high literaiy character,

showing that there is a great deal of enterprise
behind it.

Hartford Post

Among the best literary monthlies of the country.
It is well illustrated, and the fact that it comes from
the extreme western border of our land gives it addi-

tional interest.

Eureka Standard

It maintains the high standard which its initial

number indicated . . . The magazine takes rank
among the first in the Nation.

New Orleans Picayune

This Californian Illustrated Magazine is a
welcome addition to the usual monthly file, and
shows that the West Coast in matter and manner is

not far distanced by the East.

New York Christian Intelligencer

It certainly is the leading magazine of the Pacific
Coast.

El Paso Mercury

The Cahfornian will rank with Harper's, The
Century, Scribner's and other first-class monthlies.

California's Young Man

The California Illustrathd Mag.a^ine has
struck a lead which will witi it unlimited fame in the
minds of the reading and thinking public in its series

of articles on the Chinese question as actually con-
fronted by people on the Pacific Coast.

Los Angeles Porcupine

It is of as high order of merit as the leading East-
ern magazines.

Phillipsburg (Pa.) Journal

One of the finest magazines we have seen . . .

Should be in everj' American home.

New York Christian Intelligencer

The magazine is a success.

New York Christian Advocate

The young monthly is to be highly commended
and will be heartily received.

California Christian Advocate

^\'orthy of any such enterprise in our country.

New York Congregationalist

It is bright and enjoyable in substance and exter-

nally attractive.

The California Crown Vista

Equal to the leading magazines of the East.

Coast Advocate

It ranks with the leading magazines of the country
— equal in tone, contents and appearance to any of

the Eastern productions.

Los Angeles Porcupine

At last we have a distinctively Californian Illustrated

Magazine, in which we may take a just and pardon-
able pride. The Californian for April is a number
that should be found in every home in the State.

The Antioch Ledger, Cal.

This is undoubtedly the best magazine ever pub-
lished in California and should be a welcome visitor

to every home in the State.

Monterey New Era

Beautifully Illustrated.

Petaluma Argus, Cal.

The Californian Illustrated Magazine for

April is a superb number, abounding in excellent

reading and fine illustrations.

Woodland Tilail

The Californian Illustrated Magazine for

April is beautifully illustrated, many of its articles

being embellished bv artistic sketches making the

issue the peer of any of the elaborately illustrated

magazines of the East. The magazine is an lionor to

California and we bespeak for it long life and pros-

perity.

Annals, Watertown, N. V.

New periodicals arc springing up on all sides, but

il is rarely that one iiiiiMcdialclv takes a place in the

front rank as does the Caluornian Ili.ustratisd

Mag.'VZINE * * that compares favorably with the

best of our large magazines, and may well claim an
honorable position alongside of the Cenitiry.

* * The
Californian is a first-class magazine, and we wish
il the success it well deser\'es-
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BOOKS

PUBLISHED WORKS
OF

CHIIRLES FREDERICK HOLDER

ELEMENTS OF ZOOLOGY. D. Appleton & Co.

Science Text-Book Series.

"Clear descriptiou and graphic representation, and

not a metaphysical account of classification, are what

•re gfiven. We recommend the work as a very service-

able manual."— jV. K. Critic.

LIVING LIGHTS. (Animal Phosphorescence.)
Chas. Scribner'S Sons, New York.

Sampson, Low & Co., London, Publishers.
" A charming book . . . full of fascinations; a mine

of interesting knowledge. . . . In publishing works

of this class, Charles Scribner's Sons are doing valuable

ervice to the reading public."— Ulica Ptesi.

A FROZEN DRAGON, and Other Tales. DODD,
Mead & Co., New York, Publishers.

"
Boys and prls, for whom this book is designed, can-

not fail to find it of absorbing interest. Mr. Holder has

the faculty of the late Prof. Proctor of making the facts

of science as readable as fiction."— S. F. Chronicle.

THE IVORY KING. (The Elephant.) Sampson,
Low & Co., London. Chas. Scribner'S

Sons, New York, Publishers.

"Enjoyable from beginning to end '— N. Y. Critic.

A STRANGE COMPANY. D. LoThrop & Co.,

Boston, Publishers.
" The author has accomplished a work for which he

was better fitted than any man in America. ... A
delightful birthday present to a bright boy or girl."

—
Albany Ev'gJournal, Aug. 2, 1888.

"
It is a delightful little volume, packed full of quaint

out-of-way knowledge, and made exceedingly Interesting

by the author's very vivid style of description."— Chicago
Times.

MARVELS OF ANIMAL LIFE. Sampson, Low
& Co., London. Chas. Scribner's Sons,
New York, Publishers.

"One of the most remarkable of recent publications."
—Christian Union.

PASADENA AND VICINITY. LEE & Shepard,
Boston. Chas. Dillingham & Co., N. Y.,

Publishers.
" Invaluable as a guide to all of Pasadena's charming

«nvironments."— Los Angelts Tribune.

FOR SALE BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.

Leaders
IN Science

No. 1

CHARLES DARWIN
BY

Charles Frederick Holder.

Handsomely Illustrated.

"The story is not only told most pleasingly for the

class for which it is designed, but will be found full of

value for advanced students."— Inter-Ocean, April 19.

" A fine contribution to the literature which has grown
up about the name of the famous scientist."— Rochester

Herald, April 20.

"It is a delightful book, and in many respects the

most sympathetic story of the great scientist's life that

has yet appeared."— Boston Gazette, April 25.

"
It is an admirable volume. . The skill shown

in blending the personal flavor with the scientific career,

and making each illustrate the other, is very great"—
Chicago Times, May 2.

" Mr. Holder has made the hazardous attempt to write

a narrative of a great man which shall appeal to the

mature, and the older of ou"- children, and he has suc-

ceeded . . . One of the best and most useful books of

its class that has appeared during the present year."—
Detroit Free Press, May 3.

"Charmingly told and liberally illustrated."— Cincit^

nati Times-Star, April 30.

"The early bent, the growing and strengthening char-

acteristics, the physical sufferings and the ripened

serenityof the man are beautifully and feelingly related."

— Times, Kansas City, May 11.

" An admirable work . . . There are other lives of

Darwin, notably, one by his son ; but there is none which

tells just what one wishes to know about him so com-

pactly and satisfactorily as t\ns."— Indianapolis Journal,

May 18.

" A valuable popular biography of a great and profound
student of nature."— Brooklyn Eagle, April 20.

" Of the many biog^raphies and sketches of the life of

Darwin that have appeared within a few years, the one

here under notice promises to be in many respects the

most satisfactory."
— 5. F. Bulletin, May 9.

"The work is one of intense interest throughout"—
San Diego Sun, May 4.

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS.
PUBUSHERS,

LONDON. ti'Bi^'^ YORK.
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RAILROADS

Yellowstone

National Park
That "\Vonder of Wonders

Where it seems God left n portion of liis

crentive liiindiwork imfnislied, tluii lie nii^i>lit

show his ehildreii

How the World Was Made'

American Wonderland
" Situated in the heart of the Roeky Moun-
tains, on the broad rugged summit of the

eontinent, amid sno^v and iee, and dark,

shaggy forests, where the great rivers take
their rise, surpassing in wakeful, exciting
interest any other region yet discovered on
the (rlohe/'

IS CONVENIENTLY REACHED BY THE

Northern Pacific Railroad

If You Want to Take the

Trip of a Lifetime

St'iid for our Illustrated Tourist Books, and the Latest and
Best Maps published of Yellowstone Park, Pujiet Sound
and Alaska

J. M. HANNAFORD CHAS. S. FBK
Gen. Traffic Manager Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent

ft^'r. i^^viTi^, .A I I >;:.->;.

T. K. STATI^ER, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent, San Francisco
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An able physician
Dr. J. D. Prosser, the head of the European'Staff of German

and English Phj-sicians, with offices at 209 Grant Ave., San

Francisco, has had crowded into his professional career an im-

men.se amount of wide and varied experience among suffering

humanit)\ In the treatment of nervous diseases and the special

ailments of women he has displayed uncommon skill and achieved

success when other noted physicians have found their efforts

unavailing. As Attending Physician for di.seases of women at

the Carolina Hospital he won the confidence and gratitude of all

who placed themselves under his care. About five years ago he

came to San Francisco, and having been elected Principal of the

European Staff of German and English Physicians, opened his

offices for the further encouragement and relief of those whose

lives are darkened by painful and depre.ssing afflictions. Here he

has treated over 5,000 cases, performing upwards of 300 capital

operations successfully. His noblest commendation lies in the

high estimation in which he is held by his patients, and the

truest record of his skill and faithfulness is in the story of their

restoration to health and physical well-being.

Treating Patients Who Reside at a Distance
We can treat many chronic diseases as successfully without as

with a personal consultation, as our vast experience enables us to

correctly determine the malady from which the patient is suffer-

ing, from a history of the symptoms and answers to questions

furnished.

Write for question and symptom blanks. Consultation, either

personally or by letterfree and confidential.

Address all correspondence to

DR. J. D. prosser
Principal European Staff of Physicians

ANT A\ ENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

700 GRANT A\ENUE

ALL CHRONIC DISEASES TREATED
TERMS REASONABLE
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A/llSCELLANEOUS

CHARMING GIRLS
ARE

You annoyed wiili

Freckles, Pimples.
Blackheads. Yel-
low, Muddy, or

Oily Skin, Red
Nose, or other Fa-
cial Blemishes or
Skin Diseases.

YOU
can rid yourself of
.ill disfigurements
if you will use

DR. AMMETTS
FRENCH AR-
SENIC COM-
PLEXION WA-
FERS. They pu-

rify
the blood, give

brilliancy to the

eyes, a complexion
of pearly white-
ness, perfect health

and a rounding and^
BEAUTIFUL

form. PERFECTLY HARMLESS, and the only genu-
ine safe French preparation of arsenic, j^' oo per box or

6 boxes for ^5.00. By mail to any address.

SPECIAL Parties ordering six boxes will be
given a pair of French Kid Gloves

Send size and color desired.

G. N. miDDLETOH DRUG GO.

rjpp-r 68-74 CORTLANDT ST.*-^*^' ' New York City

Thomas Magee

REAL ESTATE AGENT
Editor and Publisher of the

"Real Estate Circular" since 1S65

^r% MONTGOMERY^ ^^ STRKET

iVlakes Investments
For Buyer.s and Sells all

kinds of City Property

READ READ
READ

of
^'"f^I^ce

THE LATEST BOOK
OF Fiction

BY ADA L. HaLSTEAD

Author of the
SuCCESSFUu:N:;E:'*1F3a3cllDerne''

FOR Sale by all
News Dealers

3ooK (.ht
VOL. \?II

IS92

/V Nov^l Literary A\a52vzine

Book (b^t
Contains

rponthiy

Lengtby Reviews of Motzvble

BooK^t Selected Re2vclin§:s

NOTES
Synop5i5 of tb? Principal B00K5 of
tb« n7onth
Exba^ujtivc Englijb, Arp^ricAf), 6er-
rpap, French »n<l Spz^nisb Boo»\
Lists, 2kn«l tb? b2^n<iy

INDEX

t^^e Periodial Literature ^o^J
Arr2vns:«"J by Subject

PUBLISHED A\Or4THLY
5 1.00 PER YEAR
SAyAPLE COPY 10 CTS.

^ooH (b^t
124 Fifth fK\.
NEW YORK
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BOOKS

Macmillan & Co.'s New Books
A Neiv Volume of Poems by RUDYAk'n KII'IJNG

BAI,I,ADS AND BARRACK-ROOM BALI.ADS
By KuDYAKi) Kri'MNG, author of

''
lyit'e's Handicap,"

"
I'lain Tales from tli<- Hills," etc.

12 nio, cloth, $1.25.
Mr. Kudyard KiiiliiiK litis revised his verses eoiitrihiited to various inaKiizines during the past few years.

Tliese, tOKeiher with the jxieins by
"
Vussuf," published iti Maeinillau's Mauazitie, and n number of tiru- piecen

nmr ToniUed for the first time, will lorin I lie above volume.

./ A77.' Norrl by F. J/.IA'/O.V CRWVJ-'Ok'n. Second liditiou. Clotli, $/ .on.

THE THREE FATES a story of New York I,ife

By F. INIauion Ckawfoko, autli<jr of "The Witch of Praj^aie," etc. 12ino, cloth, .^iJ .00.

No'a' ready, hi the licit' Uniform Edition ofV. Marion Crawford's Xovets. Published monthly
MR. ISAACS
DR. CI/AUDIUS.

.Cl<jth $1 00
(Clotli 1 00

ZOROASTER Cloth iHl 00

THE THREE FATES Cloth 1 (X>

THE TAI,E OF A I^ONEIvY PARISH Cl.th %\ 00

Now Ready. . I .Veic Novel ty HON. EMTL Y LA WI.ESS, author of '-Ifurrish:' etc.

GRANIA The story of an Island

By the Hon. Emtly Lawless, author of
"
Hurrish," etc. 12nK), cloth, $1.00.

Hejonps to a olass of novels to which the ni(i<lern mind owes n range of experieiiee and enjoyment far beyond
'the reach, at any rate, of idle and sta\-at-honie folk in earlier days.

* * *

(ii;.\Nl.\ has carried her (Miss Lawless) substantially beyond her jirevious work. Its simplicity is the sim-
plicity of strungtli: it treats conuiion things and einotionswith that touch wliich gives freshness and distinc-
•tion—the last achievement of the writer's art.— .ifrs. Ilumphrr>i Ward in the .yew Review.

THE HISTORY OF DAVID GRIEVE
By Mrs.- Hu.mphiikv Waud, author of "liobert Els-

mere," etc. Fourth lOdition. Cloth, |1. 00.

Also a Library Kilition, '2 vols., I'Jmo, cloth, JH.OO.
"What sorrow, what repentances. sud'erinKS, sins, and

heart searchings David ]>asses throutrh we leave to cur
readers to lind out. They will tind iiKu-e than tliis.

They will lind thomrlits which stimulate and passages
which burn,

DEN^II/ QTJARRIER
.IJv (ii-.iiiii:K CissiNc. author of " Demos," etc. 12mo,

cloth, Jl.OO.
"
Intert'stiiigon account of the artistic way in which

rthe plot is unfolded."— P/ii7odc?p/ua Public Ledger.

THE I/ESSON OF THE MASTER
And Other Stories

By Uksuy J.vMiis. 12mo, cloth, ?1.(I0.

" 'The Lesson of the Master' has real and periiiauent
interest. Needless to say that it is well told
There are clever things on almost every page."—
Chicdfiu Tribuiu.

MARIAM
Or, Twenty-one Days

By Hiui.vcK VicToit. IJmo. cloth, il.m.
"

-V Ijrilliant and fascinating story, full of the mysti-
cal romance of the Orient."—Boston Jiewon.

r.ORD TF.XS) SOX'S Ne:c P.uok

THE FORESTERS : Robin Hood and Maid Marian
By AbFiuiD, LoKi:) Tkn.\v.so.v. Uiiuu, L'iiifi>rni with the lilirary edition of hit- works in 8

volumes. Cloth, $1.25.
" Lord Tennyson has touched the mvth and tradition of Uobin Hood with the magic wand of his genius, and

/made them glow with the fire and semblance of reality."—Nexu York Sun.

A A'e-c I'olume by 11'//./,/. LU UV.VPER

SHADOWS OF THE STAGE
By Wii.i.iAM Wtntki!. rHibinii witii

"
Sliakespeare's Kii^lauil."

SHAKESPEARE'S ENGLAND GRAY DAYS AND GOI.D
New F.dition, cloth. ISmo, T-'i cents.

" The book is delightful reading. . . . It is a ile-

licious view of Knglaud which this poet takes. It is

indeed the uolile, hospitable, merry, romance-haunted
England of our fathers—the Knglaud which we know
of in siuig and story."- S'crfhncr'.v Monthbi.

18mo, cloth, 7.> cents.
"Much that is bright and best in our literature is

brought once more to our dulled memories. Indeed we
know of but few volumes containing so much of obser-
vation, kindly comment, philosophy and artistic weight
as this unpretentious little book."— f/iiVfif/rt Ifirald.

k

THE PRINCESS TARAKANOVA
A Dark Chapter of Russian History

Translateil from the Hussian of ti. I'. D.vmi.kvski. Hv Id.v Dk Mouch.\noff. With four portraits. 12iuo, cloth,
yilt top. f.'.OO.

"the tale forms one of the most thrilling ai\d tragic chapters in Russian history, and Pauilevski, in preparing his

veruion, undoubtedly had the use of iniportant documentary evidence."— T/ic Beacon.

%* Piircha^cr.i of books arc iniifal to apply for .^(acmillan A- Co.'s -Vric Catalogue of books bit .imerican authors,
trhirh ii'ill bi' niaihil free to a)ni addrr.^s.

.MACMILLAN & CO., i 12 Fourtii A\enue, New York



Miscellaneous

The PELTON WATER WHEEL
Embracing in its variations of constructiun and

application,

THE PELTON SYSTEM OF POWER
The only distinctively new and important develop-

ment relating to Hydraulic Power that has been made in
the last half century—adapted to all conditions and every
variety of service where a head of 20 or more feet can be
obtained.

MORE THAN 2,500 NOW IN USE

Write for Catalogue—The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
I2I-I2-? Main St., San Francisco, Cal., V. S. A. or 143

Liberty St., New York Citv, U. S. A.

ThePELTQN WATER MOTOR
Var>'ing from the fraction of i up to 100 h. p.

—Adapt-
ed to all light running machinerj'.

Send for circular—address as' above.

QII U We will GIVE AWAY absolutely
UlJjIV I FREE of cost an elegant black or

I colored SII<K DRESS pattern of 16

rippOU I yards to any young lady in every town
XJlllJUU I "1 America, who is wiflingto introduce
___2-___ , I among her friends "THE MODERN
r HP P I I PUEEN" alarge 16-page, 64 column,
± r\lJlJ 1 I illustrated magazine, one of the best^

published. Devoted to Fiction, Fashions,
Flowers, Fancy Work, Home Decora-

tions and everything pertaining to the household. Send
at once 25 cents for the magazine one year on trial and
a package of elegant silks to select from. Address THEMODERN QUEEN CO., 76-78-80 Center Street,New Haven, Conn.

Kindly mention THE CALIFORNIAN when you write.

Pacific Saw Man'fg. Co.
17 and 19 KKEMONT STKEET

Manufactu

I>cscripti<

[

AND AX,X, SPEECH
IMPEDIMENTS CURED

("irculars Sent on Application

EDWARD ECK, speech Specialist

221 Maujer Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

NEW YORK MILITARY ACADEMY
Col. C. J. Wkk.iii, li n., a. M., President

Cornwall, N. Y.

THE I.EADING

Religious ^^p Literary
WEBKI.Y

On the Pacific Coast

Unrivaled in Size, Quality, Circulation.

Distinguished for Literary Flavor and
Modern Tone.

A Friend of Toleration.

Devoted to Christian Culture, Manly
Piety, Presbyterian Progress, the
Brotherhood of Believers, Preaching
without Stilts, and

Truth in Working Clothes

SAMPLE FREE

Subscription, 92.50. Ministers and Teachers, $2.

THE OCCIDENT
1 1 70 Market St San Francisco, Cal.

The Pacific Ensign
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE

G
alifornia Woman's
hristian Temperance Union

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY THE
ENSIGN PUBLISHING COMPANY

MRS. D. J. Spencer,
Business Manager

132 McAIXISTER STRKET
S.\N FK.\NCISC()

To Invest
Your money .safely for si.\ years at S per cent

net gold annually, payable by coupon, 4 per
cent every six months, and at the end of the six

years to own an interest in a full income bearing

Orange Grove in the most beautiful section of

California, which you can make your home,

and receive thereafter from 10 to 20 per cent

annually is what everj-body would like.

We can show you exactly how it can be

done if you will write us for particulars.

Geo. W. Meade & Co.

132 Market Street
San Francisco, Cal.

Financial Agents
for Investors
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WOMAN'S Exchange

Woman's
Industrial

Exchange,
No. 223 South Broadway (Potomac Block),

Near Second Street, opposite the City Hall and Public Library,

LOS ANGELES.

Organized by the Woman's Exchange Association, and conducted in tlie interest*

of self-dependent women.

MRS. C. M. SEVERANCE, President.

Mrs. J. A. Wills,
-j

Miss M. M. Fette, Recording Secretary,

Mrs. Margeret Hughes, V Vice-Presidents. Mrs. M. L. B. Wells, Corresponding Sec

Mrs. E. Benton Fremont, J ^^s. Fred C. Howes, Treasurer.

MRS. M. F. B. JOSLYN, Manager.

THE OBJECT OF THE "EXCHANGE'' IS TO PROVIDE A PLACE

^Ar HERE everything that a woman can make well, and for which there is a market,

may be deposited for sale.

\A/^HERE orders for any and all such work may be received.

\A^HERE nicely prepared Lunches may be ordered for picnics and journeys.

WHERE ready Penwomen may be engaged, and Readers obtained to entertain

invalids.

^A^HERE Mending, Plain Sewing and Repairing may be done, and linen marked

with indelible ink or embroidered initials.

^Af HERE Laces can be cleaned and mended.

Work may be consigned upon the payment of one dollar annually, in advance.

Every woman who is anxious to do something for herself, or to help some one

else, is invited to send for a copy of the Rules for Depositors, and it is to be hoped will

immediately interest herself and some one else in this enterprise which promi'^es so

much of helpfulness to women.
20



It Pays to Buy the Best of

Goods, Especially Flour
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The Acknowledged Leader

of Pacific Coast Flours

The Central Milling Company

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, - 29 STEUART STREET
C. L. DINGLEY, JR., MANAGER
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E Review
Reviews

"Tim Kevh'AV of lt«'vi<-\vs l» the most Valuabl** MaKs*'-'"'"
of the Nineteenth Century. 'The Leading Articles of the Month.'
and the 'Contents of Reviews and Magazines,' are alone worth the price
of subscription. It should be found in everj' school room, and on every
Teacher's 'iesk in the country."—K. H. CoOK, President National Educa-
tional Association of the U. S.

IT IS THE BEST—"it is tlie bkst medium through which a busy man can keep abreast."—
CiiALNCEV M. l)Ei-i;\v. President X. Y. C. K. R.

IT IS THE " ONLY " MONTHLY - • Tin- Rkview of reviews " is the only monthly that
collects criticall}' and aiipctizinRly the principal facts of current literature and life; to read a
number is to resolve to never miss one.—Boston Gloue.

IT IS A PICTORIAL REVIEW.— " the review of reviews is a plctorial^as well as a jouma
listic and literary review."—NEW Brit.mn Record.

IT PLEASES THE FAMILY.— ".Vll the members of our family, even to my yomigest daughter.
13 years of age, are delighted when they see a new number "—i)R. Charles'R. B.\rnes.

IT IS A KIND OF LITERARY CHEMIST.- "The review 01- reviews is of great value to a

busy man who desires to keep informed as to important events, and particularly as to important
questions which are di.scussed at great length in the luimherle&s periodicals of the day. It is a
kind of literarv chemist— it gives one the active principle."

—Roswell Miller, Pres. C, M. Sc

St. P. R. R.

IT IS THE MOST REMARKABLE SUCCESS, the review ok rev.ews is one of the most
remarkable successes in magazine literature, for which the varietj- and excellence of text and
illustrations, together with tlie diversity of topics, are responsible.

"—Alh.\NV Journal.

IT IS THE MOST VALUABLE MAGAZINE.-" it is the most valuable magazine publishe<l. I

scarcely see how anyone who desires to keep up with the best periodical literature can get along
without it. It is such a happy combination of timely articles, and articles of lasting interest, that
it is becoming quite a necessity to me, and I am sure that I am speaking for thou.sands of other

professional men."—Rev. Fr.-vncis K. Clark, D. D., Prcs. United Society of Christian Endeavor.

IT IS THE " CREAM " OF MAGAZINES— -The review of reviews is clearly the cream
of the nuigaziiie literature oi' the day.

"—W. D. IIOARn, Ex-Governor of Wisconsin and Editor
"Hoard's Dairyman."

IT IS OF RARE MERIT TO ADVERTISERS. the review ok reviews is a magazine the

piihlic is buying on aceoiuit of its rare merits, and should not escape the attention of advertisers.
Those whoWish their announcements to appe.ir before a high class of readers will do well to

investigate the claims of this magazine."—.Advertisers' IU'lletin.

IT IS $2.50 A YEAR ; 25 CENTS A NUMBER.
the Busv W'onuui's and

And it is everA'where acknowle<lged to be

44 The Busy Man's riagazine
ji

THE
TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION

FIVE MONTHS FOR $1 .00

^?^^^^

Review of Reviews
13 ASTOR PLACE, NEW YORK
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HOTELS

5AN MARCOS HOTEL,
SANTA BARBARA, CAL.
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FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

.'A v^";\

F. A. SHEPARD, Santa Barbara, California.
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RAILROADS

The
Santa Fe
Route

Offers Unparalleled Inducements • • •

for the Traveler

It is many miles shorter and makes

many hours quicker time than any other

line between the Pacific Coast and all Eastern

Points.

It reaches nearly every large center West
of the Great Lakes.

Its construction, appliances and equip-
ment are first class, assuring comfort, safety
and luxury.

It runs its own trains every day in the

year between the Pacific Coast, Kansas City,
St. Louis and Chicago, passing over the

desert in the nio;ht.

NO OTHER LINE

Rivals the Santa Fe Route

IF YOU HAVE FRIENDS
coming from the East and would insure their comfort

and safet>-, write them to call upon or address tlie nearest

agent of the Santa Fe Route or write yourself to

K. H. WADE, General Manager, I,os Angeles, Cal.

W. F. WHITE, Pass. Traffic Manager, Chicago, 111.

S. B. HYNES, Gen. Pass. Agent, Los Angeles, Cal.



HOTELS

Hotel Pleasanton.
MRS. M E. PENDLETON, PROPRIETOR.

SUHER STREET. CORNER JONES. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

'1W* -

The LARGEST, best appointed and most liberally managed

FAMILY AND TOURIST HOTEL

IN SAN FRANCISCO, with the most CENTRAL and delightful location.

The CUISINE a special feature. LIGHTED BY ELECTRICITY throughout.

ELEGANTLY FURNISHED ROOMS AND PARLORS for Banquets. Private Dinners,
Parties Weddings, etc.

:{4'



cALIFORNIA
WIRE W0RK5 ^

OFFICE

FREMONT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HANUFACTURERS FOR THIRTY-THREE YEARS

WIRE OF ALL KINDS-BEST STEEL
WIRE NAILS
BARBED WIRE, Regularly Licensed

WIRE RORES AND CABLES
WIRE CLOTH AND NETTING

FOR THEHallidie's Patent Wire Ropeway
RAPID AND ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION OP
ORE AND OTHER MATERIAL

Erected by us during the past fourteen vears in spans of from 200 to 2,000 feet.

Simple, Economical and Durable. Have been thoroughly tested in all parts en the country

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Los Angeles Agency

201 N. LOS ANGELES STREET
PORTLAND AGENCY

22 FRONT STREET
35



Miscellaneous
CSTASLISHEO 1858

CUTTING PACKING CO. PACKERS
Agents of Columbia River Packing Co., Astoria, Or. Pacific Coast Packing Co.,

Ferndale, Cal. Arctic Fishing Co., Alaska. Alaska Packing and Fur Co.,
Alaska. Prince of Wales Packing Company, Alaska

Packers of the "COCKTAIL," " PACIFIC COAST," "ARCTIC," " NAHA
BAY" and " METEOR " Brands of Salmon

GUTTING FRUIT PACKING COMPANY

Manufacturers of all varieties of Califomia Hermetically Sealed Goods
Sole Packers and Proprietors of the "CUTTING" (Extras), and

(Standard) Brands of California Fruits
ROSE"

FACTORIES AT

San Francisco & Santa Rosa, Cal.

OFFICES
123-125 MARKET ST., San Francisco, Cal., U S. A.

FOR A

Good Fire-proof Safe

Self-adding Cash Register

Burglar-proof Safe

Reliable Scale

Money Till

Store Truck

Second-hand Safe

WILSHWE SIFE & SCllLE CO.

204 and 206 California St.

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS

The highest hohoss
AWARDED AT MECHANICS- INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION, 1891

THP: GOLD HHRAL
ALSO GRAND SII.VE3R AlEDAL

T.r.VL:°:.l%% Sewing Machines
AND Grand Art=IZmbroidery Display

WC MANUFACTURE THREE DIFFERENT FAMILY MACHINES

The VIBRATOR, The OSCILLATOR, The AUTOMATIC
With Laical Improvements and Woodnork Aitoohinunts

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING CO.

22 POST ST., San Francisco

Los
ANGELES TERMINAL RAILWAY COMPANY.
Los Angeles depots, east eud of First street and

Downey avenue bridges.

Leave Los Angeles for



Miscellaneous

GUISVL SCPOL FOn BOYS

THIRD YEAR

Prepares Boys for any College or

Scientific School

Principal

STEPHEN CUTTER CI/ARK, A. B. (Harvard,)
Teacher of Science and Mathematics

Assistants

GRACE MII,I/ER CI,ARK, A. M. (Smith)
Teacher of Classics

AI/BERT WARREN GUNNISON, A. B. (Cala.)

Teacher of English and Mathematics

I,OUISE M. BAIfCH, Preparatory Department

Special Teachers
HERR ARNOlvD KUTNER, German
PROF. CARI/OS A. BRANSBY, A. M., Spanish

MI/I/E. DE GROOTE, French

PROF. WM. P. HAMMOND, Penmanship
HERR C. J. ROHDE, Urillmaster

WILLIAM R. STAATS.

lNYE5TnENT BANKER
^ Broker.

Deals in choice Mortgage Securities,

Bonds and Stocks. Irrigation

Bonds a specialty.

Makes and negotiates Loans on Real Estate

and approved coUateraL

First-class IMortgage Securities for Investors

always on hand.

Transacts a General Real Estate Business.

Taxes paid and property managed for resi-

dent and non-resident owners. Collections

made and promptly remitted.

We solicit correspondence and cheerfully give information.

12 South Raymond Ave., Pasadena, Cal.

The HOL-LENBECK
LOS 7^NGEL-ES. CML.

THE
HOLLENBECK is the largest and most popular hotel in Los Angeles—justly famed as

one of the most attractive health resorts in the world. The hotel represents the latest eflFortJ

in the direction of hotel science, and combines at once all the elements of a city hotel, with
the home-like quality so indispensable to the tourist.

THE

LEADING

LOS ANGELES

HOTEL

The hotel is in the center of the city, n^ar the theatres and best resident portion. Sanitary
conditions perfect. Two hundred and fifty rooms. Fire escapes. Fire alarm system. Elevator
and all modern improvements. American and European plan. For particulars address

E. G. FAY & SON., I.OS Angeles, Cal.
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I Pleasure. I

i

The bicycle of tomorrow may be

better than the bicj'cle of today—
The Columbia of today is the best

of the day — It cannot be better until

it is made better— It cannot be made
better until modern mechanics ad-

vance unto another plane of success-

ful accomplishment
— In those days

the Columbia will lead as in the days
of now— An about Columbias,— 52

pages of positivity,
—

41 illustrations,

— in a book about Columbias,— free

application to any Columbia

or sent by mail for two two-

cent stamps. Pope Mfg. Co., 221

Columbus Ave., Boston.

on

agent

i 9 >i*m t i iBgeim i

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA.
Capital, S3,000,000.

Surplus and Undivided Proiits, July Ist, 1891,
«3,375,919.48.

WILLIAM ALVORD. President.
THOMAS BROW.V. Cashier.
B. MURRAY, Jr. .... Assistant Cashier.
I. F. MOULTON, - • Second Assisunt Cashier.

AOENTS— New York: Agrency of the Bank of California. Bostoni
Tretnont National Bank. Chicago: Union National Bank. St. Louis:
Boatmen's Bank. Australia and New Zealand: The Bank of New Zea.
land. London: Messrs. N. M. Rottischild & Sons. China, Japan and
India: Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China.
The B.ink li.as an Aijency in Virginia City, and Correspondents In all

Ihe Principal Mining Districts antl Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.
Lettera of Credit lasued, available in all parts of the world. Drawa

direct on London, Dublin, Paris, Genoa, Berlin, Bremen, Hambur|^,
Frankfort a, M., Antwerp, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno.
Sydney, Melbourne, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai and Yokohama, all

cities in Italy and SwltzerUnd, Salt Lake, Portland, Or., Loi Angdea,
Denver, New Orleaos,

Halsted & Co.

Undertakers iEmbalmers

MissiojL946l*1lt

SAN FRANCISCO

TELEPHONE 3163

Zhc Bail^

IReport
Has The Largest Circulation

of any Evening Newspapei

Published West of Chicago
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. MISCELLANEOUS
-Jr. — - —

REDLANDS, CflL.

HOTEL Windsor
ACCOMMODATION
FIRST CLASS
CENTRALLY LOCATED

RATES, $2 TO $3 PER DAY (flfnPBELL T. HEDQE, Proprietor

HILLS BROS.
Importers, Roasters and Wholesale Dealers

in Coffee. Java, Mocha and other fine

Grades Our Specialties.

400 SANSOME STREET
SAN F-RANCISCO, CAL.

iiZbc 1f3evoinc of '49"
A New Pacific Coast Story from Life

By MARY V. SAWTKU.E, M. D.

The Second Edition of This Interesting Book
is Just Published.

280 Pages, Revised, Beautifully Illustrated and

Handsomely Bound.

To be sold by agents only, and not for sale
in the book stores.

Price in cloth, $2.50. Paper, Si. 50.

PRESS NOTICES OF THE FIRST EDITION
" Her characters are drawn from real life."—

S. F. Bulletin.

"She has produced a graphic sketch of

pioneer days on this coast."—.S. F. Chrunich.
"In all that she has treated of, there is a

feminine delicacy of truth that makes the book
attractive in spirit, while it is none the less

strong in purpose."
—Sallie Joy White of

Boston Herald.
"The book is well worth reading."

—.?. F.

Evening Pout.
" The book is one that will do much good if

widely circulated."—Los An(jeles Herahi.
" She writes with dramatic power and tells

her story well."—-S. F. News-Letter.
"A California novel of wide merit."— Ukiah

Press.

"The Avork is a splendid one, and should be
read by everyone."

—St. Helena Star.

"I like the story very much, and hope to see

the play on the boards soon."—James O'Neill.

Insure in Your HOME Company

THE PACIFIC MUTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE CO.

OF CALIFORNIA

ASSETS
$2,500,000

PAID
POLICY HOLDERS

$5,000,000

BEST
ORGANIZATION
IN THE WORLD FOR

POLICY HOLDERS

STOCKHOLDERS
LIABLE FOR

EVERY CLAIM

KlIvOARIK Sz BEAVER
GENERAL AGENTS

4-18 CALIFORNIA ST. SAN FRANCISCO
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Where are You

Going on Your Vacation?

Honolulu and Return .... $125.00

THE SPLENDID SOOO-TON STEAMERS

ALAMEDA, AUSTRALIA,
MARIPOSA, MONOWAI

and ZEALANDIA,
of this line, are so •well known from the thousands who have made
voyages in them to and from the Sandwich Islands, that no descrip-
tion is necessary.

Kound-trip tickets to Honolulu, involving a three weeks' staj- in the Islands,—a trip to the famous

f
volcano of Kilauea. a run by Oahu R. K. to Pearl River and Ewa Plantation, board at the best
hotel in Honolulu and return to San Francisco $225.00
MARK TWAIN says of Hawaii :

" No alien land in all the world has any deep, strong
charm for me but that one

;
no other laud could so longingly and beseechingly haunt me,

sleeping and waking, through half a life-time, as that one has done. Other things change,
but it remains the same. For me its balmy airs are always blowing, its summer seas flashing in the

sun; the pulsing of its surf-beat is in my ear; I can see its garlanded craigs, its leaping cascades, its

plumy palms drowsing by the shore, its remote summits floating like islands above the cloud-rack;
I can feel the spirit of its woodland solitude; I can hear the plash of its brooks; in my nostrils still

lives the breath of flowers that perished twenty years ago."

steamers sail twice a month, as follows: Ma>; 27, June 7, June 24, July 5, July 22.

Prompt attention paid to telegraphic reservations of Staterooms and Berths.

For Tickets or further information, call on or address JOHN D. SPR^CKl^I^S & BROS.
WRITE FOR NEW PAMPHLET General Agents, 327 Market St., San Francisco

MOLLINE
A discovery by a celebrated L- ndon Chemist. It has been proved
a genuine success in removing stains and griminess from the hands,
and leaving thcni soft and white. It is a boon to housekeepers who
do their own work; and the horrors of the kitchen is no more
a ttrror to tlie housewife. For Sale by all Druggists.
In large bottles, 50c.

ASK FOR IT, AND BE SURE TO GET IT

WINTERILLA
A pleasant and effective remedy for the positive cure of Chapped
Hands, Poison Oak, Salt Rheum, Kczenia. Sunburn and Tan.
It also removes freckles, and is a luxury for gentlenuii after

shaving. Its components are entirely harmless, and .1 lady's
toilet is not complete without it. For Sale by all Druggists.
In 25c and 50c bottles.

ASK FOR IT, AND INSIST ON GETTING IT

LIGHTNING FLUID
The C.reatest Pain Killer of the Age— for Headache, Toothache,
Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Sprains, Uruises, Chilblains, Colic,

Influenza, Coughs and Colds, Cramps in the Stomach, Pains in
the back and limbs, etc. It is invalu.ibk- for iu\v:ird as well as
outwar<l ai)plicati(>ns. ()Miik in action and ])ositive iu results.

For Sale by all Drugg'ists. In 50c and Si.00 bottles.

ASK FOR IT, AND BE SURE TO GET IT
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R. H. McDonald. President.

FRANK V. McDonald, cashier. R. H. McOONALD, Jr., VIce-Preildent.

Pacific Bank,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

OLDEST CHARTERED COMMERCIAL BANK ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

PAID-UP CAPITAL, IN GOLD.

SURPLUS, ....
AVERAGE RESOURCES.
YEARLY VOLUME OF BUSINESS,

$1,000,000

800.000

4,750,000

225,000.000

Depositors secured by the unlimited pro rata guarantee of all the shareholders.

Banking Connections in all the important centers of the world.

Letters of Credit for use of travelers, available in all parts of the world.

Telegraphic Transfers in Cipher made in London, Paris, Berlin and various places
in the United States.

Drafts issued on Australia and the Orient.

Dividends and Coupons collected.

Bullion bought and sold.

Orders executed for all Investment Securities.

State, County, City and Water Bonds negotiated.

Approved Business Paper discounted or received as Security for Loans.

Lojins on Goods in Transit.

Loans on Warehouse Receipts.

Collections on the Pacific Coast, Mexico, Central and South America, New Zea-

land, India, China and Japan, bandied at lowest rates, with, promptness and dispatch.

Bills drawn on Union Bank of London, Credit Lyonnais, Paris, and Direction

der Disconto Gesellschaft, Berlin, and other important cities of Europe.

yyyyy^<<yyyy^yiy^y^'^^^^M^y^;ijiy^^M^^<i:
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FULTON IRON WORKS

Office

ai3 FREMONT STREET

HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES

PROPRIETORS

San Francisco, Cai..

GENERAL ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS

MINING

MACHINERY

^\

STEAMSHIP

MACHINERY

MANUFACTURiJ^RS OF

MARINE) Engines and boilers

STATIONARY ENGINES AND BOILERS

MINING, SMELTING and MILLING MACHINERY
ice and refrigerating machinery

Frue Concentrators

elewellyn heaters
TUSTIN PULVERISERS

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY

ag::nts for

THE N. Y. FII^TCIl CO'S HYATT WATER FII,TERS

THE DEANX &TEAM PUMP

.^^)5jisiS^

AUMINGTON C: SIMS IIIOU-SPEED ENGINES
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Published Monthly
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BANKS
DEPOSITS AS SMALL AS $1.00 RECEIVED.

.o*>V
^^.^>
**"«

^'J-

V**

^ •5i. ^ ^

SAFE DEPOSIT V
^r^ Cor. Market and Fourth Streets ^^^

SAN FBANCISCO

Capital Stock,
Paid up in Oash,
Subject to Oall,
Sur-plus Fund,
Undivided Profits,

^1,000,000.00
333,333.33
.<Joo,eeo.o'y
QS,000.00
so,ooo.oo

{.

INTEREST PER ANNUM FOR LAST TWO YEARS! f6.
14.

ON TERM Deposits.
50 ON ORDINARY DEPOSITS.

Married Women and Children may deposit money subject to their control.

All accounts confidential. Interest credited twice a year and commences with
date of deposit.

Open from 9.00 a. m. to 3.00 p. m. on week days and on Monday and Saturday
evenings from 6.30 to 8.30.

Any one/nterested in finance does not fall to find
the study of the stamp system of savings one in which
there is much food for thought. Undoubtedly it is the

best system in the world to encourage
small savings.

In Germany it has resulted in the
hoarding up of millions of marks
by the poor people, who call dowa
blessings upon its originator.
The 5-cent stamp sys'em is in full

operation at the P'.-ople's Home
Savings Bank, and those who have
investigated it are convinced of its

efficacy.
About 9,000 stamp-saving books

- have been issued by the bank to
Ffople s Home Stamp, the people of San Francisco. In
each book are ten or fifteen deposit cards, and when
enough stamps have been purchased from time to lime
to fill one A the cards, that card is worth a dollar at
the People's Home Savings Hank, S05 Market Street,
corner 4th. As an object lesson in saving to the youth
of the laud the stamp system is invaluable.

The People's Home Savings Bank has adopted a
very effective plan for accumulating a good sum of money
by "small savings. The bank has a large number of
small nickel-plated safes, oblong in shape and about

half the size of an ordinary
cigar-box. These will each
hold about $35 in silver coin,
and their use is becoming
f.cneral in San Francisco. To
get a s:ife, you simply deposit
a dollar with the "People's
Home cashier and take it

home, where you drop in an
occasional dime or more, and
wake up some morning to
find that you have J3S ol

-^ surplus coin on hand. The
onl L this is to take the little safe

to the iVoplcs Home ^avings Rank, where the key is

kept, and there unlock it. The dime-savers then deposit
the monev in the People's Home Savings Bank, and
thus lay the foundation for a fortnnp.—San Francisco
Chronicle.

A wpocial feature of the People'H Home Savings Hank is the Safe Deposit Vaults; the strongest without

exception on the Coast; easy of access, being on the ground ficor of the Bank; brilliantly lighted with arc and
incandescent lights, and secure and convenient for the inspection of valuables.

IndividiiHl Steel Safeft, inside the Vaults, may be .secured at rentals of from $4.00 to $25.00 per annum. The
smallest safe is large enough f^r your Insurance Policies, your Will, Stocks, Bonds, a good deal of coin, and quite
a supply of Jewelry.

Roomn are furnished the depositors for the private inspection of v.iUiables, where they can lock themselves In

fron\ all intrusion.

1>own Htalrn are nbsohitelv fire-proof and burglar-proof vaults with capacity for storing amounts of silverware,
trunks aud boxes containing furs, laces, clothing and other valuables.

JOHN E. FARNUM.
Manager and Secretary.

COLUMBUS WATERHOUSE,
Presiocnt.

IIMTEREST WORKS WHILE YOU SLEEP-
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THE FIvORENCE OF THE ENGI,ISH POETS
IllMsUatfil 1)\- Constance Snow and from iilioloj^raphs

AI,OHA: Poem
IN THE YOSEMITE

Illustrated from painlii)<<s i.y Thor, Dahlgren, Hruwii, ami
from i)hotographs from Talier

POMPEII
I'ully illustrated by le^enl photograp'.is.

AT THE DRY TORTUGAS DURING THE WAR
CUPID AFI^OAT: Poem
SHAI,!, WE EDUCATE OUR POI,ITICIANS ? II.

AUNT MII^LY'S I,OVE I,ETTER : Story

GAME FISHES OF THE PACIFIC
l-'ull pa,i;e Illustration (if Hooking the Yellow Tail.

THE OBSERVATORY ON THE MOUNTAIN: Poem
A STRANGE WARNING: A True Story

ITAI,Y: Poem ...
PHCENIX, ARIZONA

I'ully illustrated bv Harris and from photographs.

A SOUTHERN CAI^IFORNIA MOUNTAIN RAII,
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The Californian
The reception which has been accorded the Californian all over the country,

and the daily increasing patronage from every State in the Union justifies the

publishers in increasing the size of the magazine and the numl)er of illustrated
articles. The issues of Volume II contain one liundred and sixty pages, inaking
more reading matter and more illustrations than any ilkistrated magazine ])u])lished.
It is especially gratifying to the publishers that while the jieople of the Coast have
responded to their efi\)rts in so liberal a way, the demand for the Californian is

increasing over the entire country
—

suggestive of the interest taken in the West
by the East. The object of the Californian is to do good : to afford good
reading on the subjects of the world to its thousands of readers, to point out to

the people of the East and Europe the advantages of life in the Western Country,
its beauties, its marvelous climate, and to spread before the people east and
west the good things wherever found. The Californian is an "

organ," controlled

entirely and exclusively by the great party that is for the right, for honest

government, good morals and general elevation all along the line. Previous
to this all the large illustrated magazines have been published in New York,
it being believed that the conditions were such that a magazine that entailed large
expense could not exist outside of the great metropolis of the East. The
Californian has demonstrated that this is a fallacy. It has been in the field but
seven months and already has the largest issue of any illustrated magazine of the
first class published wesl of New York. It owns its own j)lant, i)rints its own
editions from presses ordered for the purpose, and has grown so rapidly that every
month has demanded an increase in room, and the magazine now gives employment
to four or five hundred people.

ENGLISH EDITION

The publishers are arranging for an English Edition that will appear in London
simultaneously with the issue in San Francisco, thus avoiding the delay, which at

present exists owing to the distance between San Francisco and New York. A
separate ofiice will be maintained in London, and the Magazine distributed from
there over all Europe.

THE FIELD OF THE CALIFORNIAN
In answer to many inquiries, it may be said that the Californian, while it

devotes the majority of its space to the west, is cosmopolitan, and will provide its

readers with as great if not greater variety of illustrated reading matter than any
other magazine. Its field is the world.

TO WRITERS
It should be said that the Californian desires the best of everything. Articles

of all kinds, upon all subjects, and from all parts of the world. The same rules

apply here as in other magazines.

AUGUST
The August Californian will contain a number of striking and interesting

papers ;
the city of San Francisco will be described and tlioroughly illustrated

by a resident who has made a thorough study of the conditions that hold here;
a timely article will be on the Yellowstone Park; a (California Art Loan;
a Suggestion for Chicago and the World's Fair, will be beautifully illustrate<l ;

The
History of Yachting in California; a valual)le jjaper in the scries on tiie Chinese,
by the Rev. Dr. blasters; a seasonable paper on the nomination and election
of Garfield, by Ex-Governor Sheldon, giving some hitherto unknown facts; a paper
on Presidents, by Dr. W. H. Channing, one of the inventors of the Fire Alarm
Telegraph ;

" Black Fellows of Australia;" Moran
;

" Some Heads of Napoleon,"
and others are a few suggestions of the richness of this issue.

The Californian Illustrated Magazine,

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES BI,DG. SAN FRANCISCO, CAI,.

0)0(0

T,OS ANGIiLKft, CaL.

Bryson & Bonebrake Block

BRANCH OFFICES:

l*URTLANn, ORKC.ON.

Potter BuiltHng

fifp^^(c^^os^^'ii^^
i^*^*S^'^^V'^•S^ ^^iS^ *CkSJ9 *CsS^



MISCELLANEOUS

ARTICLES
OF
FURNITURE
SPECIALLY
DESIGNED
FOR
THE
BOUDOIR

Dressing-'^Cases

Cheval Mirrors

Triplicate Mirrors

And Special Pieces after

Your^Own'^Design

117-123 Geary Sf. San Francisco

^CjV^ TinOTHY HOPKINS ^
{jQ

Exporters. Importers and Growers of

rees, Plants, Seeds, Bulbb

WHOLESALE FLORISTS

SWCCt Pea Seed—special to the Trade

Orders are solicited for fall deliver\-, in quantity-, of

tills season's crop of the choice Sweet Pea varieties,

named and mixed, that we grow. Send for Trade List.

We maintain an exhibit of Specimen Plants (wholesale and retail), and

Cut Flowers (wholesale only), at our headquarters

Nurseries: Menio Park. Cal.

3

427-429 Sansome St., cor. Clay, San Francisco



HOTELS

CALIFORNIA
SUMMER OR WINTER

THE ATTENTION OF

Tourists and Health Seekers
IS CALLED TO

GLIMPSE OF SOUTH FRONTAGE

THE CeL.EBR7^TED

Hotel del Monte
nONTEREY, CAL.

Only 3 1-2 hours from San Francisco by Express Trains of the Southern Pacific Con-pany

BATES roil ISOAKI): Hy the da\-, ^^j.uu anil iiijwanl. I'ailurs, fium ji.uo lo f-'.^o per day extra. Children, in

children's dining-room, S-'oo per day.
Particular attention iH called to tlie ino<lerat«' eliarKe« for accommodations at this magnificent establishment.

The extra cost of a trip to California is more than counterbalanced by the Qiflereuce between rales of various Winter
Ke.sorts and those of tl.c incomparable Iloncr. dki, Mon ri:.

Intending Visitorw lo Calirorniii and the TIf)Ti;i, I)i:i, MOXTK have the choice of the " SI'NSKT." "Or.lli:N "

or "SH.'^STA" Routes. These three routes, the thrte m.iin arms of the great railway .system of the SOl'Tl lIvKN r.ACIl'IC
COMPANY, carry the travelers through the best seelious of C;difoniia, and any oneof them w\\\ rivial woiukrs of climate,

products and scenery that no other part of the world can <h.])lie:de, h'or illustrated descr'ptive i)am])h1et of the hotel,
and for information as to routes and Ir.ivel, rates for tickets, etc., c.ill uikiu or address h',. ll.WVI.HV, A.ssistant Geniral
Traffic Manager, .Soulherii I'aeilic Company, ,^.),^ Uroadway, New York, or W. G. KEIMYKR, General Western Agent,
204 Clark slrtet, Chicago, 111. I'or further infoimaliou, addrc.vs

t;i;«)i:<;i; .SCHONKWAI.n, Manager Hotel del Monte
OPEN ALI. THK VKAK KOUND ^-Nlonl. 1 .y , < alifoiiiia



Miscellaneous

IMPORTANT

PUBLICATIONS

BARNES' POPULAR HISTORY
OF THE UNITED STATES

Profusely illustrated ; lar<j;e dear type ;
ae-

curate and ii()n-j)artisan ; hrou^dit down to the

administration of r>cnjaniin Harrison; ])os-

sessea the eharui of a novel; dcsiral)l>' in

every family.
One royal octavo volume, <kSO pp, illuminate<l

cloth cover, price, ])ostpaid, .^:{.50; sheep,

^5.00; one-half calf, ii^fJ.OO; full mor., sfS.OO.

HISTORY OF ART
By"\VM. H. Goodyear (latecurator of Metro-

politan jNIuseum.)
A comprehensive sketch of Arcliitecture

Sculpture and Painting; written in clear,
terse style; adapted for use in higher institu-

tions of learning Imt appropriate in private
lil)raries. Edition de Luxe offers a most
attractive table book. Bound in handsome
red cloth, vellum an<l gold.

Royal 8vo. ;J14 choice illustraticms, o77 pp.

Price, postpaid, cloth, $3.50; de Luxe, i;5.00.

HISTORY OF GERMANY
A Drama of Development

By Theodore P. Fay.
A comprehensive, popular history of (Icr-

niany for which Mr. Fay's lifelong residence
in that country has given him peculiar advan-

tages. The work is approjiriately illustrated

and })resented in large luindsome type and
liberal margins.
Two royal octavo volumes, 1,.'jOO ]ip. Price,

postj)aid, cloth, uncut edges, gilt top, |7.i'(i;

half calf, $l--'.00.

ATLAS OF THE WORLD
By James Montietu.
Descriptive, historical and statistical, and

illustrated with numerous engravings. .S(>

pages of full and double-page maps, and 70

pages of text; closing with statistics, topical
reviews, and a succint historical resume.
Census of ISitO.

Leather back, large quarto, 200 pp. Price,

postpaid, $3.60.

Send for Special Catalogue

A. S. BARNES & CO., Publishers

751 Broadway, New York

roR

MEDICINES
BOERICKE&RUNYON

234SUTTER ST.
4,

K SAN FRANCISCO 1'"

*»»**

Geo. H. Fuller Desk Co.
MAXUFACTIKERS

638-640 Mission St., San Francisco

MANK, OFFICr, CHI
and LODGE



BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Bttornei^9*at=Xa\v

ESTABLISHED 1862

CHESTER W. M. SMITH

PATENT . LAWYER
COUNSELOR

AND
ADVOCATE

PATENT

SPECIALTY
PATENTS

TRADE MARKS

PATENT LAW

No. 217 Sansome Street
San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN
HANLON

Attorney and Counselor-at-Law,
432 Montgomery Street. Room 7, San
Francisco, Cal.

j
H. HENDERSON

*^ •
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law,

215 Sansome Street. San Francisco.

Et'GKNE F. BERT J. N. E. WILSON

\^ILSON & BERT
' ^

Attorneys-at-Law, 401 Califor-

nia Street, Teltphone 1751, San Fran-
cisco. Cal.

G E. LAWRENCE
Conn.selor- at- Law, 3.^0 Pine

Street, Rooni.s 40 and 41, San Francisco.

MOSES G. COBB
Attorney -at -Law, Academy of

Sciences Building. 819 Market Street,
Room 50, San Francisco, Cal.

JOSEPH
A. JOYCE

'-'
Attorney and Counselor - at - Law,

303 California Street, Rooms 22 to 26,

San Francisco. Cal.

C C. DENSON
'^ •

Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
14 Sansome Street, Telephone 5 29,
San Frauci^io. Cnl.

C R. KING
^ •

Attorney and Counselor-at-Law,
Office 530 California Street, Room i,

San Francisco, Cal.

H ENRY C. SCHAEKTZER
Attorney and Counsclor-at-Law,

432 Montgomery Street, Room 4, San
Francisco, Cal.

CETH MANN^
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law,

420 California' Street, Rooms 12 and 13,

Elevator ic6 Leidesdorff Street, San
Francisco, Cal.

JAMES
H. CREELY

*-'
Attorney-at-Law, 211 SntterStreet,

above Kearny Street, Telephone 3252,
San F'rancisco, Cal.

H B. MAYO
•

Attorney and Coun,selor-at-I<aw
601 Calif rnia' Street, Room s, San
Francisco, Cal.

S'

JOHN L. BOONE
*-' Attornev and Counselor-at-Law,
State and Federal Practice, 14 Sansome
Street, Rooms 6 to q, over Wells, Fargo
iSc Co. 's Bank, San Francisco, Cal.

Telc|>lion.> Xo. 829

J<^NIGHT
& HEGGERTY

* ••
Attorneys-at-Law, Rooms 98 to

loi, Chronicle Building, San Franci,s-

co, Cal.

COX & KELLOGG
*

.\ttorneys-at-Law, 530 California
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

J
AMES GARTLAN

Attorney and Counselor-at-Law.
Stevenson Building, 511 California .St.,

Rooms 31 and 35, San Francisco, Cal.

— I.atf of D.-irwhi k Miirpli;
—

pHAS. B. DARWIN
^-^

Attorney-at-Law, 636 Clay Street,
Rooms 17, 18 and 19, San I"rancisco.

H AFRDING -FORBES-BARNARD
Attorneys and Counselors- at -

f^aw, -MS Sansome St.

Cal. Telephone c).)6.

San I'rancisco,

C J. & J. H. MOORE
•

.attorneys and Counselors-at
Law. Nos. 77, 7S and 79 Montgomery
Block, San Francisco, Cal. Telephone
No. 343.

J
K. JOHNSON
Attorney-at-Law. Room 9, 420

California Street, san F"ranci,sco.

H S. HERRICK
Attorney-at-Law.

Block, San Francisco.
No. 548S.

64 Nevada
Telephone

r^ARBER, BOALT & BISHOP
^-^

.\ttorney.s-at-I<aw.
Street, San Francisco.

331 Pine

T.
\. BERGIN
.\ttorney-at-Law. 38 Nevada

Block, San Franci.sco. Cal.

Oaftlan^

p W. SAWYER
*

.Attorney-at-Law and Notary
Pul)lic, 855 Broadwaj', Oakland, Cal.

IRcal ]£5tatc iDcalers

W. M. COWAP.I) r. M, S.MITH

W. M. COWARD & CO.
Real Instate. 6^9 and 661

Market Street, opposite Chronicle
Building, San Francisco.

w ESTERN LAND CO.
C. M. Arnold. Manager, 640

Market St., San F'rancisco. Dealers
in Country Property. Instalment
propositions a specialty. Fstablished
23 years.

J
STRASSBURGER & CO.

^ • Real Estate Agents. No. 326^^
Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

s TANFOI?!) UNIVERSITY
Palo Alto. California. Property

for sale. IMorkis & Mkrsiion. 16 Post
St. (Real F'state F;xchange B\iilding),
San l'"rancisco. Branch Office at Palo
.\lto, near I'niversity.

M W.&W. A. H.CONNOR
^ ^* Owners and Agents for Lake-
view and Sunny Side Tracts, 646 Mar-
ket Street. San iManciscn. Cal

TEVIS & FISHER
Real F'.state Agents and .Auction-

eers, Rent Collectors, Insurance Bro-
kers. .'Vgents for Country Lauds, ij

Post Street, San Francisco.

CRUirVALE
* Desiraljle lots for sale, cheap,
convenient and healthy location. For
further particulars ajiply to Iv C.

BKinv.v, 1 ;i7 Thii tecnth .\venue, F^ast
( >aklaiiil. Cal.
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IRcal ]£i?tatc Bcalcvs
CJAKI.AM)

pLOUGH & BAKER
^-^ Dealers in Real I'.stale. K/02

Broadway, bet. lotli and nth streets,

Oakland, Cal. I'roperty bonjjlit, sold
and exchanj^ed. Money to loan.
Ilonses rented. Telei)lK>ne C>:--.y.

w ILLIAM J. DIN(JLli
Keal Ivstate. ,16,) to .)(.J IukIiHi

St., Oakland, Cal. All correspondence
ininie<Hatel\ and clieerfnlh' answered.

M J. LAYMANCE & CO.
^'*'» Real I'state Agents and
General Anctioneer.s. Improved and
Unimproved I'ropertv for .•ale. 466
Kiffhtli Street, Oakland, Cal.

w. E. BARNAUlJ & SON.
Cor. Ninth and Washington

Sts., Oakland, fifteen years' expe-
rience in the Ke.il Ivstaie birsiness.

Uiisiness investmiiits, homes, frnit

orchards, i tc. Corrc spondence solicited

A,
IL BREED & CO.
Citvand Suburban Real Kstate,

on instalimcnl plan when desired.

Correspondence solicited. 460 Ninth
Street, Oakland, Cal.

O \. UENISON e\: CO.
A;.;ents for the purchase, sale

and care of Real Instate. Loans Nej^o-
tiale<l. Houses Rented and Rents Col-
lected. 472'renth Street, bet. Broadway
.ind AVasliini.;ton. O.iklaml, Cal.

UOLWAY & LANE
Real Kstate Dealers. California

property for sale and exchange for

Eastern property. Correspondence so-

'i'i'ed. goo Uroadw.iy. Oakland, C.il.

Blamc^a

JOHN p. WARD
*-* Real E-state Broker. Notan'
Public. isoo Park Street ^Tucker
Building), Alameda, Cal.

IDciUit^t5

D R. T. J. FRAZER
Dentist, Flood Building, Market

and Fourth Streets, Room So, San
Francisco.

j^ooH (b^t
vou. vii

1892

/V Nov^l L-it^rary A^zvgzvzine

Book (b^t
Contain?

njoptbiy

Lcogtby Reviews of Mot^ble
BooK5, Select^cl Rea«Jiogs

fiOTES
Syoop5i5 of tb« Principal BooK^ of
tb? rnonth
Exbz^u$tive Engli5bf Arp^ricaOr 6er-
njanr French 2in<i Sp^nisb BooH
Lists, zvn«i tb« bz^n^iy

INDEX

rJePeriodial Literature t^o*";:the

Arrzvng^tl by Subject

PUBLISHED ^\OrtTHLY
J 1.00 PER YEAR
SA/«^PLE COPY 10 CTS.

j^ooH iht
124 Fiftb /Vv.

MEW YORK

CHARMING GIRLS
ARE

You annoved with
Freckles, I'imples.
Blackheads, Yel-
low, Muddy, or

Oily Skin, Red
Nose, or other Fa-
cial Blemishes or
Skin Diseases.

YOU
can rid yourself of
.ill disligurenients
if you >Aill use
DR. AMMBTTS
FRENCH AR-
SENIC CCM-
HLtXlON WA-
FERS. They pu-

rify
the blood, give

brilliancy to the

eyes, a complexion
of pearly white-
ness, perfect health

and a rounding ar.J

BEAUTIFUL
form PERFECTLY HARMLESS, and the only genu-
ine safe French prep.-<ration of arsenic. ?' 01 per box or

fa bjxes for *^.oo. By mail to any address.

SPECIAL Parties ordering six boxes will be
; given a pair of French Kid Gloves

Send size and color desired.

G. I miDDLETON DRDG GO.

pvcp-r 68-74 CORTLANDT ST
^-'^*^' * New York City

Wba By E. C. St««lrp2kn

2vn<J . . .

E. A\. Hutchinson
It will pay you to find out by writing to C. L.WEBSTER & CO., 67 Fifth Ave.. New York •

] b Tbe LibrMy of ftroerian Literature >

O. W. NORDWELL.
2i8 BUSH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA
7



Miscellaneous

QORHAH SOLID
SILVER

When a wedding or birthday gift is to be

selected or a presentation piece decided upon,

tlie first thought is to find something unusual,

that which is not likely to be duplicated.

Solid Silver in some shape or other is the

most appropriate for many reasons, if such a

piece can be secured.

Our stock affords great diversity of design,

which is an inipurtant consideration in making
a selection of this kind.

The variety and extent of our productions

enable us to continually show not only new-

designs, but original articles for new purposes.

A \isit to our establishment will suggest

many novel and appropriate pieces.

GORHAH MANF'Q CO., Silversmiths
BROADWAY AND 19th ST., NEW YORK

These wares are represented in the stocks of all the better class of jewelers

ONE OF THE MOST RELIABLE COMPANIES IN THE WORLD
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ITS AGENTS ARE FOUND THROUGHOUT AMERICA
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INSURANCE ^ COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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CAPITAL (Fully Paid), $1,000,000 ASSETS, NEARLY $3,000,000

D. J. STAPLES, President w. j. dutton, vice-president
J. B. LEVISON, MARINE SECY LOUIS WEINMAN N ,

ASS'T SEC'Y

8-

BERNARD FAYMON V I LLE, SECY
STEPHEN D. IVES.GEN-L AGENT
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THE FLORENCE OF THE ENGLISH POETS

BY GRACK KLLKRY CIIANNING

THERE
are two Italics—Italy of the

Italians, and that "paradise of

exiles,
' '

the stranger's Ital}'. Side

by side with the history, the tradition

and the poetry of the cue, touching,

intermingling with it a foreign charm,
is the history, the tradition and the

poetry of the other. Nowhere is this

dual individuality more visibly present
than in the Flower City. English

singers have chanted her,
" Ilcr grave, gra}- palace-fronts, her lily-

towers,
And curves of Arno bright,

have glorified her suns and skies,

her valleys and hills, her groves and

gardens. When the voice of Italy was

hushed, they were singers of English
race who took up the silence and made
it vocal with the wrongs, the woes, and

finally, with the risen hope of Italy.

They have made her story and her

life their own
;
in return their lives

and stories have become a portion of

herself, and in the most Italian of

cities, the music of the English poets
echoes harmoniously with the Tuscan.

The longer you live in Florence the

more vou become conscious of this

double life, beating hard and fast, the

one half upon the other. Wander
where you will, on ever}^ hand there

will arise scenes and objects with

which you have so long been familiar

through the phantom existence of a

poet's verse, that now you are tempted
to take the real for the phantom and

say, not
" here is a bit of Florence I

Vol. II— II 165

have known in Browning," but.
' ' here is a bit of Browning in Flor-

ence."
The very stones which say to you.

"Dante, Angelo, Savonarola," say
also "Browning, Byron. Shelley."

Ever}' walk in Florence is, of neces-

sity, .somewhat in the nature of a

pilgrimage to the poets, but there are

certain spots which constitute them-
.selves Meccas most naturally. One
such lies in Oltrano

; you mav visit it

some morning when you are following
Arno with lingering feet while your
eager e^'cs run all the way up to the

Vallombrosan mountains, or to where
" Fiesole's embracing arms enclose

The immeasurable rose."

Very likely it will be such a day as

Mrs. Browning sings of :

' ' Such a day
As Florence owes the sun. The sky above

Its weight tipon the mountains seemed to

lay
And palpitate in glory, like a dove
Who has down too fast, full-hearted."

There are such da^'s in Florence.

Cross the loveliest bridge of all. the

Ponte Triuita, stopping a moment, as

you are sure to do, to look at

" Golden .\mo as it shoots away
Through Florence's heart, beneath her

bridges four—
Bent bridges, seeming to strain off like

bows
And tremble while the arrowy undertide

Shoots on and cleaves the marble as it goes
And strikes up palace walls on either

side."
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There are five bridges now. Ivcave

them all and follow the narrow street

to its terminating square be}ond. A
shabby little square it is

;
one you

would pass fifty times, otherwhere,

unuoting, but which here you will not

pass. Like the antique tomb it

says to every traveller :

' '

Sis^e

l^iaior /
"

for this is the Piazza San
Felice. Yonder is the tiny "Church
Felice."

the memory and the love of the two

poets. A marble tablet in the wall

records that
" Here wrote and died

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, who in

the heart of a woman vuiited the

learning of a scholar and the genius of

a poet, and made with her \erse

a golden link between Hngland
and Italy. Grateful Florence placed
the memorial." Here the wcnran-

poet

Alt; >
*\ W^^^'

The Ciiildcn Arrrn

" Whence came the clear voice of the clois-

tered ones

Chanting a chant made for niidsunmur
nights ?

I know not what particular praise of God,
It .always came and went with June,"

to the ears of the poLl 1 drowning,
where on the little terrace built above
the .street, he
" IJreathed the beauty and llie fcarfuliuss of

night,"

and fashioned I'oinpilia's .'^even-fold

tale.

This is Casa Guidi, still sacred to

" Wrote a meditation and a dream
Hearing a little child sing in the street."

From tliese windows she beheld
" Ten thousand eyes of I'loreiitincs

Strike back the triumph of the I,ombarcl
nortli,"

and witnessed

"The armaments of Austria (low
Into the drowning heart of Tuscany."

Yonder is llie Tiui Palace, where
the Grand Duke Leopold took that

oath which, henceforth stood "
among

the oaths of perjtu'crs eininent," and.
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up that narrow stretch to the bridge,
Mrs, Browning :i little hiter "saw and
witnessed how Grand Dukes eonie

back."
From the quiet depths of Casa Guidi

issued such strains of ])oetry as one
would think must still leave an echo

;

and if, as Hawthorne held, inanimate

surroundings may become vitalized l)y

association, these walls— if any—must
thrill with the magnetism of a living
love and a deathless music.
Not far from Casa (Uiidi, nearer

Anio, is the Convent of the Carmine,
that cage whence the slender lyippo

lyippi, madcap monk and marvelous

painter, escai)cd, as often as beneath
his window
" There came :i liurry of feet and little feet,"

Or the moonlight on Santa JMargherita
took the shape of the gentle novice,

lyticrezia, and lured him thither.
' 'The

Carmine's my cloister," say we, rc-

memljering, and listen involuntaril}-
to catch some stray echo from that

flower song :

" Flower o' the broom,
Take away love and our life is a toinb !"

Flower o' the rose.
If I've been merry what matter who knows ?"

What matter, indeed, now that the

dust of centtiries is on the laughing-

lips and wondrous fingers. Does it

even matter that to us he is almost
more Browning's I^ippo Lippi than

Italy's?
A stone's throw from the Carmine

lives to-day a poet, a poet of whose
books it might often be said as it was
of Hugo's

"
Shakespeare," that their

gravest fault is the omission of the

words, "A Poem" from the title

page. Among a hundred tender

passages of the kind, this poet has
written of the citj^ she loves so well.

" Where lies the secret of the spell
of Florence ? a spell that strengthens
and does not fade with time. Perhaps
it is because her .story is so old and
her beauty is so young. Behind her
lie such ab3\sses of mighty memories.

Upon her is shed such a radiance of

sunlight and life. The stones of her

are dark with the blood of so many
generations, but her air is bright with
the blo.^soms of so many flowers, even
as the eyes of her people have in them
more sadness than lies in tears, while
their lips have the gayest laughter
that ever made music in the weariness
of the Avorld.

"Rome is terrible in her old age.
But Florence, where she sits throned
amidst her meadows white with lilies,

Florence is never terrible. Florence
is never old. In her infancy they fed

her with the manna of freedom, and
that fairest food gave her eternal

youth.
" Who having known her can for-

sake for lesser loves ? Who having
once abode with her, can turn their

faces from the rising sun and set the
darkness of the hills betwixt herself

and them ?
"

Elsewhere, with the same passionate
beauty of expression, she names her—
' '

the fairest city of all the empires of

the world," the Heloi.se of cities, as

Paris is the Aspasia,
—"the daughter

of flowers, the mistress of art, the

nursing mother of liberty and a.spira-
tion."'

It is in one of the most sombre of

Florentine palaces that Otxida dwells—
so nuich a name and a shadow to the
outside world that she seems to live

there only as the Brownings .still live

in Casa Gtiidi, the Hawthorues at

Bello.^guardo, and poor old Landor in

liis Fie.solan Fden.
Westward from Ouida's palace and

the Carmine, high above Arno, stands

Bellosguardo it.self— Tuscan Bellos-

guardo, where Mrs. Browning
"
Standing on the actual, blessed sward
Where Galileo stood at nights to take

The vision of the stars * '• * found it hard

Gazing upon the earth and heaven to

make
A choice of beauty."

Galileo's villa is here
; here. too.

the Hawthornes dwelt and drew all

the poets about them. Here the heart-

stricken Browning passed his "Apo-
calyptic month

' '

after Death passing
through Casa Guidi had .sealed the
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loveliest chapter in the life of any poet.

Just as then :
—

" From the outer wall
Of the garden drops the mystic, floating

spray
Of olive trees.

And as then :
—

" Beautiful
The city lies along the ample vale.

Cathedral, tower and palace, piazza and

square,
The river trailing like a silver cord

Through all."

Rn:>kin's Francesca— herself both

' '

By a gift God grants me now and then * *

Who walked in Florence beside her men."

Across the Arno from Bellosguardo
is the Cascine—pleasure park of the

pleasure-loving Florentines, but mem-
orable to us as the spot where was
written that loveliest of poems—
Shelley's "Ode to the West Wind."
Who has walked in the depths of
those ilex avenues and seen the

scurrying of autumn leaves before the

wind, but has walked there with

Shelley ? All Florence, in carriage
and on foot, takes its pleasure here

Statue of CiranJ Duki' IVrJInanJ

poet and painter
—had once her home

here also. And it may have been
from this villa, though I fancy it was
from llic loftier, lovelier height of

fic-solc, that Robert Browning mused
on
" The valley beneath where, white and widt-

And washed by the morning's water-gold,
Florence lay out on the mountain-side

;

River and 1;ridge and street and square
Lay mine, as much at my Ijeck and call

Through the live, translucent bath of air,

As the sights in a magic crystal ball."

Others since Browning have had
that vision, even to the noting—

dail}', l)tit to tho.se who know the place
is hatmted by an " misecn presence

"

beside which llie ga}' Florentines flit

by, tlie most unreal ghosts of all.

Shelley has pa.s.sed here
; for us that

is the history and the poem of the

place.
There is lilUeel.se in Florence whicli

speaks of him. We all know how he
laiuiched his cockle-shell boat on Arno
to the horror of the IHorentincs and
his own delight and we all know his

fragment of "
Ciinevra

;

"
but vShelley

never greatly loved Florence and the
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Cascine remains tlie one place in it

closely linked with his name.
There are a hundred memories we

have not time to j^ather in tlie brief

space of a morning. We will not stop
"
to eat an ice at Donay's tenderly,"

nor to look at the "bold, bright Per-

seus
"

in the lyOggia ; scarcely ev'cn to

note the violet-laden stone.

" Where Savonarola's soul went out in fire."

If we pause a moment it shall be to

listen while

as he rode on that day, centuries ago,
when glancing up at the palace window
he caught the vision of the Riccardi's

bride. Palace and window still are

there, but the
"
passionate, pale lady's

face" no longer leans from Robbia's
cornice

;
even the "empty shrine

"
is

gone. vSix steps away in the Chapel
the lovers sleep, or should, had not a

subtler craft than Robbia's constrained
their

"
frustrate ghosts

"
to haunt the

square in broad, Italian da\light.
Who looks shall .see them.

In Sant.i Croces llolv Precincts

" The Duomo bell
Strikes ten as if it struck ten fathoms down,
So deep, and twent)' chnrches answer it."

But at the Piazza of the Sa^iiissima
Ayinunziata we may pause altogether
with a clear conscience and putting
aside Andrea's frescoes think first of

Browning. P'or here in the open
.square just as he was placed by "John
of Douay

"
rides the Grand Duke

Ferdinand. "Empty and fine as a

swordless sheath,"—ju.st .so he rides

Another square in Florence belongs
to Browning, by association—a memor-
able .'square framed by the venerable
church ofSan Lorenzo and the Riccardi

Palace; adorned by the statue of "Gian
of the Black Bands ;

"
with Angelo's

dread marbles but a step away in the
New Sacristy and felt even here. But
it is memorable for something else

too, for here on a certain morning—
("June was the month—Lorenzo named the

square.")
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and precisely on that palace step
"

\\1iicli meant for lounging knaves of the

Medici,
Now serves re-venders to display their

wares."

Robert Browning picked np a l)Ook

"Small-quarto size, part print, ])art manu-
script,

A book in shajx', but realh- jiure, crude
fact

Secreted from man's life Avhen hearts beat
hard

And brains, high-blooded ticked two cen-
turies since ' '

Just sttcli dingy vohinies lie on just
such nitilti-furnished stalls to-day, but
the magician with his ring has van-
ished.

How like Byron
it is that the one

place in Florence
he has made his

own should be
Santa Croce—the

mournful and the

mighty . I sup-

pose, indeed, it

would be impos-
sible to enter that

jewel
- case, the

Tril^ttna of the

Ufizzi, where
" The Goddess loves

in stone and fills

The air around
with beauty,"

withottt a thought
of I>yron, as to .salute the greater
\'entis of the Louvre in any other
words than Heine's :

"
Ivver blessed Goddess of beauty and fuir

beloved I^ady of INIilo."

But, though Byron may have

glanced at the Ufizzi, it is only at

Santa Croce that he lingered. Ivnter

its dusk, stand l)efore its tombs and

mighty cenotaphs, one by one, and
abotit the weight of oppressive
silence yoti will be lifted into audible

syllajjles.

"Dust which is

Even in itself immortality,"

is gathered here.

" Here repose
Angelo's, Alfieri's bones, anil his.
The starry Galileo, with his woes

;

Here Macchiavclli's earth returned
whence it rose."

to

What ungrateful Florence failed to

do the 3'yngli.sli poet has done for

Florence
;
he has brought back the

scattered a.shes of the "
all-Etrti.scan

three," and, re-united in his verse,
for the first time Italy's great dead

sleep together. His reward is this :

Borne away from Greece, rejected
from Westminster Abbey, exiled from
that sweet .spot in Rome where his

brother poets. Keats and vShelley, lie,

lie has made for himself a moiuiment
of .song in this

Pantheon of the
' '

Etrurian Ath-
en s

,

" Sa n t a

Croce, more than
marble memorial.

"
Still graves

when Italy is

talked upon !

"

wrote Mrs. Brown-

ing, and it is near
the grave of Eliz-

abeth Barrett
Browning herself,

in a lovely, for-

saken place, the

very home of sol-

itude and silence,

where even the
dark cedars have

])tit on a garment of ro.ses, that we
nuist seek the memorial of another

English i^oet, Walter Savage Landor.
Not fir are the graves of Arthur

Hugh Clougli, of the sctilptor

Cxreenotigh and of our own .soldier-

preacher, Theodore Parker.

Lnndor's home was not in Florence,
l)ut in

" Milton's p'iesole," or as he
liimself called it, "Immemorial Fie-

.sole." A charming walk still leads

to the stately and .sombre Villa Landor
where are his

"
citron groves," where

still "a thou.sand cedars raise their

heads," and in the distance Valdarno
and \'allombro.sa, now as then, double
their beauty by one another's. Driven
from liis lionie in his old age, Landor
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found a refuge in the tenderness of lips at certain hours and aspects of

Robert Browning, but steadfastly
mourned for his lost paradise to the

da}^ of his death. A mournful old

man, a very Lear of poets, who wrote

his biography in four lines on his

seventy-fifth birthday.
' '

I strove with none, for none was worth the

strife,

Nature I loved and next to Nature, Art
;

I warmed both hands before the fire of life
;

It sinks, and I am ready to depart."

It is to the grave of Landor that

Swinburne came,
' ' As one whose steps half linger.

Half run before,
The youngest to the oldest singer
That England bore."

And above it he ut-

tered the lament so '^
lovely one cannot for- ^

bear to recall it. •

" Back to the Flower-town,
side by side,

The bright months bring,

New-born, the bridegroom
and the bride.

Freedom and Spring.

Jai

" The sweet land laughs
from sea to sea,

Filled full with sun
;

\vijva.iL
All things return to her, /^ VV'llSi

being free,
''

%\
—^

All things but one.

" In many a tender wheal-
cn pk)t

Flowers that were dead ' -
^j!?>'-is^:

Live, and old suns revive,
but not '^''^

That holier head.
* * -x- *

" But thou, his Florence, to thy trust

Receive and keep—
Keep safe his dedicated dust.

His sacred sleep ;

" So shall thy lovers, come from far,

Mix with thy name
As morning star with evening star

His faultless fame."

With that
"
youngest singer" liini-

self, there is no spot in Florence—if

it be not this—which is expressly
associated, as Santa Croce with Byron,
the Cascine witli Shelley, and so

many places wilh the Brownings ;

but there is no poet whose music will

rise more (iiiickly to the liearl and

X' lUmU'lBlf': !

^ '— ^.-~^~~

;^,J»i,UIII«Iiia|J r •

Florence. No one has sung so truly
' '

the lily of lands
;

' ' none has so well
understood the charm
" That binds with words and holds with

eyes and hands
All hearts in all men's lands ;"

none has so grieved for her
"
Bays unplucked, her laurels unentwined
That no men break or bind,
And myrtles long forgetful of the sword.
And olives unadored ;"

nor has any triumphed so in her
resurrection.

When spring comes upon Valdarno
with a rush of light and flush of blos-

som, he greets her :

"Oh, heavenliest I'lor-

ence !
—from the mouths

of flowers
Fed by melodious hours,
From each sweet mouth

that kisses light and air.

Thou whom thy Fate made
fair

As a bound vine or any
flowering tree.

Praise him who made them
free!"

-v-C^

And he has listened

' ' Where spring hears loud

through her long-lit vales

Triumphant nightingales,
In many a fold of fiery

foliage hidden,
Withheld as things for-

bidden,

__^_^ But clamorous with innu-

"''_"-
-- ^ meral)le delight

-- ,'-' In spring's red, green and
white."

With the red, green and white
comes another memory of Swinburne.
We who were in Florence last vSep-
tember were the startled witnesses of
a solemn and beanlifnl sight. The
chance instill to Italy's most sacred

tomb, fltmg from a wanton heart

which, seeking to dishonor Italy, ran
the grave risk of twice dishonoring
France—wrapped Italy in flags from
Turin to Naples. We beheld the

tortress-palaces of Florence blossom
into the tricolor. Very beautiful she
was—^our h'lower City l)ecome a City
of Flags ; and above all that stir of
silken banners,
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"Green as sunimer, and red as dawn, and
white

As the live heart of lij^ht,"

and above the clamor of Florentine

voices chanting Garibaldi's hymn,
there seemed to thrill the words of

freedom throtigh the lips of the Eng-
lish poet :

"
I were not Freedom if thou wert not free,
Nor thou wert Italy."

Since Italian air will hold a strain of

English music at stich a time, one can-

not but believe some ripple ofsong from
these many alien lips will mingle with
the flowing of Arno while there re-

mains a stone in Florence to echo either.

ALOHA

BY LOOTS CARL EHLK

Though other lands have liquid words
To voice in melting tones their love,

Among them all, none seem to move
The love-mood of enamored souls

As three sweet syllables that rise

From out an earthly Paradise,
Aloha.

They bring the sweetness of the breeze

That steals perfume from rarest flowers,

Among the fairy island bowers
Of southern seas, the lyric note

IvOve warbles there, the sweetest word
That mortal ear has ever heard.

Aloha.

This swan-note of a loving race

I cradle in the flowers of love

I send my faith to thee to prove.
And when upon thy lips it lives,

I would that I were there to hear

Thee speak the word I hold so dear.
Aloha.



' lA THE YOSEMITH

BV CIIARIJCS T. GORDON

IN
that small i)(jrli<j!i of the J'acific

Coast now known as Mariposa
County, Nature, a long, long a.'on

ago, designed and executed a work of

planetar\- decoration that exhibits lier

wonderful handicraft on a scale of

marvelous splendor. It took her
thousands of jears to complete the

task, and for other thousands her com-

position of grandeur and beauty re-

mained unknown and unvisited save

by the fauna and avifauna of its en-

virons. Later on the aboriginal forest

man found his way to this masterpiece
of physical effort and skill and made
it his hunting-park, calling it Ah-
wali-ncc. After that for untold gen-
erations it was still unapproached by
civilized man.

Cradled in the vSierra Nevada Moun-
tains and walled in with a frame-
work of stupendous cliffs and Titanic
rocks that are crowned wnth pinnacles,
towers and mighty domes and silver

streaked with cascades and waterfalls,
no other valley in the world can rival

that of A h-cvah -)/('(' in sublimity and
com]:)inations of the beautiful and

grand. As you moxe from point to

point, panorama after ])anorama of

ever-changing views succeed each
other. Here the magnitude and

solemnity of granite forms, rising
thousands of feet above you insjnre an
emotion akin to awe

; there the ])icture
of a slumbering lake, .set into the

.scene like a mirror framed in .sculp-
tured adornments and draped with

green garlands, lulls the mind to the

sweet contemplation of nature's love-

liness ; anon structures of architectural

design, massively magnificent, excite

wonder and astonishment ; here the

rainbow of the cascade's iridescent

spray fascinates the delighted eye ;

there the turmoil of rushing waters
mesmeri.ses it

;
now the stateline.ss «jf

arboreal roj'alt)' evokes reverential

admiration, and now floral beauties
charm you with the joyou.sness of

their rich colors.

Nor is the mind less appealed to

through the medium of the ear. The
thunder of the cataract, the sweet
music of the singing brook, the whis-

pers of a smoothl\- gliding stream,

pensive in anticipation of its leap into

the air
;

the din and uproar of the

eager rapid in its ha.ste to display the

glories of a waterfall ;
and the silence

that reigns in the still alcoves of the

dimly lighted forest, each and all offer

their didactic salutations to the .soul.

'Tis a terrestrial uranus, this valley of

Yo.semite, fit for the abode of Jove
himself.

From San Francisco it is not very
far away. The wild duck might rise

from the water of the ba}' an3^wliere
betw-een this cit}- and Oakland and
after an aerial trip of not more than a

couple of hours take his rest on the

glassy bosom of Mirror L,ake ;
for in

an air-line the Yo.semite is not more
than one hundred and fifty miles dis-

tant from vSan hVancisco. To reach

it by rail and stage, however, we wing-
less bipeds nuist travel two hundred
and sixt>' miles, and crawl on the

journe\- many times the number of

liours that our two-legged table dainty
would require. lUit there are those

who come two thous:\nd six hundred
miles and farther than that to .see this

wonder spot, and we inxilcour readers

in all parts of the United vStates and

Fairope to pay a mental \isit to it.

As an introduction to this former

paradise of the Indian—-the my.sterious

deep valley
—let us look back on the

course of time and witness the legend-

ary fight that changed alike the name
of a tribe and that of the \allcy. It

was an exploit which in a Roman
'74
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amphitheater would have wrung
applause from morituri gladiators.
In this retrospection we see a young
chief of the powerful tribe of the

Ah-wah-7icc-chccsy^A\\Cin\'g his way with

stately tread among the rocks and
boulders to Mirror Lake. He is un-

armed, having no other predatory
design than the capture of a few
trout. Suddenly he is confronted by
a full-grown grizzly bear. But the
descendant of Ah-wali-nce scorns to

yield to the monster's imperious claim
to right of road, and seizing the dried

limb of a tree, storm-torn from its

parent stem, does fierce battle with
the beast. Little recking of wounds
received from the flesh-tearing claws
with blow after blow he batters out the

grizzly's eyes, and the victory is his.

We hear his tribe greet him for his

dauntless courage with the proud title

of Yo Sem-i-iee, the great or full-grown

grizzly bear. On our pathway back
from the misty land of tradition we
find musty records of his children and
his children's children bearintr the

same name until the whole tribe

assumes it as a mark of superiority
over all other Indian clans.

California is indel^ted for the pres-
ervation of this euphonious and com-
memorative name to Dr. L- A. Bunnell
who has supplied the Clio of the

Pacific Coast with a truthful account
of the discovery of the valle}' by white
men. He accompanied the expedition
that first entered it and without giving
minute details suffice it to say that the

Indians of the vSierra, determined to

repel the gold diggers whose encroach-

ments alarmed them, committed nu-

merous murders and robberies during
the latter part of 1850. These out-

rages caused the formation of what
was called the Mariposa Battalion,

composed of volunteers and assigned

by Governor McDougall to keep in

.subjection the Indian tribes on the

east of the San Joaquin Valley. About
March 2i.st, 1 851, this command under

Major Savage entered what was known
as the

"
My.sterious Deep Valley

"
the

vaunted strontrhold f)f the VosfDii/rs

who boa.sted that if their white foes

ever entered it they would be coralled

like a band of mules or horses.

Ten-ie-ya was their aged chief, and

long did he and his people guard
again.st the discovery of the entrance
to their valley home. The chief

himself declared, when the discovery
w^as accomplished, that he had "made
war upon the white gold-diggers to

drive them from the mountains and

prevent their entrance into AJi-7uah-

iiee." But these same gold-diggers
determined to bring the Indians into

reservations, marched under the

guidance of a friendly Indian in .search

of the mountain fastnesses of the tur-

bulent bands. As the command
approached the canon, the aged
Ten-ie-ya tried by concilation to save
his valley from intrusion and his tribe

from annihilation. A great "medi-
cine man," an old friend of his father,
had w^arned him that when the horse-

men of the lowlands entered

Ah-wah-nee, his tribe would be de-

stro3^ed. So war having failed, he

approached the invader and promised
that his people would come forth from
their my.sterious abode. But he covild

not avert the doom pronounced b}- the
old "medicine man." The invaders
continued their march. White men
rode into the deep valley. The doom
pronounced by the old ' 'medicine man"
was quickly fulfilled, and in the .sum-

mer of 1853, Ten-ie-ya and his tribe

were no more.
But it was not the white man's

doing ;
their extinction was accom-

plished by a retaliatory act of ven-

geance. Ten-ie-ya, after having
remained for .some time on the reserva-

tion to which he and his tribe were
remo\-e(l, was allowed under a solemn

promise of good behavior, to return

with his family to his old home.
Other Yosemites soon stole away and
followed them. Then they resumed
their predatory and murderons pro-

pensities, and late in May, 1852,
killed two men, members of a party
of five prospectors who had entered
the valley. A detachment of regular
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troops was sent against them, but

Teii-ie-j-a and all l)ut five of his l)and

escaped and soug'ht refug^e ainon.g' the

Monos who extended to them hospi-

tality and shelter. No fear of punish-
ment, however, no dread of the white
man's vengeance could keep them long
from their loved home in the Deep Val-

ley. Thither the)' returned and short! >•

aftenvard, with base ingratitude,
made a raid into the country of the

Monos, capturing and driving off a

band of horses. Erin^-s soon followed

them. Like sleuth hounds the

wronged Monos tracked the thieves

and fell upon them while torpid with

gluttony and feasting on horseflesh.

Only eight of Ten-ie-ya's band

escaped, the women and children

being carried away captives.
When the command came suddenly

into full view of the valley fi'om the

plateau now called IMount Beatitude,
the gaze of every trooper in it was
riveted on the stupendous cliff El

Capitan, and his mind was staggered
at the immensity of rock that reared

its .summit thirty-three hundred feet

above its base. Dr. Ikmnell was .so

impressed with the ine.Kpressible

grandeur of the whole .scene that his

eyes filled with tears under the

influence of exalted emotion. And
.so it is with all tlio.se who behold for

the first time this wonderful prodigy
of nature

;
the intensit}- of feeling is

overpowering.
That evening round the campfire,

at the .suggestion of Dr. Ihinnell, the

question (^f naming the valley was
discussed, and many names, foreign,
romantic and .scri])tural were proposed.
The doctor, howex'er, with better

ta.ste, pleaded well in favor of retaining
the Indian word Yosemiie, which was

adopted when I lie (luestion was put to

the vf)te.

Such is a ])rief account ot the hrst

entrance by white men into the V^allcy
of Yo.semite. Vox .several years, how-
ever, little was thought and little was
.said of its manxlous grandeur, and it

was not until the visit to it, made in

the.summer of i.S55,by J. M. Ilutchins,

the editor and publisher of Hutchin %

California Magazine, that the atten-

tion of the public was directed to it.

On the return of Mr. Hutchins his

enthusiastic description of the sublim-

ity and beauty which he found
"
materialized in granite," and "

crys-
tallized in o])ject forms," aroused

curiosit}-. During the year 1856 two
brothers, Milton and Houston Mann
completed a trail from the South F'ork

of the Merced River to the Yo.semite,
and opened it as a toll trail for the
accommodation of visitors, who hence-
forth kept flocking to this panorama
of majestic views.

In tlie fall of the .same year, a

pioneer house of primitive coiLstruction

was commenced b}- Anderson, Rams-
dele, Coward and Walsworth, and
finished during the following year l^y

Cunningham and Beard.sle}^ wdio

bought out the interests of the above-
named partners. In 18S8 a more sub-
stantial hotel was erected for S. M.
Cunningham, and opened and kept for

him by Mr. and Mrs. John S. H. Neal,
the first hotel keepers in Yo.semite

\'alle>-. The first white woman to

\isit it was Madame Gautier, the

landlady of Franklin IIou.se, Mariposa.
I'ollowing in the wake of the above-
mentioned early structures was the
old Ilutchins House, a more commo-
dious building and better supplied
with conveniences for the comfort of

visitors. These were theuni>retentious

pioneer erections that marked the ad-

vent of the white man at ^Ih-wah-ncc,
and his introduction of the luxuries of

civilized life into the former habitation

of the savage grizzly bear, and no less

savage aboriginal man. In contrast

with these })rimiti\e Iniildings, which
have disappeared long ago, are the

fine edifices that now-a-days .supply
visitors willi most of the luxuries

whicli nuxlern imjirovemcnts and
refinement li:i\e added to tlu' comforts
of mankind.

Could we transport our.selves to a

.seat on the fleecy clouds as they float

.slowly down the slopes of the Sierra

Nevada Mountains, and linuer fondlv
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over the Valley of the Yosemite, from
that lofty place of observation we
should regard it as a deep and some-
what gloomy looking chasm cut into

the Cordilleras and having a mosaic

with somber green and here and there
a glassy mirror set into the level

flooring.
But this bird's-eye view reveals

nothing of the extraordinary magnifi-

'£:/4rr/?!/<^-f>.ma:

Stoneman House, Yosemite

flooring of picturesque but irregular cence that greets us when we descend

designs and variegated coloring. At to Earth and enter the valley as

the bottom of this ab3'ss, drawn from ordinary mortals. lH:)]lowing the
one end to the other, we should see a footsteps of the j)ioncers of 1851, we
glittering, erratic line of silver, fringed are astounded at the heights of the
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perpendicular walls of pearl gra)'

granite that rise from their bases to

elevations var3'ing from three thousand
three hundred feet to six thousand
feet ;

at the massiveness and stern

individuality of colossal forms, and at

the bewildering variety and graceful-
ness of rocky minarets and spires,

domes, gables and battlements that

crown the walls, and down these

almost vertical cliffs leap numerous
waterfalls, making sheer descents of

three hundred and fifty feet or two
thousand feet ;

then the bounding
waters hurry in cascades onward to

another plunge.
The valley is as lovely and beauti-

ful as its setting is grand and awe-

inspiring. Solemnity and exaltation

of mind are produced by contempla-
tion of the primeval rocks

;
the views

of the fairy valley which they inclose

delight the senses and instill joy into

the heart. It is a glorious composi-
tion of park-like grounds and natural

lawns, groves of trees and flowering
shrubberies, rich meadow lands and

garden patches aglow with bright-
colored petals, and through it winds
the beautiful Merced, a crystally

transparent stream flowing tranquilly

along between banks now decked with

azaleas and syringas, now over-arched

with cedars, silver pines or oaks.

This idyllic spot is about seven

miles in length, and v^aries in width

from half to three-(|uarters of a mile.

At one place the measurement greatly
exceeds the average width, the dis-

tance lietwecn Yosemite Fall and The
Sentinel being two and a half miles.

According to the report of the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office,

Washington, D. C, the total area

comprises eight thousand four hun-
dred and eighty acres, three thousand
one hundred and sixly-nine of which
are meadow land. The general trend

of the valley is northeast and south-

west. There are three entrances to it

—two at the lower end and one at the

upper, along a tributary of the Mer-
ced. Leading to the former, there

are seven different routes bv rail and

.stage, all of them branching off from
the main trunk line, the Central
Pacific Railroad from vSan Francisco to

Lathrop.
On entering the Yosemite by the

southeast side—the road above pro-
posed

—the main grand object that
arrests attention is the mighty granite

projection, Kl Capitan, which towers
in front of us, a veritable Titanic
salient to a Titanic mitral elevation,
and as we ride along we feel our

insignificance with those perpendicu-
lar cliffs, rugged in face and capped
with battlements, looking down upon
us. On our right, in contrast with
the severity of this imposing embodi-
ment of grandeur and bulk—the type
of eternal solidity

—is the beautiful

Bridal Veil Fall, in whose wavy
sheets of spray and gauzy drapery the
water sprite would love to sport, deck-

ing herself with its rainbow jewelry
and folding around her diaphanous
form robes of opalescent hues resplend-
ent with the sunbeam's painting
touch.

Our road lies principally through
woods of lofty pines and firs, and park
lands grooved with groups of cedar or

ofoak. Crystal streams, whose waters
have dashed themselves down preci-

pices thousands of feet deep, in order

to join the Merced on its cour.se to the

parent ocean, occasionally cross our

path, gurgling softly in gentle con-

trast with the uproar of their fall, and

scarcely rippling, as though exhausted
with the turmoil and struggles of their

descent.

Fit crowning to the temple beneath

them, almost opposite El Capitan, ri.se

the Cathedral si)ires from amid a ])ro-

fusion of pimiaclcs and minarets that

adorn the roof; and beyond, to left

and right of us, the Three Brothers

repose and the vSentincl stands, eternal

watchman o\er the \alle>' and the

impregnable castle, in front of which
has been, and will l»e, liis post for

countless years. And now we catch

a glimpse of the np]K'r jiortion of

Yosemite Fall, an<l a little fiirther on
of North Dome. Roval Arches and
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Washington Tower. The glory of

the scenery increases as we advance
to the head of the valley. On our

right, Glacier Point rock, overlooking
an abyss three thousand two hundred
and fifty-seven feet deep, and before

us is the mist-robed Cloud's Rest, far

away beyond that wonderful moun-
tain rock Half Dome, the loftiest and
most sublime pile in the Yosemite.

This last stronghold of Nature,
sometimes called South Dome, long
defied man's efforts to scale its almost

precipitous wall, nor was it until 1875
that its storm-swept summit was trod-

den by human foot. In the summer
of 1869 Mr. Hutchings, with two com-

panions, made a desperate and danger-
ous effort to climb it, and succeeded in

a.scending to within four hundred and

sixty feet of the top, when their

further progress was brought to a

standstill by rock presenting an al-

most vertical face to them,
"

its sur-

face overlaid and overlapped, so to

.speak, with vast circular granite

shingles about eighteen inches in

thickness." Other attempts were
made with similar want of success

;

but on October 12th, 1S75, George G.

Anderson, a young Scotchman, stood

on the defiant Dome's summit, the

first human being to tread upon its

granite crown.
The accomplishment of this daring

feat was the result of patient courage,

unflinching nerve and untiring per-
severance. Having tried in vain to

.scale the height with boots and
without them, in stocking feet and

barefooted, Anderson adopted the plan
of drilling holes in the rock and there-

in fixing iron eye-bolts to which he
fastened a stout rope. As he drilled

each liole the pins below him were
his only foothold during the greater

part of his perilous ascent. After the

intrepid Scotchman had shown the

way and provided comparative safety

by attaching a strong rope to the eye-
Ijolts all the way to the .summit,
others followed and a few days after

his achievement Miss S. Iv. Dutcher of

San Francisco had llie courage to

make the ascent and win the distinc-

tion of being the first of her .sex to

look down upon llie X'alley of the
Yo.semite from the top of the half

dome. Other ladies have since fol-

lowed her example. The summit of

this magnificent child of the Sierra
contains an area of over ten acres,
raised nearly five thousand feet above
its ba.se, and the view from this com-

manding position is the climax of

.scenic grandeur in the Yo.semite.

Having arrived at the head of the

valley we find three smaller ones con-

verging into it ; the.se are called

respectively Tenaya, Merced and lUill-

ouette Canons, the first entering the
main valley from the northeast and
the last from the southeast, the Merced
Caiion, or Little Yo.semite Valley as

it is indifferently designated, opening
intermediately between them. The
Illillouette Caiion, also, is known by
other names, to wit : the South Caiion
and the Tu-lu-la-wi-ak Caiion. These

upper branches, .so to speak, of the

Yo.semite are especially beautiful for

their entrancing variety of scenery.
Here are to be seen many of the un-
rivaled waterfalls that add so much to

the fame of Ah-wah-ncc. Here, too,

lies Mirror Lake, that marvelous ex-

hibitor of aqueous refaction of the

rays of light ;
and here reclines that

independent, isolated ma.ss, bold in its

outlines and strong in its individual-

ity, the Cap of Liberty. But we must
vi.sit each vale singly, in order to

rightly judge of tlicir respective merits
as scene contril)ulors.

Following the .stony patli once
trodden by the Ah-7vah-nec.-chcc c\\\Qi,

who gained for him.self and tribe the
name of Yosemilc, we arrive at Mirror

Lake, the exquisite beauty of which
and the majestic grandeur of its sur-

roundings rai.se admiration to the

highest pitch, r'ringed with graceful

arborage and flowering slirul)S reflect-

ing on its ruffled surface the mighty
forms that close it in, blending its

loveliness with their austere sublimity,
this enchanting spot would entice the
Naiads and Dryads of ancient /ore to
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make it their favorite haunt. Looking^

up the deep gorge, down which, leap-

ing from rock to rock, ghding by
crags, seething and heaving and hura-

ming, the waters of Tenaj-a Creek

skurry- onward to find peace in the

bosom of the lake, we behold INIt.

Watkins with his summit four tliou-

sand feet a])Ove us. To the right of

him towers Cloud's Rest, two thousand
feet still higher, while directly east of

us the Half Dome, a moiety of his

huge mass split off and scattered below
in Cyclopean fragments by some con-

vulsive throe of nature, defiantly rai.ses

his proud head.

Rapt into ecstasy by the glories of

the place, sing .some pleasing strain,

some poet's song, and the echoes will

repeat it over and over again to j^ou,

now in soft, musical whispers, now in

tones of louder harmony, until the

rocks are vocal with melody, and you
could fancy that fairs* choristers ha\-e

taken up your song in symphony.
Leaving this romantic spot, we will

follow the trail leading up the north

side of the Merced River, and enter

the Little Yo.semite Valley. Having
skirted the base of Grizzly Peak, we
presently arrive at the Vernal Fall, a

perpendicular sheet of water al)Out

eighty feet wide at the top with a ver-

tical length of four hundred feet at an

average stage of the water. As the

stream that forms it strikes the granite
basin at the foot of the fall, clouds and
waves of spray roll up and forth,

glorious with evanescent rainbows
that come and go with the surging
mist billows.

Our progress now is upward by a

sinuous trail, leading over a steep hill

some eight hundred feet high, on

arriving on the top of which we are

rewarded by a scene of imposing at-

tractiveness. It is the picture pre-
.sented by the Cap of Liberty and the

Nevada Fall in combination. The
Cap of lyiberty, which in l)oldness of

outline and dignity of repose is con-

sidered by many as second only to Kl

Capitan, rises, an isolated mass of

rock. ci'j"liteen linndrcd feet above its

elevated base : and from its .summit,

b}- those who care to struggle up its

almo.st inaccessible side, a magnificent
and extensive view is obtained. Prom-
inent features of the Yosemitc are

visible on all sides
;
the tops of El

Capitan and The Sentinel, Glacier

Poi'.it, Yosemite Fall and Grizzly
Peak, Half Dome and Cloud's Rest,
with many another production of

Nature's handiwork.
And grand among these grand

objects is the Nevada Fall. Here the

whole body of the Merced River

plunges down through the air six

hundred feet, with a roaring and a

rolling up of volumes of snow}^ spray
and surging l)illows of white foam as

it strikes the pool below. Sa3-s Prof.

J. D. Whitney: "The Nevada Fall

is, in every respect, one of the grand-
est waterfalls in the world ;

whether
we consider its vertical height, the

purity and volume of the river wdiich

forms it, or the stupendous scenery by
which it is environed." The Merced,
after taking this tremendous leap,
rushes impetuously, madly on dowm
the Diamond Cascades, tossing up
glittering jewels in its wild career,

thence with reckless speed it hurries

along the Silver Apron into the

Ivmerald Pool. And so down cataracts

and rapids, along sloping chutes,

.swashing through deep narrow chan-

nels, past oppositig rocks and bowlders,
the irresi^.tlI)le river hastes onward to

the .smooth, peaceful valley below,
where it slackens its headlong speed
and re.stingly flows on with gentle cur-

rent. Itsnoi.sy clamor is hushed into

low murnmring cadences
;

its seething
broken waves subside into .smiling rip-

ples, and it reverentially nuwes slowly
on its wa}' as if subdued and over-awed

by the frowning forms and mighty
cre.sts which look down on its sinuous

course.

At the mouth of the South Caiion is

the Tu-tu-la-eri-ak Fall, four hundred
feet high. Of this gor!';e, we gain a

.splendid view from Glacier Point ;

we have, loo. from this lofty .stand-

])oint. ;i \iew which none but those of
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the steadiest nerve can indulge in

without shuddering and experiencing
a dizziness of brain. On the edge of

an abyss three thousand two hundred
and fifty-seven feet deep, we look

down upon the upper portion of the

Yosemite Valley. Seen from that

great height, immense trees shrink
into insignificance, large dwellings
are dwindled to the size of match-

boxes, and Mirror Lake seems but a

bright fountain-basin in the deep
Tenaj-a Canon. Speaking of his own
experience on Glacier Point, Derrick

Dodd, the humorist, remarks : "It
is something to stop the beatings of a

chamois' heart to * '-^ *
glance

down into the bottomless, awful gulf
below. It causes spiders of ice to

crawl down one's spine."
The loftiness, picturesqueness, num-

ber and variety of the waterfalls

constitute a principal feature in this

wonderful physical combination of the

vast and immovable with beauty and

motion, of suljlimc dignity and awful

severity with smiling loveliness and
charms of winning grace. During
the period of the rains and as long as

the melting snow continues to con-

tribute a liberal supply of water, the

number of the Yosemite waterfalls is

considerable. As the summer ad-

vances and the aqueous supply
becomes exhausted, many of them

disappear entirely, and others, which
made a pretentious show during the

rainy months, are reduced to mere
fluvial threads, which the winds make
laughing-stocks of and dissipate in

fleecy mists before they can reach the

valley.
Fed mainly l)y the milling snows

of the Sierras around Mt. Hoffman,
the Yosemite Fall is well supplied
with water during the whole sunnner,

although the volume dimini.shes as

the season advances. The stream
which forms this glorious ornament of

the valley leaps into it from on high
more than two thousand five hundred
feet

;
not in a single bound, but in

three successive dashes, designated as

the Upper, Middle and Lower Falls.

The Upper Fall has a sheer descent

of about one thousand five hundred
feet

;
the Tvliddle, six hundred and

twenty-six feet, including the Cas-

cades, and the Lower, four hundred
feet. As we approach Yosemite Fall,

we realize to a full extent its magni-
tude a;id grandness ;

its resistless

force and merciless strength ;
its over-

whelming splendor and beauty ;
and

its imperviousness and indifference to

opposition. To appreciate this ava-

lanche of water, spray and mist, and
the awfulness of the dark, overhang-
ing walls of granite, between which it

charges, we must stand at the foot of

the Lower Fall.

Though waterfalls still thunder as

they dash themselves into the caul-

drons below, or gently sing whilc

trickling down the granite walls,

though the eternal rocks still tower
above the recumbent valley as they
did when Ten-ei-ya had his retreat

there
; yet could that chief revisit his

former home, so anxiousl}^ kept from
the knowledge of the white man, his

savage heart would crack with grief
when he beheld the changes wrought
after the occupancy of Yosemite by
his civilized foes. Where his band
was wont to steal noiselessly along
trails, skirting dizzy heights, level

and safe roads have been cut in the
solid rock, where his wigwams were

pitched, scarcely distinguishable from
the surrounding woods or talus.

Spacious edifices have been reared

capable of accommodating hundreds
of guests ;

meadows whereon he

pastured his stolen horses have been
cultivated and arc dotted with or-

chards and gardens ; carriage high-
ways seam the valley, and pleasure
boats float on Mirror Lake and the
waters of the Merced

;
and lovers can

wander without fear where white pros-
pectors were murdered by the Ycsem-
ites.

Yo.semite is no longer the inho.spit-
able mountain-fastness that it was of

yore. Hotels invite guests with the

proffer of comfort and good cheer :

livery stables provide carriages for
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the indolent and riding horses for the

more energetic sight-seer ;
art studios

and photographic galleries afford visi-

tors the opportunity of taking home
with them faithful ])aintings and sun-

painted pictures of their favorite

scenes, as reminiscences of the feelings

they experienced while gazing on the

unparalleled grandeurs of Yosemite.
All the other accompaniments of a

growing community are found in the

revolutionized order of things in

AJi'ivaJi-nee. There is a general
merchandise store and a butcher shop,

a pie and pastry shop, a cabinet shop
and a blacksmith's shop ;

children

frequent a ])ublic school, and the

devout attend their chapel ; Wells,

Fargo & Co. ha\e their agent there, and

post and telegraph oflices supply ready
means of communication with the out-

side world. The valley of the Great

Grizzly Bear has cast off the mantle of

seclusion, which for thousands of

years concealed its wonders from civ-

ilized eye, and has become a world-

widely known resort of lovers of

Nature from all parts of the earth.

The Domes, from the .\lerceJ River
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BY J. J. PKATFIELD

EIGHTEEN
centuries and a quarter

ag-o on the shore of the most
beautiful bay ofthe Mediterranean

stood, busy with life, an ancient town
whose origin is lost in the mists and
mN'ths of antiquity. Built on an
eminence favorable as a vantage-
ground against hostile pttack, and

lying on the verge of the sea with the

river Sarnus, then navigable, flowing
at no great distance from its south-

eastern gate, it was admirably situated

both as a commercial town and mili-

tary station. But. apart from these

advantages Pompeii possessed attrac-

tions in the beauty of its surrounding
scenery and in its delightful neighbor-
hood that drew towards it the luxu-

rious and refined Roman and made
it and its vicinity a resort of the

wealthy. In its benign and pleasant
retreats senators and statesmen and
wearied advocates sought repose.
There Cicero had a villa

;
so also had

the emperor Claudius, whose little son,

Suetonius tells us, was badly choked
there Ijy throwing up a pear and

catching it in his mouth. Indeed so

glorious was this Italian paradise, .so

genial its climate, .so fertile its .soil

that the slopes of the treacherously

slum])ering Vesuvius, five or six

miles away, were decked with
beautiful villas and the .shore line

of the bay was fringed with lovely

gardens and bright villages all the

way to Naples.
But it is the city proper that we

propose to see, not its sul^urban decora-

tions and delights, and we will .steal

back along "the corridors of time "

and visit the ancient city a few years
before the date of the catastrophe
which destroyed it. Ascending a

flight of steps leading from the city at

the gate of Hcrculancum wc find our-

selves on the ramparts which consist

of an earthen terrace fourteen feet wide
sustained by thick walls, the outer one

including the parapet, being twenty-
five feet high and the inner one still

higher by several feet. Both walls
are capped with battlements and square
towers are erected on them at irregular
intervals. Strong .stone buttresses,
built at suitable distances apart, sup-
port the walls against the lateral

pressure of the earthen rampart. As
we make the circuit of these defenses
we observe that sharp angles are

avoided, the base line for the greater
part being curvilinear and in its gen-
eral figure similar to the longitudinal
section of an egg, one sharp angle
onlj^ occurring and that at the apex.
They are pierced by seV'Cn gateways,
the mo.st important of which is the
one just mentioned. It is guarded by
two sets of gates .so that assailants, if

they gained the first doors could be
attacked from an opening in the arched
roof above them and be destroyed
before they could force the second set.

This gateway in its arrangements is

not unlike .some of the gateways of

old London wall with its large central

arched entrance and two small side

entrances for the accommodation of

foot passengers. The main entrance
is fourteen feet .seven inches wide and

eighteen or twenty feet in height, the
smaller ones are four feet six inches
wide and ten feet high and unlike the
central one are arched along their

entire length.
vStarting in an easterly direction and

making the circuit of the whole line

of the ramparts we successively pass
over the gateways opening on to

the roads leading to Vesuvius, Capua,
Nola, Sarnus, Nuceria and vStabiae,

and designated by those names, tho.se

of Nola and Stal)icc being of greater

antiquity than the rest which are ot

lyo
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more recent Roman construction. As
we gradually turn northward along
the southwestern portion of the wall
we come to an eighth entrance into the

city which we will call the Sea Gate.
It consists of a long vaulted passage
which leads up a steep ascent towards
the forum. These mural defenses are
not all of the same age, the towers
and some portions of Ihc wall being of
much later date than the original
parts of the structure. The unrestored

parts are built of large well hewn

mile and its greatest breadth less than
half a mile—not an extensive site for

a populous town, but variouslj- esti-

mated at having domiciled from

twenty thousand to fort)- thousand in-

h:d)itants.

Descending the flight of ten steps,
which we find most inconveniently
high, we enter one of the principal
thoroughfares, a narrow, crooked and
irregular street, in places not exceed-

ing twelve and fourteen feet including
a raised causeway ou each side for foot

General \'iew. Showing N'esuvius

pieces of stone fitted together without
mortar and exhibiting their antiquity
by presenting few vertical lines. The
battlements and upper portions of the

walls display a more advanced knowl-

edge of architecture, the regular
masonr\- of the Greeks having been

adopted in their construction.

Having arrived again at the Hercu-
laneum gate we have made a circuit of

nearly two miles, the walls inclosing
an area of about one hundred and

sixty-one acres, the greatest length of

which is little over three-quarters of a

passengers. On the right we pass the

house of a musician and imagine we
can hear him giving instructions to his

piipils and catch the sound of their

tUites : to the left is a thcnnopolium
or shop where hot drinks are sold.

The raised causeways are thronged
with people passing to and fro, for this

is one of the j^rincipal ways leading to

the forum, the business centre of

Pompeii, the resort of pleasure-seekers
and idlers, of traders and professional
men. Passing on our way a public
fountain distant about three lumdred
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yards from the gate, we find that the

street which we are following divides

into two branches, and turning to the

left we reach the forum which is

situated four hundred yards from the

Herculaneum gate.
It is a spacious inclosure one hun-

dred and sixty j^ards in length and

thirty-five yai'ds in breadth, and with its

porticos which flank it on three sides,

occupies an area five hundred and

twenty-four feet long and one hundred
and forty feet wide. Its porticos are

surmounted by a gallery and it is

surrounded by splendid public build-

inars. On its east side stands the

Pantheon or temple of the twelve

principal gods ;
the Curia, or senate-

house, where the town council holds

its meetings ;
the temple of Mercur}- ;

and the public building erected by
Eumachia, the priestess. On the west

side is the Basilica, or court of justice,
the largest structure in Pompeii, two
hundred and twenty feet long by eighty
feet wide, and next to it the temple of

Venus, the finest edifice of its class in

size and beauty to be found in the

city. At the north end of the forvim

stands the magnificent temple of Jup-
iter and at the northeast corner are

the public granaries and the prisons.
On the northwestern corner spacious
baths are situated.

This quarter of the city constitutes

the focus of active life, for hither grav-
itate all grades of society, from the

devout worshiper with his pious offer-

ings to the gods to the cheating trader

who woos the fa\-or of IMercury with

ill-gotten gifts ;
from the prcctor on

his tribunal to the captive in the

dungeon ;
from the talented advocate

to the frivolous lounger ; from the

wealthy, proud patrician to the low-

born beggar of alms. In that spacious

meeting-place, the forum, the people
deliberate on public affairs, ])olitical

contests are decided, and orators deliver

their harangues, in its gallery the

public revenue is administered, and

under its porticos numerous traders

ply their business, and money-
changers keep their stalls, while

crowds of idlers and lookers-on add
to the throng and the tumult.

Leaving this centre of activity and
movement we proceed to wander

through the town, the general plan of

which we find to have been regularly
laid out, most of the streets being
straight and generally intersecting
each other at right angles. They are

of different widths, \-ar3-ing from eight
or nine feet to about twenty-two feet

;

the broadest we traverse is not thirtj^
feet wide. These widths include the

raised footpaths, invariabl}' constructed
on each side, and in places are so nar-

row that one can stride from one cause-

way to the other. In the wider
.streets raised stepping-stones are

placed in the middle for the conven-
ience of pedestrians

—
very necessarj-

accommodations during the season of

the winter rains, when the carriage-

ways flow with torrents of water.

We notice, too, that these raised stones

cause little inconvenience to the
drivers of the ancient biga, or two-
horse chariot, the wheels of which

pass freely between them and the curb-
stones.

The streets are paved with large

polygonal blocks of hard, basaltic

lava, and we stand for a few minutes
and watch workmen repairing a pave-
ment by fitting pieces of iron into

holes that had been worn in it at the

jointure of several angular points of

the lava. In a similar manner the
rai.sed footpaths are paved, though
the wider ones are generally covered
with stucco and occasionally with a

coarse mosaic of l^rickwork.

As we pass from street to street we
find little of the external magnificence
we had noticed in the ])ublic Ijuildings

grouped around the forum. Tlie

hou.ses are squat and low, rarely ex-

ceeding two .stories, and present to

the street for the most part bare,
blank walls ])ierced on tlie upper
.stories onl\ 1)\- small, insisrnificant

windows, .some of wliicli are glazed
with glass, others clo.sed with wooden
shutters. As we ramble on, the
town seems to us a gloomy onr in the
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greater portion of it, witii its narrow

thoroughfares closed in by dead walls

plastered or painted in different colors

according to the taste of the owners,
and we find relief from the monotony
of the aspect when we enter streets

where the residences of the wealthy
and dwellings of tlie ])rincipal inhabi-

tants are sitviated
;

for the fronts of

these houses are occupied by shops,
sometimes so numerous as to form a

continuous row.

They are queer little places these

shops of the Pompeiians, and few of

resenting two men carrying a wine
jar and do not doubt that we are in
front of a wine-shop ; there, across
the street, we observe a sign with a

painted goat on it as the indicator and
regard it as suggestive of milk and
cheeses. But such signs are not con-
fined to trade only, for in another

street, which passes by the baths near
the forum, we notice a rude painting
of two persons fighting while their

teacher looks on holding a laurel

wreath, and we know thereb}- that we
are at the establishment of an in-

l:.\cavatiim in l'ti)j;ress

them have communication with the

mansions or public buildings to which

they belong. They seem mere in-

dentures into the main l)uildings.
Most of them have a small aixirtment
in the rear, and many of them an

upper room used as a bedchamber.

Insignificant as they seem to us they
enliven the scene, and we mark the

luimerous signs that decorate their

fronts and indicate the trade carried

on within. Here we stop and look

at a colored terra-cotta bas relief rcp-

structor in arms, or keeper of gladi-
ators. The landlord of the Klephant
Inn displays a painted representation
of that animal as his sign.

Presently we enter a small street

which we will call the Street of

Lupanar, and before us are the Great
Baths, or Thermtc vStabianoe. Here
an agreeal)le interruption to the dull,

gloomy a])pearance of the thorough-
fiires we have just passed through
greets us. We have found another

(juartcr where liveliness, movenient
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and excitement arouse energy and
interest. A row of shops, interrupted

only by the two entrances to the baths,
extends along the whole of the west-

ern and southern sides of the struc-

ture, and the owners are busy with
their customers who almost jostle each

other on the narrow causeway. The
hum of traffic and the human voice

strikes pleasantly on the ear, while the

costumes of a bygone people, the

painted walls and signs, the quaint

stalls, and places where hot fancy
drinks are sold

;
there are oil shops,

paint shops and color factories
;
fullers

and tanners and dyers ha\-e their

yards, and saddle and hamessmakers
their workshops. We can buy glass-
ware and bronzeware, fishing nets and

weights and scales to weigh our fish

with
; inkstands, bells, locks and

hinges ; single or double-wicked

lampsof bronze or earthenware ; cook-

ing utensils of every description ;

House of the Tragic Poet

little salerooms and workshops, in

such dimiiuitive contrast with the

great stores and factories of modern
times, fascinate us. All is so new to

us and yet so old.

And what a variety of articles and

objects are manufactured, bought and

.sold, in these Pompeiian cells of indus-

try and trade ! There arc cook-shops,
and shops where fruits dried and fruits

preserved in glass jars are sold ; there

are fiour mills and bakeries and pastry

vases, plates and dishes, and cash-

boxes to keep our monc}' in. These
have narrow slits in them to conven-

iently deposit the coins and yet pre-
vent extraction of them by petty
filchers. Silversmiths and jewelers
have their workshops and sculptors
and painters their studios. What an

apocalyptic chapter in the history of

a pa.st people's occupations and habits

of life do we find in this .visit to

Pompeii !
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Having taken this cursory g^liinp-^e

at Pompeii with regard to the exter-

nal appearance of the town before its

destruction, let us visit a few of the

ruins and see what their disentonib-

ment reveals to us.

First we will enter the baths last

mentioned, for they constitute the

most spacious and most beautifulh-

decorated public establishment of the

kind in Pompeii. Turning out of the

street of Lupinar into that cjf Hol-

comus, we arriv'e at the principal
entrance, and, passing through the

orated with paintings, arid immedi-

ately in rear of the one at the south
end of the bath is the dcstridarium,
where the operation of preparing for

the bath tho.se who had been engaged
in exercising in the palcestra was per-
formed. This consi.sted in scraping
off the body tlie perspiration and the
oil and sand used \)\ athletes in their

games. The outside walls of these

apartments are ornamented with

pauitings and fantastic and other

designs in stucco.

On the east side are the more lux-

Cast of Human Body taken from the Ruins of Pompeii

vestibule, we enter a large quadrangu-
lar court, .surrounded by a jiortico

supported l^y i)illars. This enclosure,

forty yards long by twenty yards
wide, .served as a gymnasium for

athletic games and exerci.ses. On its

.south side there are only the painted
walls that clo.sed in the .shops on the

street of Holconius, h\\\. on the west

is the large nalatio or swimming bath,

with a spacious apartment at each end

u.sed by the bathers as dressing-rooms.
These apartments are highly dec-

urious baths, .so much indulged in by
the ancient Italians. Here we .see the

/?i^idan'ian, the tcpida) iuni and the

caldai /N»i, the cold, tepid and hot

baths, with their appurtenances of

furnaces, Ixiilers and water pipes, with
the sweating-room and dressing-room,
and all the vitensils and furniture

recjuisite for this elaborate lavatory.
As we i)ass from bath to bath and from

apartment to apartment, the remains
reveal to us relics of marble or mosaic

floors, the architecliual adornments
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and the paintint^s that ornamented
the walls. On the north side of the

paltrstra are the women's haths, which
were not so ])rofusely decorated as

those appropriated to tlie nsc of the

male sex.

Leaving the baths 1)\- the entrance

from the Street of Stabile, we follow

that njad southward, and in a few

hundred yards arrixx- at the theaters.

There are two of these structures

situated close together, llic larger one

capable of seating five tlu>usand spec-

the sky, though an awning was
stretched over it tor the protection of

the spectators against the sun or rain.

The smaller theater was a remarkable

excei)tion to this rule, being provided
with a permanent roof, which is sup-

jxjsed to have been of w(xk1.

Hehind the large theater is the

School of the Ciladiatcjrs, a rectangu-
lar enclosure, (jne hundred a:id eighty-
three feet long by one hundred and

fort>- -eight feet wide, surrounded by a

colonnade and portico, around which

Cast of a Doj; taken from the Ruins of Pompeii

tators, the other hardly having accom-

modation for one-third of that niunber.

The first is formed on the .slope of a

hill, and was entered from above

through a large open-arched corridor

that surrounded the whole cavea. It

was entirely faced with marble, the

benches, orchestra, stage, and the

permanent scene, with all its orna-

ments, being of that material. Like
all principal theaters of ancient Italy,

this place of amvisement was open to

are the sleeping (luarters of the

.soldiers or gladiators, who once
trained within that ancient structure.

As only weapons and accoutrements
of gladiators and no .soldier's arms
have been found in the ruins of this

Iniilding, it is generally conceded that

it was used as a training school for

irladiators, and not as a .soldier's bar-

racks, as was suppo.sed when it was
first excavated in 1776 and several

following years. The lodgings above
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mentioned have an upper storw mak-

ing the number of the rooms sixty-six
in all. The upper story has been re-

stored in one of the angles, as will be

seen by referring to tiie illustration.

Five hundred j^ards away, in the

southeastern angle of the city wall,

stands the amphitheater where hvinian

beings were compelled to fight for the

anuisement of spectators who loved to

gloat their eyes on exhibitions of

bloodshed, and where combats took

place between wild beasts, or betwceu

standing-room for many more. At
each end of the ellipse was an entrance
into the arena, through which marched
those who were about to die or con-

quer. Through other openings the

wild beasts, whose dens were con-

structed under the slope on which
the people sat, rushed upon their vic-

tims.

We will visit one more public
building before seeing the interior of

private houses. It is an edifice that

has greatly perplexed antiquarians.

AmpliithMtre

bea.sts and men, when some aspirant
for popularity courted fiivor b\' in-

dulging the public in their taste for

cruel sights and deeds.

This great circus is oval in form, its

greatest length being four luindred

and thirty feet, and its breadth at the

ividest part three hundred and thirt>-
five feet. With its twenty-four rows
of seats, to wliicli the spectators were
admitted l)y tickets, it afforded sitting-
room for ten thousand persons, while
on crowded occasions there W'as

and has alread}- been alluded to as llic

Pantheon, a name api)lied to it ^vlKn
first discovered. The reason for tliat

was the finding of twelve stone pedes-
tals placed in a circle round an altar

in the center of the area, which w'as

one hundred and twenty feet long l)y

ninet>' feet wide. These ])edestals
were supposed to lia\'e supported
statues of the twelve siiperior gods,
the Dii Moqiu, whence the name
ascribed to the l)uilding. This idea,

however, is now almost universally re-
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jected, and the more probable theory
that the edifice was dedicated to the

worship of Augustus and the use of

his priests, the Augustals, is pretty

generally accepted. Augustus, it is

knowai, was the object of great vener-
ation at Pompeii, and the paintings
on the walls and the statues of the

imperial family .support the supposi-
tion that the place was consecrated to

him. The statue of Livia, his wife, is

remarkable for the skillful execution
of the drapery, and is one of the best

that has been found at Pompeii.
Those who reject the idea that this

temple was a Pantheon conjecture that

the twelve square posts were not

pedestals for statues, but bases for

pillars supporting a circular bviilding.
Of al) the private buildings that

have been unearthed at Pompeii, not
one surpasses in interest, extent and

display of luxury the suburban villa,

known as the house of Diomedes.
This stately mansion was built on the

slope of a hill just outside the gate of

Herculaneum in the street of the

Tombs, and received its name from a

sepulchre situated direct!}^ in front of

it, which bore the name of Isl. Arrius
Dioinedes. Who its possessor was is

unknown, but that he was a man of

wealth, luxury and refined taste, the
ruins of his magnificent \illa prove.
Nothing that coidd contribute to a life

of elegant ease and enjoyment was

wanting in that beautiful country
abode. It had its gardens and ter-

races and ornamented porticos, its

courts and fountains, its corridois and
trellises. Its halls and chambers, its

numerous apartments, decorated vv-ith

beautiful frescoes and architectural

designs, its marble and mosaic floors,

its bathrooms, subterranean galleries,
and cool cellars with wine jars in

them, ])roclaim it to luue been the
residence of an ()[)ulent faniil\' sur-

rounded by everything that could
make existence ha])py ; but the dark
and terrible day arrived and they all

perished. When the vaults were
excavated, the skeletons of eighteen
adult persons, of a bo\-, and of an

infant were foiind. They w^ere hud-
dled together and beside them lay
women's jewelry, bracelets of gold and

rings with gems in them. Near one
of the garden gates two other .skele-

tons were found. Near one of them
lay about one hundred gold and silver

coins, near the other silver vases.

The excavations of this house were
carried on during the years 1772-4,
and as the work proceeded ten more
skeletons were exhumed in or near
the hou.se. So great a mortality in a

single ruin would seem to indicate

that the whole hou.sehold perished,
master and wife, and children and
slaves.

In the limited space of a magazine
article, it is impo.ssible to give any
other than a general idea of such a

building as theone just described, and
it would be equally out of place to

make mention of more than a ver}-
few of the numerous private dwellings
that have been unearthed, exceeding
as they do, three hundred in number,
and making us acquainted with the

abodes of all classes of people. In

general plan and arrangement the

hou.ses of Pompeii, with the exception
of those of the humblest cla.ss, exhil)it

great similarit>'. The pi'incipal living-

rooms were all on the groiuid floor,

the upper .story being consigned to

the slaves. The apartments below
were grouped round an atrium or rec-

tangular hall, which was almost always
open to the sky, and in the better

houses generall}' surrounded by col-

lunns. Into this hall opened the

rooms, the entrances to which .seem

to have been only clo.sed with curtains.

Worthy of mention is the house of

the Tragic Poet, which was excavated
in 1SJ4. It is con.spicuous for the

great number and beauty of the

paintings witli which it is adorned.

In size it is not large as compared
with some others, but its owner was a

man of refined taste and cultivation.

vSome of the magnificent frescoes that

covered the walls h.i\-e been removed
to the Museum at Naples, the rest have

perished.
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In the atrium of the buiUliug called

the house of the Great Balcony there

is an extremely pretty fountain. The
house is a small one and received its

name from the balcony which i)rojects

several feet over the narrow lane in

which the building is situated.

The names by wdiich the houses in

Pompeii are designated are either fan-

ciful or have been arbitrarily given.
Where a house has been distinguished

by giving it an owner's name, the

grounds for .so doing rest upon no good
authority. This is not the case with

the town have been examined. There
is i^ositive evidence that after the

destruction of the city on August 23d,
A. D. 79, .searches for treasure, etc.,

were carried on for many 3'ears ;
but

in time its site and even name seem to

have been forgotten, and it was not

until 174S that it was discovered. In

that year Don Rocco Alcubierre, a

Spanish colonel of engineers, was

employed to examine a subterranean

canal that had actually been cut under
the site of the ruins at the close of the

sixteenth centur^'. From the time of

,4t4?.4 •'

Tomple (if Augustus, or Panthoon

the house of Cornelius Rufus, which

is a remarkable exception in this re-

spect. It is a handsome building and

at the left hand far corner of V\\i^alriiiiii

is a marl)le bust of the owner, large

as life, fniely executed and having his

name in.scribed beneath il.

The excavations at r()nii)cii, which

have so extensively enlarged our

knowledge of the occui)ati()ns and

modes of life of the ancient Italians

have been carried on for more tlum a

hundred years, and there is no donbl

that all the most important jiorlionsot

Albucicrrc's discovery the excavation

has been carried on with alternate

spa.sms of energy and fits of indifter-

ence. This irregular and ill-conducted

work, carried on without definite ]-)lan,

and havuigfor its only aim the finding

of objects of value for the Royal Mu-

seum, was disastrous to the preserva-

tion of arcliitectural and oUicr details

in bnildings. It was not until the

a])pointment of Signor Giu.scppe

iMorelli as director of the excavations,

alter the establishment of Victor

iCnnnannel's anlhoril\- in Naples that
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a proper system was put in operatifjii.

This distinguished scholar and anti-

quary adopted the pkui of restoration

without removing a single stone or

fragment of brickwork from its place.
When charred wood is discovered

sound wood is put in its stead, and as

the volcanic deposits are carefully

.removed, every piece of niasf)nry is

kept in its place by i>rops.
To vSignor Fiorellis' ingenuit}' we

are, moreover, indebted for the pres-
ervation of other evidences of the

destroying volcano's work. The de-

struction of Pompeii was not caused

by a flood of molten lava
;

t]:e high
position of the town protected it from
that fate

;
it was submerged beneath

a shower of pumicestones and ashes

and a deluge of liquid mud, which

penetrated cellars and places which

dry cinders could not have reached.

This volcanic mud enveloped the

objects over which it flowed with a

mold of plaster, which, drying and

hardening, retained the forms of

human and animal bodies that had
been surrounded by it and had after-

ward decayed. The idea occurred to

Signer Fiorelli of pouring liquid plas-
ter into the cavities thus formed in

the hardened volcanic paste. His

experiment was tried and proved suc-

cessful. The casts of numerous
human beings have been taken, and a

ghastly collection of these records of

death's most horrible doings has been
made. These casts are painful to

look u]Kjn, and the .stories that they
mutely tell are touching in the ex-

treme. The la.st struggle and the

final agony, the gestures of despair
and the convulsive contortions accom-

panying death by suffocation are all

faithfully depicted. Some of the.se

casts are especially interesting, exhib-

iting the texture of garments and the

fashions and class distinctions in

dress. Casts of many animals have
akso been taken.

The number of persons who perished
is not considered to have been large,

though nothing approaching an accu-

rate estimate can be formed. It

.seems that most of the inhabitants

escaped, and the bodies that have
been found were generally tho.se of

persons who had fled to their cellars

for safety and been there imprisoned
and suflbcated.

A flood of light has been thrown

upon the manners and customs of

ancient life in Italy by the excava-
tions at Pompeii, while the knowl-

edge of ancient painting derived

thereby exceeds that obtained from all

other .sources. The profusion of orna-

mental works and objects in bronze
and the elegance of design di.'=;played

in that .second-rate provincial town ex-

cite the utmost admiration, but the fres-

coes and paintings have produced a still

higher impression. When Vesuvius
buried Pompeii in ashes, the volcano
constructed a hidden magazine of

knowledge for the use of future ages.



d kl THE DRY TORTUGAS DURING THE WAR

A lady's jourxat.

{CoDniiouYd ill Jauitary iiiiniher)

[The histon' of the late war has been well treated in various publications, but that portion relating to

the famous Dry Tortugas prison, where thousands of men were kept during the war, and where those connected

with the assassination of President lyincoln were confined, has never been described, yet the events are now
of great historical value. The island upon which the great prison was established was a sand bank cotnprising
but thirteen acres, — one of the last of the keys representing the end of the great Florida reef. For seven or

eight years a lady, the wife of one of the .surgeons, lived in this isolated spot and viewed all the incidents from

the appearance of the first war cloud until the declaration of peace. The following chapters were not written

or intended for publication, the events being jotted down simply for friends in the North; and The Cali-

FORNIAN has been enabled to give them to the public in a series of chapters, believing that taany are of

historical interest and value, and also as showing the singular life of a lady in one of the most out-of-the-way

spots in this country.]

AS I look down the vista of all

r\ these j-eans that have gone it is

hard to realize the isolation of

Tortugas life
;

the heat continuous
for six months and more at a time

;

the mosquitoes
—a pest that at times

te.sted our amiabilit}' to the utmost,

obli.Ljinu- us to sit under tents of net-

ting.
Added to all this there were times

when the living was so deplorable, our

appetites failed, and a liarmecide
feast was always before us.

We studied the cook books for re-

ceipts that were only an aggravation,
with the energ}^ of despair.
The only variety in our walks was

arovmd the seawall or on the ramparts,
where the sky for nearly eight months
in tlie year was one grand, burnished

dome, that met the .seemingly illimit-

able .sea in all directions, reflecting
millions of rays of heat that look our

strength and courage.
Yet, with all this, there was little

complaint ;
I think all were heroic,

and deserved more prai.se and credit

for endurance than was ever received,
for very much was enjo3'ed socially,
and the residents of the i.slands did

not grow weary of each other.

The la.st of March the .steamer

lirickson came in and ran aground,
having on board the remainder of the

One Hundred and Tenth New York

Regiment alread},- on the island, and

fifty-seven additional prisoners.
Pleasant weather continued into

April ;
the nights were cool and the

da}-s not too warm for exercise
;
we

now had our first thunder stonu, which
was a sign of summer. About the

middle of the month I accepted an
invitation from Mrs. W to \isit

them as they were to leave Key West
for the North the first of ]\Iay.

The enjoyment is .still fresh will;

me, and we renewed our friendship
that had lost none of its tenderness in

the da}S that had intervened, since

we watched them sail away out
into the night, leaving us alone .so

many months l)efore.

The time was filled with riding and

meeting our friends w^ho came to see lis.

Admiral Iiaily, wdio was now in

command of the fiagship, and Captain
and .Mrs. Temple, Mr. and Mrs. Iler-

rick. Judge Boynton and many others

were there whom it was always pleas-
ant to meet.

The feeling of secession was not

appeased, and the undercurrent of

animosit)-, like the ruinl)ling of a vol-

cano, created an atmosphere that was

anj-thing but cheerful. Hut it was
not permitted to interkre witli tlie

home life at head(|uarlers, which wa.s

always a hap])y one. (rcneral Wood-
bury was a man of tlie most sterling

206
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character, a true Christian, and one

whose influence for ^ood unconsciously
stimulated all who came in contact

with him. Oenial, (juiet in his man-

ner, with a keen sense of humor, he

was a charming ho.st, and, aided by
his wife, who in every wa)- supple-
niented these many ennobling; quali-

ties, their home was a model one

wherever duty assij^'^ned them.

We were just far enoUL;h from town,

with pleasant people all about us at

the barracks, and we tried to forj^^et

the element of discord that was .so

dominant there, and did enjoy very

much, although there would a look

of weariness and anxiety in the midst

of it all, come over the face of the

general that made it an effort, we
knew, for him to always put the gloom
and sorrow that so enveloped our

beloved com^try entirely out of sight.

The children were happy and we

enjoyed all their pleasures, and a

house full of their merry voices was
an antidote for many outside evils.

I remember a wistful look one morn-

ing, that came back to me afterwards

so strongly, I wonder I did not almost

feel it as a premonition of sorrow in

store for those so dearly loved.

One of the boj-s had just finished

his music lesson, given him b}' his

mother, and they both had left the

room. The general sat listening to

the \'oices of the three boys who were

going horseback riding ;
he watched

them as they rode away, and said

"what a lonely house this will be in

another month ;
but if anythingshould

happen to me— '
' and his voice trembled

as he added : "I am blessed with such
a wife all will be well."

How kind is Providence that hides

the future and leads us gently on, cl.se

how could we live and struggle with-

out the hope that sustains us through
all, in the blissful ignorance that en-

folds us.

Captain and Mrs. Hook had taken
tea with us and spent the evening.
and about nine, just as they were sit-

ting down to a game of whist, Captain
McFarland came in, saying that the

admiral was very anxious about the

steamer. Honeysuckle, and wanted the

Tortiiiras to go in .search of her, .so

another hour found us on board the

schooner on the way to Fort Jefferson .

The first (^f May another steamer

arrived from the North, bringing tuo
hundred and eighty prisoners from

the Army of the Potomac. It was

discouraging, but the military prisons
were oxerflowing at the North,
and there was not time to investigate
and sift them out, .so tho.se really

de.serxing imj^ri.sonment, and tho.se

confuied for trivial offenses, came

together, a motley, sorry-looking
crowd.
To our delight, another norther

visited us, with the thermometer

going down to sixty-seven degrees.
We liailed each one as a reprie\e. for

we rarely had them so late, and each

one shortened the long summer.
The birds came again, and we went

on the ramparts to hear them, as the

noise distincllN' reached us, and we
could see the dark cloud they made
as they hovered over Bird Key. At
the same time we feasted on mutton
and beef, ])rought by a supply boat,

and it was the turtle .season, too, so

that we lived on the fat of the land for

awhile.

The last of May the heat com-
menced in earnest, coming to stay,
and our outings were all upon the

water. We remained indoors until

five, then the boats were out, and for

tliree hours we enjoyed the sailing.

We made our first trip to Bird Key.
bringing awa>- fully three hundred

eggs. The workmen had long since

di.scontinued their work on the fortifi-

cations, and the l>irds had undisputed

possession of the island.

It was very exciting, the birds

were in such vast numbers, paying
very little attention to us until we
shouted, when they would for a sec-

ond cease their chatter, and with a

simultaneous .•^cream that was deafen-

ing, ri.se, looking like a dark cloud

hovering over the island, and then

return to their nests, not for the pur-
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pose of covering their eggs, as the sun
was the incubator, but they fed the

little helpless things with fish most

faithfully.
The seventh of June found us again

on the way to Key West, leaving a

party on the wharfwho had regretfully
said good-bj-e, as taking two ladies

away interfered sadly with our little

society.
The trip was very tedious, for we

were becalmed part of the night and
all day, drifting, and the captain's
account of a similar time when he
drifted way beyond Key West and did

not get back for two weeks, when he
was greeted as a shipwrecked mariner
was not reassuring.

But the day wore on without a

breath of wind
;

the sun was like

glass reflecting the heat until our
faces were blistered.

We saw no sail or steamer until

just before dark one day, a tug came
in sight, which we knew must be in

search of us
;

in the course of half

an hour it came alongside, and

Captain ISIcFarland's cheery voice

called out to know if we wanted a

line. When he came on board our
welcome must have Ijeen an assurance
of our appreciation of his efforts. He
said : "I concluded you mu.st be drift-

ing around somewhere in this part of

the Gulf, and as there was no sign of a

breeze we started out, not expecting
to go more than halfway, but the tug
will take us in before midnight."
By eleven we reached the wharf

to find the steamer Admiral in
;

but the passengers were too worn out

to go on her, and so waited for the

Pa/apsco, which was expected in a few

days. The next day found us com-

fortably settled at Captain McFar-

land's, as his family had gone North
a few weeks before, and he had room
for all the party, and the few days of

waiting were very pleasant ones.

]\Irs. Hook called in the morning,
asking us all to the barracks to tea,

and Captain Hook told us that she

was going North with my sister and
Mrs. Holgate.

Captain Hook was vory earnest
about it, although we could see that
his wife was consenting very reluct-

antly to leave him, yet if she were

going, the opportunity was one to be
considered. I remember the evening
as being exceptionally beautiful, and
General Woodbury, who had joined
us, proposed a walk on the piazza,

daring which he talked of his family,
the life at Tortugas and its quiet hap-
piness, in a way that, as I looked back

upon it a few weeks later, seemed
almost prophetic.
The next evening at Captain Mc-

Farland's we had an impromtu re-

ception.
The Admiral and his staff, Mr.

Butterfield, the British Consul, Doctor
Van Riper, Captain Ralph Chandler,

Captains McCauley and Bowers, Cap-
tain and Mrs. Hook, the Misses Fur-

gerson and Bethel and Doctor INIitchel,

in fact, all our friends came to say

good-bye to my sister. It was long
remembered as such a happy time, with
no foreshadowing of the sorrow that

was .so soon to follow.

The next morning while we were at

breakfast Captain and Mrs. Hook
came in

;
he on his way to the Fort

where he spent part of each daj^ and
she to tell us that she had a reprieve.
She had promised faithfully that if

Captain Hook would allow her to

remain two weeks longer, until the

next steamer, she would go willingly
and there was a joy in her face that

told its own story. Was it inspiration
that had l)rought this change of plan ?

Certainly it was a kind Providence.

Mrs. Holgate and my sister left in the

Patapsco that evening, and I went to

Mrs. Hook to remain until the boat

left for Tortugas the following night.
We had a quick trip down, and the

following day the Nightiugalc came in

bringing .seventy more prisoners.
The Tortugas on her return trip

brought the news that Captain Hook
was stricken down with yellow fever

and the NigJitingale which came in

two days later brought the .sorrowful

news that our dear friend whom T left
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as well as usual only one week before,

had succumbed to that terrible disease

that we had all felt in his condition, he
bore a certain immunity from con-

tracting.
Had Mrs. Ilook gone North as was

at first planned, her first news would
have been of her husband's death,
and perhaps in those days of irregular
mails it might have been two weeks
before the sad news reached her.

She went on the next steamer, but
under what different circumstances.

Reports abroad of the havoc made
by the increase of the epidemic, shut
us off from the world again, and it

was with dread that we saw the

schooner Tortiigas come in.

The break -bone fever made its

appearance again with us.

The Colonel and his wife were

among the first victims and few es-

caped ; my son succumbed, then the

Doctor, who could not give \\\) to it,

and who went about doing the best he

could,obtaining a few hours' rest when-
ever the opportunity offered, until

finally the whole island became one
immense hospital.
The heat was intense, the silence

oppressive beyond description ;
there

were no soldiers for drill or parade and
the gloom was indescribable.

We were all ill at the same time

with no physician ;
five hundred at

one time would scarcely cover the list

of those ill with the fever
; thirty out

of one company and all its officers,

while those who were able to move
about looked like glicsts.

The mercury was one hundred and
four degrees in the hospital. As each

one rallied the}' would visit those still

iu bed
;
but no one seemed to gain

vitality sufficient to throw off" the feel-

ing that we were in some horrible

nightmare. The disease was very

prostrating and for days we had only
the stewards to depend upon who
were hosts in themselves. ]\Iy hus-

band's steward remained with us

nights inside the Fort and the steward
of the One Hundred and Tenth was
invaluable in his skill, attention and

kindness
;
but it was terrible beyond

description, to be hemmed in by those

high, literally red-hot brick walls

with so much suffering sickness. I

could look from my window and see

the piazza, with beds brought out

hoping for a breath of air to fan the

burning brow and fever-parched lips ;

there was nothing to brighten the

cloud of despair that seemed to encom-

pass the island.

The mail .schooner, Tortiigas, came
down but was put in quarantine for

eight days. The yellow fever was raging
with great fatality in Ke>- West

; even
the old acclimated residents succumbed
to it. The ships put out to .sea.

In the midst of all this, news reached
us that General Woodbury and Cap-
tain McParland were ill with the fever

and the painful suspense waiting for

the delayed sailing vessels added to

our depression, for vessels avoided us;
no steamer came near us except Cap-
tain Craven with his Monitor oi route

for Mobile.

He spent all the time he could with
us. Fortunatel}-, it happened just
after the Doctor's illness. Captain
Craven brought all the latest news
from Washington, but he seemed less

cheerful than when he was with us
before and talked constantly of his

wife and children. Was it a premon-
ition of the dark shadow hanging
over him ? He brought their pictures

up for us to see and after the vessel

had coaled he invited the Doctor and
my.sclf on board to lunch with him.
I remember as we stood in the turret

of the curious-looking half boat half
sea monster, I said, "If this should go
down how could \-ou escape ?

' '

He replied, "We should run up
this ladder and jump from the top of
the turret." My heart gave a little

shiver as I said,
"

I trust you will not
be obliged to resort to that." He
was ordered to the monitor Tccumsah
while a vessel that he was to be given
the command of was being made
ready, as the fight at Mobile was not

expected to occupy much time.

Wc watched her steam out of the
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harbor and until it was a mere speck on
the top of the water, our hearts heavy
with a premonition of coming sorrow.

And it came, first, when the mail

boat came in with the heartrending-
news of the death of our dear friend.

General Woodbury.
Doctor Mitchel, who came down to

\-isit us, was not well and looked worn
and pale, but had he remained, we
could not help feeling that he might
have lived; yet, on the other hand, had
he been taken witli the genuine yellow
fever, at Tortugas, it might have been
the .spark that in our deplorable condi-

tion would have devastated the island.

He returned to Key West, finding
that my husband was able to attend to

the hospital and the next boat l)rouglit

a note from Captain McFarland telling
us that his work was ended in less

than a week from the time he left us,

just as his "leave" expired from his

own, the British navy, and his resigna-
tion had been accepted from our army
which came and was read to him
within an hour of his death.

We began to dread the incoming of

the mail, fearing what might come
next. We were weak and depressed

enough to be almost superstitious.
And the next news was the sad fate of

Captain Craven. The Monitor was
blown up in making the charge witli

Farragut in Moliile Bay ;
and so died

one of the most chivalrous men of our

navy. Captain Craven was a man of

courtly presence, and his courtesy was
the direct cause of his death. When
the torpedo exploded beneath the

Monitor, they felt her going and

instinctively rushed for the turret, as

he had told us he would do. As
Craven reached the foot of the com-

panion way, another man, I believe

the pilot, reached it just 1)c-liiii(l liim.

The Monitor was then making the

final plunge and there was time for

one to spring out and only one.

Craven stepped back, saying, "After

you, sir." The other sprang througli
the opening and the commander went

down, caught in the whirl of waters

that burst through the hatch.

{To be L

All of these men were intimate and
valued friends, and their deaths fol-

lowed each other so rapidly, for it was
not six weeks since the death of

Captain Hook, that it was not strange
that it was impossible to throw off the

gloom which hung over us like a

pall.

People finally began to rally, but

very slowl}-, and the lethargy we had
fallen into from all this sorrow and
sickness was hard to shake off. I

remember going out sailing, to meet
the Tortugas, on the ninth of Septem-
ber for the first time in three months.

After awhile the ladies began to

visit, getting together with their sew-

ing, gradually falling into their old

habits in a quiet, subdued way, with
the feeling one has after watching
with sickness so long they tread and

speak softly as though the object of

their care was still with them. My
husband now took the entire medical

charge of the prisoners; his sympathies
were aroused when he treated them

during the illness of the regimental
doctor, and he found them in a terrible

condition from the effects of scurvy.
His first inspection occupied five

hours, and every corner of their (juar-
ters and every man was examined.
He found nearly two hundred with
the loath.some disea.se, many too ill to

rally. Fortunately, the officers were

only too glad to second any efforts he
wished to make, and the idea of having
.some one specially interested in them
was to them a ray of hope.
He called for a new clean building,

taking them out of the ca.semates and
.sent for all the limes Key West could

provide. He found in the commissary
.stores dcssicated vegetables which the

doctor should have given them before,

had he understood the nature of the

di.sease.

He sent men to the islands to gather

parsley, which grew there in abun-
dance

;
had it boiled as a vegeta1)le

and they ate it with vinegar, and soon

new life was instilled into the wretched
miserable lot of men. Vet there were

many to whom all this came too late.

'outin ufJ)



CUPID AFLOAT

I5V :M. IMI.AV TAYLOR

Oil a drcain\- afU-nKJoii,

Mid the tender bloom of June,
On a river, softly flowing,

Oars kept time with rhythmic tune—For Love went rowing !

All was (juiet, nothing stirred.

And the only sound one heard
Was the merry sound of mowing,

Or cry of startled bird

Where Lo\-e was rowing.

Sweet the sultry air did seem
And the trees stood in a dream ;

Not the lightest zephyr blowing
Ruffled the enchanted stream
Where L,ove was rowing.

The wild roses on the bank
From intrusion wisely shrank,

Ivveii blushed where they were growing,
And the lilies deeper sank,—For L,ove was rowing !

All the blossoms to the skies

Turned the fragrance of their sighs,

Wily circumspection showing ;

And the daisies shut their eyes
Where Lovt was rowing.'&•

Poets hardly dare to ([uote
What was whispered in that boat

;

Question in, and answer towing ;

Doubt and passion were afloat—And Love was rowing.

She was l()\-ely to behold,
He was bashful, hot and cold—
Redder every moment growing,

Struggling with a tale half-told.
Slow—Love was rowing.

In the midst of all their sighs.
Love turned with laughing eyes.
Gave a wink profoundly knowing ;

Listened to his victim's lies—
And laughed while he was rowing.
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^ SHALL WE EDUCATE OUR POLITICIANS?

II

BY C. T. HOPKINS

THE
former article of this series

attempted to point out that the

need of the best education has
been long ago felt, and partly supplied
in several departments of the Kxec-
utive and in the Judicial branches of

our Government and drew attention to

the as 3-et unfilled want in the Legis-
lative branch. Herbert Spencer in his

essay on Political Education, after

showing the entire educational unfit-

ness of nearly all members of the

English Parliament fur the work of

law-making (though there has been
a far larger proportion of university-
bred men in that bod}' than in any
American Legislature), uses this lan-

guage :

' ' One would think that the
whole system had been framed on the

sayings ot some political Dogberry.
The art of healing is difficult, the
art of government easy. The under-

standing of arithmetic comes by stud}^
while the understanding of society
comes by instinct. Watch-making
requires a long apprenticeship, but
there needs none for the making of

institutions. To manage a shop prop-
erly requires teaching, but the man-
agement of a people may l)e vuider-

taken without preparation."
I'vxperience has amply shown that

some of the ideas of the old Constitu-
tion makers were founded in error.

Notable among these is the universal

provision which as yet there has
been no thought of changing,that mere

citizenship, lawful age and legal resi-

dence arc the only qualifications nec-

essary for any office. Another is that
a governing class can be avoided and
goodgovernment secured by sliort terms
and frecpent elections. A third is that
in every representative office the can-

didate must be a resident of the dis-

trict that elects him. The result of

all three errors is the universal verifi-

cation of the maxim that the Govern-
ment cannot be any better than the

people, a maxim whose contemplation
satisfies thousands of unthinking
voters, with whom the Government
is good enough when it is no worse
than the people. Unfortunately for

this class of political optimists, the

operation of these three fundamental
errors in combination with the corrupt-

ing power of wealth, has in many
instances degraded the Government
below the people both intellectually
and morall3^ President C. W. Eliot

of Harvard, in an excellent paper in

the Forum for October, 1S91, after

showing the impossibility of good
municipal Government so long as

short term and frequent changes in

City Councils make impossible the

necessary knowledge in taxation, water

supply, drainage, sanitary conditions,

control of corporations and the thous-

and other details which must be regu-
lated by the City Government, if

regulated at all, concludes that
"

it is

no exaggeration to say that good
municipal administration has now
become absolutely impossible without

the employment on permanent tenures

of a large number of highly trained

and highly paid experts in various

arts and sciences as directors of the

chief city departments.
* * * Before

Miinieipal ('joveniiueut ea>i be set right
i)i the United States, municipal serviee

mtist be made a lijc careerfor intelligent

and self-jcspeeting young Americans ;

that is. it ))i ust be attractive to 7uell-trained

young men 7vho enter it— as they enter

a7iy other profession or business, viean-
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ing to stay in it, learn it thoroughly, a7id

win advancement in it by fidelity and
ability.'" If this l)e true as to 5lunic-

ipal Government is it less true as to

State Legislatures and Congress ?

But the difficulties in the way of

securing trained talent and character

in the elective service of our Govern-
ment are manifold and fundamental.

They are :

I St. The absence of any class prop-
erly educated in statecraft, from which

proper candidates can be selected , and
of any institutions for supplying such
education.

2d. The absence of such public

opinion as at all recognizes the nec-

essity for any .special education in

candidates for elective oflicc.

3d. The universal dominance of a

class of active and unscrupulous pol-
iticians who.se idea of office is private

gain, not public service, and whose

principal test of fitness is corrupt
subservience to the nominating power.
These have no use for educated candi-

dates, whom the}^ love as the rats love

the ferret !

4th. Univensal suffrage implies the

right to hold office (as if it were a

property or a power) as the correlative

of the mere voting power, and there-

fore ignorance and incompetence have
the right of representation, in propor-
tion to numbers, equally with knowl-

edge and talent. Therefore the more

ignorant voters, when in the majority,
would deem themselves disfranchised

if not permitted to choose their repre-
sentatives from their own body.-^^

5tli. The entire absence of educa-
tional qualifications for legislative
office in every Constitution.

6th . The uncertainty of the election

of educated candidates.

7th. The further uncertainty of

their re-election, especially under Con-
stitutional provisions confining repre-
sentation to residents in the district,

thereby disqualifying non-resident

since the recent extension of the franchise in

England, the proportion of university men elected to

parliament has fallen from its former majority to ten
or fifteen per cent of the whole.

candidates though in ever>' respect
better men.

8th. Kxtreme partisanship, which

ever3-where seeks the election of party
leaders regardless of their education,

knowledge or character.

So then, so far from realizing the

dream of the fathers, that free elections

by the people would naturally result

in the choice of their best men, and
therefore in a far better admini.stration

than is possible under hereditary or

autocratic governments, here are eight
conditions whose operation makes it

almost as impossible to place able and
clean men in the Legislature as in the

jury-box. How are these conditions
to be changed, without changing our
form of Government ? Only by such

changes in public opinion as shall do

away icith the conditions!

Public opinion is sovereign in a

Republican Government. When the

people shall have been taught to apph'
to public questions the same common
sen.se and common honesty which reg-
ulate all private business, they will as

naturally place in office only those who
are educated in statecraft, as they
now entrust their law business to

law3'ers, their health to trained phy-
sicians, their building to carpenters,
and their horse-shoeing to blacksmiths.

Strange that with all our progress in

enlightenment and the experience of a

century pointing out the fallacy of

expecting good govermnent from in-

competence and vice, it should seem
now a startling, perhaps a visionary-
or even ridiculous idea, to attempt to

utilize the higher education in the

administration of public affairs.

Able and patriotic minds in the

older States have now been at work
for ten years in planting the seeds

from which this change in public

opinion is to grow. Several strong
societies have been formed, and their

number is increasing in accelerating

ratio, whose members already include

thousands of the best minds, and
whose object is the general introduc-

tion of the duties of citizenship, or
"
Ci\ncs

"
in the public schools, and

V0I. II— i.t
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of the stud}- of political and economic
science, history, etc., in the Universi-
ties. Prominent among these socie-

ties are the ' ' American Institute of

Civics," established in New York in

1885, and the "American Academy
of Political and Social Science of

Philadelphia, now entering in its

third year. In compliance with the

suggestions of these centers of enlight-
ened opinion, several States have
caused elementary text-books to be

prepared, explanatory of State and
Federal Constitutions, and have intro-

duced their use into the public
schools. Among these, California has
taken the initiative, and the text-book
for which an appropriation was made
during the session of 1887-8 is now in

course of preparation by Professor

Jones of the University of California.

IMoreover, during the last ten years,

professorships and counses of study in

political and economic science have
been established in the Universities of

Pennsjdvania, Kansas, Nebraska,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana and
California

;
also at Harvard, Colum-

bia, Cornell, Brown and Johns Hop-
kins Universities. The Iceland Stan-
ford Jr. University, lately opened, has
at once introduced these studies. The
idea of generating an educated class

for future public service has therefore

already germinated, and seems to be

growing But it is yet but a tender
hothouse plant. What are thirteen

Universities out of three hundred and

fifty-seven ? And not one of the
thirteen has yet established a distinct

college, or degrees in statecraft
;
nor

is it probable that an^^ one of them
covers all the studies which a thor-

ough outfit for public work requires,
or bases its instructions upon such a
course in practical vwrals as is indis-

pensable, if character as well as

knowledge is to be included in the

qualifications of a vStatesman.

Our first want therefore in this

connection is the establishment of

distinct colleges of statecraft, in which
the course of study .should embrace
the following topics :

i.st. Practical morals, to be incul-

cated in public discussions between
teacher and students, in such manner
as to awaken the mind to the habitual
decision of right and wrong, the rec-

ognition of duty and the obligations of

patriotism and good manners.
2d. A thorough course of ancient

and modern history, especially that of

England and the United States.

3d. Philosophy of history and de-

velopment of ideas of Gov^ernment in

Europe.
4th. Biography,

" Plutarch's

Lives," Lives of Statesmen and
Patriots in England and United

States, Washington's Life and

Papers.
5tli. Political ethics.

6tli. Science of Government, com-

parative ideas of Gov^ernment, leading
American ideas, both political and

legal.

7tli. Constitutional, civil, crimi-

nal, international and parliamentary
law and the laws of war.

8. Political econom5^ with especial
reference to the principles of taxation,

public finance, protection and free

trade, relations of capital to labor,

money, banking and the laws of com-
merce.

9th. Political and commercial

geography.
loth. Diplomacy and foreign treat-

ies.

nth. The elements of the sciences

that affect .social conditions; social

science.

12th. The science of statistics.

13th. Logic, rhetoric, correct use

of English in writing, and public

speaking.
14th. Penology, State asjdums

and Eleemosynary in.stitutions.

15th. Modern languages (optional).
i6th. Military training and tactics.

The object of this cour.se should be

a clear understanding of the true

place of American Republicanism in

the history of political evolution, as

the protector of liberty and consequent
promoter of happiness. The students

.should be thoroughly informed of the
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dangers which threaten it through
mal-administratiou, and of present

corruptions and political crimes.

They should be inspired with the

determination to correct abuses, to

prevent the election of bad or incom-

petent officers, and promote purity and

efficiency as the only means of securing
the perpetuity of our institutions.

They should be taught that the reward
of the faithful civil officer, like that of

the Army and Navy, is not in a

fortune, but in the exercise of wisely
u.sed power, in popular love and grati-

tude, in promotions, and finally, in

honorable mention in history; that an
office is not to be regarded as a private

property and worked for personal

profit, but as a service, in which the

public are the masters and sole right-
ful beneficiaries; and that the salary
or fees payable by law, as the full

compensation for service performed,
are the limit of the pecuniary emolu-

ment, which can be honestly received

by any officer.

Such a course as is here delineated

should lead to the degree of Bachelor
of Statecraft, to be followed b}' subse-

quent degrees of INIaster and Doctor of

Statecraft, when earned by post-

graduate attainments and distinction.

By whom should such colleges be

established?

I St. By universities already in

existence, especially those which have

already provided instruction in Polit-

ical Science, and particularly b)^ all

State Universities.

2d. By wealth}' philanthropists,

seeking objects on which to bestow a

portion of their wealth, and who may
perceive that the greatest possible

impulse would be given to political
reform by large endowments to an

entirely distinct institution, devoted

wholly to education for political life.

For in such a college the military
system, which at West Point has

produced such satisfactory results in

the formation of character could be
made to cover every movement and
every hour of student life. The proper
location for it would unquestionably

be at the National Capital, where the

students would have the advantage of

attending the meetings of Congress ;

of studying the workings of all the

Federal offices and departments ;
of

the Smithsonian Institute
;
and per-

haps of the great Congressional
Library. They would hear frequent
lectures from leading statesmen, could

freciucnt the courts and city offices,

and visit the jails. They could be
sent by classes or companies in charge
of profe.ssors to adjoining State

Capitals and large cities, there to

attend Legislative and Council

meetings, and study State and City
Governments.

3d. The Federal Senate has

appointed a Standing Committee on a
National University of which the new
Vermont Senator, Proctor (late Secre-

tary of War), is Chairman. What is

expected from this committee, we are

not advised. Perhaps it has been
raised in compliance with the advice
of President Washington in his last

message to Congress in 1 796, the same
in which he recommended the estab-

lishment of the Military Academy.
In that message he used the following
language :

' '

I have heretofore proposed to the
consideration of Congress the expedi-
ency of establishing a National

University and also a Militar>'

Academy. The desirableness of

both these institutions has so con-

stantly increased with ever}- new view
I have taken of the subject, that I

cannot omit the opportunity of once
for all recalling your attention to

them. '^ * ^ Amongst the
motives to such an institution (the
University) the assimilation of the

principles, opinions and manners of
our countrymen by the common
education of a portion of our youth
from every quarter well deserves
attention. The more homogeneous
our citizens can be made in these

particulars, the greater will be our

prospect of permanent union, and a

primary object of such a Natio7ial Insti-

tutioti should be the education of out
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ymith in the science of Government. In
a Republic, what species of knowledge
can be equally important, and what
duty more pressing on its Legislature
than to patronize a plan for communi-

cating it to those who are to be the
future guardians of the liberties of the
nation ?

' '

{Sparks' Wasliington, XII, 71.)
In a letter to Thomas Jefferson,

written in the preceding year, (March
^5' 1795) he expresses his preference
for the National Capital as the proper
site for such a University, and his

intention to contribute towards it the

fifty Potomac Navigation shares, pre-
sented to him by the Legislature of

Virginia. His first and last reasons
for the location at Washington were
' ' on account of its being the permanent
seat of the Government of the Union,
and where the laws and policy of it

must 1:>e better understood than in any
local part thereof, and as this semin-

ary is contemplated for the completion
of cdvication, not for boys in their

rudiments, it will afford the students

aji opportunity of attending the debates

in Congress and thereby becoming more

liberally and better acquainted zvith the

ptinciplcs of la7u and Government.'''

{Sparks XI, 2j.)
Who knows wliether if this

eminently wise advice had been at

once followed, the homogeneous
education of Northern and Southern
leaders in political thought would not
have forestalled our Civil War ?

W^hen men are taught alike they are

apt to tliink alike. When the)- think

alike, they act alike. War cannot

originate but from differences of opin-
ion orcontending passions, uncontrolled

by reason. The estaltlishment now of
a great Federal College of Statecraft
at Washington, where the same ideas
of Government shall be scientifically

taught to thousands of bright youths,
gathered proportionally from every
State and Territory, may forestall

future wars or divisions. The benefits

it would otherwise confer, if patrioti-

cally managed and kept free from

partizan control wf)nlfl 1x' incalculal)le.

4th. Ultimately, free colleges in

statecraft should be established and
maintained by each State as a part o{

its system of public instruction, and
as tlie especial school for its own
politicians. Such schools, if started

now, would be crowded with students

inspired by the natural love of oflice,

and willing to undergo any amount of

preparation therefor, if that labor were
to be tolerably sure of its expected
reward. But the present class of

Legislators cannot be expected to take
a step which would lead to their own
extinction as politicians, except under
such a pressure of public opinion, as

it will take at least a generation to

bring to bear upon the question. It

is a mark of the gross ignorance of our

Legislators, of their utter failure to

appreciate the value of our institutions

and entire indifference to their future

maintenance, that it has taken more
than twenty years of agitation to

introduce ' '

civics
' '

into the public
schools of a half dozen States, out of

our forty-four. At this rate the first

State Patriotic College ma}^ be expected
to materialize about the year 2000,
the period fixed by Bellamy for the

absorption of the Government by
organized socialism !

But wherever, however, whenever,
and by whomsoever, colleges in state-

craft are established, what must Ix-

their results upon American politics ?

In the first place, the present style
of politicians find their opportunity in

the fact expressed by the maxim,
" What is everybody's business is no-

body's business." The secret con-

spiracies of a few have ever been the

terror of the luiorganized and thought-
less many. One born organizer, like

Chris Buckley, can out-general the

voters of a State. Tannnany has been

the tyrant of New \\)rk for two gen-
erations. Now and then a Tweed

ring, a gas trust, or a set of rascals

like those in vSan Francisco prior to

1.S56, so abuse the jwwers filched

from the i)eople that the latter revolt,

and by a phenomenal exertion of

])li\'sical or moral force, for a while
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overcome the politicians. ]}ut sucli

efforts must always be ephemeral under
our system. The few good and true

citizens who head the reform become

by-and-by exhausted. There are

none to take their places. The crew
at the pumps wears out, but the leak

continues, for the pressure of the sea

water never ceases. Our masters

expect the.se occasional rebellious, but

knowing that they are always short-

lived, they bide their time to resume
their empire in safety. The people
are too bus}' about their private

affairs, and therefore leave public
business to the public officers, rely-

ing upon our system of checks and
balances to prevent abuses. But
when all the officers are alike cor-

rupt, because owing their places to

the same corrupt powers, what becomes
of the checks and balances ? Of what
use are the District Attorney or the

Grand Jury, when the former is in the

ring, and the boss, through his minion,
the sheriff, can pack the Grand Jur>^ ?

The recent proceedings in San Fran-
cisco show how utterly powerless the

sovereign people may become, through
legal technicalities contrived by poli-
tical lawyers for the protection of

their criminal clients. The old theorj^
that short terms of office will always
cure the evils of malfeasance, amounts
to nothing when the same occult

powers refill the offices at every elec-

tion. Changes of parties effect onl)'

temporary relief, for the people are

equally \"ictimized 1\v the power of

public plunder under all parties of

whatever name. Even a people's

party may nominate a man who, enter-

ing upon office %\'itli a fair reputation,

may presently show how ignorant he
is of legislative work, or how feeble

his ideas of honesty when he is exposed
to the temptation of public trust.

Nor does continued publicity cure cor-

ruption ;
for in all our great cities the

public mind has become so familiarized

with every form of political vice as to

have lost its sense of right and wrong
in the political field.

The profession of the law is popu-

larly supposed to be the true education

for public life; but Herbert Spencer,
in his essay on Political Education,

says: "A familiarity with law is no
more a preparation for rational legisla-

tion than would be a familiarity with

all the nostrums men have ever used
as a preparation for the rational prac-
tice of medicine." The political law-

yer is a natural partisan. He knows
liow to work only as an attorney for

one of two sides in a controversy.
His knowledge of the laws that have

been made has often no bearing upon
laws that should be made except to

prevent them, owing to his professional
adherence to precedent. Nor does the

knowledge only of law pre.suppo.se

familiarity with any other study in

our curriculum for an education \\\

statecraft. Nay, further, is the pro-
fession that lives by constant contact

with fraud and crime thereby rendered

pre-eminentl}' honest ? Is the prac-
tice of taking fees for ser\'ices in

court suggestive of refusing fees for

services in the Legislature? Have

political lawyers no pecuniary inter-

ests in .statute-making, independent of

the profits of bribery ? Can no relation

be traced between the continually-con-

trolling presence of lawyers in the

Legislatures and the thousand need-

less complexities, costs, delays, ap-

peals and technicalities in probate,

insolvency, street assessment and
criminal proceedings, all making work
and fees for the bar at the expense of a

permanent divorce between law andjus-
tice? Is it not singular that, under a

Government so carefully dividing its

powers, that the law-making depart-
ment is left utterly powerless in exe-

cution and administration, all three of

those powers should be ever^-where

blindly conferred upon the lawyers?
For as legislators they make the laws

;

(often in their own interest) ;
as judges

they administer them, and as attor-

neys they execute them. In protec-
tion of the rights of the public ought
not lawyers to be ex-officio a'/Vqualified

to be legislators? What right have

they to have any share whatever in
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framing the laws, out of whose execu-

tion they make their living ?

As to all the other four hundred
trades and professions of civilized life,

which of their candidates could stand
an examination in the course of studies

necessary to equipment in statecraft ?

How particularly "smart" it is for

this great Nation to be continually

entrusting its enormous Federal inter-

ests to a House of Representatives,
not one of whom has been educated
for the work, while all of them are

elected for only two years, the first of

which slips away while he is trying to

attain some little inkling of the varied

knovv'ledgc necessary to the position,
and the second in intriguing at home
for his re-election, which generally
fails. Wc condemn many such a man
for accomplishing uothirig for his con-

stituents. How could he ? And in-

stead of giving liini time to complete
his education, in hopes that by-and-
by he will know enough to be useful,
Vi"c turn him out and send up another

ignoramus to go through the same
farcical process in his place, and so on
ad infinitum in Congress, in Legis-
latures, City Councils and all ! Would
it not be wiser first to prepare by
suitable education a class of candidates
who would be sure to possess before

election the necessary knowledge and
character to perform satisfactorj^

serv'icc, and thereafter b}' electing

only these, avoid the risks, the ex-

pense and continual failures conse-

quent en our present plan ? Would
it not be wiser to extend the term of

legislative office to six years, and
make re-election of all successful in-

cumbents a matter of course, thus

reaping the benefit of their experi-
ence and familiarity with public
affairs ? And lastly, would it not
cause great improvement in the per-
sonel of our Legislatures, if it were

competent to di.spense with the pres-
ent strict requirement of residence in

the district, whereby able and good
men, failing of election in one district,

might be cho.sen in another, and a

distinguished representative be .se-

cured for many a distant or sparsel}-
settled district, in which no suitable

candidate might happen to reside ?

Now, the creation of a bod}"- of

specially trained young men, who
would look upon polities as their life

work
;
who would be equipped with

the necessary knowledge ; whose
characters would be formed under
honest and patriotic influences, and
whose business it must be to work
their way into the public service,
would be laying the corner-stone of

political reform upon the broadest and
surest foundation. To begin with,the

proverb above quoted would no

longer apply. It would be the busi-

ness of this class to watch public
affairs, to attend primaries and con-

ventions, to investigate and expose
corruption, to counteract political

schemers, to work their way into

party management, and by-and-b}-

get themselves and their fellows into

the public service. Between them
and the present political powers, it

would be war to the knife, and the

knife to the hilt. It would be "dia-

mond cut diamond." At first, the

chances would all be against their

success. But their common interests

and education would attract them to

each other, as is the tendency in all

trades in these days. A strong politi-
cal Propaganda would result. Pow-
erful influences would be brought to

bear upon the civic education of

3^outli. Books and pamphlets would
be written and circulated, courses of

reading suggested, (Chatauqua fash-

ion) and associations formed to promote
purity and efficiency in the Govern-
ment. As editors, lecturers, school-

teachers, business men, whatever the

utterances of the graduates, they would
tend to the enlightenment of the publ ic

conscience and abatement of corrup-
tion. Can it be possible that such a

leaven would not in time leaven the

whole lump? In the conflict between

good and evil, good always triumphs
in the end. Can it be possible that the

common sense of the American people,
when disabused of party prejudice
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and tradition, would not ultimately
insist on placing' their Government in

competent and trustworthy hands ?

Is it inconceivable that as they now
deem it absurd to apply to a lawyer
to shoe their horses, or to a black-

smith to cure their diseases, or to a
thief to serve them as cashier, or to a

carpenter to fill their teeth, they
will sometime wonder that they ever

trusted all these to manage the infin-

itely more difficult and responsible
W'Ork of making the Nation's laws?

They will look back with astonish-

ment at the fact that during a century
such a thing as political education was
never thought of any more than the con-

tinual peril of entrusting to one inter-

ested and powerful profession the power
of molding to their own advantage the

entire legal machinery of the countr\'.

Given then a class of young men
who are fitted to pursue politics as a

learned and honorable profession,
whose numbers would continually be
reinforced by successive graduations
from more and more colleges of state-

craft, and who would be supported for

ofiice by more and more of the

younger voters, who had learned the
duties of citizenship in the public
schools,—and the effect upon public

opinion can be safely predicted.
When the majority of any State shall

have been converted from party to

patriotism, such Constitutional amend-
ments as may be deemed necessary to

forever debar ignorance and venality
from elective as well as appointive
offices, will follow as a matter of

course. The nation will have been

saved, its institutions will be perpetu-
ated, lyiberty and happiness will be
secured to all, when we can realize

the motto :

' ' The brain work of the

country for men of brains, its trusts

for men of integrity and honor. ' ' But
if we go on as we are, wdio can ven-
ture to predict the celebration of our
second centenary under circumstances
of continued progress, peace and
union ? As we have attained our

present greatness in a tenth of the
time occupied by old Rome in reach-

ing the zenith of her power, will not

our decline and fall, owing to the

same terrible demoralization, be pro-

portionately rapid ?

Now, let it be borne in mind how
many political heresies already com-
mand large followings in the United

States. Among these a new party,
the "Farmers' Alliance," insists upon
a great enlargement of the powers and
duties of Government, and a tremen-

dous increase in the number of its ofl&-

cers. These enthusiasts would have
the Government own and operate all

the railroads, telegraphs and expresses.

They would abolish all the moneyed
institutions and make the Govern-
ment the only banker. The ' ' Nation-

alists," as they call themselves, would
saddle it with all business, productive
and distributive, reserving for the

individual only the right and power
of consumption. Do these fancy
thinkers ever stop to consider what
sort of men they must be who could

and would satisfactorily discharge all

the tremendous powers thus imposed
on Government officers? Or what
would be the situation if Tammany,
Buckley, et id omne gcmis were to be

entrusted, in addition to present

powers, with the management only of

the railroads (to say nothing of all the

rest), with their seven billions of in-

vested capital, their seven hundred
millions of income and their five

hundred thousand employees ?

Will it not be time enough even to

dream of such enlargement of the pow-
ers ofGovernment when the descriptive

phrase, "the filthy pool of politics,"
shall have been forgotten in admira-

tion of the work of a body of politi-

cians who shall be scholars and gen-
tlemen, the peers of our West Point

and Annapolis graduates
—competent,

patriotic and honest enough to satis-

factorily discharge the present duties

ofpublic life in the public interest only ?

The conclusion of the whole matter

is that the only mode of checking the

present infection of corruption in Ameri-
can politics is by elevating politics into a

learned profession .



AUNT MILLY'S LOVE LETTER

BY HELEN RACHAEL ROBB

PLAGUK
take de beasts ! Ef I

kotches ye, I won't leave nary
squeal in yer pesky hides ! Dat's

hit now, I's got ye ! Oh, gracious Cain
and Abel, whar's me!" and "Unc
Joshaway

"
sprawling on the ground,

grasping fiercely at the remnants of

sweet potato vines scattered about and

uttering some expressions for which
his exalted position as one of the chief

brethren in "Johnde Baptis
" church

did not wholly account, succeeded in

getting upon his feet, the blood trick-

ling from his nose. But the pigs were

again serenely engaged in the occu-

pation for which indisputably nature
endowed them with snouts.

Another race was run round and
round the field, but at last, with
maternal grunts and adolescent squeals
the invaders were ejected on the high-
ways and ' ' Unc Joshaway,

' '

full of

just wrath, crossed the road to his

cabin, and finding that INIammy Cindy
had gone to her day's toil, seated by
the fireplace, he solaced himself on the
hoe cake that she had prepared for his

breakfast before leaving for the estab-

lishment, where in rather soiled and
greasy majesty, she reigned as cook.
The old man felicitated himself greatly
on his permitting this, and frequently
informed his friends that

''
dis time of

de yeah, foh cotton-pickin' time, he
'lowed de ole lady ter job roun' fer

herself."

As he nmnched his bread, might}'
thoughts revolved through his woolly
pate. The marauding pigs were the

property of Aunt Milly, one of " de
mothahs ob de church." At first he

thought he would go at once to the

lady and demand that she make good
the damage done his crop. "But,"
he reasoned,

" coas she'll say dey
warn't hern, and come to think, liow
kin I prov^e it agin 'em ?

"

As he meditatively raked the ashes
and smoked his pipe after finishing his

breakfast, a pleasing thought came to

him with the suddenness of inspira-
tion. Going to the door, he summoned
his son from the top of a post that at

some former time had supported a

gate. This youth,
' ' Unc Joshaway's

' '

youngest offspring, was the object of

his pride and delight. He would
sometimes remark, "I's gAvine ter

make sumpum out'n dis hyali boy."
This high destiny was foreshadowed
in the name which, with paternal

pride, he had collected for the bo}- by
imicli careful iuquir^^ among the fam-
ilies for whom he occasionally spaded
a garden or put in a small crop. At
last, after considering all the names

suggested, he had selected the com-

bination, Cocsar Augustus Jay Gould
Vanderbilt Hundred Dollar Millford.

By frequent repetition he at last .suc-

ceeded in incorporating the mighty
name into that part of his organism
controlled by memory, but, being
altogether too long a name to manage
readily, on ordinar}^ occasions it was
abbreviated to Honey or sometimes to

Hun, as suggesting the sweetness of

the parental love and also the exorbi-

tant commercial value attached to the

child.

This small black gem of future

greatness had been put to school as

soon as his age permitted and had at

last acquired the mysterious art of

writing. His daddy regarded this as

proof of high genius, not to be refuted

and with awe-struck visage, would

gaze on the characters traced in the

.soiled and ink-blotted copy-book by
the hand of his son.

"Unc Joshaway," reflected that if

he should write a letter to Aunt Milly,
or rather dictate one, it would be a

more dignified course than paying her
220
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a visit, and at the same time, it would

impress more deeply upon her the

greatness of the offense. It would
have something of the force of a legal

document, he thought,
" An it'll skeer

'er," he said aloud as he went to the
door to suumiou the writer.

' '

Son,
' '

began the old man,
' ' reckon

ye could write a lettah for yer ole

daddy ?
' '

• ' Yes sah, can dat !

' '

' ' Eber write one, son ?
' '

"
N-o, sah, but I know I could,"

confidently.

"Waal, now git yer writui' pin an'

yer ink an' a piece o'papah, an' we'll

see
' bout dis hj-ah Imsincss.

' ' Then he
laid the vdiolc matter before his son.

"We'll fotch 'er, won't we, pa?
"

chuckled the boy, seating himself at

the table and pushing aside the mis-

cellaneous assortment of greasy pans,

dirty cups, plates and old rags that en-

cumbered it. A leaf from the mj^steri-
ous copy-book, bearing at the top the

suggestive legend,
' '

Knovvdcdge is

power,
' ' was spread out to receive the

message.
The sire remarked, "Now we'll

write 'er sech a love lettah as she
nabor got fore. How ort it ter start

off, Hun, ye reckon ?
"

" Wif 'cr name at the top, pa, so's

she'll know hit's meant fer 'er,"

replied the learned youth.
"

L,et's liab de whole name den, son,
an'makeitsoun' big and like hit war de
consoble comin' arter 'er. Write it

big an' loud." And then in sonorous

tones,
" Missus Milly Green !

"

Hun dipped his pen into the ink,
turned his head very much towards
the right, and with tongue projecting
between his white teeth, began the
laborious work. The spelling was
after a method of his own. His daddy
watched with reverent pride as the

pen w^as dipped again and again into

the ink and the blots fell thick and
fast on the paper, while with inky
fingers, the scribe rubbed over many
letters that did not seem exactly right.
At last he announced that the name
was written.

"Whatnex', pa?"
"Waal," said the old man,

"
cf we

/s mad, peers like we ort to be perlitc,
an' looks ter me like we'd ort ter say
liow'dy, nex." Again the boy wrig-
gled himself into the position he
deemed fitting for one holding a pen,
and, after much painful effort, accom-

plished this.
" Dat ole sow an' litter o'youn

broke inter my 'tater patch dis morn-

in," dictated "Unc Joshaway."
This long sentence required such a

stretch of memory that Hun after

riiany unsatisfactory attempts and con-

sequent rubbing with his finger, asked
that it might be repeated one word at

a time as he wrote. This was done,
and after the lapse of perhaps half an

hour, the statement was committed to

paper, and father and son, IkjIIi thor-

oughly exhausted with their literary

labors, decided to take a rest. "Unc
Joshaway" also wished to collect his

thoughts for the next statement. The
daddy smoked and .slei)t, and the bo}-
wallowed in the road dust and lazily
threw .stones at passing stock. After
several hours of this bli.ssfiil inaction,

they resumed their work. With much
stumbling and halting, Hun read
aloud what he had previously written.
"
Uncjoshawa}^

" nodded approvingly
and then added in awful tones,

' ' Ef
ye don' keep 'em up I'll sue ye at de
law." This terrible announcement
was at last set down.

"
Now, pa, yer name ort to go at de

bottom, so's she'll know wliar hit

come from."
"
Dat's so, boy, suah'syer boan."

After much consideration, he said,
"

I tink I'll say de 'onahable, rev 'rent
mistah Joshaway Millford. How dat

soun', son ?
"

" Soun' mighty fine, reckon dat'll

skeer 'er."

These magnificent words proved
rather puzzling to Hun when he

attempted to spell them, but at last

characters hideous enough to represent
the personality of any being were
described on the page, and the might)'
document was finished.
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"Unc Joshaway
"

gave a sigh of

relief as the mental strain was re-

moved, and instructed his son to carry
the missive to Aunt Milly. "An'
min' ye gib hit inter 'er own han',

son, ;
don' lay it down nowhars, er let

no no-count nigger take hit from ye.
An' Hun, min' ye don' say nothin'

t'5'er mammy 'bout what we's bin

'gaged in ter day. She's sort o' spic-
ious like, an' meby she'd tink like

how I ortn't to be writin' ter no lady

'ceptin' her. Now, honey, g'long an'

carry de lettah."

Aunt Milly at the wash tub, her

black arms submerged in billowy .suds,

and her white teeth gleaming between
her spread lips, was a pleasing study
in black and white, as she gossiped
with a lady friend, seated on a box
near her.

"How'dy, Aunt Milly," said Hun,
"hyall's a lettah pa done sont ye."
"Dat so, Hun? What sort ob a

lettah am hit ?
" asked Aunt Milly.

" Dun know'm. Pa said hit was a

love lettah," was the reply, and after

giving it into the hands that were

carefully wiped on her dress before

taking it, Hun sped down the road to

join a group of his companions in a

friendly fight.
" Les see hit. Aunt Milly," eagerly

asked the friend when the messenger
was gone.
"No ye don," responded the coy

lady, presumably blushing, and gazing
fondly on the dirty scrap of paper.

"I'll neber tell nobody what's in

hit," pleaded the friend.
" Coas ye won't, kase ye'll neber

see hit," responded Aunt Milly, with

unbounded satisfaction.

After more ineffectual pleading the

friend took her departure, only to pay
a dozen more visits that evening to

relate to interested groups how
' ' Unc

Joshaway" what hollers louder'n de

preachah in meetin', an' what ye all

tinks 's got so much sanctimigump-
tion he wouldn't wipe 's nose on

Sunday, done writ a love lettah ter

Aunt Milly Green ! An' he so out-

dacious he done sont hit by Hun, like

he warn't skeered o' Mammy Cindy
hearn tell on hit, ner nothin."
Of course the virtuous ladies who

heard this delightful scandal could
not be so selfish as to enjoy it alone,
so it increased in magnitude and hor-

ror, till when it Vv'as two days old, it

was able to run alone and needed not
the mouths of those who were but too

willing to carry it. Many claimed to

have seen the letter, and all agreed
that "Unc Joshaway" had proposed
an elopement with Aunt Milly, and
each gossip had arranged the details

of time and place to suit herself.

Meantime Aunt Milly, being unable
to read anything, could only gaze
rapturously on the scrawls, blots and

finger marks, and dream of all the
sweetness that they were meant to

represent, feeling that she could not
bear to allow anyone to read it for

her.

Owing to the perversity of fate,

neither she nor any of the other
ladies interested in his movements,
saw anything of

' ' Unc Joshaway
' '

for

some time, for on the day after the
letter writing he had heard that his

brother living in the next county w^as

lying at the point of death and w'ished
to see him. Therefore, next morning
he set out on foot, taking Hun along
that he might see something of the
world in which he was expected to be
so important a figure. And so, poor
virtuous Uncle Joshaway and Hun,
who might have explained the misun-

derstanding, w'ere miles away when
the scandal \vas growing so great.
At last some considerate friends

constituted themselves a committee to

wait iipon INIammy Cind}^ and inform
her of the misdeeds of her husband.
She was righteously indignant, and at

once betook herself to Aunt INIilly's

cabin to in\-estigatc the charges, which
she declared that she knew were un-
true.

"What's dis hyah j'ou's bin a

sayiu' agin my ole man, what ain't

hyah ter 'fend his self?" she de-

manded as she stalked through the

ddorway.
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"Why, sistah Millford, what ye a

sayin ? I aiu' done nothin agin 'ini,
' '

was the conciliatory reply.
' ' Ye is, ye is

;
whcr dat lettah ye

say he done write ye? Ef ye's got
airy lettah, jes' Ics take a look at

hit."
" He done son't me a lettah,

suali's ycr boan, lyucindy IMillford,

an' ye shan't tech hit, nuther, but I'll

show hit t'yer so's ye' 11 have ter

'knowledge I's tellin' de truf," and

thereupon Aunt Milly produced the

much-discussed letter from under the

pillow of her bed, and held it before

the astonished gaze of the other lady,
but far enough away that she might
not snatch it. Mammy Cindy was
silenced, for she recognized the page
from Hun's copy-book, and, with

great dignity, she walked out of the

cabin. As she returned home, her
mind was fully made up that Josha-

way was false to her, and accordingly
she decided to lay the matter before

the minister of ' '

John do Baptis'
Church." On inquirj-, she found
that the worthy gentleman was that

day employed in cutting wood at Dr.

Miles'. It was a long walk, but she
had determined on bringing Joshaway
to justice as soon as possible, and felt

that this was the most effective way of

accomplishing it. At last she arrived

at the back yard, where the reverend

gentleman was wielding the ax.
' Good cvenin', sistah, how's 3^eself

and yer fambly ?
' ' was his greeting in

a pompous style, as he leaned on the
ax handle.

"Oh, brudder Simpson!" ex-
claimed the dejected ladj^

" we's

pow'fulbadoflf."
' ' What am de cause ob de grief, my

sistah?" was the next inquiry.
' '

I has a 'plaint ter make agin Josli-

awa)' Millford, him as bin m^-husban'
sence 'foh freedom come. I's gwine
ter make a 'plaint agin 'im I wants ter

'quest 5-e will lay it foh de church."
Brother Simpson gently seated the

afflicted parishioner on the saw-buck
and himself on a log opposite her, that

they might discuss the matter more

comfortably. As he was paid by the

day for his wood chopping, the rest

was all the more agreeable to his

sense of justice. Then Mammy Cindy
poured forth her woful tale into the

sympathetic pastoral ear.

She did not know when the erring
one might be expected to return, so it

was decided not to wait for this.

"But," remarked the clergyman,
weighing a chip judicially on the

point of his finger, "I'll call a meetin'
ob de bredrun to-morrow night, an'

you be dar, my sistah, an' we'll try
an' heb sistah Green dar wif de lettah

what she's got, an* we'll .see 'bout dis

hyah. Don' grieveover much, sistah;
brudder Joshaway '11 like's not 'pent
of his sin when it's laid foh him, an'

we's all pow'ful ap' to err. Le's not
blame de sinnah moh'n we can't

help."
The next night quite a number of

both sisters and brethren were assem-
bled to hear the charge made against
the ab.sent Uncle Joshaway. Mammy
Cindy was asked to make a statement
of the case, which she did in many
rather incoherent words ; but as the

audience was thoroughly familiar with
the story, it was called for, and Aunt
^lilly willingly produced it, being
assured that it would be returned.

Brother Simpson adjusted his glasses
and gazed thoughtfully at the small

scrap of paper that had caused such
trouble. It certainly looked mysteri-
ous, but he could decipher nothing
upon it indicative of either love or

hate, and, after some frowning and

fidgeting, he called up the school-

master to assist in the work. But,
with the light oT both brilliant intel-

lects shining upon it, it still failed to

yield its secret.

After much suspense, the preacher
announced: "Dewritin' ob dis hyah
lettah am curuser dan me er de pur-
fuser eber seed afoh, an' I hereby
'nounce to dis hyah company, liyah
'sembled, dat de writah ob dis hyah
!Mistah Joshaway Millford, am not ter

be 'lowed ter 'take ob de priblege er

de ord' nances ob dis church tell he
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kin' splaiu his conduc' an' 'splain de

writin' ob dis hyah paper so's some-

body kin read hit. We'll now sing
'

I's a rollin' ober Jurden.
Oh ! iny sins, don't ye worry me,'

and den 3'e kin 'sider yerseves

'journed. After the singing, the

friends of each lady crowded about

her to express their sympathy, and
each was escorted home by her sup-

porters.
A few evenings after this

" Unc
Joshaway

' ' and Hun entered the vil-

lage, dusty and weary from their long

tramp. The good man meeting sev-

eral friends, was surprised at the cold-

ness with which he was greeted, but

on reaching home, where he found

Cindy preparing supper, he was still

more perplexed when she resented his

attempt at affectionate greeting and

began wrathfully to upbraid him.

"Ye jes get out'n hyah, Joshaway
Millford. Reckon I's sech a ole fool

gitin' up 'foah day an' cookin' yer

bite, and slavin' all day an' night,

'bout killin' mesel scrapin' up ebery
nickel what I kin lay ban's on ter

make ye easy in j^er laziness, an,

when I's off arnin de money, ye a

kitin' roun' 'mong de wimen folks?

Reckon I's sech a fool's ter keep on

dat way ? Ye' s mighty mistook ef ye's

got dat notion. Now I says dis hyah
my house, tain't youru no morh.

Cxit!"
Poor Uncle Joshawaj^ gazed at his

consort in stupid amazement. His

jaw dropped, his hands hung limp,
and his eyes opened wider than for

many a day. At last the voice that

had been struggling in his throat, got
as far as his lips, and he said in an

awe-struck tone: "Why, Cindy's

somebody done voodoord ye while I's

bin gone ! What ye talkin' bout,

honey ?
' '

"
I's in my plain senses, Joshaway,

an' I'se got sense ter know when I

sees wif mi eyes a love lettah what

you done writ an' sont by dat poll

in' cent chile, Hun dar, ter a low down
no-count, yallcr nigger. An' moh'n

dat, de whole chuch done seed hit an'

dey's 'barred ye frum de pribleges ob
de chuch, an brudder Simpson he done

say ye's ter be a outcas, an' a wander'
on de face ob de yarth, an' nobody
what 'longs ter de chuch an' what's

got de blessins ob 'ligin, dasn't speak
ter ye. Now ye g'long whar ye likes

ter, fer ye can't set down in dis hyah
cabin !

"

During the progress of this speech,
after the letter had been mentioned.
Uncle Joshaway's brain seemed to

reel as he heard the awful fate that

had been decreed against him and
realized that somehow it was on ac-

count of the letter he had sent to Aunt
Milly. Could he ever vindicate the

purity of his motives in sending that

letter ?

"Cindy," he said, "Cindy, efye'll
hoi' on a bit, mel^y I kin splain dis

hyah; don' know, but I'll tell ye how
hit was. I done sont a letter ter

Aunt Milly Green an' Hun done gin
hit ter, didn't 5-e, son?" but Hun
had slunk away to a safer place till

his mammy's wrath would have spent
itself, having learned by past expe-
rience the wisdom of this course.

' ' Coas ye did, Joshawaj^ Millford,

ye's got no call ter tell me dat, didn't

I tell ye I seed hit ?
' ' was the indig-

nant reply.

"But," continued the unjustly

accused, hit warn't no love lettah,

mighty fur frum hit. I tole Hun
what ter sa}^ an' he sayd hit in writin'

on a piece of papah ;

' Missus IMilly

Green, dat ole sow an' litter o' youru
l)roke inter my 'tatcr patch dis mawn-
ing, an' if ye don' keep 'em up I'll

sue 3'C at de law. Joshaway Millford.'

An' dat arc what ye calls a love

lettah, Cindy? May de roof o' dis

hyah house fall an' mash me flatter'n

a hoecake, cf I aiu' telliu' ye de

bressed truf."

Mammy Cindy cast an uneasy

glance upward and moved a few steps
towards the door, not wishing to

allow the iiuioccnt to be destroyed
with the guilty. No catastrophe hap-

pened, and she was further convinced

of the truth of his statement on re-
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fleeting that he could not have

repeated the words of the letter so

glibly if it had been composed on the

instant. At least this was chiefly
what she thought as she rushed at

Joshaway and throwing her arms
aboat him, declared her unwavering
belief in him. Hun was summoned,
and confirmed his daddy's statement

and the reunited family were blissfullj'

happy.
The same evening Uncle Joshaway

visited brother Simpson and gave him
the explanation that had already sat-

isfied his wrathy spouse. It was not

difficult to summon a meeting of the

church, and Aunt Milly was asked to

come and bring the letter, that had
caused the trouble. This she did

without hesitation as brother Simpson
had kept the explanation of the doc-

ument a secret. Hun being the writer,
read it to the assembly, who voted
' ' Unc Joshaway

' '

clear of blame and

again received into full fellowship
with the church.

There was much giggling and

many derisive looks cast at the unfor-

tunate Aunt Milly, whose wrath in-

creased momentarily.
"
L,ooky'hyan,

Hun Millford," she called out, "what
fer ye tells me hit was a love lettah ?

"

Hun whimpered out that
" Pa sayd

hit war."
This surprised good Uncle Joshaway

exceedingly, but at last alter some
consultation between father and son,

the remark was accounted for and

explained publicly, and everyone,

except Aunt Milly, went home in a

happy frame of mind.
After reaching home. Uncle Josh-

away solemnly announced that he
would nex'cr again put his name to

"airy papah." "An' look y'hyah,
son," he remarked, as he chunked the

fire,"
"

efl eber kotcher ye a writin'

a lettah agin I' 11 war ye out, ye lieah !

"

A show being in the village the

next da}^ the happy famil^^of Millford

celebrated their reunion by attendance

thereat, going into all the side shows,

riding on the "flying jimney," drop-
ping many nickels into the slot, and
' '

chawing
' ' on candy and bad tobacco

to their heart's content, and spending
in so doing all of Mammy Cindy's
wages for the two preceding weeks.



GAME FISHES OF THE PACIFIC

BY HUNRY T. PAYTON

THE
deft manipulator of the split

bamboo is incliued to look askance
at the big game of the ocean. To

him who, by a clever turn of the

wrist, hooks big trout, salmon or bass,

Angeles. Here we have what is

virtually a mountain range twenty or

more miles long, four or five wide,

rising from the sea thirty miles off

shore—a lofty spur that has appar-
the capture of large ocean fishes is a ently strayed away from the mother

rough-and-tumble sport, a series of range, the Sierra Madrc. This island
"
catch-if-you-can

"
episodes not to be extends parallel to the coast, consti-

entertained. No one has taken more

delight in whipping the St. Lawrence
for black bass than the writer, and
the moments of contest with the noble

game are among the choice memories
of many seasons in the northern

tuting a perfect barrier or wind break,
so that its eastern shore is a series of

snug harbors. Here is the fisher-

man's paradise. The water is so

clear that objects at a distance of

thirty or forty feet deep can be seen

waters ; yet, withal, I am an advocate very plainly, while the rocks abound
of sea fishing, so eminently strong in

its contrasts, and have always con-

tended for the recognition of the

sport.
The trout fisherman may sneer at the

jew fisherman, or the fisherman who
would spend half a day taking a ten-

foot shark, yet I maintain that either

of the latter fish, properly managed and
taken fairly, single-handed, in a small

boat, requires a large amount of skill

andJincsse. In the struggle with the

striped bass, the danger is the escape
or a broken rod

;
with the shark or

jew fish a slip or a wrong move often

means a capsize, a possible fatality ;

in short, as in cross-country riding,
there is an element of danger in it.

with a variety of aquatic verdure that

cannot fail to attract and please the

most phlegmatic individual.

The island rises precipitately from
the sea, often in sheer cliffs, the bases
of which are worn out into caves,
lined with kelp and other weed, into

which the waves roll Vv^ith sullen roar.

The little harbors are the mouths or

entrances of the various canons v/hich

cut the range in every direction, and
are often very picturesque. Some
are the summer homes of the South-
ern Californians who love the sea and
have a penchant for boating and

fishing. As the people gather, so do
the fish. Many varieties of the finny
tribes that have been wintering in

So in taking the big jew fish of this deep water, or possibly somewhere far

coast, the fisherman lands his game to the south, come north or in shore

after a mighty struggle and comes off to deposit their eggs in the quiet bays
victor after doing the work of four or along the rock-bound shores, and from
five men. The Pacific Coast offers June or July to August there is a

many inducements to the marine series of piscatorial appearances grati-

sportsman, if so he can be called, and fying to the sojourner. The barra-

tlie .summer days now here woo him cuda, big sea bass, yellow-tail, jew fish

to incontinent indulgences in tackle of

various kinds.

The most attractive fishing ground,
so far as the personal experience of

the writer goes, is among the islands

of the Santa Barbara channel, off Los

and many more each have their sea-

sons, and afford abundant sport to the

summer toilers of the sea.

Of all these fishes, the yellow-tail
commends itself to the lover of true

sport. In general appearance, it
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might be taken for a salmon, at first

glance resembling this fish. In size

it attains four feet, and in weight,

ranges from ten to thirty and even

forty pounds. The yellow-tail or

amber fish is an ally of the mackerel,
a distant cousin, 3-et near enough to

have the wandering bohemian spirit
of the latter with the courage and even

ferocity of many of its compeers. In
its moods, the yellow-tail is like the

.salmon. I have seen the water fairly
tinted with yellow for many acres,

changing in a man'elous way to blue,
then green to yellow again. Enter-

ing the area of changing hues, the

cause was found to be countless num-
bers of yellow-tails packed side by
side, their huge plump bodies not

ten feet from the surface, now stand-

ing idly, drifting, as it were, with the

current, then breaking and moving
gracefully by within touch of the very
oar on which you are resting. The
most delicately prepared bait—a strug-

gling sardine—fails to attract at this

time. Why ? Who can tell ?

You sit and feast your eyes upon
their goodly proportions alone

;
watch

the flashing colors of their fms, look
into the big, expressive e5'es as they

pass you in review by tens, hundreds
and thousands, and—well, your satis-

faction is in the looking. Perhaps
half an hour later, after you have
returned and your boat is sunning
itself on the beach, a man is seen

upon the sands going through some

extraordinary evolutions. He pulls
in violently, casts a line, waves his

hat in the air, pulls again, and finally
in a frenzy of excitement rushes into

the water, coming out with his arms
about a gleaming silvery monster that

beats his legs and face, producing
smiles of pleasure and delight. Hv'en

now you sit quietly ;
but the old

fisherman who dashes past with the

exclamation that the "yellow-tails
have sot in," brings you to your feet,

and a few moments later with the rest

of the population
—for they are all

there—you are in the heart of the

yellow-tail country.

They have "sot in," indeed; not
the .sedate, impalpable crowd of .scale-

bearers that you eyed a .short time

before, lint a community gone mad
;

an aggregation of forms darting here
and there, driving schools of small fry
on the beach, coming almost out of

the water themselves, here, there and

everywhere, paying no attention to

the twenty or more boats that are

moving to and fro, or the oars that

are splashing among them. The entire

ba}^, from one rocky point to the

other, is boiling and seething, and the

sport grows fast and furious. Men
and boys crowd the little wharf, and

great .shining fish are brought in hand
over hand, breaking lines with their

very weight, .splashing back to be

caught again.
We are three—one rowing the

dinghy slowly along, and two fortu-

nates, with lines out astern—big
Eastern cod lines, with Abbey and

Imbrey hooks and piano-wire leaders,
the bait, a six-inch sardine. Out the
line rushes

;
a big, shin}- creature

shoots alongside and takes it the
moment it clears the boat. Away it

goes with a ru.sli that is irresistible.

The line hisses through 3-our fingers,
and you inwardl}^ wonder what rod
and reel would master this gamy
creature. Its rushes have a peculiar-

it}^ I have never noticed in other
fishes

;
a singular bearing off during

the run that breaks the strong line,

while apparently the strain is not
sufficient.

The 3-ellow-tail is a schemer, and is

never brought alongside until a score
of tactics have been tried. Now it

rushes at the boat, hoping to confuse

3'ou in the overhaul, then darts dircct-

1)^ awa3% and unless j-ou slack, the line

snaps like thread. Now it is in the

air, .shaking a ma.ssive head and fling-

ing the crystal drops in every direction.

But finally you have it along-
side, and the oarsman who has joy
enough in watching the performance
gafls it and with a sturdy hca\'c, .sends

the twentj'-five pounder into the boat,
where it exhibits its glories and covers
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the planking with gold and silver

scales.

The summers on these islands are a

revelation to the Eastern visitor.

Every day is clear and bright. The
strong wind sometimes experienced at

the mainland resorts is unknown and
the little bays are generally smooth.
The ocean breeze coming down the

big caiions is tinctured with the flow-

ers and shrubs of the hills and moun-
tains over which it pas.ses. Even the

fog is rare at Avalon. It can be seen

off shore and around the island at

times, but rarely does it encompass
the little half-moon bay.

In the warm days of August there

will sometimes be .seen a singular

phenomenon away to the south. The
water all about is perfectly smooth and

quiet, but moving along is a large
area of whitecaps which we .see ad-

vance. As it comes nearer, moving
along about half a mile off shore, it is

evident that the appearance is occa-

sioned b}- something rushing up from
below. Now a dark body is seen

springing into the air like an arrow,
and it dawns upon us that this is a

run of fish, that something else has

"sot in." On come the foam caps,
the ocean for many acres glistening
and gleaming in the smilight

— a

striking and absorbing spectacle.
To watch this from a hilltop is attrac-

tive, but to be in the very center of

the line of march offers more induce-

ments, and iipon one occasion ^\c

with others quickly jnillcd out of the

little bay to intercept the advancing
horde.

The water was like glass. Hardly
a breath stirred the air, and a butter-

fly was gaily fluttering over the water
in all confidence that it could reach

the island again. As smooth as it

was, rapidly approaching us was
what appeared a mass of foam, coming
on at the rate of perhaps five miles an
hour. Soon it resolved itself into its

component parts, and the waves were
seen to come from the dashes of gigan-
tic fish from below at some smaller

The next moment a school of

Vol. IT—T5

game.

frightened flying fish darted by beneath
the boat. One oi the latter came flying

through the air not a foot from my
head. Another that seemed to have
started an eighth of a mile awaj%
struck my companion in the back and
fell into the sea. Bands of two, three

and four of the terrified fish dashed by
before the advancing horde, and then

we were in the midst of the whitecaps
A few moments before we had feared

we should not reach the .spot in .season;

now we feared the possibility that one
of the fish would land in the boat,

which it could not have done without

going directly through the bottom.

A more remarkable piscatorial gj'm-
nastic exhibition was never seen.

The tuna, the horse mackerel of the

Pacific, was charging a school of

flying fishes, driving them up the

coast, and the foam was occasioned by
their leaps into the air and ferocious

charges. The fish ranged from four

to nine feet in length, as near as I

could determine, and must hav^e

weighed from two hundred to .seven

hundred or eight hundred pounds—
possibly more. They rose under the

flj'ing fish and in their attempts to

seize them, gav^e a marvellous exhibi-

tion of ground and lofty tumbling.

They would dash direct!}' up, rising
to an estimated height of ten feet,

turn as gracefully as an arrow, gleam-
ing and .scintillating in the sunlight,
then fall, head first. I saw one ri.se

and snap at a flying fish. Another,
in dashing up, missed the flier, but
struck it so violently that it went

whirling upward, looking with its

gauzy wings, like a windmill, as it

turned round and round, the big fish

falling back to receive it.

When we were in the center of this

throng, there were from one to ten of

these beautiful fishes in the air at a

time, in all conceivable positions, and
from their size and the force with which

they shot down, had one struck our
frail boat it would have gone through it

as though it were paper ;
but no such

calamity occurred. The trma did not

approach nearer than twenty feet to
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the boat, yet could be seen dashing
all about us, while the air was filled

with flying fishes, darting in every
direction. I found later that they
crowded into the harbors and bays,

lining the shore, and even flying out

upon the beach in their fear.

In many cases the tunas followed
the flight of the flying fishes, seizing
them as they struck the water. One
passed within a few feet of the boat,
and as it dropped its tail upon the

water, the tuna that had been follow-

ing just below the surface like an

avenging Nemesis, dashed out and
carried it away. Slowly the school

moved up the coast, and for five or

six miles the foam was seen and the

warfare continued. I put out a yellow-
tail line baited with a large flying fish

but the tuna did not regard it with

favor, and had it been taken there

would have been but one result. Cer-

tainly the largest shark line would be

required to even control so powerful a

fish, and in a small boat the sport
would not he unaccompanied with

danger.

THE OBSERVATORY ON THE MOUNTAIN

BY LILLIAN H, SIIUEY

I saw those amber cloud-like hills to-day—
Those blue-veiled mountains cast of vSan Jose.

When first upon my sight they sprung
Above the fair green valley hung,

They .seemed unto m}^ dumi) surprise
Like .some old amiier walls of Paradise,
That long forgotten since that fabled time

Were now piled up to keep a fairer clime.

Wrapped in pale azure, near yet dim,
And tinted with ]nire tones that rim

The sun.set clouds, with purple deeps, and old

Dull ambers, and liigh-lights of sunny gold :
—

And so up-piled, this rarudise thc>- keep ;

For on yon peak against the cloudless .sky,

The guarding eye of Science reads the deep,
—

The starry paths whore vengeful demons flv



A STRANGE WARNING

BY LIEUTENANT J. C. CANTWELL

1

HTHK rain fell in a persistent, steady-
fashion and the wind moaned dis-

mally outside in the streets as

lyicutenant Thomas Duncan, U. S. N.,

gazed contemplatively at the storm

through the windows of his cluh in

San Francisco, one stormy night early
in the present year. The uninviting

prospect apparently did not cause Mr.
Duncan any great amount of grief;
on the contrary, he seemed to rather

enjoy seeing, with a sailor's weather-

wisdom, that the storm had set in, to

use a seaman's expression, to "make
an all-night's job of it." When he
had fully decided in his mind that

this was the case he turned, with a

sigh of relief, and, crossing the reading
room, entered a small apartment ad-

joining the library. A group of gen-
tlemen were seated around the fire,

which burned cheerfully in a large,

open fireplace, but, as the room was
not otherwise lighted and Duncan had
entered quietly, his advent was not
noticed. He .seated himself in a chair

near the door and began to listen,

with a sort of dreamy pleasure, to the

murmurous voices of the occupants of

the room, sounding strangely like

water running in the dark.

The flames from the fire, now rising

high and then sinking low, cast

strange shadows on the faces of the
men seated around the hearth and

played a fantastic game of hide-and-
seek amidst the trophies of the chase,
stands of arms and suits of uncouth
armor from savage lands, which
adorned the walls.

Somewhat apart from the rest of

the gentlemen two persons were con-

versing in low tones evidently deeply
absorbed in the matter under discus-

sion. One of these gentlemen was

probably fifty-eight or sixty years
of age, but his robust physique and

clear, florid complexion gave him a

more youthful appearance. His short

graj' hair curled close to his head, and
beneath his square brows his eyes ap-

peared as steady and as bright as

those of a youth of twenty. Only
(Kxasional glini]xscs of his companion's
face could be had as he was in the

shadow cast by the projecting mantel ;

but when he bent forward to hear

what was said the fire lighted up a

face which was younger than that ofthe

speaker, but even to a casual observer

it would have been remarkable for the

sad intensity of its expression. Dur-

ing one of those pauses in conversa-

tion, which often occur even in

crowded assemblages, the young man's
voice suddenly arrested every one's

attention as he enquired :

' '

Doctor,
do you really believe it is possible for

persons to communicate with each

other over long distances with other

than natural means?" The doctor

did not answer at once but sat with
his head bent slightly forward and his

eyes shaded from the firelight, with

one hand, as if in deep thought ;
then

rousing himself, and without appear-

ing to notice the silence which had
fallen up(Mi the rest of the party, he

said : "I certainly do believe that

there have been instances of commu-
nication between highly organized
or peculiarly sensitive persons in the

way you mention. These instances

are of frequent occurrence and are too

well authenticated to be set down as

mere coincidences. The most learned

psychologists have utterly and con-

fessedly failed to trace the workings
of this special sense

;
but whether

it is termed electro-biology, animal

magnetism, second sight or force, its

existence is no longer denied, except

by the ignorant or the bigoted. You
ask me if persons can communicate

2;T
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with each other through long dis-

tances by means of this power (if I

ma}^ so call it). I would say that

everN'thing depends upon the parties
to the experiment. Whether the

power can be developed by individual

action or not is j-et an open question.

My own experience leads me to sup-

pose that it is neither capable of in-

crease nor diminution and that the

most remarkable instances of its ex-

hibition have been in the cases of

pensons who were ignorant of pos-

sessing such power and at times when
they were utterly luiconscious of ex-

erting it."

As the speaker ceased every one
started as the lieutenant rose from his

.seat and said as he came toward the

fire: "Doctor, I would like to add

my experience to the many with which

you are acquainted on this subject."
The doctor rose to his feet with an

ejaculation of surpri.se and hastened
across the room with outstretched

hands to greet the new comer,
" Why

Tom, my dear boy, is it really >ou ?

Where did you drop from ? When
did you get in ?

" Then without

waiting for answers to his (piestions
he led the lieutenant toward the group
of gentleman and inlnxluced him.
In the course of the- rather general
conversation which followed, the

remark made by the lieutenant

seemed to have been forgotten, l)ut it

was recalled by the reqiiest of the

doctor's young friend that Mr. Duncan
relate his .story. "By all means, the

.story !

"
cried everyone.

"
Very well, gentleman," said Dun-

can, "but first let me apologize for

interrupting you .so abruptly a minute

ago. The fact is, however, that what
Dr. vSturgis was saying was .so inter-

esting U) me that I really forgot every-

thing else and I think \()U will ])ardon

my apparent rudeness wlien nou hear

my story.
"As Doctor Slurgis lias told you 1

am in tlie Navy, and for three years

past have ])een attached as navigator
to the U. S. Brig Ashudot, engaged
in hydrographic work on the Asiatic

station. I arrived in San Francisco
this morning, and finding that my
wife, who expected to meet me here

had been detained by the heavy storms
in the Kast and would not probably
reach this place until to-morrow, I re-

solved to take advantage of the oppor-
tunity thus offered to do one of those

acts of social penance known as a duty
call

;
l)Ut it is such a bad night out-

side and my long absence at sea has
so blunted my sense of what is due
Ics convenances that I gave it up, and so

here I am. By a strange coincidence

I entered the room just in time to hear
the Doctor's an.swer to one of two

questions which I intended asking him
myself at the first opportunity. What
the .second question is I will explain

presently."
The lieutenant paused as if con-

sidering how best to begin and then

abruptly continued :

' ' We had nearly completed our

.summer's work, having stood well up
toward Cape Navarin, and all hands
on board were looking forward eagerly
to the day then near at hand when the

last sounding would have been taken,
the last obsen-ation made, and the old

.IsliucloV s head turned again toward
the .south.

'

'Several of us expected to be ordered

home at the expiration of the cruise

and all looked forward with pleasure
to tlie meeting with < 'Id friends and the

enjoyment of civilization to be found

in Yokohama.
"On the 6th of October, 1891, I had

the first watch on deck that is from

eight o'clock to midnight, and as the

wind was fair and the moon but two

days from full, everything seemed

]>ropitious for a i)lea.sant watch. When
the first lieutenant had received the

eight o'clock reports he said to me as

he ])asse(l on bis way to the cabin :

'Well. Mr. Duncan, you've got a fine

night and I hope you will keep the

breeze.' When he returned from

making his rejiort to the captain, he

.said :

' The ca^ilain wants the order

pas.sed to keep her on this course till

eight o'clock to-morrow morning and
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carry all prudent sail.
' Then wishing

me g-ood-night and a pleasant watcli
'

the hardest-worked man in the ship
'

disappeared down the wardroom hatch.
I walked forward to see that the look-
outs were properly posted, that the
watch was wakeful, and in general to

see for myself that everything was in

proper shape in case of any sudden

emergency, and then returned to the

quarterdeck and took up my position
on the weather horse-block. As we
bowled along with the white sails

soaring aloft and the tautened rigging
singing in the breeze the motion of the

ship was so easy as she rose and fell on
the gentle ground swell that one could
almost imagine her to be at anchor,
until his eye caught the gleam of the

breaking wave leaping away from the
weather bow or the smother of lace-

like foam that whirled and eddied
under the counter. Instead of de-

creasing, the wind which was west
southwest at eight o'clock graduallj^
increased in force and backed more to

the southward until at two bells, nine

o'clock, the old brig began to pitch
into the j-oung sea that was rising with
such force as to send the spray flying
over the bows and along the decks.
The royals first and then the other

light sails were taken in and furled as

they were really doing more harm than

good, and by three bells the wind had
drawn so far aft that the yards were
run in square and the weather-clew of

the mainsail hauled up. vStill the

brig seemed to fly through the water
and the taffrail log indicated a speed
of twelve and one-half knots per hour.
The night continued perfectly fair and
clear, the moon shining so brightly
that no lantern was necessary in mak-
ing the regular entries in the log-book.
Just here let me say b}' way of explan-
ation of what follows that on all gov-
ernment vessels it is customary to

strike the ship's bell every half hour,
and at night if inidcrway to report all

running lights burning brightly. The
men stationed at different places about
the ship on the lookout are also re-

quired to announce '

all well !

'

at

these times. On a small vessel like

the As/niclot the duty of looking out
for the lights and striking the bell in

addition to his regular duties at
*

the

conn ' devolved upon the quarter-
master of the watch, so that when he
walked forward at four bells, ten

o'clock, to strike the bell, there was
no one left on the quarterdeck bnt

my.self and the man at the wheel.
' ' As the sharp clang of the bell

awakened the echoes along the deck
and was lost amidst the rush and roar

of the wind in the sails overhead, the

.sonorous cries of the lookouts were
heard from the different posts about
the ship announcing

' All's Well!
'

At that moment I was standing on
the weather horse-block with one hand

grasping the hand-rail and the other

feeling the toj^sail-brace, for the wind
had by this time freshened so much
that the weather braces began to

si'/ig- ;

and I was debating whether I should
hold on a little longer or adopt the

more prudent course of shortening
sail, when as I loosened my hold on
the brace and it .straightened out with
a lci'a>!Q-, I distinctly heard a voice

sa}',
'

'/"o/zi, you must go more to the

right !
^ My first impression was that

this rather unnautical admonition was
addressed by the quartermaster to the

man at the wheel ;
but as I faced inboard

I was amazed to find that the helms-
man and I were the sole occupants of

the quarterdeck.

lyooking foru'ard I saw the quarter-
master on the hammock rail examin-

ing the lights. I crossed the deck and
said to the man at the wheel :

' Did

you speak, my man ?
' He simply

touched his hat and shook his head

negatively, and I noticed that his

mouth was so charged with tobacco

that he couldn't have .spoken if his

life had depended upon it. I was so

thoroughly mystified that the fellow

escaped the reprimand he otherwise
would have received for this breach of

discipline (.seamen are not allowed to

use tobacco while at the wheel), and as

he was relieved shortly by another of

the watch he got out of the way before
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I had recovered myself. It maj' be

observed that it had not occurred to

me to attribute this warning to any
other than a natural agency. After

carefully thinking the matter over for

a few moments and finding that it was

impossible that an3'one on board ship
could have played such a trick on me,
I simply considered that I had been
made the victim of m}^ own imagina-
tion and by mere force of will threw
off the feeling of nervousness which
had begun to creep over me.

' ' In order to assure myself, however,
that there was really nothing in our

path ahead I left the cj^uarterdeck and
went forward on the forecastle-deck

and with my night glass swept the

sea ahead with the utmost care. The
moon was by this time nearly on the

meridian and lighted up the sea almost
with the brightness of day ;

but not a

thing could I discern except the heav-

ing sea and the calm sky above it. I

returned to the quarterdeck greatl}^
relieved and rather ashamed of myself
to have been caught napping on watch.

Nearly a half-hour afterwards I had
walked forward to the break of the

quarterdeck and was about to sing out
for the w^atch to hand the topgallant
sails, as the wind was steadily grow-
ing stronger, and a slight almost im-

perceptible mist began to be visible

low down in the sky, indicating squall}'

weather, when again I heard the same
voice as if directly at my ear say,
'

Toi\i ! Tom ! You must go more
TO Tiiiv RIGHT !

' This time there
could be no mistaking the warning
human or supernatural, real or imagin-
ary ;

the accent ofalarm and terror with
which these words were uttered com-
municated itself to me and left me in

no undecided frame of mind. I must
obey the warning direction whatever
the consequences.

'

Lay aft the
watch !

'

I cried out .sharpl^^
' and

brail u[) the spanker !

' The men
sprang aft and in a moment the driver
was snugged in close.

" ' Put your helm up !

' was the next

order, and the men, realizing, as all

good sailors will, that some emergency

was at hand, did not wait for further

orders l^ut sprang to the main braces

and lee clew-garnet. As the brig obeyed
her helm and flew around, the mainsail

was hauled up, and the yards swung
around with a will . As she came to the

wind on the other tack the topgallant
sails were taken in and the mainsail and

spanker set again. Then as she leaned

over and buried her lee cathead under
the water for a moment, only to rise

and bound forward with a cloud of

spray flying over her bows on a course

almost at right angles to the one which
we had Ijeen pursuing, a load seemed
to have been suddenly lifted from my
shoulders, and although I felt that

in changing the ship's course I had

disobeyed the captain's order and

really had no excuse to offer save one
vv^hich I had every reason to expect
would be treated as the v/ild raving of

a madman, I did not feel the slightest
tremor of hesitation as to the justice
of my action. I. stepped below after

seeing everything shipshape on deck
and knocking on the captain's com-

panionway entered the cabin at his

bidding. I found the captain sitting

up on one of the side transoms where
he had evidently been taking a nap
until awakened by a change of motion
in the vessel as she came to the wind.

' '

Everybody in the Navy knows

Captain L, . He is a man who has
seen so much of life and has himself

been through so manj^ strange experi-
ences that it was a matter of doubt
with us juniors whether there was

anything left on earth for him to

learn. It seemed impossible to aston-

ish him or even to arouse him from
his usual condition of calm reserve

and almost habitual abstraction.

With liim an order always carried

with it the oljligation of implicit
obedience. There were few men who
ever disputed his authority, and none
who ever boasted of having done so.

Now that I stood before him, self-

convicted of having di.sregarded an

order that he had ])assed, I could not

help wondering why it was that I did

not feel the slightest alarm for
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the consequences. Without wasting
words, as I could only remain a

moment below decks, I reported the

change of course to the captain and
then added :

'

I have no excuse or
reason to offer, sir, for my action ex-

cept that I honestly believe that there
is some obstruction incur path ahead,
and that if I had continued on the

course, we would have been lost.'

As usual with him, the captain made
no comment, but bidding me return to

the deck, he said :

'

I'll be up in a

moment, Mr. Duncan.' I had hardly
reached my position on the weather
horse-block when he appeared on

deck, took a sharp look around, and
then, coming up to me, said :

' Now
tell me your reasons for changing the
vessel's course.' I related to him
exactly what I have told 3'ou about
the warning voices, and to my surprise
he not only did not relieve me from

duty, but somehow I felt that he was
actvially in sympathy with me. He
did not say anything at the time, but
after taking a turn or two on deck, he
ordered me to shorten sail and keep a
careful record of the ship's way
through the water so that she might
be brought back to the position where
I had received the supposed warning
next morning, when a thorough
examination could be made of the

locality by daylight.
" At midnight I was relieved by one

of the junior officers, who expressed
surprise at finding the ship almost
hove to, but before I could answer his
rather querulous inquiry as to

' What
I was trying to do with her,

'

I was
relieved from my embarrassing posi-
tion by the captain himself, who said

quietly: 'It was viy order, sir.'

We both started rather guiltily,
because neither of us had observed
him standing just inside the com-

panion-way.
' '

It may be a matter of surprise to

you gentlemen to know that I slept
any that night, but singtilar as it may
seem, I had hardly touched my bunk,
when, as if overpowered by profound
fatigue, I fell asleep and did not wake

until roused by the knocking of the

quartermaster outside my door, with
the announcement: 'It's seven bells,

sir, an' capen's complimen's, and
would you come on deck, sir.' I

.sprang from my bunk, mortified that

it should have been ncces.sar>' to call

me on .such an occasion, ha.stily
dressed and went on deck.

' ' The captain was standing aft when
I reached the quarterdeck, and after

returning my salute, he requested me
to take the log-book and calculate the
time the ves.sel should be back at her
ten-o'clock position of the previous
night. She was now standing to the
westward under easy sail. In a few
moments I handed the captain the
result of my work. '

Half-past four,
eh ?

' he said more to himself than to

any one el.se. It was now nearly four

o'clock and broad daylight, as the

night is very short in these latitudes

at this time of year. If my calcula-

tions were correct, we ought to be
back at the place where I had heard
the warning voice the second time in

half an hour. The keenest sighted
men in the brig were stationed aloft to

search the water for anything unusual,
and, taking my glass, I went up
mj'.self on the foretopsail yard. The
breeze had moderated, but the sea

caused by the fresh wind of the

previous night had not yet gone
down. The gleam of a gull's wing as

it turned in the sunlight, and the

swelling canvas and graceful lines of

the brig were all that broke the

monotony of the vast expanse of sea

and sky. I strained my eyes as I

examined every square foot of the sea

ahead and to the west^vard, but in

vain. Once, twice, the glasses swept
over the expanse of water from left to

right, imtil the whole arc of the

horizon had been completed. Then
as I gazed through them again,
mechanically going over the same field

for the third time, there . suddenly
flashed out upon the deep bluene.«^s of

the sea a blinding white cloudlike
mass of spray. As it subsided and
the wave sank down, there, almost
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directly ahead of us and not a mile

away, was a long, low, rugged line of

rocks partially submerged and onl}-

made visible by the cataracts of foam
and water which roared down their

sides with the rising and falling of the

sea. My head swam for a moment,
and my heart almost ceased to beat.

Could my senses be leaving me ? No,
for the next instant from a dozen
throats the cry issued :

' Breakers
AHEAD ! Breakers ahead !

'

' ' A sharp order rang out from on

deck, and amidst the rattling of blocks
and thrashing noise of slackened
sheets and braces, the Ashuclot shot

up into the wind with a plunge that

sent the green water boiling over her

bows, and then with a premonitory
flutter of her sails, like a bird chang-
ing its course in flight, she fell off on
the other track and lay to almost sta-

tionary, wath her maintopsail to the

mast.
' ' Before I could reach the deck two

boats in charge of officers had been
cleared away and sent to examine the

reef more closely. When they re-

turned the officers reported that the

reef was a little over a mile in length,

and, judging from the sharply defined

fractures and the appearance of fresh

sulphur stains upon the rocks, the

reef must have been the result of some

very recent upheaval. Certainly it is

not to l)e found on any chart hitherto

])ublished of the region. Nor can
there l)e found any mention whatever
of the supposed existence of a reef at

this position in the works of the early

navigators. When it appears on the

United vStates Hydrograi)liic Charts
next year it will l)c the first time re-

corded as a danger to navigation.
' ' We finished our .survey in due .sea-

son and returned to Yokohama, where
I found my orders for home awaiting
me. Of course there was considerable
excitement on board at the time, but
as the captain never mentioned the
circum.stances attending its discovery
and T did not care to discuss it wm'IIi

any one, the danger we had all been
threatened with was soon forgotten."

The lieutenant ceased speaking and
the silence which followed was not

interrvipted for fully a minute. Then
the doctor's young friend inquired :

' '

Lieutenant, have you mentioned
this matter to your wife ?"

The lieutenant started violently and
said,

"
No, I have not. It is a

most curious circumstance,
" he added,

"that you should have again antici-

pated me by asking a question which

brings out the second question I

intended to ask Doctor Sturgis. Be-
fore doing .so, however, doctor, I would
like you to read this, which I received
from my wife on our arrival at Yoko-
hama." The lieutenant produced
from an inside pocket a letter, and,

taking the missive from its envelope,
he opened it, and, handing both to

the doctor, laid his finger on a passage
in the letter. The doctor took the
letter and envelope and adjusting his

glas.ses, leaned forward, so that the
blaze from the fire fell directly on

them, and examined both carefully.
He read the passage through once
and then, wdth a long whistle of as-

toni.shment, he looked up and said,
' '

May I read this aloud ?"

"Certainly," .said the lieutenant.

The doctor again closely examined the
two pieces of paper in his hand, turning
them over and over and viewing them
from all sides as if by that means he
would find a solution to what appeared
a very grave problem.
At last he said :

"
Gentlemen, this

letter was po.sted in vSan Francisco on
October 7th, 1891, and appears by the

postmarks to have been sent, first to

Hongkong, where it was re-directed

to Yokohama, at which place it seems
it was delivered in due form. The
pa.s.sage in the letter which Mr. Dun-
can wi.shed me to read is as follows :

* -•' * * '

I know \(ni will think
I am silly for letting so small a matter

worry me but, .somehow. I cannot

entirely recover from the efiects of a

horrible dream T had about you last

night. I tlunight I had gone to meet

you somewhere in the open country
but it .seemed a long, long distance, and
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the aspect of the landscape was so cc^kl

and cheerless that it sends a shi\-er

through me now as I recall it.

" ' Not a vestige of grass or foliage
relieved t lie horrible ghastliness of the

low, barren hills. To add to the gen-
eral effect of utter desolation and ugli-
ness there were yawning chasms out
of whose gloomy depths there issued

sounds as if of breaking waves and the

agonizing cries of a multitude strug-

gling against death. As I stood near

one of these fissures, unable to tear

myself away, I suddenly saw you run-

ning toward me from the opposite-
side. You were waving your hand to

me and smiling, apparently all uncon-
scious of the terrible pit at your very

feet. With one almost superhuman
effort I aroused myself from the hor-

rible paralysis which seemed to be

freezing my very blood, and cried out

with all my strength : To7n, Tom, you
must ffo more to the right. Twice I

called to you and then awoke, crying

bitterly.'
"

The doctor folded the letter up
.slowly and, replacing it in its envelope,
handed it to the lieutenant without

.speaking.
After a ])au.se, during which the

group of men .seemed to have been

suddenly stricken dumb, the lieuten-

ant said :

' '

Now, doctor, what I want
to know is, ought I to tell mv
wife?"

ITALY

BY GRACE ELLERY CHANNIXG

A multitudinous .stir and melody
Of whi.spering leaves ;

Of olive boughs the subdued sih'er re\-elry

Held in the blue ; and outside, fretting audibly,

A wind that grieves ;

A perfume of warm violets in the air,

Beneath, and everywhere ;

A glimmer of dim marbles, rich and rare

And marble-cold
;

The scent of Tuscan mould

Up-breathing where the crowding violets be,

Remindingly ;

A sul)tle, troubling something, faint and fair,

Delight, despair !

A bird-.song ; n far bell ; a drowsing bee
;

A murmur and a motion : a caress ;

Of sun and air : a touch ; a tendeniess ;

A smile that runs from Heaven down to me
;

A music and a silence—
Italy !



PHOENIX, ARIZONA

BY K. S. GITJ.

THERE
is probably no section of

the United States as much mis-

represented, or of which the gen-
eral public is so little enlightened as

Arizona. Even her next door neigh-
bors in Southern California are lament-

ably ignorant of the diversified

industries, the great natural wealth,
and the magnitude of the domain of

the future State which lies just to the

east of them.
The " boom "

of vSouthern California

set all the world talking al)out that

region. Likewise the booms of the

northwest brought that section into

prominence, including Oregon, Wash-
ington, Montana and Idaho. Colorado
took her first start in the days of the

Pike's Peak excitement and this has
been followed by the Ouray, Lead-
ville. Cripple Creek, Creede and other

mining furores. Some little attention

was directed to Arizona in the early

eighties by the rich .strikes of silver

but the almo.st daily dispatches giving
accounts of outrage, murder and rapine
conunittcd l)y the Nation's pets

— the

fiendish Apaches— kept out many an

intending .settler and also gave the

Territory a "backset" from which .she

is only now recovering.
The few hardy pioneers who braved

the danger of Indian foes were miners
and wasted no time in endeavoring to

cultivate, what to them, was but a

broad expanse of desert. Even at

this late day, when it has been so fully
demonstrated what can be done with
the deserts of the West, by irrigation,
it is difficult to make a resident of a

rain}' country believe that the almo.st

boundless plain before him, covered

only with .sage l)rush, grease wood,
cactus and a few other dwarfed growths
can, with the aid of water, .soon be
turned into green fields of alfalfa,

waving grain, or giving forth the

.sweet perfume of orange blossoms
from thrifty and growing young
trees.

A gentleman from Arizona travelling
in the Ea.st a ^-ear ago was telling
some friends of his farm in Arizona,
on which he rai.sed all kinds of blooded

stock, small grains and fruits from

peaches and apricots to oranges, figs
and dates.

" You don't mean to tell us," .said

one of his listeners,
"
that there is any

farming in Arizona, do you ?
' '

' ' Indeed I do,
' ' was the reply,

' ' and
the time is not far distant when we will

conunand the cream of the market with
our earl}'' fruits and vegetables and be

California's strongest competitor in the

production of blooded horses."

"Yes, but I thought Arizona was

only a mining vState,
' '

again exclaimed
the gentleman.

"
True, that is what people like you

u.sed to think of California but j'ou
found it to the contrary when she took
the best markets from you with her

superior wheat and now the oranges
on your table were grown on her

golden shores. Arizona is a mining
country, and no doubt you will be

surprised when I tell you that she is

also a timber and coal country, and
that her pine forests cover a greater
area than did the great pine forests of

Michigan before the ax of the white
man had touched them, and her coal

fields are larger in extent than those

of Pennsylvania. Arizona covers an
area as large as that of the States of

Ohio, Indiana and Illinois combined,
so that besides her inexhau.stible

mountains of precious metal, her vast

forests of pine and her great coal

fields, she has millions of acres of the

richest farming land on earth."

The old idea that only "black
lands

' ' were rich and of the best

238
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quality for farmiug has long since

been exploded. People have learned

that the reddish-brown soil of the

valleys of the west have been covered,

through the long ages, with the decom-

position and silt from the mountains

giving the soil a fcrt' zation that

makes its productive powers almost

beyond comprehension.
The oldest, and therefore the best

developed, agricultural section of

Arizona is the Salt River Valley, in

Maricopa County. By looking at tlie

ordinary railroad folder the reader

will .see that the Southern Pacific and
the Atlantic & Pacific railroads cross

Arizona from east to west, the former
in the .south and the latter in the

north. Nearly parallel to the South-
ern Pacific flows the Gila (pro-
nounced Ile-la) River, which enters

the Territor}^ from New Mexico, on
the east and empties into the Colorado
near the .southwestern corner. Among
the tributaries to the Gila is the Salt

River and along this stream, in west
central Arizona is the now famous Salt

River Valley.

Although the old stage trail to Cali-

fornia in the fifties followed along the

Gila
;
and the mountains to the north

of the vSalt River \'alley had been pros-

pected from 1S63 to 1865 it was not
until 1S67 that a few men wiser than
their companions, left the search for

gold and began taking up homes on
the desert land along the Rio Salado.
In traveling over the valley they had
become impres.sed with the ruins of

ancient canals and temples that had
been used by the pre-historic races

hundreds of years ago. Taking out a

ditch from the river they followed

along the lines distinctly marked by
the ruins of ditch banks that some
day, probably before the man of

Galilee had taught his new command-
ments, had carried waters to produce
nourishment for mankind. Along this

ditch the first crops were raised by the
modern Arizonians. The .success of

the fanners in the little settlement
attracted others and in a few years a

very considerable settlement had

sprung up. In November, 1870, a

sur\-ey of a townsite was l)egun and
in February, 1S71, the first house was
built in what is now the City of

Phoenix, the capital of Arizona, and
the most important town within her

borders. Residents of the settlement

soon began to feel the need of a more
local county government and in 1S71
a new county was formed out of the

.southern portion of Yavapai County
and named I^Iaricopa after the Indians
who for so long had dwelt within its

borders.

Maricopa County has an area of

nine thousand three hundred and

thirty-four square miles. It is larger
than the vStates of Massachusetts, New
Hampshire or New Jersey, and ap-

proximately as large as Vermont or

Maryland. The new county grew
and pro.spered so well that in 1S73, a

second canal, named the Maricopa,
was taken out on the north side of the
river. P'ive years later, fourteen miles
of a third canal, called the Grand, were

constructed, and other extensions
were made in 18S0-81-S2. These
canals earn,' twenty-four thousand
miner's inches of water and irri-

gate eighty thousand acres of land.

In 1884, a few public-spirited men
began work on the Arizona Canal,
one of the largest, if not the larg-
est, irrigating canal in the United
States. The great ditch was com-

pleted in 1S87. This canal heads in

the Salt River, just below its junction
with the \'erde, near ^IcDowell Butte,

twenty-eight miles northeast ofthe City
of Pha'uix. The main canal is forty-one

miles long, with an extension of seven
miles, making the aggregate length

forty-eight miles. The dam in the Salt

River, which diverts the water into

this canal, is eleven feet high and one
thou.sand feet long. The canal is thirt\--

six feet wide on the bottom, seven
and one-half feet deep and fiftA'-eight
feet wide at the top. Its grade
is two feet to the mile, and it

carries forty thousand miner's inches
of water, forty miner's inches equal-
inar one cubic foot. Twent\--two
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miles from llic head of this canal,
it is cut tlir()U.i;li solid rock at tlic

base of a hill, and here falls sixteen

feet over an abrupt rockbed, develop-
ing great power, which will ultimately
be utilized for manufacturing and
electrical purposes. One mile below
the falls is the head of a lateral canal,
called the "Crosscut," which is a

feeder for tlie Grand, Maricopa and
vSalt River Valley canals. It has a

capacity of fifteen thousand miner's

inches, and in its four miles of length
there are twenty-four falls, aggregat-
ing one hundred and thirty-five feet.

Together witli the falls of the Arizona

—an empire in itself larger than sev-

eral «jf the European principalities.
While all this progress in develop-

ment was being made on the north
side of the Salt River, settlers were
alscj at work on the south side. They
have tile Utah, Mesa, Tempe and

Highland canals, aggregating over

si.xty miles and irrigating nearly one
hundred tliousand acres. Mucli work
has been done along the (Jihi, in the
western part of the county, particu-
larly within the last year. Canals are

now under construction that will

redeem t\v(j hundred thousand acres
of land in that part of the county.

Maricopa and Phcenix Railroad Bridge

Canal, they have a comlnned horse-

power of three thousand seven hun-
dred. The acreage of land redeemed

by the Arizona Canal is ninety-six
thousand. All these canals were a

few years ago coiLsolidated under one

management, thus greatly lessening
the running expenses. Combined,
tliev have a total length of one luin-

dred and six miles of main canals and
one hundred and sixty miles of lateral

ditches used in conveying water to the

respective farms irrigated. The land
covered by them aggregates one hun-
dred and seventy-five thousand acres

Naturally the (piestion ari.ses, what
will this Arizona land produce after it

is irrigated. To such question, one

may well answer,
"
Kverything."

The first settlers devoted their atten-

tion solely to the growing of grain
and alfalfa. The mining camps in

the mountains to the north called for

.supplies, and all attention was devoted
to filling the demand. Some small

fruits were planted about the houses,
but no attempts at establishing vine-

yards or orchards on any considerable

scale were made until 18S7. Some
small vinevards had been set out
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previous to that, but through kick of

care had been but partially successful.

The few fig trees here and there about
farmhouses bore large crops, and this

induced W. H. and Samuel Bartlett

to try their culture on a large scale on
farms northwest of the city, under the

Arizona Canal. The first orchard of

forty acres was planted in 1S87, and so

successful was it that the Bartlett

Bros, planted another one hundred
acres the next year. They have kept
adding to the acreage each year
since, their two farms consisting of

six hundred and forty acres each.

A few acres on each farm are devoted
to raisin grapes, oranges, lemons,

olives, apiicots, peaches, plums.

The White Adriatic fig grown in Ari-

zona is very thin-skinned and sweet,
while the seeds are small. In fact, the
sweetness of all fruits is noticeable, par-

ticularly in figs and raisin grapes. The
soil of the Salt River \'alley carries a

very large amount ofsaccharine matter,
and this is imparted to its products.
The Arizona Improvement Com-

pany planted the first orange orchard
near the Arizona Canal Falls in April,
1889, the trees being two-j-ear-old
buds. In November, 1890, some fruit

was produced, and in 1891, about half

a box to a tree was gathered. The
fruit was of a beautiful dark-red color,

exceedingly smooth, large and juicy.
The entire crop was ready for market

Scene on R.inch of Aiiznnn Improvement tlompany

prunes and other fruits, but the l)ulk

of the land is set to figs. Large
brick curing and packing hou.ses were
erected on these farms in 1891. Figs
from their orchards were awarded the

first prize over all competitors at the

Mechanics' Institute Fair in San
Francisco, in 1S90. The success in

this instance has clearly proved the

profitableness of fig culture in Arizona.

In most sections of the United States,

where their culture has been attempted,
the result has not been what was

hoped for. The fruit would shrivel

on the tree or drop off before ripening.
Here two crops a year are assured,
and three crops are not uncommon.

before December first. The success

of this pioneer orange orchard induced

many others to plant groves, and
.seven hundred and thirty-eight acres

were set out in 1891 in orchards

of five acres or more. The exact

acreage planted this year cannot be

given at this time, but it will reach

nearly five thousand. Altogether
there arc now over twenl\--n\-e thou-

.sand acres in the valley in orchards

and vineyards, the Improvement Com-

pany alone having one orchard of

six hundred acres set to apricots,

peaches, almonds, French prunes,

olives, .seedless Sultana, Malaga and
table grapes.
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It is in her early season that the

Salt River Valley's greatest success

tenth

fiftli

tentli

The

sections iu the spring vegetation has
no drawbacks. Karly grapes are

ready Ujv the market by June
to twentieth

; apricots, May
to fifteenth ; peaches, June

; oranges, November tenth,

season is from four to six

weeks earlier than in Southern
California. Speaking of the early

apricots of Arizona, in May, 1890,
the Los Angeles Times said: "Proph-
et Potts left at the Times sanctum

yesterday a little box of ripe apricots.

They are a full month earlier than
those which ripen here, and were

grown in the Salt River Valley, near

Phojnix, Arizona. The prospects, in

view of the Salt River \'alley devel-

opment, are that Arizona will .some

day send back a Roland for our

Oliver, supplying this section witli

early high-priced fruits."

The productiveness of the soil is

almost marvelous. It is hard for a

stranger to believe you when you
show him fig trees two years old that

are five inches in diameter at the base;

grape vines eighteen months old that

W.iter Tower at Phrenlx

will come in fruit culture. Shut out
from the cold winds that visit other

produce one thousand pounds to the

acre, and at five years old produce
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from four to eight tons to the acre.

Alfalfa produces five and six crops a

year, with from one and one-half to

two tons to the acre at each cutting.
An anah'sis of the soil l)y a Govern-
ment chemist, who accompanied the

vSenate Committee on Arid Lands in

1889, showed it to be richer than the

soil of the valley of the Nile.

There was placed on exhibition in

Phoenix in September, 1S91, a small

limb from a date palm grown on the

Hatch farm, three miles north of

the city, that contained one thousand
and fortj'-four fully-matured dates,

weighing eighteen and one-half

pounds. To enumerate what can be

produced here would be to give a

list of the products of the soil of the

temperate and semi-tropic zones.

Among the fruits which have been
most successful are figs, raisin grapes,

oranges, lemons, dates, quinces,

prunes, nectarines, pomegranates,
olives, peaches, apricots, pears, plums,
almonds, berries of all kinds and

apples. vSugar cane produces enor-

mously and has more juice than the

Louisiana or Sonora cane. Sugar
beets harvest two crops a year, pro-

ducing from seventeen to twenty-
five per cent. Roasting ears can be

gathered in from fi\'e to six weeks
after planting the corn. Strawberries
and garden vegetables can be produced
throughout the winter months, and
with the completion of the railroad

giving connection with the Santa Fe

system, a large demand fijr such pro-
ducts for the Chicago and Eastern
markets will l^e created.

In all new settlements the first

thing done after pitching the temporary
tents and planting the crops is to lay
out a town. The settlers of the Salt
River Valley were no exception to

the rule and the work of laying out a

town was begun in the winter of

1870-71. When a name was to be
.selected for the embryo ciU' IJyrou
Darrell Duppa, a highly-educated
Englishman, propo.sed that it should
be called Phccnix. He had been

greatly interested in the ruins of Ihc

pre-historic races scattered over the

valley, and in proposing the name
said :

' '

Here, upon the ruins of this

long-forgotten city let us establish a

new civilization, that, Phcenix-like,
will rise from its ashes." For eight
>'ears the growth was slow, but with
the building of the Southern Pacific

Railroad into the Territory in 1879
Phoenix became an important stage
station between the mining country
to the north and junction with the

railroad at the old INIaricopa wells.

Besides this the farm products of the

surrounding country made it an impor-
tant supply point. That her citizens

were progressive and enterprising is

shown by their having built a thirty-
five - thousand - dollar courthouse in

18S4, when the assessed valuation of

the county did not reach two million

of dollars.

In 1SS6 a subsidy of two hundred
thovisand dollars was voted to the

Maricopa and Phcenix railroad, and
the line (thirty-four miles in length)
was completed the next 3'ear, giv-

ing connection with the Southern
Pacific. The town now took on new
life, and soon the adobe buildings

began to give way to brick business
blocks and residences. Meantime the

location of the Territorial Insane

Asylum had been secured for Phoenix
and the Territorial Normal School for

Tempe, only nine miles distant. Suc-
cessful thus far, her citizens became
ambitious for still further honors, and
in January, 18S9, secured the removal
of the capital from Prcscott to Phoenix,

building a fine City Hall, which could
also l)e used as a Capitol building
luilil such time as one could be erected

b\' the Territory. Her liberal citi-

zens went still further and donated a

beauliful block of land of twenty acres

in the Vi'cstern part of the city for

Capitol grounds. A gardener is kept
constantly employed in caring for and

l)eautifying the grounds, .so that by
the time a building is constructed it

can be erected in the midst of one of

the most beautiful little parks in the

vSouthwest.
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Nearly all llie older towns of New
Mexico and Arizona were formerly
Mexican pncblas with narrow streets

and adobe houses. Not so with
PhcEnix. It is a liv^ely, enterprising
and progressive American city. The
principal streets and a\-enues are one
hundred feet witle, while all cross

streets are eighty feet. The blocks

are three hundred feet square, lots

being fifty by one hundred and thirty-
seven and one-half feet with a twentj--
five-foot alley cutting through each
block. , Through the .streets flow

railroad was one of the first improve-
ments to follcnv the advent of the

iron horse. This proved a paying in-

vestment and has aided greatly in

building up the city, extending its

borders in every direction. At present
this company has over eight miles of

track, five cars and employs twenty-
five nuiles and hor.ses. The income
for the six sununer months was three

thousand five hundred and fifty dollars;

the cost of running was one thous-
and six hundred and fift}' dollars ; the

income for the six winter months was

Engine Room of Water Worki. l'hani.\

streams of pure water, while rows of
shade trees line both sides of all the
residence avenues. Surrounded by a

wealth of flowers, fruits and foliage.
it is one of the handsomest cities iu

the Southwest. It may sound strange
to the uninitiated, but so dense is the
verdure in this city built up on a

former desert, that it might now well
be called the Forest City.
As might be expected, a city with

such enterprising people would have
all the modern conveniences. A street

Vol. II—t6

two thousand four hundred and ninety
dollars

;
the cost one thousand six

hundred and fifty dollars, a mo.st cred-

itable showing.
In a land where water and irriga-

tion are the two most important
factors it is not luinatural that this

subject should attract by far the great-
e.^^t attention, and for this reason some
of the details of the method of supply-
ing water are given in the present
article. In Arizona and New Mexico,
as well as the west slope in general,
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water is k'nvj;. a:ul the happy owners
of water stock or bonds are amon.i^ the

wealthy men of the places.
As far back as iS8i INIr. J.J. Gar-

diner established a small water works
for domestic supply. The venture

prov^ed so successful that in February,

1889, he organized a stock company
known as the Phoenix Water Works
Company, receiving a franchise from
the city for the laying of mains and

supplying water. The company set

about building a large plant. Two
Dean pumps with a capacity of

one million gallons per day each, were

put ill. A brick pump and boiler

house were erected as well as a steel

stand pipe fourteen feet in diameter and
one hundred feet high, with a capacity
of eleven thousand five hundred gal-
lons. This .stand pipe is used to add

pressure in the mains, which is now
about forty-five pounds to the square
inch.

The well is remarkable, being l)ut

twelve feet in diameter and thirty-
five feet deep, yet it affords a never-

failing .supply of pure, cold water for a

city of seven th(msand people. Besides

the water for domestic uses, two ice

factories with a daily capacity of ten

and fifteen tons respectively, get their

water from the water comj^any. Three

])rinting ofiices run their presses 1)>-

means of water motors, and all the

water for street sprinkling and use 0:1

lawns is taken from the mains. The
Insane A.sylum, three miles east of the

city, also draws its water fn)m the water

company-.
In May, 1890, the Phcenix Water

Company was organized, and ])ur-

chased the ])lant of the Water Works
Company. The ])lant consists of

the pumping plant together with
al)out seventeen miles of mains, rang-
ing in size from four lo ten inches.

The water is ])um])ed from a well some

forty-five feet in depth into the main
ten inches in diameter running through
the center of the town. A shortdistance
from the well there is a ten-incli

" T "

running laterally from the force main
lo the stand pipe, which is constructed

of .sheet steel fourteen feet in diameter
and one hundred feet high, with a

capacity of over one hundred and
fifteen thou.sand gallons. The pumping
plant consi.stsof two compound duplex
Dean pumping engines, each of which
has a capacity of a million and a

half gallons in twenty-four hours.

Steam is supplied by two steel boilers

.so arranged that they can be cut out.

All machinery and the steam plant is

in duplicate, preventing the possibility
of a failure through l^reakage. There
are ten- inch valves in the ten-inch

force main, .so arranged that the .stand

pipe can l^e cut off from the city and
water be supplied by pumping as in

the Holly .sy.stem, or the pumps can
be cut off and water .suj^plied from the

stand pipe, making it a reservoir

.system .

The income of the company is

approximately one thousand seven

hundred dollars per month
;
this in-

cludes profit from the Merchandise
account, which includes taking the

mains and all pipe furnished and laid,

the profit fnnu which, after paying
labor, etc., is about one hundred
dollars per month.
The expenses may be of interest

to readers in the East, and are as

follows :

i;.\"1'i;nses

.Salaries as Ibllows :

Engineer |i2o
Fireman 50

Acting vSec'y 100

Rent office .' 15

Total I285

\n .'ivcrage of one cord of wood per day ;

thirtv cords ix-r month, at $4 |i20

The company .secures as hydrant
rental alone, the .sum of three thou-

sand five hundred dollars per year.
This is ])aid moiillily in twelve eqtial

installments. Since ])nrcliasiiig the

plant, extcnsixe additions to the

pi])e line lia\e been made, the com-

pany having expended during the last

year over .seventeen thousand dollars

ibr this purpose. The well has been

.sunk .seven feet and will now ftirnish
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continvially three million gallons per

day, whicli is shown in the following
list:

Gal water Avpcr Cdswood
Month Pumped Day Consunicil

Feb., 1890.. 2,257,324... 91,333- • -15

Mar., 1890.. 3,942,409... 127, 193... 15

Apr., 1890.. 5,537,409.. .184,.580... 22

May, 1890.. 7,831,182. . .246,188. . .38

June, 1890. .10,311,070... 332,615.. .41

July, 1890. .11,833, 1 18... 375, 261.. .42

Au.^r., 1890. . 10,915,394. . .352,109. . .35

Sept., 1890. . 10,775,928. . .359,177- • -31

Oet., 1890.. 8,478,470... 273,499... 30
Nov., 1890. . 6,686,176. . .222,872. . .27.5

Dee., 1890.. 6,247,500... 201,532.. .25

Jan., 1891.. 8,506,008.. .274,387, . .31

The geological location and natnral

advantages are so great that Phoenix
will rapidly increase in po])nlatioii,

and is rapidly becoming a large cit}-.

The company has what is equivalent
to the exclusive privilege of selling
water in the city, and a fifty-year

franchise, suggestive of its value.

At the time of the purcha.se of this

plant from the Phcenix Water Works'

Company, there were outstanding
bonds of the Phoenix Water Works'

Company to the amount of sixty thou-

sand dollars. When the bonds of the

Phoenix Water Company were issued,

sixty thousand di)llars of the new
issue were deposited with the trustee

to cover the first issue of bonds. The

present bonded indebtedness of the

company is twt) hundred and fifty

thousand dollars, all of which is draw-

ing six per cent interest, making an

annual interest charge of fifteen thou-

sand dollars, payable semi-annually on

the first (if January and July of each

year.
The first electric-light plant pro-

vided only arc lights, and was not a

success. Early in 1S90, another com-

pany was organized, which ptit in

both the incandescent and arc lights.

Now, nearly all the stores and places
of business in the city are lighted by
the incandescent system, and many
private hotises are also using it. An
electric street railway and a sewer

system will be constructed this year.
Phcenix has not been behind in pro-

viding educational advantages. She

has fuie brick schoolhouses, one of

whicli is a high school. Eleven
teachers are employed, and the aver-

age attendance is about four hundred
and fifty pupils. The past winter, a

night schofjl was established in the
central school building, and this will

be a permanent part of the school work
in the future. Besides this excellent

system of ])ublic schools, several pri-
vate schools are well patronized.

In the matter of churches and
secret societies, Phcenix is abreast
with any of the most advanced cities.

The Catholic, ]Cpiscoj)al, Baptist,

Presbyterian, Christian, ^^ethodist-

Episcopal, and M. Iv. Church, south,
have fine brick edifices of their own.
There are the many different Ma.sonic

orders, from the Blue Lodge to the

Commandery, Odd I'ellows, A. O.
U. W., Knights of Pythias, G. A. R.,

Sons of \'eterans, Woman's Relief

Corps, Daughters of Rebecca, I. O.
O. T. and kindred organizations.
There is one club—the Montezuma—
an opera-house and several small halls.

Residents of Phcenix are pleased to

term their city "The Denver of the
Southwest." A careful review of all

varied resources of the tributary coini-

try, together with the enterprise
shown b\- her citizens, clearly indicate

that the wonderful growth and prog-
ress of the "Queen City of the
Phiins

"
is to be more than duplicated

in the garden belt of Arizona. Twenty
years ago, Denver was Init a strug-
gling little cit}-, depending upon her

position as a forwarding depot for

supplies for the mining camps. There
was no agricultural development
within many miles, and croakers de-

clared the city had reached its height
as a commercial point. The mining
activity of a few years later, especially
the Leadville excitement of 1877,
made Denver a city of importance,
and the railroads that had been build-

ing west of the Missouri River began
pushing their lines to this gateway of
the mountains. In iSSo, a city of

thirty-five thousand people existed,
which in 1890 had gro\\ni to one hun-
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dred and seven thousand, and her

progress is continuous.

The mountains of Arizona are not

only as rich as those of Colorado,

they are richer. Besides the yellow
gold and bright silver of the Centen-
nial State, Arizona has copper mines
of wealth second to none in the world

;

lead mines rich as the richest of

Mexico or Montana ; onyx that excels
in its rich coloring, grain and texture

any ever found
; building stone that

is considered by architects the most
beautiful in America.

Phccnix is the gateway to the.se

inexhaustible stores of wealth, and as

fifty miles in length, begun within two

years and completed within five.

Following this, a company was incor-

porated, known as the Santa Fe, Pres-

cott & PhoL-nix Railway Company, to

build a line from a junction with the

vSanta Fe at Ash Fork, in Northern

Arizona, through Pre.scott, Phfx-nix

and Florence to a junction at Benson,
in Southeastern Arizona, with the pres-
ent Santa Fe line from Benson .south

to tide-water at Guaymas, Sonora,
Mexico. Work is now being pushed
on this road at a lively rate, more
than one thousand men and teams be-

ing employed. The company promises

St^if

Falls on Arizona Canal

railroads sought Denver in the past,
so they are now seeking Phoenix. In

i8go, the people voted a subsidy of
four thousand dollars a mile to a rail-

road to be constructed from Phoenix
northward through the rich mineral
belt to a connection with thegreat Santa
Fe system. This measure reciuircd the

approval of Congress, which was se-

cured, but the President intorpo.>^ed a
veto. Nothing daunted, they found
another way to encourage railroads
to come, and in February, 1S91, a
law was passed by the Territorial

Legislature, exempting from taxation
for twenty years all railroads of over

to have trains nmning into Phoenix
from the north by !Marcli,iS93.
The mineral districts of Arizona

have as yet only been scratched over.

With more railroad facilities this will

be changed and ru.^ihes like those at

Leadville, Toml)stone and Creede will

be witnessed. As an illustration of
the wealth of the mineral deposits
may be cited the Bonanza Mine eighty
miles northwest of Phoenix. A twenty-

stamp mill was erected in 1S91 and

begun crushing ore in September.
The first three months run was
one hundred and twenty thousand
dollars

;
the run for December was
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sixty thousand dollars, and for Januaiy
aud the first ten days of Februar>- it

was eiglit3-three tliousand dollars,

the gold bricks representing these

amounts passing through the Wells,

Fargo's Kxpress office at Phcenix.

The owners of this i)roperty say their

first year's output will be one million

dollars. Not far from this rich gold
mine are valuable copper claims

destined to produce as well as the

famous Copper Queen at Bisbee, Ari-

zona, which turned out over twenty-

four hundred and fifty thousand
acres of land. As has been cited

before, this land is of the very richest

on earth and will produce all cereals,

grasses and fruits from rye and barley-
to sugar cane, oranges and dates.

This valley opens into the Gila Valle}^
both to the east and west, so one is

realh' but a continuation of the other.

Two hundred and seventy-five thous-
and acres of the Salt River Valley is

now under water from the various
canals already constructed. Other

Street Scene, Phcenix

five millions of pounds of copper
bullion in 1890 and '91. Valual)le

new leads have recently been dis-

covered in the old Vulture Mine,

thirty-five miles northwest of Phoenix,
which in its day turned out over

ten millions of dollars in gold. Its

former value ])romises to be more than

duplicated in the future.

Besides all this tributary mineral

wealth Phcenix is situated in tlie cen-

ter of a valley having a length of

forty-five miles and an average width
of sixteen miles, embracing therefore

irrigation enterprises are under con-

struction that will not only reclaim

the remaining two hundred and

twenty-five thousand acres of Salt

River Valley but add as many more
from tril)utary valleys. Prominent

among the comj^anies in this work is

the Rio Verde Canal Company, which
with a sj'stem of reservoirs on the Rio

Verde, Cave Creek and New River,

coupled with one hundred and twenty
miles of canals, propose to reclaim a

total ol' nearly four luuidred thousand
acres. Tbe A<'ua b'ria Reservoir and
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Canal Company will impound the

waters of the A.^-ua I'Via River by
which they will reclaim one hundred
and fifty thousand acres of foothill

lands especially ada])ted to the cul-

tivation of citrus fruits.

Arizona, and particuhu'ly the Salt

River Valley, is especially adapted to

the l)reeding of l)lof)ded stock.

Although this industry like all others

here, is in its infancy, great ])r()gress

is being" made. In the December

some most excellent herds of Jerseys,

Ilerefords, Ilolsteins, Polled Angus
and other strains.

As a home for invalids this country
is par excellence. The altitude being
but twelve hundred feet it has none of

the chilling blasts of mountain resorts.

vSituated over three hundred miles

from the seacoa.st, it is free from f(jgs

and malaria. The mean temperature
for Januar>- is fifty-five degrees and
for Jul\- eiglit>-five. Arizona lias beeu

Court House. Phoeni.N

races, 1891, six heats were required to

decide the contest in the three-year-old

trotting race, the slowest being in 2:42
and the fastest in 2:351... The dry
pure air, the equable climate and the
rich feed all conduce to the health and

vigor of the sensitive nature of highly
bred stock. There are now se\eral

horse fcirms with some of the best

strains of standard-bred trotters to be
found in America, while others have
devoted their attention to cattle havinu'

mere lampooned and .stigmatized on
everx conceivable occasion than any
other portion of the United States.

Kven lier climate has not escaped.
Almost every one has heard that old

story about the .soklier who went to

the nether regions and sent back for

his blankets becau.'^e it was so cold

there, after a residence in Arizona.

True, the thermometer climbs above
a hundred degrees in July and August,
but this is not nearlv so unbearable
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as ninety dethrees in

the Mississippi Val-

ley or on the Atlan-

t i c Coast. The
moisture in the air

is but twenty-five to

thirty percent while
in the East it i

from seventy - fi\x-

to eij^hty per cent. •,'

Ninety degrees in '^^

any of the Atlantic Coast

cities results in death from .sun-

stroke while here sunstrokes are /

unknown. The difference between

the shade and the sensible tempera-
tures is from twenty-five to thirty

degrees.
It may be of interest to the reader

to know .something regarding the men
who have built up this great connnon-

wealth and who are molding the

thought of the country. One of the

most influential men in the territory,

and its popular goveruor, is N. O.

Murphy.

c ^

Residence of General Clark Churchill

•I J

T— East End School 2—West End School

3
—Hartford Bank

Mr. Murphy was bom in Lin-
coln County, Maine, in 1S50. He
moved to Wisconsin when seven

years of age, where he received
a common .school education in

Manitowoc County, and taught
school himself in early life as

many others of our great men
have. He moved west at the

age of twenty, and has lived

west of the Mississippi for twenty-
two years. He has engaged
in various commercial pursuits,

mining and journalism. Gov-
ernor Murphy is almo.st entirely
.self-educated and experienced in

the ways of the world to a wide

degree, possessing a thorough
He has livedknowledge of men.
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nine years in /Arizona, latterly in pnblic
life first as vSecretary of the Territory
an d then acting and now actual Govern -

or. Successful in the field of politics,

standing foremost in the party to

which he ])elongs in the territory, and
in the front rank of popular favor as a

public servant. He is interested in

railroad building and various pro-

gressive enterprises for the advance-

ment of the territory, and is looked

upon as one of the leading spirits in

building up the future State of

Arizona.

in the United States, as a "
Winner,"

because he was almost universally suc-

cessful in his cases and in business

generally. In 1H63, his clients in San
Francisco who were largely interested

in the great Comstock mines induced
him to go to Virginia City, Nevada,
where he remained most of the time
for three years, although in the mean-
time he retained his business relations

in San Francisco, and returned to the

latter place in 1866, remained in prac-
tice there till 1877, when his taste for

the freedom of frontier life induced

_y"r

Residence of Mr, Dennis

Gen. Clark Churchill is a typical
Western man, though born east of the

Rockies. Nearly his whole life has

been .spent in the West. Leaving his

Ea.sternhome a mere boy, alone, with-

out friends or acquaintances or means
he arrived in vSan Francisco penniless,
in 1.S61, where by his own efforts

he soon acquired both money and
friends and achieved great success

in his profession as a lawyer. He was
known at the bar there, which was

pre-eminentl>- the al)lest b()d\- ol law-

yers ever congregated in any one place

him to go to Arizona. Settling in

Prescott, then the capital of the terri-

tory, he was at once recognized as one
of the leaders of the bar throughout
the territory. Visiting Phoenix in

1880, to attend court, his attention

was attracted to the vSalt River \'alley
and its wonderful resources, which
were then inuleveloped, and lie then

foresaw the great ])ossibilities in store

for tho.sc who would construct canals

and apply the waters of the adjacent
rivers to the desert wastes of which
the valley was then C()nij)oscd. He
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immediately purchased a tract of land

adjoining the tlien small village of

Phoenix, as an investment. That
tract is now known as the

"
Churchill

Addition" to the present Cit}- of

Phoenix, being laid out in blocks and

graded streets, bordered with ornamen-
tal shade trees, some single building
lots in which being worth as much now
as General Churchill in 1880 paid for

the whole tract of eighty acres.

In this iiddition General Churchill

has constructed for himself a palatial
home. lu addition to liis success as

tation on his part, he has been elected

to and filled the following offices with
credit : City Attorney of Virginia

City, Nevada, 1865-6; Adjutant-Gen-
eral of Arizona, for two terms

;
and

Attorney -General of Arizona, for three

terms. He represented Arizona on the

Republican National Cf)mmittee from

1884 to 1888 and was a delegate to the

Republican National Convention at

Chicago in 1884 and Chairman of the

Republican Territorial Central Com-
mittee of Arizona for many years. He
resigned the position of Attoruey-Gen-

Residence of B. H. Horner

a lawyer General Churchill has always
been a most enterprising business

man. He promoted the construction

of the great Arizona Canal which has
transformed the Salt River Valley from
a desert to a garden and the hamlet
of Phoenix into the present thriving

city it is, and he acted as president and
chief executive officer of the Arizona
Canal Company from its organization
in 1SS2 until the construction of the

Canal was completed in 1SS7. Al-

though General Churchill has never
been an office-seeker, without solici-

eral about a year ago. During his la.st

term as Attorney-General, the famous

controversy as to
' "whether the .sessions

of the Territorial Legislature were
limited to sixty consecutive days or to

sixty legislative working days," arose,

and in his official capacity he success-

fully maintained in the courts that the

Legislature might lawfully sit during
sixty actual working days excluding
intermediate days over which the Leg-
islature had adjourned. The result of

these decisions was to oust all the

office-holders who had been appointed
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JuJki-' Jt)ii-'pli Campbell

under the administration of President

Cleveland and to put in their places
in all the Territorial oflices in Arizona,
the appointees of the incoming admin-
istration of President Harrison.

Judge Joseph Campbell was born

June 17th, 1S57, in San Francisco.

When twelve j-ears of age, he entered
the St. Marj-'s College, San PYancisco.

After four years diligent application
to his studies, he graduated with high
honors, taking the degree of A. B.

In 1S75, Judge Campbell entered
the office of Hon. Judge Jackson
Temple, under whom he read law for

a period of more than two years, and
was admitted to the bar at the age of

twenty-one years. He then left San
Francisco for San Rafael, California,
and began the practice of law there,

meeting with great success.

Returning to San Francisco in 1879,
he practiced law till July, 1880, when
his attention was attracted to Arizona.
He left San Francisco in June, 18S0,
for Phoenix, Arizona, arriving in Jul}-

he has remained here ever since.

With honor to himself and to the entire

satisfaction of the public, he has suc-

cessfully filled the following offices to

which he was elected : City Re-
corder of Phoenix, April, 'Si to May,
'S3 ;

Ass't District Attorney ; Ass't

U. S. Attoniey ; U. S. Commissioner ;

Probate Judge, two terms, Jan. '86

to Jan. '90 ; President of the Board
of Kducation, of the Normal School,
and in May, 1S91, he was elected by
the Democratic party the seventh

Mayor of Phoenix, which important
office he still holds and has most ablv
filled.
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General (.'lark Cliurcliill

Ari/.ona like all other of the western
states and territories has ex'olved itself

from the chaotic social conditions of a

frontier land nntil it is now
socially as well as in other

ways the peer of any other

connnunity in the coiuitry.
Its people are imbued how-
ever, with a s])irit of enter-

])rise that makes easy to

them achievements which to

the same people under cor-

responding circumstances in

the older states would seem

im])(jssil)le of execution.

This same spirit prevents
the class lines of social

preros2:ative being tightly
drawn, for the prospector
whose worldly possessions
are wrapped in a blanket and

"lacked" nyion his back

may be a millionaire to-mor-

row. Thus intercourse with
one another is devoid of all

the pretense and financial

absurdities of so-called so-

ciet\- in our eastern cities,

but none the less is there

found here in Phoenix, every
advantage in the way of

educational facilities and the

social opportunities for inter-

course with the most highly
cultured men and women which makes
it an ideal residence city for men with

families to be educated.

CoiniiHTciiil Hotel
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A SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA MOUNTAIN RAILROAD

FROM THE "TOURNAMENT OF ROSES" TO SLEIGH-RIDING IN THIRTY
MINUTES

HY OI.Al- );iJ.ISON

[Aiiioiifj its many attractions, Tasadciia, California, is rcnowiictl for its cliariniiiff rose gardens. Kach
new year sees its sprinjj season open witli tlie

' Tonrnanient of Roses " in early January. Looking down upon
tlie nierry-niakcrs, are the snowy suniniits of tlie Sierra Madre range. I-ong Ijefore anotlier tournament
season sets in, it will be possible to altc;n.Uc the battle of rosebuds witli one of snowballs.]

TIIIv

Sierra Madrcs of .SoullK-ni

California are called tlie Alps of

America, but until tlie ])resenl

year they liave lacked one feature

found in the European mountains,
viz., the mountain railroad that is the

delit^ht and joy of the touri.st and
which attracts thousands to iCurope

every year. This defect is jjcing'

remedied by Prof. T. S. C. Lowe, the

well-known scientist and banker of

Pasadena who has now in process ot

construction one of the most compre-
hensive roads of this description, in-

cludins^ fine mountain hotels, in the

world.

The first mountain railroad e\er

constructed is the one in ojieration up
Mt. Washington. vSince then many
others have been built. Prominent

among these : the Mt. Pilatus railroad

u]) the mountain of the same name,
on Lake Lucent, opposite the fp.mous

Mt. Riui. The la.st-named mountain

possesses a railroad operated for near-

ly fifteen seasons pa.st, and now almost

double tracked for the entire distance.

Among others ma>' be mentioned twj
at Drachcnfels and Niederwald on the

Rhine, Germany ; one up Mt. \'esu-

vius, Italy ; two up the Lookout
Mountains, Tennessee

;
two near

Reading, Penn. ; the last and reach-

ing the highest elevation is the Pike's

Peak road, Colorado.

From an investor's standi)oint, the

most interesting data in connection
with all these enterprises is the fact

that not in a single case have these

railroads operated only for tourists.

and on account (jf exceptional scenic

attractions, ever failed to return hand-
•soine dividends. Owing to climatic

conditions the greater number of the.se

roads can onl}- lie operated a fraction

of each year. The Mt. Washington
road, for in.stancc. averages onl\- ten

weeks each year. Its original cost

was heavy, its running expenses are

exceptionally great, while the cost of

repairs, etc., are ver\- high. The
immediate adjacent population at the
ba.se of the range, and f(jr .several

hundred miles art)und, is very limited.

Hut notwithstanding all these .seri-

I )us drawbacks it never distributes less

than seventeen per cent of annual
dividends. Fully thirty and .some-

times as high as forty thousand people
reaching the summits annually over
this road.

Tile latest official returns from the

Mt. Rigi R. R., Switzerland, gi\"e a

total net receipt of one hundred thou-
sand dollars ($100,000). It carried

one hundred and twenty-nine thou-
.sand five hundred and ft)rt\-three pas-

sengers, conveyed four hundred and

fifty tons of passenger baggage, and
one thou.sand two luuidrcd and fifty

tons of other goods. Over four hun-
dred thousand passengers are aninially
carried between Pasadena and Los

Angeles.
The Sierra Madre .summits, the

highest eminence of which this rail-

road will ultimately reach, are fre-

quented with an annual tourist traffic

in their ])re.sent inaccessible condition

of six thousand as compared with the

259
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three thousand up the Mt. Washington
prior to the buiklinj^ of that railroad,

while as compared with the Swiss road
referred to, the vSierra Madre range
has a larger resident population on
Its immediate base and adjacent valleys
than the entire annual tourist traffic

of Lucern, brought there by its chief

attraction, the Mt. Rigi railroad.

Madre and San Bernardino ranges,
thence .spreading towards the valley
and coast, aggregate two hundred
thousand people and is rapidly in-

creasing. This entire population is

within less than four hours' railroad

journey from the starting point of the
road

;
one-half of it is within a radius

of forty-five minutes' travel. The city

The Summit, showing Observatory Peak

The journey up the Sierra Madre
range under existing conditions is one
of considerable effort and fatigue.
But the views obtained are of such
extent, variety and beauty as to induce
the beholder to return again and
again, notwithstanding mountain trails

and all.

The resident population, permanent-
ly located at the base of the Sierra

Vol. II.— T7

of Los Angeles, with an approximate
resident and transient population of

severity thousand, is within thirty
minutes' distance, while Pasadena with
ten thousand people constitutes the

base of operations of the company
constructing the road. The city limits

of Pasadena extending up to, and in-

cluding the starting point of the
road.
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Los Angeles and Pasadena constitute

the central rallying points for a tourist

traffic that has already assumed the

dimensions of over one hundred thou-

sand adult travelers a year. They
represent the wealthiest and most
cultured classes of our country and
their number is ra]iidl\- increasing
from year to year. This touri.st traffic

alone would more than repay the con-

struction and o])eration of tliis road,

but, as stated, the resident ixipulalion

of discriminating travelers among the

resident population is exceptionally

high.

Europe, the United States, the
Pacific Isles, the Japan and Asiatic

ICmpiresin general, are familiar stamp-
ing ground to a great number of our
own ])e(Ji)le. Nevertheless, the en-

thusiasm and interest that prevail
over the attractions of our own Sierra

Madre range, constitute for them an

unfailing charm and is .something far

Tiic l.n.>; r.irt\- on (lie Tr.iil

itself being largeh- composed of a

class who possess both the time to en-

joy and the cultured appreciation of

the opportunities presented, will be-

come the mo.st permanent patrons of

this enterprise, as well they might.
The resident population is as stated

an exceptionally intelligent one, en-

gaged in the cultivation of oranges,
lemons and other semi-tropic fruits, or

in possession of permanent incomes
from other .sources. The proportion

more than merely "local pride."

Contrary to many of the mountain
views affi^rded the tran.scoutinental

traveler, this semi-cre.^cent sweep of

flit'- miles in length, approximating in

its adjacent ranges an elevation of

ten or eleven thousand feet, fulfills

one's ideal of what a mountain range
should be. The summits are often

robed in the lofty splendor of snow-
white mantles contrasting strongly
with the permanent dark evergreen



Silver Fall, fifteen minutes from Echo Moui.lain Housp
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forests of the central ranges, while at

the base, the odor of oranges and
roses contend for precedence. This

fragrance comes from the many or-

chards and flower gardens constituting
the outer garments, as it were, of the

lower spur of the mountain. The
range rises apparently almost perjx-n-
dicular from the head of the beautiful

San Gabriel Valley ;
the

' ' Crown ' '

of

which is Pasadena. Disguising a few
of its most charming features to the

mere casual beholder, it discloses to

valleys, a kingdom by themselves in

wealth and extent, stretches away to

the ea.st, we.st and south. In plain

sight, like so many .semi-tropical isles,

lies the beautiful deep emerald-colored

orange groves of the colonies of San
Gabriel, Monrovia, Pomona, Ontario,
Rixerside, Rialto, San Bernardino and
Redlands

; the last .some sixty miles
off. Pasadena at our very base has
been termed a

' '

conj.ervatory out of

doors." It is all of that and more, for

the beauty of a continuous garden

Scene above the Clouds in the Sierra .\\adre from ine commit .V\ouniair Mouse

its intimates a perfect treasury of
varied attractions. Beautiful forest

dells, bounding cascades, deep myste-
rious canons, ideal waterfalls, acres
of picturesque ferns, rivers full of

speckled beauties, while level areas
of forest reserves exist beyond the
front summits, combining facilities for

driving, hunting and fishing, equal
to the best of the Adriondacks.
The view from the Sierra Madre

summits defies description. The his-

toric San Gabriel and Lo: Angeles

more than ten miles .square is matched
with the exceptional culture and re-

finement of the owners.
On a perfectly still night, the chimes

of the bells of the old San Gabriel
Mission can be heard, the romantic
traditions of which are singularly
interesting. This old mi.^^sion in plain
view is near the great vine^-ards of

De Bartli Shorb. reputed to be among
the largest in the world. The cele-

brated Santa Anita,
' '

Lucky Baldwin's

estate," is equally plainly seen. To
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the north the vSanta Barbara Islands
lie like

"
opals on emerald seas." To

the south is the far-famed Isle of

Santa Catalina
; between t-iem and as

far as the eye can define the horizon
rolls the Pacific Ocean. The Catalina
Isle is fifty-odd m' es off The ex-

traordinary transparency of the atmos-

phere prevailinu^ here is mo.st clearly
understood by the fact that the various
colors of the oval panes in the j.(reat

lighthouse lantern located there are

precipitous caiions, culminating in

the ICaton Caiion. The slopes of
these canons are all covered with fine

forest growth, and will be made accessi-

ble through a systematic extension of

riding trails in all directions, convert-

ing them into mountain parks. The
roar (^f the rushing waterfalls of the

upper San Gabriel River constitutes
an ajipropriate deep basso to the sigh-
ing of the whispering needle forests.

To the east rises the Alpine summits

Brenkinsr Ground tor the Cable Ruad Division on the bite of b^ho .^^^>u^ta.^ rr u?e

plainh- visible at night i:i their alter-

nating red, white and i)lue. In the

daytime the houses and the shipping
scenes of the harbor at Avakin are

readily seen. Los Angeles, probably
the most attractive city of its size in the
Union, as well as one of the most

enterprising, is ten miles
seems barelv three miles

active and

away but

distant.

To the immediate southwest the
tr;;veler beholds a series of bold

of San Antonio and San Bernardino
mountains ; San Jacinto, chief lands-

mark of San Diego County, aho looms
into view.

These well-nigh uniivaled natural

attractions are, however, more than
matched in importance with the ex-

ceptional .scientific value attached to

the climate and general atmospheric
conditions. Tlie.se latter are as per-
manent and superior as the former

are grandly imposing in the literal
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sense of that term. However, no en-

largement on the importance attached

to the situation from a scientific stand-

point can equal the sim})le ainiounce-

ment, that the president of Harvard,
Prof. I'vliot, visited the scene in person
but a few weeks ago. With a com-

prehensive knowledge of all the

requirements for astronomical observa-

tions, he pronounced the Sierra Madre

two important financial bequests, to

be expended for .such purposes. The
lenses for an obsen'atory that will

equal, if not surpass, the Lick tele-

scope
—that is to say, the largest

len.ses in the world—are ordered from
the well-known Clark Brothers of

Cambridge, Mass., and are now under
construction.

The observatory will be supplied in

Amons: the Ferns, twenty minutes from Echo Mountain House

summits the peer of any known in the

world for such purposes.
This does not rest on mere theoreti-

cal estimate, but is founded on the

exceedingly high scientific value of

celestial photographs and other astro-

nomical results, obtained through the

medium of an imperfectly equipped
observatory-, stationed there as an

experimental station. Harvard Uni-

versit}' is the fortunate possessor of

addition with the most perfect obtain-

al)lc photographic telescope. Three

thousand photographic views, taken

under all the disadvantages of the

former experimental station, proved
all there is claimed for the location,

and are an assurance as well of the

future extraordinar>- usefulness of the

new station.

The facilities, however, required by
the new obser\-ator>-, including resi-
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dences, etc., would be practically
unattainable without railroad connnu-
nication. A suitable wagon road could

only be built after an expenditure

equal to that of a railroad, while the

latter is capable of many hundred per
cent more lousiness, and will be oper-
ated the year through.
The Los Angeles Terminal Rail-

road Company's lines at ])rLSL-nt

extend to within two miks of the

center of Rubio Canon. This cailon

is at present reached i)y eas>' carriage

the ^cnithern Hank, of the most con-

spicuous ]:)romontory of the entire

Sierra Madre Range, starting from
the base of Rubif) Canon. This will

consist of a double-tracked cable road,
with balanced cars and safety appli-

ances, and will be operated with a

stationary electric motor, power being
furnished Ijv a neighboring waterfall.

This cable will be superior in strength
and capacity to the (jue used on Mt.

Vesuvius, the Island of Hong Kong
and the Lookout Mountain, in Ten-

U>^- > "^Z"' ',' 't. ,»' yH^ \ .

MA F
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drive of a little over two miles. The
distance from the present last station

on the Terminal System, Altadena,
will be covered with an electric road.

The railroad in (jueslion will then
afford perfect means of lu)url\- com-
munications between the sunnnit of

the mountains, Pasadena, Los Angeles
and the seashore, respectively, four,

ten and thirl\- miles distant from
Rubio Canon.
The tir.st jiortion of the mountain

road proper will be erected against

nessee. Xo expense will be spared to

make it I he safest and most perfectly

ecjuipped cable road that engineering,
.science and mechanics can supply.
The i^assenger will be landed

directly on the piazza of the Echo
Mountain Hotel, after a brief ride

aflording charming glimp.-^es of the

canon to the right and the smiling
valley to the left. The traveler is

now at an elevation of about three

thousand five hundred feet.

From this point, the second divi-



A Glimpse through the Sierras near the New KoaJ.
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sion of the road takes its start. The
surveys for this have disclosed a line

of less than seven-per-cent grade along
natural ridges and curves clear to the

highest summit desired. This grade
admits of tlie construction, immedi-

ately below the crests and in the face

of the range it.self, of about six miles
of road. These will be operated by
electrical power, and supplied with
the latest perfected cars specially

designed to facilitate observation of

mountain scenery, /. c, Pullman Pal-

ace cars,
" double deckers."

At the end of this route, and on its

highest crest, the second hotel will be

erected, which, like the first, will be

operated on the plans of a strictly
first-class house. A short distance

from this summit will also be the
location of the obser\'atory referred to,

the homes of resident professors,
shown in the accompanying cut.

The location of this very valuable

grade involved long, continued and

expensive efforts. It is ])elieved that

the final construction of the road

along the designated route will become
an important landmark in mountain

railroading in this Stale, more espe-

cially the southern half of California.

The average elevation of the last por-
tion of the journey will be nearly six

thousand feet. From this elevation,

further extension of the railroad on
the mountain plateau becomes com-

paratively easy, when so desired.

It is interesting in connection with
this description of the facilities that

will be afforded the traveler in the

mountain ranges proper, to note the

constantly increasing travel, that will

act as a direct feeder to the road
herein referred to. The two great
transcontinental I'ailroad systems, re-

spectively, the
' ' Santa Fe ' ' and the

' ' Southern Pacific,
' ' make Los An-

geles their joint terminal point for

Southern California travel. The
Pacific Coast tourist traffic from the
North and Fast, witli Chicago as a

central point, here meets the Southern
tourists, with New Orleans as a base
of departure. These in turn are

joined here by the constantly increas-

ing number of well-to-do travelers

from Northern California, including
San I'>ancisco, Oregon, vState of Wash-
ington, British Columbia, Montana
and I(lah(i, bent on a " winter <juting."
This traffic, combined with local

trav^el, already demands an average of

fifty trains a day, ten of which are

"through" trains, the remainder
"local." The immense business of

discharging and receiving this traffic

is dispatched within an area of less

than one square mile in the Eastern
division of L,os Angeles. Crossing
and recrossing the tracks of both of

these great railroad systems, and with
the depot in the center of it all, are

the local passenger cars of the ' ' Ter-
minal Railroad" Companj-. It fur-

nishes about sixteen trains a day out
to and return from Pasadena, and as

the reader will bear in mind, this
' ' Terminal ' '

road for operating pur-

poses is practically identical with the

mountain railroad proper. It will be
seen from the above that this moun-
tain railroad is part and parcel of an

artery that directly touches the ven-
central pulse of through and local

traffic of the entire south—half of this

great State.

As a traveler by sea will sometime
discover that what he took at first to

be the mainland was in reality an

i.sland, .so close to the shore as not to

be distinguished from the coast line

proper, luitil within speaking distance

of the occupants ;
so there stands out

from the very heart of the main boun-

dary lines of the Sierra Madre ranges,
a semi-detached cone-formed emi-
nence ; it invites attention by its

conspicuous position, and repels the
adventurous traveler by its bold, pre-

cipitous sides.

Its immediate base has constituted

a landmark for the South Pacific

Coast navigators as far back as his-

tory- goes. Its hundreds of acres of

the deep, ffaming orange poppy being
distinctly visible fifty miles out at

sea. hence the name "
Los Flores

"
or

"
Cape Floral."
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Its summit is found to reach an

elevation of three thousand five hun
dred feet. If the dignity of the sub-

ject would admit of it, one might use

the comparison of a gigantic soup-

bowl, turned Ixjttom side u]), as

giving a clear-cut outline of this

promontory.
It has long been the object of close

scrutiny, as well as admiration for its

pictures(]ueness, by tlie chief promoter
of this great enterprise. It has l)ccn

taken captive, bttt only after a most

persistent siege, and joint efforts of

capital and scientific engineering .skill

of high order. On its green crest

there can be clearly discerned for

many miles down the valley a bold

front line of white tents. These are

the temporary homes of the advance

guard of the invaders, preparing the

way for the army to follow.

In the center of the camp, in true

conqueror's style, waves a beautiful

banner, clearly visil)le througli a spy-

glass from the \-allc)- below.

This encampment of engineers and

workmen is destined to speedily give

wa}' to the foundations for the Echo
Mountain House. Its position on this

crest will not only be commanding,
but strictly picturesque. The design
of the structure will be found else-

where on these pages. The many
attractions within immediate reach of

the sojourner will, it is believed, tend

to make this one of the most popular

points on the entire route, and in time

the situation will create a mountain

village of its own. For certain com-

plaints, such as asthma, etc., this ele-

vation is known to be highly
beneficial. It is below the snow and
frost of the higher ranges, and above
the occasional fogs and dampness of

the lower valley areas. Now and

then, drifting lianks of clouds, resem-

bling a white .sea, roll cn^er the lower

ranges, partially hiding the land-

scapes, 3'et leaving enough exposed to

fo.ster the delusion that iM-ojecting

crags are island peaks, while the

canons adjacent are so many harbors
and bav inlets.

Every .sound of the numerous trains,

the loco!notive whistles, and the

church and .school bells, the lowing
of the herds, the baying of the hounds,
and the huntsman's rifle, all rise on the

soft air, and, mingling witli the .song of

the lark along the green ridge, greet
the dweller's ear from sunrise to suu-

.set.

h'rom the verandas of the Echo
Moiuitain Hou.se one may look down
on the residences of such distinguished
Pasadena citizens as the Hon. Joseph
Medill, liditor Chicago '/'rihunc ;

Andrew McXally, of the prominent
firm. Rand, McNally & Co., Chicago ;

Col. G. O. Green, A. C. Armstrong,
etc.

These tasteful homes with their

orange orchards and perpetual gardens
of June roses, are located immediately
on the lower ba.se of the promontorj'
on the cre.st of which Echo Mountain
lIou.se is located.

They are mentioned here, because

both the occupants and the charming
\illas and gardens are typical of the

larger Pasadena just l^eyondand below,
and some further di.stance away towards
the centre of the City of Pasadena

proper.
The precipitous front of the Echo

Mountain, rising boldly two thou-

-sand feet directly opposite the rear

portion of the hotel, half a mile across

the canon, but connected with the

Echo Mt)untain House grotnids

throtigh easy trails, does not only

repeat one's challenge, but duplicates
and returns one's sayings, wise and

otherwi.se, many times over. It will
"

talk back," more emphatically and

di.stinctly than any official of the cen-

tral telephone station was ever known
to.

On cither .side are picturesque cas-

cades, canons, numerous ferny and
forest dells, while opportunities for

the sportsman or the scientific inquirei
abound. The superb views, already
referred to el.sewhere, never pale on

one. The ceaseless interplay of

shadow and light at sunrise and sun-

set, has the effect of constantly en-
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hap.ciug as well as chaiiginj^ llie aspect

presented, as if the Supreme Architect
Himself was evolving an ever-

renewing panorama of ocean, moun-
tains and valleys. If such a term as

the "Temple of Nature," is permis-
sible anywhere, it is applicable to the

valley spread out for the beholder
stationed at the Kcho Mountain House.
If the walls of this finely proportioned
structure should seem to demand
friezes i;i i)ure white, it is supplied in

the million snowy swans, cranes, etc.,

often seen '.o move towards the green
mountain siopes to the Northward.
The sininilar charm in their move-
ments lies in the immense numbers

deploying themselves in the most nat-

ural, yet artistic groupings.
The alternating charms of the day

are succeeded by such moonlight
nights as has made the Alhambra of

Spain the synonym for all there is

poetical and picturesque in the whole
of I^atin Kurope. The Spanish Mis-

sion fathers knew instinctively when
they first saw these charming valleys,
that this radiant sun.shine of the day
would be succeeded by nights lit by a

moon that would recreate all the old,

passionate romances of Spain and

Italy, and add a fresh and potent

spell to the old world guitar under
ro.se-covered porches ;

and it did.

All these factors, and others too

numerous to mention, will combine to

make the Echo Mountain House the

nucleus of a future minor edition of

Pasadena of which it is a legitimate

ofispring. There is abundance of

water, and more will be obtained.

The whole promontory on all sides

abounds in fertile disiutergrated gran-
ite soil. Orange and lemon groves
are out of the question on account of

elevation, but olives, and all varieties

of deciduous fruits, such as peaches,

apricots, pears, apples, cherries, etc.,

are sure to thrive. Nearly all the
flowers of the valley will prosper. It

is true the slopes are steep, buj: the

more picturesque will be the gardens
that are to be terraced there. There
are no more charming or productive

Vol. II.— iS

vineyards in Kun^pe than tho.se up
the slopes of Vesuvius, or these seem-

ingly suspended orchards and vine-

yards on the Icjwer spur of Mt. Blanc,

along the i)recipit(jus shores of Lake
Geneva .

It is a well-established trait of
human nature that mankind will pay
more for the pleasures of life than its

nece.ssities, and to this unvarying fac-

tor ma>- be attributed the uniform

highly profitable returns from all of
these enterpri.ses ;

and surely lio purer
and more l:)eneficial recreations can be
conceived of than tho.se provided for

in this manner. It appeals at once to

the taste and the imagination of the

great number of cultivated travelers,
the true arti.st, the geologist, the botan-

i.st, and above all, to the astronomer.
It is well known to European tourists

that the hotels on Rigi Kulm and Mt.
Pilatus are among the most elaborate
hostelries in Europe. They would
not be thus equipped but for the

extraordinary patronage they enjoy
during their brief season.

A corresponding enterprise, devoted
to the comfort of tourist travel on sea,
are tlie elegantly constructed steamers,
a small fleet of which ply annually
between the coast of Norway and
London and Hull, England.
For three months the traffic is very

heavy across the North Sea. That it

is a profitable one, is readily seen from
the quality of accommodations fur-

nished. There is no finer etjuipped
steamboat service in Europe.

Los Angeles and Pasadena are the

geographical and social centers of a

tourist region that is rapidly becoming
to the North American Continent all

and far more, than Switzerland ever
has been to Europe at large. The
Swiss summer season is confined
within the limits of three months :

this is the brief time within which the

heavy dividends of the roads are
earned. vSouthern California, on the
other hand, enjoys five months of an
ideal .spring sea.sou, lasting from Jan-
uary to the close of May : months in

which days succeed each other so per-
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feet that some future Lowell of Cali-

fornia will ask :

" What is as rare as

a day in Fcbruar}- ?
' '

The bulk of the hundred thousand
travelers that come here to these val-

leys to enjoy those very days, will no
more leave the coast without takinj^ a

journey up into the Sierra Madre
Mountains that they see beckoning
them from all directions, than the

vSwiss tourist will omit a trip np the

Rigi Kulm or Mt. Pilalus. lint the

winter settles down on those Alpine
summits and all is quiet till another

June. Note the contrast—our vSouthern

California winter is a prolonged spring,
the most perfect perliai)S vouchsafed
the world anywhere. Then the sum-
mer opens. The resident Californians

do not find it necessary to go else-

where for the summer season
;

the

.seashore or the mountain in\ites him
in close proximity to his regular pur-
suit and interests. There are tvv^o

hundred thousand of these residents

as already .stated, than which none

appreciate the charm of mountains
more than they. They can be relied

on as permanent patrons of this rail-

road. The easy means of connnuni-
cations will vuidoubtedly lead to the

erection of numerous private cottages
in the hotel grounds, more especiall}^

})erliaps, of the Kcho Mountain House
on the part of Los Angeles and Pasa-

dena business men. It will be seen

that this railroad entcrpri.se differs

from the European and American
touri.st mountain roads in the a//

/mporfa ?i i particxilav of being open the

year through. The direct and indi-

rect advantages that accrue to any
region frequented by wealthy tourists

in great number, are too obvious to be

enlarged on. Insbruk, Tyrol, Lucern,
and Interlaken, vSwitzerland, Nice,
and other tourist centers prove this

beyond controvers}-.
So important indeed are these

interests that several governments of

Europe have created special bureaus,
that make the tourist travel their

.special business with a view of foster-

ing and increasing the .'^ame.

The high renown enjoyed by Eos

Angeles and Pasadena as the most
attractive winter resorts on the Con-

tinent, will be equaled and duplicated
by their reputation as summer resorts,

through the establishment of this

mountain railroad.

The Eick Ob.ser\-atory, perched on
the summit of Mt. Hamilton, has

proved a most valuable accessory to

the renown and business interest of

vSan Jose. The Harvard Olxservatory
that will be erected adjacent to the
terminus of this road, will do as much
iiud more for these two sister cities.

More than anything that has occurred
since this plateau was endowed with
its climate and scenery, will it tend to

draw here a .scholarly and wealthy
class of residents. Harvard's sons
are numerous and will come here to

see what their old Ahfia JMater is

about.

The first section of this road it is con-

fidentl}' expected will be completed to

the Ivcho Moiuitain House by the

early autumn
; ex'ery effort is being

put forward to advance the work. A
large force of men are employed on
the preparation of the grade. The
iron, cables, etc., are contracted for

and will be put in their places as soon
as completed.
The construction of the .second, or

Electrical Mountain Railroad division

from Echo Mcmntain Hou.se to the

summit, will follow the completion of

the cable without delay.
The journey from Echo Mountain

House to Summit Hotel can be ac-

complished in forty-five minutes.

Arriving there, one may, without

stepping aside from the paths made
around the house and the adjacent

premises, have the privileges to view
scenes that many pronounced equal,
and others superior, to anything that

the Yosemite Valley has to offer.

The most impressive and picturesque
canons in these mountain ranges open
out before the beholder, in their entire

dimensions, like .so many ante-cham-
bers of the hidden wealth of the
Mountain Monarch. The Arrovo
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Seco, the Grand Caiaou, Eatou and

San Gabriel Canons are all in plain

view, and the visitor may well say
that he commands the impossible, for

he can enjoy a sleigh ride at Christ-

mas, pick strawberries and oranges,
and bask in the Pacific, all in one
forenoon—suggestive of the possibili-
ties of the Golden State.

It is confidently believed that no
other journey on the globe of less than
an hour's duration, will equal the one

indicated in these pages, in the diver-

sity and delicac}^ of exquisite land-

scape effects thrown directly against
the background of majestic and rugged
mountain scenery. Again the whole
scene is brought into the closest human
touch, by being on one side the theatre

of the most authentic traditions and

charming romances of the whole
Pacific Coast ; while, on the other

hand, it also furnishes the ideal point

of vantage for the latest and most con-
summate triumphs of scientific acu-
men

;
i. c, the geographical and

mathematical explorations of the

planets, and perhaps the making of

charts as well, by which some future

navigator of the clouds will direct his
course in the upper spheres.
To the real artists of our land, who

desire to identify their future name
and fame with this veritable Italy
under the stars and stripes, no nobler

opportunity was ever offered. Re-
lieved from needless fatigue and

exposure, surrounded with all the com-
forts of a first-class hotel, and scarcely

needing to step off from the verandas,
he has before him in a perfect epitome,
all the landscape grandeur, as well as

atmospheric effects, that has immor-
talized valley and mountain on the

great Mediterranean peninsula on
canvas.

,
' <» -^_ >~
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THE SCHOOLS OF SAN FRANCISCO

BY FRED H. HACKICTT

THERK
is no other city in the Union

that contributes more liberally to

tlic support of the Free Public

School System, in which all true Amer-
ican citizens feel a pardonable pride,
than San Francisco. The standard of

scholarship is higher here than it is in

the Fast, and teachers receive better

salaries. The highest average salary
is paid to teachers, at the greatest
cost per pupil. The maximum, animal

salary of primary school teachers in

San Francisco is nine hundred and

sixty dollars
;
in New York, nine

hundred dollars, and in Boston, eight
hundred and sixteen dollars. The
total expenditure per pupil, in average
daily attendance, is twenty-nine dollars

and thirty-two cents, in San Francisco;

twenty-eight dollars and .seventy cents,

in Chicago ; twenty-eight dollars and

twenty-three cents, in Boston, and
thirteen dollars and seventy-four cents—the lowest—in Philadelphia.

In scholar.ship and general profes-
sional ability, the San Franci-sco

teachers are fully equal to their asso-

ciates in the Fast, but the political

sj'stem, under which they are ap-

pointed by partisan and oftentimes

unscrupulous Boards of Education,
is detrimental to the Department of

Education.
For the fiscal year ending June

30th, 1 891, the total receipts of the

San Francisco School Department were
one million and fifty-three thousand,
six hundred and nine dollars and

seventy-nine cents, of which sum five

hundred and .seventy-six thousand
seven hundred and sixty-six dollars and

forty-seven cents came from the state,

and four hundred and .seventy thousand
three hundred and forty-nine dollars

and thirty-nine cents from the city.

The sum expended in payment of

teachers' salaries was seven hundred

and .seventy thousand five hundred and

fort^'-eight dollars and eighty-nine
cents

;
of janitors' salaries, forty-seven

thousand three hundred and fifty-two
dollars and eighty-five cents

;
of .shop

salaries, .seven thousand nine hun-
dred and two dollars and sixty-five
cents ; and of office salaries six

thousand six hundred and ninety-
.seven dollars. There were in the

employ of the Public School De-

partment, last August, seventy-four

principals, twenty-four vice-principals
and .seven hundred and eighty-one
assistants, making a total of eight
hundred and seventy-nine teachers.

The schools have an average daily at-

tendance of thirty-one thousand eight
hundred and nine, and a total enroll-

ment of forty-three thousand six

hundred and twenty-six pupils. The
school census, children, between the

ages of five and seventeen years, num-
bered last year, sixty-two thousand
four hundred and fifty-six. There
were -seventy-three schools and the

property of the Department was valued
at four million seven hundred and

ninet3--eight thousand, four hundred
and twenty-seven dollars.

Sevent>'-seven buildings were occu-

pied as schools, of which number ten

were rented and the remaining sixty-
seven (six brick and sixty-one wooden)
owned by the Department. The growth
of our schools is continuous and each

succeeding year witnesses an increase

in the roll of teachers and pupils.
The expenses also grow proportion-
ately greater and the estimate of the
Finance Committee of the Board of

Education for the ensuing fi.scal year
calls for eight hundred and thirty-five
thousand seven hundred dollars for

teachers' salaries, forty-eight thousand
one hundred dollars for janitors, eight
thousand two hundred and eighty

2S1
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dollars for shop and seven thousand
six hundred and twenty dollars for

office salaries.

The schools are classified as pri-

mary, grammar, evening, commercial
and high schools, and in their organ-
ization and courses of study are simi-

lar to the schools of Boston and

Chicago. They aim at the moral,
intellectual and physical education of

two years, but the Superintendent's
term is for four years and he is em-

powered to appoint a Deputy Super-
intendent and a Secretary. Directors
F. A. Hyde, the President, E. E.

Ames, Max Brooks, J. H. Culver, S.

E. Dutton, John J. Dunn, Dr. C. W.
Decker, John I. Sabin, Daniel Sewell,
Frank J. French, Thomas P, Wood-
ward and Geo. \V. Pennington con-

Superintendent John Swett

pupils, who are thus prepared for the

duties of citizenship and practical life.

Teachers can be degraded or dismissed

only for incompetency, immorality,
or improfessional conduct, and in con-

sequence hold, virtually, in their places
a life tenure.

The schools are governed by a

Board of Fklucation (consisting of

twelve Dircctors)and a Superintendent.
The School Directors are elected everv

stitute the present Board of Education.

E. E. Ames is chairman of the Innance

Committee, Max Brooks of the Classi-

fication Committee, Frank J. French
of the Connnittce on Qualifications of

Teachers, John J. Dnnii of the Build-

ings and Grounds Committee, Dr. C.

VV. Decker of the Salaries Conunittee,

vS. E. Dutton of the Supplies Com-
mittee, John I. vSabin of the Rules

Committee, Thomas P. Woodward



Joseph O'Connor, ^ James G. KenneJv.
Vrincipal oi the Horace ISIann School rrincipal of Franklin Grammar School

Sallie A. Riffhtmire.
Principal of Kmerson Primary

James T. Hamilton .Wr. A. L. Mann
Principal of the Lincoln Grammar School Principal of Denman Grammar Schooi
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of the Judiciar}- Committee, Daniel

Sewell of the Printing Committee, J.

H. Culver of the Msiting Committee,
and George \V. Pennington of the

Janitors' Committee.
The CitN' Board of Examination,

possesses the exclusive power to ex-

amine applicants and grant teachers'

certificates.

J. G. Carr is the head carpenter of

the Department, and C. F. Metzner
the storekeeper.

F. A. Hyde. I'rcsiJciit Board of bducation

composed of vSuperintcndent vSwett,

Chairman, Miss vS. A. Rightmire.
Miss Bessie Dixon and Messrs. T. I v.

Kennedy and R. I). Faulkner, is an

adjunct to the Board of lulucation, hut

I'. A. Hyde, the President of the
Board of Education, is forty-four
years of age and a native of New
York. For the pa.st twenty-six years,
he has been a resident of San T'ran-



Frank- A\orton.

Principal ol ISoys' lliijli School

A. H. MacDonaUI. Elisha Brooks.
I'nncipal of Lincoln Evening School I'riiicipal of Girls' High School

W. N. Bush, Miss Laura T. Fowler.
rniicipal o! Commercial School Principal of Normal Department of Girls' High School
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cisco. He is a land lawyer, in which
business he has been activeh' engaged
ever since his arrival in this city. In

January, 1891, Mr. Hyde took his

seat as a member of the Board of

Education, and in October, upon the

resignation of John I. Sabin, he was
elected President. From the time

of his connection with the Depart-
ment, ]\Ir. Hyde has exhibited a

being a mem1)er of the Pacific-Union,

Bohemian, and Union League Clubs.

A graceful speaker and an able par-
liamentarian, his administration has
been characterized by a spirit of

invariable dignity and honesty.
John Swett, the Superintendent of

Sciiools, is a veteran educator, who is

loved and respected by thousands of

teachers and former pupils. For

Albert Lyser. F^rincipal John Swett Grammar School

lively interest in the work and prog-
ress of our public schools, and b\-

familiarizing him.self with the various

educational and business details of the

Department, and conscientiously dis-

charging hisdut\-, he has succeeded in

winning the confidence of the teachers

and the approval of his a.s.sociates. He
is a man of exceptionally pleasing man-
ners, refined tastes and a social nature,

nian\- long years, he has been closely
identified with the pnblic .schools of

this city and slate. He is sixty-two
years of age and a native of Pittsfield,

New Hampshire'. In 1S52, he came
to California, and after a brief mining
experience, accepted an apj)ointment
as teacher in llie Rincon scliool,

which was Urii held in a shanty at

tlie corner of lM)lsoin and iMrst streets.



Dr. C. W. Decker,

Chairman oi tlie Salaries CoiiuiiitLcc

Jno. .1. Dunn.
Cliairntan ot llic lluiUliiigs and (iroiiiuls Comiiiittcc
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and had but forty pupils enrolled.

The school was removed in 1S54 to a

leased building in Hampton Place,

where it was contiinied until 1S61,

when the enrollment having increased

to eight hundred, it was again

changed to its present home in Silver

street. In 1862, Mr. Swett resigned
as principal of the Rincon school, and

was elected vState vSuperintendent of

Public Instruction, the term being
for but one year ;

he was re-elected in

-Mr. vSwett there remained until 1876.
lie was then elected principal of the
Girls' High School, where he con-

tinued for thirteen consecutive years,
until 1889, when he resigned and re-

tired to his country home in Martinez.
A year later, he was recalled from his

retirement and elected by an over-

whelming majority to the honorable
and responsible office which he now
holds.

Conscientious in hi.s attention to

A Recitation in Science in the John Swett Cirammar School

1863, this time for four j-ears. Dur-

ing his term he drafted what is now,

virtually, the school law of California.

In 1868, he succeeded James Denman
as principal of the Denman Grammar
School, corner of Bush and Taylor
streets, and in 1871 was ai)])ointed

Deputy vSuiierintendcnt of Schools
under vSuperintendent J. H. Widber,
who is now City Treasurer. Resum
ing, in 1873, the principalship of the

Denman school, Mr. Denman having
been elected Superintendent of Schools,

duty and surprisingly active for a man
of his years, with a reputation for

stainless integrity, Mr. Swett may
reflect with pride upon his long career

and public .services in the cau.se of

education. Madi.son Babcock, the

Deputy vSuiK-rintendent of vSchools, is

an experienced educator, who cor-

dially seconds the administration of

his superior. Mr. Babcock resigned
as ])rincipal of the Sacramento High
vSchool to accept an appointment as

Deputy under James W. Anderson,
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who was then the Superintendent.

Upon the accession of Superintendent
Swett, in January, 1890, he retained

Mr. Babcock.

George Beanston, the vSecretary of

the Board of Education, is forty-seven

years of age and a native of Scotkmd.
He has resided in vSan Francisco ever

since July, 1853. In January, 1863,
he was employed in the office of the

Secretar}' of the Board of Education

In January, 1887, he was appointed
Secretary l)y Superintendent J. W.
Anderson and was continued in office

1)>' Superintendent Swett upon his ac-

cession in January, 1891.

Long experience has given Mr.
IJeanston a familiarity with the nu-
merous and complicated details of the

Department. An expert accountant,
a zealous custodian of the records,
and ever courteous to all witli whom

A ['rimarv Clnss Room

in the capacity of office boy. He was
soon promoted to a clerkshi]^ and
in October, 1868 was a]-)pointed

Secretary by Superintendent Denmau.
In January, 1883, during the incum-

bency of vSuperintendent A. J. Moul-

der, he was succeeded by J. T.

McGeoghagan and for two years was

engaged in commercial business. He
re-entered the Department in Janu-
ary, T885, l)eing elected by the Board
of liducation as an Assistant SecretarN-.

he comes in contact, Mr. Beanston's

administration has been satisfactory,

alike to his superiors and the public.
He is ably assisted by George W.

Wade and I. J. Aschlieim, Assi.stant

Secretaries ; Iv 15. Bullock, book-

keeper ; Miss M. 1<\ Cusick, ste-

nographer ; and iM'auk W. Yale,

messenger.
There are now in the Department

three high schools; viz.: the Boys'
'

High School, the Girls' High School
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and the Cogswell Mission High
School. The grammar schools feed

them and their graduates are admit-

ted either to the Unix'ersity of Cali-

fornia or the Iceland Stanford Jr.

University, without examination.
For several mouths past, since the

resignation of Mrs. Mary W. Kincaid,
the Girls' High vSchool has been with-

out a principal, but in May last Hlislia

Brooks, principal of the Cogswell, was
elected b}' the Board of Hdtication to

fill the vacancy. He will assvune the

duties of his new position at the open-
ing of the next term, Jtily nth, 1892.

Then, the Cogswell, the lease having
expired, will be abandoned by the

Department and revert to the control

of the P,oard of Trustees. The Boys'

High School is, in a strict .sense, mis-

named, since the principle of co-edu-

cation there prevails, and it has

enrolled almost as many girls as boys.
Near the clo.se of 1889 the building

occupied by the Girls' High School,

at the corner of Bush and Hvde
streets, was burned. The sttidents

since then have been accoi:imodated

in one building or another, but have
been without any suitable or perma-
nent home. It will not be for long,

however, as the handsome and com-
modious three-story brick building,
in Scott street, between Geary and

O'Farrell .streets, will soon be com-

pleted. The cost is estimated at one

hundred and fort)' thousand dollars.

It will contain an as.sembly hall, a

library, recitation, .science and art

rooms and chemical and physical la-

boratories, besides twelve class rooms.

Five hundred .students can easily be

accommodated. The equipments will

be complete and the building will be

the finest in the Department.
For its high grade of scholarship,

advanced methods of in.struction and

thoroughness, the Boys' High School
holds a prominent place among the

secondary .schools of the state. The
aim of its course of sttid^- is officially

declared to be "
to prepare our pujiils

for active life, teach them .self-control,

train their judgment, inculcate in them

good business habits, give them cul-

ture and refinement and make them
useful and intelligent citizens."

There are three parallel courses, each

leading to a diploma and each three

>ears long. The cla.ssical course

compri.ses Latin, Greek, English,
history, mathematics and drawing.
The Latin-scientific course is like

the classical, except that physics and

chemistry are .substituted for Greek
and an increased degree of study is

recpiired in linglish. The .scientific

course differs from the Latin-seientific

in that additional .sciences, mathe-

matics, Knglish and drawing are re-

(juired in place of Latin. German or

French, or ])erhaps both, will prob-
abh- soon be added to the scientific

course. The .senior year, in all cour.ses,

will contain, besides equivalent, op-
tional studies in Cierman. French and
selections from other courses. This

liljeralit}- of choice gives the .students

greater freedom in choosing their uni-

versity cour.ses than is enjoyed by the

students in any other .secondary
school devoting an equal time to the

.studies taught. The enrollment of

the Boys' High School includes three

hundred and twent\-five boys and
two hundred girls.

Frank Morton, the principal, is a

graduate of Dartmouth, class of 1880.

He began to teach in the East and
has been in his })resent position since

the resignation of James K. Wilson in

1888. Professor Morton wrote the

arithmetic in the California State

Series. He is a geiitleman of schol-

arly tastes and acquirements and an
excellent disciplinarian. Under his

admini.stration, the Boys' High School
has been a gratifying .success.

A. K. Kellogg is the vice-j^rincipal.
He is also at the head of the English
Department. A graduate from the

University of Iowa, with twenty
years' experience in teaching, he is

ranked as an exceptionally able edu-

cator. Formerly he was vice-princi-

pal of the Oakland High School and
has also been Superintendent of Schools
of Mono Countv.
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At the head of the Mathematical

Department is J. L. Crittenden, a

graduate of the University of Cali-

fornia and the Hasting' s Law College.
His experience as a teacher covers a

period of some seventeen \-ears, he

having taught successfully in the

schools of Sacramento, Oakland and
San Jose. He has been in the Boys'

High vSchool since 1888.

C. M. Walker, who is at the head of

the Classical Department, reads Greek
and Latin with as

much facility as he
does English. He
is a graduate of

Bowdoin, class of

1873. For sixteen

3-ears. (1873-1889)
he was principal of

the Oak Mound
(preparator>- )

School for boys at

Napa, where he
was also County
Superintendent of

Schools for a term
of three years. He
has held his posi-
tion in the Boys'

High School for

the past three years
to the full sati.sfac-

tion of the principal
and the students.

The Science De-

partment is presid-
ed over by A. T.

Winn, a Harvard

graduate, class of

1859, who has been connected with

the I'lOys' High vSchool for the ]iast

twenty-five years.
F. H. Clark is at the head of the

Hi.story Department. He graduated
from the University of California in

1882 and in 1S86 took the degree of

A. M. For three years past, he has

l)een in the Boys' High vSchool. lu)rm-

erly he was i)rincipal of the Los

Angeles High vSchool.

Miss Lillie J. Martin, the vice-

principal of the Girls' High vSchool,

is also at tlie head of the Science

is a graduate of

A\rs, .\'. R. Craven, Princip;il Missicm Orainmar School

Department. She
Vassar College.

Miss Fidelia Jewett is at the head of

the ]\Lithematical Department, Miss
Helen j\L Thompson of the English
Department, Mrs. Mary Prag of the

History Department and Miss Cathe-
rine Wilson of the Classical Depart-
ment. The enrollment is about five

hundred.
A leading feature of the Girls'

High School is its Normal Department
ably presided over

by Miss Laura T.
Fowler. She is a

pioneer teacher
having been in the

continuous service

of the Public School

Department for the

past thirty years.
A graduate ofPack-
er College, New
York, she came to

California in 1862,
since when she has

arduously devoted
herselftohercho.sen

profession. Enter-

ing the Lincoln
Grammar vSchool as

an assi.stant, she
was promoted to be
vice -

principal o f

the Cosmopolitan
School, just then
established. At a

later date, she be-

came vice-principal
of the Horace

Mann, (then called the Valencia)
Grammar vSchool. Subseciuentlv, she
made an excellent record as principal
of the Mission Grammar School. At
the exj^iration of ten years, she was
elected l)y the Board of Ivducation as

Ins])ectress of Schools, a post re([uiring
botli tact and ability. Miss Fowler
was fully e([Uid to the occasion and at

the end of si.x years' conscientious ser-

vice, she had won fresh laurels. For
tlie ])asl three years, she has been in

her ]')resent resjionsible position as

jirincipal of the Normal Department
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of the Girls' High School, llcr es-

pecial duty is to prepare students for

the profession of teaching, a task for

which she is well (qualified.

The Cogswell Polytechnic College
was not designed to teach trades but to

give the boys and girls of California

a practical training in the mechanical
and industrial arts. It was leased jjy

the Board of Trustees, in August,
1889, for three years, to the Public

School Department, since which time
it has been styled the Cogswell Mis-

sion High School. The cour.se of

study extends through three years
and graduates are awarded diplomas,
which will admit them either to the

University of California or to the

lycland Stanford Jr. University. The
carpenter shop, the blacksmith shop
and the art department are leading
features of the gchool. In the carpen-
ter shop students are instructed in wood

turning, etc. They are supplied with

complete sets of tools and the shop is

equipped wdth lorty work benches and

forty lathes, the machinery being
operated by a forty-five horse-power
engine. The blacksmith shop contains

thirty-five forges and anvils, sledge
hammers, etc., and is similarly oper-

ated, every pains being taken to make
the instruction practical. Clay mod-

eling and wood carving are taught in

the art department which is intended

especially for the benefit of girls.

Designs for the ornamentation of wall

paper, etc., and the modeling of busts

from life receive special attention. At
the Mechanics' Fair of 1S91, the

Cogswell students were awarded sev-

eral diplomas and medals. The en-

rollment averages three hundred.

Elislia Brooks, the principal, has
had a varied experience, and may
truthfully be termed a self-educated

man. He is fifty-one years of age
and a native of !NIichigan. When a

boy, he came across the plains to

California, and before he was of age
had served his time as miner, former,
teamster and hunter. His early edu-
cation was obtained in the common
schools. He began teaching at Enter-

Vol. II— 19

pri.se, a mining town on Feather
river. In 1864, he enlisted in the

ICighth California Infantry, was com-
missicMicda lieutenant in a few months
and, in October, 1S65, was mustered
out. After the war, he taught mathe-
matics and science for .seven years in

the Urban Academy of this city. He
was elected in July, 1S75, as vice-

principal of the Washington Grammar
School. Four years later, he was
cho.sen principal of the PVanklin
Grammar School, where he remained
until July, 1891, when he resigned to

enter the Cogswell. Mr. Brooks was
treasurer of the California Academy of

Sciences for nineteen years. Botany
is his pet study. He is a member of

the George H. Thomas Post of the
Grand Army of the Republic. His
history proves him to be an able edu-
cator and disciplinarian.
The Commercial School was estab-

lished in 1884, and its success, if

measured by its popularity, was
immediate. In the course of study,
which extends over a period of

two years, are included book-keeping,
business arithmetic, phonography,
typewriting, business correspondence,
commercial law, etc. Special atten-

tion is also given to English civil gov-
ernment and to practice in debate.

The several departments of the school
are classified under the terms of

Mathematics, Commercial Law, Eng-
lish, Business Correspondence and

Book-keeping. The maximum enroll-

ment in the history of the school was
reached during the past year, when it

numbered nearly fi\-e hundred stu-

dents.

Walter X. Bush, the principal, was
born in 1S57, at Fall River, Mass.
He graduated from Harvard in the
class of 1 882. His specialty is math-
ematics, which he formerly taught in

the BoN's' High School. Mr. Bush is

ably seconded by the following corps
of teachers : Chas. H. Ham, William
White, C. H. Murphy, R. H. Web-
ster, Peitro Espino, Misses E. Rich-
ards, H. E. Radcmaker, K. C. Fav,
M. G. Salcido, M. T. Conway, t.
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M. White, E. Sewell, I. Garbarino
and B. Durkee.
A few only of the representative

Grammar schools, which rank next
below the High schools, need to be

noticed in detail. These may be taken

as typical of their class.

The old and popular Lincoln Gram-
mar School in Fifth street was estab-

lished in 1864. Ira G. Hoitt,

ex-State Superintendent of Public

Instruction, was its first principal.
He was followed by Dr. Luckey, B.

James T. Hamilton has spent six-

teen years of his life in the Lincoln
School, having served ten years as

vice-principal and six j-ears as prin-

cipal. He was educated in the public
schools of Ohio, his native state.

Prior to coming to San Franci-sco, he

taught four years in the San Jo.se In-

stitute and six months in Mayfield.
Mr. Hamilton is a modest, reserved

gentleman, noted alike for his uniform

courtesy and his executive ability.
Messrs. W. A. Leggett and R. D.

Girls' Hitrh School

Marks, James K. Wilson and James
T. Hamilton. It is a .school exclu-

sively for l)oys, of whom one thousand
three hundred have been enrolled this

j^ear. The Lincoln has a medal fund

of three thousand dollars, the interest

of which exceeds the annual co.st of

the medals. Twenty medals are

awarded each j^ear to graduates for

meritorious conduct and .scholarshi]).

The school is well ecjuipped and dis-

ciplined and has the largest attend-

ance of any in the city.

I'"aulkncr arc the vice-principals of
the Lincoln. Mrs. McKown, Mrs.

Palmer, Misses Clark, Shea, Jacobs,

Hurley. Stoddard, Ivlder, MicheLson,
Mrs. Chalmers, Simon, Misses Sleator,

l)\\\er, Martin, Wade, Wooll, Grimm,
Laiigley, Hill and Haas are the
teachers.

The Horace Mann (formerlj^ the

\'alencia) Grammar School, bears a

deservedly higli reputation for scholar-

.ship and discipline.
Its principal, Jo.seph O'Connor, is
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a pillar of our Sail Francisco Schools.

Beginning a course of training as a

paid monitor in the Irish National

Schools, when a boy of but thirteen

years of age, he has been busily en-

gaged in educational pursuits ever

since, a period of some thirty-five

years. He is a graduate of the Nor-
mal Training College of Duljlin and
entered the Department of San I'ran-

cisco in 186S, as teacher of the first suc-

cessful commercial class in the Kvening
School. In March, 1869, he was

promoted to be vice-principal of the

Spring Valley Grammar School and in

December, 1874, was cho.sen principal
of the Washington Grammar. Re-

signing in 1S83, he Avas appointed
Deputy Superintendent of vSchools l)y

Superintendent A. J. Moulder. He
has been principal of the Horace IMann
since January, 1887. During the

several years that he was connected
with the Evening Schools, he estab-

lished in them excellent discipline and

intelligent classification. He was on
the City Board of I^xamination some
ten years, during which time he was
instrumental in exposing and eradicat-

ing the notorious frauds then practiced
in the sale of examination questions to

applicants for teachers' certificates.

Wliile Deputy Superintendent, he was
the author of a strong course of stud}',

containing special instructions to teach-

ers on methods. His official reports to

the Boards of Education were also

notable for their ability and complete-
ness. He was president, in 1884, of
the California vState Teachers' Asso-

ciation, and two years later was sent

East in connection with the annual
convention of the National Education-
al Association, held in this city in

June, 1888. Mr. O'Connor was on its

Executive Committee and directed

very successfully the details of the Ed-
ucational Exposition in the Mechanics'
Pavilion. As a lecturer at Teachers'

Institutes, he is in great demand.
Under the administration of President

Cleveland, his name was presented with
the highest Pacific Coast endorsements
for appointment as United States Com-

missioner (jf Education. He is a Free

Mason, a member of the Olympic
Athletic Club and Chairman of the

Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion of the Board of Tru.stees of the

Free Public Library.
The Horace Mann School has eigh-

teen classes and an enrollment of

nine hundred pupils. Special in.struc-

tion is given in physical culture, each

pupil having an hour a week for

I)racticcwith light Indian clubs, wands
or wooden dumb bells. The policy
of the school is to prepare pupils to

make their livings and to induce them
to become moral citizens and patriots.
Miss IMary E. Morrison and Miss
Carrie E. Beckwith are vice-principals
of the Ploracc Mann.
The John Swett Grammar School,

McAllister street, between Franklin
and Gough streets, has eighteen classes

and an enrollmeut during the past

year of over one thousand one hun-
dred. Its average daily attendance
is very high. There are no hobbies
in this school and its methods of in-

struction are uniform and modem.
All studies are presented objectively
and drawing is used as an auxilian,- in

the teaching of mathematics, science

and language. The programme is the
same in all classes and each subject
receives due attention. The school

is noted for the excellence of its lan-

guage work which has a high place in

the daily programme.
In each class room, may be seen a

cabinet of ores, woods, insects, etc.

The windows are occupied by flower-

pots, filled with growing plants which

give a healthful freshness to the atmos-

phere wliile the walls of the rooms are

adorned with pictures, many of them

designed and drawn by the pupils. In

language, concrete not abstract subjects
are treated and they are illustrated

with drawings . Narratives and de-

scriptions are recognized as the leading
features of composition.

Albert L^'ser, the principal, has
been a teacher in the San Francisco

School Department since 1S6S, and for

the past seven years has been principal
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of the John Swett Grammar School
which was named in honor of the

Superintendent and veteran educator.

In 1877, Mr. I^yser founded W\^ Pacific
SchoolJournal which he edited for ten

years. He was graduated from the

State Normal School in 1866, and be-

gan his educational career as principal
of the Los Gatos School in January,
1 867 . In June of the succeeding year,
he was a teacher in San Francisco and
at a later date became the principal of

the South San Francisco School,
whence he was promoted to his present

position. IMr. Lyser is a linguist who
speaks F'rench and German fluently,

a versatile magazine writer, a popular
educational lecturer and a classical

scholar.

The Denman Grammar School,
with its fifteen classes and an average
enrollment of over eight hundred

pupils, is for girls exchisively. Its

location is in the substantial brick

building at the corner of Bush and

Taylor streets, and it takes its name
from James Denman, the pioneer edu-

cator. Special pains are taken in the

teaching of penmanship, drawing, Del

Sarte exercises and similar accomplish-
ments, in which cultured girls ought
to excel. The graduates this past

year numbered about one hundred

girls, twenty-eight of whom received

the Denman medals.

A. L. Mann, the principal, is a

native of Ma.ssachusetts. Immediatel\-

after graduating from the Middlebury
College, Vermont, he came to Califor-

nia, and in 1863, 1)ecame \-ice-princi-

pal of the Marysville Grammar School.

Since that time, he has been principal
of the East Oakland Grammar vSchool,

and in January, 1866, he entered the

Boys' High School of vSan Franci.sco,

and for nearly twenty years was at the

head of its Classical Department. In

1878 and '79, he was City Superin-
tendent of Schools. When Mr. Den-
man resigned in iSSS, Mr. Maim was
elected to succeed him as principal of

the Denman vSchool, which ])lacL' \w lias

held ever since. He is one of lIiu lj>)ard

of Trustees of the Free Public Librar\-

and is well known as a contributor to

educational magazines and as a lecturer

on school topics. The vice-principal
of the Denman is Mrs. E. M. Baum-
gardner.
The Mission Grammar School

located in Mission street, between
Fifteenth and Sixteenth streets, with
its fourteen classes and seven hundred

pupils, is a representative school.

The teachers are all wide awake and
follow objective methods.
The principal, Mrs. N. R. Craven,

is a Normal School graduate, and a

conscientious student of advanced
methods. She pos.sesses rare, execu-
tive ability and bears a deservedly

high reputation in educational circles.

By her teachers she is well liked and

respected. Formerh- she was an
active member of the City Board of

Examination, in which capacity she
did good .service to her associate lady
teachers. Mrs. Craven was, for four

years, principal of the L,e Conte Pri-

mary School, and for the past ten

years has presided efficiently over the

Mission Grammar. She is a liberal-

minded, diplomatic lady, and in everj-
sense of the word, a worthy represen-
tative of our San Francisco teachers.

Miss Nellie F. Sullivan, the vice-prin-

cipal, possesses exceptional talent in

music, an accomplishment in which
the students of the school excel.

The eighteen teachers of the Frank-
lin Grammar vSchool in Eighth .street,

near Bryant, are expected to use, .so

far as j^ossible, the creative method.
This method involves first, the object
illustrative of the idea ; second, its

perception ; third, its conception, and

fourth, its original expression. It

may be applied to all the subjects

taught in language, mathematics,
.science and morals, and gives the best

results of the be.st teaching ; viz.,

original thought and original ex-

])re'<sion.

James G. Kennedy, the principal
of the Franklin, is an experienced and
successful schoolman and one of the

best exponents of advanced methods
in the San hVancisco School Depart-
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ment. He is forty-niue years of age,
a native of Illinois, and in 1852, came
across the plains to California, with
an ox team, like his predecessor,
Klisha Brooks. An undergraduate of

Santa Clara College, he has taught at

various times in all grades from the

receiving class to the senior class of

the High School inclusive. The
schools of San Jose and Santa Clara

County attained a high degree of

proficiency under his able administra-

tion as Superintendent. Since he
entered the San Francisco School

Department, Mr. Kennedy has been
an active and enthusiastic advocate of

the "New Education." As Head
Inspecting Teacher, during the ad-

ministration of Superintendent Ander-

son, he was instrumental in raising
the scholastic standard of the San
Francisco schools, into which he
introduced many new and improved
methods of teaching. Mr. Kennedy
planned, organized and conducted

successfully, the Cogswell Polytechnic

College, from which he voluntarily

resigned to enter the Franklin. His

vice-principals are vSelden Sturges and
Miss Mac Donald.
The Broadway Grammar School,

in common with the Denman and the

Rincon, is a girls' school. It has
fifteen classes and an enrollment of

eight hundred. In its character it is

very cosmopolitan and makes a spe-

cialty of teaching foreigners to speak
and write Englisla.

Miss Jean Parker, the principal, has
been in the service of the vSchool De-

partment since 1 866 continuously.
She is the only lady who has ever

officiated as vice-principal of a boys'

grammar school, she formerly having
held that position in the Washington.
During the administration of Superin-
tendent Anderson, she .served on the

City Board of Examination. She has
held her present ]:)Osition for the past
twelve years and is recognized as an
educator of rare a])ility and modern
ideas. Miss A. T. Campbell is the vice-

principal and Mi.sses Hasvvell, Ship-
man, Dohert>-, Hitchcock, Gold.smith,

McCorkell, Hart, Regan, Wade,
Beardslcy, Bradbury, Campbell,
Heath and Mrs. Kelly are the teachers.

The Clement Grammar School has
an average enrollment of nine hundred

pupils, divided into sixteen classes.

It is essentially a Californian school,
with Californian teachers and Cali-

fornian ideas.

Miss Mary E. Callahan, the prin-

cipal, is a graduate of the San
Francisco Normal Department of the
Girls' High School and a native

daughter. Immediately after gradu-
ating, she entered the Clement

School, named in honor of the

Ex - Director Joseph Clement, and
for the past five years has been its

principal. Her vice-principal is Miss
S. H. Earle and nearly all of the

assistants are ladies who were either

born or educated in California. Fol-

lowing is a list of their names : Miss

Kelly, Miss McFarland, Miss Bigelow,
Miss Fisher, Miss Eewis, Miss ]\Iande-

ville. Miss Simms, IVIrs. Owen, Miss

Crowley, Miss Corbell, Miss Barry,
Miss Julia Eewis, Miss Goldsmith,
Miss Reynolds and Miss Eittle.

The South Cosmopolitan Grammar
School, in Eddy street, has about

eight hundred pupils studying Ger-
man and one hundred studying
French. There are twenty classes

and an average enrollment of one
thousand.

Adolpli Herb.st, the principal, re-

ceived a university education in Ger-

many. He studied philology, ancient

and modern, and having taught for

some years in Australia, came to San
Franci.sco, and, after .serving two

years as an assi.stant in the Boys'

High School, was appointed to the

position which he now holds, in De-

cember, 187 1. Mr. E. M. Shuck and
Miss K. F. McColgan are the vice-

principals under Professor Herb.st.

I-'reiich and German are also

taught at the North Cosmopolitan
Grammar School, in Filbert street.

It has twelve classes. Miss A. M.
Stincen is the principal and Mi.ss A.

J. Clark, vice-principal. The Hum-
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boldt Primary School, in Bush street,

Miss M. A. Castlehun, principal ;
and

the Cooper Primar}' School, in Green-
wich street, Mrs. C. R. Pechin prin-

cipal, serA'e as feeders for the South

Cosmopolitan and the North Cosmo-

politan, respectiv'ely.
The primary schools, while ranking

lowest in point of scholarship, are

still among the most important in the

system, since in them little children

receive their earliest and most vivid

impressions and the services of the

best teachers are required. A distinc-

tive feature of the Department is the

Chinese Primary School of two classes,

at 916 Clay street, presided over by
Miss Rose Thayer. Following are

brief, descriptive sketches of a few

representative schools.

The lyincoln Primary School, lo-

cated in the rear of the Lincoln Gram-
mar School, in Fifth street, has

eighteen classes and an average en-

rollment of nine hundred pupils.
Miss Agnes M. Manning, the prin-

cipal, began teaching in Chicago.
In January, 1865, she came to San
Francisco and was immediately made

principal of the Fairmount School.

She has presided successfully over her

present school since January, 1869.
Miss Manning is a lady of literary and
artistic tastes and culture. She

belongs to the Century Club and the

Pacific Coast Woman's Press Asso-
ciation. Following is a list of her

assistants, with whom she is deser-

vedly popular : Miss Roper, Miss

Provost, Miss L,yncli, Mrs. Shaw,
Miss Morse, Miss Schendel, Miss

Hunt, Mrs. Ilackett, Miss McCarthy,
Mrs. Hough, Miss Kraus, Miss

Smith, Miss Molloy, Miss Fredericks,
Miss Bendit, Mi.ss Hitchens, Mrs.
Melrose and Miss Wright.
The Whittier Primary School, Har-

rison street, near Fourth, has twenty
classes and an average enrollment of

one thousand girls and boys. It is a

progressive school and is under excel-

lent discipline.
Miss Emma Stincen, the principal,

is a graduate of the State Normal

School. Immediately after graduating
she entered the Whittier as an assistant

teacher, and a short time later became
its principal. Her assistants are
Misses Sprague, P'rontin and Shep-
heard, Mrs. Simon, Misses Hinds,
Hiester, Cove, Maccord, Kean,
Maloney, L,ewis, Kinney, Walsh,
Dolan, Ahern, Burk, Garrity,

McGorey, Lorigan and West.
The Emerson Primary School aims

at thoroughness in all branches of

instruction and pays special attention

to calisthenics in the yard, the fire

drill and singing, pupils being trained

to sing in a low, sweet tone of voice.

The seven hundred and fifty pupils
enrolled are divided into thirteen

classes, in charge of Misses Shaw,
Hill, Dennis, Anderson, Watson,
Hussey, Bannan, Meyer, Hobart,
Fairweather, Earle, Bates and Cotrel.

Miss Sallie A. Rightmire, the prin-

cipal, is a native of California, having
been born in Sacramento. She is a

graduate of the State Normal School,
and was elected a teacher in the San
Francisco School Department in 1870.
For ten years, she was an assistant in

the Lincoln Grammar School, and has
held her position as principal of the

Emerson since 1880. She is now
also a member of the City Board of

Examination. Miss Rightmire is a

popular and progressive lad}^, and her
school ranks with the best in the

Department.
Prior to the establishment of the

Lincoln Evening School, in 1868,

tuition was required from 3'oung men
ov'er eighteen j-ears of age.

' 'The result

of organizing a free, graded. Evening
School," says Superintendent Swett,

in a recent report to the Board of Edu-
cation,

' ' was an increase of the school

in six months from one class to sixteen

classes. Book-keeping and drawing
were soon introduced and since that

time the I^incoln ICvening School
has always been filled with pupils."
The total enrollment in the evening
.schools is two thousand two hundred
and twenty-two and the average

nightly attendance, one thousand six
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hundred and seventeen. The course
of study is simihir to that of the day
schools, the L,incohi and the Wash-
ington Schools being regularl}^ graded
with grades running from the first to

the eighth inclusive.

The lyincoln Kvening vSchool, with

thirty classes, has a total enrollment
of one thousand two hundred and

ninetj'-five of both sexes. There are

classes in Spanish, also in architec-

tural and mechanical drawing and five

ungraded, adult classes, composed
of men of foreign birth, who are

anxious to learn to speak and write

English.
A. H. MacDonald, the principal,

was edvicated in Nova Scotia, his

native country. Coming to this state

in 1S55 he learned the business of

civil engineering. His marriage was
the cause of his abandoning this voca-

tion. He was a high school principal
in Placerville and subsequently a

grammar school principal for nearly

eleven years in Sacramento, during
which time he was on the City Board
of Examination, also the State Board
of Examination. He came to this

city twelve years ago, and after teach-

ing for a time in the Lincoln Evening
School, he was appointed by Super-
intendent J. W. Taylor, in 1882, as

Deputy Superintendent of Schools.
For the past seven years, he has ably

presided over the destinies of the

Eincoln Evening School. Lawrence
Taaffe is his vice-principal.
The establishment in July, 1891, of

a Commercial Evening School, with a

cour.se of study comprising book-keep-
ing, penmanship, stenography and

typewriting, has greatly enlarged the

scope and usefulness of the system.
The school has an enrollment of some
three hundred and fifty students.

Isidore Eeszynsky, the principal, is

an expert accountant, who formerly
was principal of the Commercial (Day)
School.
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•' MY STUDIO AT MONTEREY

BY PAUL VANDYKE

IT

was the day before Christmas.
The snow had come early, and New
York was vainly fi^diling' a mighty

blizzard that had, without waniini;^,

come down from Manitol)a and the

glaciers of Alaska. How it blew and

raged ! The air was fdled with

javelins of ice
; snow)' wraiths, that

consorted in twos, threes and dozens,

swept by in fantastic shapes ;
now

forming a veil of white, now a wall of

snow suspended in mid-air
; again

breaking up, rent apart by the wind
to join forces and hurl themselves

against the devoted house. I cotild

hear the wind far up the street, com-

ing on with a w^eird, moaning soimd,

gathering strength, shrieking underthe

eaves, forcing snowdakes in at every
crevice, roaring down the chimney,
playing havoc with the sparks, buf-

fetted back by the flames, to go madly
on in its wild course. As the day
^rew apace, the storm increased,
the snow piled high, and the rasping
noise of car wheels grew fainter antl

fainter. The telegraph wires were as

big as cables
;
the trees had lost all

form, and New York was snowed
in.

On such a day I sat in the Lotus Club,

despondent. Ill health had followed

me, and in despair I was conning
guides of Bahama, the liermudas, :un\

the islands of the Spanish main when
a friend dropped in and there hap-
pened one of those simple things that

often change a man's entire career.

To me it turned out more than this.

"Just the man I want to see," he
said. "]\Irs.V

,

"
naming a wealthy

patron of art,
' ' has asked me to hunt

up an artist to go to California and
make some studies of the scenery at

Monterey, which is said to be one of

the most picturesque places on the

Pacific Coa.st."

"I can find you one," I replied.
" When do you want him to start?"

"At once," was the answer.
"

I am ready," I .said, much to my
friend's astonishment. An hour later I

left the lyOtus Club and waded through
the snow to my studio, and two days
later, when the snow-plow had
cleared the roads, I .started for

California. The blizzard and others

that had gone before had covered

every State, and for five or six days
we plowed through snow, seeing the

famous agricultural regions frozen

dead in the grasp of an Arctic winter.

One night a fellow traveler informed
me that I was about making one of the

most remarkable changes of my life—
that of passing from winter to summer
in a few hours, and he told the truth.

I went to bed in a snowstorm in the

Sierras, and as I looked out in the

morning, we were rushing down on
to the Pacific Slope, and flowers were

looking in the window. The efiect of

this transformation was singular, and
as we left the mountains farther and
farther behind, and plunged through
orchards, with trees green, as in

spring, where wild flowers cov-

ered the ground and made the

earth a crazy quilt of color. I was
more than astonished. I had heard
of California and its wealth of winter

verdure, but this sudden burst of

glory was more than I had dreamed
of. The half had not been told. I

tarried in San I-'ranci-sco to see its

wonders, the Golden Gate, China-

town, as real as China itself, the

evidences of thrift on every hand in

the metropolis of the West, and one

morning took the train on the Coast
Division of the Southern Pacific road

for Monterey, that lies on the ba}- of

that name one hundred miles or so

down the coast.

303
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One can scarcely describe, without

experiencing it, the sensations of a

man who one week ago was in the

heart of an Arctic blizzard, and w^ho
now was rushing down the California

Coast, between banks of flowers. The
trip, a favorite one for fashionable

San Franciscans, takes j^ou through
some of the most famous ranches of

the Golden State. Here is Palo Alto,

with its fine trees, and along to the

turning to the sea, catching the rich

saline odor as it comes strongly in.

Soon the scene changes ;
the mountains

are apparently left behind and sand
dunes appear, stretching along shore,
beaten into curious shapes by the
wind. Here wild flowers are in full

possession. Acres of lupines of a

delicate lilac extend away as far

as the eye can reach, presenting a

solid mass of color of inexpressible

' The famous El Monte, the Hotel of the Forest, that his made this charming- spot well known wherever the English
tongue is spoken

"

west mountains rising gradually
in gentle slopes, bringing out the

picturesque buildings of the great
University of vStanford in strong relief.

Town after town is pas.sed, fields of

grain, orchards, vineyards galore, the

Coast Range ever in .sight ;
now rising

in rugged peaks, now broken b}- deep
canons, or capped with stately red-

woods of gigantic proportions. Down
the Santa Clara Valley we go, finally

l)eauty. Now it is broken
;

the

lupine has met the forces of the

golden poppy, and is demoralized.
The field is cosmopolitan ; groups
of larkspurs, mas.ses of rich yellow
poppies

—the flowers which close at

night, shooting stars, daisies, butter-

cups, cream cups and many others

make up this brilliant host that car-

pets the road to Monterey. Stronger
grows the breeze, sweeter the odor,



j>^

Here was the finest collection of desert cacti in the c<Hintr\' blooming and jrrowintr side by side with the
flowers of the mountain and vallev

"
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and finally we are landed in what

appears a private park, and are a

moment later in the famous Kl jNIonte,

the Hotel of the Forest, that has
made this charming spot well known

found not alone all earthly delights,
but the best of all boons, renewed
health. Monterey and its justly
famous hotel, can best be appreciated
by comparing it to some of the great

The Club House iiniij die- Pines

wherever the English tongue is

spoken.
This was my liomc for the winter.

My studio was its park of miles of

forest and acres of laud
;
and here I

comitry places of England, which
ha\e l)een in the same family for gen-
erations. Monterey is a magnificent

park abounding in scenery of every

possible description. The spot first
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attracted the attention of Don Sebas-
tian Vizcaino, the adventurer, in 1602,
^ho sailed into the Ix-autiful l)ay,

landed, and attracted by its beauty,
took possession in the name of llie

King', callin.s^ it in honor of Gaspar
tie Zunij^a Conde de Monte Rey, who
was at the time viceroy of Mexico.

ancient pines have seen some strange
sights.
The first mass ever heard in Cali-

fornia was celebrated where I stood,
and perchance the cro.ss was raised

Ijeneath these very trees. The only
listeners were the Indians, who then

thronged the shores, and after the

A View of the Lake

It was difficult to imagine, as I

strolled through the old Spanish town,
that it was a center of life and gaiety
nearly two hundred >ears liefore the

signing of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence ; yet such is the fact, and its

old adobes, fast falling to decay, its

departure of Vizcaino. Monterey
lapsed into its former simplicitj-, and
the white man became but a memory.
For one hundred and sixty-eight years

nothing was heard of it. Then
Father JuniperoSerra, the president of

the Franciscan missionaries, recalling
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[\\c iK-soi ipliv>ns o[ llu jiLui' In \'\.-

catuo ami his nii.u. iKtii uinuil to louu*l

a mission on tlu- siml. This w .is

jU'oomplisluil in i;7^\ si\ namis

bctoullu- ^i«MUi\i; ol iho IVolaratiou

of lmU'|K'Uvlrni.-c. Thr mission ol

San ^.\irlosiK' MonUit.\ wasllu" ivsnlt,

niul III I ,';
I

,
ii w as u'luoN I'll (o *^\ii tiu^lo

\"alK-\-, aiul known as tlu' Mission

v'~^an c\ii los dc ^'atiiK-lo l>v llu- ouka
ol llu- MaiAjiiis do Croix. Ikao
I'^ltlu-is InniiK-io aiul *.'u-sih'' wimv
Iniiii^l. aiul as I wamloivil lInon);Ii
atul alnuil iho oKl IniiKlini; atul

ski\v"hcil its ornniMiii;^ w.ills, 1 oonUl

ahnosl lu'.ii llu- iiii-UhIn ot llu'oliimos

ns llu\\' oalU'il Iho lailhUil in the ila>s

v;ono 1\N . The sk\- wis clear ami the

i;onlU' hroo/.e tVoni tlu- .>^oa tanm\l iii\

laoo. .\ li.Mul olnn;.; lo tlu- nionUloi im;

wall anil _v;latu\Hl at mo wilh womloi

inj; o>'o ; a mookinv; hiril, poiohoJ
his;h on llu- tool", sanj; blithoh an

antliom ol' piai-^-Jo; those wore iho

iM»l\' inhahil.inls. 'Pho oKl mission

was ilosoitoil .1 ruin .m ohjoot ol

ovuiosily to llu- slnillor ot' the nino-

toonth oontnr\ , a momot\ tiom the

rich stoio ot" the pasi .

'Pho oKl town luul a iu-\oi ondini;
«.-h.inn tor nu-, not alone tor its

artistic I'caturcs. Here were the dc-

.scendauts of the oUl v^panish ca\aliers

\vlu> I'vHUulcil the towns still li\ itn;

hero, lor Monterey is at least two
thiuls Mexicans, and Mack eyes and

swatthy complexions n\eet one at

every turn. 'Phoui;h the Mexicans
are still in the niajority, they are

not tlie owners ot" the .soil : the\

bei;ati to lose prestiv;e when Com-
mander jiM\es,seized Moutere> in iS.^j,

ai\d Sloat Un^k po.ssession in iv^46.

In these early days Monterev was a

busy place, the center ol" an important
trade, which it i;raduall\ lost when
the Capital was removed. W li.it ihe

tvnvn h.is lost iu a conuncrci.il .^cn.^e it

has >;aiiK\l as a tashion.ible report.

Its rare beauties tluit delii;hted \'i/.-

eaiuo still exist, ailded to by modern
art. embellished by nuHleru t.iste. The
same cvh^I winds Cvmuc in trom the .>^e.i.

and make its summer days a delight,

.Mid thosi- ot \\ iiilci ,1 suggestion i>f .111

e.ii llil\' p.uadise. .\s these charms of
cliin.ite and location attracted the
.itlenlioii ot the lollowers ot l-ving

riiilip, it is not to 1h- w ondereil that

llu-> ha\e bc».-n .ippicci.itcil by the

people of to da\ ; ,iiul so we timl this

.incicnl iloni.iin nuiged into .i re.s(.>rt

tor the l.isliion o[ California and

recogtii/ed as tlu- Newport o{' the
western coast.

M\' studio in llu-.'^c jannaiA d.i\ s

w.is in tlu- p. Ilk .ii>out tlu- l\l

Moiiti-, w ho.^c giant pines are linng
Willi moss that mo\es listlessly in the
wind. Such .1 winter studio was
never conceived betote ; the roof, the
blue sky ; the siiles. thesutging piues,

lluough which I c.night vistas of

dist.ml luonnl.iiiis, telling o[ the ^^.m

I.nci.i i.ingc aiul be\ond ; the ait was
udoU-iit with the odor oi {lowers,
lu-.u \ with pcil'nme. while the melody
of a host ol songsters w.is mv orehes-
ti.i and inspiration d.iy .ittet day.

Montetey il.'-ielf is in a j>.u k that

includes many sipi.iic miles, luilced

I lode.seveuteeu miles wilhont le.uiug
a lo.ul as tuie as Ocean Avenue. Long
br.mch, aiul strolled for weeks and
months through the forests in that

eventful winter without leaving the

groruids. const,mih- tnuling new
be.iuties. The hotel w.is conceived by
.m .ulist. And might be the country
pi. ICC of .in baiglish gentleman. It

sl.uuls in a pine ai\d oak t'orest, the

trees of which have been let\ xuulis-

turbed, the gtoiuids alone moditied .-^o

thit the editit^v with its elub-hou.se

and t.unbling artistic parts staiuls in a

garden of one luuidred and thirty
acres. Imagine a similar acreage in

the Adirondacks., where the trtws are

l.irgest. where nature is at its best,

laid out with all the art that good
t.iste can suggest and some idea of

this spot cm be obt.iined. My studio

changed with the whim of the

moment. Now my ea.^el was pitched
among the big pines, whose munniir
and song .seemed to tell of the old d.iys

i^h.ive you ever listened to it ? ) and it

seemed to me that these pines of Mon-
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terey sang a sweeter song than any
that I had heard before. I could hear
it begin far away—a soft murmur, as

if the needles were attuned to some

mystic music. As the wind rose

the sounds grew louder, until the air

rang with the melody.
These music-making trees, and

especially the live oaks, were a

study in themselves
; ages old, they

had assumed strange shapes, each ap-

pearing to possess an individuality of

its own. Some threw out weird arms,
as if in supplication, from which

hung fantastic festoons of moss.

Others were distorted, their gnarled
roots and limbs telling of strange

struggles for life in the past. Here
a Dore might have obtained his in-

spiration, as the live oaks, especially,
were Dantean in shape and form, if I

may use the simile. In sitting among
them I could not but feel that in some
unaccountable way the live oaks were

possessed of thoughts, hopes and de-

sires—that they were lost souls, con-

demned to take these shapes, and
thus fawned and crouched before the

gaze of man. Noble in conception,
intended for giants, .some seemed
cursed and dwarfed. They crept

along the ground as if not daring to

lift their arms to high Heaven. Their
branches assumed weird forms, ap-

parentl}^ felled to the ground by winds
in their growth. In strange contrast

were the pines, that reared their ma-

jestic .shapes high in air, commanding
representatives of their tribe.

With such material, it need not be

wondered that the landscape gardener

produced remarkable results in and
about this hotel of the forest. One
day in I'ebruary I had my studio

among the roses, with a variety of

flowers l)lo()ming around me. A mov^e

of a few yards and my environment
was essentially that of the great
Arizona desert that but for the odor

of flowers in the air was true to the

life, as here was the finest collection

of desert cacti in the c()unlr>- bloom-

ing and growing side l^y side with the

flowers of the mountain and valley.

Within this one hundred acres one
could find almost every known plant,
as the delicate tropical ferns, orchids
and moss were in the hothouse near
at hand, an elaborate and complete
establishment. Rich blue-grass lawns,
a maze to bewilder the stroller, with
tennis courts and playgrounds to bring
back the dreamer to the nineteenth

centur^^ were all here. Did I wish a
bit of water view, the Laguna del Rey,
covering fifteen acres, gleamed through
the trees from my rose-ambushed
studio, from the surface of which rose
a clear stream from the fountain jet.
A club-house of exquisite design is

seen through the trees, affording mate-
rial comforts, where California wines

may be sipped and compared with the

vintages of old Spain and France.
Of the famous El Monte itself it

can only be said that it represents
the sum of all that the century
has produced in hotel science, and
forms a well-adjusted part of its

picturesque environment. Winter
and summer it is thronged with

guests from all over the world.
While the Kast is buried in snow and

ice, throngs of refugees are basking
in the sunlight of Monterej^, and as

summer comes, fashionable San Fran-
cisco appears upon the scene and the

.season is as brilliant as anj- of the

Eastern resorts. I was particularly im-

pres.sed with what an English tourist

termed the "
staying qualities

"
of the

place. It was impossible to exhaust
its beauties and delights. I found
them growing upon me. and in my
strolls .some new attraction was stum-
])led upon e\'ery day.
The town of ISIonterey faces the

bay of that n;ime and is, perhaps,
four miles from the ocean

;
and

from the Park of El Monte to it

and away to the south stretches

a drive of eighteen miles, that for

variety has never been equaled in

any land, and has acquired a reputa-
tion that gives it rank among the

big things of California. I.eaving El
Monte it takes you to the shore of the

bay, where vistas of lake and bay are
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seen ;
now through the old town of

broken down adobes, passing the

mound that tells of Fremont's ancient

fort, over fields of flowers cheek by

jowl with Chinese squid dwellers and

their picturesque houses, and finally

we plunge into a pine forest. Kvery-
where among the trees are artistic

homes—houses dropped down in the

forest, embowered with flowers—a rest-

ful place where teachers, the Chatau-

quans and thousands from the great

was from a primitive tent to the per-
fect houses, fine church, hotel and
other conveniences that now find place
here

;
and in the summer mouths its

two or three square miles give rest,

health and vigor to six or seven thou-
sand people of refined and cultivated

tastes who are face to face with
Nature at her best. Here the Women's
Christian Temperance Union, the State

Teachers' Association, the vState Sun-

day School Convention, the Cliatau(]ua

Among the Pines

cities of the West congregate every
summer to rest and breathe in the air

that is tinctured with the salt of the

ocean and the balsam of the pine . The
little settlement is known as Pacific

Grove—well named, as the fortunate

dweller here can, in a few minutes,

bury himself in a pine forest or rest

upon the polished rocks that face the

blue Pacific.

Pacific Grove originated in a Meth-
odist camp me^.ting, and its evolution

As.sembly and many other societies

hold forth ; and it is here that

Timothy Hopkins, a wealthy San
Franciscan, has founded a fine biolog-
ical laboratory and station, donating
fifty thousand dollars for the purpose,
which is to be under the charge of

Professor Gilbert of Stanford Univer-

sity, and a part of that institution.

Pacific Grove is on the borders of the

great park which the Southern Pacific

Company has made here, and leaving
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the principal street and turning to the

south, we are at once in this charming
woodland and might, so far as any
suspicion of the ocean is concerned
be five hundred miles awa^^ There
is a sensation of perfect rest in these

groves and wild-wood tangles. The
road, a model, winds awa}-, finding

seemingly by its own intuition, the

choicest views and vistas restful to the

eye and senses. Here are all the

characteristic California plants and
trees strange to eastern eyes, rare

wild flowers springing up through
the dried pine needles in February.
The plumed quail eyes you from
its shelter, while the dove, mock-

ing bird and robin give melody to the

air. Deep into the woods we plunge
masses of wild growth appearing on

every side
; huge trees that have gone

down, entangled with vines, overgrown
with moss, hoary with age. It might
be the heart of the Adirondacks and
the fawn whose big eyes stare at us

from the thicket might be born to the

northern woods. Down the slopes
we go, now crossing a bridge and

facing a stretch of green that fills a

canon that reaches back into the

forest. Here the esch.scholt/.ia covers

the ground a brilliant yellow ; beyond
the lilac lupines hold their sway, and

suddenly, without warning, a white

drifting river of sand is seen, a mur-
mur 1)reaks upon the ear and the

limitless Pacific opens up with its

waste of blue.

Now a pebbled half-moon l)eacli

reaches away, ending in a ])()int of

rocks, the road skirting the shore

upon a little bluff. Upon the latter

in the centuries past, have stood the

homes of native tribes. The earth is

bhick and made uj) of the concomitants
of the kitchen midden

;
bits of gleam-

ing abalone shine in the sun-light, and

layers of pearly shells make up the

earth—thrown there by the ancients.

A black-eyed ground squirrel l)urrow-

ing in the ma.ss has tlirnwn u]) a bone,
and near by is a stone implement, sug-

gestive that the rodent has made its

home in an ancient grave or at least a

region of archaeological interest. For
miles along shore I traced these

ancient dwellers ])y the gleaming,
tell-tale abalones.

The rocks are worn and broken
into caverns, caves, arches and pil-

lars. Here an isolated rock is dotted

with seals and huge .sea lions, the

stupid shag colors it a rusty brown
with its countless numbers, while

white-winged gulls stand out from the

sombre congregation in bold relief.

The flora here would delight the

most phlegmatic lover of nature. At
the very water's edge, and nowhere
else, grew a wonderful aster-like flower

common enough perhaps, yet new to me
and striking from its position. Not a

hundred yards away deep glens,

green cafions and shady bowers offered

retreats for such as these, yet this

bright flower grew only in this one

spot upon the very edge fronting the

sea, dropping its lavender petals upon
the polished pebbles and showered Vjy

the spray of every storm.

The stroller is attracted at once by
the singular trees that give name to

Cypress Point—trees that are indige-
nous to the locality and which are alone

worthy a visit to Monterey. If the

live oaks of Fl Monte Park were

remarkable, what can be said of these

grotes(|ue shapes that defy description?
At first glance it might be thought that

they were but creatures of the imagin-
ation so strangely are they formed.
The limbs are bent, twisted, contorted
into every possible shape, weird in

themselves, l)ut the crowning mar\^el is

the foliage, which seems arranged in

horizontal lasers to present the least

surface to the wind. Imagine a num-
ber of Japanese umbrellas, one above
theother. ])road and flat and scmuc idea

can l)e obtained of the leaf arrange-
ment of this tree, the puzzle of botan-

i.sts, the sphinx of Monterey.
From Cypress Point the road turns

to the east, and acro.ss Carnielo Bay the
old mission comes in sight ; here the
road climbs the cliffs that breast the

.sea wdth a bold and iireciiiitous front ;

rocky points, covered with pines, car-
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peted with flowers, reach into the baj^
and far away over the water rise the

mountains of the Coast Range. The
return of this marvelous creation in

road making takes us b}- Chinese Cove
and its little settlement, then through
the heart of this wild park of seven

thousand acres, and so back to the

Hotel of the Forest, which controls the

domain and reserves it for its guests.

Weeks, aye, months, can be spent
here without exhausting this paradise
that each day has some new offering
to the stroller

;
and to the pleasure-

seeker, the invalid or the votary of

fashion, it is equally ideal.

The w^eather at the El IMonte
was never cool in winter, its max-
imum temperature for January, say,

being about sixty-seven degrees,
tlie minimum sixty degrees. For

August, the maximum of the same its smnmer season.

year was seventy - seven degrees,
the minimum fift}- degrees, which
means that here one finds that desid-

eratum, an ahnost entire lack of sudden

change between the seasons. Storms
of any kind are unknown in summer
day after day of perfect sunshine, fol-

lowing each other, without intense heat—conditions which make Monterey an
ideal resort either for health or pleas-
ure. My trip to Monterey, intended
for a few w'inter months, extended
itself from winter to summer. The
latter came unannounced. I took the

word of authorities that winter was
over, there were possibly a few more
flowers

;
the roses took on a richer hue,

the song of the meadow lark was per-

haps more melodious, and by these

tokens I knew that wdnter had passed
and the Hotel of the Forest had begun

" The crowning marvel is Ihe folia>;e which seems arranged in horizontal layers."



^ THROUGH LAKE COUNTY IN A SIX-IN-HAND

BY GEORGE CHARLES BROOKE

Pleta

HERE were four of us,

all dwellers in town
but country bred, and
our dust-laden lungs,
and ej'es wear\' from

monotony of bricks

and stones and mor-

tar, yearned for the

free, fresh mountain air, the tender

greens of upland and l)ottom land, the

sweet, shy, wild flowers and ferns and
the note of that subtle essence of the

spring in our v'eins set us all wild for a

change of scene, air, and mode of life

generally. Who is there that does not

feel that sense of unrest in the spring ?

It is the nomad in us all
;
we have it

in common with the wild fowl, that,

at the first hint of spring spread their

wings and sail far away north to the

great lakes and marshes in the far

northwest. Any Indian agent in

the country can tell how difficult it

is to keep his savage charges in check
in the spring. As soon as the snow
is oiT the prairies and the first tender

green is visible in the grassland they,
too. want to go, not anywhere in par-

ticular, but just ,^<? because they must
move. They arc as irresponsible as

the blackbirds, or the wild geese that

go honking northward at a rate that

no express train can hope to keep
up with.

Auy\vay, the nomadic instinct

was ripe in us. We compared notes

one evening after dinner and decided
'~

to take a coaching trip through
L,ake County. We cho.se Lake for

the reason that, besides having such
wealth of varied beauties of moun-

tain and valley, lake and stream, it is

close to town, easy of access and one is

not obliged to waste one-half his

too short holiday in getting to where
the pleasure begins and back. Indeed,
the run from San Francisco by rail,

either via Tiburon or Oakland, is ujt
the lea.st pleasant part of a Lake
County trip. The route we elected to

take was via Tiburon, and after

mutual admonitions to one another to

carry the least possible amount of lug-

gage we parted, to meet next morning
at the Tiburon ferry at 7:40.

A perfect May morning, the sun-

shine a very flood of brilliancy, bring-

ing varying tones of green to the

waters of the bay. The shipping in

the harbor lent life to the .scene, and

away to the west lay the Golden Gate.

Ju.st between the heads a full-rigged

ship, ever}' shred of canvas spread,
was making the verj' utmost of the

west wind to make the port without a

tug. The Marin shore rose green to

the very summits ofthe foothills, while

Tamalpais reared its great bulk of

rock, scored and fissured by glacial
contact of centuries before over all.

Never does the Bay of San Francisco

impress one with such sense ofgrandest
beauty, as at .such a time ; the morn-

ing air is so much clearer than at

other times of the day, that distance

is almost annihilated and the view is

illimitable. The islands are green,
from water's edge to top of clifi", with

)i5
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here and there masses of brightest

orange, where the California poppy
glows gold 'gainst the green carpet
of grass. There are

other wild flowers iu

bloom, rioting all over
the country side in a

perfect frenz}^ of color.

.ysi^

A Country Post Office

but the poppy pales them all into

insignificance with its wealth of gold.
At Tiburon we find our train await-

ing us, and in a few minutes are off

for Pieta, where we change from rail

to coach-and-six. Our imagination
is fired with tales of mountain trails

traversed in perfect safety under
the skilled guidance of drivers who
have spent their lives iu the mountains
and know every inch of road, and
whose horses are broken so thoroughly
that they obey a word or touch of the
bit as a well-trained soldier does a

command. Perfect safety, combined
with just the spice of excitement

necessary to all luunan enjoyment are
here.

We rush through the Sonoma
Valle>' at a rate of speed all too great
to do anything like justice to the

lovely countr}'- all about us. San
Rafael lies embowered in trees and
flowers, the embodiment of suburban

beaut}^ and here and there are

other lovely towns aptly named, as

Hillarita and Cloverdale. The latter

town was once the stage station of the
road to Highland Springs and Lake-

port, but now the road is shortened
and improved in gradient so as to

. .a^-Ttii/^fctfu.,-,.
•-<^.«^.5.. ,r^^^ ~''-:-^V'.

^^-rLai^-.-?ift^3.«u^,n^j^-y^5P?K^^
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reduce danger of accidents to a mini-

niunj, and Pieta is the diverging
point.

Pieta is yet but the ghost of a town,
there being but a station house and
hotel there. The liotel stands just
across from the station, a pretty,

tastefully painted building of wood,
with a wide veranda across the front,

from which there are magnificent
views to be had of the surrounding
mountains. After a capital luncheon,
we are sitting smoking on the piazza,
when the rush and rattle of wheels,

jingle of harness metals and clatter

promised our first glimpse of Clear
Lake.
The recent rains have made the

grasses, ferns and wild flowers to

grow in profusion tliat is unknown
later in the season. The air is filled

with the soft incense of damp earth
and growing plant life most grateful
to lungs, which for months have
breathed dust of city .streets. Here in

the very heart of nature's fastnesses

the air is so pure, so .soft, so sweet, so

full of life-giving ozone that one won-
ders at existence in cities being even
bearable. But now we near a point

J/^K
'*,.'.«r

r\ t

of hoofs proclaim the approach of where the road making a turn back on
the coach. With
a shout and re-

sounding crack of

his long - lashed

whip, the driver,

"Doc" Curtis,

swings his team

up to the .steps

of the veranda
with a skill that

would turn a

member of the

Tally -Ho club
green with envy.
We are in our seats ni

a moment, the luggage ui

the boot, and off we go
down through the grav-

elly river bottom, through
the stream and up the

bank on other side, and

there, begin one of the most grandly
picturesque drives to be had in all

California.

The camera man and the man who
writes were on the box, and at the

.start were rather inclined to be garni -

"^ Va*v.

it.self to reach a

higher level,
brings us face to

face with the val-

ley- we have just
left. Away be-

low us winds the

rushing, brawl-

ing river through
the bottom lands,
from here a cord

of silver stretched

across a green
velvet ground.
Far away to the

limits of vision

stretch the hills

now green a s

green can be in

all their braver>'
of spring, but
soon to be dressed

in tawney golden browns l)y the sum-
mer sun's fierce heat.

The road winds around and about
the sides of the mountains, now along
a short level at the bottom of .some can-

on the sides of which ai'e covered

\ < ^

A Hunter s Home

lous, but the grandeur of the surround-

ings impressed even our world-hardened thick with growth of pine and oak
brains into silent wonder and in a .sense

worship.
There had been an aljundance ot

rain yet here was a mountain road

after only twenty-four hours of dry-

ing weather as hard as macadam and

small but sturd3^ The earth a rich

l)lack loam carpeted thick with ferns

and mosses, with here and there the

delicate maiden hair hiding shyly be-

hind her sturdier sisters. The high
walls close set together permitting

smooth as a city street, winding about only sparse rays of sunshine to filter

and gradually approaching nearer and down lliroiigh the thick-spreading
nearer the summit where we are foliage keeps the canon cool and daik,
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and here lurk the mountain quail out

of the glare on the hill-side.

Highland Srrinfjs

An hour or so

from Pieta we come
in sight of the great^
graj^ wall of rock

w h i c h everyone
who has ever been over the road will

remember. It is some two hundred

feet long by one hundred and fifty

high, and at regular intervals apart

are pillar-like buttresses reaching from

base to summit of carved stone work,

from the point of view on the road it

resembles the side elevation of some

great building minus the windows.

At the divide between the water

sheds we had our first view of Clear

Lake.
As the honses stopped for

a moment the camera man

sighted his kodak and

snapped it on the loveliest

view of the road. Away in

the distance lay the lake set

amid clo.se encircling hills of

greenest hue, itself as blue

as turquoise, and beyond the

lower -lying ones were a

range of snow-capped moun-
tains rearing their ct)ld pale
cre-sts to the blue of the

upper ether, we gazed and

gazed for all too short a time

and then began the drive

down the valley to Highland
Springs, through a much

less rugged country more sylvan and

jileasant to drive through.

Highland .Springs Hotel, with its

numerous adjacent cottages, lies on a

pretty stream which here makes its way
through a wide valley, the rich

bolt(jni lands of which are covered

deep Willi lush grass and grain crops.

It was \\<-)\\ alx)ut four o'clock and

we decidecl to remain here over night.

The evening was delightful, the air of

a balmy softness, heavy with the per-

fume of spring and alive with the

pleasant murnnir of insect life mingled
with the guttural chorus of the frogs.

We were billeted in a pretty little

cottage, the verandah of which (jver-

looked the beautiful valley. There

we sat reveling in the beauty of our

surroundings and the .sweet .spring

air as only those who have spent long

tedious months in musty city lodg-

ings and ofiices can, until long after

the sitn had set and the crescent moon

lay atop the distant hills.

We were up bright and early next

morning to find the east aglow with

promise of another perfect day, .stand-

ing under the oaks shading the spring
house we watched the fruition of

the promise in a gorgeous sunrise

and went into breakfast with an

appetite sharpened by great draughts
of ozone-laden air to do ju.stice to the

^W^^

Scece at Soda Bay
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freshly cauglit Irout, .stniwberrics with
the dew on them, cream and Ijutlcr

with the true grass flavor.

Very soon after breakfast we were

off, this time in a canopy-top coach and
four-in-hand. We passed through the

beautiful valley with its great stretches

of champaign country in all its park-
like beauty of gently-rolling grass
land thickly studded here and there

with great moss-covered oaks, many of

them festooned with a \-ery beautiful

silvery gray moss which hangs in

delicate smoke-like wreaths from their

branches. These trees with their gray
bark covered in patclies with a thick

green moss, their peculiar foliage of

delicate form, wax-like texture and
colored a most vivid green hung with
this beautiful Spanish moss arc a pic-
ture in themselves. There are trees of

much greater size, and perhaps the

New Kngland elm is more graceful ;

but all in all there cannot be anywhere
a more uniquely beautiful tree than
our Californian oak, that parasite, (for
with all its beauty and sentiment of

association that is what it is) tiie mistle-

toe, has made its home with many of

them, and is slowly but surely sapping
the lifeblood of these ancient fellows

whose trunks nuisthave been of good-
ly growth even when Drake sailed

through the Golden Gate.
The wide valley is rapidly being

l)rought under cultivation, and every-
where one sees j^oung orchards and

vineyards, where but a short time ago
chimese was the only crop, nearly all

the way from Kelseyville to Soda I3ay,
Clear Lake is in sight with its back-

ground ofmountains rising terrace-like,

one range of peaks above another, until

the shimmering white of the verj-
loftiest walls in the view. Every now
and then we stop to kodak some bit

of land or water scape, that we may
take it back with us to serve as a

memento of this never-to-be-forgotten
morning. Clear Ivake is the largest
of the Lake County group of lakes,

being some thirty' miles long by twelve
in width. Soda Bay, at the .southerly
cnd of it, takes its name from the trreat

number of .soda springs that here gush
up from the bottom of the lake and

alongshore and seethe and foam, when
they come into contact with the air at

the top. Here the kodaker and the

scribbler enjoyed a delightful bath in

the largest spring of all, which boils

from a rocky basin at the end of a point
of land running out into tlie lake. The
force of the water rushing from its

luulerground and underwater source is

.so great that it almost tosses a man
about as a fountain jet keeps a ball

in ])la\-. The water is plea.santly
warm and leaves one in a mo.st de-

lightfully restful condition. The
surroundings at Soda Bay are ver\-

beautiful. The views of lake, moun-
tain and rolling, timbered country
lend a charming variety' to the outlook.

From here we retraced our route a

short distance, and at Kel-seyville
branch off to Lakeport. Lakeport.
the county seat of Lake Comity, is a

charmingly situated town of some two
thousand people. Here we are to

remain until the stagecoach from Pieta

brings over the mails, passengers and

express matter. We are most ho.spi-

tably entertained at the Lakeview
Hotel, and after luncheon sally out to

do the town. It is vSaturday, and the

people from the surrounding country
are in town in goodly numbers, and
business seems brisk. There are

many well-stocked stores, two banks,
a fine courthou.se and public square,
.several churches, and with all the

facilities given by rapid mail and

express service, long-distance tele-

phone and telegraph, there is ever>-
convenience one has in the city to

tempt one to make his sunmier
home here. The hotels, the Lake-
view and Mound cottages are beauti-

fully situated, commanding grand
views of the lake and mountains, and
are ideal places for a summer resi-

dence.

At five o'clock, we leave Lakeport
on the commodious well appointed
steamer 0'/>' 0/ Lakeport, for Bartlett

Landing, on the other side of the lake,

where, after a delightful sail of little
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less than an hour, we take another

four-in-hand, canopj'-top coach over

the Bartlctt Springs and Clear Lake

Stage Company's road to Bartlett

Springs. This line runs through the

most grandly beautiful country we
have yet seen. As we wind about and

about, climbing the hillside, we catch

ever-changing views of the lake and
the valleys below. The .sun is paint-

ing his most gorgeous colors on sky
and lake alike, and the west reflects a

very blaze of glory. We sit silent,

awed b}^ the unutterable grandeur of

every possible accommodation, and the
courteous manager makes us at home
in an instant. After an exquisite sup-
per, of which fresh caught mountain
trout form the piece de resistance, we
are .soon sleeping as only tired coachers

.sleep after a long day in the fresh

mountain air.

Sunday morning we spend quietly

wandering about in the valley, and in

the afternoon are driven in still another
four-in-hand over several miles of the
road leading into Bartlett Springs from
Sites which belongs to the Bartlett

View from Bartlett Road

the .scene, until at length the .summit
is reached and the whole lake and its

encircling mountains, with all the

v^alleys and caiions, lie .spread Ix'fore

us on the one side, and on tlie other is

the Bartlett Valley, walled in l^y

mountains, dark, gloomy and forbid-

ding, with the fast-thickening .shades

of tlie darkening night. Our driver

chirrups to his horses, and away we go
at a rattling clip down the trail, mak-
ing the distance to Bartlett Springs in

one-half or less the time it requires to

come up from the landing.
At Bartlett we find a hotel with

Springs vStage Company. There has
been rain during the night, and the

clouds still lie low on the mountains,
and the effects of light and shade are

startling in their weird beauty. The
road winds to and fro across the \alley,
and every now and then we ford and
reford the rushing mountain torrent,

which is called Cache Creek, and is a

famous trout .stream. We retiirn to

Bartlett after a mo.st delightful drive,

and again we are feasted on mountain

trout, which one of the hotel guests
liad caught that same afternoon,

tlespite the rains of the night before,
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which hid brought the water up high
in the creeks and made tlieni thick

and nuiddy.
Next niorn-

ing we are

i called at four

o'clock and

The Bartleft Sprinjj

ger. As we look, he vanishes and we
rub our eyes, so unreal has been the

impression. And now comes the sun

flooding all the world with glory
Every blade of grass and leaf of tree

takes on added beauty. The cold

grays of the valley and canons and
nKHUitain slopes warm into rich

purples and golden haze lies across

the more distant views.

When we reach the summit there

are views of such tran.scendant beauty
that one dare not attempt to paint
them. The valley behind and be-

low us and in front still ancjther great
\alley, and there the mountains slope
to the lake, and then the lake itself,

~7~" in middle distance, and still beyond
it more mountains. Konockti rears his

crest highest of all and looks down in

silent scorn of his le.sser brethren.

We rattle down the grade. Harring-
ton's sure hand holds the ribbons and
he, swings his team around sharp
curves with the practiced ease of the

man who knows. All too soon, that

glorious dash down the mountains

through that exhilarating air is ended,
and again we take the steamer to

recross the lake to Lakeport.
Here we find another team and can-

op)' top awaiting us and another drive

through valley is begun. The great
charm of these Lake Countv Vallevs

%-
X.

V.̂ Aj.,"yr

at five we leave Bartlett Springs
for the lauding. The sky was cloud-

less and such another sunrise as we
saw that morning as we wound up
the mountain road I can never hope
to see again. All about us lay those

great, rugged, frowning mas.ses of

granite covered at their base with kind-

ly nature's cloak of grass,
wild flowers and ferns.

Here and there thick fast-

nesses of chimese with

green glades between in

which the jackrabbits are

leaping merrily at play or

quietly nibl)ling t h e i r

breakfasts, as the sounds
of wheels and hoofs come
to their sharp ears, they "^

sit up with ears erect, as

still as stone, and then with

a spring are in safety in a

"jitTy"; suddenly some one cries.
"
look!

"
pointing to a grassy headland ." --.

.^ _^.^

jutting out across the valley, and there on the Road to Witter
Sp^inJrs'*^.S^:W^*^^!^

all eyes turn to see standing like a ""'--X
'"'"

bronze statue a noble buck, with head is their utter dissimi- V
up, and distended nostrils, sniffing dan- larity. There are uo :

y
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two of them enough alike to be at

all monotonous. Every moment some
new charm comes close upon the last

;

as we approach lyowcr Lake we

pass a rancherie where the Indians
are catching and drying catfish and

carp. The lake is full of them and

they are piled up on the tops of their

wickiups to dry and go to eke out the

gentle aborigines meager fare. It is a

picturesque scene enough, but one
can't get up much sentiment for a

people who eat catfish and carp.
Here the man who knows and "

ISIaje"

Whitton who is driving us, indulge
in a few reminiscent fish stories

such as tales of fords rendered

impassable by great masses of fish

becoming gorged in them and the

shores of streams being left so covered

with the dead ones of them after a

spring freshet that the farmers were

obliged to turn out and plow them
under so horrible was the odor from
the putrefying mass.

The valley here is wide and the

ranches are well kept, and evidently
the owners are prospering. Orchards
and vineyards are being set out and soon

this whole section of I^ake County
will be one great garden spot for the

bottom lands are practically inex-

haustible. The whole country is one

great carpet of green, and wild flowers

abound. The oaks are out in fullest

foliage and we notice one old beauty,
the leaves of whicli are of a l)right

yellow, 'and at the distance we are

from it, we take it for an acacia, but

it turns out much to our surprise, to

be an oak. The valley narrows

again now and we begin another

climb to Witter Springs. The grade
is a very easy one though, and the

views of Clear Lake and " Uncle Sam"
as the highest peak of Mount Konockti
is called, are superb. Witter vSprings
are reached about noon and here we
lunch. One is always hungry in this

country apparently, we have l)een

up since four o'clock and lia\e had
two breakfasts, but are eating again
with undiminished aj^petitesat no(.)n.

There is a pleasantly situated, well

conducted hotel and several pretty
cottages here. Such views are to

be had nowhere else, as from Wit-
ters it commands the whole of Clear

Lake, Konockti and the Bartlett

Range. After luncheon we retrace

our route again to the road to the
Blue Lakes. Just before the lakes
are reached we come to another water-

ing place known as Saratoga, a very
gem of a place it is, too, standing
in a little cove in the mountains,
that wall it in all about and one has
an instinctive sense of peace and rest-

fulness come to him as he sits on the

-^^"^f^f^^^
'--; a«,4...

At Saratojja

wide veranda of the hotel and looks

out upon the blue distances of the

hills. There is an intense (juiet here,

broken only l)y the winds that surge
and sigh gently through the .swaying
branches of the oaks, and seem to

whisper all kinds of pleasant invita-

tions to one to come with them and

stray free and careless through the

mountains, fish and shoot and tramp,
leave the hard, cold, .selfish world,

with its .sordid care and worry and
selfishness, to those who choose to

stay in it and , but here
"

l\Iaje
"

l)reaks in on ni\ reverie with an
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injunction to get al)oarcl, which I

obey though not with much alacrity
and we are on the road for lilue Lakes
again.
The road leads now through tliickcts

of young timber, clad in the tenderest

shades of green, to one hand, is a bit

of tule land now overflowed in some

places from the heavy rains of the last

few weeks. The tules stand rank and
thick in the rich, black, wet earth.

Brilliant-winged, and breasted birds

sway gracefully to and fro on them as

the wind sweeps by ;
a great blue

heron stands on one leg at the edge of

a pool pretending to be asleep ;
there

is a heavy drone of insect life in the

air, and the dead, heavy heat of high
noon is over all. The sun beats down
pitilessly into the valley, and there is

silence in the coach. Suddenly we
round a curve, and there is a long-
drawn ah ! from every man of us, for

there below us lie the Blue Lakes, two

great turquoises set in emerald. Oh !

the beauty of it ! There are no Swiss
or Italian lakes, bluer or with greener
hills or brighter skies about or above.

We drive slowl>' along, absorbed in the

beauty of it all. Such impressions
come but once. The countr^^ side is at

its loveliest. Nature has done her

utmost, and is at rest, as if wrapt in

admiration of her own handiwork, as

*»!»»,-^f;X*•;«

*•" - 7

Laurel De!l

Vol. II—21

Scene at Blue Lakes

an artist might stand before some fin-

ished picture or statue of his own

conception.
We come (all too soon) to Laurel

Dell, a Swiss cottage standing on a

grassy flat on the lower lake, with

other less pretentious cottages about

it. The very courteous landlord

shows all about his lovely home,
and here one might indeed find

rest from carking care. The big
world seems ver>- remote from such

quiet as this, but we are still to

drive to the head of the upper lake

that aftenioou, so have to leave this

little Eden, much against our inclina-

tions. The road cur\'es along
the shore bf the lakes, and a short

distance above Laurel Dell we
come to another resort, just at

the point where the upper of the

Blue Lakes flows into the lower,

a hotel and several pretty cottages
known as the

' ' Blue Lakes Ho-
tel." Here the valW's bottom
is widest, and the lawn-like ex-

panse of grass laud is timbered

with clumps of oak, gnarled and
moss-covered. We drive slowly

along the road to the head of the lake
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where is still another resort known as

Le Trianon, a ver}^ prettil}^ situated

hotel, returning to the Blue I^akes

Hotel for dinner and to spend the

night.
After an early dinner we take a

skiff, and sculling far out into the

lake, ship the oars and let our craft

drift at its own sweet will. The sun
is dipping behind the western hills and
the shadows are creeping down into

the valleys. The lake has lost its color

and now lies black as ink with here

and there a star reflected on its bosom,
the silence is unbroken save for the

splashing of the tiny wavelets against
the sides of the skiff as we drift and
the occasional leaping of a fish. And
now the short twilight is ended and
the blackness of night is over all, the

mountains loom dim, dark, mysterious,
all about the lake lies in shoreless im-

mensity, to our imagination a very
ocean and we the only creatures in all

this solitude. But now a hail from

'V>.l,*'l

I^SVf^ i^-^'' jWi^-*^

^i^-
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At Blue Lakes .-^

near at hand inquires in terse vernacu-
lar

' ' where are you drifting to ?
" and

we awake from our dreaming to find our
skiff about to foul another in which a

j^oung man and his sweetheart are

moongazing. With many apologies we
betake ourselves to the sculls and are

soon at the landing and very shortly
abed and asleep.
Another early start lies before us

and the first glimp.se of dawn finds us

ready for breakfast. Before it is ready
though we make our way up a canon
near by to view a very beautiful and

picturesque fall that comes leaping
down the mountain side to the lake.

The walk sets an edge on appetite
and we hasten back to a perfectly ap-

pointed breakfast table and the cry of

all aboard as the coach swings up to the

piazza comes too soon to be welcome,
but time is precious to a well-conducted

stage line and we are forced to take

our places and in a moment are mov-

ing swdftly along the smooth lakeside

road which curves along the whole

length of the shore here, over on the

other side the mountains come sheer

down to the water and there is no
room for a road of any kind save a hill

trail, consequently the other shore is

uninhabited save for one family whose
house is very picturesquely situated

on the hillside.

With many murmurs of

we leave the blue

lakes behind and now enter

another valley through which
we drive at an easy trot

gradually ascending until we
come to the divide where an
arm of the Russian River

has its source and it ac-

companies us now all the

way into Ukiah. Our all

too short outing is draw-

ing to an end and we are

all saddened by the knowl-

edge that we are saying
farewell to the mountains
and lakes, the forests and

streams, the sweet fresh

air and above all that

sense of real freedom thai;

regret

r^.

i
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comes to one only when he has turned
his back on the world and all its sordid

cares and money grubbing and throws
himself into nature's arms content to

be just a free animal again with no

thought for the morrow.
But there is beauty all about us,

fresh and sweet as air can be is the

morning breeze, the grass as green and
the flowers as brilliant as ever, but
alas each tuni of the wheels takes us
nearer to the city and to work, and

despite our forced gayety there is a

ring of regret in each one's voice

which finds an echo in every heart.

The valley widens all the time and

again wc are in the midst of grain and

grass fields with orchards, vineyards
and hop yards interspersed and at

length come in sight of Ukiah and
soon pull up at the door of our hotel,

the Curtis House, and our drive is at

an end.

Ukiah is a prett>- little cit}' of some
two thousand people, well built and
with every appearance of solid pros-

perity. It is the terminal point of the
San Francisco and North Pacific Rail-

road, and from here stage lines run to

all points in Lake Count}-. Messrs.

Miller & Conner operating the line

over which we have just driven. We
are introduced to

"
Uncle

"
Jim Miller

and the wonderful six pound watch
which Wells, Fargo & Co. presented

him with as a recognition in a small

way for his bravery in bringing the

Jim Miller, Pioneer Stnt'e Driver, and his Six Pound
Wafth

treasure box through in safety, when,
as one of their drivers, he was ordered
at the muzzle of a double-barrelled
shot gun to throw it out.

The Curtis House at which we
lunched commands a magnificent view
of the surrounding mountains and as

we sat after luncheon waiting for the

carriage to take us to the station we
silently made our adiaix to the moun-
tains, lakes and forests we had spent
.such supremely contented days among
and thanked heaven that they are

always there for us to go back to

when the world of men becomes un-
bearable.

**^V^^^^^^^

Street Scene in L'kiah



AMONG THE REDWOODS
BY H. L. NEALI,

In this Avhite tent,
Far from the throng who worship in Thj^ name,
With eyes upHfted to Thy firmament,

Studded with points of flame,
And the curved disc of gold

But faintly seen above the shafts which rise,

Staunch redwood pillars, upright, grand and old,

Seeming to touch .the skies :

On the sweet sabbath night.
We kneel, O Father ! sending up to Thee
From this green altar, century-worn, yet bright

With golden broidery,
Incense of praise.

This vast cathedral through a thousand >'ears
Has held the echoes through each changing phase

Of the swift-moving spheres.

The strangely woven light,

Caught in the tangles of the loftiest tree,

Or shimmering in the glow of yon blue height,
Reflects but Heaven and Thee.
Tlie voices of the air

Are flung full -freighted from the hills afar.

How glorious are the messages they bear,

Leaping from star to star !

Our hearts are glad ;

Thy organs peal with ever grand accord ;

With garments of rejoicing wc are glad ;

Praise ye the Lord !

The anthem's swell
;

The little insect hidden in the sod
;

The thrilling rapture of the bird songs tell

How good is God.

The cr3\stal stream
Sends out its murmuring music to the night,
And on its changeful ripples falls the gleam

Of heavenly light.
No human voice

Touches the silence with the wand of speech.
We kneel, baptized with gladness ;

we rejoice,
That thus Thy throne we reach.

Alone ! Alone with God !

Beatitude beyond the ken of thought !

The chrism of Thy love is poured abroad.
Our hearts, o'erwrought
With greatful ecstasy.

Send out their joy on every throbbing chord.

Responses from their depths reach up to Thee.
Praise ye the Lord !
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THl'; YOSEMITE VA1,I,KV

CALIFORNIA
has one attraction that has

advertised it more, and possibly drawn

more tourists within its borders than any
other feature. This is the Yosemitc—the

great natural wonder of the high Sierras.

The care of the Yosemitc and its preserva-

tion from vandalism is a sacred trust, and it

is a matter of congratulation that under the

administration of Governor Markham

especial attention has been given to this

state park, and that it is being carefully

watched and preserved. The Yosemitc is

in the direct hands of a Board of Commis-

sioners to whose good judgment and taste

is left the general management, and what-

ever may have been the shortcomings in

the past, it is safe to say that the park is

now in good hands, and the people may
rest assured that whatever is done will be

done for the best. Recently Governor

Markham made the tour of the park with a

distinguished Californian, Prof. T. S. C.

Lowe, the well-known scientist, and it is now
announced that he is a commissioner, having
received the appointment while CJi route.

A better selection could not have been

made, as it is a guarantee that the affairs of

the Yoscmite are in good hands. Trof.

Lowe is one of the most enterprising men in

the State
;

is in touch with all the great

movements for state improvement, and in

his own section, Pasadena, is at the head of

a number of large enterprises, one being the

Mt. Wilson railroad, that is to reach the top
of the Sierras, back of Pasadena, and be the

pioneer mountain road in California.

Prof. Lowe is :i man of taste, judgment and

remarkable ability, and will take the per-

sonal interest in the park that a man of

larger means can do. The appointment is

one in which the people may well congrat-

ulate themselves.

A GROWIXG CITY

San Francisco is a singular example of

a city growing in spite of itself. There is

or has been lacking that spirit of enterprise

that is found in the great cities of the East,

yet Sau Francisco moves on, reaching out

year by year, covering more territory,

showing that it has a reserve force that but

needs development to produce great results.

What Chicago is to the inter-continental

region, San Francisco is to the Pacific Slope
of North America, and will in coming years

be a city of vast proportions. In point of

fact, it is far below Avhat it should be

to-day. With the finest harbor on the coast,

railroad facilities possessed by no other city

on the coast, a climate that produces a vig-

orous and manly race, the city should be the

peer of any in the land. It will not be many
years before San Francisco will reach from

the bay to the ocean, and the sandhills will

be lost in the covering of fine residences.

Parks or breathing places will become an

important feature and should be secured at

present, while land is cheap. The attitude of

the cit}' to the present park should be one

of indulgence. It should be beautified in

every possible way, provided with a fine

zoological garden, and fitted up in a man-

ner commensurate with the wealth and

dignity of the city. The art gallen,- and

schools of technolog}- have been too long in

taking shape. To-day this city should have

a well-equipped museum of fine arts. While

the fine museum at the Academy of Sciences

should be overflowing with specimens and

collections, the donations of grateful citi-

zens. There is a suspicion that the city is

phlegmatic, is behind the times, and this
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330 QUESTIONS OF THE DAY

should be nipped in the bud. Nature has

done ever>^thing for this location. There

is the wealth of the Indies in the pockets of

the people, which should be diverted into

channels that will produce good results to

the greatest number of people.

THE JAPANESE RAID

Public attention is being called to the

activity in Japanese immigration. Several

years ago, Japanese were rare in America

and the possession of a good Japanese cook

or attendant was considered especially for-

tunate. To-day the little men are a drug on

the market, and what is to all intents and

purposes a .steady and constantly increasing

immigration is in progress. What effects

this will have remains to be seen, but that

it will be detrimental to our interests, if

carried to a great extent, there can be no

doubt.

The Japanese are, however, not so offen-

sive to the average Califoruian as the

Chinese, The latter rarely spends a cent

that remains in America. His earnings go
to the Flowery Kingdom, His clothes,

food, drink, opium, in fact, everything is

imported. He docs not become American-

ized, and will not. On the contrary the

Japanese adopt American customs, patronize

our tailors and buy our food. They also

bring their wives here, send their children

to our schools and would in all probability

become as good citizens as many aliens that

find a home here. While this may be true,

our interests demand that a watch be kept
on the immigration, and if an attempt is

being made to pour indigent Japanese into

America to take the place of the decreasing

Chinese, then the government should

demand a halt.

of these has its resorts, its nooks and

corners of some kind. In the present issue,

the Yosemite is described but one of hun-

dreds of valleys that afford delight

and pleasure to thousands. Hundreds of

springs, lakes and streams are to be had,

lofty mountains, ever snow-capped, \vith

living glaciers on their slopes, inviting the

Alpine climber, while along shore we find

localities that afford the finest fishing in the

land. To the north are the great glaciers

and the strange lands of Alaska, teeming
with game, all these but suggestions that

San Francisco is the center of a land espec-

ially bountiful in the good things of nature

available during the summer vacation.

SUMMER RESORTS

TilH summer-time is on, the schools are

closing, and business men are crowding sea

and mountain side in search of recreation

that will produce new blood and health for

the struggle during the remainder of the

year. This calls attention to the remark-

able resources of California in the way of

health and pleasure resorts. California

has the largest line of seacoast and moun-

tain range of any state, and every league

CHARITY

For its size and population it is said that

no city in the world accomplishes so much
for charity and for the education and eleva-

tion of the poor as the city of San Francisco.

The kindergarten in its various forms

flourishes here, and thousands of children

are taken from the street and given a start

in life. The school is the training school

for the future citizen. He is made or

vmmade by it, and too much attention can-

not be given to the question. In one of the

kindergarten schools the pupils are almost

entirely made up of what might be termed

the human refuse of the streets, waifs

picked up here and there and brought into

the school, where they are taught and pre-

pared for the public schools of higher grade.

In almost every instance these children are

of foreign birth and parentage, and the

importance of having them trained by
American teachers and imbued with Amer-

ican ideas from the very start can be

realized. The kindergartens are supported

by the philanthropic citizens of San Fran-

cisco, and a nobler charity than this does

not exist. Another movement that is at-

tracting the attention of our thinking people

is the Boys' Brigade, which deserves the

support of all people who have the means

and inclination to give. This movement is

destined to be one of the most important
that has appeared for years, as it takes young
men from the paths they are following and

makes brave, honorable and good men of

them. Lend it a helping hand.
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CALIFORNIA,

with its varied cMmates,
its warm winters and never-ending sea-

son of flowers, naturally attracts artists

and men and women of literary tastes.

Year by year the army of litterateurs is re-

ceiving additions to its ranks, and in the

near future California will become one of

the great literary centers of the country,
the winter home of many celebrated men
and women. California claims Bret Ilarte,

Mark Twain, Henry George—now among
its absentees. Joaquin Miller lives near

Oakland.

John Vance Cheney is a vSan Francisco

librarian. Ambrose Eierce lives within

reaching distance, as does Gertrude Ather-

ton, whose stories and novels delight many.
W. C. Morrow, the versatile story-teller is a

resident of San I'rancisco. Charlotte Per-

kins Stetson, Robert Duncan Milne. Arthur

McEwen, George Hamlin Fitch, Helen

Gregorj'-I'lesher, Peter Robinson; Theodore
H. Hittcll, and a score more are names well

and favorably known to the reading public,
wherever the English tongue is spoken.
Over at Martinez lives John Muir, one of the

most delightful of California writers who
is seen too rarely in public print. Charles

Howard Shinn, Miss Shinn, Edward L.

Townsend, Julia Shafter, Mrs. Arthur Jules

Goodman, are all well known names, while

there are are a score of others that might be

mentioned, who are forming the literary

army that is giving California of the North
fame and honor. In the South the writers

are also gathering in force. In the San
Gabriel Valley we have W. H. Channing,
son of Ellery Channing, and his gifted

daughter, Grace Ellery Channing. Here

Jeanne C. Carr has made one of the

most beautiful homes in the State. Doro-

thea Lummis, whose bright saj-ings are

familiar, lives in Los Angeles, which also is

the home of Mrs. Fremont, General Lionel A.

Sheldon,author and writer,lives in Pasadena,
a neighbor to Caspar T. Hopkins, a contrib-

utor to the literary press of the day, and
there are many more, suggestive that Cali-

fornia is well to the fore in the world of

letters.

Columbus' Books are appearing in the
field in remarkable numbers, indeed, this is

a Columbian year. One of the best we have
seen is the story of the discover^' of the New
World by Columbus, by I'rederick Saunders
of the Astor Library. Thos. Whittaker

publisher. Here we have in a nutshell the
entire story in brief. It is a busy man's
book, a work which supplies the facts, and
leaves the reader room to put in his own
theories, a subtle compliment to his intelli-

gence. The subject of anti-Columbian ex-

plorers is given in six interesting chapters.
I\Ir. Saunders style may be judged from the

following:
"Less is sometimes known ofour great men

whose names have become historic than of
the majority of persons whose claim to our

regard is of less account. This is more
remarkable, since the realm of biographical
literature was never so widespread as at the

present time. It .seems as if the quota of

knowledge about our representative men
was to be in the inverse ratio of their

greatness : as in the instances of Homer,
Shakespeare, and the hero of this brief

sketch, Columbus, although not of the

order of representative bards, was yet a

colossus among navigators, and endowed
with a force of character and intrepidity of

purpose that defied the perils before which
others succumbed. He achieved his work
amidst betrayal and treachery-, and a long
succession of adverse circumstances.

The historical character of such a man
affords to the student a fertile theme of

thoughtful consideration. It is, therefore,
to be regretted, that, although there have
been so many eminent writers who have

sought to portray his remarkable life storj',

j'et, owing to the fact of the paucity of doc-

umentary records, we possess but varying
glimpses of his life, rather than a complete
portraiture of his personality. Not only
are there blank intervals in his career, but
even the time and place of his nativity are

j-et in doubt
;
the best sustained record is,

however, that Columbus was bom at Genoa,
about 1436, or, according to some writers,

1446.
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The annals of biography, may be said,

indeed, scarcely to present a parallel in-

stance of a character so complex and
anomalous—if we are to accept all the con-

flicting statements of his various biographers—as that of the renowned discoverer. Cer-

tain it is that there have been few, if any,
whose life record has been so chequered
and pathetic, yet so illustrious in its results,

and whose career is invested with such

stirring and romantic interest as his.

Columbus, it has been said, stood midway
between the mediaeval and modern ages ;

even his adventurous voyage over a dark
and perilous ocean seems symbolic of the

fact
;
for gloom and disa.ster overshadowed

his course until he gained the Western shore

where they vanished, and all became trans-

figured with the radiant light."

In his new comedy of the wildwood,
"The Foresters," Tennyson shows no
diminution in vigor or in sureness of touch

;

and as compared with his earlier attempts in

dramatic form it will rank high. Through-
out "The Foresters" we feel the warm
pulse of a life that is free and noble and
even in its rudeness touched with the grace
of courtly manners. It is fuller of move-
ment than are most of his productions and
we are carried on to the end with almost

nothii.g to hinder our enjoyment of the

flowing action of the piece.
The songs that arc put into the mouths of

man and maid are such dainty bits of work-

manship as Tennyson alone can give us.

Nothing could be brighter or more in keep-
ing than Marian's " Love flew in at the

window," in the first scene of the first act,

and the rugged earnestness of soul that

lurks in the Anglo-Saxon race, its serious

dreaming and its thoughtfulness find

wonderfully sweet expression in Little

John's :
—

" To sleep ! to sleep ! the long bright day is done,
And darkness rises from the fallen sun.
To sleep ! to sleep ! etc."

So it does also in Robin Hood's soliloquy
in the first scene of the second act. lie

says,
—

" So to meditate

Upon my greater nearness to the birthday
Of the after-life, when all the .sheeted dead
Are shaken from their stillness in the grave
By the last trumpet."

But it must be said that before he ends this

soliloquy our poet makes him say what he
should not

;
it is this,

" Our vice-king John,
True king of vice—true play on words— "

But in all the comedy there is no other

expression that seems so unreal, so nearly
affected as does this. In the passage between
Marian and Robin Hood in the first scene of

the second act there is a fire and passion
that for a moment only, as the moonlight
falls upon her, lets Robin be awed to the

saying of such Avords as these :
—

"O look ! before the shadows of these dark oaks
Thou scemest a saintly splendor out from Heaven,
Clothed with the mystic silver of her moon."

The atmosphere of the greenwood that

stirs in the piece as do the summer winds

among the branches, piping and merry, is

best seen in these words of Marian to her
maid :

—
" If my man-Robin were but a bird-Robin,
How happily would we lilt among the leaves

'I<ovc,!ove,love, love!'—what merry madness—listen!"

But she speaks thus can also say this to

the sheriff of Nottingham who with his

gold tries to win her for his wife :
—

" But while
I breathe Heaven's air and Heaven looks down on me,
And smiles at my best meanings, I remain
Mistress of mine own self and mine own soul."

And so she is true to her outlaw lover and

reigns queen of the wildwood, till King
Richard comes to his own again, and Robin
Hood is once more Earl of Huntingdon.

Max O'Rell has recently lectured in

California, where he was received heartily,
and his latest book ' '

English Pharisees and
French Crocodiles," from the press of
Cassell & Co., will be read with especial
interest, as it appears to be addressed to

Americans, especially, and unlike some
alien writers and critics, he hits us and hits

us hard, but with the best of good humor.
Tile style of the book is that of O'Rell. No
more need be .said, and will furnish mental
food, thought and amusement for the
reader.

The Century Dictionary is, so far

as it affects general education, the most

important event of the j'ear, and in glanc-
ing over its pages, which sparkle with the

things one wishes to know, it is almost im-

possible to find a fault. There is every-
thing to commend, and no library is

complete without it, and no literary man
can aff"ord to have it far from reach.

Few writers in this country have such a

hold upon the reading jiublic as Joel Chan-
dler Harris, the author of " Uncle Remus,"
and his latest book on the plantation will be
read with great interest.



HOTELS

The California Hotel
BUSH STREET, NEAR KEARNY, SAN FRANCISCO.
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'TK/C\ r^qlifnrnin '^ unsurpassed in style of service by the best hotels

• '- oi the United States. Heretofore there has been no

strictly first-class European-plan hotel in San Francisco.

A. F. KINZLER, MANAGER
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Improvement Co.

W. J. MURPHY. President /. M. CH Rl STY. Secretary

THE VALLEY BANK. Treasurer

THE Arizona

lr\PROVEr\ENT Co.

Capital Stock, $3,000,000

KCeNT FOR
LANDS

THE ORANGE LAND CO

THE NEW ENGLAND LAND CO.

OFFER
THE FINEST CITRUS FRUIT LANDS

THE FINEST DECIDUOUS FRUIT LAND

SPECIAL CONCESSIONS
MADE COLONIES

WATER
THE ARIZONA CANAL CO.

THE GRAND CANAL CO.

THE MARICOPA CANAL CO.

THE SALT RIVER VALLEY CANAL CO.

THE WATER POWER CANAL CO.

OFFER
WATER RIGHTS AND WATER POWER

GENERAL OFFICES—MONIHAN BLOCK

Phoenix, Salt River Valley, Arizona

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

W. D. FUI.WILBR, General Manager
L'li



Phoenix, Ariz

THE

VALLEY
BANK

OF

PHCENIX

ARIZONA

Paid up Capital,
-

$100,000

ANDRIiW CRAWFORD. President

M. H. SHIIRMAN. Vice-President

WM. CHRISTY, Cashier

M. W. MESSINGER. Asst. Cash.

CORRESPONDENTS
PACIFIC BANK ----- San Francisco
AM. EXCHANGE NATL. HANK - - - New York
FIRST NATIONAL BANK - - - - Los Angeles
GOLDWATER & BROS. ----- Prescott

ARIZONA NATIONAL BANK - - Tuscon, Ariz.

DRAFTS ISSUED ON ALL THE
PRINCIPAL CITIES OF EUROPE

Qororoerciil

Hotel
GEO. H. N. LUHRS, Proprietor

THE LEADING HOUSE of the SOUTHWEST

Conducted on the

European Plan

FREE BUS TO AND FROM ALL TRAINS
WHITE HELP EXCLUSIVELY ....

Corner

Center and

Jefferson Streets

PHCENIX ARIZONA

MARICOPA

Loan and Trust Company
Capital and Surplus, $120,000

SELDEN CONNOR, Pres. E. T. LITTLE. Asst Cashier THOS. W. HINE. Gen. Mgr. & Cashier

Phcenix, Arizona

i Imm 81
: Geiierol MerctiafKlise ofid Proi/isions

Wholesale and Retail

'*"? HAV. GrK.^lX. ETC.
Proprietor of Ph<sni.\ Stock Yards and Richland Stock Farms

rUa'liix. Ari/.
IMOKY L. UK.VNT

Keuu:ilia. \Vi<.

WW I IV & CO.
Wholesale &. Retail Dealers In

WAGONS. BUGGIES
SHELF AND
HEAVY HARDWARE
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS

PHOENIX ARIZONA

MALCUI.M McNAlK
rrc>UU III

' VDNAR MoNAlK

PHOENIX

Real Estate Co.
Orange Lands a Specialty
Phoenix Property
Unexcelled Inducements to Colonies

Large Tracts of Lands, with Water
Write or Call on I's

F*iioii^:x^iis:: .A^rei^oiv^v



FLOUR

It Pays to Buy the Best of

Qoods, Especially Flour
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The Acknowledged Leader

of Pacific Coast Flours

The Central Milling Company

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, - 29 STEUART STREET
C L. DINGLEY, JR., MANAGER
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BOOKS

Macmillan & Co.'s New Books
./ -Wr.' I'olinnr of Farms hy RmYARD KII'I.IXC

BAI,I,ADS AND BARRACK-ROOM BAI^LADS
Bv KuDYAKi) KriMJNC, author of

"
f.ife'.s llamliciii),"

"
riaiii Tales- from the Hills," et»-.

12 mo, cloth, $1.25.
Mr. K\i(1yanl Kiiiling has revisrd his verses fontrihute<l to various magaziiiea during the past few years.

Tlie.sc, toKi'lIier witU the poems by
"
Yussuf," publisht-d in Macmillan's Magazine, and a number of new pitcu

now p>-iiUcd for the first time, will form the above volume.

A Ne7a Novel by F. MARION CRAWFORD. Second Edition. Cloth, $r.oo.

THE THREE FATES a story of New York Life

By F. Marion Cbawford, author of "The Witch of Prapue," etc. 12mo, cloth, $1.00.

No7v readv. In the new Uniform Edition ofV. ^Iakiox CKAWi'oRit'.SiVotW.^. I'li/ilislied tnonlhly

MR. ISAACS Cloth .$1 00
DR. CLAUDIUS Cloth 1 00

2JOR0ASTER Cloth *1 00

THE three; FATES Cloth 100
THE TALE OF A LONELY PARISH Cloth %\ (X)

Now Ready. A Neio Noxrt by HON. EMIL Y LA IVLESS, author of "I/iirrish,'' etc.

GRANIA The story of an Island

By tin- Hon. K.mtlv Lawless, author of
"
Hurrish," etc. 12m(i, cluth, iHM.

Belongs to a elass of novels to whicli the modern mind owes a range of experience and enjoyment far beyond
the reneli, at any rate, of idle and stay-at-home folk in earlier days.

* * *

CtH.\NI.V has carried her (Miss Lawless) substantially beyond "her previous work. Its simplicity is the sim-
plicity of strenRth : it treats common things an<l emotions with that toudi which k'ives freshness and distinc-
tion—tlie last achievement of the writer's art.—Mrs. Humphrey Ward in the \ew Review.

THE HISTORY OP DAVID GRIEVE THE LESSON OF THE MASTER
Hv Mks. IIumimiukv Wap.I), author of "Robert Kls-

mefe," etc. Fourth Kdition. Cloth, $1.00.
ALso a r>ibrary Kdition, i vols., TJino, cloth, ?S.OO.
"What sorrow, what repentances, sulleriuKS, sins, and

heart searehiiiss David passes tliroutrh we leave to our
readers to liud out. They will fiiul more than this.

They will limi thoughts wliich stimulate and passages
which liurn.

DENTIL QUARRIER
By GEoiiOK (iissiNii, author of " Demos," etc. 12mo,

cloth, ?l.OO.
"
Interesting on account of the artistic way in which

tlie plot is unfolde<l."— /'/i//a(ff?y)/((a Public Ledger.

And Other Stories

By He.nky James. 12mo, cloth, $1.00.
" 'The Lesson of the Master' has real atid permanent

interest. Needless to say that it is well toM
There are clever thing's on almost every paire."—
Chicago Tribune.

MARIAM
Or, Twenty-one Days

By IIoK.vcK X'lCTOK. IJmo, cloth, $1.00.
" A brilliant and fascinating story, full of the mysti-

cal romance of the Orient."—Boston Beacon.

LORD TENNYSON'S New Book

THE FORESTERS : Robin Hood and Maid Marian
By Alfkkd, Loud Tknxvson. 16mo, Uniform with the library edition of his works in 8

volumes. Cloth, $1.26.
" Lord Tennyson has t(uiche<l the myth an<l tradition of Robin Hood with the magic wand of his genius, and

made them glow with the lire and semblance of reality."
—iVciu York Sun.

A Nc:c Fotmne />v JflLLLAJf WINTER
SHADOWS OF THE STAGE

By "William Winter. Uniform with "
Shakespeare's England."

SHAKESPEARE'S ENGLAND I GRAY DAYS AND GOLD
New Edition, elotli, ISnio, T.'i cents.
" The book is delightful reading. . . . It is a de-

licious view of England which tliis v>oet takes. It is

indeed the noble, hospitable, merry, romance-haunted
England of our fathers—the England which we know
of in song aiul story."—Scr(6»icr's yionthUj.

lSnui, doth, T"i cents.
"Much that is bright and best in our literature is

brought once more to our dulled memories. Imleed we
know of but few volumes containing so much of obser-

vation, kindly comment, philosophy and artistic weight
as this unpretentious little hoo)^.."—Chicago Herald.

THE PRINCESS TARAKANOVA
A Dark Chapter of Russian History

Translated from the Russian of G. P. Danilevski. By Ida De Mouchanoff. With four portraits. 12mo. cloth,
gilt top, ?2.00.

"the tale forms one of the most thrilling and tragic chapters in Russian history, and Danilevski, in preparing his
version, undoubtedly had the use of important documentary evidence."— T/ic Biaron.

*»* Purchasers of books are invited to apph/ for }facmHlan cO Co.'s -Vptr Catalogue of books bii American authors,
which will be mailed free tn am/ addre-<.<.

MACMILLAN & CO.. i I2 Fourth Avenue, New York
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The PELTON WATER WHEEL
Embracing in its variations of construction and

application,

THE PELTON SYSTEM OF POWER
The only distinctively new and important develop-

ment relating to Hydraulic Power that has been made in
the last half century—adapted to all conditions and every
variety of service where a head of 20 or more feet can be
obtained.

MORE THAN 2,500 NOW IN USE

Write for Catalogue—The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
121-123 Main St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A. or 143
Liberty St., New York City, U. S. A.

The PELTON WATER MOTOR
Varying from the fraction of i up to loo h. p.

—Adapt-
ed to all light running machinerj'.

Send for circular—address as above.

MANUFACTURII

17 and 19 Fremont Street, San Francisco

Saws of livery Description on Hand or

Made to Order

AGKNITS FOR C. 13. FAUL'S KILES

REGULATE THE

STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS,

PURIFY THE BLOOD.
A RELIABLE REMEDY FUR

Tn<1lecnf Inn, lilllouHiioHH, lleadnchc, Ooimtl-

put Inn, U}h]k'|>hIu, Chronic I.lvcr Trouble!!,

]h/.zhi('MK, Jtiicl Coinplo.xloii, PyHciitcry,
Oirt'iiHlvc lirt'uth, and till (llxortliTit uC tho
Slomach, l.lver and Rowclx.

ItipaiiH Talmles contiiiri noDiinp injurious to
th(; moKt (klj('atc (^oiLititutinii. rJi'iLsjiut to take,
aiA.tr., eireotuiil. Give iinmcdJHlc- rclii'f.

Sou) by (IniirKistK. A trial hottlo 8L-nt by luoU
on DTcipt of 1.) cents. AddrcHu

THE RIPANS CHEMICAL CO.
10 si'iMTK stki:i;t, new yohk city.

th:^ I/Bading

Religious ^^^ Literary
WEl^KJ^Y

On the Pacific Coast

Unrivaled in Size, Quality, Circulation.

Distinguished for Literary Flavor and
Modern Tone.

A Friend of Toleration.

Devoted to Christian Culture, Manly
Piety, Presbyterian Progress, the
Brotherhood of Believers, Preaching
without Stilts, and

Truth in Working Clothes

SAMPLE FREE

Subscription, $2.50. Ministers and Teachers, ^2.

THE OCCIDENT
1 170 Market St. San Francisco, Cal.

The Pacific Ensign
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE

California

Woman's
hristian Temperance Union

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY THE
ENSIGN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Mrs. D. J. Spencer,
Business Manager

132 MCALLISTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

To Invest
Your monej' safely for six years at 8 per cent

net gold annually, payable by coupon, 4 per

cent every six months, and at the end of the six

years to own an interest in a full income bearing

Orange Grove in the most beautiful section of

California, which you can make your home,

and receive thereafter from 10 to 20 per cent

annually is what everybody would like.

We can show you exactly how it can be

done if you will write us for particulars.

Geo. W. Meade & Co.

1 32 Market Street
San Francisco, Cal.

Financial Agents
for Investors
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The Virginia
CHICAGO.

/\B30LUTELYFR.e Proof.

"~~ A f^^^

A PERFECT HOTEL
FOR TRANSIENT OR PERMANENT GUESTS.

*fbe 0pen Go"''ts facing goutb Insure
Sunlight and Perfect \5entilation.

CONDUCTED ON THE AMERICAN PLAN.

BOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERIOR VIEWS, AND

RATES MAILED ON APPLICATION.

PATENTS
A48-page book free. Address

^V. T. FITZ GKKAI.1>. Att'v-at-I,aw.
Cor. Mh and F Sts., \VasIiington, I). V

^lOO MONTHLY
IN PRIZES

FOR BEST ANSWERS
TO ONE QUESTION

istprlze,$50;2(l,S25;3(l,Si5;4IH,$7;5tH,$3

JUNE QUESTION
What famous sayings arc recorded in our annals as

havinK been uttered by well-known .Americans on
lii.storical occasions? Take lor example Captain
Jas. Lawrence's dy i II K cry: "Don't Give up the Ship"

COMPETITION OPEN TO ALL
o Full Information, Scno for Copy of

American Notes and Queries
ei9 WALNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
IOC PCR NUMBCF

S3 PER TCAR

For SOME
INFORMATION

IN REGARD TO THE BEST

Orange Groves
^"^ Orange Lands

In California

Send your name and address
or call on

T. H. SHARPLESS
Redlands, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

ffjRBusHMtriT oH Trie FflQfK (o/isr

1^0K ALL

320 JflH5«A\6 ?n

HnLF-ToK^SoiJf^sp^dMr^

foi\ SP^(l/AtHS Of OlJ[\ tri6(^yiH65 S{{ rriis RjBLKATiori.

.SI



HOTELS

Hotel Pleasanton.
MRS. M E PENDLETON, PROPRIETOR.

•sUTTER STREET, CORNER J0NC3. CAN FFflNCICCO. GAL.

i I f
: !f

\l\ ii|H.LlM^^^M^Sm:^^mmm^3 f
• -

'i I i»nt '

c

' /*^''V)#^j'ii)iiinri
It lijiiiil';

ij«^

The LARGEST, best appointed and most liberally managed

FAMILY AND TOURIST HOTEL

IN SAN FRANCISCO, wiih the most CENTRAL and delightful location.

The CUISINE a special feature. LIGHTED BY ELECTRICITY throughout.

ELEGANTLY FURNISHED ROOMS AND PARLORS for Banquets. Privi.te Dmners,
Parties Weddings, etc.

32
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kM\ ^|19J^ MlHH^ s

SioN St. X

The Mo$T(piAPLETE andBeSt
Ejt^^u^h/jeWt Wejt of OiiCfli^o.

^^i3gMM [si [3 E] [E]

cALIFORNIA
WIRE W0RK5 ^

OFFICE

FREMONT STREET
SAN FRANCI5C0. CAL.

nAlVUFACTURERS FOR THIRTY-THREE YEARS

WIRE OF ALL K/NDS-BEST STEEL
WIRE NAILS
BARBED WIRE, Regularly Licensed

WIRE RORES AND CABLES
WIRE CLOTH AND NETTING

FOR THEHallidie's Patent Wire Ropeway
RAPID AND ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION OP
ORE AND OTHER MATERIAL

Erected by us durinsr the past fourteen years in spans of from 200 to 2,000 feet.

Simple, Economical and Durable. Have been thoroughly tostcl i:i all parts or' the country

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Los Angeles Agency

201 N. LOS ANGELES STREET
Portland Agency

22 FRONT STREET
33
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ESTABLtSHEO 1858

CUTTIMQ PAGKIHQ CO. PACKERS
Agents of Columbia River Packing Co., Astoria, Or. Pacific Coast Packing Co.,

Femdale, Cal. Arctic Fishing Co., Alaska. Alaska Packing and Fur Co.,
Alaska. Prince of Wales Packing Company, Alaska

Packers of the "COCKTAIL," " PACIFIC COAST," "ARCTIC." " NAHA
BAY" and " METEOR " Brands of Salmon

GUTTING FRUIT PACKING COMPANY

Manufacturers of all varieties of Califomia Hemietically Scaled Goods
Sole Packers and Proprietors of the " CUTTING "

(Extrai), and " ROSE"
(Standard) Brands of California Fruits

FACTORIES AT

San Francisco & Santa Rosa, Cal.

OFFICES
123-125 MARKET ST., San Francisco, Cal., U S. A.

T-^
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I»A.SA.r»13JVA.

glrssigul sGiiooL m boys

THIRD YEAR

Prepares Boys for any College or

Scientific School

Principal
STEPHEN CUTTER CI,ARK, A. B. (Harvard,)

Teacher of Science and mathematics

Assistants
GRACE MII/I/ER CLARK, A. M. (Smith)

Teacher of Classics

ALBERT WARREN GUNNISON, A. B. (Cala.)
Teacher of EngHsh and Mathematics

LOUISE M. BALCH, Preparatory Department

Special Teachers
HERR ARNOLD KUTNER, German
PROF. CARLOS A. BRANSBY, A. M., Spanish
MLLE. DE GROOTE, French

PROF. WM. P. HAMMOND, Penmanship
HERR C. J. ROHDE, DriUmaster

WILLIAM R. STAATS.

lNVE5TnENT Banker
^ Broker.

Deals in choice Mortgage Securities,

Bonds and Stocks. Irrigation

Bonds a specialty.

Makes and negotiates Loans on Real Estate
and approved collateraL

I'irst-class Mortgage Securities for Investors

always on hand.

Transacts a General Real Estate Business.

Taxes paid and properly managed for resi-

dent and non-resident owners. Collections

made and promptly remitted.

"We solicit correspondence and cheerfully five information.

12 South Raymond Ave., Pasadena, Cal.

The HOl-LENBECK
LOS KNGEL-ES. CKL.

THE
HOLLENBECK is the largest and most popular hotel in Los Angeles—justly famed aj

one of the most attractive health resorts in the world. The hotel represents the latest effort!
in the direction of hotel science, and combines at once all the elements of a city hotel, with

the home-like quality so indispensable to the tourist.

THE

LEADING

LOS ANGELES

HOTEL

The hotel is in the center of the city, n iar the theatres and best resident portion. Sanitary
conditions perfect. Two hundred and fifty rooms. Fire escapes. Fire alarm system. Elevator
and all modem improvements. American and European plan. For particulars address

B. G. PAY & SON., Los Angeles, Cal.
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ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT 00.
ENGINEERS and

CONSTRUCTORS

o, Complete £\qqIyIC Lightillg

Power, Mining and Railway Plants
AL AGENTS FOR

Fort Wayne Electric Company
GENERAL AGENTS FOR

IN THE STATES OF

California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington and Arizona

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

nANUFACTURERS... OF THE

Office

35 New Montgomery Street

SLATTERY INDUCTION System
WOOD ARC Lishtin:^

BRADLEY ALTE.^NATZ CURRENT Motors
WOOD POWER GcNiiaATODs and Appliances
FORT WAYNE DIRECT CURRENT Incandescent Apparatus

WORKS: Corner Vallejo and Davis Streets

Corner Mission and Fremont Streets

SAN rRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

that there is a bicycle lead-

ing all bicycles, out-wear-

ing all bicj^cles, satisfying

everybod}^ IvCt every lov-

er of healthful happiness
send to any Columbia

agent and obtain free a

copy of Book about Colum-

bias, or send two two-cent

stamps to Pope Mfg. Co.,

221 Columbus Ave., Bos-

ton, that he may know

^11 S^bout \\

THE BANK OF GALIFORNIA.
Capital, »3,000,000.

Surplus »nd Undivided rrofits, July Ist, 1891,

«3,'i75,919.48.

WILLIAM ALVORD.
THOMAS BROWN.
B. MURRAY. JK.
I. F. MOULTON.

President.
Cashier.

Assistant Cashier.

Seeond Assistant Cashier.

AGENTS— New York: Agency of the Bank of California. Bostoni

Tremont National Bank. Chicago: Union National Bank. St. Louis:

Boatmen's Bank. Australia anJ Mew Zealand: The B.ink of New Ze».

land. London: Messrs. N M. Rothschild & Sons. China, Japan and
India: Chartered Hank of India. Australia and China.
The Bank has an A^jincy in Virginia City, and Correspondents In all

the Principal Miniii.; Districts and Interior Towns of the Paniic Coast.

Letters of C:edit Issued, available in all parts of the wnrld. Orawa
direct on London. Duhlin, Paris, Genoa, Berlin. Hrc-men. Hamburg,
Frankfort a. M.. Antwerp. Copenhagen, Stockholm. Christima, Locarno.

Sydney, Mcllxjurne, Auckland, Hontjkonij, Shantrh.ii and Yokohama, all

titles in Italy and Switzerland, Salt Lake, Portland, Or.. Los Aneelea,
Denver, New Orleans.

Halsteo & GO,

Undertakers iEmbalmers

Mission 946 ^(''^B'

SAN FRANCISCO

TELEPHONE 3163

.sr,
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Aftii'.il ISii-iiK l'i;i€t iif

Send I'or 4 ii-cihir

cinmnLmiiLExcELsioR
WEBSTER POCKET
SPELLER &DEFINER
ol tlic h iiL'hsli Laiiu'iiiiLT ii>i-r -'.'i.ono Honis
ami ilt-tliiiliuiis. 'Ihi' illiisi ral ion i;i»cs ji fjiir

iilcu oniir
<.li]i|M' of till* Miirk ttliirh is hpcl-

liT. |ironoiiii('t'i-, iiiitl ili-tliMT all in nnc. A
n-adwrf ftTcnr*' Icxiron. a ^*Tilal>If *-porltr|
::Ianl,*'i(iMl liiis ntt sii|MTior in t lii' |iiilili<>liini:

»orh1. or \;iliti* to all. i->>|M>t-iall> to tho>f

iiMiMTfi-rl Iv iir<|naiiil cil nilli (lir Mivnrics uT
linirtish spi'lMnu*: 'i-W pp. <loiilili> ruin inn.

uciL'hl 'J <>/.. si/i> '}\'2 l-*J ill. %oiiii(l iit

Itiissia l.t>n(bi>r iiud imlrvnl. foot piiiil, 50 Ci

EXIELSKIU PIH. IlorsK. .»(; ItrrLinan St., \. « York.

Columbus Buggy Go.

<J^u]n[b\j^ 14.92.

I.iirKest I'actory

I^arjjest Variety of I.^teMt Styles at
Lowest rrices

TACIFIC COAST HEAIXiVAKTEKS

29 MARKET STREET, San Francisco

A, G. GLENN, Manager

fnia III bit liitsiiK

THOMAS MAGEE

Real Estate Auent

Editor and Publisher of the

"Real Estate Circular" since 1865

^f\ MONTGOMERY^ ^^ STREET

Makes Investments
For Buyers and Sells all

kinds of City Propert)-

K. T.AlrlrKM'O.
41(>

Stivct
Kclow Sansonu-

SAN FKA NCI SCO. CM..

•••

Outing and Camping Supplies

Athletic and Sporting Goods

Hammocks, Guns, Lawn Tennis

•
Fishing Tackle

,^^4^.
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^ XKNA^' BOOK BV THE EDII^OR OK "THE CA.LIEORN IA.N "

CHARLES DARWIN: His Life and Work
By Charles Frederick Holder, LL. D.

AUTHOR OF

"LIVING LIGHTS," "MARVELS OF ANIMAL LIFE," "THE IVORY KING," "A STRANGE COMPANY,"
"ELEMENTS OF ZOOLOGY," "A FROZEN DRAGON." ETC., ETC.

PRESS NOTICES
" The les.son of the life and work of the late Charle.s

Darwin, as related by Charles Frederick Holder, is so
wholesome that parents will do well to brinfj it to the
attention of their children. The story is related in a

very readable style and serves as an admirable por-
traft of one of the gentlest and best of men."—/%?/«-
delphia Press.
"To the j-oung, yet uninstructed in any phase of

the subject, a book like this is peculiarly aclniirable."—Brooklyn, N. Y. Times.
" Mr. Holder has woven the incidents of hi.'^ ( Dar-

win's) life into a fresh and vigorous narative that will
be none the less interesting to older readers because
it is also addressed to the j'oung."—Courier Journal,
Louisville, Ky.
"... Mr. Holder's volume is calculated to meet a

definite need and it .should prove welcome, especially
to the young. . . . "—A'eza Vork Tribune.

" The author has the rare art of making interesting
any .subject which he touches. Hence, with so rich a
theme as this he has produced a storj- that is very
readable.—Sati Francisco Chronicle.

" Charles Lamb has somewhere said that men
should be modest for their friends as well as for them-
selves. It is this vicarious modesty which makes the
charm of Holder's life of Darwin. It is as modest as
Darwin would have liked to have it modest. It shows
not only appreciation of his strength, but a kinship
with' him in its unostentation. Its eulogy is iniin-
tentional and unobtrusive."—New York Commercial
A dvertiser .

" The volume is exceedingly interesting in style and
matter, and from the pen of one amply competent to
make it so."—Boston Transcript.
"The book fills a valuable place in literature." —

Pasadena Star.
"This life of Darwin will be hailed with delight.

. . . The work throughout is excellent. "^lA""'/;// oy"

Pedajs^O£^y." Mr. Holder possesses the art of making what
would be a dry book in other hands than his, enter-

taining as well as instructive."—l.ilciarv Neii's.

"|Mr. Holder has rendered great service to younger
readers thisby volume . . . has done his work well
. . . one of the best volumes of tlie series."—Herald,
Boston.
"A fine contribution to the literature which has

grown up about the name of the famous scientist."—
Rochester Herald, April 20.
"

It is an admirable vohtme. . . . The skill shown
in blending the personal flavor with the scientific

career, and making each illustrate the other, is verj-
great."—Chicago Times, May 2.

"
Charmingly told and liberally illustrated."—Cin-

cinnati Times-Star, April 30." The early bent, the growing and strengthening
characteristics, the physical sufferings and the ripened
serenity of the man are beautifully and feelingly re-
lated."— Times, Kansas City, May n.
"An admirable work . . . There are other lives

of Darwin, notably, one by his son
;
but there is none

which tells ju.st what one wishes to know about him
so compactly and satisfactorily as this."—Indianapolis
Journal, May iS.

" A valuable popular biography of a great and pro-
found student of nature."—Brooklyn Eagle, April 20.

" Of the many biographies and sketches 01 the life

of Darwin that have appeared within a few years,
the one here under notice promises to be in many re-

spects the most satisfactory."
—S. F. Bulletin, May 9." The work is one of intense interest throughout."—San Diego Sun, May 4." The work Mr. Holder has done could hardly have

been improved and his book will surely find the place
it deserves in the favor of those who read the best
books of Science."—Hartford, Conn. Post.

" Mr. Holder has certainly given us a volume which
all will read with profit and pleasure. . . . The
volume is delightfully illustrated."—Church Union,
New York.

" The author has done well in summarizing the life

and work of the great naturalist in such a way as to

make it attractive and instructive to the general
reader."—American, Nashville, Tenn.

IN PRESS
LOUIS AGASSIZ: His Life and Work

BY THE SAME AUTHOR

a. p. PUTNAM'S SONS
I^ONUON AND NEVS^ YORK

SUriNER p. HUNT

California Bank Building Los Angeles, Cal.

THE TOURIST, Utica, N. Y. $1 a year. Have you seen it?
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REPLANDS, CflL.

HOTEL Windsor
ACCOMMODATION
FIRST CLASS
CENTRALLY LOCATED

RATES, $2 TO $3 PER DAY (flfllFBELL T. HEDQE, Proprietor

HILLS BROS.
Importers, Roasters and Wholesale Dealers

ill Coffee. Java, Moch.i, .uiJ other line

Grades Our Specialties.

400 Sansome St., San Francisco

D
HPBIT CURED PT tlOfHE

Painlessly. No Inter-

ruption of Business
or Pleasure

l:^- Book Free.

MEEKER MEDICAL CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

Catalina
Island

A DELIGHTFUL. SUMMER AND
WINTER RESORT FOR THE STRONG

AND A PERFECT SANITARIUM
FOR THE WEAK

BOATING

BATHING
FISHING

AND HUNTING
•" Unsurpassed

HOBBS & RICHARDSON
PRACTICAL QARRIA6E

BUILPERS
MAKERS CELEBRATED, CONCURpJAGONS

154-156 N. Los Angeles St. Los Angelts. CaL

Insure in Your HOMK Company

THE PACIFIC MUTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE CO.

OF CALIFORNIA

REACHED DAILY BY

Wilniiiiotoii Traiisportatloii Go.'s Sieamers

(VIA SAN PEDRO)

For further information apply to

The Company's Office. 130 W. 2d St., LoS AngeleS

ASSETS
$2,500,000

PAID
POLICY HOLDERS

$5,000,000

BEST
ORGANIZATION
IN THE WORLD FOR

POLICY HOLDERS

Stockholders
LIABLE FOR

EVERY CLAIM

KILGA.RIK & Beaver
general agents

418 CALIFORNIA ST. SAN FRANCISCO
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s^ Where are You

Going on Your Vacation?

Honolulu and Return .... $125.00

THE SPLENDID SOOO-TON STEAMERS

ALAMEDA, AUSTRALIA,
MARIPOSA, MONOV/Al

and ZEALANDIA,
of t'lis line, are so well known from the thousands who have made
voyages in them to and from the Sandwich Islands, that no descrip-
tion is necessary.

inp 111 kets to Honolulu, involving a three weeks'.staj- in the Islands,—a trip to the famous
volcano of Kilauea, a run by Oahu K. R to Pearl River and Ewa Plantation, board at the best
liotel iu Honolulu and return to San Francisco $225.00
MARK TWAIN says of Hawaii : "No alien land in all the world has any deep, strong

charm fur me but that one; no other land could so longingly and beseechingly haunt me
sleeping and waking, through half a life-time, as that one lias done. Other things change,

but it remains the same. For me its balmy airs are always blowing, its summer seas flashing in the
sun; the pulsing of its surf-beat is in my ear; I can see its garlanded craigs, its leaping c iscades, its

plumv palms drowsing by the shore, its remote summits floating like islands above the cloud-rack;
I can feel the spirit of its woodland solitude; I can hear the plash of its brooks; in ni}' nostrils still

lives the breath of flowers that perished twenty years ago."

Steamers sail twice a month, as follows: June 24, July 5, July 22, August 2, August 19.

Prompt attention paid to telegraphic reservations of Staterooms and Berths.

For Tickets or further information, call on or address J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS. COMPANY
Send 10 cents in stamps for new "

Trip to General Agents, 327 Market St., San Francisco
Hawaii "

illustrated with photogravures

MOLLINE
A discovery by a celebrated L ndon Chemist. It has been proved
a genuine success in removing stains and griminess from the hands,
and leaving them soft and white. It is a boon to housekeepers who
do their own work; and the liorrors of the kitchen is no more
a terror to the housewife. For Sale by all Druggists.
In large bottles, 50c.

ASK FOR IT, AND BE SURE TO GET IT

WINTERILLA
A pleasant and effective remedy for the positive cure of Chapped
Hands, Poison Oak, Salt Rheum, l-'.czema, Sunburn and Tan.
It also removes freckles, and is a In.xury for gentlemen after

shaving. Its components are entirely harmless, and a lady's
toilet is not complete withoit it. For Sale by all Druggists.
In 25c and 50c bottles.

ASK FOR IT, AND INSIST ON GETTING IT

LIGHTNING FLUID
The C.reatest Pain Killer of the Age— for Headache, Toothache,
Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Sprains, Pruises, Chilblains, Colic,
Influen/a, Coughs and Colds, Cramps in the Stomach, Pains in
the back and limbs, etc. It is invaluable for inward as well as
Oiilwatil ai)i)Hcations. Quick in action and positive in results.
For Sale by all Druggists. In 50c and $1.00 bottles.

ASK FOR IT, AND BE SURE TO GET IT
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INCORRORATED 1S63.

R. H. McDonald, President.

FRANK V. McDonald, Cashier. R. H. Mcdonald, Jr., VIce-Presldent.

Pacific Bank,
SAN FRANCISCO, GAL

OLDEST CHARTERED COMMERCIAL BANK ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

PAID-UP CAPITAL, IN GOLD.

SURPLUS. ....
AVERAGE RESOURCES.
YEARLY VOLUME OF BUSINESS,

$1,000,000

800,000

4,750,000

. 225.000,000

Depositors secured by the unlimited pro rata guarantee of all the shareholders.

Banking Connections in all the important centers of the world.

Letters of Credit for use of travelers, available in all parts of the world.

Telegraphic Transfers in Cipher made in London, Paris, Berlin and various places
in the United States.

Drafts issued on Australia and the Orient.

Dividends and Coupons collected.

Bullion bought and sold.

Orders executed for all Investment Securities.

State, County, City and 'Water Bonds negotiated.

Approved Business Paper discounted or received as Security for Loans.

Loans on Goods in Transit.

Loans on Warehouse Receipts.

Collections on the Pacific Coast, Mexico, Central and South America, New Zea»

land, India, China and Japan, handled at lowest rates, with promptness and dispatch.

Bills drawn on Union Bank of London, Credit Lyonnais, Paris, and Direction

der Disconto Gesellschaft, Berlin, and other important cities of Europe.



Tlie PDlflal Liie ipaice GompaDy oi |lewM
RICHARD A. McCURDY, President
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The Mutual Life Insurance Company of New
York is the only one of the many Eastern Life

Insurance Companies carrying on business in

this State that has become the owner of Real

Estate in San Francisco and plar.ted its funds

here permanently.
The plate annexed represents the building now in

the course of eonstruction for the Mutual Life, at

the southeast corner of California and Sansome Streets,
in this city.

It will be a massive and beautiful structure of

granite and terra cotta, perfectly fire-proof, resting

upon a solidly piled and concrete foundation.

The building will be a grand and solid addition to

the advancing architecture of San Francisco and will

be first-class in all it arrangements and appointments.

TIiE Best Company
The Best Company is the Company

that does the Most Good
THE PRE-EMIKENT TOPULARITY OF

Ttie jDuiiiai Life Insurance Companii
OF NEW YORK
-IS ESTABLISHED BY-

THE FOLLOWING INDISPUTABLE FACTS

Which prove it to be the Largest, Strongest, and the
Best Company for the Policy-holder in the world.

On the 31st of December, 1691 the Gpand Total of
the payments to policy-holders hao increased

to $323,447,859.03
Here are the Items;:

Paid for Death Claims - - -
$119,374,893. 18

" " Matured Endowments - 29,469.432 60
" Annuities - . - . 1,187,560 44
" Surrenders - - - 86,471.837 06
" IMvideuds " " '

_l 86,944,135.75

Total - - - .
$323,447,85903

iff
"

""^^^ While nearly One Hundred and Forty-nine millions
"; JkB^ were paid for beath Claims and Endowments, it will

be seen tliat nearly Kifhty-seven Millions were received
by tlie Policy-hiilders in tlie shape of dividends or

profits: in other words (his enormous sum was
deducti'd from the cost of the yearly ivremiums.

The natural question following the perusal of these figures will be, "What did the Company receive from its

Policy-holders?
"

It has received for premiums from organization until December 31, 1S91, ^418,'-"34,67'1.(>5: up to the same date the
.Mutual had paid its Policy-holders, $;!'23,447,8">i).03. We cannot, for purposes of exact comparison, calculate beyond
that date, but up to the beginning of the present year the stewardship of the Mutual Liie can be accurately gauged:

It Received from Policy-holders $l1,s.s;{|,t'.7^.(>5

It Paid Policy-holders ;!-j;!,l 17,859.0:?

Anil should have on hand .... | ',).'), :KSt'i,si.i.G'J

Instead of which the Mutual Life bus accumulateti the vast fund of ?159,.")07,i:W.(').s, every dollar of which is

held seciirel\ Invested to meet the payments of its contracts with its members. No other institution can show a
like stewardship.

This Company's New Distribution Policy is the most Libera! ever issued by any Life Insurance Company

MUTUAL, T.TFK CONSOLS—The Consol Policy recently announced by the Mutual Life Insurance
Comiiany of New York combines more advantages, with fewer restrictions, tlinn any invostnu'iit insurance
coiitraet ever ollered. It consolidates JiisiirHiic<<, Kiidowiiiciit, ]n vestiiifiil, Aiiiiiiiil Income. N<'

other company otters this Policy. Apply to Company's Authorized Agents for details.

A. B. FORBES, General Agent for Pacific Coast

401 California St., San Francisco

Vs. A 'f ».. h ^/f-ts. 1 ^«4^. & yf^
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BANKS
DEPOSITS AS SMALL AS $1.00 RECEIVED.

.«*>V*"

i^.<^ -*»

SAFE DEPOSIT V
^^ Cor. Market and Fourth Streets ^^^
4? SAN FRANCISCO

Oapital Stock,
Paid up in Oa.sli,
Subject to Oall, .

Surplus Fuud,
Undivided Profits,

#1,000,000.00
333,333.33
oeceeo.OT'
ss,ooo.oo
Q0,000.00

{.

INTEREST PER ANNUM FOR LAST TWO YEARS:
{

6.40 ON TERM DEPOSITS.
4.50 ON ORDINARY DEPOSITS.

Married Women and Children may deposit money subject to their control.

AH accounts confidential. Interest credited twice a year and commences with
date of deposit.

Open from 9.00 a. m. to 3.00 p. m. on week days and on ^onday and Saturday
evenings from 6.30 to 8.30.

Any one/nterested In finance does not fall to find
the study or the stamp system of savings one in which
there is much food for thought. Undoubtedly it is the

best system in the world to encourage
small savings.

In Germany it has resulted in the
hoarding up of millions of marks
by the poor people, who call dowa
blessings upon its originator.
The 5-cent stamp sys»;em is in full

operation at the People's Home
Savings Bank, and those who have
investigated it are convinced of its

efficacy.
About 9,000 stamp-saving books

- have been issued by the bank to
People s Homo Mamp. the people of San Francisco. In
each book are ten or fifteen deposit cards, and when
enough stamps have been purchased from time to time
to fill one of the cards, that card is worth a dollar at
the People's Home Savings Bank, 805 Market Street,
corner 4th. As an object lesson in sa\-ing to the youth
of the land the stamp system is invaluable.

The People's Home Savlnjjs Bank has adopted a
very effective plan for accumulatingagoodsumof money
by small savings. The bank has a large number of
small nickel-plated safes, oblong in shape and about

half the size of an ordinary
cigar-box. These will each
hold about $35 in silver coin,
and their use is becoming
general in San Francisco. To
get a safe, you simply deposit
a dollar with the People's
Home cashier and take it

home, where you drop in an
occa.sional dime or more, and
wake up some morning to
find tliat you have $^5 o^

surplus coin on hand. The
only way vou tun .iret at this is to take the little safe

to the People's Home Savings Bank, where the key is

kept, and there unlock it. The dime-savers then deposit
the monev in the People's Home Savings Bank, and
thus lay the foundation for a fortune.— .Siiw J-'/ancisca

Chronicle.

A special feature of the People's Home Savins.s IJanlc is the Safe Deposit Vaults ; the strongest without

exception i;n the Coast; easy of access, being on the ground fU-or of the Rank; brilliantly lighted with arc and
incandescent lights, and secure and convenient for the inspection of valuables.

Individual Steel Safes, inside the Vaults, may be secured at rentals of from $4.00 to $25.00 per annum. The
smallest safe is large euougb for your Insurance Policies, your Will, Stocks, Bonds, a good deal of com, and quite
a supply of Jewelry.

Rooms are furnished the depositors for the private inspection of valuables, where they can lock themselves In

from all intrusion.

Down stairs are absolutely fire-proof and burglar-proof vaults with capacity for storing amounts of silverware,
trunks and boxes containing furs, laces, clothing and other valuables.

JOHN E. FARNUM,
Manacck and Secretary.

COLUMBUS WATERHOUSE,
Prcsidcnt.

INTEREST WORKS WHILE YOU SLEEP-



HOTELS

The California Hotel,
BUSH STREET, NEAR Kearny. SAN ERANCISCO.
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"Thp r^ 'llifnrni^ ^^ unsurpassed in style of service by the best hotels

of the United States. Heretofore there has been no

strictly first-class European-plan hotel in San Francisco.

A. F. KINZLER, MANAGER.



MEDICINE

Home Ivnowledgfe

is all astray about scrofula. Pale, thin, delicate, children are apt to

be suspected of scrofula, when perhaps all they need is a more

carefully directed life.

Your doctor is the, one to judge for you, and to tell you how to get

your child back to health.

Our knowledge of scrofula is becoming clearer. Ten years ago we

did not even know the cause of it. We now know that both con-

sumption and scrofula are produced by the growth of germ. We

liave found the germ ;
identified it

;
one germ—the same one pro-

ducing both consumption and scrofula. In consumption this germ

is in the lungs ;
in scrofula it is in some other part of the body.

This deep and difficult knowledge is of no value to you; you cannot

use it. It is of the greatest value to your doctor
;
he does use it.

The scrofulous child is fat-starved
;
and yet scrofulous children

are apt to loathe fat. They must have it. They will take, and can

digest, the easiest fat in its easiest form
;
that is Scott's Emulsion of

cod-liver oil.

You are welcome to a Dook on CAREFUL LIVING, if you write for it to Seott & Rowne, Chemists

132 South Fifth Avenue, New York.

Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver oil, at any ilriif; store, |1.
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Crank Okvsicks IN' Action. .....
I'.ige.vvt

A CAI<IFORNIA I,OAN EXHIBITION
Ilhislratecl by coiirttsy of the P.-isadcna Loan Association.

HOPE: Poem .......
IN THE YEI.I<OWSTONE TARK ....

iMiIIy i!lustrritt'<l 1>y full pajje and oIIilt cuts, liy Tlior,
Dalilgrcn, Harris, Dalmcr, ttc.

THE DESERT
Illusti-.-itcd liy Dcnslow.

THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
I'ullj' illustrated from photographs by Taber.

A GI/IMPSE OF TWO PRESIDENTS
THREE MINSTREI,S: Poem

JIM BARKER: Poem .....
AT THE DRY TORTUGAS DURING THE WAR
FRAU 1,125 EI<: A Story

Illustrattd by Denslow from sketches by Constance Snow.

I,I2J: A Story
Illustrated bv Dcnslnw.

/
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The Californian.
IMPORTANT ARTICLES.

Many of the articles in the previous issues of TuK Califokxiax have attracted wide-

spread attention and comment. Some of them are as follows. Back numbers can be
obtained at twenty-five cents apiece :

Cross-Country Riding in California F. F. Rowland, M. D
California Weather Lieut. John Finley
The Olive in California Hon. P'lhvood Cooper. . . .

Climates of Southern California P. C. Remondino, ISI. D.. ,

Among the Highbinders Rev. F. J. Masters, D. D. .

The Forests of California Hon. Abbot Kinney, For-

estry Chairman
Chinese Woman Slavery in America M. G. C. Edholni
A California Colony M. Hayward
The Problem of Cheap Transportation W. L. Merry
At the Drv Tortugas Durinsr the War
Nicaragua Canal W. L. Merry
The Hairy Men of Japan H. E. G. Flescher
The Labor Question on the Pacific Coast John Bonner
Presbyterianism in California Rev. Robert MacKenzie. .

The Orange in California M. C. PVederick
The Mound Builders W. K. Moorehead
In the Redwood Forests vS. D. Gra}-
The Press of San Francisco James P. Cramer
The National Guard of California Gen. C. C. Allen
vSome American Glaciers Chas. R. Ames
Some American Glaciers Chas. R. Ames
Opium and Its Votaries Rev. F. J. Masters, D. D . .

How the Opium Den Pictures Were Taken
In Palm Valley Geo. Hamilton Field
Art in Japanese vSwords H. E. vS. Flescher
Lake Tahoe Anna C. Murphy
Review of the Fur-vSeal Controvers}^. Lieut. Cantwell
Shall We Educate Our Politicians? Caspar T. Hopkins
Political vStrategy Ex-Gov. Lionel A.Sheldon
In the Vosemite C. T. Gordon
The Restoration of Pompeii ... J. J. Peatfield
A Southern California Mountain Railway Olaf Ellison
The Schools of San Francisco F. H. Hackett

Through Lake County on a vSix-in-Hand Geo. C. Brooke

PRESS NOTICES.
The comments of the press on recent issues of Thk Califokxi.vx are interesting. A

few are as follows :
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' The publishers of this majj;aziiie liavc merited a

preat deal of praise, and their endeavors clearly
illustrate that a magazine that is edited on the Pacific

Coast can be made sufficiently interesting to attract
readers on the Atlantic Coast as well.''—Bos/on
Hnald, June J^th.

Thk Califohma MA(iAZlNE for June is evidence of
the growth of wealth, population and artistic tastes
of the Pacific Slope.

* * The table of contents shows
a varied and rich assortment of first-class reading,
and a glance through the pages of the magazine
discloses illustrations that are unexcelled in any
publication."

—Detroit Neics, May 29th.

Thanks will be due TlIK Califoknian if the jMiblic
comes to know the Pacific Coast as well as it does the
.'\tlanlic shores.—Public I.ettfccr, Pliiladelphia, Pa.,

June 2(1.

At a single stride, THE Califoknian has stepped
into the front rank of illustrated magazines.— The
jVatioiial Prcsbyteiian, Indianapolis.

The Californian is one of the best written, best
illustrated and most interesting magazines we know
of— .S". r. Gazette.

"The magazine fills a much needed place on
the coast, and we predict a great success.—Golden
Era.

" If the most fastidious of magazine readers wants
anything better than the June ( '.Al.ll'tntNI.VN", we
cannot help saying that he or she nuist look for

something at llie jiresent dav unattainable. * * As
a family' magazine, we believe THE CALIFOKNIAN
.stands linsurpas.sed."—y<'?<'/.s// I'oiee, ,St. I.ouis.

The Californian Illustrated Macjazine,

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES BI^DG. SAN FRANCISCO, CAI,.
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Cor. Kirst and Spring Sts.
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MISCELLANEOUS'

GEARY ST.
S. F.

(flLirORNIfl

FURNITURE

COA\PflNY

N. P. COLE A CO.

EXPERT
DESIGNING
AM)

EXECUTION
OJ

HIGH CLASS
INTERIOR

DECORATION

CURTAINS

PORTIERES

HANGINGS ANO

GRILLE WORK

^OjV^ TinOTHY HOPKINS ^
{jQ

'
Exporters. Importers anJ Growers ot

Trees, Plants, Seeds, Bulbs
WHOLESALE FLORISTS

427-429 Sansome St., cor. Clay, San Francisco Nurseries: Menio Park. Cai-

SW€€t P^a Seed Fr^c
We will mail free a Paclvet oi Mixed Sweet Pea Seed .

(our twn growing) to each person w ho will send us the

names and addresses of ten people who have gardens
and are interested in tlowers.

Calla Lilly DOlbS WaoUd
Write us staling quanlilv and price

Have yo6 a Plaijt or F^ri) ii) yoOr Honjc?
If not, send tor some. We iiave choice specimens.



HOTELS

CALIFORNIA
SUMMER OR WINTER

THE ATTENTION OF

Tourists and Health Seekers
DS CALLED TO

GLIMPSE OF SOUTH FRONTAGE

THE CeL-EBRTXTeO

Hotel del Monte
nONTEREY, CAL.

Only 8 1-2 hours from San Francisco by Express Trains of Ihj Southern Pacific Corrpany

KATTS rOR liOAltl) : I?y the day, J3.00 and upward. I'arlors, from $i.00 to J2.50 per day extra. Children, in

children's dining-room, S'^-oo per day.
I'articular attention is «-alI«Ml to tli«* ino«lcratr ••liarfjPf* for acconijiiodations at this magnificent cstablishnuMit.

The extra cost of a trip to California is more than countcrl)alanced by tlie aiflerence between ri'les of various Winter
Kesorts and those of the incoinpar.ablc IloTia, i)i;i. Monti;.

Intending ViwilorK to (alirorniii and the IIOTKL DEI. MONTE have the choice of the " SUNSET," "or.nEN "

or "SH.'XSTA" Kontes. These three routes, the three main arms of the great railway system of the SOfTlIl-tRN I'.ACIKIC

<"C)MPANY, carry the travelers thi'ough the l)est sections of California, and any oiieof tluni wiil reveal wonders o( thmate,

products and >-eenery that no other jjart ot the world can di.plieale. I'or illustrated descrii)tive ])anii)hlet of the hotel,

and for information as to routes and travel, rates for tickets, etc., call upon or address V.. IIAWLKY, Assistant (".enetal

Trafiic Manager, Southern Pacific Company, 3.13 ]!road\Vi y. New York, or W. O. NIUMYJ-IK, C.eneral Western Agml,
204 Clark street, Chicago, 111. l-'or further inforuiatioii, address

Oi:<H:<-K .SCHONKWALn, Manager Hotel del Monte
OPKX AT.l. THK YKAK IJOrND 31oiil<r<>. < iilifornia



BICYCLES

The Palace Car of the Bicycles

"WORTH ^^ SPRING FRAME
SAFETY

THE ABOVE CUT REPRESENTS THE "wORTH" CONVERTIBLE TANDEM SAFETY.

The Best Tandem in the world for $35 extra. Finest single wheel for

gentleman or lady, change to tandem in one minute.

Office the Cai,iforni.\ Publishing Co.

MR. R. K. CARTER -"'AN 1"kancisco, 7-15-92

Dear Sir :

My sons are much pleased with the "Worth "
Convertible Safety, purchased

from vou some time a.ijo. Very truly yours,

ANDREW BROWN, Gexerai. Manager

No rocking or plunging, carriage action without a single hinge or working joint.

No headaches from jolting over rough roads.

San Francisco. July 3d, 1892
" After ridintj the "

Worth," I shall recommend no other wheel. I tried to

get a headache \vhile riding it, but could uot. DR. OWEN KUCKLAND.

R. K. CARTER, general agent
777 PvIarRet Street San Francisco

5



HOTELS

Hotel Pleasanton.
MRS. M E. PENDLETON, PROPRIETOR.

SUTTER STREET, CORNER JONEa SAN FRRNCISCO, CAL

The LARGEST, best appointed and most liberally managed

FAMILY AND TOURIST HOTEL

IN SAN FRANCISCO, wiih the most CENTRAL and delightful location.

The CUISINE a special feature. LIGHTED BY ELECTRICITY throughout.

ELEGANTLY FURNISHED ROOMS AND PARLORS for Banquets, Private Dinners,
"Parties Weddings, etc.



Miscellaneous •

^''*Sj The Library of flnjerian Literature
By E. C. St^tlrpap
2kn<i . . .

E. /^. Hutchirjjoo

It Will pay you to find out by writing to C. L.WEBSTER & CO., 67 Fifth Ave., New York •
>

ma; a he m:vi:i! nri.L:

\t News-3tands

•25 Cix.

fim^
A WESTERN

'rr . MAGAZINE.

100 pages. Sample copy, 16 cts Address,

Sports Afield Piiblisliins Co.. Donvcr. Colo.

p Joufnai [01 EvBiyDoiiy

Full of ozone and fire.

Always clean.

Always Interesting.

Always acceptable.

"A true child of the Rockies, and a credit to

Sportsman's Journalism !

"

{Forest and Str^'dui)

FORT WILLIAM HENRY HOTEL

The largest, best appointed, and most liberaUy con-
ducted hotfl on Lake t^eorgo. Send for illustrated
souvenir. For terms and partii'uhirs api>ly to

Hotel Grenoble, 57th St. and 7th Ave., N. Y.

Special rates for families

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA.
Capital, SS.OOO.OOO.

Snrplas and Undivided Pponts, Jaly l»t, 1891,
•3,1275,919.48.

WILLtAM ALVORD. President.
THO.MAS BROWN, Cishier.
B.MURRAY, Jr. .... Ajrijtint Ciihler.
I. F. MOULTON, - . Seeond Aswscut Cubier.

AOSNTS— New York; Agency of the Bink of CilifornU. [Tulim
Tremont National Biiilc. Chicago: Union National Bank. Sl LxmiI*
Boatmen's Banic Australia and New Zealand; Tb« Binlc of New Ze*.
land. London: Messrs. N. M. Rothschild Sc Sons. r>»jn«. Japaa tad
India: Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China.
The Bank has an A>;ency in Virginia City, and Correspoodenti ta al

the Principal Mining Districts ami Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.
Lettflrs of Credit Issued, available in all parti of the worl J. Orawt

direct on L.ondon, Duhlin, Paris. Genoa, Berlin, Bremen. Haffibury,
Frankfort a. M., Antwerp. Copenhagen. Stockholm. Christiana. Locama,
Sydney, Melbourne, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai and Yokohama, iM
cities In Italy and SwltzerUad, Slit L«l(e. Portland. Or.. L.01 Aao<««,
Denver, New Orleans,

Geo. H. Fuller Desk Co.
.v.vM>Acrvi:Ki'j

BANK. OFFICr, CHI RCH PT'PVTTT'PP
and LODGE ^ L 1\ -\ i i L 1\ i_

638-640 Mission St., San Francisco
WII,I,IAM NOBI,E Owner and Proprietor



BUSINESS DIRECTORY

attonK'^s^atsOLaw

T.
BERGIN

Altoruey-at-Law.
Block, San Francisco, Cal.

38 Nevada

MOSES G. COBB
Attorney -at -Law, Acadenij- of

Sciences Building. S19 Market Street,
Room 50, San Francisco, Cal.

TAMES H. CREELY
•^

Attorney-at-Law, 211 Sutter Street,
above Kearny Street, Telephone 5252,
San Francisco, Cal.

— l,ate of Darwin & Murphy—

pHAS. B. DARWIN
^-^

Attorne3'-at-Law, 636 Clay Street,
Rooms 17, iS and 19, San Francisco.

COX & KELLOGG
'

Attorneys-at-Lavv, 530 California

Street, San Francisco, Cal.

J
AMES GARTLAN

Attorney and Covinselor-at-Law,
Stevenson Building, 511 California St.,
Rooms 31 and 55, Sau Francisco, Cal.

A. BAEtNAKI> M iKIlh- l:, T. HARDING

OARDING -FORBES-BARNARD
^ ^

Attorneys and Counselors -at -

Law, 215 .Sansbme St., San Francisco,
Cal. Telephone 946.

H S. HERRICK
Attorney-at-Law.

Block, San Francisco.
No. 54S8.

64 Nevada
Telephone

J
OHN F. HANLON
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law,

432 Montgomerj' Street, Room 7, San
Francisco, Cal.

]
H. HENDERSON

*^ •
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law,

215 Sansome Street, San F'rancisco.

J
OSEPH A. JOYCE

Attorney and Counselor - at -'Law,
303 California Street, Rooms 22 to 26,
San l"rancisco, Cal.

/^AKBER, BOALT &
^~^

Attorneys-at-Law.
Street, San Francisco.

BISHOP
331 Pine

KNIGHT & HEGGERTY
Attorneys-at-Law, Rooms 98 to

loi. Chronicle Building, San Francis-

co, Cal.

P R. KING
•

Attorney and Counselor-at-Law,
Office 530 California Street, Room i,

San Francisco, Cal.

G E. LAWRENCE
Counselor-at-Law, 330 Pine

Street, Rooms 40 and 41, San Francisco.

sETH MANN
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law,

420 California Street, Rooms 12 and 13,

Elevator 106 Leidesdorff Street, San
Francisco, Cal.

H B. MAYO
•

Attornej' and Counselor-at-Law,
601 California Street, Room 5, San
Francisco, Cal.

C J. & J. H. MOORE^ •
Attorneys and Counselors-at

Law. Nos. 77, 78 and 79. Montgomery
Block, Sau Francisco, Cal. Telephone
No. 343.

H ENRY C. SCHAERTZER
Attorney and Counsclor-at-Law,

432 Montgomerj' Street, Room 4, San
Franci.sco, Cal.

W. SAWYER
* *

Attorney-at-Law and Notary
Public, 855 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

Bcntists

D R. T. J. FRAZER
Dentist, I-"lood Building, Market

and Fourth Streets, Room ho, San
Francisco.

IRcal ]£5tate IDcalcrs

pLOUGH & BAKER
^^ Dealers in Real Estate. 1002

Broadwaj', bet. loth and nth streets,
Oakland, Cal. Property bought, sold
and exchanged. Money to loan.
Houses rented. Telephone 637.

A H. BREED & CO.
•

city and Suburban Real Estate,
on installment plan when desired.

Correspondence solicited. 460 Ninth
Street, Oakland, Cal.

W E. BARNARD & SON.
' '^ • Cor. Ninth and Washington

Sts., Oakland. Fifteen years' expe-
rience in the Real Estate business.
Business investments, homes, fruit

orchards, etc. Correspondence .solicited

r\ C. LOGAN & CO.
^-^ * Real Estate dealers. Buy . sell

and exchange property in all parts of
the state. I9 years in this business in
Oakland. 4S1 9th Street, Oakland,
California. Correspondence solicited.

o, L DENISON & CO.
Agents for the purchase, sale

and care of Real Estate. Loans Nego-
tiated, Houses Rented and Rents Col-
lected. 472 Tenth Street, bet. Broadway
and Washington, Oakland, Cal.

w ILLIAM J. DINGEE
Real Estate. 460 to 462 Eighth

St., Oakland, Cal. All correspondence
immediately and cheerfullv answered.

[
STRASSBURGER & CO.

^ * Real Estate Agents. No. 32654
Montgomen,- Street, San Francisco.

TEVIS & FISHER
Real Estate Agents and Auction-

eers, Rent Collectors, Insurance Bro-
kers. Agents for Countrj- Lands. 14
Post Street, San Francisco.

JOHN F. WARD
*-' Real Estate Broker. Notary
Public. 1500 Park Street (Tucker
Building), Alameda, Cal.

CRUITVALE
^ Desirable lots for sale, cheap,
convenient and healthy location. For
further particulars apply to E. C.

Bkow.n, 1317 Thirteentli Avenue, East
Oakland, Cal.



A^ISCELLANEOUS

CTANFORD UNIVERSITY
*'-' Palo Alto, California. Property
for sale. Mokkis& Mkkshon, i6 Post

St. (Real Estate ExchatiKC RuildiiiK),

San Francisco. Branch Office at Palo

Alto, near University.

Lakeview and Sunny Side

IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
isc'oui'ou.^ir.i).

Owners of and aKcnts for

LAKEVIEW, SUNNY SIDK
SSan Francisco

CHRISTIANA, BROADWAY,
TERRACE, GOLDEN GATE

Oakland

The dream of both cities. We al.so

build houses to suit buyers, (^all on
or address

W. A. H. CONNOR, SeCy
646 Market St. San Francisco

M. J. LAYMAN & CO.

Real Estate Agents
AND

LPND flUCTIOHEERS

466 EIGHTH STREET

OAKLAND, CAL.

\YESTERN LAND CO.
CM. Arnold, Manager, 640

Market St., San Francisco. Dealers
in Country Property. Instalment

propositions a specialty. Established

23 years.

HOLWAY & LANE

Real Estate Dealers

California property for Sale and t-xcliaii^ic fur

Eastern property. Corrcspomlence s(jlicited

900 BROADWAY
OAKLAND CALIFORNIA

THE I<EADING

Religious ^^d Literary
WE^KI^Y

On the Pacific Coast

Unrivaled in Size, Quality, Circ lation.

Distinguished for Literary Flavor and
Modern Tone.

A Friend of Toleration.

Devoted to Christian Culture, lanly
Piety, Presbyterian Progress, the
Brotherhood of Believers, Preaching
without Stilts, and

Truth in Working Clothes

SAMPLE FREE

Subscription, 1^2.50. Ministers and Teachers, 9x.

THE OCCIDENT
1 170 Market St. San Francisco, Cal.

HAVE YOU
SEEN THE LOOPER

ON THH

UQHffcRUNNINqM

If not, you don't know wiiat a
modern >Se\vin<; Machine is.

Don't fail to nee the

**DQ7VYESTIO^ *

And the work it does.
Send for jirice list to

J. W. EVANS
29 POST STREET SAN FRANCISCO

SH
O RT-HAND f

"^'^ » T ^^''^a-
•- I r- -r- M I • r^ I -r- '"glH* Ot Ik)OkS
ELF TAUGHT and helps for

seU-uistruction Lv BEN PITMAN and
JEROME B. HOWARD, to the Photo-

irraphic Institute, Cincinnati. Ohio.
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SILVER
The trade-mark of the Gorham Co., stamped on Solid Silver, is an indication of

qualit}" as absolute as the mark of the assay office. The facilities possessed by the

company for producing the highest grade wares are unequaled.

Purchasers get the benefit of the minimum cost of production and the latest

and most advanced ideas in design and decoration.

QORHAH MANF'G CO., Silversmiths

BROADWAY AND 19th ST., NEW YORK

These wares are for sale bv all first-class Jewelry Establishments in the United States
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^ A CALIFORNIA LOAN EXHIBITION.

BY AUGUSTE WKY.

IT is doubtful whether, in an era of

I establislied aud protected loan ex-

hibitions, such feuds as that of

Orsini and Colonna would have been
entireh^ practicable. (Uielf saucers

end by upholding Gliibellin cups ;

York and lyancaster meet in a trophy ;

Bourbon vases rest loyall}' in the

chimney shelves of Orleans.

Even Juliet, in the costume com-
mittee of Verona, neglecting neither

side of the Adige in her search for

headgear and gold embroidery, would
have gone fearlessly through the

Montague doorway, begging to in-

spect the ancestral armoircs; while

Romeo, representing armor and metal

work, might have eventually been
found studying, without a mask, the

Capulet sword-blades and dagger -

hilts, and so Mercutio's wound been

spared us and his plague on both
their houses uninvoked.

Taking into account that length
of daj's which makes up life, as

distinguished from youth, collecting

may perhaps rank with the grandest
passions of mankind.
Tne power of attraction undoubt-

edly exerted by exhibitions of such

collecting may be explainable by
science as the stored-up magnetism of

successive ownerships, if magnetism,
like electricity can be so stored.

They are per\-aded by a subtle per-

sonality, which, even to the first

comer in the early morning, makes of

them a salon aud not a museum.
Vol. 11—22 335

0'
tions of

mentary
startling
declared

Both living and dead .selves may
en.sc(Mice Ihem.selves in bronze

;
memo-

ries and associations not entered in

the catalogue hang themselves on the
line with ])ictures, mount upon tlie

pedestals of statues, and make inter-

leaved editions of loaned books.
About collected pipes and etchings
still lingers the aroma of cigars and
discussions which went out together ;

laces and combs, girdles and bracelets,

still bear Barbara Allen's refusal and

Dorothy Q.'s con.sent. During the

Philadelphia Kxhibition, New York
inausfurated the idea of loan collec-

modern paintings, supple-
to it—an exhibition so

and fine that visitors have
the fair, supplementary' to

the.se loans.

Again, later, and growing out of

the associations of 1S76, .she collected

at the Academy of Design and Metro-

politan Museum what the Nation

designated as "works of art and

curiosity," all these exhibitions meet-

ing with enthusiastic as well as criti-

cal recognition.

Following the fashion of one cos-

mopolis, might it not prove advan-

tageous for other states to institute a

series of such loan exhibitions as

might illustrate individual state

history or tradition, making such
exhibits precede the World's Fair at

Chicago instead of following it ?

Whatever of good result such in-

vestigation accompli.-^hed could he
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submitted in part or as a whole to the

Commissioners for possible acceptance,
and anythin,^ of real value would

inevita])ly meet recognition. To be

very ambitious, what could be more

interesting than such state loan col-

lections, themselves in turn, sifted,

collected and at the service of student

and historian, with only one life to

live and the records of forty- four

varieties of Americans to crowd
into it ?

Still, to be aml)itious, covild those

states in particular, which in any
measure represent or have repre-
sented the New England, New France

pure and simple of objects of art and
international curiosity-, may in time
become established and the Mona
lyisa meet the totem-poles of Alaska
at some designated center of courtesy.

In such a concerted plan, California,
more than an^^ other state in the

Union, would figure still as part of
the

' '

Augmentation of the Spanish
Indies." In fact, what is this great
fair itself but the salute courteous of
even New France and New England
to old Espaiaa, and that Isabella,
whose very scattered jewels are per-
haps in many an American riviere ?

The Californian Illustrated

liS^t^ vp
\

Relics from the Presidio.

Collection of Antonio l'". Coronel.

and New vSpain, whose unforeseen

combination resulted in nothing short

of a New World, unite in such a Loan
Exhibition, would there not result a

thousand charming coincidences of

costume, legislation, manufacture and
modes of thought ? Documents, rec-

ords, laws, maps, portraits and

miniatures, arms, rings, seals and
swords would make the state archives

for six months national ones.

Besides, in an International Fair,

direct appeal might be made to Eon-

don, Paris and Madrid, with many
chances of success. It is even possible
that International Eoaii Ivxhibitions,

Magazine has kindly consulted the

Pasadena Eoan Association in who.se

Advisory Committee are Jessie Benton

Fremont, the Very Reverend Father
Adam and Don Antonio Carinel—
concerning such a possil)le World's
Fair Eoan Ivxhibition, and suggests it

as at best a i)rofitable subject for dis-

cussion. Asking also of what such an
exhibit should consist.

The reph' is
;

"If anything which
could add a historic interest to any
one of the one hundred and ninety-
three great groups into which Mr.
de Young tells us tlie thirteen depart-
nunts of the Fair are dixided, and
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supplement mining, architecture,

machinery, floriculture, viticulture,

.shii)l)uil(ling, transportation and the

rest, regarded as distributix'e exhiljits,

a collective exhibit of Mission Indian

Work, such as is suggested by Tiiic

CaijI'Orxiax, might be made—this

association thinks— if the co-oi)eration
of the Spanish eknienl in tlie State,

that of the Franciscans of Santa Bar-

the powerful alliance of national

archaeology and disputed questions be
referred to the curator himself.

Desultory examples are given in

this paper of some of the arts and
manufactures in which the mission
Indians excelled, and in a succeeding
one, a more carefully prepared enu-
meration of them will be furnished ;

this bare and unillustrated enumera-

Objects from tlie Mission.

bara and of the Commissioners
themselves, could l)e .secured.

Mr. Otis T. Mason, representing
the vSmithsonian Institution, desires
' '

to show in Chicago the homes of

all our aboriginal tribes either in

drawings, models or photographs."
A collective exhibit of mission

Indian work, if it were worthily
made, might thus be able to secure

tion being one to surprise any one not
a clo.se student of mission histon*.

Governor Portola, coming up with
Pad/ 1' Serra and the first exj>;dition
by land, beheld in 1768, it is probable
with -some emotion, the Capifana, San
Carlos ami the attending San Antonio,
of the expedition by sea. lying at

anchor in the "beautiful and famous
port of San Diego." The salutes
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which were exchanged announced the

Spanish occupation of CaHfornia.

The cannon represented in the initial

engraving is that which gave Portoki's

first sahite and the powder magazine
was part of the lading of the Sa)i

Caj'los. and nia>- ha\-e been stowed

away b}^ the hands of Jose de Galvez
himself.

These two staunch old companoos,
with the noble compaTiia of church

guns and iiiilrailleuse might stop and
examine curiously this cannon "San
Diego," which, after serving the
Saint of Alcala, was carried on mule-
back to again fire allegiance to Carlos
III in the founding of the Mission
San Gabriel

;
wdiich renewed such

allegiance in a salvo for the new
Pueblo of Los Angeles, and yet with
all its l)rave a.ssociations, could almost
be put into a modern Gladstone bag.

Wooden Stirrup (cstribo) carved by Mission Indians. From Carmelo,

In the possession of nou. Abl)ol Khincy.

bells, which still remains to us, make
a fit beginning for even state historical

collecting, and supplemented l)y the

Toledo blades (figuring in Spanish as

Espadas Tolcdanas) lances and Jiiaihc-

/f5 of the old prcsidial Castillos as well

as the peaceful weights and measures

of the mi-ssion, point to a definite

beginning in such work.

The great Kru])p or his descendants

who could, perhaps, pass by Gatling

All this might interest where greater

pieces of iron failed in attracting

power.
Let us not be deterred in possible

exhibition l)y fear of competition with

Mexico, in tho.se only lines wherein
California could hope to excite interest

and prove individuality. The charm
of its occupation as recorded by the

journal -kee])ing governors and the

writing frays, who accompanied each
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land expedition and stood at the prow
of every exploring vessel, was the

charm which makes Robinson Crnsoe

delightful when the annals of vSj'haris

fail. Flora and fauna, mountain and
seashore were taxed in manners

deliciously original. What high pon-
tifical mass could thrill the celeljranl

like that first service at Vellicata, with

lighted powder for incen.se, and the

anti]:)honal respon.se of cannon anrl

musketry in i)lace of the organ tones ?

lyater, .strange ber-

ries were burned
for incen.se, rude
censors s w u n g
heavenward and
half Druidical al-

tars and bell towers

reverently made of

the ancient oaks.

It is this differen-

tiation and this

poverty w h i c h

makes history and
individualizes peo-

ples. Here at first,

every friar was an
Alexander Selkirk
and his mission a

separate Juan Fer-

nandez.

A distributive

exhibit of this old

historical material,
like that .suggested
aliove, made with
that nicct)' and ap-

preciation of de-

tail which marks
the modern stage-

.setting of a revival historical play,
could scared}' fail to be of interest and

relevancy, and the collective exhibit of

aboriginal work and workmanship fit

into its own niche at an avowedly
industrial fair.

The INIi-Ssion church, reprc-^enting
in its construction a host of trades

and incipient arts, the carved wooden

stiiTup, said to be that of Padre

Junipcro Serra, the carcfull\- restored

old pulpit, the engraved drinking-cup.
the Indian sonajas the primitive

Restored Indian I'ulpit. San Gabriel Arcinpel.

Stone implements about the oldest

neophyte of San Gabriel Arcangel,
suggest the material for such a repre-
sentation.

The stirruj) may be, according to

one's point of view, only a piece of
white oak carving or an epitome of

history. WIkj was it, .seeing the
worn old slipper of Pierre Corneille,
said of Louis (^uatorze

—
protecting

literature from the height of his

*alons rouges
— ''Louis, ce Soulier

me g&te tout ton

regue ?" This old

cstribo, rescued
from Carmel, and
car\'ed by Indian
devotees contrasts

well with the slip-

per cjf Corneille

and in a manner

glorifies the entire

reign of King
Carlos III while

ranking with the

cannon of Portola.

'>I fear courteous
" Padre Joachin,"
who so kindly as-

cends into his pul-

pit and })uts on for

us the very oldest

stole in his robing-
room, feels and
knows that we are

difficult, and no
better satisfied
w i t h restoration

than with ruin it-

self. Restoration

is. at best, but
in sequoia, of nia-

stonework once
sorry, and that

sonry and rude
crowned by earthen tiles, sorrier than
most. In my possession is a sketch
from memory of the brilliant old

frescoing of the neophytes of San
Gabriel Arcangel, which must be
hidilen under its pre.-^ent dazzling
white walls, frescoing which still

exists, glowing in fragments of Byzan-
tine patterns at San Juan Capistrano
and untouched Pala in the colors of

another centur>- and civilization.
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We cannot associate with this pulpit
the face of Father vSanchez or Presi-

dent Lasnen, Serra himself or Fray
Jose Maria de Zalridea, preaching in

the Indian tongue to an Indian con-

gregation. That, hanging high amid
the ruins of San L,uis Rey, guarded
only by the statue of the king or the

painted one-half falling in the walls

of La Purissima is a memory, indeed.

Carving in horn as well as stone and
wood was common in the missions,
an example being furnished in the

drinking-cup, still in Don Antonio's

possession and not regarded by him
as of particular merit, such being in

ev^ery^-day u.se at the padres' tables or

carried in the uwcliila of the traveller

who drank from them to the health of

Carlos or Fernando, Seiior Natural
of the Two Californias. As to method
of making, the ox-horn was first .soft-

ened by .soaking, then shaped over a

piece of w^ood fitted into it while the
horn was still pliable, and the design
engraved with a buein (Sp. bueil)
most commonly made by the Indian
arti.san out of a common nail. We
know that Turner preferred, as an

etching needle, the prong of an old

steel fork, and it adds even to Michael

Angelo's originality that he often

made his own tools before commencing
his statues. The bottom of such a

drinking-cup was sometimes made of

beaten silver and the cup it.self l)anded

and rimmed with the .same metal,
Don Antonio learned himself the
silversmith's trade of an Indian

neophyte of San Antonio dc Padua,
in whom he declares he found a master
workman.
Two nations of dancers came to-

gether in this remote fusion of civiliza-

tions which forms our early State

hi.story. The .same race characteri.stic

in the Spaniard .so marked that it

defied old vSpanish legi.slation against
the h^andango. and the fulminations of

the clergy of New »Spain in Los
Angeles against the Kuropean waltz,

appeared as untamably in the Indian
and prevented his acceptance of the

new belief.

To the readers of Padre lioscana
will always occur the .scornful logic of

the old Capitanejo of San Luis Rey
when listening to a .sermon addressed
to the Indians on the efiicac}' of the

sign of the cross made upon their fore-

heads and the invocation of the names
of INIar}- and the newly-preached
Chri.st. "If it were done by dancing
before Chinigchinich

" was the old
chief's staunch reply to the circular

vanquech though listening in the
cruciform church—-"it would not be

incredible, but that it can be done by
the sign of the cross, I cannot believe.

' '

Belief did begin even for a most .scep-

tical, wdien this mj^stici.sm was .set for

them, to music and the credo it.self

intoned.

Absolutely fa.scinating are the tra-

ditions of these dancing and singing
Indians reduced to choristers and
church musicians under the batons of

the Fathers
; ma.steringthe Gregorian

Chant, it.self pure as their own voices

and once as rude—for the Exultet of

Holy Week has ab.solutely no assign-
able date — forming the big semi-
breves with red or Colorado brought
from the mountains, or marching
thirty of them wdth Jose el Cantor at

their head in the procession headed

by President Seiian and twenty padres
which welcomed Governor Sola to

Monterey.
There were among them nati\-e

Amatis and Stradivarii, who made
church violins and viols of native pine
and cedar, inlaid and wrought upon,
while others evolved drums and cym-
bals and the children in the mission

quadrangles watched the blacksmith
fashion rude triangles for the Mass.

If some painter would .spend one

year, say this year, upon a nuisic-

sul)jcct taken from the traditions and

history of the.se times
;
the cuadro of

San Jo.sc perhaps, with old Padre
Narci.so Duran bareheaded and en-

wra]H, beating time against one of the

pillars of the corridor while the thirty
native nuisicians practised for tlie

Mass on as man\- different instruments
I b(.lie\'e Madame Judic \v<nild buy it.
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Under the gentile tci^inie nothing
but physical exhaustion justified a

cessation of the dancing before Chhiijr-

chinich and a return to the tonic.

Travelers, even now, occasionally see

an old Indian thus dancing in ex-

hausting and solitary ecstasy, while

the young men of the tribe look and

laugh, and jx-rhaps discuss theosophy.
Advanced veranda furnishing in

southern California might be said to

consist of a stone metalc and a feather

duster. This combination of arch-

aeology and good housekeeping must

occasionally puzzle the traveler, as it

surely would the historic old

woman who ground the food of

perhaps four generations upon
the same hollow stone without
one dream of its singular ad-

vancement, and may yet lead to

strange theories in case of a race-

migration.
A World's Fair without a t},p:-

cal old woman would not repre-
sent one state with either historic

or archaeological accuracy, but

old women, like accredited Ama-
zons and grifTnis of the era of

Liota and Queen Calafia, are not

as attainal)le as in "the other

days" which preceded our own.
Traditional I^ilila herself, present
at the founding of San Luis

01)ispo in 1772, is hardly more
discredited than the Laura and

Benjamin a of ten 5^ears ago. What
Mnemosynes these ancient women
might have been had thought

registering been invented! Span-

ning time, roughly speaking, by the

century and a third, three such mem-
ories would reach back to Columbus.

Last of her kind, Jacinta Serrano was
not -laid away in the INIi-ssion grave-

yard without forming a dignified

figure in the Kullurkampf of the nine-

teenth century.

Brought suddenly out of her tule

jacal by an enterprising member of the

primary committee, local tradition

says in a coupe, sent dov^n on the

shortest possible notice, .she must have

undersfone emotions cu roitfc for the

library building little short of those

attending translation (jr the apotheosis,
but no trace of awakened emotion
.showed upon her face.

La Perouse, fresh from his frigate

Boussolc, and the attendant Astrolabe
on a scientific crui.se of the world and

affording the ^'ery first example of

brench fashion in our New Spain,

passed, in 17S6, through the plaza of

Monterey lined v/itli Indians of both

sexes, on his way to celebrate Ma.ss

before the altar <jf Carmelo. * lie says
"
their faces showed no surprise and

left roor.i to doubt if we should Ixr the

Cup of Ox-hom. engraved by Indian Neophyte

In the collection of .•\ntonio F. Coronel.

subject of their conversation for the

rest of the day."
T!:e padws must have exhausted,

if not their patience, at lea.st the

dictionar>'s
"

\'ocabular>- of Common
Christian Xames." in introducing

Christianity among and designating

separately, converts who not infre-

quently came in by the rancluria with

the capi'.an or capitancjo at its head.

Jacinta, named, perhaps, for that

St. H>acinth who preached to all

barbarians from Scotland to China,
and would therefore gladly have
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ascended the old Indian-carved pulpit
of San Gabriel Arcangel, entered very

quietly upon her duties in the

Hispano-Mexicau Department of the

Pasadena Loan Exhibition of 18S9,
which was a genuine, if incomplete,
revival of New Spain. Patiently and
with a touching deference to author-

ity which explained the wonders

by the Franciscans and brought back
the mission regime, she wore her

corila or basket (still preserved by the

padrond) at those infrequent moments
when it was not taken out of her

hands by visitors, or posed for the

photographer, or illustrated the pre-
liminaries of piyiole and atole making,
or sold strands of colored glass beads

given by the padre long ago, before

"secularization," and which, by a

curious irony, must still be synony-
mous for the Indian with the higher
civilization. Over her head was a

decorative frieze of tules, representing
to her, perhaps, an apotheosis of that

familiar building material, correspond-

ing in strangeness with her own.

Leading down to her position on the

bare floor was a stairway draped
solidly with the Indian blankets of

collectors, and up and down this

stairway passed the cosmopolitan

procession of health and pleasure
seekers which constitutes the world
which here s' amuse. Behind her
the maker of cascarones plied her
trade of rudely decorating egg-shells,
and the fashioner of drawn-work drew
her threads for patterns older even
than the memory of Jacinto or Lilila

herself, v/hile tier upon tier of baskets
excited exultation or despair in owner
or collector. Through a Navajo
potticre she caught an occasional

glimpse of Captain Chittenden, of the

Alaskan Department, bewilderingly

personating Indian warriors in tribal

costumes, which varied with the

changing days. Beyond lier smoked
the Russian samovars, about which
was gathered the fashion of and in

the town, the most popular of ])acli-

elors repaying social deljts
;
the Ilerr

Professor of Harvard discussing the

great telescope among the yuccas of

Mt. Wilson
;
Mr. Holder in perhaps

the werdelust of Gcethe, even then

formulating TiiE Californian and
its illustrations, meanwhile offering
caviar and lemon to Jessie Benton
Fremont.
Above Jacinta, the acacia decora-

tions of the Oriental Department
blent once more with the yellows in

Eastern rugs and shawls—the same
acacias under which the weavers

wrought them, and which have sug-
gested their coloring from immemorial
times. Past her came the leader of

the Hungarian orchestra, to receive

the favor of red, white and green
roses, which represented both Buda
Pesth and Mejico, while Don Arturo

Bandini, nephew of Concepcion de

Arguello, and descendant of the
Alvarado of the triste noche, in all the

bravery of full Spanish costume, re-

ceived day after day and illustrated

with fine unconsciousness the element
of caste.

In the collecting of types the artist

stationed at the Plaza of Eos Angeles
may show, without moving his um-
brella, a portfolio which shall repre-
sent Europe, Asia, Africa, North and
South America as the result of rapid
sketching, while material for the
camera is absolutely unending. As
you drive into the suburbs, Susana,
under the Mexican floripiindio, may
be separated from the Chinese gar-
dener cutting bamboo for his mistress'

tallest vases by only a vacant lot of

wild lilies and blue-eyed grass.
It is a matter of tradition that Mr.

Ruskiu expressed aversion to coming
to a country destitute of either ruins

or castles
;

it is a matter of notoriety
that IMademoi.selle de la Ramce pro-
fessed pity for a people devoid of

peasantry, yet ten 5'ears ago it would
not have required a ver}^ courageous
hostess to invite l)oth into her carriage
with, say San Diego or Buenaventura
as a starting point and Santa Barbara
or Monterey as an objective stopping-
place. The arches ("f San Juan Capis-
trano or San Luis Rey would have
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met recognition from the Sir John (jf

criticism—for the hYanciscan missions

were also fortified castles, rude but

built for genuine defense—while

glimpses en route of the- double- peas-

antry of Mexico and China \v(n:ld

have assured us an almost monarchical

position with difhcult niadcnwisclle.

lyUciano runs up the outer stairway
of the vSan Oabriel, it being a sjjray of

wild to])acco growing by the empty
niche built by the neophytes upon
whose forehead the padres had made
the sign of the cross

; you watch the

gardener, in the blue blouse Millet

Rio de los Temblores ?"
" Could we

still find Indian women to make jelly
from tlie tunas of Father Jose ^Iaria

de Zah'idea's old mission hedge ?"
" Would they \xsq. panocha or sugar

if we could ?"
"

Dili they make and can they still

make pomegranate wine at vSan Juan ?"
" Could we find a geimine Indian

alabado and a native nuisician to get
it upon music i)aper, red notes pre-
ferred?"

" Do you suppose they buried the

bass-viols and other church instru-

ments with the mission bells ?"

Indian Sonajas or Rattles, used in the worship of Chinigcbinich.

Collection of Antonio K. Coronel.

would have loved to paint, lift the

pilgrim gourd to his lips under the

big hat, "mow;" a viuchachita like

Susana darts out from a pomegranate
hedge, sets a smaller mnchacha with

painful violence upon a turf oi filaria
and sings for you a song like that

which Mr. Fraence heard in old vSpain
itself. By what }2ise will the com-

isionados persuade all this representa-
tive picturesqueness to the F'air ?

" Do you believe the eight l)ells of

San Luis Key were buried by the

neophytes? \Vhich, ah which, SeTior

Don, was the real and not the reputed

" What coloring did the Indians

use in their frescoing and what re-

mains of it exist at Pala ?"

All tliese questions are a.'^ked and
answered in the liou.se of the interpre-
ter or, not to be di.sagreeable and

mysterious, in the sala of Don
Antonio Coronel.

It is literally, however, through the

ser\-ices of Dona Mariana, the house
of the inteqireter, as many a ques-
tioner into the pa.st can testify. The
name "

Mariana." in large letters

over the front doorway tells of its

dedicatory character. \\'e are living
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in the sequoia "period," as opposed
to the adobe ; so the house is, of course,

of two high stories of white redwood,
with attic and a basement which is

a ground-floor of history-. Looking
out of its front \yA.\ window you may
still see from this casa grande the

walls of the old house denuded of

orange and lemon trees, climbing
cactus and roses. The carreta, which
used to stand before the open door-

way, reminding me of the royal, if

faineant, days of France has fallen to

pieces ; only the two big sycamore
wheels from the Verdugo Cafion,

standing side by side in the museum,
to show its construction to the visitors

who come now in victoria or coupe.

Transplanted ycrba bucna, bergamot,
and sleep-compelling adormiders, how-

ever, bloom along the cemented walks
and an agave or maguey stretches up
symbolically to the very eaves, com-
mensurate with the new regime as it

towered above the old.

You are not only in the house of

the interpreter but in the palpable
dominion and atmosphere of Hernando
Cortez. A series of strange old pic-
tures form a Spanish line of possession

along the walls. These pictures rep-
resent Mariana, also in the role of

interpreter, between Cortez and Mon-
tezuma

; Mariana, almost the first of

Indian neophytes whose technical

difficulties when called iipon to ex-

I)lain the Trinity and the transubstan-

tiation are suggested by Mr. Prescott,

and of whom we may be sure the

Spaniard also demanded a translated

diagnosis of that disease which could

only be cured by Indian gold. Kx-

am])les of plumaje, or featherwork,
such maybe as Alvarado's caravel

first took back to Charles V line the

walls, alternating with portraits and
cabinets of Guadalajara ware, while

Don Antonio's sombrero, now reduced,
under our civilization, to a mural
decoration instead of a head-covering,

hangs in the doorway, and his rcbozo

is "draped" high over a modern

curtain-j'jole.

The house may be said to be under

the invocation of San Antonio de
Padua as well as the dominion of

Cortez. The opening door conceals for

you, as coming guest, a tiny image of

the .saint which, as a parting one, 3'ou

may examine. As a remembrance of

General Vallejo, a picture of the

founding of Saint Antony's own mis-
sion greets you from the wall, and
the mountain of the .seraphic doctor

shows white from the window to the

north. To the right of the Virgin in

the oratory upstairs, the great miracle-

worker holds the Jesuito on his book,
and here, night and day, when la

grippe attacks the Don and local

history together, burns the .supplica-

tor}- candle of Mariana to this patron
saint.

What question in .state history or

local tradition will you have an.swered

to-day ?

Would you .see Don Antonio reha-

bilitate the old Californian soldado de

euero, who was Indian fighter, mission

guard, defender of the Ca.stillo of the
Presidio of San Diego, Santa Barbara,

Monterey or San Franci.sco, or of the

pueblos of Dos Angeles and San Jose ?

The cotton jackets of the followers of

Cortez in Mexico are succeeded in the

mission chronicles by these cuirassiers

of Carlos III, who spent so much of

this mortal life in .seven layers of

tainied Ijuckskin and were carried into

the mission graveyards in the cord
and cowl of St. Francis, cast off by
padre and confessor. Seven such

buckskins, tanned perhaps l)y as

many Christian Indians for the
caballeros' defen.se against the arrows
of the Gentile ones, made the.se

leather jackets of hi.story. The .seven

thicknesses of this acirass or corium
were sewed by Indian ar))iou?res with
buckskin strips fasliioned .something
after the fashion, tou.se a chef s simile,
of lardooiis, and the buckskin boots

elaborately laced witli similar strips of

greater size. The quilted collar of

the cuirass, turned up above the ears,
met the brim of the sombrero dura,
the ribl)on of which was always black.

On his arm this .same soldado slipped
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his round shield of seven beef hides

soaked, scraped and sewed upon a

frame with sncli leatliern tlircad as

the times aflurded and such lieroic-

sized needle as has been acceptable to

savage and civilized man alike since

the foundation C)f the world. This
.shield bore the arms of his Majesty of

Spain, embos.sed \)y the .same patient

neophytes who finished saddle and

bridle, .stirrup .shield and saddle-bag,
mantilla dc silla and sheath for the

viachele in the saddleries, giving in the

mi.ssion courts, and of which later

bow knot t(j the right of his chin ;

make an absolute vi.sor of his eye-
brows ; retreat into the long sleeves

of the jacket t(j show the superflu<jus-
ness of gloves ; all this, while Cortez
and Mariana, Governor Micheltorena
and Helen Hunt watch him fnjm the
walls and h'ather Serra lost in the
sweet rapture of a priest of the order,
which was founded on the ecstasies of

Saint Francis, smiles approval from
his frame, or as Dona Mariana believes,
returns to listen. I would like to

know where Don Antonio is really

Jacinta Serrano, Cahuilla Indian of San Gabriel Arc^nge!.

Photographed at the Second Exhibition of the Pasadena Loan Association, ;SSo

those of Santa Ines, ]''irgcn y Martyr
stood in the lead.

But to .see Don Antonio put on all

these consecutive layers with a sepa-
rate .shrug for each one as he adjusts
it

;
to watch him pull up the laced

boots with a reminiscent shiver over a

cactus thicket between Pala and San
L,uis ; adjust the shield in a way
which connects him with Mars and

Peleus, Siegfried and the Telemonian

Ajax ;
fasten his lance to his arm with

the correa of leather ; hack awa>-

opposing chaparral with his un-

sheathed machete ; tie the black ribbon

of the sombrero duro in a double

gomg Is he starting for a fiesta at

Monterey or one of the eseolta, as for

the coming governor ? He hums the

A/alaq-ana or the /ota Aragonesc.
Suddenly the bell of the electric street

railway announces a coming caller

and Rugcrio, a San Fernando Indian,

ver.sed in the lore and traditions of the

rancheria, but wearing a Derby hat

and a four-in haiul tie, is ushered in,

and making the bow which acknowl-

edges his presentation.
Next to inveterate honesty and

loyalty ranks, perhaps, unalienable

gallantry in the Spanish composition
of Don Antonio, a gallantrv aided and
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abetted by Dona Mariana, who laughs
over his occasional discomfitures and
thence slays her husband's slain with

a wife's own prerogative. In the

midst of the gravest events of State

history, the Spanish comb, perlas,

from the gulf, slippers with clicking

heels, kerchiefs and mantillas com-

plete as recollections with Toledo

blades and Franciscan cords, the

" When did the name San Francisco

definitely succeed that of Yerba
Buena ? Did the Gray Friars ever

wear brown ?
"

His face falls and he stops walking
up and down. He had hoped the

question was :

' ' Did the old Califor-

nian carr>^ his sweetheart to the

fandango en avant or en croupe?'^
l)ut the disappointment is but tem-

Don Antonio." Dona Mariana. Los Anpeles.

Compania dc cucro and Indian neo-

phytes. Temporary disappointment
clouds his face at the (]uestions his

interpreter puts faithfully in the con-

versations a ttois.

"What does .she ask, Mary?
What would she know next ?

"

" Have the Channel Indians sun-

worshippers like those of vSan

Clemente ?
' '

porary. In twenty nervous words he
is back again into history proper,
with Portola and I'^agis, Serra and

Crcspi, la niiijcr relegated en croupe.
We run over each other's prejudices

in an international way, which is the

occasion of laughter, also a hois.

Having been urged more than once
for the sunri.se hynni,

"
vSancta

Maria," acci^nii.'uiicd l»v the guitar,
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Don Antonio at last consented, thouj^h
with some confusion, explaininj^ after-

wards that he doubted if the Virgin
had ever before in the whole history
of California been addressed to the

music of that secular instrument, and

evidently aware of the impiety of his

serenade.

Are you temporarily wearied with

history ? What is there of ilower lore

with which Doiia Mariana is not

familiar—yerba santa and yerba
buena, mariposas and yerba del oso,

the pale l)lue convolvulus which she

knows as the virgin's mantle, and
the hollyhock as the flower of vSan

Jose.

Among the Aztecs there were cer-

tain men who kept important events,

genealogies, etc., in their memory, and
recited them when called upon. Let
us hope this race of men has survived

even the Conquistadores, and is pre-
serv'ed to us, through Mexico and
Mexicans. Wearing yet with easy

grace, when he chooses so to do, the

old vSpanish costume, drawing the old

ciiadro of the Mi.ssion Santa Inez, on
the fl> -leaf of Atala

; dancing the

coyote dance in a way which makes
intelligible the legends of Xezahual-

coyotl ; trying to recall an«/«^aa'<? and
remember whether he learned it

jjefore the sunri.se ma.ss at San An-
tonio de Padua or in Old Mexico, at

Culiacan
; l)ringing in the bear for a

fiesta at San Luis Rey ; explaining
the bull fights in the plaza of Los
Angeles, where Pio Pico threw the

cloak and the (oro came in from hills

as brown as the Sierra Moreno of

vSpain ; laughing with the laugh which
has laughed Spain's chivalry away,
and half-sighing for its return down
the Americanized streets ; this is

"Don Antonio," whose personality,
could he l;e enticed into permeating
these pages, would prove that no rep-
resentation of the present state, how-
ever opulent and magnificent, could

be other than heightened by a revival

of the Spani.sh past.

HOPE.

The hopes of man are prophesies divine ;

His fears, gaunt spectres that ari.se

P'rom supenstitions old, and minds diseased.

Brave .souls hope, only the weak despair,

And (lie forgotten in the Giant's lair.

All hopes are inspirations that ilo grow
Within pure hearts, where heavenly splendors glow ;

And hopes are truths that, with Heaven's light divine,

Refulgent gleam far o'er the hoary heights of time.

Upon the mountain top Hope stands with forms

Invincible ; and there above all storms

She chants her revelation, leading on

Aspiring souls to destinies unknown.

SanDieg\ Cal., 1S9S.

NESTOR A. vorxa



^ IN THE YELLOWSTONE PARK.

BY JAMES CARSON FENNEL.

COULTER'S
IIKLL, Woiulcrland,

and Yellowstone National Park
are designations which mark the

stages of appreciation in which that

extraordinary representation of Na-
ture's wildest demeanor has been, is,

and will be held.

John Coulter was attached to Lewis
and Clarke's expedition and on the

return of that party to civilization, in

1806, he left it to trap and hunt on the

headwaters of the Missouri. His

escapes from the Blackfoot Indians

were of that romantic kind which

might have furnished Cooper with

items for his best novels. After having
found refuge among the friendly Ban-
nock Indians, who roamed over the

region in which Yellowstone Park is

situated, he returned to St. Louis in

1 8 10, where the wonderful stories

which he told of the places he had
seen were disbelieved. His rude but

vivid descriptions of boiling wells, of

subterranean noi.ses, and periodical were giv^en of it in local papers, and

ural surroundings. Nor is there much
to be wondered at in this

;
nature has

here concentrated her greatest effort

at variety of display. The grand in

magnificence of designs ;
the beautiful

in exquisiteness of coloring and crys-
tallization ;

the rarity and multiplicity
of geological phenomena ;

and the

terrible in the exhibition of internal

forces, in turn strike the visitor with

wonder and astonishment. It is,

indeed, a wonderland which once seen,

can never be forgotten.
In 1853, Captain John Mullan in

his report regarding the construction

of a militar}^ road from Fort Walla
Walla to Fort Benton makes mention
of hot springs and geysers at the

headwaters of the Missouri and Yel-

lowstone rivers, the report which he

had heard of their existence being
"confirmed l)y his own explorations."

Although prospectors occasionally
visited the region, merely brief notices

upheavals of volumes of steaming
water, of richly painted rocks and

trembling ground gained for the

region the name of Coulter's Hell—a

name by which it was known for

decades among the mountain men.

Later, about 1844, James Bridger, a

noted Rocky Mountain guide, visited

the localit}^ and his accounts, though
corroborated by those previously given

by Coulter, were still at that date

deemed too marvelous to be credible.

So time passed on, and the traditions

of trappers formed the only recorded
rumors of Wonderland. The.se told

of palaces and temi)les glittering with

jewels, of trees of stone, of efferves-

cing caldrons, of smoking plains, and
other marvels that smote the super-
stitious with awe and made tlicm

regard it as the location of the mouth
of the bottomless i)it willi preternat-

no authentic description thereof was

published until Mr. Cook and David
E. Folsom had visited it in 1S69.

During the years 187 1 and 1872,

explorations ot the region now com-

prising the National Reservation were
made by the United States Geological

surveying expedition under the late

Prof. P\ V. Ilayden, and the first

scientific accounts were made public.
Thenceforth this land of mystery has
been opened to the world, bereft of

the terrors with which vague rumor
and former dinicnlly of access had
surrounded it.

It was at Professor Ilayden's sug-

gestion that Yellowstone Park was
reserved as a national pleasure ground
and protected from .spoliation. On
December iSth, 1S71, a bill to that

effect was introduced into the Senate

by the lion. vS. C. Pomeroy of Kan-

348
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sas, a similar bill being offered to the

Housc of Representatives by the Hon.
A\'illiani II. Claggett, delegate from
Montana. Both Senate and House

passed it with little opposition and the

President's signature speedily made it

a law. The tract of land reserved b\-

this Act for the benefit of the people

by Professor Hayden, While Moun-
tain vSprings. This latter nomencla-
ture is quite as appropriate as tlie

former inasmuch as the heated waters
that have gurgled up from their sub-
terranean sources for untold centuries,
have formed a vast hill of white cal-

careous deposit, which viewed from a

p:' i-0km*

.^tm»^

lorrnati'iM cit the (levscr

is considerable, being sixty-five miles

long by fifty-five miles in width, and

containing an area of two million and
two hundred and eighty-eight thou-
sand acres.

The best route to take in visiting
the Yellowstone Park is to enter it by
way of Mammoth Hot Springs called

distance, looks like a snowy mountain.
As you a]>proach it you observe that it

is terraced, each terrace l)cing orna-
mented with beautiful projections,,
like fluted columns of nature's mold-

ing, but it is not until you reach it

that you realize the marxelons cunning-
of llie architect's skill, and the nnilti-
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tudiiious shapes which the water

deposited formations have assumed.
The area occupied 1)\- these deposits is

three square miles, on one hundred
and seventy acres of which the present
thermal springs are found. The two
masses of deposit that they are still

occupied in building up. are arranged
in four ]:)rincipal terraces, which, with

their minor subdivisions ftn'm a series

deposit forty feet high. It flows into

basins fringed with bright stalactites,
thence down an incline into white, red
and \ellow basins, that fonn gorgeous
])edestals to fabrics of wonderful

tracery. The coloring displayed in

.some parts of White Mountain is

beyond imagination and beyond
description. In the Pink Terraces
the pavements and basin sides, painted

Lower Rasins. Mammoth Hut Sprinjjs.

of fourteen con.secuti\-e receding eleva-

tions. The lower mass is fringed

along its front with basins, urns, and
other beautifully shaped rece]nacles
formed by the deposited lime, sul])liur,

alumina an<l magnesia, which llie

water holds in .solution. The most

beautiful of these s])rings, more tlian

fift>- of which have been tabulated and

described, is the Cleopatra vS]iring sit-

uated on the summit of a mass of

in all shades of red, from bright scarlet

and crimson to the most delicate rose

tints interspersed with richest yellows
and mo.st ])rilli;uit greens, contrast

gorgeoush- with the cerulean color of

the blue Iraiisparent water which
creates their..

We luu'c now fairly entered this
" Northern Wonderland," as Professor

llayden justly called the region, a
name given it in t^ontradistinction to
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that of its childlike compeer in New
Zealand, which is feebler in expression
of nature's efforts, in wealth of vari-

ety, magnificence of aspect, and

diversity of effect on the feelings of

the observer. For here nature has

introduced the horrible and terrible

into her great spectacular ])roduction.
There are other hot springs in the

Park, scattered almost over the whole

region and estimated to number from

five thousand to ten thousand, besides

because grander, phenomena. The
Ge3'sers of the Yellowstone, in com-

parison with which their namesakes,
the spouting springs in Iceland, called

by the native islanders the gushers,
sink into insignificance.
The main Gej^ser regions are two in

number, and known as that on the
Madison River and that near Shoshone
Lake. Besides tlie.se there are other

minor ])asins, as the Gibbon, Norris

and Heart Lake basins. In the first-

^g#%%^ ^_^^^4^ _^.|^J^,.5,..^_

Basins .it Mammtith Hot Springs of Gardiner's River.

innumerable white-robed basins, the

sepulchres and silent monuments testi-

fying to the exi.stence and activity of

others long ago dead. lUil we have
seen those of the Mamnuith grouj).
We have risen into ecstasies over their

mineral representations of frozen ca.s-

cades ; their scalloped l)asins adorned
witli delicate tracery in nian\- colors,

and Ihfir fivUc-d terraces, arrayed in

richest hues and .softest tints, and we
will now visit still more .surprisii;g,

named localities, there are at least

fifty gey.sers that throw up columns of
water to heights varying from fifty

feet to two hundred feet, while the
number of spouting vents of all kinds
amounts to thousands. The gey.ser.s-

on Fire Hole River—the Madison
under another name—are grouped
into three basins, known as the

Lower, Midway and r])])er Basins,
included in an area of thirty .scjuare

miles. Of the.se, the Upper Basin i.s
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by far the most important, although
the Lower Basin contains at least half

a clo7.c:i interesting^ geysers, and the

Midway Basin can boast of the Kxcel-

sior, the largest geyser ever known.
with a huge crater two liundred feet

by three hundred and thirty feet.

From this vast cavit>-. filled with boil-

ing water, rise dense clouds of steam,

and when eruptions occur, the i)eriod-

icity of which is long, the scene is

awe-inspiring in the extreme, the

prodigious column of water being
luirled to heights varying from fifty

to tlirce hundred feet. But let us

we find il covered with a coating of

whitish deposit, and the geysers and

springs surrounded with mineral struc-

tures of innumerable designs. Pyra-
mids and minarets glitter, cones and
turrets, castles and temples, flash with
reflected light. From hundreds and
hundreds of orifices rises the .spangled,

sun-dj-ed .steam, and rainl)()w-painted
colum'is of transparent water are

ejected upward by invisible forces.

First we \-isit the Grotto Gej^ser and
wonder at the grotesqueness of its

singular crater—a strange freak of

naUire. It has nearlv covered it.self

Hot Springs on west arm Yellowstone Lake.

hasten to the l'i)per Jiasin, the great
theater of the grandest display in the

world of gey.ser activity.
It covers an area of three square

miles, and, to u,se Profe.s.sor Hayden's
words, is

"
honeycombed with springs,

pools and geysers that are constantly

gurgling, spitting, steaming, roaring
and exploding." In this nuiltifarious

group of restless activities there are

no less than twenty-six large gey.sers
of which only a few can be taken

notice of here.

Entering the b;isin from the north,

with an luicouth, helmet-like mound,
pierced with tw^o great holes through
which, instead of some mon.ster's e^-es

peering, yawn cavities like the sockets
of a Titan's skull ; and iK-tween them
ri.ses a club-sha])ed, malformed, mis-

placed nose. Has nature, we ask,
been trying to fashi(Mi a defonuity, a

gargo\-lc- on an enonnous .scale ? If

so, she did not forget, however, her

customary decorations in colored and
architectural designs ; for, examined
in detail, it is an aggregation of things
of be.iuty. During eruption, this
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geyser behaves in a manner as quaint
and eccentric as its crater is grotesque
and exceptional in ap])earance duriiig
the periods of quiescence. Tlie water
is not ejected in steady spouts, but is

churned out, as it were, in two irreg-
ularl\' alternating cohnnns, while

numerous jets (f steam and water
issue from cracks and minor holes in

the gargoyle's skull. This is a most

singular gey.ser and sin,L;ularl\- inter-

esting.
Two hundred yards away to the east

is the Giant Gey.ser, the crater of which
Edwin J. vStanley, in his "Rambles

ejected by this gey.ser during eruption
is prodigious. Says Colonel Barlow,
who in August, 1.S71, witnessed one
of these grand h\draulic displays :

"The amount of water discharged
was immen.se—about equal in quantity
to that in the river—the volume of

which (luring the erujjtion was
doubled." Fire Hole River at this

part of its course, is about twent\--

five yards wide ! With a diameter of

.seven feet, the column (<f water dis-

charged rises at times to a height of

nearly two hundred feet, never .sink-

ing to less than one hundred feet.

Grotto Gevser in Action.

in Wonderland," compares with "
the

stump of a hollow .sycamore tree of

gigantic proportions, the top of which
has been torn off by a stonn."

Though one side is broken down,
torn away, perhaps, by .some eruption
of unusual ft)rce, the old, gray, min-
eral stump still .serv-es the subterranean

giant as a safety valve for his fur\- and

strength. It rises ten feet above the

platfonn and measures twenty-five
feet by twenty-four feet at the ba.se,

tapering off to eight feet in diameter
at the top. The volume of water

And this great volume of water gushes
forth luiceasingly for the .space cf an
hour and a half to two hours. It would
be no easy task for a civil engineer to

calculate in foot-pounds the tremen-
dous force at work in the ejectment
of this vast quantity of water ; but
some conception cf it may be fonned

]\v being present at one cf these awful

discharges. When an observer hears
the subterranean groaning and the

dreadful riot goir.g on below, as the

imprisoned Briarcus begins the .-strug-

gle wiili his hur.dred hands
;
when
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he feels the shaken earth heave and

quiver beneath his feet, and Hstens to

the horrible roar of the monster foun-

tain as it rushes upward ;
he ma}- be

apt to realize that the motive power
is inconceivable b}- the mind of man.

When, however, he has had the good
fortune to see that stupendous cohunn
driven upward with dense volumes of

streaming steam
;

has watched it

sway gracefully with the wnnd ;
break

up into countless jets, and return to

earth in heavy showers of glittering

globules, he will congratulate himself

that he has looked upon one of the

grandest phenomena of nature. The

periodicity of the Giant's performances
is not a fixed time, the eruptions tak-

ing place at irregular intervals once

in about four days.

Passing the Comet on our way, we
will proceed to Castle Geyser, which
has the most imposing crater in the

Upper Basin, and so named by N. P.

lyangford, fonnerly superintendent of

the Park, and Lieutenant Doane of

the Second Cavalry, commander of

the escort of the Washburn expedition,
who saw in its rugged pile a fancied

resemblance to the ruins of a feudal

castle. Though the Earl ofDunraven,
in 1872, witnessed an eruption of this

geyser, so grand that he considered it

the greatest in the region, the old

ruin is not wont to make such displays

frequently, and, having noticed the

richness of its colors in shades of

orange and silver-gray, we will turn

our faces from it, attracted by the

beauty of a thermal spring, <Mie hun-

dred and fifiy feet away. Words
cannot descril)e Beautiful vSpring, with

its almost circular basin over nineteen

feet in diameter, its synunetrically

scalloped rim, and the intense ultra-

marine hue of its water ;
nor can the

platform in which it nestles be de-

scribed, gorgeous in colors of >-ellow

and reels and grays and salmon tints.

Yet many such springs deck the

Upper Basin with their jeweled forms,

calm, ]X'aceful beauties shnnbering by
the side of dreadful violence and ter-

rific energy.

Grand Geyser lies awaj- to the east

on the other side of the river. No
raised cone or crater marks the spot
where this magnificent fountain lies

cradled in the bosom of the earth,

gathering strength for a fresh explosion
of sudden passion ;

no huge cavern-

like bowl gives indication of the latent

volcanic forces that are being nursed
below. A slight depression in the

ground, an indenture of fifty-two feet

diameter, a little below the surface is

all there is to show wdaere lurk the

pent up powers that periodically drive

the aggressive water through the gey-
ser-tube in its center. The shallow
basin is cushioned with beautiful

spongiform masses of velvet-like gey-
serite around the mouth of the orifice

which is of elliptical form, the major
and minor axis being respectively four

feet and two feet in length. Thus with
its unpretentious basin the Grand lies

quiescent for its allotted time
;
then

wnth earthshaking and tremendous

rumbling that sounds like smothered

thunder, the fountain without receiv-

ing warning of attack is shot aloft

into the air two hundred feet in an
immense column of steam and water.

The violence and suddenness wnth
which this ejectment of an undesirable
tenant is accomplished signalizes this

geyser from all others, and it is re-

garded as the favorite by most tourists.

From the main column numberless jets
are discharged at all heights and

angles draping the Colossus in an

agitated fringewcMk of ever-changing
patterns. The initial action lasts from

eight to ten niiuules, the earth trem-

Ijling under the blows of the upheaved
liquid mass as it strikes it in its fall.

Then follows a series of alternate fits of

sullen repose and fierce activity, the

spasms numbering from seven to

eleven. The length of time occupied
])y this awe-inspiring performance is

from twenty to twenty-five minutes.
The periodicity of the Grand's erup-
tions is somewhat irregular ;

two ex-
hil)itions of them, however, generally
occur in cwry twenty-six hours.

Wc will ivlax the strain upon our
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nerves and feelings induced 1)>' con-

templation of the majestic and appall-

ing by turning from the grand to the

graceful, from the terrific to the fasci-

nating and gaze upon the beautiful

symmetry of the Beehive Geyser, only
four hundred feet distant from the

Giantess, one of the greatest of earth-

shakers, but of whose tremendous dis-

play of force we desist from describing.
For beauty, gracefulness and sym-

metry the ]jeehive is parauKJunt in

Wonderland as an intermittent foun-

tain. It derives its name from the

.shape of its cone which is three feet

evaporates and floats away. On the
windward side you can stand within a

few feet of the cone and fear no harm.
Old Faithful, the "Guardian of the

Valley," acquired his title from the

regularity with which he exhibits his

eruptions. The\- occur with consider-

able i)unctuality at inter\-als of a few
minutes over an hour. His perform-
ance begins with a few preliminary
s])urts or splashes which last about
four minutes. After these apparently
abortive efforts at eruption he steadily

puts forth his real .strength and the
column rises under the increasing im-

Great Fountain Geyser.

high and three feet by four feet on the

top with a diameter of nearly seven
feet at the ba.se; is of pearly aspect
and beautifully beaded with silica.

From this miniature crater is ejected to

a height of over two hundred feet a

perpendicular jet of water and steam
which expands into a fan-shaped
fabric of .spray and vapor as it rises

ujnvard. During the eruptions, the
durations of which vary from three to

eighteen miinites. there is no groaning
of the earth, no crash of falling tor-

rents of v.-ater ; the light spray min-

gles affectionatelv with the steam,

pulsion in rapidly .successive jets to

heights var\'ing from one hundred and

twenty-five feet to one luuidred and

sixty feet. Great volumes of steam,

.soaring five hundred feet high, float off

in fleecy clouds or gather round the
colunui on the leeward side and clothe

it with a mantle of vajxDrous .spray
in which the rainbows sport in

evanescent fragments of prismatic-
colored arches, while .showers of dia-

monds fall into the basin. For about
five minutes the cohunn is held up
steadily and majestically and is then
slowlv lowered b\- convulsive throbs.
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In a few minutes Old Faithful is tak-

ing his rest again.
Various theories have been advanced

by scientific men regarding the cause

of geysers. The general cause, vol-

canic action, is admitted by all, tlie

differences of opinion arising from the

difficulty of explaining and proving
the modus operandi. Bunsen '

s theory,

though inadequate to account for all

the phenomena exhibited in geyser

action, is perhaps the nearest ap-

proach to a comprehensive explana-
tion and is endorsed by Professors Tin-

dall, Dana and many othereminentmen.

InJuly ,
1 846, Bunsen spent some tune in

studying the Great Geyser in Iceland,

and devoted much thought to a solution

of the prol)lem. His theory may be

thus simply expressed. He conjectures
that the column of water in the geyser-

tul^e, supplied by lateral drainage, com-

municates by means of a long and

sinuous passage with some space
—be

it cavern, chamber, or any other kind

of cavity
—in the igneous rocks

;
that

water by percolation has access to these

spaces, and is .subjected to the action

of subterranean heat. Steam is gen-
erated and rises in the column of super-
incumbent water which, being cooler,

condenses it. The water in the sinu-

ous channel, however, gradually be-

comes heated to the boiling point and

condensation of the steam ceases, caus-

ing it to accumulate and acquire ever-

increasing tension. Meantime, the

water in the gey.ser-tube becomes heated

till it is l)rought .so near the respective

boiling points corresponding to the

different ])ressures under which its

strata are, that a ver>' slight commotion
is .sufficient to raise .some particular

layer to a position in the tube where

its temperature would be in excess of

that rec|uired to vaporize it. Under
the .straining of the subjacent bed of

.steam this finally occurs, and the re-

.sult is a .sudden and violent generation
of .steam, which rushing up llie tul)e

relieves the pressure and cau.ses the

generation of more steam. A .succes-

.sion of explosive escapes of steam takes

place followed b\- the eruption wliich

continues until the accumulation of

steam below is relieved from tension by
the expulsion of water and the re-

duction of its own volume by escape.
Then ensues a period of quiescence
which la.sts until the inflow of fresh

water has j)roduced the necessity for

another expulsion. The variety ob-

.serv'ed in the displays of geyser erup-
tions is caused by the conditions and

([uantity of the water supply and the
different sizes, shapes, and con.struc-

tions of the orifices, tubes and chan-
nels. In ca.ses of such prodigious dis-

charges of water as those which occur

during the eruptions of the Exceksior
and Giant gey.sers, vast subterranean
reser\'oirs nuist exi.st and a large por-
tion of their contents be expelled.
The caldron or boiler in which the
.steam is generated nmst be a mighty
one indeed.

Speaking of the Ge3\ser Basins in

the Yellowsto?ie Park, Profe.s.sor

Charles T. Whitwell remarked : "No-
where else, I believe, can be seen on
so grand a scale, sucli clear evidence
of dying volcanic action. We .seem to

witness the death-throes of some great
American luiceladus.

" Now death-

throes are .sometimes horrible to wit-

ness, and nature in this extraordinary
picture of life and death has furnished
us with samples of the horrible and

sickening. We will cro.ss over to the
banks of the Yellowstone River and as

a preliminary introduction to truly

purgatorial scenes let us first visit

Sulphur Mountain.
Desolation greets us ; no verdure

clothes the slopes ;
no floweret dare

approach the deadly place ;
the nox-

ious weed .shuns it
; only on the north-

east side has vegetation had the

courage to show itself, for there the

bold, hardy pine has crept up as near
as safety permits. The barren ground
is seamed with fissures and crcvas.scs

from which poisonous va]iors ri.se, and
its .surface is .spotted witli old craters,
like ulcers on a monster's cheek. As
if to entice to destruction, a beautiful

sulphur spring has built itself a bead-
worked parti-colored basin at the
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western base, and in its bright yellow-

water, transparent as glass, boils and
bubbles to the pleased eye, while its

deadly fumes will suffocate yoii should

you unwarily go on the leeward side

of it. Thegroiuid is h(jtwith internal

fire, and treacherfnis, and beneath it

lurk pitfalls, concealed gateways to

brimstone and fire. You nuist ])ick

your way carefully over the liriulc

crust. Let us ])roceed.
Not far away lies a gnmp of nuul

caldrons, and here we gain a glimp.se
at the diabolical. vSome of these mud
pots are filled with filthy, slimy water ;

is green nuid, yellow mud and dark
brown mud

;
mud blue, and mud

lavender-colored, mud white and mud
])ink ;

some mud is black, and some
lead and slate-colored

;
some looks

like cream. It is a horrible, dreadful,

unsightly, and luiearthly place ; yet
there are (jthers .such, notably that

near the river at the foot of Mt.
Washburn. Dr. A. C. Peale, United
vStates Geological vSur\'ey, in his report,
<jf 1872 thus describes it: "It was a
most hf;rriljle looking place, and

brought to our minds pictures of the
infernal regions. The black and red

The Pulpit,

some with mud-paste that looks like

mush
;
others with a mixture of the

consistency of mortar, and others with

soap-boilers' mes.ses
;
one with what

looks like molas.ses, and others with

stuff like the contents of a house

painter's pot. They are boiling and

bubbling and pufling, sputtering and

fizzinsf, .sending forth the while hor-

rible stenches and sickening odors.

A demoniacal din is going on all the

time— thumpings and thud-like noises—
spitting and hissing, and dull deton-

ations as the gas-charged bubbles

burst. The contents of the.'^e caldrons

of Hecate are of nianv colors. There

colors of the nuul and iron depo.sits

gave the hill the appearance of having
been burned, while here and there

were ma.sses of bright-yellow sulphur.
The air was filled with fumes of sul-

phuretted hydrogen. The noise

made by the throbbing and pulsating
masses of nuid was continuous. This
with the .spla.shing and spluttenTig of

some of the springs, the plop-plop of

the thicker nuul. combined with the

uncarlhh' appearance of the scene,

made us feel that we were on danger-
ous ground.'' No doubt they felt

their peril ; they were walking on an

excrescence of—well, of the place
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where the wicked go. These are the

places that Coulter saw and talked

about and thereby gained for himself

a reputation as being the first-born

of the father of lies.

We will look upon one more specta-
cle of dying force before we turn awri}-

from this great death-l)ed of volcanic

energy. The .scene is at the Mud
Volcano or Giant's Caldron. From
afar 3'ou can locate the place by the

heavy volumes of steam that rise three

hundred feet above the mouth of the

hideous pit. Occasionall}- the rum-

bling, smothered thunder of an explo-
sion that .shakes the earth for a mile

around is heard, and as you approach

gone, and leave for more pleasing
sights these theaters of nature on the

stages of which the closing .scenes of
one of her great dramas are being
acted.

To describe all the wealth and
variety in .scenery, all the beautiful

objects of interest in Wonderland, to

depict the imposing .splendor of Grand
Caiion, that two thousand feet deep
gorge, with its richly illuminated cliffs;

between which rushes the Yellowstone
in mighty leaps of great waterfalls,
would require the space of volumes.
In that wide basin in the Rocky
Mountains, inclo.sed on all .sides by
their heights, as you move from camp-

t

.i:^jr^^^^%$P
ip,.t^'-

Soda Butte.

this mouth of Orcus, the concussions

and splashing sounds of .struggling
mud in fiercely wild commotion shake

your nerv'e and din Nour ear. Peer

into the depth below, over the sickly

green edge of this gaping crater,

while it holds its poisonous breath for

a few moments, and at the bottom you
will .see issuing horizontally from

beneath the mountain a tide of seeth-

ing mud charging against the side of

the horrible abyss, ebbing and flowing
and churning, 1)ackward and forward,

striking and recoiling ceaselessly,

groaning the while (jver its moribund
condition and lost strength. It fas-

cinates while it ajipalls. Let us be

ing ground to camping ground, pro-
fuse in offerings of delicious pasturage,
you pass through long stretches of fine

woodland ]iarks, by lily-speckled

ponds, and by lovely lakes round which
the lofty ])ines have congregated and
wMve their greetings to each other in

the looking-gla.ss below them ; you
cross purling streams jx'oj^lcd with
toothsome trout

; you thread your
way along trails, through dense for-

ests ; and >ou wander on the beach of

an inland sea, the largest lake in the

world at the altitude of nearl\' eight
thousand feet above the level of the

sea.

Yellowstone 'ari IS the I). )Ucl( UI' O f
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Geyserites from Fire Hole Basin.

all-in-all nature, wherein she has

stored a rare, multifarious collection of

curios and countless samples of her

work, placed side by side, each after

its own kind—the fair and foul, the

simple and grand, th^ lovel}- and re-

volting, the colossal ai: d the fairy form,

and the terrifying and the delightful.
Coulter and Bridger have pas.sed

away, bnt the gey.scrs, which they

gazed upon awe-stricken, still raise

aloft their columns in testimony of the

truthfulness of their marvelous tales ;

the boiling caldrons which they had

the courage to draw near to still

hoarsely shout out asser\'ations of

their veracity. Where those bold

pioneer trappers and Bannock Indians

roamed through the pathless valleys,

wagon-roads have been constructed

and broad trails have been cut ; where

they 1)roiled their trout or veni.son

steak over their lonely camp-fires,
hotels and lunch stations now .stand,

and along the route by which, per-
chance they silently entered Wonder-
land, the steam car of the Northern
Pacific Railroad hurries with noise and
racket. But bold and brave as they
were, where even they dared not to

tread, men of science have risked their

lives in investigating the phenomena
which gained for the region the name
by which Satan's realm is known.
Honor be to them, and especially to

the memory of Professor Haydeu
through whose exertions the bill for

the re.ser\'ation of the Yellowstone

National Park was brought before

Congress.
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liv KicHAKi) 11. McDonald, jk.

H E first Ivu-

ropcans to look

upon the Bay
of San Fran-
cisco were Cap-

tain Poriola and l-'atlier Crespi, who,
in November, 1769, had l)een sent

by Junipero Serra from San Diei^o to

found a mission on the Bay of Mon-

terey, but who missed the o1)ject of

their .search, and, continuint^^ their

march northward, reached the tongue
of the peninsida. The early navi-

gators had failed to detect from the

decks of their ocean-traversing ships
the narrow entrance which the jealous
hills, loath to reveal it to aggressive

strangers, concealed from sight
—an

entrance into one of the finest harbors

in the world and destined to become
the gateway for ships of all nations to

a great metropolis. It was left to a

travel-worn friar and the captain of

his escort to make the di.scovery by
land. They did not foresee, however,
as they gazed—perchance from the

Twin Peaks or Telegraph Hill—on

the blue expanse of waters furrowed

by no craft larger than an Indian's

canoe, that in less than a century its

shore-line would bristle with the masts

of hundreds of ve.s.sels, that clouds of

dark smoke from scores of steamers

and tugboats would hang heavy in its

superincumbent atmosphere, and great

.ships from all quarters of the globe
would ride at anchor on its bo.som.

But it was not for the .servants of

St. Francis, carrj-ing his processional
cro.ss, ,to introduce great progress.

They were content to teach theii

pro.selytes to .sow cereals, plant fruit

trees and gartlen stuff, cultivate their

vines of mi.ssion grapes and tend theii

herds. Nor did the .settlers who
followed them from Mexico advance
much beyond that primitive stage of

development. An epoch of pa.storal
life marked vSpanish and Mexican rule
in California.

In August, 1775, a ve.s.sel, the San
Carlos, connnanded by Lieutenant

Ayala, who had been .sent fron? Mon-
terey, sailed through what is now-
called the Golden Gate. This was
the first vessel reported by authentic
record as having cast anchor in the

Bay of San l-Vancisco. Then a mili-

tary post was establi.shed on the
Presidio reservation, the Mission was
founded, and very .soon after a few adobe

buildings were erected on the shore of
the Cove which formerly existed be-

tween Clark's Point and Rincon Hill.

The first settlement was called Verba
Buena, the name of a fragrant wild
herb that grew in abundance on the

surrounding hills.

P^'or many years these early .settlers

led a .secluded life, their only means
of communication with the outside
world being the occasional arrival of a

trading vessel for a cargo of hides and
tallow or of a whaling ship in search
of food and water. Commerce could

hardly be said to exist, and .stagnation
waved her indolent pinions over the

land, hiding in their shadows the
trea.sures she had not the energv to

discover. After Califoniia became
365
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Mexican territor}^ the commerce of

the port slightly increased.

A few adventurous Knglishmen
found their wa}- to the distant place.
In 1S44, Yerba Buena contained four-

teen houses and about sixty inhal)i-

tants, and began to attract the atten-

tion of enterprising Americans
;

in

1846, the United States sloop of war
Porlsmouth took formal possession of

the town ;
on January 30th, 1H47, its

San Francisco became the objective
point of thousands of adventurers, and
ships sailed in through the Golden
Gate, laden with passengers and

freight. It was the l)eginning of the
era of develo])ment and progress.
When the Hrst rush was over and

commerce and trade were fairly estab-

lished, the city grew apace. Sand-
hills were removed, the bay was
encroached upon, and the Cove of

The Wiw from Nob Hi

name was changed to that of vSan

Franci.sco, and at the clo.se of the

same year the inhabitants numbered
about eight hundred. Then Marshall's
little l)oy ])icked up the yellow peb-
bles from the gravell}- bed of the his-

toric stream, and the di.scovery of gold
was accomplished.
And now the fame of California's

auriferous (le])Osits was carried to all

quarters of the globe. The- Bay of

Yerba Buena was filled in. Old land-
marks di.sappeared, and the aspect of
the city's site was greatly altered.

It was not an in\iting spot to select

for an urban location, but the first

.settlers had no idea that a great
metropolis was destined to be built

upon it. Only a small an. a of level

land hi\- along the beach, bi.'hincl

which a succession of hills covered
with cliai)arral, sand dunes and bogs
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stretched to the v^alley wherein the

Mission was situated.

The fact is, that the city was thrust

upon it by force of circumstances, and
radical changes had to be made. As
it now appears with its hilltops
crowned with noble residences, and its

level sweep of low ground stretching
from Kearny street to the water-front,
and far along Market street and .south-

ward therefrom, a more beautiful or

attention to the agricultural and other

resources of the country, and as these

were developed, commerce expanded
under the increasing exportations of

native products, and the manufactur-

ing industries were introduced.

But the commercial and indu.strial

expansion received .serious checks
from the stock-gambling craze and the

little less prejudicial excitement
caused bv the real-estate boom which

Residence of the late Mark Hopkins.

suitable position for a meln)polis, as

regards picture.squeness and the re-

quirements of commerce and traffic,

could hardly be found. The San
Francisco of to-day possesses in its

variety of magnificent views features

unsurpassed by those of any other city
in the United States.

With the influx of population, and
when the gold excitement had sim-

mered down, men began to turn their

Vol. 11—24

set in when it was expected that trans-

continental communication by rail

with the East would give the city a

tremendous progressive imj">etus. The
prices of lots and blocks reached ex-

travagant heights, and land in certain

localities, notably in the Potrero and
v'^outh San Francisco, was sold at

rates that could not be realized to-day,

though more than twenty years have

elapsed since the fever subsided.
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Under the disastrous effects nf the

epidemics of wild speculation, many
were ruined, and thousands who
might otherwise have gained an inde-

pendence were held fettered to a life

of poverty, the wealth of the man\-
was diverted into the hands of the

few, and the capital which would
otherwise have been employed in

coming poorer, and to-day we are

reaping the benefits of the settling-
down-to-common-sense action and the

attention to industrial pursuits which
followed the delirium men suffered

from in their hunger for sudden wealth
without toil. The growth of the

manufacturing industries, in number
and ontpiil. tlic e::tension of com-

....^.ii^&.iWjiL

The Music Garden in the Park.

legitimate enterprises was recklessly
lost for the enrichment of individuals.

As late as 1880, the detriment inflicted

on progress and prosperity by these

excitements was felt, and business in

many branches had got to its lowest
ebb at the beginning of the last

decade. The city, in fact, was out-

growing itself and misdirecting its

resources, while the masses were be-

merce, the .stability (->f the banking
institutions, and the .steadily rising
number of Inisiness blocks and private
residences, point significantly to the

improved condition and more healthy
tone of the comuuinity.
While the.se forces operated witlj

depressed effect, without, however

having an}* power to assail the posi
tion of San Francisco as the metrop
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olis of California, she nevertheless

passed through a dangerous crisis in

her infancy, owing to the springing

up of a rival for the distinction. As
early as 1847 Benicia had been founded

by Dr. Seniple who figured as a lieu-

tenant in the Bear Flag revolt, and he

confidently looked forward to his new
town becoming the metro]:)olis of the

West. Had it not been for his own
fatuity and that of his associates his

hopes might have been realized ; for,

after the destructive fire in San Fran-

lion five hundred and sixty-four thou-
sand dollars

;
in 1S90 it had risen to

fort}- millions one hundred and twenty-
four thousand dollars. The foreign

imports for the same years amounted

respectivel}^ to thirty-seven mil: ion

two hundred and forty-one thousand
and forty-six million two hundred
thousand dollars. In 18S0 the out-

put of all the factories in San Fran-
cisco was seventj^-seveu million

dollars, and in 1890 one hundred and

twenty million dollars. Building op-
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Odd Fellows Mall.

cisco in May, 1851, a large number of

prominent merchants were ready to

transfer their business to Benicia, but
were deterred from doing so by the

exacting terms offered by the land-

owners. From that time San Fran-
cisco has been threatened by no
serious competitor.
The .stride made in the progress of

the city during the last decade can

only be exhibited Ijy reference to

stati-stics. In 1880 the value of foreign

exports by sea was thirty-five mil-

erations were represented in 1890 by
the erection of two thousand structures

at a cost of eleven million dollars as

compared with four lunulred edifices,

costing one million .sc\en hundred
and sixty thousand dollars in 1S80.

The sums placed on deposit in

savings banks are a good index to the

progress being made by a conununity
in ])ro.sperity, representing, as they
do for the most jxirt, the savings of

earnings. The amount of the deposits
in llic banks of that cla.ss was forty-
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two million six hundrcfl and seven
thousand one hundred and forty-five
dollars in 1880, and about ninety
million dollars in 1890.
These figures speak for themselves

and proclaim the growth of the eily
in wealth, ])opulation and industries.

Thus we find that during the last ten

years the population increased over

twenty-seven per centum
;

that one
hundred and forty-six million three

hundred and forty-four thousand
nine hundred and sixteen dollars

eight thousand and thirty-nine thou-
sand.

So considerable a portion of her
wealth is derived by San Francisco
from her manufactures and other

industries that it will not be out of

place to enumerate a few of the prin-

cipal ones.

There are no less than twenty-six
different branches that, individually,
have an annual output to the value of

one million dollars or over, the largest
of which is that of the two great

Calvarv' Church.

has been added to the assessed valua-

tion of property ;
and that the

number of factories has risen from
eleven hundred and ninety-four,

representing seventy-one different

branches of manufacture, to sixteen

hundred and thirty-eight, representing
eighty-nine branches. This last-

mentioned advance gives employment
to about eleven thousand more hands
than were engaged in factories in iSSo.

the approximate figures for that year
and 1890 being res]iectively twenty-

sugar refineries, amoiuiting to twelve
million two hundred and fifty thou-

sand dollars. These establishments

handle annually no less than three

luuulred and twenty-five million

pounds of imported sugars. Next in

order of value come the gas works,
with a twelve-million dollar output,
and then follow the clothing factories,

with six million five hundred thousand
seven hundred dollars ; the iron

foundries, six million five hundred
thousantl dollars : the sash and door
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factories, five million dollars
;

tin-

ware, four million five hundred thou-

sand dollars, and breweries, three

million nine hundred and ninety-five
thousand dollars.

As far back as 1849 Peter Donahue
estal)lis]ied a blacksmith's shop in

Happy Valley, but he did not know
that he was laying the foundation

to an immense lousiness, and did not

foresee the evolution from that small

beginning of workshops and ])!anl

capable of Ifuilding great war vessels

yards, her tanneries and malt-houses,
her wool-scouring, provision-packing,
and fruit estaljlishments, her flour

and feed mills and oil refineries, her

soap and cigar factories, the last

being in the hands of those interlopers,
the Chinese.

In one important industry only has
San Francisco been unsuccessful, and
that is the manufacture of woolen

goods. At this date there are not
more than half the number of woolen
factories in operation in the State

.--^

Stanford Residence.
Califor.iia Street.

Flood Kesidence.

such as the Charleston, Sail Francisco

and Oregon.
Besides the prominent industries

mentioned vSan Francisco po.ssesses
factories that turn out almost all the

commodities re(|uired by a civili/ed

community. Inirniture and musical

instruments, billiard tables, carriages
and wagons, harness, barrels, wooden
boxes, cordage and twine, artificial

stone, and dozens of other necessities

are produced in this ^progressive city.

She has her rolling mills and ship-

that there were ten years ago. This
decline is principally due to the cost

of production, high wages and the

high price of fuel, making competi-
tion with Eastern manufacturers im-

]X)ssil)le. The cost of coal in San
Francisco is on an average three

times higher than in the East, while
the average daily wage in woolen fac-

tories was more than one-third higher.

Ship-building, on the contrary, can

compete successfully with the East.
The gold fever, with its attendant
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demand for transportation facilities,

gave a start to this industry as early
as the winter of 1848-49, and in the
sixties shipbuilding became common,
not only on the bay and river, but
also along the coast. The first ocean
steamer built entirel}- in California is

said to have been the Del Norte,
which was launched in San Francisco
December 14th, 1864. She had a one
hundred and eighty-seven-foot keel.

new commercial and two new savings
banks have been incorporated, rais-

ing the total riumber of such estab-
lishments to twenty-three. Probably
no institutions have been so practi-
cally successful in the United States
as mutual loan associations

;
San

Francisco has over forty of such in-

corporations, all of which .seem to

prosper.

Looking at the city from .some ele-

Tho Mission Hills from .lofferson Sqiuire

and was fitted up with eighteen state-

rooms. The boilers were made in

San Francisco, the engine being taken
from an old steamer, the Republic.
There are now .six shipyards in the

city which last year turned out thirty-
three vessels, the aggregate value of

which was three million five hundred
and .seventy-five thou.sand dcjlkirs.

With the increa.se of trade an in-

crease of banking facilities was neces-

sary, and since January ist, 1880, si.x

vated spot few are the points on its

site which the old-timer can single
out as exhibiting little alteration.

Southward, westward and northward
from the foot of Market .street the

city spreads over hills and along hol-

lows, covering the ground for miles.

Where .scrul) oak clothed the hill-

sides stately residences have been
built, streets have been opened over
ciuinences and cable cars \)\\ up and
down stec]) slopes whereon erstwhile
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the hunter used to pant in his search

for quail and the cotton-tail rabbit.

In San Francisco the street railroad

system is remarkably efficient and ex-

tensive, and the confidence with which

enterprising capitalists have engaged
in supplying the public with so con-

venient and thorough a means of per-

sonal transport in every direction is a

noticeable indication of the increasing
absolute requirements nf llie growing

followed tlie Presidio railroad and

Geary street line in iSSo, and in 1883
the Market street system was changed.
Since then the development of this

means of travel has been rapid. A
net-work of new cable-lines is spread
between the four cardinal points, all

over the city north of Market street,

and the work is .still going on. In

January, 1891, the number of cable

roads was nineteen aggregating fifty-

Union phbtd

The Conservatory in the Park.

community. San Francisco can proud-

ly boa.st of having built and put in

operation the first cable line ever in-

vented and having almost discarded

from her streets the inefficient effete

horse-car. The Clay Street Company's
line was the first to be put in operation.
That was in 1S73, and the success was
so marked that other cable tracks were
soon constructed, the Sutter street

line being opened in 1877, and the

California street line in TS78. Then

three miles of donble track and giving
employment to one thousand five hun-
dred men. The gross earnings of
these lines for the j'ear previous to

that date v.-as three million five hun-
dred thousand dollars, a sum twice as

large as that earned by the street-car

SN-stems in iSSo. This progressive
move has aided greatly in directing
population to localities which, owing
to want of easy access, would long
have remained but sparsely inhabited.
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Some of these lines sunuuuiit num-
erous hills, the streets (n-er which are

almost unavailable to horse and waj^on
on account of their steepness. Ilorse-

car tracks will soon be thiniL,^s of the

past. The owners of the Mi.ssion

street, the Second street and Battery
and the Central Railroad Com])any's
lines still stick to horse-j^ower, and

figure as illu.strators of waninj.^ insti-

tutions and as no:i-progressi\-e mem-
bers of a progressive comnnniity.
Numerous additions have been made

to the city from time to time, the

Hou.se, and the reservation grounds
of the Presidio, the three principal
suburban resorts, the inducements it

offers as a desirable residence locality
will doubtless attract the next tidal

wave of population.

Many and continuous have been the

improvements carried on in the .suburbs

and other parts of the growing city

during the last decade, prominent
among which has been the building
of a large jxjrtion of the .seawall along
North Heach. Two .sections of thi.s

great work were completed iii iS8o,

Noj Hill.

Western Addition and the Mission

having been great contributors to its

extension, while the Point Lobos
district presents an equally attractive

field for still farther advance westward.
This great district may be generally
described as lying between Golden
Gate Park and the Presidio and ex-

tending from lyOne Mountain to the

Ocean beach. A large [portion of it

has been lately graded and .sewered at

an expense of nearly a million dollars,

and with the pros]K'Ct of a cable line

to be constructed through it, its posi-
tion with regard to the Park, the Cliff

but various interruptions retarded it

for .several years. The city has now
at lea.st six thousand feet of the wall

completed, constructed at a cost of

one million three hundred thousand
dollars.

In an architectural point of view the

city oi San Francisco will admit of

nuich improvement in the future
;

and even lately in the construction of

new buildings in the business part of

the city some attention to taste in

design may be noticed. The possi-

bilit>- of a severe earthquake has

probably had much to do with the
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ResMence uf A\rb. D. I>. Colton.

absence of external ornamentation
on most large business structures.

Strength and durability are the prin-

cipal desiderata in such edifices, and
one of the first recommendations that a

new building can possess is that it

has been constructed on the best and
latest earthquake-

proof plans. Dur-

ing the last ten

years brick and
stone have been

used in much larg-
er quantities than

formerly, and terra

cotta which was
not known in 1880

is now in demand
for decorative fac-

ing.
While the build-

ings in the business

portion of San
Francisco are no-

ticeable for , their

plainness most ot

the private resi-
dences of the

wealthy and well-to

do people are hand-
some and ornamen-
tal. The houses
that have been late-

ly put up on Van
\'ess avenue and
west of it, on Cali-

fcjrnia street and in

other parts di.splay
in their costly ex-
terior work the de-

sire of their owners
to avoid architectu-

ral ugliness. P^ol-

lowing in the wake
of ])r()spcrity and
wealth came com-
fort and luxur>',
'and while the
homes of the me-
chanic and indus-

trious workman are

free from the disa-

greeableness of pov-
erty and are pruxided with all neces-

sary comforts, the mansions of the
rich are replete with luxuries of ever>'
kind.

But San Francisco's growth has not
been confined to the city's topogra-
phical extension and to commercial

In the Park.
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and industrial development. Liter-

ature, science and art, the ready
followers in the wake of the initial

success of ever}' new city soon made
their appearance. Art is fostered and
flourishes ; literature and science have
not been neglected and the press has
thrived and produced writers of re-

nown, while native born artists and

institutions, asylums for the aged, the

orphan, and the blind, her hospitals
for the sick and reformaton,- establish-

ments for the young ;
she has mutual

aid societies. Masonic orders and clubs
of all denominations.
The metropolis of the West is grow-

ing
—growing rapidly. She is progres-

sive and prosperous. The primitive

i

s. ..

«.? JS?

...._. *

The Children's Day at the Golden Gate Park.

sculptors have won fame in Europe
and the Kastern states.

Moreover, the number of her in-

vStitutions has kept pace with the in-

crea.se of vSan Francisco's population.
She has her public and private .schools,

her art galleries and studios, her
schools of design, and lecture halls

and concert rooms. She has her

benevolent .societies and charital)le

semaphore on Telegraph Hill is a

bygone institution. The inhabitants

of San Francisco now converse with
each other though miles apart, and the

telegraph conveys their mes.sages to

the most distant ])arts of the world.

I'ew i)f modern iiix'entions have

they not utili/.cd and few oi modern

improvements ha\e Ihey not availed

them.selvesof in tlicir pro.sperity. Who
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could hav-e foreseen even among the
"

Cit}^ Builders
"

themselves, the vast

change that vSan Francisco has under-

gone during thelast four decades ? And
who can picture to himself the changes
that will ])C effected in the next four? Of
the old wooden houses hastily put up in

the fifties few remain
;
where crewless

sailing vessels lay idle for r.ionths

during that wild delirium that attacked

all who entered the Golden Gate mer-
chant ships and steamers of thousands
of tons of burden come and go laden

with rich cargoes ; along streets where-
on the pioneer splashed through the

mud, heavy freight wagons ply to and
fro and the ceaseless hum of a busy
population, the noise of commerce,
and the rattle of carriages deafen the

unaccustomed ear.

Yet much still remains to be done in

San Francisco both in the way of

material improvement and intellectual

advancement and the speediness or

slow-footedness with which she pro-
ceeds on her progressive career depends
upon the enterprise, the public spirit
and lofty aims of those members of

the community—be they millionaires

or city fathers—who have risen to

wealth or power bj' the exceptional

opportunities that have been held out
to them in California.

But the external improvements of a

cit}-, its embellishment l)y architectural

adornment, and its ability to apply to

its own use modern inventions and
discoveries in science made during this

hot race in the march of progress,

dc'i^end upon the forces which promote
prosperity ;

and the directors of such
forces are those who devote them-
selves to the encouragement of the

manufacturing industries, to the de-

velopment of the resources of the

country, and to the intellectual ad-

vancement ofthe people. A connnunity
can have no truer benefactors than the

promoters of the arts and sciences

which soften off the hardness of human
nature, furnish occupation, food and
recreation for the mind, and elevate

the intellect. In this age neglect of

intellectual pursuits means retrogres-

sion, and it is in those pursuits especial-

ly that we would see San Francisco

prosper and thrive
;

of material pros-

perity she is assured by the great natu-

ral resources that contribute to it; of her

people's mental enjoyments and happi-
ness they themselves will l^e the cultiva-

tors, reaping as they shall have sown.

"III .f'-^'mM*^'-

4^":i«LS-'iilB-^

Children's House in Golden Cite P.irk.



A GLIMPSE OF TWO PRESIDENTS.

BY WILLIAM F. CIIANNING, M. D.

THE
first railroad wheels were

feebly stirring on the Atlantic

seaboard. For twenty years,
steamboats had paddled, first experi-

mentally, then slowl}^ on Eastern
sounds and riv^ers. The course of

empire had crossed the Mississippi on
its westward wa}', and had reached
the great bend of the Missouri. A
third of the present century had

nearly passed, when General Andrew
Jackson undertook a presidential tour

to New England—a more formidable

enterprise then than now. With him,
from the straggling Capital of the

countr}', went distinguished Cabinet

officials, and the Vice-President, INIar-

tin Van Buren, the reputed power
behind the throne, making an impos-
ing array in procession, in open car-

riages and on horseback, through the
streets of Boston.
The program of General Jackson

included a reception of the people in

the Senate Chamber of tlic Massa-
chusetts State House. It is with this

reception that we are immediatelj^
concerned. A great throng gathered,
and the crush in the shadow ( f the

dome outside became hydraulic
pressure within the l)uilding, forcing
the crowd slowly through narrow

halls, and finally discharging them

expansively and breathless into the

great presence. There the}' were rap-

idly formed in single file and marched
before the President, who stood on a

slightly raised platform, tall and erect,

in military dignity. As cacli one in

the line approached and passed him.
General Jack.son bowed. The writer

was there, as a small boy, caught 1)y

the crowd, and literally pressed into

the pageant. As the supreme mo-
ment of approach arrived, the man
next in front of him sprang out of the

line with outstretclied arm and .said :

"General, I want to shake hands
with you."

"Sir," .said General Jackson, "1
cannot shake hands with everybody,
but I can bow to everybodj^," and he
bowed. This was the precise utter-

ance of the President, whose echoes
have outlasted sixty 3'ears.

On the evening of the 4th of March,
1865, more than thirty years later,

the writer found himself in the grand
assemblage surrounding the White
House, on the occasion of lyincoln's

last reception. The war had practi-

cally ended, and this evening was
Lincoln's greatest popular ovation.

The East Room was alread}' filled

with a throng of men and women,
more brilliant and distinguished than
it had ever held before—a part of the

vast pilgrimage drawn to Washington
by the second inauguration of the

President, who had freed four millions

of slaves, and had given to his country
a new era of national life. Only a

lane was left open through the mag-
nificent East Room for the passage of

the living tide, bringing its tribute of

respect to the greatest of our Presi-

dents. The crowd without—all bear-

ing the impress of an historic occasion—were admitted in detachments by
the guards at the entrance of the

White House. Within the building

they were marshalled in single file,

and passed in review before the Presi-

dent.

Eiiicoln stood in the East Room on

a slight elevation, towering with his

heiglit of over six feet above all

around him. His face, which had
been called homely, was jiositivoly

beautiful with a kindly smile as he

shook hands with each one who
approached him. His hands were

gloved in white, a feeble shield from

the coming pressure of many thousand

382
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hands. As the long line advanced, it

was pitiful to watch the continuous

shaking of the hand of the President

and hero, whom all had come to greet
with reverence and affection. As the

writer's tuni arrived, he bowed, with-

out offering a liand, and sought to

pass on. Mr. Lincoln read the

thought, held out his hand, and said :

"I wish to shake hands witli you."
So, not only hands were grasped, but

a word was spoken.
The contrast between these glimpses

of two Presidents suggests something
more than the incidents themselves.

In the one, General Jackson refused

his hand to an enthusiastic political

friend. In the other, Lincoln volun-

teered his hand to a stranger, reluctant

to claim it. What balance shall we
strike between these opposite traits ?

In this country we disdain court eti-

quette, but justly value forms of

fraternity. The shaking of hands

often is a graceful as well as gracious
act. Between friends, the taking of

the hand is a favorite mode of dis-

tributing that form of radiant and
inductive energy which we call Life,

and know almost nothing about. But
do we not carry this social ceremonial
too far when we abandon it to the

public, without discrimination or safe-

guard from rough usage ? Carpenter,
Lincoln's biographer, .states that his

hand was painful I3' swollen after

undergoing the ordeal of hand-shak-

ing at his reception.
The precedent established by Gen-

eral Jackson, so long ago, with its

stiffness slightly relaxed, may perhaps
satisfy democratic aspirations and
lead to a solution of the question.
The American people will readily

adapt themselves to any simple form
which expresses respect and good-will
for the representative of their nation-

ality and power.

THREE MINSTRELS.

BY ANNA M. REED.

Vol. II—2S

The mnistrels sing, at dawn and dark,

And through the slumberous, golden noon.

The dove, the robin and the lark,

Here at the threshold of the June.

At dawn the robin's matin .song.

Is first to wake the dreaming notes.

And while its changes still prolong.

The Angelus rings clear and strong.

From out a myriad yellow throats.

Then, as the daylight waxes dim.

The wood dove cooes its vesper hymn.
The robin at the early dawn—

The lark at noon—at dark the dove—
Three minstrels—but the theme is love.

383



JIM BARKER—A TAVERN IDYL.

BY W. A. ELDERKIN, U. S. A

I

-Jim f

Who's y/w, ye sa}^ ? W'y, ole 'Si Barker's son—
Lived over 'yond th' swamp, by Jones'cs run :

He's dead, ole 'Si is—thirty year ago
He got t'spreein' round 'n drinkin' so

'T it knockt 'im out— 'N you nev'r heerd o' Jim f

Wal, I'll be denied ! Thought ev'ry one know'd him-

An', I \.€[\.you, folks gen'lly's ben perlite

T' Jim—'les they was spilin' f r a fight.

n

-Fight f

Jim Barker /f^/^/ f Wal, stranger, I sh'd say—
W'y fightin', t' Jim, wa'nt nothin' more'nplay !

Ther' wasn't nary man in all our town
'T could bully 'm a bit, 'r back 'im down !

He'd sooner fight 'n cat—partic'lcr when
He was 'n likker

;
'n then a dozen men

Couldn't hold 'im back 'f he once got up 'is
" mad''-

He wanted t' punch some feller's head so bad.

Ill

Tough
Jim Barker tough ? Wal, I sh'd rather smile !

Th' wasn't ary chap in Jorty mile

Th't dast t' walk up fair an' tackle Jim !

'N folks know'd better 'n t' fool with him,
'R come 'round suookin' iiit' his affairs.

'N he wouldn't liav^e no dog-on city airs

Ne'thcr, nor sass—jes' let some man begin it.

An' Jim'd rise up 'n thrash 'im in a minit !

/

rv

Big ?

Jim Barker big? Wal, six foot two 'n 'is socks,

'R sumth'n like that—'n pow'rful as an ox !

Mu.ss'ls like biler ir'n, 'n brawny chest—
Y' ought t' 'a seen Jim Barker at 'is best,

A strutt'n 'long 'n swagg'rin' like a Don
With 's pants 'n 'is boots, 'n a sash wi' tosslcs on !

Th' was them p'rhaps 't had more nolidge'n him,
But'n fightiyV they didn't stan' no show with Jim.

.vS4
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-Do?
What'd Jim dof—Do f'r a livin' y'mean ?

Wal'e hadn't no reg'lar trade, as ev'r I seen :

He work'd aroun' sometimes a choppin' wood,
'N'is wife she did some washin', w'en she could—
Tho' once'n awhile her strength 'd seem t'fail 'er,

'N when it came V thai w'y Jim 'ud whale 'er—
Jim didn't 'nteud t'act no ways unhuman,
But 'e hadn't no use f'r a lazy triflin' woman.

VI
When?

When'd all this happ'n 'bout Jim ? Wal, now—le's see-

It must *aben some time 'fore sixty-three,
F'r that's tli' year 't they come 'n drafted 'im

Into til' Fed'ral army—poor ole Jim !

Y'see he would'nt 'nlist wen th' war broke out,

'Cos in 'is mind 'e had cousid'ble doubt
'S to whether th' guv'ment's course was 'xac'ly right

—
But 'wasn't 'ut Jim was 'tall afraid t'fight !

VII
'

Fraid

Jim Barker 'fraid \.'fight ? Wal—I guess not !

'N more 'n one man in town a thrashin' got
F'r sinuatin't Jim did'n' dast t'go !

Jim I'arkcr fiyaid} Wy'e pound'd one feller so

'T they had t'call th'village doctor in

T'straighten 'is neck 'n splmrer up 'is chin !

'N that same day Jim licked a Baptis' preacher,
'N a barber, 'n a jedge, 'n a lop-eared singin' teacher.

VIII

Draft ?

Wal', yes—they fine'ly ketched 'im in th' draft

An' march' d 'im off t'camp—'n people laughed
T'see 'im kick, f r 'e took it spcsliul hard

Jim did—'u they had t'put 'im under guard
F'r quite a while ! He swore't 'e liyOiddti' t go!
But w'en 'e saw 'bout 'leven doz'n 'r so

O' them sharp baj^'nets shinin' in 'is face,

Meek as a little lam' Jim took 'is place.

IX
Git on ?

How'd Jim git on, ye sa}^ ? Wal—pass'ble well

As far's I know—tho' ofen I've heerd tell

'Ut he was al'ays makin' lots o' no'se

About 'isgnib. They say't he told th' boys
'T ther' army rasliuns wasn't fit t' eat—
'N he cussed th' guv'ment beans, 'n dam'd th' meat I

But some 'o them, 't happn'd t' know 'im, swore
'Ut Jim had never grubbed so rich b'fore.
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X
Move ?

Oh, 3^es
—th' rig'ment ino\-ecl th' last o' May—

But Jim was too dern'd clumsy 'n big, they say,
T' march 'n the ranks 'thout duckin' down 'is head,
So the}' made 'im Q.ge7t'?'al /—that was w'at 'e said

In one o' his letters home— ''

Rigid geii' r-al guide,'"
Watever thai is—good many tlio't 'e lied !

F'r what 'n time 'd lie ever know 'bout war ?

'N what 'ud they 'pint Jim Barker general for ?

XI
Front?

When'd th' rig'ment git t' \\\' front? Wal—'long 'n Septemb'r
'R mcbbe 'twas sooner 'n that—don't quite rememb'r—
'Twas 'bout th' time *t th' armj^ was gittin' across

Th' Tcnn'ssee river—-you know !

—Rosecrans was boss—
Jim wanted t' fight ! 'N he 'lowed 't he wasn't afraid

O' th' hull reb'l army ! He kncwXiQ: c'd lick a brigade !

'N then, on th' left, th' attillery started t' firin'— ^

'N Jim w's took sick with a cramp—come nigh 'xpirin' I

XII

What then ?

Wal—Jim got better's th' firin' quit that night—
Nex' day began th' Chickamauga fight :

Lord, w'at a imcss they did kick up all 'round !

Big bustin' shells come plowin' up th' ground,
'N cannons bang'd, 'n bullets kept a flyin',

'N right 'n left was wounded men 'n dyin'
—

'Til after dark, 'n then th' boj's got warnin'
T' lay down on the'r arms 'n wait t'l morning.

XIII

Moreyighfn ?
You bet y'r life ! Wen Sunday mornin' came
They started in ag'in ! Both sides was game,
'N both a try'n the'r best to win the fight !

Jim an' th' boys was posted to'rds th' right
F'r quite awhile—then later in th' day
They march'd 'cm back a mile 'r two this way
'N put 'em in 'longsidc of vShcr'dans men,
Not fur, they said, from th' house o' Widder Glenn.

XIV
Come ouf^.

Wal, s'posed ye know'^d how things come out that day—
Some time 'fore noon, our centre'n right giv 'way :

Th' lines got broke, 'n th' rebs come pilin' throu!;li
T'l th' didn't seem a blam'd thing left t' do
But face t' th' rear an' jes' git up 'wgit !

'N, stranger, sum o' them rcbs is crowin' yit
—

Our boys was sarlin', w'en the fight begun,
'T they'd come out best—but t'other fellers won.
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XV
Blame ?

F'r losin' the battle ? Wlio'd I 'low's t' blame ?

Wal, I don't really hioza ; Init's all the same
Now 'ts over. I'm dead sure it wasn't Jim,
Cos' he wa'7i't in it ! 'T wouldn't be like him
T' Stan' up ther 'n a line, like kids at school,

'N be shot 'n killed, perhaps ! Jim wa'n't no fool !

So 'e run a bay'nct clear ui) through 'is ear,

'N cuv'r'd wi' blood went limpin' t' th' rear.

xvr
What's come o' Jim ?

Wy 'is head swell'd up, 'n he got a hackin' cough,
'N th" doctors 'low'd

'

his mind\\:vn sort o' off,

'N 't he wouldn't be no 'count f r months t' come,
So 'e got discharged 'n started back fr home.

^; ^ :!; -^ %

Folks thinks a lot sometimes 't they never mention—
F'r nigh on thirty years he's drew a pension !

'N they say : Wal ! ther' s Jim comin\ sure as fat !

Guess I'll be goin' stranger, 'ts gittin late.



C-^ AT THE DRY TORTUGAS DURING THE WAR.

A lady's journal.

{Commenced in January ftumber.)

[The history of the late war has been well treated in various publications, but that portion relating to

the famous Drj' Tortugas prison, where thousands ofmen were kept during the war, and where those connected

with the assassination of President Lincoln were confined, has never been described, yet the events are now
of great historical value. The island upon which the great prison was established was a sand bank comprising
but thirteen acres, — one of the last of the keys representing the cud of the great Florida reef. For seven or

eight years a lady, the wife of one of the surgeons, lived in this isolated spot and viewed all the incidents from

the appearance of the first war cloud until the declaration of peace. The following chapters were not written

or intended for publication, the events being jotted down simply for friends in the North
;
and The Cali-

rORNiAX has been enabled to give them to the public in a series of chapters, believing that many are of

historical interest and value, and also as showing the singiilnr life of a lady in one of the most out-of-the-way

spots in this country.]

WE
were now in a deplorable eon-

dition. All vessels avoided us
as though the island was a pest-

house; the gunboats had been ordered

away and our isolation was complete.
The coming in of the U. S. S.

Galena, with its pleasant officers,

seemed to be just the stimulus we
needed to break the spell the events of

the past summer had woven about us,
and we made a desperate effort at

sociability. The ofl&cers were enter-

tained by those on the island, and a

fishing party made up for all who
wished to go out into the gulf The
officers of the Galeria gave an enter-

tainment on board ship. It was
moonlight, so bright and clear that

every rope and spar was visible, and
the gaily decorated steamer made an

exceedingly picturesque l)all room. It

was an evening we looked back upon
with extreme pleasure. The officers

had left nothing undone, and we
lingered into the small hours, rowing
back in the soft, cool night, with the

feeling that the cloud had lifted and
this was a beginning of Ijrigliter days.
On the sixteenth of September a

steamer arrived with seventy prison-
ers, and the news confirming the
truth of the report of vShcrman's char-

acteristically modest di.spatch :

' ' Ata-
lanta is ours and fairly won," on the
second of September. Such news

gave us hope that the end of the war
might be near.

The first dress parade after so many
weeks of quiet occasioned great ex-

citement. All the ladies went out
under the trees to show the soldiers

their delight at their recovery and
return to duty. Ou the eighteenth
the Galena returned. Captain Wells
and Doctor Wright took tea and spent
the evening with u.s—a commonplace
item to read, but to us then an event of

importance.
The adjutant, Mr. Lowe, came over

the morning following to ask us to

join a party at Loggerhead, but we
were engaged to dine on board the

steamer—a greater pleasure, for it

was almost like going from the island,

where we had begun to feel the re-

straint of being pri.-^oners in our own
homes. I wondered if Captain Wells
realized the pleasure he was giving
us. Hardly, as he could not under-
stand what the past four months had
been to us

;
and as there was so little

variety in the way of food, that even
a Bermuda potato savored of feasting,
and the very thought of cooking
unlike our own, away from the inside

of those .sun-reflecting Ijrick walls,

was appetizing.

During the autumn, New Orleans
steamers stopped occasionally at the

island, and our three boats—Non-

388
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pareil, Tortugas and Matchless—kept
us in communication with the outside

world.
The nineteenth brought the steamer

Merrimac with the news of the re-elec-

tion of L,incoln, which gave great

rejoicing. It brought a large mail
and one hundred and thirty more

prisoners. We could not but wonder
what the people of the North consid-

ered the capacity of Fort Jefferson,
bounded by the sea on all sides, but

the new-comers were made comfort-

able, as it was cool weather.
The northers followed each other at

short intervals. My husband went to

Key West on business, and during his

absence the mercury went down to

fifty-four degrees, and people went
about with their hands in their

pockets and heads bent forward, as if

thc}^ were breasting a northern snow-
storm.

The gulf took on a cold, leaden

color, and every one felt the benefit of

the bracing change of temperature.
The New Orleans steamer now

brought a few prisoners whom we
took great interest in, as we under-
stood their confinement to be a tem-

porary affair. They were cotton

brokers, and one of them especially
attracted our attention. He used to

sit under the trees in Iront of our

quarters, looking so sad and dejected
that one day my son approached him.
He found that the man had a little

boy about his age, and it led to many
conversations about him and his home
which enlisted all his sympathies, and
I had no doubt were equally' helpful
to the stranger.

Very much to our satisfaction, these
last prisoners were sent back to New
Orleans in a few weeks. Many of

them committed their misdemeanors

through ignorance or unwillingness to

submit to an over-bearing superior,
who might have been a companion or

neighbor, but who, invested with the
brief authority, had not learned the
art of using it wisely.
The doctor had such a nice appear-

ing man (although the}- were all called

boys) that I asked my house boy
Ellsworth if he knew what crime the
other had committed, as he was per-
fectly temperate and trustworthy.
The reply was in the Yankee dialect

peculiar to him :

"
Well, you see he

was in the first battle of Bull Run,
and when the commanding ofl&cer

gave the order to retreat, he never

stopped 'till he got clear to Vermont
;

and you see, that was a leetle too
fur." I understood. Desertion in

the early part of the war was treated
more leniently than in those later

days, and he could well be content
with his punishment.

After awhile I had to change
"boys" again, and Ellsworth advised

my taking a friend of his named
Charley. Many of them, I imagined,
enlisted under fictitious names.
"
Charley

" was a great stout fellow,

weighing two hundred, who proved to

be a treasure in many ways. As he
was rather modest, he consequently
often astonished me with some new
talent in his capacity of cook and
housework generally. One day I sur-

prised him sewing, and asked him
the secret of his many accomplish-
ments.
He told me that his mother had no

daughter ;
that they lived in the

country, and she had taught him to

do almost everj-thing, and he had
found it of great ser\'ice while in the

anny. He blushed like a girl, while
he admitted that he could sew soxy
well, but he preferred to do other

things.
The N'lghtingale on her return trip

brought General Newton and Doctor
Cormick, with the colonel of the regi-

ment, on their way to Cedar Keys on
a tour of inspection, and they invited

my husband to accompany them. He
had wished very much to go up the

coast, and needed the change after

such close confinement, so he joined
the party, returning on the seventh
of December, having had a delightful

trip.

They brought us all the news of

Sherman's march to the sea, as far as
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Milledgeville, which he captured on
the twenty-third of November. The
excitement at the post was intense

;

the soldiers were wild with enthu-

siasm, for if the seaboard was ours,

the cordon would .soon be complete,
and victory must be near. Nothing
had given us such great courage as

this news.
The fir-st of the new year, 1S65,

u-e had a great deal of sickness in the

form of chills, followed by attacks of

fever. This may have been caused by
having too many successive northers

with rain, making it unhealthy, for

the dampness was very apparent even
in the houses, although at such times

we kept fire on the hearth.

There had been rumors of a colored

regiment being ordered to Tortugas,
but no mention as a relief of the

One Hundred and Tenth. We could

not help being apprehensive and
somewhat alarmed. From the man-
ners of the ofiicers, we knew they
were anxious. Some surmised that

it was to reinforce the guard over so

many prisoners, and that the One
Hundred and Tenth w^ould not be

disturbed.

My hu.sband's labors on behalf of

the prisoners during the epidemic

brought pleasing recognition from

Washington, making him feel that v.'e

were not forgotten even if on the

jumping off place cf the union.

He infused new life in both men
and prisoners, inventing all kinds of

devices for their occupation as .so many
workmen could not well be utilized.

Realizing that there must be some
more po'^ent power used to rouse

the men he resorted to amusement.

Obtaining con.sent of Colonel Ham-
ilton, he issued an order that every

body that could sing a .song, tell a

story, dance a jig, perform tricks of

any kind .should report at his office

the next morning. The motley
forlorn, disconsolate-looking crowd
thrct gathered the following day
would have inspired an artist.

They had no idea of anything pleas-
ant for them, and were .so wretched

and hopeless the}- looked more as if

they were going to an execution, than
recruits as a nucleus of a theatrical

performance.
The Doctor said it was most amus-

ing to watch the expression of their

faces as he began to divulge his

scheme ;
and vvhen they really under-

stood that he was going to do some-

thing for their benefit, it was magical.
Some who had crawled up the stairs

as though they w^ere literally on their

last legs, before the conference was
over had danced a hornpipe or a jig ;

others had shovv-n their skill at gym-
nastics ; songs were sung, and the

talents displayed was almost an em-
barrassment of riches, wdiile the crovvd

could scarcely be recognized as the

moping, li.stless one that came in.

The Doctor told them they could

form a minstrel troupe first, for v^diich

twenty-five cents admittance would be

charged, the proceeds to be expended
in better food and proper medicine.

The result show^ed, however, that

medicine would require a small part
of the proceeds so great an effect had
the mind upon the body. They went

away talking and laughing, suggesting
schemes and other men who could be

brought into service, for it proved that

there were men in the fort of everj^

vocation—actors, trapeze performers
and good singers,and the troupe that

resulted from this small beginning was
creditable for any amateur perform-
ance.

The Doctor was the manager, hear-

ing all the rehearsals, .so that every-

thing was in good taste, and the result

was a most satisfactory entertainment

for everybody. One thing suggested
another, and the outlook for many
pleasant evenings for all the residents

was inspiring. The energy and talent

developed was quite overpowering,
while the effect upon the health of these

poor creatures was almost magical.
A drop curtain was painted by the

Doctor, which was a great success and

very effective. It represented T^ogger-
head Light on the island

;
the light-

houi.e being made realistic by the
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tneans of pin holes, showing rays of

light from :i candle, notwithstanding
it occasionally gave the effect of a

revolving light, probably caused iDy the

unsteadiness of the support of the

candle behind the curtain.

The long expected Negro Regiment
arrived the afternoon of the 26th of

January, 1865, and was packed away
in all the available places, one company
being in the casemates back of our

kitchen.

The officers were fine looking men
and the privates stalwart healthy

negroes, more like real African than

any colored people I had ever seen

before
; they came from Mississippi

and Louisiana. They were constantly

frolicking and playing games and
tricks upon each other, always appar-

ently in the best of humor and evident-

ly very proud of being .soldiers.

We occasionally had an excitement

which brought home to us our isolated

condition. Some of the negro troops
became insubordinate

;
one resisting

arrest was shot and wounded near our

cottage. One morning I heard the

call
' '

Corporal of the Guard Post

number three " shouted in loud tones

and taken up rapidly by the others.

The guard went in response, and upon
reaching the rampart found the senti-

nel looking down upon a man who was

apparently standing in the water in

the moat. Investigation proved that

he was dead. He had attempted to

escape by jumping from the port, evi-

dently hoping to reach a vessel in

the harbor
;
but he caught his feet in

the tangled weeds growing on the

bottom and was drowned, and then his

body floated so that his head was out

of water, giving him the appearance
of standing in it.

In a black silk handkerchief tied

around his neck, was found a roll of

bills, which must have been sent to

him. It was never found out if he
had accomplices ;

his sudden death

may have frightened the others and

they dared not go to his rescueeven, for

fear of being discovered. He was an
Italian who had enlisted in our armv,

and, singular to relate, his relea.se

came in the following day's mail.

The tardy news that came to us was
that the Spring would develop events

of importance. It was in the air, yet
we heard nothing tangible, and we
were as forgotten and let alone, as

though we had never beci considered

( f such great consequence in the

l;eginning of the v.ar.

On the eighth of February a steamer

came in with a mail from Key West
Ijringing orders for the Ninety-ninth
Colored Regiment to go up the coast.

A norther came again, laden with icy
1)rcath caught from the snowy fields

in the North. After it had .subsided, a

steamer came and took part of the

colored troops away, the remainder

going on the Ma/chlcss, while the

/}Ibatrosshrow^ht thirty-six more pris-
oners

; they arrived in less numbers
as the war dragged its weary days and
months along.
The coming of the boat was the

incident of the day, always rousing
the never-failing interest, caused by
our peculiar environment, for there

was constantly with us the impression
that something decisive had happened ;

the war might have ended a week
before we could know anything about
it. Even a fishing-smack might have

spoken a steamer and secured a paper
or heard verbal news. Upon the arrival

of the little steamer Ella Morse, on the

second of March, 1865, with the news
of the occupation of Charleston by our

troops on February the eighteenlh,
the excitement culminated in a general
tumult of rejoicing.
We remembered the day when the

news of the first gun fired upon Fort

Sumter reached our little island ; how
excited, indignant, and incredulous

the small band of ofiicers, who had
been sent down from Boston Harbor
to protect us, were ;

and then to fill

up the gap with all the horrors of a

civil war. and think of the desolate

hearths over the length and breadth
of the land, whose sorrows would be

opened afresh by all this rejoicing that

came too late to bring their loved ones
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back, who had gone out in the pride of

their youth and manhood to give their

lives for their country, was. heart-

breaking in the midst of it all.

When we had guests from the vari-

ous steamers we surprised and enter-

tained them wdth all our theatrical

stars, as we could announce a per-
formance on very short notice. Some
very good comic singers had been

developed. One especially, who had
served in that capacity in some
small theater at the North, always

proved a drawing card; and we listened

to his funny .songs again and again,
not infrequently calling him before the

tallow-candle footlights several times,
wdien he would astonish us with some-

thing he had reserved for just such an
occasion. When his time of imprison-
ment expired we gave him a benefit,

and when his old hat, that had per-
formed duty as part of his costume,
was returned to him after some soldiers

had started it through the
' '

reserv^ed
' '

seats, it contained so many dollars that

the comic song he gave in response
was almost pathetic.

All this engendered good feeling,
and the theater was a blessing in many
ways. It had earned money enough
to provide all the limes and sanitary
food needed, that the hospital had not

means or authority to provide, and the

amusement had served a purpose that

would satisfy a mind-cure scientist

of to-day. It was an institution con-

tinued long after its real necessity had
ceased to exist, for healthful amuse-
ments have their uses in prevention as

well as cures.

It is hard to understand without
some experience the difficulties engen-
dered l)y the conditions naturally pre-

vailing in such a place as the Dry Tor-

tugas. The soldiers were a class of

people ranging from farmers to city

boys, naturally restless from the con-

finement and inactive life incident to a

long stay in a fort. The workmen in

the engineer department were negroes
and white men from New York, who
were not the best by any means, espec-

ially during the war, as many came to

escape the draft, and were worthless,
reckless men as citizens. Then came
the prisoners, including all kinds of

men—good, indifferent, bad, and some
dangerous.
My cook told me once, when I asked

him about some of the prisoners who
were constantly giving trouble, that in

the steamer that brought them down
they were overladen, packed like

emigrants, and there were some who
had given trouble all the way, yet not

enough to warrant putting them in

irons. But he had watched them, as

their actions seemed suspicious, and in

the night heard them through a thin

board partition planning to bore holes
in the ship, so that it would sink or

partly wreck it, and in the confusion

they were to sieze the boats, as there
were enough of them to manage the

crew^ and so escape. They were so

reckless that they thought when near
the Bahamas the chances might fav^or

them. Some of them were murderers
and the value of the lives of those on
board ship, who would go down in such
a case, counted nothing v,^ith them if

they could only escape. But the)-
were watched and finally suspicion
was so strong against them the}'
were imprisoned on board ship, and
the other poor prisoners who had
suffered mortal terror landed at Tor-

tugas with feelings not easily de-

scribed.

The influence such men would have
under a long confinement, where there

w^as not work enough to keep them
from concocting mischief, on those

who otherwise might have been fairly

tractable, was always a dangerous
element to counteract, and there was
often insubordination in their manner,

showing that the spark was only
needed to create a disturbance not

easily managed.
Kindness is a great power even with

desperate men as many of those were,

and my husband depended upon it

mainly in his management of the

prisoners. They knew he never

carried a weapon of any kind and that

he was not afraid of them. A visitor
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once said to me in speaking of them,
' '

I wonder you dare to stay here with

nearly one thousand prisoners, so

many of them desperate characters."

I replied that I had never thought
of being afraid. I did not think our
doors were ever locked, and even if

there had been trouble I felt sure our

family would have been protected, if

for no other reason than my husband's
kindness to them in their sickness

and at all times.

There was one poor fellow who was

always in trouble. He was simply
mischievous in the first place, but was
often used by bad men for their own
misdeeds, while he bore the punish-
ment as the principle culprit always.
Now he was in the guardhouse ;

then

out with a ball and chain, escaping in

the most miraculous manner, for he
was as supple and active as a monkey,
and I think could no more, with his

surroundings, have helped his petty

thieving and other misdeeds than a

monkey could refrain from his tricks.

What I am about to relate happened
before my husband had medical charge
of the prisoners and when he w^as vol-

untarily assisting. One day he found

Harry vSmith, as the prisoner called

himself, in close confinement, chained

to the floor. He had managed to slip

through the iron bars, he was so small

and agile, and had stolen articles of

no value to himself, and destroyed and

dropped them intothemoat. Aspunish-
ment they made a wheel of spokes
without the tire, and put around his

neck; when that was taken off he was
chained to the wall. They could get
no bracelets small enough to pre-
vent his slipping his hands through
them, and his tricks were monkeyish
and provoking.
One day he wriggled himselfthrough

the bars. Near by, in the cool case-

mate, was stored a hogshead of molasses

belonging to the commissary. He
turned the spigot and let the fluid run,

squeezing back into his cell again.
When it was discovered he owned to

what he had done, and how—a per-
formance that seemed impossible. He

was chained as a la.st resort, but
was taken sick and would have died
if left much longer. My husband's

sympathies were aroused, and he
talked with the culprit a long time
before he could see any evidence of

feeling except sullen stubbornness.

"He didn't care; everybody was

against him, and it was no use. He
would not promise anything better,

for he should not behave if he was
released.

' '

But after an hour the man showed
a ray of human feeling, a tear came
to his eyes as he was questioned about
his home and mother, and finally he

promised he would make one more
trial.

It resulted in Harry's being taken
to the hospital where he was told the

condition of his release, and that as

long as he behaved he was to be

under the Doctor's special care. He
was nur.scd until he was well, then
he was given the care of the Doc-
tor's office, where he was in his

special ser\'ice, sleeping there. For
weeks a more faithful, trusty, devoted
servant could not be wished for.

The officers had ceased to chafi" my
husband about his protege and we
really thought Harry could be trusted.

Unfortunately for him the Doctor was

obliged to go to Key West on business

two months after Hany's promotion,
and having made him promise all

kinds of good behavior he left him.
The other prisoners had been jealous

of Harry's good treatment, and when
they found his protector had gone,

they formed a conspiracy for his down-
fall which proved too much for him;

they dared him to join them in break-

ing into the sutter's for whisky, and
of course he was caught while the

others escaped. It was with real grief
and disappointment that Doctor found

Harry in the guardhouse on his re-

turn .

Soon after that he escaped, taking a

stepladder, floating and swimming to

Loggerhead where he intended to take
the sailboat belonging to the light-
house and escape ; he was caught
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and brought back to make another

attempt later, when he with several

others went to the bottom, as a gale
came up so severe, that the boat the)'

left in could not possibl}' have weath-
ered it.

Among the last prisoners were some
notable characters. Some of them
were said to be hotel burners who had
tried that as a weapon of devastation

in the North, in Chicago and other

places. One of them was a ferocious

looking man, six feet tall, black hair,

unkempt, long beard, with black eyes
under very heavj' eyebrows. He
wore a red flannel shirt open low on
his chest, showing a strong muscu-
lar figure, trousers tucked in his high
boots, altogether having the appear-
ance of a bandit

; and, besides, he was

wanting in a certain respect of manner
that most of the prisoners observed
to the ladies and officers whom tlic)-

met on the walks.

Of course curiosit}- was aroused, and
we foimd that report said he was the
son of Sir Roger Grenfell of England.
He ran away from his family, had been

througli all kinds of vicissitudes of

fortune
;

had lived in the wilds of

Australia and South America
;
been

in the filibustering warfare in Central
America

;
was brought to this coun-

tr}' by the excitement of our war,
and finally sent to Fort Jefferson for

a term of several years, and the spirit
of defiance stood out like porcupine
quills in every look and gesture.
He violated all rules and regula-

tions, so was naturally often in the

guardhouse, which meant doing police

duty during the day, going about
under a sergeant. It seemed as if

he took pains to be conspicuous by
his disorderly looks, and the more
menial his duties the more one saw of
him. He carried his broom over his

shoulder with as lordly an air as

though he was a Viking with his Imttle

axe. He was so belligerent that a

watcli had to be kept over him, fearing
his influence over other and weaker
men

;
he had money, how procured no

one knew. After being there some

months he escaped one dark stormy
night, and as the boat was never heard
from it was supposed that they all per-
ished. He had evidently bribed a sol-

dier, as one was missing from the post,
which roused the garrison when no

response followed the call
' ' Post

number one, twelve o'clock, and all is

well!"
Some year or two after. Colonel

Hamilton received a letter from Gren-
fell's wife, who had l^een for some
time keeping a boarding school for

young ladies in Paris. She had not
seen him for man}- years, and wished
to know the truth concerning his fate.

The rumors concerning him were
in the main correct, and it was per-

haps a relief to know that his vrild

career was ended in no less terrible

way than battling with the elements.

There was many a romance and

traged}', no doubt, imprisoned within
those walls, could we have known the

histories of many of the men.

During the first week of April,

1865, there were several vessels in,

each with significant rumors, which

kept us in a state of expectancy'.
The Catawba brought more prison-

ers, and on the twelfth, the Tortugas
came in with another steamer and

sixty prisoners and the news of the

fall of Richmond, which we could

vScarcely credit. Sherman's march to

the sea had been the exciting news that

reached us in detached rumors, and in

our excited condition, the interA-ening
lime, when we could hear nothing, was
hard to fill in—certainl}- not always
with patience.
On the twentieth of April, the

steamer Corinthian brought news of

I„ee's surrender on the ninth, with his

whole army. Two hundred gims
were fired, and rejoicing was indulged
in to the extent of our ability. There
was a great celebration in Key West.

One hundred guns were fired, and there

was an illumination, with a procession ;

even the .secessionists lighted their

candles and hung out the stars and

.stripes. One prominent citizen gave
the excuse that he had no flag to
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unfurl, whereupon, a number of per-
sons contrilmted and ])resented him
with a Union fla.i;', which he swung to

the breeze over his store.

It was difficult to realize after the

first delirium of excitement was over,

that the joyful news we had looked
and prayed for so fervently each day
of the past four years had really come,
for nothing- was changed in our sur-

roundings, wliile at the North news
was flashing all the time

;
there were

no long breaks to be fdled in, as with

us, and our simple evcry-day life

seemed ver}' dull and stupid when we
thought of the joj^ful times and
scenes that were being enacted in the

North.
But while in the midst of our

rejoicing, never dreaming of anything
but continued cheering news, the Ella

Morse came in with the flag at half-

mast and the terrible announcement of

the tragedy at Washington.
The officers always went down to

the wharf when the boats came in, to

get the mail and to hear any strag-

gling news that might come from the

main land
;

it was our little outside

bulletin. When I saw them walking
up the path .so subdued and quiet, I

knew something terrible must have

happened to so change the joj-ous
attitude they had worn the past few

days.
Soon I heard a gun fired in quick,

successive shots, and then saw officers

and men .scurrying towards the sally-

port. I could hear angry voices and
low mutterings, and anxiously awaited
the Doctor's return, which was de-

laj'^ed .some half hour, when everything
seemed quiet again. Then he came
and told me of the sad news, and that

the disturbance was caused l^y some
of the prisoners attempting to cheer
and rejoice over the death of the

President, when the sentinel fired his

gun, and the men were tied up.
After that there was no further trouble

with them.
Half-hour guns and flags at lialf-

ma.st pronounced it a day of mourning,
and a weight hung over us for days ;

we could not, if we would, throw it

off. Every joy and victory seemed
dwarfed by this horrible act, and we
could talk or think of little else.

{To be Confliiued)



BY JEAN PORTER RUDD.

THE
vil-

lage o f

Schona,
so called be-

cause it is

sc/ion, beautiful, is perclied upon a

round hilltop on the lower slopes of the

Eastern Alps, above the swift-flowing
Passeier. Like all Tirolean villages,
it is picturesque in the extreme. Eow

over the fields and drop a fictitious

tear within the wooden Gothic

Brummagem Mausoleum, so out of

keeping with the stonework of na-
ture's architecture all about, where
rest thebones ofArch-dukeJohn ofAus-
tria, who led the mountaineers against
their French oppressors in the in-

surrection of 1800, and then came home
to marry a pretty village girl ofSchona.
After all this hard work of realizing

houses with thatched, projecting roofs the history they have never learned,
cluster close about the inn, as in earlier

days they nestled for protection under
the castle walls.

Now, the castle stands higher up
and apart from the ant-like village
life, and is useful only as a sliow-

place and object of pride. Artists

like it because the yellow stain on the
walls catches the sunlight on its

the wearied tourists must needs rest

and eat, and by such means the stout
and beery Wirth (inn-keeper) not

only turns many a pretty penny for

himself, but is able to give additional
benefit to his humbler neighbors,
buying chickens and fresh eggs, but-
ter and cream, wine and oil and fruit

;

even wood and charcoal when his own
broad surface, and warm, deep shad- store proves insufiicient.

ows linger in its nooks and angles, The inn-keeper is the great man of
while behind and above it tower the a Tirolean village. Sometimes magis-
mighty hills with their tips of snow, trate, always largest proprietor, repre-

Pedestrians with the walking fever sentative ofwealth, position and power,
upon them come up from the neigh- Occasionally he is a despot,

boring city of Mcran to visit the old The Gasthaus is to a Tirolean vil-

halls hung with armor and weapons lage what the "Corners" are to a
and with trophies of the chase

;
and scattered New England population ;

to intrude upon the silent old Haps- place of resort and gossip where over

burgers who glare down upon them
from their full-length tarnished frames
and thrust out that hideous un-
der lip of theirs, persistently, pro-

trusively, as if to remind the frivolous,

staring, modern world that it was a

Tirolean princess who bequeathed to

them her own famous and infamous
Maultasch (Poekel-Mouth). Then
the tourists, who always carry alpen-

stocks, as though they were doing
real mountain work, cross the castle

court, wind through a grassy footpath

396

their sour red wine and their long-
stemmed pipes the worthy fanners
discuss many a tangled point of

national or local interest, and between
whiles solace themselves with unlim-
ited card-playing for kreutzer points.

Quite upon the edge of the village,
in the depths of a muddy lane which
was trodden into a slough of dcs])ond

by the hoofs of the white Alpine
cattle, stood a dreary, low-browed hut,
from which the thatch had fallen off

in i):itches, great crevices showed
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through the weather-beaten walls, and
the honse-door stood always open to

admit a prowling dog or a compas-
sionate neighbor. Two rooms only it

had, with a loft above, and those two
rooms swarmed with children. So

many of them there were—tiny, un-

kempt, uncared-for creatures, fed most-

ly on mountain air
; with pretty

rosy faces, soft, dark eyes, timid, like

those of the Alpine fawn, and hair

tumbling in wild disorder over brow
and cheek. Most un-Tirolean is such
want of neatness, where the cottages
are scrubbed white with soap and

sand, and the long sheenless hair of

the women and girls is braided away
from their foreheads so tightly, and
twisted into such a very pugnacious
knot behind, that each particular hair

.seems to be starting from its root in

dumb protestation. The villagers
shook their heads at the children in

the muddy lane.
' ' The mother is a Walsche,

' '

they
said, for the mountain people are like

the old Romans in that they designate
"barbarian," all that lies outside and

beyond their ken, and the weary
woman who did not braid her chil-

dren's hair had come, years ago, from
the Italian Tirol. To the women of

Schona this explained, though it did
not excuse, her shortcomings.
Only 3-esterday, Saturday, every

house in the village had been

scrubbed, the lanes and alle}'S no less

than the highroad swept with long
brooms, all signs of week-day toil put
by, in preparation for the Sunda}-
festa which Tiroleans hold punctili-

ously.

Only the cottage in the lane and the
swann of dark-eyed children escaped
the weekly infliction.

But there was cause enough to-

day in the dreary Hauschen.

Seppel, the father, had fallen from
the hay loft in the Wirth's bam and
broken his leg in two places.

" Mis-

ery to be laid up like this now in the
earliest spring, just as the busy days
were coming and he with all that

hungr>' brood of children to feed.
' '

he said again and
woman
needed

No wonder he was cross
; so cro.ss

that no child of them all would stay
within doors to hear him complain.
On a thin mattress stretched on the

bench near the stove lay one who
never complained

—"the Walsche,"
as the Schona women called her.

For weeks she had lain there slowly

dying, though no one thought it
;

least of all the man who had brought
her from her Southern home and been
a good husband to her, as hu.sbands go.
Her youngest baby wailed constantly
in her arms, and the rackin;^ cough
that was stealing her life away was

rarely still.

The sounds fretted the strong man
who lay on his own bed, helpless.

"
If frau Lizel would but come!"

again, but the sick

made him no reply ;
.she

all her breath for coughing.
The villagers were kind in their rough
way, one and another coming in at

times to do some kindly office. The
Wirth, whose farm laborer Seppel
was, sent daily a great kettle of good
soup from his own abundant kitchen,
to which Bas' Therese, the Wirth's
sister and housekeeper, added a half-

loaf wdienever she could smuggle it

under her apron.

Seppel tossed about in bed, and
sometimes swore in his impatience ;

the feeble mother hushed her feebler

ba])e and waited for the White Angel
to release them both. Meantime the

swarm of unkempt children .'scratched

for themselves.

"If frau Lizel would come!" re-

peated Seppel;
"

if frau Lizel would
but come !

' '

It was a cold clear Sunday in

March, and from far and near over

the cur\'cs and slopes of the hills

came the Alpine farmers with their

wives and their sons and daughters,
brave in their holiday attire, the pic-

turesque costume of the Passeier-Thal—the men with knee-breeches, liome-

spun coats and broad felt hats that

were twisted about with red or green
cords and decorated with the glossy
cock's plumes ; the women with
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heavy kirtles of homespun, briglit

kerchiels crossed over the breast and
wide aprons wliich Lll ahnost to the

ankles and spread ni ample folds over

the skirt.

From far up the mountain side,

from the flanks of snow>- Ifmger,
came the famil}- from Gsteierhof ;

frau

lyizel, for whom her cousin Seppel
was longing, and with her the

vater, her gudeman for a quar-

ter-centur}-, and
their children

;

Anna, with the

fox-colored hair,

and young Han-

sel, a sturdy,
half-grown lad.

IM o y d el had
s t a y e d

back up- <<^]

T
v_v.

moun- afm
-^

tam to .v^-* - < ^
tend the cat

tie and to serve

with black bread
and red wine an>
chance traveler /^ -

over tlie Pass "*•

who might
stop at
Gsteierhof
for re-

fresh-

ment.
As the

fou r

shiftless

lane.

Good

family in the muddy

frau Lizel bore them on her

heart, but she
would not turn

one hair' s breadth
- aside

' until

mass

til kneeling in

her owni quiet cor-

ner of the dusk}-
church she had
said an " Ave

Schona

stepped rapidly along the <,\.qq\)

ascent to the parish church, steady,

the

Maria ' '

for each
'""one of
them, old and

to

the Mutter
Gottes. But
the moment
the long ser\--

ice w^as finished

she hurried away
down the hill,

not pausing for

speech or greeting with any
of the village wives whom she had
known as girls in the far past

days of her own youth. Down
long sinniy road past the Gast-

haus, and over the wooden l)ridge

industrious, pious folk, no one coukl spanning the ravine. Once only she

have dreamed them akin to the stopped for a few words witli the
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Kramerin, who danced her foster child

in her arms as she made change—very
small change—over the counter of her

little shop.
Frau L,izel stopped in the doorway

for a word or two.
" Guten tag, frau Ivizcl," spoke

the Kramerin coming forward, "and
have you brought more of your deli-

cious sweet butter? The Englische
say there is no such butter as that

from GstciLThof. And while they
think it, I make them give a good
price for it as well. Good butter

brings a good price, niclit wahr, frau

Lizel?"
Frau Lizel smiled.

"Right, right, neighbor! Some-

thing must be owing mc, then. Is it

not ? Look ! I will take it in coffee

and cheese for the children of poor
Seppel in the lane. It goes hard with

them, nicht wahr? "

The Kramerin shrugged her shoul-

ders.
' '

Seppel is a fool,
' '

she said grimly ;

' ' and the wcib—what can you expect
of a Walsche?"
Frau Lizel had stepped behind the

counter and was rapidly filling a

basket which she reached down her-

self from its hook with the freedom of

long acquaintance.
' ' She has many children,

' '

she said,

expressively^ but the Kramerin again

shrugged her shoulders. She herself

had eight and took foster babies to

board besides.

Frau Lizel filled her basket and
went her way without a thought of

regret for the loss of her Sunday
gossip with Bas' Therese, the Wirth's
buxom sister, who kept the great

soup-pot always going, made wonder-
ful cliicor}- coffee without a coffee bean
in it, spun bales of snow>' linen yearly
and looked well, not only to the ways
of her household, but to the wa^^s of

the village besides, and was equal to a

society column any day.
Frau Lizel did cast one wistful

glance up the road, just in time to see

the vater lounging in at the wide

open Gasthaus door. The vater was
Vol. 11-26

wont to leave most things to the

discretion of his good frau, finding
life and its problems made easier to

him so, and now he stumbled into the

stube, the Gasthaus coffee-room, and
called for his viertel of red wine, as he
had done every Sunday since he had
been a man, and he puffed at his long-
stemmed pipe in the ruminate way
which he found restful after mass.

When frau Lizel stepped across the

threshold of the lowly cottage, it was
as though a sunbeam shone suddenly
athwart the gloom and sadness.

Seppel raised himself on his elbow and

spoke a glad "good day." With a

passing nod and smile, however, she

went instantly to the sick woman's
side, giving her first greeting to the

Walsche, who was not of her kin.

She bent over the bed for a brief

moment, then, with finn, resolute

hands, she lifted the wailing infant

from the mother's breast and cradled

it in her own tender arms.

Within a few minutes the place was
transformed. First she built up the

fire and hung the Wirth's kettle of

soup on the crane
;
then she gathered

up fallen gannents and hung them on
various hooks against the wall ; she

brushed crumbs and remnants of

former meals from the dingy table,

spread over it a clean, coarse towel

from her basket, and set out invit-

ingly the black bread and goat-cheese
she had brought from the Kramerin.
The hungr}^ brood of children gathered
about her knees like chickens about
the meal-pan, but she bade them wait

while she fed the baby with warm
milk, for which it was perishing.
The tiny creature could take but a

few spoonfuls, and when it fell asleep,

she laid it flat upon her lap and began
cutting the bread and cheese into

generous wedges with the sharp curved

knife she wore at her girdle.

She laughed to see how rapidly the

wedges disappeared ;
the cun'ed knife

could not cut fast enough. Mean-
while the soup was heating for the

invalids, and, laying the baby douTi

across the foot of the mother's bed,
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frau Lizel filled an earthenware bowl
and brought it to Seppel with a

wedge of black bread to dip into it.
' ' And the vater ?

' '

growled Seppel
when he had drained the bowl.
' ' Comes he not to see a neighbor and
kinsman in afiliction ?

' '

"Tut ! tut !

" answered frau Lizel,

cheerily :

' ' Can you not leave him his

festa gossip over his viertel? He, who
is always a God-fearing man and a

toiler on the mountain."

Perhaps Seppel felt an unspoken re-

proach for he looked up sidcwise and
said: "It's not over easy to lie here
without the viertel."

But frau lyizel seemed not to hear :

she was bending in tender ministration

over the sick woman, feeding her with
the broth she was too weak to raise to

her lips.
' ' Thou art an angel !

' ' murmured
the Wiilsche with a grateful glance
from the dim eyes that had once been
soft and bright.
Frau Lizel looked about at the un-

kempt little ones and her lips set

themselves in a quick resolve.

She reached up her hand to the
broad shelf over the window and took
down the family comb—a cracked and
battered structure of white horn. She
seated herself upon a low stool and
one after another took all those heads

upon her knee while she combed out
the tangles of weeks. She braided
the unruly locks, bound them up with
bits of faded ribbon or broken shoelace—whatever she could find—and looked
at last with complacence upon the

tight knots of hair on the numberless
round heads though she remarked :

"There did not seem to be so many of
them when their hair was tidy."
Then she sent them all out to the

pump with a cake of yellow soap and
a handful of coarse towels to scrub
their rosy cheeks to the siiining point.

Seppel watched the entire process."
Tliere are so many of them," he

said at last rather wearily.
Frau Lizel turned her back upon

him in disdain and lifted to her lap a

tiny laughing maiden whom she had

purposely left until the last. Wee
Lizel, her namesake and god-child,
who cuddled down in the motherly
arms and laughed up into the sunny
face and made her own place in her
Gottel's heart.

Frau Lizel washed her and brushed
her and fed her with the few drops of

strong broth left in her mother's bowl
and kissed her at last with a resound-

ing peasant smack.

Just then the vater clattered in on
his heavy hob-nailed boots and seated

himself at Seppel' s side but Seppel
had no chance of a gossip, for many
villagers and farmer-folk were blocking
the low doorwaj-. They were looking
conscience-stricken and ashamed

; they
had not dreamed of such genuine mis

ery in Seppel' s hut.
' '

Something must be done !

' '

said

the vater slowdy with a glance toward
his frau who was sitting near the sick

woman's bed with Lizel still cuddled
in her arms.

She nodded her head briskly.
Tirolean-folk are taciturn

;
moun-

tain dwellers rarely waste their words.

No one spoke for a moment, then frau

Lizel said :

' '

Seppel must go to the hospital at

Meraii
;
a woman must be found to

tend the Walsche and her babe. Then

neighbors one and all," and a flash of

her eyes seemed to light upon them

constrainingly,
"
among 3^ou the chil-

dren must be taken home—perhaps to

stay always— ' '

Everyone looked toward the bed
where there was a feeble flutter of the

thin hands upon the coverlet but no
one spoke ;

least of all Seppel, v/ho

looked surprised and awed.
"As for Lizel, we will take her our-

selves, vater," said frau Lizel. The
vater bowed his head and sucked his

pipe-stem reflectively.
' ' She is right !

' ' he said at last with

a proud glance at his neighbors, the

farmer-folk.
' ' My Lizel is always right ! A rare

brain has meine frau!" So it was

arranged. Slowly, stolidly but not

unkindly one and anotlier stepped for-
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ward and picked out a child until all

the hungry, helpless brood was pro-
vided for.

They felt that it would be for always
as frau I^izel had hinted

;
for the

Walsche—well—and Seppel had al-

ways been an improvident fellow,

frau Ivizel tos.sed over the bits and

scraps of clothing, selecting them into

bundles which the farmers tied up in

their huge red cotton handkerchiefs

and slung good-naturedly over their

shoulders on the tips of their stout

walking-sticks. One little mouth after

another was pressed to the mother's

cheek in farewell before the childish

feet crossed the threshold for the last

time.

Seppel was laid upon a rude litter

and covered with the flowered counter-

pane from his bed. His face worked

queerly as he too bent for one moment
over his wife.

"
Perhaps I've not not been good to

her,
' * he whispered brokenly ;

but she
looked up at him with a tender smile

and after that who could dare reproach
him?
Four stalw art baueren (farmers) took

the litter upon their shoulders and
strode down the highroad with it to

the hospital at Meran and before night
silence and order reigned in the dreary
cottage. Frau Lizel went down upon
her hands and knees and scrubbed the
floor with a new brush from the

Kramerin's and such hearty good-will
that it could not help shining with

cleanly whiteness. Then the scrubbing
brush and the good will were applied
to the walls, to the benches and stools,

to the shelf which was black with

neglect and lastl}-^ to the table where
crumbs from the children's black bread
were still scattered.

With the good-will softened to ten-

derness she now washed and dressed
the baby, made the sick woman's bed
afresh and again gave them food. Her
task was all but finished and the after-

noon's sun was already sinking below
the giant hills above tlie village.

Tlie woman who was to stay for the

night arrived, frau Lizel gave her a

few whispered directions, wrapped a

warm shawl over little Lizel' s head
and .shoulders, and held her up in her
arms U) kiss her mother good-bye.
The child was gleeful enough, and the

mother's sad eyes followed her wist-

fully as Anna and Han.sel led her

away. The Walsche laid her wa.sted

fingers upon frau Lizel' s wann palm,
and raised her eyes to her face.

"Thou art good; thou art an

angel !

' '

she murmured faintl)- ;

' '

but
I am going. I shall never see my
man. I shall never see my kinder

again."
Frau Lizel onl>- bent her snowy

head and repeated a Vater Unser. It

was not for her to deceive a passing
soul.

Tiny Lizel ran merrily down the

stony footpath toward Meran, with
her .small hand in Anna's broad, firm

clasp. The vater and Hansel fol-

lowed more slowly, glancing back up
the path now and then, somewhat

impatiently, for the coming of frau

Lizel.

The early t^viligllt of the Alps was

gathering over the gray hills, from
which the afterglow had already faded

and a thick belt of den.se pine forest

lay between them and home.
"She comes at last, the mutter,"

said Hansel as frau Lizel 's straight

spare figure appeared upon the upper
path outlined against the somber sky.

They waited for her to join them, but
no word of greeting passed among the

three
;
that is not the peasant way.

With Anna and the child just be-

fore them, they jogged on contentedly

enough, now that they were all

together, walking with a long swing-
ing stride characteristic of the moun-
taineer : with a certain sway of the

hip and liend of the knee, impossible
to describe and difficult to imitate

;

unhasting, imresting, but covering a

goodly space with ever>' step. It was
a full hour's walk down the mountain
before they reached the turn above Ver-

naun, and night was falling rapidly.
At a point in the path onl}- dis-

cernible to those skilled in forest lore
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against

they turned aside, doubling back upon
the way they had come, but mounting
constantly, zigzag fashion. The vatcr

took the lead, and all followed him in

single file, Lizel walking between
Anna and Hansel. But the little one

grew weary and breathless with the

steep climb. She stumbled frequently
and once she fell over a trunk stretched

across the path.
' ' She is too little !

' '

said frau Lizel

compassionately.
Now, sturdy young Hansel had a

,^
kraksen bound upon
back

;
a basket flat

one side to rest

the shoulders and slung
over the arms by broad
leathern straps. In
these baskets, the /^
Alpine folk carr^^

hay and fodder for

their cattle, pine cones

and brushwood for firing,

and any burden of house-

hold gear brought from
the village. ^

"I might /^
take her on '^i

my back,"''^^ .

suggested
the lad.

The vater chuckled

grimly.
' ' My Hansel' s viertel

has opened his wits

he said.
' ' He is not so dumm

as he looks," said F'rau Lizel

resentfully. "I have always
said it

;
some day you will be-

lieve."

Anna was taking the bundles

of coffee and sugar and calico from the

Kraksen, and the child was stretching
wide her sleepy eyes and wondering
what they were going to do, when
suddenly the vater lifted her lightly

and deposited her in the bottom of the

kraksen on Hansel's broad back.

The child laughed, and the laugh
went straight to Hansel's heart.

' '

I will take care of lier always !

' '

he said to himself

He laughed, too, and then followed
the vater up and up and up the steep,

stony path, sure-footed and swift as

the chamois of the Alps.
Lizel went fast asleep, and knew no

more until the vater lifted her out of

the basket and set her down in the

house-place of Gsteierhof. Such a

shining house-place as it was—shining
with simple cleanliness and the white-
ness of resinous pine wood.
But the evening shadows filled it

now, the dusk of the great hills encir-

cled the h u m b 1 e

farmstead, snowsloped
Ifinger held it safe in

his fastnesses.

Moydel had long ago
bedded the cattle and
locked the stalls for the

night. Now she emerged
from a warm
corner behind

the stove and
' '

greeted the home-
comers with a sleepy
yawn.

It was nine o'clock, a full

hour after their

_ _ accustomed bed-

time and their evening
tasks yet waited.

The vater wound the

eight-day clock,
*,iy ;' ^

Hansel brought
iWst:^:'-: ^1^ armful of

^-^'^'"te^j^i" wood, Anna
,;-

, . 1 i g h t e d a fire in

, jy£'^2^ the smoke-blackened
kitchen hard by and frau

Lizel, with an ample house

wee Lizel. aproii tied over her holiday
dress, began to prepare the

evening meal.

From a huge cherry-wood chest she

took an enormous loaf of black bread,
baked so many weeks before—for the

peasants bake only four times in the

3'ear
—that it is almost as hard as the

brown rocks it resembled. But frau

Lizel put it into a wooden tray and
cut it into bits with a sharp clio]->ping

knife, tossed it into a kettle of boiling
milk into which she broke a couple of
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eggs and then sifted slowly from one

hand a portion of yellow corn meal
while she stirred the whole with a

long wooden spatula. When ready
she set the kettle itself upon the

snowy pine table, around which the

family was already hungrilj^ gathered.
Kacli took a wooden spoon from tlie

table drawer and held it patiently in

hand while the vater spoke a long,
solemn grace.
Frau lyizel dipped out a portion into

an earthenware bowl for the child,

placing it on the low bench by the

stove, whereupon Li7.cl crouched down
on the floor and fell to with abundant

appetite.
At the table, however, peasant eti-

quette was rigidly observed, because

they of Gsteier are mannerly folk.

Frau Lizel took the first spoonful,
the vater the second

;
then the young-

lings all together ;
and after that it

was dip, dip, dip, silently, swiftly, un-
til five cave-like excavations had been

dug out under the spoons. Dip, dip
again until only thinnest barriers

divided each spoon's portion, and now
the walls are down—the pulpy mass
is rapidly disappearing

—the .spoons

begin to collide—there is left only a

small heap in the centre of the dish.

In profound and unquestioning respect
the younger spoons withdrew. Frati

lyizel dipped once more, then with the

gravity of acknowledged superioritj'
the vater thrust in his patriarchal

spoon and solemnly devoured the final

mouthful.
Anna carried away the kettle and

wa.shcd the spoons, frau Lizel .strained

the milk which Moydel had brought
in from the stalls, the vater smoked
his evening pipe and Hansel in the

snug comer behind the stove played
softly on his flute.

Lizel curled down on the bench be-

side him, laid her head on his rough
fustian sleeve and watched them all with
her bright dark eyes in which was no
wi.stfidness of home-longing.
Her young heart was content.
When the homely tasks were fin-

ished the family gathered for evening

prayer. In the comer over the table,

screwed against the wall, was a great
wooden crucifix, ghastly and realistic,

with the agonized face, the crown of

cruel thorns and the dripping blood
from brow and palms and cro-ssed

feet—such as one sees in every home
and Gasthaus and at ever}- cros.s-road

in Tyrol.
Below and about the crucifix hung

cheap high-colored picture prints and
carl.; of the Madonna and child, the

apostles and the saints. This corner
formed the Holy of Holies in the
fannstead of Gsteier. Taking Iiis

rosary from its hook below the cruci-

fix the vater knelt reverently and
waited initil each was in his place.
Frau Lizel always hung her rosar^^ on
the window casement above her pans
of milk.

"The holy Rosencranz will hold
the milk from turning," she answered
once when the boy Hansel liad asked
her why.

Hansel slipped to his knees, draw-

ing his beads from his pocket but still

holding his flute in his hand and ever
and anon pressing down a furtive key,
but Lizel went over to Anna, who
beckoned her, and knelt between the
sisters at a bench which they drew
out into the middle of the floor.

Then began a rapid telling of beads
in a high, monotonous sing-song, the
shorter petitions interspersed with fre-

quent Ave Marias and Vater Unsers.

Lizcl's shrill childish voice rang out

loudly in parrot-like repetitions and

responses.
With a complete change of voice,

a lowering of tone, the vater led the

Litany, to which the response rang
out at intervals :

"
Bitt fiir ims ! Bitt fiir uns !"

To the Litany succeeded further
Ave Marias and \''ater Unsers, family
prayer lasting fully twenty minutes.
It was late, the room was overheated—
peasant fashion—the sing-song was
soothing, and when the devotees rose
from their knees the child Lizel was
discovered lying across the bench fast

asleep, suspended as from a hook, her
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head hanging low on one side while

her clumsy hob-nailed shoes balanced

her weight on the other.

Not untendcrl}- Anna awakened her

and helped her to slip off the heavy
shoes and the long-skirted homespun
gown made in exact imitation of her

elders.

Frau lyizel made a bed for her on
the wooden frame atop the stove and
tucked her in imdcr heavy quilts and
a mountainous plumeau filled with

downy feathers from her own pet

geese.
Lizel cuddled down in her warm

nest with a low laugh of content when
frau Ivizel assured her that she should
be near by, just in the next room.
The bed over the stove was deliciously
warm. Frau L,izel's chum and the

vater's old green, week-day hat stood

upon the broad bed-frame and cast

strange, distorted shadows upon the

low, wooden ceiling, but the vater's

stertorous snore sounded cheerfully
from the inner room and the child was
not afraid. She clasped her hands in

the attitude of supplication as she had
been taught to do, murmured a "

Bitt

fiir uns," and fell asleep.
The white snow lay deep and pure

on the steep slopes of Ifinger, his

giant crest reared itself undauntedly
to the star-lit sky, his lowest out-

stretching flank held safely
—as by

the hand of a friend—the lowly farm-
stead of Gsteier.

Ivizel was only seven and in her

new, happy life on the Alpine farm
she soon forgot the dreary cottage in

the muddy lane at Sohona, whicli had
been her home. Only the faintest

recollections remained to her of the

sick woman with the racking cough
whom she had called mutter

;
of the

baby that had wailed continuously ;

of the father who had rarely noticed

her among the many, even of the

host of brothers and sisters in the

midst of wliom she liad always been

hungry and neglected.
Her red letter days had ever been

those upon which her gbttel, the

good frau L,hc\ had come to her and

lifted her upon her knees, given her

caraway seed cakes from her capacious
pocket and bade her be a good child

and study her catechism.

To be frau Lizel' s own little maid
and live with her altogether was like

a fairy tale come true and the happy
child throve like an Alpine rose.

She was up betimes every morning
long before the sun rose above snowy
Iflngcr. Kind Anna helped her to

fasten, over her chemisette of linen,

the heavy kirtle which fell in straight
folds from .shoulder to ankle, then led

the child to the watering trough, to

whicli the mountain kine came to

drink, made her lave her face and
hands in the ice-green glacier water
as it ran straight down from Ifinger,
and polished her off" with a coarse

crash towel of frau Ivizel's own
weaving.
Then came the question

—a choice

of delights.
Should she go with Moydel to her

special domain, the stalls, and help
cut the pressed hay and mix a warm
mash for the cows

;
sit by her while

she milked Crinkle and Wrinkle and
the Moo-Moo

;
follow her to the house

with the brimming milk pails and
return once more to the stalls while

Moydel swept them clean, and watch
her curry the one horse and yoke the

white patient-eyed oxen for their day's
work ?

Or, should she patter about the

kitchen with Anna, getting breakfast,

grinding chicory, and brown beans

together to make coffee ? Or hover
near frau L,izcl whose first duty was
to skim the milk from over night with
an eye to the fresh, sweet butter for

which Gsteierhof was famous ?

lyizcl ran back and forth between
house and stables lingering longest in

the latter because she loved the sweet

breath of the kine better than the

odor of cookery ; clattering to and
fro on her small, noisy shoes in an

ecstacy of indecision until Hansel ap-

peared, caught up his heavy axe,

which he wielded as though it were
a plaything, and began chopping the
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logs of white pine which lay piled in

a ready heap along the house front.

Big, awkward Hansel, with his

merry blue eyes and ruddy cheeks,
his broad shoulders and strong hands,
his cheery smile and piercing, bird-like

whistle
;
Hansel who had bonie her

up the rugged mountain side in a

kraksen on his back
; yes, she liked

to stay by Hansel best of all, to rub
lier round cheek against his sleeve and
to pick up the splinters and chips as

they flew from under the keen axe-

l)lade head.

Ivife was one long dream of delight
to the child, her simple tasks were

play. Plenty to eat of coarse moun-
tain fare, plenty to drink of rich,

creamy milk
; always to run and frisk

and climb, like a goat over the great,
bare granite rocks, or the bit of vivid

green .sward beside the Hof. Alwaj-s
to breathe the life-giving air of Ifinger,
to watch the cloud tempest gather
upon his flanks, the lightning quiver
and fork in his ravines, the gentle
rain vailing his slopes mistily, the

white sunlight glittering on cliff and
crest and high blue-cleaving peaks.

It was play to scamper after the

vater and Hansel, as they drew the
felled pine trees down the .slope be-

hind the creamy oxen
;
to follow the

plow along the newl^' turned furrows,
and scatter the seed with her own
small hands from the heap with which
Han.sel filled her apron. It was pla}-
to be with Moydel in the stalls where
all day long she fed and tended the
cows. The child made friends with
them all and a pet of each 3'oung
bleating calf.

It was play to help Anna in the

house, making the billowy beds,

sweeping the wooden floors and wash-

ing Hansel's wooden spoon.
She learned to skim the milk, to

wind frau Lizel's stocking-yarn, and
to fill the vater' s evening pipe.

Saturday morning was churning
day in order that Frau Lizel might
carr>' the sweet, fresh rolls of butter
to Schona on Sunday and sell them to

her friend the Kramerin after mass
;

but regularly Saturday afternoon.*^

frau lyizel brought out her .scrubbing
brushes, her cake of yellow .soap and
bowl of sand to scour the house place.
Walls and ceiling and floor

;
clock

.shelf and benches and three-legged
stools ;

last of all the table—but tliere

was a household joke about that table.

"I made that table myself," the

vater used to say
—indeed he said it

ever>- Saturday night at supper, im-

mediately after grace.
"

I made it myself when Lizel prom-
ised to be my braut. I made the table

top so thick," measuring with his

hands,
' '

so thick ! But Lizel has
scrubbed it down a good half

; Lizel

has the elbow for scrubbing. And,
oh, the sand she has wasted, nicht

wahr, weib ?
' '

That w-as the point of the ponderous
joke
—that wasted sand swept down

on the free winds from Ifinger.
It was lyizel's delight to scrub that

corner of the .shelf where stood the

eight-day clock, a lantern of perforated
tin, a prayer book and one ancient

leather-bound volume which told a

little, both geographically and histor-

ically', about all the countries of the

earth.

This volume was the vater' s re-

source on rainy days when plowing
and sowing were perforce interrupted.
After all the odds and ends about the

house had been hammered into repair,
and the decrepit family shoes all duly
cobbled

;
he would reach it down from

the shelf with a certain gusto, open it

flat on the table, take his seat in the

corner under the crucifix, place his

huge horned spectacles astride his

nose, turn the broad leaves slowly
and proceed to read edifying bits

aloud, regardless whether lie had an
auditor or no.

At such times Lizel would creep
into his lap to look at the woodcuts,
as the broad leaves slowly settled into

place under the vater' s heavy thumb ;

scarcely noticing the child though
he liked to have her there, he read on
and on pausing only to comment in

tranquil disbelief.
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' '

They say the earth turns round,
' '

he said once confidingly to the child

upon his knee. ' ' But I believe it not ;

there are things I can never believe."

The child opened her eyes wide
with astonishment.
"The earth turns round!" she

cried: "How terrible! Why don't

we all fall off? Oh, I hope it will

never turn over again
" Et ist gar nit wahr 1" called out

Hansel indignantly from his cosy
corner behind the stove. "It is

not true ! You need not be afraid,

Kleine."
' 'The book says so !

"
pursued the

vater.

Hansel put down hi

flute and made a long

speech for him.

"See you not, va-

ter, if the earth tvirned

round, sometimes the

Ifinger would stand

upside down ;
and '

'

it never does.

I've even got up
o-nights t o

look, but the

Spitz is al :•:

ways
the sky
ju^^'t the .

same. /
"The(

book saj's^j

stuff."

"Yes
the book
says .stuff

echoed the

child content

e d 1 y ,
as she

echoed every a >

sertion of Han-el's
"The .school

mi.stress at Schona used to say it !

"

interposed Moydel who had come in

from the stalls to drink her four-

o'clock cup of kaflfee.

Anna tossed her head. She was

sewing her new kirtle, hoping to

finish it in time for the dance in the

Gasthaus kitchen next festa night.

against

The Vatcr at the Gsteierhof

' '

I mind she did not half believe

it henself !" she said :

"
Besides, she

did not know much
;
she was only

a bauer madchen who had been to

school in Meran."
The vater put Lizel down, and

while she crept over to Hansel on the
bench behind the stove, leaned her

"head against him and fingered
the kej-s of his flute, the old

man thrust his hands into

his loose, btdgy pockets and

paced up and down and
round about the stube,
hile without, the fine, steely
n of the Alps fell drearily

and the snowy crest of

Ifinger was hidden un-
der close, dun masses
of cloud.

"Kinder !" spoke
,-. the vater im-

m -^ pressively:

^r^^'->^ "As ye
•^ go through
the world
there's a-many
people as will

tell you
^a-many things.

It is better

ye believe

them not— they're
mostly not true—

neither the books.

"I like that old book
now," he went on, point-

ing his finger at the fluttering
leaves of the wide spread
volume lying open on the
table : "It was given me as a

])rize at school
; yes, kinder,

I was reckoned one of the

knowing ones. When we
was married—lyizel and I—

we laid it on that shelf, and there it

has lain for five and twenty \'ears

.steady, except for rainy days. I like

it, yes, but kinder, do you think I

believe it? Ah, no, I'm not .so nar-

rish. The book says lies
;
the earth

stays still, el.se we'd all be in China
this verv minute."
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He paced his round once more.

"Kinder, put not your trust in

princes
—also not in books—also not

too much, in folks."

Moydel had been waiting respect-

fully by the outer door, but now,
seizing her opportunity, she opened
it softly and sped away to her work in

the stalls.

Anna grinned slyly at Hansel, who
was shuffling his feet about and long-

ing for his flute.

When the vater got as far as the
"
Princes," all knew that his exhorta-

tion was virtually finished.

He returned to his place at tal)le,

re-adjusted his spectacles and pored
over the book again until twilight fell

;

the short, sudden twilight of the

Alps.
All the afternoon frau L,izel had

been sitting at her spinning and I can
see the dear old body now just as I

have seen her many a day. Tall and

straight and spare, with a bright
kerchief crossed over her breast, bands
of snow)'' hair brushed smoothly back
under a red cotton handkerchief,
folded shawl-wise over her head. A
look of peaceful serenity on her face, a
twinkle of mischief in the blue e3''es,

which, nevertheless still held the bride-

love in them when tliej' rested on the
vater. The edge of her kirtle was
lifted away from the foot in its broad
list slipper, which worked the treadle,
while the busy hands drew deftly out
into long, coarse threads the clumps
of black wool, which lay in a wooden
trough at her feet.

Ever and anon her lips would part
in some burst of song to which the
whirr-whirr of the wheel formed
musical accompaniment. They were
the folk songs of Tjrol ;

love ditties

she had learned in her youth or an
occasional hunter's song with the wild

jddel echoes or even a drinking song
with its merry chorus.
A sweet voice, albeit worn and

cracked, and breaking wildl}- now and
then, like some long unused instru-

ment, which was 3'et too rare and fine

ever to be discordant.

Her .songs were Lizel's delight ;
her

stories no less, for her memory was a

storehouse of folk lore, not learned
from books, but from her own glean-

ings ;
that simple moimtain life spent

between the lonely farm and the tiny

village of Schona which to frau Lizel

represented the great world.

Sundays the family rose earlier in

order to clear away their morning
ta.sks in good .season, don their festa

dress and wind their long toihsome

way over the hills to SchSna. For
after mass, the vater would sip his

viertel and learn in the smoky gas-
thaus .stube if any new thing had

happened to Austria since the week
before. Frau Lizel did not fash hcr-

.self about Austria. That was Franz

Joseph's lookout, but she liked to

mea.sure her tale of spinning with Bas'

Therese and to hear the Kriimerin
tell how the gentlefolk praised her
butter and cheese.

Lizel was too young to toil over the
mountain though I doubt not Hansel
would willingly have carried her in a

kraksen on his back every Sunda}^ of

her life.

But she gladly stayed at the farm
and was as happy as a house cricket,
either with Moydel who tended the

kine, or with Anna, who, each alter-

nate Sunda}', tended them in her
sister's stead.

When the child had been at the
farm a month or two, vSeppel. her

father, released from the Meran hospi-
tal, climbed up the Ifinger to Gsteier-

hof, ostensibly to visit his little

daughter, but he noticed the child not

much more than he had been wont to

do at home, where she had only been
one among many ;

he talked constant-

ly with his kinswoman, the frau

Lizel, who shook her head at his

grumblings and glanced now and then

wistfully at the child.

"If I had had luck," said Seppel
again and again:

"
If I could have

had a farm like the vater. Ah, you
did a good thing for yourself. Lizel,

when you passed your poor cousin by
for a hof-bauer."
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The color mantled into the faded

cheek .

"I loved him !

"
cried frau Lizel ;"

' '

I would have married him without

a kreutzer
;
and for you—you know

well I never even looked at j-ou."

"Well, well," said the man, half

afraid of the storm he had raised :

"
It is long passed over

; you need

not be angry now, Lizel."

Thump, thump, went frau I^izel's

foot on the treadle and whiz, whiz,
whirr, went the spinning-wheel ; but

after a moment frau Lizel said quietly :

' ' You have to think of your chil-

dren, Seppel."
" Humph !" answered Seppel ;

and
soon after he went slouching down
the mountain :

"Without bringing the child even
so much as a cotton kerchief," com-
mented Anna indignantly.
The sick mother and the wailing

babe were sleeping in one grave in

the church3-ard of Schona ;
the brood

of little ones housed and cared for in

widely scattered homes
; Seppel was

free.

A few wrecks later he led a bride

home to the cottage in the lane and as

the years went by another brood of

children played about the doorway,
driving out all recollection, appar-

ently, of the first wife and her little

ones.

Frau Lizel shook her gra}^ head in

scornful dismay and for a time forgot
to sing over her spinning ;

the vater

paced the floor, rubbing his hand over
his scanty locks and muttering to

himself :

" Put not your trust in princes !

"

It seemed to explain things to him
and to comfort him after the mj-ster-
ious manner of texts, fitting or other-

wise.

Thus Lizel stayed on always at the

farm and grew to be the light and
sunshine of the house. A merry,
warm-hearted, contented creature who
would never let farm toil or a dull

routine weigh heavily upon her

spirits. With the passing of the

years Moydel went away to another

home, hand in hand with a handsome
young woodsman who lost his heart
to the stall maid while hauling wood
down Ifinger one long, cold, win-
ter.

When Mo3-del was gone Lizel said
;

"I will be stall-madchen. I know
the kine and their needs. Have I not
watched Moydel all these years and

helped her at times ? Let me but try,

vater, and yon will see how they
thrive, my pretty cows !

"

Anna would not leave home though
tempted sorely once when a well-to-do

farmer from beyond Schona pleaded
bravely, standing up tall and hand-
some before her and accenting his

arguments with sharp flicks in the
air of his stout ox-whip."

Nein, nein," she answered firmly.
' ' The vater and the mutter are grow-
ing old

; Moydel is gone ;
Hansel

goes this summer to ser\^e his three

j-ears in the military. There would
be no one at home but the child

Lizel. Nein, nein, I will not go !"
' ' But when the three years are

passed, when Hansel comes home,
when the child shall be grown?"
pleaded the farmer.

Anna blushed until her face and
throat rivaled in color the bright
aureole of her hair.

" In three years you will forget me
thrice!" .she said, but let her hand
lie in his and when he went away the

kiss of their betrothal burned warm
upon her cheek.

Lizel was growing up a beauty,

though beauty counts for little on

thrifty Alpine farms. Round and

plump and fair, with dark eyes spark-

ling with mischief, and the touch of

coquetry that drove Hansel wild
;

milk-white throat and cheeks like an

Alpine rose, and a step on the hills

that was light and swift as that of a

mountain goat.
Hansel was heavy-browed and dull

;

dumm, as the Tyroleans say, and she
teased him.
"Thou wilt stay always at home,

Lizel, when I am gone?" he asked
often and anxiously. "Thou wilt
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Stay tranquilly by the old people and
tend the kine—and wait for me ?"

She glanced up at him slyly from

under her fine straight brows.

"Three j^ears
—it is a long time!"

she said, but at his look of delight
she added quickly :

' ' A long time to be tranquil and to

stay ever at home."
"Yes, liebchen, and if long for

thee what must they be to me ?

But I return to thee once each year
for a little. Willst see me gladly

then, klcine?"
"
Perhaps," she answered carelessly

as she tossed a bundle of hay into

Crinkle's crib.
' ' And thou wilt stay ever at home ?'

'

His persistency wearied her.
' ' Never go to Schona—not even to

mass ?" she asked innocently.
"To mass, of course !" he assented

reluctantly,
"
Since that must be; but

I like it not that they stare at thee,

all the farmer lads.
' '

"I like it, rather!" Lizel said

teasingly.
"

I know !" He answered her so

humbly and sadl}^ that her heart

softened.
' ' To the mass, of course

;
I should

love thee less wert thou not a pious
madchen, like the mutter. Often thou

art to mc as even as the mutter, lyizel.

She knew just how he meant it and
it touched her—but she was perverse.
"
Oh," she cried,

" So in thine eyes I

am wrinkled and white-haired and
old. Thank 'ce ! The farmer lads

do not tell me that !"

He looked at her imploringly.
Thus she had teased him always.

" Bas' Therese says I may be kell-

nerin (w'aitress), at the Gasthaus if I

will, and theWirth says that Lizchen's

bright eyes and saucy ways will

bring many a krcutzer to his till."

Hansel looked at her .sorrowfully.
' ' Promise me not, herzchen ! Prom-

ise me not before I go.
' '

He was to go that day and her true

little heart yearned over him ; but
still she coquetted. Sweeping him a

low courtesy so that the folds of her

kirtle brushed the floor she said with
mock humility ;

"
I promise you not."

He caught at her hand to ki.ss it

Ijut .she pulled it away.
"

I shall go to the festa dances !

"

she said with a little air of defiance.
" One must have something in life

besides mass on a Sunday and stall

work all the week."

"Oh, Lizel !

" he cried, dismayed.
" No betrothed maiden goes to the

wirth-haus dances except with her

lover. Wait till I come back from
the military and I will take thee

myself."
"Three years!" she exclaimed.

' ' And it is now that I am young.
' '

He looked at her gravely.
"I know thou wilt not, but thou

art a sorr>- tease and readier of tongue
than I."

Something in his tone touched her.

After all, this pleading lover was her

Plansel, who had borne her to his

mountain home in a kraksen on his

back, and for whom, since that day,
she had been the only madchen in

the world.

She stepped to his side, drew his

awkward arm around her neck and
leaned her head against him—that

prctt)', sleek head of hers, with the

smoothly braided hair.
"
Lieber Hansel !

"
she said gently.

"Fear not! I will do all that thou
hast .said. I will honor the vater and
love the mutter. I could not do
otherwise. I will bide at home and
tend thy beautiful white kine. I will

be thy faithful liebchen until— ' '

"Until I serve my time, and then
thou will be ray little wife, nicht wahr,
herzchen ?

' '

Love has its own way the world

over, and Hansel's awkwardness fell

away and was forgotten as he clasped
lyizel in his arms. A moment later

she freed herself from him with a low

laugh.
"Thou makest that I sa^- it all,

oh. thou dummkoph Hansel !

"

Toward evening. Hansel donned his

new uniform and strutted about the
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room holding himself erect, as no one
dreamed slouching Hansel could.

Frau Lizel regarded him proudly with
tears in her dimmed eyes and a quiv-
ery smile on her lips, while the vater

turned him round about, fingered the
smooth stuff of his cat and strutted a

little bit himself; but when the

moment came to say good-bye, he
cleared his throat once or twice, slung
the knapsack over his son's shoulder,
raised his hand as if in blessing, and
said huskily :

" My son, put not your trust in

princes !

' '

To the mountain farmer, used to

the steadfast silence of the hills, his

one text served for all expressions of

deep feeling.
Anna ran away to the stalls with

her kerchief pulled over her eyes, but

Lizel walked hand in hand with
Hansel to the brow of the cliff, that

in the moment ot their parting they
might be alone together.
She could not tease or repulse him

then, with the separation of a twelve-

month before them. She let him
have it all his own wa}', and w^lien at

last he tore himself away and went

crashing half-blindly down the moun-
tain side, she was dizzy with his

kisses and her own fast-flowing tears.

Long she watched there where he
had left her

;
watched while a hope

remained of catching one more glimpse
through the trees of his silver-braided

cap and listening for the lar-echoing
jodel of his promised farewell.

Far into the evening she sat

crouching on the edge of the cliff,

while the weird shadows lengthened
under the slender pines and night
lowered over Ifinger.

Yet a little and the evening lights

began to peep out and glimmer one
by one and then by twenties in the
town below—beautiful ISIcran, where
Hansel was to join his company and

sleep that night.
Yet a little, until as if in responsive

greeting to the twinkling lights below,
the fair stars came out first one by
one, and then in twenties, and then

by myriads iu the deep, calm blue of

the sky.
lyizel was comforted.
' ' The stars will watch above us

both !" she thought.
The three years went slowly by, as

years do go, when they are filled by
an unvarying round of daily toil from

springtime until harvest, and from
harvest until springtime again.
The summer days were long and

larm work laborious. Hansel's stal-

wart strength being sorely missed.

Lizel 's merry face was often grave,
but the creamy cattle never lacked the

thought which should go with their

tending.
Sometimes the entire family went

out into the fields together, carrying
their bit of midday lunch and locking
both the stable and the cottage doors
behind them. Though both Hansel
and Moydel were far away, frau

Lizel's smile was always one of peace.

During the short, bitterly cold days
of winter, which Lizel spent chiefly in

the stalls, the Haus-Mutter sat at her

spiiming-wheel singing the old songs
and telling the old stories, while she

spun wool and flax against the time
of Hansel's marriage, for Hansel
would inherit the Hof in his right as

only son.

Anna did a man's work on the

farm, hauling great trees from the

pine woods over the crusted snow.
Between wiiiles both she and Lizel

prepared their treasured stores of

liouse linen for the happy j-ears to

come, for Anna never lost faith in her
farmer lover, whose kiss had bunied
her cheek, though the three vears

went by without a sign.
Twice Hansel came home for a

flying visit, when he was glad enough
to lay aside his smart trappings,
shuffle into his homespun again, and
work all day long in the sweet moun-
tain air by the vater' s side.

But he improved by his military

training and his glimpse of a wider
world

;
he lost his peasant slouch,

and there was no awkwardness now
in the arm that slipped so naturally
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round Lizel's waist of an evening in

their old cosy corner behind the stove.

The tongue was still unsteady

though the lips made up for that and

Lizel was not ill-pleased.
' ' He has not learned soft speeches

by whispering into the ear of the

valley maidens !

' ' she said.

But at last the three years were over

and Hansel came home to stay. He
had given his tithe of service to his

country and was free to love and wed
and till his mountain farm all the days
of his life.

Lizcl packed away his uniform, his

silver-braided cap with his knapsack
and canteen in a cheny wood chest

strewn with lavender and wild thyme.
But his gun she slung upon iron hooks
in the guest chamber upstairs, proud
to be questioned about it by an occa-

sional Alpinist who sought the hospi-

tality of Steiner over night.
The bans were published in Schona

three Sundays in succession and on the

fourth Lizel slipped on her newest,
heaviest kirtle over the snowy chemis-

ette trimmed with wide linen lace at

throat and sleeves ;
the latter being

pushed above the elbows and tied with

blue ribbons to match the bright blue

silk of her fringed kerchief and the

sky blue satin of her apron.

Truly she was a pretty mountain
maid that bridal mom.

Hansel wore the Meraner costume
common to the peasants of the Pas-

seierthal
;

which the Empress of

Austria likes so well that she has

requested them not to discard it as of

late, bitten with the desire of Parisian

fashions, the younger peasants have
seemed inclined to do.

On this, his wedding-day, Hansel
wore knee breeches of chamois skin

dyed black and decorated with pipings
and lacings of huntsman's green,
home-knit stockings of white lamb's

wool gartered below the knee, a short-

waisted coat or jacket of homespun,
faced and lapelled with scarlet and

hanging apart in front to show sus-

penders of green camlet nuining up
over the shovdders and lapping cross-

wise over the chest. A broad belt

of dressed leather embroidered in

gay silks and silver cords encircluig
the waist and fastened in front by
enonnous clasps of fine-wrought
silver.

His close-cn^pped head bore a wide
hat of soft felt which had exchanged
its scarlet cord—emblem of bachelor-
hood—for one of green ; sign manual
of the benedict. Just where the broad
brim tilted jauntly upwards was fast-

ened a sheeny plume from the wild-

ccck's wing.
The ceremony was solemnated at six

in the moniing and followed by early
mass as is customary in Tirol, one
sacrament succeeding' the other closely.
Afterward the blushing bride and

groom walked hand-in-hand down the

village street to the inn, in company
with the vater and frau Lizel and
followed by many a simple village
friend to wish the young couple joy.
The wedding breakfast was char-

acteristic.

Sausage soup flavored with garlic ;

kneudeln—hard black balls of fried

dough sprinkled with lumps of bacon,
cutlets of veal, delicac}', par excellmce,
to the Tirolean

;
fried potatoes

—be-

cause, why should you breakfast, just
for once in all your life at a Gasthaus,
and not have everything fairly swim-

ming in fat ? Finally, a Menlspeise,
which was a thick pancake rolled

over and over and filled with stewed
fruit. With it all a stoup of good red

wine.

The vater' s face vshone with oil}-

satisfaction. Frau Lizcl's blue eyes
softened with mother pride ;

Hansel

sheepishly disposed of a goodly quan-
tity of viands and Lizel enjoyed everj^-

thing just as on has a right to do on
one's wedding day.
The Wirth cracked his time-worn

jokes, Bas' Therese mourned over her
lost kcllncrin, the farmer lads envied
Hansel his pretty l^ridc and the village
maids sliot demure side glances at the

pair who walked and sat about, hand-

in-hand, all the afternoon.

But the day ended and while the
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rosy Alpine glow still lingered on the

hills, the vater climbed the mountain
hand-in-hand with his L,izel, for in

both their hearts was the memory of

their own bridal eve and the young
couple before them seemed like the

re-embodiment of their own youth
and joy and the love that had grown
with the years.

Lizel slipped off her bridal attire and
laid it tenderly away in the same sweet-

smelling cedar chest with Hansel's

uniform and cap. Then quickly don-

ning her house dress, homely apron
and hob shoes, she ran to the stalls to

milk the cows, feed the cattle and tell

Anna how beautiful it all had been.

But she started back and crept soft-

ly away with a smile upon her lips.

Anna was seated on the low milk-

ing-stool with her forehead flattened

against Crinkle's placid side while

under her deft fingers the white fluid

streamed into the pail at her feet.

Beside her in the dusk of a deep,

shadowy comer knelt her farmer

lover from the hills beyond Schona,

flicking his whip gently in the air—it

was a mere habit with him—and beg-

ging the reward of his faithful wait-

ing.
That evening when the Litany had

been said and the last Ave Maria .still

echoed through the house place, frau

Lizel placed both hands on the should-
ers of the little bride and the dimmed
blue eyes looked long and lovingly into

the shining brown ones.
' ' In the years to come when the

vater and I shall both be gone—thou,
little one, thou wilt be the frau Lizel."

Hansel standing near folded them
both within his arms :

' ' Please God, it will be many a long
day fir.st, mutterchen !

" he said.

But with the passing of the years
the day came when the vater and
frau Lizel were both laid to rest in

the churchyard of Schona, and thus it

came to pa.ss that the little maidwho was
first carried up the Ifinger in a krak-
sen upon Hansel's sturdy back became
truly the frau Lizel to all the country
round.

"
If my life may be but as true and

sunny and helpful as hers !

"
.she said

often—and when Hansel too had grown
to be called the ' '

vater
' ' and to wear

horn-bowed spectacles astride his nose,
still ever his tenderest word to her, as

she too sang at her spinning, was :

"
Herzchen, thou art indeed the

frau Lizel !

' '

It meant so much to tiiem both—
wife-love, mother-love—the loves of a

lifetime.
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MY
little cottage at Pasadena pos-
sessed five rooms including the

basement and the front porch :

I intended to sleep in a white tent—
blessed be its memory forever ! I after-

wards sold it second hand and its white

wings have been divided by the four

winds of heaven before now unless it

has descended to some Chinaman who
thought on first inspection

' ' him
make velly good shirt ! Not good
house, too much shakey sliakey."

But it was, and warm, and the

nights of February were as our June
nights and the sleep in the tent was a

new sleep for the tired frame and
worn nerves. No upper room in the

south corner, windows to the east and
south can ever give tent air—and
when the little bedside candle goes
out, the white twilight of its canopy
is like a protecting presence. Enclosed
but not shut in, the tent dweller never

longs for four walls again with a nasty

draught from an open window. The

perfume of the surrounding orange

grove, the song of the mocking bird

were part of the air, the air to sleep
in.

Ah ! what a home ! Yet though
home may be home without four walls,

a door plate and a family, who ever

imagined home without a .servant ? It

may have been imagined, but has

never been a reality ! Where was to

be found the one without whom a love

of a cottage for the day and an orange

grove for hammock dreams and sun-

set ecstasies, a white tent for the

.starlight night, were as naught !

The Native Daughters of California

do not toil neither do they .spin ;
and

certainly Redfern and Worth have

never arrayed any one even for

presentation at court "like one of

the.se
"

l)ut llicy carry it off well, and

have, I judge, a paradise of their own

into which no Bostonian shall ever

enter.

I have during my wanderings
learned a precious secret. If you want
a servant, go not and enquire of all

your friends and relations and neigh-
bors, who also want a servant, but go
thou to some poor woman who does

her own work and never "hired" a

day in her life and she will tell you
of some one whom ' ' she can get to

come to you or she will see if she
can."
So when my laundress, a dark

blonde, if one could .say so of an

African, promised to send me one of

her people who ' ' was not very peart,
but good

"
'nough nigger." I agreed

to take her without qviestion.

Question ! Cui Bono, indeed ! What
relation do the easy slippery evasions

of that blessed race bear to questions,
hard and fast the}' may be put ? "I
reckon an' I dun no," were all her

eloquence. Yet her presence was ac-

ceptable. She knew her place. Rare
and precious knowledge !

On looking the plantation over, she

protested violently against my sleeping
outside in

' '

quarters like
' '

while she

occupied the hou.se.

She considered this outrageous,

though she admitted that nothing yet

discovered, gold and diamonds in-

cluded, could induce her "to sleep
out do, or under a rag and a clothes-

line," (as she designated my fine big
tent) "for fear of Chinamen and
toads."

I explained that my health required
tent lite and that she nui-st retire to

the house, where she could lock and
bolt herself in if she liked

;
that she

mu.st not make any noise in the morn-

ing for fear of waking me, but when
she saw a handkerchief hung from
the tent window she was to consider it
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a signal that I was awake and wished.

coflFee prepared and l)rought to me, etc.

My slave listened, arms akimbo,
and spoke :

' ' Now nia'm, I don't want
to say nothin' right here on de start

uv des yer 'rangenients, but I can tell

ye ef I get sleeping in that house dey
ain't no handkercher hung out side of

nowhere gwine to wake me up."
I may as well admit that this proved

true. My next attempt to keep her
in said house, when she w^as aw^ake and
I wanted to read or write in the tent,

was an equal failure, in this wise. She
would come pleadingly to the tent

door with, "cay'nt I do nothin' for

yer, Miss?"
' ' No thank you

' '

(without looking
up.)

" Don't 3'er want L,iz to comb yer
hair and do it up ?

' '

"
No, you know j^ou. combed it half

an hour ago. Go into the house,

please.""
I don wan'ter 'ter go inter de

house, dey ain't nobody dar !

"

"Well, go and take a walk then, its

a nice da}-."
"Don't feel like takin' no walk.

My shoes is down, and 'sides I'se

'fraid I'd meet a dog er .somethin'."
"
But, my dear, why are you afraid

of dogs ? Dogs won't hurt you.
' '

An indescribable sideways glance
from the whites of the eyes the only
response. Again, the soft voice

pleading, "Don' yer want me to put
on yer other dress on yer, dej'S all

busted."

"No, my dear Pussy, you know I

never dre.ss till four o'clock
;
now it's

only half-past ten."

"Can't help dat, ma'm; ye dc^n't

look very good in dat dress
;

'ta'int fit

fer ye, an' 'sides that I'se .so lonesome
I can't sit in dat yer house nohow !

"
"
Well, sit on the porch, then."

"Now, Miss, yer know '.se quality
every bit, an' ye don't want no

niggers sittin' on yer front porch ;
an'

dcm hotel folks drivin' by every
minnit."

' ' My dear lyizzie'
'

(forced to laugh at

last), I begged :

" Can't you walk in

the orange groves, and pick the blos-

soms and be quiet and happy a little

while ? I am ven/ busy. I can't

have you here."
"Ain't no grass under dem trees;

never did like to walk on de ground
lessen the}- was grass on it. I'se

fetched up in old Kentuck, where the

blue grass grows ;
can't speckilate as

how comes dey ain't no grass in des

yer kentry ; 'peers like it dun got
clean speckulated off the face of the

3'eartli, mos' like. Nuflfter make the

worl' bald-headed to whiz 'round like

dey do here, gradin' and fixin' an'

.sellin' an' buyin' ;
can't tell where

ruithin belongs to to-morrow
;

an'

they ain't got no water lessen dey
hunt it 'outer them big splits in de
mountain an' haul it in pipes till it's

biled 'fore it gets ter yer, and de Ian'

just over-run with the heathens from
China an'— "

"
Pussy, 3'OU must be quiet. Don't

3'ou want to write a letter home ?
' '

(With a deep sigh)
"
Yes, mam, I

been thinkin' uv that very thing ;
but

laws, when I writes I jes get myself
yink from head ter foot. It don't

pay, cause ye can't read it anywa}-."
"
Lizzie, you don't try to be good !

Do get your .sewing ; your clothes all

need mending ;
that dress has one

sleeve almost torn out !

' '

"Ah, sho ! What's de use of a

nigger mendin' up a handfu' o' rags ?

'Tain' no good sewin' em up ; dey's
dess sure to bus' out somewheres-
else !

' '

When I insisted, she went to the

house and returned with my work-

basket, and, as a preliminar}^ to work,
turned its contents out on the floor, to

look for
" the needle," she said.

I could not write. Her attempts to

force carpet thread through the eye of

a cambric needle were too pathetic.
When I had threaded a suitable

needle and made a knot in the end of

the thread, I turned away, but strange
sounds of effort again distracted me.

It was evident that the mending was

being done on the clothes she wore,
and that, as she had prophesied, the
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rent was made worse by the struggle
incident to the process.
She never borrowed my things ;

she

possessed them. My white combs and

brushes, my towels, fans, handker-

chiefs and laces became hers. Once I

asked for my button- ho(jk. Her tone

expressed reproof.
' ' What yer

want'cr that yer hook, I like ter

know? It ain' no use ter yer. Ain't

I yere for ter button yer shoes and

put 'era on ter yer feet ? Don't 'spect
to do it yerself, der ye ?

I was silenced : the same argument
applied to my postage stamps and

family Bible, when, behind me on the

floor she would sit, breathing hard
over a book, or in sweet slumber. It

reminded her so .sweetly of ' ' Kentuck'
'

so to spend the long hours that I was

obliged to submit to this dog-like

companionshij).
When thus at peace nothing but my

voice would rouse her
;
the butcher's

and baker's calls were not heeded and
a .short dinner would be the result.

On Sunday I in vain offered the

best of bribes in ribbon and perfumery
to induce her to go to church. " Tain'
no use, 'haint got no religion ev^er

since I left ole
' Kentuck.' Don't

carnothin' for white folks' relign', an'

dey ain't 'nuff niggers in 'des 'speri-
mentin' little town to raise a Hal-
lalulah !

"

But she had her value
;
she was a

cook—a real cook. Now and again
an acquaintance came to lunch and
asked me with tears in their eyes
where I got such a cook, such a

splendid cook.

My little impromptu lunches were
served on the veranda (from necessity)
and the guests knew not that I found
the frying-pan on the gaslight blue

plush sofa, nor the lace curtains trail-

ing in the soup dishes ! Nothing
brought out my "

Kentucky
" "

blue

grass
' '

nigger but ' '

company,
' '

magic
word! She "flounced" at once,
turned her apron, made a cap from

my best handkerchief, a tucker from
a pillow sham, and even buttoned her
shoes and ser\'ed what she called a

"course dinner," being fanta.stic

relays of food ser\'ed each time on a

fresh piece of China, not always
appropriate, and trading ofi" the few
nice pieces between hostess and guest
with an eye to produce an effect of

profusion, most laughable to see.

She was a sincere devotee of appear-
ance, and deplored on my account
rather than her own, that .she was not
a

"
stylish nigger."

Her earnings or rather my spend-
ings, I induced her to save, hoping to

set her up in a room with a gasoline
stove (a laundress' outfit for the sum-

mer) but alas, on an unlucky day,
when I was away, a Chinese peddler
came along, and, when I returned, all

her three months' wages had been
fonvarded to China. My childish

African was surrounded by bald-

headed dolls, large red kites, blue

teapots and Joss sticks.

She took my reproof meekly and
made me still more unhappy by con-

fessing that she had bought most of

the articles as presents for myself.
I gave her notice three weeks before

I left for the mountains, but the idea
of "

looking for a place
" was not to

be taught
—her.

"Maybe yer want ter go away,"
was her only reply to my urging." What's de use lookin for somebodj-
else long's youse yere."
When at last I went she said :

"
Cayn't I just stay here and eat up

what you' s left?
"

I heard afterwards that she did,
and the leavings lasted five days,
then .she began to look for a place.
Ah ! sad to tell, nobody wanted

such a shiftless nigger. Nobody but
me whom she always spoke of as

' '

the

right sort, ye know, a jes' right down
lady ! Ought ter be in 'Kentuck"
sted of takin' up with Califoniy ways
an' speckulatin.'

"

I believe the good Sisters of the

Hou.se of Mercy, Los Angeles, took
the last care ofmy " worthless nigger"
and I .som^ time think, that I, too,

would like their white-winged faces

over my dying bed.



THE CROWN OF THE SAN GABRIEL VALLEY,

PASADENA.

BY CHARLES FREDERICK HOLDER.

THE
musical intonation of a dis-

tant mission bell, a soft balmy
air, the odor of the orange

blossom, a wealth of flowers, a crazy-

quilt of color, the rustle of banana
leaves as of gentle rain, the melody
of birds on a midwinter dav ;

the

silent reverence. Our point of van-

tage was in the San Rafael hills that

rise to the west of Pasadena. We had
reached the summit by forcing our
horses through a forest of yellow mus-
tard, the golden flower reaching above
our heads, a sea of color, a literal field

Colorado Street, lookinjj East.

gleam of snow on distant mountains—
this is Pasadena, the crown of the San
Gabriel Valley, Southern California,

about whose hills, slopes, and among
whose groves, there lingers the ro-

mance and mystery of centuries. No
more gracious tribute to this land

ofthe afternoon could Ijc paid than that

ofmy friend, the doctor, a true lover of

nature, who as we reached a hill-top
and looked out upon the wondrous
.scene of winter and .semi-tropic sum-
mer face-to-face, sat motionless upon
his horse and raised his sombrero in

of the cloth of gold to look down

upon. Below us was the famous San
Gabriel that might have been the

valley of Sindbad, its floor strewn

with priceless gems walled in ]>y lofty

mountains.
lujr twenty-five or thirty miles we

trace il to the east—ranches, homes,

vineyards, groves of oak and eucalyp-

tus, telling of groves of orange, lemon,

lime, hedges of pomegranate, fields of

grain and stretches where the fruits of

all climes meet in fellowshi]^.

The valley is perhaps ten miles wide.
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its southern border being the green-

topped mission hills, while to the north

rise the maze of mountain chains

known as the Sierra Madre. From the

valley the fronting ridge with its

peaks from two thousand to six thou-

sand feet presents an abrupt wall—and
there is apparently but one range,
but from where we sit in the saddle

range after range appears
—

peaks and
summits in endless number, until lost

in the distance. The Sierra INIadre

Among these canons of especial beauty
that face Pasadena are the Arroyo Seco,
Milliard and Batons shown in the

present article. Los Flores, Rubio and
several others. Upon the face of the

range—light lines—represent the new
trail that reaches Wilson's Peak—the

white spots are the tents of campers
where hundreds spend the time a mile
above the Pacific looking down upon
its waters thirty miles away, while the

white tents below suggest an under-

f c ,_„

'

r
'
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Calla Lily Hedjre at Dr. F. F. Rowland's.

range is a world in itself, a maze of

mountains, that reach away from
Pasadena for forty miles or more con-

taining some of the finest scenery on
the continent and al)Ounding in pic-

turesque canons and flashing trout

streams. The cafions are deep rivers

of verdure winding down from the

upper range representing the wear
and tear of centuries, deep gorges, cut
into the heart of the Sierras by purling
brooks of summer and the rushing
torrents and melting snows of winter.

taking of great magnitude the erection

of a niountain railway by Prof. T. S.

C. Lowe, which will whi.sk the tourist

from orange groves to toboggan slides

and sleighrides in sixty minutes.

Pasadena itself stands at the head
of this Valley of San Gabriel, walled
in by the Sierras, protected from harsh

winds, and rarely visited by storms of

any kind. The Sierra INIadres, on the

north, the Mission Hills to the south,
the vSan Rafael range to the west,
constitute an environment singularly
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favorable to the production of an

incomparable climate. The town
stands at the very head of the valley,

resting on the edge of the deep
Arroyo Seco, extending away for

three miles or more, breaking tip into

the towns of Lamanda, Alhambra and
Lincoln Park, reaching up to the ver>^

found all over the 'place. When the

Spanish fathers wandered up the
coast from San Diego and founded
the old mission of San Gabriel, on the

southern borders of the town, the>-
found the Indians in possession and
the plain of the valley covered with

sagebrush and groves of live-oak.

Universalis! Church, Pasadena.

foot of the grim mountains. The
original discoverers of the site were the

Indians, who held the land centuries

ago, and that they early recognized
the location as one particularly favor-

able is .shown by the numerous

camp sites that have been excavated
and the quantity of stone implements

The land passed into the hands of the

great vSpanish land-holders, and was
used for herding purposes alone, and
con.sidered a little less than a waste,

carpeted with brilliant flowers in

winter, dr>' and dusty in sunnner.
It was such a land that met the eyes
of the jnoneers of the Indiana colony
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less than two decades ago—not a

house in sight, not a field of grain ;

nothing but the pure air, the flowers

and birds, the lofty mountains and a

something that told of rest, peace and
contentment. The representatives of

the colon}' had examined all Southern

California, and the present site of

Pasadena was their choice. The land

was divided up, and the Indiana colony
became a town and was named Pasa-

dena bv Mr. Elliott, one of the

type. The colony grew by having
its virtues sung by stray visitors.

Among the settlers and those who
came later were many invalids who
had come to Pasadena as a last hope.
Rumor reached the East that these

invalids had not only recovered, but
were active business men and farmers.

So Pasadena grew, its dwellers claim-

ing for it the most perfect all-the-year-

round climate in the world—a .soil so

productive that the products of almost

every zone met here on
common ground. The in-

comin.ij: throng increased.

large hotel. Ray-
mond, was built, the rail-

road cut its way down
through the orange
groves, the shrill whistle
of the locomotive joined
with the jangle of the mis-

sion bells. T h e u

Bananas in a sunny corner of a Pasadena Home.

original founders. These sturdy men
and women planted the orange, lemon,

apple, pear, the pomegranate, peach
and palms ;

note the contrast. The
virgin soil was planted with grain,

every home blossomed as the rose

and soon a veritable garden appeared,
where .sheephad grazed notlongbefore.
In five years this portion of the San
Gabriel Valley was an orange grove,

through which streets and avenues
were cut, and of which the famous

Orange Grove avenue of to-day is a

came the "boom." Thousands of

speculators came to Pasadena, and its

orchards, its orange groves were cut up
into lots. The population reached al-

most twenty thousand at times, values

increased, fine blocks rose like magic,
palatial homes appeared, avenues were
laid out with miles of stone walks,
and the town became a beautiful city
of homes. New schemes for improve-
ment were constantly ])roposed, rapid
transit came in the Terminal road,

horse-car lines, and with the Southern
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Pacific on the south, the Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe running
directly through the city and the

Terminal passing through it to the

mountains, Pasadena possessed re-

markable railroad facilities which
added to its wealth. There were
those who prophesied ruin, as shrink-

age alwaj'S came after inflation, and
come it did, but, owing to the sub-

stantial improvements that had been

in America can Ix' found so new a

place, with conditions so desirable.

A century could not produce better

results, the town having all that

maturity can produce—social condi-
tions that would be enviable in an>-

locality in the East ;
in short, while

cosmopolitan, its people have built up
a community that is ideal, viewed
from au}^ point. Among its residents
are distinguished men and women

Residence of Govomor H. H. Markham

made, the town held its own, and
after a brief period of inactivity, Pasa-
dena took on a new growth. It was
now known the world over as a pleasure
and health resort. Thousands of tour-

ists visited it every .season, and every
year wealthy men, attracted by
the fair land, invested in homes, and

apparently vied with each other in

making their places attractive and
beautiful. The result is, that nowhere

from ever>' walk, and the life here
reflects their influence in its affairs.

There is an utter absence of border
life. Pasadena might, so far as this

is concerned, be on the Hudson or

just out of Boston, as all the refine-

ments of the Kast are here, with but
few of the disagreeable features.

Pasadenians here made a good fight

against the open .saloon. They do
not object to the hotels oflering the
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wines of tlieir vineyards to touri:^ts,

but thej- have put their heel on the

saloon, which debases j-outli and

corrupts public morals, and as a

result, the law is seldom broken, and
the moral atmosphere is singularly
fresh and pure. When to this we add
the best of educational facilities

;

schools of all grades and equipped as

California only equips its schools;
institutions of learning from the kin-

dergarten to Tliroop Universit}- ;

walnuts to oranges. We pass down
Orange Grove avenue lined with attrac-

tive homes—a street over a mile long
cut through an orange grove that pro-
duces golden fruit and dollars to the
dwellers therein. Tlie houses are

often embowered in roses, surrounded

Ijy palms, well-kept hedges, of Mon-
terey cypress while the La France rose,
the calla lily or the pomegranate is

made to do similar duty to the aston-

ishment (jf the tourist from the Hast.

Public School, North Pasadena.

churches of almost every denomina-
tion

;
an intelligent and progressive

press, w^esee why Pasadena has grown
so in public favor, why its ranks are

being reinforced continually by acces-

sions from the best people of the

East.

Pasadena is essentially a city of

homes—yet almost e\'ery dweller here
is a rancher with from a lot to one or

more acres which produces something
from guavas to peaches, or English

Fan and date palms line the sidewalk,
the Spanish bayonet or centun,- plant
does duty as a gate post, while the

grotesque yucca and the broad-leafed

banana rustles in the gentle wind as

we pass. Down this avenue we ride,

the air redolent with the aroma of

orange blossoms, the golden fruit

gleaming in the trees; yet we .see

the snow banks of San Antonio
and San Jacinto ever before us. On
such a day I stood with my friend and
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watched a snow blizzard on the former

mountain. About us all was peace: the

The Congregational Church.

meadow lark was the only disturbing-

element, a day that butterflies might
rest on the air, yet far above us on the

upper range a mighty wind was blow-

ing and we stood with the aroma of the

orange in our nostrils and watched the
snow fly. Up the north side of San
Antonio it swept, now in flurries,

gathering force, as it went, bowled over
and over by the gale until it reached
the summit where it shot upward,
a gigantic snowy wraith hundreds of

feet irrto the air to be borne writhing
away and finally lost in the warm
currents from tlie summer land below.
Not a portion of Pasadena but has its

attractions. Marengo avenue is of

another type, its sides lined with the

graceful pepper which forms a perfect
arch. Colorado street with its churches
and homes, avenues, lined with attract-

ive places lead to the mountains and
Altadina where we find residences that
call to mind tho.se along the Riviera in

Southern Europe with conditions
identical.

Pasadena being but nine miles from
Los Angeles, a city of sixty thousand
inhabitants, does not pretend to

be a business center yet almost

every commercial interest is found
here. There are three banks, doing a

highly successful business. The two
national banks which have a capital-
ization of two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars, did a business in the

past year amounting in volume to

forty millions of dollars—a phenome-
nal showing—but explained by the
remarkable sales of real estate that
are taking place here continually and
the profits in fruits. Pasadena saw
some exciting events during the famous
boom. Land then sold for speculation,
but the Recorder's office shows seven
hundred and fifty transactions during
1 89 1, aggregating in value one million
seven hundred and fourteen thou-
sand one hundred and ninety-five
dollars, the land being bought in

Eaton Canon, Pasadena.
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every case for actual resident pur-

poses.
A large amount of property has

The Cherokee Rose Gate at
"
Carmalita."

been bought by wealthy Chicago men.
Andrew McNally, of Rand & McNally,
and Joseph Medill of the Chicago
Tribune, two representative men of

Chicago are found in Pasadena in

winter and who own palatial places
there.

Pasadena is especially famous for its

homes, among which, having grounds
of especial beauty may ])e mentioned
those of Governor H. H. Markham,
Hon. P.M. Green, President ofthe F'irst

National Bank ; Judge Magee, Profess-

orT. S. C. lyowe, the well-known scient-

ist; E. F. Hurlbut,Mr. Scoville,Andrew
McNally and Joseph Medill of Chicago,
Here is "Carmalita" of Dr. Ezra
Carr and niany more too nunicrous to

mention in a magazine article. In

almost every instance these homes are

surrounded by a variety of verdure
that is an enigma to the visitor. The
Pasadenian .steps into his dooryard
and finds roses blooming every day in

the year. He can pick oranges,
lemons, limes, peaches, loquats, pome-
granates, grapes, every small fruit

according to season. The
almond and the pear, palms
and nectarines, olives and

English walnuts, and a

score or more grow on this

same ten-acre lot that ap-

pears to have extraordinary

productive powers. The
orange ranks among the

first in value and many of

the mo.st beautiful homes
here are surrounded by
groves that bring a goodly
income to the owner who
does not pretend to be a
' ' rancher.

' '

Statistics are dry reading
as a rule, but the writer

may be pardoned for intro-

ducing a few figures in

this connection — facts of

interest to the eastern read-

er.

The residence of the

Hon. P. M. Green, Presi-

dent of the First National

Bank, is surrounded in part

by orange trees, the grove covering four

and a half acres. The trees are fifteen

years old and their care costs him two
hundred dollars a year. In 1890, he
sold the fruit from the four and a half

acres for thirteen hundred dollars, and
in 1 89 1, for twelve hundred dollars.

From six acres C. C. Brown realized

one thousand and eighty dollars net.

Butler Talmadge sold the fruit of nine

acres on the trees for one thousand
dollars.

Dr. G. Roscoe Thomas realized from
an acre and a half about his house
three hundred and fifty dollars. E. A,
Bonine secured from one hundred
Eureka lemon trees, five hundred
l)oxes at from one to two dollars per
Ijox—suggestive figures for eastern

fu-mers who make less on a nuich

greater acreage.
Pa.sadena is in the heart of the

orange belt and in and about the town

there are planted two hundred and ten
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in the best sense. Its clear sunshine
for daj-s at a time, its varieties of

climate from valley to mountain, from
canon to plain, afford almost every
condition desired. It affords an

opportunity for life the year around
in the open air, with an ab.sence of the

trying conditions which hold in the

East. It is almost impossible to

describe the climate. The ax'erage

thousand seedling orange trees over

ten years old
;
six thousand trees from

five to ten years old
; twent^'-eight

thousand seven hundred budded trees

over ten years of age ; twenty-seven
thousand nine hundred trees from five

to ten years old
;
fifteen thousand trees

under five years of age and kn lliou-

sand lemon trees. The total acreage in

oranges is one thousand three hundred
and fifty ;

in lemons, one hun-

dred and fifty while the acreage
in deciduous fruits is fifteen

hundred acres, an interesting

showing for a young town.

L,ast year this district .shipioed

to the east seventy-five hun-
dred boxes of oranges or two
hundred and twenty-five car-

loads
;

while of deciduous

fruits, dried and othenvise,
about two hundred carloads are

sent out every year.
The orange picking begins

in February and lasts late into

the spring. Then conies the

picking of the apricot, peach
and other fruits. Last season

the Pasadena Packing Com-

pany put up two hundred and

fifty thousand cans of peaches,

apricots and pears, and ten

thousand pounds of strawber-

ries. The Bishop Cook Crys-

tallizing Company used over

twenty-five tons of citrus and
deciduous fruits last year, em-

ploying many people, illustra-

tive of the work done in a town
that is not professedl}- a busi-

ness center, and suggestive of

the possibilities of wage earn-

ing there. Pasadena has po.s.sibly

been productive of more happiness,
and has seen the renewal of hope in

the human heart, to a greater extent

than any other place in America. liere

are scores of men and women, appear-

ing in the best of health, who were heralded by the coming if rain and

given up in the East, and took South- wild flowers. The land is covered

ern California as a forlorn hope : and with the latter—a grand and impressive
hundreds of others who, if not cured, sight. Rains fall every three or four

find here a renewal of life, its joys and weeks, in winter the yearly fall amount-

pleasures. Pasadena is a health resort ing to perhaps twenty inches, making
Vol. 11—28

In a Pasadena Garden "
El Retiro.'

summer is cooler than that of any city

of the East. Nights are always cool.

During the summer it rarely ever

rains, yet green lawns and a wealth

of flowers carpet the city. Winter
comes as a cool summer, and is
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a rainy season much less than in the

East, and so the seasons pass, melting
into each other, without the striking

changes from extreme heat to cold,

which mark the seasons in the East.

While Pasadena is famous for its

cures, it is best known as a pleasure

resort, its delightful scener3% its

drives, walks and natural beauties

attracting hundreds every year, mak-

ing its winter as ga}^ as many of the

Walk at Andrew AlcNally s.

famous resorts of Europe. For the

lover of out-of-door sport, the locality
is unequaled. Horseback riding is in

high favor ! Here the famous Valley
Hunt Club holds forth, its club-hou.se,

being a cozy, flower-embowered cottage
on tlie borders of the Arroyo Seco.

The club is devoted to the encourage-
ment of out-of-door .sports, keeps its

kennel of fox and greyhounds, and
includes in its membership some of

the finest men and women cross-

country riders in California. A win-
ter day with the Hunt Club is a

re\'elation to the iCaslern visitor.

The Valley Hunt at the first of the

year gives a tournament of ro.se.s—a

carnival of flowers—to celebrate the

ripening of the orange, at which the

town is thronged with visitors, who
witness the revival of the old Spanish
games of the tournament, and pelt
each other with flowers. There are

other clubs here, as the Pickwick,
that has entertained many distin-

gui-shed visitors
; the Bait Club, that

holds forth by the trout streams of the

Upper Sierras
;
the Athletic and many

more covering a wide field of interest.

In a place where so many interests

center, we may expect con-
tiiuied growth, and such is

the outlook for Pasadena.
It has the advantage of any
licalth resort in permitting
residence the year around,
summer being considered
the most advantageous pe-
riod for the invalid. In the

Riviera, the summer is one
of intense heat, and the in-

\-alid corps retreats to Swit-
zerland and other resorts to

the north. In a residence of

eight years, winter and sum-
mer, the writer is prepared
to say that the summers at

Pasadena are more comfort-
ablv spent than in anj^
town or city in the East.
True, there are warm days,
but in all this period I have
never heard of a case of sun-

.stroke, while in New York,
Boston or Philadelphia, the ri.se of the

mercur>- to ninety degrees is followed

by numerous tragedies among adults,
while thousands of infant lives pay the

penalty of the hot wav^e. In all these

years, I ha\e never experienced but
one or two nights where the heat was
uncomfortable. As a rule, a blanket
is rec|uired. In this period, I have .seen

uuv lliunder storm in the valle>-, and
ha\'e heard thunder ])erhaps half a

dozen times. A mad dog is an un-
known quantity

—a fact that may be
enumerated among the curiosities of

the climate. In brief after a resi-

dence in Florida and a knowledge of
all Ihe resorts of the country, I con-
sider that iIk- iiualid has a better
chance here llian elsewhere—not the
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invalid who sits around the hotel

ofl&ce, but the one who will go out

into the country and occupy himself

with something, and live the outdoor
life. This is the secret of Pasadena's

valids, and during the winter the hotels

are filled with throngs, that have fled

from snow and ice, and are taking their

vacation among the flowers of Califor-

nia. Parties are made up for trips to the

Puhlii Library. Pasadena.

cure. It has a marvelous number of

out-of-door, clear, sunshiny days, and

more, there are a score of men and
women living here who have traversed

the entire globe, lived in the famous
health resorts of Europe, who have
selected Pasadena as their home—a

telling argumeiit in favor of Califor-

nia, one that is practically unanswer-

able, and suggests that this section is

becoming the great sanitarium of the

world. It should not be imagined
that Pasadena has the appearance of a

health resort. This feature is not

apparent in the slightest degree, as

pleasure seekers far outnumber the in-

old mission of San (iai riel, two or

three miles away ;
to San Fernando,

twenty miles
;

to the ocean, an hour's

ride. To those who care for moun-
tain climljing, San Antonio is within

reaching distance—forty miles away—
where a climb of nine or ten thousand
feet awaits the tourists, and where the

mountain sheep is the sole inhabitant,

while Mt. Wilson, six thousand feet

above the sea, is at the doors of Pasa-
dena. Farther away is San Jacinto and
other mountains, where a glacier may
be seen, while the .surrounding ranges
afford endless attractions to the lover

of nature.
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BY JAMES SPENCER BRAINARD.

THE
period between 1835 and 1855

to i860 was an exceedingly sig-
nificant one in the annals of the

United States. The generation then

maturing into ripe manhood was to

witness the most gigantic civil war
ever known in history. On the

shoulders of the then young men,
there were to be imposed responsibili-

ties, from the burdens of which, the

strongest might well quail. Yet it

cannot be asserted except from a

strictly military point of view, that

the nation was unprepared to meet the
vast issues at stake. Deducting the

colored element, one supreme source
of power characterized the people of

the United States then as now, i. e.,

their splendid capacity which had
become, as it were, .second nature, an
all prevailing national trait of self-

confidence, and an ever-ready adapta-
bility in the face of unexpected
emergencies.
These qualities, as subsequent

events thoroughl>- demonstrated,
proved more valuable than arsenals or
forts. Again, the nation had largely

outgrown mere provincialism in all its

phases, and was vigorously grasping
the idea of one great nation with a

destiny too noble to be frittered away
in issues, mundane only to a portion
of an imperial domain.

President Monroe, Senators Daniel

Wekster, Benton and Sumner had
familiarized the nation with an intel-

lectual conception of the future of the
United States, that greatly enlarged
and as well einiobled the nation's own
ideals. While the "Great Path-
finder" stood before the country with
the prestige of almost a Columbus on
land, adding the physical supplement
to the intellectual horizon, which the
statesmen had given to the orators
and poets of the period.

Into these broadening realms of

national greatness Kossuth came, giv-

ing anew, as Lafayette had done
before him, an international and forci-

ble interpretation in his masterly
oratory of what is implied in the

moral hegemony of the Republic.
Dana, Emerson and Bryant were

forcing recognition of American .schol-

arship and culture among the most
.select circles of European students,
while Hiram Powers loomed up on
the horizon of the new world as its

future Phidias. Then came the .sci-

entific triumphs of Morse and Field,

increasing the debt already hea\w,
which civilization had incurred by the

splendid services of Benjamin Frank-
lin to electrical science. This was
the picturesque and exceedingly sug-

gestive setting of the great scene in

the midst of which the subject of this

biographical memoir found himself—
an alert, ingenious young man, con-

.scious of his own ability to play a

legitimate part in the intense activity
all about him.

It is often noticeable, in the domain
of science as in all other directions,

that when a new series of scientific

achievements are about to be added to

the equipment of mankind, the great
institutions of learning, instead of
"
leading off" in furnishing a pioneer,

are exceedingly apt to wait for the

appearance of that worthy individual

from some unexpected quarter, and

dispute the value of his discoveries to

be begun with, because it did not

come through proper academic sources.

Then sub-sequeutly establish a "pro-
fessorship

' '

for the promotion of those

\&ry same scientific enquiries which
at first it resented through a sense of

afironted dignity. This was of course

more emphatically true a generation

ago than to-day. Benjamin Franklin

435
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in the department of electrical science,

Watts in the application of steam to

the locomotive, and John lirickson in

the line of original applications of the

sciences of physics and mathematics
to naval construction, are a few of the

innumerable examples that might be

named.
In the period between 1850 to 1870,

there was inaugurated on both sides

of the Atlantic the most comprehen-
sive researches in hj^drographics.
Out of the remarkable investigations

through the Mediterranean, the

Indian and Pacific oceans, there came
much of the epoch making material of

the
"
Origin of vSpecies." From the

equally important dredgings of the

North Atlantic, came among other

results the defined and exj^lored route

of the Atlantic "cable." "But,"
said the subject of this sketch to him-
self :

"
If the oceans of the globe are

so well worthy of exploration, what of

the ocean around us in which we live,

move and have our being, as well as

constituting the ' sea
'

in which the
earth itself has moved in her eventful

career for millions of y-ears, perhaps ?

Why not investigate that as well ?
' '

For reasons already given, no help
was then to be expected from the
' '

Seats of L,earning.
' ' But the youth

who had drawn inspiration from the
same mountains that had nourished a

Daniel Webster was not tol)e hindered

by the absence of "
])roper

"
scientific

encouragement from llie recognized
sources of instruction. If any one at

that period had proposed to a staid

professor of .science at an established

and well-endowed college, that a

series of balloon journeys be under-
taken for the scientific exploration of

the ocean above and around us, he
would have been promptly told

"
that

since the days of Montgolfier, the
balloons have been a toy, the mediiun
of exploits of more or le.ss hair-brained

adventurers, and were destined to so

remain." Ihit this pioneer of science

anticipated all such rebuffs from estab-

lished authorities.

Prof Lowe went on with his ascen-

sions, .several thousand in all, includ-

ing those for military purposes and the

scientific results attained constitute

the very foundation of that elaborate

establishment, now known as the
'

'Meteorological Bureau'
' ofthe United

States government. It has rendered
the country exceedingly valuable
services

;
it has trained up imder its

own auspices whole corps of trained

observers, and as part of the new
Department of Agriculture, it is now
represented in ever}' Cabinet meeting,
through the Secretary of Agriculture,
to whose department it has been
transferred. The meteorological divi-

sion of the United States Department
of Agriculture is now the recognized
model for similar bureaus, which

practically subdivides the atmospheric
phenomena of the globe, between the

trained meteorologists now .stationed

all over the world.

It is perhaps ju.st to accord France
the foremost position among European
nations in this branch of scientific

inquir3\ And it is equally interesting
to observe, that as France was the

first among foreign nations to honor
in unstinted measures the scientific

attainments of Benjamin lu-anklin,

which, as everybody is aware, .started

in experiments with flying kites, so

the institution bearing his name was
the first to recognize the extraordi-

nary^ value of Professor Lowe's
observations of atmo.spheric currents,
obtained through actual aerial jour-

nej'S. Appreciation now came very

rapidly. The Smithsonian In.stitute

requested the presence of the scientist

and .student of the upper air currents,
the full significance and importance of

which had begun to be realized by
the world of .science.

At the breaking out of the war,
Professor Lowe was in the midst of

many extremely important investiga-

tions, and naturally the attention of

the government was attracted to them,
and after the famous cxix-rimcntal

trip, which was the longest and quick-
est in the history of aeronautics, tak-

ing him from Cincinnati to the coast
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of South Carolina between 4 a. m.

and 12 M. the same day, he was

requested to organize the aeronautic

corps of which he became the head,

receiving the position and rank of

Chief Aeronaut of the U. S. Army.
This feature of the war history, when
written, will make a volume of intense

interest, j^roductive, as it was, of

important results in many engage-
ments in which the United States

forces were victorious.

The air above afforded the only
unobstructed highway. And this,

Prof. Lowe and assistant scientists

improved to the utmost. When one

remembers the exceedingly important

part plaj'cd by the French balloon ser-

vice during the Franco-German war,

only six to seven j-ears later, more

especially during the siege of Paris,

and recalls as well, recent dispatches
from the border of Germany and

Russia, commenting on the audacious

air-navigators, observing the man-
ceuvers of the Russian troops, right
above their heads within lines where
the Russians considered themselves

entirely exempt from all foreign in-

spection, one begins to recognize
the exceedingly practical import of

this so-called "toy," that so many
' '

performers
' ' have done their best to

bring into disrepute. For some sixty
to ninety days, the Parisians had no
other mail service during their late

war. Their city was absolutely
"

in-

vested
"

in every nook and corner. If

one could liave had access to that

"balloon correspondence," what an
"inside view" one would have ob-

tained possession of, relating as it

would to one of the most tragic epi-

sodes in modern war history, the

submission through bomb-shells and

starvation, by the haughty invaders

of the proudest city in the civilized

world.

Among the many valued acknowl-

edgments of Professor Lowe's service

to science, the proffered offer from
Dom Pedro, (probal)ly the most en-

lightened man of the then reigning
nonarchs,) of tlic rank of Major-

General, must have been the most

appreciated, though the scientist found
it preferable to decline the distinction

tendered as well as the services in-

volved
;

that of organizing a balloon
service in coiuiection with the Imperial
Army in Brazil.

Professor Lowe's health had been

put to a severe strain during the

period of the war, and a temporary-
retirement for the restoration of healtli

and vigor became imperative. Before

doing so, however, he saw to it that

the Emperor Dom Pedro's request was

complied with to the extent of sending
him a corps of assistants, that had been
trained inider his supervision. This

corps rendered the Imperial Govern-
ment very material service, more

especially in the Paraguayan war.

The demand for gas, by the balloon

service, led to a thorough and com-

prehensive mastery of all the chem-
ical processes, incidental to the

manufacturing of gas products. Chem-
istry being from the start among
Professor Lowe's earliest and favorite

studies. That there was ample room
for improvements became evident

enough in a very brief period of in-

vestigation. Everybody is familiar

with the revolution caused by the
introduction of

' ' Natural Gas ' '

in

the manufacturing regions of Penn-

sylvania and Ohio. Profes.sor Lowe is

the inventor of a process of gas manu-
facturing; for VvAit and fuel which is

doing for the country at large, more

especially its domestic hearths, what
mother Nature has done for the lim-

ited area referred to; z. e., furnish a

cheap and yet exceedingl}^ .serviceable

and absolutely clean medium for all

domestic purposes of heating, cooking
or lighting. The saving involved over
all previous known methods of gas
manufacturing is as great financially
as the ])roducl itself is of the highest
economic value. That such a discov-

ery jiroved a great financial success, is

rcadil\' luulcrstood, but the fortune

lluis lionorably attained, is a bagatelle
in ci)nii)arison with the immense ser-

\ice rendered mankind. Annually this
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represents millions in savings, to say

nothing of the domestic emancipation
from the drudgery involved in ceaseless

handling of dirt-producing material,

intended to be converted into fuel and
heat. This process, of which we can

only touch the barest outlines in its

economical and sanitary bearings, is

one of the most important discoveries

of the century. To make histor}^ in

the department of untried and difficult

paths of investigation, appears to be
his fort, and he leaves to others the

task of recording the same if so in-

clined. But its far-reaching importance
from an economical or financial stand-

point, can best be gauged by the sim-

ple statement, that nearly one-half of

the entire incorporated communities of

the United States utilize his water gas

process at present.
These exceedingly practical and

valuable services, rendered in behalf
of the most expensive department of

the home (that of fuel and light) in

the temperate zone of the North
American continent, is matched by one
of equal and epoch making importance
in behalf of the tropics of the world
at large.
Some 3'ears ago an amljitious captain

loaded his vessel with solid iceblocks

from a glacier in Norway, and set sail

for Calcutta, India. Remarkable to

relate, he arrived with his cargo intact.

He then proceeded to advertise his

wares and its value, by mounting one
of the largest blocks, which had l)een

placed on a huge wagon, and .seating
himself on the top of it, he rode up the

main street of that heated city in

midday, in order to .show the .solidit>-

of Norwegian ice. Needless to say,
he disposed of his cargo at good rates.

Delighted with his success, he returned
another .sea.son, only to find to his dis-

gu.st that a huge artificial ice factory
was supplying the city at far better

terms than he could offer for his long
distant product. This now inestimaljle

di.scovery is practically applied all over
the tropical and .semi-tropical regions
of the globe. Professor I^owe is en
titled to the distinction of bcint'- the

earliest .scientist to realize that the

production of artificial ice, was a

practical pos.sibility ;
and the method

demanded for its solution, was un-

doubtedly suggested to him in his

journeys in the upper altitudes, wit-

nessing, as it were, the hitherto
secret methods in nature's laboratory,
through which the dewdrop and the
rain of earth, become the hail and
.snow in the higher atmcspheric
stratas.

That the Franklin Institute should
take further cognizance of this re-

markable series of discoveries b)'' the

scientist, whose worth it had been
fir.st to recognize, was but natural. lu
the latter eighties, it conferred on him
the

' ' Grand Medal of Honor,
' '

for in-

v^entions held mostu.seful to mankind.
This supplemented ])revious medals

given for specific improvements in

water gas, incandescent light, gas
exhibits, etc. After thirty-five 3-ears
of .such .services to science and hu-

manity, the great majorit}^ of men
would have considered themselves en-

titled to .something akin to interrupted
leisure, not .so however in this ca.se.

It was Edward Atkinson, it is

believed, who said once :

" Give me
a country with pure running brooks
and sweet grass, and I will prove it a

good place to raise men in." New
England answers this description
mo.st faithfully, and most assuredly it

has proven Mr. Atkinson's assertion

about it l)eing a good place to
"

rai.se

men."
It is indeed an open question,

whether or not any corresponding
area of the world has produced an

equal grouj) of distinct and forcible

individualities. Their characteristics

were all nurtured and sprung out of

the fresh environments of a virgin
region and new .social conditions

germane thereto. But their apparent
circumscribed boundary proved ex-

actl>- the
"
])urchase

" from which to

wield an archemedian lever
;
the mo.st

effectual our modern era as yet
acknowledged.
The well-manned and masterly con-
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structed Yankee clippers, that left the

New England ports in that era for

every harbor on the globe, were a

fitting material s^nnbol of the fresh,

vigorous ideas, inventions and c'X])eri-

ments ceaselessly being launched in

the land from which they sailed on
their errands of commercial inter-

course. To be born in such an atmos-

phere is to 1)e well born indeed
;

and
to grow up amidst such surroundings
is to draw strength with every breath.

This was the very good fortune that

surrounded Professor I^owe's child-

hood. Born in the shadow of the

White Mountains, just sixty years

ago the present month, at the town of

Jefferson, New Hampshire, he was

perhaps in part the unconscious heir

to all the advantages briefly outlined.

To be sure, there were some apparent
drawbacks, such, for instance, as hav-

ing to walk a hundred miles, more or

less, with the object of securing better

educational facilities. Bnt stages
were uncertain in tho.se days ; besides,

money could be put to better use than

riding around the countr\'. So he
walked.

Five years ago. Professor Lowe
came to California. Like so many
other discriminating travelers, he
found in Southern California and in

Pasadena all he .sought : Change of

scenes, occupation and a climate con-

ducive to health and longevity. He

"meant to rest," of course, forgetting
that in such a climate, the sick only
"can rest." The .scientist improved
his prospective leisure by organizing
and assuming the presidency of one of

the leading banks of Los Angeles,
"The Citi/xMis' Bank," by construct-

ing a ])alatial home iu that ideal
' '

City of Homes,
' '

Pasadena, the larg-
est and probabl}' the finest home on
the Pacific Coast, and finally, that not

being sufficient to keep him regularly

occupied, he al.so organized and be-

came president of the Mt. Wilson

Railway Company, building a railway

up the precipitous sloj^es of the Sierra

Madre Mountains, where a location is

alread}^ mapi^ed out for what is ex-

pected to become one of the greatest
observatories known—a region of de-

light and pleasure for the tourists of

the world. Prof. Lowe is al.so a

Yosemite Valley Commissioner and
chairman of an important committee.

With all these ta.sks accomplished
and before him. Professor T. S. C.

Lowe, scientist and man of affairs, is

probably the most approachable and
the youngest nuui for his years in

California. Such a career reflects as

nuicli honor on his native hills as it

benefits our state to secure such a

citizen, capable of adorning any sta-

tion, yet asking none. Of .such

material have been all the true build-

ers of American commonwealths.
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"BY RKV. FRANK DIXON.

REV.
O. C. Wheeler was the

pioneer Baptist missionar}- to Cal-

ifornia. He arrived in San Fran-
cisco February 28th, 1849, on board
the California, the first steamer that

ever passed the Golden Gate, having
sailed from New York on December
ist on board the Falcon. As the Cal-

ifornia entered the harbor of San
Francisco she was saluted by the

Pacific Squadi'071, under the command
of Commodore Jones. Five men-of-

war thundered their welcome, the

flag-ship Ohio being last. As her
first gun was fired she ' ' manned her

yards, fifteen hundred men springing
into the rigging.

' ' The hearts of the

missionaries and voyagers leaped to

their throats, and no man felt ashamed
as he looked through his own tears

into the moist eyes of his fellows.

On the 6th of July the First Baptist
Church was organized with six mem-
bers—Rev. O. C. Wheeler and wife of

the First Church, Jersey City ;
Mr. C.

L. Ross and wife of the Laight-Street
Church, New York

; lycmuel P. Crane,

Galway, New York, and William
Lailie of Columbia, S. C. By August
2d the first Protestant meeting house
in San Francisco was completed by
this organization. It stood on the
north side of Washington near Stock-
ton. This church was not of the reg-
ular ecclesiastical style of architecture,
as the First Presbyterian Church,
built afterwards, .seems to have been,
but it was, nevertheless, erected as a

church, especially for Christian wor-

ship. The first accessions to this

little flock were received September
2d of the same year, 1849. They
were : Rev. John Cook and wife, and
Mr. Jolin F. Pope and wife. Mr.

Pope still li\-es, an honored member.
The baptism of Col. Thomas II.

Kellam, of Accomac county, Virginia,
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the first to unite with any Baptist
Church of the State by this ordinance,
occurred at North Beach, San Fran-

cisco, on Sunday morning, October

2ist, 1849. The scene w'as charac-

teristically described by Dr. Wheeler
in a paper read before the

' '

California

Baptist Historical Society,
' '

at its ses-

sion in Sacramento, 1889, a j^ear or

two previous to his death.
' ' On the following Sabbath morning,

it was the 21st of October, 1849, one
of those lovely mornings that charac-

terize San Francisco climate in

autumn—clear, still, warm and cheer-

ful to the fullest extent—we assem-

bled at our humble sanctuary, on the

north side of Washington street, one
door east of Stockton. We had such
a congregation as perhaps never as-

sembled at any other time or place.
The other churches in the cit}^ sus-

pended their morning service. Their

pastors, with their officers, and the

body of their congregations, were

present and joined in the procession.
The Mayor and other municipal ofl5-

cers, and several of the officers of the

State, and officials of the general gov-
ernment, resident on the coast or here

temporarily on business, also Commo-
dore Jones, commanding the Pacific

squadron, U. S. N., and his staff, to-

gether with a large number of marines,
all in full uniform, the chiefs of the

medical staff of the Pacific division of

both the army and navy, with their

assistants, swelled our numbers and

officially gave endorsement to our

proceedings. We also had with us

Dr. Judd, Prime Minister of the

Hawaiian kingdom, then on his way
as Minister Plenipotentiary and

Envoy Extraordinary to the United

vStates, England and France, having
with him the hcir-apparcnt and his

cousin, who, inider Dr. Judd, were
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receiving their royal education, and
each of whom afterward became king,

preceding the present ruler of the

nation. We had also with us large
numbers of visitors from nearly ev^ery

civilized nation on earth, who had
been drawn here by the gold excite-

ment, and hundreds of the citizens of

San Francisco.
' ' We formed with due deference to

in a platoon of the regular army or

navy on dress parade. At the water
each department of the long procession
took its assigned position in silence,

and gave to all the exerci.ses the most
undivided attention. Rev. S. H.

Willey. of the Presbyterian mi.ssion at

Monterey, who had been a fellow-

passenger with me from New York to

that place, was on my left, and, at my

Rev. Frank Dixon, Pastor of the Tenth-Avenue Baptist Church, Oalcland.

the rank and .standing of our guests,
and marched down Stockton street to

Union, to Powell, to North Beach,
where the water was shallow with

sandy bottom. There was no wind
that morning, and the water was clear

and calm as a pond in the country' .

The whole train, from the church to

the beach (about three-quarters of a

mile), marched with all the decorum
and precision you would expect to see

request, read portions of Scripture
and announced the h\-mn. Rev. Mr.

Hunt, of the Congregational Church,
was on my right and offered the bap-
tismal prayer. On his right were
Commodore Jones and staflf, while all

around us was the ofi&cial and unoffi-

cial multitude of spectators, ever>- one
of whom seemed to be as full}- inter-

ested as if a personal participant in

the exercises.
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" When all was ready, the candidate

took my hand, and we walked about
one hundred yards before reaching a

depth of water sufficient for the ordi-

nance. While we were thus going
' down into the water,

'

according to

previous arrangement, the hymn was
announced and the first two stanzas

sung by the whole concourse ; the last

nificance of the divine ordinance
which we were administering, to sing
for that once, if never again this side
of heaven, with the fullness of both
his spirit and his voice.

The hymn was that written b}^ Dr.
Adoniram Judson, to be sung at the
first baptism in the Burman Empire,
at the beautiful pond on the bank of

Tenth-AviMUie Baptist Churcli of Oakland.

two as we were '

coming up out of

the water.' And such singing I

never elsewhere heard. It .seemed as

though every professional and every

layman, every soldier and everj^

marine, every officer and every sub-

ordinate, every citi/x-n and every

foreigner of that vast throng was

suddenly and specially inspired by the

lioly grandeur and the spiritual sig-

the Irrawaddi, at Rangoon, June 27th,

1819 :

Come, Holy vSpirit, Dove Divine.

" As we reached the shore. Commo-
dore Jones came forward, and, giving
me his warm, earnest hand, expres.sed
his extreme delight and gratitude for

the privilege of attending that most
solemn and interesting service of our
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cleuomination. Wu then re-formed
and returned, in the most perfect
order, to our sanctuary, where the

assembly was dismissed."

Rev. O. C. Wheeler. D. D.. LL.D

Pioneer Baptist Missionary of California, and Pastor of the
First Protestant CImrch lirectcd in this State.

The number of baptisms in the
State has increased from one in 1849
to eight hundred and twentj^-two in

1 891 ;
the number of churches, from

one in 1849 to one hunchx-d and

seventy-eight in i8gi ;
the vahie of

church property, from sixteen thou-
sand dollars, the cost of the structure

erected in twenty-five days in 1849, to

eight hundred and fifteen thousand four

huiidicd and sexeiit}^ dollars in 1891.

Probably the most striking progress
has been made in Southern California.

In 1S67, Dr. Wheeler report('d the

organization of one hundred churches
since his arrival in San Francisco,

fifty-five of which had become extinct.

The remaining forlv-five, with a mem-

bership of two thousand, were all

situated in Northern and Central Cali-
fornia. A va.st territory of one hun-
dred and twenty-six thousand square

miles, including San Diego, Los
Angeles, San Bernardino, Santa
Barbara, San Luis Obispo, Tu-
lare, Mono, I<vl Dorado, Sierra,

Plumas, Shasta, Siskiyou, Butte,

Monterey, Napa, Nevada, Placer,
San Mateo and Sutter counties,
with a population of one hundred
and ten thousand souls, had uot
a single Baptist minister in active
service. Now the Los Angeles,
Santa Barbara and Tulare associa-
tions have sixty-seven churches
and a membership of four thou-
sand six hundred and seventy-
two, out of a State membership
of eleven thousand three hundred
and sixty-six . The leading towns
and cities of Southern California

are occupied by Baptist churches,
which are led by an able ministry.
Men like Drs. D. Read and W,
H. Pendleton, of Los Angeles,
and A. J. Frost, of San Bernar-

dino, C. Winbigler, of Riverside,

IC.

K. Harris, of Pasadena, E. R.

Bennett, of Pomona, Rev. H. G.
De Witt, D. D., of Fresno, and
W. W. Tinker, state missionary
for Southern California, have

greatly enlarged the sphere of

Baptist activity and influence in

that section of the State. Alhambra,
Azu.sa, Downey, Monrovia, National

City, Palms, San Diego, Santa Ana,
all have been touched with the influ-

ence of Bapti.st denominational life.

Of the forty-five church organiza-
tions in Central and Northern Cali-

fornia in 1867, twenty-three were
serv^ed by twentj'-one pastors ;

the

remaining twcntv-two were pastor-
less. Dr. Wheeler had little difficulty
in organizing cluirches, but great

difficulty in securing i)astors to serve

them. During the first six months of

his labor in San I'ranci.sco, he hailed

more than fort}'' men who had .served

in the liaj^tist ministry, as they hur-

ried towards the mines, mad with the
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thirst for the treasure that perishes. ground already gained, and in enlarg-
It was probably fortunate for the ing the boundaries of denominational

cause that these men kept right on to usefulness. Rev. J. Herndon Garnett,
the mines. After waiting a year and formerly editor of the Leader, the Bap-
a half for re-enforcements which had tist paper of the State, now pastor of

been promised him monthly by the the Tabernacle of San Jose, is a young
Missionary Society in the Kast, but manof more than ordinary pulpit pow-
which had not come, for the simple
reason that the society could not

induce such men as it desired to

undertake this pioneer work, Dr.

Wheeler was at last cheered by
the arrival of Rev. L,. O. Grenell and
wife, and Rev. F. E. Preveaux and

er, sufficiently liberal in orthodoxy to

impress the public that he is not

seeking the living among the dead,

yet
' '

after the most straitest sect of

his religion," he lives a Baptist. No
man is heard more gladly in the gen-
eral meetings of the denomination,

wife. Mr. Grenell took charge of the and few pastors in California preach

/

church in San Jose and Mr. Preveaux
soon opened a work on Pine street,

San Francisco, which, however, was

speedily abandoned. Rev. J. W. Capen
arrived from the East in 1850, and
assumed the pastorate of the First

Church, Sacramento, which had been

organized in the same year.
From the church of six

members established in San
Francisco in 1849, the denom-
inational development has
reached more than one hun-
dred churches in Central and
Northern California, besides

those already mentioned as

being in the South. These
are at present in the hands of

a ministry generally recog-
nized as being the most

competent body of men, as a

whole, that have yet serv^ed

the Baptist churches of this

part of the State. Certainly
the record of the past five

years, from '86 to '91, is

gratifying. In this time the
denomination has increased

eighty-eight per cent. The
development of the State

socially and politically has
doubtless been favorable to

this growth.
The towns and cities sur-

rounding San Francisco,

north, east and south, are

manned by a force of pastors
who have displayed great

energy and ability in holding
Vol. 11—29

to larger congregations. Rev. \V. C.

Spencer, of Alameda ; Rev. E. T.

Whittemore, of Berkeley ;
Rev. S. S.

Fisk, of Santa Rosa
;
and his son,

recentlv ordained, Rev. Henry A.

Fisk, of San Pablo; Rev.W.T.Fleenor,
ofUkiali ;

Rev. J. B. Saxton. of Vaca-

/

/
/

\

Rev. G. S. Abbott. D. D

Sunday-School Missionan,- under the American Baptist Publication

Society.
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ville
;
Rev. S. B. Randall, of Los

Gates; Rev. A. M. Ru.ssell, of Wil-

lows
;
Rev. Ray Palmer, of Stockton,

Rev. W. T. Jordan, of Dixon—these

Rev. J. Hemdon Garnett

Pastor of the Baptist Tabernacle, San Jose.

have done an honorable work, many of

them in the face ofappalling difficulties.

Oakland, with more self-sustaining

Baptist churches than any other city
in the State, has, as might l^e inferred,
carried on an aggressive evangeliza-
tion. The pastorate of Rev. C. H.
Hobart in the First Church has been

pro.sperous. The churcli has the

largest membership of its histor}-. Rev.
Geo. B. Rieman, recently deceased, of

the Twentieth street
;
Rev. I. D. Flem-

ing, of the Twenty-third av'enue, and
Rev. J. Sjolander, of the Swedish
Church, have rendered excellent ser-

vice to tlie denuniinalion in their

several spheres. The Tenth Avenue
Church, corner of Tenth avenue and
East B'ourteenth street, Oakland, be-

lieves itself to be the most happily

conditioned Baptist church in the State,
as it is certainly the most attractive in-

teriorly about the bay. Its pastor is

Rev. Frank Dixon.
San Franciscb deserv^es es-

pecial attention, both because
of its destitution and because
of the present hopeful con-
dition of its religious life.

There are six Baptist church-
es in the city, including the

German, Rev. H. D. Dietz,

pastor, the Swedish, and the

Colored, of which Rev. Geo.
E. Duncan is pastor. The
First Church, which now
stands on F^ddy street, be-

tween Jones and Leaven-
worth, is under the pastoral

charge of Rev. J. Q. A.

Heur}-. With its complete
organization and energetic
spirit ofevangelism, it moves

rapidly towards a position of

commanding influence in the

city of San Francisco. The
restless life of an aggressive

pastor has been imparted to

the church with most happy
results. Mr. A. B. Forbes
of this church is a splendid

type of liberal Christian

gentleman. Rev. A. W.
Runyan of Hamilton Square

Church contends with the discour-

agements of a difficult field with
heroic persistency, and not without
evidence of progress. Rev. Frank B.

Cres.sy, of the Immaimel Church, is

scarcely known in jierson yet to the

Bapti.sts of California, so recent is his

.settlement, l)ut the influence of his

coming has been wholesomely felt.

He is ably supported bv Deacon P. D.
Code.

Very prominent among the leaders

of the Bapti.st cause in California are

Rev. G. S. Abbott, D. D., whose
l)ra\-e and gentle utterance of denom-
inational conviction has won for him
the warm respect of his fellow laborers,
and Rev. W. H. Eatourette, the

former. State Sunday-School mission-

ary, and representative of the Amer-
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ican Baptist Publication Society,
the latter, the State Secretary of the

Home Missionary vSocicl}-, under
which Dr. Wheeler came to this coast.

These two men have been closely
identified with Baptist history in this

State for a number of years, anrl pres-
ent results in the missionary realm are

largely monuments to their zeal.

WORK AMONG CHINESE.

In 1854 Rev. J. lycwis Shuck came
to San Francisco under appointment of

the Southern Baptist Convention, and

inaugurated mission work among the
Chinese. Some progress was made,
but the civil war came on, and, in 186 1,

Mr, Shuck withdrew to the South.
This work was renewed under Dr.

Graves in 1871, and continued until

1876, when again it came to an abrupt
close. It was re-opened in 1879 by
Rev. J. B. Hartwell, D. D., who, as

superintendent of Chinese missions
on this coast, has charge at the

present time of thirteen mis-
sions in a territory extending
from Port Townsend, Washing-
ton, to Los Angeles. There
are fiftj^-four members of the
church in San Francisco imme-
diately under Dr. Hartwell' s

care, thirty-three of whom are

resident. Sixty-five Chinese on
an average assemble in the
.school-room of the Baptist Mis-
sion on the corner of Sacra-
mento street and Wavcrh^ place,
to receive instruction in the

Scriptures, in the Chinese clas-

sics and in English.
Few, who arc unacquainted

with the Chinese in California

and the American antipathy for

them, can appreciate the war-
fare which Dr. Hartwell has

waged against pagan iniquities
and Christian indifference or

hostility. He is made of mar-

tyr-stuff and is absolutel)^ with-
out fear, save of Almighty-
God's disapproval. The cir-

cumstances have needed just
such a man for his peculiar

mi.ssion in San Franci.sco, a man not

likely to be driven from his work of

preaching the gospel to the Chinese

upon tlie streets of tiie city by howling
hoodlums. Opposition upon the part
of American Christians grows weaker

daily, wiiicli fact is not tlie least grat-

ifying result of his devotion. Two
years before his arrival in San P'ran-

cisco, Mrs. J. R. Bradway, of Oakland,

began work among the Chinese of that

city. A woman of singularly sweet

character, beautiful in her consecration,
she has taught a score and a half Chi-
nese to love and serve the God in whom
she trusts. In Fresno and Chico the
Chinese have not been forgotten.
Seven converted Chinese have re-

turned to China as Christian Mission-

aries from the territory under Dr.

Hartwell' s supervision.

EDUCATIONAL.

The public school system of Cali-

fornia had its beginnings in the First

Rev. J. B. Hartwell. D. D.

Superintendent of Chinese Missions.
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Baptist Church of Sau Francisco.

The first free public school in the

State was opened there on December
26th, 1849, with three pupils in attend-

Hon. H. E. McCune of Dixon.

ance, by Mr. John Pelton and his

wife. On March 25th, 1S50, the
Council of San Francisco passed the

following resolution :

"
Resolved, That from the first day

of April, 1850, John C. Pelton and
Mrs. Pelton, his wife, be employed as

teachers for the public school at the

Baptist Church which has been
offered to the Council free of charge,
and that the average number of

scholars shall not exceed one hun-
dred

;
and that they shall be entitled

to a monthly salary, during the pleas-
ure of the Council, of five hundred
dollars per month, yiayablc each and

every month."
None have greater cause for feeling

proud of their historical connection
with the system of public instruction

of the State than Baptists.

Within the past two years a summer
resort has been acquired by the Bap-
tists at Twin Lakes, near Santa Cruz.

Thirty-five thousand dollars have been

spent in improvement upon
the grounds. A tabernacle
has been built in which the

State Convention meets an-

nually and in which summer
schools are held. Twin
Lakes is destined to become
speedily a center of educa-
tional life in the summer.
The Baptists of Southern

California have a university
at Ivos Angeles. The in-

stitution, however, which
probably represents the best

endeavors of the Baptists of
the State in the educational
field is California College,
situated at Highland Park,
Oakland. It was former-

ly located at Vacaville, at

which place it languished
hopelessl3^ In early days
the staunchest friend this

institution had was Deacon
Isaac Lanker.shim, whose
widow now lives in L,os

Angeles. He laid the foun-

dation of a permanent en-

dowment in a gift of two
hundred acres of laud near Vacaville,
for which he had paid ten thousand
dollars. The college received this

property while Rev. A. S. Worrall
was president. Another true friend

of the cause has been Hon. H. E-

McCune, of Dixon, When it was
located in Oakland six 5'earsago, Mrs.

E. H. Gray, of Oakland, a noble

Christian woman who has contributed

thou.sands, indeed, tens of thousand, to

missionary and educational enterpris-

es, gave the site, valued at ten thousand
dollars upon which three good build-

ings now stand. A farm of one hun-
dred and sixty acres at Milton, the

Stuart fund of ten thousand dollars,

and a ])artial endowment of the Pres-

ident's chair, twenty-eight thousand,

complete the assets of the institution.

Rev. S. B. Morse, D. D., has been
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president for the past five years.

Possibly no other man in the Baptist
ranks in the State could have main-

tained the work with equal success.

For what he has done in the way of

raising funds toward an endowment
he merits the gratitude of the Baptists
of California.

To the further liberality of ]\Irs. li.

H. Gray, Baptists are indebted for

about thirty-five thousand dollars, the

nucleus of an endowment for a Theo-

logical Seminary.
The friends of Christian education

are surveying the field in California

at the present time with nuich anxiety,
lest steps be taken in the wrong direc-

tion, and the situation, educationally,
become hopelessly involved. The
crisis in religious education

—that such
is at hand is patent

—
opens no diffi-

culties to such minds as have a serene

faith in the adaptation of methods
which have been partially successful

in Eastern States to the conditions

which prevail in California. But one
need not be a prophet, or

the son of a prophet, to see

quite clearly that there is no
room in California for col-

leges. The University at

Berkeley and the L,eland

Stanford Jr. University at

Palo Alto more than occupy
the ground. Both have

splendid financial support,
and, in order to justify the

heavy expenditures of their

establishment and mainte-
nance they will be driven to

search for students through
every village and county on
this coast. They have able

faculties
; thej^ charge no

tuition
; they have reduced

expenses to a nominal figure.
Henceforth ignorance on this

Western coast will have no
shadow of justification. To
compete in collegiate work
with these institutions would

require a permanent endow-
ment of three million dollars.

Such an endowment cannot

be raised by any religious body
on this coast. If it could, to estab-

lish another high-grade institution

would be a reckless waste of money.
What is to be done by those who
desire to place their .sons and daugh-
ters under religious influence at

school ? No rational thing can be

done, save this : Kstal)lish and endow
liberally first-class academies. These
are in demand. The religious in-

fluence of an academy is worth as

much as that of a college. To build

any other educational institution than
an academy on this coast for the
next fifty years would be madness.
The truest friends of education among
Baptists will not fail to see the wisdom
of this policy. The responsibility of

a father to his son forbids that he
should sacrifice his education by
placing him in a third-rate religious
school out of a mistaken loyalty to

sect. His first duty in this matter is

to his son. The advantages of the

State University and the Stanford

Rev. C. Winbijjlcr. P.ist^r ai kiverside.
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University are overwhelniint^ly supe-
rior to any that can be offered l)y an>-

denominational college in California.

Yet the academic field, equally im-

portant, and in the judgment of many
wise men, more important, religiously,
is comparatively undeveloped. A
magnificent opportunity presents itself

to Baptists, and they will surely seize it.

In the sphere of theological instruc-

tion the actual condition of things
dictates a policy different from that

of the excellent work done by the
seminaries of the East, there are

enough incompetent men in the min-

istry. Christians cannot afford to

impose upon the patience of their God.
The best course to be pursued by
Baptists, under the circumstances—
possibly it would be best, even if

their capital were unlimited—is to

endow a theological chair in the State

University, and send their young men
there. The trustees of the University

Rev. Geo. P.. Duncan.

Pastor of the Third IJaptist Church (Colored), Sail iManci.sco.

pursued by .some denominations in the

State, and in danger of lacing pursued
by Baptists. They have a fund of

thirty-five thousand dollars, gener-

ously donated ])>• Mrs. (xray, with
which to begin, jjut it would require
at least one million dollars to found a

seminary whose ad\-antages would be

great enough to jnslif\- a >-oung man
desiring to enter the ministry in not

going Ea.st. Education is too .serious

a thing to be trifled with. In s])ilc

would ])robably consent to such an

arrangement. A stronger element of

Christian influence would thus be
introduced into the life of the Univer-

sity, and theological students would
be brought into contact with men
whom they are to meet, and with
whom they are to deal in ])ractical
life. Such an ac(|naintaneL'sliip would
be incalculal)l\- beiicncial to the clergy
of any denomination. The Christian
(JL-noniinations of the State, by sucli a
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policy, would free themselves from
the reproach

—
strangely and unjustly

flung by them at the University, how-
ever—of having tried to make the

instruction "godless" by their ungen-
erous opposition to the institution.

If it be deemed wise by Baptists
to carry their educational work jjcyoud
the academic stage, permission could

easily be obtained, no doubt, from the

authorities of the vState University, to

build a Baptist dormitor)- in Berkeley

wholesome restraint of Christian con-

viction ? It is quite probable that

vStanford University, notwithstanding
the fact that its royal endowment
insures it a jiosition of unlimited in-

fluence from the Very first, would
welcome a similar affdiation with the

religious organizaticjus of the State.

THJ' liAI'TIST ST.VT}'; P.VPKR.

I'unu llie time when Rev. O. C.

Wheeler edited T/if />'a/>//s/ Banner,

XS-fy.'

^\r,rn^^-

First Baptist Church of S.nn Fr.incisco Ruilt in 184Q.

to be placed under the religious super-
vision of an endowed Baptist profes-

sorship. It would be possible for

Baptists thus to avail themselves of

the advantages of a great institution

with a comparatively small outlay of

mone}^ If everj- Christian denomi-
nation of the State should thus identify
its interests with those of the State,
who can doubt Init that the result

would be to give pre-eminence to our
State Uni\-crsity, in which ever>^ true

Californian feels a patriotic pride, and
to develop a university life which
would have all the intellectual freedom
of secular suiTOundings, with the

the first paper published by the de-

nomination west of the Rockies, it has
been found exceedingly diflicult to

maintain a paper. That earl}- efibrt

cost Mr. Wlieeler three thousand
dollars over and above all receipts.

Probably the best paper yet published
is that now in the field— T/ie Leader,
of San Franci-sco. This paper, known
at the time as the Herald of Truth,

passed into the hands of Mr. Gamett
in the year 1889. and its continued
existence is largely due to the readi-

ness of himself and Rev. C. H. Hobart
to invest thought and money in an

enterprise from which there have been
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no returns, save an increased interest

in the life of the denomination

throughout the State.

The problem of religious journalism
in California is yet much involved in

the minds of Christian people. Noth-

ing need prevent Baptists from solv-

ing it. With the present mail

facilities, there is little demand for

more than one or two strong Baptist
denominational papers in the United

States. Local church news, State

news, could easily be disseminated

itself is practically ignored. The time
is ripe for such method as is being
now studied by a few Baptists of this

State. An effort is soon to be made
to induce the denomination to arrange
with one of the leading dailies of the

State for the editing, religiously^ of

half a column or a column, in each
issue by an editor selected for that

purpose. At least the weekly issue

of such a paper would go into every

Baptist home in the State, and the

influence of Christian thought upon

IJBL

\-i-^

Chinese Baptist Mission, San Francisco.

through the daily and weekly press.
No worthy effort has as yet l:)een

made by the Christian Church to avail

itself of the secular press for develop-

ing its interests. In this day there is

scarcely a family that does not take a

daily paper
—none tliat would confess

itself too ignorant to take at least a

weekly. How small is the .space
devoted in these papers to religious

news, in which at least one-fifth the

population is presumably interested !

Scandalous phases of religious life are

noticed r;iillifull\- enough, bnt religion

the minds of thousands who never

glance at an exclusively religious

paper would be vastl}' augmented.

TIIIC FUTURE.

The experience of Baptists in the

pa.st has been much like that of other

Christian denominations in California,

possibly a little more restless. This
is easily understood, when it is

remembered that their polity is

Democratic. Wherever Democracy
fails, their polity is affected luifavor-

ably. Tn the early days, government
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in California was chaotic, hence Bap-
tist life was more or less turbulent.

Since, however, the political institu-

tions of the State have begun to

crystallize into the forms of a purer
Democracy, Baptist -life has grown
more placid, and the progress of the

denomination has been correspond-

ingly rapid. The lessons of the past
have been learned with much pain
and discouragement, but they will

never be forgotten. The March winds
of trial have shaken the denomina-
tional tree with great violence, and

tugged at its roots with gigantic force,

but it stands. Spring has fully come ;

the sap rises freely, and luxuriant

branches stretch their shady welcome
to the soul exhausted by the heat of

early struggle. And now, many
wonder how the turmoil of the past
was possible. It would not have been,
had the Baptist polity been faithfully

enforced
;
had the Democratic right

of each church to govern itself been

respected at all times
;
had councils

upon matters of discipline, which
have often and sadly distracted the

churches, been avoided, and had
ministerial unions, which are in no
sense a part of the organic life of the

denomination, scrupulously refused to

concern themselves with any matter

beyond their jurisdiction. But these

are unhappy features of a past from

which there has been a triumphant
escape. The future is secure, and

Baptists look towards it eagerly.
Their simple ecclesiastical machinery
makes it possible for them to

adjust themselves to the new civil-

ization so rapidly developing on this

coa.st, and control, in some measure,
its inner life. The energy of progres-
sive men is breaking traditional

fetters, and gaining fullest freedom
for Chri.stian activity. Young men
of broad culture, among whom Rev.

H. B. Hutchins, pastor of the Im-
manuel Church, of Sacramento, is

worthy of mention, are concerning
themselv^es with the educational life

of Baptists, and their influence will

be felt in future policies. Some have
laid firm hold upon social and indus-

trial problems, and are determined to

bring the church into contact with the

masses. Preachers of persuasive

power strive to convince the people
of California that that nation is

blessed w^liose God is the Lord. The
hour is full of hope for Baptists, and

they hasten towards the future with

eager hearts, to possess it—not in the

name of sectariani.sm, but in the name
of Him who respecteth no person, but

accepteth every man that feareth God
and worketh righteousness.



PRACTICAL TEMPERANCE.

BY LAURA BRIDE POWERS.

EVERY
century of the Christian era

has had its reformer. Savonarola,
Peztollozi and Luther, each in his

own sphere, have left the imprint of

their master minds upon the human
family. The nineteenth century has
been replete with social, political and

religious renovators, many of whose
theories, while indisputably good and

rational, are far in advance of the

times, and therefore impractical. But
such is not true of the social reformer

of Dwight ;
for since the da3\s of

Charlemagne, drunkenness has been
the curse of nearly every land. Tem-
perance advocates have been .striving

to check its advance, yet it has been

progressive. It has moved steadil}'

onward, filling the jails, almshouses
and asylums.

It is evident, then, that the crusade
of temperance, .so far as practical
results are concerned, has been an
ineffectual one. This conclusion was
the lever of thought that brought
about the great discovery at Dwight.

" Why not eradicate the root of the

evil—the desire for .strong drink,"

thought the physician ; then, by
assiduous study and work, he evolved
certain pathological facts, from which
it was evident that drunkenness was
not an evil to be shaken off at will,

but a firm-.seated di.sea.se, needing
medicinal treatment as much as

pneumonia, typhoid or any other

malignant disea.se. Now came the

diligent study for the rcmed}^ that

was to revolutionize the world.

Sleepless nights and thoughtful days
were .spent in pursuit of it, until at

la.st, by research and endless experi-
ment, the reward came. The remedy,
which was to neutralize the alcoholic

poison and cure the diseased nerve

centers, became known as the (loul)le

chloride of gold, or chloride of gold

and sodium. By its action, the nerve
center and brain tissues are freed from
the foreign matter that has collected

there, which is eliminated through the

natural channels of discharge. Then
ensues the work of regeneration, or

building up of new nerve tissue,

which, when complete, destroys the

longing for drink b}^ removing the

cau.se, and the patient awakens to find

him.self snatched from a drunkard's

grave, no longer a parody upon the

handiwork of God—a man in all the

term implies.
What must be the feelings of this

reclaimed one toward tlie man who
made his cure possible ? He was no
more able to resist the demand for

strong drink than a well person to

resist the cravings of hunger ! No
longer does he think of drink

;
his

l)rain has become clear, his eye bright,
and his cheek glows with perfect

health, as with a light .step, he turns

homeward from the sanitarium, a new
I'jcing, his entire system renovated.

His mind has assumed the absorp-

tivity of his early youth, its retentive

power amazing him. The blue .sky,

the flowers and the birds all awaken
the same innate joy that he felt in his

boyhood days, and with a parting
" God bless you

"
to his benefactors,

he re-enters the battle of life, proud
to bear on his brea.st the badge of

restoration to manhood, the Keeley
button, and points with pride to it,

advising his friends who had imbibed
with him to investigate the cure. He
becomes, in fact, a most zealous mis-

sionary in this new temperance cause.

Now the question ari.ses, "Can
every drunkard be cured ?

"
By clo.se

personal investigation I find the

answer to be in the affirmative with
the i^roviso,

"
If he jirefers sobriety

to drunkenness." There are a few

456
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drunkards who drink frcjni sheer

viciousness as much as from disease
;

but a man who vohniteersthe informa-

tion that he would rather be drunk than

sober is morally, as well as physically
diseased, and is beyond redemption.
But the vast army of drinkers indulge
in the wine-cup simply because they
cannot help it after the habit has
become once established.

vSince the great discovery at Dwight,
Illinois, there have been sixty insti-

tutes established in the United States

for lliL- reclamation of the dnmkard,

but there is now established at Los
Gatos, in Santa Clara County, a branch
institution under the management of

Dr. G. IC. Sussdorfif, an eminent phy-
sician of the east, and Mr. O. N. Ram-
sey, a man of wide culture and exten-
sive travel, coupled with a thorough
knowledgeofhuman nature. A location

better adapted to the work could

.scarcely- have been .selected. vSixty
miles from San Francisco, and ten

from vSan Jose, it is most delightfully
situated in the foot-hills of the Santa
Cruz mountains, whose chaparral-clad

A Los Gatos Trout Stream.

and not only of him, but of his more un-

fortunate brethren—the morphine and

opium users. Of these sixty institu-

tions, Dr. Keeley him.sclf keeps vigi-

lant supervision, forwarding the double

chloride of gold directly from his

laboratory at Dwight. Each of the

institutes, as he chooses to call them,
is iinder the direct guidance of an able

physician and a manager chosen with

great care for his adaptibility to the

work in hand.
I'r.til recenth-. California had not

received attention from the refonners.

sides protect the valley from winds
and fogs, making it a natural sanita-

rium. Under California skies, with

gently blowing winds that breathe of

neighboring orange groves, gardens

teeming with roses and eglantine, a

gently purling stream reflecting

tlirough the cottonwoods the clear

blue dome overhead, a fitting place
indeed for the regeneration of man.
A day .spent at this great sanitarium

is particularly interesting, noting the

diflerent types o( humanity that come
here .seeking relief, and the peculiar
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circumstances that brought them to

need it. The most interesting cases,

perhaps, are those treating for the

morphine habit. The treatment for

both is practically the same, except as

to duration of time. When the patient

applies for treatment, he is received

by the manager, and examined thor-

oughly l)y the physician. If found to

be without organic disease, he is

accepted, and a cure assured in from
three to five weeks

;
that is, they will

guarantee to remove all desire or need

whether the cure would result seri-

ously to sufferers from an organic dis-

ease, he replied, that of itself it would
not

;
but that the reason for rejecting

applicants with organic heart or lung
trouble was, that, stimulants being an
actual necessity to the prolongation of

life, it would be wrong to withdraw
from them their stimulant support,
and thereby shorten their already
allotted days. Again, it furnishes
material for unwarranted attacks.

To illustrate the utter harmlessuess

,.:,!

The BriJr'C.

for either liquor or the alluring drug,
but cannot promise to create a new
will, as that is a production of super-
human power. A patient may go
forth entirely cured, but, on disaster

overtaking him, may deliberately seek
to drown his discomfiture or sorrow in

the wijic-cup ;
he is beginning the

habit afresli that will again bring him
down. But of the sixty thousand

"graduates," less than five per cent
have fallen Ijack into the old habits
from which they had l)een released.

On questioning Dr. vSussdorff, as to

of the i^reparation and the absence
of atropia or strychnine, the doctor

related an incident of a gentleman
who went to Los Gatos several months

ago. He came, accompanied by an

attendant, to whom was intrusted an

eight-ounce bottle of tlie preparation,
and a four-ounce flask of whisky, with
instructions to administer the medi-
cine every two hours, but the whisky,
of course, as sparingly as exigencies
would pennit ; but, as the night grew
apace, sleep overcame the attendant,
and the patient, finding himself un-
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watched, lost no time in securing and

emptying the flask. Being then in

hilarious mood, the second bottle con-

taining the preparation caught his

eye, and that, too, disappeared.

one is its determination to help the
unfortunate fellow who desires to take
the treatment but has not the where-
with for expense. Any victim of

either morphia or liquor, really desir-

'^rr-

'•^,^~V

A bit of Los Gatos.

When the attendant at last awakened,
he was horror-stricken to find his

patient senseless, but it was due to

liquor, and in a few hours the victim
had recovered from it and felt no bad
efiects from the extraordinary internal

dose of the famous cure.

The patients are drawn from all

walks of life—the professional man,
the capitalist and the business man
standing side by side with the social

outcast, each ready with l>arcd arm to

receive the injection of the fluid. But
whatev^er be the social status of the

patients, when they gather at the

institute for treatment, thcN^ meet on a

common ground, each with a common
cause, and, like Damon and Pythias
of old, with common sympathies.
Recently an organization known
as "The Keeley Club" was effected

in San Francisco, composed only
of the Keeley "graduates," the
officers of which are some ot the prom-
inent business men of this city and of

San Jose. The objects of the club
are numerous, but the most laudable

ing to be cured, applies to tlie secre-

tary of the club, and states his case
;

then, being satisfied that the applicant
means to reform, he is furnished with
sufiScient funds to carry him through
the entire course of treatment

; he

gives as security, a note, in which he

agrees to repay in monthly or weekly
installments the money then advanced,
on being restored to his former condi-
tion and on obtaining employment.
Long may the club li\e ! With such
noble aspirations, it deser\'es the com-
mendation of ever^-one.
The morphine habit requires more

patient treatment than does dipso-
mania, five weeks sometimes being
allotted for an entire cure—regenera-
tion being somewhat slower. But in

a week, the eye begins to lose its

glazed appearance, the pasty skin
assumes its normal condition, and the
ner\-es begin to relax and grow
stronger. During my first visit to

Los Gat'>s, I met a gentleman from
Southern California, of high character
and attainments, accompanied b}- his
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wife. She informed me that some
two years since her husband sustained

serious injuries in a railway' accident—
his left foot being crushed ahnost to a

pulp. Sternly refusing to submit to

amputation, he submitted to a course

of treatment that was one prolonged
agony. Morphine was prescribed to

allay his sufferings, and then ensued
the old, old stor>'. When the cause

for resorting to the drug no longer
existed, the poor fellow awoke to find

himself held firm and fast in its

relentless toils
;
with horror he was

forced to acknowledge his complete
subjugation to the remorseless tyrant.
Terror-stricken at the awful truth, yet

absolutely powerless to escape, he
heard of the discovery of the great
reformer, and came to lyOs Gatos,
half-incredulous, to try it. In his own
words: "It can but kill, and God
knows death would be merciful, held
as I am a prisoner.

' '

It was during
his second week that I met him, and a

more self-satisfied or a more grateful
man would be hard to find

;
the chains

that held him so long a captive were
forced asunder

; indeed, he had com-

pletely triumphed over the remorseless

tyrant, and telling of his emancipa-
tion, his eyes grew dim with gratitude,

blessing a thousand times the great
man who had made his reclamation

possible. Turning to Mr. Ramsey and
Dr. Sussdorff, he asked sadly :

' ' Can
mere dollars repa}- these good men ?

My gratitude to them is immeasur-
able."

Dr. Keeley, like all reformers, has
been subject to unjust criticism. The
medical fraternity claim that profes-
sional ethics demand that he make
known his formula. Granted that he
did so, what assurance has he that

some indifferent or ignorant practi-
tioner would not commit error in

compounding or administering it ?

One can readily .see the result of such
an act; the cure itself, and not the

blundering physician would he con-

demned. Hence I hold he has a

right to bide his time till the world
shall see abundant proofs of his won

derful cure, and shall ring from pole
to pole of its potency. Then can he

safely say to the world :

' ' Here is the

Elixir of lyife. Take it and let

drunkenness, the curse of all lands

and ages, disappear in the darkness of

the past."
Since the establishment of the first

sanitarium at Dwight, sixty thousand
have been cured. Each of these con-

sumed with ease five hundred dollars'

worth of liquor or morphine annually,

hence, there is thirty million dollars

already diverted into other channels
than those of degradation. If the
' '

graduates
' '

increase proportionate!)^
in the next ten years as they have
since the establishment of the institute,

which is more than probable, six

hundred thousand grateful fellowmen
will have been reclaimed to fulfill

properly the life duties allotted them ;

and three hundred million dollars will

have been diverted from pernicious
uses to education, commerce, manu-
factures and other legitimate sources.

Who, then, can deny that the savant

of Dwight has at last solved the ques-
tion of temperance in a practical
manner ?

Already the United States govern-
ment has taken some cognizance of

the value of his discovery by intro-

ducing the treatment into the
" Home

for Disal^led Sailors and Soldiers."

Now follows in the mind the possibili-

ties of its introduction into other

public institutions. Go, .some da}-, to

the Police Court, and note the number
of blear-eyed, disheveled, unkempt
and ragged creatures crouched in the

dock, awaiting sentence for
" drunk."

Most of these, you will learn, bob up
serenely every few days or weeks,
.sometimes with some other pett^^

charge added for variety. They will

l)e "sent below" for twenty-four

hours, then liberated, to return again
in a .short time. Sometimes three

months' incarceration is given them,
but again they come with unceasing

regularity.
How nuich wiser policy it would

be to deal with these poor wretches,
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once for all, when sentencing llieni,

and send them where they could re-

ceive treatment, enabling them to

reform and become self-supporting. It

is safe to say that at least eighty per
cent would gladly avail themselves of

the chance to lead better lives, and
that fifty per cent could be disposed of

once for all, to join the ranks of

honest, law-abiding wage-workers.
This, you might conclude, is imprac-
tical in consideration of their hitherto

low lives. But therein lies the magic
of the great elixir. By regenerating
the brain and nerve centers, it elevates

the mind and consequently the actions.

By the government's adopting the

treatment, the army of petty offenders

could be reduced to a minimum, the

moral atmosphere of the comnumity
purified, and the possibilities of crime

greatly reduced.

Viewing the matter from another

standpoint
—from that of political

economy—consider the fact that there

are in San Francisco, and it is safe to

say in every other large city, peren-
nial drunkards, who confess to having

spent the greater part <jf their exist-

ence in jails and houses of correction.

Had these, or even a part of these,

been disposed of in the beginning of

their career, the community would
have been relieved of their care, and
their evil example l)een removed from
the eyes of our youtli.
A visit to the penal institutions of

California will readily convince the

reader that liquor, morphine and
kindred drugs have brought a larger

percentage of the inmates there than
all other causes combined.
The next century will reap the

material fruits of the seeds Dr. Keelej'
and his co-laborers have sown ; and as

the reformation goes on, the theory of

temperance will have been practically
solved.
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Los Gatos from the Foothills.



KE-ELECTION OF A PKESIDENT.

THERE
is much spoken and written in

opposition to giving a president a second

term. Two reasons are urged against it. One
is that in the distribution of patronage a

president makes enemies which impairs his

strength as a candidate, and the other is

that he may use his power to promote his

own nomination against the wishes of the

majority of his party, and his election

against the wishes of the people. The first

point is not as potential as is sujoposed. It

is true that men now and then become dis-

gruntled if they do not get what they want,
but the people have no sympathy with them.

No man has a right to an office, nor a just
claim to one. Every man is presumed to

act f«r the promotion of the public welfare

and not his personal interests. Disgruntled
office-seekers have never had influence

enough to imperil a national election; in fact

their opposition generally has the effect to

strengthen rather than weaken, for their

childishness embarrasses the party to which

they give their support. INIore noise is made

by the bosses, who desire to have their

machines kept in good running order by
the control of patronage. The people have
become tired of machine politics and boss

rule.

Andrew Jackson adopted the maxim of

Governor Marcy that "to the victors belong
the spoils" and made use of patronage to

advance party interests. Patronage was
used with liberality and effect in procuring
the nomination and re-nomination of Mar-
tin Van Bureu, but since then its power has

been .steadily on the decrease, and no other

presidential candidate has been nominated

through its influence. Under the adminis-

trations of Pierce and r.uch.inan patronage
in the north was unblushingly employed in

aid of slavery, but it had the effect to

increase anti-slavery sentiment. The very
fact that it was so used alarmed the country
and since then the people have been jealous
and have watched the use of patronage with

the greatest vigilance. Undue inteiference

by office-holders is always met with reproba-
tion, and generally with defeat. The law

forbids levying assessments upon officials of

all grades, and a large number of officers

are appointed and maintained in place under
the civil service law and regulations. The
fact is that public sentiment has almost

reached the point of denial of citizen rights
to the office-holder. The theory of our in-

stitutions is that the people possess all power
and consequently the unabridged right to

choose persons to the same offices as often

or as seldom as they please ;
and any law or

custom which prescribes by other rule im-

plies a distrust of the intelligence, inde-

pendence or integrity of the people.
'

Experience in the professions, and in all

the affairs of life, is regarded as valuable,

and there is good reason why those who have

had it should be preferred to those who are

inexperienced, and why the principle should

not be applied to the public service is not

easily comprehended. Constituencies have

been best served in Congress and legislatures

who have continued to re-elect their repre-

sentatives so long as they are able to

render acceptable service. The very worst

governments are those where changes are

nuxst frequent, for they lead to fickleness,

sedition, revolution and bloody disorders

which have so often appeared in Spanish-
American countries. Despotism is never so

l)ad as anarchy. There is a wide-spread
ambition in this country to hold public office.

To pass favors around may oblige aspirants,

but it affords no assurance of better maiiage-

462
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ment of public afifairs; on the contrary we
have abundant evidence that the reverse is

the case. Change merely to oVjlige the am-

bitious leads to unseemly scrambles, com-

binations and not unfrequently to corrupt

practices. Change should be made only to

produce better results.or when circumstances

necessarily require it. John Randolph of

Roanoke said,
"

all change is not reform."

The Constitution in no waj' indicates a

limitation of the power of the people, or

that it is unwise to re-elect a president for

any number of terms. I^'or reasons largely

personal Washington declined to stand for

a third term, and Jefferson followed his ex-

ample. Nobody at that time appears to have

regarded it dangerous to re-elect either of

them the second time. After JefTerson, the

idea of a third term was never suggested to

one w'ho was, or had been president except
to General Grant, and by that time the

limit prescribed by Washington for himself

had come to be regarded as the unwritten

law of the land. It was asserted in iSSothatif

the third term were given to Grant a prece-
dent would be set that would endanger our

republican form of government. Such a

view is a reflection upon the people. The
inference is that they can be induced or

forced to submit to a destruction of their

liberties by the blandishments or power of

a president who succeeds himself for any
number of times. That there can be a

monarch in this country is inconceivable and
a monarchy is impossible.
There has been no case when a president

has held for eight years, that his administra-

tion during the second term has not been

belter or as good as during the first term.

No president has ever been able to dictate to

his successor except Jackson, and no other

one has ever attempted it. There is an ob-

jection to a third term which does not lie to

a second. In all cases, except three, men
about fifty years of age have been elected to

the presidency, and such is likely to be the

rule in all future time. Eight years' service

in that responsible and laborious office

advances a man well on in age, and towards

worn out physical and mental powers. I"ew

presidents have long survived their terms,

and the period of survival seems to be de-

creasing as the labors of the ofl&ce are in-

creased by the gro-wth of the country. It

Vol. 11—30

requires a sturdy constitution to endure the

strain upon it. We are in more danger from
boss ring and machine rule outside the

government than from abuse of patronage
within it. Whether a president should be

re-elected depends upon how he has admin-
istered the government and whether the

policy of which he is the exponent meets
the views of the people. It is wisest to let

the law stand as it is, and leave the people
free to regulate their own affairs in their

own wav.

THE GUOWTJI OF CRBAX POPULA'noV

The census of 1890 discloses the fact that

increase of population in the cities is in

larger percentage than ever before over that

of the country. In some cases it seems
abnormal In the State of New York the

increase during the preceding census decade
was eighteen percent, while in the City of

New York it was twenty-seven, in Brooklyn,

forty-two, and in Buffalo sixty-five. Illinois

gained twenty-four percent, but the increase

in Chicago was one hundred and eighteen.
Ohio's growth was fifteen per cent and that

of Cleveland was sixty-three. Marjdand's
was eleven, and Baltimore's thirty-one.

Minneapolis gained two hundred and fifty-

one per cent while Minnesota increased but

sixtj'-seven. Nebraska's growth was sixty-
seven and that of Omaha was two himdred.
Kansas City increased one hundred and

thirtj-eight per cent and Missouri twenty-
four. Growth in Pennsylvania and Phila-

delphia were about even. New Orleans fell

below Louisiana, and San Francisco hardly

kept up with California. The increase of

population in the country and some of the

cities of this state was remarkable. Los

Angeles gained almost five hundred per cent

and the increase in the six southern counties

was about two hundred. In the southern

states increase in the cities and country was

about the same, but nearly everywhere else

the increase in the cities was largely above

that in the rural districts. In the nation as

a whole the cities outstripped the country- by
a considerable percentage.
This tendency to concentrate in cities and

towns has elicited discussion and is a subject
for thoughtful consideration. The natural

inquiries are what are the causes, and what

will be the consequences ? One of the causes
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is there is a high degree of material prosper-

ity, and another is that the social instinct

prompts people to congregate. Cities are

attractive to men ambitious to gain fortunes

whether by legitimate or illegitimate means.

They also have become industrial as well as

trade centers. When merchandise had to

be transported in wagons it was a saving of

time and money to have manufacturing

widely distributed and done in small plants.

Railroads are concentrators because they

transport large quantities and with speed.

Distributions of merchandise is not only

speedier but with less cost. This enables

manufacturing to be done in large plants and

at great centers of trade. Telegraphs and

telephones aflFord facilities for quick com-

munication. New means of transportation

and facilities for inter-communication have

revolutional conditions. Cities of the same

population cover more space than they did

fifty years ago, especially is this true of those

that have been recently founded. Formerly
the shopkeeper, the watchmaker and the

tailor lived, did business, and worked under

the same roof. Since electricity, the cable

and steam have been used in street trans-

portation, business men and artisans have

their residences more or less distant from

where their work is done. They enjoy the

advantages of the city in attending to their

affairs and almost those of the country at

their residences. In the newer cities resi-

dence grounds are larger as a rule and many
of them are embellished with flowers and

shrubs.

This tendency to concentration in cities

will continue until they so outgrow the

country that they cannot be supplied
with food and clothing at a cost that can be

endured. Cities line upon the country and

between them a certain equilibrium must be

maintained.

During the reign ofAugustus there wassuch
a concentration of people in Rome and other

cities that agricultural productions were in-

suflBcient, and dangerof famine alarmed the

government. The destruction of the equi-
librium between cities and the country have

many times resulted in famine, and should

there be a succession of stint crops in this

country an increase of urban population
would be checked, and probably it would
turn the other way. Such an event is not

liable to happen because our country is so

large and climatic conditions and produc-
tions are so various.

A serious feature is that of government.
Cities are turbulent and their governments
are always expensive and not unfrequently

extravagant and corrupt. They are the

homes of bad men as well as rich men, and
the former are ever -willing and ready to loot

the latter. The bad element is greater in

the city than in the country and whenever
the votes of the cities can control the state,

the power of legislatures to regulate munic-

ipal governments will be gone. Reliance

heretofore has been placed upon legislators

from the country to check the extravagance
and corruption of city governments.
The moral aspect is still more serious.

Cities are the centers of debauchery and

immorality. The chief work of reformers

and philanthropists has always had to be

performed among urban people. It is a

natural result that vice and crime should be

somewhat proportionate to the magnitude of

cities. It may be that our schools, churches

and moral institutions will be able to so arrest

the growth of vice that there will not be

the evil consequences of concentration in

cities that good and thoughtful men so much
fear. L. A. S.

TIIK GROWTH OF CALIPORXTA.

Among the articles in the present num-

ber, the one on San Francisco by the well-

known banker, Richard H. McDonald, Jr.,

well illustrates the rapid strides which Cali-

fornia has made in the past two decades.

San Francisco is the most important city

west of Chicago. Its possibilities are

infinite, and in the future it will become one

of the great cities of the world. The open-

ing of the Nicaragua Canal, which must

come, will be epoch-making in its cfTect

upon San Francisco as well as the entire

Pacific Coast.
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PHYSIOGNOMY

is not a new thcnic.

What time the early Greek philosophers
were founders of a fresh civilization, atten-

tion was given to this always interesting

topic. Among the more celebrated of the

Greeks, Plato, Aristotle and Ptolemy had

nuich to say on this subject, and their utter-

ances arc still heeded. It is comparatively
recent history how Porta, Lavatcr, Dr. Gross

and Dr. Redfield made thissubject their own,
and brought it witliin the scope of popular
vision. Even now their books are read,

although they injured the general effect of

their work by undue attention to a variety
of fads and misconceptions, while other

authors introduced superstitions like

alchemy, fortune-telling and even the fol-

lies of the old astrologers and sorcerers. It

was left for Dr. Joseph Simms to scatter the

once uncertain dogmas of physiognomy
with his original discoveries of signs and

principles placed on a true scientific and
exact basis. Champollion, the French
savant and linguist, taught archaeologists
and Egyptologists to read the hieroglyphics
on the historic stones of Egypt, and in the

same manner has Dr. Simms taught us how
to read men by nature's hieroglyphics and
their external conformation. This is the

purpose and use of his large work entitled

"Physiognomy Illustrated," in which the

laws of the features, lineaments and bodily
forms are explained and formulated in well-

defined, exact system free from whims,
omens, illusions and other vague supcr-
ficialties and isms. This is a deeply inter-

esting book of six hundred and twenty-four

pages, handsomely and accurately illus-

trated with three hundred engravings
making clear in what way the predominant
bones betoken the shades of human charac-

ter and the force and scientific value of the

regnant muscles.
This last is a branch of the subject first

dealt with by Dr. Simms. A vital distinc-

tion is drawn with the aid of careful

discerntnent between personal character as

shown by an abnormally large thorax, and
that of which an excessive development of

the abdfjinen is the sign. Dr. Simms is the

first writer to classify ears in such a lucid

manner as to show the musical, linguistic
or oratorical capacities of the owners. The
ingenious author makes plain to all liow

love and social qualities are manifested in

the eyes ;
in what manner the mathemati-

cian, the mechanician and the miser are

marked with characteristic features, as well
as the refined and pure, and those whose
inclination is to do good. He shows how
to discover persons who would dwell in

harmony with their associates, and to what

degree the face denotes ability for spoken
or written language. He even describes a

cautious and an incautious nose. Dr. Simms
is known as a popular lecturer on science

and a vigorous writer, by all the English-
speaking peoples. He does not fall into

the common error of many writers on this

subject who advocate the theory that a large
nose, a massive head or a full forehead

invariably betokens a great mind. Several

hundred signs of mental and moral qualities
are philosophically described and included
in a practical, cogent and wholly new system
of character reading, which goes far in ad-

vance of other known methods. The under-

lying principles are brought forth with a

notable power of luminous exposition and

originality tempered by scientific exacti-

tude imprinted on every page of the book
as well as by a delicacy of treatment and an

entire absence of egotism. The book is a

rich treasure to those who desire a thorough
luiderstanding of the characters which daily

pass in review before them. Published by
the ^Murray Hill Publishing Co., 129 East

Twenty-eighth street. New York
; price

two dollars.

The Bride of Ixfeuce, by Miss Ada L.

Halstead, a San Francisco author, already

quite favorably known, shows the advantage
of telling a Ma.ssachusetts story under the

inspiration of Pacific Coast sunshine and
breezes. Our author has treated her subject
with sustained interest, and in a style
remarkable for its flexible and picturesque
diction.



''ON A BUHACH PLANTATION.

BY K. S. I.AWRENCE.

IN
savage life nature kindly adapts

capability of endurance to the

amount and intensity of annoyance,
and uncivilized man is undisturbed

under degrees of aggravation that

would be intolerable to his more pro-

gressive brother. There is an equi-
librium maintained—a balance of

power, as it were—which enables the

liuman being of primitive conditions

and habits to gain a fair share of

peace and comfort. As man progresses,

however, ia civilization and intelli-

gence, nature seems to withdraw the

protecting provisions made by her for

his welfare and leave him to his own
wits and ingenuity to devise means of

comfort. The comforts and luxuries

as well as the necessities of life are

incessantly increasing, and, with
these increasing demands upon her,
nature plainly proclaims that she will

have nothing further to do with them
than to supply the raw materials

which civilized man must first discover

and then adapt to his use, as well as

find his antidotes to discomfort.

Here, then, enterprise must step
forward to devise ways and means.

Perhaps nothing causes mankind
more irritation, considering the diver-

sity and wide scope of their operations
and their countless modes of attack,
than insect pests. Whether our sleep
be disturbed by the ubiquitous and

gluttonous flea, or our flower gardens
and orchards be devastated by aphides,
whether the phylloxera destroy our

vines, or flies render our meat uneat-

able, or a predator>^ incursion of ants

causes us to empty our sugar basin
into the ash barrel, or vennin harass
our domestic animals, the annoyances
and losses jDroceed from members of

an infinite host of independent armies
of hostilcs—visible and invisible—that

wage eternal war on man's necessities

and comforts. Against such persistent
foes invention, discovery and enter-

prise must be brought into operation,
and .science must lend her aid.

It is an old saying that the remedy
for an evil may be found close at hand.
The snake-bitten Indian finds the
curative herb growing in the habitat

of the poi.sonous reptile, and the

obnoxiousness of some pests is fre-

quently disposed of by the presence of

natural exterminators or dispersers.
With regard to insectiferous regions
such eftectiv^ely neutralizing factors in

the economy of life are few and infre-

quent, and few are the regions on

Earth in which numberless armies of

the insect class of invertebrates with
its more than two hundred thousand

species, do not carry on their depreda-
tions. It is true that they furnish

food for numerous other animals, and
certain genera of them assist in the

fertilization of plants ;
but there are

others wlio.se sole occupation is

aggression and destruction without

apparently rendering any service to

either animal or vegetable life. The
most fertile imagination could not

invent a hypothesis that would lead

to the proof that the flea and the bed-

bug, the aphis and chicken louse, the

grasshopper and the wheat weevil are

contributors in any degree to the

welfare of their fellow inhabitants of

this globe. It is against these and
such like pests that man has to direct

his energies, science and .skill.

To the Persians is due the credit of

having first discovered the insecticide

properties of a plant, a native of their

country and related to the camomile.
Its botanical name is Pyrethnim
ro.scum, and in all probability it will

prove eventually to be one of the

greatest blessings which discovery has

conferred upon mankind since its pos-
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sibilities as a contributor to successful

agriculture in all its varied branches,
to the comfort, happiness and welfare
of all classes, are beyond speculation.
From Persia the plant was introduced
into Dalmatia, Herzegovina and
Montenegro, in which provinces it was
cultivated, for many years under a

jealously protective system, special
efforts being made to prevent the sale

of plants or seed. Its importance and
value as a staple article of production
were ample excuse for these precau-
tionary attempts to secure the monopoly

imported during the last thirteen

years one hundred and fifty tons of

the flowers and powder annually.
Of Dalmatia, one of the few homes

of tlie plant, Mr. G. N. Milco, late of

Stockton, was a native, and to him
Californians are indebted for the
introduction of it into their State.

The difficulties which he had to

contend with were on a par with those
which the traveler to China long
years ago encountered in getting
possession of a few silkwonn eggs—
the germs of a large industry in Italy

Gateway and Avomie.

of it. To the Dalmatian plant was
given the name of Pyrethruin ciner-

ariac-folium. In 1850 the pov.-der pre-

pared from it, was first introduced into

France and its effectiveness as an
insect destroyer was speedily recog-
nized. I'Vom that dale the demand
for Persian or Dalmatian Insect Pow-
der has yearly increased and immense
quantities of l)oth the powder and the
flower from which the preparation is

manufactured are shipped from Trieste,

Austria, the great market for the

product, to all parts of the world. A
single house in New York has

and France ; were on a par with those
which long baffled the Hnglish fanner
in his attempts to procure the Alder-

nej' stock
;
and were of the same

nature as those which kept the
Guatemala cochineal for three cen-

turies from the outside world. But
his perseverance, determination and

enterprise overcame all obstacles, and
in spite of the watchful opposition of

oflicials, he finally succeeded in get-

ting a small quantity of the seeds of

the Pyrelhrum smuggled from
Gravosa. This was about 1S76. His
work, however, had only begun.
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He confidently believed that Cali-

fornia possessed both the soil and
climate suitable for the successful cul-

tivation of the botanical alien, but it

cost him three years of joatient exper-
iment before he succeeded in discover-

ing the particular kind of homestead
that was congenial to the stranger's
taste and thriftiness. Different kinds
of soil were tried in the balance and
found wanting ;

the climates of first

one section and then another were

appealed to, but did not respond with

encouragement. The plants from his

nursery beds, which were watched

cured and a Buhach plantation on a

large scale was started. The tract of
land is situated near Atwater, Merced
County. Mr. Paulsell soon retired

from the association, but Mr. Milco
and Mr. Peters had perfect confidence
in the undertaking and continued the
business together until the death of

the former in i8S6, from which time
Mr. Peters has conducted it. While
we arc indebted to Mr. Milco for the in-

troduction into California of the Pyre-
thrum and his untiring perseverance
in acclimatizing it, praise and grati-
tude should be extended to Mr.

Vinevard from Railroad.

over with incessant care, did not

thrive at first on an unaccustomed
diet and drooped under the lash of

winds they could not withstand. But
Mr. Milco found at last the proper
conditions for the Pyrethrum's growth
and associated himself with Mr. J. D.
Peters and Mr. A. C. Paulsell, under
the business name of the Buhach Pro-

ducing and ^Manufacturing Company,
Buhach being the trade mark name
under which Mr. Milco introduced the
insect powder into this State.

Eight hundred acres of suitable

land in San Joaquin A'alley were pro-

Peters for his unfaltering confidence

in a new undertaking and for suppl}'-

ing the capital neccssar>' for the

inauguration of a new industry-.

By 1888 the company had three

hundred acres under cultivation in the

Pyrethrum at Atwater, and an ex-

tensive brick building had been

erected at Stockton for the manufac-
ture of the insect powder from the

flowers of the plant. From that time

the area of this Buhach plantation has

been annually increased, and during
the busy months of the year from

one hundred to two hundred men
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are employed thereon in the work of

gathering, preparing and shipping the
flowers to Stockton. In addition to

their
" Bnhach Plantation

"
the com-

pany planted out an orchard and a vine-

yard, and engaged in the three

industries of buhach, wine, brandy
and fruit production.
With this brief historical account of

the Pyrethrum and its introduction

into this State we will proceed to give
some particulars regarding its culti-

vation and harvesting, its compre-

ticjn of it must be conducted with care
and intelligence, and as moisture is a
sine qua non with regard to its vigor
and productiveness it cainiot be grown
successfully in the San Joaquin Valley,
or, indeed, in any region subject to

long periods of dry weather, however
suitable the soil, without irrigation.
On the plantation of the Buhach Pro-

ducing and Manufacturing Company
miles of lateral ditches distribute water
from the main irrigating canal, and
such is the nature of the soil that the

Drying Pyrethrum.

hcnsive usefulness as an insecticide,
and its death-dealing properties.
There are various species of the

plant, as for instance the Pyrethrum
carneum and the Pyrethrum roseum,
but we are only concerned with the

Pyrethrum cinerariaj-foliuni, derived

from Dalmatian stock. The plant is

perennial and grows to the height of

about thirty inches. It does not pro-
duce a paying crop of flowers until it

is at least three years old, and is most

productive at the age of from four to

six years, when it ma}' be regarded
as being in its prime. The cultiva-

water readily percolates through it,

moisture being found not only on the

surface but at a depth of three feet

below it at a distance of a hundred

yards from the ditches. On this

plantation the plants are placed in

rows four feet apart, and are distant

trom each other in the rows about

twenty inches.

The harvesting time is generally
the end of May, when the stalks are

cut off at the roots of the plant with a

sickle ; the flowers are then stripped
off by passing the stems through a

coarse kind of comb which detaches
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them and allows them to drop into a

box in front of the gatherer. As each
box is filled, its contents are carried

to the drying ground where the

flowers are spread upon sheets and

exposed to the rays of the sun, being
frequently turned over. At night
they are carefully covered to prevent
them from absorbing moisture. This
is an indispensable precaution, because
the more quickly and thoroughly the

drying process is performed the better

the quality of the buhach obtained
from the flowers. The volatile oil

other countries where the plant is

cultivated for exportation. There are

flowers, utterly valueless ones, which
so clo.sely resemble the Pyrethrum
that when dried and mixed with the
true article experts may be deceived,
and the presence of the false flower be
undetected until the weakness and
inefiicicncy of the powder manufactured
from the mixture reveals the fraud.

The Hungarian daisy is one of these

flowers, and in 1888 a large quantity
of heavily adulterated insect powder,
nianutactured from a mixture of that

Wine Cellar and Wine House.

which gives the powder its insecticide

properties is then retained as fully as

possible, whereas, if the least dew is

allowed to fall upon the flowers while

drying they l)ccome discolored and
their properties are weakened. When
the flowers have been thorouglil}-
dried the}^ are shipped to the mill at

Stockton where they are reduced to

powder.
It will not be out of place here to

make mention of certain methods
of adulterating the flowers of the

Pyrethrum, employed in Dalmatia and

flower with a small proportion of the

true Pyrethrum, was sold. No won-
der that the purchasers of the adul-

terated article are inclined to put
little faith in insect powders. An-
other mode of defrauding the public is

by manufacturing the powder from
the whole plant, stem, leaves and
flowers. This plan can hardh' be
classified as adulteration, inasmuch
as both stem and leaves contain a

certain small amount of the volatile

oil, but it supplies an article far

inferior to pure buhach, in the prep-
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aration of which only the flower is

used.

There are three ways in which our
insect enemies can be attacked and

conquered b}^ means of the Pyrethrum,
each way being the best and most
efficacious in its particular direction,
and best adapted to reach particular
classes of insects. For household

purposes, where the fly and the flea

are the most frequent insect annoy-
ances, the dry powder ejected from an

insufflator, as Mr. Milco named the

popularly yclept powder-gun, will be
found convenient. But this mode of

application is by no means confined to

the narrow limits of the kitchen and
the bedchamber

;
it has been proved

to be equally serviceable in the gar-
den and the greenhouse. Years ago
a test was made for the purpose of

deciding upon the capability of bu/iach

to destroy the green aphis, so trouble-

some to flower-gardeners. A tree was
selected swarming with the parasites,
and one evening the powder was

applied, a white paper having l)een

previously spread upon the ground
beneath. In half an hour five hun-
dred aphides were lying on the paper
and in the morning the tree was
found to be free of its assailants. The
museum is another place where buhach
administered in this w'ay will be found
to do its duty. Insects which make
their homes in the skin of a stuffed

lion, or in rare specimens of the avi-

fauna of a country, and proceed to

increase and multiply, eating every-

thing they can devour, can be exter-

minated by buhach, and there is no
reason why collections of animal or

vegetable rarities should sustain injury
from such pests. Other places where
the "powder-gun" is successfully
used are the merchant's warehouse,
the retailer's shop, and ]:)rivatc

shelves and wardrobes. The lady
can preserve her sealskin sacque ;

the

tailor and the storekeeper their woolen

goods and furs and feathers
;
and the

wholesale merchant his wheat and
hides and other articles of commerce.
Years ago buhach was tried on wheat

affected by weevil and ' '

proved an
effective remedj' in saving wheat from

injury or destruction by the weevil in

a warehouse." The birdcage in the

parlor and the chicken-house in the

poultrj'-yard can be alike kept free of

vennin by this mode of application.
The .second method of administer-

ing this insecticide is by fumigation.
Buhach, burned or roasted on a

saucer, fire-shovel, or any convenient

vessel, emits fumes deadly to insect

life. In a room they penetrate crevices

and hiding-places which the powder
may fail to reach, and lurking bed-

bugs, ants and spiders, roaches and
moths cannot escape. This plan is

the best way of getting rid of mosqui-
toes and gnats.

Destruction of property and annoy-
ance to the person constitute the two
broad effects by which the countless

multitudes of these insignificant, but

terrible, insect activities make them-
selves felt by us. The los.ses entailed

by the fonner method of procuring
food exceed beyond calculation the

aggravation caused by the latter, and
our third way of using buhach applies

exclusively to the protection of prop-

erty in the field, the plantation, the

orchard and the garden. The two
methods previously described are not so

effective—especially the latter—in the

open air, since a slight breeze operates

strongl}^ against their effectiveness.

A more convenient form of adminis-

tering the insecticide was sought, and
it was soon discovered by experiments
made by rrofe.s.sor E. W. Hilgard, of

the University of California, that a

tea or infusion prepared from the

flowers of the Pyretlirum is as effect-

ive against out-of-door insects as the

powder and fumigation are against
the in-door pests. The infusion should

be applied in the form of a spray, and
not as a wash or by drops, and spray-

ing machines or "atomizers" have
been invented for the puq^ose.
On how large a .scale the depreda-

tions of noxious in.sects are carried on,

and how excessive is the damage
cau.sed by them to crops will be .seen
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from the two following quotations
from men of competent authority to

speak on the subject. Professor Riley,
Chiefof the Entomological Department
at Washington, in one of his reports to

the government, writes thus: "To
give some idea of the immense loss

caused by noxious insects, Mr. Walsh
calculated that the United States
suffer from injuries of noxious insects

to the annual amount of three hun-
dred million dollars, and adds, that he
is by no means claiming that it is

possible to save all this enormous
sum, but if diminished only one-half

spray
—or f^r that matter as a powder

in a cotton plantation, where little or

no waste would occur—will destroy
the cotton-worm.

Professor Riley, already quoted,
remarks: "A series of experiments,
wliich I made in the .summer oi 1S78,
witli tlie same powder.

' '

(Persian Insect

Powder)
' ' on the cotton worm showed

it to have striking destructive powers,
the slightest puff of powder causing
certain death and almost instant drop-

ping of the worm from the plant."
* * * Diluted with flour in varying
proportions from one part of each up

'.US.

Exterior of Distillery.

per cent the nation would gain even,'

year a million and a half dollars."

Mr. J. P. Dodge, Statistician of the

Department of Agriculture, makes
this remark : "A low average of the

value of the cotton crop for many
years past would be two hundred
million dollars, and twenty per cent

would not be too large an estimate of

loss from insects, when most preva-
lent, involving a destruction of forty
million dollars, and when prevalent
with only five per cent of loss, a

waste of ten million dollars would
result." Now, biihach applied as a

to one part of Pyrethnim and ten of

flour, it produced equally good results

as when pure.
* =j= =i= An alcoholic

extract of the powder, diluted with

water, at the rate of one part of the

extract to fifteen of water and sprayed
on the leaves, kills the worms that

have come in contact with the .solu-

tion in a few minutes." After de-

scribing the manner of making this

alcoholic extract, he adds: "Care-

fully estimating from the results of

experiments made, it will require about

one and three-quarters pounds of the

Pyrethrum powder to go over an acre
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of cotton at medium height ;
in other flowers of the Pyrethrum grown in

words, that quantity' of Pj-rethrum to CaHfornia. This is what the professor

twenty pounds of flower or other said in a letter to Mr. Milco regarding
diluents will answer the purpose." the properties of the plant grown in

Interior of Distillery.

Now many of the.se experiments were this State :

"
I do not hesitate to say

made with biihach that had been sent that your powder is .stronger and more
to the profe.ssor by Mr. Milco, and eflectual than the imported powder
wliicli had been manufactured from which one gets in the shops. There
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is nothing that more quickly kills the

dreaded cotton worm."
So much then with regard to the

thorough effectiveness of the Pyre-
thrum as an eradicator of the worm,
which is the curse inflicted upon the

cotton plantations ;
it remains to be

seen what its effect would be on the

grasshopper and the potato bug, and
we shall then have brought within the

scope of its usefulness all the larger
areas of cultivated land that are subject
to ravages by insects. Professors

which can be extracted either by the
usual method of steam distillation, or

by extraction with solvents such as

ether, alcohol or benzine. This oil,

under the influence of air not only
volatilizes, but is also subject to rapid
oxidization, whereby it is converted

into a greenish-black, inactive resin.

It follows from these premises that the

powder cannot act to advantage where
there is a rapid and frequent change
of air, and that it is of the greatest

importance that the substance should

Wine Cellar.

Riley, Packard and Thomas were
members of the Commission sent by
the government to investigate the

devastations committed by these pests,
and report upon such means of exter-

mination as their experiments induced
them to recommend as the best. Thc}-
tried btihach most thoroughly and

pronounced unhesitatingly in its favor.

From Professor Hilgard we obtain

information of the properties of the

plant which render it so deadly to

insects. The active insecticide sub-

stance is a volatile oil or ' '

essence
' '

be fresh and kept tightly packed to

exclude access of air as much as pos-
sible. It is this volatile oil that is

death to insects. And every species
of insect is susceptible to its mortif-

erous effect in an extraordinary

degree. It kills the scorpion with the

same certainty as it does the tiny

aphis, and the deadly tarantula dies

in convulsions under its action as

readily as the diminutive red spider
that infests the hothouse. Buhach
has no discrimination in its action.

So thoroughl}' impartial is it in its
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treatment of every species of the class,

and so unerring is it, Avhen pure, in

dealing destruction that it is within
the bounds of possibility to supply it

successfully against those minute

beings which are now known to be
the cause of various diseases. Its

fumes maj' be made to reach even the

microbe.

But the most remarkable thing in

connection with the properties of this

wonderful plant is the fact that while
it is death to insect life, to animal life

it is entirely harmless. Indeed, it

causes no inconvenience, and even
when roasted its fumes are not dis-

agreeable, and the occupant of a room
in which buhach is being burned ma}-
read on or sleep on, undisturbed,
while the volatilized oil is doing its

deadly work among mosquitoes and
other night fiends. It is a matter of

remark and a puzzle that a person can

sleep without the slightest injury in a

bed powdered over with hchach,
" the

penetrating odor of which would be
death to the stoutest bedbug and the

nimblest flea.
" " The precise nature,

' '

says a writer in Harper's Weekly,
December 14th, 1878,

" of the influence

exerted upon the insect world, while
not affecting man in any manner, has
been a problem." Professor Hager
considers this to be due to two sub-

.stances : the first, a body related to

trimethylaminc, present in the flowers

of the plants in combination with an
acid

;
and the other—the more im-

portant and active part
—the resinous

dust from the petal, together with the

prickly pollen. The trimethylaminc
component is difficult of isolation, and
has been hitherto obtained only in

small quantities and associated with
an acid. Moistening this with potash,
and holding a fly over it, it exhibits
convulsive motions. The dry powder
appears to be more efflcient than the
tincture.

Pyrethrum is a unique plant in the
botanical kingdom, and occupies the

position of a benefactor to mankind.
California may feel proud at being the

first country in the Western world in

which the European plant has found
a home, of the man who introduced it

and those who have been connected
with its culture and the intelligent
care and supervision which have
secured it in its new home, therebj'

opening the door tt) a new indus-

tr^^
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A SUMMER IN THE EAST.

,<r-
^

liV W'M. i:. GRAFTOX.

luJiuii kiver Railroad.

six o'clock the

Piedmont moves
from the Market

street pier, bearing us on our eastward

journey. We are leaving San Fran-

cisco, the city of a thousand hills, for

a summer sojourn in the East. The
bay is lighted up by the evening sun,
and the foothills are gilded by his

mellow light. Twenty minutes, and
Oakland pier is reached, where we
find our Pullman sleeper

" Sancho."

Oakland, Berkeley and the foothills

pass by in quick succession, and at eight
we have reached the straits and are

ferried across to Benicia. A few hours
later and the moonlit Sierras are before

us. Summit is reached and the sun
steals into the eastern horizon before

sleep again overtakes us. At Truckee
we are av/akened for breakfast. Move
across the plains to Humboldt for din-

ner and take our evening meal at Elko.

On the following morning the train

arrives at Ogden. Here we leave the

Southern Pacific and its pleasant asso-

ciations for the Rio Grande Western,
and after a short run find ourselves in

the city by the Great Salt Lake.
Its broad avenues, shaded walks and

well-kept lawns are delightfully re-

freshing and restful to us.

The temple enclosure of ten

acres is the central point of

interest. The magnificent
white granite structure with
its massive unfinished spires.

The turtle-topped taber-

nacle and the assembly
hall make a lasting im-

pression upon all.

Then a visit is made to

the Great Zions Co-oper-
ative Institution. Here

again we are surprised,
not only by the magnitude

of the business, but the harmony
which unites all the departments as

one, transacting nearly six million

dollars annually. At noon the follow-

ing day we leave this beautiful city by
the Rio Grande Western for Denver
via Grande Junction.

Passing south and eastward through
the beautiful Jordan Valley and over
the fertile plains of Central Utah, we
at length approach the mountainous,

regions. The Castle Gate is before us.

as it seems to guard the entrance to

the Prince River Canon.
A sudden surprise ;

so narrow is the

opening, it is necessary' for the train to

hug the river very closely. Xow one
is all attention. Mountain, valley,
brook, stream and fall pass in quick
succession.

The Black Canon with its celebrated
Curecanti Needle and Chippeta Falls
and numberless other wonders of

nature, command our deepest admira-
tion.

We are soon laboring over Marshall
Pass. Nothing is more enjoyable
perhaps, than to sit in an open obser-
vation car. with the blue heavens
above you, and mountain peaks your
companions, with the balmy early
summer air invigorating every ner\-e.

XIV
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Prince River Canon.

The valley becomes lost in the depths
below and soon after the summit is

reached. We enjoy the eastern slope
as we more rapidly descend.

As one for the first time views the

Mount of the Holy Cross, with its out-

line of snow, marking' so indelibly the

emblems of Christianity and freedom
in the heavens, he is impressed for

life.

On and on our team of iron steeds

bear us, till .^radually we approach
the

"
Royal Gorge." It grows in

greatness upon us till we cross the

hanging bridge between those mighty
walls, when we become lost in our

nothingness. Reader, have ynn ])assed
o'er this jiortal ? If not, no language

can express to }Ou its

wild grandeur, no pic-
ture can accurately
convey the wonder of

the scene. Now we
come upon undulating
hills and rich valleys

bearing a marked con-

trast to the fastnesses

just left behind.

We arrive in Denver
in time to make close

connections with the

Chicago and Rock
Island Road for Chi-

cago.
We are soon hurry-

ing over the plains of

Kansas, Iowa, and Illi-

nois, and before we are

aware of it reach the

Ivake City buildings
and bus}' streets.

As time is limited,
we can see ver}- little

of the city, and a drive

through the business

portion of it gives us
some small conception
of its greatness, the

magnitude of the build-

ings and extent of its

enterprise.

Just after sundown
we move out of the

Michigan Central De-

pot, foot of Lake street. The cit}- is

fast becoming lost in the evening twi-

light. All is silent save the bell of

our engine as it cro.sses the man}- city

roadways. Now we come upon the

massi\-e World's Fair structures as

they loom u]) against the eastern sky.
Then Lake Michigan appears again,
as a mighty sea stretching to the

north and eastward, even to the hori-

zon.

Darkness creeps over the scene and
I )nr attention is turned inward to our

])arlor surroundings. The Wagner
sleeper is complete in all its appoint-
ments. In fact, it is interesting to

note the rapid progress there has been

in matters pertaining to the comfort
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and safety of the traveling puljlic in son. As the train winds in and out
the last ten years. on the curves of the western shore,
Soon our Wagner tickets are ex- the eastern slope, with its carpet of

changed for berth checks, and we green and its varying foliage, blend

disappear till morning. together in perfect harmony and com-
" Breakfast is ready in the dining pletc the picture,

car on the end of the train,
"

is a wel- At Kingston, some of our party
come sound. leave for the Catskill Mountains.
The carefully vestibuled platforms Some are bound for the Grand Hotel,

protect us as we pass from car to car, while others go to the Kaatskill or
and the "diner" is alnio.st inune- Mountain House. From Kingston
diately reached. • and Rondout we pass down the river

It is indeed novel as well as pleasing through Xewburgh and West Point,
to breakfast or dine while in transit, between Anthony's Nose, on the east
and at the same time enjoy the fa.st bank of the river, and Bear Hill, to

moving panorama. Trees,

fences, farmhouses, brooks
and rivers fl}- by as if run-

ning a race, and an hour
is passed most delightfully.

During the morning atten-

tion is directed to the

thrifty farming districts of

Southern Canada.
After a late dinner '

'Falls

View Station is reached."
The great cataract bursts

suddenly upon us ! Five
minutes is given to leave

the train at this point. The
view is grand. The Cana-
dian and American Falls

with Goat Island between
the raging, white-capped
rapids above and the boil-

ing, foaming mass below
with a cloud of spraj- cap-

ping all and reaching .sky-
ward making a beautiful |

bird's-eye picture for mem-
ory to dwell upon.

Crossing the river on the

great cantile\-er bridge of

the Michigan Central Rail-

wa5^ we arrive in Niagara
Falls, N. Y.

It is evening again when
we start for Buffalo, arriv-

ing a few hours later.

The West Shore train is in

readiness, and starts soon
afterward for New York.
The next morning finds us
beside the beautiful Hud-

':^^:mtM
.^•.

The Royal Gorge.
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the west. Round the base of Dunder-

berg Mountains and into Harverstraw,
here we pass the great brick yards,
and an hour later finds us in the great

metropolis of the East.

We leave the next day by the Fall

River line for the White Mountains.
A very commodious stateroom is

provided on the Plymouth, one of the

handsomest steamers afloat.

It is a delightful sail up the .sound,

on a summer evening, with moonlight
and music to add to the enchantments.
The tabic is excellent, and in kecp-

Hou.se, of Center Harbor, gives of her

ho.spitality. The afternoon is spent
on Red Hill, with its mountain views
and re.stfulness.

On the morrow we reluctantly bid
adieu to this charming .spot, and sail

down to Weirs and take once more
the north-bound mountain express.
Four hours pass as if by magic, and

the train arrives at Labyan's.
An hour later we reach the foot of

Mt. Washington, where tlic seemingly
broken-stacked locomotive is waiting
to take our party up what seems to

ing with all the other appointments of be a great iron ladder, but in reality
the

"
Fall River lyine." Early in the is a strongly-con.structed railway.

morning a stop is made at Newport,
and shortl}' afterward the steamer is

at the Fall River pier. Finding seats

in the through drawing-room car run
to the mountains via tlie Old Colonv
and the Concord and INIoutreal

Railroad, we are shortly mov-

ing northward through the

thrifty farming country
of New Ivnglaud, with
the many busy manu-

facturing towns and
mills swarming with

operatives. At Con-
cord Junction, we leave

the Old Colony, for the

Concord and Montreal
Railroad. Shortly,
Nashua and Manches-
ter tell us that we are

in the old "Granite"
State. We get stop-
over checks at Neirs

Station for Lake Win-

nepcsaugi ("the smile of the

great spirit") and board the

steamer Lady of the Lake for Wolfs-

borough and Center Harbor. It is a

perfect daj^ the rich wildness of the

landscape awes us into silence. The

Ossipee Mountains to the right, the

Twin Belknap Peaks in the distance to

the left, and in the foreground a .series

of summits seal forever on memory a

picture of lasting loveliness. Moun-
tain dome and peak pass in quick
succession, as we steam toward the

head of the lake. Here the Center

An hour and a half (jf panting and

puffing through the gradually falling

temperature at length lands us at the

Summit Hou.se, on its perch of ice

and snow. A delightful fire and

Hudson River.

bountifully spread table greet us and
are most welcome.
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The moon is shining brightly and
the view is something weird and un-
naturaL In the morning the gong
calls the sleeper to see the sun rise,

which on a clear day is beyond de-

scription.
Soon we are descending behind, or,

as it seems, upon the top of our odd-

looking engine, and are safe once more
at the foot of this great mountain.
After spending several daj-s at the IMt.

Pleasanton House we start for Beth-

lehem, where we spend a nvimbcr of

enjoyable weeks at the St. Clair

House. Our walks and drives to

wise and good, we greet thee, and,

going back to the time of cocked hats
and wigs, follow Washington in his

movements at Cambridge, visit Bun-
ker Hill and the Old South Church
site in the Common, watching the
multitudes flocking to and fro.

With electric cars in long line

upon Trcmont street, past and present
are strangely mingled.
New York is reached again, and as

the hot season still continues we will

spend several weeks at Saratoga and
Lake George.
Taking an ev^ening train on the

-'-/j'.f/,V.i:

Maplewood, Profile House and Fran-
conia Notch, and rambles among the

brooks and glens and in the shaded
forests are as refreshing as they are

restful.

We return to Boston by way of the

Concord and Montreal and Maine
Central railroads, stopping at the

Crawford House and Glen House,
through North Conway, by way of

the Boston and Maine, to Bo.ston.

We will not attempt to give our

impressions, so many and varied as

thc}^ are. Boston, thou home of the

poet, bard and sire, and jiarent of the

West Shore road we are in Albany in

time to make connection with the

Delaware and Hudsoii Canal Railroad
for Saratoga, and arrive there before

noon.
A city ol magnificent hotels, health-

giving springs, plea.sant drives and
handsome sccner)^
A week amid its busy bustle, and we

go northward to Lake George, cross-

ing the Hudson at Fort Edward via

Glen Falls to Caldwell, and arrive at

Fort William Henry Hotel at the head
of tlie lake, where we remain initil cool-

er wcatluT comes in the great cities.
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CHARLES DARWIN: His Life and Woric

By Charles Frederick Holder, LL. D.

AUTHOR OF
" IJVING IJGIITS," "MARVELS OF ANIMAL LIFE, 1"HK IVORY KING," "A STRANGE COMPANY,'

"ELEMENTS OK ZOOLOGY," "A I-ROZlvN DRAGON," ETC., ETC.

PRESS NOTICES
"The lesson of the life and work of the late Charles

Darwin, as related by Charles I'rcderick Holder, is so
wholesome that parents will do well to hrin^ it to the
attention of their ehildren. The story is related in a

very readable style and serves as an admirable por-
trait of one of the gentlest and best of men."—Phila-

delphia Press.
"To the youngf, yet uninstnicted in any phase of

the suliiect, a Ijook like this is peculiarly admirable."—Brooklyn, TV. Y. Times.
" Mr. Holder has woven the incidents of his (Daj--

win's) life into a fresh and vigorous narative that will
be none the le.ss interesting to older readers because
it is also addressed to the young."—Courier Journal,
Louisville, Ky.
"... Mr. Holder's volume is calculated to meet a

definite need and it should prove welcome, especially
to the young. . . .

"—Neiv York Tribune.
" The author has the rare art of making interesting

any subject which he touches. Hence, with so rich a
theme as this he has produced a story that is very
readable.—San Francisco Chronicle.
"Charles Lamb has soniewhere said that men

should be modest for their friends as well as for them-
selves. It is this vicarious modesty which makes the
charm of Holder's life of Darwin. It is as modest as
Darwin wo\iId have liked to have it moilest. It shows
not only appreciation of his strength, but a kinship
with' him in its unostentation. Its eulogy is unin-
tentional and unobtrusive."—New York Commercial
Advertiser.

" The volume is exceedingly interesting iu style and
matter, and from the pen of one amply competent to
make it so."—Poslon Transcript,
"The book fills a valuable place iu literature."—

Pasadena .Star.

"This life of Darwin will be hailed with delight.
. . . The work throughout is excellent."—yoH/vdz/fT/"
Peda,c:oq;y." Mr. HoUler possesses the art of making what
would be a dry book iu other hands than his, enter-

taining as well as instructive."—Literary JVeivs.

"|Mr. Holder has rendered great service to younger
readers thisby volume . . . has done his work well
. . . one of the best volumes of the series."—Herald,
Boston.
"A fine contribution to the literature which has

grown up about the name of the famous scientist."—
Rochester Herald, April 20.
"

It is an admirable volume. . . . The skill shown
in blending the personal flavor with the scientific
career, and making each illustrate the other, is very
great."—Chicaf^o Times. May 2.

"
Charmingly told and liberally illustrated."—Cin-

cinnati Times-Star, April 50.

"The early bent, the growing and strengthening
characteristics, the physical suff.;rin^s and the ripened
serenity of the man are beautifully and feelingly re-

lated."— Times, Kansas City, May 11.

"An admirable work . . . There are other lives
of Darwin, notably, one by his son ; but there is none
which tells just what one wishes to know abjut him
so compactly and satisfactorily as this."—Indianapolis
Journal, May 18.

" A valuable popular biography of a great and pro-
found student of nature.

"—Brooklyn Eac^le, April 20.
" Of the many biographies and sketches of the life

of Darwin that have appeared within a few years,
the one here under notice promises to be in many re-

spects the most satisfactory."—.f. F. Bulletin, May 9." The work is one of intense interest throughout."—San Diego .Sun, May 4.
" The work Mr. Holder has done could hardly have

been improved and his book will surely find the place
it deserves in the favor of those who' read the best
books of Science."—Ha rt/ord. Conn. P)sl.

" Mr. Holder has certainly given us a volume which
all will read with

profit
and pleasure. . . . The

volume is delightfully illustrated."—Church Union,
New York.
" The author has done well in summarizing the life

and work of the great naturalist in such a way as to

make it attractive and instructive to the general
T^a.i\Qr."—.American, Nashville, Tenn.

" Mr. Holder has made the hazardous attempt to

write a narrative of a great man which shall appeal
to the Imature, and the older of our children, anil lie

has succeeded . . . One of the best and most useful
books of its class that has appeared during the pres-
ent year."—Detroit Free Press. May 3.

"
It is a delightful book, and iu many respects the

most sympathetic story of the great scientist's life that
has yet appeared."—Boston Ga:ette, .\pril 25.
"The story is not only told most pleasingly for the

class for which it is designed, but will be found full ot

value for advanced students."—Inter-Ocean, April 19.
" Mr. Holder has sh wn that there is room for yet

another volume on the great naturalist. . . . He has
struck a happy medium between the abstruse diction
of many naturalists and goidi.sant naturalists and the

just as irritating writing down to an audience of
others. Mr. Holder has made a bixik which will not

only be a delight to all boy naturalists, but will convey
to thiiu many admirable lessons."—I^yndon Graphic.

•• Presents in a very attractive manner the stor>' of
his life . . . The style of the baik is clear and
forcible."—SI. Joseph .\'eus.
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"The usual bright and trenchant analysis of literarj- novelties furnishes ideas for people who
have none of their own."—New York Cotntnercial Adi'otiser.

" That useful and always interesting periodical, The Review of Reviews."—Chicago Tribune.
" The Reviicw of Ri;vie\vs is always interesting."—N V Sun.

TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION

Five Months for $I.OO
THE

25 CENTS A NUMBER
$2.50 A YEAR Review of Reviews

13 ASTOR PLACE, NEW YORK

•vV
I

2<>



BOOKS

Macmillan & Co.'s New Books
A Neiv Volume of Poems by RUDYARD KIPLING

BAI,I,ADS AND BARRACK-ROOM BAI.LADS
By RuDYARD KiPMNG, author of "Life's Handicap," "Plain Tales from the Hills," etc.

12 mo, clotli, $1.25.
Mr. Kudyiinl Kinliiig has revised his verses contributed to various magazines during the past few years.

Tiiese, toKt'iher witli the poems by "
Yussuf," publislied la Macmillan's Magaziiu-, and a number o/ nei»'j(f«c««

woi/' viiUcd for the first lime, will form tiie above volume.

A New Novel by F. MARION CRA WFORD. Second Edition. Cloth, $i.oo.

THB THRBB FATES a story of New York I,ife

By F. Marion Crawford, author of "The Witch of Prague," etc. 12mo, cloth, $1.00.

No7v ready. In the nezu Uniform Edition o/V. Makk)n Qv..\\vvoK\i^s Novels. Published tnonthly

MR. ISAACS Cloth %V 00 I ZOROASTER Cloth %\ 00
DR. CI/AUDIUS Cloth 1 00 I THE THREE FATES Cloth 1 00

THE TAI,E OF A I,ONEI/Y PARISH Cloth %\ 00

etc.Noiv Ready. A Neiv Novel by HON. EMIL Y LA IVLE.SS, author of ''Ilurrish,

GRANIA The story of an Island

By the Hon. E.mtly Lawless, author of
"
Hurrish," etc. ]2in(), cloth, .^1.00.

Belongs to a class of novels to which tlie modern mind owes a range of experience and enjoyment far beyond
the reach, at any rate, of idle and stay-at-liome folk in earlier days.

* * *

(;ii.\NIA has carrieil her (Miss Lawless) sub.stantially beyoml her firevious work. Its simplicity is the sim-
plicity of strength : it treats common things and emotions witli that touch whicli gives freshness and distinc-
tion—the last acliievemi'iit of tlie writer's art.— .l/r.s. Humphrey Ward in the Xrw Rtview.

THE HISTORY OF DAVID GRIEVE
By Mus. HUMi'iiRKY \V.\iu), author of "Robert Els-

mefe," etc. Fourtli Edition. Cloth, |1.00.
Also a Library Edition, '2 vols., IJmo, cloth, f.S.OO.
"W'liat sorrow, wliat repentances, suH'erings, sins, and

heart scarehings David passes through we leave to cur
readers to lind out. They will find more than this.

They will find tlioughts which stimulate and passages
wliitdi burn.

DEN^II, QUARRIER
Bv CiKOKc.K (iissiNU, autlior of "

Demos," etc. 12mo,
cloth, $1.00.

"
Interesting on account of the artistic way in which

the plot is unfolded."—Philadelphia Public Ledger.

THE I<ESSON OF THE MASTER
And Other Stories

By Henky Jamks. 12mo, cloth, |1.00.
" 'The Lesson of tlie Master' has real and permaueut

interest. Needless to say that it is well told. . . .

There are clever things on almost every page."—
Chicago Tribune.

MARIAM
Or, Twenty-one Days

By Hou.xcK VicTou. l.'mo, cloth, $1.00.
" A brilliant and fascinating story, full of tlu

cal romance of the Orient."—lioaton lieacon.
mysti

LORD TENNYSON'S Neiv Book

THB FORBSTBRS : Robin Hood and Maid Marian
By Alfriod, Loru Tknnyso.v. Uhuo, Uniform witli the lihrary nlitioii oi" his works in 8

volumes. Cloth, .$1.26.
" Lord Tennyson has touched the myth and tra<lition of K\)bin Hood wiili the magic wand of his genius, and

made tlieni glow with the tire and seml/lance of reality."—Sew York Sun.

A New Volume bv WILLIAM WINTER
SHADOWS OF THE STAGE

By WiLLiA.M WiNTKR. Uniform with "
Shakespeare's Enghm.l."

SHAKESPEARE'S ENGI<AND GRAY DAYS AND GOI.D
New Edition, cloth, ISnio, 7.'i cents.
" The boolt is deliglitful reading. . . . It is a de-

licious view of England whieli this poet takes. It is

indeed the noble, hospitable, merry, romance-haunted
England of our fathers—the Engliind which we know
of in song and story."—>V;r(7»itr'.s- MotdMii.

18mo, cloth. T.'i cents.
"Much that is briglit anci best in our literature is

brought once more to o\ir dullecl memories. Indeed we
know of but few volumes containing so much of obser-
vation, kindly comment, philosophy and artistic weight
as this unpretentious little book."— f^'/i/cayo Herald.

THE PRINCESS TARAKANOVA
A Dark Chapter of Russian History

Translated from the Russian of G. P. Danilevski. Bv Ida Dk Mouchanoff. With four portraits. I2mo, cloth,
gilt top, ?2.00.

"The tale forms one of the most thrilling and tragic chapters in Russian history, ami Danilevski, iu preparing his
version, undoubtedly had tlie use of important documentary evidence."—T^ Btaron.

%* Purchasers of books arc invited to apply for }facmman Jk Co.'a New Catalogue of bitoks by .imerican authort,
which will be mailed free to am/ addre.^s.

MACMILLAN & CO., 112 Fourth Avenue, New York



RAILROADS

A MAGNIFICENT TRAIN.

THE

SILVER STATE
Limited

Chicago, Rock Island & Pac

Popularly known as the

GREATROCKISLANDROUTE'

To meet demands of Traffic Eastbound, tfiis

Company added a new train on May first. It /s

No. 22 and called the "Silver State
"
Limited.

This is strictly a Limited Train, its equipment
new, and made especially for it, and no extra

charge over regular ticket rate.

After arrival of fast trains over trunk lines

from the West, the"SILVER STATE" Limited leaves

Pueblo at 7. 15 A. M.. Colorado Springs at 8.40 A. M. .

and Denver at 9.00 A. M., and is only one night out

to Chicago, arriving there in time for Eastbound

connections.

Our World's Fair Special, No. 6, leaves Denver

daily at 8.10 P. M., is only one day out, arriving at

Chicago the second morning at 7.45 o'clock.

Especial attention is called to the new time

of our train No. 12, which leaves Kansas City at

6.20 P. M., daily, arrives at Chicago at 8.50 A. M.

in time for all connections East and Southeast.

The Rock Island is the only direct line from

Colorado Springs and Manitou.

The celebrated " Rock Island's
"

Dining Car

Service is on the "Silver State" Limited, and on the

"World's Fair' Special, and this service is the

best the country affords. Our train No. 12 also

runs Dining Car.

CLINTON JONES, Cen'l Agt.
36 Monttsi>v>orv St,. San Franc soo

ST. JOHN,
Qen'l M'gr.

W. I. ALLEN,
Ass'tQen'l M'gr.

JNO. SEBASTIAN,
Qen'ITk't&Pass.Agt.

GENERAL OFFICES. CHICAGO.

•'S



RAILROADS

The
Santa Fe
Route

Offers Unparalleled Inducements • • •

for the Traveler

It is many miles shorter and makes

many hours quicker time than any other

line between the Pacific Coast and all Eastern

Points.

It reaches nearly every large center West
of the Great Lakes.

Its construction, appliances and equip-
ment arc first class, assuring comfort, safety
and luxury.

It runs its own trains every day in the

year between the Pacific Coast, Kansas City,

St, Louis and Chicago, passing over the

desert in the night.

NO OTHER L-IN

Rivals the Santa Fe Route

IF YQU HAVE FRIENDS
coming from the East and would insure their comfort

and safety, write them to call upon or address the nearest

agent of the Santa Fe Route or UTite yourself to

K. H. WADE, General Manager, I^os Angeles, Cal.

"W. F. "WHITE, Pass. Traffic Manager, Chicago, 111.

S. B. HYNES, Gen. Pass. Agent, I,os Angeles, Cal.
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WHICH WAY

Shall You Go for Your

Summer
Outing?

rx H m.

HoRTHERIi PeClfIC
Offers you the greatest recreation

for the money in its round trip

to the

Yellowstone PairH
TRY IT

5«n<J for P»rK FoN^r to

J. M. HANNAFORD
Gen. Traffic Manager

CHAS. s. f:ee
Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent

30



FLOUR

It Pays to Buy the Best of

Goods, Especially Flour

DRIFTED
m
n

?

I SNOW i
0)

> :

^ 3

o — — — - *^

u
Q. ........ y,

4>

00 FLOUR
n

The Acknowledged Leader

of Pacific Coast Flours

The Central Milling Company

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, - 29 STEUART STREET
C. L. DINGLEY, JH

,
MANAGER



Miscellaneous

M. GSUNSKY, NOTARY PUBLIC M. EATON, NOTARY PUBLIC

EATON & GRUNSKY
I/oans Negotiated, Correspondence Solicited

269 MAIN STREET STOCKTON, CAL.

;^ Los Angeles Terminal Railway Company. Los Angeles Depots, East end of First Street and Downey Avenue Bridges

Veave Los Angeles
Altadena

for

*ii:3o a m
*4:oo p m

Leave Altadena for Los
Angeles

*i2:o5 a m
5:00 p m

Running time between Los Angeles and Altadena,

55 minutes.

All trains start from First street depot.

Los Angeles, Long Beach andT E- San Pedro—Depot
east end of First street bridge.

Leave L. A. for Long Beach
and San Pedro

*io:oo a m
gi^opm
•5:30 pm

Leave E. San Pedro for

Los Angeles

7:45 a ra

4:00 p m
*i2:oo m

Between Los Angeles and Long Beach, 50 minutes;
between Los Angeles and East San Pedro, i hour; be-
tween East San Pedro and Long Beach, 10 minutes.

Leave Los Angeles for



MISCELLANEOUS

320
$'flr{9<=A\£ ^t I

|H6y^Vij:lfeftrjnBusHMe.riT
ori TH^ ?fi(i\fK

(g^sr.

roK ALL

Rrie HflLF-ToH£sodi\5P«iAiT^'

'

f^o^ywAtrts Of oyi\ tHGK^Vlri65 sif. wis RiBuiATioti.

^ooH (bit
VOL. VII

1892
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Book (b2tt
^':oi7t2nn5

rpoptbiy

JLcogtby Reviews of Notzvble

BooKsi Select<?cl Re2v«aioSs

MOTES
Sypop5i5 of tb« Principal BooK^ of

tb« njontb
Exba^ujtive EngUjb, An7«rica.n, 6cr-

njZkP, Prcncb an<l Spapisb BooH
Lists, »n«i tb? ba^P^y

0- ^<

^^J

INDEX

;^, Perlodial Literaturetb

of tb«
WorN

ArrApg«<l by Subject

PUBLISHED A\Or<THLY
5 1.00 PER YEAR
SAA\PLE COPY 10 CTS.

RooH (i)ii
124 Fifth /Vv.

iSEW YORK

11 O U" li^ I^

In iiiMitioii to liein^ favorite in Kail ami Winter.
il is most (ioirnbli', cool and dflifhtful for Sprine
and Snnmier \'isitors. Located in the heart of NKW
YOUK t ITY, at lifth Avenue and 'v^th and -Wth

streets, ami overlookintr Central Park and riazaS<iuare.
A marvel of luxury and comfort. Convenient to

places of amu.sement and stores. Fifth Avenue i?taires.

Cross-Town and Belt Line horse cars i>ass the doors.
Terminal station sixth .\venue Elevate<l Koad within
half a block. Conducted on the .\merican and
Kuropean plans. The water and ice used are vaporized
and frozen on tlie premises and certilied as to purity
l.v Trof. t;has. V. Chandler. SUMMER RATES.

SUHNER P. HUNT

California Hank Duildins^ Los Angeles. Cal.

THE TOURIST, Utica, N. Y. $1 a year, Have you seen it?

3.S
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IMPORTANT

PUBLICATIONS

BARNES* POPULAR HISTORY
OF THE UNITED STATES

Profusely illustrated
; lar^e clear type ;

ac

curate and jion-partisan ; brought down to tli'

administration of Benjamin Harrison; pos
series the eliarm of a novel; desirable i:i

every family.
One royal octavo volume, G80i)p, iliumiiiateil

cloth cover, price, postpaid, ^3.50; sheep,

f;5.00; one-half calf, ij^e.OO; full mor., $S.(K).

HISTORY OF ART
By AVm. H. Goodykak (late curator of Metro

politan jMuseum.)
A comprehensive sketch <if Architecture

Sculpture and Baintiug; -written in clear,
terse style; adapted for use in higher institu-

tions of learning but appropriate iu private
iil)raries. lOdition de Luxe offers a most
attractive table book. Bound in handsome
red cloth, vellum and gold.

Royal 8vo. 814 choice illustrations, ".77 ytj).

Price, postpaid, cloth, !i-'3.50 ;
de Luxe, JJS.OO.

HISTORY OF GERMANY
A Drama of Development

By TiiEODOUE S. Fay.
A compreheiisive, po])ular history of Ger-

many for which Mr. Fay's lifelong residence
in that country has given him jieculiar advan-
ta'_a's. The work i.^ ajipmpriately illustrated

and ])resented iu large handsjixie type ant'

liberal nuirgins.
Two royal octavo volumes, 1,300 pp. Price,

postpaid, cloth, uncut edges, gilt toj^, $7.0'^'
half calf, ijilL'.OU.

ATLAS OF THE WORLD
By James MoxTiKirr.

Descriptive, historical and statistical, and
illustrated with numerous engravings. ^()

jiaLM's of full and double-page n.aps, and 70

pages of text; closing witli statistitrs, topical
reviews, and a succint historical resume.
Census of ISilO.

Leather back, large (luarto. 200 f ~^. Price,
postpaid, 'if3.6U.

S«-ii<l for S|i<-«'iiil <'u(:iI<>KU«

A. S. BARNES & CO, Publishers

751 Broadway, New York

Send I'or < irciila

The PELTON WATER WHEEL
]<nil>raciii.!j: in its variations of construction and

application.

THE PELTON SYSTEM OF POWER
The only fli.stinctively new and important dcvelop-

nitnt relatinjj; to Hydraulic Power lliat has been made in
the la.st half century—adajAed to all conditions and everj-
variety of si.r\ice where a head of 20 or more feet can be
olitnined.

MORE THAN 2,500 NOW IN USE
Write for Catalogue—The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,

121-12^ Main St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A., or 145
Liberty St., New York City, U. S. A.

The PELTON WATER MOTOR
\'aryin.i; from the fraction ol \ up to icu h. p.

—Adapt-
ed to alf light running machiner)'.

Send for circular—address as above.

Halsted & Co.

Undertakers! EmbaimBrs

Mission 946 Street

SAN FRANCISCO

TELEPHONE 3163

It B 1 ; I

I (II n
till

1 f • v>.

NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY

;;i

Founded hy (\r M||C|P Cari. Faei.tkn,

Dr. Kl.enTouri.^,- Ur IViUOlUi Director.

Music, Klonitioii, Fiiio Arts, LMcrntnre,
I<aniriia!;o<< andl'iinliii;. A s.ifi- and inviting: Home
forhiilv pupils. Si-i\d for Tlliislrritcd CaU-iular.

FRANK W. HALE, Gen' I Manager, Boston, Mass.
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Columbus Buggy Go.

I^arjtest Kactory

I^artfest Variety of I^atei^t Styles at
I^owest Prices

rAciric COAST headquaeters

29 MARKET STREET, San Francisco

A. G. GLENN, Manager

I fin Riii bit ktsitiis

THOMAS MAGEE

Real Estate Ao-ent

Editor and Publisher of the

"Real Estate Circular" since 1865

^(\ MONTGOMERY"^ ^^ STREET

iVlakes Investments

For Buyers and Sells all

kinds of City Property

cALIFORNIA
WIRE W0RK5 ^

OFFICE

FREMONT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

HANUFACTURERS FOR THIRTY-THREE YEARS

WIRE OF ALL KINDS-BEST STEEL
WIRE NAILS
BARBED WIRE, Regularly Licensed

WIRE RORES AND CABLES
WIRE CLOTH AND NETTING

FOR THEHallidie's Patent Wire Ropeway
RAPID AND ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION OP
ORE AND OTHER MATERIAL

Erected by us during the past fourteen years in spans of from 200 to 2,000 feet.

Simple, Economical and Durable. Have been thoroughly tested in all parts oi' the country

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Lob Angeles agency

201 N. Los ANGELES STREET
POP«TL*NO AGENCY

22 FRONT STREET

.i">
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L m B0Y8

THIRD YEAR

CHARMING GIRLS
ARE

You annoyed with
Freckles, Pimples,
Blackheads. 'bel-

low. Muddy, or

Oily Skin, Red
Nose, or other Fa-
cial Blemishes or
Skin Diseases.

YOU
c.->n rid yourself of
.111 disfigurements
; you will use

IjK. AMMBTTS
V K K N C H AR-
.s h N I C C C M-
I'l HXION WA-
Fl KS. They pu-

: rify
the blood, give

brilliancy to the

eves, a complexion
of pearly white-

ness, perfect health

and a rovindinu m^i

BEAUTIFUL
form PERFECTLY HARMLESS, and the only genu-

ine safe French preparation of arsenic, f '.oo per box or

6 bjxes for :J5.oo. Uy mail lo any address.

SPECIAL- I'^rties orderiiiR six boxes will be
"

given a pair of F'rench Kid Gloves
Send size and color desired.

G. N. miDDLETOH DRD& GO.

r\pPT 68-74. CORTLANDT ST.
»--"--' • New York City

Prepares Boys for any College or

Scientific School

Principal
STEPHEN CUTTER CI,ARK, A. B. (Harvard,]

Teacher of Science and Mathematics

Assistants
GRACE MII/I,ER CI,ARK, A. M. (Smith)

Teacher of Classic;

AI/BERT WARREN GUNNISON, A. B. (Cala.)
Teacher of English and Mathematics

LOUISE M. BAI^CH, Preparatory Department

Special Teachers
HERR ARNOI,D KUTNER, German
PROF. CARlvOS A. BRANSBY, A. M., Spanish

MI<I/E. DE GROOTE, French

PROF. WM. P. HAMMOND, Penmanship
HERR C. J. ROHDE, Drillmaster

^J*>c>
fe'SAW MANUFACTURING

J'"'TJ^

17 and 19 Fremont Street, San Francisc
Saws of Kvery De.scription on Hand or

Made to Order

Fop ^^^^
IFORMATION

IN REGARD TO THE BEST

Orange Grove:

"^Orange Land:
In Californi

-Send your name and address
or call on

T. H. SHARPLE55
Redlnnds, San Bernardino Co., d

3tl
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ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT CO.
ENGINEERS and

CONSTRUCTORS

of complete glectrjc Lighting
Power, Miningand Railway Plants

GENERAL AGENTS FOR

Fort Wayne Electric Company
IN THE STATES OF

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

California, Nevada, Oregon, Waslilngton and Arizona

SLATTERY INDUCTION System

. ri ANUFACTURERS WOOD arc Lighting
• 1 B ... OF THE BRADLEY ALTERNATE CURRENT Motors

WOOD POWER Generators and Appliances
FORT WAYNE DIRECT CURRENT Incandescent Apparatus

OflFice WORKS: Corner Vallejo and Davis Streets

35 New Montgomery Street Corner Mission and Fremont Streets

SAN rRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

HILLS BROS.
importers, Roasters and Wliolesale Dealers

in Coffee. Java, Mocha, and other fine

Grades Our Specialties.

400 Sansome St., San Francisco

D
H

HPBIT CURED PT HOITIE

Painlessly. No Inter-

ruption of Business
or Pleasure

f^- Book Free.

MEEKER MEDICINE CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

HOBBS & RICHARDSON
PRACTICAL CARRIACE

BUILPERS
MAKERS CELEBRATED CONCORD WAGONS

154-156 N. Los Angeles St. Los Angeles. Cal.

REDLANDS, CflL.

HOTEL Windsor
ACCOMMODATION
FIRST CLASS
CENTRALLY LOCATED

RATES, $2 TO $3 PER DAY (fldlPBELL T. HEDQE,

37
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Catalina
Island

A DELIGHTFUL SUMMER AND
WINTER RESORT FOR THE STRONG

AND A PERFECT SANITARIUM
FOR THE WEAK

BOATING

BATHING
••• •••

FISHING

AND HUNTING
9 Unsurpassed

REACHED DAILY BY

Wilmington Transportadoii Co.'s Sieamers

(VIA SAN PEDRO)

For further information apply to

The Company's Office, 1 30 W. 2(1 St., LoS Angeies

WILLIAM R. STAATS.

lHYE5TnENT B/INKER

^ Broker.

Deals in choice Mortgage Securities,

Bonds and Stocks. Irrigation

Bonds a specialty.

Makes and negotiates Loans on Real Estate

and approved collateral.

First-class Mortgage Securities for Investors

always on hand.

Transacts a General Real Estate Business.

Taxes paid and property managed for resi-

dent and non-resident owners. Collections

made and promptly remitted.

We solicit correspondence and cheerfully giv? information.

12 South Raymond Ave., Pasadena, Cal.

The HOL-LENBECK
L-OS PlNGEL-ES. ckl.

THE
HOLLENBECK is the largest and most popular hotel in Los Angeles—justly famed as

one of the most attractive health resorts in the world. The hotel represents the latest effort*

in the direction of hotel science, and combines at once all the elements of a city hotel, witH
the home-like quality so indispensable to the tourist.

THE

LEADING
iigMfjirtpiiiri I

LOS ANGELES

HOTEL

•"j-r- —
-^...

;y^ -i^i^''

The hotel is in the center of the city, u ;ar the theatres and best resident portion. Sanitary
conditions perfect. Two hundred and fifty rooms. Fire escapes. Fire alarm system. Elevator
mud all modem improvements. American and European plan. For particulars address

E. G. FAY & SON., Los Angeles, Cal-
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Do you or any of your Friends want a Home in California?

Or a gu(j(l raU- of iiiU-iv.st for your snr|jlLi.s iiioiu;y? We have a lar).'e list ot

properties and gilt edge loans! Will fheertully give you reliable information

regarding thiw part of the (•(>untry. Los Angeles, Pasadena and Riverside

property a specialty. Address

SPRING AND SECOND STS. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

O.W.NORDWELL, '^RKRER
KND XKIL-OR

218 BUSH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

FOR

MEOIEINES
BQERICKE&RUNYON

234SUTTEiRST. c^
K SAN FRANCISCO ^ .

REGULATE THE
STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS,

A.VD

PURIFY THE BLOOD.
A RELIABLE REMEDY FOR

Indlspfidoii, ItlllousncHK, llpadncho, Oon«tl>

put ion, Ityspopsia, Chronic Liver Troublca^
]>i7.ziiio«H, liud Coiuplcxioii, DyNi-iitery,
OflViixive Ilrruth, and all dlsurdcrs of tho
Sifiiiiiu'li. I,Ivor and BowcU.
Ripniis Tiihulcs roiit.iin nothincr injurious to

the iiKist cUlicati' ('(iiistUutiDn. I'loa.-^nt to take,
B&fc. I'tlVotual. i;ivo immediate relief.
Sold by dniRfrists. A trial bottle sent by mail

on receipt of 1.) cents. Address

THE RIPANS CHEMICAL CO.
10 SPRrcK STKEET. NEW YORK CITY.

PATENTE
A4s-page book. free. Address

AV. T. FITZ GKK.\I.L), Atfv-at-I.aw.
Cor. Sth niul F Sts., 'Wasliingtun, U. C.

MYt

I!

—=—iU/irr SAYS SlIK (JANNuT .SKK lloU
ri/TTi WlrL VOL" DO IT Kol: Till-: MONKY

,^1Q I'.uys a lO.'i.OO improved Oxfopl
. y^ilm >iii'gLT Sewing .Machine ; perfect
-'wortiing, reliable, linely tinislieil, adap-

TTi I
N"! to liKiit ami heavy work, with a ooni-

CD I ., plete .set of the latest improved altach-
z'p;,

'

tiiients free. Kaeh inaehine guaranteed
^^ icii .1 Milts. Hny direct from our factory and save
dealers and aKcnts' iimlit. Send for Kree Catalogue.

oXKoKj) MI'i. coMI'WV rmcvi.fi. ILf..

Tue only Home Company

'"^PACIFIC MUTUAL
Life Insurance Co. of California

The Virginia
CHICAGO.

/\BS0LUTELYfrRE|^0OF.

fl PERFECT HOTEL
FOR TRANSIENT OR PERMANENT GUESTS.

The 0pen Qourts facing South Insure
Sunlight and Perfect \5entilation.

CONDUCTED ON THE AMERICAN PLAN.

BOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERIOR VIEWS, AND

RATES MAILED ON APPLICATION.
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i2L32SS?->

Where are You

Going on Your Vacation?

Honolulu and Return .... $125.00

THE SPLENDID SOOO-TON STEAMERS

ALAMEDA, AUSTRALIA,
MARIPOSA, MONOWAI

and ZEALANDIA,
of this line, are so well known from the thousands who have made
voyages in them to and from the Sandwich Islands, that no descrip-
tion is necessary,

til kcts to Honolulu, involving a three weeks' stay in the Islands,—a trip to the famous
volcano ot Kilauea, a run by Oahu K. K to I'earl River and Ewa Plantation, board at the best
hotel in Honolulu aud return to San Francisco $225.00
MATiK TWAIN saj'S of Hawaii : "No alien land in all the world has anj' deep, strong

chann for nie but that one
;
no other land could so longingly and beseechingly haunt me,

sleeping and waking, through half a life-time, as that one has done. Other things change,
but it remains the same. For me its balmy airs are always blowing, its summer seas flashing in the

sun; the ])ulsing of its surf-beat is in my eir; I can see its garlanded craigs, its leaping cascades, its

plumy palms drowsing by the shore, its remote summits floating like islands above tlie cloud-rack;
I can feel the spirit of its woodland solitude; I can hear the plash of its brooks; in my nostrils still

lives the breath of flowers that perished twenty years ago."
Steamers sail twice a month, as follows: July 6, July 22, August 5, August 10. August 31.

Prompt attention paid to telegraphic reservations of Staterooms and Berths.

For Tickets or further information, call on or address J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS. COMPANY
Setid 10 cents in stamps for new "

Trip to General Agents, 327 Market St., San Francisco
Hawaii." illustrated with photogravures

Insure in Your HOME Company

THE PACIFIC MUTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE CO.

OF CALIFORNIA

ASSETS
$2,500,000

PAID
POLICY HOLDERS

$5,000,000

BEST
ORGANIZATION
IN THE WORLD FOR

POLICY HOLDERS

STOCKHOLDERS
LIABLE FOR

EVERY CLAIM

KlIvOAKIK & BHAVEK'
GENERAL AGENTS

418 CALIFORNIA ST. SAN FRANCISCO

INSfCTfXTfRMINATOR
AND

Ulanuiaciuriiig Company

I'KOl'UlKTOItS OF THE

Great California Insecticide

OFFICE :

209-211 CHANNEL STREET

**'r«>cK.'r<»i, c.vi.,.

I'l.ANiAiiiiN: Meri'od (DuMty, (al., near A iwatiT Sta-

tion on the s. I'. U. U.

.1. I). I'KTKRS

I'KEHIDKNT

X. M. ORR
Skcketabi
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INCORRORATEID 1se3.

^^ J'^^^j/^ R. H. Mcdonald, President. ^^^:^^
FRANK "V. Mcdonald, cashier. R. H. McDONALD, Jr., Vice-President

Pacific Bank,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

OLDEST CHARTERED COMMERCIAL BANK ON THE PACIFIC COAST

PAID-UP CAPITAL, IN GOLD.

SURPLUS. ....
AVERAGE RESOURCES,
YEARLY VOLUME OF BUSINESS,

$1,000,000

800,000

4,750,000

. 225,000,000

Depositors secured by the unlimited pro rata guarantee of all the shareholders.

Banking Connections in all the important centers of the world.

Letters of Credit for use of travelers, available in all parts of the world.

Telegraphic Transfers in Cipher made in London, Paris, Berlin and various places
in the United States.

Drafts issued on Australia and the Orient.

Dividends and Coupons collected.

Bullion bought and sold.

Orders executed for all Investment Securities.

State, County, City and Water Bonds negotiated.

Approved Business Paper discounted or received as Security for Loans.

Loans on Goods in Transit.

Loans on Warehouse Receipts.

Collections on the Pacific Coast, Mexico, Central and South America, New Zem*

land, India, China and Japan, handled at lowest rates, with, promptness and dispatch.

Bills drawn on Union Bank of London, Credit Lyonnais, Paris, and Direction

der Disconto Gesellschaft, Berlin, and other important cities of Europe.
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Tlie jHoluai Life\mw Dompany ol |lewM
RICHARD A. McOURDY, President

The Mutual Life Insurance Company of New
York is the only one of the many Eastern Life

Insurance Companies carrying on business in

this State that has become the owner of Real

Estate in San Francisco and planted its funds

here permanently.
The plate annexed represents the building nuu m

the course of construction for the Mutual Life, at

the southeast corner of Calilornia and Sansome Streets,

in this city.

It will be a massive and beautiful structure of

granite and terra cotta, perfectly fire-proof, resting

upon a solidly piled and concrete foundation.

The bnildiHK will be a grand and solid addition to

the advancing architecture of San Francisco and will

be first-class in all it arrangements and appointments.

TIiE Best DDnipany
The Best Company is the Company

that does- the Most Good
THE PRE-EMINENT POPULARITY OF

Tlie mutual Life insutaiiGe Company
OF NEW YORK
-IS ESTABLISHED BY-

THE FOLLOWING INDISPUTABLE FACTS

Which prove it to be the Largest, Strongest, and the
Best Company for the Policy-holder in the world.

On the 31st of December, 1891 the Grand Total of
THE payments TO POLICY-HOLDERS HAD INCREASED

TO $323,447,859.03
Here are the Item.s:

Paid for Death Claims - - -
$119,374.89318

" Matured Endowments - 29,469,432.60
" Annuities ... - 1,187,560. 44
" Surrenders - - - 86,471,83706
" Dividends . . - ^ 86,944,135. 75

Total - - - -
$323,447,859.03

While nearly One Hundred and Forty-nine millions
were paid for Death Claims and Endowments, it will
be seen that'nearly Eighty-seven Millions were received
by the Policy-holders in the shape of dividends or

profits; in other words this enormous sum was
deducted from the cost of the yearly premiums.

The natural question following the perusal of these figures will be, "What did the Company receive from its

Policy-holders?"
It has received for premiums from organization until December 31,1891,^418,834,674.65: up to the same date th<'

Mutual had paid its Policy-holders, 1323, 447,8.')9.03. We cannot, for purposes of exact comparison, calculate beyoiiil
that date, but up to the beginning of the present year the stewardship of the Mutual Life can be accurately gaugetl :

It Received from Policy-holders ?41S,s;!4,(;74.6o
It Paid Policy-holders - 3-2;!,147,aVJ.03

And should have on hand - . . . | '.)r),;586,815.62

Instead of which the Mutual Life has accumulated the vast fund of |150,.'')07,138.C)8, every dollar of which is

Jield securely invested to meet the payments of its contracts with its members. No other institution can show a

like stewardship.

This Company's New Distribution Policy is tlie most Liberal ever issued by any Life Insurance Company
MUTUAIi laFK CON.St)I-S—The Consol Policy recently announced by the Mutual Life Insurance

Company of New York combines more advantages, with fewer restrictions, tiian any investment insurance
contract ever ottered. It consolidates liiMiirHiic«, Kinlowinnit., Inv«'stiiii'iit, Annual Incoiuo. No
other company offers this Policy. Apply to Company's Authorized Agents for details.

A. B. FORBS, General Agent for Pacific Coast

401 California St., San Francisco
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BANKS
DEPOSITS AS SMALL AS $1 .00 RECEIVED.

^<i *Vi. *>». ^

^ MFE BEPOfflT V"^
^r^ Cor. Market and Fourth Streets ^^^
^^ SAN FRAWCBSCO ^^^

Capital Stock,
Paid up in Oash.,
Subject to Call, .

Surplus Fund,
Undivided Profits,

^1,000,000.00
r 333,333.33
te66,000.07'
ss,ooo.oo
so,ooo.oo

INTEREST PER ANNUM FOR LAST TWO YEARS: a.4.0 ON TERM DEPOSITS.
50 ON ORDINARY DEPOSITS.

Married Women and Children may deposit money subject to tlieir control.

All accounts confidential. Interest credited twice a year and commences with
date of deposit.

Open from 9.00 a. m. to 3.00 p. m. on week days and on Monday and Saturday
evenings from 6.30 to 8.30.

Any one/nterested in finance does not fall to find
the study of the stamp system of savings one in which
there is much food for thought. Undoubtedly it is the

l)est system in the world to encourage
small savings.

In Germany it has resulted in the
hoarding up of millions of marks
by the poor people, who call dowa
blessings upon its originator.
The 5-cent stamp system is in full

operation at the People's Home
Savnigs Bank, and those who have
investigated it are convinced of it3

efficacy.
About 9,ooo stamp-saving' books

- have been issued by the bank to
r«opl« 8 Bomo Stamp, the people of San Francisco. In
each book are ten or fifteen deposit cards, and when
enough stamps have been purchased from time to time
to fill one ol the cards, that card is worth a dollar at
the People's Home Savings Bank, 805 Market Street,
comer 4th. As an object lesson in saving to the youth
jDf the land the stamp system is invaluable.

The People's Home Savings Bank has adopted m
ver>' effective plan for accumulaiiugagoodsum of money
by small savings. The bank has a large number of
Email nickel-plated safes, oblong in shape and about

half the size of an ordinary
cigar-box. These will each
hold about $35 in silver coin,
and their use is becoming
general in San Francisco. To
get a safe, you simply deposit
a dollar with the People'*
Home cashier and take it

home, where you drop in an
occasional dime or more, and
wake up some moruing to
find that you have $35 of

stir]3lus coin on hand. The
only way you can get at this is to take the little safe
to the People's Home Savings Bank, where the key ia

kept, and there unlock it. The dime-savers then deposit
the monev in the People's Home Savings Bank, and
thus lay the foundation lor a lortune.—San Fraticiic*

Chronicle,

A special feature of the People's Home Savings Bank is the Safe Deposit VauUs; the strongest without

exception on the Coast; easy of access, being on the f^round floor of the Bank; brilliantly lighted with arc and
incandescent lights, and secure and convenient for the inspection of valuables.

Individual Steel Safes, inside the Vaults, may be secured at rentals of from $4.00 to $75.00 per annum. The
smallest safe is large enough fc»r your Insurance Policies, your Will, Stocks, Bonds, a good deal of com, and quite

supply of Jewelry.
Kooms are furnished the depositors for the private Inspection of valuables, where they can lock themselves in

from all intrusion.

Down stairs are absolutely fire-proof and burglar-proof vaults with capacity for rtoring amounts of silverware,
trunks and boxes containing furs, laces, clothing and other valuables.

JOHN E. FARNUM.
Manaqch and Secrctary.

COLUMBUS WATERHOUSE,
PRESIOCNV

-_Jl
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Rounding tiik Windward Stake Boat.
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CAN GHOSTS BE PHOTOGRAPHED?
lllustrnUd from original photoRrapIis by various "Spirit
Pliolographcrs."

YACHTING AROUND SAN FRANCISCO . . Charles G. Yale

Illustrated from instantaneous photographs by Taber

THE BI,ACK ART IN HAWAII Rev. A. N. FiSHER, D. D.

iMilly illustrated l>y Dahlgren, Denslow and fine photo-

graphs.

A CAI,IFORNIA I<OAN EXHIBITION-ir. . AUGUSTE Wey
Fully Illustrated from photographs of the Pasadena Loan
Association.

MISS SABRINA'S SCHEME. A Story. . . Dorothea LcMms, M. D.

INFI/UENCE: Poem ..... Charlotte Bromley Shtjey

HOW TO SECURE GOOD MUNICIPAI, GOVERN-
MENT Richard H. McDonald, Jr.

AN AMERICAN IN INDIA .... Joseph Simms, M. D.

Illustrated by Dahlgren, Arroniz and Denslow from
sketches by tlie author.

OIvD XAVIER'S MORTGAGE: A Story

AN' THE YEI.I*OWTAII,S A-BITIN' ! Poem

THE MISSIONS OF CALIFORNIA— I.

Illustrated by ^V. J. 1-euu.

NOCTURNES: Poem .....
AT THE DRY TORTUGAS DURING THE WAR
THE WHEAT OF SAN JOAQUIN: Poem

THE CITY OF POMONA ....
IllustratL-d.

THROOP UNIVERSITY ....
I-ully Illustrated.

THE NICARAGUA CANAI, ....
THE NOMINATION OF JAMES A. GARFIELD— I Ex-Gov. LIONEL A. Sheldon

QUESTIONS OF THE DAY
Australian Ballot Law—Preser\'ation of the Missions—How to Secure Good Government—
The World's Fair.

NEW BOOKS

jrLiA H. S. Bugeia

Charles K. G.\rdner

Laura Bride Powers

Grace Ellery Channini;

A Lady's Journal .

JIadge Morris

II. J. Hall

Jeanne C. Carr

WlLLL\M LA\\'RENCE MeRRY

504

565

Copyright iSqi, by
The Califofnian Publishing Co,

Entered at San Francisco postofl&ce
as second-class mail matter.

PRICE, 25 CENTS A NUMBER; $3.00 A YEAR
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The Californian.
IMPORTANT ARTICLES.

Many of the articles in the previous issues of The Californian have attracted wide-

spread attention and comment. Some of them are as follows. Back numbers can be
obtained at twenty-five cents apiece :

Cross-Country Riding in California F. F. Rowland, M. D Vol. i, No. 2

California Weather Lieut. John Finley Vol. i, No. 2

The Olive in California Hon. Ellwood Cooper. . . .Vol. i, No. 2

Climates of Southern California P. C. Reniondino, M. D.. .Vol. i, No. 2

Among the Highbinders Rev. F. J. Masters, D. D. .Vol. I, No. 2

The Forests of California Hon. Abbot Kinne)% For-

estry Chairman Vol. i, No. 3
Chinese Woman Slavery in America M. G. C. Edholm Vol. i, No. 3
A California Colony M. Hayward Vol. i

,
No. 3

The Problem of Cheap Transportation W. L. Merry Vol. i, No. 3
At the Dry Tortugas During the War Vol. i.

Nicaragua Canal W. L. Merry Vol. i, No. 5
The Hairy Men of Japan H. E. G. Flescher Vol. i, No. 5
The Labor Question on the Pacific Coast John Bonner Vol. i, No. 5

Presbyterianism in California Rev. Robert MacKenzie. .Vol. i, No. 5
The drange in California M. C. Frederick Vol. i, No. 5
The Mound Builders W. K. Moorehead Vol. i, No. 5
In the Redwood Forests S. D. Gray Vol. i, No. 5
The Press of San Francisco James P. Cramer Vol. i, No. 6
The National Guard of California Gen. C. C. Allen Vol. i, No. 6

Some American Glaciers Chas. R. Ames Vol. i, No. 6

Some American Glaciers Chas. R. Ames Vol. 2, No. i

Opium and Its Votaries Rev. F. J. Masters, D. D. .Vol. i, No. 6
How the Opium Den Pictures Were Taken Vol. i, No. 6
In Palm Valley Geo. Hamilton Fitch Vol. i, No. 6
Art in Japanese Swords H. E. S. Flescher Vol. 2, No. i

Lake Tahoe Anna C. Murphy Vol. 2, No. i

Review of the Fur-Seal Controvers)' Lieut. Cantwell Vol. 2, No. i

Shall We Educate Our Politicians? Caspar T. Hopkins Vol. 2, No. i

Political Strategy Ivx-Gov.Lionel A.Sheldon.Vol. 2, No. i

In the Yosemite C. T. Gordon Vol. 2, No. 2

The Restoration of Pompeii J. J. Peatfield Vol. 2, No. 2

A Southern California Mountain Railway Olaf Ellison Vol. 2, No. 2

The Schools of San Francisco F. H. Hackett Vol. 2, No. 2

Through Lake County on a Six-in-Hand Geo. C. Brooke Vol. 2, No. 2

PRESS NOTICES.
The comments of the press on recent issues of The Californian are interesting. A

few are as follows :

" The publishers of this magazine have merited a

great deal of praise, and their endeavors clearlj'
illustrate that a magazine that is edited on the I'acific

Coast can be made sufficiently interesting to attract
readers on the Atlantic Coast as well."—Boston

Herald, June 13th.

The C.m.ifornia Magazine for June is evidence of
the growth of wealth, population and artistic tastes

of the Pacific Slope.
* * The talile of contents shows

a varied and rich assortment of first-class reading,
and a glance through the pages of the mcigazine
discloses illustrations that are unexcelled in any
publication."

—Detroit Ne^us, May 29th.

Thanks will be due THE Cai.tfokman if the public
comes to know the I'acific Coast as well as it does the
Atlantic shores.—Public Ledger, I'hiladelphia, Pa.,

June 2d.

At a single stride, THE CALIFORNIAN has stepped
into the front rank of illustrated magazines.— fhe
National Presbyterian, Indianapolis.

The Californian is one of the best written, best
illustrated and most interesting magazines we know
of—S. F. Gazette.

" The magazine fills a much needed place on
the coast, and we predict a great success.— Co/rf^n
£ra.

" If the mo.st fastidious of magazine readers wants
anything better than the June Californian, we
cannot help .saying that he or she must look for

something at the present day unattainable. * • As
a family magazine, we believe The Californian
stands unsurpassed."—y#a'»V; Voice, St. Louis.

The Californian Illustrated Magazine,
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES BLDO. SAN FRANCISCO, CAI,.
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Cor. First and Spring Sts.
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MEDICINE
^.AJJ

Not a "Cure=all," but a "Help=an."

The claim is not made for Scott's Emulsion that it is a "Cure-

all." Many diseases it does cure—even C(jnsumpti(jn in its

earliest stages is one. The oldtime idea of Cod Liver Oil when

administered in its rou^j;h state was that it would ease, perhaps

prolong the life of one in the last stages of consumption. The new

and rational idea is that it is designed to SAVE life, histead of

confming its use to easing the closing ciays of a life that is passing

away we now begin at the very inception of life—

IVeakiiess at any age yields to its nuigical poicer.

SCOTT'S EMULSION OF COD LIVER OILV/ITH HYPOPHOS-

PHITES is not a "secret compound"—its ingredients are well

known to all physicians
—wiiat science has done is simply to

destroy the bad taste of the oil without sapping its strength.

Glycerine healing glycerine is the means employed, and it so ably

does its work tliat the oil is parth' digested before taken into the

system. Combined with it is a powerful auxiliar\' in the form of

Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda, a pure and direct Tonic.

SCOTT'S EMUI/SION IS S()I<D BY AI,I, DilltJGGISTS AT $i.oo PER BOTTI,E.

3



BOOKS

Macmillan & Co.'s New Books
A New Volume of Poems by RUDYARD KIPLING

BAI,I,ADS AND BARRACK-ROOM BAI,I,ADS
By RuDYARD Kipling, author of "Life's Handicap," "Plain Tales from the Hills," etc.

12 mo, cloth, $1.25.
Mr. Rudvard Kipling has revised his verses contributed to various magazines during the past few years.

These, tojretlier with the poems by "Yussiif," published in Macmillaii's Magazine, and a number of new pieces
now printed for the first time, will form the above volume.

A New Novel by F. MARION CRA WFORD. Secojtd Edition. Cloth, $i.oo.

THB THRBB FATBS a story of New York I,ife

Ey F. Marion Crawford, author of "The Witch of Prague," etc. 12mo, cloth, $1.00.

No-lV ready. In the nezv Uniform Editio?i o/V'. M.^rion Crawford's Novels. Published monthly

MR. ISAACS ..

DR. CI/AUDIUS.
.Cloth $1
.Cloth 1

00
00

ZOROASTER Cloth %\ 00

THE THRBie FATi^S Cloth 1 00

th:e tai,:^ of a i^onki^y parish. .Cloth $1 00

Now Ready. A New Novel by HON. EMIL Y LA WLESS, author of "Hurrish," etc.

GRANIA The story of an Island

By the Hon. E>nLY Lawless, author of
"
Hurrish," etc. 12mo, cloth, $1.00.

Belongs to a class of novels to which the modern mind owes a range of experience and enjoyment far beyond
the reaeli, at any rate, of idle and stay-at-home folk in earlier days. * * *

Gll.\NIA has carried her (Miss Lawless) substantiallY beyond her previous work. Its simplicity is the sim-

plicity of strength; it treats common things and emotions with that touch which gives freshness and distinc-

tion—the last achievement of tlie writer's art.—Mrs. Humphrey Ward in the New Review.

THF I.FSSON OF TH:^ MASTER
And Other Stories

By Henry Jame.s. 12mo, cloth, ?1.00.
" 'The Lesson of the Master' has real and permanent

interest. Needless to say that it is well told. . . .

There are clever things on almost every page."—
Chicago Tribune.

THE HISTORY OF DAVID GRIEVE
By Mrs. Humphrey Ward, author of "Kobert Els-

mere," etc. Fourth Edition. Cloth, ?L00.
Also a Library Edition, 2 vols., 12mo, cloth, $8.00.

"Whatsorrow, what repentances, sufferings, sins, and
heart searchin^s David passes throuerh we leave to cur
readers to find out. They will find more than this.

They will find thoughts which stimulate and passages
which burn.

DENiJII, QUARRIER
By George Gissing, author of " Demos," etc. 12mo,

cloth, Jl.OO.
"
Interesting on account of the artistic way in which

the plot is unfolded."—Philadelphia Public Ledger.

MARIAM
Or, Twenty-one Days

By Horace Victor. 12mo, cloth, ?1.00.
"A brilliant and fascinating story, full of the mysti-

cal romance of the Orient."—Boston Beacon.

LORD TENNYSON'S New Book

THB FORBSTBRS: Robin Hood and Maid Marian
By Alfred, Lord- Tknnyson. 16mo. Uniform with the library edition of his works in 8

volumes. Cloth, $1.23.
" Lord Tennyson has toucliod the myth and tradition of Robin Hood with the magic wand of his genius, and

made them glovv with the lire and semblance of reality."—AVio York Sun.

A New Volume by WILLIAM WINTER
SHADOWS OF THB STAGB

By William "Winter. Unitorm with "
Shakespeare's England

SHAKESPEARE'S ENGI^AND
New Edition, cloth, ISmo, V.'j cents.

" Tlie book is delightful reading. . . . It is a de-
licious view of ICnghmd wliicli lliis poet takes. It is

indeed the noble, hospitable, merry, romance-liaunted
England of our fathers—the Engliin 1 wliicli we know
of in soug and story."—.S'cri6ner'« Monthly.

GRAY DAYS AND GOI,D
18mo, cloth, 75 cents.

" Mucli that is bright an<l l)ost in our literature is

brouglit once more to o\ir dulled memories. Indeed we
know of l)Ut few volumes containing so much of obser-

vation, kindly comment, i)hilosophy and artistic weight
as tliis iinprelentious little book."—Chicago Herald.

THB PRINCBSS TARAKANOVA
A Darlc Chapter of Russian History

Translated from the Russian of G, P. Danilevski. By Ida De Mouchanoff. With four p.irtniits. 12mo, cloth,
jrilt top, 12.00.

"The tale forms one of t lie most tli rilling and tragic chapti^ra in Russian history, and Danilevski, in preparing his

version, uniloubteiJly iuid the use of iiiiporluul documentary evidence."— The Beacon.

*^* Purchasers of books are invited to apply for Macmillan A
which will be iiiaihd fn i: to ami adilri.'ix.

s Ncxu Catalogue of books by American nut hnrt,

/.lACMlLLAN & CO., l ii Fourtli Avenue, New York
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" To read a number is to resolve never to miss one."—BOSTON GLOBE

THE FOLL()WIN(j SELECTIONS FROM

Press Notices
Show that " The Review of Reviews " has met with universal approval

and has received the most unreserved endorsement
ever given to any Periodical.

From the NICW VoUK A\UULD
"'Tlie Review of Reviews' is fldininible. Tlie editing shows a thorough knowledge of tlie

tiistesand needs of American readers."

From the PIIILAI)i:i.I'lIIA I'UBLIC LEDGER
'"Tlie Review of Reviews' keeiis its finj-'er on tlie popular pulse. The 'Current Events in

C'arieature' are unusuuUy entertuiuing^this year."

From the ATLANTA COXSTITUTION
" Its leading running article on the 'Progress of the AVorld' gives as elear an idea of the historj-

of the mouth as could be obtained from volumes elsewhere."

From the PPRTXOFIKLD T'XIOX
" We do not hesitate to say that 'The Review of Reviews' is the best publication of its kind

extant, and no busy man can afford to miss its monthly visits."

From the CIIRTSTT.VX rXION
" The American edition of 'The Itevii'W of Reviews' is a great pojuilar success, and it has

attained popularity without yielding a point of principle or ever descending to triviality."

From the SAN FRANCISCO CALL
" ' The Review of Reviews '

is a perfect encyclopedia of current literature, i)resenting in coin-

l)act form the most interesting topics that are to be found in the best i>ublications of the day."

From the PTIILADELPinA ITEM
" This popular Magazine is a most e.xcelleut one in every respect, and it has made itself a name

that is to l>e envied. It is a unique periodical aud we eaniiot get on without it, now that it has
settled itself among us."

From the SEATTLE PRESS-TIMES
" If one hasonly ten minutes every day to read, he can keep thorou»?hly posted on the events

of the whole world"bv reading this valuable publication. A trial subscription for live months for

^1.00 is advertised."

From the CLEVELAND PLATX DEALER
" '

T like " The Review of Reviews" best of all the many ]>eriodi(als I see,' said a subscriber to
it in this city tlie other day, 'because in it I can get a good idea of what is going on in the world
that is best worth knowing, witliout having to wade throufirh a whole library of current literature
to get at it. Lift- is sliort and my time is so taken up that I can't read one-hftieth part of wliat I

want, and with this one periodical 1 enn manage to keep at least fairly abreast of the times.'
"

From the DENVER TIMES.—"It is a magazine with an idea."

From the X. Y SUX.—" 'The Review of Reviews' is always interesting.'

From the XEW ORLEANS PICAYUNE.—"It is always ahead of itself.
"

From the \V.\SIIIXGT(>X POST.—"In every way it is an excellent

magazine."

From the CHICAGO DAILY NEWS.—" Its success is undoubted and

deserved."

From the CHICAGO TRIBUXE.—"That useful and always interesting

periodical, 'The Review of Reviews.' "

•• NOW LK.VDINti ••

•"The Review of Re-
views '

presents a charac-
ter sketcli of President
Harrison in the.July num-
ber, which everj- voter
should read, no matter
which party he belongs
to. It is to be hoped that
each competitor for the
Presidential chair will
receive etiual honor at
the hands of this now
leadintr magazine."—

The I'viitiii'! Tthfiram.

Price 25 Cents. THal Subscription, 5 Montlis, $i.oo <;ct,

Yearly, $2.50 1

T^, O • -c O • >3 Astor Place f^
1 he Keview of Keviews, new vork. ^



BOOKS
A New Book by tlie Editor of

"THE CA.IvIKOR.NIA.lSI"

CHARLES DARWIN
HIS LIFE AND WORK

Bj-- Charles Fpederick Holder, LL.D.

AUTHOR OF

"UVING LIGHTS," " MARVELS OF ANIMAL LIFE,"

"THE IVOir.- KING,' "A STIiANGE COMPANY,"
" ELEMENTS OF ZOOLOGY," " A FROZEN
DRAGON," ETC., ETC.

PRESS NOTICES

"The lesson of the Hfe and work of the late Charles

Darwin, as related by Ch.irios Fredericli Holder, i.-i so

wholesome that parents will do well to brins? it to the

attention of their children. The story is related in a

very readable stvle and ser\'es as an admirable por-
trait of one of the gentlest and best of men. "~Phi/a-

delphia Pi ess.
" To the young-, yet uninstructed in any phase of

the subject, a book 'like this is peculiarly admirable."
—Brooklyn, TV. )'. Tunes.

" Mr. Holder has woven the incidents of his (Dar-

win's) life into a fresh a id vigorous narative that will

be none the less inleres'.i.i.r t,> older readers because
it is also addressed to the young."—Courier Journal,
Louisville, Kv.
"... Mr. Holder's volume is calculated to meet a

definite II '•ed and i; should prove welcome, especially
totneyjii?. . . .

"—New York Tribune.
" Tlie .1 iLhor has the rare art of making interesting

any su'oject which he touches. Hence, with so rich a

theme as this he has produced a story that is very
reatlah'i- —San Francisco Chronicle.

"Chi:l.-s Lamb has somewhere said that men
should be moilcst for their friends as well as for them-
selves. It is this vicarious modesty which makes the
ch irm of Holder's life of Darwin. It is as modest as
Darwin would have li'rccd to have it modest. It shows
not only appreciation of his strength, but a kinship
with him in its unostentatiou. Its eulogy is unin-
tentional and unobtrusive."—New York Commercial
Advertiser.

" The voltnne is exceedingly interesting in style and
matter, and from the pi'u of one amply competent to

make it so."—Boston Transcript.
"The book fiUs a valuable place in literature."—

Pasadena .S.'ar.

"This life of Darwin will be hailed with deli«:ht.

. . . The work throughout is ex-CeWcni."—Journal of
Peda^ogv."

.Mr!" 'Holder possesses the art of making what
would be a d;y book in other hands than his, enter-

taining as well as uVrilrwci'wK:." —Literary A^ezvs.

",Mr. Holder has rendered great service to younger
readers thisby volume . . . has done his work well
. . . one of the best volumes of the series."—Iltyald,
Boston.
"A fine contribution to the literature which has

grown up about the name of the famous scientist."—
Rochester Herald, April 20.

IN FRESS

LOUIS AGASSIZ: His Life and Work

BY THli SAME AUTHOR

O. p. Purx^W/i'vS Sons
liONUJM AXU NtD^A/ YOPtK

Recent and Forthcoming Pulilications

THE LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE
With a History of his Literary, Politieal and Religion .s

Cnner in America. Fnuice and England. By Moncure
Daniel Conwiiv, author of 'Omitted Chapters of History
Hisidosed ill the Life and Paiiers of Edmunii Raiiihdph,'
etr. To which is suldeil a sketch of Paine by William

(•nl)bett, hitherto uiipublislied. 2vols.,Svo, illustrated,

$.'1.1 10.
' Let lis heartily thank Mr. Conway for this thor-

ouulily excellent piece of work. . . . Scrupulously
honorable and chivalrously generoushimself, he could
not see in silence the selfish frauds of others, and of

course he made enemies by their e.xposure. However
widely we may diller f roin him in his dogmatic con-

elusions, it secVns to us impossible to doubt that lie was
a noble-heartcii man. He was treated with a base in-

gratitude that nothingbut religious intolerance could

eciilain, excei)ting, also, that even still the services of

mind and pen seem far less valuable to the vulgar
crowil than KUtipowder and steel. However, Paine's
Life is now for the first time before us. We congratulate
Mr. Conway on the accoiii|ilislimeiit of so laborious a

task, a woik well done and well, worth doing."— T/i*-

Churchman.

HEROES OF THE NATIONS
Large l'2mo, full V illustrated; each, cloth, ?L.')0: half

leather, gilt top, ^1.7.").

Six, volamcs published, the latest issue being:

JULIUS CAESAR, AND THE FOUNDATION
OF THE ROMAN IMPERIAL SYSTEM

15 V W. Warde Fowler, M. A., Fellow of Lincoln College,
Oxford.

To be followed by

JOHN WYCLIF
Last of the Schoolmen and First of the English Ke-

lormers. By Lewis Sergeant.

NAPOLEON, WARRIOR AND RULER, AND
THE MILITARY SUPREMACY OF REVOLU-

TIONARY FRANCE
r>y W. O'Connor Morris.

STORY OF THE NATIONS
I.Mrgo TJnio, fully illustrateil, each, cloth, ?L.">0: half

leal her, uilt tO|>, |1.7.">.

Thirtij-thrcc vol aim.f have thus far been issued, the late.H

i.'^siii bi intj :

THE STORY OF THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE
Uy C. W. C. Oman.

Xc.i-t to appiar:

THE STORY OF ANCIENT SICILY—PHCEXI-

CL\N, GREKK AND ROMAN.
l!y E. .\. Freeman.

THE STORY OF THE TUSCAN REPUBI/ICS
By Isabella Dully.

THE INITIAI,S
Hy Baroness Taut |.h(rus. 2 vols., iTimo, uniform with

tlieExinoor Edition of ' l.orna Dooiio." fJ..">0.

INDIAN FAIRY TAI<ES
( 'oUecled and o<li t eil bv .Joseph Jacobs, and illustrated

by .1. 1). Ualten. IJino, $1.7').

Mr. .lacobs follows up his "Celtic Fairy Talc." of last

Christnuis and English Fairy Talcs of tlie jueceiling
one, by a selection from the gorgeous fancy ol the ICast.

JAPAN IN ART AND INDUSTRY
With a glance at .lai.iinese Manners ami Customs.

Tiiiuslated from the Frnicli of Felix Kegamey. By
May Fiencli Sheldon. li2mo, fully illustrated, ?1.75.

*»* Descriptire Fall Lifts, Notes on New Books. Vol. IT,

No. JI,prnspeetns of the Kniekerborker Niifjijcts, Heroes and
Stoni of Die Xiitiiiiis Srrii^ y( id on ,{jipli.-oli,,ii.

G.P. PUTNUm'S SONS, NEW YORK AND LONDON



BOO

IMPORTANT

PUBLICATIONS

BARNES' POPULAR HISTORY

OF THE UNITED STATES

Profusely ilUiBtrated ; large clear type ;
ac

curate and Tinn-partisan ; hrouglit down to tli'

admiui^itration of licnjainiu llarriHon; pos

Besses tlie charm of a novel; desirable in

every family.
One royal octavo volume, 680 pp, illuminated

cloth ccjver, price, poKti)aid, !^:5.60; shei-p,

$5.00; one-half calf, ifti.OO ;
full mor., $8.00.

HISTORY OF ART
By Wm. H. Goodyear (latecurator of "Metro

politan IMuseum.)
A comprehensive sketch of Architecture

Sculpture and Painting; written iu clear,

terse style; adapted for use in lii-her institu-

tions of learning but appropriate in private
libraries. Edition de Luxe oticrs a most

attractive table book. Bound in handsome
red cloth, vellum and goUl.

Royal 8vo. oU choice illustrations, 377 pp.

Price, postpaid, cloth, $3.50 ;
de Luxe, ^5.00.

HISTORY OF GERMANY
A Drama of Development

ByTHEODORK S. Fay.
A comprehensive, popular history of Ger-

many for which Mr. Fay's lilVlong residence

in that country has given him jx'culiar advan-

tages. The work is appropriattdy illustrated

and presented iu large handsome type ami

liberal margins.
Two royal octavo volumes, 1,300 pp. Price,

postpaid, cloth, uncut edges, gilt top, $7.0"^
•

half calf, $12.00.

ATLAS OF THE WORLD
Bj' James IMoxtietu.

Descriptive, historical and statistical, and
illustrated with numerous engravings. .^ti

paiies of full and double-page maps, and 70

pages of text; closing M'ith statistics, topical

reviews, and a succint historical resume.

Census of ISViO.

Leather bui-k, large quarto, 200 p-^. Price,

postpaid, $3.60.

Send fur Special Catalo|;ue

A. S. BARNES & CO., Publishers

751 Broadway, New York

FREDERICK WflRNE & DO'S

Books for all Seasons

yow rradj/, in large crouu, Svo. cloth bindinrf o/ St/vel

dtxii/n, fi.50.

THE LAND OF THE ALMIGHTY DOLLAR.
J'.y II. I'.v.sMli'.K (J()l'..viiN. Willi sixty i.rigiiial illii.s-

iratioiis by Irviiiij .MdiiIhku.
Tersf tind epiKruinniHtic-, these flyliiR leaves of a

slirewil truvek-r's obsi-rvations of this country will Ije

rend witli interest mid anuiseinent.

"Iletirty admiration, siiieere deference and earnest

synii)atliv. Tliese conditions meet, we observe witli

silt isfaet ion, in Mr. II. I'anmnre Gordon, and we do
not liesitate to besjteak a multitude of readers for his

book."— -V. )'. Sun.
" Mr. (iordon appears to have iiad a fairly good tlmi'

in Ameriea and to liave judged us with good temper.
"

—The y. y. Times.

Jill the A iithor of
"

Life and Tcarhinfi of John Rttskin."

POPULAR STUDIES OF THE NINETEENTH
C EN'J I KY I'ol-.T.s. Hy J. Maksii.vi.l M.\tii>.k. in

12mo. eloth, 11.00.

Simi>le studies on Wordsworth. Phelley, Coleridge,

IJvron, Hood, Tennyson ami Urouniiifr, tending to

create u wider interest in tlie poet and liis worlcs.

li'ow ready, in ISmo., cloth. $1.ik)

JOHN RUSKIN: HIS LIFE AND TEACHING.
]'.y.I. M \K-llAl I, M.v I UKi:. Third iditinn. n ristd.

Tiiis volume i.-s not aeriticism, Imt simply an outline

of Knskin'slife and teaching, intended for those who
iiurpose a careful study of his works.

••Mr. Mathers hook, with its careful and sympathetic
analysis of Kuskin's works, and its clear and conei.-ie

e.\po"sition of his i.hilosophy of art. education and life,

is a volume of the most heli)ful nort."— The IHal.

Three entertaining works selectedfrom the

C!IAyDO:i r/,.i.'?v/r'.9

THE DIARY AND LETTERS OF MADAM
D'ARIU.AY (FR.xNfES Bl'RNF.Y). With notes by W. C.

\Va1!I> and prefaced bv Lord M.\rAVi..^Y'sKssay. With

portraits, in 3 vols., smooth dark blue linen boards,

jirice, f2.2.5 per set; or, in " Roxburgh
"
style, cloth,

gilt tops, price, ?3 per set, ho.\ed.

%*The Diarv of tlie author of " F.vclina " contains

most sprightly' and entertaining anecdotes of fashion-

able and ton i^t Society of the Ueicn of Cieorpe HI, as

well as the litenirv circles of the latter portion «>f the

eighteenth ceuturv, l>r. Johnson, Mrs. Thrale. etc.. etc.

EVELYN'S (JOHN) DIARY. DIARY AND
Correspondence of .lohn Evelvu, Esq., 1-. R. P.. from

KVll to 1705-0. With Menu>ir. Kdited by William

Brav, Esci. Forming a most amusing and crnphic

picture of the time of Charles I to King W illiam. 1

vol., I'.nno, bound iu smooth blue linen boards, white

title label, price, T'lcenis ; or in half Roxburgh style,

cloth, yilt top,?1.00.

THE DIARY OF SAMUEL PEPYS. ESQ.,
y R. p. From lt'vV.itoir.ri'.). With Correspondence and
Memoir. Kdited bv Richard I.onl Hraybrooke. 1 vol.,

bounil iu two style's uniform with the above, 75 cents

This invaluflhlc picture of the times, translated from

the ori>.;inal evplier, fives usa miiuUe panorama of one

of the most iuteresling and eveutful decades iu English

'^MllE CIT.XXPOS CI.ASSTCS now consist of over

I'w'volumes, containing the best literature of all times,

are all uniform in style and size, and retail at 7.t cents

per volume in smooth, blue linen boards, white title

labels ; or, in " Roxburgh
"
style cloth, gilt tops, price,

il i>er volume.
Mnuv volumes in The Ojundos Classics are in use as

advanced or Supplcmeinarv Readers, or for Enu'Iish

1 iterature Classes in High Schools, Private Schools and
CoUeL'cs. Ask vour bookseller, or send us a postal card

lor a detailed list of the series.
. . ^i.

Of all booksellers, or mailed free on receipt of price by the

publishers.
g COOPER UNIOX, X. Y.



MISCELLANEOUS

Dorfling^er's American Cut Glass
C. Dorflinger & SonSj New York

Everything
In cut glass

for the table.

Beautiful
and artistic

pieces for

wedding and

holiday gifts.

No piece

genuine with-

out our trade

mark label.

Peoples Hoi Sayigs Sm
AND m .

SAFE DEPOSIT
No. 805 Market Street, Flood Building, San Francisco

ORGANIZED MAY 1888

Capital Guaranteed *1,000,000 00
Capital Paid Up in Gold ;i3;{,;j33 33
Reserve and ProOts 45,000 00

I>eposits, July 1, 189a 1,889,000 OO

OI=F=ICERS

COLUMBUS WATERHOUSE, President
F. V. McDOXALD, Vice-President

J. E. FARNUM, Secretary and Manager

Term and Ordinary Savinjrs Accounts Received
from Si or more.

INTEREST PAID FROM DATE OF DEPOSIT

Safe Deposit Jiorrs to rent montlily or yearly Iroiii

?4 to ?J5 per annum. Large Vaults for storage of
valuables of every descrintion. Comniereial deiiosits
received. Collections made and proiiii)tly attended to.
Doinestio and foreign e.\ehango bought and .sold at
current rates.

MONEY TO LOAN ON
Real Estate and Approved Collateral

TlNNIN&&3'0BBIN&

Joe Poheim, The Tailor
miikes the best fitting i-lotlioN in tlip Stnto at
i!>> per cent less tliiin any otlicr house on the
Pacific Ooust; Itulcs for sclf-nicnsurrnient and
sampli'!) of cloth sent free to any aildrcNg.

203 Montgomery Street.
724-, 1110 &. 1112 Market Street,

s-A.iv aF"it.A.3Vdsc;o.



M . MISCELLANEOUS

T TheLibrary of AmericanLiterature
It will pay yon to find out by writing to C L. WEB8TEE & CO., 3 E. 14tli ST.. NEW YOEK

B7K.C.RTRIV I

i.Nud K.JI,

UWICIII.S80.Y

RUNS SOLID

TRAINS FROM
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND

and BUFFALO

NEWJ°ORK
PULLMAN
SERVICE BOTH
SLEEPING AND
DINING CARS

VESTIBULE
LIMITEDTRAINS
NO EXTRA FARE

THRO PULLMAN
SLEEPERS TO
BOSTON FROM
CHICAGO
(BOTH PALACE
AND TOURIST
CARS)

F, W. BUSKIRK AsstGen'l Pass. Air't

CMICA.00

FOK All.

220 9"^9*'AE 5l^

Hhi,f -Tories oji\5P«iMrv'

f»l\?KI'At.fi50F0l)R,tflG#ri6')'iKffll5RlBL!(Vl0[i.

THE TOURIST, Utjca, N. Y. $1 a year. Have you seen it?



• HOTELS
-j-_<aiff>1

CALIFORNIA
SUMMER OR WINTER

THE ATTENTION OF

Tourists and Health Seekers
5S CALLED TO

GLIMPSE OF SOUTH FRONTAGE

Hotel del Monte
nONTEREY, CAL.

Only 8 1-2 hours from San Francisco by Express Trains of the Southern Pacific Coirpanv

KATFfl FOTt HOAKI>: By the day, $3.00 and upward. Tarlors, from $1.00 to $2.50 per day extra. Children, In

children's dining-room, 52.00 per day.
I'nrticwlar attfiition in «'ull«'<l to the inodpratr oliardcs for acconiinodations at this magnificent establish in rnt.

The extra cost of a trip to California is more than connterbalanccd by the uillcrence between rates of various Winter
Kesorts and those of tue incomparable Hori;i, dkl ISIoNTii.

Iiit«>iidiiiK VisitoiK to California and the ]IOTI:l DEI< MONTE have the choice of the " SUNSET." "OCDKN"
or "SHASTA" Konles. These three routes, the three main arms of tlie Rrcat railway system of theSOt'THERN I'ACIl-IC

COMPANY, carry the travelers throUKh the best sections of California, and any one of them will reveal W(>n<iers of chnialf.

products and scenery that no other part of the world can di.plicale. )'or illustrated descripti\e pamphlet of tlic Iiolcl.

and for information as to routes and travel, rates for tickets, etc., call upon or address )•;. IIAWI.KV, Assistant C.cneral

Traffic Manager, Southern Pacific Company. 3.13 Uroadway, New York, or AV. G. NEIMYKK, General Western Agent,
ao4 Clark, street, Chicago, 111. For furtlier information, address

Gi:OK<;i: .SCHONKWALD, Mauuger Hotel <1«»1 Monte
OPEN AI.I- TUK YKAIt KOUND JVIont.r.y, Californl*



HOTELS

Hotel Pleasanton.
MRS. M E PENDLETON. PnOFBltTOR.

SUTTER STREET, CORNER JONEa SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

.^i^*?^

The LARGEST, best appointed and most liberally managed

FAMILY AND TOURIST HOTEL

IN SAN FRANCISCO, with the most CENTRAL and delightful locatiom.

The CUISINE a special feature. LIGHTED BY ELECTRICITY throughout.

ELEGANTLY FURNISHED ROOMS AND PARLORS for Banquets, Private Dinnerm.

'Parties Weddings, etc.

11



Miscellaneous

Geo. H. Fuller Desk Co.
MANUFACTURERS

"'""
.T/Lo'Dor"'" FURNITURE

638-640 Mission St., San Francisco

BOERICKE&RUNYON
^ ^A. SAN FRANCISCO, r^''

SPENCERIAN
STEEL PENS
ARE THE BEST

FOR

EXPERT WRITERS

ACCOUN-

m^^w^-^^^^

TiNTS "^'•^-^-^^J^^^^^^^mu^Baia-ggNJEifea

CORRES-

PONDENTS

RAPID

WRITING

ENGROSSING

_„_- IVISON ?HINNE Yrjr_Cgy

FOR

3 'ocOUNTING HOUSE jNO.^

" COMMERCIAT, .14IJO.3

"!1d) O ya l pen '

FOR

No. 35

rg ANGULAR PEN No. 36
:lFBifr^.Gg.r-igw^i^<tkYi

Sold by STATIONERS everywhere.

Samples FREE on receipt of return postage, 2 cents.

SPENCERIAN PEN ZK'l^^i^'^"'

The Highest Honors
AWARDED AT

)IlECHfl)iICS' IpUSTRIflL EXPOSITION, 1081

THE
GOLD
A\EDAL

Ai-50 —

Grevpcl 5ilv^r A\eclal
\Vi' inaiiufaetiire three dilferent kinds of

FAMILY
SEWING

MACHINES
And one Imndreil and ciLrhttHMi ilillorcnt kinds of

luainifacturinLr nuicliines, and can suit llio /(^a.sand
la^U: of any one wisliing a perfect .Sewing Maeliine.

THE SINGER
MANUFACTURING CO.

22 POST STREET, S. F.

12



Miscellaneous

Sanitary Appliances
Of all kinds can be seen on

exhibition at our showroom.

A complete line of Fine

I'hunbing Material is always in

stock, such as imperial Porcelain

and Porcelain Lined Baths,

Needle and Shower Baths, Fancy

Lavatories, Pedestal Closets,

S a n i t a r }• Pvartheuware,

Porcelain Wash travs,

Imperial Sinks, Ivlc, l{tc.

WM. F. WILSON
PLUA\BlfH[G DRAINAGE AND VENTILATION

204 STOCKTON STREET

OPPOSITE UNION SQUARE SAN FRANCISCO

i^o» ^v:voi^rvE:» Tii^re:vxr:v^^.rv ^e.^.II^xv^^v^L^ co.
Los Angeles Depots, East end of First Street and Downey Avenue Bridges

for Leave Altadena for Los
Augeles

l>aTe Los Angeles
Altadena

•11:30 a m
•4:00 p m

12:05 a m
•5:00 p m

Running time between Los Angeles and Altadena,
55 minutes.

All trains start from First street depot.

Los Angeles, l^ng Beach and E. San Pedro—Depot
east end of First street bridge

Leave L. A. for Long Beach
and San Pedro

•10:00 a m
|l^opm
•5:30 p m

Leave E. San Pedro for

Los Angeles

•745 a m
•4:00 p m
•12:00 m

Between Los Angeles and Long Beach, 50 minutes;
between Los Angeles and East San Pedro, i hour; be-
tween East San Pedro and Long Beach, 10 minutes.

Leave Los Angeles
Glendaie

for

17:00
a m

8:25 a m
•12:05 p m
•3:00 p m
•5:15 pm

Leave Glendaie for Los
Augeles

t7^o a m
•9:20 a m
•i :o5 p m
•3:50 p m
•6:10 p m

Running time between Los Angeles and Glendaie,
35 minutes.

Add o ininxites for Vcrdugo I'ark time

Leave Los Angeles for



AGENTS
THE POPULAR CHORD!

Tbe CiiliforDiiii}

lllustrjited !\is^zm
ITS SUBSCRIPTION LIST INCREASES AT THE RATE O F ONE THOUSAND A MONTH

PO you WANT TO KNOW ^
About the Charms and Health of California Climate ?

About the Beauty and Grandeur of California Scenery ?

About the Flowers, Fruits, Crops of California Soil?

About the Magic Power upon the Land of California

Water ?

About the Vigor, Growth, Progress of California I^ife?

About the Freshness, Breadth, Strength of California

Literature ?

Then Subscribe for The Californian Illustrated Magazine

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR (

POSTAGE \
PREPAID^

TO SUBKRIBERSI-
Knowing the value of this splendid Magazine, will j'oii

help us increase its influence, and earn for yourselves one of our

Premiums to be given away for the holidays? Send for our

Premium Ivist.

TO THE PUBLIC GENERALLY!!
If you desire to have this INIagazine, and to make some-

thing for the holidays, by a very little exertion among your

friends, send for oair New Premium T,ist.

TO THE GIRLS AND BOYS!!!
If you want something for the holidays, a doll, a bicycle,

or a California curio, etc., a little earnest effort will get it.

vScnd for our New Premium List.

BS^Agents wanted in every part of the United States, address the

CALIFORNIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

14



MISCELLANEOUS

"•^ — -"^ —'

ARE YOU MARRIED?
It is the small annoyances, like a lost collar

button, that fret and worry. Sour milk ove_

night; no milkman in I lie morning; no cream

f.;r the coffee; no milk for the baby. The

GAIL BORDfll "EllGLf" BRAND
Condensed Milk is always ready for use. Use it

for tea, coffee and chocolate; for icecream, sum-

mer drinks and general cooking purposes.

Your Grocer and Druggist sell it.

Tliis Country is full of fit, healthy babies raised on the
"
Eagle" brand.

THE CALIFORNIA HOTEL

Opened December, 1800

STRICTLY
EUROPEAN
PLAN . •

Absolutely

Fire-Proof

liiiii ""J !

3

THE

CALIFORNIA

, ,
Is unsurpassed in style

I I : of ser\-ice by the best

{ I hotels of the United

II
'^

States. Heretofore there

l> has been no strictly first-

I {\
class luiropean

-
plan

HJ hotel in vSan Francisco.

ManagerS^i^ A. F. KINZLER,

BUSH STREET, NEAR KEARfiY, ^An FRANCISCO, CAL.
15



Miscellaneous

QORHAM SOLID SILVER
Silverware does not necessarily

cost more, fashioned iu artistic

shapes, but a lifetime of experi-

ence is required to produce

artistic and thoroughly con-

structed wares.

Our productions bear the most

rigid examination. The assort-

ment offered includes everything

known for household use, besides

many exclusive designs in art

pieces.

GORHAM M'FQ CO., Silversmiths
BROADWAY AND 19th STREET, NEW YORK

ONE OF THE MOST RELIABLE COMPANIES IN THE WORLD
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ITS AGENTS ARE FOUND THROUGHOUT AMERICA

^«.**T**%

INSURANCE
^1^

COMPANY
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' CAN GHOSTS RR PHOTOGRAPHED?

RV PROF. ELLIOT COUES.

HIS curious question
would be met by most

persons off-hand, in

Yankee fashion, l)y asking
notlier. Can ghosts be?

'

But it begs the whole question

ours, coming at times under the

observation of our physical senses,
and susceptible of scrutiny like other
natural objects. Into whichever of

these categories, or into whatever
other category, ghosts may come, or

to say that ghosts cannot be be put, it is obvious that the real

photographed because there are no

ghosts. This is a matter in which we
must assume a ghost, if we have it not,

at the outset of any inquiry into so-

called spirit photography ; otherwise

all inquiry would be absurd. The fact

question is not whether ghosts are or

can be, but icJial are they ? It is idle

to deny that scientific investigation of

the "whatness" of ghosts is futile.

Anjthing can be investigated, if only
to discover that it is not what it was

is, there are certain natural phenomena supposed to be. If a ghost, supposed
which have given rise to our notion to be an objective living cntit\-, turns

of ghosts, be tliat notion a whole truth, out on investigation to be a figment of

or a half-truth, or no truth at all. the imagination, resulting from a

We all mean something when we say delusion of the senses, it has certainly

ghost." Different persons have
different ideas about ghosts. For

some, ghosts are naturally impossible,
but supernatural ly possible and practi-
cable and actual, for they are the souls

of the dead, temporarily apparent to

our senses ; the}' are veritable appari-
tions from the spirit world. For

others, ghosts are neither natural nor

supernatural actualities, but sheer

subjective phantasms, mere hallucina-

tions, the self-evolved delusions of a

disordered imagination, as baseless, in

fact, as a dream of the shadow of

smoke. For others, again, ghosts are

objective realities, having substantial

or even material bodies occupying
space-relations outside our minds,

leading their own lives as we lead
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been a subject of investigation, and
has been investigated with satisfactory-

result. It is as much of a ghost as it

ever was, but a different sort of a

ghost from that which it had been
mistaken to be. If ever>' ghost that

ever was ' '

raised
' ' could be ' '

laid
' '

in the limbo of hallucination, that

would not d(^ away with ghosts ;
it

would simply show what they are
;

the fact of phantasmal hallucination

would remain as the result of the

investigation, and as a ver\- interest-

ing field for further inquiry- into the

patholog}' of the human mind. Eis-

orders of the mind, like disorders of

the body, and like the orderly opera-
tions of both mind and body, have
their causes, their processes and their
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results ; they depend on natural

principles of the human constitution
;

they are subject to natural laws, and
all these are matters of legitimate
scientific inquiry, of great interest in

themselves, and of still greater prac-
tical consequence.

Obviously, therefore, as I have said,

we must assume a ghost, whatever he,

she or it may turn out to be. Obvi-

ously, also, that something, that

unknown quantity
—call it x to

the 7ith power if you please
—can

be and should be investigated. It

cannot be eliminated from the equation
of human belief in its function. The
real point is, can its function in the

equation be determined ? The ghost
problem has been attacked on all sides,

by all sorts of methods, by all sorts of

people, with all sorts of results.

Ghosts have been evoked and exor-

cised with ceremonial magic, with

prayer and fasting, with the assist-

ance of angels, with the help of the

devil. Their presence has been pro-
voked by a considerable class of per-

sons, the professional mediums, who
make it their business to materialize

the spirits of the dead, or otherwise
to communicate with, by or through
ghosts. Mechanical devices have
been invented and used to facilitate

intercourse with ghosts, as planchette,
the psychograph and various others.

Science has entered the field, booted
and spurred, and mounted on the

hobby of Psychical Research in the

view-hilloa of a ghost hunt. Psychi-
cal societies have invaded ghostland
with a detennination that reminds one
of the famous direction for cooking
hares, '• and that may be paraphrased
' '

first catch your ghost, and then
cook it." Among tlie means used to

take ghosts in the very act of their

ghostliness, is photography. The

Queerly enough, this very sayinp, in ever>'body's
mouth, is itseli a ghost, having no foundation, in
fact. It occurs only in later 'editions of a certain

cookery book of uncertain authorship, t)ut commonly
attributed to Mrs. Classe. In the sentence,

"
first

catch your hare,"
" catch "

is a misprint for "case,"
case meaning " to skin." The sense of tlie direction
is: "First skin your hare." The laying of this

typographical ghost turns a feeble witticism into a

very rea.sonable and matter-of-fact statement of what
to ao first in proceeding to cook a hare.

camera has been brought into requisi-
tion for thirty years or more, and
thousands of alleged, if not actual,
"
spirit photographs

'"

have been pro-
duced. I have myself examined
hundreds, in England and in America.

Many have been pronounced genuine
by men of great eminence in .science.

Nearly if not all spiritualists believe

that photographs of .spirits, invisible

to us at the time, can ]>e and have
been secured. However insuperable the

actual obstacles may appear to us to be,
however invincible may be our skepti-
cism in any case in which the result is

alleged to have been actually effected,

we should not have the hardihood to

say that a ghost cannot possibly be

photographed. That would be to

imply that we know all the possibili
ties of .sunlight and spirit-life, which
would be absurd, for we certainly do
not possess that knowledge. But a

few years ago, photography itself was
unknown ;

the making of sun-i)ictures
of natural objects Vv'as unthought of.

Another Daguerre may even now be

living
—who knows ? There is no

natural impossibility here
;
there is no

logical improbability. If something—our assumed x to the nth power-
can so act on the molecules of the

brain as to make a man think he sees

a ghost, there is no a priori reason

why that same something may not

interfere in the proces.ses of photog-

raphy with the inter-action of light
and .shade to the extent of producing
a recognizable picture. The argu-
ment ill the abstract is very simple
and very logical ;

it is this : It takes

a .substance to cast a shadow. A
shadow is cast, in fact. That .shadow
is cast by no known substance, and is

cast in the recognizable likeness of a

dead person, in the absence of that per-
son's dead body. Therefore, a substan-

tial
"
something

"
connected with that

person has beeia present, has been oper-

ative, and hasefiected an evident result;

as it is evidently not his body, it must
be his soul or spirit, which is as much
as to say that his ghost has been

photographed. Mind, T am not com-
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mitted to this theory ;
I simply state

it for what it may be worth. If I do
not believe it, neither do I disbelieve

it
;
I neither afTirm nor deny it. I am

simply agnostic ;
I do not know. I

do not deny the possibility of spirit

photography ;
to do so wonkl be rash,

and very unscientific. But it is a

question of fact, and of the evidence in

the case. That evidence — direct

fully believ^ed by the sayer, to be

genuine. But I have yet to see one
which, when I had ascertained all

the facts in the case, did not prove to

be bogus—a mere .sham
;

a trick of

tlie operator
—in a word, a fraud.

Yet the reader must not be misled

into hastily a.ssuming, on the strength
of this, that spirit jjhotography is all

a delusion and spirit photographs all

\

Fig. C—Portrait of ,\\r. .\- i .uner. Keeler's work.

and demonstrable evidence—in my
own person. I lack. Evidence at

second hand, in the testimony of many
persons of unimpeachable veracity, is

abundant and easily accessible. This
I accept as going far to show that

genuine spirit photography is prac-
ticable, and has, in fact, been accom-

plished. I have been .shown many
ghost pictures whicli were said, and

fraudulent. The fact that I know,
and can prove, all those which I hap-

pen to have examined with the neces-

sar>- care, to be bogus, by no means
warrants the sweeping assumption
that all of those which I have not

thus examined are neces.sarily also

bogus. The logical inference—if any
there be— is rather the other way.
since the existence of a counterfeit
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implies a genuine coin
;

and the

stanchest supporters of spirit photog-

raphy are among those to admit the

most readily the ease with which

spurious spirit photographs can be

produced. The case is a very curious

one, of which the more one sees the

more bewildering it seems, and the

more one learns, the less likely he will

be, if he be wise, to assume infallibil-

ity either pro or con. Let him but
turn to his authorities, in default of

personal knowledge, and he is soon at

SLa in a fog ;
his perplexity grows

hopeless, and he is likely to throw up
the subject in sheer disgust. The
literature of spirit photography has
irrown so voluminous that I should
hesitate to add to its bulk, had I not

some new material to contribute as

the result of my own investigations.

My main object in this article is to

exhibit some spurious specimens of

spirit photograph}', show when, where
and by whom they w^ere executed, and
to explain the trick. It is obviously

impossible, within the limits of a

magazine article, to traverse the whole

ground. Much will be gained if I

can clearly detect and expose the

sham, without undertaking to adduce
the genuine. Our search for the latter

will be facilitated if we first familiarize

ourselves with the former. What a

genuine spirit photograph is, or is

supposed to be, has been well defined

by Mrs. H. Sidgwick,* in terms
which every s]Mritualist and every

skeptic will admit to be fair.
"
Spirit

photographs, or at least those species
of them which I propose to deal with

*Wife of Professor H. Sidcrwick, of Cambridge,
England, preside'it of the London Society for Psychi-
cal Research, in a careful article contributed by her
to the "

Proceedings" of this society, Part XIX, July,
iSqi, pp. 26S-2S9. The article is a critical review,
destructive rather than constructive in its tendency,
and mainly net'ative in its conclusions. It is well
written and historically valuable, both for those who
a.ssent to and those who dissent from her views.
The writer's position is fairly put by herself in her
opening paragraph, where, after stating that she had
not before offered the paper for publication to the

.society, because its attention had not been specially
called to the subject, and because her conclusions
were on the whole negative. She adds :

"
It appeared

to me that, after eliminating what might certainly
or probably be attributed to trickerj', the remaining
evidence was hardly sufficient in amount to est.ablish

even a prima facie case for investigation, in view of
the immense theoretical diflficuUies involved."

heref are photographs representing
figures or objects which at the mo-
ment the photographs .seemed to be
taken had no apparent counterpart in

the field of new discoverables by the

normal sight. A photographer with
the faculty of producing such photo-

graphs would in taking a portrait of a

human sitter sometimes obtain that of

some other person on the same plate.
If the sitter was fortunate, it would
be that of a deceased relation. Some-
times persons possessing, or supposed
to possess, the faculty of seeing spirits,
said that they saw the form which

ultimately appeared on the plate,

hovering near the sitter, though in-

visible to ordinary eyes."
These propositions put the whole

problem in a nutshell. Mrs. Sidg-
wick's review of the evidence in the

case is, as we have seen, unfavorable.

Upon the elimination of proven fraud,
she finds the residuum hardly suffi-

cient to establish a case to be tried,

let alone proved. But now let us
look at the other side, in support of

which I n'ill adduce the famous natu-

ralist, the profound philosopher, and
the pronounced spiritualist, Alfred
Russell Wallace, who is one of the

stanchest and most unflinching
defenders of the proposition that

genuine spirit photographs can be
and have been obtained. He has
advocated and upheld the affirmative

side of the case for many 5'ears (to

my own knowledge from 1874 till

now). While I was in England in

1884 I had the pleasure and the
honor of being a guest at his house in

Godalming, near London, and was
shown a large series—I think about

fort}'—alleged spirit photographs,
most of which Professor Wallace

t"Mr. Wallace applies the name also to photo-
graphs of so-called ' materialized '

spirits. In the
case of ' materializations '

however, it is not usually
the geiniinencss of the photographic process, but
merely the spirituality of the figure j'botographed,
which the skeptic calls in question" It is important
to bear this in mind. I am dealing in this article

only with alleged spirit photographs which come
within IMrs. Sidgwick's definition, and hence do not
touch upon any such as those obtained with his own
hands by Mr. William Crookes, R R. S., from alleged

spirit materialization visible to the ordinary eye at the
time the pictures were taken.
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believed to be genuine, and some oi

which he knew to be fraudulent.

We examined and discussed the pic-
tures together, and my good host

took pains to point out to me what
he considered the proofs of genuine-
ness in the one, and the evidences of

fraud on the other set of photogra])hs.

that I have since satisfied myself that

the signs of genuineness on which the

eminent scientist seemed to rely, are

actually fallacious, as I shall show in

the sequel. From the vantage-

ground of my own sul^sequent investi-

gations I am convinced that every
so-called "test" of genuineness can

Fig. D—Portrait of Mr. X— s Brother. Keeler's work.

This discrimination rested on the
face of the .several pictures and was

independent of his knowledge or

belief respecting the liLstory of the

process of production in the respective
cases. That is to say, Professor Wal-
lace seemed to me to be able to tell

the genuine from the spurious on

sight. But I fear I must add just
here—as I do with unfeitrned rearret—

be fraudulently imitated to perfection.
It gives my sen.se of the amenities of

hospitality a twinge to say this ; but
it should be said, and Professor Wal-
lace would be the last one to wish it

unsaid, if I believe it to be true.

Examination of this series of pictures
excited my liveliest interest, and led

me to further ."Studies in spiritualistic

phenomena : but it has convinced me
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of nothing so much as of the scientific

spirit, the transparent sincerit3^ and
the robust faith of one whom I am
proud to call friend. Passing by this

episode, let us hear Professor Wallace's
own statements of his mature conclu-

sions on the subject of spirit photog-
raphy. In a remarkable article,

entitled :

" Are There Objective

Apparitions?" which appeared in the

Arena for January, 1891, pp. 129-146,
and which called out the courteous,

though caustic, criticism of Mrs.

Sidgwick's before cited, the distin-

guished naturalist adduces five differ-

ent categories of evidence which
either distinctly suggests or affords

direct proof of the objectivity of

apparitions. His fifth kind of evi-

dence is, that phantasms can be and
have been photographed. His words
are exactly as follows :

"
(5.) Phantasms can be pJioto-

graphed, and are, there/ore, objective
realities. It is common to sneer at

what are called spirit photographs
because imitations of some of them
can be so easily produced ;

but a little

consideration will show that this very
facility of imitation renders it equally
easy to guard against imposture, since

the modes by which the imitation is

eflfected are so well known. At all

events it will be admitted that an

experienced photographer who sup-
plies the plates and sees the whole of

the operations performed, or even

performs them himself, cannot he so

deceived. This test has been applied
over and over again, and there is no

possible escape from the conclusion,
that phantasms, whether visible or

invisible to those present, can be and
have been photographed." {Arena,
January, 1891, pp. 141, 142.)

This is Mr. Wallace's contention,
in support of which he adduces nuich
evidence, in part as follows :

"Perhaps the most remarkable
series of experiments evx-r made on
this subject are those carried on dur-

ing three years by the late Mr. John
Beattie of Clifton, a retired photog-
rapher of twenty years' cxjx'rience.

and Dr. Thoni.son, M. D. (Kdin.) a

retired physician, who had practiced

photograph}' as an amateur for twenty-
five >ears. These two gentlemen
performed all the photographic work
themselves, sitting with a medium
who was not a photographer. They
took hundreds of pictures, in series of

three, taken conseciitively at intervals

of a few seconds, and the results are

the more remarkable and the less

open to any possible suspicion, because
there is not in the whole what is

commonly termed a spirit photograph,
that is, the shadowy likeness of any
deceased person, but all are more or

less rudimental, exhibiting various

patches of light undergoing definite

changes of form, sometimes culmin-

ating in undefined human forms, or

medallion-like heads, or star-like

luminosities. In no case was there

any known cause for the production
of these figures. I possess a set of

these remarkable photographs, thirty-
two in number, given me by Mr.

Beattie, and I was personally ac-

quainted with Dr. Thom.son, who
confirmed Mr. Beattie' s statements as

to the conditions and circumstances
under which they were taken. Here
we have a thorough scientific investi-

gation, undertaken by two well-

trained experts, with no possibility
of their being imposed upon ;

and

they demonstrate the fact that phan-
tasmal figures and luminosities quite
invisible to ordinary observers, can

yet reflect or emit actinic rays so as

to impress their forms and changes of

form upon an ordinary photographic
plate. An additional proof of this

extraordinary phenomenon is, that

frequently, and in later experiments
always, the medium spontaneously
described what he saw, and the

picture taken at that moment always
exhibited the same kind of figure."

(Arena, January, 1891, pp. 143, 144.)
These are strong statements, and

the.se are the experiments on which,
as Mrs. Sidgwick remarks, more
stress has been laid tlian on any
others wliich liave lieen reported up to
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this date. Professor Wallace intro-

duced them in his Miracles and
Modern Spiritualism, p. 193 (1874),

saying then, as he still says in sub-

stance, that spirit photography "is
that which furnishes, perhaps, the
most unassailable demonstration it is

British Journal of Photogfaphy, 1872
and 1873. An account by the Dr.

Thomson mentioned is given in

Hiimayi Nature for September, 1874,

by "M. A. (Oxon)." This is the

well-known pen-name of my friend,

W. Staiuton- Moses, editor of Lights

t-ig. A—Fraudulent Work of Mrs. F. \' Foster

possible to obtain t)f the objective
reality of spiritual forms." The Mr.
Beattie mentioned had already pub-
lished his own accounts in the

Spiritualist, July 15, 1S72 : in the

Spiritual Magazine, September, 1S72
and' November, 1873; and in the

l^ircsident of the London Spiritual
Alliance, and one of the foremost

.spiritualists of the world, whose good
faith and vast experience in every
department of psychical research no
one could have the hardihood to call

in question. Mr. Stainton-Moses has
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in many places besides that cited,

and for man>- years, adduced evidence

for genuine spirit photography.
Replying to Mrs. Sidgwick's strictures

on the general credibility of this evi-

dence, he says that this lady "sets

forth to damage as much as possible
the evidence on which spiritualists

rely;" and, referring to her criticism

of his own share in adducing the evi-

dence, he maintains his ground, stat-

ing, with regard to what he wrote in

Hiunan Nature in 1874: "I have
no desire to withdraw anything that

I then wrote, and to minute criticisms

on a subject respecting which we are

all confessedl}^ ignorant there is no

reply to be made worth the making."
These declarations are in Light,

September 26tli, 1891, p. 462, in an
article by

" M. A. (Oxon)," which
cites and defends the Beattie-Thomson
results on which we have seen that

Professor Wallace relies so strongly,
and wdiich proceeds to comment upon
and extract at length from a pamphlet
publishing a lecture given before the

Adelaide Spiritualistic Association by
E. A. D. Opie.* The Beattie-Thom-
son results are also taken up by the

great Russian spiritualist, A. N.

Akhasof, of vSt. Petersburg, who, in his

Animismus iind Spin'tisu?i(s (Leipsig,

1890), devotes a long chapter to spirit

photography, and who, in Psychische
Studien for May, 1886, p. 210, regards
these results "as the foundation
stone of the whole phenomenal region
of mediumistic materializations in

general and of transcendental photo-
graphs in particida) y -\ This is

stronger language than I have any-
where found even Professor Wallace

using, and justifies us in at least

listening to the demurrer Mrs. Sidg-
wick has filed. It appears from her

account tliat there were concerned in

*Mr. Opie describes a case, which M. A. (Oxon)
calls "a crucial piece of evidence," and in which is

concerned a certain Mr. Hartnian of Cinciunali, .some
of whose work is before me as I write. See the picture
beyond.
tQuoted from Mrs. Sidg-wick's paper— I have not

myself seen the article in I'sycliische Sliidifii. I'rom
her paper it also appears that sixteen of the ReatUe
photographs are reproduced in Psvcliisclir Studien
for April, 1886, and in Akhasofs work above named.

these experiments, besides Mr. Beattie

and Dr. Thomson, several other

persons. Two of these were Mr.

Butland, "a good trance medium,"
and Mr. Josty,

" a professional pho-
tographer.

" " This Josty was tracked
to the workhouse ;" "he w^as drunken,
insolvent, and in money matters quite

unscrupulous." "Under these cir-

cumstances,
' '

continues Mrs. Sidgwick,"
deceit by Mr. Josty appears to me to

be too probable to make it possible to

attach much importance to Mr.
Beattie' s experiments in spirit pho-
tography."

I have dwelt on this case for two
reasons : First, it seemed necessary
to bring the whole subject upon the

reader's horizon by citing the evidence

upon which the strongest reliance has
been placed by some, and to which
the most strenuous objections have
been urged by others. Second, it is

a fair sample of the literature of spirit

photography. No one magazine
article can more than touch upon a

tithe of what has been written. But
it is all pretty much alike—a mass of

minute descriptions of scenes, inci-

dents, proces.ses, results, precautions

against trickery', affidavits ofwitnesses,
and perfect reliance on the genuine-
ness of the phenomena, on the one
hand

;
of the proof of imposture in

many cases, and the picking to pieces
of all the evidence in the rest of the

cases, on the other hand ; of declara-

tions and denials, of claims and

counterclaims, of explanations that

explain nothing, and of theories that

count for nothing. By the time one
has waded through it all, as I have,
he may seem to liim.self to have chased
an zg7iis fatuus in the night of his

own ignorance, and perhaps conclude,
not that a phantom can be photo-
graphed, but that spirit photography
is itself a phantom of the mind. Yet
what are we to make of the following
case, cited by our most .skeptical

critic, Mrs. Sidgwick herself?
"

I have .still to speak of one series

of experiments, that of Ur. N. Wagner,
Professor of Zoology at St. Petersburg,
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made in 1881, and described in

Psychische Studien for May, 1S86, and
in M. Akhasof's Animisnius jmd spir-

itisrmis. Professor \Vajj;ner was mak-

ing experiments in the liopes of prov-

ing a theory of his that when a person
is hypnotized a psychical self can

resembling a hand, with part of a

fnll sleeve, some distance on the plate,
above the ])ortrait of the hypnotized
sitter, Madame de Pribitkow."

Whatever may be thought of this

or of anything that has preceded in

this article, the rest of our way is per-

Fig. (7— Done by Mr. S. W. Fallis in imitation of the Foster Frauds.

separate itself and assume a form
which, though invisible, can be

photographed. He was eutirel}'

unsuccessful in this, but in the course
of the experiments he obtained on
one plate (out of eighteen taken imder
the same conditions) a white mark.

fectly plain and easy. It is simply
the description, illustration and

explanation of spurious spirit photog-
raphy. All the pictures before me,
about fifty in number, by various

artists, are bogus. All are also frauds,
made by swindlers, to impose upon
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the credulity of their customers,

excepting those by Mr. Fallis, who
honestly made his pictures to show
how the trick is done, and who has

himself told me about his work. I

owe nearly the whole of this collection

to the kindness of Colonel John C.

Bund>-, editor of the Religio-Philosoph-
ical Journal of Chicago, who, some

years ago, went to the bottom of the

whole business of bogus spirit

photography, and who generously

//i'. .-I
—Muniler's Work.

placed all of his material at my serxice.

No one in America knows more of the

in.side history of .spiritualism than

Colonel Bundy ;
no one else has done

.so much to denounce, expo.se and

punish the frauds that operate under
the name of spirituali.st, and no one

else has done so much to proclaim,

uphold and defend whatever of truth

there may .seem to be in the theory
and phenomena of spiritualism. I

have never known Colonel Bundy to

be mistaken but once, in believing
something to be a fact, which turned
out to be a fraud

;
this was under

peculiar circumstances (they must
have been very peculiar to have
deceived him !) and the mistake was
promptly acknowledged, with explan-
ation and apology that did honor to

his candor and courage, in his own
paper. He was mainly instrumental
in breaking up the business of the
notorious Fosters (man and wife) of

Chicago, who made bogus pictures
that Colonel Bundy succeeded in

tracing and identifying with cuts pub-
lished in certain magazines now
before me, as I .shall presently show.
I assume that the reader wdio has had
the patience to follow me thus far has
not been left in such innocence that he
cannot see that nothing is simpler than
to get a good ghost picture of any his-

torical person, or of any notable

contemporary, from published prints ;

or that the actual photograph of any
living sitter can be easily manipulated
into a shadowy likeness, with a halo
and all that. In the collection before

me I recognize .several persons I know
who were alive and well at last

accounts, and several other likenesses

in the lot are of historical characters,
which I should suppose most persons
would recognize at a glance.
The oldest spurious photographs in

my possession are a series of six which
bear on the back this legend :

"
vSpecialty by Mumler, 170 West

Springfield St., Boston, Mass." This
Mumler began o]ierations in 1862 in

Boston, and I judge from the faded

appearance of these samples of his

.swindle that they are .some fifteen or

twenty years old. As will be seen

from the one .selected for reproduction
here (see Fig. A), they are very stupid

impostures
—merely a female figure in

white standing by a center table on
which is a glass case of artificial

flowers (or .something of the .sort)

against which rests the reduced actual

])lu)tograph of somebody to whom .she

points. Such work as this should

deceive no one ; it probably represents
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the infancy of the art of fooling people
with ghost pictures. Muniler seems
to have been the pioneer in tliis kind
of fraud. At any ratal know of no
one pri(;r to him. He was caught at

his tricks before the year was out,

when it was discovered that some of

his
' '

spirits of the dead ' ' were photo-
graphed from living people. lie was,
in 1869, in New York, arrested and
tried for swindling, on the charge of

obtaining money under false pretenses,
but got off by some means. Tlie

reports of the case were published in

the New York Times of April 22,

1869 ;
in the Spiritual Magaziiie for

Jinie, 1869, and in many other places.
An abstract of the evidence appears in

Dr. Crovvell's
"
Primitive Christianity

and Modern Spiritualism," Vol. I, pp.
478-482. Professor Wallace and Mrs.

Sidgwick in their respective papers
already cited, both notice Mumler's
case—the former the more mccifully,
the latter the more judicially. Of his

subsequent career, if he had one, I

know nothing.
Fig. B, herewith shows the crude

work of a bungler or tyro at the bus-
iness of cheating bj- means of ghost
pictures. It bears on the back this

legend: "Specialty. By Jay J. Hart-
man. Proofof innnortality. Individ-
ualized spirit existence. Power to

return and show themselves [sic !]

proven beyond a doubt by Spirit

Photography. No. 100 West Fourth
street. Cincinnati." It exhibits a

blotched likeness of a man with a

shadowy female figure in the back-

ground. I have seen much better

photographs by this same artist, who
is the Hartman earlier mentioned in

this article as cited in the Adelaide
lecture by Mr. Opie. Those who
wish to see what can be said in Hart-
man's favor or dcfen.se may consult the
Cincinnati Enquirer of date 1876, or

Light of September 26, 1891 . I judge
the picture here reproduced to have
been taken somewhere about the
earlier date said, as it is much faded.
I have no further information about
Hartman to offer.

We come now to Figs. C and D,
which I know all about, and which
are among the best .samples of

ghostly (and gha.stly) camera tricks

that I have .seen. They were kindly
given to me by a friend, who author-

ized me to make such use of them as

I pleased, but who, on my detenu ina-

tion of them to be fraudulent, desired

me to withhold his name. This

gentleman, no longer young, and in

.sadly failing health, is a spiritualist ;

Fig. B—Hartman's Work.

a braver man never fought for his

life against the Apaches in Arizona
;

a more honest man I never knew.
He freely believed these photographs
to be genuine ; he itlentified some of

the faces that appear with deceased

relatives and friends
; he prized and

cherished the.se pictures as evidences

of a future life beyond the grave,
and as proof of the

between .souls in this

the next. He parted

connnunion
world and
with them
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to me in the sincere hope that I might
through them reach the same convic-

tion and consolation, and in return for

this kindness, what could I do ?

Nothing but deliver a crushing blow
to his most sincere beliefs and hopes.
He took it with composure and
thanked me for undeceiving him

;
for

his stuiF is of the sternest and he
wants no nonsense. Yet I know he
must have felt as he did once, many
years ago, when a shot from ambush
unhorsed him, and stretched him
wounded in the dust of the road, and
he vsat up, unable to rise to his feet,

whijDped out his six-shooter, stood off

the whole baud ol murderous Indians,
covered the retreat of one of his com-

panions (the other was killed already)
and barel}^ escaped with his own life.

That is the pathetic side of this miser-

able, this cruel business of spiritual-
istic fraud, whether with camera or

cabinet, or by what means ! But to

my story. Fig. Cis the portrait of

the father of my friend. Fig. D that

of my friend's brother. I will call ni}'

friend Mr. X. He sent the two pic-
tures with a letter I will quote in

substance, for the information it gives,
and for the purpose of showing how
fallacious are the

' '

recognitions
' '

of

deceased relatives or friends.
" Camp Verde, Arizona,

Jan. 12, 1892.
Dr. Elliot Cones—Dear Sir : I send

you the photographs of my father and

brother, on which appear some spirit pic-
tures. My father was a skeptic in those

things and some time after he had his

picture taken, my brother went to the same
artist to see what he would get, and was as

much surprised as my father had been. The
upper picture over my father's left shoulder

[see Fig. C] is my old grandmother and the
one iinder her is R. S. Storrs, for sixty-two
years pastor of the first parish of Braintrec,
and the father of R. S. Storrs, the Brooklyn
divine. The picture on the right arm is the
likeness of an old neighbor, who had been
dead over twenty years, and was at once

recognized l)y his widow upon my mother's

showing her the ])hotogniph. I have got
the grip too badly to write much, but from
what I know of the case and from what my
mother and others of the family tell me, the

pictures must be genuine.
"
Very respectfully,"W X ."

If the reader will now study Fig. C,

the portrait of Mr. X—'s father, he
will make out the three faces "iden-
tified

"
in the above letter, also, a

second face, qtiite obscure, on the

right arm of the sitter
; also, a non-

committal face low down on the left

arm of the sitter
; also, and especiall}',

a well-developed portrait of a heavily
bearded and motistached man, directly
on the sitter's breast. The two faces,

Mr. X—'s "grandmother," and
"Rev. Mr. Storrs" are in the back-

grotind. I call special attention to

the faces on the person of the sitter,

because I have often been told and
find it to be generall}' believed, that

one test of
' '

genuineness
' '

is the

appearance of ghostly figures upon, as

if in front of, the actual sitter's person.
But this is emphatically not so.

Whether yoti see the sitter throtigh
the "ghost," or see the "ghost"
through the sitter depends entirely

tipon which is the darkest and which
is the lightest of the two pictures in

the parts where they are superimposed
by the operator in the successive ex-

posures required to produce the fratid.

The operator can of course plant his

ghost figures anywhere he pleases on
the plate, and put as many of them in

as he pleases. I have samples of

more than twenty thtis put in one

photograph, but those which he places

anywhere within the botindaries of

the actual sitter's figure will show in

front of, or behind, that figure,

according to their relative lightness or

darkness. Still it is quite a trick to

impose a spirit face on the person of

the sitter. It was .some time before

the imposters "caught on." The

spirit forms were generally hovering
shadowy over or to one side of the

actual form
;
and when they were fixed

apparently in front of the figure of the

sitter, this arrangement was studi-

ously paraded as a "test" of their

genuineness. The scamp who exe-

ctited the frauds of Figs. C and D,
became expert in this particular.

Kxainine Fig. D, for example and

see how squarely he has planted a
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large, strong full-bearded face on the

breast of Mr. X—'s brother. 01)serve

al.so, another large but dimmer face

on the right .shoulder and a sharp
small face on the left shoulder, ap-

parently of a woman or child
;
and

compare the large, blurry face, quite

dim, off the left shoulder (on your
right as you look at the photograjjli. )

There is here yet another face, slyly

could identify the arti.st. I had some

years before .seen the same handiwork
in the possession of my brother,
Medical Director vS. F. Coues, U. S.

Navy ;
and .some time before that had

.seen jiictures like these in a large
miscellaneous lot owned by a certain

camel-swallowing ghost hunter in

Washington, D. C. Among chem
were gho.st pictures of George Wash-

/'t£:. //—A l-air Anonyma and her Attenj.int Spirit.

tucked awa}', making five in all on
this photograph, besides the sitter.

Can you discover it ? And can you
puzzle out a seventh and an eighth
face, besides that of tin- sitter, in /vV.

C the photograph of Mr. X.'s father?

They are there !

When I received these two photo-
graphs, at Pre.scott, Arizona, in Jan-
uarv of this vear, I thought thev
looked familiar, and I was sure I

ington, obviously taken from one of

his best known historical portraits,
and others as obviously reproducing
that wood-cut of "

Lydia Pinkham,"
wlio.se medical advertisement, in half,

if not all. the newspapers in the

United States, has familiarized everj'-

body with her features ! The follow-

ing March I was in Chicago, and
found that Colonel Bundy had a

literal "rogue's galler>-," (the rogue
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being the artist; of a dozen or more

photographs identical with these two
of mine, in every particular of style
and make, and certainly by the same
hand. The artist is a fellow calling
himself "Dr." William Keel er, who
operated for years in Boston and else-

where. I have seen him perform
some of his cabinet tricks in Washing-
ton. He has a brother, styled "P. L,.

O. A." Keeler, who has long lived

comfortably in Washington, on a

varied repertory of tricks, which
includes the slate-writing trick, the
cabinet materialization trick, and a

peculiar modification of the latter,

which he works to great advantage,
but which it would take too long to

describe here. I was therefore not

surprised, after I had made this identi-

fication of the Keeler frauds, to re-

ceive, at Chicago, the following letter

from my friend X :

" Camp Verde, Arizona,
March 15, 1892.

"Dr. Cones—Dear Sir: In regard to
those photos, my brother says that the ar-

tist's name was Keeler, and that he was
located on Dover street, near Shawmnt
avenue (in Boston).

* * * The photos
were taken six or seven years ago.

* * *

I am, yours, etc., W X ."

Dropping Keeler now, let us take

up another candidate for our own
rogue's gallery. Fig. E resembles

Figs. C and D, but has a style of its

own, particularly as to the grouping
of the faces about the sitter's face, and
the management of the halation of

light around them. Besides the eight
heads arranged around the sitter,
there are several others imprinted on
his coat, as in the Keeler ])ictures.
The sitter I do not know, neither do I

recognize any of the "ghost" faces.

Perhaps some reader of the magazine
may Ije able to identify one or more of
them. They are likely to l)e the por-
traits of several now or lately living

persons, taken from actual i)h()to-

graplis of these persons, or else from

prints in some periodical. This

photograph is the work of one ' '

Dr.
' '

Stansbury, late of San Francisco,
late of Chicago, late of elsewhere.

The first and last time I saw him was
at Onset Bay, Mass., in the summer
of 1889. He had a sign out "From
here to heaven by telegraph," or

something to the same effect, advertis-

ing some huggermugger business he
worked inside, though his forte ju.st

then was the production on closed

slates of spirit messages and spirit

drawings in colored pencils, said

drawings being prepared for him by a

confederate who lived on the same
street. This swindler came to Chi-

cago in or about 1888, practiced spirit

photography for awhile, and then
made over the trick of his trade to

certain parties I shall speak of next.

I .should not have mentioned so

obscure a scamp as Stansbury except
for this connection of his wdtli the

operations of the Fosters. The bal-

ance of the lot of photographs in my
hands, over twenty in number, con-

sists : First, of Stansbury' s frauds,
like the one I have selected for illus-

tration
; second, of frauds perpetrated

by Mr. F. N. Foster and w'ife, after

learning the trick from Stansbury ;

third, of honest imitations of the

Fosters' work, done by Mr. S. W.
Fallis, of Chicago (residence, 587
West Ohio street, office Baker & Co.,

engravers, corner Clark and Monroe

streets). With a letter of introduction

from Colonel Bundy, I called upon
Mr. Fallis, in Chicago, last April.
He was very communicative, and told

me all about these photographs, wnth

permission to make such use of the

information as I might wish. He
.spread before me perhaps fifty of his

own make, similar in all respects to

the Foster frauds. He laughed at

the simplicity of the trick, at the same
time stating that easy as an ordinary

photographer might think it to be to

produce just these effects, it was not

so easy after all, unless one had learned

how to manipulate the plates. But
that is a matter of photographic tech-

nique into which, for obvious reasons,

I do not intend to enter. My reader

must rest upon my assurance that it is

ea.sy enough, si scias artificium, if you
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"catch on." It is a matter of pre-

pared plates, repeated exposures and

peculiar management of the lights and

shades. Any one can do it wlio can

catch a live sitter for the center-piece,

acquire a number of photographs or

printed cuts of other people, and apply

lying before me, swoni and subscribed

to before a notary public, by three

persons, one of whom is Mr. Fallis

himself. It is headed thus: "At
the request of Mr. and Mrs. F. N.

P'oster, special photographers, we
held a strict test seanck with

Alleged Spirit Photos by Dr. Stansbury of San t-rancisco.

Mr. Fallis' methods of manipulation.
To show how utterly worthless (as

worthless as my friend (X 's

' '

recognition
' '

of deceased relatives)

are afl&davits and the like in this case,

I will adduce a printed statement

them, November iSth, iSSS. of which
we make the following statement:"
The statement which follows, a page
lonsf, is so worded as to make it

appear impossible that any fraud had
been perpetrated

—the pictures must
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be of ghosts. On questioning Mr.
Fallis about his signing such a state-

ment, he explained to me how eveiy
word of it could be and was literally

true, and yet the fraud could be per-

petrated, as it ill fact had been, on the

very persons who subscribed the

affidavit ;
he simply had not learned

the trick then. But he soon found it

out for himself, and produced a great

many pictures, just like those with

which the Fosters cheated their cus-

tomers, for the amusement of himself

and his friends. The public exposure
of the P^osters' fraud followed promptly
in the Rcligio-Philosophical Journal
and doubtless in other papers.
The very large series of the Foster

shams, and of the Fallis imitations in

good faith of these shams, which I

have inspected, enables me to speak
with ab.solr' ^ confidence. Here are

hundreds of faces of historical person-

ages, authors, artists, actors, soldiers,

reformers and others of the world's

great people, all taken from known
printed pictures, and all recognizable

by those who have seen their portraits
or have known the originals in life.

Here are scores of ordinary mortals,
some lately dead perhaps, but some

certainly alive still, and all retaken as

ghosts from their ordinary photo-

graphs. Here are Lowell and Long-
fellow—here Thackeray and Byron.
Here is Mrs. Maud Lord Drake, whom
I have known for years, whom I met
in San Francisco last December, and
who was very much alive last March
when she had that dreadful time with
a wicked newspaper man in Kansas

City, Missouri. Here I find my
quondam friend, Mr. McDonald, for-

merly of Chicago, whom I last saw
walking down the street in Washing-
ton, some months ago. One vener-

able "ghost," whose name I have

forgotten, though ]\Ir. Fallis gave it to

me, appears repeatedly with his

flowing, patriarchal beard
;

he was
evidently kept in stock to do duty as

the deceased ancestor of numerous
customers. Here on one of the frau-

dulent pictures, along with the

standard graybeard just mentioned is

the ghost-photo of the saint-like Mrs.
Elizabeth Fr}', a noted character in

her day, taken from the cut on page
399 ol Harper'' s Magazine iox August,
1882, illustrating the article entitled
" Some Worthies of Old Norwich !

"

Here is Adelaide Varese Pedrotti,
taken from the cut on page 696 of the

Century Magazine for March, 1882,

illustrating the article
"
Opera in New

York," by Richard Grant White.
Mrs. Austin is here, too, from page
694 of the same article. Here, again,
is Parepa Rosa, from the cut on page
1 99 of the Century Magazine, for June,
1882. Here, once more, on a bogus
photo, by Foster and wife, taken in

1888 in Chicago, is the portrait of the

ghost of the "Indian maiden, Mar-

quette,
' ' from the cut on page 339 of

Harper s Magazine for August, 1 882-'- .

She aj^pears in company with a Mr.
G. vS. Hubbard, an old Chicagoan
who died recently, but was alive when
he sat for the photo from which this

portrait of his ghost was taken, and
with three other ghosts wdio hover
about the actual sitter, the latter being
a Mr. Dresslein of Chicago. But why
protract these desultory remarks ?

They only occur to me as my e5'e
roams over the rogues' gallerj^ that

nearly covers my de.sk. Space presses
and I have yet to call the reader's

attention in particular to two "spirit"

photographs, which I select from the
lot as good examples of the whole.

Fig. F is an egregious fraud per-

petrated by Mr. and Mrs. F. N.
Foster in Chicago, in 1888. The
actual sitter is a Mr. Martin of the
firm of Case »S: Martin, pie-bakers,
corner Wood and Walnut streets,

Chicago. He is supposed to be .sur-

rounded by his "spirit-band" of

Indian ' '

guides
' ' and ' '

controls.
' '

Now, if the patient reader will turn to

the Century Magazine for August,
1882, he will find, on page 526, an

*Col. Bundy was put on the track of these published
originals by a friend wlio took unwearied paius to
hunt over old lilcs of magazines for the purpose. He
liandcd the magazines themselves to lue. They are
before me as 1 write, and I have examined and veri-
fied each reference.
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interesting article entitled
' ' An

Aboriginal Pilgrimage," in which my
excellent friend Mr. Frank II. Cash-

ing and the Znni Indians, which, as

everybody remembers, he exhibited

all over the country, are written up
by my other friend Sylvester liaxter.

On page 528 stands Cashing at full

length in the Indian tog he affected on
occasions of ceremony ;

and on pages
following are the portraits of several

Indians of the tribe of Zuni, used b}'

Foster and wife as the original of

these "ghosts." The pretty female

face, marked "
i

,

"
over the pie-

baker' s right shoulder, is the same
Maiden Marquette already mentioned
in connection with a different photo-

graph, as taken from I/cDpcr's for

August, 1882, page 339. The hide-

ous face which looms up over the

head of Sitter INIartin is simply an en-

largement of a small portrait like any
one of those of the other Indians.

The enlargement leaves it irrecogniz-

ablc, Init has this advantage, that it

clearly shows in the dotted lines, the

marks of the tooling of the wood
engraver, who executed the original
of the cut from which it is copied !

Sometimes I wonder which is the

bigger fool in these cases—the sitter,

sure to be cheated, or the operator,
sure to get caught.

Fig. G is one of the great many
pictures made by Mr. Fallis, in good
faith for the purpose of exposing
Foster's fraud, by showing how easily
it could be imitated. It is beautifulh'

executed. The sitter wears an
innnense rose on his chest, partly over

his coat and vest, partly under his

turned-down collar, verifying some-

thing that I explained earlier in this

article about the relative positions of

lighter and darker shades when super-

posed. Over his head is a spiritual-
ized and very pretty face, artistically

managed. The young man's face,

marked "
i," is that of one John

Slater, a reputed medium, now or

lately living. The face marked "2"
is that of the noted medium, Mrs.
Maud Lord Drake, of whom I have

already spoken, in connection with a

different photograph. These, and all

the rest of the "ghost" pictures are

taken, as I need scarcely repeat, from
actual photographsofthe living sitters.

I cannot luring this article to a better

close than by noting my own humble
share in the line of promoting spirit

photography. I happen to have, in

Chicago, a young relative who shall

be nameless, though he sometimes
dabbles in amateur photography.
This young gentleman has a young
lady Iriend, and this fair Anonyma,
no doubt, has a guardian angel some-
where in the spheres. After looking
over my gallery of ghosts they seemed
to be suddenly seized with a mutual

idea, which caused their abrupt disap-

pearance together. There is an
amateur camera club, or something
of that sort, in Chicago, I believe.

At any rate, m}' young relative

returned that da^- with the portrait of

a \(txy pretty girl, attended hy a ver>*

nice spirit. I am not in the secret of

this mysterious affair, and I would
not tell if I were. But here (^Fig. //"),

is the portrait, to speak for itself, and
if the attendant spirit could do the

same, perhaps we should hear the

rest of the story.

Vol. II—V



^' YACHTING AROUND SAN FRANCISCO.

BY CHARLES CI. VALE.

ON
the Bay of San Francisco every

Saturda}' and Sunday may be
seen the white sails of the fleets

of the local yacht clubs
,
and on board

of these craft are the yachtsmen, whose
chief enjoyment is away from the

busy city Avhere the breezes blow and
the spray flies, free from care, and

indulging in a sport which brings
exercise, health and pleasure. To
many, the simple mention of sailing

brings thought of unpleasant motion
and loss of appetite, with attendant
discomfort in a general way. Those
who are apt to get seasick can seldom
be induced to go yachting, and as

that class is a very large one, there

are fewer yachtsmen at this port than
one would suppose, in a place where
there are such excellent facilities.

But those fond of the water, and
with opportunity to indulge their

tastes, are not apt to experience any
disagreeable sensations while sailing.
A calm is nuich more to be feared

than strong breezes and rough seas.

not indulged in upon the same scale

as in the larger cities of the East.

We have no very large vessels with
uniformed crew, sailing master, etc.,

kept in connnission at a cost of thou-
sands a month. There are several

sea-going jachts, however, with
acconunodations for a dozen or more

guests and moderate crews, but in all

instances the owners are the captains,
and know how to handle their own
boats.

The conditions here are hardly
favorable for very large yachts, since,

while the ba}- is large, the coves and
rivers are shoal, and there is a limit to

the inside sailing area. On the

Atlantic Coast, the sounds and ocean
are available in summer for yachting
parties on even small yachts, for there

the breezes during the yachting sea-

son are apt to be light, and, what is

more to the point, the harbors are

numerous and close together.
In tlie.sc latitudes, the Pacific Ocean

hardlv deserves its name. Strong
for the charm of yacht sailing is swift winds and heav}' seas are the rule.

motion and the feeling of independ-
ence in the ability to come and go at

will. The traveler on steamers or

cars is tied to schedule time, and must
start and arrive at certain prearranged
and michangeable periods. The
yachtsman, on the contrary, starts

and fogs are apt to prevail in the

summer. Then to go outside the

Crolden Gate, the bar must be crossed,

and that is not always plea.sant. But
even when across the bar and out in

blue water, anywhere within a hun-
dred miles of San Franci.sco, rough

when he gets ready, and stops where .seas are more apt to be met with than

he plea.ses, and, while sailing, can

change his mind if he wishes and go
in any direction. This independence
of action is pleasant to man in any
sphere, and is one of the great features

of certain outdoor sports, especially

yachting. On a yacht a man is not

troubled with baggage, hotels, j^or-

ters, or other nuisances of travel,

but has everything with him, always
the .same, changing only the local il\-.

Yachting in San Franci.sco ba\ is

anything else, and there is general
di.scomfort luiless in a good large
ves.sel. And the worst of it is, no
matter what the weather, there is no

snug harl)or luuler the lee where
shelter nia\ be sought. If one

goes to the Farralones for a fishing

tri]\ he caiuiot well anchor, and there

is not tlie slightest shelter from the

seas. Whatever comes nuist be met.

True, the yachts go to Monterey Bay,
but at eillK-r M(MiU're\- or Santa Cruz,

484
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when at the anchorage, there i.s a con-

stant roll and swash which cannot be
avoided. And even those used to the

sea .sometimes get sick l\'iug at anchor
in a swell.

Then again outside or ocean sailing

hereabouts, in summer, meets a

drawback in the prevailing fogs with
their attendant danger. There is not

a single good harbor up the coast for

some hundreds of miles, that is a quiet

and there they cannot go alongside
the wharf to lie. They must anchor
a short distance outside the .surf where
there is a constant swell. Of cour.se,

if a yacht goes as far south as the

vSanta Barbara Channel, fine cruising

grounds will be found, but it takes

time U) go that distance. South of

Point Conception, ocean sailing may
be indulged in with comparatively
small yachts, for the winds are lighter

A Chinese "Yacht" following the Race.

and safe one. The swell rolls around
the point into Drake's Bay, and the

lumber ports further up are all small

and only protected from one side.

Moreover, they are rocky and one
must know them to venture in.

Tomales Bay has an entrance Avliich

is not very safe and the bay itself is

too shoal for deep draught boats.

To the .south, the first place where
a yacht can find .shelter is Santa Cruz,

and seas smoother than north of that

point. There are islands to be visited

where there is good fishing, and the

sailing thereabouts is delightful. At
Santa Barbara there is protection from
the northwest or .'^ummer winds ; and
at San Pedro there is good outside

anchorage and an inner harbor. Of
course at San Diego there is a beauti-

ful bay completely landlocked. The
various .seaside resorts between Santa
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Barbara and San Diego have mere
roadsteads as

' ' harbors
' ' and are not

much visited by }'achting parties,

owing to poor facilities for landing and

exposed anchorage.
A few years ago, during the height

of the boom in Southern California, a

number cf San Francisco j-achts were

purchased and taken down there, and

Club flag, their owners being members
of that organization.

It will be seen from what has been
said that for good and sufficient rea-

sons, ocean yacht cruising is not so

popular on this coast as in the East.
To speak truth, even on the frequent
short cruises to Monterey Bay, the

parties who go down on the j-achts

^Mh

Nip and Tuck with everything set.

some have since been built at the

southern ports. Few of these, how-
ever, are kept as strictl}' private

yachts, but may be chartered by sail-

ing parties. There are some, though,
which are used only by their owners
for yachting. Most of the yachts
along the coast, as far down as San
Diego, fly the San Francisco Yacht

usually return b}^ train, letting the

"men "
have the job of beating back

against the wind and sea. The pas-

sage down before the wind is a

very diflerent thing from coming
back against it, both in the matters of

time and enjoyment.
liul if the yachtsmen of the East

have the advantage in the extent of
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available cniising ground, over their

California brethren, those here have
some other favorable features not

enjoyed on the Atlantic coast. There

they are bothered with calms and

light winds ;
while here the summer

breezes are constant and strong all

along the coast, at sea and in the

harbors. Both in cruising and in

racing there is with us seldom any
lack of wind.

Our regattas are never, as often in

the Ea.st, failures for want of wind.

We usuallv have all we want and

The Eastern yachtsman visiting
here is apt, at first, to poke fun at

the short spars and small sails he
sees, having been accustomed to

greater dimensions
;
but one or two

trips across channel or down San
Pal)lo Bay brings him to a realizing
sense of the fact that craft sparred
like the Eastern yachts could not
sail here except with reefed canvas.

Several attempts have been made
by enthusiasts who imported Eastern

yachts, to make them carry sail

according to the original spar-plan,

Thp 'Cabco" going; through Golden Gate.

.'sometimes more. As a general prop-
osition, in yacht racing, everybody
wants more w'ind, no matter how it

blows. But that we usually have

plenty is shown by the fact that we
do not fit out our yachts with the

immense spreads of
' ' balloon canvas,

' '

common in Eastern w^aters. Plain

.sail is the rule w'ith us. Moreover,
such is the strength of the local sum-
mer winds that tlie ordinary working
sails of our San Francisco hiiy yachts
are about one-third less in area than
are used on yachts of corresponding
size along the Eastern coast.

but this has always had to be given

up, and the sail area reduced. Our
yachts, therefore, are not as handsome
as those in Atlantic w^aters, for no
such clouds of canvas can be spread
to our sunnner winds.

Th(j currents of the bay, too, are

swift, and, when running in the

opposite direction to the wind, a sea

is
" kicked up

" which it takes good
boats to stand. All over the lower

bays these rapid currents jjrevail,

especially on the cl)b tide when the

waters of the great rixers are added
to the tidal flow. In Suisun and San
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Pablo Bays it is always rough on the

ebb when there is much wind ; and
in the main channel, between this

city and the Marin county shore, the

sea is too heavy for any l)ut able

boats. And on a fogj^y, windy after-

noon people with no love for the

water wonder what pleasure any one

all along the Marin county shore up
as far as vSan Rafael, or the Marin
Islaiifls. there are rocky points for

fishing, or quiet coves for a lunch on
the beach, much frequented by the

yachtsmen.
The most frequent \acliting occa-

sion is the Saturday afternoon sail,

One of the Corinthian ^'achts.

can take in sailing under such
circvimstances.

But after crossing the channel,
from the city side, the wind is more

tempered, coming across the land,

and it is often calm in Raccoon
Straits, or Richardson's Bay. while

blowing freshly on this side. Then

remaining at some good anchorage
all night, and returning next day.
When a nmnber of yachts go together
they usually rendezvous at Mare
Island or Martinez, and "

try rate of

sailing" from those places back to

the club houses. This trip is never
made in a dav. In fact, it takes the
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best part of a day to come down San
Pablo Ba}-, especially for the smaller

yachts.
Yachtsmen do not use the bay

south of San Francisco to any great
extent. The long stretch of water is

bordered by marshes and shoals, and

heavy squalls come in through the

wiud-gaps in the hills. There are

no towns to visit on the bay shore,
and the shore itself, being mere

marsh, is unattractive.

The upper bays, rivers, creeks and

sloughs are the most frequented, and
each 5'aclitsman has his favorite

anchorage. The deep-draught boats

must keep in the channels, but the

smaller ones may go up the numerous

sloughs and creeks iu the marsh
lands bordering the bay, and seek

quiet retreats.

Corte Madera, San Rafael, Peta-

luma and Sonoma Creeks are only
occasionally visited ;

but Napa Creek
is a favorite resort of the yachtsman.
The annual three-day cruise, on the

holidays about the Fourth of July, is

generally taken up Napa Creek.
The yachts of the fleet race to Mare
Island Navy Yard ; the head ones
there wait for the slower ones

;
and

again the}^ start for a race to Napa,
taking the flood tide so as to reach their

destination at high water. At Napa
the yachtsmen and their guests ride,

drive and have sports on the water,
such as swimming and boat races.

In the evening they have fireworks,
a concert or a ball—for this is a

ladies' cruise. Returning from Napa
the yachts must l^e towed in line down
nearly to Mare Island for the creek is

too narrow to tack in and the wind
draws ahead on the down passage.
The creeks or sloughs in the Suisun

marsh are often visited in winter for

the duck hunting, but in summer the

mosquitoes keep the yachtsmen out in

the open bays.
Cruises are often made up the river

as far as Sacramento, or to the fruit

ranches this side of that city. On the
return trip, instead of coming back
the same way, they can pass through

Georgiana Slough into the Moke
umne River, thence into the Sat

Joaquin River and back home past
Antioch and New York Slough into

the main bays again. This trip is a

very pleasant one, but cannot well be
made in less than a week. It is

usually better to count on two weeks
for any enjoyment.
The up-river cruises are pleasanter

in the fall of the year, for then the

nights are cooler and the mosquitoes
are gone. The sailing, especiall}- in

that part of the Sacramento known as

the "Old River," is delightful and in

marked contrast to that experienced
in the lower bays where the yachtsmen
usually are. Up-river the winds get

lighter, the water is smooth and the
banks are fringed with trees. The
surroundings are picturesque and only
the time required prevents the trip

being much more irequently made.
Yacht racing in San Francisco Bay,

it must be confessed, is not as frequent
as one would suppose from the num-
ber of ardent j-achtsmen in these

waters. The fact is, however, the

general public takes little interest in

the contests among the smaller yachts,
which in reality make up the bulk of

our local fleet. The owners them-
selves take the keenest interest in

racing, but prefer a "tussle" with
some boat of about even size to a gen-
eral one where all sizes enter in

different classes.

As to the large yachts it is a matter

of so much additional expense to

their owners to enter a regatta that

they seldom do it. F'or a big yacht
to prepare for an event of this kind
entails an expense of five or six hun-
dred dollars and even more. If slit

goes on the dry dock to clean as she

must, of course, that alone costs one

hundred dollars. Then there is the

black-leading, new running rigging,

overhauling, extra crew and a hun-
dred and one items which go to make

up a big bill in the end.

And what is more, the ordinary
cruises and ' ' scrub races

' '

pretty

definitely settle the relative sailing
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qualities of the larger yachts, so that a

set regatta is not really necessary to

determine that
;
and the owners can-

not see why they should spend so

much merely to make a
' '

spectacle

As a result, the general regattas
which we formerly had here are fewer
instead of more frequent. There are

not so many big yachts either as there

used to be. The yacht club which

I-

t,

Coming in Wing and Wing from Fort Point.

for the general public. Very naturally has the largest membership will admit

the man with the fastest of the big no boats over forts' feet in length,

yachts is ready to enter the regatta and by far the majority are much
but the others do not care to add to smaller than that. It is a proof of

his glory particularly. the position here taken on this subject
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that the older clubs to which the

large yachts belong, have practically
discontinued the feature of the annual

regatta, while it is still maintained by
the club with the most small yachts.

In fact, the longer one goes yacht-

ing the less he cares for racing and
the more fond he becomes of cruising
and a quiet time. A 3'oung man,
new at the sport, will crowd his ]:)oat

full of guests to his own and their

di.scomfort. Those with the big

with creature comforts, but guests
who abuse them seldom get a second
invitation for a cruise. The owners
themselves have their yacht and
friends to care for and are not apt,
under such circumstances, to permit
any over-indulgence. Excitement

enough may be obtained in sailing in

the fresh wind, and with competing
yachts, to make one pretty tired after a

day's trip .spent entirely in the open air

without adding that which liquor gives.

.iV^
^

X

^^^w

A Mosquito Regatta on the Bay

yachts take very few guests at one
time and prefer to go in company with
no more than one j^acht. The
young.sters are rather apt to keep it

up late at night and make con-

siderable noi.se, while the old hands

prefer a (|uiet chat or game of cards

in the cal)in and early retirement.

It is a mistaken impression to sup-

pose there is much carousing and

drinking on the.se yachting trips.
Yachts are, of course, well provided

Occasionally what are known as
' '

Mosquito regattas
' *

are arranged
here in which all sorts of sailing
craft compete, but none ver>' large.

Among these are small yachts, Italian

fishing boats, wliilehall l)oats and

ships' boats. They are arranged in

cla.sses and there is more excitement
than when only a few yachts come in.

Usually there are .seventy-five or a

hundred competitors, and all sorts of

queer craft and (jueer rigs make their
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appearance. It has been impossible
to get any of the Chinese fishermen to

enter these races althongh a few of

their boats appear around the course,

looking on. The great interest in

these mosquito regattas centers in

the ships' boats, each ship in the

harbor sending a boat with a picked
crew.

As to types of yachts in use here

they differ somewhat from those in

other waters, but only in matter of

fletail. In the Eastern States, of

does not flourish. There is only one

real narrow decp-kecl cutter of the

standard type in San Francisco Bay.
The largest yacht ever built here

was the Casco, ninety-six feet over

all. She is a keel boat with outside

ballast, and schooner rigged. This
vessel carried the San Francisco

Yacht Club flag down to the vSouth

Seas twice, the la.st occasion being
when Robert Louis Stevenson, the

author, sailed in her for six months
in tho.se waters. This was the loncre.'^t

The "
Lurline." Flagship of the Pacific ^'acht Ciub.

late years, they have adopted the

English cutter style, narrow and

deep, with out: idc lead keels. Most
of our boats here are broad and com-

paratively shoal, built with the design
of carrying sail well in strong breezes

and lumpy .^ca. We have adopted
the outside lead ballast, but still

stick to the centerward type generally.
The very large yachts are keel boats,

but by no means narrow, as are

cutters. The coves alongshore are so

shoal here that the deep type of boat

ocean crui.se ever made by a San
Francisco yacht, the others being
only coasting voyages. On the death
of the owner of this yacht she was
sold for a sealer, no one caring to

maintain a pleasure vessel of that size

here.

Of late years the .small launch,

using gas or naphtha for power, has
become popular to some extent, and
there is one electric launch in the

bay with a storage battery. There
are al.so a few steam launches used
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for pleasure purposes, but no regular
steam 3'acht of any size is kept here.

The winds are so constant and steady

during the sailing season that sails

keep steam in the background in these

waters.

The 3'achting season here extends
from April to October inclusive, and
the boats are only laid up in the

winter because there is then so little

wind. Of course we never have ice

or snow here, so that sailing can be

indulged in all winter if one has
time. Several of our large 3'achts

through ignorance, call themselves a

"Yacht Club." There are really

sailing or yachting clubs. It is among
this cla.ss of people that the boating
accidents occur which get into the

papers as
' ' Accident on a Yacht. ' '

Some of these clubs quit sailing after

one season and give parties thereafter,
but still retain the name ' ' Yacht
Club.

' ' The water-front parties often

bring discredit on yachts and yachts-
men, much to the latter' s disgust.

They overcrowd the boats and over-
fill themselves, and when anything

The "Cliispa," Hagship of the San Francisco Yacht Club.

have been kept in commission month
in and month out for many con.secu-

tive years. In winter, however, it

sometimes takes three days to get to a

place where the summer winds would
take one in as many hours.

There are only four yacht Clul)s in

this bay—the San Francisco, Pacific,

Corinthian and Kncinal. There arc

numerous sailing clubs calling them-
selves yacht clubs, but which are not

such. A couple of dozen j^oiuig men
organize and hire a waler-front

plunger or sloop once a month, and.

untoward happens, the yachting
fratcrnit}- have to bear the blame in

the eyes of the public.
Both the San Francisco and Pacific

Yacht Clubs have their houses and

headquarters at Saucelito, and the

larger yaclits have permanent moor-

ings there where they are kept during
the week when not in use. At Tiburon
the Corinthian Yacht Club has its

headquarters and boathouse and a

large licet of small yachts is kept
there. The ICncinal Boat Club, a

new organization which has lately
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accumulated a large number of small

yachts and sailboats, lias its house on

the Alameda shore, on the edge of the

town of that name.
Each of these clubs has a distinct

membership, set of officers and flag.

Some yachts belong to several clubs

with privilege of carrying which flag

its owner prefers. The cost of mem-
bership of these clubs is small, the

highest being fifteen dollars a year
with no initiation fee.

Of course, to run a large j-acht like

the Jessie, Liirline or Kamoiia is a

matter of considerable expense ;
but

the smaller yachts such as fly the

Corinthian flag are quite inexpensive
to maintain. As a general rule the

owners and friends not onl}^ sail the

yacht, but paint and clean it and

repair the craft and rigging ; cook,
wash the dishes, and do all the work
of every kind. In this they find their

enjoyment. In the larger yachts
there are men to care for the yachts,
do the work, cook, etc., the owner

simply sailing the boat and giving
orders. So it depends almost entirel}-
on the size of the boat as to the

expense of construction and mainten-
ance. The term Corinthian implies a

yachtsman who keeps no man, but
does everything about the boat him-
self. And it is on this basis that most
of the yachts in this bay except the

larger ones arc kept. It does not

necessarily follow, therefore, as many
suppose, that to be a yachtsman a

man must spend a great deal of monc}'.
In the earl)' days of the settlement

of this State very little attention was

paid to yachting. There were in "the
fifties" .some small sailing craft for

pleasure, but it was not until 1869
that a regular yacht club was organ-
ized. In that year the San Franci.sco

Yacht Clulj came into e.xi.stence, and
in August the fir.st yacht regatta ever

held on this coast was sailed. On
that day the Emerald (the winner)
was sailed by John L. Eckley, the

Minnie, by Dr. J. C. Tucker, the

Peerless (belonging to R. L. Ogden)
by Edwin Mood}', the Loins by the

writer, the Raven by Henry Howard,
and the Zoe by Mr. Williams. There
have since been many regattas and
matches. The boats built kept in-

creasing in size for a time, but of late

years many more .small than large
ones have been added to the fleet.

The Pacific Yacht Club, an off-

shoot from the San Francisco Club,
was organized in 1S79. The Corin-
thian Club followed, restricting the

dimensions of the boats admiUed f-o

as to encourage small yachts. Now
the Encinal Club has come to the

front, also devoted to the small yacht
interest. There is the best of feeling

among the clubs and when any one
announces an event the others are

invited to take part and do so.

Finally all these clubs were forced

to recognize the steam or gas launch
and the rowing men and accommoda-
tions had to be provided for them.
And .so it .seems that while the yacht-

ing interest in San Francisco Bay has

grown and is growing, the dimensions
of the boats which predominate,
become smaller from vear to vear.

A Race with Ships' Boats.
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r\ and delightful Waikiki, the

visitor at Honolulu, if in the

least inclined to sociological inquiry,
is apt to find his way to the penal in-

stitution of the kingdom whose pop-
ular name is derived from its location.

In its exterior the prisou on the reef

will be found quite like similar edifices

elsewhere, but its interior arrangement
is unique. If I were of the criminal

class I think I should confine predatory
ventures to the Paradise of the Pacific.

A semi-tropical climate enables superior

provision for the confinement of con-

victs. In lieu of gloomy corridors all

the cells open on a sunny court
;
and

instead of the usual repellant dining-

hall, in this court is an umbrella tree

famous for its ample proportions
beneath which prisoners discuss their

daily poi.

their crime are horrifying, but Ihey
are in appearance gentle folks, quite
out of place within pri.son walls. They
are at once the agents and the victims

of a delusion that has greatly helped
to depopulate these islands. The
principal figure among them is a

woman who, aspiring to distinction as

a Kahuna, or priestess of divination,
in assertion of an as.sumed diabolical

prerogative incited her family to aid

in clubbing to death two children and
an adult and nearly cremating a fourth

victim. The incident is an unusual
outbreak of fanatic violence, but it

makes ghastly exhibit of the skeleton

that hangs in the Hawaiian closet.

When the missionaries lauded in

Hawaii in 1820 they found a nation

nominally without any religion. Six
months before their arri\al had oc-

curred an event for which history
But not less unique are the inmates affords no parallel. An elaborate sys-

of this prison. Thieves and nnirderers

of the usual variety abound, but

mingled w^th them are a mild man-
nered lot of ra.scals interesting as

specimens of belated heathenism. In

the hospital, for instance, might be

seen not long since, a native of fine

form lying at the point of death, of

whom the physician declared there

was nothing whatever the matter ex-

cept a disordered fancy. He dies only
because he thinks himself the victim

of a di.stant and malign enchantment.
And in thus taking his departure he
will not be bulletined as hav-

ing some strange thing hai^jx-n to

him. He follows a fashion set by his

ancestors and to-day prevalent on all

the islands.

Or there may be seen here a group
like that recently brought from the

ob.scure island of lyanai—ten per.sons,

men, women and children charged
with a triple murder. The details of

tem of idolatry that had for ages held

universal sway had been abandoned by
a people that knew nothing of any
other faith. By royal edict, temples,
idols and altars had been destroyed and
the gods dismissed.

But the Hawaiians were pagans still,

.steeped in superstition and debased by
heathen vices almost beyond hope of

elevation. The story of the j-ears that

follow reads like fiction. Less than

thirty years of Christian effort re-

sulted in one of the most remarkable
in.stances of national transfonnation

ever witnessed. Churches and school -

hou.ses became as muncrous and as well

attended as in the heart of New Eng-
land. The largest Christian assembly
that gathered an>-where on the globe
convened regularly in Hilo. Hawaii
was ])ronounced as much entitled to be

called Christian as the United States.

Missionary aid was withdrawn, native

pastors were placed in charge of the

496
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An Ancient Idol

pulpits of the land, and native mis-

sionaries were commissioned to other

islands in other seas.

But as the years go by it transpires
that the ancient religion has not en-

tirely disappeared. The candid his-

torian is compelled to admit that

vestiges of the old

faith remain to col-

or and corrupt the

new. Its gods arc

forgotten, its images
are destroyed, its

puljlic rites are
tal)u, and to be
called heathen is a

disgrace, but Pele

the goddess of the

volcano, still has
her fatuous devo-

tees, fetiches are

still furtively worn,
and the Kahuna
may be found in

nearly every com-

munity in some
respects the most powerful person-
ality in the kingdom, by many
more feared than the devil and more

sought after than the Saviour of men.
The system he operates is a potent
factor in the politics of the country,
it seriously interferes with medical

practice, and by its salacious orgies it

lowers the tone of public morals. It

has never been fully written up, and

perhaps never will be, since as Carlyle
says of paganism in general, "It is a

bewildering, inexplicable jumble of

delusions, confusion, falsehood and
absurdities."

The ofl&ce of Kahuna is with some,

hereditary, tracing back to the ancient

priesthood, and with others it is ac-

quired by audacious charlatanism. It

owes its popularity in part to the

prevalent belief that the Jehovah of

Scripture is but one among many gods,
and that he concerns himself mainl)-
with the souls of men, while other

deities, gods of the sea and air and
streams deal only with their bodies.

These le.s.ser gods are, as a rule, malev-
olent and busy themselves in making

trouble. They are envious, jealous,

spiteful and mean enough to vent their

spleen on helpless humanit}-.
There are also in the Hawaiian

pantheon demi-gods and meddlesome
demons that delight in getting inside

of people to the instant discomfort of

their unwilling hosts. Most ot the
aches and pains that native flesh is

heir to are by the superstitious as-

scribed to supernatural origin, and it is

the office of the Kahuna to diagnose
the difficulty, and placate the dis-

gruntled god or expel the disturbing
demon, as the case may be. He is a

thrifty thaumaturgist and proportions
his fees to the imperative nature of his

services. He emploj-s charms and
incantations and in difficult cases will

smear the patient with unnamable filth

to disgust and drive away the devil

that cannot be wheedled into abdica-

tion. He will bless a fetich to be
worn next the person, or kill a white
chicken or a red fish and eat it raw
with the patient. Stones of peculiar

.shape and pieces of wood cut in fan-

tastic form are deemed potent

prophylactics and certain preposterous
decoctions are used as remedial agents.
The Kahuna as a medical prac-

titioner is under legislative ban, but
he nevertheless manages to contribute

materially to the rapid decadence of

the race. In 1S20 the native popula-
tion was one hun-
dred and sixty
thousand, and in

.spite of the fact

that the Hawaiians
are an exception-
ally prolific people,
i t n o w numbers

only forty thou-

sand. The death
rate is excessive,
and is due in part
to the fact that the physician is often

ignored in the interest of the Kahuna,
and that when called he can never be
sure that his medicines are not thrown
out of the window and .some devil's

broth substituted for them.
The Kahuna also poses as Sir

.^n Ancient iJol
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Oracle. His supposed commerce with his career by despatching some relative

the gods entitles him to be consulted

on occult themes, and while he lacks

the sagacity essential to notable suc-

cess as a seer, an occasional augury is

scored to his credit. A recent instance

is related in connection with the late

King's visit to this country. A cele-

brated Kahuna residing on Molokai,
the island famous as the abode of a

or dear friend. He makes a study of

poisons that will operate and make no

sign, but resorts to them only when
means more conclusive of skill in

diabolism have failed. The first man
hanged in the kingdom was a chief

who proved a bungler as a Kahuna.
He tried his art on his wife, but she
was slow to 3'ield to his enchantment

colony of lepers, is said to have warned and he resorted to poison and failed

against thejourney on penalty of a fatal to conceal his methods,
issue. On a second application it was The success of the Kahuna as a

conceded that the eating of a piece of private executioner is due in part to

a certain rock might ensure a safe trip, the unquestioning credulity of the

But His Majesty took counsel with people, and in part to the astonishing
himself, as holding higher rank in the influence exerted by the native imag-
profession, and refused to

either the stone or the

warning and went for-

ward to his fate. It

probably little affects

the comments of the

credulous that medical

authority regarded the

trip as perilous.
Some members of

this uncanny vocation

claim to have superior

spirits in their emploj^
' '

Aiunakuas,
' '

ancient

heroes and the
' 'Akua-

hoonanna,
' '

messenger
gods that fly to and fro

on their errands. Na-
tives will tell you that

they have seen them in spectral

drapery, flying through the night.

They are supposed to be a terror to

lesser spirits and the reputation of

swallow ination. The unenlightened native

looks with awe upon
the reputed .sorcerer

and readily concedes
the claim of supernat-
ural functions. And
so intimate is the re-

lation between mental
state and phj'sical con-

dition that when a

native makes up his

mind that he is going
1 to die, his early depart-
ure is assured. If, for

instance, he learns that

a Kahuna of acknowl-

An Ancient Chief, showing; Feather Head Dress

edged skill has under-
taken to contrive his

death, he regards him-
self a doomed man, and meekly pro-
ceeds to make his exit. It is to this

fact that the threat of having an

opponent
' '

praj^ed to death
' ' which

being able to order their goings affords sometimes concludes a violent quarrel,
enviable distinction. often amounts to more than the

But the average Kahuna is not con- mere vaporing of impotent wrath,

tent to be known merely as a wizard.
" Anaana "

is a strange sort of revenge,
He aspires to serve in his community but instances of its successful employ-
as an agent of reprisal. He assumes ment are known in every large

community. Of course, the victim is

duly informed of the frequency and

urgency of the Kahuna's devotions,
and in proportion as the iiitcrces.sion

waxes fervent, the subject of his

prayers, if true to precedent, grows
feeble, until at length the services of

to have power over human life and

.sedulously seeks the reputation of

having compas.sed the death of some-

body. He will have but a meager
following unless he demonstrates

friendly relations with some powerful
god who enables the practice of mur-
der as a fniL* art. He usually begins the undertaker are required.
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This process is uow and then em-

ployed to affect affairs of state. In
recent years at least one of the nobility
in the line of succession to the throne
is popularly believed to have been
thus removed. Three futile attempts
of this kind were made on the life of

his late majesty, Kalakaua, who re-

garded himself invulnerable through
protection of a god more powerful than

any that could be enlisted against him.

keeper at home. The existence of

both is essential to life. If anything
serious is believed to have happened
to the peripatetic .soul, the native

regards the resident spirit as fatally

injured, and promptly proceeds to

expire.
This mode of murder by proxy has

in it an element of the dramatic. The
Kahuna, who for a large fee consents

to act as the agent of revenge, invites

1

y

Natives of Hawaii

There is another method of reprisal

quite as effective but more common in

earlier times than now. "Catching
the spirit

' '

is possible only to a con-

jurer of exceptional ability. It is

based on a bit of Hawaiian philosophy
that is ver>'- like Bacon's theor>' of two
souls, or Kant's "inexplicable mys-
ter>'." Man is supposed to be a dual

spirit. Que part of him is of itinerant

tendency, and the other part is a

his employer to witness its execution.

He sends out a spirit trained as a kind
ot invisible bunco steerer to entice

within his reach the unsuspecting
spirit of the proposed victim. With
an air of mystery that would do credit

to any civilized clairvoyant, he
announces the arrival of the unwar}-

spook ; he makes a quick clutch in the
air

; he closes his lumd with all his

might ; a squeak of pain is simulated ;
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the hand is opened and on the palm a

spot of blood attests lethal success.

The victim is told how it has fared

with the pilgrim part of him, and as

in duty bound he straightway begins
to pine. Argument usually fails to

persuade him that he does not belong
with the silent majority, and he stands

not upon the order of his going.
Another popular mode of mischief

is based on a tradition relating to an

pagan traditions, his malefic reputa-
tion is confused with that of his sister,

who is said to have entered a certain

tree growing on Molokai, the wood of

which is now known by the name of

the god, and is the agent by which he
works harm. Scrape it and blow the
dust toward an enemy saj'ing,

" E
Kalaipahoa e, e oe e pepehi ia inea !

' '

" O Kalaipahoa,go thou and destroy!"
and the foe is doomed unless he happen

•"4 ., P;^{\

TTTT
. '', .•-,

C)hieils <it SiipiTstiticm.

ancient fiend called Kalaipahoa,
whose image as formerly seen in

heiaus of the kingdom, was an em-
bodiment of all that is ferocious. His

ample jaws are set with shark's teeth,

and his hideous features are designed
to express all conceivable ugliness of

disposition. He is the god of revenge
and the wood of which his image was
made is reputed poi.sonous. By a

transposition that jumbles nearly all

to be possessed of another piece of

wood ' '

Kauila,
' '

that is an effectual

counter charm.
As already intimated this relic of

barbarism presents a repulsive aspect
of indecency. Very many of its ad-

herents are doubtless reputable mem-
bers of society, whose only contact

with the system is at the point where
•it ministers to disease. But as in

dciiiuui.->ui every where, there are lowev
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depths in which lewdness revels. A
lascivious dance, the

" hula hula." is

practiced at its instance, and secret

conclaves of unsavory repute are

alleged to be held under its au.spices.

Charles Kingsley calls superstition
"the ugliest child of blind dread of

the unknown." It were an interest-

ing study to trace the resemblance

between this of Hawaii and that of

other lands. A glance at the annals

of delusion reveals that some pha.ses of

Kaliunism are paralleled in the

beliefs of the most cultured nations of

the ancient world. Its generic po.stu-

late that good and evil are alike the

work of deities obtains in most primi-
tive religions.

" Two urns by Jove's high throne have ever

stood,

The source of evil one, the other good."

The demonology of Hawaii was

qtiite tmiversal in early and mediaeval

times and does not essentially differ

from that phase of it that affords

"the saddest chapter of the world's

annals," the story of witch finding
and witch burning in the old world
and the new, when, as Sprenger com-

ptites.nine million persons were burned
at the stake. Its doctrine of disease

demons finds place in Grecian litera-

ture, and its theory of counter charms
has obtained among lofty and lowl>
in all lands.

It is a far cry from Pliny, the

Roman naturalist, to a modern Kanaka,

but alike they regard a small round
stone an amulet of great price. That
of the sage must have a hole in it, and
be found in an eagle's nest

;
that of

the savage must be smooth and of the

size of a cherry, and must by weird

incantations be made " kane ka poha
kaay But in the nineteenth century
and in a country so thoroughly evan-

gelized as Hawaii, and where illiter-

acy is scarcely known, such a system
as is here partially described is an
odious anachronism. Probably but

for two cau.ses contributing to its per-
manence it would have long since

ceased to claim public attention. The
history of the church in Hawaii dem-
onstrates that native pastors, with the

taint of heathen heredity still upon
them, cannot be trusted to succe.ss-

fully oppose latent idolatn,-. And the

history of the State demonstrates that

deliverance of the people from the

spell of the sorcerer may be much
helped or hindered by the occupant
of the throne. Some of the Kame-
hamehas ably promoted the advance
of civilization, but there have been

kings who, although Christian in

profession, were heathen in practice.
The emergence of a people from bar-

barism will be but slow when their

ruler aspires to be chief of the

Kahunas. Better progress is looked

for under the reign of Her Majesty
Lilitiokalani who is believed to seek

the highest welfare of her vanishing
race.
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BY AUGUSTE WEY.

COULD
we secure as loans the

actual objects which have figured
most prominently in the world's

history, it does not follow that an

exhibition of them would be inspiring.
The apple which Paris held in his

hand, miraculously preserved, would
be of doubtful interest in the presence
of the sculptured one. We really

prefer the loan of Lord Buddha's

philosophy to the possible possession
of even two of Lord Buddha's teeth.

What advantage could result from

the enthusiasm of one who should

actually secure a hair of the great
Cham's beard? On the other hand,

everyone knows the sudden illumina-

tion of history or archaeology which

may come from the corresponding
patterns of armor or lace, the inscrip-
tion of a sword blade, the contempla-
tion of the ruff or jabot of some great
one of history who is thus connected

with others not equally great, per-

haps, but with corresponding ruffs.

Anj^thing really Californian is

presumptivel}' interesting.
The state possesses, in the last

degree, that volatile essence, that

bouquet, called local flavor and color,

in which Europe finds the highest of

all attributes.

Our differentiation from the world
is what delights it.

Innumerable are our own legends,
which may be told under the old date

])alms of San Diego of Alcala, without

borrowing romance from Arabia or

Ispahan. The collecting and loaning
of such legends and traditions is as

legitimate as that of arrow heads and

copied pictographs, baskets and pot-

\.Q.ry.

Of tliese, none is ofteuer found in

the hearts and on the lips of the

people than that which connects the

coming of both Father Serra and his

beloved Juan Cre.spi with the wild

roses of the arroyos, which they both
called Castilian, and which to both,
after the barrenness associated with

Lower California, foretold a glorious
destiny for the packages of seeds
stored away with such loving pre-
.science, in the ship San Carlos,

already fir.st at the rendezvous of San

Diego.
Even now, amid all the coloring of

Papa Gontier, the dizzy heights of

the Lady Banksia, the incredible

stems of La France, the seven-and-a-
halfinches ofdiameter of Paul Neyron,
the Mexican will say, smilingly,
' ' Father Serra and Father Crespi saw
all that as they came."

Let us learn to associate roses and
mission and padre as he does. It is

such legends which have given rise

to the lily on the florin and the device

of the Plantagenets.
But how, until literature and art

come, and the greatest studios of the

world, promised us by so many
obsennng travelers, are really to be

found in our printed directories?

By the printing press and photog-
raphy. We have Father Serra's first

California letter, dated at San Diego ;

we have the crumbling mission walls

and the arroyos are still a tangle of

roses. We must put them together
as best we may.

If photography be at its best but

accurately recorded posing, then we
must perforce be satisfied with com-

paring the relative willingness and

capacity of Spaniard, and China-

man, Indian and American for pos-

ing
—and study it as a human at-

tribute — until art comes. Gieat. in

the last decade, is our indebtedness

to the camera, which has fought
gallantly with the destructive rainy
season for the possession of crumbling

504
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mission arches and the ramadas of

Indian jacals, even as memories,
of a past which is never to re-

turn.

Grave ethnological possibilities lie

in this same camera.

If composite photography be val-

uable for getting the average of col-

lege class, or a given profession, is

there not some one ambitious enough
to secure a composite photograph of

each American State, made up of all

representative classes in due and

traits as shall familiarize us with all

our attainable kings, viceroys, visita-

dores, governors and father presidents.
We need to know easily at sight
Carlos III and Fernando VII, the

Marquis de la Croix and Bucareli,

Galvez and Serra, with any of the

picturesque line of governors from
Portcjla to Pio Pico—Fagis, Neve,
Sola, Borica, the Indian Victoria and
Manuel Micheltorena. Perhaps the

clever and clean-cut scheme of Mr.

dc Young will include medallions of

The Ruined Mission of San Diejro

accurate proportion, based upon the

latest census returns ? Forty-four
such photographs recombined in one,

might give us the counterfeit present-
ment of America herself, or the

characteristic American face.

We instinctively look to Mr.

Bancroft to fitly represent us in bibli-

ography, books, maps, charts, histor-

ical prints, documents and portraits.
We can but hope his publishing
house will find it ad\dsable to sep-

arately issue such prints and por-

such, as part of the mural decoration

at Chicago.
Of Padre Junipero we have no less

than three accepted portraits, to which
we are inclined to add all possible
mnemonics ;

his stirrup and stole,

viuagera and scapula, miraculous cup
and midnight mass, signature and

rubrica, the stone with which he beat

his breast and the torch with which
he burned it, even his literan,' style

and assuredh' his history- .

Is it too late to appeal to the church
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of San Fernando in Mexico, where
Doiia Mariana, kneeling by distressed

Don Antonio, confesses to staring

helplessly at the genealogical tree in

which, like miraculous blossoms, were
the faces of all the monks who had
been sent into California ?

The Committee of a Loan Associa-
tion must expect preliminary dis-

heartening days, in which there seems

nothing to collect, and must also be

prepared to deal intelligently with the
embarrassment of riches, which in

most cases is the final outcome of

Padre Junipero Serra.

(From the Schumacher crayon.)

The old maps and charts collected

by Mr. Bancroft would bring back the

discov^ery of America like nothing else.

Here we might study the ' '

great
rivers," the straits of Anian, and
ourselves as the island kingdom which
ranked with Atlantis and Lapota.

well-directed effort and the .selection

of what is best from the walls and
cabinets of even average collectors.

The question of arrangement is sure

to divide the working force into two

opposing factions ;
those who are in

favor of what is usually considered
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classification, and a catalogue raisoniie,

and those who prefer happy rapports
of light and shade, texture, sugges-
tiveness or association, and to whom
the prover])ial ])rofanity resulting from

bringing certain colors t(jgether,

is more truly shocking than chrono-

logical lapses or errors in such
classification. Working upon the

l>y-many-desi)ised ])asis of a sclienic of

color, the latter find
"
Pompadour,"

"Turkish," "La Vallicre," or

"Greek" effects in that concourse of

atoms which is fortuitous or foreor-

dained according to the point of view.

To some people the synthetic coming
together of the pinks in the draperies
of a Tanagra figurine, a Japanese
kimona, a Rose du Barry saucer,
the sketch of an adol)e wall under the

blue sky of L,os Angeles, or of a villa

in Italy, a spray of fresh wild rcses,

or a bar of matched pearls, is of more

importance in such an exhibition as

we are considering, than the rigorous

analysis which relegates each object
to its own department and catalogue
number under an inexorable head.

Exhibition) into separated depart-
ments, Alaskan, Russian, Oriental,

Historical, Ceramic, etc., and the

nias.sing of all relevant and character-

(Used by Padre Juuipero.)

Vinagera from Carmelo.

The working plan of the association

mentioned in a previous article was
founded on the division of the building
(the unfinished Public Library which
was the beneficiars' of the Loan

istic material in each of these. The
orchestra was drilled to furnish a

leit-motif for each department, this

leit-motif being selected somewhat by

caprice. "The Scarlet Sarafan"
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services for Russia, Partant pour la

Syrie, for the Orient (built, upon the

rooftop of the others), and Keunst du
das Land ? for California itself.

At sharp half-past three, the
' '

Rakoczy ISIarch
' ' was giv^en as a

compliment to the excellent Hun-
garian orchestra and for purposes of

general inspiration. Even Jacinta
Serrano may have learned to expect it

when the conductor's bow was uplifted,
and what has been called

' '

the electric

shiver'
'

startedfrom his violin and made
a complete circuit of the departments.
This exhibition was further varied

by a succession of special days, such as

Children's Day, Forestry Day, etc., to

the last mentioned of which the State

Commission itself lent countenance.
The floral favor given to each entering
guest bore also its own relevancy to

such days, of which lemon and orange
blossom, pink Castilian roses, acacia

and palm Ijranches were each in turn
"for remembrance." On Chinese

Day the decorations were of bamboo
and hibiscus

; ropes of Canton shawls
were stretched across the entire build-

ing ;
mottoes and ' ' sentiments

' '

con-

trilDuted l)y the thoroughly interested

Chinese themselves, fluttered from the
balconies

; Gautier's Chinoiserie and
' ' Tea Sonnet,

' '

printed on softl}- im-

perfect Chinese paper in clouded ver-

milion, 3-ellow and tea shades, formed
the souvenir of the day, and a Nankin
rose its flower favor

;
while a native

orchestra gave a music program com-

posed l:)y and for lost souls.

On Children's Day, among other

provisions for enjoyment, were a tour
of the building in the Japanese jin-

rikisha, decorated and drawn b}-

Captain Chittenden in full Indian

costume, the reading of ' ' The Pied

Piper," the music of Gounod's
" Funeral March of a Marionette,"
and .selections from Schumann's
Kinderalbum, an opportunity for the

critical examination of savage dolls

and archccological toys and the dis-

cussing of creams molded into pink
elephants, pistacio parrots and white
mice.

Forestry Day was celebrated by the
distribution of trees contributed by
the State Board of Forestrj^ each
tree to be planted as a memorial of the

day. In an earlier exhibition the

poem of Keramos, with illustrations

of pottery, was read by a young mem-
ber of the Washington bar whose
memory is still held in loyal remem-
brance.

On California Day nothing was
more charming than the reading
of Mr. Harle's "

Concepcion de

Arguello
"

as a meeting point for the

Hispano-Mexican and Russian De-

partments. The episode of Count
Rezanoff and Concepcion (known
among Spanisli Californians as La
Beata) may serve for entirely worthy
comparison with that of Miles
Standish and Pri.scina, and furnishes
an example of material for the inter-

national novel long preceding the era

of Mr. Henry James. The portraits
of these two, exhibited together at

Chicago, would form a contribution

acceptable to readers of the poem all

over the world.

Such portraits exist, that of Con-

cepcion in the Bandini branch of the

Arguello family and that of Rezanoff
in Russia, as we are told, the loan of

the original not being, perhaps,

beyond the bounds of consular

influence and Ru.ssian courtesy.
When the ladies of the Russian

Department presented in San Fran-
cisco letters of introduction to the

representative of his Imperial Majesty,
the Czar, requesting the details of a

correct Russian tea, that courteous

official appointed a call at his own
house, where, at a giv^en signal, the

doors were drawn back and the ladies

of the consular household appeared in

national costume, seated about the

samovar, at a table appointed with

special reference to the perplexities of

their American guests. So charm-

ingly do they do these things outside

of France !

Russian courtesy was matched b\-

that of Spain. A superb vSpani.sh

saddle, almost a piece of silverwork,
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was left without card or clue at the

director's door
;
old costumes, rebosas,

spurs, sombreros, laces, embroideries,

i^ooks, combs, mantas, girdles, fell

upon the committees as out of the

sky. Mr. Sutro, of the ' '

cool and
critical" north, w^as .surprised and

seemingly charmed with what he

saw, expres.sed hearty satisfaction and
lent genuine support.

All methods like those suggested,
for varying the .succeeding days of a

Loan Exhil)iti()n held on CaHfornia
soil are legitimate and all po.ssible
outside material for compari.son should
be gratefully accepted. Royal Danish
terra cotta and Royal Egyptian cups
of Nile clay may be exhibited in

company with aboriginal American

pottery not always or necessarily to

the advantage of
"
Ipsen's widow."

Klamath spoons of deer-horn with
thunderbolt handles acceptable, per-

haps, to Jupiter Tonans, may be

grouped with tho.se of Egyptian
rhinoceros horn, Chinese faience and

Norwegian and Swiss woods, while

comparison of Guadalajara, Chinese
and Ea.st Indian figurines with the

photographs of those of Tanagra be-

comes a dignified stud}' in ethnology
itself.

Scientific collecting has been left

unmentioned, though Mr. Holder
thinks the aggregate result of indi-

vidual cabinets would be something
unusually good and valuable.

One tribe of islanders, with a nice

appreciation of Philadelphia require-
ments, came to the exhibition of 1876
with nothing but the skulls of its

ancestors ranged in a straight row on
a shelf.

This happy idea of craniological

representation would be easil}' possible
to San Clemente and Santa Cataliua,
and there are archaeological house-
holds where an island skull ranks
with a Chilkat blanket or a vase from
the tumulus of St. George.

After the rain, the amateur farmer
who lives at the base of a canon in a

red bungalow, with a cobblestone

chimney, and who is not impossibl}-.

.senior wrangler, retired attache or

leader of past cotillons, may be .seen

ploughing his orchard of Paper-Rind
St. Michaels in gloves, and—exagger-
ation say.s

—white tennis flannel,

while behind him walks the collector

of Indian arrow-heads, following the

furrow exactly as the crows still fol-

low the plow of the padre when he

occasionally emulates the early Fran-
ci.scan di.scipline and labors for a day
to encourage his degenerate neophytes.

Outgoing mails carry such arrows to

St. Petersburg or Copenhagen, Con-

stantinople or Cape Colony.
As to the California liostess, she

will probably give you your fii-e-

o' clock tea in Limoges or Royal
Worcester, but she may al.so amuse
you by comparing the old coiled Zuni

pottery over the doonvay witli the

spout of the latest Banco teapot, made
for her in Japan l)y the .same method
with the added impress of crejx; crepe.
She is likely, also, to be entirely
familiar with the ancient Mississippi
guilloche and the linked .scrolls,

bird-tracks, rectilinear meanders and
volutes of the Pueblos ; she knows
the Tusaj-an as well as the Imperial
Yellow, the bowls of Cibola and the

double L of Sevres, the sacred butter-

fly of the Zuiiis and the .sacred axe of

old blue and white.

For those who prefer Indian rock

etchings as
"
indicators of travel," to

the modern guide book, there is vet

primitive journeying by the old

Indian trails. Monographs are still

permissible on the petroglyphs of

Watterson's Ranchoand its neighbor-
ing pecked horseshoes, tracks of ursa

horribilis, and undaunted human
feet steadily leading to the south-

southwest ;
or if you prefer picto-

graphs, the gray sandstone of the

Santa Barbara region may be com-

pared as a background, with the

white granite bowlders of the Azuza
Caiion. You may venture an opinion
on the Moqui origin of the one and
the Chemehuevi character of the

other, but you would better be pre-

pared, at least to argue it. with the
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next fellow journeyer breaking oflf a

spray of wild lilac at a turn in the

trail and who may just have finished

hi.' notes destined for scientific Berlin

or Teheran. Are you patient ? You
may dig away many a happy week
for jasper and obsidian arrow-heads

at Redondo Beach or San Luis Obispo.
Are you scientific ? There may be

other cephalopods than the belemnite

discovered by Mr. Clarence King,

to Indo-Chinese studies, which, at a

first glance, awakens no .suspicion of

the gravity of its ambition. This

portfolio contains parallel sketches and

photographs of the heads of California

Indians and the Chinese and is meant
for practical and phrenological .service

in discussing the question of the Mon-

golian origin of the former, so allur-

ingly put by Stephen Powers.

One such photograph with the

Chinese Head.

For "an Indo-Chinese study."

which determined the era of the

California gold-beds. At any rate,

you may travel with Mr. King's
book,

"
Mountaineering in the Sierra

Nevada," and watch its author

plant the theodolite on mountain
summits in the exact spirit in which
the padres planted the cross.

The collecting of typical heads may
have an avowed ethnological significa-
tion without marring its fa.scination.

I know of a certain portfolio devoted

woven hat, like an inverted basket, on

the head of the Chinaman, has for

comparison on the opposite page a

Mission Indian with his upturned
basket at his feet. Again there is a

Shoshone queue braided to the very

ground, and with it, the head of that

ame damn^e, a Chinaman with clo.se

cropped hair.

The Chinese form excellent mem-
bers of Committees of Ways and

Means, and raake invaluable treasu-
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rers. They will purchase for you carved

wooden pipes and sandalwood pendants
or amulets for men's cotillion favors,

at magnificent discounts
;

contribute

only too generously candied lotus,

ginger, limes and brown-paper parcels
of the national nuts which we are

learning to speak of commercially as

L,in Gawk and T^i Chi ; paint candles,

combine Oolong, Hyson and Orange
Pekoe, and if you are firmly exacting,

The Chinese gardener plants with-

out question the latest Australian

eucalyptus, Egyptian papyrus, Per-

sian rose or African calabash and

irrigates with iniromantic indifference

the palm united with the pine, but he
also has the instincts of a home-
maker though his associations are

mostly those of exile. Give him a

house and you will find him some

day, lantern overhead, inscription on

A Chinese Chez-sol.

Balcony with Pilgrim-gourd. Foo hoo Quah.

keep their accounts by means of the

abacus or shwaupan.
Pleasantly cosmopolitan in our

exhibition is the sight of Susana or

Refugia selling bunches of yerba
santa. pictures of the missions or

long-stemmed brodiaeas, while the
Chinaman with his balanced baskets
moves through the rooms, and the mer-
chant sells peacock fans, puzzles, play-
ing cards and peppermint in his booth.

door, and climbing to his roof tree,

nothing his mistress has in all her
botanical gardens, but the gourd Foo
Loo Quah, the "natural model" of

potter}-
— luxuriant as in Cathay.

This gourd, which is part of the par-

aphernalia of his steerage passage, he
carries with him as he moves in all

the picturesqueness of blue jeans, until

he is presented with an old coffee-

pot aud buys himself a sailor liat.
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The California flora and flower

lore might ser\^e as a systematic
basis for grouping objects and material

apparently unconnected.

No aboriginal or American exhibit

could be more unique than that made
of the yucca or Spanish bayonet,

June carloads of which might be sug-

gested for the coming year.

Illustrating Indian work in Moqui
sandals, Cahuilla saddle mats or

cocas, rude baskets, brushes, pads for

others from every basket-making
country in the world. The basket-

maker, herself, sucli an one as Teodora
Serrano of San Gabriel, should ply
her trade and the score of the acorn

song or clover-dance, perhaps, cross

the program.
In material such an exhibition

would include willow and cedar roots,

yucca and amole, red bud and pita,
rushes and silk grass, rhus aromatica.
and sporobolus, whale-sinew and kelp

Teodora Serrano.

Mission Indian Baskel-raaker.

the head to aid in carrying the water

jar, and innumerable other appliances
in which it rivals the agave and
bamboo—it has a traditional literature

of its own which is indigenous and
Indian.

If other loans magnetize, Indian bas-

kets are means of positive hypno-
tism.

Nothing could be more charming
than an exhibition composed solely of

such coritas allowing for comparison,

tliread, pine splinters and tule. With
it would go all the lore of sun and

ghost dance, maiden and cactus, honey
and acorn, fi.sh and berry, camass and

.seed, kelp and chief baskets, that

called zeilusqua and that tucmel, while

manzanita - panada, yucca - cassava,
acorn porridge, pond-lily bread and
the pa.stes of the Indian kitchen wouUl
form subjects for more or less etithusi-

astic investigation.

"Anticipating pottery," first of the
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arts of peace to be recorded and last

to survive, the mention of basketry
leads us to the promised enumeration

(jf the occupations followed, and

offices held by the neophyte Indians

of the California Franciscan missions.

Remains of such work as they

accomplished could not be studied to

better advantage than by comparison
with the Indian collection of Mr. H.
N. Rust, now permanently secured to

Chicago, and lost to us, through the

public spirit of Mr. Logan, its recent

purchaser.
Collecting in California has usually

included taking away, since the days of

La Perouse, Vancouver, and Kotzebue.

Here the rough material with which
the Fathers had to deal may still be

seen in primitive metates and mealing
stones, mortars and pestles, Catalina

soapstone bowls, knives, spears,

swords, arrows, axes, charm stones,

amulets, medicine tubes, Klamath

lamps and lamps from Southern
California graves, elk-horn purses,

spoons of the horn of mountain sheep,

pipes, baskets and basket mortars,

brushes, pottery, awls, needles, bone

shuttles, carrying nets, pitched water

l)ottles, balls, dice, acorn rings, yucca
sandals, abalone ornaments, flutes and
other intelligible and unintelligible
material from which to formulate

future theories or prove the past. For

comparison with such a collection we
have the inventory of the civilizing

ship, San Carlos, with its enumeration
of sacred vestments and utensils,

powder and sugar, arms, seeds and

candlesticks,
" Betancourt's Manual,"

and the
' ' box containing Jesus, Mar}'

and Joseph," which was to displace
forever the god, Chinigchinich.
Don Antonio's list, which is not

intended as a complete one, is yet
almost formidable in its evidence of

capacity, not for the trades and arts

as he speciall}^ saj-s
' '

in their perfec-

tion, but as practiced according to

the necessit}' of the times." In an

incredibl}' short time the Fathers had
converted the California savages into

silleros (saddlers), herreros (black-

.smiths), sastres (tailors), molineros

(millers), panaderos (bakers), plateros

Tsilversmiths), toneleros (coopers),

cargadores (freighters), veleros (can-
dle makers), vendimiadores (vinta-

gers), caldereros (coppersmiths),

zapateros (shoemakers), sombrereros

(hatters), coufiteros de panocha (mak-
ers of panocha), guitarreros (guitar-

makers), arrieros (muleteers), alcaldes,

mayordomos, rancheros (ranchmen),
medicos (doctors), pastores (shep-

herds), cordeleros (rope-makers),
lefiadores (woodcutters), pintores

(painters), pintores al fresco (fresco

painters), escultores (sculptors),
albaniles (masons), toreadores (toread-

ors), acolitos (acolytes), canteros

(stone-cutters),.sacristanes (sacristans),

campaneros (bell-ringers), cocineros

(cooks), cantores (singers), musicos

(musicians), cazadores (hunters)

jaboneros (.soapmakers), curtidores

(tanners), tejedores (weavers), tejeros

(tile-makers), bordadores (embroid-

erers), Pescadores (fishennen), marin-

eros (sailors), vinateros (wine-makers),

caporales (corporals), habradores

(farmens), vaqueros (herders), llaveros

(turnkey.s), domadores (horse-tamers),
barberos (barbers), cesteros (basket-

makers), and carpinteros (carpenters),
with European models, standards and
methods.
Wood and stone car\'ing. engraving

of horn, inlaying of wood and of iron

with silver, leather work, the embos-

sing of .shields and saddles, sil-

ver work, basket-making, lace and

drawn work, hair work, frescoing,

rude painting, embroidering in gold
and silver thread, and the making of

musical instruments—all these arts

w^ere gradually practiced under favor-

able conditions for developing indi-

vidual capacity.
Indians made in mortar, vats for the

wine, fountains for the water, zanjas
for irrigation, the covering of walls for

defense. In wood they car\-ed statues,

stirrups, fonts, pulpits, chairs.benches,

doorways and altar-rails. They made
the sun-dials and the stocks ; the

varas de justicia or sticks of justice
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carried by the mayordomos ;
the

esposas or manacles for refractory

neophytes ;
brands for the tithed

mission herds
;
book covers and san-

dals for the padres ;
tuna and pome-

granate wine
; panocha for the

children ;
mail for the soldiers

;
biers

for the dead.

Most of their work is, of course,
lost, but msLuy of the treasures of the

vestments of the priests, elaborately

wrought in ecclesiastical patterns with

gold and silver threads by the devout

bordadores, and the altar cloths with
all

' '

the Passion
' '

wrought into the

meshes of drawn work by the women
of the missions are somewhere treas-

ured and preserved to us.

Examples of wood-carved statues,
' ' with excellently' rendered draperies

' '

vv-.

f)

Type. Chinese Gardener and Bamboo. Jukf Lum.

old California families—the saddles of

the equites, carved stirrups like that

.''.ill preserved to us as F'ather Serra's,

.silver rosettes of the bridles, inlaid

.spurs and bits, perhaps the armor and
embossed shield of the compania dc
cuera—must .still bear witness to this

capacity for intelligent labor under

intelligent and above all, sympathetic
direction. Let us also hope that the

are said to be in existence at San

Juan Capistrano, San Antonio dc

Padua and other missions and the

patron saint of Carmelo, St. Charles

Borromeo, is yet remembered as

recoguizedly Indian work, while at

Santa Barbara, statues designed by
Padre Victoria, were cut of stone by
neophytes under his direction. At
Sau Juau, also, is a carved ch.iir "of
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noticeably bold aud graceful design,"
and at the Plaza Church in Los

Angeles such a bench as the Fathers

sat upon to watch the Sunday bull-

fight through the arches of the

corridors.

The broad pilasters of San Luis

Rey, the interior walls of San Juan
and Pala give the colors and designs
of the Indian frescoing in reds, blues,

greens, grays and blacks, the methods
ofwhose preparation are still explained

by Don Antonio Coroncl, and which

might form interesting material for

comparison with the pottery of the

Rio Pecos in the Smithsonian Insti-

tution, the later specimens of which
' ' show the archaic decorative ideas

worked out in Spanish glaze."

Accomplished young Father Lieb-

ana, in silken sash instead of Francis-

can cord, will show you a complete
series of the Stations of the Cross

painted by the Indians of the Mission

San Fernando Rey de Espana and
now in the Plaza Church of Los

Angeles. Such pictures should be

studied as he suggests, not as art,

but as archceology, and might be

compared, not irreverently, with the

pictograplis of the Santa Barbara

region, and the winter counts of the

Dakotas.
The palette employed in such work

contained, perhaps, almagre or ochre

from the Monte, yeso from the Sierra

Santa Monica, verdigris and aiiil from

Mexico and various pebbles found
between Santa Barbara and San

Buenaventura, pounded in mortars to

a paste.
From the first there was great dif-

ferentiation among the new establish-

ments founded amid greatly diversified

tribes, and gradually some one of the

twentj'-four attained recognized prec-
edence in a special art or manufacture.

• San Fernando,
' '

says Don Antonio,
' '

for aguardiente and ironwork inlaid

with silver
; San Gabriel for wine

;

San Miguel for wood cai-\-ing ; Santa
Incs for tanning and leathcrwork,
embossed or embroidered in elaborate

designs with gold and silver thread ;

Vol. 11—34

San Francisco Solano for ornamental

featherwork, the eagle and cactus

banner, copied in feathers, being sent

back to the City of Mexico by
'

that

youngest and most northerly of

Missions.'
"

The famous San Antonio flour is

mentioned by both Mr. Bancroft and
Mr. Hittcll.

Padre Sarria's Soledad grapes rank
with the musical record of Padre

Ibaiicz, and Paulino, the baker of

vSan Luis Rey, is a by-word to this

day.
First in importance in such a plan

of exhibition as that suggested would
\iQ an adequate representation of the

missions themselves considered as

architecture, with an adaptation to

California atmosphere and require-
ments. We may confidently expect
some representation of them in oranges
and lemons, cut flowers and glasses of

strange jellies, which relegate them
to illustrations of the palace of that

Dame Tartinc who figures in the Mere
rOie of the FVench nursery. May
we not as confidently expect them in

adequate etching, in black and white

drawing, above all in the water colors

which only can give the red tiles and
soft walls against the blue of our sky ?

Who will suggest the restful rude-

ness of coloring, which so intensifies

the haziness of our hills
;
the Roman

arch supported by the Roman pillar

through which we catch glimpses of

such incredibly heightened perspec-
tive

; battlements, tiled gardens, outer

stainvay, corridor, court, all and each

from church foundation to the cross

above the tiles, the monument to

patient Indian labor, admiration of

which forms part of ever\- traveler's

experience ?

We arc. perhaps, sufliciently re-

minded of our centur>- of dishonor and
its implied eons of retributive justice
unless the practical amende be clearly

pointed out to us. Now that the

Indians are making satisfactory- sol-

diers, aud we are willing to owe to

them American lives, would not a fair

exhibit of their capacity for the arts
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of peace, if it could be made, be of

practical interest to us and possibly to

them, and prove or disprove the pos-

sibility of the revival of such arts ?

Let such possible exhibition supple-
ment State history at every point.
With the best records of the San

Francisco navy yards, let there be
some suggestion of Ayala'sold cayuco
or dug-out, the tule balsa, the historic

kanaka and otter-hunting bidarka-

fleet.

Among the models of irrigating

ditches, let us remember the first

Franciscan zanjas and fountains and
associate with the history of our

greatest mills, the old Molinos, tahonas
and nictates of the neophytes. Let
even the exhibit of big trees suggest
the Indian Sequoia who invented the

Cherokee alphabet.
Let there be a pamphlet on the

mission grape, and one on Indian

music, illustrated by the White Deer

Dance, for Germany. Let there be,
of course, exhibitions of that Spanish
ccntaurship which would fascinate

todo el mundo assembled at the Fair

and end perhaps by seating the

Englishman upon his horse.

Noble, as has been said before, is

the securable companj^ of old Spanish
bells whose morning and evening
Anf^rclus worked the miracles of the

missions and have yet, in their

desuetude a last word for the living,
and the books with signatures and

quaint riibricas of the Fathers fitly

supplement the bells.

Has any State exhibitor yet expe-
rienced a deterring chill at the thought
of California at the coming congress of

nations, at so great a distance from home
that she cannot carry her atmosphere
with her ? This California, ranked
even by hor soberest describers, as

syren, goddess and houri, vaunted by

the friends to whom she has been

delivered, and sung insanely by the

dancing dervishes of travel from the
moment they come in to us through
the Golden Gate or San Gorgonio
Pass !

Let us hope that with temperance
on the part of her suite, she may prove
her right

—one fairl)^ equal with that

of the rest—to a place upon the menu
card of human nature, contributing to

it gold, romance and legend, pro-

longed life, wheat and wine.

Some one might paint her as Cin-

derella, conditions fairly reversed, in

patient perplexity standing by her
historic citrouille, without the god-
mother's wand, which has changed it

so many times into a carrosse of the

time of Louis Quatorze, and holding
in her hand her invitation to tlie ball.

Nevertheless, she inspires in us the

completest confidence.

She knows entirely well her capacit}'^

to talk on strange subjects with equal-

ly strange commissioners
;

to listen

gravely to the most approved methods
of irrigating merchantable violets, or

the j^reparing of glaces of orange
blossoms and attar of lemon

;
to dis-

cuss with Cannes, the extraction and

price of iieroli
;
with Africa, o.'trich

farming, and general flower farming
with France and Jamaica; glaciers with

Switzerland ; Alps with Italy ;
horses

with Arabia
;

the introduction of

camels with Palestine
;
the economi-

cal skimming of rose attar with

Ghazipur and Persia.

"Syrian apples, Othmanee qumces,
Littles, and citrons, and apricots,

.\nd wines that are known to Eastern

princes."

All these are, for her, realities or

possibilities. Ranking with the rest

in romance is her Christianization.



MISS SABRINA'S SCHEME.

BY DOROTHEA LUMMIS.

" Sweet ! thou hast trod on a heart—
Pass ! There's a world full of men."

MY
Browning dropped on my kuee

and my eyes wandered away over

the familiar scene
;

the sharp
blue peak of Sandwich ;

the scarred

slope of the great landslide beneath
;

the tall pines hiding the cold brooks at

their feet
;
the young leafage of the

sugar maples; the tiny breadth of early
wheat ;

a long, contented glance took

in the whole and then centered itself on
a small dot of white moving upon the

green foreground. That I knew was
Miss Sabrina'ssunbonnet, bobbing up
and down, as she picked young peas
for my sensible noon dinner. This
was my fifth summer at Squam Cot-

tage and to me its chiefest charm lay
in its unchangeable, its sane monot-

ony. Cheery old Mother Dayton,
wrinkled like an over-baked apple,
would make me crullers and pan-
dowdies innumerable

;
Father Dayton

would bring my horse to the door

every rainless morning, shining as no

city groom had ever made him
;
Miss

Sabriua would watch that my ctip of

cream and glass dish of maple syrup
were unfailing, and Joe—well Joe just
stood 'round smiling and helped make
the background of the kindl}- picture.
And such blessed, unconscious sleep
as I found in the bit of a nest room,
with its sloping roof and its linj' eye-
like window, under the odd, .snowy-

fringed quilt of Mother Dayton's
girlish weaving !

And because things w^ere apt to

recur in daily order, therefore I knew
that directly Miss Sabrina would

appear on the porch, drop me a self-

respecting curtsey, seat herself at easy

chatting distance, spread a big, stiff,

spotless calico apron over her gown
and while the peas dropped like gentle
hail into the pan, talk to me of the

evcry-daynesses of her life, with onc^

in a while a .shrewd hint at the eteniul

verities of the future state
;
for Mi: i

Sabrina feared I was not yet one ( f

the Klect. She was far too well

bred to ask.

Before a woolly white cloud on the

top of Mt. Whiteface had disintegrated,

leaving bits of its fleece on the pines
here and there, I heard Miss Sabrina' s

voice as she scraped the old red wooden
chair into a shady corner.

"
I'll jist sit here near ye a spell.

Miss Downing," she said, "if I won't
be disturbin' your readin' nor your
da^'-dreamin'," and the peas began to

rattle into the shining pan in her lap,
and the gaping pods to make a dis-

membered pile en an old newspaper
at her feet. I l<;oked and sighed my
satisfaction .

" Ah ! Miss Sabrina, it is so good
to be here. And it's all so sweet and
so alike. I honestly believe if there

were a tree gone from the woods or a

stone from tlie brook, I should know
it and miss it, and it's nothing short

of miraculous how you manage to keep
the chickens and the kittens always

just the right eating and playing size."

^liss Sabrina laughed indulgently
and then said almost sharply : "So
yoti haven't missed nothin'. Well,

Miss Agnes, you're luckier than the

rest of us, 'cause we do."

"Joe!" I cried, remorsefully, re-

membering that no bashful smile had

greeted me as I had climbed down
from the fat yellow stage, and that it

had been a stranger that carried my
trunk to its corner under the eaves.

Miss Sabrina' s mouth was set as she

spoke again.
"Yes! Joe. He's married! He

lives on the farm a'jinin' ours, but it

might almost as well a been to Centre
Harbor for all we see of him anvmore.

517
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Him and Lisbetli come up regular to

noon dinner on vSundaj's, though ;

that's one comfort. One of them slim

kind o' comforts that women has to

put up with generally."
There was a tremble in Miss

Sabrina's voice and something very
like a tear ran down and hurried to

hide itself among the folds of her

apron.
" So Joe is reall}^ married," I cried.

" Do tell me all about it. You don't

need to have me tell 3'ou, dear Miss

Sabrina, how near to me, too, are all

your joys
—or sorrows." I laid my

hand lightly vipon her .shoulder as I

spoke. She shook it off almost fiercely.
"
She's a friend o' j^ours, too, the girl

that most broke our Joe's heart and
set me to schemin' before my time and

agin' my natural inclination. She
come here with her little pinted, shiny
shoes and her queer dresses all covered
with lace, and no fit to 'em either, and
her hair all mussed up as if she had
lost her comb for a whole month, and

.Joeju.stgot down onto his knees and

stayed there. He'd a been there yet,

too, if it hadn't been for me, stead of

bein' married to I^isbeth Larkin and
havin' a nice farm stocked with year-
lin's—two of 'cm Jarseys and four of

'em Durhams, too. You can't get no
better combine than that, no matter
wliat you might deserve."

" But do tell me who it was. Miss

Sabrina," I implored.
"'Twas Roslyn Sargent, that's

who it was."
Miss Sabrina pronounced the musi-

cal syllables as if they left a bitter

taste on her tongue, and then added,
as if she fain would be entirely just :

" ' T'want altogether her fault either.

I had .sort o' hoped that Joe wouldn't
think of love and such things for a

while, but along early la.st .spring I

saw signs that .set me a cogitatin'.
He begun to set around and dream
and read the poetry in the ' '

Granite

Monthly and make up lonesome
soundin' tunes to the words out of a

book of old songs he had. One night
I heard him as late as 'leven o'clock

sittin' in the moonlight on the back

porch, singin' one he seemed to be
fondest of, goin' something like this :

' When shall I meet her, mj' queen,
my queen ?

' and I just sorto' guessed
then he'd meet her at the first oppor-
tunity, and that he'd be .sure the first

petticoat was her royal robe." I had
never heard Ro.slyn Sargent called an
' '

opportunity
' '

before, but as her
counterfeit presentment rose before

me, I found a strange fitness in the

phrase. How little need was there

indeed for a heart to be prepared by
youth and poetry or the fond imagin-
ings of love, for its yielding, for even
those most hardened melted at her

appointed time and place. Miss
Sabrina continued in a tone of resigned
reminiscence :

" She was here a mat-
ter of six weeks, but the mi.schief was
as good as done the first minute. She

caught the lace on her white skirt on
the wheel gittin' down from the stage,
and when Joe got done untanglin' it,

he was a good deal more snarled up
than it was. He's always milked the

cows 5^ear in and year out since he was

seven-j^ear old, and the very mornin'
after she came he forgot it and was
a-dustin' off her snips of shoes while
the poor cow critters was bellowin'

with wonder and disgust. And that's

the way things went on. He makin'
a regular vallet of himself for her and

.skimpin' through his natural work
till the farm begun to look like one of

those plantations down South instead

of a decent descended Yankee folks'

place."
Miss Sabrina cast a loving look over

the fields and meadows and then went
on more quietly: "Mother and I

used to sit in the keepin' room and
listen to her a-playin' on her guitar
and peek at Joe starin' at her like a

clean distracted night-owl and wonder
what we would do when they was
married and .settled down with us."

I gave a little cry
—"Why, Miss

vSabrina, j-ou don't suppo.se that

Roslyn Sargent would ' ' Miss

Sabrina interrupted me gravel5^

"Why, bless you, Miss Agnes, we
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hadn't no reason to object. We
hadn't nothin' agin her. She was

mighty pretty and pretty spoken, too,

but mother said 'twould be like tryiu'

to domesticate a hummiu' bird.
' He

ain't proposed yet,' says mother, who
is always lookin' at the bright side.
'

No, but he's goin' to before forty-

eight hours, as things arc lookin' now,'
I answered her, as I took a .sly peek
through tlie window at Joe's face.

And jest then my scheme come to me.

I nursed my Aunt Mildred through
lung fever once and I remembered the

little .slippery black leeches the doctor

put on her temples. He called them
a 'counter irritant,' meanin', I sup-

pose, that thej^'d irritate her so that

she wouldn't mind anything else, and

they did, too, and so I thought of

lyi.sbeth Quimby. She isn't one of

these quiet girls that sit with their

hands in their laps, waitin' to say,
thank' e to the first man that came

by, but she was mighty fond of Joe,
and had been ever since he used to

take her gingerbread nuts to school—
the kind that nobody else could make
just right but mother. I didn't say
a word to nobody, but just hitched up
the old mare and drove right over to the

Quimbys and brought her back with
me. She sort o' hesitated a little

'bout comin' .so sudden, but I said,

careless like, that that pretty city girl
at our house was makin' a perfect
slave of our Joe, and in a minit she
went and packed her things

—enough
for a good long stay. We didn't

talk much on the way, but jest as we
drove in I heard a noise that I'd got
used to aud I said to L,isbeth :

' He's
a-tunin' her guitar for her.' She
didn't answer but jumped out of the

wagon and ran right in. There sat

Joe as he had many an hour that sum-

mer, her guitar across his lap, tumin'
and twistin' those little white knobs
at the end, though, for my part, I

couldn't see that it made a mite of

difference. She—Miss Sargent, I

mean o' course—told him one day that

he had a 'fine natural ear,' and it

tickled him most to pieces. I always

supposed that all folks' ears were nat-

ural, that wer'n't deformed, and Joe's
weren't any too small, surely. Well,
there sat Joe. He looked up and
said:

'

How'dy, L,isbeth,' as plea.sant
as could be, but he gave me a queer
look when I came in, as if he smelled

a .scheme. Gracious ! Mi.ss Agnes,
I was ashamed to .see how dreadful

easy schemin' was when once my
mind was made up to it. I felt raised

up over common things and I was as

keen and watchful as a chicken in

hawk time, without all her noise and
cluckin'. T knew I could count on

Joe's natural politeness and I didn't

give him a chance that whole day to

leave Lisbeth a minit. The last two
hours of the even in' took work

though. You see Miss Sargent was a

perfect owl at night and she had got
Joe clean out of the habit of bein' in

bed at nine o'clock, but L,i.sbeth was
used to bein* sleepy betimes and in

spite of all I could do, and the excite-

ment of the thing, she nearly gave up^
and went to bed fust. I didn't believe

in givin' her my confidence 'bout my
own brother, and schemes ought to be

kept inside of one's head, I think; but

I got so desperate I walked over to

her side of the room for a hank of

yarn, though I had my apron full

alread}^, and I whispered real sharp :

'

Lisbeth Quimby, j-ou've got to sit up
till that girl goes to bed.' She looked
wide-awake enough after that I can
tell you."
"So Joe did not propose within

fortv- eight hours after all, Miss

Sab'rina?"

"Yes, he did,"' chuckled Miss

Sabrina, audibly, "but it was to

Lisbeth Quimby. I overheard the

whole thing. First, I thought I'd go
away, and then I jest thought I had a

kind o' right to listen, seeiu' as it

was my own doin's, and my own
bringin' to pass. You see. Miss Sar-

gent had gone off early the next
moniin' to a place in the wood that

Joe had fixed for her with a hammock—
lazy things, aren't they ? and a rug

and a table for her books, and Joe had
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done up his momin' work aud gone
to the barn. So I supposed, but about

eleven o'clock I saw him comiu' up
the road. His face was as white as

mother's washiu'," pointing to the

linen drying on the grass, "and his

eyes were just bigger than ever I saw

them, and I said to myself,
' some-

thing's goin' to happen.' Lisbeth
was sittin' on the front porch knittin'

a pair of red mitts for me, and lookiu'

as home'y as possible. Joe sat down
on the top step, and I could hear his

breath come hard, as if he had been

walkin' fast and far. All at once he
said in a queer, shaky voice,

'

Lisbeth,

you wouldn't despise a honest man's

love, or laugh at him, would you ?
'

Lisbeth answered ver}- scared and
soft: 'Why, you know I wouldn't,

Joe.' Joe didn't say another thing
for a whole eternal minit, and I had
to jest hold on to myself to keep
from bustin' in and helpin' him along.
Then he went on very quiet and
sober, and told I^isbeth he thought
she would make the best little wife in

the world for a farmer
;
that he was

only a common farmer, and never
would be anything else—as if Lisbeth

expected a prince or a mayor—but
that if she would have him, he'd make
her the best husband he could. I

peeked out just in time to see him
kiss her on the cheek, and then he
went into the house, and we didn't

see liim till bedtime. Gracious me.
Miss Agnes, but I was scared even then !

I thought Lisbeth wovild think him a

plumb fool, but you see she wasn't
used to men folks much, and didn't

seem to know but what kissin' a girl's
cheek is satisf\-iu' enough to 'em.

When Joe was shut up in his room
hibernation bear, she cried a

but when he came out she

everything else. She's awful
of him. Miss Sargent went

home to New York a couple of days
later, and seemed sort o' surprised
that Joe wasn't there to help her on
to the coach, but he had gone down
the road a piece. There happened to

be a whole ]:)assel of college chaps on

like a

little,

forgot
fond

the stage, and when she went off she
was sittin' in the very best place,
with her feet on the valises of two of

'em, a rug of another of 'em at her

back, and the handsomest one holdin'

her parasol over her. My ! but
wasn't she pretty and light !

" A
brief silence followed, and then Miss
Sabrina added regretfully: "She
didn't laj- it up agin me at all,

neither, for she kissed me good-bye
right on my withered old lips and
hers so soft and smilin' . I felt mighty
mean for a minit, but just then I saw
her smile at the parasol-holdin fellow,
and I hardened up again. Joe and
lyisbeth was married about two
months afterward, and went to her
house to live. It was Joe that wanted
to, and she was glad enough."
Miss Sabrina leaned forward and said

in a whisper :

' ' Sometimes I almost
wish I had a-let him have her—the

other one. Seems now as if we had
lost him. Tlie}^ don't come up \-ery
often. There they are now. Well,
I wonder !

' '

Miss Sabrina set down her pan, and
rose to meet the >oung people, who
were advancing up the narrow path
between the rows of box. The girl

passed me with a constrained curtsey
and went into the kitchen with the

elder woman. I caught but a fleeting

glance at the slender, poorl}- devel-

oped figure, the straight, ash-blonde

hair, and a pair of deep-set, bluisli-

graj^ eyes. Joe came directly toward
me. His awkward boyishness was

gone, and in its place was something
strong and sober. He spoke as if

compelled by some inward yearning,

hardly waiting for my greeting.
"

I heard you had come la.st night,
and I—we came over. Have you
been in New York ?

"

' '

Yes, Joe, I came from there here.
"
Sabrina says you knew Miss Sar-

gent, the young lady that was here

last .summer ?
"

"Well, yes. As well as an old

maid like me can be said to know a

young beaut>' like her."

Joe .seemed a1.)out to speak, then
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hesitated and sent a wandering
glance over the quiet fields. At last

he spoke, this time with self-conscious

embarrassment.
"Was she well and happy and

beautiful as ever when you saw her ?
' '

"As merry a madcap as ahvaj's, and
soon to marry a niillion, too, Joe."
The boy stared at me a long

moment, as if unseeing, and then

muttering,
"

Ivis])eth—I must find

Lisbeth," he stumbled into the house.

Three months later I met Roslyn
Sargent on Madison avenue, looking
as adorably dear and dainty as was
her wont. I thought of Mi.ss Sabrina
and her triumphant .scheme, and
smiled rather grimly.

"Roslyn, do you remember vSquam
Cottage ?

' '

"
Squam Cottage ?

"
said Miss Sar-

gent interrogatively, "why you dear

thing, of course I do. That's the

awful place where mamma buried me
last sunnner to hide me Ironi Count
de Bache. Mamma don't approve of

international foreigners, you know."
" You remember Miss Sal)rina, then,

and Joe, of course ?
' '

A tiny puzzled line showed itself

for an instant on Mi.ss vSargent's clear

forehead, and lost itself in the fringe
of golden curls under her hat.

"
I remember fumiy, homely Mi.ss

Sabrina ])erfectly, but Joe—oh, yes !

Joe must have been the nice big
clumsy brother who u.sed to tune mj-

guitar so nicely. Really, Miss Agnes,
that bov had a soul."

"
Ye.s," I .said.

INFLUENCE.

BY CHARLOTTE BROMLEY SHUEY.

Beside a Mendocino mountain stream

Rises a wall of rock, forbidding stem,

But for the dainty, feathery, finger fern

Adorning ever>^ ledge and jagged seam—
From crown down to the sparkling ripple's gleam ;

Where shadowy pools, still and smooth, return

Its loveliness. Where fierce heat cannot bum
So .sheltered 'tis from noonday's brightest beam.

Thus, far from all that softens life, in some

Rude spot, where men for wealth 'mid hardships toil,

A gracious woman, brave and sweet, may live

And, by her very presence there, become

A gentle force, to hush the rough turmoil

And to the dailv round a beautv give.
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BY RICHARD H. McDONALD, JR.

THE
country during the past few

3-ears has been aroused to the

importance of honest elections,

and of securing honest, efficient and
economical government. The agita-
tion embraces all elections and gov-
ernments, but more especially those

which are local and municipal.
Cities have been denominated
"blotches upon the body politic."
It is more difficult to govern cities

than the country. The bucolic popu-
lation are generall}- peaceal^le, orderly
and law-abiding, while in cities there

are frequent disorders, and crimes are

daily committed. In the country the

people are more inclined to give
attention to public questions, as those

who resort to urban life for business

or pleasure are more intent on their

own affairs or are indisposed to give

thought and work to matters of gen-
eral concern. There is a larger

percentage of idle and vicious men in

cities, and they resort thither because

there is greater seclusion and less

danger of detection. Such are also

active in politics for the reason that

there is greater scope for action and
less resistance from the responsible
classes.

Municipal government is closer to

the people than any other
;

it inter-

feres more in the business and social

relations, and for the reason that

it has more to do, it is more ex-

pensive. Wealth is greater in cities,

and the vicious find more ways to get

money than in the country, and espe-

cially through the expenditures of

government. Municipal government
is the most extravagant and corrupt
in the world, and experience in this

country, where the tax-payers can

control it if they will, shows that

there are few exceptions to the general
rule. This is well understood, and it

is a curious fact that a large class of

the people are guilty of the grossest

neglect of duty in regard to govern-
ment so close to them, while they are

more alert as to those more remote,
and whose influence they scarcely feel.

The business men groan under the

burden of taxation, and suffer from
abuses j-ear after year, and beyond
complaining, do little or nothing to

obtain relief. In all countries munici-

pal government is worse than any
other, because through indifference

and inaction the responsible classes

have little or no control or influence.

The city is the home of the boss,

because he finds there in greatest

strength the very element which best

subser\'cs his purposes, and through
it he easily achieves power. The
boss is a boodlcr, and through the

dispensation of boodle, he gains

ascendancy over and controls the class,

which has no conception or regard for

good government. He is also a

patronage broker, a cincher, and con-

trols his minions by getting them

offices, or b}^ the direct payment of

money, which he wrings from those

whose interests he can promote or im-

pair. The boss is a thrift}^ individual,

for his own account, and as he must
have money and it seems less heinous

and more practicable than stealing, he

imposes upon the public an extrava-

gant if not a corrupt government. He
easily succeeds, because those who
pay taxes and suffer from other abuses

place no formidable obstacle in his

way. He cares nothing for clamor

and curses, so long as the responsible
citizens abstain from politics and
absent themselves from the polls on

election day. People who manifest

no interest in governing themselves

ought to have learned long ago that

there arc plenty of men standing

522
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arou:Kl, who like the business of

governing, and that they will do for

others what others should do for

themselves. There \vould be no bad

government in this country if, through
inattentio'.i to public duty, it were not

impliedly assented to by those who
could make it good if they would.
The demagogue and rascal have dis-

covered that i:i cities at least they can

impose l^ad laws and do wicked acts

without much danger of receiving
retribution at the hands of the people,

yet in every city the responsible class

largel}^ outnumbers the irresponsible.
And why is this indifference ? Too

much bu.-^iness or pleasure is one
excuse. Another is the disagreeable
associations that must be encountered
in combating those who make politics
a profcs.^ion. It is a mistake to think
that in politics good men must "

fight
the devil Vv-ith fire." The work to be
done is to put out the fire which the

devil has lighted ;
to substitute just

and defensible practices for those

which are evil. It is to do good
instead of bad work. No man is

required to lower his standard of

morality in doing his political dut)'.

Henry Ward Beecher said :

' ' While
we are on the ground, we must do

groundwork." The squeamish man
is not the ver^^ best citizen. It is not

enough that his personal conduct is

unexceptionable ; he must do some-

thiu;,^ worthy of a man in promoting
the public welfare. The business
mau will appl}'- himself to his private
pursuit, year in and year out, with

unflagging industry', courageously en-

countering the disagreeable ;
but when

he is called upon to give a day to the

public, he will falter and retire at the
mere shadow of what is not quite in

accord with his taste. The highest
aim of a free American citizen should
be to .secure the greatest possible
excellence of govennnent for the

public good, and because in it his

pecuniary interests are involved. It

is a lamentable fact, so well stated

by Macaulay, "that bad men will

assail, with far more vigor and per-

sistency than good men will defend,

good principles." The efforts cf

good men have .sometimes been ren-

dered unavailing through fraudu-

lent voting and ballot-box stuffing,
and because this has been done, tho.se

who have been thus robbed of their

suffrages abandon the contest and
surrender. If respon.siblc citizens h.ad

always been as faithful and persistent
in performing political duties a > the

irresponsible, there would have been
no such outrages perpetrated. There
is not a political crime that cannot be

justly charged to the indifference and

neglect of those who have most at

stake, and who suffer most from bad

government.
What cla.ss furnishes the greater

number of office seekers ? Not the

business, patriotic, nor the most in-

telligent class. These having given up
politics to the professionals, the lat-

ter naturally supply the officials. It is

rare that the business man can be
induced to accept an office, and still

rarer that he will stand for renomina-

tion, and for the verj' good reason

that his class will not take the trouble

to su.stain him, and he must run the

gauntlet of being bled by these who
follow politics for a livelihood. The
time was when the office sought the

man, and whciL defeat was almost

certain, if a candidate solicited votes

for himself. It was wlieu the better

element gave thought and work to

public affairs and political mauage-
ment. There has been a change, aud
candidates are expected to exert them-
selves for their own election. It may
be as well so, as it affords a better op-

portunity for the people to judge of the

men they are called upon to support.
That a man must exert himself in his

own behalf constitutes no good reason

why he should not accept or seek an
office of which he is worthy. The
present method simply involves a

question of modesty, and the good and

capable citizen will waive that for the

public interest. The fact is, an office

should be sought for the honor it

confers, and not for the pa\- attached
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to it. The emoluments are the same
in all cases, but honor can only be
derived through the excellence of the

service rendered.

The country has been disgraced in

many localities by a variety of election

crimes, and the genius of legislators
has been heavily drawn upon to

provide means for their prevention.
Penalties have been imposed by law
for every act that tends to prevent
honest political methods and honest

elections, yet the evils have not been
removed. We have the Australian
law for conducting elections in many
of the states. Our experience has not
been sufficient to determine whether
or not it is a universal panacea for

election frauds and crimes. Other
laws have been disregarded and
offenses have continued. Ways may
yet be devised to thwart the effect of

that law. Legislators may deter the
bad from committing crimes, but it

will not make men honest. There is

one infallible remedy, one assurance
of honest elections and good gov^ern-

ment, and it is, that ever}- man who
has the best interests of the public at

heart shall faithfully and determinedl}'

perform his political duties at all times
and under all circumstances. The
law can aid by prescribing honest

methods, but it should not be solely
relied on. The good people must see

that it is observed, and when violated,
that its penalties are inflicted. It is

not enough that an honest citizen

shall cast his vote on election day ;
he

should l)cgin further back, and .see to

it that the joroper men are put forward
as candidates. To .scratch the names
of improper men may have some effect

in the direction of reform, but only in

case there are better men on the ticket

of the other party. The ax must be
laid at the root of the tree by begin-
ning work at the primaries. Party or-

ganization is useful and necessary, and
hence as a rule should be .sustained.

Bad nominations often weaken but
never destroy political parties. IMcn
will not, and ought not to abandon a

great principle because the best names

are not on the ticket of their party.
It is here that in municipal and local

elections, great national or state issues

are not involved, but men are loath to

vote the opposition ticket. Scratching
has not produced such reformatory
results as are desirable. It is not rad-

ical enough and has a beneficial effect

but for a day. It is often the case
that candidates on one ticket are no
better than those on the other. Bosscb
on both sides are amiable toward each

other, and as they rule through in-

different elements, it is easy for them
to establish reciprocal relations. Well

regulated primaries, if participated in

by all the members of a party, and

especially by the better element, are

quite sure to result in the selection of

a better class of candidates, otherwise
the vicious will continue to control.

The primaries should be so regulated
that each citizen may vote directly for

candidates for nomination. They are

practicable and especiall}^ essential in

making municipal and county tickets.

There are localities where this plan

prevails and results are excellent.

Under this.s\'stem, the duties of dele-

gates to conventions are merely per-

functory. They simply register the

will of the people, and trading and
combination are avoided. The merits

of candidates have been discussed in

the incipient stage, misapprehension
and mistake will seldom occur, and a

good ticket is almo.st an inevitable

result. It is not onl}^ the duty of

good citizens to take part in politics
at every stage, but to accept office

when their fellow-citizens a.sk it.

Kver}^ man owes that to the public,
which he .should not repudiate, e\-en

if he has to sacrifice per.sonal feeling
and interest.

In speaking of bos.ses, it is not

intended to confound them with

leaders. There is a broad distinction

between them. T!;c leader becomes
such through his knowledge and high
motive. He controls for the general
welfare. The world has had leaders

in all ages, and human progress is

due to their efforts. The leader
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influences, the boss dictates. The
leader is a great character, the l)Oss is

a man with no motive higher than

self-aggrandizement. The one is

strong with the intelligent and good,
and the other is a i)otentate among
the ignorant and vici(jus. To be a

leader is an honor, but to be a boss is

a disgrace to the community over
which he dominates. Let us dispen.se
with bosses in politics and adhere to

leaders. They arc to be found not in

chronic office-.seekers, but in men who
thrive by honest work, and who hold
the puljlic good higher than private

gain.

City governments in this country
are not only the mo.st extravagant
and corrupt, but they are the cause of

criticism l)y people in foreign countries,
and they do more than any other cause
to bring our institutions and political
methods into disrepute. Mr. James
Bryce, in his "American Common-
wealth," states that New Orleans
in politics is the worst place in the

United States, and that New York
•

and San Francisco are next to it.

The two cities should not be placed in

the same class, for San Francisco has

not, on the whole, been so badly gov-
erned as New York. That city has
for half a century been dominated by
an organized conspiracy against good
government. It has controlled through
distribution of patronage and ofHcial

corruption, and is so strong and dis-

ciplined that it is next to impossible to

subvert its authority. In a few
instances when its methods have been

extraordinarily audacious and a plun-
dered and outraged people have

temporarily depri\ed it of power, and
a few times its rascals have been visited

with condign pinii.shment, the better

clement has appeared to triumph; but
the people have immediately relapsed
into indifference and Tammany has
returned to power without resistance.

No people in America have so long
been bound hand and foot by a

machine and a boss, and none have
been taxed so heavily and uniformly
misgoverned as those of our greatest

commercial metropolis. There are
men enough in that great city who
desire good government to control it,

but apathy on their part, which is the

crjang evil in all our cities, is the
obstacle to reformatory action. San
Francisco has suffered from bad poli-
tics and indifferent government, but
this has not been an almost perpetual
condition. Probably no people were
ever more enchained by crime and
criminals than those of San Francisco

years ago, Init they were not elow
in finding a means of relief. The
remedy, though radical, and nomin-

ally revolutionary, was heroic and
effective. It was charged that the

steps taken were in defiance of law
and the regularly constituted author-

ities, but in reality it was the resump-
tion of power by a people for their

own protection. Tlie mettle dis-

played by the business men in the

days of Vigilantes, and their just

conception of public duty made a

profound impression throughout the
civilized world, and the influence of

their heroic action is felt in the city
to this day. The machine and bo.sses

were dethroned and the government
restored to rightful hands. The
reigns of oiir bosses have since been

short, for they have disappeared upon
a w^arning that the tax-paying and

responsible classes are aroused. No
city in the countn,^ has a class of

business men stronger and more de-

termined than those of San Francisco.

Though they want good government,
they are not always sufficiently atten-

tive to their political duties, and as a

consequence public offices fall to the
control of a class who have other than
the public interests to subserA'e.

Unless the policy of self-disfranchise-

ment, by the protracted and inexcus-

able failure to perform duty to the

public, be abandoned, and that volun-

tarily, there is no legal way in v.hich

reform can be secured. The destinies

of San Francisco and of all other

cities, and of the whole country as

well, are in the hands of the intelli-

gent and responsible citizens.



AN AMERICAN IN INDIA.

BY DR. JOSEPH SIMMS.

INDIA,

the middle one of the three

irregular peninsulas in the south of

Asia, has an area of about a million

and a half square miles, so that it is

larger than the whole of Kurope
minus Russia, and more than half the

size of the United States of America
exclusive of Alaska. The population
in 1 89 1 was two hundred and eighty-
four million six hundred and fourteen
thousand two hundred and ten, quite

equal to that of Europe, and about
double the estimate made b)^ Gibbon
of the nations tributary to imperial
Rome. All this densely populated
country is now more or less directly

subject to British rule.

The Himalaya Mountains form the
northern boundary of India, and the

country south of them consists of vast

alluvial plains, extending from sea to

sea, and rendered productive by irri-

gation. The climate is thoroughly
tropical, except on the hills, and the

extraordinary fertility of the land has

passed into a proverb.
India .seems to have no plants

peculiar to itself, but includes .species

.special to Persia, vSiberia, China and
Arabia.

Rice is not so extensively cultivated
as has generally been supposed,
millet being the staple food. Wheat
and Indian corn are to be seen in

almost every district, barley in .some

parts, while oats are cultivated only
by Europeans by way of experiment.
Oil seeds are an important crop both
for home use and for export. All the
common vegetables and fruits known
to us are found here

;
also spices,

among which turmeric and chillies

hold the first place. Cotton is the

product most grown for export, and

jute ranks next to it as a fiber crop.

Indigo has been the plant mo.st culti-

vated by European capital, but its

importance is declining. The opium
poppy is raised in some places as a

government monopol^^ ;
in other places

it is subject to restrictions, and

throughout the greater part of the

country it is entirely prohibited. The
principal fields of this culture occupy
live hundred and sixty-two thousand
acres, chiefly in Bengal. Most of the

opium goes to China, the revenue
therefrom amounting to several

million dollars. The cultivation of

coffee has long been practiced by the

natives, but that of tea, which is

rapidly increasing, is recent, and due

wholly to European enterprise. There
are many valuable medicinal plants,
as those from which we have the
cinchona bark and croton oil ; but it

would be almost an endless task even
to enumerate the varied productions
of fhis fertile land.

The forests were in some danger of

being exterminated through the reck-

lessness of timber cutters, charcoal
burners and others But the}- are

now protected by the government,
and the chief exports from this source
arc teak, lac, bamboo canes, caoutchouc
and other gums. The date and cocoa-
nut palms jdeld much of the native

food, and from the latter, arrack, an

intoxicating drink, is obtained.

Tigers, leopards, jackals, wolves,

hyenas and wild boars abound in the

country, the first two being very
destructive to men and cattle. The
elephant, naturally wild, is tamed and
made useful.

The domestic l)ovines are used for

farm labor and draught. The wild

species known as buffaloes or bisons

is dangerous, and keeps away from
Innnaii dwellings. Most of the gentler
and smaller quadrupeds familiar to

ourselves are natives here. Ouad-
rumanous animals are numerous, as
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are also the serpent triljcs, the bites of

some of which are rapidlj' fatal.

Insect tribes are innumerable. Annu-

ally, about twenty-five thousand

persons are killed by wild beasts in

Britisli India, about one thousand one
hundred and fifty of whom perish
from the stings and bites of scorpions,
lizards and mad dogs.

India has long been famed for its

mineral wealth. Gold until lately
was obtained only by river wa.shing,
but now the quartz-rrnshiny- s>-stcm

ing the dark and inferior tribes, of

which some remnants are still found in

the recesses of the mountains. They
brought with them the religion of

Brahma with its many gods, and seem
to have gradually formed that division

of society into castes, which has

become so prominent a feature of

Hindoo life.

India, however, like every other

country, had nothing to be called a

history, before its invasion by a liter-

ary people : and this occurred when

^
\

General View of the Taj Mahal.

is employed and likely to yield large

quantities. Diamonds, amethysts and
other gems were the products of forced

labor, and now scarcely pay the

expense of w^orking. But India is not

wanting in the more useful minerals,
as fine iron and coal, pure salt, salt-

peter, lime, marble and various kinds
of building stone are plentiful.
Our earliest glimpses of Indian

histonv', through the medium of

Sanscrit poetr>', reveal the Ar>-an, or

fair-skinned people, entering by the

northwest, and subjugating or expell-

Alexander the Great marched his

conquering phalanxes to the tribu-

taries of the Indus, and sailed down
that river in 327 B. C. He overran

the Punjab but penetrated no further.

At his death he left this conquest to

Seleucus ; and a remnant of Greek

power, afterwards known as the

Greco-Bactrian, continued till dis-

turbed by the invasion of Scythian

troops (126 B. C.) whose fortunes

gradually prevailed during several

centuries. The most numerous and
industrious section of the Punjab pop-
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ulation are believed to be of Scythian

origin. Certain it is that the inter-

mixture of Greek and. Sc^'thian con-

querors with the conquered people
must have done much to improve the

physique of the latter, as well as to

promote some degree of civilization.

During the long struggles of con-

tending races in the northwest, a

Buddhist dynasty was established,

and produced new modifications,

especially promoting the fusion of the

exclusive Aryan race with other

Indian tribes. Though intensely

missionary, it never ousted Brahman-
ism from any large part of India.

They co-existed as popular religions
for centuries

;
and modern Hindooism

contains elements of both.

The next great change in India was
effected by the invasion by INIoham-

medans from Arabia in 664 A. D., who
became masters of a large part of the

country along the Indus.

In 999 A. D., Mahmood assumed in

Afghanistan a sovereignty independent
of the Sultan, invaded India no less

than twelve times in the course of a

few 3'ears, and prevailed. Northern
India was universally ruled by the

Afghan kings for five hundred years,
that is, till the Sultan Bubcr deposed
the last of them in 1326, and estab-

lished the Mogul Empire. Before

this, invasions had rapidly succeeded
each other further east, till Tinioor or

Tamerlane, the Tartar, led an immense

army to Delhi which he took and
sacked in 1398. This rapacious war-
rior is said to have built a tower of

ninety thousand human skulls as the

result of his conquest.
The next disturbance came from the

Mahrattas, a war-like people occupy-
ing the district round Poonah in Cen-
tral India. In religion they were

Hindoos, and in 1627, when the

Mogul Empire was in its zenith, they
formed a .semi-independent power
consisting of several distinct states,

waging successful war against the

Mohammedans. The last heir of

tliese sovereignties was the infamous
Nana Sahib.

The more eastern and southern

parts of the peninsula come but little

into prominence in the histor^^ of

these ages ;
but in 1498, the Portu-

guese, having discovered the way to

India, by the way of the Cape of Good
Hope, made settlements on the east

coast. The Dutch, French and

English soon followed. It was in the

3"ear 1600 that a company of English
merchants obtained from Queen
Elizabeth a charter which secured to

them a monopoly of the trade, and

Bengal was their first field of enter-

prise. They first beat the Portuguese
and took possession of Surat, which
became their headquarters till Calcutta
was adopted. The company backed

by the English government, increased
in wealth and power, maintained an

army of its own, consisting of native

troops, olhcered by gentlemen from
Britain ; destroyed the French settle-

ments
;

defeated the petty princes ;

overthrew the Mogul Empire, sub-

jugated the northwest, and finall}'

brought the whole peninsula under
their control, assuming the entire com-
mand of some parts, and leaving
others under their native princes, but

tributary and protected.
The East India Company, however,

did not secure the affection of the

native population, and the Sepo}^

mutiny of 1857 ^'^s the consequence.
It was soon suppressed, and in the

following year the British government
took over the sovereignty and all

responsibilities from the company.
On the first of Januars', 1877, Queen
Victoria was formally proclaimed at

Delhi what she had been in fact for

many years, the Empress of India.

The result of the successive con-

quests of Indian soil is that in

no part of the world, except perhaps
in Russia, are there so many races of

men under one government. The
name Hindoo, therefore, has no
national significance, but is specific

only in a religiovis sense, and marks
the adherents of the Brahminical faith.

Broadly .speaking there are seven

Hindoos for every two Mohammedans :
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and these together form ninetecn-

twenticths of the population.
The distinguishing feature ofHindoo

society is caste. There arc reckoned
four great divisions, namely, the

Brahraans or priestly class, the war-

riors, the agriculturists and merchants,
the Sudras or laborers, but these have
innumerable subdivisions. There are

about one hundred castes ot beggars
alone. In what is called the laboring
class, no one will do work with another
who does not belong to his caste

;
and

this keeps many a man out of employ-
ment, which he could othcnvise

tain yellow or red stripes painted up
and down the forehead, or .spots of

red or yellow denote the caste to which
each man belongs. Of all things,
this .sy.stem is the most prejudicial to

the progress of the people of India.

Foolish and childish in all their ways,
they allow these old established cus-

toms to govern them where reason

ought to be master.

The natives of India may be de-

scribed in general as having brown
skin with black hair and large brown

eyes. Their features are more regu-
lar and their faces Tiot so flat as those

-^'1V^ir
9^
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The Nauch Dancers.

obtain. One who dusts the furniture

will not sweep the floor
;
he who

sweeps the floor will not cook the

food
;
he who cooks will not wait at

table
;
and he who serves at table will

not make a bed. He who feeds the

horse will not rub him down, or clean

the stable. A Hindoo will not take
an apple from the hand of a man of

lower caste
;

it must be laid down and
the higher man can take it up. If the

shadow of a low caste man passes over
the food of a high caste Hindoo, the

latter will not touch that food. Cer-

of the Malays and Chinese. They are

slight made and (if we except people
from the mountains and the Sikhs)
usually rather short, with great supple-
ness in the animal fiber, rendering theii

movements rapid, when they choose,
and always graceful. The calves ot

the legs of those who inhabit the low-

lands are small, the chest narrow, and
there is much predisposition to con-

sumption. As in other lands of the

East, they rise carl}-, and eat abcut
noon then agaui at nightfall, '.-.it

verv little at either time. A'^ n-
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cral rule, they have little to eat, for

their earnings are small, and they are

mucli disposed to save from that little.

Their ordinary conversation usually
turns on matters of dietary, and the

money that is saved by limiting their

food. Most of them wear for clothing
uncolored cotton cloth, generally

begrimed with dirt. In fact they are

extremely dirty in their habits
; lep-

rosy aiad other skin diseases find a

ready lodgment among them
; the

wonder is that they are ever free from
cholera and other infectious maladies.

TlKAigh poorly and dirtily clad, they
are very fond of ornaments, and
woiiien may be seen wearing thirty

rings on their arms, wrists, ankles,
toe.5 and neck, ears and nose.

Tiie tribes of every part of India
are not only poor and dirty, but ex-

tremeh- di.shonest both in word and
deed. No European thinks of believ-

ing what any of them say ;
and if he

but gives one of them corn to feed his

hor.se he mu.st watch lest the fellow

should keep back some of it, or steal the

whole and sell it for a few cents in the

town.
It is the prevailing custom among

all ordinary native Asiatics, especially
in India, to sit, eat, read, stud}^ work
and sleep on the floor. Their houses
arc without chairs, tables and every
other kind of furniture. Wherever
one goes, traveling or visiting, in the

interior of India, the landlord or host

expects the guest or visitor will bring
his own bedding. Many of the hotels

in the rural districts furnish no mat-
tress or bedclothes of any kind what-
soever.

The natives of India are very super-
stitious and believe in a ho.st of

unreasonable traditions of the past and

signs of the future. At Delhi, we
were shown a stone slab, bearing the

impress of two feet, said to be those of

the great founder and teacher of their

religion. At Ghat in Benares is a

slab of marble, with an imprint said to

ha\'e been made by the feet of Vishnu,
and at certain .seasons of the year
people flock to this place to worship

these footprints. At Bhaurava Ghat
in Benares there is an image in stone
the face being covered with silver. It

represents Siva in terrific form ; the

people who visit it present offerings
ofsugar dogs ;

and a Brahman waves
a fan of peacock feathers over the
devotees to protect them from evil

spirits.

Great sanctity is attached to the

Kad-jakada ape with red face and
black beard ; it is regarded as an
incarnation of Siva. One variety' of

the ox and cow called the humped
zebu is considered sacred and treated

with reverence. Every temple has a

sacred bull, and the cow is honored
with the title of

' ' mother of the gods.
' '

The tradition is that Brahma created

the Brahmins and the cow at the same
time.

Another sacred creature is the

Coromandel eagle, which is considered
as an incarnation of Doorga. Ravens
and rooks are believed to be recepta-
cles of human souls that have left the

body.
Ever3-whcre among uneducated

natives we meet with gross and child-

ish super.stitions, but perhaps the

.strangest and most peculiar of all the

superstitious usages we witnessed was
that of the mouth lock. It is an
instrument somewhat like a large

safety-pin, generall}" of silver, but
sometimes of gold, brass or copper.
The pin i.; run through both cheeks,
behind the corners of the mouth, and
between the teeth. The cheeks are

drawn .so closely together that the

mouth is kept constantly open. When
a Hindoo desires .some .special benefit

from the gods, it is u.sual to make a

vow, and he puts on the mouth lock

in token of his vow, wlii^h implies
entire ab.stinence from food and com-

plete silence. When the end has been

answered, the dex^otee goss to the

.shrine to take it off and place it in the

receptacle appropriated for receiving
the offerings of pilgrims. Fifty such
locks may be given up at one temple
in one year. Tinipati is a place
where thousands are surrendered.
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They are afterwards sold by auction

as old silver, and the money realized

goes to the benefit of the temple.

They are worth about ten to fifty cents

apiece.
Hindoo life inclines to draw

together in villages and small towns
rather than large cities, and in the

whole peninsula there are only forty-

four towns containing more than fift}'

thousand.

Like the early immigrants and

invaders, let us approach this great

peninsula from the northwest, passing

varieties of hmnanity. According to

the census of 1888, the population of

the whole cantonment was only
seventy-three thou.sand and five hun-

dred, and yet it is made up of no less

tlian eighteen varieties derived almost

indiscriminately from Shem, Ham and

Japheth.
The Parsees, who are most numer-

ous in Bombay, hold the highest place

among the native communities, not on
account of superior numbers, but

becau.se of their wealth, intelligence,

genius for trade, and munificent

The Temple of Silence.

through Quetta, in Beloochistan,

where the British have a military

fort, constructed of mud and built on
a mound said to have been rai.sed b}'

Alexander the Great. It is the largest
of that nation's torts defending the

passes. Thence we take the railway
to Kurrachee and find the dust all

along the line intolerable. Kurrachee
is situated on a sandy plain at the

northern extremity of the Indus delta,

the Sind, Punjaub and Delhi railwaj'-

running through the district. In very
few places can we find so great an-

thropological distinctions and so many
Vol. 11—35

charities. They are descendants of

those fire-worshippers who were driven

from Persia about a thousand years

ago by the conquering hosts of Mo-
hammedans from Arabia ;

and as they
seldom intermarr>- with the other

races of India, they continue physi-

cally distinct, bearing much greater
resemblance to Europeans.
One of the most singular practices of

the Parsees is their mode of di.'^posiug

of the dead. If repulsive to our minds,
it mu-'^t be admitted to have sanitary-

advantages. Outside a town contain-

ing Parsee residents, there are circular
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buildings called
' ' Towers of Silence,

' '

in which the corpses are placed and
devoured by hundreds of vultures,

always on the watch. At a little dis-

tance from Kurrachee are two such
towers. They are stone buildings,
without windows or roof, about twentj^
or thirty feet high, and from forty to

fifty in diameter, with a door for

entrance. Before placing a corpse
inside the tower, it is laid on a stone
outside for the inspection of a dog
which is supposed to be able to indicate

the state of the departed soul. If the

dog looks at the face of the dead, the
soul is supposed to be in heaven

;
if

he does not, the spirit is said to be

among the lost. P'our dogs are kept
near the towers of silence to give these
intimations. Wlieu Ijy the dog test

the spiritual condition of the departed
has been ascertained, the nude body
is placed on the stone inside the

tower, and in less than half an hour
the vultures have stripped oflf everj^

particle of the flesh. The bones are

then mixed with quicklime, so that in

a few days not a vestige remains of

what was a human body. No tomb-
stone is erected to commemorate the

departed. We understood that the

reason of tliis singular mode of dis-

posal of the dead is the desire not to

pollute any of the elements of nature
wilh the impurities of deca}-. At
Bombay there are five such towers of

silence.

On the scacoast at Kurrachee are

two caves occupied, tlie one by a

Hindoo and the other by a Moham-
medan priest. The sides of the caves
are decorated with rude drawings of

the devil, who is represented as having
a tail and large teeth. Fees are paid
to the priests by the devout for the

privilege of worshipping in these

sanctuaries. The girls in the old or

native part of the town are fond of

adorning their persons with silver

rings and bracelets—wrists and ankles,

fingers and l)ig toes, ears and nostrils

being decorated with from one to five

or six such ornaments, according to

the taste or wealth of the wearer.

Passing Sukkar, where there is :»

small hill on which witches were for

merl}^ burnt, we reach the river Indus,
which is bridged over at this point,
and enter the Punjaub, the country of

five rivers. Here is the home of the

Sikhs, the tallest, bravest and most
warlike of all the people of India.

They were originally a religious sect,

organized as such about four hundred

3-ears ago on the principles of pure
ISIonotheism. They worship no idols

;

regard all meats as clean, though they
do not eat the flesh of the cow

; they
do not use tobacco, but freel}- imbibe

intoxicating liquors. They are toler-

ably moral, though the name Sikh,
wdiich means a disciple, to our minds
would convey the idea of a much
purer character. INIoslem persecution
changed these disciples from inoffen-

sive quietists to fanatical warriors,
the INIohammedans being long their

chief enemies. Earlj^ in the present
century the whole of the Punjaub
came under their dominion, and in

1849 pas.sed under the rule of Queen
Victoria. With the land, the famous
Koh-i-noor diamond was surrendered
to her by the reigning Maharajah,
who has since resided as a nobleman
in England, a pension being paid him
b}^ the government.

Amritsar (Amrita Saras, the foun-

tain of immortality) about thirty-three
miles from Eahore, is the sacred city
of the Sikhs ;

and here the Adgranth,
or sacred book of their religion is

kept open in the golden temple. This
famous shrine derives its name from
the profusion of gold with which it is

covered outside and inside. The
structure is chiefly of marljle

;
the

lower part having inlaid stones of

various colors, representing animals,

vines, flowers and fruit, in a manner
both picturesque and artistic. This

town, which is also called Shawl,
is fast rising in impoitance as a place
of trade

;
and is already in this re-

spect in advance of Lahore.

I,aliore, the capital of the Punjaub,
is connected by railway with Delhi

and IMoulton. It was once the
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metropolis of the whole of Northern
India, and was the residence of

Runjeet Singh, one of the bravest of

all of the native princes. The city
stands on an immense plain, and con-
tains about one hundred and seventy-
six thousand seven hundred and

twenty inhaliitauts, Mohammedans
forming the largest portion of the

population. The architecture is of

the Mo.slem period, and the magnifi-
cent buildings glittering with gilded
minarets, relieve the general dullness

ent colors. Its construction must
have cost the labor of many years.
Another object of interest is the big
brass gun called Zamazamah, between
fourteen and fifteen feet long. It was
manufactured by natives in 1761, and
now stands in front of the Lahore
mu.seum.

Between Lahore and Salamusa and
thence to Kliewsa there are inex-
haustible .supplies of rock salt of the

purest quality, one mountain especially
noteworthv from the cliffs of which

I
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of the peculiar architecture. The
Sikhs, through their preference for

Amritsar, removed a great deal of the
most valuable ornamentation of

Lahore to grace their own sacred

capital.
About three miles westward of the

city is Jehanger, the tomb wherein lie

the remains of Runjeet Singh and
those of his wives and concubines who
were burnt alive on his funeral pile.
It is well worth visiting, being three

hundred and thirty-five feet square
and built entirelv of marble of diflFer-

solid blocks of the precious mnieral
are hewu and transported to a Inmost

ever}' part of India.

On the same line of railway lie

Jeypoor and Almedabad. The Maha-

rajah of the first-named city, in .spite

of his new co.stly palace and the

expense of sustaining three queens
and a thousand concubines, besides

another thousand of dancing girls and
domestics, can aflford to pay an annual
tribute of three million rupees to

England. The textile fabrics of

Almedabad formerh- brought immense
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wealth to its merchants, and a consid- Her mausoleum is said to have occu-
erable quantity of gold and silver lace pied twenty thousand men for seven-

teen years in building and to have
cost fifteen million seven hundred
and fort^•-eight thousand dollars.

is still manufactured in this ancient

city. The sj'stem of caste is more

fully developed here than in anj^

other part of Guzerat. This is owing
to the manufacturing industry', caste

preventing one class of operatives
from encroaching on the preserv^es of

another. Baroda is another city of

considerable trade, walled and fortified.

Here we were shown two gold cannon
and two silver ones, about the size of

iron six-pounders.
There are several interestii

near Bombay, pre-eminent
which are the caves on the island of

sights

among

Austin de Bordeaux, a Frenchman,
is supposed to have been the architect.

Its diameter is one hundred and eighty-
six feet and it .stands on a raised plat-
form of white marble eighteen feet

high and three hundred and thirteen

feet square, with a tower of white and
black marble at each corner.

The Taj Mahal is the mo.st majestic
and enchanting monument

r^M_ on earth. It is a grand
representation of the sa-

credness of human
affection. I n

memory of

i;m

Elephanta,
which were
excavated at

various times from

250 B. C. to 800 A. D.

The walls are adorned
with colossal figures

sculptured in relief representing the

god and his .supposed incarnations.

On the island of Salsette there are

Buddhist caves of .still greater an-

tiquity.
On the bank of the Jumna lies the

ancient city of Agra, believed by the

natives to have been the place of the

sixth incarnation of the god Vishnu,
and here can be '.seen the Taj Mahal—
the crown of empires — one of the

largest of all known mausoleums,

unequaled throughout Asia for the

beauty of its design and the perfection
of its finished execution. Here repose
the remains of Arjma.sed Baiui, signify-

ing the pride of the palace, tlie favorite

wife of the Kmperor Jahan. vShe died
in 1629 at Burkanpur in the Deccan.

his beloved wife a

powerful monarch
could not l)uild

more costl\- and
beautiful than this anagh-ph in snowy
marble, glittering as myriads of

diamonds beneath a rich flood of Ori-

ental sinilight. Its rectangle of

arabesques, its aesthetically carved

cupola, and its graceful minarets,

prodigies of artistic design and finish,

liave never been equalled in grandeur
by any structure erected in honor of

the dead. Whatever graces the archi-

tectural art of the past centuries, found
embodiment in this mausoleum—this

world-renowned structure of complete
mathematical proportion and sublime

labyrinths of delightful harmonies.
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Benares, the Splendid is the holy city
of the Hindoos, the religious capital
of over one hundred and fortj' million

of people, but he who has once visited

it will not care to do so again. It is

a city of filth, foul odors and dirty

pools, called sacred wells, in the never-

changed water of which thousands of

people bathe them.selves every day for

the purging of their sins, as the pools
are said to contain the sweat of Siva.

The streets are narrow and dirty, and

every niche, corner and empty space is

occupied by some religious image,
mutilated .statue, or sacred square-
hewn stone.

With a word or two about Calcutta,
the British capital of India, we will

conclude this sketch. The origin of

that great metropolis was three mud
hamlets which were purchased by the

East India Company in 1700. The
town first raised from this

small beginning was de-

stroyed by the Nawab of

Bengal in 1756, connected
with which event was the '-

tragedy of the
' ' Black

Hole of Calcutta." Besides

long streets of native ba-

zaars, Calcutta has some
very wide ones with palace-
like buildings, the resi-

dences of the Kuropeans. ':<;;

Long lines of street cars

traverse the city from end -..-

to end, and ghavis or cabs,

are at the service of those
who prefer that mode of

transportation. The gov-
ernor-general or viceroy of

India has his court here

except for a short time during the
summer, when he betakes himself to

Simla situated in the mountains of the
north. Calcutta is the largest and
the hottest city in India. The intol-

erance of the heat may be known from
the fact that during a week in the
latter part ofJuly the thermometer reg-
istered in the .shade from one hundred
and thirty-seven and five tenths degrees
to one hundred and forty-six degrees.

All the cities we have mentioned

and many others arc connected by rail-

ways of which there are nearly twenty
thousand miles available. A great iron

network spreads over the peninsula,

offering facilities for travel and means
of tran.sportation of native products.

In this vast peninsula in which

twenty-one different languages are

.spoken, there are no less than one
hundred and fifty-eight million and

eight hundred and forty-one thousand

Y^
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Charming the Cobra.

and six hundred and thirty-four per-
sons who can neither read nor -^Tite.

Nevertheless, during the last twenty
years a marked progress has taken

place in education, there being in

existence one hundred and thirty-four
thousand and seven hundred and ten

schools, most of which are private,

only about seventeen thousand being
wholly maintained by the State. The
government, however, assists a large
number by grants.



OLD XAVIER'S MORTGAGE.

BY JULIA II. S. BUGEIA.

,.^

5a ! lyCt go from

dat, mes young
sassy!" laughed

old Xavier.

"Oh, Sawie! Give
us one tune, just one,

that's a good old feller."
"

I don' got tam'," pleaded the old

man, but all in vain. The youngsters

tugged the harder, and he was forced

to yield. With a good-natured grin,
he sat down beneath a live-oak by the

wayside and drew the violin from its

cover of green baize. It was a pic-

ture to gladden the heart of a genre

painter
—the quiet village street, lead-

ing down to the river, a group of eager plause.

"That's a Canada tune," whis-

pered Davie; "he's thinking about
his folks."

Davie was a small bo)^, but a great
friend of Xavier' s, and proud of know-
ing something of his family histor)^
The boys' faces glowed with the quick
sympathy of childhood, they even

forgot to applaud as the music ceased
and Xavier drew his hand across his

eyes.
" Tennez ! li'ol' Xavier plaj^ 5^ou

plenty tune, ain't it ?
" he said, as he

returned the violin to its case.

The audience suddenly recovered its

senses and sent up a wild shout of ap-

boys, for the most part barefoot,

gathered about a rough, sturdj^,

weather-beaten old fellow, not too

clean, tuning his violin, the boughs
above them stirring gently in the

spring breeze. Laying his cheek

caressingly against the violin, he

began a medley of ancient tunes—
"Bonaparte Crossing the Alps,"
"Money Musk" dnd "Irish Wash-
erwoman," and at last the whimsical,

half-pathetic notes of
" A la Claire

Fontaine.
' '

No need to ask his nationality
now

;
he was playing this because he

loved it
;

his audience was forgotten.

Away beyond the gleaming river,

beyond the golden glowing buttercups
and eschscholtzias, beyond the green
foothills, the old man's gaze wan-

dered, and rested on the far blue

ranges, beauteous in the sun. Softer

and sweeter came the notes, more

tenderly the wrinkled old cheek
caressed the violin.

"II y a long-temps que je t'aitne,

J'amais je ne t'oublirais !

"

Brighter than the famous diamond
of Ole Bull, shone the tear that fell

upon old Xavier' s bow.

"Don't go yet Sa\'vie," cried one,

"you ain't workin' to-da}'."
' '

Tell us about Canada and your
folks,

' '

said another.
' ' An' how you happened to come to

California," added a third.

"Tell us about your little girl,"
coaxed Davie, who knew the ' '

shortest

cut" to old Xavier's heart.
" Kh bi'n ! 'Ow dat's 'appen to me

to come on Califoniie, eh? Well, firs'

place, you know, I got a farm on the

paroisse St. Anne—bout-de-l'isle, you
know

;
dat's close by to ISIon'real, you

know?"—looking inquiringly at the

boys, who answered him onl_)' with
blank looks.

' ' Well !

' ' exclaimed Xavier in

disgust,
"
eef you ain't know de

ceety of Mon'real, 5'ou ain't know
much !

"

"Oh!" exclaimed Davie,
"

I know
now, you mean Montreal

;
I know a

lot about it. My uncle lives there.

They have a wonderful palace of ice

there every winter, just made of great
blocks of ice, thousands and thousands
of 'em. People go from all over every-
where to see it

;
and my, how it shines

in the sun—and at night, when it's nil

536
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lit up with 'lectric lights ! And when
the show is over they have a battle of

fireworks and besiege it all down."
A brief pause followed this fair}' talc

and then came the derisive chorus,

"Rats!"
Xavier him.self looked perplexed.
"Well," said he slowly, not liking

to admit that he knew less alxjut his

own country than Davie did,
"

I ain't

know notting 'bout dat, but I s'pose

dey make dat way seence I come on
dees country .

" '

"It's a fact, anyway," said Davie,
' '

for we've got a piece in a paper about

it and a picture of it."

That settled the question.
' '

Well, dey got plenty ice dere on de

wcenter, dat's a fac'
,

' '

laughed Xavier,
" but for sure dey ain't no palais on

ma farm, but 'e got someting h'else—
an' dat's de mor-gage, an' try li'all

w'at I can, I cannot pay 'eem
;
h' every

ting go for pay de h' centres'. I got

good waf, 'e's work 'ard, an' save

h'all w'at 'e can
;

I got tree boy, dey
work too, but dey not li'ol'd enough
for h'eani much money. An' I got
one ge'l, dat's de bebe, Herminie; 'e's

got four' year on dat tam' .

' '

Xavier' s

gaze was on the mountains again
—

"an' 'e's got 'ees h'eyes beeg an'

brown lak' 'ees modder; an' 'ees got
'ees hairs all curl on 'ees 'cad an' shan'

lak' eef you spreenkle de gol' dus'

over dem
;
an' 'e's got 'e's li'l mout'

toute rose comme—oh nev'man', dat's

go' n make me cry some more !

"W^ell, I go h'on de State' one

summer, an' make de beeg wages, an'

go back on ma farm on de weenter.

Nex' spreeng I go some more hu'p de

State', but I don' ioun' much work
dat tam'; dat's de hard-tani' strak' de

country dat year. Well, I've keep
h'on, keep h'on an' I come on New-
York. I got h' always mon violon on
ma back' an' I make de musique on
de country place; I get plenty to h'cat

for dat, an' some tam' Til money.
But dey aint care for dat on New York;

dey got plenty 'fan' musique dere,

an' dey laugh on me w'en I make

'Bonaparte cross de h' Alp' ! But bamby

I meet wid Pierre!
" Xavier' s face

brightened.
' ' Who's P. Air ?

"
a.sked the boy.

"
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral, I guess,"

said another, slyly.
' ' Who ees Pierre ?

' '

roared Xavier,
"
Well, eef you aint know Pierre, you—oh, I 'destan'; you call 'eem Pete;

dat's Pierre on de French language and
Pete on de h'Anglish."
"Oh, yes, Pete Vaudr\ ; go on

vSavvie.
' '

"Well, you know Pierre dat's de
bes' frien' w'at I got

—an' den Davie,"
he added, smiling and gently pulling a

lock of Davie's yellow hair; "Well,
lak' I tol' you, I meet wid Pierre

;
an'

I play partant pour 'La Syria,' an'
'

IvC Ranz-des-Vaches' ;
Pierre lak' dat

;

dey make dat on 'ees country—dat's

La Suisselan' ;
an' so Pierre make

great frien' wid me. One day 'c say :

" '

'Allons, Xavier, come on Califor-

nic wid me ! I got .some money, an' we
make plenty heesficss h'up dere

; you
get de beeg beeg wages, an' you make
plenty money on de mine

; you pay
dat raor'gage tout-de-suite ra't off!

and you ?'<?turn on Canada reech

man.' "

" Bonte ! dat make de dev' on ma
head. I teenk 'bo't dat h'all day an'

h'all na't. To go back on St. Anne
reech, reech man from Califoniie !

More I've teenk, more I get reech, an'

bamby I h'own de whole of St. Anne.
Mes boy dey h'all go on de College

—
Remi, dat's de doctcur—Eusebe, 'e's

great lawyer on Mon' real—^Jean Bap-
tiste, e's rentier—'e's take care for

h'all dose farm w'at I h'own
; Jose-

phine, ma femme, 'e's dress up fan'

li'cver}- day ;
and Henninie, 'e's de

mos' 'ansome an' beautiful demoiselle

w'at you never see! — Dat pa.ss on
ma head, you know—creetete-de-fou !

"

he exclaimed, knocking his head

against the tree in .serio-comic frenzy.
The boys laughed, though in fact it

was rather serious business, trying to

understand his—to them—verv re-

markable "
lingo."

"Well," he continued. "I ben
come along wid Pierre ; I be'n work
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ma way on de stini-boat, an' wc come
on San Franceesco.

" Here Xavlcr
made a longpause, lost in retrospection."

Well, and then ?
"
urged the boys.

"Oh, well, an' den," he resumed,
with a deep sigh, "I be'n mene le

diable seence dat tarn' ! Some tani' I

make plenty money an' I sen' forty
—

feeft}-
—one 'ondre dollar on dat mor'-

gage ;
some tarn' I've teenk to make

great fortune on de stock' an' I've los'

de whole teeng ; many tam' I be'n rob
on dc mine—oh, be'n 'ave plenty 'ard

tam' ! Some tam' w'cn I've teenk on
ma fcmme an' ma cheel'ren, I go hide
ma.se' f on de mon-taine an' cr}^ loud
teel I can cr>^ no more ! Nobody 'ear

dat
;
sometam' I teenk le Bon Dieu

aint 'ear dat, needer."

The boys furtivel}^ winked awa\- a

few tears.
' ' Why didn' t you go home ?

' ' asked
one.

"Well, sometam' I don't got de

mone}^ ;
more tam' I be'n too shame

for show via head back dere, lak I h'am
now." Xavier was silent again.

' ' Where v.-as Pete Vaudrj^ all this

time ?
' ' demanded another, indignant-

ly,
" he ought to been sufF'in' too."

"
I'va los' de sa't (sight) of Pierre

h' after couple 3'ear
—but las' year I

be'n down on Sacramento, work on de

levee, an' dere I be'n foun' Pierre.

Crapaud, I be'n glad for dat ! Pierre,
'c got better luck dan me

;
'e got

plenty money now—on de mine, on de

ranch, make de wine, sell de froot, sell

de vrood, rent de money—h'cvcr}' v.'ay
lak' dat. 'K be'n h'alwaysver' good
for me

;
no need be mad 'gains' 'com

;

eef I b'en h' always do lak' 'e tole me,
I aint be dees way. No, dat's good
feller, Pierre ! W'en de job be fcen-

eesli on de levee, I go on 'ees place on
Sacramento. PI' after dat, 'e sell dat

place an' we come on dat small ranch
w'at 'c h'own upderc on de mon-taine,

' '

—
pointing to where Mt. St. Helena

stood in grand repose
—the blue ranges

beyond and the green hills at her
feet.

"Now I stay h'always wid Pierre,
an' work for *eem

; dis week j'grobe."

"You—what?"
' ' Grobe—j

'

grobe ! Grobe de root !

' '

" Oh !

" exclaimed a boy, tumbling
over with laughter, "he's grubbing,
grubbing out roots.

' '

"
Bi'noui, dat's w'at I say ! I make

some money now
;
Pierre pa}^ me de

good wages, an' I sen' some to 'ome.

1,00k ! I sen' h'all dat to-morrow " —
taking a double eagle from an old

leather pouch.
' '

Is the morgidge most paid ?
' '

asked a .small bo}-.

Xavier blushed and looked down.
"
Well, notdezacklee—you see dat's

take h'offle lot for pay de h'eentres'
;

an' dose boy, dey ain't know ver' well

for manage de farm
;
an' den ma waf

'e be'n seek mos' h'all de tam
;

I guess
'e don' got no courage now, pauvre
vieille ! An' de boys dey h'all got
married now, an' dey mus' take care

for dey h'own famlee. But dey h'all

good bo}^," he added quickly,
"
dey

do h' all w' at dey can for deir niodder.
' '

' ' What's become of Minnie ?
' ' asked

the biggest bo3^
The father's head came up proudly.
"
Herminie, 'e's got feefteen year

now. 'E make 'ees study on de con-

vent
;
h' after dat, 'e shall make de

school on de village. 'E be'n h'offle

smart for de book."
Xavier was fumbling in his pockets.
"

I got letter from 'eemtodder day—
look

"—holding out a much-.soiled en-

velope.
" You can look dat, eefj^ou

want "—
carefully unfolding it and

passing it to Denny, the big boy. The
others crowded around.

" Read it, Dennv," they cried.
" Wish't I could!" said Denny.

"It's awful nice writing, but I ain't

been edicated in the Canuck lingo.
' '

"Dat's on de French language,''
said Xavier with dignit5^

"
I read

eem on de h'Anglish, eef 3'ou want."
I can't make dat nice lak' Ilerminie

wrat 'eem, but I make ma bes'—'E

say :

' Mon bi'n, bi'n chere fadder !

" ' Wc deen' received of your news
seence a long tam'

;
dat make dat we

got great fear dat someting arrive at
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5'ou. But maj^bedat letter be' 11 los'—
dat's a great way for someting small

lak de letter for come. Oui, mon
fadder, fees long way for de letter,

but not long for our fought, parce-que
dey come an' dey go, fas' an' free lak'

de bird !

' —
' 'Ain' dat a beautiful !

' '

said Xavier,

looking proudly around.

Enthusiastic applause from the audi-

ence.

He continued: "' —
H'ev^cry ting

go de same way on de farm
;
ma modder

h'alwayson bad 'ealt', but de waf of

Remi be kan' foreeiu (her.)
' ' For me, I makeh' always mon pos-

sible for console de sad of Maman.
Oh, I be so glad w'en I be li'able to

make de school, for gain de money !

" ' Chere fadder, we don' make you
no rip-proacli of your long absent, bic-

cos you do dat for us odder
; but we

implore dat you rcnonce to you' exile

and come again on you' country.
Nev'man dat you got no money—we
love better our fadder dan de great
richesse. Poor Maman cry so much
and pray le bon Dieu for take care for

you—I lemember 'ow you be'n always
good to us—Oh chere papa come to

us !

" ' To you, wid all de 'eart of you li'l

daughter,
Hemiinie Mariette Lalonde.'

"

With tears and oft-failing voice, the

old man got through with this curious
translation. Not a word of comment
was offered, but none was needed

;
the

old exile read in those ^-oung faces all

his heart could ask—admiration, pity,

sympathy. Tenderly and with trem-

bling fingers, he folded the precious
letter and returned it to his pocket."

I go home !

" he exclaimed sud-

denly, "I sen' dis mouej' ; den, so

soon I h'earn me de good clo'es

an' money for pay de voyage, I

go ! I be'n say dat many tam', but
dis tam' I go !

"

The light of a joyous resolve shone
in his eyes ;

the lines of toil, hardship,
and, alas, of dissipation, seemed to

fade from his face. His bent should-

ers straightened, his whole form
assumed a new manliness and vigor.

"Well, good-bye, boys—let me tell

you someting ! Don't nevare dreenk
de w'eesky. 'Eefyougot some troub'

dat's h'only make 'eem worse
;
dat

lose you de home, de fren'
;
dat make

de dev' on you head, dat put de hell

on you life ! Adieu."
The boj^s .stood .soberly watching

their old friend—quite awed by the

brief, impassioned temperance lecture—
as he walked quickly along the street,

with his violin slung across his

.shoulders.

"Too bad he gets drunk, ain't it ?
"

said one of the boys.

"Yes," replied another,
"
I'U bet

that's where the money goes !

"

"They rob him in the saloons,"
said Davie,

"
I've heard my father .say

so. They hire him to play, then they
make him drunk and rob him. He's
all right when he' s up on the ranch, but
when he comes downi to the village he's

a goner.
' '

"
Wli}' don't Pete Vaudr^' take care

of him ? He brought him out here,"
exclaimed another boy.

' '

Oh, well,
' ' answered Denny,

' 'what
can 5-ou do with a man that's crazy
for drink ? And Pete himself drinks

some ;
he has his beer and wine every

day ;
all them fellers do."

"
They say Savvie's awful wicked

sometimes when he's drunk," re-

marked another.

"Yes," said Davie, "he most
stabbed a man down on the levee

;
he

chased him all round with a knife ; but
Pete held on to him till the man got
away. He'd been calling Sa\'\-ie 'old

drunken Canuck !

' "

" He ought to been stabbed a little

bit," laughed Denny, "But come on,

boys, let's finish our game !

"

Thus far Xavier' s histor>' was not

a new one. How often it has been

repeated in this great, l^eautiful land,

this California, only He knows Who
reads alike the secrets of mountain,
vale and sea. Who knows the stor>' of

each exiled life. Alas for the old, sad

stor>' ! Alas for poor old Xavier and
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his new resolve, with his violin on his

back and little Herniinie's letter

against his heart !

That night Davie heard his father

sa}' :

''Old Savvie's in for it again. I

heard his violin as I came by Clarke's

saloon. He was playing that tune
he calls

" Partant pour L,a Syrie."
It sounded like the wail of a soul in

torment !

' '

' ' O papa ! And he had twenty
dollars in his pocket to send home
to-morrow. And his wife is sick, and

they're all crjang for him to come
home ! And they'll steal that money,
and all his money, and he'll never

go home !

' ' Davie fairly howled with

anguish.
' ' O dear !

' ' exclaimed his mother,
' '

why did you let the boy hear that ?

You know how sympathetic he is.

There seems to be the strangest friend-

ship between him and that old

Frenchman ! Davie, I don't see how
you can think so much of him."

"But, mamma, 5'OU don't know
how nice he is with us boys. He
plays such jolly tunes and he tells

such funny stories. You'd die

a laughing to hear him ! He's been
all over California, and he's had more
adventures than 30U ever heard of,

and then, we're so sorry for him." he
wailed again.

"There, Davie, don't," .said his

father, "I'll look him up in the

morning and get him off to the

ranch."
" But the money '11 be gone."
"Oh, perhaps not—not all of it,

anyway. I'll see that he sends it off

to-morrow. Go to bed, now, mv
boy."
Davie went to bed, but not to sleep.

He was wrought up to the highest
pitch of excitement. He arose and
leaned out of the window. Through
the soft air of the spring night, he

imagined he could hear the plaint of

Xavier's violin. His father's fancy
had sunk into his heart ! It

was no longer a tunc, but a

soul crying for help. The idea

posses.sed him. Hurriedly- he dressed

and climbed out of the window, stole

softly along under the rose trees that

showered their petals like blessings

upon the chivalrous boy, passed
through the gate and went swiftly
down the street, keeping well in

shadow. He stopped before the

saloon. It was the worst place in

town. His excited fanc}- pictured
the inmates as hideous fiends, bent

upon getting that precious gold piece
out cf Xavier's pocket. Even Xavier

himself, so terrible when drunk,
loomed up fearfully before his vision.

Then he thought of Herminie and the

poor old mother, and, arming himself
with a prayer, he walked steadily in,

"pale as a ghost," but bright-eyed
and resolute, a hero from head to

foot ! He looked like an angel of

light among those men. He went

straight to Xavier, who was staring
at him in stupid amazement.

' '

Savvie !

" he said sternly, laying
his hand on the man's arm and look-

ing him steadily in the eye.
" Hein ?

"
It was a grunt rather

than a reply.
' '

Sawie,
' '

the boy repeated,
' '

I

want you to come home with me."

"Cert'n-/^^-, M'sieu' Davie," he

mumbled,
"

I come bamby—vrai."
' ' You must come now,

' '

said Davie,

decidedly ;

"
it's important business."

Xavier only stared— everybody
stared in silence.

' ' Here ! put your violin in the case,

so. Now come."
He took the old man firml)^ by the

hand, and led him, unresisting, to the

door. There he turned and flashed

one defiant, triumphant look upon the

crowd and walked out. Not a man
spoke or moved as this young Daniel

passed out of the den.

"Well, I'll be d d !

" exclaimed

one, as the door clo.sed, and the others

repeated it in chorus. Perhaps they
had never felt .so sincere in their

predictions as they did at this

moment, l^cholding themselves in con-

trast with the pure-faced, dauntless

bov.
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Davie marched homeward with his

prize, never once relaxing his firm

hold, never speaking a word. Xavier
stumbled along beside him, as com-

pletely under his control as a subject
in the power of a hyi^notist.
But words fail to paint the emo-

tions of the father and mother as

Davie entered with old Xavier, and
thrust him into a chair, first carefully

removing the violin from his back.

"I've been to the saloon and got
Savvie," said he. "I don't know
whether he's got the money or not,
but if he has, I want you to take care

of it, papa, and let Savvie stay here

to-night. Have you got that money,
Savvie ?

' '

"
Cert'u-lee," hiccoughed Xavier,

"I got 'eem—all ra't, see?" taking
an old pouch from an inner pocket,
and clumsily putting out the gold.

' '

Well, give it to papa to keep till

to-morrow ;
then you will send it

home," said Davie.
"
Cert'n-fe, M'sieu' Davie," said

the abject old man, "I know you
ain't wan' rob li'ol' Xavier

; you
keep 'eem," and he confidingly handed
the coin to Davie.

Then, his mission ended, the hero
of the evening" rushed into his

mother's arms and wept, while his

protege simply fell a.sleep in his

chair.

So the money, at least, was saved,
and sent upon its way, to the little

household at "St. Anne, bout-de-

I'isle." But poor old Xavier ! Davie

was, after all, not a hypnoti.st, and
his childish endeavors had but brief

influence on the besotted old man.
The summer passed much as others

had passed, and one rainy day in

winter found him at his old haunt,

playing the same old tunes, swallow-

ing the same fiery mixtures wherein
home and friends and honor had been
drowned ! He had spent his last

dime, and turned to his drunken
slumber on a bench in a corner of the

room. How long he had slept he did
not know, but suddenly he awoke,
with his mind alert. He had heard

Pierre's name mentioned in a strange
tone.

Without moving, he looked out
from half-closed eyes. Three men .sat

near him—beside him, the only ones
in the room. They were talking in

low tones about Pierre. They were

jilaiuiing to rob him ! It was known
that he had received a large sum of

money that day from the sale of a

ranch. There was no time to lose.

The night would be dark and rainy.
Pete was alone. The old Canuck w,i<

here safe.

A drunken .snore came from the
"
old Caiuick." Oh yes, he was .safe !

"
Pete was tough," they were .say-

ing,
"
a fighter, but three to one—and

the gulch just behind his house—how
natural that he should tumble down
there in a dark night

—not found for a

couple of days, perhaps. By that

time they would be .safe in 'Fri.sco,

and as soon as possible the>- would

.skip for Mexico.
Still the old Canuck was safely

sleeping.

They planned the meeting at a cer-

tain point on the mountain road at a

certain hour of the night. Then they
rose and went their separate ways.
Xavier looked cautiously about ; the

coast was clear. He took his violin

and went quietly out, walking away
as fast as his unsteady legs would

carry his old liquor-steeped body, and

thinking as fast as his liquor-sodden
brain would pennit. Pierre, his

friend, his benefactor, his only refuge,
was going to be robbed—murdered !

Mon Dieu, could he get there in time
to save him ? Should he look for

help ? No use ; no one cared for him—"h'ol' dnmken Canuck!" No
one would believe him, and there was
no time to lose ; they had said that,

too.

Push on, push on, Xavier ! It is a

long way up the mountain road,

through darkness and rain. But
those men. those devils ! If they
should overtake him, they would
tumble him off the grade as coolly as

they meant to dispatch Pierre. Did
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he falter for that ? Not an instant !

Only one thought possessed him—to

reach Pierre. The clay road was so

slippery he scarce could keep his feet,

but he toiled on. The ascent grew
steeper and the road more slippery ;

the mountain stream came hissing
down over the rocks

;
it was terrible

to look down there even by daylight.
There was not much of a guard along
the roadside, and the road was verj-

narrow in some places.
Walk straight, Xavicr. One drunken

reel might plunge you down into the

abj-ss !

The noise of the water sounded to

him like the seething of the bottom-

less pit ;
the wail of the wind among

the pine trees like the shrieking of its

demons. It was horrible. At home,
going along the country roads at

night, they used to sing to keep the

evil spirits away, but here he dared
not make a sound—those men might
be coming. On and on he toiled,

slipping, falling, struggling up ;
fall-

ing again, and at last crawling on
hands and knees up the steep incline.

What was that ? Ciel ! were the}^

coming ?

Once more he struggled to his feet,

and turned to look down the road. A
slip
—ah ! it had happened ! Through

a break in the guard, down he went—
down, down, down that awful hill-

side, over bowlder, rock and thorn—
down, till he lodged against a 3'oung

pine and lay still.

Then he prayed
—the old prayer of

David—"Save me, oh God!" "O
Jesu, Marie, aycz pitie de moi !

Don't let me die here
;

I must save

Pierre !

' ' He tried to say an Ave
Marie and the penitential.

' ' Par ma faute, par ma faute, par
ma tres grande faute, helas !

" But
ever his mind returned to the one
idea—save Pierre ! He tried to rise.

He could scarcely move
;

his legs
seemed like lead. It was .so cold

down there
;
the water dashing among

the rocks splashed over him. At last,

oh, joy ! he heard the rumble of

wheels coming up the road, and a

teamster singing as he came. He
even recognized the voice

;
it was Joe

McGill, a neighbor of Pierre's—a big,

strong, kind-hearted fellow. Xavier
shouted with all his might. Alas !

his feeble voice was drowned in the

voice of the waters. He groaned with

despair ;
but stop ! one hope more—

his violin ! Mon Dieu, but it must
be broken in pieces, or had it bounded

safely over the rocks in its thick

cover ? He drew it out and felt

carefully over its surface. Thank
heaven for the miracle ! It was un-
broken ! He drew the bow across it

and played
—

literally for dear life—
' '

Bonaparte Crossing the Alps !

' '

"What the devil is that?" said

Joe, pulling up his horses. "Great

guns ! its old Sawie playing down in

the gulch ! Drunken old fool !

' '

He listened again.
' '

Something wrong down there.

I'll bet he tumbled down and is play-

ing for help. Here, Jake," to the boy
beside him, "hold the horses;" and

seizing his lantern, he sprang into the

road, shouting :

"All right, Savvie, I'm coming.

Keep on playing so I can find you."
And conducted, as it were, by the

spirit of Bonaparte, he came safely to

the poor old wreck under his pine tree.

A few words sufficed to explain the

situation, but to get him up to the

road ! It was a "tough job," as Joe
said

;
but it was accomplished, and

Xavier, though faint and bleeding,
was safely deposited in the wagon.
Joe had arranged a bed of ha}^ and
covered him snugly with grain sacks.

It seemed a useless waste of time to

Xavier.
" Drav' fa.s' you can on de ranch,"

he urged.
"It'll kill you, Savvy," protested

Joe.
" Ncv' man' dat. I guess I li'am

mos' dead now
;
but go queek chez

Pierre !"

"Hang Pierre!" exclaimed Joe.
" But all right, old man, I'll go as

fast as I can
;
can't trot up hill, you

know."
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Xavier groaned.
"You see somebody pa.ss, Jake ?

"

"Not a pass!" answered Jake,

encouragingly.
At last, with many anxious in-

quiries from Joe, and many prayers
from Xavier to "go more fas'," the

ranch was reached and Pierre was
saved.

Jake was sent for a doctor, Pierre and

Joe nieanwhile doing all in their power
to assuage the old man's pain, at the

same time keeping a cautious lookout

for the robbers. The rain had ceased,
the moon shone faintly out between
the drifting clouds. All was quiet ;

but the doctor and Jake reported

having seen three men lurking under
the trees in the lane.

"All right," said Joe, "let 'em
lurk ! We'll fix 'em to-morrow."
But on the morrow, the men were

not to be found. The town was
troubled by them no more.

So everybody was safe except poor
old Xavier. Anxiously Pierre watched
the doctor as he made his examina-
tion

; anxiously he followed him from
the room to hear his decision.

"Well, Vaudry," he .said, "I fear

your old friend is done for. He saved

you—I doubt if we can save him, but

we'll try."
And try the}' did, but without

avail. Broken by hardship and ex-

posure, and poisoned by whisky, the

old man's vitality was not sufficient to

bring him up.
" He won't last much longer," .said

the doctor one morning.
"
If he has

any business to settle, it should be
attended to.

' '

"He has nothing to settle,"

answered Pierre; "but me—I have

something on my mind since a few

daj'S. It is by my fault dat Xavier
came to California. He was a fine,

honest, merry fellow when I firs' met
wid him, but making a hard struggle
to clear his farm from debt. I imagine
I can do great ting for him out here,
and I ///duce him to come. 'Twas de
fatal meestake ! He loose all his

sense, like so many odder. He tink

to get reech all at once
;
he make like

crazee ! He get wid bad companion
and I loose de influence over him.
He get discourage, an' de 'abit of

drink grow on him, and all is lost !

Wife, cheelren, country were sacrifice.

Dcy were not forgot, and he made
always de resolve to go home, but
alas ! it was impo.ssible. He was

separate from me for years. At la.st,

by accident, I found him and brought
him here, but a wreck ! True, I

could sent him home. I could well

spare de monc}', but I wcjuld have to

send a guard wid him ! And what a

return for dat fara'lee ! Look as you
will, it is .someting desolating. And
now to hear dat poor fellow speak
always of gratitude to me ; of de great

tings I do for him ! What I have
done? I give him ])lenty advice. I

give him sometime a little money
when he need. I give him my old

clo'es, and now I have give him
shelter and good wages ; but he work
for me, honest and faithful like no
odder I can find. He love me like if

I am his elder brodder, and at de las'

he has give me his life ! He save vie

and my money. I don't got a r/lation

in de world dat care one sous for me,
and he has wife and cheelren crying
for him ! I wish I can bring dem for

hear his last word, but 'tis too late.

One ting I can do—I can make him
more happy in dying dan for man}-
year of his life. I shall give him dat

five tousand dollar what he save for

me. Not much for a life, eh ? I

shall pile dat gol' up so he can see it

all, an' say,
'

Look, old friend, it is

yours. You have earned it many
times over

; you will leave dat for

make comfortable your wife and your
cheelren. Rest now in peace, poor
old friend!'

"

And so it was arranged. A notar>-

came, and in presence of the doctor

and the priest, who was diligently

trying to .set poor Xavier" s .spiritual

affiiirs in order, the sum of five thou-

.sand dollars, "for value received,"
%vas paid to Xavier Lalonde. Then
a will was drawn up and the same
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sum bequeathed to Josephine, his

wife.

It was worth it all to see the old

man's joj' arid pride
—his childish,

whimsical delight !

"So de h'ol' Xavier die reech man,
ain't it?" he murmured, smiling.
"
Dey gon' call Josephine de reech

Mme. Veuve Lalonde, je gage ! I

weesh my bo}' dej^ all 'ave someteeng
for help dem, an' I weesh ma petite
Herminie shall 'ave de fan' seelk

dress for 'ees noces (wedding). I got
ma heart light lak' a fedder widout
dat mofgagc.

' '

All this was spoken slowly and

feebly, but with a joyous light on his

face. By-and-b}^ it grew wistful.
"
'Eef I can pla}' h'only one tune

more on mon violan
;
but I got no

more strenk on ma han'. But put
dat close by to me—so. Pauvre vieux,

' '

he said, looking at it lovingly, "we
make many voyages togedder, but now
I go de long, far way, and for de firs'

tam, 5'OU ain' come wid me !

"

One day, near the last, he said to

the doctor :

" M'sieu' le Docteur, you gon' put
someting on de paper w'en I be

dead?"
' '

Certainly,
' ' answered the doctor

kindly, "you shall have a first-class

notice, Xavier."
' '

I lak' to 'ear dat. Wat you shall

say?"
The doctor was taken rather aback,

but, repressing a smile, he took out

his prescription pad and wrote the

following, and read it to the old man :

' ' We regret to announce the death
of Mr. Xavier lyalonde, a native of

Canada, who passed away on the

inst., at the residence of his friend,

Mr. Pierre Vaudrj'. We understand
that Mr. L,alonde left quite a large
sum of monc}'^, which he bequeathed
to his family, who reside near Mon-
treal. Deceased was a hard-working,
honest, kind-hearted man. His recent

heroic act of devotion to his friend

has already been described in these

columns.
"
Is that all right, Xavier? "

"Yes, sare, dat's .fan'!" said

Xavier, wiping his eyes, all uncon-
scious that it was a rather remarkable
circumstance for a man to be weeping
over his own obituar>' !

" You sen' dose paper on St. Anne,
ain't it, doctear ?

"

' ' Of course. An}-one in particu-
lar?"

"Well, you sen' one chez Mme.
Veuve Lalonde, ain't it?"

"Yes."
' ' And one Mons. Noel vSt. Germain

Marchand ?
' '

"Certainly."
' ' An' one chez Mons. le Notaire

Duchesnau, an' dats' all. Dey go'n'
tell all de odder. Tank you much,
Mons le Docteur. H'ever^-bod)- be so

kan' for me now !

"

"There's a world of pathos in that

little word 7iozv,'' thought the doctor.

After awhile he asked for Davie.

The boy came, his blue eyes full of

tears, as he took his old friend by the

hand.
" You cry for h'ol' Xavier? Cher

petit amie ! But don' cry, Davie.

Dat's de bes' teeng for h'everj'bodie.
I be reech, now, Davie, 3'ou know
dat? I go'n' pa}'' dat raox'gage now,
sure, an' dey h'all be 'appy. I be'n

make ma wcel t' odder da}-, but I ain't

say notting 'bo't mon violan. I want

you shall 'ave dat, Davie. I want

you shall take good care for eem, an'

teenk to h'ol' Xavier w'en you look

dat." He rested awhile, then con-

tinued :

"
I want you promise me something,

Davie. I want you shall nevare

dreenk de w'eesky, an' I want you do
h'all w'at you can for .save .some odder

people from dat, eh, Davie ?
"

"Yes, Savvie, I promise, and I'll

take good care of your violin, and love

it too, and I'll learn to play all the

times I've heard you play."
"Dat's good boy, Davie, Dieu te

benisse !

" A long pause. "I sup-

pose you gosometam' on Moia'real see

yoii h'lmcle, ain't it, Davie?"
"

I hope so," answered Davie.

"An' den you go on St. Anne—
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bout-de-lisle—you lemeraber, an' you
see ma fam'lee?

"

"
I surely will, vSavvie."

" An' you ain't—you—you don'

tell dem someting for make dem shame
for dey li'ol' fadder, Davie ?

"

Oh ! the poor old wistful, .shinnc-

stricken face ! the trembling, pleading
voice !

"O Savvie, dear old Savvie !

"

sobbed the boy, "I'll tell them only
how you loved them, and was home-
sick for them, and how hard you
worked, and how men cheated you
and rob])ed you so you coiildn' t save

any money, and how you gave your
life for your friend, as the dear L,ord

gave His life for us all, because He
loved us. You knoiv that, don't you,
Savvie ?

' '

Xavier gazed at his little comforter
with a new thought lighting his dim

eyes.
" You tink'" he asked tremulously,

' '

le Bon Dieu love me ? Same lak' I
love Pierre ?

' '

" Oh !

"
exclaimed Davie,

"
more,

a million times more ! Didn't you
knozu that, poor old Savvie ?

' '

"Cert'nlee," assented Xavier, "I
know le Bon Dieu love h'every bodie,
le vSegnieur die for save h'all de worl'

mais " — he stopped and looked help-

lessly in Davie's eyes ;
he could not

express the thought that was strug-

gling in his bewildered brain.

The child was tnvdng with all his

soul to read the old man's mute ques-
tion—suddenly a light suffused his

face.
"

1 know what 3'ou mean now,
Savvie," he said joyfully. "You
didn't think He loved you—all by

yourself-
—close up, just like a brother ;

but that's just the way it is—'that's

what my mother says
—

just as if He
walked beside you, and was sorry for

>-ou .

' '

A wonderful new light canie into

the old man's face.

"Oh!" he murmured, softly and

joyou.sly,
"

I ain' nevare unde'stan'
it dat way before ; seem lak' you
breeng someting of Love close by to

me, lak' I nevare know dat—someting
to make dat all de pain go away—an'

all de room come bright ! Seem lak'

.someting go'n' lif me up tro' dat

bright !

"

Davie gently took his hands that
were moving uji and down with a slow

wing-like motion.

"Shall I sing .something?" he
asked—fearing that he had excited
him too much.

Xavier smiled and whispered,"
Chantez, cher petit.""

'Jesus, lover of my .soul,
' "

sang
tlie boy, as softly as his mother had
sung to him in his cradle ;

and like a

tired child, old Xavier closed his eyes
to listen. He had never heard that

song before think of it !
—and he could

not understand it all, but it .seemed to

be made for him.
" ' While the waters near nie roll,

While the tempest still is nigh — ' "

That was the awful night when he

struggled up the long, dark road, when
he lay among the rocks and the waters
beat against him !

" '

Leave, ah leave me not alone !

' "

Yes, that had been his cry and God
had heard it, and beeia with him, .sorr>'

for him ! He had loved old Xavier
all that time !

Oh the sweet voice of the inspired
child !

" ' Cover my defenseless head
With the shadow of th j' wing !

' '

The poor old defenseless head lay

very qtiict now. Davie had never

seen him look so sweet and gentle.
" He is asleep," he thought,

"
I'll go

away and let him rest. Good-bye.
dear old Savvie," he whispered, and
went quietly away.
A few days after that, the obituary

was published.
Old Xavier had paid the mortgage,

and gone home.

One midsummer day. when the St.

Lawrence was shining grandly between
its beautiful green shores, young notary
Duchesnau was w-alking with a visitor
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in the little village of St. Anne, of

Boat Song fame. A handsome, merry
young fellow was the Notary, with a

ver}- "taking" wa5^
" You see de old lady in black?"

he was saying,
' ' almost hide in her

big veil ?
"

It is de rich Mme. Veuve
lyalonde. She has her husband dead
in California since tree j^ear ago. She
has a fine fann and plent}^ money in

de l)ank. Mons. Lalonde lef dat in

California.—And de pretty young
lady ?— "Tis la Demoiselle Hermuiie,
her daughter. She is very well edu-

cate, and fine mu.sicienne. You see

de pretty gown she wear ? Dat is a

presen' from California, from an old

frien' of her fadder. He send her a

fine .silk gown like dat every year and

many odder ting. Dey say he will

leave her a big fortune when he die.

We hear dat from a y:-ung fellow—
you may see him iu de boat over dere—

'tis a young m'sieur from California.

He has his uncle in Mon'real. He was
a great frien' wid le bonhomme
Lalonde. De old man give him his

violin w'at he carry wid him in his voy-

agcs all over California, poor old man !

Mons. David bring it here to show to

de familee, but for sure he won't take

it back ! If j'ou had see de poor ol'

modder cry when she took dat violin

in 'er arms ! She tink more of it dan
of de money. Sometingcurieuse, is it

not ? To see de ol' violin coming back
to de home, and poorXavier dead and

bury in far California !

" Comment f You tink perhaps de
ol' l)aclielor will come and many wid
Mile. Herminie ? Well, I 'ear de

people sa)^ dat sometime ; but me, I

tink not
; because," said the young

notary, with charming frankness—
' ' because I am going to get marr>'
wid her myself !

"

AN' THE YELLOWTAILS A-BITIN'!

BY CHARLES A. GARDNER.

Oh ! the news it is excitin' that is comin' from the beach.

How the yellowtails are bitin' everything that they can reach

And it makes me so uneas}- to be with them in the 'fraj'

I can hardly hold the scissors I am writin' with to-day.

For I seem to see them floppin' over everything I write,

With their yellowtails a-shinin' an' a-flashin' in the light ;

And the ripple of the water as it tosses in the sun

Is the music of the siren to a feller that likes fun.

An' I'll cease the weary raselin' for glory and for wealth

(This laboring between meals, it is ruining my health j.

An' drop a line to Yellowtail to celebrate with me

'Way down at Catalina, in the bosom of the sea.



THE MISSIONS OF CALIFORNIA.

BY LAURA BRIDE POWERS.

MisMon of San Diego, Yesterday and To-day.

ITALY
has its ruins, its Coliseum

and its Forum ; Germany, its cas-

tles that hide amongst the crags
of the Rhine

;
and Spain its slum-

bering Alhambra, whose fountains

have long since ceased to flow. With

equal pride California points to its

ruins. True, thej^ cannot boast ofgreat

antiquity, neither do they tell of nations

fought and conquered ;
their tale is of

the heroic deecls of noble men, who
yielded fame and fortune for the glori-
fication of God in the then heathen
California.

In 1543, Cabrillo, while exploring
the coast of the m5'sterious Upper
California, entered a land-locked har-

bor of much beaut}', which he named
San Miguel. Sixty j-ears later, Vis-

caino, commanding a Spanish explor-
ing fleet, sailed into this same bay,
whose name he changed to San Diego
de Alcala, in honor of his flagship.
The explorer left copious accounts of

the new land and its inhabitants, but it

was not until a century and a half had

elapsed that the Spanish go\-^nunent
made practical use of the knowledge.

Vol. u—->,f>

Meanwhile, the diflerent orders of

missionaries were constantly importun-

ing the king to authorize them to

establish missions in Alta California
;

but intrigues and troubles at court

constantly usurped the royal attention.

Still undismayed, they presented

prayer after prayer, until Spain finally

awoke from its lethargy, and the

longings of the zealots were about to

be realized. Undoubtedly, though,
had it not been for the fear of Russian
invasion from the north, and for other

political reasons, Spain would not

then have heeded the prayers that for

over a century had fallen unheeded

upon diplomatic ears.

It was then resolved to occupy Alta

California, and to establish military-

posts at San Diego and Monterey, as

described by Viscaino. The military

547
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expedition was placed under Jose de

Galvez, the most efficient ofl&cer in all

New Spain, and a prime favorite with

Carlos III. Immediately after receiv'-

ing the royal decree to occupy these

ports, he summoned for consultation,
Padre Junipero Serra, President of the

Franciscan missions of IvOwer Cali-

fornia, that the military and the re-

ligious expeditions might act in

unison. Full of hope and zeal born of

years of patient waiting, Serra set out

to meet the energetic Galvez. Be-

tween them, it was agreed that the

old Jesuit regime be re-established
;

that is, that the older missions give
birth to new ones, by furnishing
church property, such as vestments,
bells and ornaments, besides such

livestock, grain and implements as

could be spared. The church orna-

ments were regarded as gifts, but the

more substantial donations were
treated as loans, to be repaid in kind
when prosperity should reward their

efforts.

It was decided that four expeditions—two by land and two by sea were to

be dispatched to the land of the

Gentile. The first, a company of

twenty-five Catalan volunteers, under
the command of Lieutenant Fages,
arrived from Guajmias, to proceed to

sea as the first detachment of the illus-

trious band of crusaders into Alta

California.

On the 9th of January, 1769, the

San Carlos was ready to put to sea
;

St. Joseph, the patron saint of the

expedition, was solemnly invoked to

.smooth the seas and clear the skies,

that the vessel might reach San Diego
in safety. Early that morning, all

had partaken of communion at mass,
and prostrate before the altar, with
tear-dimmed eyes, they besought His
Divine aid to strengthen them in their

faith and perseverance. Junipero
Serra, with out.stretched hands, pro-
nounced a most solemn blessing upon
the departing pilgrims, their flag,

their crew, and upon the good Padre

Parron, to whom the spiritual care of

the expedition was intrusted ; and

after charging them in the name of

God, of their King and of the Viceroy
to accept the authority of the priests,
and to preserve peace and unity
among themselves, he bade them
a loving farewell.

Without a fear, the gallant crew

stepped aboard the vessel, waved
adieu to their Mexican home, and the
San Carlos was off to sea. Fifteen

days after, the San Antonio followed
with much the same ceremony.

Meanwhile the land expeditions
were preparing for their invasion.

Captain Rivera had gone northw^ard

through Mexico, visiting each mission
and taking such livestock and supplies
as could be spared ;

with concentrated
forces and property, he started north
for San Diego in March. Father Juan
Crespi, a coadjutor of Serra, who had
come with him from Mallorca to the

Sierra Gorda missions, sixteen years
before, was ordered to accompany this

expedition. Accordingly he left the

mission of Purissima, and with
Father Iya.ssen, joined Rivera's noble
little army of crusaders. After the
custom ar\' blessing and the invocation

of Divine help, details being perfected,
the march began—each full of the

love of God, with zeal and hope for

the future
;
but not without some

misgivings, for Viscaino had told them
in his manuscripts of the totally low
and depraved condition, mentally,

morally and physically of the Indians

along the coast.

The second divi.sion, under Governor
Portola, had already proceeded ; but
Padre Serra, who had planned to

accompany this party, was disap-

pointed in his hopes. He had not

yet completed his collection of church
utensils ; besides he was suffering
from an ulceroxis sore on his foot,

caused many months before during
a difficult journey afoot from Vera
Cruz to Mexico. In such a wretched
condition was his foot that his col-

leagues deemed his following them

practically impossible. Possessed,

however, of such indomitable energ)'
and zeal, while yet very lame, he set
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out on his journey at the end of

March, stopping over a short time at

San Javier with Francesca Palou, in

order to appoint him president of the

old missions in Mexico during his

absence. Slowl}', and with great

suffering at every step, he journeyed
on from mission to mission, impelled

The Bells of Pala.

forward by the fire of zeal that seemed
at times to consume the anguish of

his pain, till on the 5th of May, amid
much rejoicing, he overtook Governor
Portola's party. From the governor's
diary, a copy of which forms part of

Hubert Howe Bancroft's collection of

manuscripts, we learn of much physi-
cal suffering among the pilgrims,

scurvy and malignant fevers having
broken out among them, greatlj^ re-

ducing their numbers.
In 1769, on the iGthofJul}', the day

of the triumph of the Most Holy Cross,
the mission of San Diego de Alcala
was founded. The men and officers,

naval and militar}', as.sembled at the
site selected for the presidio,
and with deep gratitude for

their deliverance from the

perils of travel, they set to

work to erect a temporary
altar at which to give thanks
in the holy sacrifice of the
mass. Bells were swung
over a neighboring tree, and

rung by willing hands
; the

Veni Creator rang out clearly
on the virgin air

;
the water

was blessed, the cross raised,
and the royal standard
thrown to the breeze. Thus
was the country taken in the
name of God and the king.
Groups of savages had gath-
ered about meanwhile, and,
dumb with astonishment,
watched the proceedings to

the end.

They were not an inviting

people to behold, clad in

breech-cloths made of the
skins of wild animals, and
armed with spears, clubs
and bows and arrows. Their
features were coarse and

heavy, showing no ray of

mental or moral elevation.

They were contemptible,
physically, as well as intel-

lectually, Humboldt classing
them as low in the scale of

humanity as the inhabitants
of Van Dieman's Land, who

were the nearest approach to the
l)rute creation. The women wore
braided strands of rabbit skins, care-

fully fastened together onto one gar-
ment, which hung to the knees,
and was frequently garnished with

fringes of gaudy beads and bright
gra.sses. Add to this their faces

painted with colored mud, and you
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have a lady of high degree, attired

for early California society.
The missionaries found the natives

as a nation lazy, cruel, cowardly and
covetous, with no orators among them,
but few warriors and possessed of no
native lore.

Their language was a strange jar-

gon, and here arose the first of the

many obstacles that constantly beset

the paths of the padres. After having
tenderly nursed the sick crusaders
back to health, the indomitable Serra
and companions set to work to acquire
the Indian tongue. Then began the

dawning of Christian light. Mean-
while, the soldiers were busily engaged
erecting suitable buildings on the site

cho.seu for the Presidio—called by the
Indians "

Cosoy
"—and when com-

pleted, they consisted of the church,
the fort, dwellings, and warehouses
and shelter for cattle and live stock.

Shortly after their completion, how-
ever. Padre Serra moved the mission
from the Presidio to

"
Nipaguay,"

about two leagues distant, wlio.se

fertile fields offered fine pasturage to

his fast-increasing flocks. Here there
were brought to the baptismal font,
four hundred and.seventy-four savages,
whose secular education was going on,
liand-in-hand with the spiritual.

They had been taught to till the .soil,

to raise wheat, vegetables and cotton,
and to manufacture a coarse kind of
cloth

;
some cf them became carpen-

ters, others black.smiths, and some
stonecutters. A few of the most

intelligent ones had learned to lead
in prayer, and frequently assisted the

padres in instructing those of their

brethren who desired to be baptized.
Thus did the good Padres Fuster and
Jaume, with their predeces.sors, labor
on from dawn till dark, content and

happy in doing their Master's bidding,
rejoicing at each baptism and confir-

mation, and bearing with Christian
fortitude their sorrows and disap-
pointments.
On the fifth of November, :775,

after having bade his "children," as

he fondly termed the neophytes, a

cheery good-night and retired, Father

Jaume was suddenly awakened from
his slumbers by the demoniac howls
of a thousand or more frenzied sav-

ages, descending upon them like a

pack of hungry wolves, bent on
destruction. Rushing out to appease
their fury, he drew his crucifix from
his belt and raising it aloft cried out :

" Amar a Dios, hijos
"

(" Love God,
ni}^ children.") Immediately they
fell upon him with spears, clubs and
stones, and with savage glee they
pierced his bruised and bleeding body
through and through. As he fell,

mortally wounded, kissing his crucifix

and commending his spirit to God,
he gasped out: "Oh, Jesus, save

my soul." The soldiers of the guard,
two of whom were wounded b}' arrows,
ru.shed to the rescue of Father Fuster,

upon whom the fire was fast approach-
ing. "Seek my companion," he
cried

; and, unmindful of his own
danger, he rushed out amid the

shower of stones and arrows, calling

wildl}' to his beloved companion,
unconscious that he lay in the court-

yard, a hacked and bleeding corpse.

Already the buildings were burning
fiercely, the sav'ages were becoming
ing wilder with excitement, and, yelp-

ing like hyenas, danced and darted

about in the flickering light, hurling
stones and arrows unremittingly at the

corral, whither Father Fuster and

companions had .sought refuge. A
horrible night it was—no human help
at hand; the good padre had besought
the Blessed Mother to help them in

their great peril, and she had heard
the prayer. Arrows flew thick and
fast all through the night about their

heads, yet not a hair was touched.

Behind Father Fu.ster lay a sack con-

taining fifty pounds of gunpowder.
Though burning brands were falling

everj'where, it was miraculously un-

touched.

Corporal Rocha and his wounded
soldiers kept up their fire from tlic

front of the corral, and with good
results. When day began to dawn,

bringing great relief to the prisoners.
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it was seen the fury of the mob was

spent, and the savages were dis-

persing.
Then appeared the neophytes, sor-

rowing greatly that they had been

unable to repress their furious breth-

ren. Two of them, Ignacio and

Roque, .soon after daylight, recovered

the body of the martyred Padre

bodies were destined to be disturbed,

this time to be laid away forever, to

sleep in the shadow of the cross they
loved. According to Book I of Bap-
tisms, Marriages and Deaths, Father

Jaume was buried beneath the arch

that joined the sanctuaries. Here
rests the martyr in whose blood

California was baptized. In 1800,

Here,

Jaume, bruised and beaten
to a pulpy mass, twenty
times .speared through the

breast, the great gaping
wounds filled with clotted

blood. His comrade. Fath-
er Fuster, was beside him-
self with grief ;

but well he
knew the coveted crown of

the martyr rested upon the
brow he loved so well.

Tenderly the body was
i)orne to the Presidio,

where, with deep sorrow, it

was committed to the grave
also, were the bodies of the unhappy
blacksmith and his comrade, who had
fillcn earl}' in the fray, laid to rest.

Immediately there stepped into the

martyred Other's place, Padre de la

Peiia, who, with Fuster, took up
auew the work so rudely interrupted,

re-establishing the mission at the Pre-

sidio for greater safety. In 1804, a

new church was erected, and the

bodies of Padre Jaume and colleagues
were re-interred in the sanctuary-.

Again, in 1813, ^ more substantial

church was built, and it is the remains
of this structure that to-day attract

the tourist. On November 12th.

1S13, with the greatest solemnity, the

new edifice was dedicated. Agaui the

111'HVl »-*«

San Luis Rey.

there were about three thousand

neoph3'tes in the missions and sur-

rounding ranchcrias, and it might be
of interest to inquire into their modes
of living. In the earlj' part of the

above year, there came to San Diego
from Mexico eight foundling children,
one of whom survived to dictate, in

1876, the story of routine life at the
missions. As her mind was perfectly
clear on the subject, the information
is reliable.

At daybreak all animal life was
a.stir. All, except the sick or infirm,

proceeded to the chapel for mass, and
after breaking their fast with atole,

they sought their respective fields of
labor. Atole. their staple food, con-
sisted of roasted barley, ground very
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fine, and conveited into pinole by
women called pozoleros, or cooks

;

each day the mavera, keeper of the

granaries, distributed to them the

quantity required for the three meals.

Beef and uncooked mutton were given
at the noon-da}^ meal. Between
eleven and twelve o'clock this meal
was partaken of ;

the unmarried
Indians repaired to the pozolera for

their rations, and the married ones to

their rancherias, whither their portion
had been carried in the morning.
The labors of the day were over at

five o'clock, and a more contented,
well-fed and comfortable lot of people
would have been hard to find, as they
plodded their way at sundown to the

chapel. Here the Angelus was said,

the litany sung, the evening blessing

imparted, and all filed out slowly to

the pozolera, where their evening
meal awaited them.
The girls until marriage were kept

religiously concealed in the monjerio,
or nunnery, guarded zealously by a

trusted old Indian woman. At night,
it was her custom to lock the outer

door securely, and to carry the ke}^ to

the Padre, which measure was found

expedient for their protection. In the

center of the monjerio was a large
court, made attractive by graceful

palms and fragrant blossoms. Here
the maidens spent their days, chatting
and laughing in the warm sunshine or

cool shade, while spinning wool, or

preparing cotton for cloth. The blank-

ets, one of which was given every year
to each neophyte, were woven by
them. All the tablecloths, napkins,
towels, shirts and skirts were made by
their hands.
When a neophyte transgressed, he

was subject to imprisonment, with or

without shackles, according to the

degree of his offense
;
to corporal pun-

ishment to the extent of twenty-five
lashes

;
and for a grievous crime, to

be .surrendered to the military guard
and tried at the Presidio.

Thus the days lengthened into

months, months into years, until the

secularization of the missions in 1835
—

that is, the temporal management was
withdrawn from the Padres and placed
in the hands of the Comisionados of

the Government. L,et us pause and
look back over all these years, to see

what were the fruits of all this toil.

From the Book of Baptisms, we learn

that from the planting of the cross in

1769 until 1846, seven thou.sand one
hundred and twenty-six baptisms took

place, besides one tliousand seven hun-
dred and twenty -six confirmations and
two thousand and fifty-one marriages.
It was a source of great consolation to

Father Junipero Serra in his declining
3'ears that there were in heaven at

least vSome souls from San Diego de

Alcala, whom he hoped would pray
for him and his associates that they
would reap the same reward.

This is the story of the first mission
in California

;
those who played a part

in its history are dead and gone, and
ere longthewalls that mark the historic

spot W'ill have crumbled into dust, and

naught remain but the silent sepul-
chres of its founders.

A pity it is that this land-mark in

our history must pass forever from

sight ! and now while there is yet
time to save the still existing missions

from a similar fate, let those who love

them hasten to their rescue.

Just north of the San Diego mission

ruins, stand the remains of the most
beautiful mission of all—San Luis Rey
de Francis, founded June 13th, 1798,

by President Lassen, assisted by
Padres Santiago and Peyre. It is

still in a splendid state of preservation,
but each 3ear stamps its work of de-

struction upon it, and no time is to be

lost if we would save it.

The mission was established under
the most auspicious circumstances and

prospered from the first. Padre Peyre
was nuicli beloved, and being possessed
of wonderful administrative abilities,

reared the grandest adobe church that

was ever dedicated in Alta California,

completing the structure in 1.S02.

Situated not far from a beautiful

river, the lands were fertile and sup-

ported large herds of cattle. The
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mission population increased with

astonishing rapidity.
From this period the records of San

lyuis are lost
; comparatively little of

its history is known in consequence,
other than that Padre Peyre continued
in administration, maintaining the

institution with the same dignity that

marked it from its birth. Up to 1S26

he had gathered into the fold of Christ

two thousand eight hundred and

sixty-nine proselytes ; the herds and
flocks were doubling ev^ery ten years,

mending them to God. He found his

way to Mexico, thence to Spain, and

la.stly to Rome, where he fell ill and
died, di.sappointed and broken-hearted,
far from the .scenes he loved.

In 1833, Captain de la Portillo, in

the name of the home government,
came to L,uis Re}% and formally con-
verted the mission into a puebla,
the consummation of a plan that
had driven Padre Peyre to foreign
shores.

Included in the new purtiln was

Interior of i'al.i Mission.

and prosperity, spiritual and temporal,
continued to bless San L,uis del Rey.
However, a dark day was yet in store

for the now venerable padre
—a decree

had gone forth that the mission was to

be secularized.

After thirty-three years of faithful

and efficient ser\'ice, unwilling to wit-

ness a revolution of his life work and
an overthrow of his plans, he bade a

tearful farewell to his children and

associates, beseeching them to follow
in the wavs of the cross, and com-

San Antonio at Pala, a branch mission
established about eighteen miles dis-

tant by Father Peyre in 1S16. It

consisted of a chapel of much beauty,
to the right of which, like a .'senti-

nel, stood an adobe belfr>-. in which

hung two beautiful bells. To this

day these are rung by the Indians
who gather from the surrounding hills

at the chapel for mass. From the top
of the beltn* grew huge cacti, which,
when in bloom, add greatly to the
beautv of the ruins.
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During her visit to California,
Helen Hunt Jackson dwelt ten days
amid these ruins, chamied by their

picturesque beauty.
There lies about these ruins an air

of subdued sublimity ;
the effect upon

the mind of the beholder is elevating.
There comes before one visions of the

patient plodding padre, toiling on from

year to year, unmindful of his disap-

pointments and deprivations
—

preach-
ing, baptising, confirming, anointing,
and when at last, his earthly toil is

ended, here he laid him down amid
the scenes of his labors, far from his
kith and kin, and the land of his

birth.

These crumbling walls that enclose
his .sepulchre are mute monuments to

his greatness.

NOCTURNES.

BY GRACE ELLERY CHANNIXG

Night is the death of the day ;

Death is the night of life ;

E'en as the cloud-wreaths may
(lycaving the still stars rife).

The clouds of passion and strife

Fade at sun-setting awa)^

Night is the death of the day ;

Death is the night of life.

The moon is the soul of the night,

But the soul of day is the sun
;

Darkness is undone light

And light is the dark undone ;

Sun and moonlight are one

To the eye of unsealed sight.

The moon is the .soul of the night

But the .soul of da}^ is the sun.

Love is the moon of death
;

The sun of life is Love ;

liorne on its silver breath

The .soul to the Soul abo\'e

Hath fled, like a homeward dove

When the gold west darkeneth.

Love is the moon of death :

The sun of life is Love.



' AT THE DRY TORTUGAS DURING THE WAR.

A lady's journal.

{Commenced in January number.)

[The histor>' of the late war has been well treated in various publicatious, but that portion relating to

the famous Dry Tortugas prison, where thousands of men were kept during the war, and where those connected
with the assassination of President I.incohi were confined, has never been described, yet the events are now
of great historical value. The island upon which the great prison was established was a sand bank comprising
but thirteen acres, — one of the last of the keys representing the end of the great riorida reef. For seven or

eight years a lady, the wife of one of the surgeons, lived in this isolated spot and viewed all the incidents from
the appearance of the first war cloud until the declaration of peace. The following chapters were not written

or intended for publication, the events being jotted down simply for friends in the North; and The C.\li-

FOKNIAN has been enabled to give them to the piiblic in a series of chapters, believing that many arc of

historical interest and value, and also as showing the singular life of a lady in one of the most out-of-the-way
spots in this country.]

TIMIX
dragged wearily. We heard

of the great happenings ten days
or two weeks after they had trans-

pired, which, instead of satisfying
us only created a desire for further

news. We learned that General
Sherman had reached the sea and
turned north, and that Jefferson Davis
had fled. A rumor came, no one
knew how, that he was with a small

party in the Everglades of Florida
with Mallory, who knew the land and
reefs, too, and that their plan must be
to reach Havana. Orders were issued

that no boats would be allowed to

leave the mainland all along the coast.

The general had gone up himself to

reconnoitre, and the citizens of Kej'
West felt positive that they were

going to have their share in the
excitement

; certainly, no insignificant

part of it, should they secure and hold
as prisoner, the President of the Con-

federacy.
The first of May the S. S. Mississippi

came in with news up to the 23d of

April, bringing some oflScersou parole
belonging to the lost cause, on their

way to New Orleans, and as there was
to be a theatrical performance that

evening they were invited.

The men were so bubbling over with

good spirits and fun, they could not
resist the opportunity of propounding
a few rather combustible conundrums.

slightly to my husband's discomfiture,
as he knew nothing about it, for they
were evidently spontaneous inspira-
tions caused by the presence of the

strangers. One major left, but General
Wilcox, a surgeon, and others re-

mained, and when the Doctor explained
the matter to them, they laughingly
said, had they been the men, they
could hardly have resisted the oppor-
tunity to fire a few harmless shots.

It was very pleasant to see the
entire ab.sence of any feeling of ani-

mosity, and they talked and chatted
over matters with as much good
humor as if they had not been tr\'ing
to kill one another a few months
before.

One of the Confederate officers

remarked that had it not been for a

norther in the first of the war, attempts
would have been made to take Fort

Jefferson ;
and it could easily in the

very early days, have been accom-

plished without an armada. Whether
they could have retained it must have
been proven ;

no doubt, they could,

with it and a few gunboats, have
aided their blockade runners in taking
cotton to Havana, that would have
been of great assistance to them

; but

Captain Meigs put that out of their

power, before they were ready for the
second attempt.
Rumors reached us of great excite-

55:
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ment in Key West. What it was
about we could not learn, unless

it was with reference to
' '

Jefif Davis ;

' '

but on the 25th of May the S. S. Ella
Morse came in, bringing the news of

his capture on the tenth, near Quin-
ville, Georgia.

Tilings were little changed at Fort

Jeflfersou in the autumn, government
at times sending down prisoners,

thirty or forty at a time, while others

were released, still keeping the num-
ber up in the hundreds

;
and as long

as so many prisoners were confined

there, it would require a large garri-

son, and w^ould most likely be the last

outlying post to be reduced or changed.
A company of the regular army.

Fifth Artillery, had been sent down
from the North, making a very pleas-
ant addition to the post.
The summer had been a fairly

healthy one, having acclimated troops
there, and with the Doctor's strict

discipline as health officer.

An excitement among the prisoners

occasionally broke out in attempts to

escape, but without .success. The
state prisoners, who had been sent

down during the summer, naturally

gave more anxiety than the others.

Their arrival had caused considerable

commotion, as the ordering of their

sentence—"To the Dry Tortugas,
"

was very unexpected.
The prison had been looked upon

by most people at the North as a sort

of Bastile set out in the ocean, and
this was a culminating proof, when
these prisoners were sent there, that it

was not onl}^ considered a perfectly
secure place, but that it was going to

be continued as a prison, without
reference to the ending of hostilities;
and this prospect rendered it still

more unpleasant for the officers in

charge.
The state prisoners were now

orderly, and with the exception of an

attempt to escape by Doctor Mudd,
they gave almost no trouble. The
latter was very restless, and being a

physician, there was not much that he
could be called upon to do ; hence he

had more time to brood over his

troubles than the others.

He asked my husband to send a

long letter, which he gave him to read,
to the New York " Herald "—a very
sensational and untrue report of the
treatment of the prisoners. He had

imagined all sorts of indignities and

persecutions, when, in fact, they were
treated to the same conditions and

.surroundings as the .soldiers, with as

good food as gov'ernment could afibrd

them. Those who had money could

bu}', as the soldiers did, anything they
could get at the sutler's.

My husband took him into the

ho.spital as a kind of assistant nur.se,

which .seemed to modify matters some-

what, and for awhile things went

smoothly.
While w^e were at dinner one day,

the hospital steward came in in great

haste, saying two men were thought
to be dying.
The Doctor hurried to the hospital

to find there two patients, whom he
had left an hour before convalescent, in

the greatest agony. Upon investiga-
tion, he found that the nurse had gone
away for an hour, leaving Doctor
Mudd in charge, with directions to

give them some blue mass pills at a

certain time, and when a.sked to get
the bottle that he had taken them

from, he brought one containing

Spanish fly blister.

My hu.sband w^as convinced that it

was a simple blunder, and soon had
the men under treatment that relieved

them
;
but they were of one mind that

an external bli.ster was much easier to

bear than an internal one, and Doctor
Mudd lost his opportunity of being
made nurse in the hospital, and was

put at other duties.

The soldiers were inclined to think

it an intentional act, but the Doctor

convinced them after much talking
that it could .scarcely be

;
the object

was wanting, as he lost instead of

gained by it, but he guaranteed the

opportunity should not offer again.
It was not long after when a

steamer was beinir loaded with coal.
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Colonel Hamilton sent a message to

the Doctor that Doctor Mudd was

missing.
It was the custom always in loading

and unloading vessels to utilize the

prisoners with the soldiers in such
duties

;
then before the vessel sailed,

the roll-call for the prisoners was
read, each one answering to his

name ; they were in squads like the

soldiers, so that it could be quickly
accoinpli-shed.

Orders were issued for the prisoners
to return to their quarters, and the

soldiers were ordered out and a search
made.
The coal was turned over in the

vessel, and every part of it searched
;

but it was some little time before he
was brought forth, smutty, discom-
fited and utterly crestfallen. He was
of course put in confinement, more
embittered than ever. He must have
had assistance, and naturall}' we felt it

was most likely from some one or more

belonging to the steamer. As he was
recovered, there was no investigation
made, and no one compromised.
The Doctor reasoned with him, tell-

ing him that the only way to make
his imprisonment bearable was to

behave as the others did—make the
best of it.

Letters that the prisoners sent away
had to be inspected, and I presume he
had not written home on that account;
but letters coming to them were deliv-

ered, though liable to be opened, as

those were the understood regulations.
The youngest of the state prisoners

so won upon the sympathies of the
colonel's wife, by his illness and thor-

ough submission, that she prevailed

upon the colonel to put him at some
duty more congenial. He was installed

as a clerk in the office, and without
doubt the j'oung fellow had many a
lunch from a home table the colonel

knew nothing about, or was willing
to trust the generous heart of his wife
in her uniuilitarj' insubordination.

I heard her remark one day : "I
could not see that boy dying from
homesickness and the want of a little

care, when by management, which
I alone am responsible for, it can be

averted," and his appearance before

many weeks bore evidence of kindly
interest.

The others were older men and bore
their imprisonment with stolid de-

meanor.

Spangler was a carpenter, and was
sent one day with .some other work-
men to do a little work at our house.

I could not resist speaking to him.
He said, with perfect good nature :

"
They made a mistake in sending me

down liere. I had nothing to do with
Booth or the assassination of President

Lincoln ;
but I suppose I have done

enough in my life to deserve this, so

I make the best of it." He was re-

leased with the others by Johnson's
Christmas Proclamation Act, 1868,
one of them having died from yellow
fever after we left. During my absence
in the summer, I lost my cook Charley.
The first of September the island was
visited by a cyclone, uprooting trees

and throwing down some of the brick

walls of the officers' quarters that

were in process of construction, the

rear walls falling on a house occupied
by two officers who were sleeping in

them at the time. One was killed

instantl}' by the immense pile of brick

that came crashing through the roof.

Charley roused the other officer and
rescued him from his perilous posi-

tion, but the danger from the remain-

ing wall, standing in a tottering,

perilous condition, was imminent. As
the colonel could not order an\'one to

do so dangerous a thing as to climb

up and pull it down, he called for

volunteers, when, to the surprise of

ever}'- one, Charley, before they real-

ized it, was half way up, calling for

someone to throw him a rope, which

they did amidst such cheers as Fort

Jefferson had never heard before.

When he came down safely and the

men had taken hold and pulled the

trembling wall down, the colonel

found Charley and told him to come to

the office.
' '

Now,
' '

he said,
' ' what can I do
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for you ?
"

Charley's manhood came would do him if he could only get
nearer yielding to the emotional than away, for she had promised to wait for

ever before, as he told his little him
;
and it resulted in a document

romance, which I had known for reaching the Secretary of War, which
some time, and had watched its gave Charley his liberty,

growth and wondered how it would He went directly to New York,
end. for I knew that Charley's sen- married, and took his bride home to

tence was for ten years. New Hampshire, and later we received

When Major McFarland moved his a letter very full of happiness, signed
family to Tortugas, they brought a by the husband and wife,

nurse girl whom Charley saw ver}- General Scott visited Key West, that

often. He was generally to be found winter, and gradually the troops from
in Mrs. McFarland 's kitchen if not in Texas and the Southern posts were
mine. But the family and the girl called in

;
but Fort Jeffenson served as

sailed away one day, and from then a military prison for some years after

on Charley's smiles were forced ones, the close of the war. Then it was

brought occasionally by letters from almost deserted, and now—well, what
New York. it is now, will, I understand, be told

Now was his time and the colonel in the following number by another

appreciated Charley's diffident at- surgeon's wife, whose home is now by
tempts to tell the good his sweetheart the blue waters of the outer reef.

[the end.]

THE WHEAT OF SAN JOAQUIN.

BY MADGE MORRIS.

A thou-sand rustling yellow miles of wheat

Gold-ripened in the sun, in one

Vast fenceless field. The hot June pours its flood

Of flaming splendor down, and burns

The field into such yellowness that it

Is gold of Nature's Alchemy; and all

The mighty length and breadth of valley glows
With ripeness.

Then a rolling of machinery
And tramp of hor.se and .scream of steam

And swishing .sighs of falling grain.

And sweaty brows of men
;

and then—
The Sampson of the valleys lieth shorn.

Sa// Dics;o.
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BY II. J. HALL.

THIRTY
miles east of Los Angeles

Pomona lies reposing in one of

Nature's most beautiful cradles.

The lovely valley in which it is sit-

uated, twelve miles in length and seven
in width, is one of tlie most fertile

and picturesque spots in California.

On the north the imposing sum-
mits of the Sierra Madre Range look
down upon the town with the

watchfulness of a mother over her

sleeping child
;

on the east, Mts.
San Bernardino and Jacinto stand
sentinels over its resting place, while
the Chino and vSpadra hills on the

south, and the San Jose hills on the

west present, with their softened out-

lines, pictures of sweet expression in

contrast with the rugged features of

the broken mountains about Riverside
and Klsinore on the southeast.
Within view of Pomona are Mts.

Wilson, San Antonio, Cucamonga
and many other prominent heights, in

whose forests are delightful resorts

for the weary metropolitan, and entic-

ing attractions for tlie lover of gun or

fishing-rod. The altitudes of these
mountains range from nine thousand
to twelve thousand feet, and durinc:
more than half the year their aged
brows are white with snow. In beauty
of scenery, geniality, salubrity, and
productiveness, there are few places in

California that can rival the vale of
Pomona.
Ten )'ears ago the place which is

now a city of five thousand inhabitants
could boast of domiciling only one
hundred and fifty people, and a retro-

-spective glance will enable the mind
to realize the great changes effected in

Pomona Valley during ten years or
less of progression. The original
Mexican settlers had done little to

develop the resources of the soil, yet
the few patches of vines and fruit

trees, which they planted, gave
sufficient evidence of its wonderful
richness. In 18S2 the same neglected
latent wealth lay hidden in the ground,
and the same nmgnificent scenery sur-

rounded thousands and tens of thou-

sands of acres of land waiting to

render up their treasures of produc-
tiveness. Now, however, square
miles of ground are covered with fruit

trees of many kinds. Here thrive to

jierfcction the orange tree, with its

golden orbs
; the lemon tree, with its

primrose colored ellipsoidal fruit
;
and

the olive, with its acorn-shaped oil

berries. Here flourish, also, the fig,

peach, apricot, pear and nectarine,
while hundreds of tons of blackberries,

ra.spberries and strawberries are

shipped from this garden, well worthy
of the Roman goddess, each kind in

its due season. The air is redolent

with the perfumes of flowers and aro-

matic plants, and the valley is clothed
in robes of green foliage and bright
colored petals.
This change in the scene has been

eflected b}- American enterprise and

capital, which has roused the vale

from its indolent repose and caused it

to be active with productive industry,
and vocal with the sounds of a rapidly

increasing population. In Southern
California large tracts of land arc

almost unproductive, if not supplied
with water, and Pomona \''alley would
have remained a sheep ranch, in the

greater portion of it. but for the energy
of the Pomona Land and Water Com-

pany, which, by the exercise of great
skill and the expenditure cf much
money, has provided it with a sy.stem
of irrigation that will exclude it for-

ever from the class of non-producers.
The result of this generous supply of

water, derived partly from the moun-
tain stream of San Antonio Canon.

561
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but principally from artesian wells, has
been the planting of ten thousand
acres of land in fruit trees and vines,
four thousand acres of that large area

being devoted to the culture of the

orange.
The orange is the special attraction

to fruit-growers, who have discovered

that Pomona Valley in climate, soil

and water is most admirably adapted
to meet all the requirements of its

successful cultivation. Pomona has

passed the probationary stage in the

experimental culture of this delicious

fruit, and vast growers of orange trees

attest the appreciation in which her
soil is held by careful observers from
the cast, who have chosen her valley
as the field of their enterprise. How
great is the faith in the excellence of

the conditions necessary for the profit-
able culture of citrus fruits in this

delightful vale, is shown by the large
investments that have been made
therein of late years. Little more
than four years ago Mr. Seth Rich-

ards, of Boston, planted out the largest

single grove of navel oranges in the

world, comprising three hundred
acres

;
more latel}^ Mr. John K. Pack-

ard planted tracts aggregating four

hundred acres, while Mr. Henning of

Chicago and Major S. U. Androus,
late of Detroit, have planted a grove
of one hundred and twenty acres.

Although the orange receives far

greater attention at present than any
other fruit grown in the valley, there

are indications of a rival setting up in

time a claim to superiority, both as

regards quantity and quality of pro-
duction. The experiments that have
been lately made with the olive tree

have been so successful, and demon-
strate .so thoroughly its yield on Po-
mona .soil and the excellence of its oil

not to be surpassed elsewhere in the

world, that the tree is now being
extensively planted. The Padres first

brought the olive into California, but
were content with a .single variety' ;

Americans, jiowever, have ransacked
the olive groves of Spain and Italy
nnd Southern France in search of the

best and most bountiful specimens,
and no fewer than twentj'-five or

thirty of the choicest varieties of

olives, both for oil and pickles, have
been introduced into the Pomona
nunseries. More than two hundred
acres in bearing trees, the erection of

an oil mill, and the prize gained by
Pomona for her pickles at the recent

great Fruit Exhibition held in Los
Angeles are symptoms of the future

rank that the olive tree will hold

among the evergreen inhabitants of

this horticultural valley.
Deciduous fruits are no less success-

fully cultivated, as is evidenced by the
fact that no less than three thousand
acres are devoted to their culture, and
that the Pomona Cannery and Fruit-

drying establishments find employ-
ment for hundreds of men, women and
children during the .season. It is well

known that semi-tropical climates are

not favorable to the growth of this

cla.ss of fruits, and rare, indeed, is the

advantage enjoyed by the .settler in

Pomona Valley in respect to the profit-
able production of these fruit trees so

sh}^, particular and irresponsive, when
taken to an almost foreign clime. For
here he may cultivate with success the

fruits of almost every region except
the most persistent home-stayers of

the reeking tropics. He can surround
himself in a short time with an
orchard of all kinds of fruits, while
delicious berries can be gathered by
him, almost from his .start, and be a

source of income to him while his

fruit trees grow into bearing. The
friable soil never bakes, and its porous
nature cau.ses it alike to alxsorb the

heavy rain and readily to permit moist-

ure to rise. Under these favorable

circum.stances the roots of trees and

plants seize hold of the soil with mar-
velous rapidity, and speedily attain a

size and vigor that enables them to

bear large crops of fruit of fine quality
at an early age.
The extraordinary fertility of

Pomona Valley is in no way discrim-

inating. It does not aflord life-giving
nurture to particular branches of the
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great flora family, but in its generous
disposition furnishes subsistence and
rich diet to all trees and plants that

appeal to it. Deciduous and ever-

green ornamental trees and shrubs find

the same developing nourishment as

the fruit trees
; vegetables and cereals,

grasses and flowers flourish under the

benign treatment in the same degree
as do the orange, the apricot and
the strawberry. In this delightful

garden of Pomona stretch miles of

arboretum, dotted with bright lawns
and interspersed with pleasant homes,
decked with beds of flowers of every
hue and kind. Flora walks hand in

hand with Pomona, and while the
latter delights the taste with the deli-

cate and varied flavors of her contribu-

tions to man's necessities, the former
fascinates his eye and evokes his

admiration and worship by the inimi-

table beauty of her children's count-
less forms and tints and coloring.
The dwellers in this happy vale well

appreciate their surroundings, and
are not behindhand in promoting and

fostering social, educational and relig-

ious institutions. In public schools,
under efficient management, their

children receive instruction from

experienced and capable teachers,
while Pomona College is one of the

leading educational institutions in

Southern California. Music and art

are encouraged, and a literarj^ taste is

developed b}^ the existence of literary
societies which are supplemented by a
well selected public library. Nearly a
dozen different religious denomina-
tions have their church edifices, and
many secret and beneficiary societies

have organizations here. Pomona is

progressing with equal rapidity in her
social and practical development.

It is estimated by competent author-
ities that the tillable land tributary to

Pomona amounts to two hundred
thousand acres, the accessibility to

this rich region being assured by the
fact that the Southern Pacific and the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe rail-

roads pass through the city, supplying
the inhabitants of the valley with the

convenience afforded by an average of

eight passenger trains daily.
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BY JEANNE C. CARR,

THE
history of philanthropy has no

such iHunnnated pages as those

furnished by the present century ;

and among the monuments whicli Ijcst

ilhistrate the spirit of the age, and the

intellectual advancement of our own
country are several new universities,
which from the Johns Hopkins, the

first great departure from traditional

standards and requirements, to the

Leland Stanford Jr., prove that a

man is rich and fortiniate only in pro-

portion to what he is able to furnish

for the benefit of others.

It is to be expected hereafter that

the man whose keen business foresight
has enabled him to amass a fortune and
whose heart prompts him to consecrate

this to the highest good of posterity,
will not leave the final shaping of his

benefactions to the interpretation of

courts or the changes which time

inevitably brings into the private and

personal relations. Such at least was
the disposition of the generous founder
of the institution to which this article

is devoted.

Hon. Amos G. Throop was born in

the Empire state in i8n, but in early
manhood found his way to the lumber

regions of Michigan, where, during
eleven years of luircmitting attention

to bu.siness he laid the foundation of

a generous competence. In 1S38, he
married Eliza V. Wait of Preston,
N. Y., who still lives to cheer his

home and encourage his every good
work.

In 1843 he removed to Chicago,
where he made his home for thirty-
seven years. He saw its population
of six thousand grow until it reached
one million six hundred thousand.
He was one of the founders of the

Chicago Board of Trade, and for

many years served \ipon its arbitration

committee. For eight years he was a

member of the City Council, for two
terms City Assessor, and for five

years a Supervisor of Cook County.
He was City Treasurer in 1S55, ^"^^

in '57 a member of the State Legisla-

ture, and meanwhile conducted the

important business enterprises, which

eventually gave him an ample fortune.

Other and sadder experiences were
his never to be forgotten.
" Men said at vespers,

'

all is well,'
In one \vild night the city fell.

Fell homes of prayer and marts of gain,
Before the fiery hurricane."—
That great occasion brought all

the manhood and womanhood of the

land into .senncc, until
" In tears of

pit}- died each flame," and the new
cit}' of the West rose in far greater

splendor than the old.

Through all this period of storm
and stress, as in his entire business

career, Mr. Throop steadily held to the

idea that the only true use of money
was to enhance the happiness of man-
kind. Carrj-ing this conviction into

daily practice, then, after fifty years of

business activity, he turned his face

toward the Pacific Coast to find a fit-

ting place in which to spend the

evening of his life and to exercise his

philanthropy. In Pasadena he found

great natural attractions, work to do
in church and society, and one of the

most beautiful and commodious homes
of prayer and praise in the State is

largely due to his generosity.
He now determined to found an

institution which should furnish to

youth opportunity for true culture of

iiead, hand and heart. With a keen
recollection of his own early hunger
for educational advantages which
were beyond his reach, he proceeded
to devote the whole of his fortune to

the endowment of a school which
should supply the most practical prep-

565
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aration for professional training, social

usefulness or business life. His ex-

perience and observation—for he had
been an active school commissioner in

both Illinois and California—convinced

him of the inadeqviacy of much of our
"
schooling

"
to accomplish this great

work. He, therefore, .sought coun.sel

to aid him in the development of an
institution which should be free from
the.se defects.

Governor H. H. Markham, Judge
H. W. Magee, Dr. J. C. Michener,
Hon. W. U. Masters, Dr. J. S. Hodge,
Major George H. Bonebrake, Senator
Delos Arnold, Mayor T. P. Lukens,
Hon. E. F. Hurlbut, Prof. T. S. C.

L,owc, Hon P. M. Green, I'. C. Howes,
E.sq., Milton D. Painter, Ex-Gov.
Lionel A. Sheldon, and the founder

composed the Board of Incorporation.
Articles of Incorporation were filed on

vSeptember 23d, 1891. These provided
for the e:;tablishment, maintenance
and operation of an institution of

learning, embracing the different

departments or colleges of higher
education to furni.sh to students of

both .sexes and of all religious opinions,
a liberal and practical education,

which, while thoroughl}^ Christian,
was to be ab.solutely non-sectarian in

its character. Its management was
to be vested in a Board of fifteen

Tru.stees. The distinguished men
and women chosen for the discharge
of this duty were : Hon. A. G.

Throop, Hon. P. M. Green, J. W.
Scoville, Esq., Rev. E. E. Conger,
D. D., Mrs. Jeanne C. Carr, Mrs. E.

T. W. Conger, J. D. Yocum, Esq.,
E. IC. vSpalding, Esq., \V. E. Arthur,

Esq., and Charles Frederick Holder,
LE. D., of Pa.sadena, Cal., Hon.
Enocli Knight of Eos Angeles, Cal.,

Prof C. II. Kej^es, President of the

University, and Rev. George H. Deere,
D. D., of Riverside, Cal., Hon. W. E.

Hardison, of Santa Paula, Cal., and
Rev. James II. Tuttle, D. D., of Minne-

apolis, Minn. Three tru.stees were to

be elected annually for a full term of

five years, and to this end the board
first chosen divided il.selfbylot into

five equal groups. The term of mem-
bers constituting the first group was to

expire in one year ; that of the .second

group, in two years ;
that of the third

group, in three years, and .so on.

It was fortunate for this new enter-

prise that many of the trustees were
not new to the business. Eminent
among them is the name of J. W.
Scoville, better known throughout the
.states of the interior and especially in

the city of Chicago for his liberality
to libraries and colleges.
At Oak Park, when it was a coun-

try neighborhood to Chicago, he

planned the most beautiful of .suburbs
;

and when he left it for a home in

Pasadena, the Scoville Eibrary, one of
the most beautiful and appropriate of

structures was built, endowed and
furnished with all the latest and best

appliances for efficient .ser\'ice.

Admirable buildings for similar i)ur-

poses at Beloit College, Wisconsin,
and at Carroll College, in Minnesota,
are monuments of his large and liberal

concern for the interests of po terity.
The Board of Trustees organized on

October 2d, by electing Hon. A. G.

Throop, Pre.sident, and E. W. An-
drews, of Santa Paula, Cal., Secretary.
It was determined to open the prepar-
atory School and College of Eetters
and Arts at once. The board accord-

ingly secured a lea.se of the Wooster
Block, a handsome four-.story brick

structure at the corner of Fair Oaks
avenue and Kansas street, for the term
of five years. It was fitted up and
furni.shed for the accommodation of

about one hundred students, and a

number of eminent instructors were

engaged.
Millard Mayhew Parker, A. M., a

native of Maine and graduate of the

Wesleyan University, who had .served

as principal of Glastonbury Academy
in Comiccticut, 1 875-1 877, as princi-

pal of the High School of Plollister,

Massachusetts, from r>S77-i8S2, and
as Profes.sor of Latin and Greek in

Sierra Madre College since 18S4, was
chosen to the chair of Ancient Lan-

guages.
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John Dickinson, A. M., who was
elected Professor of Natural Sciences

and Mathematics, is a native of Phila-

delphia, educated in the West Town
Friends School and the Wesleyan
University. He came to California in

1854, and taught nialhematics and
sciences for three years in the Univer-

sity of the Pacific. He then returned

/^r^-.-,-

Ada M. Mariner, M. vS., a graduate
of Lombard University, was chosen

Professor of English and Elocution.

Miss Mariner had served as principal
in public schools in Galesburg. Illinois,

had graduated from the Philadelphia
vSchool of Oratory and Expression,
had studied with Curry and Powers
of Boston, and had for three years been

In
ill

I' I. \Vr
K

Throop University at Pasadena.

to the East and .spent three years in

the Sheffield Scientific School, after

which he gave twenty years of service
to the ministrj', chiefly in New York
and Brooklyn and vicinity. Return-

ing to California in 1886, he has since
been a meml^er of the faculty of the

University of Southern California,
and has become kno^^^l through-
out the state as a brilliant lecturer.

Professor of English and Elocution at

Buchtcl College.
Emma B. Wait, a native of New

York, a student at Erfurt, Gennany,
1SS8-1S89 ; instructor in Modem
Languages, in Oak Park, Illinois, High
School, 1 889- 1 890: and a student

in Ecole Nonnale Sevigne. Sevres.

France, during 1 890-1 891, was elected

Professor of French and German.
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Lewis W. Andrews, a native of

Missouri, and a graduate of the Nor-
thern Illinois Nonnal School, who,
after a successful business experience,
had ser\'ed as Official Reporter of the

Superior Court of Ventura County,
and who, at the organization of the

institution, had been elected Secretary

of many well-known scientific works,
chief among which may be mentioned
"Holder's Elements of Zoolog}-," a

text-book for schools and colleges ;

"Natural Histors' of the Elephant,"" Animal Phosphorescence,"
"
Life of

Charles Darwin," and others, was
elected Professor of Zob\og\\

Hon. A. G. Throop, Founder of Throop University.

of the Board of Trustees, was also

appointed instructor in Mediaeval and
Modern I-Ii.stor>\

Charles Frederick Holder, LL. D.,
who from 1870 to 1876 had served as

Assistant Curatorof the American Mu-
seum of Natural History, and author

David Wallace Mott, M. D., a scien-

tific student at Cornell and Ann Arbor
from 1874 to 1882, was elected non-
resident Lecturer on Micro.scopy and

Plistology.

Phili]i A. Butler, a native of Massa-
chusetts and a student of art in Boston
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from 1 86 1 to 1891, was chosen Pro- Miss Millie A. Morse, who had
fessor of Painting and Drawing. been a successful teacher in the pub-

Ellen Beach Yaw, of New York, a lie schools of South Bend, Indiana,

pupil of Charles Adams of Boston and and St. Joseph, Michigan, was .selected

the Bjorkstens of New York, as well as in.structor in Stenography and
as a vocali.st of rare power, was jnit in Typewriting.

President C. H. Keyes, of Throop University.

charge of the department ol \*ocal

Music.

Mrs. T. Masac, a native of Mar>'-
land, and for many years instructor in

the New Orleans Conser\-ator>' of

Music, was placed at the head of the

department of Instrumental Music.

Mrs. Ellen J. Wilson, of New York,
with a record of ten years' successful

service in the public schools of Penn-

sylvania and Indiana, was made
teacher of the Preparator>- Department.

Carlos Bransby, A. M.. a native of

the United States of Columbia, became
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Professor of the Spanish lyanguage
and Literature.

A still more important measure was
the election of Charles Henr>^ Keyes
to the Presidency of the University, a

gentleman who had already won an
enviable reputation for his advocac}'-
of what has well been termed the new
education.

President C. H. Keyes was born in

1858 in Southern Wisconsin, to which
state his parents had removed from
New York a few years earlier. He
was educated in public and private
schools, graduating from St. Johns
College in 1878. He at once began
the work of teaching and the study of

Civics and Constitutional L,aw. After

a brief experience in common and

graded schools, he was called to the

management of the schools of River

Falls, Wisconsin. Here his work
attracted the attention of the Presi-

dent and regents of the Fourth State
Normal School, situated in the same

city, and he was elected to a professor-

ship in the latter institution in 1880.

So earnest, however, was the protest
of the city school authorities, and a

year later so urgent the call of the cit-

izens, that he resigned from the faculty
of the Normal School and resumed the

management of the city schools. In

1883 he was elected Superintendent of

Schools of the city of Janesville. This

position he held until 1888, putting
the schools on a high basis and

making the city High School one of

the foremost in the State. He had,
meanwhile, taken rank as one of the

leading educators of Wisconsin
;
he

gained especial standing as a State

Institute conductor and lecturer, and
was a prominent officer of the State
Teachers' Association. He served for

two years as a member of the Board
of Inspectors of the State University.
He was chairman of the conunittee
which projected and organized the

University Summer School ofTeachers
and .sustained it until it was made a

regular department of the University.
In 1887 he was made Director-General
of Wisconsin's educational exhibit at

the Centennial celebration of the

founding of the Northern Territory.

During all these busy years he had
continued to press his legal and con-
stitutional studies and had been
admitted to the bar of the Supreme
Court, and, in 1888, he resigned to

take up the practice of law. After a

year of eminent success, the failing
health of his wife and j-oungest child

compelled him to seek a milder climate.

His strong interest in education re-

as.serted itself and he accepted the

Superintendency of the Schools of

the city of Riverside, which he has
succeeded in making an educational

center. Immediately upon his advent
into California, President Keyes made
his influence felt upon school interests.

Two years ago, as Chairman of the

Committee of High Schools, he framed
the provisions upon which the High
School L,aw of California is based.

At San Diego, in 1890, he was an
active member of the California State

Association, and secured for the city
of Riverside the .session of 1891. At
this latter session he served as chair-

man of the committee which revised

the Constitution, and he was ap-

pointed a member of the State Council
of Education. He is everywhere
known as an energetic .school admin-
istrator. He was elected President of

Throop University in March of 1892,
and as.sumed the duties of the office on

July I St. He comes to his new work
with a ripe experience, with a generous
knowledge of men and affiiirs, with an
intense devotion to the cause of prac-
tical education, and full of the indom-
itable energy which connnands success.

As a speaker upon educational

questions as well as upon the various

topics within the field of civics and

economics, President Keyes has few

superiors. In his hands the cause of

industrial education in Southern
California nuist prosper.
The institution opened its doors to

students on November 2d, 1891.

Despite the fact that at this date tlie

vast majority of .students for the cur-

rent year had already enrolled them-
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selves elsewhere, sixty-five young men
and women were admitted to the

classes. The work of the year was
characterized by enthusiasm on the

part of students and the utmost devo-

tion on the part of the Faculty.
But the chief purpose of the new

school was 3'et to be wrcjught out ;
its

characteristic feature was to be devel-

oped. For simply another college of

letters, arts and sciences in Southern

Training and Polytechnic Departments
in September of 1892, and to equip
them for the training of both sexes.

One great object of this new education

will, in the language of George S.

Mills, be
"
to foster a higher apprecia-

tion of the value and dignity of

intelligent manual labor. A boy who
sees nothing in manual labor but dull,

brute force, despises both the labor

and the laborer. With the acquisition

Class Room (Cooking) in the iM.inu.il Training Department.

California, no matter how comjilete
its equipment, how eminent its Fac-

ult}^ or how high its standard, there

was no special demand. But for the

institution which should give oppor-
tunity for the practical training which
results in skillful manipulation and ac-

curate vision, as well as clear thought,
there was a large field. F^arly m Jan-
uary the Board of Trustees voted to

prepare for the opening of Manual

of skill ill himself comes the willing-
ness to recognize skill in liis fellows.

When once he appreciates skill in

handicraft he honors the workman.
This social influence mu.st not be
untleiTated. Many perplexing ques-
tions of the day arising from lack of

sympathy between classes, and the

con.sequent lack of discrimination
between .skilled and unskilled labor,

will grow clearer as the influence of
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such an education is felt." Dr.

Woodward says : "A manual training
school is not a school for the training
of carpenters, blacksmiths, machinists

and mechanical engineers. In a man-
ual training school, properly so

called, no attempt is made to cultivate

dexterity at the expense of thought.
No mere sleight-of-hand is aimed at,

nor is muscular exercise of itself held

to be of educational value. An exer-

cise, whether with tools or with books
is valuable only in proportion to the
demand it makes upon the mind for

intelligent, thoughtful work. In the

it is far from true that this training is

only, or chiefly valuable to the boy
who is to be a carpenter, a blacksmith,
a draughtsman, an architect, a

machinist, an engineer, or an artist.

For the physician or surgeon no pre-

paratory training is worth more. For
the lawyer, in this day of endless

commercial litigation, what prepara-
tion is better? For the preacher,
what training can better fit him to

appreciate the condition of the masses
of the people ? And as Froebel's

motto,
' ' We learn by doing,

' ' becomes

something more than a fine institute

Class Room (Carving) Manual Training Department, Throop University.

school-shop, the stage of mechanical

habit is never reached. The only
habit actually acquired is that of

thinking. No blow is struck, no line

drawn, no motion regulated from mus-
cular habit. The quality of every
act springs from the conscious will,

accompanied by a definite act of

judgment."
While it is true that the young man

or woman who takes the manual

training course, afterwards masters

any one of a score of arts, trades or

callings in a few months, where the

average man or wcman requires years.

sentiment, such training for the

teacher will be indispensable. The
man who has to manage large com-
mercial, maufacturing or constructive

enterprises needs such training for the

protection and economic expenditure
of his capital even more than the

laborer needs it for the winning of

his bread.

It must not be assumed that the

girl who takes this training is to

become a draughtswoman, an artist,

an architect, a professional cook,

housekeeper or dressmaker, type-
writer, a pharmacist or a teacher.
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True, she has prepared herself to rise

to mastery in these lines
;
but she has

also prepared herself for the thorough
management of a home. She has
secured a training as essential for

the lady whom others must serve,

as for her who by skill wins her

bread.

For the accommodation of the new
departments a building to be known
as

"
Polytechnic Hall," is now in

process of erection at the corner of

Fair Oaks avenue and Chcstinit

street. The new structure which is

to be built of brick and two stories in

twenty each. A physical work room,

physical lecture room, and a physical

laboratory, well equipped with appa-
ratus, also finds place on this floor. A
room devoted to sewing and garment-
making occupies the southwest corner

of the first floor.

The second floor is devoted to six

distinct lines. Along the Chestnut-

street front are situated the pattern

shop, the molding shop and the

wood-working shop. The southern

wing contains the chemical laboratory
and lecture room, the quarters of the

cooking department and rooms for the

Class Room (Drawing) Manual Training; Department. Throop University.

height, has a frontage of one hundred
and ioTty feet on Fair Oaks Avenue
and eighty feet on Chestnut street.

It is to be finished and furnished for

use on or before September 25tli, 1892,
and will accommodate two hundred
and forty students, working in three

divisions. The first floor contains the

forging shop, which is to be fitted up
with twent}^ forges and anvils and all

necessary tools. Next to the forging

shop is the machine shop with speed
and power lathes, planes, shapers,
drills and general tools. Here, too,

students will work in divisions of

free-hand drawing, architectural draw-

ing and clay modeling.
The central tower will be three

stories in height and will contain the

library, which will be devoted almost

entirely to the departments contained

in "Polytechnic Hall."
It is proposed to complete the quad-

rangle a little later by building a hall

to be devoted to the special stud}- of

electricity and electrical appliances.
Mr. W. H. Parker of Washington

University at St. Louis, and also a

graduate of the famous St. Louis Man-
ual Training School, has been secured
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to take charge of the industrial lines

for the young men. Additional

instructors will be secured from time

to time as the necessity requires.
The history of industrial education

in its relations to woman repeats the

records made in other lines. The
world is slow to provide for woman
facilities .similar and equal to those

prepared for men. Scott College, the

Toledo Manual Training School, has
been more eminently .successful in this

work than any other institution in

America. Miss Mabel Wilson of this

school has been called to take charge
of the manual training for girls. No
pains wall be spared to make this

department second to none in the

countr}'.
For the Manual Training Depart-

ment, five parallel lines of work con-

stitute the cour.se of .study, which
extends over four j^ears, as follows :

First : A counse in English Lan-

guage and Literature, History, Civics,
and Kconomics. Especial attention

will be paid to the study of the Eng-
lish. No other proficiency will excuse
lack of ability to write and speak the

language of the land with fluency and

accuracy.
Second : A counse in Mathematics,

including higher Arithmetic, Mensur-

ation, Book-keeping, Algebi-a, Geom-
etrj^ and Trigonometr3^
Third : A course in Science,

including lliology. Geology, Physics
and Chemistr}-.

Fourth : A course in Free-hand
and Mechanical Drawing.

Fifth : A course of Tool Instruc-

tion, involving carpentry, wood-

turning, molding, brazing, soldering,

forging, bench and machine work in

metals and special work in electrical

appliances.
Latin and French or German are

permitted as elective with part of the

Engli.sh, Science and Economics. The
first four lines are identical for both

young men and women. In the fifth

line the j-oung ladies take the light

carpentry, wood-carving and turning,
and for the remainder substitute work

in domestic economy, including cook-

ing, chemistr}^ of foods, sewing,
cutting, fitting, home decoration,
house marketing, etc.

The courses in the new department
are largely modeled on those of the

now famous schools at St. Louis and
Toledo. To more clearly indicate the

characteristic features of this depart-
ment, the courses in the fourth and
fifth lines, above referred to, are given
in full. They are as follows :

First Year : i . Free-hand Draw-

ing from objects and from casts,

ornamental designing and lettering.
2. Practice line sheet, with in.stru-

ments. 3. Simple projections with

geometric problems.
Wood-work: i. Joiner}'. 2. Wood-

turning. 3. Wood-carving.
Second Year : i . Orthographic

projections with line shading. 2.

Intersection of solids and development
of surfaces with flat tinting. 3. Iso-

metric projections.

Forging : i. Bending and upset-

ting. 2. Welding. 3. Tool-making.
4. Ornamental iron-work. 5. Brazing.
Third Year : i. Cornice designs

with patterns for shop. 2. Working
drawings. 3. Higher geometric prob-
lems. 4. Construction of gears, etc.

5. Tracing and blue-printing.

Shop-work : i . Pattern making.
2. Molding. 3. Tinning, cornice

work, metal spinning. 4. Chipping
and filing. 5. Machine-shop exerci.ses.

Fourth Year: 1. Perspective.
2. Shades and shadows. 3. Archi-

tectural—floor plans, elevations, pen
sketching. 4. Brush .shading. 5.

Final drawing.
Shop-work : i . Building machinery—electrical machines, mechanical ma-

chines, pliysical apparatus. 2. Elec-
trical work, wiring, lighting, etc.

The course in drawing for the young
ladies is practically the same as the

one just given, but the work of the

fifth line is as follows :

First Year : i. Light Carpentry.
2. Wood-carving.
vSecond Year : i. Course in

plain sewing, various stitches and
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seams in muslin work, buttonholes,

patching, darning and one garment
made entirelj- by hand. 2. Practice

in machine sewing. 3. Drafting of

patterns for undenvear from actual

measurements and the making of

these garments by application of hand
and machine sewing. 4. Instruction

in quantity, quality and value of

materials used. 5. Home decoration.

Third Year: i. Instniction and
actual practice by each pupil in

cooking, including boiling, broiling,

baking, frying and mixing, with their

subdivisions. 2. Chemistry of cook-

Universit}', only Freshmen and Sopho-
more classes will be regularly organ-
ized for the coming year. A limited

numljer of special .students will be

admitted to this as to other depart-
ments.

The Faculty has been increa.sed by
the election of Prof. A. J. McClatchie,
a graduate of Olivet College and of

the Nebra.ska University, a .special

student with Prof. Bessey as Professor

of Biolog}' and in.structor in Physics
and Chemistry.

Miss Louise Montgomery' of Miinie-

sota, a graduate of the St. Cloud

Class Room (Chemistry) Throop University.

ing. 3. Instruction in the purchase
and care of hou.sehold supplie.s. 4.

Arrangement and decoration of the
table.

Fourth Y];ar : i . Dressmaking.
2. Measuring. 3. Drafting. 4. Cut-

ting. 5. Fitting and making of

garments l)y each pupil. 6. Instruc-
tion in shopping. 7. Theor>' and art

of dress as regards form and color.

8. Relation of dress to climate, con-

dition, habit.

In the College of Letters, Arts and
Sciences, whose standard will be

kept abreast of that of the State

Normal School and of Minnesota

Universit}', a post-graduate studeut
and instructor in English and History
in the same institution for two years,
has been secured as Professor of the

Kngli.sli language and Historj'.

Representatives of all the leading
denominations are found in the P\ac-

ulty, and a .strong effort will be made
to establish in the comminiity such a

relationship for the student in the

comnumity as is desirable for his .social

training and welfare.

Nearly two floors of the W<wster

Building are being conveniently fitted
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up as homes for the students. Mrs.

J. B. Sunderlan will be placed in

charge as matron, and with the

cooperation of the preceptress and

PUn-

Polytechnic Hall.

class ofificers, will secure such sur-

roundings and influences as will most
conduce to the growth which parents
desire beyond all others. Arrange-
ments will also be made for a home-
like students' dining-

school are repulsive, but for whom the

New Education offers boundless

opportunities. Gen. Francis A.Walker
has said :

' ' There is now lu > place, or

onl}' a most uncom-
fortable one, for tho.se

boys who are strong
in perception, apt in

manipulation a n d

correct in the inter-

pretation of phenom-
ena, but who are not

good at memorizing
or rehearsing the

opinions and state-

ments of others
;

or

who by diffidence or

slowness of speech
are not fitted for the

ordinar}' intellectual

gymnastics. These

boys are quite as

numerous as the
other sort, and are

quite as deserving of sympathy and

respect, besides rather better qualified
to become of use in the industrial and
social order. And yet, for this class of

boys, the average school offers almost

16 "'» + &"

hall in the immediate

vicinity of this build-

ing. The cost of liv-

ing wall be fixed at

a rate much below
that usually obtained
in California.

The discipline of

the school will con-

.stantly keep in mind
the development of

.self- governing citi-

zens, and self-re-

specting, law - abid-

ing men and women.
The helpfulness of

the everwatchful
friend will take the

place of the vigi-
lance of the educational policeman.

Finally, it is hoped to make the

institution especially attractive for

that class of students for whom the

methods and conditions of the average

5..-VU

Polytechnic Hall

nothing upon which they can employ
their priceless powers. They may, by
laboring painfully over the prescribed
but uncongenial exercises. e-sca7)e the

blockheads, but atstigma of being
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best never know the joy of intellectual

acquisition. They will always appear
to disadvantage when compared with
the boys with good memories for

words, whose mental and moral
natures accept with pleasure or

without .serious question the state-

ments and conclusions of others.

vSuch boys are practically plowed
under in our schools as not worth

harvesting. And yet it not infre-

quently happens that the boy wdio is

regarded as dull, becau.se he cannot
master an artificial system of gram-
matical analysi.s

—isn't worth a cent

for giving a list of the kings of

England, who neither knows nor
cares what are the principal pro-
ductions of Borneo, has a better pair
of eyes, a better pair of hands, a

better judgment, and, even by the

.standards of the merchant, the man-
ufacturer and the railroad president
a better head than his master.

"
vSuch

boys will find in the Manual Training
School that which is sure to bring out
their latent powers. Girls, too, who
class with these will here find their

possibilities developed into powers.
A .special course will be provided for

the training of teachers for the higher
grade of schools and for positions

deiuanding instructors wdio are able
to incorporate the methods of the
industrial education into regular
.school work. Education by doing,
can only be realized through those
who have themselves had such train-

ing. This course will involve not only
the stud}' of the principles and prac-
tice of teaching and .school manasre-

ment, but will lay .special stre.ss upon
the preparation of .school material, the
construction of charts, maps, and

apparatus. It will be so shaped as to

prepare teachers to secure Grannnar
and High School certificates.

Such, in brief, are the facilities

which the munificence of Hon. A. G.

Throop has provided for the young
men and women of Southern Califor-

nia. Situated in the laud of perpetual
.sunshine and perennial blossoms,
amid the most picturesque scenerj' of

the South California Alps, where

ever}' breeze that blows from mountain
or sea brings renewal cf body a:ul

mind, the Throop University will

doubtless become a well-spring of

blessing to a great number of the

native sons and daughters of this

favored .state, and Ijecome the leading
attraction to emigrants from lards of

snow to lands of sun.
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THE NICARAGUA CANAL— ITS FINANCIAL ASPECT.

i;v WILLIAM LAWRENCE MERRV.

THERK
is now a practical unanimity

of opinion that the Maritime
Canal of Nicaragua should be

constructed as speedily as possible,

and, on the part of American citizens,

that it shall be constructed as well as

operated under American control.

There are honest differences ofopinion
as to the methods by which American
control can be secured, as well as dis-

honest utterances on the same branch
of the sul)ject by parties under influ-

ences adverse to the pul)lic welfare.

What I shall have to write on this

subject is intended to present the finan-

cial aspect of the question honestly
and openly, as well as with due respect
for the opinions of others, if they
differ with me.

My ideal method of financing this

beneficent enterprise is that the United
States Government should build aud

operate this inter-oceanic highway,
with free tolls for the shipi:)ing owned
bona fide by American and Nicarag-
uan citizens, and charging a fairly
remunerative toll on sliipping under
other flags. We should thus have a

free inter-oceanic water-way, and for-

eign shipping would pay for its main-
tenance with a moderate profit, .say

five per cent, on the cost of construc-

tion added. No American will con-

test the desirability of such a national

policy regarding the Nicaraguan
Canal. It would become as great an

advantage to the Republic as the now
free Erie Canal is to the commerce of

the State of New York and its contig-
uous territory. It would be a glorious

thing for our country to accomplish ;

a bles-sing to the world at large, and a

pride to American citizen.ship. Doubt-
less this was the feeling of President
Arthur and his Secretary of State,

Frclinghuysen, when he negotiated
the Zavalla-Frelingluu'sen Treaty,

Vol. 11-38 V
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which was ratified by the Senate of

Nicaragua and withdrawn by Presi-

dent Cleveland from the United States

Senate. This treaty was signed by
the respective government officials on
December ist, 1884. Had it been
ratified by our senate the canal would
doubtless have been in operation a

year or more ! Wliat a blessing it

would have been to our Pacific Coast
needs no demonstration, and is amply
proven by the present urgent demands
of our producers and merchants.

Cheap tran.sportation by land and
water is to-day the most vital que.stioii
before our people ;

a question pressing

upon us for solution, and one which
will create increasing excitement and

imperative demand from our people,
until justice to the public interests

.shall have been attained. Conse-

quently, the financial aspect of the

canal question must be a matter of

earnest di.scussion among our citizens,

who will have to pay for the use of the

highway between the oceans.

Con.struction by the United States

government involves no discussion,

provided the policy be admitted as the

most advantageous for our citizens.

The credit of our government stands

so high that success would be assured

at the inception of the enterprise.
But there are some who doubt if the

canal could be built as cheaply or as

quickly by the government itself as

through the agency of an intcrmcdiar\-

construction company, made responsi-
ble to the government bv conscr\-ative

legislation. Certain it is that our

public works generally cost far more
and require more time for their com-

pletion than private work of the same
character ;

this being occasioned

largely by the partial appropriations
made by each congress, often in

amounts insufficient to permit the
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active and uninterrupted prosecution
of the work. Examples of this unwise

policy are abundant all over the

country.
The Zavalla-Frelinghuysen Treaty

was a proof of the friendly disposition
of the government of Nicaragua, and
the refusal of our government to ratify
it probably a source of mortification to

our sister republic, which had ac-

cepted the proposition of a joint sov-

ereignty with the United States over
an inter-oceanic canal within its terri-

tory, also carrying wath it a land grant
to be owned and governed jointly by
the two republics. Consequently we
cannot blame Nicaragua when, this

treaty having been rejected by the

United States government, she granted
the present concession to the

' ' Nica-

raguan Canal Association," composed
of American citizens, for construction
under private corporate control, the
sum of one hundred thousand dollars

having been paid by the association as

an evidence of good faith.

The reader will appreciate the con-

fidence of the gentlemen who renewed
their efforts for an inter-ocean highway
through Nicaragua when Count De
Lesseps was in the full tide of appar-
ent success at Panama, and had with
coin and influence prevetited construc-

tion at Nicaragua under the prior
charter granted to the ' '

Provisional
Canal Society," in which General
Grant, General MacT^ellan, Admiral
Ammcn and other prominent citizens

were interested. They knew the
merits of the Nicaraguan route, and

they fully understood, even at that

early date, that the French would
never succeed with a sea level canal

at Panama. With this effort T was

personally associated, and from the

experience of two winters at Washing-
ton full}' appreciate the powerful
influences the canal had then to en-

counter. French money, lavishly
used, the compensated influence of

Conkling and IngersoU as attorneys,
the opposition of Captain Eads with
his .ship railway, and the "

.still fight"
of the railroad lobby—all the.se con-

centrating against the only practical
solution of an inter-ocean highway
finally defeated and delayed the pro-
ject upon which depends the prosper-
ity of the Pacific Coast.

We may then congratulate ourselves
that the Nicaragua Canal has now
reached a point where construction is

a certainty of the near future, there

being only two uncertain conditions
connected therewith—who will own it

when completed, and how long it will

take to construct it, dependent on its

finances
; five years being ample time

to open the canal, with funds supplied
as needed. Thus the finances of the
canal now lead in its discus.sion. Its

technical features are no longer mat-
ters of doubt—its commercial necessit)-
no one gainsays

—its political and mil-

itary advantage to our country no one

questions !

The bill now before the senate cer-

tainly appears to provide efficient safe-

guards for the public welfare. With
seventv-seven and one half per cent

of its capital stock either in escrow
or in permanent possession of the gov-
ernments of the United States, Nica-

ragua and Costa Rica, carrying
therewith the voting power, it does
not appear that the United States can
receive damage from financial misman-

agement by the company. With
guaranteed three per cent bonds, issued

only by the Secretary of the Treasury,
on certificate of five United States

engineers, appointed by the President,
as the work proceeds, it appears that

the construction company will only
obtain the bonds when earned. With
six directors, appointed by the Presi-

dent, one by Nicaragua and eight
elected by the .stock, voting annually,
it does not appear that private inter-

ests will control this enterpri.se ;
cer-

tainly not if the executive department
of our government executes its duties

in the premi.ses, as provided by the

canal l)ill unanimously recommended

by the .senate committee on foreign
relations. The remaining twenty-two
and one half per cent of the capital
.stock it is not permitted to sell except
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with the permission of the President

of the United States, said permission
to be granted only in case the one
hundred million dollars' guaranteed
bonds are found insufficient to com-

plete the canal, the cost of which,

including contingencies, is estimated

by Chief Engineer Menocal at sixtj'-

five million, eighty-four thousand,
one hundred and seventy-six dollars,

and for which the highest estimate

thus far made is eighty-seven million,

seven hundred and ninety-nine thou-

sand five hundred and seventy dollars

total cost ! The bill also provides
that the stock held in escrow by
the Secretary of the Treasury (seventy

per cent of the entire capital stock)

may be taken at par by the United
States government at any time prior
to the maturity of the bonds. The
importance of this provision is demon
strated by the value of the Suez Canal

stock, now worth five hundred and

seventy, and paying last year about

twenty per centum. The Nicaraguan
Canal certainly w^ill do as well, having
the tonnage to show for it. Carefully
as the canal bill has been drawn to pro-
tect the public interests, no one can

justly object to such amendments as

shall prevent the abuses which have at

times attended the use of the public
credit by transportation companies.
The Nicaragua Canal with cheap tolls

is what the producers, merchants and
manufacturers of the country demand.
That there is a public feeling against

the lending of the public credit to

any enterprise is not to be wondered
at. The abuses that have attended
this policy are valid reasons for this

sentiment. But it must be recognized
that a Canal Company is in no sense a

transportation company, and that this

is not a domestic enterprise, but an
international one, with obligations to

other nationalities than the United
States, which has granted to the Canal

Company a charter which can be
altered, amended or repealed at its

pleasure. It is impossible t'^ conceive
that it will be the policy of the Canal

Company to charge exorbitant tolls
,

they cannot exceed the Suez Canal

charges, and they are restricted by the

concession from Nicaragua, which

obligates a reduction when a certain

percentage (less than the Suez Canal
is now earning) has been reached.

The prosperity of the Nicaragua
Canal will depend upon the amount of

tonnage using it—a restricted tonnage
with a high toll would be a .suicidal

financial policy for such a work.
"
Corporations have no souls,'" but a

gradual reduction of tolls has been the

policy of the Suez Canal Company, so

eminently successful, that the Nicara-

gua Canal Company must adopt the

.same policy in its own interest.

Construction with government finan-

cial guarantee, while it should not

cost the Republic a dollar, will .secure

for our commerce a cheap canal, and
a cheap canal will permit low tolls.

The Canal Company is not a suppliant
for this guarantee, and it is proceeding
without it. The question devolves

upon Congress, if it will have " an
American canal under American con-

trol." The abuse of such guarantees
in the past, as applicable to domestic
land transportation companies, should
enable the government to provide the

necessary safeguards ; otherwi->^e what
is the benefit of experience ?

Let us now examine the conditions

appertaining to construction with pri-
vate capital, and with no obligation to

our government except such as may
be implied bj' a national charter.

As a private enterprise the Nicaragua
Canal is a gigantic financial under-

taking. There is plenty of money
in the world and even in this countn*-.

to build it. It can be obtained, with-

out doubt, for a handsome compensa-
tion. The enterpri.se differs from a

railway in this, that it can eani nothing
before completion, and it must be
built in a countn,- that furnishes no

capital for its constructiou.

It is obvious that there must be
oflferedto investors large inducements,
with discounts on bonds and shares of
the capital stock as a bonus. These are
the unvar\nng necessities of such an en-
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terprise. Otherwise, wh}' should in-

vestors put their money into a project
which brings no returns until comple-
tion, since where interest is paid it

must be added to the cost of con-

struction ? It is true that the ultimate

financial gain is certain to be as large
as at Suez, but life is short and capital
in this country demands returns as

promptly as is possible. As the work

proceeds, it is probable that the dis-

counts on the securities of the Canal

Company will decrease, but it is im-

probable that money can be obtained
for this enterprise at par or without
some further inducement, until it is on
its last quarter toward construction.

In placing these securities, bankers'

commissions, advertising, etc., must
be added to the total cost, and these

items will thus be properly chargeable
to construction account. They would
not exist with construction under gov-
ernment control. It is thus easily
demonstrated that the canal will cost

very much more, if dependent on

private capital for construction, and
it will be also obvious that the Con-
struction Company will make a greater

profit with construction by means of

private capital than under government
supervision. Inasmuch as construction
under govennnent control, and with
the credit of the United States granted
to the enterprise, would produce a

cheaper canal, why not yet adopt this

method of solving the question ? The
objector to this plan will reply

— "
Let

the govennnent build the canal itself,

buy out the company and go ahead, as

with any other government work."
The United States government has
had an opportunity to do this under
the Zavalla-Frelinghuy.sen treaty,
which it rejected. Another effort of

this character cannot now be made
because the present concession from

Nicaragua specially forbids its being
sold to any government, and this con-

cession has been confirmed to the

Canal Company by the government of

.said Republic. Any policy on the

part of the United vStates government
must be contingent upon the sover-

eign rights of Nicaragua and Costa
Rica. It is possible that the present
Canal Company might be bought ofi

by joint consent of Nicaragua, Costa
Rica and the United States, and
another treaty attempted similar in

scope to the Zavalla-Frelinghuysen
treaty. It is improbable, however,
that Nicaragua, having once seen her
offers rejected, would renew them,

contingent upon the possibility of a

second defeat of the measure in the

Senate, or through the action of the
executive branch of our government.
A self-respecting government would
not submit to the chances of a second
refusal under the same conditions. It

has been publicl}^ stated that the

present Canal Company will ofier no

objections to a renewal of the Freling-
huysen policy, asking only a fair

remuneration for the work alreadj'

done, with such profit as may appear
proper to our government. But it is

so improbable that a renewal of that

treaty can be effected, that the proposal
has thus far not been seriously enter-

tained by the present administration,
so far as is known to the public. In-

deed the same objections apply now as

tho.se which controlled Mr. Cleveland
in withdrawing the Zavalla-Freling-
huy.sen treaty, earl3^ in 1885. The most

important of these objections was the

apprehension of creating foreign com-

plications by acquiring a joint .sov-

ereignty with Nicaragua of the

territor}' on the line of the canal, in

violation of treaty stipulations. Some
of our people affect to ignore such

obligations, but it may be suggested
that we should abrogate a treaty and
not violate it. If, as a nation, we
exact good faith, why should we not

accord it ? The financial policy of

construction with private capital, now
being followed by the Canal Company,
is certainly objectionable on the

score of economy, and politically detri-

mental to the United States, if sufficient

capital is not obtained in this country
to keep the business control at home.
If the .securities of the company are

offered to the public on both sides of
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the Atlantic, it is altogether probable
that the majority of the company's
securities will find a market in Europe.
This means European commercial and

political control, very obnoxious to

American interests and national pol-

icy.
If the stock of the Canal Company

is offered in Europe, where is it most

likely to fnid purchasers ? Obviously
in England, whose all-pervading mari-

time policy makes the American
Interoceanic Canal an object of great
interest to her, and whose shipping
would use it more largely than any
country except the United States.

Her remarkable financial success in

the purchase by Lord Beaconsfield of

the majority of the Suez Canal stock,

and the financial inducements equally

apparent at Nicaragua, would assur-

edly place the control in the hands of

the British government, to the great
commercial and political detriment of

the United States.

I have stated in a previous article

that the American control of the

Nicaragua Canal is a friendly, practi-
cal and complete vindication of the

Monroe doctrine. If this control is

in this case abandoned, we should dis-

card this political theory and policy,

relegating it to
'

'innocuous desuetude !

' '

Monroe and Andrew Jackson might
disapprove of this, but they have long
since gone over to the majority, and
we should no longer uphold that im-

mortal falsehood that
' '

the pen is

mightier than the sword !

"

What has thus far been written will

have suggested the idea that the finan-

cial aspect of the canal question is

intimately associated with the political
consideration of the subject. 1 may
also add a few commercial features

connected therewith. That the nation

furnishing the money for the canal

will largely control the commerce and
industries of Nicaragua and Central

America, is evident to any observer of

events in that part of the world. The
abortive attempt at Panama was an
instance of this. During the few j-cars
of French financial influence there.

the Panama Isthmus became a French

colony. The motives controlling
French patriotism were apparent in

many ways, .some of them amusing.
The tri-color floated e\'er>'where ;

official orders and documents were all

printed in FVench, exchange on Paris

dominated the finances, and importa-
tions of merchandise from F'rance were

largely increa.sed. The American

plant of the Panama railway was
Gallicized with FVench names, even
the coal cars, which had been pre-

viously numbered, being painted in

large letters
' ' charbon !

' ' French

brandy and absinthe became the fash-

ionable drink, and largely aided in

filling the numerous graveyards.
The French are patriotic, and wher-
ever they go they carry France with
them so far as they find it possible.
That the same result would obtain in

Nicaragua follows, as a matter of

course. If the United States aspires
to develop its foreign commerce, the

construction of the Nicaragua Canal
under American control will be a

greater advantage than half a dozen
commercial reciprocity treaties. It

will make a large outlet for our silver,

Nicaragua having no Mint, and using
silver coin as the basis of finance.

I have written sufficient to prove
that ever}' American should approve
of the advice of General Grant when he
wrote: "

I commend to my country-
men an American canal under Ameri-
can control.

' ' This can only be attained

by the investment of American money
in the great work, at least to an amount

equal to a majority of the expenditure
in construction. How it is obtained is

of less importance than that foreign

capital should not be permitted to

dominate the work. The ideal alluded

to is unattainable, and practically the

canal must be made to eani dividends,
cither to pay private capital or to

make good the credit of the United
States government loaned to it. Under
honorable management, with conser-

vative legislation to control it, the
canal will not cost the United States

government a dollar, and the tolls
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will be what commerce cau easily

pay ,
not

' '

all that the traffic will bear,
' '

as at present in the land transportation
of California.

The amonnt of tonnage which may
be relied upon to use the canal when
completed ma}- be fairly estimated at

eight million, one hundred and fifty-

nine thousand and one hundred and

fifty tons, besides which the receipts
from passenger traffic and the local

commerce of Nicaragua will be con-

siderable. The route will becojne a

favorite one for passengers to and from
Atlantic ports, while the very fertile

region in the vicinit}^ of Lakes Nica-

ragua and Managua will rapidly
increase in population and productive-
ness. A revenue of over sixteen mil-

lion dollars per annum can be relied

upon the second year after the canal

has been opened, and a rapid increase

will follow.

The co.st of operation and mainte-
nance should not exceed one million

dollars per annum under ordinary
conditions. The interest on one hun-
dred million dollar bonds will amount
to three million dollars, and, deduct-

ing two million dollars per annum for

sinking fund, there will remain ten

per cent per annum net revenue on the

extreme cost of one hundred million

'dollars. The units of cost in the

engineer's estimate are generally
higher than the work can now be done

for, especially as regards dredging,
for which twenty to thirty cents per
cubic 5^ard is allowed. Machinery can
now be produced which will do this

work for one-fifth the estimated cost.

The surveys have been so ample and
conclusive that contractors stand pre-

pared to execute the work for the

estimates of cost, with contingency
estimate included. Considering finan-

cial results at the Suez Canal, the

above statement is certainl}^ very con-

servative.

The Nicaragua Canal is a great
work and should be a beneficent

enterpri.se to our countrj^ and to the

world. As another great monopoly
it would be intolerable, and it is pleasant
to realize that it cannot become so

under any conditions that can be fore-

seen. I have endeavored to point out

the salient points of its financial

a.spect. It will pay a splendid remun-
eration to the investor, and it should
be a blessing to the producer and the

merchant. Let our legislators make
it their duty to protect the public
interests in connection with this high-
way between the oceans, while secur-

ing its speedy completion, and they
will receive the thanks of their fellow-

countrymen for ages to come.

'^'^i^Si^A'^- :
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BY EX-GOVERNOR LIONEL A. SHELDON.

THK
National Repul^lican Conven- the third-term question. It had been

tion at Chicago in iSSo, was one suggested to Washington and JefTer-
of the most important and inter- son that they should stand for a tliird

esting ever held in this country. The presidential term, but both declined,
number of prominent men who were and thereafter, no man, not even Jack-
delegates was unusually large and son, seems ever to have been men-
included Garfield, Conkling, Logan,
Hoar, Frye, Cameron, Hill, Arthur,
Boutwell, Wentworth, Denison, Gens.
Harrison and Beaver, James D. War-
ren and many others who were well

known to the country. There were
some questions to be settled which
had never before been raised, and the
candidates were men of extraordinary

prominence, from their public service

tioned in that connection, until Gen-
eral Grant, and at this convention.
There were those who pretended that
to break over the precedents that had
been established was dangerous to

public liberty, and there was a good
deal of talk that if the third term were

given to General Grant he might be-

come a king, though the more sensible

men felt as the Duke of Alva did who
and abilit}^, and they were supported was applied to for the purpo.se ofgetting
with persistent energy by their respec-
tive friends.

It was thought by many that the
unit rule had been abusively employed
in Illinois, New York and Pennsyl-

his aid to the scheme of making Don
Carlos king of the Low Countries, and
who said : "It is ea.sier to make a

monarch than a monarch}'." There
were few who believed there was

vania in attempts on the part of State danger in giving the people a chance
Conventions to direct how district del- to elect a man as often or as seldom as

egates should vote, even in disregard they please, but the sentiment largely
of the wishes of the district constituen-
cies. The bolt from the instructions
of the State Conventions in all those
states by a portion of the delegates

representing districts, and the insist-

ance on the other side that they should

obey the command of the State Con-
ventions rai.sed the issue and each side

urged their views with ability and

vigor. The question was debated not
without asperity, and it was decided
that State Conventions could instruct

delegates-at-large, but had no control

over those chosen b^' the congressional
districts.

Another was whether it was good
policy to present to the people the
name of one who had already ser^-ed

in the high office of Chief Magistrate
for two terms. In other words, it was

prevailed that a precedent set bj- the
Father of his Country had better be

respected as an unwritten and sacred

law.

General Grant's patriotism and
tremendous successes as a soldier,

gave him the highest place in the

alTectious of his loj-al countrymen,
and his generous nature made him

popular among the late foes to the

country-. His conspicuous militarj'
services and high qualities as a man
made even his political opponents
charitable towards his shortcomings
or mistakes as President. He was so

true to the cause he espoused and to

friends that his supporters naturally
adhered to him with unflagging
fidelity, and it is not unlikely that

because he was gifted with a strong
5S5
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feeling of gratitude that some who
urged his nomination in 1880, expected
an equivalent for their services from
the influence the}- would have with
him if he became President for the

third time. The administration of

Haj-es had experimented in efforts to

disrupt the democracy of the South, by
appointing Democrats to ofliice in that

section, and to rear up a party of non-

partisan reformers in the North by
placing nondescripts in office, which

proved a flat failure. Under the

Hayes regime, the white loyalists of

the South, the Carpetbaggers and the

negroes felt that thev had been aban-
doned to the mercies of their enemies.
There was a revulsion of sentiment
from that of liberality towards polit-
ical opponents and in favoring the

policy of Grant's preceding terms.

Conditions were exceedingly favorable
to General Grant's candidacy and the
effort to nominate him came nearer

being successful than any dreamed it

would be before the Convention assem-
bled. His great name made him a

rival whom no other candidate could
have overcome, but for the tenacity
with which men who admired and
loved him adhered to the precedent
set l^y Washington.

Mr. Blaine was a man of great abil-

ity, fascinating in intercourse and con-

spicuous as speaker of the House of

Representatives for six years. He
rallied around him the more enthu-
siastic element of the party. He had

barely failed in securing the nomina-
tion in 1876. One of his active sup-

porters said to the writer that if Blaine
were nominated there would be bon-
fires from one end of the country' to

the other. But while Blaine had ar-

dent admirers and active political sup-
porters, he also had enemies.

Mr. Sherman had achieved eminent

political successes, and he had ren-

dered valuable services to the country.
He was regarded as an able legislator
and a great financier. His much
more than ordinary ability and emi-
nent level-headedness was fully appre-
cintod. In all but one thing he was

strong ;
and it was the fact that he

was in the Plaj-es' Cabinet, where hj
was recognized as the most responsible
and controlling mind, and for ever>'

unpopular act of that administration
he .suffered.

The friends of Grant relied on Vicks-

burg and Appomattox to carry him

through ;
and the supporters of Blaine

hoped to succeed through the emotion
that his name would create

;
but both

sides were more intent on mere suc-

cess in the convention than before the

people. They seemed to have no
doubt that at the election there could
be no failure. The friends of Sherman
held the balance of power, and their

plan was to maneuver so as not to

offend, hoping that either the Grant
or Blaine force would ultimatelj^ go
to their candidate

;
and in their anx-

iety to gain friends they toyed and

pla3^ed fast and loo.se, to some extent,
with both the other elements.

Mr. Conkling was the leader of the

Grant forces, assisted by General

Logan and Air. Cameron. As Blaine

and Conkling were enemies, the friends

of the former began by antagonizing
the latter, much after the spirit of the

phillipic of Blaine in the House of

Representatives. There was some-

thing of a struggle over the temporary
organization, but all sides finall}-

agreed upon Mr. Hoar for temporary,
and he was continued as permanent,
Chairman. There was no trouble in

adopting a platform of principles, be-

cause there were no substantial differ-

ences of opinion. The reports of the

Committees oti Contested Seats and
Rules and Order of Business were not

so easily disposed of The Convention
assembled on Tuesday, but did not get

ready to ballot till the following Mon-

da}-. There were several contests, but

the most important one was that in

Illinois. The State Convention elected

district delegates, as well as those at

large, and instructed the whole body
to vote as a unit for General Grant.

The Conventions in New York and

Pennsylvania had done the same thing,
but none of tlie districts had elected
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contesting delegations as had been

done in some instances in Illinois.

The Committee on Contested Seats re-

ported first, and it was proposed to act

upon its report before that on Rules
and Order of Business was made. To
this there were objections, and among
the objectors was Senator Frye, of

Maine, and he inquired why that

Committee had not reported. General

Sharpe, of New York, who was a

member, answered that that Com-
mittee had instructed its Chairman,
General Garfield, not to report until

that from the other Committee had
been made and acted upon. Mr. Frye
made a remark which was understood

by General Sharpe as casting doubt

upon his veracity. Mr. Frye appealed
to General Garfield to state the fact

who confirmed the statement of Gen-
eral Sharpe, but said he was ready to

obey the order of the Convention.
Then Mr. Frye inquired of him what
limitation of debate there would be if

the Convention proceeded to discuss

the contests before any rules were

adopted. General Garfield replied
that there would be none. Pointing
his finger to Mr. Conkling, Mr. Frye
asked,

" Do you seethe point?" Mr.

Conkling arose, and in his inimitable

way, stated what had occurred, and
most significantly that Mr. Frye had

pointed to him and asked if he saw
the point. He concluded by saying,
' '

I arise to say to the gentleman from
Maine that / do see the point.'' The
Convention understood that Mr. Frye
intended hy that to especiall}'- antago-
nize Mr. Conkling as the leader of the

supporters of General Grant, and from
the manner of Mr. Conkling that he
intended to convey the impression that

he was hostile to Mr. Blaine.

The hostility of Conkling to Blaine
was manifested at all times when it

could be done without unseemly im-

propriety. I met him in a hall of the

Grand Pacific Hotel the afternoon be-

fore the Convention assembled. He
asked me if I could not leave the sup-
port of Mr. Sherman and cast a vote
for my old friend. General Grant. T

replied that I was not for Mr. Sher-

man. He then asked who I was for,

and I said Mr. Blaine. With a tone

of .surprise and emphasis, he repeated,

''Blaine,'' and then asked,
" Do you

think you can elect him ?" I replied,
' '

I suppose we can elect whomsoever
this Convention may nominate." He
responded significantly,

" You had
better think about that.

' '

It was then

supposed that the South would cast a

solid electoral vote for the Democratic

candidate, and hence Republican suc-

cess could not be achieved without
New York. The State was, more than

ever before, an important political

factor, and as the so-called stalwart

element largely preponderated in New
York, and Mr. Conkling appeared to

be potential with it, his evident hos-

tility to Mr. Blaine had a depressing
effect upon the latter' s friends, and

quite a number of the most thoughtful
and earnest Republicans at lea.st

doubted the wisdom of Mr. Blaine's

nomination. In the contests, the Con-
vention decided, by a large majority,
that the State Conventions could go no
further than to instruct the delegates
at large. This weakened the Grant

strength considerably, but it only
served to make his friends more de-

termined and persistent. The friends

of Blaine and Sherman had mainly
voted against the unit rule. Del)ate

on the contests was limited by the nile

which was displeasing to the Grant

men, but General Harrison, of Indi-

ana, advocated allowing a liberal addi-

tion of time, which was agreed to, and
it had a tendency to mollify the feel-

ings of the Grant leaders. But they
contested every inch of ground until

the Convention was ready for the nomi-

nating speeches.
In the contest over the unit rule,

General Garfield was prominent from

the fact that he was Chairman of the

Committee on Rules and Order of

Business. Mr. Conkling moved a

resolution that all the delegates should

be required to pledge themselves to

support the nominees, whoever they

might be, as a prerequisite to the right
rTKTZjrsrr-Erc-s
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to vote in the Convention. In the

course of the debate, Mr. Campbell, of

West Virginia, declared he would not

make the pledge, even if the resolution

were adopted. General Garfield de-

fended the position of Mr. Campbell
and opposed the resolution, holding
that it was unnecessary, as every gen-
tleman would feel bound to support
the nominees, as a general proposition,
but that there might be cases where
one might not think it his duty to do

so, and that the Convention should

not attempt to bind the conscience of

any man
;
that each delegate should

be left free to carry out his convictions

of duty. The Convention refused to

adopt the resolution. The friends of

General Grant, in the Convention and
in the galleries, early greeted the en-

trance of Conkling into the Conven-
tion with various manifestations of

applause, and they soon grew into

immense proportions. As he and Gen-
eral Garfield w^ere pitted against each
other in the most important struggles
in the Convention, the opponents of

General Grant began greeting him
when he entered, in a similar manner,
and they soon excelled those bestowed

upon ]\Ir. Conkling. These manifes-

tations w^ere kept up till the Conven-
tion terminated its labors in selecting
the Presidential candidate.

Nominating .speeches were com-
menced and concluded on vSaturday.
The .speech of Conkling nominating
General Grant was a memorable one
in delivery, and in artful presentation
of the merits of his candidate. He
made it appear that New York was of

the utmost importance in the election,

indicating that Grant alone could save

any of the Southern States. Quoting
Napoleon, he said it was a question
whether the South would be per-

manently "Republican or Cossack."
The climax was when he said that

Grant had no wires running from his

house to the Convention, which was a

thrust at Blaine, and no l^ureau of

information, which was a slap at Sher-

man, and no means of knowing the

proceedings of the Convention other

than those possessed b}- the body ot

the people, and that having no policy
of his own contrar}' to the will of the

people,
' ' he never betrayed a cause

nor a friend." His speech created

the utmost enthusiasm and was
received wdth tremendous applause in

the body of the Convention, and in

the galleries, which was prolonged
unprecedentedly. Mr. Joy of Michigan
followed and read a long, prosy speech
in behalf of Mr. Blaine. His voice

had so little volume that it was not

heard in but a .small part of the va.st

building in which the Convention sat.

Mr. Joy was a wealthy railroad man,
and had no other distiuction. His

speech fell flat upon the Convention
and galleries, so much so that Mr.

Frj'e felt it necessary to supplement it

with some highly impassioned
remarks. Garfield nominated I^Ir.

Sherman, and unlike the others,
which were distinctively ad honimevi,
his speech was a presentation of the

great Republican cause. He advised

that the Convention should not nom-
inate under the impulse naturall)-
aroused by the surroundings and
under the influence of the hot sun of

June, but with reference to the delib-

erate judgment of the people to be

expressed in cool November days.
Garfield's speech was for the purpose
of creating conviction, and Conkling's
was an appeal to the high esteem in

which General Grant w^as held by the

body of his countrymen on account of

his magnificent .successes as a soldier

and great character as a man. Conk-

ling's effort aroused emotion, that of

Garfield created a profound impression.
When he described the man who should
lie selected to represent the great cause :

men in the galleries shouted :

" Nom-
inate Garfield." The applause was
tremendous when he concluded. He
had made a more favorable impression
for himself than for his candidate.

The maneuvers antecedent to the

balloting were .skillful, and more

especially on the part of the friends of

Grant. They were a Macedonian
Phalanx from the beginning to the end.
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Their conduct was worthy the stead-

fastness and persistency of their can-

didate. The old guard of Napoleon
was never more faithful. They stood

devotedly and sublimely. It was my
impression that Blaine would lead

Grant on the first ballot and that

ultimately the line of the latter would
be forced to give way. The contest

between the friends of the two leading
candidates was so determined and

uncompromising that it was impossible
that there would be desertions from
one side to the other to any apprecia-
ble extent, and neither seemed very
much inclined to adopt Mr. Sherman
as a compromise. There were many
men who were supporters of Mr.

Blaine, who felt after a few da3's that

he could not be nominated and as a

good deal of bad feeling had been

aroused, that it would not be wise

policy to nominate him. They natur-

ally turned their thoughts to the

selection of some one who would
assure harmony in the election.

Garfield's service in the House of

Representatives had been long and

conspicuous, and he had acquired
distinction on the stump and in the

army. He had not been engaged in

any factional controversy. His
course in the Convention had made a

decided impression upon the delegates
and the galleries. To show how he
was regarded, even by Mr. Conkling,
I state an incident : Near the end of

the week I received a message from
Mr. Conkling to the effect that he
would like to have me come to his

room. I met him as requested.

Knowing my warm personal friendship
for General Grant, and that in Con-

gress I was a supporter of his admin-

istration, he hoped to induce me to

support him in the Convention. The
conversation was somewhat protracted
and covered the situation generally.
I asked him if he had considered what
he would do in case it became apparent
that General Grant could not be nom-
inated. He replied that he had not,
for no such contingency would happen.
I said to him that I did not believe

he could be nominated b}- that

Convention, by any possibility, and
asked if it were not wise to arrange in

advance a course to be pursued in case

of failure. He answered :

"
Perhaps

so, whom do you suggest ?
"

I .said :

"General Garfield."
" Are you his

friend?" he inquired. I answered
that I was. He then complained of a

remark which had been repeated to

him as having been made by General
Garfield concerning him which I knew
nothing about, but investigation

proved that Conkling was misinformed.
He stated that a friend of Garfield had

gone to individual New York delegates
and said :

" What a great man Conk-

ling would make of him.self if he
would nominate Garfield." This dis-

pleased him, but he finally said if

Garfield were to be nominated, it

must be done by a few men in the

bod}' of the Convention, and added
that next to Grant he preferred
Garfield.

The chances of Mr. Blaine were dis-

cu.ssed, among some of his friends,
with a good deal of misgiving as to

the result. Four delegates from as

many different states arranged a pro-

gramme before the ballotings com-

menced, to bring out General Garfield
in case it looked as if Blaine could not
be nominated, for it appeared that

some new man would probabh' be
taken up, and who it would be was a

matter of direction. The first ballot

placed Grant in the lead, which he
maintained. Blaine could not make
any gain of consequence. !Mr. Sher-
man had about ninety votes, and there

were a few scattering ones. At the
end of the day the situation was un-

changed from that of the morning.
There was no possibility that Blaine

could be nominated, unless the Ohio
Sherman men should abandon their

candidate and go over to him. Late
in the evening it was arranged that

this should be done, though several of

the Sherman men preferred Grant to

Blaine. It was believed if Ohio should

go over to Blaine in the main, it would

carry influence enough to nominate
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him. Later in the night, Massachu-
setts sent word to the Ohio Sherman
men that her votes, except two or

three which were for Grant, would,
in the mornina:, be withdrawn from
Blaine and givn to Sherman. His
Ohio friends, tuciefore, could not keep
their agreement to go over to Blaine,
and it put his nomination out of the

question, apparently. Instead of a

gain, as was expected, Blaine suffered

a loss. The time seemed to have ar-

rived to carry into effect the pro-

gramme that had been arranged for

bringing out Garfield. It was to have
Wisconsin take the lead for the reason
that it was the last state on the list,

and the delegates from other states

would have time to reflect in the in-

ter\'al between that and the next bal-

lot. It was further arranged that on
the succeeding ballot Indiana should
cast all her votes for Garfield except
two which were for Grant, and that

several scattering votes should be

given him from the Southern States.

The programme succeeded so well that

the front states on the list wheeled into

line, and when Maine was reached,
Blaine's strength in preceding states

had nearly all gone over to Garfield,
and that state had no alternative but
to do likewise. The same was true as

to Ohio, for the bulk of the Sherman
votes outside of Ohio had aligned them-
selves with the Garfield ranks. Ohio
cast her full vote for him, and he was
nominated by a handsome majority,
which created immense enthusiasm in

the body of the Convention and in the

crowded galleries. On motion of Mr.
Conk ling the nomination was made
unanimous. In the evening Mr. Ar-
thur was nominated for Vice Presi-

dent. New York had five candidates

—Mr. Arthur, Mr. Wheeler, Mr.
Haskins, General Woodford and Mr.
Morton. Contrary to public belief,

Mr. Arthur was selected in caucus

against the wishes of Mr. Conkling.
Thus tenninated the labors of this

most memorable Convention.
Garfield and Arthur were both dele-

gates in the Convention, and the for-

mer had taken a prominent part in its

proceedings. Mr. Grier, of Pennsyl-
vania, had voted for Garfield almost
from the beginning, but it had no sig-

nificance; for he had once or twice voted
for others, and he had no personal ac-

quaintance with Garfield. He was
familiar with his career and admired
it. At the risk of being considered

immodest, I make the statement that

I had for nearly twenty years been
intimate with Garfield in the army, in

Congress and in social life, and was
familiar with his political aspirations
and purposes, and that he had no

knowledge of the steps that were taken
to promote his nomination, except
what occurred openly before the Con-
vention. He had been elected to the

Senate to succeed Mr. Thurman,
whose term was to expire on the 4th
of the succeeding March. When Wis-
consin voted for him, he arose and at-

tempted to decline the use of his name,
but the Chairman of the Convention
refused to let him speak. He turned

pale as the tide rolled in his favor,

and when the nomination was made
unanimous, he looked like a marble
statue. He immediately retired to his

room at the hotel, and to his friends

spoke of his nomination regrelfull}-.

He was inpressed with the responsi-
bilities of the position in which he
had been placed

—which weighed down
rather than exhilarated his spirits.

[To he Continued.)



TlIK AUSTRALIAN BALLOT LAW.

THERE
is a general impression that this

law is a complete preventive of election

frauds and crimes, and it is the basis of hope
on the part of honest citizens that our poli-

tics hereafter will be purer and, possibly,

absolutely pure. It has not been in use

long enough to determine how efficacious it

may prove to be, and any opinion as to its

workings must be based upon theory. It

is a law skillfully devised, and it seems to

be so complete in machinery and detail that

to commit crime against the ballot, will not

only be more difficult, but detection will be

easier than under any previous law. It will

therefore, be productive of benefit, because

crimes cannot be so easily committed, and
the attempt to commit them will be attended

with greater peril.

Election laws at the beginning of the

government were very simple, and in them

comparatively few acts were denounced as

crimes, and few penalties provided. Penal

provisions have been added from time to

time, as occasion seemed to demand, and

every law at the time of enactment was

supposed to contain all necessary restraints.

There has been the same development or

evolution that has appeared in the construc-

tion of safes so as to make them burglar-

proof, but nothing has yet been created that

successfully defies the burglar's skill.

Every election law thus far has been evaded,
violated and defied, and may it not be the

same with the Australian law ? The genius
of the law-maker has not been shown to be

superior to that of the political rascal. In

constructing naval ships, the effort is to

make plating impervious to all projectiles,

and at the same time, men are racking their

brains to invent explosives and guns that

will pierce ships most perfectly armored,

and the two classes have kept about an even

pace. So it has been with election law-

makers and election law-breakers.

Legislation will not change the disposition
to be dishonest, or to any appreciable extent

revolutionize human nature. So long as

there are those who will sell their votes,
there will be bribers, and so long as there

are weak and cowardly men, there will be
intimidation and violence. When men are

under the control of a passion for places of

power or profit, instead of high moral sen-

timents, there will be ballot-box stuffing,
falsification of returns, and every fraud

which the political rascal can de\-ise under
whatever law may be enacted. The Aus-
tralian law, more fully than any previous
one, surrounds the voter with official sur-

veillance, but frauds and crimes have most

frequently been committed by election

officers.

Sworn officers are presumed to be faithful

and honest, but experience proves the man
to be the same in or out of office. In con-

sequence of this presumption, he can commit
crime with less danger of detection and
conviction because he has facilities for

throwing a cover over his acts. It is rare

that the bribed will confess his crime by
exposing the briber. To place a man in an

inclosurc, where by himself he can com-
mune with the spirit of patriotism, may,
like prayer in the cloister, tend to make him

better, but those capable of being bribed or

influenced bv intimidation, or willine: that

a fraud shall be committed, may be reached

by the officer who delivers him the ballot,

or instructs him as to the manner of votine.

Bribery and intimidation are rarely prac-
ticed at the polling places, and almost never

publicly. This law is not a perfect shield

against crime, and no law can be made that

591
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will be. To isolate a man when be votes is

a reflection upon bis courage, independence
or integrity. It is a butniliation, bowever,

to wbicb all are willing to submit, if bonest

elections will be the result.

The strongest argument against govern-

ment by the people is the prevalence of

fraud and corruption in choosing rulers-

Election crimes in this Republic do more to

sustain hereditary governments in Europe
than the bayonets of Czar or Kaiser.

Legislation cannot be made so perfect as

to prevent the evils resulting from the abuse

of the ballot. It may afford aid, but the only
effective remedy is in a proper public senti-

ment, a.E-'intiment that will render the politi-

cal manij ilator and rascal a social outlaw,

the same as the forger, the burglar and rapist.

To steal an election is worse than to imitate

a signature, or to enter a homestead when

the inmates are asleep and rob them of

their property, or to deflower the virtuous;

for it involves the whole community in the

calamity of bad government, and general

demoralization. Under any law honest cit-

izens must watch constantly, and when

crime is committed, the severest punishment
must be unrelentingly inflicted. People
cannot successfully govern themselves and

remain idle and listless. The bad element

is always active and ready to take advan-

tage of opportunites. If good men are so

vigilant that the vicious are prevented from

realizing benefits from their frauds and

crimes, they will give up their occupation as

profitless. The good men in this country

largely outnumber the bad men. There
• will be no serious conflict between the two

elements when it is understood that the

intelligent and patriotic sleep on their arms.

It is said " the wicked fleeth when no man

pursueth." The political sinner will cer-

tainly flee when be realizes that he is pur-

sued by the men who are controlled by
considerations of the public welfare.

L. A. vS.

PRESERVATION OF THE MISSIONS.

In the October number of TiiE Cai.ifor-

NIAN an editorial was publi.shed calling

attention to the present state of the Cali-

fornia missions, and urging the church aiul

people, irrespective of sect, to take a stand

and protect these ancient nionunients from

vandalism and decay. The Catholic press,

throughout America, took the matter up,
and it is hoped some good has been accom-

plished. Recently, through the efforts of

some ladies in Los Angeles county, a society
has been formed for the preservation of the

missions. The Californian has been

asked to aid in the good work, and in the

present issue publishes the first of a series

of articles on the missions, in which will

be presented their romantic history and the

claims they have upon the people at large.

They are the monuments of old California,

and without some especial care, will, in

many instances soon become things of the

past.

HOW TO SECtTRE GOOD GOVERNMENT.

The article of Mr. Richard H. McDonald,
Jr., of this city, on " How to Secure Good

Municipal Government," published in this

number, will be read with profound interest

by all good and intelligent citizens. The
article is the beginning of a series from the

writer upon the important political questions
of the day. Mr. McDonald is actively en-

gaged in business, and like many others

similarh' situated, is giving study to public
affairs with a view to the discovery and ap-

plication of remedies for existing evils. This

action is an evidence that the business men
of the country mean to take hold of public
affairs for the purpose of putting govern-
ments on a footing that will promote the

public welfare, and redound to the honor of

the nation.

THE world's fair.

It has been said that some of the counties

of California are not showing the interest

they should in the World's Eair, though
this certainly cannot be said for the entire

State. California has a rare opportunity to

present itself in its proper colors to the

world, and every effort should be made to

this end. The article in the present issue on

the possibilities of a loan for the World's

Fair by Auguste Wey cannot fail to arouse

an interest in the question among all Cali-

fornians. This state has it within its power
to make one of the most striking exhibits in

the list of States. Especially in arclucology
and kindred sciences, the State can make a

fine showing.
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JOHN

A. WRIGHT, ESQ., of the San

I'rancisco Bar, presents for public con-

sideration in neatly bound form, published

by the S. Carson Company, a monoj^raph,
entitled

" IIow to Get Good Judges," which

is in many respects a most excellent exposi-
tion of the subject. Ilis object is

" to sug-

gest means of creating and justifying
confidence in the law officers of the govern-
ment." In the same line is Rufus Choate's

famous observation, which was severely

criticized, that "
it is more necessary that

our courts be believed honest than that they
be honest." INIr. Wright shows in a forcible

manner that the method of forming our

judicial system tends to sacrifice the exist-

ence of honesty and creates popular distrust.

He makes an able and timely presentation
of the evils that surround and permeate our

courts and .seriously menace our system of

popular government. But the remedies he

proposes involve methods and details too

cumbersome and complicated to encourage
their adoption. That the lawyers themselves,
as is recommended, are best qualified to

select the judiciary is a proposition that

finds much favor among thoughtful minds.

The grave importance of the subject should

give Sir. Wright a wide hearing.

Mr. WiIvUAM H. Rhawn, of Philadel-

phia, offered a tempting prize for the best

essay on roads and roadmaking, which of-

fer, made through the Universit}' of Pennsjd-

vania, has produced a rich result. We have
now a neatly formed volume of three hun-

dred pages, comprising the best of the es-

says which entered the competition. This

group of monographs has brought together
the most exhaustive treatmient of common
roads, giving the history of improved high-

ways ;
the scientific and engineering princi-

ples relating to them
; experiments with the

greatest variety of material used in their con-

struction
;
the economic advantages of good

roads
;
the best methods of construction and

maintenance, and of raising money there-

for, and the legislation required to effect all

these results. The ripest wisdom and ex-

perience demonstrate that the MacAdam
and the Telford systems are the only ones

against which no objection can be brought.

No one who has enjoyed the country roads

of England and the continent can fail to

indorse the opinion that in our zeal to grid-
iron the land with railroads, we have suffered

common wagon roads to fall into neglect
and disgrace. We are breeding the finest

road horses and building delightful carriages
for use and pleasure, but we have only poor
roads to drive them on. Fortunately, the

wheelsmen and horse-breeders are contrib-

uting no little effort to idealize and render

practical the whole subject. A road that

will satisfy the ardent bicyclist and the

sporting horse-trainer, at all times of the

year, is the highway that will best subserve

the interests of the farmer and the teamster.

This volume published by Ilenrj' Carey
Baird & Co., Philadelphia, is the most com-

plete book on the subject yet given to the

public.

George R. Cathcart, through the Amer-
ican Book Company, issues a literary reader

which appears to us one ofthe best in the field.

The following from the preface gives some
of the features of the present edition .

' ' The

recognition of distinctly scientific writers as

contributors to letters is continued. In its

early days, science was dry and almost re-

pellent to all save its favored students
;
but

its modern exponents have not failed to see

the importance of presenting it in attractive

guise, and the writings of Agassiz, Gray,

Dana, Lyell, Tyndall, Huxley, and others

abound in passages of great beauty, even
when judged by the standards of pure lit-

erature. Among the leading features of this

revision are the Definitions and Outline of

Study, which form the introduction to the

book
;
the chapter on the Beginnings of

English Literature, which covers the period

previous to the time when our language took
its permanent form

;
and the subdivision of

our literature into the four great periods of

Elizabethan Literature, the Literature of the

Commonwealth and Restoration, the Liter-

ature of the Eighteenth Century, and the

Literature of the Nineteenth Century. The

biographical and critical notices have been
re\\T4tten and much extended, and an intro-

ducton,- chapter to each of the four grand
divisions has been prepared. Each one of

593
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these periods is marked by distinct and

definite outlines
;
each one has its own char-

acter, and arranges itself in something like

systematic order around certain great central

names. It has therefore been possible to

make the book orderly and continuous in its

character, and to give it an historical per-

spective, which shows forth the masters and

masterpieces of our literature in their true

proportions."

The war between labor and capital is

vigorously depicted in " The Coming Cli-

max," published less than a year ago, and

just now issued in paper covers to satisfy a

wider demand. In this book Mr. Lester C.

Hubbard, the author, sums up the results of

a wide observation and collection of facts,

enforced by many years of patient study.
If for no other reason, the volume would be

valuable as the sound of that voice of dis-

content and asenseof outraged justice which
refuses to be silenced, and now and then

breaks out in a petty revolution such as the

recent Homestead riot. As we read his

pages, we cannot help feeling how uncon-

sciously a writer thoroughly imbued wath

the spirit of a cause, drops into a style of

treatment that is tinged with the very dem-

agogisni which he condemns. Mr. Lester's

chance of carrying conviction would be
better had he omitted all catch words and

phrases such as "scabs,"
" Pinkerton

thugs," and the like, until such terms were
made to grow out of the case after it was

proved. Aside from this objection, and
some extravagance and violence of style,

the author may be said to have presented a

fair statement of the contending forces that

are now nearing the climax which he thinks

cannot be further away than ten years.
The country is virtually under the control,

we are told, of about three thousand pluto-

crats, who have their hands on the throttle

valves of the great party machines. These
millionaires are reinforced by a middle class,

numbering three million, that is practically

passionless, while against these two factors

are arrayed about ten million sons of toil

embracing farmers' and trades unions. The

remaining fifty million of the nation's pop-
ulation consist of women and children who
cut no figure in the contest. The hearts of

the ten million are embittered by long years
of oppression and its consequent intense

hate. They have pleaded for and demanded
redress for their wrongs and relief from
their l)urdens. Unless a change for the

better shall be wrought out through the

peaceful methods of political agencies and

national legislation, another civil revolution
is predicted, which will deluge the country
with bloodshed and ruin.

It strikes the reader as somewhat singular
that the author treats the alternative he
intimates with so light regard and so pessi-
mistic an eye. We may assure him that, of

the three million men whom he consigns to

a selfish adherence to that gain which has
made the plutocrats, there is a vast multi-
tude that feels as deeply as he regarding
the gravity of the situation, though they are
not so clamorous. It is not right to rate

this contingent of the middle class as

opposed to labor because it refuses to in-

dorse all the extravagancies of labor organ-
izations. These men will be joined by a
vast number of farmers and laboring men,
organized and unorganized, in the condem-
nation of the tyranny of labor as well as the

tyranny of capital. The vast majority of

the American people love law, though they
may habitually slight it, and when men
rise up and incite riot and murder for any
cause whatsoever, public opinion will also

rise in its terrible majesty to put them
down. It may not be amiss, therefore, to

inquire w'hy, if there are at least ten million

men opposed to plutocracy, they do not
strike it down by the silent artillery of the
ballot. It may take some years to reach
this result, but those years of patient suffer-

ing in want will be vastly better than an
outbreak in revolution by force.

On the false principle that history must

repeat itself, our atithor draws an illustra-

tion from the genesis of the Civil War to

show that the same causes now at work will

eventuate in the same kind of a result. He
makes no account of the tremendous spread
of education and intelligence during the

past twenty-five years, and he seems not to

know that fifty years ago there existed the

same unions and federations of industrial

workers as now
;
that they provoked or

authorized strikes and riots, persecuted
"
scabs," and yet before the year 1S40 they

passed out of sight and mind from no

assignable cause. Labor organizations stim-

ulate thinking and in the end they will exalt

reason above force. We are undergoing a

process of gradual evolution, broken at in-

terv'als by a spurt of violence, but tending to

prevent the dread calamities of insurrection

or revolution. vSuch books as this one,
added to the one thotisand four hundred
reform newspapers, are carrying to success

a bloodless war that will cud in the triumph
of honest toil. For sale by Robertson, 126

Post street.
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A TRIP TO THE VENDOME AND CONGRESS SPRINGS.

RY LAURA BRIDE POWERS.

TALKS
of the wondrous beauty of

the Garden City of the Coast had
often penetrated into our sanc-

tums at home. Often we had heard
of the Elysian bowers that elusteretl

around every home, howsoever hum-
ble

;
of the spreading sycamores that

lined its suburban streets and l)y-ways;
and of the unselfish abolition of fences

and railings, whereby the pretty gar-
dens became for the nonce the prop-
erty of the passer-by.

Thither we were bowded on a bright
May morning, leaving a large contin-

gent of our l)rethren still in San Fran-
cisco. For an hour and a half we
rolled along over a smooth, level

country that lay comfortably between
two ridges of the grass-grown hills

and mountains, on which large herds
(jf cattle and horses were contentedly
grazing. Immense fields of waving
grain lay on either side of us for great
distances, but as we neared Santa
Clara Count}' these gave \vay to

stretches of vineyard and orchard.

Numerous thriving towns and cities

are located on the railroad, in many of

which elegant .suburban villas have
been erected by city dwellers. Palo

Alto, with its magnificently endowed
university and its famous stock farm,
we passed on our right, but no stop
was made. On we sped until the
coach door flew open, and the conduc-
tor launched forth a wdiolly unintelli-

gible articulation which proved to be
" San Jose," but as for me he might
have annoimced it in Choctaw. What
a pandemonium greeted us when the

pufiing engine pulled in. The bell

was ringing vociferously ; the clang,

clang, of the electric gong was doing
its utmost to drown the voice of its

less aristocratic fellow-creature on the

engine, while a perfect Babel of voices

cried out,
' ' Wants carriage ?

' '

"St. James," Hotel Vendome,"
' '

Baggage, .sir ?
' '

Grasping our grips
we made our way through the crowd
t(j the 'bus of the Hotel Vendome,
wdiither we had been directed, and
soon were off.

Down First street for a few blocks,
thence into a grove of i)ines and .syca-

mores that towered skyward from the

velvety lawns, interspersed here and
there with beds of pansies in purple
and gold, all gleaming and glinting in

the morning .sun, up to the hotel we
were driven—a quaint Queen Anne
structure of four stories, a charming
compilation of gables, turrets, bal-

conies and verandas.

Tired from our almost incessant

travel, we were happy to find a retreat

so inviting. The general ensemble of

the hostelry and surroundings, the
wide marble walks, shaded from the

midday sun by intertwining branches,
the trickling fountains and the rustic

tete-a-tetes, put us strongly in mind
of the old baronial hall of a good old

Engli.sh gentleman. Entering the

lobby, to the right of which is the

office, the same thought suggested
itself. There on the left stood the
wide-mouthed English fireplace, in

which a log lay smoldering and

.spluttering. This is indisputably one
of the prettiest vestibules we had met
in our travels. Many were more
splendid, but few were more attractive.

The floor is composed of mosaics of

pale blue, cream and chocolate, stretch-

ing away to the grand staircase on the
left and the dining-hall in the rear.

The wood fini.shing is of the popular
Spanish cedar, with great beams run-

ning across the ceiling.

Having registered, .still incog., with
our accompanying bell-boy and bag-
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gage, we were ushered into the

elevator and taken to our apartments
on the second floor. They were

charmingly appointed, the finishings
and decorations being in good taste

and essentially comfortable. The view

directly overlooking the park was a

solace to a weary soul. The rose

maze, teeming with the
" Duchesse

Brabant " and "Gold of Ophir
" was

just beneath our window, and each

zephyr that blew into our rooms was
laden with their sweet breath.

City of Roses, as we had but three

days' leave of absence from our party.
Mr. Geo. Snell, our host, generously

furnished us with such information as

we desired about the points of interest,

among which were Alum Rock, Con-

gress Springs, the famous New Alma-
den quicksilver mines, the Leland
Stanford Jr. University, the Santa
Clara mission, established in 1777,
and the great L,ick Observatory on Mt.
Hamilton. Our first drive was through
the picturesque streets and past hun-

::li'-A^f-l*=mM

Hotel Vendome, San Jose.

Luncheon next claimed our atten-

tion, the balmy atmosphere of the

valley already having liad a visible

effect upon our appetites. The menu
was excellent, well served, and com-

pared very favorably with our best

Gotham hotels, whicli, l:)y the way, a

New Yorker maintains as a criterion,
and to which he never fails to refer.

Learning that a well-appointed stable

had been establi.shed in connection
with the hotel, we ordered a four-in-

hand for an exiDcditious glance at the

drcds of charming homes, in whose
gardens roses of every variety bloomed
in prodigal profusion, then out to

Alum Rock, a citj' reservation of four

hundred acres, which it is every good
tourist's duty to visit. When our

trusty bays drew up in front of the

hotel at six o'clock, the soft strains

of a string orchestra within greeted
our ears. It was dinner hour, and the

guests were already descending into

the dining-room. An animated .scene

greeted us, as the steward escorted us
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to the seats we occupied at luncheon.

What a memory of faces it is his for-

tune to possess.
The beauties of the dining hall were

not half so apparent at lunch hour.

Now, lighted by myriads of incandes-

cents, the cream and white tones of

the room appeared in all their pristine

purity. The sun had not yet gone to

rest and the drawn draperies of the

western windows admitted the dying
light in mellow tones througli the

cathedral glass. In cacli of the four

firciilaces that stand on either side,

great crackling logs burned cheerily.
The dinner menu was excellent,

the wine good, the strains of the

orchestra reaching our ears with deli-

cious indistinctness, and wu all with

one accord pronounced "The Ven-
dome "

a charming resort, deserving
the name and fame it has gained in

the few years of its existence.

Outside of those of her metropolis,
California has a hostelry of which she

may justly feel proud. The ladies'

parlors, with billiard room attached,
are attractive apartments strongly sug-

gestive of the private home of a

cultured and wealthy family. The
afternoon promenade along the corri-

dors revealed a cos}- reading-room in

the left n'ing, opening out into a Inroad

piazza. Opposite are the gentlemen's
(juarters, their club-rooms, etc., in a

.separate wing, connected by an
enclosed corridor with the hotel proper.
Here, also, is the music hall wherein
are given all the nuisical events of the

hotel. Surmounting the main hall, a

sun parlor displays an admirable view
of the valley, with its teeming orchards
and vineyards. Mt. Hamilton can be
.seen proudly rearing its brow heaven-

ward, fittingly crowned with the dome
of the great Observatory.

Thither we were going on the mor-
row, the start to be made at seven
A. M. Having heard maii}^ times of
the perilous ride up the rugged moun-
tain, inquiry elicited the information
that our fears be instantl>' put aside, if

ourjourney were made in the \^endome

stage, driven by l^Ir. Ross, the veteran

handler of the ribbons. In the many
years of his mountain ascents an
accident had never occurred of any
moment. The road, we learned, is

not surpas.sed in the state, having been
constructed at an expense of one hun-
dred thousand dollars appropriated by
the Legislature. Sir Edwin Arnold
arou.sed the ire of all good vSanJo.seans

by informing the public in his articles

on California that the road was built

at a cost of one thou.sand dollars bj-

vSanta Clara County.
We traversed the same road for a

few miles as we took to Alum Rock
on the preceding day, when, turning
to the right, the ascent began. What
a profusion of blue lupines ! At times
so thick they grew along the way.side,
that in the di.stance it .seemed that

strips of blue sky had dropped from
above and bordered the roadway. A
.slight mist hung over the vallej' at

starting, l)ut the dispelling rays of the

sun .soon had their effect— the gray
pall was drawn aside further and fur-

ther, enlarging the panorama at our
feet. The ascent is .scarcely perceptible,
.so gentle is the grade ; yet on it goes,

higher and higher, the horizon becom-

ing more comprehensive at each bend,
the vinej'ards and orchards le.ss dis-

tinct, the dwellings mere dots. The
waters of San Francisco Baj'then came
into view, even the blue hills of Marin

County beyond were discernible, the

great bend of the sky .seeming to yoke
the Pacific with Mt. Diablo, the guar-
dian of Contra Costa. As on we went,

the wealth of flora delighted us. Blue

and white lupines, creamy buttercups,

dainty baby-blue-eyes, all in sweet

accord, dwelt side by side. Such
damosels ! Little wonder the proud

prairie torch and the regal e.schscholtzia

paid them court, and bent low in token

of their charms.

Plunging into a caiioii lined on all

sides with growths of chaparral and
manzanitas, and studded here and
there with huge moss-grown bowlders,
and emerging into clear, bold space,
where we were enabled to catch a

glimpse of the shimmering waters ol
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the bay, we reached Smith's Creek for

dinner. This inn is under the same

management as the Vendomc, and the

menu is just as tempting. This was a

surprise to us, but a welcome one, the

bracing mountain air fitting us admir-

abl}^ for a good dinner.
" Here we

were strongly reminded of scenes in

our Catskills. There ran the moun-
tain stream revealing a multitude of

speckled trout. In and out between
the rocks they darted, sorely tempting
the Waltons of our party from pro-

forty-three feet above the level of the
sea.

From the point, the largest telescope
in the world nightly as.saults the
celestial world. While the earth is

slumbering these solons on the moun-
tain top are peering into the mysteries
of the upper deep. It is claimed that

the possibilities of astronomical obser-

vation are greater from this point than
from any other in the world. The
buildings are as substantial as the
mountain itself, every device known

The Lobby.

ceeding further, particularly as a

number of guests from the inn were

indulging in the sport, and apparently
meeting with great success. Here a

relay of horses was obtained, and we
made a fresh start, almost loathe to

leave so charming a spot. Higher,
yet higher, we went, the abyss of

space on our right .seeming almost
illimitable. After making three hun-
dred and sixty-five turns, we were
at la.st at the top of the mountain,
four thou.saud four hundred and

to mechanical skill having been

brought into use in their con.struction

and equipment. The ten-ton telescope
can be moved and adjusted by a child,

.so perfect is its mechanical construc-

tion and its mounting. Below the

stone pier on which it rests, lies the

body of the founder of the Observatory,

James Lick.

From the top of the dome, the view
is indescribably beautiful, inspiring
the beholder with awe as well as

admiration. Truly the visit is well
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worth the trip across the country ;

the impression that the tourist car-

ries away will remain with him for-

ever.

The lowering sun bade us put aside

our glasses and prepare to return.

Then the descent began. How the
horses whizzed round the turns. In
less than three hours we drew up in

front of the Vendome, dusty and

begrimed, but highly pleased with our

day's outing, thus adding another

terpart of tlie famous Congress Spring.'i
of New York.
The road lay in a different direction

from our previous drives, and \vas full

of delights and .surprises. The locality
is famous for its deciduous fruit

orchards, many of which were .still in

blossom. Each breeze, pregnant with
the perfume of white and pink blo.s-

soms, brought back reminiscences of

our boyhood days, when, at the

juncture we would .stand by with our

Ladies' Parlor.

chapter in our diaries of the wonders
of California.

The next morning dawned fresh as

a water.sprite. The air was redolent
with the perfume of the moistened

grass, while the birds chirped their

morning carol to the sun. A pair of

spanking bays, driven by the trust-

worthy Mr. Ross, pawed the gravel
impatiently, waiting to start on their

fourteen-mile drive to Congress Springs—a popular resort, said to be a coun-

hands thrust in our trousers' pockets,

contemplating a royal feast ere many
moons. We were not harassed in

those days by .such diabolical contriv-

ances as barbed-wire fences. On we
went, plunging into a grove of cotton-

woods and oaks, through which a

purling, foaming mountain stream had
found its way. The foothills were
still in their verdant Easter garb, the

manzanitas and live oaks on the hills

looking new-born but for their patn-
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archal beards that wave in the breeze.

We had reached the confines of the

Springs ahnost without knowing it,

the hotel bursting upon our view with

startling suddenness, as we rounded a

short bend. An inviting hostelr}^
with a wide veranda, sheltering
numerous rustic seats, which the

such lovely scenes ! A wonder that

California does not contribute more
artists to the world than she does !

Sureh- no spot on earth was more
blessed than .she with inspirations.

M>- tourist friends, when 3'ou visit Con-

gress Springs, behold that mountain
that rises so suddenly from the canon

to your right. From
base to summit, not a

spot of its breast but
is modestly covered.

Its mantle is green, to

be sure, but the shades
of it are almost illimit-

able. Here is the sea-

foam green of a daint}-

shrub, there the deep
green of the live oak,

forming in all a charm-

ing symphony of col-

oring.

Scene near Congress Springs.

/^A m

^/ guests evidently appreciated,

overlooking a charming land-

scape, designed cjnly by nature. Judg-
ing from the multiplicity of vehicles
in the sheds, we inferred that a numl^er
of lovers of rural delights had come
hi tiler for the day.
What rui education to dwell among

Wrapt in admiration of the land-

scape, we had forgotten the sensuous

requirements of our grosser selves till

lunch hour had almost passed. Hav-

ing discovered the oversight, our dis-

cussions on nature were hastily

droj^ped, and we repaired at once to

the dining-room, where a luncheon fit
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for a king was spread before us.

Sweet milk and cream, flaky bread

that rivaled the whiteness of the

platter it lay upon—the whole menu
was dainty and tempting. Having
finished the repast, Mr. Lewis A. vSage,

the owner of this delightful .spot,

directed us through the arbor ju.st in

front of the hou.se, and thence to the

pathway to the spring, of which he
seemed very proud. Ta.sting the

waters, we readily associated them
with our own Congress water of New
York.

During our ramble we came upon
one of the prettiest rustic scenes we
had ever beheld. We afterwards

learned that it had been i)crpetuated

upon canvas. Following the main

pathway, we came to a rustic bridge
roofed in from the midday sun l)y a

fretwork of boughs. Built of the

limbs of trees, with their grotesque
twistingsand turnings, the green moss
still clinging to them, the clear bab-

bling stream beneath revealing a

wealth of chalcedony, rose-quartz and
other pretty pebbles, .surely it was fit

try.sting place for Daphne and her

lovers. Cool breezes played among
the leaves, and the water nymphs
danced in the dark eddies of the

stream
;
the trout darted here and

there in blissful unconsciousness of

impending dangers ; the lazy blue

bottle buzzed his summer song.

Modest cowslips grew in unmolested

profusion along the banks hidden now
and then from view by growths of

fern. In this quiet glen, who would
not wish to tarry ? We sat on the

bridge, saying little but thinking
much of the possibilities of a sojourn
here, with our trusty rod and line,

and other accoutrements of country
comforts

;
then in the warmth of the

day, how plea.sant to contemplate a

plunge into the cool waters (jf the

.spring !

While we are thus soliloquizing, the

merry laugh of young girls was
heard in the distance, followed by
shouts from l:)03'ish throats, and we
knew a party of merry picknickers
was approaching. Suddenly they
burst upon us from l^ehind a dense

clump of cottonwoods, each of them
laden with great Ijranchesofeschscholt-

zias whose brilliancy rivaled the orb of

day. On investigating, we learned

that the hillsides a short distance uj)

stream were aflame with them.

Emerging from oursequestered nook ,

we were astoni.shed to find the .sun

had shifted way off to the west, and
was almost ready to sink behind the

hills. With genuine regret, we
headed our hor.ses homeward, promis-

ing ourselves that if it were ever again
our good fortune to visit California,

our vi.'^it to Congress Springs would be
measured by vre k - instead of days.

-^ M̂
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Hon. E. F. Hurlbut
Prof. 'P. S, ('. Lowe

Hon. p. M. Green
F. C. Howes, Esq.

Milton D. Painter, Esq.
Hon. a. G. Throop
I'^x-Gov. Lionel A. Sheldon

ENGLISH
FRENCH

GERMAN
SPANISH

LATIN

THOROUGH COURSES IN

MATHEMATICS
HISTORY

CIVICS

ECONOMICS
GREEK

PHYSIOLOGY
BIOLOGY

PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY

BOTANY
GEOLOGY

ROL-VTEOHNIO H7XL-L-
THE BEST EQUIPPED

Manual Training Schoolfor both Sexes

COURSES IN

WEST OK THE VIISSISSIPPI

Free Hand and Architectural Drawing, Modeling,
Wood Carving, Carpentry, Forging, Molding, Sheet

Metal and Machine Work, I^lectricitv and ]'<lectrical

Appliances.
—

In Sewing, Cutting, I'itting and Garment Making,
Home Decoration, vStenography, Typewriting and

Accounts, Chemistry of Foods, Study of Dietetics,

Cooking and general preparation of Foods, Arrange-
iiuiit and Decoration of tlic Tal)le.

Fine School of Piano, l/ocal [Music, Viiinfing and Dnncing
IN CHARGE OF SKII/I/FUI, ARTISTS

First-Class Preparatory Department for hotli vSexcs. For Circular and Catalogue with

I'ull Inforni.ition, a])])1v to

CHARLES H. KEYES, President
THROOP UNIVERSITY PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
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:S^Ma IT REFLECTS

^^^ Credit npon a housekeeper to use Electro-Silicon, as

V^^L it indicates a tborouj^'h knowledge of what's best in every

^^^ w;a?/ for cleaning and 2)olishing TaLle, Toilet or Ornamental

Silver and Fine Brass Work. That's the ^\•isdom that make;

the i)erfect housekeeper. If that's your ambition, send

your address to us for

^i]B Trial quantity without charge and

b£5T
post-paid, or 1 5 cents in stamps for

box, post-paid. Your grocer has It.

POLISH THE ELECTRO SILICON CO., 72 John Street, New York.

PRESS NOTICES
OF=

Californian Illustrated Magazine

The peographieiil wonders of tlie country arc Ix'iii;^

exploiti'cl from time to time in the Califokman.—
lioaton, Mass., Post.

The Califoknian Illustrated Magazine of San Fran-
cisco, for June, illustrates tlie fact that a magazine of
tfie first class can be produced and successfully pnb-
lishcd on the I'acillc Coast. The issue of June is a
remarkahle one in a typographical, literary and jiic-

torial sense.—Albany, New i'ork, Times-Union.

Californiana oufirht to be proud of this periodical.—
JVeui York Christian Inquirer.

The Magazine was a success from the initial number,
and its success has lived and grown with each succeed-

ing issue until now in matter and illustration it ranks
high. It is devoted partictilarly to the racilic ("oast,
and its illustrations of that region are worth double the

price of the magazine. Next best to an actual trip to that

country whore Nature has lavished her luultiiilied
wonders, is a year's subscription to the Californian.—
I.iidlon, \'t., EnUri)rise.

%* Roth In literary ability and artistic illustration
the Californian, althougli only in its second volume,
takes rank with the chief magazines of tlio United
States, which nohody denies lead the worUL—f^an Fran-
cisco Daily Halletin.

If the people living on the Pacific Coast want a first-

class monthly magazine, fully np to tlic "Century,"
"Harpers'" or the "Cosmopolitan" tiny should take
the Californian.—0?;/'»P'c, H'o.v/i., Tribune.

This Magazine is forging ahead in circulat i and
fast taking its place among the leading magi lies of
the day.—-Voiiroi'ia, Cat., .tksscngcr.

The Californian is one of the T\patest magazines
printed, and we have no hesitancy in recommending it

to our TcmleTS.—Cornwallis, Oregon, Tinie.i.

In literary merit and art treatnuMit It is well up with
the best Knstern work. The illustrations are line.—I.os

Angeles, California, Farmer.

The illustrations of the Californian Magazine's
August issiie are of a perfection that ranks it with tlie

best monthlies either of this country or Kiirope, while
the sustained interest and literary tinisli ot its con-
tributions—nearly wholly from new'writers—make it a
necessity in cultured circles.—Su;i Diego, Cal., Daily
Sun.

The editor and publishers are to be congratulated on
the success of a literary venture which numbers but
six months from the st&Tt.— Toronto, Can., Week.

The Califouxian iLLrsTUATED Magazine is the
swellest thing ever attempted in tlie West, and the pub-
lishers are reaping a titting reward for their courage in
nrodnciiig sucli a really superb ))eriodical. It i-- selling
largi'ly in tlie East,soinethingiinknown in a Caliiornia
journal, excei)tlng only the one you are reading. The
number for July went promptly out of print a week
after publication.—.San Francisco Book ana Sews Dealer.

I'ew Eastern people know what a charming publica-
tion is this western magazine.—Albany, .Y. }'., Times-
Mirror.

A surprisingly fine magazine in more than one feature
is the Califouxian 1 LLV.-iTRATED, which comes all the
way across the Continent from San Francisco.—Jievieu)

of Jievieu's.

*^* Among the best literary ment'- lies of the countrj'.
—Hartford, Ct., Post.

*«* One of the great fascinations Californian
Illustrated Macazixe for Ne\. ' r.nd readers is the
minuteness with wliich it turn, i .-criptions of West-
ern life. Its illustrations are always admirably selected
and ably executed and the variety and richri.^s • i Its
sketches will always gain many admirers.—iioot... •lass.
Herald.

California is to be congratulate for havin l-.udso

many articles descriptive of ditVer t por e
State, putting before its reai • rs . their lights
some of the most wonderful .hings of na' '-nd
here. It hasmaclethe Magazine immense")' uinr.

—Oakland, Ca'., Young Men-

We have the July n- - 'ler b ore ns, and the m
icent reeor 1 already made by thi^ Western gian
magazine literature' fully sustained in this issue.—
Piedmont, W. Va. Herald.

*»* This magazi- • i. m-igni n « * » Yo- h. e
never seen the lik( f 'h ' vlifornian- like th. art -f

irinting, it leap vier U" ma.bood at its \ ^ry"
Ntcs.

RNIAN
each pres

morei'lus' a on
a ta . ar ara

birt li.
— Proi'idencr

The issues o h
ziNE for June
literary matter
zine in the countr
*,* Comparesfa orably wi: i

and mavwell claim an li n

TED MaGA-
ore pagi s of

apv niaga-
erald.

magazines
n alongside
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the "

Century. W.Jcr' xvn, y. Y. Annals
The JIagazine seems ton to represent the Golden
W St in : oetter manner than it has ever been repre-
sent d I seemsto us that it has a very brilliant future,

erv l(y..l resid' i' of Cal in.mia should subscribe to
it.—fuolumne. Vol., JndcpctuiaU,



RAILROADS

Tb^ Silv/^r State—Lin)it€d
THE ROCK ISLAND'S FAST TIME

K MIT
The Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway

In putting on a new train May ist, between lake and mountain, made a de-

cided "hit" by naming its East Bound the "Silver State," as will be shown by
the foliowing article from the Denver Sunday Sint, and the list of congratulatory
telegrams it appends from various citizens, firms and organizations in the great
silver state, Colorado. It says :

The nineteenth century will attract the attention of future ages for nothing more
than its wondertul development in transportation facilities. The news columns of

the Su?i this morning offer to its readers a fresh evidence of the constant and almost

daring advance in this direction in the announcement made by the Rock Island of

the inauguration to-day of a special fast-train service leaving Denver daily at 9
o'clock in the morning and arriving in Chicago early in the afternoon of the next day.

Even in the.se times the thought that the traveler can breakfast in Denver this

morning, leave on this new Rock Island train, which is happily named the "Silver
State Limited," and arrive in Chicago to-morrow, and in New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington or an}' of the great Eastern cities, in ample time for dinner
and the theater the day after to-morrow, is well calculated to .seem just a little appal-

ling at first.

A singular fact in connection with this annihilation of space is the constantly

decreasing cost to the pilgrim, accompanied by the constantly increasing co.st to the

transportation compan3\ For years the railroad fares througliout the country have
been gradually reduced until the cost per ticket to Ea.stern cities is now less than
two and one-half cents per mile, and the fatigues of the 2,000-mile journey have one

by one disappeared, until now the reading of a good or entertaining novel means
a pleasant disposal of the time involved in the trip.

In the meantime, however, the railroads have kept adding to the expense ofdoing
business, and the casual reader hardly gra.sps the magnitude of .such an undertaking
as the Rock Island assumes this morning. Take, for instance, this new train born

to-day—a train limited to five cars, which, standing in tlie Union depot ready to

start, represents an investment of over ^<So, 000, and as four such trains are required
to complete the service of the "

Silver State Eimited," the equipment alone of this

one daily train each way between Denver and Chicago iieces.sitates an outlay of

$320,000. This does not include the co.st of operating, such as wages, lighting and
the endless .sources of expenditure comiected with the runningof a train, which, when
itemized in the animal reports of railroad coniixinies, make such interesting reading,
not alone to the stockholders, but al.so to the uninitiated.

The Rock Island, ever since its first entering Colorado, has been steadily win-

ning its way into the favor of the traveling public by its hearty co-operation in every
move looking toward the .securing of low rates, reduction in time and improved facili-

ties, and doubtless their latest enterprise in putting on this new '

'Silver State Limited"
will win them many new friends and patrons.

For Tickets, Maps, Folders or desired information, apply to an>- Coupon Ticket
Ofiice in the United Slates or Canada, or address

Gen'l Manager Gen'l Tkt. and Pass.

CHFCAGO,
28
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RAILROADS

The
Santa Fe
Route

Offers Unparalleled Inducements • • •

for the Traveler

It is many miles shorter and makes

many hours quicker time than any other

line between the Pacific Coast and all Eastern

Points.

It reaches nearly every large center West
of the Great Lakes.

Its construction, appliances and equip-
ment are first class, assuring comfort, safety
and luxury.

It runs its own trains every day in the

year between the Pacific Coast, Kansas City,
St. Louis and Chicago, passing over the

desert in the night.

NO OTHER LINE

Rivals the Santa Fe Route

TTfTTTn Tirim\Ti-in ^^'"'"8 ^™'" ^'""^ ^^^^ -^"^ would insure their comfort

IF YjU HHVE FHIENDu anJ safety, write tliem to call upon or address the nearest

agent of the Santa Fe Route or write yourself to

K. H. WADE, General Manager, I/OS Angeles, Cal.

W. F. WHITE, Pass. Traffic Manager, Chicago, 111.

8. B. HYNES, Gen. Faos. Agent, I^os Angeles, Cal.
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FRUIT LANDS

John Brown Colony
INCORF>ORKXED

MADERA - CALIFORNIA
A. F. JOHNS
D. M. TOMBLIN
J. E. NEWMAN
BANK OF IMADERA
PAUE B. HAY

President and Manager
Vice-President

Secretary
Treasurer

Assistant Manager
HOTi^E OI='F='ICE

MADERA, FRESNO COUNTY, CAL

K BWSINESS PROPOSITION
A Money Making Plan Based Upon Sound Principles

HISTOHY OF A GKEAT UNDERTAKING
Four years ago the ideaof tlie John Brown Colony was first suggested. So radically different

is it from the usual plan of colonization that it was nearly a year before much progress was made
in forming the colony. So many swindling schemes have been sprung upon the public in real
estate transactions, that people were slow to take advantage of this offer until they were thor-

oughly convinced that it would be honestly conducted. With the establishment of this fact the
lands Vere rapidly taken, until now the original tract is all subscribed for and in process of

cultivation.
PROFIT OF FRUIT-GROWING IN CALIFORNIA

The large profits realized by California fruit growers make a ten or twenty acre lot equal in

value to a farm of a quarter section in the grain-growing States. The average yield is from $100
to i}300 per acre yearly, while exceptional cultivation and some varieties of fruits bring the aston-

ishing yields of .fSOO to $1,000 per acre. The fruit industry, too, has been found to be one of the
safest and surest in the United States. It is a connnon thing in the older colonies to find colonists

living in luxury upon a twenty-acre tract, while those owning larger acreages are rapidly
accumulating wealth.

THK FIRST TRACT DISPOSED OF
As the above facts came to be generally understooci, there was no delay on the part of the

people in taking these lands, so that in a very short time the entire tract of 8,000 acres was taken
in lots of five acres and upwards. One thousand acres was planted to raisin grapes in the winter
of 1890 and this winter ('UO and '91) the renuiining 2,060 acres will be planted to grapes, figs and
other fruits.

LAND VALUES
The fact of such large profits from California lands, makes their cultivation mean far more

in this country than in those of the grain-growing States. Land that will yield a yearly income
of $100 iHsr acre is worth at least $500 per acre. Estimating upon the basis of a ten per cent

profit upon the cai)ital invcstc^d, it is worth $1,000, but to say $500 is making it strong enough.
Now grain growing land throughout the West is not worth more than $40 to $00 per acre and one
cannot take up new land wortli $15 to $25 and maktiit worth in three or four years even $40,
uidess it be in excei)tional instances; whereas in ('alifornia, land that is wortli $100 per acre raw,
is certainly worth $500 within three years' time if properly set to fruits and well tended, and
double tliat time will make it worth $1,000. This is one of the secrets of rapid money making in

('alifornia. TIk; i)ractic:d (juestion, however, whicii pri'scnts itself to one unal)le to move to this

country, either from lack ot means or from business, such that it is impossilile to leave it for a
time is

now CAN I PROCURE SUCH A PLACE AND HAVE IT .MADE TO PRODUCE WITHOUT MY
PERSONAL ATTENTION

We have solved this question in the ]>lan of our colonies. We take a largo tract, divide it

into small lots, taking i'lxii acres as our unit, and disi>os(^ of tlic whole tract in live acre lots, or of

any number of tliem in one Ixjdy, asking oidy that tlie means necessary t*,) phmt out tlic land
and cultivate it for three years he paid as needed to perform the work. \Ve do all the work and
care for the crojjs until they have yielded enough to pay for the land when it is then deeded to

the purchaser, costing liim in actual cash outlay the price named for cultivaticm. Ho has not
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needed to undergo the expense of removal, erection of buildings, cash payment upon land nor
the many expenses incidental to individual ojM^ration. On tiio other hiind, if he be a poor man,
he is left at his regular eniploynicnt.tiiususHurin^' him liissuppurt and enough means tf> keep up the

expense of cultivation, ami wiicn lie is rea<ly to remove t<j his land, it Ih yielding' him a nice income
instead of demanding largeouthiys. Or, if one simply takiis land in tins col<jny as an investment
not intending to make it his liome, he will procure a

property
which will yidif him each year as

much as it has cost him in cash outlay. Thus it will t)e seen that while it
briuj^s within rea<'h of

the colonist all the advantaircs of the ordinary colonv, it lessens the exi)ense of acquiring such a

property to half or oue-tiiird the; actual cash outlay usually reqnireil. The idea is that of

co-operation in all the exi)ense until the property is brought U|> to a pnxlucing condition and tl»e

land is paidfor when it becomes the individual i)rojM'rty of the subscriber. It is evident that to

purchase a large tract of land it may be had on l>etter terms than a small one; also that by
doing the work on a large scale, under one management, not only may the cost Ixj brought down
much lower than if it wen; all done under individual ownership and management, but that more
uniform results may be seiaired, luisides every ont; knows that the greatest bar t(j individual

enterprise of this sort is tliti comparatively large outlay necessary to In'gin. The great numl>-rof

people who live upon a salary and never can save enough to uutlertake the work of pro<-uring such
a home is very large, and without such a plan as this they can never hope to become independent
land owners.

A FEW QUESTIONS ANSWERED
1. Our tract is from two to five miles from R. R. station.

2. It is two to five miles from Madera an<l twenty from Fresno.
S. Water rights are a part and parcel of the land and cannot l)e separated from it.

4. Water for domestic use is found at from 60 to 75 feet (surfai-e water at 10 feet), of the

purest and best quality.
5. The elevation above sea level is 300 feet.

6. It is forty miles to tlie mountains and only 100 miles to the famous Yosemite Valley,
renowneil all over the world for its remarkable scenery.

7. Plenty of deer are found in the mountains and foothills, an<l small game such as quail,
ducks, geese, rabbits, etc., abound in tlie valley. If you are of the dangerous, yellow-hacked
sort, you can receive satisfaction by clambering up high into the mountains and encountering
bruin.

8. The rainy season begins in Octol^er and ends in April. It does not rain all the time but
as much as it does in the East during the summer.

9. The climate is line for consumptives if they comein time for it to help them. Rheumatism,
Catarrh and kindred troubles are usually helped.

10. Fog is almost unknown here in the summer and it only occurs in winter during damp
weather during which times it will l)e foggy in any land.

11. The sea breeze reaches us in the afternoon, blowing fnmi the northwest.
12. The soil of the lan<l we olFer is alluvial, deep and strong.
13. Good oak wood is sold at six dollars a cord.

14. Groceries and ]u-ovisions are a little higher tlian in the East in some items. Flour ami
meat are al)out the same )>rice.

15. Lum])er is worth from $15 for refuse to 135 ]H'r M. for best.

It). Wages for farm laborers are $80 per month antl Ixiard, the man furnishing his own
blankets.

17. There is less dangt-r from earthquakes than there is in the East, and none at all from

lightning, which is seldom seen.

18. Strawberries can be had ten months out of twelve.

19. Good teachers can always find a i)osition. Teachers' wages ninge from $60 to $125]>er
month.

20. All attainable Government laud is of rugged nature, not capable of irrigation, far dis-

tant from business centers, and it would require more capital to settle on it than is required for

settlement inclose neighhorhocKls.
21. Our land is entirely level, has no brush, trees nor stones upon it and is free from

alkali.

22. While at "Washington and Philadelphia people fall dead in the streets ^vith the ther-

mometer at 90 degrees in the San Joa<.iuin valley the hay harvest is gathered in alxsolute safety
with the thermometer at 110 degrees. The exceedingly ilfy atmosphere promotes rapid evajx^ra-
tion which works this a})parent wonder.

If you desire land in this colonv, send the money to Bank of Madera, Treasurer, $900 }>er
five acre lot if you wish it ]>lanted this winter, otherwise $150 which will secure \ ou the lot and
]>ut it in preparation for planting to the best of advantage next year. Send money by bank
draft. Do mot sknd persomai. checks as it easts exchange to collect them.

List of colonists and references to our reliability furnished upon request. Address

The John Brown Colony, Madera, California
31
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BANKS
^^v^a*

'nffij|ll

Wjm trm̂ '*-.

miM\
Mlkai,»iiBM»»

P)anl*) of Madera
Madera, Fresno Co.

liETURN ROBERTS
A. J. ETTER
D. B. TOIMBLIN

J. A. NEWMAN

President

Vice-President

Cashier

Secretary

Capital Stoch

paib up Capital

$100,000

5o,ooo

EXCHANGE ISSUED ON ALL IMPORTANT CITIES

lyCtters of credit for use of Travelers, Approved Business Paper Discounted or Received

as Security for L/Oans, Correspondence Solicited, Collections

Promptly made, Dividends and Coupons Collected.
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MISCELLANEOUS .

S"™ENT £THE CONDITION^OF
THE

piRSJ NATIONAL BANK

lit ic t^oi:ri-io i5si»

Ix)an8, Discounts and Warrants ?1,429,09C IS

liaiikint,' House ami other Heal Kstate. . in."5,9:!0 00

I'liitiMl States lioiiflslVo par TiO.OOO (M)

Casli (.11 haiHl |306,886 04

Due from lianks and U. S.

Treasurer 359,527 65 000,413 09

Total f2,279,439 82

Capital Stock 1200,000 00

Reserve Fund 50,000 00

Net undivided profits collected 2.'iC, 112 13

Deposits Individual |1,C24,S34 11

Depositsllank 10-1,093.58 1,728,927 09

National Bank Notes, outstanding 44,100 00

Total |2,279,4r;9 82

E. p. SPENCE President

J. I). BICKNELL Vice-President

S. n. MOTT .T. D. HOOKER
I). M. McGARRY TI. MABURY

J. M. ELLIOTT Cashier

LACY MANUFACTURINiS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

RIVETED STEEL PIPE FOR

IRRIGATION AND

DOMESTIC PURPOSES

IRRIGATION HYDRANTS

WATER GATES
AND

GENERAL SUPPLIES

FOR WATER WORKS.

IRON, OIL AND WATER

TANKS, AND GENERAL

SHEET IRON WORK.

GENERAL OFFICE^

Room 4, Baker Block

MAIN STREET

LOS ANGELES

WORKS ON'

Lecoureur Street

EAST LOS ANGELES

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Httornc^s

MOSES
G. COBB

Attorney- at -I.aw, Academy of

Sciences Building, 819 Market Street,

Room 50, San Francisco, Cal.

J
AMES H. CREELY
Attornev-at-Law, 211 Sutter Street,

above Kearny Street, Telephone 5252,

San Francisco, Cal.

H S. HERRICK

;2)cnti5t6

D R. ARTHUR T.

REGENSBURGER
Dentist, 114 Geary Street

San Francisco.

D"*;
MAYO A. GREENLAW

Doctor of Dental Surgery, Rooms
11-12, Academy of Sciences Building,

Si9 Market Street, San Francisco.

1Rcal lEetatc

pLOUGH & BAKER
^-^ Dealers in Real Estate. 1002

Broadway, bet. loth and nth .streets,

Oakland," Cal. Property bought, sold
and exchanged. Money to loan.
I Ii uses rented. Telephone 637.

Attorney-at-T<aw.
Block, San Francisco.
No. 5488.

64 Nevada
Teleplione

J."-
HENDERSON

r\R. S. E. GOE
•*—' 210 O'Ffirrell Street, San Fran-

cisco, Hours from 9 to 5.

Q I. DENISON & CO.
^-^ • Agents for the purchase, sale
and care of Real FIstate. Loans Nego-
tiated, Houses Rented and Rents Col-

I lected. 472 Tenth Street, bet. Broadway
and Washington, Oakland, Cal.

OOLWAY & LANE
^ * Real F^state Dealers. California

property for sale and exchange for

ICastern property. Correspondence
solicited. 900 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

r\R. FRANK L. PLATT
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law, 1

^-^
Dentist, Room 80, Flood Building'

Rooms 16 and 17, 230 Montgomery I San Francisco. Office Hours, 9 to 12

St net, San Francisco. I A. M. and i to 4 P. M.

I^^NIGHT & HEGGERTY
•^ * Attorneys-at-Law, Rooms oS to

loi. Chronicle Building, San Francis-

co, Cal.

P R. KING
^ •

Attorney and Counselor-at-Law,
Office 530 California Street, Room i,

San Francisco, Cal.

C J. & J. H. MOORE
*-' •

Attorneys and Co\niselcrs-at

Law. Nos. 77, 78 an<l 79 Montgomery
Block, San Francisco, Cal. Telephone
No. 343.

C W. SAWYER
* •

Attorney -at- I<aw and Notary
i'uhl'.c, S ,5 hroa<lway, Oakland, Cal.

D R. T. J. FRAZER
Dentist, Flood Building, Market

and Fourth Streets, Room 80, San
Francisco.

r\ C. LOGAN & CO.
^^ • Real F.state dealers. Buy, sell

and exchange property in all parts of
the .state. I9 years in this business in
Oakland. 4S1 9th Street, Oakland,
C.ilifornia. Correspondence solicited.

jWl
J. LAYMANCE & CO.

iVl. Real F;state Agents and
Crcneral Auctioneers. Improved and
fnimproved property for sale. 466
Ivighth Street, Oaklan'd, Cal.

IReal Estate

A H. BREED & CO.

T STRASSBURGER & CO.
^ • Real Estate Agents. No. 326>^
Jtotitgomerj' Street, San Francisco.

City and Suburban Real Estate,
on installment plan when desired.

Correspondence solicited. 460 Ninth
Street, Oakland, Cal.

w. E. BARNARD & SON.
Cor. Ninth and Washington

Sts., Oakland. Fifteen years' expe-
rience in the Real Instate business,
liusiness investments, homes, fruit

orchards, etc. Correspondence solicited

T^EVIS & FISHER
* Real Estate Agents and Auction-

eers, Rent Collectors, Insurance Bro-
kers. Agents for Country Lands." 14
Post Street, San Francisco.

J
OHN F. WARD

Real FIstate Broker. Notary
IMiblic. 1500 Park Street (Tucker
Building), Alameda, Cal.

HAVE yOO SEEN THE LOOPER
ON THE

(i.^ .^W W.^^—-W^^ff

to He«

If not, you don't know what a modern Sewing Machine is.

n't fall 1-^ /-^ It tr 1 <r* ^T^ f ^^ And (lie w.M-k it d.xs
teethe LJ V-X / ^ V CT *0 1 1 V—r S.ii.l for I'rice I.iist t<.

J. XV. E^X^^IVi^
29 POST STRBBT SAN FRANCISCO
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California Homes
NEAR FRESNO

The greatest rnisin country In the

world. Beautiful level land Jj mile

from railroad. In 5-acre tracts or

more.

I'UICK:—.'i ncrea, ?75.00 payable

?1.00a\vcek without interest, more
in like proportion. l)ou't miss it.

WESTERN LAND CO.
'

640 Market SI. San Francisco, Cal.
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Fruit Drying Papers
(Patented Feb. 28, 1888)

Specially Prepared for Drying Grapes

AND OTHER FRUITS.

No need of expensive wooden trays. No need of turning fniit. Costs much

less than any other method. Put up in rolls containing looo square feet, or in

reams of 480 sheets—24x36. Samples and circulars free.

Paraffine Paint Co.
116 BATTERY STREET SAN FRANCISCO
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. MISCELLANEOUS

I

"The modern cycler rides on air and races

with tlie wind.''

Pneumatic
Speed
Somebody put Columbia pneumatic

tires and Elliott Hickory bicycle

wheels on a racing sulky— most of

the horses hitched to it won— some

of the horses never won before-

Horse racing men say that Columbia

pneumatic tires open a new era in

horse speed
— save the horse, save

the man, don't slew—This same tire

is one of the reasons why Columbia

bicycle riders win over half of all

races and why the Columbia remains

the world's standard guaranteed

bicycle.

All about Columbias in a book about Cqlum-

bias, magnificently illustrated. Finest cycling

catalogue published. Free at all Columbia

agencies. Bv mail for two two-cent stamps.

Pope Mfg. Co., 221 Columbus Ave., Boston;

12 Warren St., New York; 2^1 Wabash Ave.,

Chicago.

CHARMING GIRLS
ARE

You annoyed with
Freckles, I'imples,
Blackheads, 'bel-

low. Muddy, or

Oily Skin, Kcd
Nose, or other Fa-
cial Blemishes or
Skin Diseases.

YOU
can rid yourself of

all distigurements
if you will use

DR AMMtTTS
FRENCH AR-
.S F N 1 C C C M-
PIEXION WA-
FtfRS. They pu-

l' 'ijL rify
the blood, give

'

.W brilliancy to the

eyes, a complexion
of pearly white-

ness, perfect health

and n rounding and

BEAUTIFUL
form PFRFF.CTI.Y HARMI.F.SS, and the only genu-

ine safe French preparation
of arsenic. «-

• 00 per box or

6 boxes for $5:00. By mail to any addrcw.

^PPr I A I Parties ordering six boxes will be
jf\:.\^it\v^

^j^pjj ^ j^jjjj. Qf French Kid Gloves

8end size and color desired.

C. H. PDLETO)! DRDG CO.

nPPT 68-74 CORTLANDT ST.
L'Cr 1 Ncvw YoHK City

IL \\\ BOYS

THIRD YEAR

Prepares Boys for any College or

Scientific School

Principal

STEPHEN CUTTER CI,ARK, A. B. (Harrard,)

Teacher of Science and Mathematics

Assistants

GRACE MII/I.ER CI/ARK, A. M. (Smith)
Teacher of Classics

AI/BERT WARREN GUNNISON, A. B. (Cala.)

Teacher of English and Mathema-ics

I,OUISE M. BAI,CH, Preparatory Department

Special Teachers
HERR ARNOI/D KUTNER, German

PROF. CARLOS A. BRANSBY, A. M., Spanish

MI/LE. DE GROOTE, French

PROF. WM. P. HAMMOND, Penmanship
HERR C. J. ROHDE, Drillmaster

17 and 19 Fremont Street, San Francisco
Fmvs of Every Description ou Hand or

Made to Order

iVGENTS l^OR C. r^. PAT TIv'S FILEO

For SOME
INFORMATION

IN REGARD TO THE BEST

Orange Groves
*"^ Orange Lands

In California

Send your name and address

or call on

T. H. SHARPLES5
Redlands, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

36
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Columbus Buggy Go.

L,arsrcst Factory

L,ar8:est VarSety of I.^tei>t Styles at
l.O'west I"rice»

PACIFIC COAST HEADQUARTERS

29 MARKET STREET, San Francisco

A. G. GLENN, Manager

Saifwmm [stale liBsieis

THOMAS MAGEE

Real Estate A^ent

Editor and Publisher of the

"Real Estate Circular" since 1865

Ofl MONTGOMERY"^ ^^ STREET

Makes Investments

For Buyers and Sells all

kinds of City Property

cALIFORNIA
WIRE WORKS ^

OFFICE

FREMONT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, OU.

HAryUFACTURERS FOR THIRTY-THREE YEARS

WIRE OF ALL K/NDS—BEST STEEL
WIRE NAILS
SARBED WIRE, Regularly Licensed'

WIRE RORES AND CABLES
WIRE CLOTH AND NETTING

f=X>fr THBHallidie's Patent Wire Ropeway
RAPID AND ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION OP
ORB AND OTHER MATERIAL

Erected by ns during the past fourteen years in spans of from 200 to 2,000 feet.

Simple, Economical and Durable. Have been thoroughly tested in all parts 01' the country

SEND rOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Los ANQCLCa AaCNCY

201 N. UOS ANGELES STREET
PONTLANO AaCNCV

22 FRONT STBBtT
37
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reduuds, cflL.

^^^Bmrn's^S^""^

HOTEL Windsor
ACCOMMODATION
FIRST CLASS
CENTRALLY LOCATED

PATES, $2 TO $3 PER DAY (flmPBELL T. HEDQE, Proprietor

HILLS BROS.
Importers, Roasters and Wholesale Dealers

in Coffee. Java, Mocha, and other fine

Grades Our Specialties.

400 Sansome St., San Francisco

I Painlessly.
I ruption of
I or Pleasure

1 U 111 £M^ Book

CURED flT pniE
No Inter-

Business

Free.

MEEKER MEDICINE CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

HOBBS & RICHARDSON
PRACTICAL rARRIA<;E

BUILPERS
MBKERS CElEBRflTED CONCORD WAGONS

154-156 N. Los Angeles St. Los Angeles, Cal.

HOTEL BREWSTER
SPCN Dieco

The Best

Equippecl Hotel

Irj 5outl7^rn

Czvliforrjiz^.

Centrzvliy

Loczvt^^, with)

the Post-Office

ii7 the Building.

Ei<?V2vtor5

2^r)cl

Fir^ EsC2vpe5

07^I-II=ORNI7t
American Plan Only

BAtbs, Hot a.r7«J

Cold Walter in

All Suits 2^i7«I

2^11 A\ocIeri7

Conveniences.

Fine L-zvrge

Szvrnple Roon^s

for

Corprnercia.!

Trzvvelerj

'iTrrrpiiTm-mnT.-nrrruTi
riTTi inm >>' >

RATES:
$2.50 Per Day and Up

J. E. O'BRIEN, Manager
»8
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Do you or any of your Friends want a Home in C' I'^ornia?
Or a good rate of interewt for your Kurplus jnoiicy? Wo liave a 1 rge .ist of

properties and gilt edgo l<jans. WiL ciieerfidly giveyou reliable informa' ion

regarding this part of the country. Los Angeles, rasadena and Biverside

property a specialty. Address

JOIi:iV A.. WI3M1« Ab oo.
SPRING AND SECOND STS. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

O. W. NORDWELL, ^RMRER
2i8 BUSH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA

THE BANK OF GALIFORNIi
Capital, 83,000,000.

SmiTl«a a^d Undivided Trotlts, Jaly lat, ISffl,

93,^75,919.48.
WILLIAM ALVORD,
THOMAS BROWN,
I. P. MOULTON.

• • . President
• • • - Cashier.

Seoand AsdsUnt Cashier.

AOSVTS— Hew York: Agency of the Bank of California. Botto«>
Tremont National Bank. Chicaeo: Union National Bank. St. LouU
Boatiuea'i Bank. Australia and New Zealand: The B»nk of New Zca.
land. London: Messrs. N. M. Rothschild Si Sons. China, Japaa aa^
Xndlai Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China.
The Bank has an Agency In Virginia City, and Correspondents la aO

Sir Principal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.
li«tt«n of Credit Issued, available In all parts of the world. Draws

direct on London, Dublin, Paris, Genoa, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg,
Frankfort a. M., Antwerp, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locama,
Sydney, Melbourne, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai and Yokohama, all

titles la Italy and SwIUetUnd, S«lt Lako, Portland, Or., Los AacelM,
Denrer, New OrleUlfc

MVt^=^^\A/ICC ^^'»'S ^"K CANNOT SEE IloW
IVI 1 1 xi/i.-: tYIiQ vou do it for the money

(tlO J''"'>'^ *• l'">''00 Improved Oxford
I £• Singer .''fwiii

S||u_r >«*
BRS-/wB8^ I^ singer .''ewiiig .Muchiiie

; perfect

2'jl XLffl~^^''J'"'>^'"t?i reliable; finely finislied, adap-
Sj EarjQfqtcd to litjlit and heavy work, with a com-
C3 rt^^^^^jjplete set of the latest improved attarh-S nr ^•mcnts free. Each machine guaranteed
<^ i'nr5years. Buy direct from our factory and save
dealers and auents' profit. Send for Free Catalogue.

OXFORD MFG. COMPANY. CUICAGO, ILL.

SHORT-
HAND fend

for Cata-

.- r- -^ . . .,^ . .-,. leg of Books
ELF TAUGHT and Ilf^lps f r

s^cii instnictiou, hv BENN PITMAN and
JEROME B. HOWARD, to the Phono-

grapiiic In.'^titutt', Cincimiati, Ohio.

REGULATE THE
STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS,

AND

PURIFY THE BLOOD.
A RELIABLE REMEDY FUR

IndieoBtlon, ItlllousnesH, Headache, Oonnt!-
pntlon, Ityiipopsia, Chronic Liver Troublofi,
I>lzzliieM»i, Bud Complexion, Dynontcry,
OCenslve Breath, and oil disorders of the
Slomuch, Liver and Bowels.
Ripans Tnbulos contain nothincr injurious to

tlin most (Irlioat© constitution. I'lo.isant to take,
ej.fi-, cirortiml. Give immediate rcliit".
Slid by dnicfrists. Atrial botile Bcut by mail

on receipt of l.> conts. Address
THE RIPANS CHEMICAL CO.
JO SPRUCE STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

PATENTS
A48-page book free. Address

W. T. FITZ GISRAI^D, Atty-at-Law.
Cor. Stli wid F Sts,, Washington, D. C.

The Virginia
CHICAGO.

/VBSOLUTELYfTKEfl^ooF.

A PERFECT HOTEL
FOR TRSKSIEBT OR PERMANENT GUESTS.

The 0p>cn Go"'''ts facing South Jnsure
Sunlight and Perfect \5entilation.

CONDUCTED ON THE AMERICAN PLAN.

BOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERIOR VIEWS, AND

RATES MAILED ON APPLICATION.

d\)
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Where are You

Going on Your Vacation?

Honolulu and Return $135.00

THE SPLENDID SOOO-TON STEAMERS

ALAMEDA, AUSTRALIA,
MARIPOSA, MONOWAI

and ZEALANDIA,
line, ar© so well known from the thousands who have mada

voyages in them to and from the Sandwich Islands, that no descrip*
tiou is necessary.

kouncl-lnp tickets to Honohilu, involving' a three weeks' stay in the Islands,—a trip to the famous
volcano of Kilauea, a run by Oahu K. R. to Pearl River and Iilwa Plantation, board at the best
hotel in Honolulu and return to San Francisco $225.00
MARK TWAIN says of Hawaii :

*• No alien land in all the world has any deep, strong
charm for tne but that one

;
no other land could so longingly and beseechingly haunt me,

sleeping and waking, through half a life-time, as that one has done. Other things change,
but it remains the same. For me its balmy airs are alwa3S blowing, its summer seas flashing in the
lun; the pulsing of its surf-beat is in my ear; I can see its garlanded craigs, its leaping cascades, its

plumy palms drowsing by the shore, its remote summits floating like islands above the cloud-rack;
I can feel the spirit of its woodland solitude; I can hear the plash of its brooks; in my nostrils still

lives the breath of flowers that perished twenty years ago."
Steamers sail twice a month, as follows: September 28, October 14, October 26, November 11, November 23.

Prompt attention paid to telegraphic reservations of Staterooms and Berths.

For Tickets or further information, call on or address J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS. COMPANY
Send 10 cents in stamps for new "Trip to General Agents, 327 Market St., San Francisco
Hawaii." illustrated with photogravures

UPHOLSTERY
OF ... .

SPECIAL

ELEGANCE
® ® ® MADE BY © © ®

EXPERT
ARTISANS

IN OUR OWN . . .

WORKROOMS . . .

WE CAN CARRY

OUT ANY DESIGN

YOU MAY PLEASE.

CALIFORNIA FURNITURE COMPANY
IN. P. COLE St CO.] 117-123 GEARY STREET

40
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INCORRORATED 1SQ3.

R. H. McOONALD, Preildent.

FRANK V. McOONALD, Cashier. R. H. McDONALO. Jr., Vlc«-Pr««ld*nt

Pacific Bank,
SAN FRANCISCO, GAL

OLDEST CHARTERED COMMERCIAL BANK ON THE PACIFIC COAST

;*

PAID-UP CAPITAL, IN GOLD.

SURPLUS.
AVERAGE RESOURCES,
YEARLY VOLUME OF BUSINESS.

$1,000,000

800,000

4,750,000

. 226,000,000

Depositors secured by the unlimited pro rata guarantee of all the sharehold

Banking Connections in all the important centers of the world.

Letters of Credit for use of travelers, available in all parts of the world.

Telegraphic Transfers in Cipher made in London, Paris, Berlin and yarioas pUcM
in the United States.

Drafts issued on Australia and the Orient.

Dividends and Coupons collected.

Bullion bought and sold.

Orders executed for all Investment Securities.

State, County, City and Water Bonds negotiated.

Approved Business Paper discounted or received as Security for Lomh.

Loans on Goods in Transit.

Loans on Warehouse Receipts.

Collections on the Pacific Coast, Mexico, Central and South America, New Zea-
land, India, China and Japan, handled at lowest rates, with, promptness and dispatch.

Bills drawn on Union Bank of London, Credit Lyonnais, Paris, and Directkm
der Disconto Qesellschaft, Berlin, and other important cities of Europe.

m M^SJ^'J^J*^1J"
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RICHARD A. McCURDY, President
The Mutual Life Insurance Company of New

York is the only one of the many Eastern Life

Insurance Companies carrying on business in

this State that has become the owner of Real

Estate in San Francisco and planted' its funds

here permanently.
The plate annexed represents the building now in

the course of construction for the Mutual Life, at

the southeast corner of California and Sansome Streets,

in this city.

It will be a massive and beautiful structure of

granite and terra cotta, perfectly fire-proof, resting

upon a solidly piled and concrete foundation.

The "building will be a grand and solid addition to

the advancing architecture of San Francisco and will

be first-class in all its arrangements and appointments.

The BBst Company
The Best Company is the Company

that does the Most Good
THE PRE-EMINENT POPULARITY OF

Tie jHutual Life Iqsiiiaiicf) Compaq
OF NEW YORK
-IS ESTABLISHED BY-

THE FOLLOWING INDISPUTABLE FACTS

Which prove it to be the Largest, Strongest, and the
Best Company for the Policy-holder in the world.

On the 31st of December, 1891 the Grand Total of
the payments to policy-holders had increased

to $323,447,859.03
Here are the Items:

Paid for Death Claims - - -
$119,374,893.18

" " Matured Endowments - 29,469.432.60
" " Annuities .... 1,187,560.44

" Surrenders - - - 88,471,837.06
" Dividends - - - » 86,944,135.75

Total ....
$323,447,859.03

While nearly One Hundred and Forty-nine millions
were paid for beatli Claims and Endowments, It will
be seen that nearly Eighty seven Millions were received
by tlie Policy-holders in the shape of dividends or

profits; in otlier wonls tliis enormous sum was
deducted from tlie cost of the yearly premiums.

The natural question following the perusal of these figures will be, "What did the Company receive from its

Policy-holders?"
It has received for premiums from orcanization until December .SI, IWl, 5i41S,S.'i4,r)74.6.'5: up to the same date the

Mutual had paid its I'oliey-holder.s, ?;>2.'!,447,8o'J.0;i. We ciuinot. for i)ur|)oses vi exiiet comparison, calculate beyond
that date, but up to the beginning of tue present year tlie stew urdship of tlie Mutual Jjife can be accurately gauged:

It Received from Policy-holders ?41S,KS1,674.65
It Paid Policy-iioldors - :^j:i,447,8r)9.03

And should have on hand . . . . j <)57586,8r5T6i

Instead of which the Mutual Life has accumulated the vast fund of $159,.'>07,lSS.r)a, every dollar of which is

liold securely invested to meet the payment:* of lis contracts witli its members. No other institution can show a
like stewardship.

This Company's New Distribution Policy is tlie most Liberal ever issued by any Life Insurance Company
MUTUAI. I.,TFK CONSOI.,S—The Consol Policy recently announced by the Mutual Life Insurance

Company of New York combines inoro ailvimtiij^cs, with fewer restrictions, tlinn any investment insurance
contract ever oflered. It consoli<liii('3 IiiMiifiiiMM', Kii<I<>win<'iit, Jiivt-stnu'iit, Auuual Incomei Ko
other company oilers this Policy. Apply to Compiuiy's Authorized Agents for details.

A. B. FORBES, General Agent for Pacific Coa^t

401 California St., San Francisco
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ILLUSTRATED

MAGAZINE

Published Monthly
The Caufornian Publishing Co.
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IIMCORRORATED 1se3.

R. H. Mcdonald, President.

<«//

FRANK V. Mcdonald, cashier. R. H. Mcdonald, jr., Vlce-Presldent.

Pacific Bank
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

OLDEST CHARTERED COMMERCIAL BANK ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

PAID-UP CAPITAL, IN GOLD.

SURPLUS, ....
AVERAGE RESOURCES,
YEARLY VOLUME OF BUSINESS,

$1,000,000

800.000

4,750,000

. 225.000,000

Depositors secured by the unlimited pro rata guarantee of all the shareholders.

Banking Connections in all the important centers of the world.

Letters of Credit for use of travelers, available in all parts of the world.

Telegraphic Transfers in Cipher made in London, Paris, Berlin and varions places
in the United States.

Drafts issued on Australia and the Orient.

Dividends and Coupons collected.

Bullion bought and sold.

Orders executed for all Investment Securities.

State, County, City and Water Bonds negotiated.

Approved Business Paper discounted or received as Security for Lo«lM.

Loans on Goods in Transit.

Loans on Warehouse Receipts.

Collections on the Pacific Coast, Mexico, Central and South America, New Zea-

land, India, China and Japan, handled at lowest rates, with, promptness and dispatch.

Bills drawn on Union Bank of London, Credit Lyonnais, Paris, and Direction

der Disconto Qesellschaft, Berlin, and other important cities of Europe.
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PiiOTOCRApniNc; THE Ostriches ....
Page 596

AMONG THE BASKET MAKERS
I'ully illustrated by II. 11. Shirk and photographs of
faiiious coUfCtion.s by Crandall.

ON A CORAI, REEF .....
Ilhi.stratcd from rare specimens in the collection of

Thomas Crawford Johnstone, at the Academy of Sciences.

VACATION: Poem
Illustrated by Dahlgren.

CAN A CHINAMAN BECOME A CHRISTIAN?
Illustrated by photo^^raplis of eminent Chinese Divines.

JIMMY THE GUIDE. A Story

RANCHING FOR FEATHERS
lUu.strated by Den.s'.ow.

SI<TTMBER SONG: Poem ....
NEW 1,0s ANGEI/ES

iMillj- illustrated by lirewer and from photographs.

THE RISE OF DIA2;
lUu.strated.

POI^ITICAI, DUTY OF CAI,IFORNIANS
MORNING: Poem
SIGNAI,ING MARS

JKANNE C. CARR

Frontispiece

597

Charles Frederick Holder

Al.KKEn I. ToWNSENn

Rev. Frederic J. Masters, D. D.

Walter n. Cooke

M. C. Frederick

Jean I,a Rue Burnette

jAMKS R. Henderson

611

AN EPISODE AT FIDDI^ERS'. A Story

TOO I,ATE

THE EI/ECTION O . JAMES A. GARFIEI/D— II

THREE MYSTERIES
THE PRE-COI/UMBIANS OF THE MISSISSIPPI

VAI<I,EY ...
I'ully illustrated from specimens in the National Museum.

MARKETING CAI^IFORNIA FRUITS
THE FAMINE IN RUSSIA ....
SUPERSTITION
SHAI^I, irVCHINE POI^ITICS RUI,E?

OREGON
QUESTIONS OF THE DAY

The New British C.overnment—A Monument to Cabrillo—Can we Communicate with Mars?—
Pacific Coast Cities—Native Art—The World's Fair-Pure Politics.

NEW BOOKS
Copyright tScit, by

The Californian Publishing Co.

^osE Gonzales . . . 669

Richard H. McL)on.\ld, Jr. . ^73

r.ERALDlNE MEYRICK . . 677

William M. Pierson, . . 678
President of the .Astronomical So-
ciety of the Pacific.

George Ch.\rles Brooke . 6S4

Km.m.v Playter Seabury . 686

f;x-Gov. Lionel .\. Sheldon . 687

.\Lici-; I. Eaton . . . 691

jA.Mis M. Carson . . 692

Wm. H. Mills 703

Flora MacDon.ald Shearer . 708

Bettie Lowenbero . . . 709

W.M. H. Bonsall, 714
President of the Council of Los

.\ngeles.
Hon. >L C. George . 71s

720

723

FIntere*! at San Francisco postoffice
as second-c'.a.ss mail matter.

PRICE, 25 CENTS A NUMBER ; $3.00 A YEAR
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Tl)e Cctttfornian
The Califorxian has in preparation a number of interesting papers covering a

Avide range of subjects. The presidential year makes the subject of poUtics one of

especial interest, and the discussion of important issues, bj^ writers of ability from all

parties, will be continued.

political anb lEconomic Brticles-
In the present issue, Richard II. McDonald, Jr., writes on "

Political Dutv of

Californians," while Major Wm. II. Bonsall, President of the Cit5' Council of
Los Angeles, makes a vigorous plea for the purity of the ballot, Governor
Sheldon continuing his series on President Garfield, with whom he held the
intimate relations of friend and adviser. W. H. INIills makes a valuable presen-
tation of the facts relating to Avhat will constitute the true prosperity of the
State and the distribution of our fruits.

^he ITariff.
In the November Californian, issued October 8th, will be presented two brilliant

political articles, constituting a joint discussion on the tariff, between the
Honorable Stephen M. White, of Los Angeles, the leader of the Democratic
party in California, and a well-known Republican, Richard H. McDonald, Jr.,
Vice-President of the Pacific Bank, of San Francisco. In later issues, other

important questions will be discussed, bearing upon the "
Blection of Senators,""

Is there Room for Legislature Reform? "
etc., etc.

H)c5criptivc-
In the November CaliFornian, among others will appear a striking illustrated

article on "
Pagan Temples in America," by the Rev. F. J. Masters, D. D., the

Methodist Chinese Missionary in San Francisco. Coffee Culture in Guatemala
will be described—a field that is being entered by Americans. The great Salt
River Valley of Arizona will receive attention in a graphic paper, showing how
the ancient irrigating canals of the Pre-Columbians are being used by the

people of to-day, with many other papers of especial interest.

Zbc Columl)ian anniversary.
The approach of the World's Fair makes everything relating to Columbus and the

early history of this country of interest, and The Californian will continue
its series on this subject,

" the Pre-Columbians of New Mexico and the

Southwest," and a valuable paper showing, in the estimation of the author,
that the Phoenicians were the true discoverers of America.

TH^ OPINIONS OF THiR PRESS.
The verdict of the press means not a little to a new publication, and TiiE Califor-

NIAN may be pardoned for presenting a few press notices from time to time.

"The bri<jhtest of all the newer magazmes."—
St. Joseph Herald.
Tlin CALIFORNIAN IS fullv abreast the great

magazines.— Times-Union, Albany, N. Y.
"A magazine of which the entire West should

be proud."—La Camas News, Washington.
An issue (August) that p'.aces this magazine

abreast with Eastern contemporaries.—N. Y.

World.
"Californians should look at their monthly for

August. The Californian is in the lead."—Gil-

roy Advocate.
"A credit to the Pacific Coast— one that com-

pares favorably in many respects with the best

published in the East."—Express, Los Angeles."
It has taken its place in the front rank with

similar publications in New York and other
Eastern citi'. s."—Sati Juan Graphic. Washington." One of the great fa.scinations of Tin-; Califor-
NiAN, for New England readers, is the minute-
ness with which it turns to descriptions of
Western life."—Boston Herald.

" The Californian is faithfully and effectively

setting out the beauties and capacities of the
Pacific slope, and is doing so in a waj' to interest
the entire continent."—St. John, N. B., Globe.

"
It puts us in admirable touch with scenes so

rccentlj; visited, that they seem to reappear, as if

by magic. * * * Next to going to California is

to be a reader of this beautiful magazine."—
Pawtucket, K. I., Gazelle.

" No publication in the land has made such
rapid strides to success as this magazine. It is

surprising how it reaches out and attains its

object, wliich is to please, to instruct and to sur-

prise."
—Herald, ricdinont, Va.

" The Cai.iiornian, from the very beginning,
has been distinguished forenterprise ami litcrarj-
merit. The September number is even better
than usual, the articles excellent, the writers

distinguislud."—San Francisco Report.
" The Californian Ilh:str.\ti;d I^Iagazini-:

is the swcllcst thing ever attempted in the West,
and the publishers are reaping a fitting reward
for then- courage in producing such a

really
superb periodical."

—Book and Aews Dealer, S. !•.

Address all Comtnunicatiotis to

Tbe Cailiforniiin Illustraited flliigiizine

BRANCH OFFICES; 411 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal., New York,

Burdick Block. Potter Building.

sJf^M'i'^Mr^MT^M rF&J S3 rptu [g fTtji^
'^ ^a niJJMr^ ^a iTfcU s^ ntU S3 f?tMr^ ^a \^ f3



MEDICINE

Not a "Cure=all," but a "Help=all."

The claim is not made for Scott's Emulsion that it is a
" Cure-

all." Many diseases it does cure—even Consumptitm in its

earliest stages is one. The okltimc idea of Cod Liver Oil when

administered in its rough state was that it would ease, perhaps

prolong the life of one in the last stages of consumption. The new

and rational idea is that it is designed to SAVE life. histead of

confining its use to easing the closing days of a life that is passing

away we now begin at the very inception of life—

Weakness cit any age yields to ils magical poicer.

SCOTT'S EMULSION OF COD LIVER OIL WITH HYPOPHOS-

PHITES is not a "secret compound"—its ingredients are well

known to all physicians
—what science has done is simpl\' to

destroy the bad taste of the oil without sapping its strength.

Glycerine healing glycerine is the means employed, and it so abl\-

does its work that the oil is parth' digested before taken into the

system. Combined with it is a powerful auxiliar\' in the form o\

Hypophosphites oi Lime and Soda, a pure and direct Tonic.

SCOTT'S EMUI^SION IS SOI,D BY AI,I, DRUGGISTS AT $i.oo PER BOTTI,E.

3



BOOKS

Macmillan & Co.'s New Books
A Ne-v Volnine of Poems hv RTIDYARD KTFLING

BAIvI/ADS AND BARRACK-ROOM BAI,I,ADS
By RuDYARi) Kipling, author of "Life's Handicap," "Plain Tales from the Hills," etc.

12 mo, cloth, $1.25.
Mr. Rudyard Kipling has revised liis ver.ses contributed to various magazines during tiie past few years.

Tliese, toarether with ttie poems by "
Yussuf," published in Macmilhm's Magazine, and a WMWiber o/ new "j)iecc«

now prinU'd for the first time, will form the above volume.

A New Novel by F. MARION CRA WFORD. Second Edition. Cloth, $r.oo.

THE THREE FATES a story of New York I,ife

By F. Marion Crawford, author of "The Witch of Prague," etc. 12mo, cloth, $1.00.

Noiv ready. In the neiu Uniform Edition ofV. Marion Crawford's A'bt'i?/.?. Published monthly
MR. ISAACS ..

DR. CI^AUDIUS.
.Cloth $1 00
.Cloth 1 00

^OROASTBR Cloth $1 00

th:^ thr:^]^ fat:^s cioth i oo

th:r taiv:^ of a i,onfi.y parish cioth $i oo

Now Ready. A New Novel by HON, EMIL Y LA IVLESS, author of "Hurrish,'' etc.

GRANIA The story of an Island

By the Hon. Emily Lawless, author of
"
Hurrish," etc. 12mo, cloth, $1.00.

Belongs to a class of novels to which the modern mind owes a range of experience and enjoyment far beyond
the reach, at any rate, of idle and stay-at-home folk in earlier days.

* * *

GRANIA has carried her (Miss Lawless) substantially beyond "her previous work. Its simplicity is the film-

plieity of strength; it treats common things and emotionswith that touch wliich gives freshness and distinc-
tion—the last achievement of the writer's art.—Mrs. Humphrey Ward in the New Review.

THF I/FSSON OF THF MASTFR
And Other Stories

By Henry James. 12mo, cloth, $1.00.
" 'The Lesson of the Master' has real and permanent

interest. Needless to say that it is well told. . . .

There are clever things on almost every page."—
Chicago Tribune,

MARIAM
Or, Twenty-one Days

By Horace Victor. 12mo, cloth, $1.00.
" A brilliant and fascinating story, full of the mysti-

cal romance of the Orient."—Boston Beacon.

THF HISTORY OF DAVID GRIFVF
By Mrs. Humphrey Ward, author of "Robert Els-

mere," etc. Fourth Edition. Cloth, ?1.00.
Also a Library Edition, 2 vols., 12mo, cloth, $.3.00.

"What sorrow, what repentances, sufferings, sins, and
heart searchings David passes through we leave to our
readers to find out. They will find more than this.

They will find thoughts wliich stimulate and passages
which burn.

DFN^II, QUARRIFR
By George Gissing, author of "

Demos," etc. 12mo,
cloth, $1.00.

"
Interesting on account of the artistic way in which

the plot is unfolded."—P/iz7adc/p/»a Public Ledger.

LORD TENNYSON'S Nezv Book

THE FORESTERS: Robin Hood and Maid Marian
By Alfrp:d, Lord- Tknnyson. 16mo. Uniform with the library edition of his works in 8

volumeg. Cloth, $1.23.
" Lord Tennyson has tou(^hed the myth and tradition of Robin Hood with the magic wand of his genius, and

made them glow with the tire and semblance of reality."—iVew York Sun.

A Nezv Volume bv WILLIAM WINTER
SHADOWS OF THE STAGE

6y William WrNTER. Unitorm with " Shakes

SHAKFSPFARB'S FNGI^AND
New Edition, cloth, 18ino, 75 cents.

" The book is deliglilful reading. . . . It is a de-
licious view of England wliich this poet takes. It is

indeed the noble, hospitable, merry, romancc-liaunted
England of our fatliers-the England which we know
of in song and story."—Scndner's Monthly.

scare's England."
GRAY DAYS AND GOI,D

18mo, cloth, 7') cents.
"Much that is bright and best in our literature is

brought once more to our dulled memories. Indeed we
know of but few volumes containing so mucli of obser-
vation, kindly comment, philosophy and artistic weight
as this unpretentious little book."—Chicago Herald.

THE PRINCESS TARAKANOVA
A Dark Chapter of Russian History

Translated from the Russian of G. I'. Danilevski. Bv Ida De Mouchanoff. With four portraits. 12rao, cloth,
gilt top, f2.00.

"The taleformsoncof the most thrilling and tragic chapters in Russian history, and Danilevski, in preparing his

version, undoubtedly had the use of important documentary evidence."— The Beacon.

%* Purchasers nf books are invited to apply for Macmillan A- ('n.'s New Catalogue of books by American authori,
which will be mailed free to any address.

A1ACM1LLAN & CO., 1 12 Fourtli Avenue, New York
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To read a number is to resolve never to miss one."—BOSTON GIvOB^

>o>>-=>o>50>50.-50>50>50^

THE FOLLOWIN(i SELECTIONS ERO/n

Press Notices
Show that " The Review of Reviews " has met with universal approval

and has received the most unreserved endorsement
ever given to any Periodical.

Froin the Ni:\V VoKIC WOULD
"'Tlio Ttcviow of Rcvii'ws' is ii(liiiiriil>h'. 'I'lie eilitiii;; shows a thorough knowlcclgc of the

tusti'saiul needs of AiiuTieiui remk-i's."

FromthePIIILADKI.l'lIlA IM lUJC LKDOER
"

''I'lic Rfvii'W of Kovicws '

ker|>s its finder on tlie iiopiilar pulse. TliC 'fiirrfiit Kveuts in
CaricHture' are uiiusiuiUy eiitei'laiiiiiig^lhis year."

From the .VTL.VXT.\. rON.'^TITmo.V
"Its Uaditig run n ilia; article on the 'I'rogress of the Worlil' gives us clear an i<lea of tlie history

of llu; month as fouhl be obtained from Volumes elsewhere."

Froin thoPPRTXOFIFLn T'XION
" We do not hesitate to say tliat 'I'hc lleview of Iteviews' is the heat puhlicatioii of its kind

extant, and no busy man can afford to miss its monllily visits."

From fheCIIRTSTIAN UNION
" The .\nieriean edition of 'Tlie Kcvicw of Koviews' ia a great i)oi>nlar sueeess, and it has

attaini'd i)oiiuhirity without yielding a point of prineii>le or ever deseendiiiK to triviality."

From the S.\N FR.VNCISCO CALL
"' Tlic Review of Reviews '

is a perfect encyelopedia of current literature, ]>resenting in roni-

jiHct form the most Interesting toples that are to be found in the best publications of the day."

From the PIIILADELrTn.\ TTlOf
" Tins popular ^lagazine is a most excellent one in every respect, and it has made itself a name

that is to be envied. It is a uniiiue periodical and we cannot get on without it, now that it has
settled itself among us."

From the SEATTLE PRESS-TIMES
" If one hasonly ten minutes exery djiy to rend, he can keep thoroughly posted on tlie events

of the whole worldby reading this valuable publication. A trial subscription for live months for

^1.(10 is advertised."

From the CLEVELAND PL.MN DEALER
" '

I like " The Review of Reviews" best of all the many ]>eriodicals I see,' said a subscriber to
it in this city the other day, 'because In it I can get a good idea of what is going on in the worlil
that Is liest worth knowing, without having to wade thro\igli a whole library of current literature
to gel at it. Life is sliort and my time is so taken up that 1 can't read one-tiftieth part of wliat 1

want, and with tliis one periodical I can manage to keep at least fairly abreast of the time-.'
"

From the DENVER TIMES.—" It is a magazine with an idea."

From the N. Y SUN.—" 'The Review of Reviews' is always interesting.''

From the NI".\V ORLEANS PICAYUNE.—"It isalways ahead of itself."

From the WASHINGTON POST.—"In every way it is an excellent

nuigazine." .

From the CHICAGO DAILY NEWS.-
deserved."

" Its success is undoubted and

Fnnn the CHICAGO TRI15UNE.—"That useful and always interestii

periodical,
' The Review of Reviews." "

••NOW LKAUING"
'"The Review of Re-

views '

presents a charai--
ler sketcli of I'resident
Harrison in the.Inly num-
ber, wliicli every" voter
shoulil read, no" matter
which party he belontrs
to. It is to be lioped that
each comi>etitor for the
Presidential chair will
receive equal honor at
the hands of this now
leading magazine."—

The Eriiiiixi TiUnram.

Price 25 Cents. Trial Subscriptioii, 5 Months, $1.00
Yearly, $2.50 1 _1 ,

nr^t O • ^ O • 13 Astor Place
I he Keview of K^views, new york



BOOKS
A New Book by the Editor of

CHARLES DARWIN
HIS LIFE AND WORK

By Charles Frederick Holder, LL.D.

AUTIIOU OF

"LIVING LIGHTS," " MARVELS OF ANIMAL LIFE,"

"THE IVORY KING," "A STRANGE COMPANY,"
" ELEMENTS OF ZOOLOGY," " A FROZEN
DRAGON," ETC., ETC.

PRESS NOTICES

"The lesson of the Hfe and work of the late Charles
Darwin, as related by Charles Frederick Holder, is so
wholesome that parents will do well to bring it to the
attention of their children. The story is related in a

very readable style and serves as an admirable por-
trait of one of the gentlest and best of men."—Phila-

delphia Press.
"To tlie young, yet uninstructed in any phase of

the subject, a book like this is peculiarly admirable."
—Brooklyn, N. V. Times.

" Mr. Holder has woven the incidents of his (Dar-
win's) life into a fresh and vigorous narative that will
be none the less interesting to older readers because
it is also addressed to the young."—Courier Journal,
Louisville, Ky."

._
. . Mr. Holder's volume is calculated to meet a

definite need and it should prove welcome, especially
to the young. . . . "—New York Tribune.
" The author has the rare art of making interesting

any subject which he touches. Hence, with so rich a
theme as this he has produced a story that is very
readable.—San Francisco Chronicle.
"Charles Lamb has somewhere said that men

should be modest for their friends as well as for them-
selves. It is this vicarious modesty which makes the
charm of Holder's life of Darwin. It is as modest as
Darwin would have liked to have it modest. It shows
not only appreciation of his .strength, but a kinship
with him in its unostentation. Its eulogy is unin-
tentional and unobtrusive."—New York Commercial
Advertiser.

" The volume is exceedingly interesting in style and
matter, and from the pen of one amply competent to
make it. so."—/inslon Transcript.
"The book fills a valuable place in literature."—

Pasadena Star.
"This life of Darwin will be hailed with delight.

. . . The work throughout is excellent."—:/om>-«u/ of
Pedagogy." Mr. Holder possesses the art of making what
would be a dry book in other hands than his, enter-
taining as well as instructive."—

/.//tv-a;-^
News.

"jMr. Holder has rendered great service to younger
readers thisby volume . . . has done his work well
. . . one of the best volumes of the series."—Herald,
Boston.
"A fine contribution to the literature which has

grown \ip about the name of the famous scientist."—
Rochester Herald, April 20.

IN PRESS

LOUIS AQASSIZ: His Life and Work

BY THE SAME AUTHOR

O. p. Pu^r>iANi's Sons
I^OMOOM A.IML) NHJW YOKK

Recent and Forthcoming Publications

THE LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE
With a History of his Literary, Political and Religious

Career in America. France and England. By Moncure
Daniel t^onway, author of 'Omitted Chapters of History
Disclosed in the Life and Papers of Edmund Kandolphj'
etc. To whicli is added a skcteli of Paine by William
Cobbett, hitherto unpublished. 2vols.,8vo, illustrated,
$."1.00.

"Let us lieartily thank Vir. Conway for this thor-

oughly excellent piece of work. . . . Scrupulously
honorable and chivalrously generoushimself, lie could
not see in silence the selfish frauds of others, and of
course he made enemies by their exposure. However
widely we may dillerfrom liim in his dogmatic con-
clusions, it seems to us impossible to doubt that he was
a noblc-he.Trtcd man. He was treated witn a base in-

gratitude that nothing l)ut religious intolerance could
explain, e.xcci>ting, also, tliat even still the services of
mind and i)en seem far less valuable to the vulgar
crowd than gunpowder and steel. However, Paiue's
Life is now for the first time before us. We congratulate
Mr. Conway on the acoomiilishment of so laborious a
task, a work well done and welljworth doing."— Tht
Cltiirchman.

HEROES OF THE NATIONS
Large 12mo, fully illustrated; each, cloth, $1..')0: half

leather, gilt top, %\.~h.
Six volumes 2)iiblish('<l, the latest issue bci/uj:

JULIUS CAESAR, AND THE FOUNDATION
OF THE ROMAN IMPERIAL SYSTEM

Bv W. Warde Fowler, M. A., Fellow of Lincoln College,
Oxford.

To he followed by

JOHN WYCLIF
Last of the Schoolmen and I'irst of the English Re-

formers. By Lewis .Sergeant.

NAPOLEON, WARRIOR AND RULER, AND
THE MILITARY SUPREMACY OF REVOLU-

TIONARY FRANCE
By W. O'Connor Moiris.

STORY OF THE NATIONS
Large 12mo, fully illustrated, each, cloth, ?l.."iO; half

leather, gill top, $1.7.').

Thirty-three vulumci have thus far been isstied, the latest
ixsue behiy :

THE STORY OF THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE
By C. W. ('. Oman.

Next to appear:

THE STORY OF ANCIENT SICILY—PHCKNI-
ClAN, CiUEKIv AND RO.AIAX.
By E. A. Freeman.

TH^ STORY OP TH:E TUSCAN REPUBI,ICS
By Isabella Dully.

THE INITIAI^S
By Baroness Tautplueus. '2 vols., Klmo, uniform with

the Exmoor Edition of " Lorna Doone." ?'J.,JO.

INDIAN FAIRY TAI,ES
Collected an<l edited bv .Iosej)h Jacobs, and illustrated

by .L 1). liatteti. IJiuo, ^1 .7.').

"Mr. .lacobs follows u]) his "Celtic Fairy Tale," of last
Christmas and English Fairy Tales of the preceding
one, by a selection from the gorgeous fancy ol the East.

JAPAN IN ART AND INDUSTRY
With a glance at .lapnneso Planners and Customs.

Translated from the Frencll of Felix R<?gamey. By
May French Slieldon. I'Jmo, fully illustrate<l, ?L"5.

*** Descriptive Fall Lists, Notes on New liools. Vol. IT,
No. IT, prospectus of the h'nickerbocker Nuqfjcls, Heroes and
Slori/ of the Mations Series scut oh apiylieoiion.

G. P. POTNHPI'S SONS, NEW YOHK AND LONDON



BOOKS

IMPORTANT

PUBLICATIONS

BARNES' POPULAR HISTORY

OF THE UNITED STATES

rrofusc'ly illnstnitt'd ; Lir^'o dfur typo ;
ac

curate and non-iuirtisan ; liroii^'lit <l<)\va to tin

administration of Benjamin Harrison; pos
si'ssea the cliunu of a novel; desirable in

every faniilv.

One royai octavo volume, r,SOi)p, illuminated

cloth cover, price, postpaid, lt."..50; shei'i),

$5.00; one-half calf, ^ti.OO ;
full mor,, $8.00.

HISTORY OF ART
By "^V^r. II. Goodyear (latecurator of :\Ietro

polilan INIuseum.)
A comprehensive sketch of Architecture

Sculpture and Painting; "written in_ clear,

terse stvle; adapted for use in In-her institu-

tions of learning but appropriate in j)rivate

libraries. Edition do Luxe oll'ers a most
attractive table book. Bound in handsome
red cloth, vellum and gold.

Royal 8vo. 314 clioice illustrations, 377 pp.

Price", postpaid, cloth, ^3.50 ;
de Luxe, .15.00.

HISTORY OF GERMANY
A Drama of Development

By TnEODORE P. Fay.
A compreliensive, popular history of Ger-

many for which INIr. Fay's lifelong residence

in that country has given" him i.eiuliar advan-

taires. The work is appropriately ilhistrated

aiid presented in large handsome type and
liberal margins.
Two royal octavo volumes, 1,.'?00 ])p. Pri<e,

postpaid, clotli, uncut edges, gilt top, $7.U"'

half calf, $ll.'.00.

ATLAS OF THE WORLD
By James MoxTiETn.
Descriptive, historical and statistiral, and

illustrated with numerous engravings. Mi

pages of full and dou]»le-page maps, and 70

pages of text; closing with ptatistiea, topical

reviews, and a succint historical resume.

Census of 1890.

Leather back, large quarto, 200 j % Price,

postpaid, $3.50.

Seii<l for Special Catalogue

A. S. BARNES & CO., Publishers

751 Broadway, New York

FREDERICK WflRNE & CD'S

Books foi all Seasons

.\'{/w nail II, in lartje rrown, 8vo. clotli hindimj of Snvd
ill yiilii, f:-'-'''".

THE LAND OF THE ALMIGHTY DOLLAR.
l;y II. I'ANMrKK GoiiixiN. With sixty original illus-

trations l>y Irving' MontHcu.
'I'crsc 1111(1 c'i)it,'r!iiMnuitii', tlie«t' flyiiitr leaves of h

slircwil tnivelcr'H oliscrvalioiis of this country will Ije

reail willi interest nn<l unuisenient.

"Ileurly ailiniralioii, siiifere ileferenne and earnest

sviiiiiHthy. These ennilitions meet, v.e observe witli

Kiitisl'actioii, in Mr. 11. I'annuire (iordon, and we do
not hesitate to liesjieuk a multitude of readers for his

b(iol<."- .V. )'. Sun.
" Mr. (Jordon aiipears to have had a fairly Rood time

in Anieriea and to have judged us with good temper.
"

— Thi'.y. Y. Times.

r.il the A iitlior of
"

Life anil Ti arUimj of .Tohn Iliifkin."

POPULAR STUDIES OF THE NINETEENTH
(|;N11 |:V I'dlTS. Hy J. M.vi:>MAi,i. M.\THKU. In

IJliio. elolii. Jl.UO.

Simple studies on 'Wordsworth, Shelley, Coleridge,
llyron, Hood, Tennyson ancl Brownintr. tending to

ereate a w ider interest in tlie jioet and his works.

.V../r iiit'lii. ill Ihiin., rhith. •«/."''

JOHN RUSKIN: HIS LIFE AND TEACHING.
Hy J. M.M'.Ml.M.L M.VTUru, Thini edition, revined.

Tiiis volume is not aeriiifism, hut simply an outline
of Kiiskin's life and teaehinj,', ititended for those who
iiiirpose a careful studv of his Avorks.

• Mr. Mtitlier's hook, with itscareful and sympathetic
annh>is of I'vuskin's works, and its char and concise

expo"siti(ui of his pliilosophy of art, education and life,

is a volume of the most helpful sort."— r/ie Dial.

Three enti rtaininei icorks schrtedfrom the

CHAXnO.'i CLASSTCS

THE DIARY AKD LETTERS OF MADAM
1)'AU151,AV (Fr.vniks BtitNKV). With notes l.y W . i .

W AKDandpretaccil hy Loi:l) MArAfl.vY's Kssay. With

imrtraits. In 3 vols. ."smooth dark blue linen boards,

]. rice, fJ.2.") per set; or, in " Roxburgh
"
style, cloth,

t;ilt toi>s, ]iriee, $3 per set, lioxed.

*j,* Tlic r>iary of the author of " Evelina" contains
must spriphtlv'aiid entertaining anecdotes of fashion-

able and Court Society of the Keijrn of Ceorpe 111. as

well fls the literary circles of tlic latter portion of the

ei^hleCiilli Celitiii v, lU". Join. son, Mrs. Tlirale. etc., etc.

EVELYN'S (JOHN) DIARY. DIARY AND
Correspondence of .lolin Kvelyu, Esq., E. K. S., from
ICdl to 1705-0. With Memoir. Edited by William

Bray, Esn. Eorminj; a most amusing and prapliic

picture of the time of Charles I to Kinsr William. 1

vol., IJmo, bound iu smooth blue linen boards, w liite

ti'le h'.l c 1, price, 7.'>ceuts ; or iu half Koxburgh style,

clotli, ^ilt tui,,?l.W).

THE DIARY OF SAMUEL PEPYS. ESQ..
1". U.S. Enmi liVi'.noli.i.'.i. \\ iih ( i>rri >iMiiMiene( iiiid

Menioir. Edited by lUchard Lord Hraybrooke. 1 vol..

iiound in two styles uuiform with the above, 75 eeuts

or?l.(U
'

, ,,
This invaluable picture of the times, translated from

the original cvpher, fivesusa minute panorama of one

of the most iuteresling and eventful decades in English
llistorv. . ^ ,

,»TIIE CHANDOS CLASSICS now eonsist of over

l:'(Aolumes. ciuitaining the best literature of alltii • -.

are all uniioriu in style and size, and retail at 7."i <

per volume iu smooth, blue linen boards, white :

labels ; or, in " Roxburgh
"
style cloth, gilt tops, price,

$1 i>er volume.
Manv volumes in TjikChandos Classics are in u=' «-

advanced or Suppleiiientarv Readers, or for En- -

Literature Classesin Ilish Schools, I'rivatc Schoolsniei

Colleires. Ask vour bookseller, or send us a postal carr

for a detailed list of the series. ...
Of all booksellers, or mailed free on receipt of prux by t

^•"^"*"""'-
3 COOPER UNION, X. ^



MISCELLANEOUS

Dorflinger's American Cut Glass
C. DorflingGT Sc Sons, New York

Everything
in cut glass

for the table.

Beautiful
and artistic

pieces for

wedding and

holiday gifts.

No piece

genuine with-

out our trade

mark label.

Peoples Home Savings SanR
AND m

SAFE DEPOSIT
No. 805 Market Street, Flood Building, San Francisco

ORGANIZED MAY 1888

Capital Guaranteed *1,000,000 00

Capital raid Up in Gold 3:j:{,.{.J3 ;5:{

Reserve and Profits 45,000 00
DepositH, July 1, 1892 1,889,000 OO

OFFICERS
COLUMBUS WATERHOUSE, President

F. V. McDOXALl), Vifc-Prcsideiit

J. E. FARNUM, Secretfiry and Manager

Term and Ordinary Savings Accounts Received
from $1 or more.

INTEREST PAID FROM DATE OF DEPOSIT

Safe Deposit Boxes to rent monthly or yearly Irom
?4 to $jrj jicr tuinuin. J>iirKe Vanlts for storage of
valuables of every deseriiilioii. {'onnnercial di'iiosits
reeeived. Colleetions made and promptly attended to.

Domestic and foreign excliange bought and sold at
current rates.

MONEY TO LOAN ON
Real Estate and Approved Collateral

T1NNIN&& Jobbing-

Joe Poheim, Tht Tailor
niiikes llie best fitting clotlit's in tlip State at
^5 per cent less tinin any (itlitT house on the
i'ui'iflc ('oast; Unles for KClf'-nieilsurenirilt and
saniplcB of eloth sent free to any adilrcss.

203 Montgomery Street.
724, 1110 & 1112 MARKET STREET,
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Miscellaneous

Whatr TheLibrary of AmericanLiterature
B7K.C.8TBIV

A.N and K.S.
UUTCIII5I10.Y

It will pay you to find out by writing to C L. WEBSTEB 4: CO., 3 E. 14th ST.. NEW YORK

RUNS SOLID

TRAINS FROM
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND

and BUFFALO

NEW YORK

PULLMAN
SERVICE BOTH
SLEEPING AND
DINING CARS

VESTIBULE
LIMITEDTRAINS
NO EXTRA FARE

THRO PULLMAN
SLEEPERS TO
BOSTON FROM
CHICAGO
(BOTH PALACE
AND TOURIST
CARS;

F. W. BUSKIRK As«tG.!.nH<- \L'!

3ZQ ^ntl^oi^t %

FOK AU

^mmhi PURP055

Rrie H fli^F -Tortus ^^ksmw.

foil?KlfAtHSOFoiJ[itrt6#rt65 SK ffli5RjBli(ATiori.

THE TOURIST, Utica, N. Y. $1 a year. Have you seen it?



HOTELS

CALIFORNIA
SUMMER OR WINTER

THE ATTENTION OF

Tourists and Health 5eekers
!S CALLED TO

l^LIMHbL o^ i.OU I H FRONTAGE

Hotel del Monte
nONTEREY, CAL.

Only 8 1-2 hours from San Francisco by Express Trains of the Southern Pacific Company
KATKS KOTt HOAIIIJ: T!y the day, $3.00 and upward. Tarlors, Iroiu $1.00 to $-'.50 per day exlra. Cliildreii, in

children's dining-room, Jj.oo per day.
I'articiilar at toution is «-h1I«'<I to tli^ nioflrrat*^ charjj«>s for accoinjnodations at this magnificent establishment.

The extra cost of a trip to California is more tlian counterbalanced by the Qiilercnce between rates of various Winter
Ke.sorts and those of tl.e incomparable Hon;!, i)i;i, Monti;.

InteiuliiiK ViNitoi-H to California aii<l the IloTl'.r, DKI, MONTH have the choice of the " SUNSKT," " 0(U>KN "

or "SHASTA" Koutes. These three routes, the three main arms of the j;reat railway system of theSOl'TIUvKN PACII-IC
COMPANY, carry the travelers tlirough tlie best sections of California, and any oneof them will leveal wonders of chmate,
products and scenery lliat no other part of the world can dujilicate. ]''or iUustrated descri])tive pam])hlet of the hotel,
and for information as to routes and travel, rates for tickets, etc., call upon or atldress )•;. IIAWLKY, Assistant Oeneral
Traffic Manager, SouUiern I'acilic Com])any, 3,(3 Jtroadway, New York, or W. G. NKIMYKK, General Western Agent,
304 Clark street, Chicago, 111. l-or further information, address

CKOK'iK SCUONKWALD, Manager Hotel i\o\ Moutc
OPJCN ALL THK YKAR ltOUNI> JMoutor.-y, CalifornU



HOTELS

Hotel Pleasanton.
MRS. M E PENDLETON. Proprietor.

SUTTER STREET. CORNER JONEa SAN FRANCISCO, GAL

! i

illiriT

The LARGEST, best appointed and most liberally managed

FAMILY AND TOURIST HOTEL

IN SAN FRANCISCO, with the most CENTRAL and delightful location.

The CUISINE a special feature. LIGHTED BY ELECTRICITY throughout.

ELEGANTLY FURNISHED ROOMS AND PARLORS for Banqaets, Private Dinner*,
"Parties Weddings, etc.

11
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Miscellaneous

Geo. H. Fuller Desk Co.
MANUFACTUREliS

""'"'•
."TSjar""" FURNITURF

638-640 Mission St., San Francisco

H%;?,i^^^^^^«AFOR

BOERICKESeRUNYON

''tn BOTlV-^

SPENGERIAN
STEEL PENS
ARE THE BEST

FOR

EXPERT WRITERS

ACCOUN-

TANTS"

s r ^r:^<^^i^

FOR
Z S P E N C E H IAN^ a n
'oCOUNTING HOUSt

=Kii).?jii.T=:-&-egN&»ar.aRJC'i^

CORRES-

PONDENTS

RAPID

WRIpING

ENGROSSING

FOR ^^
'"COMMERCIAL ;:H0i3

FOR

No. 35

FOR

ANGULAR PEN
'

No. 36

Sold by STATIONERS everywhere.

Samples FREE on receipt of return postage, 2 cents.

SPENGERIAN PEN CO.,
810 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK.

The Higliest Honors
awardp:d at

IEechhuics' Industrial Exposition, 1831

THE
GOLD
A\EDAL

AL.50 — "

—
Grevnd 5Hv^r A\ecl2ii

We iiitmiifiietnro three dill'ereiit kinds of

FAMILY
SEWINQ

MACHINES
And one hundred and oiErhteon ililt'erent kinds of

iiuunifaeluriiiLt nifieliines, and can snit llie /(/(fi.saud

taste oi tiny one wisliing a perfect Sewing Machine.

THE SINGER
MANUFACTURING CO.

22 POST STREET, S. F.
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SAfilTARY ApPLIAMCES
Of all kiiuls can be seen on

exhibition at our showroom.

K^

A conii)lete line of Fine

Plumbing Material is always in

stock, such as imperial Porcelain

and Porcelain Lined Baths,

Needle and Shower Baths, Fancy

Lavatories, Pedestal Closets,

Sanitary Fvarthenware,

Porcelain W'asli trays,

Imperial Sinks, FUc, Etc.

WM. F. WILSON
Plua\bing drainage a/^d VE^^TILATIO^^

204 STOCKTON STREET

OPPOSITE UNION SQUARE
SAN FRANCISCO

i^o^ ^p^OE^rvi3j« uii^i^]Mi>rArv k^h^aat^^^
Los Angeles Depots, East end of First Street and Downey Avenue Bridges

CO.

I^ave I<o9 Angeles for

Altadeua



AGENTS
THE POPULAR CHORD!

Tbe Ciilifon}ijii}

lllustriited f\hSi.zm
ITS SUBSCRIPTION LIST INCREASES AT THE RATE O F ONE THOUSAND A MONTH

PO yoO WANT TO KNOW ^ "

About the Charms and Health of California Climate?

About the Beauty and Grandeur of California Scenerj^ ?

About the Flowers, Fruits, Crops of California Soil?

About the Magic Power upon the Land of California

Water ?

About the Vigor, Growth, Progress of California Life?

About the Freshness, Breadth, vStrength of California

Literature ?

Then Subscribe for The Californian Illustrated Magazine

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR ('""I^Wmo)

TO SUB5(RIPERS!
Knowing the value of this splendid Magazine, will you

help us increase its influence, and earn for yourselves one of our

Premiums to be given away for the holidays? Send for our

Premium Ijst.

TO THE PUBLIC GENERALLY!!
If you desire to have this IMagazine, and to make some-

thing for the holidays, by a very little exertion among j'our

friends, send for our Nrw I'reiniinn List.

TO THE GIRLS AND BOYS!!!
If you want something for the holidays, a doll, a bicycle,

or a California curio, etc., a little earnest effort will get it.

Send for our New Premium Li.st.

fcra?"Agents wanted in every part of the United .States, address the

CALIFORNIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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MISCELLANEOUS

ARE YOU MARRIED?
It is llie small annoyances, like a lost collar

button, that fret and worry. Sour milk ove.

iii^iil; no niilknian in llie morninjj^; no cream

for Ihe coffee; no milk for the hahy. The

GIIIL BOI)D[l( "[IIGL[" BRAND
Condensed Milk is always ready for use. Use it

for tea, coffee and chocolate; for icecream, sum-

mer drinks and general cooking purposes.

Your Grocer and Druggist sell it.

'riiis ("ouiitry is full of fat, healthy babies raised on the
"
Eagle" brand.

THE CALIFORNIA HOTEL

Opened December, ISOO

STRICTLY
EUROPEAN
PL/\M . .

Absolutely

Fire-Proof mm.

-». THH -%.

CALIFORNIA

.'^.?,(j ,
Is unsuq^assca m style

r
'

]
"

I I ; of service bv the best

I |'> hotebs of the I'nitcd

11^

States. Heretofore there

['^
has been no strictly first-

t
\\

c 1 a s s Kuropean -
plan

..:.|i„,)t3^
hotel in San Francisco.

A. F. KIMZLER, -
Manager

BUSH STREET, NEAR KEARMY, 5Ar4 FRAMCISCO, CAL.
15
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QORHAM SOLID SILVER
Silverware does not necessarily

cost more, fashioned in artistic

shapes, Inil a lifetime of experi-

ence is required to produce

artistic and thoroughly con-

structed wares.

Our j^roductions bear the most

ri;;id examination. The assort-

ment offered includes everything

known for household use, besides

man}' exclusive designs iu art

pieces.

QORHAM M'F'Q CO., Silversmiths
BROADWAY AND 19th STREET, NEW YORK

ONE OF THE MOST RELIABLE COMPANIES IN THE WORLD
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ITS AGENTS ARE FOUND THROUGHOUT AMERICA
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INSURANCE ^' COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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CAPITAL (Fully Paid), $1,000,000 ASSETS, NEARLY $3,000,000

D. J. STAPLES, President w. J. DUTTON, Vice-President
J. B. LBVISON, MARINE SE.G-Y LOUIS WEINMANN, ASST SECY

BERNARD FAYMONVI LLE, SECY
STEPHEN D. IVES,CEN-L AGENT
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y AMONG THE BASKET MAKERS.

BY JEANNE C. CARR.

IN
Studying the evolution and char-

acteristics of a race, a convenient

starting point is found in the earli-

est evidence of its ability to adapt the

materials furnished by wild nature to

permanent uses.

On both the eastern and western
shores of the Pacific Ocean we find

that the art of l)asketry has played a

most important part not only in ser-

vices essential to the maintenance of

life, but possibly a still greater one

through the development of intelli-

gence and skill in the process of con-

struction and of taste in decoration.

Mr. Christopher Dresser, in his admir-
able work on " Art and the Art Manu-
facturers of Japan," says: "The
Japanese are the best basket makers
in the world. They make baskets
which are not only useful, but which

may be classed as art objects. The
Vol. 11—39

patterns are beautiful, and their cur\'es

almost invariably form a pleasing con-

trast with the lines of other parts of

their w^ork." It is a singular coinci-

dence that this is equall}- true of the

baskets made by the Indian women of

the Pacific Coast from a period long
prior to their intercourse with civilized

nations. And however varied have
been the requirements of use, the arti

cles are equally remarkable for their

perfection of form ; and when decor-

ated, for the taste displaj-ed in their

coloring and designs.

Conceding the perfection of the

Japanese workmanship, and the

incomparable superiority of the bam-
boo as a material of basketry, the

Indian baskets afford us a more attract-

ive study through their relation to the

higher development of the aboriginal
races of our own comitr}-. As ideo-

597
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graphs they are full of interest to the

ethnologist, who finds in the progress-
ive steps of their manulacture a pre-

paratory training for potter}-, weaving
and other primitive arts. And in

tracing back the conventionalized pat-
terns to their natural sources, the

artist finds them in the cones of pine
trees, in acorns and the seed vessels of

many humbler plants ;
in heads of

dried the grasshoppers for winter use.

In times of scarcity the}- searched

every hiding place of fat grub or

toothsome bulb
;
or with a tough stick

drove the angleworms from their holes,
and with the addition of a few wild
onions and acorn flour converted the

mess into an appetizing soup. They
made petticoats of tule and other wild

grasses for summer use, and wintei

The Collection of Miss Kate Mabley of Detroit, made in Los Angeles County.

artichokes and burrs of teazels
;

in

feathers and fish .scales, and even upon
the variegated skins of lizards and
snakes.

Among primitive arts, basketry also

furnishes the most striking illustration

of the inventiv^e genius, fertility of

resource and almost incredible patience
of the Indian women. They collected

the fuel, gathered the .stores of acorns,

mesquite and other wild seeds
; they

garments of rabbit and squirrel skins.

And while all the.se accomplishments
added to the market value of the

winien, it was invariably the most

expert in basketrj^ who l)rought the

highest price, viz: two strings of shell

money, or one hundred dollars.

Divorced from the basket of his

squaw, the brave had no social status

whatever. He could only revenge
himself by calling his wife by her own
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name—the greatest possible insult to a

married woman of the California

tribes. The entire al])hal)et of natural

u.ses was as familiar to them as tlie

changes of the sea.sons or the tokens
of the wind and sk\-. And though
the functions (jf war and worshij), and
the ])ursuits of the eha.se beUmged
exclusively to the men, there were
female shamans in all the northern

tribes, who in\-oked and cast out s])ir-

its and were famous for their skill in

the treatment of disease.

Alone in the fore.st, or beside .some

rippling stream, the Indian mother
received into her bosom the little

Itrown crcilure wlio made her slavery
endurable. Its basket nest, cun-

ningly wrought after the fashion of a

l)Utterfl\''s cradle, was fastened to a

strong frame of wicker-work. Taught
by the oriole, she lined the nest with
down of milkweed and .soft fd)res

;
but

prouder or less wary than the bird,

she decorated it outwardly with l)right
feathers and strings of tiny shells.

When she traveled, the precious l)asket

was strapped to her back, and she
never parted with it until the baby
died, the empty basket being then

hung above its grave. When at home,
the bab\- basket was usually fastened
to the nearest tree, where, with nevei
a cr>-, the little bead e\es followed the

moving clouds and fluttering leaves
into the land of dreams, while the
mother molded her acorn breail in a
ba.^ket tra\-, or cooked her dinner in a

deep, round basket into which heated
stones were thrown to serve the pur-
poses of fuel .

She converted a round, gray boulder
from the nearest brook into a mortar
wherein .seeds and nuts were pounded
into meal : but even this ]irimiti\-e
mill was not complete until a wide rim
of ba.sketry was securely cemented
around its oi^ening to prevent waste.
Basket sifters, al.so, of various degrees
of fineness were neetled to .se]>arate
the chaff. An increasing family
reiiuired more and more baskets,

strong and heavv ones for the storage
of acorns and grain ; others light, yet

substantial, in which clothing and the

rabbit skin coverlets used in winter
could be ])rotected from rain and the

ravages of tree rats and .squirrels.
The aboriginal bureau or wardrobe
was simply made l)y turning a large
basket over a smaller one .sus])ended

by ropes of hair or strong fibre in

some convenient place, out of reach of

these enemies.
The thrifty .sfjuaw was kn<jwn not

only b\- the si/e of her roof granary,

Indian Baby Basket. Chrysalis Pattern.

Contributions to American Ktlinology

but by the huge bundles of raw mate-

rials, flexile willow wands and long
stemmed, wir>- grasses, stored away
beneath the ."Supporting poles of her

hut or wickiup. Thus provided, as

described by the earliest American

pioneers, the rainy .season found her
'

everlastingly puddering, yet doing

nothing." Neverthele.ss, in textile
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art she had no peer. Simply out of
the grasses of the field she created
forms of beauty and grace, which,
" uncontaminated by the complex
conditions of civilized art, offer the

best possible facilities for the study of

esthetic development.
' ' *

And while the functional demands
of her art were never lost sight of, or

in the least degree subordinated, the

environment, that its utter extinction
is near at hand, unless it is preser\'ed
under the fostering hand of the gov-
ernment and perpetuated through the
industrial education of Indian children,

upon the reservations where the
materials of basketry are still abun-
dant.

The Pacific Coast baskets were

originally made for carrying and

Baskets collected In the San Gabriel Valley,

shapes were equally perfect, and we
may easily trace, in the evolution of

both forms and patterns, the growth
of an entirely new class of art products
indigenous to the Pacific Coast. But
so rapid has 1)een the deterioration of

the art of basketry under the more
and more complex conditions of its

*W. H. Holmes, In Report of Bureau of Ethnology,
1884-s.

storing water, as well as for the uses

already indicated ;
and hence the

lightest, cleanest and most durable

materials were selected. These are

found in various species of willow,
the

"
chippa

" ofthe Southern Indians,

while the fibers of the red bud (Cercis

occidcntalis) served the same purpose
in the North, and are equal to those

of the palm and bamboo in flexibility
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and strength. Among grasses used
in the woof, the smooth, wiry culms
of vilfa and sporobolus were preferred.
Some very old, undccorated baskets
are among the most perfect in form
and texture, and we, therefore, con-
clude that having attained perfection
in these respects, the native genius
reached out toward .surface embellish-
ment for its more adequate expression.
What they found to be the only mode
of ornamentation which would not
interfere with the smoothness and
flatness of surfaces, and hence with

might be made in basketry we never
shall know,* but this is certain—the

result has proved the capacity of our

])atient Indian drudge for development
along the lines which have made the

Japanese so wonderful a people.
The finest as well as the largest

California baskets are of the coiled

variety. The simplicity of their con-

struction is well shown in the illustra-

tion, which presents the bottom of

a ver}' old Indian basket from the

Pauma reservation in San Diego
County. Gregoria Majal, who made

^^t

The Home or .i iiasket AV-iker

the durability of their work, was color.

It is precisely at this point that the

fine art of basketrj- has its begiiniing.
As the woof or willow coils always

covered the more perishable warps of

grass stems, the artist was necessarily
limited to changes in the woof, and to

purely geometric patterns. Ever>-

kindergartner knows how infinitely
varied these may be, and how ever}-
new combination stimulates invention.

How far back in the ages the discov-

ery was made that, simply by breaking
off the plain fillet and introducing a

colored piece in its place, pictures

it, wove such a granary for each

of her three daughters, who are ven-

erable women
; yet Gregoria' s strength

and .skill are even now fully competent
for work of this quality. This store-

house is nine feet and nine inches in

circumference, three feet deep, and has

only four coils or stitches to the inch

of weaving. Fifteen stitches is con-

sidered a fine weave ; the finest ever

seen by the wTiter had twentj'-eight
to the inch, and was truly a perfect
work of art. It was beautifully mod-

*S< f p.iffe 605—Human figures in Dr. Shark's illus-

tration.
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eled on an aconi pattern, tlie point of

the acorn being rut off, and a flat

bottom substituted just where it was

required t(j give the basket secure

standing. A perfectly imitated acorn

cup formed the cover, in the center of

which an exquisitely modeled ])asketry
acorn served as a lift or handk-. The
body color was broken by the regular
introtluction of three different shades
of l^-own. giving the whole a rich,

beaded appearance, like that of the
central basket in the frontisi)icce.
This [)reci(nis Ijasket was an heirlo(jm

in one of the old Spanish families of

Los Angeles.
The Indian women were very skill-

ful in the ])re]")aration of dyes and
mordants, and of the colors used, black

red, and various shades of brown,
were permanent. The basket hats in

connnon use were of plain colors, and
left to stee]) in the dyes for months, a

quantity of ])igeon's dung being used
as a fixitive. The tribes of Southern

California, even tho.se dwelling in the

forest regions of Kern and San P.er-

nardino, made little use of spruce or

pine roots in their ba.sketry. Nor did

they ever use the inner head band, or

employ any totemic decorations, like

the Ilaidas of the northern coast,

h'eathers and shells, though sometimes
.seen in \ery old ba.skets, were more

sparingly used in the vSouth where
in.sccl life is far more destructive.

With her l)undles of well-soaked

grasses and willow "splits," the

basket maker .seats herself in a shady
spot with a shallow vessel of water
beside her. Taking as many of the

gra.ss stems as the nature of her work
requires, she wraps the willow firmly
and eveidy around them for the hr.st,

or initial coil. In the second coil the

willow is passed through each turn of
the initial coil as the winding proceeds,
thus creating a system of steps, or

stitches, and providing for variations
in size and shape on the same prin-

ciple as that which is applied in

knitting and crochet work. Bone
needles are used to hold the willow
strands firmly in place whenever the

operator leaves lier work
; the strong

wing bones of the hawk being pre-
ferred for this purpose.

-^= We have
now reached a point where we see that

our artist has no freedom, but is

wholly dominated b}' technique. f
vShe must have clearly in mind, not

onl}' the form, size and special function

of the work to be created, but the

innnber of colored .stitches retiuired in

every row, for each of the figures, and
of inicolored ones in the interspaces,
nuist be exactly calculated for ever>'

separate line.

The more we study the evolution of

the basket, the more astonishing seem
the results, until we are willing to

conce<le, not six, but sixty thousand

years for the evolution of the basket

maker. Perfection of .shape is more
easily accounted for in the ]K'rfection
of Nature's models

;
but even that is

becoming contaminated and deba.sed

by
" untoward exotic influences,"

resulting in a lo.ss of equilibrium, and
the balance of motives and desires.;}:

Till.- introduction of extraneous sub-

stances, .such as beads and feathers,

belongs to a comparatively late period
in the history of the art. In the

feather work of the interior tribes we
find pn^of of the delicacy of the native

taste ; no inharmonious colors are

used
;
and while the splendor of the

color .seems to have answered ever>'

demand, this was often enhanced by
contrast. The earliest expU^rers and
di.scoverers of the Pacific Coa.st re-

ported the beauty and perfection of

this work of the Indian women ; and
the Rus.sians of Fort Ross were

among the first to send it to Hurope.
Mr. vStephen Powers describes a

fanc}- work basket ' ' covered entirely
with the down of woodpeckers' scalps

among which were a great number of

hanging loops of stning beads ; and
arountl the rim an upright row of

little black quails' plumes gaily nod-

ding." There were eight)' plu:^ies,

These needles passed as heirlooms from mother to

daughter, and were carefully treasured along \rith

gambling dice and strings of shell money.
tW. 11^ Holmes.

JW. H. Holmes.
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which required the sacrifice of as

many quails ;
and at least a hundred

and fifty woodpeckers had been robbed
to furnish that ro3!'al scarlet nap for

the outside. The squaw was engaged
for three j^ears in making it, and
valued it at twentj^-five dollars. The
Gualala women are even now superior
artists, as is shown in the illustration,

(see page 609). In the North bottom-

rivaled that of MontezAuna in splendor,
was secretly served in the vanqucech
or temple from the choicest baskets

;

after these were emptied by him, they
were cherished greatly by the women
who had made the offering. The fol-

lowing legend is preserved by Mr.

Stephen Powers :

' ' There were once two rival chiefs

on the upper Sacramento who were

Showing the Degradation of Basketry.

less baskets were often .seen
;
these were

placed upon flat stones where acorns

were pounded ;
and not cemented

around mortar, as in the south.

It is very interesting to notice the

important part which the basket plays
in the legendary lore of the native

Californians. No story, sacred or

profane, can be told without its help.
In the south the god, Chinigchinicli,
whose superb tobet or robe of feathers

addicted to gambling, one of whom
was a sorcerer, and had a hollow bod)-.
His arms al.so were hollow tubes, so

that he could slip his pieces from one
hand to another without being .seen.

Thus he won everything possessed by
his adversary ; lauds, wife and chil-

dren. The entire tribe was removed
to a distant region, leaving to the

unfortunate victim only a daughter
and one old Indian woman. In this
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extremity the (Uiut^hter went fortli

with a basket to gatlier elover, for

the}^ had nothing else to eat
;
not so

mueh as a bow and arrow had been

left iK-hind. There fell at her feet an

arrow, trimmed with yellowhammers'
feathers. Turning to take up her

basket there stood beside it a man,
who reassured her by sayinj^ that he
was only the Red Cloud which she

daily gazed upon in the evening sky,
and bade her not to be afraid. vShe

modestly proffered him her basket of

grass seed ])inoIe, which was all slie

had to give ; whereupon the radiant

stranger touched the basket, when the

reached the lodge she was afraid her

father would not believe her miracu-

lous tale
;
and therefore hid her boy

in the As.sembly House behind the

great basket of acorns. The old chief

so(Mi after entered the A.s.sembly

House, where he .sat brooding over
his folly and misfortunes, when he
was ama/.ed to hear a .sound

'

like the

ticking of a bug in the wall.' He
called his daughter to ex])lain this,

but she was afraid to tell him that it

was the beating of her child's heart,

and kept silence.
"

l>ut very soon after there was a

sacred dance in the Assemblv Hou.se.

.,.rut«\''nTTT'"'TTrffl??iTY;i'in'.'My''',.^ .
•' • ... . .y ;

. .r.^r.y.... u (tU'l"u ntMll t-*' ' -A*

From a Los Angeles County Collection.

pinole vanished, and the girl fell upon
the ground in a swoon.
"When she came to lier.sdf Red

Cloud stood beside her, and she hail

given birth to a son. She was full of

joy and wonder at .sight of the babe
;

but the Red Cloud as.sured her that he
was not of this world. He then placed
the babe in a basket, and laid beside
him all kinds of Indian weapons,
bows, arrows, etc.. then vanished
from her sight. Then the young
mother took up the basket with her

babe, and turned towards her father's

lodge ; looking back over her shoulder,
the Red 'Cloud had disappeared, and
she saw him no more. When she

which, as usual, was lield at night,
and lighted by a fire of willow wood.
A coal snapped out and fell upon the

dry ba.sket in which the young child

lay a.sleep. He sprang forth, full

grown, and called his grandfather by
name. But the old chief said,

' My
daughter has no husband.' When
the mother was called, and related the

strange story of the child's birth, they
did not believe her until the young
chief told them about many of their

relations whom he had met in the land

of spirits. He then at once as.sumed

the size of a man and the position of a

chief. He followed the sorcerer who
had won his grandfather's tribe in a
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gambling game, and soon won them
back. In the joyous reunion that fol-

lowed, the son of the Red Cloud coun-

seled his mother's people never again
to sacrifice their parents, brothers and

sisters so foolishly, and thus incur

tribal annihilation."

Strange to say, the Yokut basket

makers maintained the fullest equality

when hardened, this furnished the

field for inlaying. In the vSoutli, the

larger and stronger shells of the Cali-

fornia walnut were used. As described

by Mr. Powers, the evil spirit of gamb-
ling was incarnated in an old squaw,
with scarcely a tooth in her head, one

eye gone, and her face all withered,
but with a jaw of iron, and features

I-rom the Tulare Indians.

Upper, bottom of Grain Basket, shown on page 602. On right, Fancy liasket.

Center of group, Fancy Basket, used to hold wampum Below, Water Jar.
and trinkets. I^ower loll, water tight Carrying Ba.sket.

Upper left. Hat, very richly shaded and decorated.

with the men in respect to ganibling,
and inv'ented dice and dice tables

which were temptations in them.selves.

They wove a large, flat ba.sket tray,

with curved and decf)rated edges,

using eight accrn shell dice inlaid

with abalone shells. With these,' four

squaws jjlayed the game, while a fifth

kept tally with fifteen sticks. The
acorn .shells were first filled with pitch;

denoting an extraordinary strength of

will. A reckless old gambler grabbed
the dice, throwing them with .savage

energy, as if unaware of the presence
of anyone around her.

The Southern Indians were of a

different type, and yielded more read-

ily to the forces of civilization, yet
with all their .savagery there were no
Ijctter ba.sket makers than tho.se fierce
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old hags of the Klamath and upper social and political structure was par-
Sacranienlo rivers. Jacinta, one of tially answered by a model agent of the
the last surviving neophytes of Father government with the Mission Indians.*
Junipero Serra's flock, was

brought to Pasadena in 1888,
with all the materials and im-

plements of basketry, to assist

in illustrating it during an Art

I^oan lixhibition. Passing n\)

the nave of the Library Ihiild-

ing where Navajo blankets and
the fine Crittenden collection of

Indian curiosities from the Gulf
of California to Alaska, at-

tracted attention, the dim old

eyes of Jacinta fell upon the

display of basketry. It was
touching to see her interest

aroused as she gradually rec-

ognized her own work, which
she took from 'the shelves, fond-

ling it with her small brown
hands, as a mother would linger
over tlic playthings of a dead
child. Whenever the crowd

diniinished, Jacinta was seen

examining her treasures, which
were wove i early in the cen-

tury. It is scarcely to be ex-

pected thr.t such a collection

will ever again l)c gathered, as

.since that t nie the State has been
ransacked for baskets in the interest

of Ka.stcrn and foreign collections, and
of speculators in their artistic value.

There \et remain some valuable

l)rivate collections in the possession
of owners nolabl>- interested in the

perpetuation of this beautiful art.

Tliere is an indescribable magnetism
attaching to them, altogether different

from any other feminine property.
Collectors and dealers find it harder to

part with them than with articles of

far greater value, and reserve certain

favorites for the elect among custom-
ers, who are likely to cherish them.
The degradation of the art of bask-

etry has rapidly followed the change
from life in wild nature to a semi-civ-

ilization o])po.sed to the instincts and the Sequoia groves and other great
too often to the interests of the basket forests which were once their wild
makers. The question whether the pastures, and that the way to do it is

native races can be made a part of our •Hon b d wiuon

Indian Home with Roof Granaries, San Dietro County.

lie .said :

" Under the Mi.s.sions the
wild Indians became ma.sons, carpen-
ters, pla.sterers, tanners, shoemakers,
black.smiths, cart-makers, weavers and

spinners, .saddlers and shepherds, vin-

eros and vatpieros ;
in a word, tliey

filled all the occupations kn<nvn to

civilized .society. S'early every Mis-
sion church could show quantities of

exquisite lace and Mexican drawn
work made by the skillful fingers of
Indian women. Too small in num-
bers to be longer feared, the question
is worth considering whether there is

not in the aborigines of California

special adaptation to lines of useful-

ness otherwise unfilled. Many
thoughtful citizens believe the native
races are as well worth preserving as
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Cahuilla Indians Collecting Basket Material among the Palms of Palm Cafion.
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by the education of Indian children,
wherever possible in their natural sur-

roundings, and along the lines of nat-

ural tendency."
There is not an Indian reservation

in Southern California where the
materials required in basketry may
not be grown as well as any other

crop. Hundreds of acres of tule lands
could be reclaimed and devoted to the
culture of the Japanese bamboo.
Combined with the various manufac-
tures founded iipon willow culture,
ornamental basketry might include a

great variety of useful and artistic

to spread a table in such a wilderness
of rock and chaparral ;

but if we fol-

low one of our basket makers to her

eyrie, suddenly we startle a quail, a

jack rabbit bounds from his covert,
and the longing cry of the wood pigeon
is heard. Suddenly again we emerge
from the shadowy cafiou and a typical
Indian home is in sight. A bru.sh

fence keeps a few cattle from straying;
the hut is warped from its original
form, yet is strong enough to sustain
the basket granaries piled upf)n the
roof. A dozen or more of their .scat-

tered Indian huts make a village, of

High Art in Baslcetry—Bead and Feather Work.

creations. The gambling trays of the
Yokut women would serve well as

fancy table tops ;
and what an ideal

nest would a cradle of fine basketry
be with a delicate open-work border
around the hood !

As the Indians of Southern Cali-

fornia have retreated into the moun-
tains, the sheep have followed them,

destroying the grasses and tender
shoots of willow as they go. One
must now penetrate the remoter canons
of the northern and southern Sierras

to experience their mysterious charm
in its fullness. One mar\-els that

human ingenuity can find wherewith

which there are several in San Diego
county. The largest of these are now
furnished with schools and teachers.

On the southeastern edge of this

county and within ten miles of Seven
Palms Station, on the S. P. R. R..

there is an uplifted valley which .^eems

to have been dropped here from
another continent or zone. Approached
from the hot plain below, it is a mere
"
wady

" on the rim of the desert,

along which the Cahuillas gathered
their most precious stores ; pine nuts
from the superb forests of San Jacinto,
their patron mountain, and richer

crops from the palm trees whose seeds
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have been distributed tliroughout the

world. This romantic spot is better

known as Agua Caliente, from the

warm springs which were favorite

resorts of the natives long before

Cabrillo'sship had touched the islands

of the coast. Old Francisco, capitan
of the warm .springs village, was one
of the workmen employed in building
the San Gabriel mission. He was the
first to substitute the worship of the

virgin and the Holy Babe in the

vanqueech, or temple built of willow

twigs, where his ancestors had been
instructed by Quaguor, the god of the

mountain from the earliest times.

The weird charm of this uplifted

valley is indescribal^le, when late in the

afternoon one wanders through the

canon where the Whitewater comes

leaping down from the summit snows
in a scries of lovely cascades, or

mounted upon a pou}-, rides up the

valley to meet the old squaws trudging
homeward under their burdens of

thatch, or materials of basketry.
There are a few large fig trees and
ancient vine stumps near the .spring,
which were planted by the padres who
were in charge of the »San Bernardino
mission. At the time of our visit, a

long descended heir of old Francisco

ki}' basking in the warm sand, near
the brush house where we bought the
basket handiwork of his mother,
grandmother, and great grandmother ;

and also an olla or water jar, fresh

from the kiln. The young Indian
offered to guide us into the summits
of Mts. San Bernardino and Jacinto to

the southern Fusiyama, where wild

sheep and deer still linger, but upon
us also was laid the spell of

' '

drowsy
indolence,

' '

as we watched the crimson

afterglow fade over the silver sands of

the desert.

No mere purchaser of Indian baskets
can enjoy his possession like one who
finds them, or whom they find in un-

expected places and ways. Thus the

writer's finst basket was bought in

the To vSenute Valley in 1869, of a

.squaw who.se wickiup stood under the

shadow of the great rock, named from
its resemblance to the hood of an
Indian baby basket. Seeing our
admiration of her finely woven baskets
in conunon u.se, the good-natured
.squaw obeyed a hint from Mr. Hut-

ching' s young daughter to show us
her best, a decorated one, which, by
the subtle law of association, has never
failed to reproduce that perfect hour
and .scene. At a lately abandoned
rancheria near the San Luis Rey mis-

sion, lived the oldest of the California

basket makers, among five generations
of her descendants. I have never
seen so interesting a hmnan being. A
talking tree would not be more
remarkable. An organic sen.se of

kinship, deeper than au\- .sentimental

feeling, took possession of me as I

watched her luider that Southern .sk}',

as if I had found Mother Eve in the

])rimitive garden. The wonder is not

that people live so long in this climate

but that diseases and sins .should exi.st

here at all
;
for her they had never

existed. vShe had served Father
Bo.scana while he gathered up the

history and mythology of her race,

and Father Lalvidea also, as simply
as a tree grows and gives shade to

the woodcutter. The " coras
"

useful

and -ornamental, made bj- this ancient

neophj'te, would furnish a mu.seum.
She .saw the land in its pristine love-

liness, witnessed the growth of this

royal mission, with its encircling
cloisters, its gardens and fountains. A
hundred of her kindred and descendants
here received their baptism and burial.

Where the grasses for her basketry
grew thickly in the moist glades,
there are now overstocked pastures
and cultix'ated fields. And so the last

of the neophj'tes baptized by Father

Peyri has gone far back into the
mountains to wait for death beyond
the .sound of the mission bells. Hap-
pily for .such as these, neglect of the

aged is not among the failings of the

South California Indians.



ON A CORAL REEF.

I?Y CIIARLKS FKKDKKICK HOLDER.

AS
I write I have l)ef()re ine, amoiii^

others, a Ijeautiful rose-shaped
bunch of coral identical witli

Figure one. Twenty-eight years ago
I espied it wliile (h'ifting along over
the great ct)ral reef that reaches away
from Florida in the direction of Yuca-

tan, and my sensations as I dived

down into the clear water arc as well

renienihered as if it were but ycster-
da\-. The species had, so far as we
knew, never been found there lieforc,

and its discover}' marked a red letter

diiy on the reef. There was a dead
calm—not a ripple disturbed the sur-

face
;
the coral islands, which marked

the growing atoll, seemed resting on
a sea of quicksilver; their tops of green
mangrove encircled by rings of gleam-
ing sand, affording a marked contrast.

The gulf stream swept noiselessly along—a mighty river about us—the only
sound the occasional melodious cry of

a laughing gull or the sigh of the
waves as they broke upon the dead
coral of the outer reef; a marvelous

sight it was in its very restfulncss and

beauty. The boat was gliding slowly-
over a world beneath the sea—a coral

city populated by uncounted millions
;

a city laid out in streets, narrow by-
ways, paths and broad avenues, down
which floated inhabitants as strange
and weird as the imagination could

picture. The water was about four
feet deep, and rising to half of this

distance was a mass of branch coral

(madrepora) (figure 2) that spread
away, an olive-tinted field, for many

acres. F!^ach l)ranch was made up of

little points or cones
;

the indi\idual

polyps, that appeared like flowers—
the entire ma.ss being a rich olive hue,
with here and there white or dead tips

standing out in high relief like pom-
pons. Instead of growing in a solid

mass, the coral grove was cut up by
channels, two or three feet in width,
tluit wound through it like rivers, so

that dropping overboard I waded

through these coral streets upon a

pure white, sandy bottom. The com-

parison to a city of the sea was most

apt. Each little point represented a

living inhabitant connected with the

rest bj' a mysterious bond, yet pos-

sessing individuality; and as I waded

along, the boat following, I took the

census of the town. Here was a branch
that might have Ijccu the city hotel.

The first story at the very base, was
inhabited by several craw fish very
similar to our Pacific form, but a ricli

yellow, their serrated whips moving
suspiciously to and fro in sharp con-

trast to the sand. Among the branches

hung a great red star fish, while near

the base of the branch was one of the

singular living stars, the basket fish

(Asterophyton). which attempted sui-

cide as I lifted it, dropping its arms in

every direction. Wishing to ascertain

the possibilities of this house, I lifted

the branch and placed it upon the deck
of the boat, and from it came squirm-
ing a motley array of forms—worms,
crabs of various kinds, one a rich blue

spider-like creature, a veritable gem ;

611
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black, long-spined echini guarded the

interior rooms, while little white

echinoderms dropped out at the slight-

est jar. Down among the roots—if

roots we can call them—were several

large micramocks, their richly polished
shells covered with the mantle the

animal throws out, and in every
branch w^ere highly colored pectens
and other shells that had cast their

fate with the coral branch, making a

host whose life history would have
filled a volume. Along the sandy
street crawded a large conch (stroni-

bus) moving slowly by the aid of its

swordlike operculum wdiich was thrust

into the sand and used as a lever
;

ahead of me swam fishes of the bright-
est hue—angel fishes with stripes of

yellow and purple, Haemulons of vivid

tints, brown-eyed snappers, cow fish

Fig. I
—Rose Coral.

with veritable horns, finny porcupines
and a host of others swam away on
either side disappearing in the maze of

coral points.
On the outer edge of the coral forest

the water deepened, and taking to the

boat again, I drifted on gazing down
into the water for specimens of the

queen conch or other rare forms that

might be seen, and it was here, not far

from the wreck of an old ship, that I

espied the rose-like coral. The water
was but fifteen or twenty feet deep,
and the slightest object was plainly
seen. Big holothuiians like caterpillars
laid about in great profusion ;

colonies

of echini and small conches, while
here and there a great sea anemone
spread out its flower-like mouth in

imitation of the surrounding weed.

vSuddenly we came to a patch of short

brown algae, and for a single second I

caught sight of the brown polyps of

the specimen shown in figure one,
and a moment later was going down
to it and soon brought it to the sur-

face—a prize, indeed, as in months of

search but one or two similar pieces
were found in this particular locality.
So clear was the water of the gulf

that the di\'er could distinguish ob-

jects for no little distance while

swimming beneath the surface. I

once attempted to determine the per-

pendicular height of a bed of branch
coral growing upon the edge of a

channel. The latter was one of the

peculiar rivers of blue that cut into

the shallow lagoon of the atoll, forming
a trench so deep that the bottom coidd

not be vSeen, yet the sides were almost

perpendicular, formed apparentl}' by
the overhanging madrepores (figure

2) growing on the lagoon. To show
how precipitous w'cre these banks,
I could stand on the edge and dive

into deep blue water. My companion
kept the boat over the spot, and I

slipped over and went down into the

depths that seemed as blue as the

vault of Heaven. I could distinguish

objects four or six feet away with per-
fect accuracy, and I swam down the

face of the coral bank about this dis-

tance from it. How far I w^ent I have
no means of knowing, but I left the

warm water of the upper surface be-

hind, passed through several strata of

various degrees of temperature, reach-

ing a depth which might have been

thirty feet with the wall of coral points
still presenting a bristling front and

perfectly perpendicular as far down
as my eye could reach. In a rapid

glance I caught visions of angel fish

among the points ;
saw the black

pointed head of a murray apparently

eyeing me, and saw fleeting visions of

other forms in the distance. For sev-

enty or eighty feet the perpendicular
wall of bristling points must have

extended in this almost land-locked

channel, far deeper, probably, than it

would have descended in the colder

waters of the outer reef. In these
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excursions into the waters of the reef,

I was particularly struck with the fact

that the body of water was permeated
in every direction with currents of

varying temperature. The line of

demarkation was so marked in some
cases fifteen or twenty feet below the

surface that the outstretched hands
would be in extremely cold water and
the feet in a current much warmer.
There was a constant change in tem-

perature showing that currents of

became longer, reaching out like

horns. On the edge of the lagoon we
found the broad leaf coral spreading
out like the antlers of the moo^.e, and
surrounded by the richly tinted sea-

fans or gorgonias, presented an
attractive ajjpearance. Perhaps the

most interesting forms were the great
heads of astrea or nueandrina. They
evidently preferred the sides or edges
of the deep channels, and attaineil

enormous dimensions, single heads

Fig. 2—Madrepora Florida.

varying degrees were flowing in

every direction—literally, rivers in

the water itself as air currents flow

through the atmosphere.
On this great reef there was a wide

diversity of coral life, well illustrating
the range and variety taken b>- these

attractive forms. Portions of the

lagoon, as we have seen, were covered
with the shrub-like madrepora or

branch coral on the shallows. Its

branches were short, as in figure 3.

but on the edges of the channel they
Vol. 11—40

evidently weighing over a ton, and
one which I recall to mind must have

weighed, before it had begun to decay,
several tons. It was over three feet

in height and six or seven feet in

length, but the interior had been

destroyed, so that it was like a gigan-
tic living vase. The exterior portion
was covered with living polyps, the

surface dotted by the richly colored

mouth parts of boring worms that

resembled flowers scattered over the

olive-hued surface. In the vase, craw-
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fish made their home, wonderfully
tinted angel fishes, crabs, sea fans and

many more, so that the
"
liead

" was
a veritable aquarium. Among the

Fig. 3
—Ma repora Nasiita.

illustrations of this pa])er, which are

photographs from specimens in the

collection of the San Francisco Acad-

eni}- of Sciences, a few are from the

Florida reef, others from the tropical

Pacific, where the most marvelous
coral growths are found. It is a

singular fact that while coral is one of

the commonest objects, the general

public has a very erroneous idea of its

nature. Not long ago I listened to a

most interesting vSermon by an elo-

quent and distinguished divine, in

which he referred to the coral insect.

Shades of Aga.ssiz ! Can such things
be in this day, when a wave of popu-
lar science seems to have swept over
the land and left natural-history soci-

eties in almost every town and village ?

I believe Montgomery, the poet, is

responsible for this singular error,

the lines
' '

the coral in.sect works
ceaselessh-

"
having traveled faster

than facts. In truth, the coral is no
more an insect than is a horse, and

between a fl}- which we may take as

an example of an insect and a coral

pt)lyp there is a vast gulf. What,
then, is coral? Few readers of the

C.vi.iFORNiAN but have
seen a sea anemone (fig-

ure 4), the .soft, often richly
colored flower resembling
creatures that cover tlie

rocks below tide-water on

nearly every .shore. The
anemone is a polyp, a

columnar object from one
to six or eight inches in

height. The base or low-

er portion is in most in-

stances a sucking disk bv
which the anemone fast-

ens itself to the rocks and

by which it moves slowly

along. At the top or up-

])er portion is the mouth,
surroinided by tentacles

long or short, according
to species, and often col-

ored in a mo.st striking
manner.
The anemone can con-

tract so that it appears to

be a simple prominence on the rock,

or can expand so that it resembles

a full-blown flower, and in other

davs it was considered a sea flower.

iiiv^

Hijj. .)-Sfa Anemone wilh Tentacles Expanded.

The tentacles are feeders or arms,
armed with little cells which contain

minute javelins or las.sos (figure 5).
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A delicate crustacean comes in contact
with them, is ])ierce(l, and while held

and possil)l\' benumbed, drawn down
to the anenu)ne's mouth and en-

gulfed ; the e\es are nunicniu> and ;il

h'ig. 5
— Lussi) ur D.irt ut j I'liljp.

the base nf tlic tentacles. If we
shoidd wish to push our in\-esti<;ali()ns

fnrlher, we wonld find that internally
the anemone was divided np b\ llcshy

])arlilions which radiated from tlie

sitle to the central ])ortion of the
colunni. These jiartitions are ])erfor-
ated by an orifice, so Ib.it food taken
in at the month, then ])assint;- into the

stomach, finds its way into each of the

chambers so formed. Figure 6 .shows
an ideal \ie\\ of this division and the
central mouth, and is sufficient for our

purpose. The anemone is a first

cousin of the corals, and if the reader
can imagine an anemone that has the

faculty of .secreting lime and deposit-

ing it in the chand)ers referred to, he
or she will have grasped the true coral

idea. In brief, a single polyp coral

like Innigia {figure 8) may be termed
a linie-.secreting sea anemone—a ver\-

Kig. 6— Ideal Section of a Cmal Polyp or Sea Anemono.

different thing from a fly, spider or

any insect. In point of fact, the coral

does not build reels, does not pile up or

mould as a wa.sp ; it in.sensibly .secretes

carlionate of lime, according to a law

of nature, and its labor and industry
which are .so feelingly referred to by
the poet are no more to be considered
as such than are the secretions of bone
in the lunnan frame. It ma\- be

interesting to brief!)- trace the growth
of a coral reef (jr island, and note the
evolution from a submarine hilltop to

an atoll, with its coral groves and
islands ca])ped with ])alms and man-
gro\es. affording a refuge for birds
and ultimately mankind. The sur-

Fig. 7
—

Dendruphyllia.

face of the earth has been subject to

great changes in past eras of time, and
the various portions have been suc-

ces.sively abo\e and l)elow the surface.

We may assume, then, that if the

water was taken from the Gulf of

Mexico, we should find hills and val-

leys, just as we do njion land. Let
us imagine that where the Tortugas
group now stands there were, ages
ago, a group of hills, their summits

jx^rhaps .several hundred feet from
the surface, and there being no evi-

dence of madrepores or other reef-

building corals there. If we could

have visited these hills, we should
have found them covered with oo/.e or

fine mud, now known as the globigerina
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ooze, from the fact that it is to a great

extent formed by the shells of a little

Rhizopod called Globigerina. Tlicse

Fig. 8—A Single Pulyp Coral Funy:ia.

delicate and almost invisible crcatnres

swarm in the ocean, and with other

forms drift about, among the most

minute yet powerful factors in the

work of continent making. =''

The.se rhizopods and others are con-

tinually dying and their falling shells

constitute a continuous oceanic rain

upon the l)ottom that is ever accunnila-

ting and heaping up. The globigerina
secretes a shell of carbonate of lime,

and dying contributes its mite to the

bottom, thus adding to it. A grand
result of this is .seen in the white

cliffs of Dover, and the bed of the

ocean where the crust is not actu-

ally sinking, is slowly rising under

the continuous fall of these and other

shells. Our hilltoj) in the gulf of

Mexico, tlien, is slowly rising ; it is

capped with the o(jze, added to by

*The vast number of these forms floatiiiR in the

ocean can he realized from a statement by Murray,
who says that if lime-secreting organisms are as
mmieroiis down to a depth of six Imndred feet as

they are near tlie surface, there would be more than
sixteen tons of calcareous shells or carbonate of lime
in the uppermost one hundred fathoms of every
square nnle of the ocean.

countless other agencies, until finally

in long ages it penetrates a zone one

hundred and fifty feet, we will say
from the surface where

reef-growing corals flour-

ish
; eggs of the coral come

drifting along, become at-

tached to a sliell and soon

what appears to be a little

anemone is growing and

throwing out its tentacles.

If we could examine it in

a few days we should find

a delicate deposit of lime

in the interior, and on the

edge, and soon what would
rescinl)le a single poly])
taken from figure 2, has

taken .shape. This sepa-
rates or divides, or another

polyp appears growing at

its ba.se. Soon another ap-

pears on the other side, and

finally we have the original

polyp growing upward, as

the tip end of a branch sur-

rounded by other polyps
and seemingly encased and

.surrounded by a .skeleton of carbonate

of lime. This growth continues and

thou.sands and millions of polyps are

developing in various ways, vnitil, in

a few years, we have a vigorous growtli
of coral upon the hilltop ;

the coral

animals or polyps now throwing out

mm ^^^^^

Kig. y -Younn Mangroves taking Root.

their delicate arms or tentacles feeding

perhaps upon the delicate glol)igeriiue

whose progenitors made their existence
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possible. Other species of coral add
to the colony. The gorgonias or sea
fans and plumes, halcynoid corals

10—A South Pacific Branch Coral.

(figure 12) take root, shells, crabs and

myriads of forms, join the colony, and
the upward growth
continues. All this

time an anny of dis-

integrators has been
at work, enemies of

I he coral have de-

stroyed it, burrow-

i::g shells have
delved into it, and
the dead branches
have broken off", fall-

en down to add to

the growth ; new
corals attach them-
selves to the old

branches, and so the

gr(nvth goes on un-
til finally in years
the hilltop has
reached to within a

few feet of the sur-

face, becomes a men-
ace to navigation,
a!id is known as a coral reef Its shape
depends upon that of the hilltop and

is affected by the prevailing winds and
currents. Upward it grows until

finally, during a very low tide the

tips of the coral branches are ex-

lK).sed and die. A storm now beats

up the dead coral rock into a wall,

grinding it up still more and mak-
ing c(jral sand. The sand in the

vicinity, which po.ssibly a lime-

secreting plant has been making,
is washed up against it, and finally,
(Mie morning, a plover espies a spot
on the l)lue waters and alights; the

discoverer and first inhabitant of
a new-born coral key. Just .such

an island I watched for .several

years. vSometimes it was large

enough to land on, and once we
found a few bunches of grass and
an c^g. The following season a

hurricane destroyed it, but in the

following year it reappeared, and

now, I have no doubt, is beyond
the time of .struggle and is a full-

fledged island. The next step in

the history of our island is the es-

tablishment of trees. The currents

bear seeds of all kinds, the birds

bring some and one which resem-

Jig. II— Branch Coral. Pacific Reef.

bles a cigar now .strands upon the

beach of a sheltered fl.Tt. It stands
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upright iu the water and from the

lower portion throws out several roots

and soon obtains a foothold and we
have a coral key with a mangrove
tree that bj- a system of rooting

(figure 9) adds materially and rapid!}-

to the stability of the island which, in

a few years, may be the home of man.
This gives a verj' general idea of

the growth of a coral key of the type
observed on the Florida reef. Taking
Bush key of the Tortugas group as an

example : upon mj- last visit it was,

the island, and for the time washed it

awa}'. Reefs have been given various

names to distinguish them, as fringing
and barrier, while an atoll is a reef

inclosing a lagoon. The one forming
at the extreme end of the Florida reef

being a typical example, while the
Pacific Ocean affords some striking
ones. One of the largest reefs is the

great barrier along the Australian

coast for one thousand miles, wdth an

average width of thirty miles. Among
the man}- misconceptions regarding

•m
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in {hit present paper, grew three or

four inches in a year on the islands

observed, while a specimen-'- of niaean-

drina convexa, which was watched by
Dr. J. B. Holder, doubled its size in a

year, or grew at a rate of one inch a

year under luifavorable circumstances.

I have walked along a coral reef in

New York State in the Helderberg
Mountain.s—a fossil reef, that flour-

ished there millions of years ago when

area of coral growth is more re-

stricted. Corals are found off the

Pacific Coast. The little white vel-

vety Astrangia is found on the New
England Coast— the only actinoid

coral found in these waters. The
area of the reef builders is more re-

stricted
; they are confined within the

latitudes of thirty-five degrees, the

northern limit in the Atlantic being
the Bermuda Islands in latitude thirtv-

Fig. 13—A South Pacific Branch Coral.

the State of New York was in the trop-
ics and its famous mountain range the

bed of a coral reef, suggestive of the

great geological changes that have

passed over the globe. To-day the

*[A cut of this piece of coral can he seen in the writ-

er's text book " Klements of Zoolog:>-.
" The head was

kept in a tide-water aquarium on the reef where the
food supply was poor ; when placed in the aquarium,
the heaci was on the edge of a brick, and passed
entirely around in a year, doubling its size. A report
of this was made by Dr. Holder" and Prof William

Stimpsou to the Chicago .\cademy of Sciences, and
occasioned gre&l interest, it being supposed previous
to this that the growth of this coral was very slow.)

two degrees ;
the longitudinal range

presents many interesting features.

Thus, the greatest growth of coral is

usually found on the eastern coast of

continents. There are no great coral

reefs on the west coast of tropical

•Vmerica, while the eastern coast

abounds in them. The Atlantic Coast

of Africa is not marked by large reefs,

while that portion bordering on the

Indian Ocean is famous for its corals.

The vast reef on the eastern shore of
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Australia nas been referred lo, while Halc3-onoida in distinction to the

the western coast is almost destitute Actinoida which includes the reef

of corals. Without going into an builders—-constitutes the center of a

analysis of the various causes which valuable industry, and many corals

iMg. 14 M.iJrfpoia X'lrjj.it.i

produce lliis, it ma>- be said that it is

due, in the main, to the direction of

the large equatorial currents of the

two oceans.

The coral wliich we see in the nui-

.seum is but the sun bleached skeleton.

The natural color is various .shades of

olive
;

vast quantities are placed on
the market annually

—the iiulustr\- of

collecting and preparing it affording

occupation to many people. The red
coral of commerce — that is termed

are iitili/ed m various ways. The
value of the corals as island makers
can readily be seen. The coral polyp
is the advance guard of the Florida

])enin.sula, IvOggerhead key being the

most westerly point. Great reefs can
be traced in New York and other

states now far inland, showing that

these delicate animals from time inune-

morial have been adding to the solid

matter of the globe, the reefs forming
the great girders of the continent.
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CAN A CHINAMAN BECOME A CHRISTIAN?

BY REV. FREDERIC J. MASTERS, D. D.

AFEW weeks ago there appeared
in the cohimns of a widel)' cir-

culated journal on this coast

the followin.2: statement :

' ' The Chinese are irredeemably and

irretrievably bad and vile, as a rule,

and all the efforts to christianize

them only make them greater hypo-
crites than ever. This is no slander,
but a grave and solemn truth, and can
be verified by the sad experience of

men and women on this coast who
have labored long and earnestly to

convert them. It is utter folly to

dream of the Chinese embracing the

christian religion, for it is alien to

their di.sposition .

' '

If this is a mistaken view of the
results of Chinese missions, it is time
that something was said on the side of

the truth
; but if it is true as alleged,

that the effect of chri.stian work

among the Chinese is to make that

people worse instead of better, then it

is time the mi.ssionaries, if fools, were
convinced of their delusion, or, if

knaves, w^ere called to account for

their dishonesty, and that the churches
withdraw their forces to more promis-
ing fields.

That among the Chinese are found
some very depraved specimens of

humanity, mj'- recent papers to TiiE
Caijforxian w'ill attest. Is that so

strange ? It would indeed be strange
if the Asiatics in our niidst, tlie

majority of whom represent the peas-
ant class and many of them the

dregs of a heathen population, should
Ije discovered to be saints, or be
found among us with habits and
character averaging as high as the

same class brought up in christian

lands. As things look, our race can-
not .set up very liigh claims to .social

virtue. No intelligent man who lives

in this land of churches and bibles

can w'alk the streets of our cities at

night, or read reports of official cor-

ruption and rapacity, or the sickening
accounts of daily atrocities, social

scandals, dueling, debauchery, vil-

lainy, and crime, and then turn round
to fling Pharisaical stones at a China-
man for vices, habits and customs
that are the outgrowth of a heathen
environment that has made him what
he is. It will be well to bear in mind
that when chri.stian mi.ssionaries found
our ancestors a race of half-naked sav-

ages, idolators and pirates, the Chinese
had .seen over a thousand years of high-
1}^ civilized life. Remembering, there-

fore, what Christianity has done in

civilizing the Anglo Saxon race, it

does not become us to gather up our
.skirts and give John Chinaman a wide

sweep as too common and unclean for

the gospel. Nor is it right for us whose
institutions and habits are the .slow

product of a thousand years of chris-

tian ancestry, to conclude missions a

Hiilurc because a generation of christian

work has not regenerated four hundred
millions of people ; has not made them
better than ourselves

;
has not already

u.shered in the
'' nobler modes of life,

sweeter maimers, purer laws of the

Chri.st that is to be.
' '

The question whether a Chinaman
can be converted is often asked, not

with cynical .scorn, but in the spirit of

.sj-mpathetic appreciation of the im
mense difliculties that confront the

missionary in his work.
In China the vastness of the field,

the densit}' of the population, the con-

.servatism of the people, the tenacity
with which they cling to nalit)nal cus-

toms and traditions, the philo.sophical
and religious systems that for forty
centuries have molded Chinese thought
and crystallized their habits

;
the tre-

mendous influence of the clans and
622
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iuicestral religion are, il must be ad-

mitted, conditions very unfavorable to

the propagation of a new faith.

One might expect to find a more
favorable field for missionary enter-

prise among Chinese residing in a

christian land, but this is not the

case. Tlie little credit a Chinaman

gets on this coast for his christian

profession ;
the cold .suspicion with

made upon defenceless Chinese, even

upon their women and children, as I

have .seen myself, do not make the

white man's religion, morals and .social

life particularly attractive to the

average Chinese mind. In the face

of such gigantic difficulties one can

excu.se tlie skepticism that underlies

the question, ''Can a Chinaman
become a christian ?

' ' The marvel is

Rev. Chan Hon Fan. .Methodist.

wliicli he is often treated, as it he

must necessarily be a hypocrite ;
the

anti-Chinese .sentiment of the coast,

shared even b}^ some mini.stcrs of

religion ; the appalling immorality
and godlessness ol our cities, which a

Chinaman is not slow to detect ; the

fresh memories of murdered kinsmen.
of riots, boycots and savage oppression;
and the frequent hoodlum assaults

that any Chinaman will receive

Christianity from a white man's lips.

Much of the popular information

about Chinese missions at home and
abroad has been gathered from traders,

naval officers, and globe trotters, who,
in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred
have never been inside of a mission

church or school and are as competent
to give information of the results of
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christian work in China as an average
heathen Chinese merchant on Dnpont
street, or a Chinese sailor would be to

estimate the Christianity of America,

judged by what he sees on Tar Flat

or the Barbary Coast, or the number of

white people that he sees going to

church on Sundays. Travelers in China
would not be likely to go to missionaries

for information al)out the tea and silk

trade and commerce in general. It is

very strange that when these travelers

are in search of information about

missionary work they avoid the very

people who are best informed on the

subject, and go to men who know
more about clubs than churches and
who take more interest in hc^rse-

racuig than they do in the regenera-
tion of mankind. The .same may be

said of the majority of visitors to our
local Chinatown. Where one visits

the missions nine hundred and ninet}^-

nine go slumming. Chinatown guides
who are not usually regarded as the

burning and shining lights of chris-

tianit3^ and who, it is safe to say,
have never seen the inside of a mission

church, are taken as infallible author-

ities upon everything pertaining to

missionary work
;
and it is out of

information .supplied by them that

the observing truth-seeking traveler,

writes his newspaper sketches and pre-

pares his speeches. He has gone
through China and California and has
never seen a single Chinese christian !

It reminds one of the East India mis-

sionary who stated in a .speech a few

days ago that during ten years .spent
in Bengal he had never seen a tiger, a

.statement which, to ignorant minds
would be sufficient to cast discredit

upon every Bengal tiger hunter's story
ever published. As a rule, men see

what the}^ look for.

In China nearl}' fifty thousand men
and women have made an open pro-
fession of the christian faith, have

given evidence of a change of heart
and life, and have been admitted to

the churches of the different protestant
missions. In addition to this it is

estimated there are over a hundred

thousand more who are regular at-

tendants at the mission churches.

All this is practically the result

of only twenty-five years of chris-

tian work. (3n the Pacific Coast

during about the same time over two
thousand Chinese have been receiv^ed

into our churches after giving proof of

the sincerity of their convictions.

Many of tlie.se have returned to their

homes in China ;
some have gone to

colonize missions in the east, while

over a thousand remain with us.

That .some have proved false and

brought disgrace upon the cau.se can-

not be denied. Such cases are not

unknown in American churches.

When a Chinaman goes to the bad

everybody hears it. The ca.ses of de-

clension are, after all, very few. Out of

eighty new members received into my
church during the last three years
all but five remain faithful and true.

The work is slow, but I am not sure

that it is .slower than any other de-

partment of christian work upf)n the

coast, especially among European
foreigners who are not less indifferent

to the claims of evangelical religion
than are the Chine.se.

That many Chinese have been
reached and permanently benefitted

cannot be .seriously denied. To sec

men who were highbinders becoming
peaceable and law-abiding ; idolaters

becoming intelligent and God-fearing
men

; gamblers that have been changed
into industrious, honest and upright
men

; opium smokers breaking away
from the chains of an enslaving vice ;

and women once the inmates of the

\alest dens of Chinatown, now domes-
tic .ser\-ants in American homes, or the

mothers of christian fi^milies training

up their children in the paths of

religion and virtue, are surely trans-

fonnations of character that are beyond
di.spute and are results that no hostile

criticism can as.sail or ignorant ridicule

disparage.
It is true that every christian China-

man does not cut off his queue or

adopt American costume. What of

that ? American residents in China
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do not adopt Chinese modes of dress court. Dr. B. C. Henry, of Canton,
while living in that country and why says :

' ' The character of the five

should the Chinaman adopt ours ? As thousand christians in Canton will

to the queue, it has no more to do with compare favorably with the christians

heathenism than George Washington's of any land." The late Rev. W.
pigtail or that of our American school- White, who labored amongst the towns

girls. It is really a mark of allegiance to which the Chinese in California

to his government, the mark of a lo}'al belong, wrote a year or two ago to a

subject of the Emperor of China, and church paper in the Ea.sl .speaking of

in view of the act of Congress that "the splendid chri.stiau charaLter"

denies him the right of naturalization of hundreds of these returned emi-

this countr}', his retention of his grants whom he compared to "beaconui

queue and national

dress involves a

principle that com-
mands my entire

respect. Nor docs

a Chinaman's sin

cerity hinge upon
what place he
cho.ses to lay his

bones .

"
Jo.sepli

gave command
m e n t concerning
his bones," and it

is no uncommon
thing for natives of

the eastern states

residing among n^

to make a similar

request before death

that their bodies
shall repose in some
ancestral vault on

the ea.stern slope.
Yet I lia\'e never
heard this urged as

evidence of theii

heathenism. As a

rule, however, Chi-
nese christians are content to sleep
in the chri.stian burial grounds of

California. All such objections as

these are mere trifles. American
tailor, milliner and barber fashions
and social conventionalities are no part
of Christianity, and it is a good thing
for Christianity they are not. The
tests of christian discipleship are laid

down in the New Testament and the

Lum Foon. Self-supporting Evangelist.

ed
; having

gospel under

lights on mountain

tops." A similar

testimony is borne

by Rev. H. V.

Noyes, of Canton,
who al.so says

' '

of

the thirteen native

assi-stants who have
labored in the Sze

Yap di.stricts six

were converted in

California, one in

Australia, and one
received his first

religious impres-
sions from a chris-

tian China m a n

while crossing the

Pacific."

Rev. J. C. Nevin
of Los Angeles,

says: "After an ex-

perience of thirty-
two years amongst
the Chinese both in

their own countr\

and here, havini;
seen them

watched them
more trying

fall to the lot

convert-

live the

circum-

stances than fall to the lot of chris-

tians in our own country
— havini:

known them out of their slender

income contribute liberallj^ to the

Lord's cause—having listened to their

ofttimes earnest prayers and fervid

addresses—having stood by the bed-

side of the sick and dying—having
real question is : Do these Chinese pro- witnessed the trial and trimnjih of their

fessing chri.stians conform in heart and faith * -•- '^^ I can say with the utmost
life to the.se tests ? There are a number confidence that no greater proof of the

of witnesses ready to be called into power of the go.spel to save can be
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found amongst any people in the

world."
The Rev. Ira M. Condit, for twenty-

five years a Presbyterian missionary
to the Chinese both in China and
California writes : "As a rule I have
as much faith in the religion of

Chinese christian professors as I have
in that of our own people. If they
are not sincere then our religion is a

sham and a delusion."

A lady in Oakland speaks of her

Chinese cook as "the ])cst christian

in our family, whose integrity and

consistency will stand against that of

any white christian."

Rev. J. Endicott Gardner of Victoria,
B. C, says : "In point of character

consistency, zeal and liberality I con-

sider my Chinese church members are

on a level with the average members
of any church."

Rev. W. S. Holt of the Presbyterian
Mission, Portland, says : "I have
been among the Chinese in China and
the United States for almost nineteen

years and am well qualified to judge.
I consider the Chinese christians com-

pare favorably with tho.se of any
nation in character and fidelity. They
readily respond to the demands of

benevolence and their gifts are on an

average fully equal to those who lia\e

been trained in christian lands."
Rev. W. C. Pond, D. D., writes:

' ' One-third ofthree hundred and thirty-
.six members of Bethany church of

which I am pastor, are Chinese be-

lievers. While I joyfully recognize in

the American members of my church
a steadfastness and devotion I have
nowhere .seen excelled, I also testify
that according to every test of chris-

tian character authorized by the Mas-
ter our Chinese members are their full

equals."
As Secretary of the Congregational

Chinese mission. Dr. Pond says :

' '

During the last seventeen j-ears

eight hundred Chinamen have been
admitted to our churches. It is not
claimed that none of them were mis-
taken or even that none of them were
conscious hypocrites—we could not

claim that of an equal number of

American professors taken at random,
l)ut 1 do affirm that by every practical
test of character, by their steadfast-

ness, zeal, honesty, liberality, growing
knowledge of the truth and increasing

efficiency in teaching the truth to

others they give on an average tokens
of true conversion as clear as can be

found in the christians of any land."

Rev. J. K. McLean, D. D., of Oak-

land, says he has fifty Chinese members
in connection with his church, and they
are just as consistent christians as any
fifty of his American church members.
Rev. Dr. Bovard, presiding elder of the

San I'^ranci.sco district of the M. K.

church says: "A clo.se personal ac

quaintance with many of the Chinese
christians in San Franci.sco for .seven

years leads me to the conviction that

they are truly imbued with the spirit
of the gospel. They not only know
and accept the doctrines and essentials

of Christianity, but they give unmis-
takable evidence of having entered
into the power and life of its truths.

I have found amongst them such per-
fect sincerity of heart and tran.sparency
of character that could only come from
a new heart."

Judge N. G. Curtis of Sacramento
whose forensic eloquence has often

thrilled our local courts, and whose

profession has accustomed him to

weigh evidence and read character, is

a very valuable witness. Several

years ago he had a young Chinaman
in his family who became a member
of the Presbyterian church. For .sev-

eral years he watched that young
man's life very closely. He judged
it b}' the severest New Testament
tests. He .says he found him devout,

upright, honest and true, his spare
time being devoted to the study of the

Scriptures. The judge's family be-

came much attached to him on account

of his singular refinement of character

and purity of life. At la.st he was
taken ill. He was nur.sed with ten-

der care during a lingering sickness

bonie with christian fortitude. Be-

fore he died he expressed a wish that
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he might be buried with christian

people and that his heathen kinsmen
should not be allowed to take his

body away. When the missionary
came to attend his funeral the judge
said : "I have been looking for a

model christian life and I have found
one in this Chinese lad from across

the seas." In Sacramento city cem-

etery there stands a splendid marble

The steadfastness of Chinese chris-

tians under persecution is a powerful
evidence of the genuineness of their

conversion. The popular opinion is

that a Chinaman professes Christianity
for raercenar)'^ ends and can change
his faith as easily as he changes his

coat. It is difficult to discover what

temporal gain attaches to the chris-

tian profession of a man who finds

Rev. Sia-Sek Ong, M. A , D. D., Foochow.

monument that cost over one thousand

dollars, erected at the expen.se of

Judge Curtis, bearing the name "Ye
CjOii Lun," and the words, "He
lived and died a christian ;" and that

costly tomb, the noble testimony en-

graven there, and the stainless record
of that young Chinaman's life are

plain, silent, thrilling evidence suffi-

cient to convince the most cynical
mind that a Chinaman may become a

true christian.

himself cast out of family, clan, guild
and employment, cursed as he walks
down the street, and counted as the

filth and offscouring of the earth.

During my nine years' residence in

South China, three years of which

my mission journeys lay in that part
of the province that is the home of the

Chinese in America, I have witnessed

what terrible persecution these con-

verts have to endure on their return

home. I have .seen men who. on
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announcing their christian faith, have
been deserted by parents, wife and
brethren ;

others who have meekly
borne bonds and stripes and imprison-
ment because they would not renounce

their faith or cease publicly to teach

what their fellow-villagers call "the

religion of the foreign devils." I

knew a man who was baptized in the

Methodist mission in San Francisco

who invested his hard-earned savings
in a lot of ground. When he began
to build his house he refused to con-

sult the oracle, would not call in the

Taoist priests with their incantations

to drive away the evil spirits. An
epidemic of smallpox broke out in the

village and was supposed to have been

occasioned by the omission of these

rites. His fellow villagers threatened

him with death, but he refused to

make peace with the gods. The poor
fellow's house was torn down, his

property confiscated, and himself

beaten till he dropped down in a

state of unconsciousness. I have
seen these christian men suffer

the looting and destruction of their

houses because they w^ould not sub-

scribe to the festiv^al of a heathen

god. A small contribution of half a

dollar would have spared them pain
and annoyance, yet these brave men
would suffer joyfully the spoiling of

their goods rather than compromise
principle and violate conscience.

Were these men hj^pocrites ? Did
these heroic souls join the church for

the sake of temporal gain ? Nor are

these solitary instances. The Rev.
Dr. Henry of Canton says :

' ' There
is not a christian in Canton that has
uot been exposed to reproach, cal-

umny, injustice or phj'sical violence

on account of his faith."

The London Times, that used to

sneer at Chinese missions, has lately

published a remarkable leading article

on the heroism of the native chris-

tians of Szchuen during the recent

persecutions. It says, with knock-
down logic :

"
If the motives of chris-

tian converts in China are wholly
mercenar}^ why should it be necessary

Vol. II—41

to persecute them so cruelly in order

to drive them from a faith which
means nothing to them but a little

money ?
' '

Let any caviler at Chinese missions

read the heartrending accounts of the

recent persecutions in China, pub-
lished by the foreign secular press in

that land, and ask him.self whether
his religion would .stand such a test.

It is not surjirising that some shrink

from the trial and quail in the

presence of danger and death
;
buc

hundreds of them have counted it

their glory to .suffer for righteousness'
sake, have sealed the truth with their

Ijlood, and have laid down their lives

with the courage of martyrs rather

than deny the christian faith. These
are men of whom this narrow, sordid

age is unworthy, whose unselfish

heroism puts much of our modern

Christianity to shame, and the meanest
heathen the sun has ever shone upon
is the carping critic who, in the face of

these martyrdoms, will maintain that a

Chinaman cannot become a christian.

Their liberality to the church is

another evidence of the sincerity of

their profession of the christian

religion. Taking into account their

scanty means and the large part of

their income which is sent home for

the support of parents and families in

China, their liberality is unsurpassed
by any body of christians in the world.

The Chinese of the Congregational
missions—the largest on this coast—
last year contributed six thousand two
hundred and ninety dollars to the

treasury of the mission.

In the Province of Canton, there is

a band of native itinerant evangelists,

physicians and colporteurs who are

going from village to village preach-
ing the gospel, healing the sick and

selling christian books, and the whole

expense of this mission is borne by
the young Chinamen of the Congre-
gational missions of this coast—by
men who, we are told, are "irre-

deemably bad."
The Presbyterian Mission Chinese

are equally liberal. Besides coutrib-
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uting to the expenses of the work
here, they are sending generous
assistance to the greater work being
done in their native towns. Rev.
H. V. Nojes, of Canton, writes that

he has received one thousand five

hundred dollars from California Chi-

nese to build a new church in Canton,
besides three hundred dollars towards
a chapel in San Ning.

Rev. Ira Condit writes me :

" The
Chinese prove their religion by their

members of the Methodist Mission
Church every year contribute from
one thousand five hundred to one
thousand eight hundred dollars to the
church. They pay their share of all

church benevolences, not forgetting
the poor, infirm ministers of the

conference to whom they give from

fifty to seventy dollars every year.
Their liberality is shown during the
last seven years in gifts to the great
Missionary' Society that sent them the

Rev. Wong, Presbyterian.

works. The year before last the

Presbyterian Chinese of California

placed in the hands of trustees in the

City of Canton, three thousand two
hundred dollars, to be invested as an
endowment fund for the support of

the ministers of the church. * * *

Last year the contributions of our
Chinese christians on this coast

amounted to two thousand two hun-
dred and thirty-nine dollars."

The one huudi'cd and tweuty-five

gospel, amounting to over three thou-

sand five hundred dollars, or about

five hundred dollars every year. Not
satisfied with this, they have just
formed a Missionary Society, like

their Congregational brethren, to

employ christian workers in their

homes, for which purpose they hav^e

already raised over one thousand
dollars. In the Baptist and Episco-

pal missions, there is the same spirit

of benevolence. There is no space to
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tell in detail of the many churches in

China that wholly or in part maintain

their pastors and places of worship ;

of L,o Hoy, the wealthy Methodist of

Canton, who uses his fortune to pay
the salaries of preachers and extend
christian work

;
of Luni Foon, con-

verted in the Methodist mission in

San Francisco, who gave up a good
business to become a self-supporting

missionary in his native city, erecting

chapel schools and residence, and

presenting them and himself to the

church
;
or of the Chinese cook, who

a few months ago placed in my hands
a packet containing one hundred dol-

lars, the first money he had saved
since he became a christian and which
he desired to be sent to aid mission

work in China
;
of the late Tiong Ah

Hok, the rich Foochow Methodist,
who gave ten thousand dollars to help
found the Anglo-Chinese College, in

that city ;
or of his noble and accom-

plished wife, the daughter of a Man-
darin, who spends her life and fortune

in charitable work, and who in a recent

tour of the world was distressed to

think she could not pay her personal

respects to the church that had sent

her the gospel because the exclusion
laws of this christian nation shut
her out. Yet we are asked to

believe that Chinamen are utterly
and "irredeemably bad," and the

christians all hypocrites who have

joined the church from mercenary
motives !

The devotion of these people to their

pastors and teachers is another feature

of their character. Such prodigality
of gratitude and such constancy of

friendship were never seen as in the

relation of flock to pastor in China.
The Rev. Mr. Walley, who has just
returned from China, was at Wuliu
during the recent riots, and tells how
nobly the native christians stood by
him and his wife, and risked their

lives in their defense, when all their

European friends had fled. I know
nothing in history or fiction more
thrilling than his account of the way
these christian Chinamen faced a

raging mob and raging flames to

rescue three little English chil-

dren from a burning mission-house

and restored them to the arras ol

their distracted mother. Ask hei

if she ever saw a chri.stian China-
man.

Shall I ever forget that September
morning in Canton, eight years ago,
when the streets were surging with a

desperate mob three thousand strong,

yelling,
' ' Down with the foreign

devils," when fourteen fine mansions
of the foreign merchants were looted

and burnt to the ground, the residents

only barely succeeding in saving
their lives? Deserted by fellow-

countrymen, cut off from succor and
with death staring us in the face, the

only people who befriended me and

my family during the long hours ol

that terrible day were christian

Chinamen. It was a member of my
church who smuggled us into his

house and kept us concealed in a back
room. It was a band of christian

Chinamen of my church who forced

their way through the mob, at the

peril of their lives, to make sure of

our safety, and who, within sound of

the howls of the mob, the roar of the

flames and the crack of musketr>'.
stood round us in our defense, vow-

ing that no harm should come to their

dear pastor and his famil}- as long as

their lives held out. If these men
were not christians then that word
has no meaning to me.
Of the Chinese christian ministry

much might be said in illustration of

the capacity of a Chinaman to appre-
hend and intelligently expound the

highest truths of the christian reli-

gion. Many of them are cultured

gentlemen who have become christian

ministers after throwing up more
lucrative situations. The preaching
of many of them would do credit to

any pulpit of Christendom. Their

sermons, interspersed with apt illus-

trations, are packed with thought,

profoundly exegetical and forcibly

logical. Some are orators, others

theologians, some practical, while
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Others bubble over with wit and
humor. Blameless in their integrity,
fearless in their denunciation of error,

and suflFering day by day contumely
and insult, they seem to have come
fresh from the apostolic age. There is

the Rev. Kwan Loy, who preached in

the market place of Kau Kong, know-

ing that offers of a reward of five hun-
dred dollars for his head had been

posted all over the town. There is Dr.

Sia Sek Ong, a graduate ofthe Imperial
University, who threw up a lucrative

situation to become a Methodist

preacher, itinerating from village to

village and preaching the gospel,
sometimes upon less than three dollars

a month. The author of the prize

tract,
' ' Who is Jesus ?

"
a successful

pastor and presiding elder and four

years ago delegate to the last Metho-
dist General Conference, Dr. Sek Ong,
is worthy a place in the highest rank
of the Methodist ministry. Among
Chinese preachers in California the

most brilliant, perhaps, is the Rev.
Chan Hon Fan, a man of liberal ideas,
a good English scholar and a preacher
of singular eloquence and power. No
braver thing was ever done in San
Francisco than his open attack upon
Highbinderism while preaching on the

open street of Chinatown a few months

ago. On the very spot that a few

days before had been reddened with
the blood of murder, and under the
rooms of a highbinder society the
crowd stood for an hour and listened

to this brave preacher openly exposing
and denouncing the murderous secret

societies that had disgraced their

nation and terrorized Chinatown.
Another noted preacher is the Rev.

Tong Keet Hing of the Baptist mis-

sion, perhaps the best Biblical scholar
and clo.sest thinker in the Chinese
church. He has been called the Chi-
nese Spurgeon for his ready wit, his

luminous presentation of truth, and
his subtle and searching application.
The Rev. Mr. Wong of the Presby-
terian mission is a good, practical

preacher, whose clear exposition and
chaste diction make him a model for

3^ouuger men. There is Rev. Ng
Poon Chin, who is a good English
scholar, reads his Hebrew Bible and
Greek Testament and is about to be
ordained to the ministry in the Pres-

byterian church. Mention must be

made, too, of Gee Gam, one of the
oldest and most respected Chinese
christians in California, for twenty
years court interpreter at Oakland,
who spends his spare time in evangel-
istic work in connection with the

Congregational mission. There is,

also, Lee Tong Hay, the Methodist
local preacher, whose sermons and

addresses, in English and Chinese,
are so full of pith and humor that

some have called him the Chinese
Sam Jones. Many other instances

might be given, but these will suffice

to show that Chinamen can not only
become sincere Christian believers,

but also preachers of the gospel
as intelligent, faithful, earnest and
consecrated as can be found in the

pulpits of our own churches.

With these results it surely cannot
be seriously maintained that Christian

missions among the Chinese are a

failure. Year after year these young
men of

' ' Far Cathay,
' ' who have been

under our influence and instruction

and haV'C been brought in contact with
the religion, science and civilization of

the West, are returning to their native

laud, bearing with them the light of

a new age, the principles of free in-

stitutions and the seeds of imperishable
truth that will be planted in their far-

off homes and become a power for

good long after our work is done and
our name forgotten.

6? "S* / ti^



JIMMY THE GUIDE.

BY WALTER B. COOKE.

I

GO slumming occasionally, at least

once a year, and sometimes twice,
at times with some chosen friend,

but preferably alone. It is such a

change from the beaten path of every-

da}^ life; so different from the pleasant
side of the world that one observes at

home, in fashionable salons, or at

ballij and cotillons. Therein lies its

charm, transitory though it be. One
night recently, after a respite of per-

haps a year, I donned an old suit of

clothes and other accessories to match
it, put a number of halves, quarters
and dimes in my pockets for ready
change, and proceeded carelessly
toward Barbary Coast, the fountain

head of vice and the haunt of crimin-

als, and the most debased of our
male and female population.
The Colorado, Kl Dorado, Arizona

and Scandinavian halls were all in-

spected, presenting to my eyes no

change in a year. The same faces

were seen before and behind the bars,
the same waiter girls

' '

chased the

duck " with agile feet, and their e)'es

were ever on the alert for a
"
sleeper,

' '

or an error in change, while the same
motley crew of sailors, soldiers and
others were being fleeced as usual.

It was interesting, however, to a cer-

tain degree, especiall3'- in the Scandi-

navian, where two female "beer

jerkers" were severely pummeling a

friendless Italian because he. in his

mild, drunken stupor, objected to

paying twice for the same drinks.
I left there soon and crossed over to

the IMarble Hall, a large underground
dive, well lighted, and crowded with

patrons. Waiter girls ran to and fro

with drinks, and as the asthmatic
orchestra played

"
Mary Green," each

sought a partner and danced a species
of waltz, that would create a sensation
if introduced at the meetings of the

Friday Night Club. I ordered a pony
of beer and sat quietly watching and

studying the people there, endeavor-

ing in my mind to form some idea

of their vocation from their appear-
ance. One man, quite near to me,
attracted my attention particularly, as

there was something reminiscent

about his face and figure. The more
I studied him the more my brain

sought .some avenue through which I

could recognize him, until at length
my thoughts traveled back through the

vista of time twelve years, and the

following narrative formed my mental

photograph:
;; ;'; sf; 5}: if: ;: :f: :*:

In the early spring of 1880 a friend

and myself resolved to make a trip to

Yo.semite Valley. Every one tried to

dissuade us, but he insisted upon going,
as he was from the East, and was
obliged to return to his home soon.

He was thoroughly determined to see

the valley then or never; so we started.

Merced was reached by rail and Mar-

iposa furnished us shelter the second

night, after a hard stage ride of

twelve hours over rough roads. The
following morning we secured saddle

horses at Mariposa, and a guide in the

form of a diminutive colored boy, or

rather a man, as he was twenty-two

5'ears of age. His name was ^lose,

at least that was all he claimed owner-

ship to. He was almost a prototype
of the once famous "Little Mack,"
who was so well known on the min-

strel stage 3-ears ago, and his comical

appearance and make-up put us in

good humor that cold, crisp morning.
We were assured that he knew

ever}- foot of the mountain country,
and was honest and reliable. The

express agent gave us this assurance,

and coupled it with the infonnation

that a lady and gentleman had pre-

633
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ceded us one day on the road to the

valle}'. We struck out over the hills

and mountains and reached Hite's

Cove about four o'clock in the after-

noon, feeling quite tired. To our

surprise the lady and gentleman men-
tioned by the Express agent were at

the hotel, and their detention was

explained by the inn-keeper who said

that the lady was too tired to travel ;

so with their guide they had taken a

day's rest.

The guide was a strange contrast

to our little Mose. He was over six

feet in height, somewhat gaunt as to

frame, though evidently powerful, and
his long, matted, reddish-hued beard

rested far down on his breast. His

eyes were the peculiar feature of his

physiognomy. They were sunken

deep in the sockets and tufted almost

all around by his beard and his heav3'-

eyebrows that connected over the

bridge of the nose. They were steel

blue in color, but were as restless as a

£quirrel in a rotary cage. To me he

was repulsive, and my companion
shared ni}^ dislike.

At dinner we were introduced to the

two travelers, Mr. and Mrs. Carew,
of Kansas City, they styled them-

selves, and thej^ seemed to be quite

pleasant people. Although in middle

life, and apparently married many
years, they seemed, at times, almost

as "kittenish" as a newly wedded

couple. We all agreed to start

together for the valley, in the morning,
and they gave every evidence of

delight in having our company. They
retired early, but I and my traveling

companion. Jack Oilman, an old col-

lege chum, went into the bar-room and

played billiards. Soon the room be-

came filled with miners, for Hite's

Cove was a great mining camp then,
and may be now, for all I know, and
its gold sustained a high assay. These
miners were not the class of men that

one would meet at his club, and

although they partially resented our

intrusion, they gave but little out-

ward evidence of it. Still we knew
enough to .stop ])laying billiards in a

hurry, and took positions at the end
of the long bar, adjacent to the door-

way, leading to the hall.

A few minutes later Carew' s guide
entered, and as he did so, he was

greeted with a shout and a chorus of

blasphemous remarks from rough
miners, who instantly seized him, bore

him to his knees on the floor and then

covering him with their revolvers,
made him pray. He did pray and he

prayed well and long. Then these

demons made him sing hymns, and as

he sang they formed a circle around
and danced like evil spirits in high
carnival. Each hymn or song was
followed by a drink, and they came
thick and fast. This was all very

exciting and interesting to us "ten-

derfeet," as we had been dubbed,
until some one threw a chair at the

mirror behind the bar. Then thirty
revolvers blazed out an anthem toward
the ceiling and we disappeared through
the doorway in great haste. The
fusillade continued, and we sought
fresh air at the rear of the house. At
last the shooting ceased, and climbing

carefully to a back window we saw
that the bar-room was a wreck.

Every mirror, bottle, glass and chair

was broken and the miners were on

the floor in a state of exhaustion, with

the guide still kneeling near the stove.

We had no desire to return to the

scene of carnage; so we sought our

rooms and were soon asleep. We
arose at six o'clock, and before

breakfast, had an explanation of the

previous night's scene from the bar-

keeper.
" You see," said he,

"
it was all on

account of Jimmy the guide. He's
one of them religious cranks called

Seven Day Adventurists, and all the

boys know it; so when he comes up
here they just have .some fun with

him. They never hurt him nor any
one else and always pays well for the

damage done to the bar. I always
tries to keep Jimmy away, but .some-

times he can't help coming."
We took the explanation, and

mutually agreed that we did not
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admire the California miner's idea of

fun. Jimmy turned up early, looking
no worse than ever. Mose was on
hand with his widely expansive, grin-

ning countenance, and Mr. and Mrs.
Carew were ready for the day's trip.

Breakfast was finished quickly and
our party of six were soon in the sad-

dle. Our journey commenced by
making an ascent of the almost per-

pendicular trail up the mountain side

at the rear of the hotel, and it was a

task for both horses and riders.

Jimmy the guide led the way, with
our little black man bringing up the

rear. They exchanged v^cry few-

remarks, and Jimmy always had prec-
edence in everything. At last we
reached the summit and soon after-

ward had a view of mountain scenery
that has hardly a counterpart in

America. Fierce -
looking, rugged

crags arose apparently to the sky
from the pretty valley beneath us, and
the immense layers of granite were

tapestried in fanciful designs with

fleecy masses of snow, cold, glistening-
relics of the winter that the sun was
fast melting.
The scenery was that of Switzer-

land, and differed from that of the

Yosemite Valley beyond it by being
thoroughly picturesque wdthout any
tinge of grandeur or sublimity. Down
we went over the mountain trail, our
horses carefully feeling the w^ay, until

we reached the precipitous side of the

mighty chasm through which the
Merced River madly Hows over the
immense fallen bowlders of granite,

.seething and foaming in its wild
cour.se. There the trail ended, and
across the chasm, eighty feet wide at

that point, was a rudely constructed

suspension bridge, wrought of boughs
of trees woven together into a compar-
atively strong framework. It looked
like tempting Providence to cross it,

but both of our guides said we must
as there was no other way to reach
the other side and the Yosemite Val-

ley, some fourteen miles away.
Jimmy told ]\Iose to cross first alone,

on foot, to test the strength of the

bridge. He did so and returned in

safety. Then after muffling the feet

of our horses in gunnj' sacks to pre-
vcnt tliem from .slipping on the smooth
surface of the bridge, Mose led his

hor.se over the swaying structure, then

Jack's, and afterward mine. He was
about to take the other horses over,
when Jimmy said to him,

"
In ever

mind them, I'll fix them myself."
Then turning to Jack and my.self, he
said,

" Now you two can go over, one
at a time, and we will cross afterward.

' '

I will pledge my word that all the

hoarded gold of the Indies could not

tempt me to cross that bridge again.

Imagine that frail .structure of boughs
swinging to and fro with the wind
that .swept through the canon, with

only one narrow rail at either side as

a support for the hands, while below
me, a hundred feet, was the river,

dashing along over the rocks, every one
of which seemed to me to be a death's
head staring me in the face. How-
ever, Mose, Jack and my.self reached
the other side all right, and as we
mounted our horses, we noticed that

Mr. and Mrs. Carew and Jimmy were

having quite a .serious conversation,

judging from the expressions of their

faces. Finally Mr. and Mrs. Carew

.stepped on the bridge together. She
was ahead and he supported her as

best he could. When they were mid-

way over I noticed that Jimmy was
on the ground near the big rocks at

the end of the liridge, but I could not

see what he was doing.
A moment later there was a crash,

and the bridge was carried from its

moorings on the other side of the

chasm and fell into the abyss, carry-

ing the two unfortunates with it.

Piercing shrieks rent the air for a

moment, and then were silenced by
the ceaseless roar of the river as it

thundered along. We were all spell-
bound by the awful catastrophe, but
soon recovered, and, dismounting,
looked over the brink of the precipice
for the bodies. There the\- were,

silent in death, being carried along b}-

the flood, further, further away from
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us until soon they were beyond
our vision. What could we do ? It

was impossible to return the way we
came, as the other end of the bridge
was dangling below us on the rocks,

our end still being held by the ropes.

Jimmy w^as shouting and making
frantic signals to us, but we could not

understand him or hear him, as

the rushing waters drowned his

voice. So we finally turned to our

guide for information. As we looked

inquiringly at him he said to me :

' '

Boss, I always knowed dat bridge
wam't safe nohow."
"But that isn't the thing," I .said.

' ' What are we to do ?
"

"Can't do nuffin' now, Boss, 'cept

go to de valley," he answered.
This we did over an Indian trail for

miles, leaving Jimmy to make his

way back to Mariposa as best he
could. After the experience we had,
our trip was not a pleasant one, espe-

cially as most of it w'as on a narrow
trail that was but a shelf in mid air,

with a thousand feet of granite tower-

ing precipitously above us and a

thousand feet more of the same below,
with the Merced at the bottom. Upon
arriving in the Yosemitc Valley, we
put up at lyiedig's hotel and stayed
there two days. It was impossible to

make the ascent of any of the trails

then, owing to the ice and snow that

covered them. We returned to Mari-

posa by way of Wawona, suflfering
much in a snowstorm that struck us
at Inspiration Point. At Mariposa,
we told our story to the authorities.

The sheriffhad heard of it from Jimmy,
the guide, who brought the horses

back safely, and then suddenly disap-

peared. We returned to San Fran-
cisco by stage and rail, and soon after-

ward Jack went East. I have never
seen him since nor did I ever hear the

finale of the Carew episode.
This story, in brief, was what

flashed through my mind as I sat in

that dive and gazed at the .stranger at

the next table. Suddenly he turned
in his chair, and, getting a full view

of his face, I saw at once that he was
Jimmy the guide. I immediatel}^
took a seat at his table and, tapping
him on the arm, said to him :

"
Hello, Jimmy, have you been up

at Mariposa or Hite's Cove lately?"
He turned quickly and said :

"Stranger, I reckon you've made a

mistake."

"Oh, no, I haven't," I answered.
" You are Jimmy, the guide, who was
with Mr. and Mrs. Carew, in April,

1880, who went from Mariposa to

Hite's Cove, and then were killed the

following day by the falling of the

suspension bridge over the Merced
river. I know j-ou."

"Oh, 3'es, stranger, I I'cckon I

reckerlect you now. Yes, yes."
Then he mused for a moment and

said : "I never expected to see you
again."

"
No, nor did I expect to see you.

Here, waiter, two beers. Oh, you'll
take whisky. Well, make it a beer

and a whisky straight."
This interruption for refreshments

was followed by a few remarks about

my trip to the Yosemitc Valley ;
then

we had our drinks, and I asked him
how it happened that the bridge broke
down.
He turned to me and his eyes twin-

kled devilishly as he said:
" That woman used to be my wife,

and she ran away with that man ten

years before I met them in Mariposy.
They didn't know me, stranger, on
account of mj' beard, and I wasn't as

pretty then as I used to be. I knew
them, though, and that's how that

bridge broke down. Look here !

stranger," he then .said, quickly, "1
reckon I'm talking too much and I'm

going out. Perhaps it'll be best for

your health if you sit just where

you are for half an hour and keep
your mouth .shut. If 5'ou do move,
there'll be another bridge broken some-
where."
He vanished from sight and I held

that chair down for an hour. Then I

went home.



"' RANCHING FOR FEATHERS.

BY M. C. FREDERICK.

IN
pageants ot victory or gladness,

in the mournful funeral cortege,
in coronets of princes, in the ball

room, on the street, always and every-

where, the beautiful, soft, bending
ostrich plume holds proud domin-

ion.

The ancient Egyptians, with true

artistic discernments, chose it as the

sacred emblem of justice and truth,

and set it upon the head of their God-
dess of Truth, because the vanes on

either side of the shaft are so exactly

balanced, while in other feathers the

quill divides the web unequally.

Henry of Navarre, "The Plumed

Knight," said, as he fastened on his

helmet, ready for the battle of Ivrj^
which practically secured for him the

throne of France :

' ' My friends, yon-
der is the enemy, here is your king,
and God is on our side. If you lose

your standards, rally round my white

plume ; j'ou will always find it in the

path of honor and victory."
It is rarely suspected how much of

Cupid's power is due to the witcher>^
of an exquisite feather fan that lends

its own beauty to the face it partly
conceals, so charmingly reveals, when

roguish eyes peep coquettishlj' from
behind its rich loveliness

;
or to the

long, elegant plume, curling lovingly
over the brim of a Gainsborough that

makes the plain face under it sweet

and attractive.

For grace and beauty no ornament
can be compared with ostrich feathers,

and present fashions revel in

them in all forms and for all uses.

They appear in bands and edgings in

odd and beautiful varieties on evening
and dinner go\\Tis of the costliest

materials. Sometimes it is a row of

the tiniest tips attached to a feather

band, or, perhaps, a double row. or it

may be a trio, falling over the band.

which supports them, and forming
most dainty garnitures.

Tall, Prince of Wales plumes, tow-

ering high above a flat crown are said

to have a dignified e fleet. However
that may be, one cannot help wonder-

ing what dire insult has caused the

pretty, clinging things to stiffen their

.spines and stand erect in that haughty,
defiant fashion. Or is it only that

they are puffed up with pride and

vanity at their high degree that they
rise up in that sauc}-, look-at-me way ?

Happily, the bloody reign ot stuffed

birds for hat trimming is over, and it

is hoped that anything so unladylike,

inartistic, and altogether revolting will

never again come into vogue. Yet

fonnerly it was only through the

death of the ostrich that its rich

plumage could be secured, and like

the buffalo it would have been exter-

minated, had not a successful effort

been made to domesticate it. This
was first done in 1865, though it did

not become general until about 1880,

when it became a sort of mania, and
two thousand five hundred dollars

was no uncommon price for a pair of

breeders, and even as high as five

thousand dollars a pair was received,

while eggs .sometimes sold at fifty dol-

lars each.

The great success of those engaged
in the business in Africa prior to 1SS2

led to the introduction of that industn,-

into Southern California, where the

conditions are \^xy similar.

From a troop of two hundred
ostriches that were shipped to South

America, which is well adapted to

their requirements, twenty-four were
sent by steamer to New York, and
then b}' rail to San Francisco, where

they were on exhibition for three

months at Woodward's Gardens.
A company was formed and a

63:
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"farm" was established near Aiia-

lieiin in Lds Angeles County. It is

now known as the FiiUerton Farm,
and the present owners are demon-

strating that ostrich growing can be
made a success in California.

The same year that these birds

arrived (1882) the American Ostrich

Company was incorporated under the

laws of Maine, with C. F. A. John.son
as president. Their operations were

"|*^>. \

A Three-Year-Old.

conducted on entirely different princi-

ples. Mr. Johnson's son, who was
chosen manager, went to Africa,

where he remained nearly a year,

thoroughly familiarizing himself with
all the details ofthe business. Return-

ing with twenty-one birds, Florida,

some parts of Texas, and the vicinity
of New Orleans were examined with a

view of locating, Init it was finally

decided that vSouthern California was

the only suitable place, and they were

bn)ught to the San L,uis Key \'alley in

vSan Diego Count}^ and located at

Fallbrook. Mr. John.son has given
them his ])ersonal supervision and is

well satisfied with his success.

Ill 1886, Dr. Sketchley, with the

aid of linglish capital, imported thirty-
two birds and opened a farm near Los
Angeles, that resulted di.sastrously.
The birds were ])urchased by Mr.

Perry, who now carries on the busi-

ness succes.'-fully at Santa Monica.
In 1 887, Mr. Edwin Cawston brought

a troop of forty-two birds from Africa,
and after keeping them for a time in

Los Angeles, established them at Nor-
walk where he has had satisfactory
results.

When it was demonstrated that the
l)irds readily adapted themselves to

other countries, the Cape Colony Gov-
ernment, .seeing their business .seriously
threatened by competition, imposed
an export duty in 1884 of five hundred
dollars on each ostrich and twent3'-five
dollars on each egg. though Mr.
Cawston avoided this great additional

expen.se 1)}' purchasing, at an average
of .seventy-five dollars each, from farms
near Katal, and shipping from that

point.
From these four importations orig-

inated all the ostriches now in this

country.

Owing to the hardships of transpor-
tation,.some of the birds died after their

arrival, and there were losses from coy-
otes, barbed-wire fences and various

accidents, so the original number was
considerably reduced. Tlio.se that re-

mained did not recover from the jour-
ney and become acclimated for .some

time, and it was mau}- months before

any little ones Avere hatched. As it

requires four or five years for the

young birds to mature, it will be .seen

that the increase has. necessarily, been
.slow. In addition to this there was

great loss from the incubators. The
eggs being .so large, incubators had to

l)e manufactured expressly for them,
and it was a long time before a satis-

factory one was secured.
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Both Mr. Johnson and Mr. Cawston
have sold birds that were shipped to

Honolulu, where they have thriven ;

and four years ago Mr. Cawston sold

some to Mr. Harbert, of Phosnix,

Arizona, and these, too, have done
well and now number thirty birds.

Mr. Johnson also sold half a dozen
that were taken to Colorado and are

on exhibition near Denver. All the

others, numbering one hundred and

fifty-eight, are in Southern California,
and are distributed as follows : Fall-

brook, including its exhibits at Coro-
nado and Riverside, one hundred and

thirty ; Fullerton, one hundred and
ten

; Norwalk, sixty-one ; Santa Mon-

ica, thirty-six ; Carpenteria, fourteen,
and IvOs Angeles, seven.

Before the business had become
well established in California, fashion

decreed that the beautiful plumes,
which could at last be had at no cost of

life, should give place to the bodies of

dead birds, and again the cruel carnage
began. Ostrich feathers dropped in

price fifty to sevent)^-five per cent.,

and in Africa the best pair of breeders

were said to be worth not more than

sixty dollars. But a fashion so bar-

barous could not long obtain, and

plumes gradually' came into use again,
and are now as popular as ever. There
are, at present, two hundred thousand
ostriches on farms in Cape Colon}',
where feather producing is one of the

leading industries, and from Port

Elizabeth alone are shipped five mil-

lion dollars' worth annually—one-half

of which comes to the United States.

Some of the stories circulated by
ambitious journalists in regard to os-

triches and the profits in feathers, are

somewhat startling. One familiar with
the bird could hardly repress a smile

upon being informed with the utmost

gravity that the most valuable plumes
hang in a delicate fringe all around its

body. In the same newspaper article

it is stated that during the second year
of his existence a male bird furnished
two hundred and fifty thousand dol-

lars' worth of first quality plumes and
about a hundred and fifty thousand

dollars' worth of second grade
—all the

numerals being carefully spelled out,

doubtless to avoid mistakes which

might occur by the addition of a cipher
more or less.

A writer in one of the leading maga-
zines of recent date places the value of

a single plucking at the modest sum
of five hundred dollars. When it is

considered that only the wing and tail

feathers are of value, even that amount
is seen to be rather inflated.

The amount of feathers from one
bird at a single plucking is variously
estimated b}' the different California

growers at from half a pound to one
and a half pounds, and as each farm
markets its crop differently, there is

also variation in the prices received.

An African paper gives market quo-
tations for the latter part of January
at fifteen to thirty-five pounds for prime
whites, extra lots, and all the way
down through first, second and third

whites, and a long list of other quali-

ties, numbering twenty-two in all
;

to

"young birds fspadov^as) one pound
eight shillings, to two pounds ten

shillings." Since then there has been
an advance, and the highest price paid
is two hundred and ten dollars a pound.
In California fift}' dollars per year is

considered a fair estimate of the in-

come from each bird.

At Santa !Monica the feathers are

manufactured bj'an employe, and sold

on the grounds, many of them going
to tourists who are anxious to secure

the pretty souvenirs from birds they
have seen. The best raw plumes are

worth one dollar and a half and after

being made up sell for six dollars each.

The Fallbrook Company send their

product to New York, where they are

made up in a variety of ways, aigrettes,

pompons, collarettes, boas, etc., in

addition to the plumes and tips, and
returned to them, where they are

principally sold at their Coronado
exhibit. Their plumes retail at from
one dollar to ten dollars each. The
remainder of the California product is

purchased by San Francisco and New
York wholesale dealers.
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The ostriches are first plucked when
about nine months of age, and about

ever}- nine months thereafter, though
the first plucking is of little value and
the second not much better.

At the proper time several men enter
the corral and gradualh- close in on
one, as quietly as possible, for an
ostrich's "heart is always in his

mouth," and when frightened he is

liable to do himself injury. He
grasped by

is

each wing

water, for if allowed to become per-
fectly ripe the quality is impaired.

After the lajxse of some weeks the
stubs of the plumes that were left in
the wings become dried up and are

easily removed with pincers. A sin-

gle bird rarely furnislies more than
a dozen plumes of very best quality at
a i)lucking, as they are liable to'be-
come worn or otherwise damaged.

Ostriches mate wlien four or five

years old and

and a long

I

thereafter
evince great

conjugal de-

votion. The
cock assists at

incubation,
sitting t w o -

thirds of the

time, and if

his .spouse is

negligent he
drives her to

the ne.st.

S i X t \- or

Ostrich Tr\iiig lo Kick the Picker.

drawn over liis head, as when l)lind-

folded he becomes comparatively man-
ageable. He is then hustled like a

resisting criminal into a .strong pluck-
ing box or V-shaped corral, barely large
enough to admit him, in which he
cannot possil)ly kick or turn round.
The twenty - four long plumes are

clipped from each wing (those of the
males l)eing white, females gray) and
the smaller featliers are removed with
a fjuick jerk that must make his eyes

perhaps more eggs are laid in a

sea.soii if the pair are not permitted
to sit, and incubators are in gen-
eral use. There is a wide difference

in the success of raising chicks at

the different farms, just as some people
are more successful than others in

raising jioultry. However, at least

ten chicks should be raised from a

l)air in a season.

The }-oung birds, being tender and
liable to colds, require great care, but
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after a few weeks they become hardy
and run about caring for themselves

like barnyard fowls, and in California

the grown birds have proved to be

very healthy and remarkably free from

ailments, the native stock being
hardier and stronger than the im-

ported.
Their food consists of corn, alfalfa,

the native grasses, v^egetables and

green feed of any kind. At one time,

when feed was scarce at the Fullerton

farm they were fed chopped prickley

pear that had first l)een scorched to

remove the thorns, and in Africa this

is a common food. An ostrich is not

at all fastidious in his tastes and
makes a good scavenger, greedily

devouring almost anything that comes
in his way. It is highly important
that they be well supplied with bones
and gravel. A large amount of food

is gobbled up and then the head
raised when it is plainly seen passing
in a spiral direction, downi the snake-

like neck so long and flexile that

the head may be turned completelj-
around.
The variety of hardware wath which

he stores his interior is something
amazing. Any bright article is appro-

priated with avidity, a silver dollar

being relished quite as much as a

grain of corn, while a cake of soap or

a gimlet would be regarded as a dainty
dessert. One of the birds at Santa
Monica is the happy possessor of a

gold locket stolen from a too trustful

bystander, and a lady who made a

study of them in Africa relates

how a lighted pipe was snatched from
the mouth of an Englishman and

hastily swallowed before its designs
could be frustrated.

Inquisitiveness is a prominent trait

of the ostrich character and he always
comes waltzing along with a springy
step to see what is going on when any-

thing new attracts his attention.

When a visitor enters his domain he

approaches as closely as his enclosure

will permit, and peers about in a most
curious manner, as though he and not

the new-comer had paid twenty-five

cents admittance and he was deter-

mined to get his money's worth.

His stupidity is proverbial and is a

constant menace to life or limb. A
California owner has seen one put his

flat, brainless little head over the fence

and back again beneath the board,

half encircling it with his neck and
then becoming frightened pull as if

he were entangled. Being in a chronic

.state of alann, he is always on the

alert for danger, and usually succeeds

in creating plenty of it in the above

silly fashion.

The birds sometimes break from one
corral into another, and when punsued
they "lift themselves on high and
scorn the horse and his rider."

"
I

have seen them," said an attendant,

"jump a fence five feet high, and on
another occasion one went through a

fence consisting of three bars of one-

by-four pine, with such force as to

shatter the boards, and continued in

his mad flight as though he had met
no obstruction."

Their peculiar habit of waltzing is

worthy of note. It is usually done in

the morning, when the sun comes up
brightly, and they dance like a

Dervish, round and round, at such
a rate that sometimes it ends in a

broken leg. Whether this is due to a

twist the leg gets in crossing, or a sad

tendency of the bird to become giddy
and tumble, with the above result, is

a matter of opinion. Nevertheless it

is said that in Africa waltzing costs

the owners eight to ten per cent per
annum, for if an ostrich breaks its leg
it is almost certain to not recover. If

any casualties have occurred among
the Califoniia birds on that account,

they have not been reported.
At Santa Monica an effort has been

made to ride them, but there seemed
to be no possibilit}-- of guiding them,
and the project was abandoned.

If the gaunt, ill proportioned crea-

ture, which is scarcely a bird, nor

yet a beast, is thought by many to be
the embodiment of ugliness, he is cer-

tainly pretty enough in his bab}* days,
with his large mild eyes and velvety
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neck, so beautifully striped, and his

innocent little face that looks up at

you in trustful wonderment. The

body is plump and shapel}-, and he

waddles about on his two-toed, swollen

times attacks both horse and rider,

and the skirnii.^h is sufficienth' excit-

ing while it lasts, but rarely results

seriously.
The female is destitute of voice, and

feet in a way that frequently ends in a calls her chicks, when .she is permitted
comical sprawl on his back and a to superintend their bringing- up, by
heroic struggle to gain his footing a rattling and a rustling of the wings,

again, all the while uttering a

not unmusical sound. But he
soon becomes angular, doffs his

baby clothes, loses his voice,

grows bald-headed and untidy-

looking, lengthens his ntck

and legs a few feet, and the

only beauty left him is his .soft,

pretty eyes. When in lull

plumage, he .sometimes pre-
sents a fine appear-
ance, yet his feathers

are likely to be sun-

faded and soiled,

and his beautiful plumes often

have a draggled and shabby
look quite unlike the lovch'

airy things w^e see in the mil

liner's windows.

During the mating sea.son

the male is savage and aggres-
sive, and frequently gives three

deep roars—two .short and the last

one prolonged
—so like the roar of

the lion as often to be mi.staken by
lion hunters in Africa, the only
difference being that an o.strich

near by .sounds like a lion in the

distance. As an English lady ob-

serves, he does not show proper

respect for his master, but runs at

him, hissing viciously, whenever op

Chi(i<s

Of course the all-important question
in regard to the ostrich lousiness in

California is,
" Will it pay ?

"
and the

.several gentlemen engaged in that
vocation reply as follows :

" The California product of feathers

is considered by experts, including
the New York manufacturers, to be

verj' superior. They are finer than

any imported, which is quite con-

portunit}^ offers, and is as wicked as elusive as to adaptation of climate,

he knows how to be. The attendant

must arm himself with a long stick,

usually forked at the end, with which
he wards him off by placing it against
the neck of his irate enemy and kceji-

ing him at a safe distance. vShould

one assail a person not familiar with

them, the .safest thing to do, so says
an experienced attendant, is to lie flat

on the gromid, as he cannot kick
lower than tliree feel, and kicking is

his onlv metliod of warfare. When
being driven on horsel)ack, he some-

soil, etc., to their production. The
industr\- .seems now to be well estab-

blished and the promise of .success

flattering.

Mr. Jolm.son, Sr., of tlie Fallbrook

Farm :

"
(Ostrich farming for feathers

will \y.\y if properl}' carried on, and in

the most suitable localities will pax-

well."

Mr. Hodg.son, Santa Monica: "There
is no reason wh\- ostrit'h farming-
should not become general in South-

ern Californin and also in Arizona.
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especially as alfalfa grows so luxu-

riantly and is so clieapl}' raised. There
are no more intricacies in the business

than in keeping poultry. Nearly
every farmer in Cape Colony has his

quota of birds, and the farmers there

are certainly not more advanced than

they are here. We have no difTicullies

to meet here. All we need is a feather

sale at stated periods, as in Africa, that

buyers attend and buy parcels to suit

them. When such a market is estab-

lished I tliink investors will more

readily engage in the new industr\ .

"

Mr. Atherton, Fullerton : "Ostrich

farming is bound to l)ecome general in

California because it is a very paying
industry. It is being learned that

any one may raise them that is so

inclined. Should I be just wishing to

.start an enterprise in California, there

is nothing, I think, gives greater
chance of success and profit than an
ostrich farm. Some of the California

birds are now mature and are magnifi-
cent specimens. There is an import
duty of twenty-five per cent on feath-

ers coming into the United States,

which is a profit to us here compared
with the farmers in Africa."

Mr. Caw.ston, of Norwalk : "Al-

though the arid lands of California

and Arizona are suitalile for ostrich

farming, as it is done in Africa, I do
not think they will be so utilized for

many years, if at all, as so much better

care can be given them by artificial

feeding. It is for this reason that the

California feathers are particularlj'
fine, ju.st as our domestic cattle are

superior to tho.se of the vast herds that

roam over the plains finding their food

as best they may. One or two men
can care for a hundred birds. Of
course, locality and proximity to food

will varj- the expense of keeping. Mr.

Johnson estimates the expense for food

alone of tho.se at Fallbrook to be not
more than six dollars each per year."

Mr. Cawston has twenty acres of al-

falfa and ten acres of young fruit trees,

between the rows of which he raises

.sugar beet.s—a choice article of o.strich

diet—and thinks he could keep a hun-
dred birds on that amount of land.

He says : "I can keep eight ostriche."=

to one cow. and as the profits from
each are about the same festimating
the income from a cow to be fift_\' dol-

lars), you can readily .see how much
more in-ofital)le the ff)rmer is than the

latter. Then there is the additional

sale of egg shells for which I receive

fifteen dollars per dozen."

Fencing is necessary
—wire or board

and wire being u.sed— and is an im-

portant item in the expen.ses.
About the time of the introduction

of ostriches in California, a few young
ones were taken to Florida where they
all died within a year, the climate,

.soil and feed proving alike unfavora-

ble.

The French government has several

ostrich farms in Algiers. General

Gordon, of Khartoum fame, was the

first to establish a farm in the Soudan,
and .several are being successfully con-

ducted near Cairo at the pre.^-ent time,

the North African birds being finer

than tho.se of the South. In South
America the industry is also becoming
prominent.
London has six auction sales of

feathers annualh", at each of which
are sold from twenty thousand to

thirty thousand pounds of feathers.

Prices range from .seventy-five cents

per pound for tho.se from chicks, to

one hundred and fifty dollars per

pound for prime whites—the propor-
tion of cheap feathers bringing the

average down to about fifteen dollars

per pound.



ENGLISH SLUMBER SONG.

RY jp:an la rue burnett.

Oh, wilt thou close thy violet een,

My tiny dimpled girlie ?

•And wilt thou be my fairy queen
And droop thy head so curly ?

Then thou shalt sail on a golden sea

In a silver shallop, sweet, with me,

Which thy angel sisters bring to thee,

Nid-nod-nee !

So cuddle close to mother's breast.

My lovely lily lady,

And we will sail the billow's crest

To find an island shady
Where thou shalt ride on a starling's wing,
Or soft on a snowy thistle swing,
And list to the songs the peris sing,

Nid-nod-nee !

Now softly shut each silken lid,

M}'- dainty little snowball,

And, darling, do as thou art bid,

I hear the fire-fly's night call !

For see, he has lit his torch in glee

To guide thee on o'er the amber sea

Where the elfin babies wait for thee,

Nid-nod-nee !

With cobweb strands of purple hue,

My turtle dove, my fairy !

We'll hitch the beetles two by two

And speed a wing so airy ;

We'll steal away with the cricket's horn,

We'll tickle the bat with the rose's thorn,

And ne'er return till the break of mom
Nid-nod-nee !

So, sweetly, sweetly, take thy rest.

My bonnie one, love-lassie !

With dreams of joy thy sleep is blessed

And weary cares shall pass thee !

Oh, thou shalt dance with the moonbeams white

And sport with the misty gnomes of night
Till the stars laugh loud in wild delight,

Nid-nod-nee !

A cooing pigeon by thy side.

My pretty, drowsy dearie.

Will take thee for his tiny bride.

So slumber on—nor fear thee !

For he'll bring thee sweet nepenthe's bloom

And fan thy cheek with a lilac's plume
Till thy blue ecu steal the fiiiut perfume,

Nid-nod-nee !
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' NEW LOS ANGELES.

BY J. K. HENDERSON.

IN
ancient times, mighty cities arose

on sites which would now preclude
them from attaining the rank of

third-rate towns. No\v-a-days topo-

graphical position is one of those

imperatively important factors of

development that decide the growth
of a town. If the site of a ]>rojected

city is such that easy connnunication
with the world can be obtained,

whether by river or railroad, inland

lake or oceanic highway, when the

industrial products of which it is the

focus require external markets for the

excess over local consumption, vigor
ous and rapid will be the ])rogrcss of

the new town, which in time will rise

to metropolitan dignity. If, on the

contrary, connnunication by water be

wanting, and that by rail dilTicult and

tardy, the city will languish and its

Vol. 11—42

growth be dwarfed, in spite of rich

surroundings and the agricultural
wealth that lies dormant and neglected
all around.

A better illustration of the truth of

this remark can hardly be found than
in the comjiarison of Los Angeles of

the past with the Los Angeles of to-day.
Whenever the Spanish padres of

i)ld establi.shed a mission and .settle-

ment in a newlv discovered country,

they never failed to .select a location

that pos.se.ssed the advantages of fer-

tility of soil and beaut}- of scenery.
Ten years before the founding of the

Pueblo de Xuestra vSeiiora la Reina
de Los Angeles, the mission of San
Gabriel was established, and from it.

Sejitember 4. 17S1, twelve Mexican
soldiers who had served their time

sallied forth and .settled with their

645
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families on the site now occupied by
the metropolis of Southern California.

Beautifully located midway between
the ocean and the mountains, with a

climate unsurpassed even b}- that of

Italy, the little colony slumbered in a

cradle of indolence for half a centurw
Immense herds of cattle pastured in

the meadows of the valley, and on the

distant foothills
;

the rich lands

eajj^erly responded to the rudest agri-
cultural persuasion, yielding bountiful

In 1 83 1 a .spasm of energy seized
this pastoral connnunity, caused by
the opening of the trail to Santa Fe,
and a lively trade was opened with
that great trading center of the past.
The town that had so slowly, so vci v

slowly, grown during its childhood,
l)egan to expand, and in 1835 it

attained the dignity of becoming the

capital of Alta California. It was the
means of connniniication with another
land that aroused it from its torpor.

The Los Angeles Normal School.

crops ;
and the simple-hearted people,

devoted to a pastoral life, were happy
and contented in their i.solation.

Rarely did ve.s.sels from Mexico touch
their coast, .sometimes not one in a

year, and when they did so, they only

stayed long enough to take on board
the hides and tallows that had accvx-

r.uilated, having discharged such

cargo as their captains could dispose
of. Then the white canvases were
hoi.sted and they sailed away again.

In 1847 California passed under the

government of the United States, but

Los Angeles profited little or nothing
by the tremendous influx of population
caused b}- the gold discovery. Its

population in 1854 was four thousand,
of whom oiil\ five hundred were

Americans, and in i860 it did not

exceed four thousand five liuiulivd.

Plodding on in a quiet, .sluggish kind

of way, during the next twenty years,

Los Angeles, according to the census
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of 1880, had a population of eleven

thousand three hundred and eleven,

which increase was mainly owing to

the completion in 1877 of the Southern
Pacific Railroad from San Francisco

to Los Angeles, thus giving the city
communication with the rest of the

world. The year 1881, however, ])ro-

duced no increase, rather the con-

trary, for Arizona was ])ooming under
the influence of the discoverv of the

dependent upon Los Angeles for sup-

])lies. In December of that year some
life was infused into the place, business

thrived, and new buildings were
erected. The dawn of progress was

beginning to illumine the fogs of

stagnation.
The initial start had taken place on

the opening of the vSovithern Pacific, as

already mentioned. Inunigrants began
to make their appearance, increasing

Ro.ilin^; <m the t'.irk l..ikc.

Tombstone mines and tlie prospect of

an early junction of the Southern
Pacific with Kastern railroads. Many
of the inhabitants of Los Angeles
deserted her, and hundreds of others
tried to disjwse of their property in

order to .seek their fortunes in the new
mining district. Later in the year the

junction ot the Southern Pacific was
effected, giving Los Angeles a shorter
line llirongh to the Ivast, while the

mining business in Ariztma jiroved
beneficial to the inactive town, inas-

iiuicli :is tli.it 'iVrrilory was largelv

the population ; large tracts of land

were divided into portions suitaljle to

the requirements of settlers
; irrigation

enterprises were established, and then

])rogress paused. It was el)b and

llow, "Forward, march!" and
"Halt!" with Los Angeles during
her dull, sleepy career, down to within
the last half-dozen >'ears. vSnch is a

brirf outline of llu- liislor\- of Los

Angeles ill the past. And now the

crisis in Ikt cxi.^teuce has arrived
;
a

great tidal waveof inunigralion, iu"ged
onwMiil b\ llu' nioli\c forces th.it
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impel mankind to sudden impulses,
set in and landed her on the platform
of permanent advancement and jiros-

perity. Not instantaneously pcnna-
nent, for the tidal wave receded and left

much wreckage, . but permanent as

regards the luture.

In 1885 a competing transcontinen-
tal railroad came into operation, the

Santa Fe line having been completed

outsiders toward Los Angeles, under
the steady pressure of which vitality
l)ecame more active. V>y the siunmer
of 1.SS3 long-headed people began to

invest in real estate, and a boom
of the mild variety occurred, values

having doubled during the period
from 1 88 1 to 1883, while the popula-
tion increased in a corresponding
degree. Progress continued, and in

First Congregational Cliurch.

in November. The pro.spects of the
future were brilliant, .so brilliant that

thousands poured into Los Angeles
from all directions, and a real estate

boom, unsurpassed and pro])abl}- un-

paralleled by any other similar boom
was inaugurated. There had been

symptoms of such a frenz}' occur-

ring, just as there are warnings of the

thunderstorm or of the tornado's rush.
Tlie coin{)k-tion of the vSouthern Pacific

overland Hne, in the hitler part of

1881, marked the first movement of

November, 1885, the Santa Fe road
was opened to Los Angeles. From
that time the boom was impetuous,
rapid, bearing all l)efore it like a

mountain torrent.

People were intt)\icated with enthu-
siasm over the prospects of L,os An-
geles and the county. It is impossible
to describe the excitement that reigned
during this period. Private sales of

real estate and sales l)y jniblic auction

drew daily crowds. Purchasers formed
lines liefore daylu'eak at the oflices of
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real estate agents, in order to make
sure of securing lots ;

bands of music
enlivened the auction scenes, and
lunch tables invited to good cheer.

The advances in the values of real

estate were excessive and of course

unsound. The best available business

property could have been bought in

1880 at the rate of one thousand
dollars a front foot ; during the boom

some with capital and some with none—
and subdivided into lots to suit pur-
chasers

;
new townsites were laid out,

and new towns sprang into existence.

Down to the close of 1886, no serious

consequences were the result of this

frenzied excitement, but at the begin-

ning of 1887 a number of outside

speculators from distant states flocked

to Los Angeles, like birds of prey.

Electric Car, opposite St. Elmo Hotel.

it was valued at twenty-five hundred
dollars. For a lot on Main and Sixth
streets that was sold in 1863 tor twenty
dollars a front foot, eight hundred
dollars a front foot were offered in 1 887.

Land four miles outside the city limits,

that had been sold for one dollar an
acre in 1868, rose to one thousand dol-

lars an acre. Large tracts of outside

land were bought by speculators
—

Under the management of these old

practiced hands the excitement was
raised to the pitch of madness, and the

installment plan was set to work.

Under this process, what would have

been a good, solid, and steady advance
for three years was crowded into as

many months ;
and then reaction nat-

urally .set in. The most curious fea-

ture about this boom is the fact that
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most of the buyers during the spring
and summer of 1S87 were the people
of Los Angeles themselves. The cry
was raised by the speculators that dur-

ing the following winter eastern people
would .swarm into Los Angeles, and
that the time to purcha.se was before

the land-hungry crowd arrived. There-

upon a mania for the acquisition of

land po.ssessed the inliabitants. Car-

drivers and .servant-girls, clerks and

dred and sixt^'-three, three hundred
and twenty-.seven. The sales in June
of the latter ^-ear, after the appearance
of outside speculators, amounted to

eleven million, five hundred thousand
dollars

;
in July to twelve million dol-

lars
;
and in Axigust to eleven million

five hundred thousand, making a total

of thirty-five million dollars, in round
numbers, for three months only. After

August the sales began to fall off, and

UnJer the Pepper Trees.

waiters, salesmen and saleswomen

practiced an unimaginable economy,
hoarding up every cent they could, in

order to pay the first installment of one
third on a lot in some one or other of

the mushroom sites of paper cities that

sprang up in the sununer of 1887.
To give some idea of the fatal, or

rather disastrous termination to the

previous healthy boom we will have
recour.se to .statistics. During the

period from October 1886, to May 1887,
inclusive, tlie monthly sales of real

e.state steadil_\' advanced from two
million, two hundred and fifteen thou-
sand dollars to eight million, one hun-

tho.sc for November did not reach

six million dollars.

And now the arrival of the eastern

visitors in force was anxiously awaited.
l)ut the holders of lots were doomed to

disa])pointment. No such enormous
nnniber as that predicted by the real

estate
" sharks" i)ut in an appearance,

and what was worse, numi)ers of tho.se

who did arrive, failed to find Los An-

geles to be the angelic cit>- which they
had hoped for. ]\huUl\ streets, the

iini)ositions of boarding and lodging-
honse keepers, and the unscrupulou.s-
ness of real estate agents

—two cla.sses

of temporary contril)utors to the pop-
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Illation which al thai time particular!)'
afflicted Los Anj^clcs

—
disgusted them,

and they left in crowds for other and
more congenial places.
The real estate boom was over. A

vast amount of money was lost by
the victims of the "eastern visitor"

cry, but there was no collapse. What

.somewhat violent upheaval followed

liy beneficial results. After the subsi-

dence of the real estate boom, a btiild

ingandtown-iniproving boom followed,
which in turn was succeeded by a

])roductive boom, the backbone and
motor nerve-power of the prosperit}- of

Los Angeles. Let us now look upon

High School, corner Castclar aiiJ Rock Streets.

disaster there was, was borne with
f)rlitude by the sufferers, and the com-

munit)- at large had learnt a lesson.

Many valuable enterprise.*? were begun
and fini.shed, during this extraordinary
ri.se in real estate, which, regarded witli

cabii reflection, now that it is an item

of history, must be considered as a

Los Angeles of to-day and .see what the

la.st fi^'e years have accomplished.
To state that the population of Lo.s

Angeles is now sixty-five thousand
would be under rather than over the

mark, and the reader can well picture
to him.svlf the great increase that has

taken place in the dimensions nf the
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cit)' during the last decade, when he
bears in mind that the population in

1880 was onl}- eleven thousand. We
shall take a bird's-eye view of this

same city. From our imaginary lofty

standpoint we notice that the general
trend of the town is northeast and

southwest, stretching in a direction

parallel with that of the river, on the

northerl}^ side of which the larger

portion of Los Angeles lies. The
business and denser portion is built

somewhat toward the northeast, while

far to the southwest extend streets and

populous town in itself of eight thou-

sand inhabitants; and on Boyle Heights
is another appendage to the city proper;
on the west lie tempting hills which
attract home-builders by the beautiful

sites Ihey offer for private residences,

and beyond them ,
seventeen miles away,

stretches the expanse of the Pacific

Ocean, while southward, twenty-two
miles distant, lies the Bay ofSan Pedro.

We mark the niuncrous stately edifices,

public and private, the miles and miles

of graded and macadamized streets
;

the manv lines of street cars ccase-

(_alla Lili lluJiic ill SeconJ Street Park— in \\

streets of residences, which, as the dis-

tance from the populous business cen-

ter increases, assume a suburban
character. Residences, however, are

scattered in all directions, while the

public parks and squares, aggregating
five hundred and forty-two acres,

decked with choice semi-tropic trees

and shrubs and private gardens
adorned with many-colored (lowers,

give a rural aspect to this cit}' of Our
Lad\-, the Queen of the Angels. Across
the river lies East Los Angeles, a

lessly moving to and fro, and we ask

ourselves is this the .same city where,
little more than a decade ago, the mer-

chant sat on his dry goods boxes
"
waiting for

"
business

"
to turn up,"

like Mr. Micawber's ".somctliing,"'and
the country peddler could not always
()])tain of the retail ikaler the amoiuit

of goods he wished to buy ?

Vast has l)een the stride made dur-

ing the last five years. Adobe build-

ings have disajiiK^ared and magnificent

structures, such as the IloUeubeck
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Hotel, and Bryson-Bonebrake Block,
the Westminster Hotel and the Phillips
Block, the Catholic Orphan Asylum,
the Baker Block, the Griffith Block, the

Wilson Block, the Times BnWding, and
dozens of other private buildings that

proclaim the solid prosperit}- and wel-

fare of the people of Los Angeles. That
the public buildings are not behind-
hand in fitly representing by impos-
ing architecture the institutions of a

flourishing community, witness the

Court House erected at the cost of

half a million dollars, and the new
City Hall, wdiicli cost two hundred
thousand dollars. Turn where we will,

we come across stately and beautiful

Ijuildings such as the High School in

Castelar street, Temperance Temple
at the comer of Broadwaj' and Temple
street, the Young Men's Christian

Association building in South Broad-

way, and the Farmers' and Merchants'
Bank at the corner of Commercial
and Main streets. The value of city

property is in quintuple proportion to

what it was nine years ago, the
assessed valuation for 1882-3 and
1 891-2 being respectively nine million

two hundred and ninety-four thou-
sand dollars, and fort5^-five million

nine hundred and fifty-three thou-
sand dollars, in round numbers. Dur-

ing that period, and mainly within the
last five years of it, twenty million
dollars were expended in the erection

of buildings.
The area included within the limits

of this now beautiful city comprises
thirtN'-six square miles, delightfull}'
diversified by valley, hill and plain,
each tempting to occupancy by its

particular attraction, and offering to

the home-seeker a multiplicity of
sites to select from for the abode of
his Lares and Penates. A great por-
tion of this location, with its pure
atmosphere and genial climate, is still

occupied ])>' vineyards and orchards,
and by unimproved sunny hillsides

waiting to dispense their wealth of

hygienic blessings and display the

glorious scenery they hold to view.
Within the indefinite precincts of the

already inhabited portion of this large
area, the public parks deserve especial
notice. It must not be supposed
when the City of the Angels shook off

the lethargy of a century's duration.—a lethargy due only to that incom-

prehensible web-spinner of controlling
circumstances which rule the advance-
ment or retrogres.sion of communities—that she could leap on to the pedestal
of completion at a single bound.

Completion is the result of develop-
ment, and development is the product
of time and intelligence. Nevertheless,
her present rulers, with provident
foresight, have provided for the

pleasure grounds and happiness of her

public, as far as lay in their power.
They have not been able to plant a

Garden of Kden within the existing
dimensions of the city, but they have
met the requirements of the population
of Los Angeles, as regards a popular
resort, for many years to come, by
securing, for the public,Westlake Park,
thirty-five acres in extent, with its

lake and drives and bosky walks
; the

tin}' Sixth Street Park, a jew^el in a

mural setting ;
the East Side Park of

fifty acres, in East Los Angeles ;
and

Prospect Park on Brooklyn Heights.
Their providence, moreo\'er. has looked

beyond their own generation, and
four hundred and fifty acres on the

northwestern hills have been reserv'ed

as public park land. Elysian Park,
with its magnificent views and the

illimitable sources of recreation and

enjoyment that it possesses, will, in

all probabilit}^ be Elysian in fact as

well as in name, within the next ten

years. What a paradise will the

alliance between art and natun make
of it in thirty years !

To enter into details, with regard to

institutions as represented at Los Ange-
les, is unnecessary. Her pul>lic schools

and educational system, her college,
the University of Southern California,

her asylums and benevolent establish-

ments, her social regulations with

respect to charitable luidertakings,
and her attention to the aits and sci-

ences and litcKiluie, correspond and
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are on the same altitude with her

prosperity. Her citizens have made
it their set purpose not to be found

wanting.
L,os Angeles had long ago been

entered on the tablets of prosperity.

During her long career of sluggishness,
l)eneficent Nature was waiting to

reward those who would meet her

half way, in the surrounding country,
to receive the wondrous wealth of

produce she was eager to pour forth

from her cornucopia of fertility. The
time came and the people. The new-
comers diverted her distant water
courses atid .spread the vitalizing fluid

over thousands of acres of ground that

she had heavily charged with all the

elements of vegetable life. Then,
where erstwhile great flocks of sheep
nibbled the parched pasturage, preg-
nant, all the same, with nutriment

;

where herds of cattle and h\g bands of

horses browsed in the pastoral days ;

and where the sagebrush ruled

supreme, orange and lemon groves

sprang up, vineyards yielded their

wine and raisins, the walnut tree

reared its umbrageous form, vegeta-
bles of many kinds covered hundreds
and hundreds of acres, and ' ' waves of

shadow went over the wdieat."

We opened this article with the

trite truism that communication with
the outside world decides the welfare

of a community, in this age. To-day
eleven lines of railroad center in I^os

Angeles. But eleven lunidred lines

might have centered in the city and

wrought little good to her, had not

her citizens appreciated the latent

resources of the soil, and had the

enterprise to apply the touchstone of

irrigation. It is only necessary to

refer to the State Citrus Fair, held at

Los Angeles in 1S9T, as an exponent
of that enterpri.se. In no part of the

world was ever such a display of fruit,

and we can well imagine that Pomona
herself w^as present in spirit and

insjiired the architects of the Ladies'

Annex, on the occasion of that exhibi-

tion. The symbolic and artistic

design, the elaboration of details, and

the delicate construction work i)oint

directly to in.spiration. As we gazed
on the Goddess of Plenty with her

upraised right arm and saw the pro-
fusion of fruits of many kinds issuing
from the Zeus-blessed horn of Amal-
thea at her command

;
as we marked

the rising sun shedding his first morn-

ing rays of golden glor}- on the orange
grove that seemed to greet his radi-

ance wath promi.se of productivenass;
and noted the lavishness of fruit

around, we realized that the Ladies'
Annex was one of the greatest attrac-

tions at the fair. At this great exhi-

bition of the citrus fruits of vSouthern

California, fifty thousand oranges,
lemons and limes w'ere u.sed in con-

structing the exhibits made l)y the

horticulturisi:s of fifteen different local-

ities, and more than one hundred men
w^ere employed for the space of eight
days in constructive and other work.

In order fully to appreciate the

magnitude of the results of irrigation,
let the reader well consider the fact

that the shipments of oranges alone
over the Southern Pacific railroad, for

the eleven months ending December
of that .same 5'ear, 1891, amounted to

fift3--.seven million and .six hundred
thousand pounds, or twent^'-eight
thousand and eight hundred tons.

A prominent feature, as a result of

this progress, is the improvement in

the .streets and thoroughfares. No
longer can the visitor ]iroclaim his

astonishment and sympathizing .sorrow

at the nuiddy condition of the side-

walks in this City of the Angels ;
no

longer has tlie draughthor.se any dan-

ger of being fi)un(lercd at a cro.ssing.
There are now ninety miles of graded
and graveled roadway, and ten miles
in asphaltum. The foot passenger
can take his stroll on the level concrete

pavement as long and as far as he

likes, or the pedestrian can occupy
the whole day at a .seven-mile gait, if

he could do it, and never tread twice

the same sidewalk, for there are eighty
miles of it.

Los Angeles is well rejiresented b\-

an intelligent and progressive press.
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The Republican party finds champions
in two papers

—the L,os Angeles Times,
a sterling morning paper, edited by
Col. Harrison Gra}^ Otis, who has
done much in advancing the interests

of the commonwealth, and the Even-

ing Express, edited by H. Z. Osborne,
who has been a prominent figure in

the upbviilding of the city. The
Herald—Democratic—is a morning
paper, edited by Messrs. A}rcs and

Ivyncli, well-known journalists, and
as wdth the others, by its publication
of special editions and valuable arti-

cles on the resources of the count}-,
has aided materially in the true devel-

opment of L,os Angeles cit}^ and coun-

ty, lyos Angeles has a number of

weeklies, as the Porcupine, the World,
the California, and the Rural Califor-

nian, an ably conducted monthly,
edited by Messrs. Heintz and Kruck-

berg.
What the Mex.icans call elmovijnienlo

is an indicator of the activity of busi-

ness in a city, and the street railroads

form a principal factor of that indicator.

There are now no less than one hun-
dred miles of street railroad, extending
along all the principal thoroughfares.
In 1887 the first electric line—the Pico

street line—-was put in operation in

lyOS Angeles. This was the first line

to use electricity as a motive power,
west of the Rocky mountains. It is a

certainty that, for convenient and rapid
personal transport, that method of

locomotion will be an absolute require-
ment of the future. Enterprising men
had foreseen this, and in 1890 the Los
Angeles Consolidated Electric Rail-

road Company obtained a franchise

from the city authorities, extending
over a period of fifty years, commencing
from Octoljer i4tli of that ^-ear. The
conditions of the franchise were made
very favorable to the Company, which
has been successful from the start.

There are already forty- seven miles of
road in operation all laid with forty-

five-pound steel rails and supplied with
cars ol the latest and most approved
style. General M. II. Sherman is pres-

ident, Mr. E. P. Clark, vice-president

and manager. Major A. W. Barrett,

superintendent, and under their able

management the affairs of the company
are in a thriving condition. Their

buildings and plant are situated in the
southwestern j^ortion of the city and
constitute one of the principal signs of

progress, so many of which now mark
the advance of Eos Angeles. All the

buildings are of the most substantial

class, being constructed of brick, iron,
and Arizona red stone. The main

l)uilding is one hundred and forty feet

by one hundred and twenty-four feet,

and contains all necessary ofiices, a

reading room, and the engine and
dynamo room. On the south side and
on the first floor are the offices of the

cashier and superintendent, elegantly
furnished and of cheerful aspect. The
free reading room, which is sixty feet

long b}'- thirty-five feet wide, is on the

second floor, and is supplied with

books, the dail}^ papers and all the lead-

ing periodicals and magazines of the

day. On the same floor are the offices

of the electrical and mechanical en-

gineers, in which are kept the plans,

drawings, statements, etc.

The engine and dynamo room is

worthy of particular description. It

occupies the north part of the building
and contains at present two low-pres-
sure engines of the Thompson-Corliss
type, each of seven hiuidrcd horse-

power. These engines were made by
the Golden State Miners' Iron Works
of San Francisco, and furnish the

power which puis in operation two two-

hundred-and-fifly horse-powder and one

seven hundred horse-power Westing-
house generators. This generator is

one of the largest in the world and was
constructed expressly for the Los

Angeles IClectric Company. In addi-

tion to this machinery, the company
will soon put up two other Iwolnni-

dred-and-fifly horse-power generators
and another engine, which are intended

to furnish electric light and manufac-

turing power. The boiler-room is

eighty feet in length by seventy feet in

width, and is equipped with three one-

thousand horse-power Sterling water
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tube boilers. Crude oil is used for

fuel, and is obtained from vSanta Paula,
California. The oil, driven l)y liigli-

pre.ssure pumps, comes in contact under
the boiler with dry steam and forms
an intensely heated spray. Apart from
the economy of this kind of fuel, a

great advantage is derived from the
cleanliness enjoyed in the use of it.

The black dust and suffocating clouds
of ashes, and the accompanying dirt

which make the typical boiler-room so

disagreeable to its inmates, are here

conspicuous by their absence.
Tlie machine-room is eighty feet long

hundred and sixty feet wide. An
admiraljle regulation has been adopted
and put in force by the officers of this

company with regard to medical as-

sistance. Kach employe is required
to pay half a dollar a month, which

.subscription entitles him and his fam-

ily to the l^est medical attendance
and medicine free of charge, the ex-

penses being paid r)ut of the medical
fund thus obtained.

The railroad system of the company
is divided into .seven branches or main
lines. These radiate from a common
central point at the Arcade depot, pass

The Power House of the Electric Railway.

b}' thirty-six feet wide and is equipped
with a fifty horse-power engine, two

large jet condensers, two feedpumps,
two condensing pumps, all of large
size. The machinery consists of ii'on

lathes, planers, wheel borers, wheel

p ess2s, shapers and other necessary

machinery', all being of the latest and
most approved patterns. Car and

machinery repairing, as well as that of

the electrical plant, is done bj' the

company, which also manufactures no
small portion of their rolling and other

stock. The car house is one hundred
and seventy-three feet long by one

through all the most important thor-

oughfares of the city and extend to all

the best suburban places of resort,

present or prospective. The first line

leads to the University station and will

run its cars through to East Los An-

geles ; other lines extend to West Lake
Park. Elysian Park, and Boyle Heights.
That the .success of the Los Angeles

Consolidated Electric Railroad Com-

pany will be marked, there is no doubt.

The electric company has been fortu-

nate in securing a favorable franchise

for the period of half a century ; the

foresight of its promoters, in looking
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beyond the present, and in their

mind's eye seeing the densely crowded
streets of I,os Angeles twent}^ j-ears

hence, and the many heavily loaded

cars of their electric line passing to

and fro without ceasing, has secured

for the stockholders future wealth.

The future welfare and prosperity of

IvOS Angeles are secured by two great
factors ofsuccess—railroad communica-
tion and the inexhaustible fertility of

the surrounding country.
With such a system to develop the

outlying countr}-, it can be seen why
Los Angeles is growing so rapidly,
and it should be noted that the indi-

cations are that the city is to be the

great railroad center of the southwest.

It is at present the central point of a

number of roads, chief among which
are the Atchison, Topeka and Santa

Fe, the Southern Pacific, while the

Terminal leading from the sea to L,os

Angeles, through to Pasadena, and
now being connected with the Lowe
Sierra Madre Mountain railway, is

supposed b}' many to soon become a

third transcontinental road.

With two ports, those of San Pedro
and Redondo, within short distances,

lyOS Angeles almost occupies the posi-
tion of a seaport. Her position as a

commercial focus is undeniable, and
the time is not far distant when ships
from China and India will discharge
their rich cargoes at San Pedro, Santa
Monica and Redondo, and ship them
eastward through Los Angeles. In

time, also, manufactures will assume
their just proportion in the industries

of the city. At present the scarcity of

cheap fuel is a retarding influence, mili-

tating against the development of the

manufacturing industries, but when the

proposed railroad shall have been put
in operation through the coal fields of

vSouthern Utah and Nevada, when the

peti oleum supplies in Southern Cali-

fornia have been well developed, this

suppressive factor will disappear.
Even under the existing drawl^acks,
there are several hundred manufacliir-

ing establishments in Los Angeles.
Raw materials are plentiful enough in

the shape of fruits and vegetables,
hides and wool, claj^ and cereals.

Consequently there arc fruit canneries
and fruit crystallizing works, wineries,

breweries, brickyards and flour mills

There are, moreover, foundries, plan-

ing mills, furniture manufactories,

iron-pipe works and many other indus-

trial enterprises.
Los Angeles is destined to become

the great sanitarium of the United

States, as here, within a radius of

thirt}" miles, are conditions found
nowhere else in the world—localities

that men who have circled the globe in

search of health .state to be most
favorable to the invalid and health-

seeker. A glance at these conditions

may be interesting. Los Angeles
stands midway between the Pacific

and the lofty range of mountains
known as the Sierra Madre

;
three

lines of railway take one to the ocean
at Long Beach, Santa INIonica or

Redondo in half an hour, where the
finest beaches and bathing in the
world can be had every month in the

year. An interesting iiistance in

actual life can be given to illustrate

the climatic possibilities and extremes
of the City of the Angels. Two
brothers were ordered to Los Angeles
by an eastern physician. Upon
arriving, the Los Angeles physician
ordered one to the sea and one to an
altitude of six thousand feet. The
brothers objected on the ground of

separation, but the doctor laughingly
reminded them that they were in

California and that he would arrange
it so that one wotild sit daily by the

ocean and gain the benefit of the salt

air, while the other would wander
beneath great pines, over a mile alcove

the .sea, yet they could communicate
with each other, and could reach one
another within an hour or so if neces-

sary. The patients laughed at what

they considered a California joke, but
the doctor was serious, and two days
later one brother was domiciled at the

beach, twenty-two miles from Los

Angeles, while the other was at Mt.

Wilson, six thousand feet above the
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Pacific, just over Pasadena, and twelve

miles from L<os Angeles, where they
carried on a conversation bj' means of

the heliogra]")]), and by si_<:^nalin,i;' could

have met in an liour's Lime.

In short Los Angeles is the central

point of a remarkable region. The
traveler can reach the ocean, hjfty

mountains, cool canons, valleys rich

in verdure, the orange, lemon and

lime, dry, arid regions, farther inland,
in fact almost every condition, all

within a few hours.

It is almost impossible to describe

the climate of this singular land.

tropic orange grove all in one day.
What locality in the world but Los

Angeles can offer these inducements,
can offer so much variety in so short

a lime ? The .seasons may be de-

.scribed as a warm summer, but not

too warm, and a cool summer, but not

cool enough to interfere with the most
delicate flowers that bloom the year
around. The summer time is the dry
season, and the winter is the wet, the

latter meaning about twenty inches

for the sea.son — half that of the

yearly fall of New York. Sun-.stroke

is never known, and in ten years there

In the I'ower House ut uie hioctnc )<,iiiw.iy.

What does the reader think of a city

in which the residents can say on a

December day :

" This morning I am
going to take a sea bath at Redondo.
We lunch in Altadena with ]\Irs. T
to tr}^ her oranges and strawberries

that are just ripe. Then in the after-

noon we join IMr. vS.'s toboggan
and sleigh-ride party, on Mt. Wilson,
and shall be back in Los Angeles by
eight o'clock. This ver^^ simple plan
is a winter possibility to the dweller

in Los Angeles, and means that the

participant has enjoyed the pleasures
of an eastern winter, a summer dip in

the ocean and a lunch in a semi-

were but thirteen days when the

thennometer rose to one hundred

degrees, and eight days when it fell

below thirty-two degrees The aver-

age number of days annually, when
the temperature exceeded ninety de-

grees, was fifteen. The statistics of

the climate are extremely interesting,
and show in brief that Los Angeles is

in the true land of suji.^hine, account-

ing for the wonderful cures chronicled

here and in the immediate vicinity.
A great charm of Los Angeles consists

in its beautiful homes, that the year
around are embowered in flowers. A
tj-pical Los Angeles residence is well
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shown in the accompanying ilhistra-

tion of the residence of Mr. Albert

McFarland, business manager of the

Los Angeles Times. The location is on

pear and peach, suggestive of the

delights of life in vSouthern Califor-

nia.

Around Los Angeles, after the

BirJ'b-eye \'ieu (it Spring Street, from the Stowell BuilJing.

"Crown Hills," commanding a mag-
nificent view of the distant vSierra

Madre, the site of the Harvard Observ-

atory, that is to contain the largest

telescope in the world. Here we ha^•e

a home surrounded by lawns and ter-

races, where can be seen the fruits

and flowers of almost every zone, from
the palm and banana to the apple.

ad\ent of her prosperity, numbers of

lesser lights have sprung into exist-

ence, each beautiful and attractive in

its particularity of locality and sur-

roundings. Each and all enjo}' the

most delightful climate, and each will

march hand in hand with the metrop-
olis of Southern California along the

broad highway of success.



' THE RISE OF DIAZ.

BY JOSE GONZALES.

WHEN,
in 1 82 1, Mexico achieved government of the Republic. The

its independence, Agustin Itur- three-years' war, called, of reform,
bide attempted to establish an then began,

empire but failed and suffered death. Juarez then is.sued the laws which
Then the first republic was established gave the death blow to the privileges
with Guadalupe Victoria as President, of the church and the military classes,

proclaimed the separation of church
and .state, the liberty of worship,
speech and of the press, did away
with cloisters and monasteries and

and the first Con.stitution, similar to

that in force in the United States, was

adopted on the 4th of Octoljcr, 1824.
Two parties then were formed—the

Centralists, made up of the old Span- confiscated church property
ish element, and the F'ederalists, that

supported liberal ideas of Government.
These two parties alternately ruled

over the land, their struggles for

supremacy giving rise to the civil

wars that were then so prevalent in

Mexico. After the termination of the

war with the United States those

parties became in name the Conserva-
tives and the Liberals. The former
wished to perpetuate the power of the

church and of the privileged classes,

whilst the latter advocated religious
freedom and all the liberal ideas of

government.
On the 5tli of February, 1857, the

Liberal Constitution, which is still in

force, was proclaimed. Under it Gen-
eral Ygnacio Comonfort was elected

In this war of reform many distin-

guished generals fought on both sides,

such as Santos Degollado, Doblado
and Gonzalez Ortega on the Liberal

side, and those already mentioned for

the Conservatives. At one time it

seemed as if the Liberal party was to

fail altogether, and Miramon, with a

large arm}-, besieged President Juarez
at Vera Cruz

;
but soon reverses over-

took the Conservative leaders, until in

December, 1S59, at Calpulalpam,
General Gonzalez Ortega gained a

decided victory over them.
President Juarez returned to the City

of Mexico in i860, and, soon after, an
election was held, when he was elected

Chief Executive of the Nation.
The countrj'- seemed to be about to

President of the Republic, and Benito enjoj- peace under Liberal institutions,

Juarez Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court, an office which made him Vice-
President.

Comonfort, yielding to the advice
of false friends, detennined to govern
in an autocratic manner, disregarding
the new Constitution. When he saw
his eiTor it was too late to retrace his

steps, and he left the country'-, Juarez
becoming President by virtue of his

office. The Con.ser\^atives, led by
Miramon, Zuloaga, Marquez and other

men of note in their party, took pos-
session of the city of Mexico, while

Juarez withdrew to Vera Cruz, and
there established the constitutional

when, earl)' in 1861, a coalition was
formed between England, Spain and
France to force Mexico to pay certain

claims, the legality of which was
somewhat doubtful. The forces of the

invaders, upon their arrival at Vera

Cruz, obtained the sympathy and sup-

port of a portion of the Conser\-ative

part, but the rest of the nation rose

up in arms to resist the foreigners.

Spain and England, convinced that

they were arrayed in favor of an un-

just cause, withdrew their forces from
Mexican territory' ; but France, which
was then governed by Napoleon III,

determined to continue in the field. Its

66q
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troops, led by General Laurcncez,
attacked the City of Puebla, and there,

on the 5th of May, 1862, sustained a

crushing defeat. The Mexican troops

The Late Emperor Maximilian.

were there under the command of Gen-

eral Zaragoza, and among those who
fought under him were Generals Diaz,

Berozabal, Alatorre and others who
afterwards bore such a distinguished

part in the second struggle for INIexican

independence.

Napoleon III then sent further

reinforcements, and these, led by
General Forey, renewed the struggle.
The French at the beginning of 1 863
laid siege to the City of Puebla,

which was defended by the Mexican

patriots under General Gonzales

Ortega. The siege was a long and

stubborn one, and lasted nearly three

months. After all the anununitions

and provisions were exhausted, the

Mexicans .surrendered, after destroying
their arms. The Mexican officers

captured were sent to France as pris-

oners of war, but some of them, like

General Diaz, escaped before being
sent, and went to .swell the ranks of

those who continued to fight again.st

the French and the few Mexicans who
joined their ranks.

President Juaiez, with his Cabinet,

left the Capital and established the

government at San Luis Potosi, then

at Saltillo, Monterey and Chihuahua,
and finally at Paso del Norte.

The French entered the City of

Mexico, and set up a government
composed of some of the leaders of

the conservative party. These in

turn a.sked Archduke ^laximilian, of

Austria, to become Kmperor of jSIex-

ico. This offer was accepted by
Maximilian, after he was assured the

.support of Napoleon TIL
When Maximilian and his wife,

Carlotta, entered the City of Mexico,
and were received with pomp by the

French and the few IMexicans who
assisted them, the Mexican patriots,
under the leadership of Porfirio Diaz,

Escobedo, Corona, Roclia, Regules
and other brave generals, were fight-

ing stubbornly and well against the

invaders of their country with vary-

ing success. However, it may be
said that at no time was ^Maximilian's

power acknowledged, excepting in

those places held under check by the

French arms.

When Napoleon III determined to

withdraw his troops from INIexico,

Empress Carlotta.

Maximilian, who had theretofore tried

to conciliate the Liberal party, though
without success, threw himself into

the arms of the Conservatives and
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appointed Generals Miramon, Mejia
and Marqucz to lead his troops. The
Mexican forces obtained victory upon
victory, until in the sprinj; of 1867,

The Late Ex-President Juarez.

Maximilian and some of his generals
were besieged and then taken prison-
ers at Querctaro.
While the siege at Oueretaro was

going on, General Diaz achieved a

glorious victory at Pucbla, which city

he took b}' assault on the 2d of

April, 1S67. After defeating the Im-

perialists outside of that city, he laid

siege to the Capital that was defended

by General Marquez. Soon after

Queretaro fell, the City of Mexico
surrendered to General Diaz, and the

Liberals were restored to power.
Prior to this, however, Maximilian

and his two generals Miramon and

Mcjia, were tried, and despite the

influence brought to bear on President

Juarez and his ministers Lerdo de

Tejado and Yglesias, the sentence of

the court was carried out, and they
were executed on the Cerro de los

Campanas, outside of Queretaro.
This execution was necessary to pre-
serve the peace of the country, and
Maximilian tnily brought it on

himself, because he had issued a

decree ordering the shooting of

everv Mexican who was taken bv

the Imperialists fighting for his coun-

try.
Benito Juarez was elected again to

the Presidency after his return to the

City of Mexico, and thereupon three

parties were formed, though all advo-

cated Liberal principles. One of said

parties supported President Juarez,
whilst the other two respectively
advocated the election of General Diaz

and Lerdo de Tejada to the Presi-

dency. The struggle between these

parties was first confined to the press
and the halls of congress ;

but when
an attempt was made to re-elect

Juarez, the partisans of General Diaz

rose in arms. The government en-

deavored to crush this movement by
force, and although its forces were

quite .successful in many instances,

the uprising was not put down.

Despite the protests of the partisans of

Diaz and Lerdo, Juarez again was
installed as President of the Republic.
The revolution continued, Init the

death of Juarez, occurring on the

iStli of June, 1872, put an end to it.

Lerdo de Tejada, by virtue of his

office of Vice-President of the Repub-

Ex-PresiJent Lerdo de Tejada.

lie, became President, and General
Diaz retired to private life.

Lerdo de Tejada, upon the termina-

tion of Juarez' unexpired term, was
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elected President in 1872, and during
the first years of his administration,

no revolutionar}' movements were

initiated. Towards the end of his

Archbishop Labastida.

term, his partisans began to advocate

his re-election, whilst those of General
Diaz presented the claims of their

candidate. All the acts of the exist-

ing government showing a determin-

ation on its part to have President

I^erdo re-elected, thus thwarting the

popular wdll, which was overwhelm-

ingly in favor of General Diaz, the

partisans of the latter determined to

uphold his claims at all hazards, and
at Tuxtepec and then again at Palo

Blanco, proclaimed their opposition

against the re-election of President

Lerdo de Tejada.
Civil war then commenced anew,

and the fortunes of war at first did not

favor General Diaz and his partisans,
for after sustaining some reverses, they
were apparently crushed at the battle

of Ycamole. The administration of

President Lerdo considered that the

opposition was entirely crushed when
it ascertained that General Diaz
was out of the country and in the

City of New Orleans. He took pas-

sage in disguise irom New Orleans and
was landed by the purser of the steamer
at Vera Cruz, in June, 1876. He made

his way to Oaxaca, where he organ-
ized an army and shortly afterward

won the decisive battle of Tecoac,
which caused Lerdo to flee the coun-

try leaving General Diaz in possession.
At the elections held afterwards in

1877, he was elected President. When
he entered upon the discharge of his

duties, there was not a cent in the

treasury' ;
the country had no credit

either at home or abroad
;
there was

but little security for life and property ;

only about three hundred miles of

railways, a few hundred more of tele-

graph lines. There existed a bitter

hatred toward Americans, and industry
and commerce were paralyzed. To-

day, under General Diaz' wise admin-

istration, INIexico is respected among
the civilized nations, her credit abroad
stands as high as that of any other

countr3^ Her broad lands are crossed

in every direction by railroad and

telegraph lines, her manufactures and

commerce, her mining and agricultural
industries have been phenomenall}-
developed. There exists to-day a

friendl}^ feeling to Americans as a

nation and individuals. Peace has

General Manuel Gonzalez.

reigned supreme for fifteen years, and
this wonderful prosperity is entirely
due to the untiring and ceaseless efforts

of the President.
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BY RICHARD H. MrDONALD, JR.

CALIFORNIA
became a state

forty-two 3^ears ago. Her ad-

mission was not in conformity to

the usual methods. Congress never

gave her an organic Act and terri-

torial government. Her tutelage and

preparation were practically under

military rule, nor was her admission

preceded by an ennol)ling Act. The
people proceeded in their sov^ereign

capacity to elect a convention, which
framed a constitution, and to which

they gave their assent. The original
thirteen .states entered the Union by
mutual consent, Texas was admitted

by joint resolution, Maine was de-

tached from Massachusetts, and West
Virginia v^^as carved out of the Old
Dominion by the consent of Congress.
In all other cases, admission was pre-
ceded by some prelimiuar}^ action of

Congress.
The mannerofher admission was not

the only excep)tional feature. Califor-

nia had been acquired little uiore than
two years before she became a state.

The .so-called native Californians, or

Mexicans as they are better known,
numbered about thirteen thousand,
and the other classes of citizens in the
main were new-comers from every part
of the nation. They were brought
hither by the gold excitement and a

spirit of adventure. The area of Cali-

fornia was large, climatic conditions
were varied, resources were extraordi-

nary' as productions of the soil were
abundant and rich, and covered a wide

range. It was supposed that her
wealth in the precious metals rivaled
that of Onnus and of Indu. Enter-

prise was unboimded, wages were

high, and the miner, banker, mer-

chant, laborer and profe.ssional classes

were generally prosperous. It was a
land of large ideas, and living was

extravagant. Many who aided in

framing the first fundamental law

expected to remain in the countr>- only
long enough to acquire fortunes, and
the same was true of a considerable

percentage of their constituents. The
first constituti')n may almost be said

to have been made by non-residents.

It is a well-known fact that nothing
is .so well done in a new as in an old

country. Pioneers are always too

busy with their private affairs, too

intent on gaining a li\elihood, and in

preparation for comfortable life, to

give their be.st thought to public que.s-

tions, as is more conuuon among
people who po.ssess competency and
leisure. The first settlers arc content
to live in cabins for a time and until

they are able to erect better residences,
and provide ampler conveniences of

life. It is quite natural that there

should be a similar feeling in regard
to matters of government. Compared
wnth a majority of the .states, Califor-

nia is young, but with a large

minority .she is old. Since her admis-
sion there have been many changes in

the constitution and laws of the older

states. The newer states in preparing
their constitutions had the benefit of

the experiences of others and the

improvements made by them. Cali-

fornia came in before there was the

progress that has characterized the

last quarter of a centur>'.
At the time she acquired statehood,

there was the most intense political

feeling, and more thought was given
to the disturbing questions then in

issue than to providing the best

machinery' of govcrinncnt. The idea

also prevailed throughout the nation

that party success was best assured

through the creation of a multiplicity
of offices to which liberal compensation
was attached that profitable employ-
ment might be given to those who

673
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made politics a profession and per-
formed political work. Those were

days when spoil was the most power-
ful incentive to political effort.

Under all these circumstances it

could hardly have been otherwise than

that a constitution should have been
framed that did not reflect the most
advanced ideas, or recognize the prin-

ciples of the most rigid economy. It

was natural, too, that laws early
eiiacted thereunder should have been
of the same character. A superfluit}-
of offices was created, and salaries

and fees were in accord with the ex-

travagant ideas then prevalent. Gov-
ernments in California, state, county,
and municipal, are among the most

expensive in the nation. At the out-

set they were more so than at the

present time, as to some extent salaries

have been reduced and expenses other-

wise curtailed. There is still ample
room for improvement. Our courts

are excessively expensive from the

large numl)er of clerks, 1)ailiifs and

hangers-on employed, and paid out of

the public treasmy. The practice, as

administered is productive of delays
as well as of needless expense. Our
County Boards of Supervisors are

clothed with extraordinary powers,
and they have not been exercised as a

rule in the interest of the greatest

economy. The Supreme Court has

recently made a decision which cir-

cumscribes their power to expend
money. As the courts do not make
laws, they can only limit expenditures
by applying the rule of strict con-

struction. The chief remedies must

besought from the law-making power.
We have count}^ and nuuiicipal

assessors, and con.sequentl}'^ duplicate
assessments, which impose an unnec-

essary and large expense. In other

states, one assessment answers for all

purposes. It is true that the I^egisla-

ture, during the last session passed an
Act which permits City Councils to

adopt the county assessments as a
ba.sis of nuuiicipal taxation. The law
is not imperative, as it should be, for

wherever a ring is in control or the

idea prevails that the more officers

there are the better it is for part3^
Councils will disregard the option and
retain the city assessors. We have

county and city tax collectors, which
are unnecessary officers. In many of

the states county treasurers collect

all the taxes, and pay over to the state,

municipal, school and other treasurers

tlie sums belonging to them respec-

tively. To abolish these offices and

impose their duties upon the county
treasurers wall save a large expense.
Beyond this it is a great convenience
to the people to have one place where
all taxes are paid and a clean receipt

given. To point out all the cases

where the pruning knife should be

applied and expenses lopped off would
make an article too long to suit the

taste of most magazine readers.

The Constitution of 1S79 was in-

tended to be an improvement on its

predecessor, and it undoubtedly is in

some respects. In one feature, experi-
ence has demonstrated that it works
an injury to a class it was intended to

benefit, and that is the provision which

requires a lender of money to pay the

tax upon land on which he takes a

mortgage. If the conventional rate of

interest were sufficiently limited, it

might be otherwise. But as it is un-

limited, the lender is sure to exact a

rate high enough to cover the taxes,
and generally a little more. The re-

sult is the borrower pays more interest

than he would in the absence of any
such constitutional provision. More-
over it complicates the assessment of

lands and the collection of taxes.

Those who fathered the provision

ought to be satisfied that it should
be expunged from the Constitution.

To reduce expenses is not the only
work to be done. Simplification and

adjustment of the laws so as to create

a harmonious system easily operative
is necessary to facilitate the jmblic
business and reduce the cost of gov-
ernment.

Every people, when they have be-

come accustomed to them, arc apt to

regard their system and methods of
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government as the best, or at least

with toleration, and hence there is an

indisposition to make changes or to

inquire whether imi)ro\eincnts are

necessary. It is true that change
may not he reform, hut it is also true

that methods in California arc not as

simple and practical as are those in

some of the states. It is not uiniatural

that it should be so, l^ecause they
have had the advantages of longer
existence and greater experience, and
have not been environed by tho.se tre-

mendous and absorbing enterprises
and efforts to develop the country,
which have existed in this state. The
time has come when there should be
earnest and intelligent inquiry into

conditions with a view to discovering
where changes will be beneficial, and
when discovered to .see that they are

promptly made.
It is quite different now from what it

has been. Formerly there were better

opportunities for acquiring large
wealth by the few, in railway build-

ing, in mining, agriculture, in the

appreciation of land values and in

specidation. Lands have been cheap,
and capital in the past could be more
proutably invested than at the present
time. The great ranches to an extent
have been subdivided and sold to small
farmers. Wealth per capHa is less

because population has increased

through the immigration of mechanics
and those who gain livelihoods from
labor on the farms. When the bulk
of taxes was paid by those wdiose in-

comes were large there was not a

marked disposition to enforce econoni}-.
Taxation more seriously affects the
farmers and mechanics, as their in-

comes are comparati\-ely small. These

changes of circumstances have pro-
duced a revolution in public sentiment,
and it is increasing in its hostility to

unnecessary public expenditures. It

is best for the country that it should
be so. The political party that is blind
to or ignores the tendency of the times
is destined to be engulfed in the mael-
Strom of popular disapproval. The
two great political parties of this state

in 1 890 comprehended this, and .sought
to satisfy public sentiment by passing
resolutions limiting the rate oftaxation
for state purpo.ses. The Republicans
said it should not exceed fifty cents on
the hundred dollars, and the Democrats
reduced it to furty-five cents. The
principle is wrong, but the motive

may have been good. Resolutions
have no binding efTect, and though
faith may apparently be kept, yet

actually it may be broken tlirough
an arbitrary increase of valuations by
the Board of Equalization. There
can be no cast-iron rule applicable to

all circumstances. Fifty or twenty-
five cents on the hundred dollars may
be too nuicli or too little. All and no
more than is necessary should be ap-

propriated . I f they receive an equiva-
lent in benefits the people are willing
to pay any necessary rate of taxation.

The only safe and just rule is to elect

men to office who will keep expenses
as low as possible, whatever maj' be
the circumstances. Then it will be

unnecessary to throw around them
the restraining influence of resolutions

adopted by party conventions.

Of our legislatures it has become a

trite saying that the last is the worst.

It is, probably, unju.st to thus charac-
terize all of them. Such opinions,
however, pro\c that the people have
little confidence in oursolons, and also

that there is general dereliction of

duty, if nothing worse. Reputation
has been bad so long that mi.sconduct

is practically tolerated in so far that

efTective measures are not adopted to

guard against it in future. There has
been plenty of rotation in electing

legislators without improvement, in

fact—or, at least so far as public opin-
ion goes, whetlier there shall be a

change for the better is a matter that

rests entirely with the people. They
are all-powerful, and uidess thcv can
be aroused to healthful and eftective

action there never will be reform. So

long as the people are apathetic, in-

competency, indifference and boodle-

ism will rule. To elect Senators is

not the chief object for which legisla-
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tors are chosen, nor is it their mission

to promote class interests, or to engage
hi jobs. Their duty is to make a

study of the situation, to revise and

improve at all points, and do their

utmost to promote economy' and effect-

iveness in government. It is not

enough to merely elect new men, but

the utmost care must be taken to

secure those who are honest, capable
and faithful. The official who is de-

linquent in the discharge of duty, and
the rascal, must be visited with con-

dign punishment
—-the former as a

political, and the latter as a social,

outcast. A proper bestowal of rewards
and the infliction of deserved punish-
ment will have a most salutary' effect.

We have had many good legislators,
but the trouble has been that there

has not been enough of them.
An obstacle to a more rapid approach

to perfection in our institutions and
laws is the proneness to allow political
considerations to subordinate the pub-
lic interests. Governors and legisla-

tors look too much after party or

personal success to admit of that care-

ful and comprehensive consideration

of measures which is dictated by a

paramount desire to promote the

public welfare. The be.st party strategy
is to give the people the best govern-
ment. No public officer should be
influenced by selfish considerations

beyond the desire to desei've the good
opinion and gratitude of the people
by a wise and faithful discharge of

duties.

Government is a progressive science,
and the people, as well as legislators
and officials, should ever hold the

improving hand in readiness to be

applied whenever or wherever defects

are discovered. As the first settlers

of a country are not apt to do their

work with system and thoroughness,
.so the pioneers in instituting a govern-
ment do not, as a rule, make tlie best

constitution and laws. They should
be changed to meet the exigencies of

changed conditions. Bxperience is

the greatest of .schools. We have
before us the results of experiments

that have been made by all the states

of the nation . Kxperiments have been
so numerous that there is little danger
of mistake if there is proper research,
and changes are thoughtfully made.
Errors in legislation may be in doing
too much as well as not enough, while
wisdom may be gained from the study
of the institutions and laws of other
states. Conditions are varied and

changes should be made adaptable to

our own. Defects in legislation are

not the only evils. Details in admin-
istration demand faithful, intelligent
and patriotic attention. There are

extravagances and blunders to be

guarded against in every branch of

the public sei-vice. If the highest
officials set the proper example, delin-

quenc>- in subordinate places will be
less likely to occur.

The true principles of popular gov-
ernment have become well defined and
established after a centur>^ of experi-
ment. They are no longer a subject
of contention. The questions before

us are material and social. A state

has little to do with foreign commerce
and relations. Its authority is mainly
confined to its own internal affairs.

The vsocial feature involves questions
of intellectual and moral development,
as well as material; protection against
crime and wrong, and fostering educa-

tional and charitable institutions. It

is incumbent on the state to so regu-
late the relations of labor and capital
that each ;liall receive its just rewards.
These questions wall not be wisely
dealt with if partizan success is the

controlling motive, nor if any consid-

erable percentage of the citizens are

neglectful in the discharge of their

public duties. The best solution of

all political, material and social prob-
lems will be wrought when the aggre-

gate judgment of the whole is brought
to bear upon them. If politics are left

to rings and bosses, the wisest results

cannot be expected. vSince California

became a state there have been before

the country national questions of the

gravest character. Happily many of

them have been permanently settled.
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National issues of importance, how- poses the heaviest burden in the way
ever, will always exist, and there is a of taxation. In natural resources, in

tendency on the part of the people to the intcllij^ence and energy of her

permit them to overshadow those which people, California isequal to the great-
are local to the state. Our political est states, and in population and wealth
duties are dual to the nation and state. she is destined ere long to rival the
Neither should be disregarded. State foremost. It should be the ambition

government is clo.ser to us than the of every class of our people to make
national. It has most to do with her the peer of the best in the excel-

business and social affairs, and it im- Icnce of her government.

MORNING.

BY GERALDINE MEYRICK.

'Tis dawn ; The voices of the night are stilled,

The voices of the daj- have not yet come.

Above, the glory of the stars is dimmed,
A soft gray light is over land and sea.

But even as I look, the sun's flame bums
The East to sudden red

;
swift golden rays

Shoot upward, bright precursors of the orb
That foUow^s fast. Then, from one small brown bird,
Who sits and sways upon the pine tree's top,
There falls a flood of song, so sweet, so clear.

It seems as if an angel leaned from heaven
And touched his harp ;

thus sweetly doth he sing,
Till all his mates are wakened, and sing too.

Filling the air with boundless melody.
So is the new day born, midst hymns of praise,
And the sweet incense of most perfect sound.

5{C 5}C ^i^ i|i if* '1^

Swiftly the scene has changed ;
the sea that lay

In misty slumber one short miiuite .since,

Now gleams and glistens in the sun's glad light ;

And lo ! A white sail dances o'er the waves.

Bearing brave fishers, who have toiled since eve,
To home and rest. The hills, that looked before.

Like darker clouds the sun would soon disperse,
Now show their outlines sharp against the sk}-.

Too soon the birds grow still, and common sounds,
The crow of cocks, the hum of busy bees,
Perchance the gentle lowing of the cows

Calling the sleepy milkers from their beds.

Proclaim the world awake. Night hath flown far

Beyond the seas, and ever>- living thing
Gives welcome to the glory of the dav.
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SIGNALING MARS,

BY W^r. M. PIERSON.

THE
possibility of communicating

with other pkinets of our system
has been alternately encouraged

and discouraged, as scientific minds
have by turns regarded the planets as

inhabitable or not. It was quite fash-

ionable in scientific circles, in the

beginning of the centur}^ to regard the

planets and even the sun itself as inhab-

ited. The theory that the moon is in-

habited was for a time greatlj^ stimulated
in the minds of those who had paid no
attention to the facts, and, even by
.some .scientific men, by the publication
in 1835 of what turned out to be the

greatest .scientific hoax of the age,
Richard Alton Locke's paper in the

New York Siin on the pretended rev-

elations of a lunar people by Sir John
Herschcl's great telescope.
The views of a great many good

people on this subject are largely

promoted by the belief that all the

planets and their satellites, or, as it is

more generally expressed, all the

countless millions of the stars, could
not have been created in vain, and
that they must have been created in

vain iniless made the .seats of intelli-

gent races of beings, unmindful of the
fact that the finite mind cannot possi-

bly comprehend the purpo.ses of the

Infinite, or that it miglit far more
accord with Infinite wisdom that the
stream of life should flow on forever,
as planet after planet and .system
after system became fitted for its

current, than that all the heavenl>'
bodies should simultaneously bear

life, and, relatively speaking, simulta-

neously decay. The one thought is

definitely finite, because astronomy
and geology have both demonstrated
that life on any planet must have

begun and will end at some time.

The other is infinite, becau.se the nev-

er-ending evolution of matter from the

nebula to the life-supporting planet,
and thence to its decaying condition
of coldness and death, is even now
visible, in all its stages, to the scien-

tific eye.
The question in hand must rest, of

course, on the fact that a given planet
is inhabited, for, if not, any signals
wdiich we might make could meet
with no response.

Does life exi.st on any of the planets
of our .system, or are any of them
capable of sustaining life ? Here we
must discriminate, for we require more
than mere life. We must have senti-

ent, intellectual life. For example,
the earth was endowed with vegetable
life long before it had animal life and
animal life long before it had intellec-

tual life. Therefore we are compelled to

find a planet who.se condition now is the
same substantially as that of the earth

during, sa)^ the last hundred thousand

years or so. Are there any such ?

Science must saj^ no. Of all the

planets in our system, .science must
say that each of them is either a
" has been "

or a "will be." With-
out entering into details which might
expand this paper far beyond the
dimensions a.ssigned to it, it may be
said that the planets are of different

sizes and at different distances from
the sun. To support life, as we under-
stand life, a certain amount of heat is,

among other things, required. The
dimensions of the planets and their

distances from the sun, are the con-

trolling factors in the question of

temperature. An excess of heat will

prevent, as well as destroy life. A
diminution of heat will destroy it, if

it ever cxi.sted. The heat may be as

well internal as external, but its exist-

ence within certain definite extremes
is indis])en.sable. Now it may be said
with confidence that none of the

67i
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planets are in the condition that the

earth is with reference to this indis-

pensable element. Some are far too

hot, some far too cold. The hot ones

are the
"
will he's," the cold ones the

"have beens.
"

L,ife, donlitless, once

existed in .some form on the moon.
Now the moon is too cold, and life,

unless in .some low form, has peri.shed
from its surface. Life, doubtless, will

exist on Jupiter and Saturn. Now
they arc each too hot.

There are but two of the planets
which at all resemble the earth as to

heat—Venus and Mars. The former

is on the average a third nearer the

sun than we are, and is of about the

same size ; the latter, half as far again,
and of little more than half the eartli's

diameter. Venus receives more heat

from the sun than the earth, but is

enveloped with a very dense atmos-

phere which perhaps mitigates its fer-

vor. This circumstance, however,
also effectually conceals her surface

from the eye, and would prevent com-

numication with her people if she have

any. Mars, then, alone presents the

possibility t)f inter-comnumication, if

inhabited, for his surface is visible

without serious interception by clouds.

Is Mars inhabited at this time by
beings having substantially the intel-

ligence of our race? Probal^ly not.

Being half as far again distant from

the sun, it receives but a quarter of

the heat that we do from that .source.

His atmosphere is an exceedingly rare

one, so rare that the barometer at his

surface would mark but five and one-

half inches of mercury, as against

thirty at the earth's .surface—an

atmosphere as light as that which
would l)e found at an elevation of ten

miles above the earth's surface. Life

such as we conceive it, could not exist

under these conditions. Mars is one
of the "has beens." Being but one-

fourth of the volume of the earth, it

cooled much more rapidly, and has

doubtless passed the life stage and is

now decaying to the condition of the

moon .

But the discussion of the question

under consideration requires certain

a.ssumptions, if it is to be di.scussed at

all ; and violent as they must be, let

us assume that Mars is inhabited; that

its inhabitants are equal to us in intel-

ligence ; that they have vision like

ours, telescopes like ours, and observ-

ers who rea.son on the same lines and
from similar ])remises, and who desire

to make themselves known to us. Is

intelligil)le comuumieation po.ssible ?

At intervals of fifteen years and two

years, and again fifteen years and two

years, the earth and Mars approach
each other to within a distance of

about thirty-five millions of miles.

The.se are tlieir closest approaches to

each other, and are called the near

oppositions
—an oppositi<jn being the

position when the sun, the earth and a

planet exterior to the earth are in the

same line. There is an opposition of

Mars ever\- .seven hundred and eighty
days, or every two years and fifty days,
but the distance between the two plan-
ets varies from thirty-five millions of

miles, at a near opposition, to sixty-
three millions, in a far one, owing to

the fact that the orbit of Mars is not a

circle but a very eccentric ellipse.
That planet, therefore, at all opposi-
tions except the close ones mentioned,
is far more distant from us than at his

near approaches. One of these near

oppositions occurred in August of this

year, the next will take place in Octo-

ber, 1894, and then there will be none
until 1909 and 191 1.

It would seem quite obvious that if

any signaling could be accomplished
it would be most feasible at these close

oppositions. But is this so ? The
reader will obser\-e that the earth is

between Mars and the sun, and at op-

position the earth would, therefore, l)e

quite lost in the sun's rays as seen from

Mars. It would be in the .same situa-

tion as \'enus is to us when the earth,

Veinis and the sun are in the same
line, or as our moon is when it is new—not the new moon, as we call it.

when it is a couple of days old. but

when really new and passing betvveen

us and the sun. In other words, the
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dark or night side of the earth would
be presented to INIars on those occa-

tions, and then verj- indistinctly even in

telescopes, because of the great splen-
dor of the sun's light.

Now, the conditions as to Mars
would be exactly reversed. We would

only see the day or illuminated side

of Mars, as, indeed, with the modifica-

tions hereafter alluded to, it is all we
ever do see. So that signaling at

these times, when the two planets are

so comparatively near to each other,

would seem to be out of the question
unless we assume that some signal
made from our dark or night side

could or would be responded to from
his light or day side, which is highly

improbable.
It may be taken forgranted, therefore,

that at opposition
—and this may be

said both of a far or near opposition
—

the conditions would be so totally dis-

similar that communication would be

practicall)^ impossible ;
for it would seem

that the first essential ofa signal between
two planets should be that it be made
and responded to in kind—i. e., a day
signal calling for a day signal response,
or a night signal with a night signal

reply. As at all oppositions the earth

presents her night side to Mars' day
side, this would be impossible.
To secure these indispensable condi-

tions, we are compelled greatly to

increase the difficulty of communica-
tion. The Martian can see a portion
of our night side, and we can see a

portion of Mars' night side, at what is

called the quadrature ;
that is, when

Mars is in such a position that the

lines joining the sun, earth and Mars
form a right angle ;

or when Mars
is in the same relative position
that the moon is at her first quarter.

Owing, however, to the fiict that the

orbit of Mars is far beyond us, much
less than one-half his ni^ht side is visi-

ble to us. But to the Martian the earth
would appear like the moon at first

quarter
—half illuminated. At these

points, then, which are reached before

and after opposition, we have a condi-

tion in which the inhabitants of both

planets could, with their telescopes,
see a portion of the night and a portion
of the day side of the other planet.
But the difficulty spoken of lies in the

fact that the nearest distance of the

two planets, when Mars is in quadra-
ture, is about one hundred and twenty
millions of miles, or more than three
times the distance of a near, and twice
that of a far opposition. Only the
astronomer can fully realize how this

increase of distance intensifies the dif-

ficulties of observation.

Are day signals, or signals from the il-

luminated or day sides of the two plan-
ets, practicable ? An eminent French
Astronomer has suggested that geomet-
rical figures might be constructed on
the earth of sufficient dimensions to be
visible with powerful telescopes from

Mars, and that as we are assuming
that there are astronomers on Mars,
the geometrical relations of the angle
or circle would be significant to them,
and would be responded to by them
by similar constructions. This sug-

gestion, of course, implies some struc-

tures or works which would be visible

on the illuminated or day portion of

the earth. Indeed, the idea arose out

of the discovery by Professor Schiapp-
arelli, of Milan, of certain curious

lines on the surface of Mars which
he unfortunately termed ' '

canals,
' '

and it was conceived by M. Flam-
marion that these "canals" were,

perhaps, intended l)}- the Martian
scientists as signals to us Terrenes.

But while we can readily perceive the

markings on the illuminated hemis-

phere of INIars, no object on the surface

of the earth, however large, could prob-

ably be seen from Mars while that por-
tion of the earth's surface was illumi-

nated by the smi's rays. Aside from

fogs and clouds, which effectually con-

ceal the surface from external view, a

moment's consideration will demon-
strate that the atmosphere itself, when
illuminated by the sun's rays, must
have the same effect even when there

are no clouds. \Vc see no stars with the

naked eye in the day time, and yet they
are shining as well by day as by night.
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True, we are able to see a star or the
more brilliant planets in the day time

through telescopes, but the view is of
the most hazy character by reason of

the sun's illumination and the refract-

ing power of the air. Long after the
sun has completely set, it still lightens
the atmosphere ; that is our twilight.
Were the atmosphere entirely removed
we would see the stars at mid day,
and the sun would shine from an abso-

lutely black background. The effect,

then, of our atmosphere is to transform
this intensely l)lack vault of heaven into

the azure of the noon-day sky. That

being the effect in looking outwards,
it must have the same effect on looking
inwards, for in both ca.ses the eye has
to penetrate the same atmo.sphere,
illuminated iu the same way. If we
cannot see a star at mid day, looking
outwards, how could we see the surface

of the earth at mid day, looking in-

wards ? Such we conceive to be the
reason why we can discover none but
the most dubious and uncertain mark-

ings on the surface of Venus, for we
are attempting to pierce her atmos-

phere, probably not unlike ours, while
illumined by the sun.

But even were this not so, the

construction of geometrical figures on
the earth of sufficient size to be seen
and interpreted at a distance of one
hundred and twenty millions of miles,
or even at half that distance, would
involve such a colossal expenditure of

labor and money as to render it sim-

ply chimerical. Could the earth's

surface be seen at all from I\Iars

(which, as we have seen, is impossi-
ble), the Martian could discern only
objects of the same dimensions as

those we can detect on Mars' surface.

By the greatest telescopic power and
under the most favorable contlitions,

and at near oppositions, when I\lars is

within saj' forty millions of miles, we
do obtain fugitive glimpses of lines on
his surface, but the narrowest observ-
able are at least sixty miles in width.
These lines, which, as has been said,

have been denominated "canals"

(probably for the reason that the}-

appear to be straight), extend at

different portions of the surface a dis-

tance of a thousand or more miles in

some instances. It is because they
are lines, and long ones, that we
discern them at all. A .square of sixty
miles on Mars' surface could not

possibly be seen at Mars' distance.

Being darker than the surface of the

planet, these lines are assumed to be
bodies of water. Now, the absurdity
of constructing a geometrical figure in

this way, or even a straight canal on
the earth's surface, of sixty miles iu

width and a thousand or even five

hundred miles long, as a signal to

another planet, is apparent from the
statement. It would require the engi-
neering genius of the entire earth and
the labor of a nation for scores of

years, and then it could accomplish
nothing, for the obvious reason that a

pa'manenl work of that kind, of what-
ever form, would signify nothing to

the Martian. It would indicate noth-

ing more than would the outline of
the continents of North and South
America, or the Atlantic Ocean, or

any other pennanent marking on our

planet. And if we sought to obviate
this difficulty by filling up our canal,
and digging another of a different

form or in a different direction, the

absurdity becomes still more apparent,
for centuries must elapse before such

changes could be either effected bj- us
or noticed by the Martian observer.

Even could we ' ' move mountains ' '

into geometrical forms, it would .still

be idle. Neither the Rocky Moun-
tains, the Andes nor the Himalayan
ranges could possibly be seen at Mars'
distance. We observe the details of

our moon's surface, not by looking at

the illuminated portion of her disc,

but at the shadows cast by her moun-
tains and crags at what is called the

"terminator." or dividing line, be-

tween light and darkness at sunset or
sunrise on her surface. Had we, like

the moon, no atmosphere, the.'shadows
cast at sunset and sunrise by these

lofty ranges of mountains might be

indistinctly visible at Mars, but we
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have an atmosphere, and that renders

them invisible. Besides all vvhieh,

the rearrangement of the mountain

system of the earth for signaling- pur-

poses is at present a little beyond our

engineernig skill

The only reinaniing method would
be signaling from the daik or night
side of the j^lanets. Here some laige

assumptions must be nmde. Have the

Martians the means of constructing

illuminating signals ? Fire may be

luiknown to them, and unnecessarN'

to their habitat. Their atmosphere
may be unable to support combustion;
but fire alone would be unavailing as

a signal either there or here, for we
must recollect that we looking at

Mars, or the ISIartians at us, are look-

ins: down. We see ]\Iars as from a

baloon, above his surface, and so with

the Martian looking at the earth.

Therefore any fires, even if they could

be maintained of sufiicicnt magnitude
to be visible at the enormous dislance,

would be rendered wholly invisible by
the smoke W'hich would rise and

spread over them like a canopj*.
The electric light, if emj^loyed on

an enormously large scale, could

furnish a sufficient signal, but here

again we must assume that our Mar-
tian neighbors have rivaled us in the

domain of electricity, or are in the

possession of some equall}' power-
ful illuminant. And if so, what
then ?

When we come to consider the

lighting power required for such an

experiment, the problem becomes

appalling. We have a guide in this

matter which is tolerably reliable.

Mars has two satellites, discovered in

1877. One is about ten miles, the

other about twenty miles in diameter.

It takes the power of great telescopes
even at near oppositions to discern

them. If a light could be flashed

from the dark side of the earth, and
from that portion of the dark side of

Mars visible to us at Mars' quadra-
ture, of equal power to the light of the

.smaller satellite Phobos, it might be
visible in powerful telescopes to the

denizens of each planet. But what
does this implN- ?

In the first place, the electric arc

light would have to be reconstructed
in some manner .so as to permit the

arc to be seen from above
;

for as now
constructed, the hood which covers it,

and wiiich contains the mechanism
for keeping the carbons in position,
would conceal the arc from view from
overheac.!. By having the carbons
moved horizontally instead of verti-

cally, the arc could be viewed both
from below and above.

In the second place, it would require
electric arc lights of at least twenty-
thousand candle power, each to be

placed at distances of ten feet apart on
an area of at least ten miles .square, to

furnish light sufficient to be discerned

at Mars, even with powerful telescopes;
and then it could only be .seen as a bril-

liant point of light. If fla.shed accord-

ing to some formula such as our

lighthouses are operated by, it might
attract attention, and be responded to

by our Martian friends, if they have
similar facilities for gratifying our

curiosity.
But the twenty-thousand candle

power arc light referred to is not the

twent5--thousand candle power arc

licfht of commerce. We are advised

by an expert electrician that through
a mistake in measuring the photo-
metric power of the electric arc, when
the light first became prominent (a
mistake which, perhaps for commer-
cial reasons has never been corrected)
the .so-called twenty-thousand candle

power light really gives the illumina-

tion of only seven thousand candles.

To produce a seven-thousand candle

power requires a force equal to eight
and a half honse power, and therefore,

each twenty-thousand candle power
light would reciuire more than twenty-
four horse jiower per light.

For a field of ten miles .square there

would be required, if placed ten feet

apart, twenty-seven million eight
hundred and .seventy-eight thou.sand

four hundred lights. The hor.se

power, therefore, required to furnish
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the li<^lit would be that nuiiil)er of

li,L(hts multiplied by twenty-four, or

six hundred and sixty-nine million

eij^hty-one thousand and six hundred
liorse power. As the entire estimated

horse power of the world is only three

hundred and ninety-four million, we
fear that this method of sis^Mialinjj;' our
Martian friends must temporarily he

l)ostponed.
Hut it is hardly worth while to stf)p

here, considering^ how j^rand the

assumptions which we have been in-

dulgini; in
;
and therefore, let tis suj)-

pose the apparatus complete, the

cptestion arises as to what we are to

sij^nal. The construction of geomet-
rical figures could be adopted, it is

true, but if the ten-mile square of

illumination, which we have referred

to, would only represent a point of

light at Mars' distance, the construc-

tion of long lines of illumination such
as would be necessary to rejiresent an

angle or a circle, with each line ten

miles in width, would re(.[uire an enor-

mous expansion of the project.
The principal object to be attained

is to demonstrate to the Martian that

the illumination ])roceeds from design,
and is not a physical and natural

])henomena. For example, if we per-
ceived for a number of years a s])ark
of light on the surface of the moon,
we would not suppose that the light

proceeded from design or was artificial,

but that it represented some volcanic
action or possible reflection of the
Sim's rays. If, however, it was inter-

mittent, flashed according to some

regular .sequence (jr rh_\thm, we might
suppose it to be regulated by human
action and intended for communication
with us.

There is one signal that might be

intelligible to the Martian, and that is

an indication of our and his relative

j)osition in the solar .system. With
the exceedingly attenuated atmosphere
of Mars, the astronomer there can

easily see the planet Mercury, and
therefore understands that the eartli

is third and his own planet fourth in

di.stance from the sun. He has also

learned that we lia\e one moon and
his own planet two. vSignals, there-

fore, which would flasli out "three-

two," and then, after an interval,
"
four-three," and then be rejK-ated in

the same order, might indicate to him
that we, as the third in the order of
the planets from the sun, with two
bodies, recognized that Mars was the
fourth in order with three bodies.

vSuch a signal might be recognized a.s

proceeding from design, and if re-

sponded to appropriately, would assure
us that Mars was inhabited and by an
intellectual race.

When we consider, however, the

instability of the premises on which
all these conclusions are ba.sed, and
the colossal expenditure required to

insure the success of our end of the

experiment, we aj^prehend that our cu-

riosity on this .subject will not speedily
be gratified. Our Chicago friends .seem

to be equal to almost any occasion, and

jierhaps the jiroject Avould commend
it.self to their sublime confidence.



AN EPISODE AT FIDDLERS'.

BY GEORGE CHARLES BROOKE.

FIDDLERS
was excited, not that

there was anything extraordinary
in that for the P'lat was in a nor-

mal condition of excitement over one

thing or another every hour in the

day and vented it in much drinking,
loud talking and fighting, but on this

particular occasion the excitement was
of a unique order, that in its still in-

Smitli was the judge. He occupied
a chair placed on a faro table at one
end of the long, narrow cabin, the
identical chair that Velvet sat in when
he shot Mud. Velvet sat a little to

his left, a guard at either side, on his

right, the hastily chosen jury of twelve
sat or stood, and be3-ond a rope
stretched across the room, was the

tensity chilled and silenced the mob of silent, expectant crowd. The evidence

men that crowded in and close about was all in and I^ong Smith was set-

thc doors of the "Mary's Eyes" Saloon
and gambling house, the proprietor of

which. Velvet Jack, was at that mo-
ment being tried for his life before that

most terrible of earthly courts, Judge
Lynch.

It was not the first killing at the

Flat, this shooting .scrape was onl}-

one of dozens of others during tlie five

months of Fiddlers existence, but the

victim was a peculiarly inoffensive

creature known as
' '

]\Iud
' '

to the

camp. He had no other name that

they knew of and had earned his sou-

briquet by his unfailing ill luck at the

gaming tables, and his equally unfail-

ing remark as he rose penniless from
his bout with the tiger,

"
Wal, my

name's mud, agin," but on this par-
ticular occasion Mud's luck had run

his way and he had sat hour after

hour at the little oblong faro table

since the night before and won with

unfailing regularitv through every
deal.

Velvet him.self had the .shift at deal

when ISIud had won the la.st ounce in

the "bank roll," and as the lucky
player rose from his .seat opposite him,
the gambler had, without a word, shot

him through the heart. The cold

fiendishness of the act was too much
for the nerves even of Fiddlers and
the camp rose to a man and cried

aloud for vengeance. Thej- were

Long
vengeance,

waiting now for the sentence.

tling himself down into a comfortable

position to listen to coun.sel for defen.se,
when Velvet suddenly rose to his feet

and said :

"
See here, boys, what's

the use of going on with this monkey
business any longer ? I vshot ]\Iud

and you've determined that I must

hang. Can't 5^011 drop this and take
me out and hang me and be done with
it instead of torturing me with all this

nonsense. You know you're
only doing it to amuse your.selves ?

"

The e3-es of every man in the crowd
were fixed on the prisoner during this

speech, then turned expectantlj' to

the judge.
" Prisner et the bar, 3-er

bein' tried fer murder by the only kin'

'o er co't this yer kentry hez. Ef
ther's enythin' ye liev ter say yer'U
hev er chance ter say it furder on."
There w'as a murmur of approval from
the audience and couiLsel for the

defense went on with his argument,
followed b}" the coun.sel for the prose-
cution. The court summed up and

charged the jury, which, without a

moment's hesitation returned a ver-

dict of guilty.
The judge arose from his chair and

.said: "Velvet, yer gone in," there

was no further a.ssumption of judicial

dignity ;
it dropped from him as

one drops a cloak from his shoulders,
" ther l)oys hev giv' yer a squar deal,

which 'smorc 'n ye giv' Mud, 'n ycr'll

hev ter go under. What hev yer got

6S4
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ter say agin it ?
"

Velvet smiled and
shook his head. "You've got the

drop on me, I reckon," he said,
" and I

can't kick." Just at this moment
there was a struggle as of some one

trying to force an entrance through
the crowd at the door, and the .shrill

tones of a woman's voice could be
heard demanding access to the court,
that was trying the man that had
killed her's. "I'm Mud's wife,"
she insi.sted in shrill, shaky voice.
"
O, I know what yer nicknamed

him. His 'n my name 's Dobbs, 'n

he were er good nufif man mo.st

ways 'n I want ter .see thcr man what
killed hill 'n lef me ar lone widder
rite in the prime er life." The relict

of the late Mud was at the bar of the

court by this time. She was a tall,

angular woman of forty or so, dres.sed

in rusty black, with an immense calico

sunbonnet that projected over her

face like a .section of .stovepipe and

effectually concealed her features.

The e5^es were bright and keen though,
and swept quick glances from prisoner
to judge and jury.
The court ordered a chair for her

inside the bar, and when she had
seated hcr.self remarked to -her, "We
never knowd cf Mud were a mar'd

man, marm
;
ef we had, we'd shorl}^

hev waited this trial for ye."
" D' yer mean to say j^er've gorn

'n tried this yer man for killin'

mine, 'u nie not here ter see ? Yer a

nice kin 'o er judge, I mus' sa3^

Wal, 3'er kin jest go ter tryin' 'm rite

over again, now I am j^ere,
" and the

widow settled comfortably back in her
chair and took a dip of snuff. The
court, coun.sel, jury and spectators
were melted in a moment. They
were Missourians, almost to a man,
and the ' ' one touch of nature ' '

that

.snuff dip awoke in them made them
the widow's slaves for the moment.
The court, counsel and jury consulted
for a few moments, and the judge
intimated to the widow that they had
concluded that her request was a very
natural, and under the circumstances,
a very proper one, and that with the

prisoner's consent they would comply
with it, but as he had already been
tried and found guilty once, they
thcjught it hardly fair to him to try
him again without his consent. Vel-

vet arose, the eyes of the throng upon
him. He was a tall, slight, graceful
fellow, with a certain devil-may-care
swagger aljout him that insensibly
attracted men and women alike, and
with a smile that showed his white
teeth under the black moustache,
remarked that he was always de-

lighted to plea.se a lady, but that

under the circumstances he could not
.see anything to be gained by it. He
had, in fact, plead guilty in the first

place, and all that remained for the

judge was to pass sentence
;

l)ut as

they had insisted upon trying him
once to plea.se themselves, they might
as well try him again to please the

lady. There was a nnirmur of ap-

proval at this sentiment from the

audience, which was sternly checked

by the court. The widow had been

dipping snuff and eyeing Velvet dur-

ing his and the court's remarks, and
seemed to have made up her mind to

.something she had been considering,
for she suddenly closed her snuff-box
with a click, rose from her chair, and

turning to the court said: "Jedge,
I'm the person what's bin most hurt
in this yer scrap. I'm lef a lone
woman with wary man ter provide fer

me, an' I've been er thinkin' ther

best way out o' this yer biznis is fer

this man what kilt my man ter git me
er new one." She stopped amid a

death-like silence. Velvet was the

only man that presented his cui^tom-

ar}- unruffled composure. Kver}- other
face wore an expression of horrified

astonishment for a moment, and then
a yell of delight went up from the
crowd. The cool cff"ronter}' of the
woman had caught their sense of the
fitness of things. Here in a country
where a woman most needed a man's

protection, her man had been taken
from her. What more just than that

the man who had caused his taking
off" should replace him ? The racket
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subsiding, the court gravely arose and
said:

"
Prisner at the bar, yer hev

bin tried 'n foun' guilty of murder.
Hev yer anythin" ter say why ther

sentence in tliish yer co'te should
not be past 'pou yer Velvet
shook his head smilingly and the

court continued : "Ther .sentence in

ther co'te is, thet ^-er shall many this

yer woman 'n the co'te, ez a je.stice

will tie yer up right now." At this

there was a 3'ell that fairly shook the

roof, and the audience rushed inside

the bar to shake hands with the pros-

pective bride and groom and offer

congratulations ;
but the bride had

something else to say first.
' '

Jedge,
' '

she shrilled, "I've bin tell'd thet

Mud win'd a consid'ble et gamblin'
last night 'n I want ther money."
The coin and dust had been im-

pounded by the court, and

reluctantly tunied it over to

widow. After looking it over,

stowed it away in a voluminous

pocket and announced her readiness

for the ceremony. The counsel for

the prosecution and defense acted as

groomsmen, a couple of "ladies"

he
the

.she

from the ' "

hurdy-gurdy
' '

next door
as bridesmaids, and tlae foreman of
the jur>^ gave away the bride.

Surely .such another wedding was
never seen. The festivities lasted

until Fiddlers was completel}' ex-
hausted

;
and when a couple of days

later the Flat recovered from its

carouse, \^elvet and his bride had

disa])pcared.

A few da>-s later a tall, swaggering,
black-moustached man, accompanied
by a woman dressed in rusty black,
with an immense sunbonnet covering
her head and face, stood on the deck
of a Panama .steamer making its way
down San Francisco bay towards the

Gate. They were at the rail gazing
at the fast-receding city. Suddcnh^
the man .snatched the .sunbonnet from
the woman's head and whirled it over-

board, and as it floated astern said :

"Good-bye to the Widow Mud, and
now, old girl, we can be comfortable

again. The old bonnet ser\'ed its

turn, and served it well, but I can't

look down two miles of stovepipe every
time I want to see your pretty face.

' '

TOO LATE.

BY Elvm.'V PL.WTER SE.VBURY.

We said goodl:)ye, in your dear eyes were tears.

Each knew betwixt our souls, a .shadow la}-,

I longed to take 5-ou in my arms, and pra}'
That the fond love of all the vanished years,

vShould kiss away the doiibts, the pains, the fears.

But 30U were silent, and I would not say
One word, pride said

"
.some other day,"

And now your love, 3^our life, all disappears.

And you are dead, m^- darling, the unknown.
That all forgiving, I shall ne'er forget ;

What hurt so deeply, >'ou could so wound me
Lies twixt our souls forever, all our own
Mocking the mi.ser}^ of vain regret.

And grief sobs on as endless as the sea.



6/THE ELECTION OF JAMES A. GARFIELD.

No. II.

BY KX-GOVERNOK LIOXKL A. SlIJCLDOX.

GENERAL
GARFIICLD had no

taste for political manipulation,
and if lie had any talent for it, he

had had no occasion to employ it.

He represented a district which is

mentioned by Mr. Bryce, in his Amer-
ican Conimouwealth, as an oasis in

the desert of political uncertainty,
fraud and corruption, a district repre-
sented successively by Elisha W'hit-

tlesy for twenty years, by Joshua R.

Giddings for the same length of time,
and by Garfield himself for eighteen
years, with a single interv'cntion of

four years. The j^eople of that di.s-

trict have always been distinguished
for their adherence to convictions, and
for fidelity to a man who served them

acceptabh". He was always nomin-
ated and elected without a resort to

humbug or tricks, and no man was
left so free to devote him.self to work
for the whole country. This district

had few special wants, and the field

was open to him to become a states-

man, a publici.st, and the more he
towered in the work of promoting the

greatness of the country, the more

closely his constituents clung to him.
He was elected to the Senate without
a particle of scheming ;

the people
chose a Legislature, practically
instructed to make him senator. At
one time in Rome it was a common
saving that Cato was the ablest, and
Nasica was the best senator. In

choosing Garfield senator, the people
of Ohio believed that he combined
the elements of both a Cato and a

Nasica.

As I was to accompany him to

Ohio from Chicago, I met liim at the

depot the morning after his nomina-
tion. He was serious, instead of

buoj-ant as was his wont. He said he

had .spent a good deal of the night in

looking over the ground and calcula-

ting the chances of success, that he had
made hundreds of speeches in Con-

gress on the stump and el.sewhere. on
all kinds of subjects ;

and he could not
remember all he had .said, and won-
dered if he had said anything which
might be seized upon to his injury,
but that he was unable to call anything
to mind that would do him harm. He
further said that he had always advo-
cated what he believed was right, re-

gardless of personal consequences, but
that there was a disposition in the heat
of a political contest to distort and

misrepresent. I asked: "Do you
doubt that you will be elected ?

" He
replied that he feared he might not be.

I said: "You will be elected," and
he a.sked why I thought so. My
answer was that the Convention
seemed well satisfied with the nomi-
nations, and in fact that nearly all were
relieved, after a contest so spirited and

protracted ;
that he had been a life-

long Republican, had gained a repu-
tation for ability and courage as a

soldier, and that he had achieved

great distinction in the popular branch
of Congress. There was no reason

Avhy he should not be elected, and that

his friends would .see that all honor-
able means were employed to .secure

his success.

The whole country along the line

of the railroad over which he passed
was advised as to the coming of the
train which bore him to Ohio. Large
numbers assembled at all the stations,

and wherever the train stopped, he
made a speech and there was displayed
the utmost enthusiasm. His little

.speeches were models, and his serious

and unpretentious manner made a
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most favorable impression. The old

soldiers were out in great numbers,
and as a large number of them serv^ed

in the arm5' of the Cumberland, in

which he served as department chief

of staff, they applauded him vocifer-

ously. One man put up his hand and
said :

' ' The last time I saw you,
General, was when 3^011 rode through a

storm of bullets from General Rose-
crans to General Thomas. ' '

The general practice had been for

presidential candidates to content

themselves with addressing the people
through a letter of acceptance. Gen-
eral William Henry Harrison made a

few speeches, John P. Hale .stumped
the countr}^ in his own behalf. General
Scott made a tour to Blue Lick, and
said some things damaging to his

cause, and Horatio Se^-mour made a

few speeches. General Garfield broke
over all precedents. He early went to

New York and made speeches on the

way and in the city. He impressed
himself so favorably upon popular
audiences that Murat Halstead, who
had not been friendly and who accom-

panied him, urged General Garfield to

take the stump generally. He con-

sidered the matter, but concluded not
to do so. It soon became apparent
that he would be called upon by com-

mittees, delegations and considerable

bodies of people for an expression of
his views upon a great variety of sub-

jects. He said to the writer that this

gave him a good deal of trouble, but
he argued if he declined to express
himself it would be construed as a

dodging of issues, and that as he had
always been in the habit of speaking
his honest sentiments, it was but right
and good policy to make known his

views whenever called upon. He
added that he made an eifort to find

out on what subject he was to be
called out, but many times he was
unable to, and that often what he said

was entirely impromptu. The success
of this method of campaigning is

likel}' to become a common practice.
His speeches daily gained him votes.

After the election. Senator Hoar wrote

him a letter of congratulation, and
said that if he had known at the

beginning of the camjDaign that he
was to make speeches on all manner
of subjects presented to him, he would
have despaired of his election, but
that Benjamin Franklin could not
have acquitted himself better. It was
a method adopted by General Harri-
son in 1888 with .so much success. It

is an excellent practice, for the people
thereb3^ become thoroughh^ advised of

a candidate's views, and are able to

determine whether they are being
treated to di.shes of ambiguity and

demagoguism. A political campaign
should be one of education

; full and
frank di.scussion enlightens all around,
and is a barrier against misapprehen-
sion and deception.
The situation in New York was for

a time a source of anxiety. Mr.

Conkling, who was potential vvitli the

stalwarts of that state, sulked for two
or three months. He had gone out of

the Chicago Convention discomfited,
and was greatly enraged at the bolters

in that state from the unit rule, and
because they had gone from Blaine to

Garfield. If the Grant line had been
forced to give way, and had gone to

Garfield, the case would have been
difierent. He and Mr. Arthur had
been a long time personal and political

friends, and through his and General
Grant's influence he was at last

induced to take the stump. Next to

Garfield's own efforts, those of General
Grant were most effective. He was a

patriot and devoid of all refractoiy

feeling. He was not an orator, and in

that campaign he took the stump—the

first and only time. There were an

eloquence and an efiectiveness in his

simplicity and clearness beyond any-
thing the most trained elocutionist

could produce. The rural districts

rallied to the .support of Garfield

l)eyond anything experienced since the

da3-s of Lincoln. He made a profound
impression on the intelligent and cul-

tured men of the nation. The Ivnglish

press called him the Gladstone of

America. But his election was con-
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tested with more than usual energy by
the Democratic party. His nomina-
tion by the Repubhcans forced that of

Hancock by the Democrats, that

soldier might be pitted against soldier.

While the latter was the greater
soldier, he was not to be compared to

Garfield in any other respect. Gar-
field stood high as a legislator, and
had studied the whole range of puljlic

questions profoundly. His speeches
in Congress constituted an encyclo-

pedia of fact and .sound princi]ile on
all the great questions that had Ijcen

before the country during twenty
years of its most eventful period.
His political opponents were unspar-

ing in vilification, and they even
resorted to new and unprecedented
methods to compass his defeat. The
infamous Morey letter was a disgrace
to American politics. It had no effect,

however, except on the Pacific Coast,
where its influence could not be
counteracted for want of time. The
people in Northern Ohio, where he
was born and spent his life, gave him
an indorsement never given to au}-
other candidate. His neighbors knew
him and believed in him.
To General Garfield the work dur-

ing the campaign was most arduous,
and no man ever more keenly felt the

responsibilities of his position . When
the election was over, there was a

period of relaxation, but it was of

short duration. He almost immedi-

ately gave attention to the work before

him. His nature and habit were to

do everj^thing thoroughl}' and well.

Never did president-elect make a more
thorough studv of the surroundings
and doings of his predecessors. I was

frequently at his house, and several

times he was at mine. He carefully
re-read the inaugural addresses of his

nineteen predecessors, and informed
himself as to their troubles in forming
a Cabinet. It was almost a relief that
others had experienced the difficulties

that surrounded him. He several

times cited the case of Franklin Pierce,

who was complained of for delay in

selecting a Cabinet. A friend said to

him a Cabinet ought to be made in a

week. Pierce replied that if he would
make a Cabinet in a week that was

satisfactory to himself, he would adopt
and appoint it. The friend tried it

and gave it up. As the nation has

grown, the difficulties in making a

Cabinet have increased, because there

is a wider range of interests and a

greater number of able and deser\-ing
men. It was his idea that as far as

possible all sections and interests

should be recognized. He did not

approve the giving of a Cabinet place
to a man from the President's own
state. Two Ohio men were urged
who were strong with him, but he

.said,
' '

I represent Ohio in the Cabinet,
and the state must be satisfied with
me." He was pressed to give liber-

all}' to the volunteer soldiers. No
man was a better friend to them, but
he thought that by putting Mr. Lin-
coln at the head of the War Depart-
ment, who was a volunteer, and that,

as he w'as at the head of the Cabinet

by virtue of his office, it was as much
as they should ask for in the councils

of the nation.

The making of a Cabinet involves

consideration of appointments to the

principal foreign missions and to what
are termed secondary places, such as

assistant secretaries and heads of bu-

reaus, so that distribution may as fairly

as possible respect localities and the

merits and deserts of individuals.

General Garfield made a careful study
of all these matters, but in all direc-

tions he found conflicts of opinions
and interests. Republicans had been

divided most pointedly in the Conven-
tion and in the country over the can-

didacies of Grant and Blaine. It had
become bitter in some localities, and
more especially in New York, where
the factions were designated as stal-

warts and half-breeds. It was a divis-

ion that had its ramifications through-
out the nation. There was also a

so-called liberal or reform element
which had supported Garfield with

zeal, which contributed, in no small

degree, to his election. There is no
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doubt that so far as New York was
concerned, the tremendous energy of

the stalwarts, who were inspired by
General Grant and General Arthur,
were the largest factor in giving that

state to him.
One of the questions was what was

to be done with the South ? On
purely political grounds it was entitled

to no consideration, for the electoral

votes of that section had been cast

solidly for the Democratic candidate,
Ijut it was an important part of the

nation whose interests for partizan
reasons, should not be disregarded.
It was also wise that it should be
treated with magnanimity. President

Hayes had appointed a Southern Dem-
ocrat Postmaster-General, and had
been liberal if not profuse in appoint-

ing Democrats to local offices. This

policy had no effect except to excite

derision, and to cause the charge to be
made that the appointments were in

the nature of bribes to those thus

favored, with intent to disrupt the

Southern Democrac5\ It weakened
rather than strengthened the Southern

Republicans. It was thought unwise
to make a selection from the

' '

carpet-

bag
"

class. Hence General Garfield

decided to take a native Southern loy-
alist and Republican. It was not easy
to find a satisfactor}' one.

Quite a number of names were can-

vassed, but to some there were serious

personal objections, and to others there

was decided opposition from their own
localities by the Republicans. I was
present when, two or three daj'S before

the inauguration, the navy portfolio
was offered to Mr. William H. Hunt
of New Orleans. I had known Mr.
Hunt intimately for fifteen years. He
was a native of Charleston, South Car-

olina, Ijut had lived in New Orleans
from boyliood. All his brothers were

distinguished in the learned profes-
sions, and one of them in ante-bellum

politics in Louisiana. He was an
able lawyer, an orator of no mean
power, with high social standing, was
loyal during the war, and a Republi-
can thereafter. Mr. Hayes had ap-

pointed him Judge of the Court of

Claims. Mr. Hunt had little political

knowledge or inlluence, l)ut his selec-

tion would show to the South that it

was not to be ignored, and that the

Northern Republicans appreciated
those to the

" manner born," who had
stood by the countr}- in its perils, or

by the cau.se of freedom during the
troublesome period of recon.struction.

Mr. ^Ic\'eagh was regarded as a

proper representative of the liberal

or reform element, which had recently
shown such strength in the city of

Philadelphia, but his .selection was not

approvingly received by the great body
of the Pennsylvania Republicans.
Senator Cameron was consulted about
it

;
he .said to General Garfield that

Mr. McVeagh was his attorney, per-
sonal friend and brother-in-law; that he
was an able lawyer and an honest man,
but in politics he was fooli.sh,

" and he
thinks that politically I am the same. ' '

The filling of the Treasury Depart-
ment gave a great deal of trouble. It

has been charged that General Gar-
field, during the campaign, promised
it to Mr. Devi P. Morton, of New
York, and at the request of the repre-
sentative stalwarts of that state. If

he made that promise it could not be

kept. President Grant nominated
Mr. A. T. Stuart to that department.
l)ut it was discovered that he was
ineligible, and the same thing hap-
pened in the ca.se of Mr. Morton. He
was ineligible

— a fact not known,
and overlooked imtil after the election;
and if there had been a promise, he
made the amende honorable, for he

appointed him Minister to France.

General Harrison, of Indiana, was
.sounded on the sulyect, and General
Garfield desired to give him the

place, but he preferred the senator-

ship which was to be conferred upon
him. Mr. Alli.son was favorably con-

sidered, and he could have had the

place, but he was disinclined to leave the

senate. Judge Folger, of New York,
was urged, but not until it had been
tletermined to fill another tleparlment
with a New York man. Mr. James
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had acted with the stalwarts in that Indiana, which had so splendidly set

state, and for several years had been tlie wheels of victory in motion at the

postmaster of the City of New York. October election. It was designed
His .services had been acceptable to that that state should have a jilace in

the people of that city in that capacity,
and he was commended in tlie highest
terms by tlie ne\vspa])ers, without dis-

tinction of part)-, but for some reason
his selection displeased Mr. CiMikling.
vSeveral names were also considered in

connection with the Interior Depart-
ment. When General Garfield left

home for Washington, but four names
had been fixed upon in his mind for

Cabinet positions. The}' were Messrs.

l)laine, James, Lincoln and McVeagh.
Mr. lyincoln's accejitance, by rea.son of

his absence from liome, was not re-

ceived till after General Garfield

arrived in Washington. When Mr.
WiiuUmi was decided xipon for the

treasury i)ortfoli(), Mr. Kirkwood's
selection for the Interior at once fol-

lowed, and also that of Mr. Hunt for

the navy. There was some delay in

making up the list, out of deference to to complain.

{To be Continued.')

the Cabinet, but there were numerous
a.spirants, and there was ikj agreement
as to the one who shcjuld receive an

appointment, until after the Cabinet
had been made up and the names sent
to the .senate. The Caljinet fairly

represented the .several elements (jf

the party. Mr. Lincoln and Mr.

James had favored the nomination of

Grant, Mr. Windom and Mr. Kirk-
wood were of the stalwart order of

Republicans, and Mr. Hunt had made
no expression of his views, being on
the l)ench. There was no doubt of

the proclivities of Mr. Blaine as to the
candidate of his choice before the

Chicago Convention. Mr. Mc\'eagh
probably took no part, Init evidently
favored the mo.st liberal candidate.

So far as political complexion was
concerned, the stalwarts had no reason

THREE MYSTERIES.

BY ALICK I. ];.VTOX.

A glimmer in the .sky ;
a shooting star

;

A soul is born on earth
;

a spark of the

Love that reigns in Heaven in human hearts
Is kindled. The great mystery of life

Begins again. Shall it unfold itself

In things unspeakable, sublime? Or shall

It veil itself in myster\- and sin,

Until the darker my.stery of death
Shall end it all ? Ah! birth's a mystery.
And stranger still is death

;
but most of all

Does mystery lurk in that which men call life.

The sea that rolls between two unknown shores,

Touching on each, yet silent as to both.

Albany. N. Y.



'^THE PRE-COLUMBIANS OF THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY.

BY JAMES M. CARSON.

THE
relics discovered in this great

field of ceramic products known
as the potter}' of the Mississippi

Valley are divided by Mr. William H.

Holmes, of the Bureau of Ethnology,
Smithsonian Institution, into three

groups, namely, those found in the

Upper, Middle and Lower Mississippi

Provinces, which latter he also calls

the Gulf Province. The Middle Missis-

sippi has hitherto proved the most

marked, and the products more
abundant about the center of this area,
which includes those parts of Missouri,
Arkansas and Tennessee that are con-

tiguous. Pecan Point, Arkansas, being
a marked focus as regards abundance
of relics.

In this province the pottery is

remarkably homogeneous in character,
which points to the fact that the

people who practiced the art formed

prolific in ancient potter}^, and from an ethnological group of closely allied

that area the greater portion of collec-

tions have been made. To that region
we shall confine ourselves in the

present article.

This earthenware is exceedingl}^

fragile
—so much so that the opinion

has been expressed that a considerable

portion of it was merely sun-baked.

There is no doubt that the period

tribes. Though not of the same race
as the builders of the mounds in Wis-
consin, Ohio or Georgia, they were,
nevertheless, undoubtedly "mound
builders."

In very primitive times, all vessels

were intended for domestic use, includ-

ing the ordinary receptacles for food
and drink, and a few simple utensils

during which it was produced was one emplo^^ed for cooking purposes. Fonn,
of open-air baking, a fact which will

account for the imperfect fire-harden-

ing process. We are indebted to the

practice of burjnng articles with the

dead, prevalent among all peoples, for

supplying us with the means of

procuring many whole specimens of

this fragile ware, which has been

unearthed from burial grounds and
mounds in great quantities, while at

the same time refuse heaps on house
and village sites have furnished the

archaeologist with a large amount of

fragmentary pottery.
The Middle Mississippi Province is

very extensive, and the area in which
relics of this group of pottery are

found embraces the greater part of the pebbles or nuishrooni objects in clay,

states of Missouri, Arkansas and Ten- sometimes found in the mounds,
nessce, large portions of Mississippi, would have served the purpose.

Kentucky and Illinois, and extends Baskets, nets and coarse cloths were
into Iowa, Indiana, Alabama, L,ouisi- also used as molds. The finishing
ana and Texas. The types are better was accomplished by means of such
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as these uses differentiated, underwent

many changes, and a great variety of

different shaped vessels was produced,
only a small percentage of the relics

found showing indications of having
been used over fire.

Neither wheel nor lathe was used
in construction. At the advent of the

w^hites the natives were observed to

employ the coiling process, and
models made of gourds, blocks of

wood and hardened cla}'. Probably
in many cases no mold was used, but
a rounded object of small size was
held in one hand, while the base of

the vessel to be formed was worked
over it with the other. Rounded
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implements as trowels, paddles, pol-

ishing stones, etc. In all probability
the work was performed by women,
among wliom were skilled potters.
The material used in the manufac-

ture was clay, in all grades of refine-

ment, tempered with pulverized shells

and potsherds, the former being ob-

tained from the neighboring rivers.

Kig. 1—Bowl imitating; a mujified Conch Shell.

Sand was also used as a tempering
ingredient. The clay was procured
from the alluvial deposits of bayous.
There were two marked varieties of

clay as regards color, viz., a dark and
a light hued kind. The more prevail-

ing color of the paste was dark,

ranging from rich black to all shades
of brown and gray. The lighter tints

were usually warm ocliery grays,
rarely approaching a reddish hue, and
there is some reason to conjecture that

the different shades of color were pro-
duced intentionally by some process
by which any tint could be obtained,
inasmuch as certain forms are gener-
ally dai'k and others universally light.
Sometimes a coat or wash of very fine

clay was laid on the surfaces of the

vessels, the walls of which were often

thick and uneven.
In this Middle Mi.ssissippi ware

there is a marvelous variety of form,
many shapes being very pleasing and
not inferior in outline and elegance to

those exhibited in the ancient Pueblo

pottery, though ranking lower than
those of Mexico, Central America and
Peru. They are higher in rank, how-
ever, than the prehistoric wares of
Central and Northern Europe. The
finish of this ware is decidedly rude as

compared with that of civilized

Vol. 11—45

nations, the .surface being often only
smoothed with the hand, or trowel,

though generally more or less careful

])olishing was performed with imple-
ments of shells, bone, etc. No glaze
has yet been found on the more
ancient specimens, though to facilitate

])«)lishing, a film of fine cla}-, as men-
tioned above, was .sometimes spread
over the surface. In many instances

a coat of thick red ocher was applied.
The ancient potter of this province

evidently took pride in the ornamenta-
tion of her wares, and produced a very
varied and interesting number of de-

signs. I-'ancifnl modificationsof natu-

ral forms constitute the first stage of

embellishment, followed successively

by relief ornaments, intaglio figures
and designs in color. The modifica-

tions of shape, as exhibited in the

wares of the ancient jKopleof the Mid-
dle Missi.ssippi region, indicate that

the potters had no ver>' refined ideas

of elegance of outline. Nevertheless,
the simple forms of cups, pots and
bowls did not satisfy them, and there

are specimens that indicate a taste for

higher types of beauty. There is,

moreover, a marked tendency to the

grotesque. Utility was often sacrificed

to the suggestions of fancy, and con-

venience was disregarded in yielding to

the inclination to fashion bowls, vases

Fig. 2—Frog-shaped Bowl, CraigsheaJ Point, Arkansas.

and bottles into animal and vegetable

shapes.
Relief ornamentation, sparingly em-

ployed by the Pueblo Indian potters, is

nuich more frequently found in the

Middle Mississippi group, and was
Avorked out in both low and salient

relief by the application of nodes and
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fillets of clay to the plain surface of

the vessel—the fillets being laid on in

Kig. 3
—Frog-ihaped LJuwl, lVi_an I'oint. Arkansas.

horizontal, vertical and oblique bands.

Intaglio designs were accomplished
with pointed implements, ^'cssels of

both plastic and sun-dried clay were
treated in this way, and occasionally
fire-baked .surfaces. A wide range of

artistic embellishment is exhil)ited b}-

the figures thus i)roduced,
which illustrate the various

.stages of progress from the

most archaic type of ornament
to elegant combinations of

curves, and la.stly to the delin-

eation of life form and fanci-

ful conceptions. Impres.sed or

stamped ornaments rarely oc-

ciir in this group of ceramic

relics, while in the Gulf vStates, or

Lower Missi.ssippi region, stamj^s con-

structed especially for the ptirpose were
used to a considerable extent.

of opaque clayey pa.ste, being laid on
with brushes of hair, feathers or veg-
etable fiber. The forms embrace

meanders, scrolls, circles and combi-
nations of curved lin.es in great variety.
There are, abso, rectilinear forms, such
as lozenges, zigzags and checkers.

Mr. Holmes calls attention to the

prevalence of curved forms, and to the

fact that the inhabitants of the Miss-

is.sip])i \'allev .seem never to have
achieved the rectangular linked mean-

der, while the Pueblo Indians of the

vSouthwest found in it a chief resource

of decoration. The reason for this,

he remarks, must be .sought for in the

Kig. 4
—
Animal-bliapeU Buwl, Arkansas.

Designs in color were depicted in

white, red, Ijrown and black
;

the

paint, which was generally composed

Fig. 5— Bird-shaped Bowl, Arkansas.

antecedent and coexistent artsoftho.se

tribes—ba.sketry and the manufacture
of textiles—the "mound builders"
not being highly accomplished in the

textile arts, the influence of which

gives ri.se to angular goenietric fig-

lues.

In the ;urangement of form-groups
of archaic earthenware, the arclueoU)-

gist is naturally governed ))y the

progress made in the art from simple
to complex. The .sinqilest forms are

tho.se of dishes, cups and bowls
;
the.se

are followed by wide-mouthed, globu-
lar-bodied va.ses, generally known as

pofs. Next in the order of develop-
ment come va.ses with narrow nu)uths

and full bodies, conunonly termed jars.

Lastly on the list are the high, narrow-
necked ves.sels universally ilenomina-

ted bottles. The.se four general groups
do not include a numl)er of vessels

which, owing to complexity of design
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size

and peculiarity of form, cannot
classified with any one of them.

Rowl-sliaped vessels range in

from one inch in diameter and (

to over twenty inches in diam-
eter and twelve inches in

depth. They exhibit a great
variety- of form, from that of a
shallow saucer to those of
hollow globes with orifices.

vSome vessels arc elongated,
'^

others are conical, while a few
have rectangidar or irregular

.shapes. vStands or legs are but \^

t

\

Fig. 6— BirJ-sliapeil Bowl, Arkan>as.

it very difficult to determine the origin
of this kind of ornamentation, and
seems inclined to believe that it is not
to be found within the plastic art itself,

l)Ut in the shapes of antecedent
and coexistent vessels of other
materials in which life forms
liad been emploxed, or in the

_, use of natural objects them-
.selves as utensils, suggesting
the employment of other natu-

ral forms.

Antecedent to vessels of clay
were such primitive utensils as

shells, and the hard ca.ses of

fruits and .seeds. These were
the natural models, and from
such incipient efforts the Mis-

sissippi potter advanced to

the imitation of life forms.

Though nothing is known of

the origin and .significance of

the jiracticc, it soon became a

prominent featiu'e of the in-

dustrv, and in time the artist

rarely attached, and handles seldom reached a freedom from the restraint

occur except in the grotes(|ue grouji of of antecedent impressions that enabled
this class. As ornamentation was grad-
ually developed, the first simple forms
were greatly modified according to

the fancy of the potter. Nodes and

ridges, the more archaic types of orna-

niLiit, were enlarged and fashioned
into iniuimerable natural and fantastic

forms. Birds, lieasts and fishes, rep-
tiles, human beings and imaginary-
creatures were finally fashioned out as

ceramic eml^ellishmcnt.

With this preliminar\-
sketch of the earlier

stages of the potter's art

in the Middle Mi.ssissip]-)i

\'allev, we will proceed
to the development (;f

life forms in the decora-
tion of pottery.
A large proportion of

the bowls found in this

province has luidergone
modifications that ex-
hibit the tendency of the ancient potter
to produce representations of living-
creatures, especial attention being
given to the heads. Mr. Holmes finds

her to indulge in the production of any
form that superstition or fancy might
suggest. The artist cannot be consid-

ered to have followed nature with
nuich accuracy in details, but the

essential characteristics of any partic-
ular creature were ne\cr lost sight of.

The frog appears to have been the

favorite among reptilian forms, and

figures numbered 2 anil 3 are illustra-

Fig. 7—Bird-shaped Bowl. Arkansas.

tions of bowls so ornamented. It will

be noticed that in Fig. 2 the members
of the body are boldly outlined, and
that the long toes extend beneath it.
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The rim of the vessel is notched and
two small loops connect it with the

head and tail of the batrachoid curi-

osity. The color of this vessel is red,

while that of the one represented in

gests an exaggerated representation of

the cartilaginous excrescence that

rises above the upper portion of the

beak in certain species of the anatidae.

An idea of the extraordinar}- variety

Fig. 8—Heads of Birds.

Fig: 3, which is similar bi:t with a

front view, is dark.

A remarkable specimen of animal
form is presented in Fig. 4. It is a

deep globular bowl, representing the

head of an animal that has a decided

porcine expression. One side of the
vessel is embellished with a long snout,
with the teeth and nostrils strongly
exhibited. Two nodes occupy the

places of eyes, and behind them well
defined ears appear. The circular

hollow node on the side of the vessel

of form attained by the ancient potter
of the Mississippi Valle}^ and of the

ingenuity the artist displa3-ed in de-

signing novel shapes, may be obtained

by an examination of illustration Fig.

7. It is an imitation of a bird—but of

a bird placed on its back. The neck
and head are looped up at one end of

the vessel to form a handle, while the

legs are tucked up al)ove the under
side of the tail for the same purpose at

the other end. Coarse lines engraved
on the sides of the vessel represent the

I'ig- 9
—

Grotestiue Heads.

opposite to that from which the .snout

l')rojects suggests the idea of a severed
neck. The bowl is of dark, well-

poli.shed ware.

Bird forms appear in illu.strations

Figs. 5 and 6, the former bearing a

strong resemblance in the head to a

turke>', while Fig. 6 would seem from
the length of the neck, the projection
(jf the l)reast Ijone, and the shape of
the tail, intended to jjortray a goo.se
or some long-necked atiuntin l)ird.

The elongated node on the head sug-

wings. In illu.stration Fig. 8 the let-

ters a, b, c, d and c represent respec-
tively the head of the summer duck,
the grouse or ])artridge, the pigeon or

(lo\-e, the \ullure or eagle and the
owl.

W'e have now arrived at the diver-

gence of imitations proi)er of animals
and birds, however rudely executed,
to grotesque forms, in the production
of which the artist appears to have
given full rein to her fancy or super-
stitious imagination. One of the most
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unique vessels of this kind yet dis-

covered is exhibited in ilhistration

Fig. 10. It is a heavy, rudely finished

Kig. 10— Bowl with Grotesque Heads, Arkansas,

bowl to the rim of which, placed oppo-
site to each other, two monstrosities
are attached which may be designated
as Indian ornithological gargoyles,
though it is possible that the one on
the left may have been intended to

represent the plumed serpent that so

often occurs in aboriginal American
art. The other head wnth the double
comb and prominent eye, reminds one
of the domestic fowl.

Nothing could be conceived more

grotesque than the heads which dec-

orate the vessels represented in illus-

trations Figs. II and 13. The bowls
are rudely finished and very
heavy, the first being dark
in -color and the other red.

A high bulbous no.se and
a grinning mouth

; upright
ears with projecting eyes
formed of rounded nodes and
curved seams, incised t)r in

relief, extending from the
mouth or eyes, are features

which characterize this cla.ss

of outlandish heads— see

illustration Fig. 9. The
animal represented bears lit-

tle resemblance to any crea-
ture in nature, and Mr.
Holmes was inclined to think that

they may be the result of attempts to

model in clay the mythical plumed
serpent, but it would seem that he
found reason to change his opinion

for he adds : "The fact that
in one case legs have been
added to the base of the body
militates against this theory.
Their resemblance to the gar-
goyle heads of mediaeval
architecture suggests the pos-
sibility of early European
influence." A great number
of bowls, or deep pans, are
found similar in make and
general a])p"?arance embel-
lished with the heads of
animals. Illustration Fig. 13

presents such a one. The
resemblance of the head to a

doe or a fawn is decided, the
tail on the opposite side of

the bowl is jjendent as in nature, and
the legs which have been added to the
base of the ve.s.sel terminate in cloven
hoofs beneath the body.

Between the class of vessels above
described, and pot-shaped vessels,
there is no hard line of demarkation.
The material used in the construction
of the latter is generally coarser, and
the finish more rudely performed than
in other forms, indicating, probably,
that they were used exclusively for

culinan,- purposes. They have a wide
range in size, the larger sometimes

being fifteen inches in diameter and

Kig. II— Bowl with Grotesque Head. Pecan Point, Arkansas.

twenty in height. Looped handles
are mostlv confined to this class of
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pottery, and are generally ranged
about the neck or rim. Less than

four handles to a vessel of this kind

is seldom found, while it is a common

thing to find fifteen and twenty han-

dles set about the rim. The orna-

mentation of this ware consisted of

incised figures, principally exhibited

the more ordinary forms of this inter-

esting group, we will pass on to th.e

stage (.f development where the ware

jnit on the robes of eccentricity, and
the artist began to imitate life forms
and finally produced the human head
in earthenware.

Anionu the life forms noticeable in

Fig. 12—Head-shaped Vase, Pecan Point, Arkansas.

in groups of .straight lines forming
angular designs ;

of punctures made
with a sharp-i)ointed implement, and

forming encircling lines and carelessly
executed patterns ;

and of nodes, ribs

and fillets, the manner of fashioning
which has already been described.

Jars, (jr wide-mouthed bottles, were

probably ncjt used as utensils for cook-

ing. Handsome in .shape, tastefull>-
decorated and .small in size, their

appearance, as there is no indication
of wear, does not suggest the use to

which they were devoted. Like all

other forms, they are found buried
with the dead, at the head or feet, or
within reach of the hands. Witlumt
entering into further detail regarding

this group are those of the sunfish and

opos.sum, while other .shapes are .so

rudely fashioned that, without being-

grotesque, neverthele.ss afford little

suggestion as to the animal intended

to be represented by the potter. On
the other hand, there are specimens of

exceedingh' grotesque beasts, having
horns and exj^anded nostrils, grinning
mouths exposing long fer.rful-looking

fangs, and clad withal with what

might be imagiiietl a dragon's coat of

mail would be.

It was but natural that a people
having such ata.ste for life form in the

embellishment of tlieir domestic uten-

sils .should attcmiit to imitate the

human face and head. The " mound
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builders" of the Middle Mis.sissii)pi,

and other kindred tribes had already,
before the discovery of the potter's

l'"ig. 13
—Bowl with Grotesque Head, Pecan I'oint. Arkansa

art, made considerable advance in the

carv'ing of wood and stone. They
displayed a decided talent for sculpture,
and it niii^ht be expected, considerint,^

the facilities offered by plastic clay
over the less easily worked materials

of hard wood and obdurate stone, that

the primitive potter would produce
better work than the primitive sculptor.
Such was the ca.se, and the Indians of

the rejji'ion under consideration are

found to have attained a remarkable
success in the modeling of the human
face.

Only a few .specimens of these
curious head-shaped va.ses have been
obtained, and, like other ve.s.sels, were
found as.sociated with
human remains in

graves or mounds.
Whether they were
u.sed exclusively for

sepulchral purposes
cannot be decided,

though the death look

that has been given
the faces leads the

archseologi.st to su.s-

pect that such was
the case.

The finest specimen of these head-

shaped vases yet obtained is repre-
sented in illustration Fitr. 12. It is so

interesting in its features and expres-
sion that Mr. Holmes' description of
it and remarks upon its characteri.stics

will not l)e out of place here.

He sajs :

"hi f(jrm it is a simple head,
live inches in height and five

inches wide from ear to ear.

Tlie ajK-rture in the vase is in

the crown, and is surnnmded
b)' a low, upright rim, .slight-

ly recurved. The cavity is

roughly finished, and fullows

pretty closely the contour of

the exterior surface, excepting
in projections, such as the ears,

lips and no.se. The walls are

generally from one-eighth to

one-fourth of an inch in thick-

ness, the l)ase being about

three-eighths. The bottom is

flat and takes the level of the chin and

jaws.' The nmterial does not differ from

that of the other ves.sels of the same

locality. There is a large percentage
of shell, .some ])articles of which are

quite large. The j^aste is yellowish
-

gray in color and rather coarse in tex-

ture. The va.se was modeled in the

plain clay and permitted to harden,

before the devices were engraved.
Alter this thick film of fine yellow-

V\g. 14—Animal-shaped Bowl.

ish-gra}- clay was applied to the face,

partially filling up tlie engraved lines.

The remainder ot the .surface, includ-
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ing the lips, received a thick coat of

dark red paint. The whole surface

was then highly polished.
' ' The illustration will convey a more

vivid conception of this striking head
than an}' description that can be

given. The face cannot be said to

have a single feature strongly charac-

and well modeled
; they are perforated

all along the margin, thus revealing
a practice of the people to whom they
referred. The septum of the nose

appears to have been pierced, and the
horizontal depression across the upper
lip may indicate the former presence
of a suspended ornament.

Fig. 15— Heaa-s.liaped Vase, Pecan Point, Arkansas.

teristic of Indian physiognomy. We
have instead the round forehead and
the projecting mouth of the African.

The nose, however, is small and the

nostrils are narrow. The face would
seem to be that of a youngish person,

pel haps a female. The features are

all well modeled, and are so decidedly
individual in character that the artist

must have had in his mind a pretty
definite conception of the face to be

produced as well as of the expression
appropriate to it, before beginning his

work. It will be impossible, however,
to prove that the portrait of a particu-
lar personage was intended. The
closed eyes, the rather sunken nose
and the parted lips were certainly
intended to give the effect of death.
The ears are large, correctly placed

"Perhaps the most unique and

striking feature is the pattern of

incised lines that covers the greater

part of the face. The lines are deeply
engraved and somewhat '.scratch}^'
and were apparently executed in the

hardened clay before the slip was

applied. The left side of the face is

plain, with the e.xception o( a figure
.somewhat resembling a grappling-
liook in outline, which ]Kirtially

surrounds the eye. The right side is

covered with a comb-like pattern,

placed vertically, with the teeth

upwards. The middle of the forehead
has a series of vertical lines and a few
short horizontal ones just above the

root of the nose. There are also three

curved lines, near the corner of the

mouth, not shown in the cut. * * *
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"The head dress should be noticed.

It seems to have been modeled after a

cloth or skin cap. It extends over
the forehead, falls back over the back
of the head and terminates in ])oints
behind. Two layers of the material

are represented
—the one broad, the

other narrow and pointed
—both being

raised a little above the surface upon
which they rest. This vase is some-
what smaller than the human head."

Similar in conception and execution
are .several other head-shaped vases,

an example of which will be found in

illustration Fig. 15, which represents
a specimen exhumed at Pecan I'oint

by the agents of the Bureau of

Kthnology, and now in the National
Museum. In size, form, color, finish,

modeling of features and expression,
this head closely reseml)les the one

ju.st described. The curious device
near the left eye, as mentioned above,

appears in this specimen on both sides

of the face. Three lines cro.ss the

upper lip and extend over the cheeks
to the ears. A band of fret-like de-
vices extends from the corners of the
mouth to the base of the ears, while
another band filled in with reticulated

lines, pa.s.ses round the chin and along
the jaws. The ears are perforated
and the septum of the nose is partly
broken awaj'- as if it had once held a

ring. The face is coated with a light

yellowish-gray slip, the remainder of
the surface being red.

In the collection of Mr. Thibault,
of I^ittle Rock, Ark., is a very inter-

esting specimen of the red pottery of
that state. It is represented by the
illustration Fig. 17. The human face,
in this example of head-shaped va.ses,

is modeled on one side of the vessel

and interferes little with the outline,
the face being only slightly relieved.

It extends from the neck of the ve.s.sel

to the widest part of the body of the
same. Across the face from j ust above
the eyes to the bottom of the lower lip,
a light, flesh-colored paint has been

applied, the remainder of the surface

being of a bright, rich red color. As
in the case of all other face vessels, a

death-like appearance has been given
to the countenance.

High-necked, full-bodied bottles

form a marked feature in the pottery
of the Middle Mi.ssissippi region, it

being rarely found elsewhere in the
United .States. Their forms are greatly
and beautifully varied, exhibiting
numerous exam])les of globular, coni-

cal, c\lindrical and even terraced con-
.struction. A .striking peculiarity in

this group is the pre.sence of legs and
su]i])()rts ust-d in trijjod fashion—a

Fig. 16—Owl-shaped Bottle. Arkansas.

device doubtless suggested by the bird

forms modeled from clay, and which
were made to rest upon the feet and tail.

The styles of decoration .show no
distinction from those of the previously
described groups, but the patterns are

more elaborate and the designs in

color more carefully executed. As in

the antecedent classes, the simpler
forms of bottle-shaped ves.sels were
made to assume modified shapes ac-

cording to the fancy of the potter, and
life forms appear as plentifully in this

group of ware as in the others. Quad-
rupeds, fishes and birds, as well as the

human form, are represented
—the em-

ployment of such embellishment being
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adajited to the rulinj^ configuration of that retrospection and investigation
the ware. vSpace will not admit of into t'.ie primitive condition of man-
our entering into more detail with re- kind and mankind's environments are

gard to this group, and we shall i)arallelisms, in opposite directions,

dismiss it after calling attention to with future discovery and invention.

Fig. 17- Head-shaped \'asc, Arkansjs.

illu.stration Fig. 16, which represents
an owl-shaped bottle. The bird of

wisdom was a favorite subject with
the potter, and the specimen alluded

to is a handsome one of its class. The
wings are W'^ell treated, and the plum-
age is indicated by alternate bands of

pale red and \ellow-gray. Tlie.se bands
nre outlined by fine incised lines

;
the

remainder of the body is painted gray.
The reader will not fail to notice that

the vessel rests upon the feet and tail

-a natural tripod. The surface is

carefully finished and the modeling
uiuisually successful.

In the develo])ment of civilization

the progress from stage to stage to a

higher ])latf()rm, whereupon greater
comforts and lu.xuries are gained, does
not satisfy the human mind. The
intellectual intiuisitiveness of cultured
man does not point its finger ever for-

ward. In this age of rapid advance-
ment, the (juestion of man's future is

so closely connected with his origin

The intelligent being of to-da}" cannot
rest with inquiring only into his

future
;

the human race wishes to

know .something of the pre-hi.storic

past. It is to the labor-; and researches

of archaeologi-sts and ethnologists that

we are indebted for the revelation of

many mysteries that wra})ped our pa.st
in a veil of mi.st

; every effort of theirs

unfolds archaic .scenes to us.

Retrospective scienti.sts rend a.side

those i)()rtions of this veil of mi.st that

corresponds with their particular lines

of research. The geologi.st reads the
illu.strations ])rinted on the strata of

rocks hundreds of thousands of years

ago. Agassiz and C3wen and their

followers have protluced models of the

])re-Adamite animals of the earth, and
even .somewhat definitely pointed to

the earliest appearance of the human
being u]ion it. The ethnologist traces

out the progress and particularities of

man's advancement by .studying the
relics of his handiwork.

I
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BY \V. II. jMIIXS.

AMONG
the many questions of

\ilal iiilcrcst which aiTect the

horticulturist, the tarnier, and
the prosperity of CaHfornia at large,
none is more important than that

relating to the marketing and distri-

l)ution of fruits.

The orchard and \ineyard products
of California, to reach consumers out-

side ofour State, nuist travel an aver-

age distance of about two thousand
five hundred miles, and the best

method of sending the fruit of Cali-

fornia in its green form, directly to

the consumer, deserves careful consid-

eration. The plan heretofore adopted
followed the ordinary methods of com-
merce

;
that is, the fruits have been

shipped to the large commercial cen-

ters for distribution.

Every conmionwealth must have
what is known to the i)olitical econo-
mist as a basis industry. Such an

industry has its permanency in physi-
cal or climatic advantages. Pennsyl-
vania may be used as an illustration.

Coal and iron constitute the basis of

the industrial opulence of Pennsyl-
vania. The products of these furnish
a foundation of growth and prosperity
upon which other industries stand as

a superstructure. Coal and iron are

found in large quantities in that State.

They are found contiguous. Their
extraction is economic, and their

relation to and interdependence upon
each other furnish the opportunity of

founding a great indu.strial empire
upon them as a material basis.

The commercial relation between all

parts of the world grows constantly
more intimate. With that intimacy
the competition between climates and
soils, and mines, in fact all elements
of production, becomes more intense.

The iron and coal miues of Pennsyl-
vania and the resultant products of

the labor founded upon the.se, added
to the geographical ])osition of Penn-

sylvania, enable that conunonwealth
to place the products of iron and coal

in the markets of the United States

advantageously, with reference to the

competition offered by other localities.

The Government has extended to the

iron industry in the United States a

vast subsid}^ in the way of jirotection.
Thus the basis industry of the com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania is under
the fo.stering care of the Government.
The ec(Miomic facts controlling the

product of iron and coal in the

United vStates make Penn.sylvania

practically independent as to the

effect of domestic competition. A
protective tariff relating to iron and
its products emphasizes that industry-,
and relieves its products from foreign

competition at least in the home mar-
ket. This superiority of advantage
becomes a guaranty of permanency.
The products of coal and iron in

Pennsylvania confer upon the people
of that commonwealth a purchasing
capacity, and an accunuilation of

capital which generates enterprise in

infinite variety. Incidental to this

great leading industry, other industries

Ijecome possible. But the industrial

fabric, like all other structures, has its

architectural design, its foundation,
and its superstructure. The extent

to which the basis industry of a com-
monwealth is the source of all indus-

trial prosperity, is not apparent to

casual observ-ation ;
nor even to close

analysis. An approximation of the

extent to which all industries are

dependent upon some great leading
and standard industry can be reached

by imagining, for illustration, that all

the iron mills of Pennsylvania and all

the mines of that State were suddenh"
eliminated from the industrial categorx .

703
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It is not diflBcult to imagine the dis-

aster which would ensue. In fact,

the statement that the whole industrial

fabric would fall, will be readil}'

received. In the building of common-
wealths we must observe the analogies
of all great structures, and in

building our California the question
naturally arises: What have we here

possessing economic advantage in the

intensified competition of production
throughout the world, which consti-

tutes at present, or will constitute in

the future, a basis of our industrial

system ? As already noted, the exist-

ence of such industries, or basis indus-

try', with its wealth-generating power,
will eventuate in enterprises as broad
as the field of human activity. Min-

ing for precious metals was the

original and paramount industry^ of the

State. It attracted the pioneer popu-
lation, but countries prolific ofprecious
metals are proverbiall}^ poor. The
production of a million or ten millions

of gold and silver, as a result of mining,
proclaims the impoverishment of the
mines to that extent. It indicates

plainly that so much has been
extracted and that that much less

remains. Nor is it an industrj^ which
enhances skill or encourages the pro-
ductive capacity of a people. On the
other hand, the creation of ten millions
in the way of agricultural product or
manufactures discloses a capacity
which of itself is a guaranty of a

repetition of the annual product in an

increasing ratio. The continued pro-
duction of wealth in the first instance
is dependent upon the existence of

precious metals. In the second

instance, it shows a productive capacity
inherent in the character and habits of
the people producing it. Mines are

easily exhausted by modern methods
of extracting ores, but skill, industry',

intelligence and stal)ility of character
are inexhaustible, becau.se they are
elements capable ofconstant augmenta-
tion. An industrial prosperity founded
upon fertility of soils, clemency of

climate, the skill and intelligence of a

people, the .stability of personal char-

acter and government, may be

depended upon, because all these

things may have indefinite perpetua-
tion. If upon such a basis, the mining
for precious metals stands related as

incidental, then it may be a valuable

adjunct, supplementing symmetrical
development. But to reverse this

order and found a commonwealth upon
the ephemerous industry of extracting

precious metals, when, as indicated

the very prosecution of the industry is

itself a process of impoverishment,
offers no guaranty of .stability. Mining
for precious metals then cannot become
the basis or standing industry in any
countr}'.

Looking from this field of original

enterprise to later industrial develop-
ment in California., we find at last in

the fertility of our soils, and the ex-

panded possibilities of our climate,
the hopeful direction of permanent
greatness. For the sake of perspicu-
ity, let it be repeated that the perma-
nency of a basis industry is dependent
upon conditions favorable to success-

fullj' meeting a competition ofiered by
other countries. Viewing California

from this standpoint, it becomes more

apparent every day that horticulture

is to become the great industry of this

country, to which other industries

will become subordinate and inciden-

tal. All people find it advantageous
to buy from abroad the articles which
will be furnished more cheaply than

produced at home. Between individ-

uals and commonwealths, the law of

economic production enforces the

policy of directing the individual and

general productive activity into the

most profitable channels. If the

products of our orchards and vine-

yards can be ofiered in Eastern

markets, at rates which will justify
their purchase by consumers, as

against the production of like articles

at home, our industry' in this regard
is permanent. The question of prob-
ability, as to whether California can
become the orchard of the whole

country, is answered by experience.
The writer finds a prevalent opiniou
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to exist, which is a matter of surprise,
to the effect that Cahfornia sells fruit to

the East, because of earlier condi-

tions. It is the commonly received

opinion, that our fruits ripen at a

different time, and that our sales to

the East are made when the home
product is unavailable. This is not

true. The fruits of the East, when
taken in their entire variety, ripen in

the months of July, August, Septem-
ber and October. Take the green-
fruit shipments of 1891 : We shipped
from California, in the green-fruit

form, three thousand four hundred
and twenty carloads to the Atlantic

States, Middle States, Western States

and the State of Colorado. Of this

total shipment, two thou.sand eight
hundred and ninety-three cars were
sent fonvard in July, August, Septem-
ber and October, the four months

covering the fruit harvest period of

the' East, leaving but five hundred
and twentj'^-seven cars for the months
of May, June, November and Decem-
ber. It is significant that we shipped
no frait in the months of January,
February, March and April, and but

twentj-two cars in May ;
the first five

months of the 3-ear, therefore, pi^acti-

cally show no shipment. Our ship-
ment begins in June, and more than

eighty per cent, of the entire shipment
finds a market at the East, in the face

of the domestic fruit production of

those States.

I have previously expressed the

opinion that we had not placed our
fruit within the reach of five millions

of people. If this statement needs

modification, it is in the direction of a

reduction of the number. The early
fruits reach the Eastern market at

such rates as to make them luxuries.

I have personally examined the mar-
ket in the month of June, and found
cherries selling at two dc^llars and

fifty cents per box, when they were

being marketed in San Francisco at

thirty-five cents per box. I have
information to-day that California

peaches are selling at sev^en cents a

peach in New York, at the retail

stands. It is not enough that our
fruits are placed in the markets of the

East ; they must be placed there at

such rates as will enable the masses of

people to consume them. Considered
in this light, we have not placed
our fruit, on the average, within the

reach of one million of consumers.
I have also stated, from data which

may not be di.sputed, that the orchards
of California last year produced three

hundred thousand tons of green fruit,

which was shipped in the various
forms of dried, canned and green fruit,

and found market in the world. This
statement will not be controverted,
.since it cannot be successfully.
Within twenty years, fruit shipment
has grown to the enormous propor-
tions herein indicated. The question
we are considering is : How shall we
so distribute the fruit, as to bring it

within the reach, physically and

financially, of a larger number of con-

sumers ? And the question is one of

simple proportion. If at the present
prices, and with the present facilities

for distribution, we have found a mar-
ket for three hundred thousand tons,

and yet have placed the fruit, when
the price is considered, within the

reach of five millions of people, may
we not hope to double the market,
when we bring that product within
the reach of twice that number, or

treble it, when we have reached three

times that number ?

The whole subject opens a wide
field for contemplation, when we con-

sider the leading factors of the

problem. First, we have an unlimited

capacity for the production of fruit.

Second, we have economic advantages
in its production, which will enable us

to offer itto sixty-five million of Eastern

consumers, at a price which will justify
them in purchasing. Between the

price paid to the grower, and the price

paid by the consumer, there is a vast

margin. The commission alone on
the sale of our fruit is seven per cent.,

and that of itself constitutes a market-

.«ieeking fund, which should incite

distributors to the highest activity.
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The present method of distribution is

costly to the consumer, and all high
cost to the consumer means a small

reward to the producer. The higher
the price paid b}- the consumer, the

less the producer will gel. High
prices discourage consumption, and
enforce the condition of over-produc-
tion. So far as relates to green fruit,

the commodit}- is excecdingh' perish-
able. Commercially considered, every

cargo lost is charged to the successful

venture. Further examination into

the subject convinces me that much
improvement has been made, ov^er

former years, in the way of distribu-

tion. The more ini])ortant intermediate

stations are supplied with carload

lots. But the general statement that

the fruits are shipped in carload lots

to the large commercial centers for

distribution remains true. In the

year 1891, we shipped to the Atlantic

States, nine hundred and nine car-

loads of fruit. There are but five

places of consignment, as follows :

New York, five hundred and thirty

cars; Boston, one hundred and twenty-
one cars

; Philadelphia, eleven cars
;

Baltimore, one car, and Buffalo, one
car. Of the.se five cities, two receive

one car each, and one, a city of a

million of inhabitants, receives eleven

cars. There is a growing market for

fruit west of the Missouri River. As
an illu.stration, of the .shipments of

i8gi, Butte, Montana, received forty-

eight cars, and Denver, Colorado, one
hundred and fifty cars. Can it be
said of an enterprise that it has
reached its full development, when a

market is found in New York City
for five hundred and thirty carloads
of green fruit in the >'ear, while in

Philadelphia, but eleven cars are

used ? Philadelphia has at lea.st one-
half tJie population of the City of New
York, while the climatic and commer-
cial conditions arc comi)letely anal-

ogous. But these nine hundred and
nine carloads, shipi)ed t«j these Kast-
ern centers, pass through towns,
villages and cities, whose ])oinilation
in the aggregate is equal lo llie pojju

lation of the cities, to which the fruit

was consigned.
Briefly then, what is proposed is a

system of direct distribution. It is

evident that the one thousand one
hundred and forty-two carloads ofgreen
fruit shipped to Chicago were iii part

re-.shipped, and this is the feature to

which objection is raised. Ifa carload
ot fruit was .shipped to Chicago, and
was subsecpientl}' re-shipped to Mil-
waukee or Indianapolis, an additional

profit to the middle man ensued.
Thus the fruit was burdened with a

price that placed a limit upon its con-

.sumption. It will be gratifying to all

Californians to know that the proposi-
tion of direct .shipment to all the centers
of the East, great and small, instead
of shipping to commercial centers for

secondary shipment, or re-distribution,
has met with concurrent favor at the
hands of the press, and those directly
interested. The transportation com-

panies of the country' stand ready to

.second any improvement which may
be devised or be sought to be applied
by the consignors of the freight. The
present facilities for freight shipments
from the Pacific Coast to the Eastern
States constitute the cheapest service,
when rate and speed are considered,
that is performed by the railroads of

the United States. This great con-

cessi(Mi to this industry by the railroads

of the countr>^ stands fully acknowl-

edged by shippers engaged in this

species of merchandising. The deter-

mination of methods of distribution of

any species of merchandise does not
lie with the carrier. It belongs to the

shipper wholly. P'ruits are shipped by
order of thcconsignor, and are delivered
lo the consignee. The vast .system of

network of railroads, connected by the

long distended lines which reach the

Pacific Coa.st, stands read}^ to perform
the carrying .service, and has actually

])erforined this.service at the minimum
cost of movement alone. A better

.sy.stem of distril)Ulion is, therefore,

not obstructed either by the rate at

which the fruits are carried, or b>'

want of libeial facilities for the car-
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riage. Distribution is the office of

merchandise. The problem to be
solved is, therefore, mercantile, and
its .solution is with the merchants

engaged in this great enterprise, and
not with the carrier who carries the

fruit to its proper consignment accord-

ing to order.

What is sought is a market com-
mensurate with the po.ssiljilities of

production in this State. The magni-
tude of the opportunity is appreciated

only by those who have given the

subject thoughtful attention. A single

purchaser of dried fruit in the City of

San Francisco purchased in the space
of one month one million dollars

worth of fruit, and even the recitation

of this fact does not disclose fully the

vast volume of business possible to

that industry.
The next consideration relates to

the profit of fruit-growing. A profit

equal to one dollar a tree, or half that

sum, or a quarter that sum, will con-

fer upon our commonwealth a profit
far in excess of that attending any
other cultivation of the soil. We are

enjoying in the current year the

highest prosperity' the fruit-growers
have known, and yet the whole enter-

prise has made its way against con-

tinued predictions of over-production
and ultimate failure.

The magnitude of the opportunity
also .suggests at once the possibility of

a .special equipment, and special
treatment of the whole subject. We
are in plain view of the ultimate pos-
sibilities of this indu.stry, and the

time has arrived when we may safely

prepare to adopt such methods as to

its commercial features as will take it

out of the list of ordinary- conuncrcial

transactions, and justifj^ the inaugura-
tion of .separate and special instru-

mentalities of distribution. In its

practical aspect, the proposition de-

mands the fonnation of a conuncrcial

company for the sale and distribution

of the fruit. The auction method

having proven successful, it is practi-
cable to send to every town or city, in

the United States, where a market for

a .single car might be found, a carload
of fruit, to be .sold at auction; and this

fruit should be .sent directly from the

centers of di.stribution in California,

and regardless of centers of distribu-

tion at the Ea.st. As supplemental to

this, it is competent, over Eastern

lines, tr» distrilnite fruit in less than
carload lots, over short distances of

distribution. Thus continuing the

present method of .sending all fruit to

tlie great commercial centers of the

countr\', for which a market might
be found, let it be supplemented by
an organization, which will establish

agencies in every town or city, that
will take one or more carloads, and
this be further .supplemented by a

distribution, in less than carload lots,

through the instrumentalities of local

railroads everywhere. When that is

accompli-shed, a process of the steady
growth and expansion of the industry
will have .set up. It will have become

organic, and, obeying the law of all

organi.sm, will continually grow. It

will offer a competition to the growth
of fruits in climates not favorable to

their production, which will eventually
give us absolute control of the mar-
kets now being supplied by Eastern

producers. This is true, because it is

true in modern economic metlKxls,
that notwithstanding the distance in-

tervening between points of production
and consumption, every article is

being produced in the soil and climate,
and under the conditions most favor-

able to its production. It is absurd
to suppose that this law of modern
economics is not equally applicable to

the production of fruit in California,
when the favoring conditions in this

State are understood, or when they are

contrasted with the unfavorable con-

ditions ofother portionsof this country.
The very contrast closes the argument.

General farming, however profitable,
can never confer population. Whether
true or fal.se. it is a leading tradition

of general farming in this State that

its highest profit is deri\'ed from large

aggregations of ownership. These

large aggregations have taken place,
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and the tendency is constantly in the

direction of still greater consolidation

ofownership, and consequent depopula-
tion of the country. On the contrary,
the industries connected with the

orchards, vineyards and gardens of

California have an inherent tendency
of segregation. Ten acres of orchard,

vineyard or garden will afford profita-
ble employment equal to that required
upon one thousand acres of ordinary
wheat land in this State. The acquire-
ment, then, by this commonwealth, of a

great substantial industrial foundation,
lies plainl}' in the direction of availing
ourselves of the peculiar advantages
of our climate. The absence of a

cheap coal, that reser\^oir of mechani-
cal power, forbids the hope of the
establishment here of great manufac-

turing enterprises, with their attendant

density of population. In fact, as

already shown, the successful estab-

lishment of a basis industry will

eventually confer upon us manufactur-

ing facilities and incidental enterprises
in every direction, for, wherever a
substantial industrial basis is estab-

lished, diversity of profitable occupa-
tion arises as an inseparable incident
of prosperity.
Commerce is but an incident of

industrial activity. The volume of

commercial transactions, as relates

to any people, is measured by their

purchasing power, and the supreme
source of wealth in any community is

the productive capacity of its people.
Horticulture, prosecuted under the
unrivaled advantages which attend it

here, leaves us without a competitor.
Upon this substantial and enduring
basis, the entire industrial structure
will eventually rise.

THE FAMINE IN RUSSIA.

BY FLORA MACDONALD SHEARER.

Ill shall it be in time to come for those

Who, careless living 'neath a bounteous sky,

Calmly indificrent, can hear the crj''

Of thousands helpless in the mortal throes

Of desolating hunger. If we chose

What saving ships across the sea should fly,

Climbing th' unea.sy wave, each day more nigh
To the sad northern land of steppes and snows.

Almighty God ! If by a miracle.

As in old days, thou now should' st prove thy power
And show the exceeding brightness of thy face

So long withdrawn ! With love unspeakable
Touch thou men's hearts, and but for one short hour

Let mercy all the suffering world embrace.



SUPERSTITION.

BY BETTIR LOWENBERG.

SCIENCE
lias partially lifted the

veil, and accounted for various

phenomena formerly unintelligi-
ble to us, but we are still novices in

many things; and what is now attrib-

uted to supernatural agency, stubborn
facts will sooner or later demonstrate,
and the hold of superstition upon the

human mind will grow weaker and
weaker. Surrounded as we are by
the almost impenetrable walls of

nature, we are filled with an indefin-

able awe at her wonders, and as we
are blown hither and thither like

straws before the wind, we accept
certain manifestations, construe them
to our liking, and become imbued
with superstitions. The stronger the

mind the less it accepts, unless demon-
strated by facts.

In very early days, before the sun
of intelligence had shed a ray of light
over this benighted world, the devil

played a very conspicuous part, and

governments as well as individuals

took advantage of the weakness of

mankind. The majority of us have

gotten bravely over the belief of a

devil in propria persona, and many of

us do not believe in a devil at all.

But what a "turning of windmills
into giants," what a struggle to be
relieved of that non-existing horror,
and what battles, real and imaginary,
have been fought over his Satanic

Majesty ! It would be ludicrous were
it not pathetic. From the belief and

hope in immortality have sprung the

superstitions with which the human
mind is tinged. Resent it as we will,

there rise up in the strongest intellects

moments in which we wonder whether
there are not

" more things in heaven
and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt
of in your philosophy."

Suicides have often been forbidden

burial in consecrated ground, and gov-
Vol. 11—46 :

ernments have often denied them
burial at all, which may seem harsh,
Init the motive is very good in deter-

ring others from doing likewise. It

is all very well for us to say that we
can stand alone and require no sup-

port ;
that we are not affected by our

neighbor's actions, and that they are

not contagious like disease, but it is

nevertheless true that we are more or

less influenced—imperceptibly, per-

haps
—by our surroundings and asso-

ciations. An eminent physician told

me that a child affected with certain

nervous infirmities is sufficient to

work up a whole .school of children.

It is said that
' '

nations, like individ-

uals, have their whims, peculiarities
and superstitions," and do we not all

hug them with the fer\'or of a vouth-

ful lover ?

It is so easy to fill the mind with

testimony from evers^ flower that

blossoms, from ever>- fruit that ripens,
from the clouds that sound in the air.

The imagination works such wonders
that delusions become realties

;
the air

is peopled with invisible beings, crea-

tions of the brain, and they linger
as superstitions. Superstition grows
rank in the .soil of ignorance and

weakness, and in the uncultured and

undisciplined mind. We have only
to wake up and throw off the shackles,

for superstition is slavery. We all

know that a superior mind exerts a

decided influence upon a weaker one.

It is only when our minds are feeble,

or become so bj' a concentration of

thought on one subject, that we get
ideas which are at variance with

established rules of right and wrong.
Women are much more easily affected

than men by magnetism, hypnotism
and all other isms, being of a more
ner\'ous temperament and finer organ-
ization, therefore more susceptible.

09
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The manipulations of mesmerism—if

the purpose were unknown to the

patient
—would be of no avail, proving

conclusively that it concerns the mind
alone.

In all ages there have been adven-

turers and impostors, and these have

disciples, and these disciples followers,

until a delusion or superstition has an

army of adherents. Now, though
science and discover}^ have gone far,

and though we know accurately of

what the diamond is composed, we
cannot make the diamond, still less

attempt to make an element. These
are treasures locked up in vaults to

Avhicli there is no key; no more can

we solve the mysteries of the future or

communicate with the unknown world.

Though nature may indulge in freaks,

she never deals in the supernatural ;

what appears so is done by human
agency.

Superstition is a dark band over

the eyes. It has a hold like a mania
and maddens its victims, causing them
to commit the most frightful crimes.

We often read in the present day of

needles being swallowed and ejected
from different parts of the body ;

two
or three centuries ago this fact would
have been attributed to witchcraft, and
such things have cost many an old

woman her life. To put a person on
trial for witchcraft—still more that

per.son's condenuiation—I think is a

reflection on the intellectuality of man;
and there are few who would wish to re-

vive the superstition of the Dark Ages.
To this day there is in Italy and

some other parts of Europe the belief

of the evil eye. In Bavaria, in 1600,

people \vere executed for saying :

"What a sweet child!" "What a
loveh' woman!" "What a .strong
man!" because the belief was that

they would be immediately afflicted

with disea.se and wither away. Salem,
Mass., in 1692, .suffered from a
delusion of witchcraft, and many per-
sons lost their lives. The witch
mania caused Stearne to say :

" What
a beast

succubi.

man is !

male and
The incubi and
female demons,

lived in the immensity of space to

torment mankind. The belief of the

power of the devil to a.ssume certain

shapes gave ri.se to sorcer}-, and per-
sons were condemned to be burned,

upon statements .so absurd that it

seems almost impo.ssible to conceive
minds so narrow in the form divine.

To such an extent was this, the

greatest superstition of any age, car-

ried that husbands informed against
their wives and vice versa. In

England, in 1562, even under the

sapient Elizabeth, the statute was

passed, recognizing witchcraft as a

crime of the deepest enormity. In-

deed, superstition fastens itself on

ignorant minds and grows with amaz-

ing rapidity.
The picture of Archbishop Laud,

not long before his martyrdom, fell at

full length, the cord having .snapped.
He considered it as a warning of

death. Pictures have been known to

fall before and since, mirrors to break,
and li\-es to flow on as serenel}' as

ever
;
but when something unplea.sant

occurs, wc attribute it to these other-

wise ordinary happenings. It has
been shrewdl)^ and perhaps not untnilj'
observed that

' '

a genuine and solemti

citation may tend to work its own
fulfillment in certain minds, who, by
allowing the thing to prey upon their

.spirits, enfeeble the powers of life, and

perhaps as the critical date arrives

develop some latent or dormant disease

into action."

The world has been deluged with

myriads of superstitions which came
and attacked mankind like epidemics.
As for prophecies and omens, there is

scarcely an}thing that cannot be made
to prognosticate good or evil. The
flapping of the wings of the .screech

owl at midnight, the chirping of a

cricket, the treading upon aljcetlc, put-

ting on your stocking wrong .side out,

.sneezing twice, a dog or cat following
you, a swarm of l.>ees alighting in your
garden, and a thousand other trivial

things are interpreted into something
of good or bad import ; everything
animate or inanimate can l)e construed
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as pertaining to our good or bad for-

tune. In regard to the superstition of

thirteen at table, that one must die

during the year, I agree with Dr.

Ritchener, who facetiously said,
"
that

there was one case in which he be-

lieved it was really unlucky for thir-

teen persons to sit down at dinner,

and that was when there was only din-

ner enough for twelve."

Though many fallacies and delusions

have been remorselessly swept away
by time and the ])rogress of centuries,

still many remain that have abided

with us for ages ;
one of these which

centuries have not exploded is the

interpretation of dreams. From the

earliest time, faith has been placed in

them; and which one of us has never

been disturbed b}- disagreeable dreams,

which, no doubt, come from indiges-
tion or concentration of thought upon
one thing ? We never dream of any-

thing of which we know nothing. Of
course some have dreamed of heaven,
but it is always the heaven pictured
in their im:;gination, an atmcsphere
redolent of perfumes, adorned with

marble streets, canopy of gold set wdtli

gems, angels floating round, etc., etc.

At one time popular .superstitions
were that if the accused went un-

scathed through certain trials, he w^as

innocent, and if not, guilty. One of

the ordeals was the judicial duel—
which is the origin of the duel of mod-
ern daj's

—and it was .sanctioned in

primitive times both by the civil and
ecclesiastical law

;
there was al.so the

ordeal of boiling water, boiling oil,

hot iron and various other trials, which
were appealed to. The .'superstitious

still think cholera, smallpox, yellow
fever and other epidemics are sent by
God to punish the wicked, l)ut the)*

forget the bacilli !

Religious superstitions were lui-

doubtedly first encouraged by the

wise as a substitute for the law.

When the law was lax, might was

right; but the superstitions of the

mind conquered many of those rude,

haughty spirits. Egypt, though one
of the most enlightened nations of

ancient times, was totally blind in her

superstitions. Not onl}' were the

people polytheists, worshipping the
sun anfl moon under the names of

Osiris and Isis, but they worshipped
the ox, or Apis, the dog, the cat, the

il)is. the ichneumon and the .scarabeus.

h'erocious animals, na}-, the very gar-
den plants, the leek and onion, received

divine honors. Juvenal satirically

says:
"
O, sanctimonious nations,

whose gods grow in their gardens !

"

The cat was held in such reverence

that in time of famine they preferred

devouring each other to eating "the
flesh of their imaginary deity."

Ivventually, heroes and good men were

deified, as their creator was anthropo-

morphized. The Babylonians had
their Belus, the Phcenicians and
Canaanites their Astarte and their

Moloch, and as they were astronomers,
believed in the influence of the sun,
moon and .stars. The Persians, a; well

as many other nations, believed in sac-

rifices, and the advice of Camby.ses I

to his son Cyrus, the Great, was
' ' never to undertake anything without

having consulted heaven and offered

sacrifices."

Moses is said to have worked mira-

cles with his rod
;
from this came the

divining rod, which, in later times, is

asserted to ha\-e traced murderers and
thieves, with the instinct of a blood-

hound. It also found hidden treasures,

water, etc.
;
and this faith in discovering

metals is not yet dead. This .species

of divination is called rhabdomancy;
it was popular among the Greeks and
Romans, and was fully developed in

the middle ages.
Men were condemned to death on

such evidence. Well, the shock of a

stick walking up to a person might
have the wondrous effect of inducing
one to confess crimes never committed I

What is the mythology of Greece
and Rome but a mass of pleasing

superstitions and beautiful traditions,

with its gods and goddesses, living on
nectar and ambrosia ? Murray says :

' In the best times of Greece, no doubt
menthinking acknowledged one
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forming
bringing

Supreme Being, and looked on the

crowd of other gods as merel}' his

servants, and in no sense really differ-

ent from our idea of angels.
' '

It is on the records of China, more
than four thousand years ago, that the

two royal astronomers. Ho and Hi,
were sentenced to death for not pre-

dicting an eclipse of the sun—such an
omission preventing them from per-

their religious duties, and

upon them the wrath of

their gods. The ride of jSIahomet to

heaven and back, in a few days, upon
his wonderful marc Al-Borak, and
the marvelous things he saw there, are

believed w'ith religious fervor by many
Arabians

;
to us it appears very weak

indeed. So must all miiacles of this

kind, for they are unsupported by facts.

In the tenth century there was much
poverty and destitution in Europe, so

much so that people believed it was a

punishment, which could only be
averted by softening the vv^rath of God
by penance and pilgrimages to Jeru-
salem. Such were the superstitious
sentiments of the age which gave
birth to the mighty wave of the

Crusades, which swept over Europe
with the force of a tornado. Comets,
meteors and eclipses were long consid-

ered by the ignorant and superstitious
as manifestations of the Divine power,
portending disaster. The spilling of

salt is considered a bad omen
; well,

possibly, as Sir Humphrey Davy ob-

serves,
' '

it may arise from a disposition
to apoplexy, caused by an incipient
numbness of the hand and may be a
fatal symptom." Many persons
believe in certain numljcrs or days of

ill omen
;
for instance, they will not

commence any undertaking on Fri-

day. The steamers and cars go every
day, and accidents happen on one day
as well as another, but no more and
no less. Columbus set forth from

Palos, Spain, on Friday, and the
eventful discovery of a new continent
was made on Friday.

All tribes, races and individuals
have had iinunneral)le supersti-
tions. The Brazilian savage took the

skin of his manitou and made a medi-
cine bag out of it. This always
accompanied him, the Indian paying
the greatest homage to it, for upon
that, according to his idea, depended
liis happiness through life.

The Chibehas, a tribe of Indians,
never destroyed spiders, because they
thought that after death thc}^ had to

cross a great river on floats of cob-

webs ! A number of nations believe

in metempsychosis, or transmigration
of souls. Of course the prevailing

opinion among them is that the better

the man the higher the animal that

the soul enters into
;
the wicked pass

into the lowest creation. The natives

of West Indies believed in idols, and
there was an idol factory on one of

the islands. In Hispianola, we are

told by Dorman, the cacique and

priest concocted a contrivance by
wdiich an idol was made to speak.
The statue being excavated in the

interior, the priest spoke through a

hollow tube which was placed in it.

The vSpaniards discovered it. The
cacique entreated them not to di.sclose

the secret to his subjects, as he gov-
erned them through that belief.

The narcotic plants among some
tribes are supposed to contain spirits.
In Peru, tobacco and cocoa arc looked

upon with veneration, and cocoa
leaves are used as a charm. To some
races the constellations are heroes

apotheosized and translated to heaven.
There is a pretty legend of the Green-
landers : "The moon had a sister,

the sun, with whom he was in love

and stole in the dark to caress her.

She, wishing to find out w'ho her
lo\-er was, blackened her hands so

that the marks might be left on him;
and this accounts for the spots on the

moon. The sun, however, determined
to get rid of him and ilew up into the

sky; but the moon pursued, and there

they are to this day in the blue vault of

heaven." You will sec here that the

moon is in the masculine gender and
the sun in the feminine, as it is in the

German language to-day.
The Indian's dream of heaven is a
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happ\' huntiiii^ (ground where his d(jj^

and horse shall be. As there is no work
to ]>e done there, woman seems to be

shut out from his paradise. The a}:(i-

tation of the present time amonj^ the

North American Indians and the

Aztecs of Mexico is tlie Messiah craze.

Kicking; Horse, a vSioux Indian, sajs
that a great wave will come over the

country, the pale faces will be buried,
and the Indians must keep on danc-

ing;; and tliat the\' will be saved as a

swimmer passes over the waves of the

.sea, and recover their endless prairies
and cha.se the ])uffalo from the rising
to the setting .sun. Tho.se who do
not join in the "worship dances"
will be turned into fishes. Such is

the .superstition which has resulted in

an Indian w-ar, and may lead to their

gradual extinction. We have an ex-

ample of the credulity of ])eo])le in

Mrs. Woodworth, who propliesied
that many cities, and especially our
classic Oakland, would be engulfed
by earth([uakes and tidal waves.

Many placed faith in her words, and

disposed of their eflfects and fled to

the hills, waiting
' '

for the destruction

that never came,
' '

showing that whites
as well as Indians, and in our enlight-
ened nineteenth century, are still sub-

ject to that inexplicable emotion to

which man has been subject since

the creation.

*It is neither godly nor philo.sophical
to believe in miracles, though from

*Thk Californian is not responsible for the views
of its con';ribntors, but desires to allow the fullest

expression upon all questions, compatible with good
taste.

before the time of Moses individuals

are said to liave been gifted with that

])ower. "A miracle," saj's Hume,
"

is a violation (jf the laws of nature,

and, as a firm and unalterable experi-
ence has established these laws, a

proof against a miracle is as entire as

any argument from experience can

possibly be imagined." Nature does
not suspend her laws

; nothing from
the unknown world manifests itself;

it is only an e.xaltation of the mind
that causes the.se things to be ]ihoto-

graphed so vividly that they become
realities. Miracles, necromancy, .sor-

cery, etc., are the characteristics of

bigotry, fanaticism, ignorance, weak-
ness and fear.

Superstition has kindled many fires,

and it is as difficult to eradicate from
the human mind as to find the philos-

opher's stone. Though for ages all

the batteries of education and civiliza-

tion have played against the fortress

of super.stition, it has not yet surren-
dered. It will take centuries of pro-

gress, if ever it be done, to level it to

the ground. It should be sponged
out ; we should be better and stronger
for it. Let us open the windows of

our mind
;
and let the broad sunlight

of education enter, with charity for

our neighbor's infirmities, sympathy
for their afflictions, and, above all,

fovc for mankind, which, as Drum-
mond says, "is the greatest thing
in the world;" and I a.ssure you
super.stition will be chased out
into the darkness from which it

sprang.



V SHALL MACHLNE POLITICS RULE?

BY MAJOR AVM. H. BONSALL.

IT

is the proud boast of Americans,
under our form of government, with
its free institutions and universal

suffrage, that this is "the land of the

free and the home of the brave." In

keeping with our form of government,
the whole people are called upon to

select individuals to ]^erform the

various functions of office through
national, state and numicipal elec-

tions, and it is in regard to the meth-
ods of political parties in naming
their candidates, that this paper is

addressed. A careful analysis of the

condition of political affairs as they
exist to-day, of the strength and
weaknesses of part}^ management, will

disclo.se more weakness than strength
and show the proud boast of Ameri-
cans to be a barren idealty ;

that they
are not .so free as they think they are,

and are not deserving of being
heralded through the cycles of years
to po.sterity as

"
the brave,'' until they

show some capacity and determination
in so plain and simple a duty as

.selecting the best men as candidates
for office. A government resting upon
the popular will is thoroughly free

;

as a people in business and social

affairs we are free, and we are also

free to cast our ballots as we choose ;

l)ut yet we are not really a free people,
because through political machinery
and conventions an honest and intelli-

gent expression of the ])opular will is

often prevented, and the mas.ses are
made to groan under the burdens and
injustice of government. This is

more especially true in regard to

munici])al government. The Ameri-
can ])eople are brave in all affairs,

except in ix)litics, and they are brave
there al.so in emergencies, but on ordi-

nary occasions they are di.sposed to

cringe in the i)rescncc of the political
boss and his minions. The ma.s.ses

have the courage to face dangers, but
the responsible elements are disposed
to cower and shirk before the dis-

agreeable.
Good men freel_\- admit that through

their inattention and neglect they
suffer from bad government, wliicli

might be prevented through the

united and honest efforts of the sub-

stantial classes. When asked why
they do not take part in politics and

apply a remedy- for evils, they frankly
admit that they have not the courage
to face the disagreeable surroundings
and combat the machinery of the

bos.ses. Those who manipulate poli-
tics understand this cowardice of the

most interested and responsible ele-

ments, and they use their power to

benefit themselves. It is a univ^ersal

complaint that the strongest and best

men are not always selected as candi-

dates. In fact, it is frequently
asserted that they cannot be induced
to accept nominations, because of the

bad influences, surroundings and

man}' disagreeable things they might
have to resort to in order to be elected.

This is the fault of the people them-

selves, not because they do not wish
to correct the evil, but for not chang-
ing the present method of making
nominations, which is to do away
with nominating conventions, letting
the iX'ople themselves make the nomi-
nations direct.

The .solidity of our government rests

in the honest and patriotic hearts of

our people, and they can be depended
upon to make good .selections, and thus

the political trick.ster and demagogue
be relegated to .seclusion and his occu-

pation gone forever. Political parties
are useful and perhaps necessary; in

fact, no cause can be successfully
advanced without organization and a

certain degree of discipline. Political
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bosses understand tliis, and through

party organizations llieir power is

greatly enhanced; and it will be over-

whelming, so long as the masses
abstain from active participation

through indifference to the public
welfare, or a want of courage to do
their duty under unpleasant environ-

ments. The caucus and convention

are not per sc improper agencies

through which to select candidates for

office. The first is suppo.sed to be

composed of the people themselves,
and the convention is presumed to be

constituted of delegates who faithfully

represent the wishes of the people

expres.sed in the caucus. The initial

step is the caucus or primary, and if

the people fail to do their duty there,

then the very spring and fountain

head of political action is corrupted.
The people nuist not only express
themselves fully at the primaries, but

must enforce obedience to their behests

in the convention. ]?ccause they fail

in the discharge of their duty, the boss

and machine dominate. Talk has

been vain, so far as producing a fixed

sense of dut>' to be performed year in

and year out. Hence plans have been

devised to overcome the squeamishuess
or cowardice of the better classes, and

legislation in .some States has gone .so

far as to regulate the holding of pri-

maries and the methods of presenting
names to the people for their suffrages.
The effect on the whole has been

beneficial, but the evil of bad govern-
ment still exists. One difficulty is

that business men arc loth to accept
office, and certainly they are indis-

posed to secure nominations
;

and
hence the field is substantially left to

the professional politician and office-

seeker. It is an old saying that

"what is ever>-body's is nobody's
business," and it may be true in all

else but politics, for the political man-

ipulator makes politics his special
bu.siness. It is admitted that in a

.small country town or neighborhood,
where the adherents of either of the

two great political parties assemble

and honesth' try to nominate a good

ticket, that it can be done with success.

The office .seeks the man, perhaps, as

was the case in larger conventions

many years ago, and their nominations
will doubtless be the best they could

pos.sibly make. Not .so, however, in

the case of larger towns, cities, or for

a county ticket. In our present day
and generation, in the hands of

machine politicians and tricksters,

the nominating convention frequently

happens to be onlj' a ratification

meeting. In the hands of a political
boss the nominating convention is his

trick card or "joker," and it covers a

multitude of sins. In ca.se of complaint
at the weakness of the men nominated,
he complacently points the honest

voter to the convention as having done
so and so, the parly whip is cracked,
the bands are playing, while the

cannon are booming and a red-hot

campaign is in the zenith of its glorj'.

What is the honest voter going to do
about it? He looks through the

ticket of the opposition
—it is six of

one and half a dozen of the other.

The other ticket .simply shows the

work of the trickster on the other .side—both tickets announced through
nominating conventions. Thus it is

that the honest voter thinks he has

been cheated, and concludes thereafter

to let politics alone. As before stated,

there is no difficulty in selecting good
men in country- neighborhoods, but in

large citie;; it is well nigh impossible,
under present methods, bccau.^e of the

fact that the responsible element,

largeh' made up of business men. are

engrossed in their private pursuits.
In early days the rule was that the

office sought the man; and that was
when the masses cast about their

comnumity for the best man. It was
considered disreputable for a candi-

date, for nomination or election, to

solicit votes. But there has been a

radical change brought about, prin-

cipally through the indifferences of

the better elements to public affairs.

The office-.seeker now looks up the

manipulator or boss and solicits his

influence and makes promises as to
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what he will do if he succeeds. He
need not attempt to poll the masses to

get an expression of their \A'ishes,

because it is unnecessary, tlic)^ having
abandoned politics to the professionals.
"But," some one may say, "if the

aforesaid honest voter will but attend

the primar}' elections of his part)'
under the present plan, he can see to

it that a set of delegates are elected to

the nominating convention that will

reflect his views." This has been

frequently asserted, and in the minds
of man)' intelligent citizens it has
come to be a settled opinion that most
of the ills that the body politic is heir

to, come from the fact, that the best

citizens do not attend the ward pri-
maries in sufficient numbers to out-

vote or neutralize the work of some
unknown boss or the ward strikers,

as they are termed. This is a mis-

taken notion, and if they were to

attend, would not correct the evils

spoken of, as will be shown later on.

If we are to continue having nomin-

ating conventions, of course all good
citizens interested in the nomination
of the strongest men as candidates,
should attend their w^ard primaries,
and endeavor to select the best men as

delegates to their conventions. Their

being present at the primaries has the
most beneficial effect in many ways,
but that it results in a choice of the

rank and file of their party, as to their

preference of candidates, is positively
denied. In nine cases out of ten, the

good citizen is at open sea, and does
not know what ticket to vote or what
to do when he does attend the primary.
From the very nature of the case it

cannot l)e otherwise. He votes, say,
for twenty or thirty men that his ward
is entitled to, as delegates to the nom-
inating convention. He may possibly
know a few of the delegates he voted
for; but suppose he knew all of them
to be honest men, anxious to make
the very best nominations. How
is it possible for thirty different
men to agree with the voter as to

his personal choice for .sheriff, clerk,

auditor, recorder, trea.surer and can-

didates for a long list of other
offices ?

Should there be some well-known
gentleman in his ward that would
make a strong candidate for county
treasurer, for instance, the probabili-
ties are that the delegation from that
ward might be elected solely with
reference to that one nomination.
How will they vote in convention for

all the others on a long list of nomi-
nations ? Kven in the ward referred

to, there might have been hundreds of
men in the party with an opinion that
Mr. Blank of some other ward or

township would even make a better

candidate for treasurer than the one in

his own ward. Why, then, should a

proposed candidate have the delegation
of a ward or township give thirty
votes for him in the convention, sim-

ply because he resides in that ward,
when the voters of his party favor
another man ? And why should all

the voters of that ward or township be
cut off from expressing a preference
for all the other candidates to be
elected ? It is not fair to the voters

;

it is not justice to other candidates for

the same ofiicc, or to the various can-

didates for the other offices.

Conventions, where there are numer-
ous officers to nominate, too often are

mere marts, where bargains and sales

are effected.
' ' You tickle me and

I'll tickle you" is practiced in dis-

regard of the popular wishes, and
often results in the nomination of one
or more objectionable candidates. The
true method .should be to have the

members of a political party make the

nominations by direct vote at the

primaries, letting every individual

voter express his preference of candi-

dates for every office to be voted for at

the next election.

This is absolutely the only way of

giving every voter an opportunity of

assisting in making the nomination
of his party. It is a simple A, B, C
proposition. The Republican and
Democratic commiltces can issue their

calls for the primary elections in the

usual maimer, setting a day for each,
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but instead of voting for delegates to

a nominating convention, each voter

is furnished a skeleton ticket some-

what after this style :

Let the head of the ticket give

jKirticulars as to the date, state,

county, etc., also as to its being

Re[)ublican or Democratic, etc., then

let the voter write in the names on his

ticket :

For vSherifT
" TrL-asurer
" Clerk
" Auditor
" Rce-onlfr
" Tux Collector

lM)r judges, representatives, senators

and whatever other officers to be nomi-
nated to be put in the skeleton tickets.

After the polls are clo.sed, the clerks

and jtidges of the ])rimary election

coiuit uji the ballot of each \'otcr, and

certify the restilt to the Central Com-
mittee of the party. The committee
add up all the votes of the various pre-
cincts of their cotinty, and the ticket

thus nominated is the ticket of the

party before the people at the next en-

suing election
;
and every voter in each

part>' will have thus taken a part in

making the nominations.
Tliis is al)Solutely fair to all con-

cerned, and will result in getting
strong tickets on both sides. It al.so

does away with the expenses of a

convention, wliich are always consid-

erable in the aggregate when we
compute the cost to each individtial

delegate in traveling expenses, loss of

time, hall rent, etc.

This plan is adopted in localities of

some of the vStates and has given sat-

isfaction. The law in tho.se States

where it has been tried has left it

optional with conunittees, and herein
consi.sts the error. It should not be
left with a conunittee, but made com-

inil.sory. Under this plan, the candi-
dates exert themselves before tlie

l)rimaries, and their merits are dis-

cus.sed by the ])eoi)le before they
are saddled upon a ])art)' through a

nominating convention. The advan-

tages of jjrimaries held in this manner
are that fraud is i)revented, the

nianii)ulation of .shuffling and trading
delegates made impossible, and the

peo])le are aroused to a performance of
a duty at the incijjient step. When
the ])eoi)le have thus held a primary,
futiue embarrassments are avoided.
At best, the b(j.ss can then only
manipidate a few votes, and would be

powerless if the mas.ses were to par-
ticipate as they should. The primaries
thus conducted remove disagreeable
surroundings and as.sociations, and
work so that the mode.st citizen can
have no excuse for .staying at home.
Such a regulation might not be neces-

sary if there were not so many citizens

who take no interest in those matters in

which the ]niblic welfare is involved.
Nominations made by direct vote of

the pcoi^le is a proposition that pre-
.sents all the e.s.sential elements of

reform; but there is still a danger
to be averted, and it is that the
business and honest elements will

not give heed to their duty. vSo long
as the masses are heedless, of c<nirse

the bo.s.seswill rule, whatevermethods
may be adopted. Legislation can

prevent frauds, perhaps, but it cannot

compel citizens to do their duty as to

primary elections, unless it disfran-

chises for continued and inexcusable

neglect.

M^W^i^^^^W'^''^^'^^'^^-
-
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OREGON.

BY EX-CONGRESSMAX M. C. GEORGE.

IN
writing about Oregon for the

eastern and Kuropean readers, it

is necessary as a preface to correct

the prevalent misinformation abroad
as to the true position our state occu-

pies, geographically and otherwise.

Oregon is not a part oi California.

The latter term is often accepted east

of the rockies as descriptive of the

whole Pacific coast.

Until recent 3-ears, Oregon suffered

an almost total eclipse by reason of

her dependence upon her sister state,

California, for an outlet for markets
abroad. Our geographical position
rendered it necessary to carry on all

communication with the outside world

through the California gateway.
vSau Francisco, the commercial mart

of that state, being on the line of

ocean travel, our wheat and flour des-

tined for the Liverpool market was
carried to it in steamers engaged in

coastwise trade from Portland and
then trans-.sliipped in sailing \essels

to Liverpool. It was not until 1869
that the first vessel was loaded at

Portland, direct for Kurope, and while
since that time a magnificent and

rapidl}- multiplying number of vessels

load direct eacli year, j^et even to this

day an ever-decreasing proportion of

our plump and firm grains of wheat
and our extra fine flour finds a market
over the steamships to San Francisco
and thence by ship to Europe. It

was so, too, with our fine fruit prod-
ucts, green and dried. For j-ears

they all found an eastern market only
through coastwise shipment to San
Francisco, and thence overland by
rail to the middle and eastern states

of the Union on the only trans-

continental road then in existence.
We v/ere geographically isolated from
the eastern states until the late com-

pletion (jf the Xorlhern Pacific and

the Union Pacific railroads afforded us
direct communication with their mar-
kets. Naturalh', then, heretofore the

superior products of Oregon not only
became known to the commercial
world as Californian, but in our rapid
development they swelled the volume
and enhanced the fame oi the sup-
posed productions of our sister state.

With a population exceeding her
census rating of three hundred and
thirteen thousand, and a square mile-

age of a hundred and ninety-six
thousand—an area twice as large as

that of England—were she settled as

thickly as that countr}-, Oregon would
have as many people within her bor-

ders as the present population of the
whole of the United States.

Situated on the western slope that

runs from the rocky mountains and
bounded for miles by the Pacific

ocean, lying just north of California,
from Vvdiich she is divided by moun-
tain barriers, Oregon is favored v^atli

an agreeable and sufliciently hiunid
climate strongly resembling man}-
districts in England, Germany and
New Zealand.

The climatic effects are chiefly
noticeable on the vegetable kingdom
by growths large in size, firm in com-

position and rich in flavor, heretofore

often reaching the alien consumer
tinder the brand of California, not-

withstanding that in the latter two

respects, at least, that of .solidity and
flavor, thc}^ far .surpa.ss similar prod-
ucts of our more arid neighbor. The
same misco!iception, through causes

already explained, exists the world
over with regard to Oregon cereals,
the finest grades marketed being
quoted in the Li\'erpool exchanges as

from California. The same might with
tru'h be said of our matchless Uunber
which with m:in\- other of our produc-

7«8
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tions is too often accredited to our
southern sister state. To put it

plainly, the whole l^rood of Oregon
industries has Ijcen oxx-rshadowed by
the wing of a far from fostering foster

mother. It was something like the

old tale of a hen hatching the eggs of

the ducks and claiming the brood for

her own forever.

Education and travel are rapidly

eradicating such geographically erro-

neous ideas and their damaging
results. Indeed, the fact that the

bulk of our fruit crops, owing to their

superior texture, if it may be so

termed, reaches eastern markets in a

far better condition than forced prod-
ucts of California, has already
attracted the attention of and enlight-
ened our dealers as to their true

birth-place.
To turn from the vegetable king-

dom, let us see what climate has done
for the human race. Travel around
and notice the ruddy, clear-skinned

sons and daughters of our favored

state, note their robust frames and
indomitable energy, and in this con-
nection the conservative and solid

character of all the enterprises devel-

oped under home management.
Never w'as there a more striking

object lesson estalilishing the theory
of sympathy between skies and skins,
barometers and brains, thews and
thermal influences.

The main .spring of Oregon's wealth
and stability is water, whether con-

sidered in its grandest form in our
ocean boundary, in the majestic Col-
umbia River, the silent liighwa}- for

millions of tons of export and imports,
or as the fertilizer of slopes and val-

leys, or bound by the great architect of
the universe in rocky bonds and broken
in, as it were, to bit and bridle in hu-
man hands at our waterfalls, compelled
iu its turn to enslave the electric or

supplant the fiery element, driving mill
or dynamo with irresistible force, and

b'Cssiug town and country alike with
numberless benefits.

In times past, wheat and lumber
were our chief .sources of income, but
a great variety of wealth-producing
industries are springing up to cnnvd
them to the wall. The mineral
wealth now being developed is enor-

mous and unlimited. The cash value
of our wool export runs into many
millions, and when the gains of the
farmer and fruit-grower are tabulated,
it will further illustrate the onward

progress ofour j-oung state, fully exem-

plif>ing our motto, Alis volat propriis.
The natural division of our state

into west and east by the ca.scade and
coast range produces charming
varieties of climate, valuable alike to

the horticulturist, agriculturist, abori-

culturist, and last, but by no means
least, the invalid, nor do we invite the

sportsman to our coast, our ranges
and valleys, without offering him big
game and small of almost all kinds
known save the fast-disappearing
buffalo and game of the more tropical
belt.

It may be admitted that until quite

recently Oregonians have been some-
what supine in bringing the advan-

tages of their climate, their mineral,

vegetable and animal wealth, and

unsurpas-sed advantages of rail and
water transit before eastern and Euro-

pean populations. This probably
arose from a too great reverence for

the twelfth commandment, that or-

dained that when one had a good
thing, it was to be eaten alone.

However, a better policy predomi-
nates, which is evinced b}' the attrac-

tion our industries are liow exerting
over eastern and European capital.
Our State Boards of agriculture,

horticulture, immigration, etc., are

daily tabulating and distributing facts

that fully demonstrate the statement
herein made, and an application is

cordially invited to any of these

bureaus b>' those anxious for detail to

guide them iu investment iu seeking a

home for health, happiness and pros-

perity.



THE NKW BRITISH (iOVICKXMKNT—WII^I^ IT

KXDI'RH I^OXC ?

THIv
return of Gladstone to power in Great

Britain is an event of great interest to

the people of that country, and is generally
hailed with satisfaction in this. Every

change of administration in that as in this

country attracts attention throughout the

civilized world. There are two as]>ects of

the change in Great Britain which are inter-

esting : one relates to the man who succeeds

to power, and the other is the importance of

the question at issue in the late political

campaign in that country.

Mr. Gladstone is not of the aristocratic

class, yet he is a high churchman by 1)reed-

ing, and was reared and educated under the

influence of conservative views. He began

political life as a ])arti/.an of the Tories, a

party always characterized by non-progress-

ive ideas. He was highly educated and has

been a laborious student all his life. I'ew

uien in any country po.ssess a range of

knowledge so wide, or attainments in learn-

ing, science, literature and statesmanship so

thorough and complete. His career in par-

liament has been continuous and protracted
almost bey<jnd precedent, and he is at the

heail of the government at a greater age
than an\- of his predecessors. That he is

eighty-four and past, and interests himself in

the great questions of the day with the zeal

and vigor of one in niidille life, surrounds

his jxisilion with an interest (piite miique,
and remlers him incjrdinately conspicu-
ous. The goofl wishes of the civilized world

attend him in liis labors and res])()nsibi]i-

lies.

Mr. Gl.'idstone is an aslule politician, and

fully com])reiiends llie importance of major-
ities in the House of Commons. He has ob-

tained a majority in a conlisl in wliich he

has had to overc(nne the prejudice of Britain

towards the Celt, and has been compelled to

harmonize discordant elements,from local in-

terests and prejudices. Successful politicians
•

usually place them.selves in the current of

popular opinion, or do as the late vSimon

Cameron said he was accustomed to do, first

discover the directions in which the people
were moving, and then put himself at the

head of the procession. jNIr. Gladstone

on the Irish question, though strenuously

opposed, has created a sentiment favorable

to his vie\\ s. He has urged Irish Home Rule
as a measure consistent with the theory of

British home gtivernnunl, and with common

justice.

Though the majority in the Commons
seem compact and enthusiastically devoted

to their leader, still the new Premier is not

walking on altogether solid ground. The
Home Rule l)ill is conceded to be predom-
inant in the policy of the new administra-

tion, still the Irish members will not assent

to much delay, nor to a measure that does

not gi\e their C()unlr\nun very large con-

trol in loc-al affairs. They can, at any
moment, terminate the government of Glad-

stt>ne. The \\'elsh members are committed
to church disesta])lishment, and if it is not

granted, they are liable to be disaffected.

But the Radicals are most likely to cause

troul)le. They are not suited with the

Cabinet, as they are not gix'en prominence
in administrative councils. Whether tlie

bestowal of minor ])laces will i)lacate them
remains to be seen. There is but one dis-

tini'ti\ely lal)<)r nuniluT in the Coiumons,
but .several liberals gained seals by the aid

of the labor vole. The Radicals are the

champions of the working classes, and
hence they possess gn.:it ]H)\ver in many
districts, and if alieuaUd, lhe\- will make it

"2o
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manifest in elections, as they occur from

time to time.

Labor demands many ameliorations
;

among them is enlarged land-holding for

the masses, which means subdivision of

great landed estates, which will result in

encroachment upon the possessions of the

dukes and lords. The Radicals are ready to

cripple the jiower of the aristocracy in all

practicable ways, even so far as to disestab-

lish the House of Lords. Their tendency is

to a republican form of government, and

they will naturally carry the working
classes with them. They will undoubtedly

agitate to gain converts to their views, but

they may not be so destructive in their

methods as to take a step that will insure a

return of the Tories to power. It can hardly
be said that Llr. Gladstone is backed by a

party. It is a coalition, rather.

Changes in the government of Great Brit-

ain have been frequent for the last half

century, and tlioy seem to have become
more and more frequent, as suffrage has

been extended. It proves not the fickleness

of the people, but that evolution and revo-

lution in popular sentiment are continually

taking place. Aside from the present im-

portant question of Irish Home Rule, issues

are always arising on the budget and on

foreign policy. The budget includes the

methods of raising revenue and the manner
of expenditure. Governments have often

been overturned on what might be termed

trivial questions. A vigorous foreign policy
is popular in Great Britain, and in his for-

mer premierships Gladstone has been more

conciliatory and less aggressive than most

of the British Prime Ministers. It was on

foreign questions that Disraeli was able to

discomfit him.

Mr. Gladstone is so advanced in age that

in the course of nature he cannot live many
years. If he sur\nves long enough to settle

the Irish question to the satisfaction of the

friends of freedom, in his last j-ears he will

have accomplished his best work. He is an

exception to the general rule that with age
comes conservatism and non-progression,
for he seems to have grown liberal and

advanced in views as he has grown old. The
chances are many that his government will

not endure for a great length of time, but

its successor will be short-lived, if it does

not recognize the fact that the people in all

civilized countries are struggling for larger

liberty. Great Britain cannot go back to

the embraces ofeffete Toryism and remain for

any considerable "period, for monarchy and

aristocracy are losing their hold, day by day,
while the masses are at the same time gain-

ing strength.

A MONUMENT TO CABRILLO.

A few months ago, TiiK Californian
published the journal of the pilot, Ferrel, of

the expedition of Cabrillo, who in 1542
discovered Alta California, and at various

times reference has been made to this dis-

tinguished explorer. On the 27th, 2Sth and

29th of September, the city of San Diego
proposes to celebrate the three hundred and
fiftieth anniversary of the discovery of the

bay by Cabrillo's ships. This is a move-
ment which deserves commendation, and
should not be confined to San Diego alone,
but should be taken up by everj* town along
the coast of Southern California. Cabrillo

was the original pioneer, the actual discover-

er of the Golden State, and should be honored
in some substantial way. While San Diego
celebrates the date of his discovery, Los

Angeles with its scores of wealthy citizens,

could well afford to erect to the adventurous

Spaniard a fitting monument in one of its

many attractive parks. If one of the pro-

gressive papers of the City of the Angels
would take this up, there is little doubt but

what it could be carried on to a successful

issue. Mrs. Leland Stanford has set an

example in the statue of Father Junipero

Serra, and the memory of many of the

pioneers of two or three centuries ago should

be perpetuated in some enduring manner.

CAN VTB COMMUNIC.\TE WITH MARS?

The great interest taken in ^lars at the

present time, due to its near proximity to

the earth, makes the article in the present
issue from the pen of the president of the

Astronomical Society of the Pacific of espe-

cial interest and value. He discusses the

question which has been propounded to the

leading astronomers of the day, whether we
can communicate with Mars or not, and

makes some interesting deductions: whether

we can or cannot the time is coming when
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the attempt will be made in America, and

there are not wanting thinking men
who believe that the inhabitants of our

neighbor Mars have for years been signaling

us, and who believe tBat the singular

so-called canals have something to do with

it. It is considered unscientific to theorize

in this way, 5-et the question is one of the

greatest interest; and while it may be un-

scientific, it is none the less a fact, that a

discussion of the ])ossible inhabitation of

Mars, will attract the attention of thousands

of people to astronomical subjects, where a

discussion of the seasons of Mars would

have no effect. In this way people are

educated, astronomical facts are spread

broadcast, and the cause of education aided.

PACIFIC COAST CITIES.

The description of the Cit}- of Los

Angeles in the present issue will be a reve-

lation to people in the East who have known
this section principally through stories of

the boom. The story told is of new Los

Angeles—the growth and development of

this city
—within the past two or three

years, and the recital is like a fair}- tale,

Los Angeles is growing faster than any city

west of Chicago ;
new buildings, blocks and

houses are appearing at every hand
;
rail-

roads of various kinds are reaching out into

the country in every direction, and perhaps
the most flattering prospect in view for this

city is the growth of the outlying country,
where towns and villages are enlarging
their borders month by month, making an

important back country for the city. Los

Angeles is undoubtedly destined to be one

of the important cities of the continent, tak-

ing rank in time with the great cities of the

world, and its rapid growth and develop-
ment is but characteristic of the onward
movement of the entire Pacific Coast.

NATIVE ART.

The article in the present issue on basket

making as a fine art is one that should at-

tract the attention of the thinking people of

the coast, and result in a movement not only
for the encouragement but the preserva-
tion of this art among the Indians. The
well-known writer, Mrs. Carr, has taken a

deep interest in the subject, and is trying to

have the art of basket making with that of

lace taught in the Indian schools now be-

ing established in various portions of the

State. She claims that fine basket making
is now confined to the older Indians, and if

the young are not taught to take it up, it

will, in time, become, so far as the fine and

delicate work is concerned, a lost art. It is

to be hoped that the California basket

makers will be represented at the World's

Fair at Chicago, and some of the fine col-

lectionsnow in American hands beexhibited.

WORLD'S FAIR.

The Californiax began in the August
number a series on subjects relating to the

World's Fair. The first related to a possi-

ble collection of Pacific Slope antiquities,

for exhibition, and in the present issue is

given a paper describing the early inhabi-

tants of the inter-continental region. The

anniversary of the discovery of America

natiirally makes of interest questions relat-

ing to our early history, and a number of

articles will be published at an early day

bearing ujxni these most important ques-
tions. It is a common saying that America

has no ancient history, and our English
cousins often refer to this in a jocular way,

when, if the truth were told, the antiquities

of America are among the most ancient

known, and equal in interest anj' similar

discoveries in the world of ethnological

.science.

PURE POLITICS.

TlHC approaching presidential election

renders political questions of especial inter-

est, and The C.\lifornian presents in this

issue two important articles bearing directly

upon reform in politics, one by R. II.

McDonald, Jr., a vSan I'rancisco banker,
and one by Mr. Bonsall, president of the

council of the city of Los Angeles, suggestive

that a movement in the right direction is

being made by men who have hitherto

stood aloof from politics and its machinery.
So long as the infiuential business men of

the community stand back and refuse to

take a hand in Ihe various manipulations,

so long will the worst elements of the ma-

chine rule. Men of intelligence and honor

are in the majority in this country, and it is

l)ul necessary for them to step to the front

and do tluir duty as active politicians.
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VON SFTTXRR, an Aus-

trian noblewoman, has lifted Iut voit-c-

in stronj^ condemnation of war. In "(ironnrl

Anns" she has evidently told the story of

hei own life, without ])lot or dramatic action,

yet in such thor()Ujj;hly realistic manner, and
with such genuine fervor and tenderness as

to interest and fascinate the reader.

The advocacy of ])eace is old. Its votaries

have been rej^arded as narrow-minded zealots

who seek to press the literal application
of the doctrine of Jesus to an impracticable
extreme. The trealment of the subject

by Madame Suttner is new and strikinjf,

none the less so because she is a woman, and
a German woman, who breaks the traditional

reserve of her sex and shakes off the preju-
dices and social restraint of hii^h life to ,uive

])ublic expression to the sentiments of her

lieart. She steps upon the rostrum at Rome
to address the International Peace Conj^ress.

vSlie writes of the horrors of war with the

force of a woman's instincts colored by a

domestic military life in which she was bred,

and intensified by personal experience and

sufferinjf visitinj^; lur in the loss of two hus-

bands upon whom the fate of war had
fallen.

The reader will be especially interested to

observe how the mind of the author, closed

to all individual iniiuiry by the disci])line of

the church, suddenly opens its windows to

the li,L,dit of truth and facts. vShe be,i(ins to

read and investi!L,'ate, and to test the doi;nias

she had learned. 1 )ai\vin and Huckle 0])en
her eyes to the threat chanj;e in the whole
course and method of modern tlu>u_<^ht. She
must have read in Victor lluj^^o that " races

petrified in dotjma are unsuited to be leaders

to civilization." With the enjoyment of new

light her mind acquires new force,and applies
a critical judgment to the dogmas, the pious
cant and the ecclesiastical platitudes with

which she had l)cen trained to excu.se the

injustice anil explain the misfortunes of war.

When her beloved husband, .\rno Dot/.ky,
is torn from her and sent with his command
to battle, she is exhorted by her spiritual ad-

viser to pray Heaven that the destroying
bullet may be " diverted from his breast."

"Divcrtetl !

" she exclaims. "In what direc-

tion ' Toward the breast of some other man
for \\ liom some other woman was also pray-
ing?

" .\nd when, after tlie battle, she read

the list of the killed, and folded her liaiids

in thanksgiving to God that her Arno was
not among them, she was struck to the heart

by the "shrill dissonance" of her prayer,
and says :

Certainly those wlio trtnihlcrl fo' .Xdolijli Schiniilt
or Karl Miiller would alsu thaTik Cd I, should Iht-v

read Arno Dotzky iii.stead of the name they dreadrd
to find. And whv .should my thanks lie moregrattful
to Heaven than theirs? ^'es, thnt was the shrill dis-

sonance of my ])rayer : the selfishness and arrogance
which lay therein and could cuLse me to thank (".od

that I was .si)ared, when Schtniilt's mother aii<l

Miiller's wife, reading the list, wept out their lireaking
hearts.

This woman's brain is puzzled over the

reconciliation of tlie doctrine of brotherly
love and love to enemies with the " Martial

Nazarene," wlio.se benediction and protection
are invoked to give victory to an attemj)t by
sword "

to preserve the balance of power,"
or to prevent a Hohenzollern from occu])y-

ing the throne of S])ain. One siile jileflges

the aid of the " God of Battles" to .soldiers

who fight bravely and fiercely, while the

other side promises the same Supreme .Xid

to support the opposite principle. The com-

plication is made more intricate when she is

told that the horrilile carnage is ordaine<l

"to rou.se a lukewarm faith," and when she

finds that, while the ministers of Chri.st glory
in war, those whom the church counts as

infidels—Voltaire, Mirabeau and Renan—
jHOclaim the duty of peace, and denounce
war as destroying the love of truth.

The cure for the barbarism of war jjcrpet-

uated by a Christian civilization is found in

the exercise of a free, sober reason, and in

dispassionate international arbitration.
" tiround .\rins

" comes as the voice of Go«l

to the martial hypocrisy of Europe and the

world. It is the most jiowerful protest of

recent years against civilized war. Published

bv .v. C. McClurg & Co.. Chicago.

EVKRVBODY'S WKlTINT.-niiSK RoOK is the

unpretentious title of a neatly bound, pocket-
size volume which will be of great use to all

those who undertake to write their thoughts
for others to read, .\fter Richard Rrinslev
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Sheridan made his first speech in Parliament,
he sufTered the humiliation of a failure. His

friends thought he had better not try again,
but he said to them,

"
I have got it in me

and it shall come out." Our nation is

remarkable at the present time for the preva-
lence of mental activity and earnest thinking.

Probabl)' there is no other country in the

world where so large a proportion of the

people are aching to express their thoughts
in print. They "have it in them," but a

comparatively small proportion know how
to "get it out" wisely and well. Young
people are apt to rush into print on a pair
of rhetorical stilts which the school has fur-

nished them. Old people, who have not

trained themselves in ready expression,
dash into sentences only to become badly

entangled. In both cases, there is a lack of

interest for the reader, and the writers fail

to say what they wanted to say. Language
has hundreds of characteristics that are as

much a part of its successful use as are the

cogs and levers of an intricate machine.

Success in public expression conies to the

writer precisely as success rewards the grip-
man or the engineer—by familiarity and

practice. Language is an instrument that

will serve us well if we use it right. The
man who advertised for a hostler "to care

for a pair of horses of a religious turn of

mind," knew what he wanted to say, but

failed in expressing himself so as to prevent

misunderstanding or doubt in the reader.

The unpracticed writer is apt to regard
with jealous eye the editor who stands be-

tween him and the public. He is little aware
of the soul-trying pains experienced by the

benignant editor who does his best to make
a harmonious whole out of a patched and
tattered garment, and rescue the really good
thoughts of the writer from assassination by
his way of putting them

;
who tries to get

over such small crimes as, "I had intended
to have gone,"

" Between you and I," "John
with his friends have come,"

" He will dine

with you and I," etc. And when, in addi-

tion to these blunders, which mar respecta-

bility more than sense, there is a loose

scattering of modifying words and clauses

so as to separate them from their natural

places, and thus obscure the thought ;
when

the editor must lasso wandering
"
onlys

"

and return them to their proper fastenings,
invert and transpose sentences to make Ihcni

obey the commands of the author, rub out
his italics, destroy his impudent capitals
and commit all this literary havoc upon a

closely written, perhaps pencil and badly

spelled copy—then the ambitious but imper-
fect scribe will forgive the editor for kindly—sometimes almost profanely—refusing his

product as "unavailable." Now the little

Writing-desk Book will serve as a monitor
to administer reproof for many of the great
and small sins of expression. It will act as an

instructor, showing the learner how to sepa-
rate his paragraphs, arrange his clauses,
bestow his capitals, commas and semi-colons,

prepare his copy for the printer, and read

and mark his proof. Thus it will promote
the success of the writer and the morals of

the editor. Published bj' Harper & Broth-

ers, and for sale by Robertson, 126 Post
street.

Algebra, etymologically regarded, is

suggestive of bone-setting. To many young
students, it is more like bone-breaking. By
the old way of teaching it, the sign-method
of combining numbers was introduced to

the pupil abruptly and with an unnatural

shock. Commencing with arbitrary rules

and definitions, the traditional introduction

is deductive in a painful degree. This ob-

jection is effectually and admirably relieved

in the revision by Professor Amringe (Co-
lumbia College) of Charles Davies' well-

known and honored work, under the title

of "New Elementary Algebra
"

published
by the American Book Company of New
York. The introductory lessons are given
in facts and examples so linked with the

arithmetical method as to build a natural

bridge to algebra, and to lay a foundation

for an easy comprehension of the definitions

that follow. The book carries the subject

through equations of the second degree ;

introduces the learner to proportion and

logarithms, and is well adapted to conduct
him over this rugged way without tears or

broken bones.

How ShaTvI, I Practice is a delight-
ful little book by Mme. Julie Rosewald,
one of San PVaucisco's most accomplished
music teachers, on the science and practice

necessary to produce a good tone in the

human voice. The author disclaims any
magical or "

lightning process
"
fordevelop-

ing the voice—a result to be obtained only by
"patifcQt study and long practice." But
she brings efficient aid to the learner by a

clear and simple method of practice based

upon a scientific knowledge and rational ex-

ercise of the vocal organs. The work was

produced by the Sau Francisco Printing
Company.
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A PIONEER EDUCATOR OF OAKLAND.

BY C. I. P.

THE
lives of men and women who

have achieved marked success un-
der great difficulties are always

interesting to those who are students

of humanity and are in sympathy with
all progressive movements.

Among the educators of our State

are many such who are deserving of

notice and commendation, for no work
can be greater than the conscientious

training of youthful minds. Before a

general mention of representative in-

structors, we would speak of the pio-
neer educator of Oakland, ISIrs. ]M. K.
Blake. This lady, we may state, is a

descendant, on the maternal side, of

Cotton Mather, and of those once fa-

mous physicians who bear the name of

Kiltrcdge. Her birth-place was Essex,
New York, upon historic Lake Cham-
plain. In school-girl days, she

planned what has since proved her life

work, a work for which she possessed
great natural ability ;

and after a

careful and thorough education was

completed, she began her duties as

teacher, while still very young. After
a successful management of private

schools in her native State, she came
to Oakland in 1852, and as soon as its

growth warranted the venture, her

seminary for young ladies was opened.
The date of its opening was the 8th of

November, 1858. Although discour-

aged by friends, who considered suc-

cess impossible in so new a country-,
Mrs. Blake, with characteristic deter-

mination, kept steadily on, and

eventually succeeded in establishing
her school upon its present secure

basis. The years of its existence have
been marked by the approval of its

patrons, and the mental and spiritual
advancement of the pupils.
Her pleasant home, 528 Eleventh

street, Oakland, is carefully arranged
for the comfort, convenience and
health of the young girls and children,
to whom it represents both home and
school. Among the pupils are several

daughters of former graduates, who
have deemed it a privilege to place
their children among the same happy
surroundings which have marked their

own school days.
The teachers employed, all college
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graduates, are specially adapted to happy birds, should not be passed
their work, which is thorough and unnoticed.

progressive ; and notliing needful to And over this spacious, healthful,
fit 3'oung girls for their life duties, well-ordered school, presides a woman

IJiijpi
^.

A\rs. Ulakc ^ >> linol.

either mentally, socially or plusically,
is neglected. The kindergarten is a

most interesting feature of the school.

The great sunny rooms, the well-

kept lawn and briglit flowers seen
from its windows, the broad porch
where the little ones cluster like

whose lile of energy and perseverance
must be a living example to those

under her watchful, Christian charge,
so well cared for, counseled and in-

structed, thai in their tcmj)orar}- exile

from home the place of a mother is

well supplied.

^f<*5>,^

< "
^'>A. ^^^'^ tAy': S

V?- -le
.«t
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W. C. PATTERSON.

BY WM. C. CARROLL.

AMONG
the presidents of the Los

An<ijeles Board of Trade, who
have been prominent factors in

the development of city and county,
is W. C. Patterson, the subject of this

sketch. He was first elected president
of the board in 1891, and was
re-elected in 1892 by a unanimous vote

of the members of the board. The
magnitude of this honor will l)e better

conceived when it is known that Mr.
Patterson is a comparatively recent

arrival in this community, and that

his innate modesty and tendency to

retirement preclude the possibility of

his in the least degree moving to

secure one vote in his own behalf. It

is a spfnitaneous expression of the

esteem in which his business associates

hold him.
W. C. Patterson came to Los

Angeles, in January. 1888. Early in

the same year, he went into business

by opening a general commission
house. He had brought with him
many letters of introduction from his

old home in Ohio, in which such men
as Governor Foraker spoke of him in

the highest tenns of praise. A few

months of experience proved to the
merchants of Los Angeles that not a

word had been said in commendation
of Mr. Patterson which was nut fully
merited. In 1890, the Board of Trade
elected him a director ;

in 1891, pres-

ident, and re-elected him, in 1S92.

Experienced in l)usine.ss, naturally
shrewd in mind, and thoroughly
honest in character, Mr. Pattenson has
made friends day by day. as he has
become known to the public. Alwaj'S
attentive to business, always courteous
to customers, and .scrupulou.sly con-

.scientious in the di.scharge of all his

obligations to tho.se with whom he
has dealings, Mr. Patterson's business
has grown at a rapid pace, and rests

on a very solid basis. His stores at

no North Los Angeles Street, are a

busy scene, as a great volume of

goods comes and goes at all hours of

the day. Under his wi.se guidance
the affairs of the Board of Trade are

on the same firm foundation, and its

u.sefulne.ss is greatly enhanced, owing
to the careful business methods pur-
sued, and to the absolute fairness with
which all interei^ts are regarded.
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THE WOODBURY BUSINESS COLLEGE,
LOS ANGELES.

BY CORLISS B. MASON.

to the

THE
Woodbury Business College,

which is located at No. 245 South

Spring street, Los Angeles, Cal.,

is one of the oldest, largest and best-

known commercial schools on the

Pacific Coast. Established in the

summer of 1884, in response

general demand for practical

education, it has been a suc-

cess from its inception, its

attendance last year reaching
three hundred and ninetj'-one
different pupils, representing
almost every city and town of

Southern California. The col-

lege is located near the busi-

ness center of the cit)^ and

occupies the entire second
and third floors of a large
business block. The rooms
are attractively and conven-

iently furnished with .sub-

stantial office furniture,
everything being provided
that is necessary for the con-

venience, comfort and health

of pupils. There are four

complete courses of study—
the commercial course, the

English course, the shorthand
and type-writing course and
the telegraphic course. A
student completing any of

tlie.se regular courses is award-
ed the college diploma, free

of charge.
Public graduating exercises

are held each year and di-

plomas are ])resented publicly. The
graduating classes have been addressed

by such well-known business men as

Hon. E. E. Spence and Major Geo. H.
Bonebrake. Ten regular instructors
and lecturers are employed and the
school .se.ssionscontinuetheentire vear,

thus enabling pupils to enter at any
time and j^ursue their studies until

graduation. The instructors are all

men and women of character and ex-

perience, and parents placing their

children under their in.struction will

make no mistake. We advise all who

W()oJbur\' Hiisiness CoIIok'o.

are interested in j^ractical education

to send for a catalogue of this excellent

.school.

The officers of the college are as

follows : G. A. Hough, president ;

N. G. Felker, vice-president ; E. C.

Wilson, secretarv.
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ENTERPRISING WHOLESALE GROCERS,

HOWELL & CRAIG.

IT
would not be easy to find the his-

tory of another business liouse in

lyOS Angeles, whieh would better

illustrate the growth of the city and

surrounding section, than that of the

wholesale grocery firm of Howell &:

Craig.
This is not a narration of personal

matters, but the personnel of any
establishment is always of interest,

and a few facts in this connection are

pertinent.
The senior member of the firm, R.

H. Howell, was born in North Caro-

lina, and bears in his manners and
address all the characteristics of a

successful business man. In early

youth, Mr. Howell moved westward,
and settled in Shreveport, Louisiana,
where he remained in business for a

round period of twenty years. Here
he gathered the experience, and laid

the foundation of close attention to

business, and of steady habits, upon
which he has built a career of quite
remarkable success. With such ex-

perience, about five j^ears ago, Mr.
Howell removed to Los Angeles, and
cast his lot with Southern California.

The other member of the firm, R.

L. Craig, is to all intents and pur-

poses, a Native Son of the Golden
West, as he came to the State at .so

early an age that only his parents
could give the date. He learned to

lisp his first words in the breezy air

of San Francisco, and, until he re-

moved to Los Angeles, all the years
of his life were pas.sed amid the busy
scenes that mark the growth of the

Bay City. His life, from early youth,
was spent in mercantile pursuits.
Four years ago, the co-partnership

of Howell & Craig, Los Angeles, was
formed. The first step was to secure
an ample lot, on the principal whole-
sale street of the citv, on which thev

proceeded to erect a liandsome brick

building, for the home of their enter-

prise. The precise location is 132,

134 and 136 South Los Angeles .street.

Four years ago takes us back to the
summer of 1888. The marvelous

growth and speculative excitement of

the great hi.storical boom had come to

an end, and the period of quiet, of

depression natural to such an unpar-
alleled development had followed,
indeed had culminated, and its effects

were being felt when these two men,
full of lioj:)e, courage and energy,
founded their great enterpri.se. A
keen insight into the elements of the
.situation disclosed to their mind's eye
a future of great i)romi.se for the young
city, and for the surrounding region
in the heart of which it is .set.

The vital forces inherent in a land
of .such varied and special resources,
and so exceedingly rich withal, they
wisely concluded, must result in a

speedy revival of business, and in a

steady and rapid growth for many
years to come. A half-hour spent
within the walls of the brick block,
which furnishes the illustration for

this article, will prove how wisely
these men builded.

The building is three stories and base-

ment, the four floors being each fifty

seven by one hundred and twenty-five
feet, giving a total floor area of nearly

thirty thousand square feet. It is a

large amount of space, but ever}' foot

of it is put to good use. There is little

subdivision of lines in the wholesale

grocery business in this cit\-. up to the

present time, and for this reason a

house, such as the one under review,
finds it l)olh necessary and profitable
to carry almost everj'thing in all

departments of the grocery trade.

From the cellar to the roof, the four

floors are literally packed with goods.
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To handle their trade, the firm have
about twenty employes, most of whom
are among our best and most thorough
business men. All, in their several de-

partments, take a special interest in the

advancement of the establishment, and
hence, with sucli care and precision,
we see the increasing good results.

The attention bestowed upon this

business has by no means exhausted
the energy of these two men, who are

in the very prime of life. They have
this year leased the Whittier Cannery,
and hav^e there, during the .season,

from one hundred and twenty to one
hundred and fifty persons employed,
canning and drying the lu.scious

fruits, which have made our semi-

tropical clime .so famous in all parts
of the world. The plant has been
worked to its full capacity, and is

turning out many thousand ca.ses of

the finest fruits of this section.

The policy which has built up their

grocery business .so succe.'^sfully will

be equally effective in the handling of

canned and dried fruits.

One of the members of the firm

gives his personal attention to this

department, and nothing but the very
finest fruit is packed. With pure
graiuilated sugar syrup, full-weight

cans, the Whittier Cannery goods can-

not be excelled.
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MURRAY & LANMAN'S
Is the oriijinal "Florida Water" and

has nothing- in common with the numer-

ous inferior compounds that are daily

sold on the strength of its reputation.

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE FOR

liAI k Uli'S

f'JsArvO^i"*'"

'M ihiih4

FLORIDA WATER

Insist on having the genuine perfume.

There is nothing like it, whether for the

Handkerchikf, the Toilet, or the Bath.

Remember the name

MURRAY & LANMAN'S

1893

riodel

Constant Improvement has characterized

the history of the Remington Standard Type-
writer.

I^emington

The new Model presents no startling novelty
and involves no radical departure from the

principles of construction which have been ap-

proved ])y 20 ycai-s' experience.

The changes introduced into the 1SU2 Model

represent the carefully tested results of expert

study of various points deemed ca[)able of im-

provement.

Old users of the Remington will find advan-

tages in the quality of the work, and ease as

well as convenience of operation. New ones

G. G. WIGKSON & CO, win soon discover that the 1892 Model will in-

crease the jn-estige of the

'
"^j^LigjM'--'*-'-^-''

3 and 5 Front Street

SAN FRANCISCO stanflam Wiiti Wine of hb worm
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M.iUe Our Own Engravings
"

(She I'age 25)



Have a very complete Printing Plant

Employing Sixty-four People

Six Large Cylinder Presses

Of latest design

Do our own Binding

Employing Fourteen People

Eight Job Presses

Finest in the World

San Francisco

Printing Co.
Jas. A. Pariser, Manag:er

411 riarket Street

Lachman Building

We print the "Californian

Illustrated Magazine"

The Largest Sheet of Paper

Ever printed on the Coast

Employ our own Staff of Artists

Make our own Engravings

Work Cheaply

But do no cheap work

Is

%^.



Educational

TI)rGDp Qniversit^
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Incorporated in September of 1891

BY-

GOV. II. 11. M.VUKUAM
Judge IT. W. M.uiKE

Dr. J. C. MiCHENER
Hon. AV. N. M.vsteus

.1 vs. S. IIoikje. M. 1).

M.\.I. Geo. il. BONEBRAKE
Senator Delos Arnold
Mayor T. P. Lukens
Hon. E. F. Hurlbut
Pi'.oF. T. S. C. Lowe

Hon. p. M. Green
F. C. Howes, Esq.
Milton D. Painter, Esq.
Hon. a. G. Throop
I'x-Gov. Lionel A. Sheldon

ENGLISH
FRENCH

GERMAN
SPANISH

LATIN

THOROUGH COURSES IN

MATHEMATICS
HISTORY

CIVICS

ECONOMICS
GREEK

PHYSIOLOGY
BIOLOGY

PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY

BOTANY
GEOLOGY

ROL-VTECHNIO HT^LL
THE BEST EQUIPPED

Manual Training Schoolfor both Sexes

COURSES IN

^?VEST OK THE rvlISSISSIPF"!

Free Hand and Architectural Drawing, Modeling,
Wood Carving, Carpentry, Forging, ^Molding, Sheet

IMetal and Machine Work, Klectricit^ and PUcctrical

Appliances.
—

In Sewing, Cutting, Fitting and Garment Making,
Home Decoration, Stenograph)', Typewriting and

Accounts, Chemistry of Foods, vStudy of Dietetics,

Cooking and general preparation of I'oods, Arrange-
ment and Decoration of the Tal)lL'.

Fine School of Piano, f/ocal [Music, Tainting and Dnncing
IN CHARS^ OF SKII/I/FUI, ARTISTS

First-Class Preparatory Department for lioth Sexes. For Circular and Catalogue with

Full Information, apply to

CHARLES H. KEYES, President
THROOP UNIVERSITY PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

2(3
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^^Mti/.
IT REFLECTS

Credit .upon a housekeeper t(^ use Electro-Silicon, as

V^^ :t indicatos a thorough knowledge of "what's bed in every

^^^ t/;fl y fur cleaning and polishing Table, Toilet or Ornamental

Silver and Fine Brass Work. That's tho wisdom that make s

the perfect housekeeper. If that's your ambition, send

^ your address to us for

SltVfR POLISH

Trial quantity withiout charge and
post-paid, or 1 5 cents in stamps for

box, post-paid. Your grocer has it.

THE ELECTRO SILICON CO., 72 John Street, New York.

PRESS NOTICES

Californian Ilhistratcd Magazine

Tlie geographipal wonders of tlie country are being
exploited from time to time in tlic Califoknian.—
Jionton, Mass., Po.st.

TlieCALiFOKNiANTi.msTRATF.n MAf.AZiNKof Kan Fran-
cisco, for .1 luu', illustrates the fact that a magazine of
the first class can be produced and successfully piib-
lishe(l on the I'Mcilic Coast. The issue of June is a
remarkable one in a typographical, literary and pic-
torial sense.—-lifion?/, Xew York, Times-Union.

Califoriiians oufrbt to be proud of this periodical.—
New Yorlc Cliristiaa Jnqiiircr.

The Magazine was asuccess from the initial number,
and its success has lived and grown with each succeed-
ing issue until now in matter and illustration it ranks
higli. It is devoted particularly to the Pacific Coast,
and its illust rations of that region are worth double the
)>rice of tlie magazine. Nextl)est loan actual trip to tliat

country where Nature lias lavislied lier multiplied
wonders, is a year's subscription to the Califoknian.—
I.iidlon, Vt., Kuttrprisf.

*^* l?oth in literary ability and artistic illustration
the Cai.ikounian, although only in its second volume,
lakes rank with the chief magazines of the United
States, which nobody denies lead tlie world.—SanFraii-
cisco Dailij lUdUiin.

If the people living on the Paciflc Coast want a first-

class monthly magazine, fully up to the "Century,"
"Harpers'" or the "

Cosniojiolitau
"
they should talce

the Califoknian.—O/i/Hip/c, ll'u.s/i., Tribune.

This Magazine is forging ahead in circnlai t and
fast taking its ]ibiec among the leading mag iies i)f

the day.—.Vo/iTOi'/a, CaL, Messenger.
The Cat.tfornian is one of the neatest magazines

printed, and we have wo hesitancy in recommending it

to our readers.—Cornwallis, Orajon, Times.

In literary merit ami art tretrtmcnt it is well up with
the best Kast<>rn work. The illustrations are line.—Los
Angeles, California, Farmer.

The illnstrntions of the CALTFonNiAX Magazink's
August issue are of a perfection that ranks it with the
best monthlies either of this country or Europe, wliile
the sustained interest and literary tiuisli ol its con-
tributions—lu-arly wholly from new writers—make it a
necessity in cultured circles.—Sart Diego, CaL, Daily
Sun.

The editor and publishers are to be congratulated on
the success of a literary venture which numbers but
six mouths from the stnrt.—Toronto, Can., Week.

The Californian Illtt.sthatkd Magazine Is the
swollest thing ever attempted In the West, an<l the piib-
lisliers are reaping a iitting reward for their courage In
iiroduciiig sucli a really superb jieriodical. It i-scllinij
largely in the F.ast, something unknown in a California
journal, excepting only the one you are reading. The
number for July went prom]>tly out of nrint a week
after publication.—.S(wt Francisco Book ana Atirs Dealer.

Few Eastern people know wliat a charming ]>ublica-
tiou is this Western magazine.—Albany, .V. 1'., Times-
Mirror.

A surprisingly fine magazine in more than one feature
is the Califok.nian Ii.LfsTitATEO, which comes all the
way across the Coutinent from San Francisco.—Review
of Jicviews.

*** Among tlie best literary month lies of the country.
—Hartford, Ct., Post.

*** One of the great fascinations of the Cai.ifornian
Illustrated Magazine for New V- and readers is the
minuteuess with wliieh it turns t>. .ascriptions of West-
ern life. Its illustrations are always admirably selected
and ably executed ami the variety and ricliri.js fits
sketches will ahvavs gain many admirers.—BoeU,.', .-laas.

Herald.

California is to be congratulated for havinr had so
many articles descriptive of ditlcp t pi>rtion;- o.' the
State, putting before its readers i . tlieir true Jighta
some of the most wonderful ihings of nati-re ."'UMid
here. It lias made tlie Magazine immensely popobir.—Oakland, Ca'., Young Men.

Wc have tlie .Tuly n her before us, and the m
icent record already made by t\n< Western glan. . i

magazine literature fully sijst.-iiiied in this issue.—
Piedmont, TF. Va.. Herald.

%*Thismagazi->' i.;mngniiiccnt
* • • Yon hi.-e

never seen the liki of the cvufornian- like thi art >l

printing. It leajie
' *v xl^orcw mai.hood at its \ orj-

birth.-Proi'frfok'O, T:. I.., j'k.i' KtCS.
The issues of the ^/i.iK'irni.vn Iii.r— .:ati:d M.vga-

ziNE for June ,.n<l .^nl-- each present i..ore pag^s of
literary matter .MlmoreiUus' itionc au an v maga-
zine in the countr;- -.'a. ta ; 'ariaro, ' '~'. . .'Teratd.

*»'*C:>mparesfa orably wiUi thi' ..si •'. nr magazines
and may well claim an li.ini-rable ]>o»ition alongside
the "

Century. W.dtr' -u-n, K. Y.. Anvalx.
The Magazine seems toti> to reproeiit the Golden

Wstin.. better manner tlian it lias ever been repre-
seni d. I. seemstous that it liasa verybrilliantfutnre.
] >erv loyal residi .! of California should subscribe to
it.—tuolumne, CcU., ItuicpeiuieiU.
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RAILROADS

Tb^ Sil^^r State—Lin)it€d
THE ROCK ISLAND'S FAST TIME

K HIT
The Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway

In putting' on a new train Ma}^ ist, l^etwcen lake and monntain, made a de-

cided "hit" bjMiaming its Kast Bonnd the
"

vSilver State," as will be sliown bj^

the following article from the Denver Sunday Sicn, and the list of congratulatory-

telegrams it appends from various citizens, firms and organizations in the great
silver state, Colorado. It says :

The nineteenth century will attract the attention of future ages for nothing more
than its wondertul development in transportation facilities. The news columns of

the Sun this morning offer to its readers a fresh evidence of the constant and almost

daring advance in tliis direction in the annovnicement made by the Rock Island of

the inauguration to-day of a special fast-train service leaving Denver daily at 9
o'clock in the morning and arriving in Chicago early in the afternoon of the next day.

Even in these times the thought that the traveler can breakfast in Denver this

morning, leave on this new Rock Island train, which is liappil}' named the "Silver
State Limited," and arrive in Chicago to-morrow, and in New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington or any of the great Eastern cities, in ample time for dinner
and the theater the day after to-morrow, is well calculated to seem just a little appal-

ling at first.

A singular fact in connection with this annihilation of space is the constantly

decreasing cost to the pilgrim, accompanied by the constantl}^ increasing cost to the

transportation company. For years the railroad fares throughout the country have
been gradually reduced until the cost per ticket to Eastern cities is now less than
two and one-half cents per mile, and the fatigues of the 2,000-mile journey have one

by one disappeared, until now the reading of a good or entertaining nov^el means
a pleasant disposal of the time involved in the trip.

In the meantime, however, the railroads have kept adding to the expense ofdoing
business, and the casual reader hardly grasps the magnitiide of .such an undertaking
as the Rock Island assumes this morning. Take, for instance, this new train born

to-day—a train limited to five cars, which, .standing in the Union depot ready to

start, represents an investment of over ^80,000, and as four such trains are required
to complete the service of the

"
Silver State Eimited," the equipment alone of this

one daily train each way between Denver and Chicago necessitates an outlay of

$320,000. This does not include the cost of 0]-)erating, such as wages, lighting and
the endless sources of expenditure connected with the running of a train, which, when
itemized in the annual reports of railroad companies, make such interesting reading,
not alone to the stockholders, but also to the uninitiated.

The Rock Island, ever since its first entering Colorado, has been steadily win-

ning its way into the favor of the traveling public by its hearty co-operation in every
move looking toward the securing^of low rates, reduction in time and improved facili-

ties, and doubtless their latest enterprise in putting on this new "vSilver State Eimited"
will win them many new friends and patrons.

For Tickets, Maps, Folders or desired information, ajiply to any Coupon Ticket
Office in the United States or Canada, or address

EJ. ST. JOri:X^ JOIIIV SSiH^lB^XSi^Tl^IV
Gou'l Manager (.Jon'I Tld. and Pass. Agi-iit

CHICAGO, ILL.
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The
Santa Fe
Route

Offers Unparalleled Inducements • • •

for the Traveler

It is many miles shorter and makes

many hours quicker time than any other

line between the Pacific Coast and all Eastern

Points.

It reaches nearly every large center West
of the Great Lakes.

Its construction, appliances and equip-
ment are first class, assuring comfort, safety
and luxury.

It runs its own trains every day in the

year between the Pacific Coast, Kansas City,
St. Louis and Chicago, passing over the

desert in the night.

NO OTHER LllSe

Rivals the Santa Fe Route

IF YOU HHVE FRIENDS
coming from the East and would insure their viomfort

and safety, write them to call upon or address the nearest

agent of tlie Santa Fe Route or write yourself to

K. H. WADE, General Manager, I,os Angeles, Cal.

W. F. WHITE, Pass. Traffic Manager, Chicago, 111.

S. B. HYNES, Gen. Pass. Agent, I,os Angeles, Cal.
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FRUIT LANDS

John Brown Colony
INOORH^ORT^TED

MADERA - CALIFORNIA

A. F. JOHNS
D. M. TOMBIvIN
J. E. NEW^IAX
BAXK OF MADERA
PAUE B. HAY

President and Manager
Vice-President

Secretar}-
Treasurer

Assistant Manager
HLOTUTE OI=F=IOE

MADERA, FRESNO COUNTY, CAL

K BUSINESS PROPOSITION
A Money Making Plan Based Upon Sound Principles

inSTORY OF A GREAT UNDERTAKING
Four years ago the ideaof tlie John Brown Colony was fir.st suggested. So radically different

is it from the usual plan of colonization that it was nearly a year before much progress was made
in forming the colony. So many swindling schemes have been sprung upon the public in real

estate transactions, that peo])le were slow to take advantage of this offer iintil they were thor-

oughly convinced that it would be honestly conducted. With the estabiishnitnt of this fact the
lands were rapidly taken, until now the original trac-t is all subscribed for and in process of

cultivation.
PROFIT OF FRUIT-GROWING IN CALIFORNIA

The large profits realized by California fruit growers make a ten or twenty acre lot equal in

value to a farm of a quarter section in the grain-growing States. The average yield is from ^(^lOO

to 1\300 per acre yearly, while exceptional cultivation and some varieties of fruits Ijringthe aston-

ishing yicMs of $500 to $1,000 per acre. The fruit industry, too, has been found to be one of the

safest and surest in the United States. It is a common thing in the older colonies to find colonists

li\nng in luxury upon a twenty-acre tract, while those owning larger acreages are rapidly
accumulating wealth.

THE FIRST TRACT UISPOSICO OF
As the above facts came to be generally understood, there was no delay on the part of the

people in taking these lands, so that in a very short time the entire tract of 3,060 acres was taken
in lots of five acres and upwards. One thousand acres was planted to raisin grapes in the winter
of 1890 and this winter ("jO and '91) the remaining 2,01)0 ai-res will l)e planted to grapes, figs and
other fruits.

LAND VALUES
The fa(!t of such large jirofits from California lands, makes their cultivation mean far more

in this country than in those of the grain-growing States. Land that will yield a yearly income
of $100 per acre is Avorth at least $500 per acre. Estimating uixm the basis of a ten per cent

profit ujion the capital invested, it is worth $1,000, but to say $500 is making it strong en<mgh.
Now grain growing land tlirougliout the West is not worth more than $40 to $60 per acre and one
cannot take up new land worth $15 to $25 and make it worth in tlireeor four years even $40,
uid(!H.s it be in excejitional instances; whereas in C'alifornia, land that is worth $100 per acre raw,
is certainly worth $500 within tliree years' time if properly set to fruits and well tended, and
double that time will mak(! it worth $1,000. This is one of the secrets of rai)i<l money making in

California. Tlie ])ractic:il (juestittn, however, which presents itself to one unahlc to move to this

country, either from lack of means or from business, such that it is impossible to leave it for a
time is

now CAN I I'ROCURK SUCH A PLACE AND HAVE IT MADE TO PRODUCE WITHOUT MY
PERSONAL ATTENTION

We luive solved this question in the jilan of our colonies. We take a large tract, divide it

into small lots, taking Vwa acres as our unit, and disjtose of tlie whole tract in five acre lots, or of

any nundn^r of tlicin in one l>o<ly, asking only that the means neci'ssary to plant out the land
and cultivate it for tlirec, vears l>e paid as neede<l to perform tiie wt)rk. We (k> all the work and
cure for the crops until tliey have yielded enough to pay for the land when it is then deeded to
the purchaser, costing him in actual cash outlay the price named for cultivation. He has not
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needed to undergo tl 10 exponse of roinoval, erection of buildings, canh payment uiK)n land nor
the many expenses incidental to individual ojieration. On the oilier hand, if lie be a poor man,
he is left at his regularem |)Ioyinent, thus assuring him ills HupjMjrt and enough me ins to keep up the

expense of cultivation, and wln-n lie is ri'adyt<5 remove to his laud, it is yielding hima nice income
instead of dem indiui: largeout lays. Or, if onesimi>ly takes laud in tins colony asan inve.stment

not intending to make it his iiumi',, he will ])r(vuie a nropcrty which will yicdcfhim each year as

much as it has cost him in cash outlay. Thus it will he seen that while it
brin<j3

witliin reatrh of

the colonist all the advantages of the ordinary colony, it lesstMis the expense of acquiring such a

property to half or one-tiiird the alual cash outlay usually n; (uired. The idea is tiiat of

co-operation in all the e,.K|)ense until the property is brought up to a producing con<lition and the
land is paid for when it hecouies the individual property of the subscriber. It is evident that to

purchase a large tract of land it may be, hid on Ixitter t(^riiis thiu a small one; als<j that by
doing the work on a large scale, umler one management, not only may the cost l>e brought down
much lower tliui if it were all done uuder individual ownership and management, but that more
uniform result^ may b3 secured, besides every one knows that the greatest bar tj individual

enterprise of this sort is tlu^ comparatively large outlay necessary to liegin. The great numbi'rof

people who live upon a salary and lu'vcr can save enough to undertake the work of protairing such
a home is very large, and without such a plan as this they can never hope to Ijecome independent
land owners.

A FEW QUESTIONS ANSWERED
1. Our tract is from two to five miles from R. R. station.

2. It is two to live miU'S from Mailera and twenty from Fresno.

8. Water rights are a i)art and parcel of the land and cannot 1x3 separated from it.

4. Water for domestic use is found at from 50 to 75 feet fsurface water at 10 feet), of the

purest and best quality.
5. The elevation above sea level is 300 feet.

6. It is forty miles to the mountains and only 100 miles to the famous Yosemite Valley,
renowned all over the world for its remarkable scenery.

7. Plenty of deer are found in the mountains and foothills, and small game such as quail,

diicks, geese, rabbits, etc., abound in the valley. If you are of tlu; dangerous, yellow-backed
sort, you can receive satisfaction by clambering up high into the mountains and' encountering
bruin.

8. The rainy season begins in Octolier and ends in April. It does not rain all the time but
as much as it does in the East during the summer.

9. The climate isline for consumptives if tlu'V comein timefor it tohelp them. Rheumatism,
Catarrh and kindred troubles are usually helped,

10. Fog is almost unknown here in the summer and it only occurs in winter during damp
weather during which times it will be foggy in any land.

11. The sea breeze reaches us in the afternoon, blowing from the northwest.

12. The soil of the land we oiler is alluvial, deep and strong.
13. Good oak wood is sold at six dollars a cord.

14. Groceries and jirovisions are a little higher than in the East in some items. Flour and
meat are about the same jirice.

15. Lumber is worth from $15 for refuse to $35 ])er M. for best.

1(5. Wages for farm laborers are $30 per month and board, the man furnishing his o^^^l

blankets.
17. There is less danger from earthquakes than there is in the East, and none at all from

lightning, which is seldom seen.

18. Strawberries can be had ten months out of twelve.

19. Good teachers can always find a position. Teachers' wages range from $60 to $126 j)er

month.
L'O. All attainable Government land is of ruir^red nature, not capable of irrigation, far dis-

tant from business i-enters, and it would require more capital to settle on it thanIs required for

settlement inclose neighborhoods.
21. Our land is entirely level, has no brush, trees nor stones upon it and is free from

alkali.

22. While at Washington and Philadelphia jieople fall dead in the streets with the ther-

mometer at 90 degrees in the San Joaquin valley the hay harvest is gathere<l in absolute safety
with the thermometer at 110 degrees. The exceedingly dry atmosphere promotes rapid evajx^ra-
tion which works this apparent wonder.

If you desire land in this colonv, send the money to Bank of Madera, Treasurer, ^300 i»er

live acre lot if you wish it planted this winter, otherwise $150 which will secure you the lot and

put it in preparation for planting to the best of advantage next year. Send money by bank
ilral't. Dj xor skxd peksoxai- cukcks as it costs exchau-^e to collect them.

List of colonists and references to our i-eliability furnished ui>on request. Address

The John Brown Colony, Madera, California
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?)(\n^ of i^adera
Madera, Fresno Co.

UETURN ROBERTS .--_-- President

A. J. KTTER - - Vice-President

T). B. TOMIiLIN - . . - Cashier

J. A. NEWMAN Secretary

Capital Stoch

paib up Capital

$100,000

5o,ooo

EXCHANGE ISSUED ON ALL IMPORTANT CITIES

Ivctters of credit for use of Travelers, Approved Business Paper Discounted or Received

as Security for I^oans, Correspondence Solicited, Collections

Promptly made, Dividends and Coupons Collected.
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MISCELLANEOUS

s"TEf£ £JiEcopmoN,f
™E

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

I.oftnR, Dispoiiuts and Wiirriints 11,429,0% 1?.

I'.iiiikinj,' House and otlii-r KenI Kstate. . 13:l,9:aj 00

Initi'd Slates HfindsJVn I'Hr riO,000 00

Cash on han<l 1300,886 04

I)iic from Itanks and V. S.

Treasurer a"j9,527 60 CCC,413 C9

Total... .|_',279,439 82

faiiitul Stock r-'00,000 00

Reserve Fund •'W.OOO 00

Net undivided profits collected 2.')6,4r2 1.1

Deposits Individual ?1,C24,S:J4 11

Deposits Kaiik 104,093 58 l,T28,tr27 69

National IJank Notes, outstandinir 44.1U0 00

Total 12,279,439 82

K. F. SPENCE President

J. D. BICKNELI Vice-President

S. II. MOTT .1. D. HOOKER
D. M. McC.VRKY H. M-VIM-RY

J. ^[. KLI.loTT Cashier

LACY MANUFACTURINfi CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

RIVETED STEEL PIPE FOR

IRRIGATION AND

DOMESTIC PURPOSES

IRRIGATION HYDRANTS

WATER GATES

AND

GENERAL SUPPLIES

FOR WATER WORKS.

IRON, OIL AND WATER

TANKS, AND GENERAL

SHEET IRON WORK.

GENERAL OFFICE'

Room 4, Baker Block

MAIN STREET

LOS ANGELES

WORKS ON

Lecoukeur Street

EAST LOS ANGELES

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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P)ant) of T^adera
Madera, Fresno Co.

RETURN ROBERTS
A. J. ETTER
D. B. TOMBLIN
J. A. NEWMAN

President

Vice-President

Cashier

Secretary

Capital Stoch

pnib up Capital

$100,000

50,000

EXCHANGE ISSUED ON ALL IMPORTANT CITIES

Letters of credit for use of Travelers, Approved Business Paper Discounted or Received

as Security for Loans, Correspondence Solicited, Collections

Promptly made, Dividends and Coupons Collected.
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MISCELLANEOUS .

r-^f

s"™A1I EJJ.T™I T"E
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Loans, Discounts ami Wurnints |l,429,09fi I.*?

r.unkiiij,' House and otlii-r Keiil Kstnte. . lM,9:iO 00

InitiMl States Honfls IVo jmr .VJ.OOO 00

. Casli on him.l |30C,8SC 04

])ue from Hunks and U. H.

Treasurer :«9,627 f>'> 6fiC,413 C9

Total f.'/2T'J,4.'!9 82

Capital Stock f_*Ofj,(A»i 00

Reserve Kun<l .V),<J<J<i 00

Net uiiiliviiU'ii jirofits eoUcotert 256,412 1.1

Deposits Indivi.lual |1,C24,S34 11

Deposits Hank 104,0;t3 .58 1,728,927 69

Xntional Hank Notes, outstandinc 44,100 00

Total f.',279,4:!9 H2

K. F. SPENCK President

J. D. lUCKNELL Vice-President

S. II. MOTT J. D. HOOKER
D. M. McGARRY H. MAUrKY

J. >[. KLI.lnTT Cashier

LACY MANUFACTURING CO
MANUFACTURERS OF

RIVETED STEEL PIPE FOR

IRRIGATION AND

DOMESTIC PURPOSES

IRRIGATION HYDRANTS

WATER GATES

AND

GENERAL SUPPLIES

FOR WATER WORKS.

IRON, OIL AND WATER

TANKS, AND GENERAL

SHEET IRON WORK.

GENERAL OFFICE'

Room 4, Baker Block

MAIN STREET

LOS ANGELES

•-^t

WORKS ON-

Lecoureur Street

EAST LOS ANGELES

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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Miscellaneous

R.
Fruit Drying Papers
(Patented Feb. 28, 1888)

Specially Prepared for Drying Grapes

AND OTIi:eR FRUITS.

No need of expensive wooden trays. No need of turning fruit. Costs much
less than any other method. Put up in rolLs containing looo square feet, or in

reams of 4S0 slieets—24x36. Samples and circulars free.

Paraffine Paint Co.
116 BATTERY STREET SAN FRANCISCO
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" The modem cycler rides on air and races
with the wind."

Pneumatic
Speed
Somebody put Columbia pneumatic

tires aud Elliott Hickory bicycle

wheels on a racing sulky— most of

the horses hitched to it won— some
of the horses never won before—
Horse racing men say that Columbia

pneumatic tires open a new era in

horse speed
— save the horse, save

the man, don't slew—This same tire

is one of the reasons why Columbia

bicycle riders win over half of all

races and why the Columbia remains

the world's standard guaranteed

bicycle.

All about Columbias in a book about Colum-
bias, magnificently illustrated. Finest cycling
catalogue published. Free at all Columbia

agencies. By mail for two two-cent stamps.
Pope Mfg. Co., 221 Columbus Ave., Boston;
12 Warren St.,NewVork; 291 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.

++++++++*+

CHARMING GIRLS
ARE

You annoyed with
Freckles, Pimples,
Blackheads, bel-

low, Muddy, or

Oily Skin, Red
Nose, or other Fa-
cial blemishes or
Skin Diseases.

YOU
can rid yourself of
all disfigurements
if you will use

DR. AMMtTT'S
IKENCH AR-
S K N 1 C C C M-
PUKXION WA-
FKRS. They pu-
rify

the blood, give

brilliancy to the

eyes, a complexion
of pearly white-

ness, perfect health

and a rounding and

BEAUTIFUL
form. PERFECTLY HARMLESS, and the only genu-

ine safe French preparation of arsenic. ;f 1.00 per box or

6 boxes for §5.00. by mail to any address.

SPECIAL rartics ordering- six boxes will be
__^_^^__ given a pair of French Kid Gloves
Send size and color desired.

C. N. jniDDLETOH DDUG GO.

rvppT 68-74 CORTLANDT ST.*-'^' ' New York Citv

CLHSSiilliL SCHOOL m BOYS

THIRD YEAR

Prepares Boys for any College or

Scientific School

Principai,

STEPHEN CUTTER CI^ARK, A. B. (Harrard,)
Teacher of Science and Mathematics

Assistants
ORACB MII,I,ER CI,ARK, A. M. (Smith)

Teacher of Classics

INSERT WARREN GUNNISON, A. B. (Cala.)
Teacher of English and Mathematics

I^OUISE M. BAI/CH, Preparatory Department

Special Teachers
HERR ARNOI/D KUTNER, German
PROF. CARI<OS A. BRANSBY, A. M., Spanish
MI,I,E. DE GROOTE, French
PROF. WM. P. HAMMOND, Penmanship
HERR C. J. ROHDE, Drillmaster

SAW MANUFACTURING

17 and 19 Fremont Street, San Francisco
Saws of Every Desorijition on Iluud or

ilade to Order

For SOME
INFORMATION

IN REGARD TO THE BEST

Orange Groves
^"^ Orange Lands

In California

Send your name and address
or call on

T. H. SHARPLES5
kcdiands, San Bernardino Co.* Cat.
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Columbus Buggy Co.

L,ar{j:est Factory

L,arsrest Variety of I^^test Styles at
l,o-*vest l"rices

PACIFIC COAST HEArMirAV.TKRS

29 MARKET STREET, San Francisco

A. G. GLENN, Manager

SiFi ![ilia na tsii ibbis

THOMAS MAGEE

Real Estate Affent

Editor and Publisher of the

"Real Estate Circular" since 1865

Ofl MONTGOMERY'^ ^^ STREET

Makes Investments

For Buyers and Sells all

kinds of City Property

cALIFORNIA
WIRE WORKS ^

OFFICE

FREMONT STREET
SAN FRANCL5CO, CXi.

^A^aJFACTURERS FOR THIRTY-THREE YEARS

WIRE OF ALL KINDS-BEST STEEL
WIRE NAILS
BARBED WIRE, Regularly Licensed

WIRE RORES AND GABLES
WIRE CLOTH AND NETTING

r=X>R THEHallidie's Patent Wire Ropeway
RAPID AND ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION Of=
ORE AND OTHER MATERIAL ......

Erected by us during the past fourteen years in spans of from 200 to 2,000 feet.

Simple, Economical and Durable. Have been thoroughly tested in all parts 01 the couatry

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
LOa ANGELCa AOENCV

201 N. LOS ANGELES STREET
PoRTUiNe AarNCY

22 FRONT STREET
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REDLANDS, CflL.

HOTEL Windsor
ACCOMMODATION
FIRST CLASS
CENTRALLY LOCATED

RATES, $2 TO $3 PER DAY (flfnPBELL T. HEDQE, Proprietor

HILLS BROS.
Importers, Roasters and Wholesale Dealers

in Coffee. Java, Mocha, and other fine

Grades Our Specialties.

400 Sansome St., San Francisco

D
HflBIT CURED PT HDJUB

Painlessly. No Inter-

ruption of Business
or Pleasure.

A U 111 19" Book Free.

MEEKER MEDICINE CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

HOBBS & RICHARDSON

CARRIACE
BUILPERS

PRACTICAL

MAKERS CELEBRATED CONCORD WRG0N8

154-156 N. Los Angeles St. Los Angeles, Cal.

HOTEL BREWSTER
SKN Dieco

The Dest

Equippe<J Hotel

if) 5outl7^rr>

Cz^liforoiz^^.

Centr2vlly

Loc2vt^«l, witJ)

th7e Post-Office

in th)e Buil<Jir)2'

El^vz\tor5

Fir^ Escape^

RATES:
!^2.50 Per Day and Up

American Plan Only

OKI-IF=ORNIM

Bzvtbs, Hot zvpcl

Col«J W^ter in

zvll Suit? ao«l

all A\o<Jeri7

Conveniences.

Fine L.2vrge

S^niple Roonjs

for

Corprpercial

TrAvel^r?

J. E. O'BRIEN, Manager
;i8
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Do you or any of your Friends want a liome in C^ li^'ornia?
Or a good rate of interest for your surplus money? We have a Ir.rge list of

propcTties and gilt ed;j;o loans. Wili cheerfully give you reliable information
regarding this part of the country. Los Angeles, I'asadena and Riverside
property a specialty. Address

JOIIIV JS.,

SPRING AND SECOND STS.
'W^E^II^ «S£ OO.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

O. W. NORDWELL Drmrer
2i8 BUSH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA

THE BANK OF GALIFORNIA.
Capital, 93,000,000.

Swrplva aad Undivided I>roflts, Jnlj lat, IStl,
93.375,919.48.

WILLIAM AI.VORD,
THOMAS BROWN,
I. P. MOULTON,

• • • president
• - - Cashier.

See«nd AuUUnt Caibler.

AO»KT8— New York: Agency of tho B»nk of Callfoml*. Baitoa:
Tremont N»tlon»l Biiilc. Chicago: Union National Bank. St Louts
Boauuca's Bank. Australia and New Zealand: The B.ink of New Zea-
land. London: Messrs. N. M. Rothschild & Sons. China, Japaa aatf
Xndlai Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China.
The Bank has an A>,'ency In Virginia City, and Correspondents ! til

Ike Principal Mlnlnj; Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacilic Coast.
Lettsra of Credit Issued, available In all parts of the world. Drawi

direct on London, Dublin, Paris, Genoa, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg,
Frankfort a. M., Antwerp, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno,
Sydney, Melbourne, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai and Yokohama, all
cities la Italy and SwlUeiUad, S«lt Lake, Portland, Or., Loi Aacelaa. I

Denver, New Oilcaat.

WIFE ?t;ti
IK CANNOT .SEi: IIoW

UU DO IT FOR TIIK MONEY
f^19 '''">'3 ^ |r,.5.00 improved Oxford
01^ Singer Sowing Machine ; perfect
'worlvinjr, reliable, finely finislied, adap-
;•(! to liirlit and heavy work, witli a com-
plete set of the latest improved attaeh-

iiients free. Kaeh machine guaranteed
<^ fur .') year.s. Buy direct from our factory and sa\e
dealers and aeents' profit, ."^eiid for Free Catalogue.

OXFORD MFG. COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL.

SHORT-HAND
f^"!

f-^r Cata.

-• w- -^ ^ , ,^ , ,-m. I'^'Pr of Books
ELF TAUGHT ami ireips f r

scli-instniction, l>v BENN PITMAN and
JEROME B. HOWARD, to the Phono-
urapliic Institute, Cincinnati, Ohio.

PECULATE THE
STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS,

A Nil

PURIFY THE BLOOD.
A RELIABLE REMEDY FwR

Indteestlon, ItillousncnH, Iloadnclic, Oonnti-

pntion, Dyspepsia, Chronic Liver Troubles,
nizziiiess. Bud Ooniplcxion, Dysentery,
Ofrensivo Breuth, and uU disorders of the
Sloiiiuch, l.lvcr nnd Bowels.
Kipans T;ibiiles cont.iin notliincr Injurlons to

tlio most dilu'iito constitution, riensaut to take,
Bufo, clToetuiil. Cive iniinciliatf n litf.
Slid by drupTfrists. Atrial bottle stut by moil

on receipt of l.> ciiits. Address

THE RIPANS CHEMICAL CO.
JO SPRUCE STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

PATENTS
A4S-page book free. Address

W. T. FITZ GJERAI.D, Atty-at-Law.
Cor. 8th and F Sts., Washington, D. C.

The Virginia
CHICAGO.

/\BS0LUTELYlTREfflOOE

A PERFECT HOTEL
FOR TRAKSIENT OR PERMSNENT GUESTS.

The 0pen (Courts facing South Insure
Sunlight and Perfect \^entilation.

CONDUCTED ON THE AMERICAN PLAN.

BOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERIOR VIEWS, AND

RATES MAILED ON APPLICATION,
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Where are You

Going on Your Vacation?

Honolulu and Return .... $125.00

THE SPLENDID SOOO-TON STEAMERS

ALAMEDA, AUSTRALIA,
MARIPOSA, MONOWAI

and ZEALANDIA,
is line, are so w^ell known from the thousands who have made
;es in them to and from the Sandwich Islands, that no descrip-

tion is necessary.

Kound-tnp tickets to Honolulu, involving- a three weeks' stay in the Tstands,—a trip to the famous
,

> volcano of Kilauea, a run by Oahu K. K to Pearl River and Ewa Plantation, board at the best

I
hotel in Honolulu and return to San Francisco $225.0©
MARK TWAIN says of Hawaii :

*' No alien land in all the world has any deep, strong
charm for me but that one

;
no other land could so longingly and beseechingly haunt me,

sleeping and waking, through half a life-time, as that one has done. Other things change,
but it remains the same. For me its balmy airs are always blowing, its summer seas flashing in the

tun; the pulsing of its stirf-beat is iu my ear; I can see its garlanded craigs, its leaping cascades, its

plumy palms drowsing by the shore, its remote summits floating like islands above tlie cloud-rack;
I can feel the spirit of its woodland solitude; I can hear the plash of its brooks; in my nostrils etilt

lives the breath of flowers that perished twenty years ago."

Steamers sail twice a month, as follows: September 28, October 14, October 26, November 11, Xovember 23.

Prompt attention paid to telegraphic reservations of Staterooms and Berths.

For Tickets or further information, call on or address J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS. COMPANY
Send locents in stamps for new "

Trip to General Agents, 327 Market St., San Francisco
Hawaii." illustrated with photogravures

UPHOLSTERY
OF ... .

SPECIAL

ELEGANCE
® ® ® MADE BY © ® ©

EXPERT
ARTISANS

IN OUR OWN . . .

WORKROOMS . . .

WE CAN CARRY

OUT ANY DESIGN!

YOU MAY PLEASE.

CALIFORNIA FURNITURE COMPANY
[N. P. COLE & CO.] 117-123 GEARY STREET

40
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VWTVTK, FCRIZONM 4?
OKGANIZ£D 1885 KKOllGANIZED, 1890

This Canal and Improvement Company is located in one of the

most fertile regions of the world, capable of producing all the

tropical fruits. Takes water from the Gila River, about 50 miles

above its junction with the Colorado River, at Yuma. TliirtyThousand

acres of supposed dry land rendered as fertile as the Valley of the Nile.

The Climate of the Mohawk Valley is almost tropical, and

will produce early fruits weeks in advance of any other Pacific

Coast Valley.

The management is amply able to deal fairly and liberally witli

all actual locators.

^

For Circulars and Further Information, Address

California Investment Company
I'

96 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

-OR-

304 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO

^ . ^ "^-^^V^'
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POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

A cream of tartar baking powder. Highest
of all ill leavening strength.

—Latest United

States Government Food Report.

Royal Baking Powder Co., io6Wall vSt., N.Y.

GEO. C. SHREVE \ CO.

ANNOUNCE THEIR

RETV^O^Kl-

FROM

Montgomery and Sutter Streets

TO THE

CROCKER BUILDING

Market and Post Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Great Dissolution Sale

Now in Progress at the

GlilGago « Glottilng « Gompanij
^o^-b

34, 36, 38 and 40

KEARNV STREET

World Beaters for Overcoats
;^£5i;^^?>":^'^' "'^'''^?^^?^^?ij?^?^



The

AUrORNIAN

AGAZINE
C

Published Monthly
The Californian Publishing Co.

IQNDON 450 STKAND. LOS AnGELES, PaRIS 224 BVZ DE RlVOU

SanTrakciscoCal,
i



INCORPORATED 1563.

R. H.Mc DONALD, President

FRANK V. Mcdonald, cashier R. H. McDONALO, Jr., Vice-President

Pacific Bank,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

OLDEST CHARTERED COMMERCIAL BANK ON THE PACIFIC COAST

PAID-UP CAPITAL, IN GOLD
SURPLUS ....
AVERAGE RESOURCES
YEARLY VOLUME OF BUSINESS

$1,000,000
800,000

4,750,000
225,000,000

Depositors secured by the unlimited PRO rata guarantee of all the

shareholders.

Banking Connections in all the important centers of the world.

I/ctters of credit for use of travelers, available in all parts of the world.

Telegraphic Transfers in Cipher made in I^ondon, Paris, Berlin and
various places in the United States.

Drafts issued on Australia and the Orient.

Dividends and Coupons collected.

Bullion bought and sold.

Orders executed for all Investment Securities.

State, County, City and Water Bonds negotiated.

Approved BusinessiPapers discounted or received as Security for I^oans.

I/oans on Goods in Transit.

I/oans on Warehouse Receipts.
Collections on the Pacific Coast, Mexico, Central and South America,

New Zealand, India, China andJapan, handled at lowest rates, with prompt-
ness and dispatch.

Bills drawn on Union Bank of I/ondon, Credit Ivyonnais, Paris, and
Direction der Disconto Gesellschaft, Berlin, and other important cities of

Europe.

wmmm^mm^.
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Tm; Ci)i FEK Plantation at Las Nubks
Page 726

PAGAN TEMPI,ES IN SAN FRANCISCO

Fronliifiifce

Rkv. VREnF.Ric J. Masters, D. D. 727

I'-ully illustrated by Harris, DahlKren, and from photographs,
bv Taher.

Mary Kmki.yn McCLrRF,

I". 'P. V. Parkiii-rst

XV THE SHADOWS FEI/I/ NOT : Poem

COFFEE IN GUATEMAI,A ....
iMiIly illiistratL-d.

DID THE PHOENICIANS DISCOVER AMERICA?— I . Thomas Crawford Johnston-
Illustrat(.'d by Dahl.nrcn, Arrnniz and Sodic.

THE STORY OF ROTHENSTEIN
IMnstrated by Dahlgren.

MII/IyiONAIRES
HIGH TIDE: Poem ......
TWO THANKSGIVINGS
NIGHT: Poem ......

PkDK. AVm. H. Carpenter

I.V.MAX .\LLl:.N, M. D.

.\MY Elizaueth I.eigh

Francis Peyton

Robi;rt Beverly Hale .

THE ADMINISTRATION OFJAMES A. GARFIELD -III Ex-Gov. Lionel A. Sheldon

FOI,I,OWING THE BI<ACK-TAII.ED DEER
DREAM OF CALIFORNIA: Poem
RIVERSIDE .......

Ilhistratcd by Arroniz, Dalilgrcu, and by photographs.

OUR COMMERCIAIv GROWTH AND THE TARIFF
KRO.M Tin; RKPlliLlCAN SXANUrOINT.

Illustrated witli cut of aiilhor.

THE CONQUEROR WORM : Poem
OUR COMMERCIAL GROWTH AND THE TARIFF

From Tin; 1>i:moi:ka 1 ic Si NMiroiNT.
Ulnstratcd \\il1i cut of aiiUior.

Donald Mason

WM T. BI'MSTEAD

.A.N Englishman

KiciiAKi' H. McDonald. Jr.

Rose M.wn.vrd D.wid

Hon. Stephen M. White

Sos

M. G. C. Edhoi.M,
Press Reporter Worlds W.C.T.U.

J. J. Peatfield

TRAFFIC IN WHITE GIRLS ....
I-idly illustrated.

THE PRE-COLUMBIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST
Jllu tratcd by courtesy of llic IHpartnient of the Interior

fvoni specimens in Ihf NU'^>nal Muscnm.

QUESTIONS OF THE DAY
(.one. Yet with Us- The Recent Strikes—Signaling Mars—A XotRble Convention.

NEW BOOKS

\<y

S51

^.M

Copyright, 1891, by
The Califofnian Publishing Co.

Etitcred at San Francisco i>ostofRcc
as second cla-s mail Tn:itif r

PRICE, 25 CENTS A NUMBER; $3.00 A YEAR

San Francisco Printing Co.
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The Californian
The Christmas Californian will be a notable number. With it The Califor-

nian begins its third volume and second year, having in this short period attained

a success and recognition all over the world unparalleled in magazine literature.

The large October issue of The Californian was exhausted, and the forms had to

be placed upon the presses for a second edition. The issue for November is five

thousand greater than the preceding month, and the publishers propose printing a

Special Christmas Edition ;
their policy for the coming year will be to continually

improve the magazine in every way, and their plans will include many striking and

original papers on subjects of world-wide interest, as well as those relating to the

Pacific Coast.

THE CHRI5TA\AS NUMBER
The Christmas number will have a specially designed cover, and contain

a number of interesting and beautifully illustrated papers, suggestive of the holiday
season. The Christmas and other wild flowers of California will be described, illus-

trating the floral winter and Christmas of the Pacific Coast. An account of an old

California Christmas will be presented by Don Arturo Bandini, a descendant of one

of the distinguished families of the State, Dr. Danzinger contributes a striking

paper, entitled "Two Great Jews," in which he contrasts Christ and Hillel, the

Babylonian. A notable event in the history of the year is the return of the Frances-

cans to the old mission of San Luis Rey. This vrill be described by Auguste Wey,
and a feature of the ceremonies at the old mission on Christmas day will be the

reading of this article by one of the fathers. Dr. Remondino contributes an elab-

orate article on Napoleon, illustrated by rare cuts and the famous death-mask.

H. M. Randolph describes the Christmas of the animals, contrasting their winter

habits and those of the East. Grace EHery Channing, grand-daughter of William

Ellery Channing, contributes a timely paper on Shelley, entitled "A Passionate Pil-

grimage," illustrated by a fine engraving of the poet. Other striking illustrated

articles are " Yosemite in Winter," the frontispiece showing a view of the falls amid
snow and ice

;

" Some California Millionaires," by George Hamlin Fitch
;

" An Isle

of Summer (Santa Catalina)," by Charles Frederick Holder; "The Carnival

in California," (the Flower Carnival at Santa Barbara); "A Christmas Hunt
after the Big Horn Sheep;" "Did the Phoenicians Discover America ?

" and the

first of an illustrated series on " The Methodists in California," by Dr. Hirst.

These, with short stories, poems, etc., will make up one of the most interesting
numbers ever issued on the Pacific Coast.

Address all communications

Tbe C^lifoFDi^n lllajtr^ted t\\$Kzmf
Academy of Sciences Building, San Francisco, Cal.

Branch Offices :

Los Angeles, Cal., New York,
Burdick Block. Potter Building.

ir^[s[TtiJE3[?^iJE3r?tMi^Mj^JiIi^JW^Mj^JW^Jll^JW^M^
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The month of driving, pelting rain

and sleet; dangerous to the weak; try-

ing even to the rugged.

To those who are weak, quick health

fortification is at this time imperati\e.

The system fortified with SCOTT'S

h EMULSION is well equipped to ^\ithstand

Mjl^ the tax imposed by winter. Sudden Colds,

i"
'

Coughs, and Throat troubles \ield promptly to

its use equally important, it provides the

system with an armor of flesh and strength that

lessens chances of similar attacks later on.

SCOTT'S EMULSION
18 Cod-Liver Oil made palatable and easy of assimilation. It is the essence of the life of

all foods,—FAT. It checks Consumption and other forms of wastin;^ diseases by building

tissue anew—nothing mysterious—simply FOOD-LIFE going to SUSTAIN LIFE. The

union of Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda adds to it a tonic effect wonderfully invigo-

rating to brain and nerve.

PREPARED BY SCOTT & BOWNE.^Chemlsts. New York. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,



Miscellaneous

Dorflinger's

American

Cut Glass.

Everything in Cut

Glass for the table.

Beautiful and artis-

tic pieces for wedding

and holiday gifts.

No piece genuine

without our trade

mark label.

TKISlSTH^PaiEST,

ALlSHAVELif

A^fD shor;^;

Who MARRiEiD

the maiden

a^uu forlorn.

Which sha/ed thepr^icst

So SN/IOOTH

TORREY RAZORS
AND STROPS

are known, used, aiiJ praised everywhere.

Every RAZOR and STROP sold under a

guarantee to give satisfaction.

Ask your dealer for Torrey goods.
Our Jtiiok, liow to Hule<t, Htiiirp<'n, and k<'i'p n V.:\7<)V In

onlcr— I'n I'.

J. R. Torrey Razor Co.,
I*, o. Box 702. Worcester, Mass.

"Long ago distanced all its ooini)etitors."

Medical Standard, Chicago.

PACKER'S
TAR SOAP

"A medicinal and nursery soap of great value."

— The. Sanitarian, New York.

IT 15 PURE, ANTISEPTIC,

LATHERS READILY,

SOOTHES IRRITATED SKIN

Its use for Batli, and Shampoo gives one

:i sense of exciviisite cleanliness.

It removes Pandruff, allays Itching, makes

ilie Hair Soft and (jHohsv ;
and

WARDS OFF CONTAGION
"Stands III tlu- hend of nil others for l>athlng

invalids."—A'cw England Mtdtcai MoiiUUy.



BOOKS

Harper & Brothers' New Books
London.—Bv Walticr Bi:sant, Author

of "Fifty Years Ago,
' '

etc. Illustrated.

8vo, Cloth, Ornamental, Uncut Kdges
and Gilt Top, fc.oo.

The West from a Car-Window.—By
Rrcii.VRD H.\KDi.\(; D.wi.s, Author of

"Van Bibber and Others," etc. Illus-

trated. Post 8\o, Cloth, Ornamental,

On Canada's Frontier.—vSketches of

History, Sport and Adventure ; and of

the Indians, Missionaries, Fur-traders

and Newer Settlers of Western Canada,

by JuLi.VN Ralph. Illustrated, 8vo,

Cloth, Ornamental, $2.50.

Canoemates.—A Story of the Florida

Reefand Ev^erglades, by Kirk Munrok,
author of ' '

Canipmates,
" "

Dorymates,
'
'

etc. Illustrated, Post 8vo, Cloth,

Ornamental, $1.25. In "Harper's
Young People (New) series."

The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. -

By A. CoNAN Doyle, author of "Micah

Clarke, "etc. Illu.strated, Po.st Svo,

Ornamental, $1.50.

The Woodman.—By Jules de Gloitv'et

(M. Guesnay de Beaurepaire, Procureid -

General of F'rance). Translated b\-

Mrs. JOHM Simpson. Po.st 8vo, Cloth.

Ornamental, $1.00.

A Family Canoe Trip.
—By Florence

W.vtters Sxedeker. Illustrated,

i6mo. Cloth, Ornamental, 50c. In

"Harper's Black and White Series."

Vesty of the Basins.—A novel, by S. P.

Mclv. Greene, Post, Svo, Cloth, Or-

namental, $1.25.

William Black's Novels.—New Edition,

revised by the author. Po.st, Svo, Cloth.

90c each. Latest issues, Green Past-
ures and Picc.vdillv.—The Maid OF

KiLLEENA, ETC.—ThrEE FeATHERS.—Madcap Violet.—Kilmeny.—In-

Silk Attire. ( Other volumes to follow. )

The Danube.—From the Black Forest to

llic lUack vSea, by F. I). Millet. Il-

lustrated by the author and Alfred
Parsons. Crown Svo, Cloth, Orna-
mental.Uncut lodges and Gilt Top, $2.50.

Americanisms and Briticisms.—With
other lissa) s on other I>ms, by Bran-
der Matthews. With portrait. i6mo.

Cloth, Ornamental, $1.00.
"
Harper' >

American Essa\i>^ts."

A Little Swiss Sojourn.—liy Willi.v.m
I)ea.\ IIowei.ls. Illu.strated, 32mo.
Cloth, 50c. In "Harper's Black and
White Series."

The Desire of Beauty. -Being Indications
for Esthetic Culture, by Thedore
Child, author of "Art and Critici.sm,"
etc. i6mo, Chjth, Ornamental, 75c.

Field-Faring-S.
—A Vagrant Chronicle of

liarth and Sk\-, by M.vrth.v McCil-
Locii Williams. i6mo. Cloth, Orna-

mental,Uncut Edges and GiltT(jp, $1.00.

Literary Landmarks of London.—By
L.VI'RENCIC HUTTO.V. {^XclC JiditioH.')

With over 70 Portraits. Post Svo.

Cloth, Ornamental, $1.75.

The Principles of Ethics.—By Borden
P. BoWNE, author of "Metaphysics."
etc. Svo, Cloth, Si. 75.

From the Books of Laurence Hutton.—
With Portrait. i6mo. Cloth, Ornamen-
tal, $1.00. "Harper's American F)s-

sayists."

Young- Lucretia.—And other Stories, by
Mary E. Wilkin.s. Illustrated. Post
Svo. Cloth. Ornamental. Si. 25. In

"Harper's Young People (^New ) Series"

Thomas Carlyle.
—Bv John Nichol.

LL.D.. A.M. i2mo. Cloth. 75c. In
the "luiglish Men of Letters Series."

The Earl of Derby—By Geo. Saints-
pur v, with Portrait. Crown Svo, Cloth.
Si. 00. "The Queen's Prime Ministers
Series.

' '

Published by HARPER & BROTHERS. New York.
The above works arefor sale by all booksellers^ or ivill be sent by the publishers, postage'
prepaid, to any part 0/ the United States, Canada or Jfe.vico. on the receipt of tlie price.

Harper''s Nezc Catalogue will be sent by mail on receipt of' ten cents.
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BOOKS
MACMILLAN & GO'S NEW BOOKS

XOW READY. Two Volumes, large 8vos, ^10.50. With nearly ISO Illustrations

GOSSIP OF THE CENTURY
Personal anrl Trariitional >renintiu». Social, Literary, Artistic, etc. Ry tlio Author of "Flemish Interiors,"

"De Omiiiijus Kebus," etc. Two vols., large .^vo, cloth, gilt U>]>, flO..')0.

"The entertainment oflFered by these two volumes is endle.ss, and every page is ra<>y of the times they cele-
brate."—Chicago Tribune.

"These sum)itnous volumes far too readable to be found inucli fa\ilt witli. It is better conceivcil and
better written than nine tentlis of its class."—Athcnifum.

NEW NOVELS
UNDER PRESSURE
By Maiuuksa THKODoi.t. IJmo, cloth, fl.OO

HEI<EN TREVERYAN
By John Roy. 12ino, cloth, 11.00.

THE NAUI^AHKA
A Tale of West and East. By Rudyard Kiplinu and Wolcott Hai.kstieii. With Rhviued Chapter Headings by

Rudyard Kipling. Cloth e.xtra, ?1.50.

"When Wolcott Ralestier, with his breezy treatment of Western life, and Rudyard Ki))ling, with his inimitable
\igorous an<l individual handling of Indian subjects, combine to produce a tale of 'West and I-'.ast,' the result
could not fail to be intensely interesting and alisorbing. 'The Xaulahka,' is not to be eompare<l with anything
else, for there is nothing in literature just like it. . . ."

"The plot is hl(?hly dramatic, and not for an instant does the interest flag, for the reader is hurried breathless
from one unheard-of sittiation to another, and lie is held in suspense until the very last jiagc of the book. It is a
lirilliant romance, and displays marvellous imaginative (lualities."—Pk^^jc Opiniun, Washington.

XEW EDTTIOy, with ^frs. Ilumphrn/ Wanr>< Open Letter to Her Publisher. 12mn, cloth, fl.on

THE HISTORY OP DAVID GRIEVE
By Mrs. Humphrey Waiii), Authorof "Knlx-i-t i:isiiH're," etc. etc Fourtli ICdition. In one volume, 12nio, cloth,

gilt, fl.OO. Also the Library ICdition, printed in larger tyjie on better pajjcr. 2 vols., li'mo, cloth, in box, ?3.00.

"Mrs. Ward, with her 'Robert Klsmere' and 'David Grieve,' has established with extraordinary rapidity an
pndnringrepntation as one who has ex)iressed what is deepest and most real in the thought of the time. . .

"

. .

They are dramas of the time, vitalized by the h()i)es, fears, doubts, and desi)airing struggles after higher Ideals
\< liieh are swaying tlie minds of men and women of this generation."—Xew York Tribune.

NOW READY. Second edition, revised. $1.50

CAI^MIRE
12mo, cloth. $1.50.

"The greatest novel in many respects that has appeared within the present AcaaAc—Independent .

"Of the ability of the work, of its learning, its subtile dialectics, and its literary charm there Can be nc
question. It woos and delights even where it does not convince.—Philadelphia Bulletin.

A XEW ILLUSTRATEn EDITION OF THE

NOVEI/S OF JANE AUSTEN
In ten volumes. Edited by R. Brimley .Iohnson. With illustrations by William Cubit Cooke, and ornaraenti:

bv V. C. Tilnev.
NOW READY

Vols. I & 2. SENSE AND SENSIBII^ITY |
Vols. 3 & 4. PRIDE AND PREJUDICE

16mo, cloth, gilt top, $1.00 each. Also a limited edition on large paper, $r;.00 each volume.

A COMPANION TO THE ILIAD FOR
ENGLISH READERS

by Walter Leaf, Litt. D. IJmo, fl.GO.

THE THEORY OF THE STATE
By .1. K. Bi,t'NTs<iti,i,late Professor of I'olitical Science,

in the I'liiversitv of Heidelberg. Second Editions
liinio, fJ.OO.

THE ADVENTURE SERIES. New Volume.

THE ADVENTURES OF A BLOCKADE RUNNER
'•r. Trade in time of War. By Wii.i.ia.m Watson, Author of "Life in the Confetlerale -Vrmy." Illustrated by Cap-

tain Byng, K. N. Large riiiio, ?1.50.

ALREADY PUBLISHED

M.-VnAOASCAK: or, llobort Drury's Journal.
HILITARY CAKKKR Ol' .TOIIX SIIIPP.
AOVKNTUKKS Or THOMAS I'JOM.OW.

I$L'CCANKKHS;& M A KOONKKS OF AMKKICA.
THE STOKY OK THIO I'lLI HUSTEKS.
A MASTER MAKI.NEIJ.

kot.otroxes. the ki.epht. and the
av,\i:kioi{.

h.vki) times ix the coi.oxies.
es<'.\i'e of e.vtl'de .\ni) < \sanoa' v fko-\i

I'RISON.
MISSING FR1ENI>S; Adv«Mitiir.-s in Oiii<n8liind.

Macmillan & Go's New Complete Catalogue, including the works of the Oxford Clarendon Tress, rnmbridg.^
University I'rcss, Messrs. George Bell ^t Sons London, and Hohu's Libraries,

will be s(!nt free liy mail to any address on application

MACMII,I,AN 8c CO., 112 Fourth Avenue, New York



Books

CHARLES SCRIBKER'S SONS' NEW BOOKS

MRS. BURNETT'S NEW BOOK
GIOVANNI AND THE OTHER. Cliildren wlio have made Stories. By Mrs. Feaxces

Hodgson Buitxirn'. Fully llliiHtrateil by Ji. i>. I'litcir, Square 8vo, $l.r)0.
The twelve storifS in lliiHiicw -volume iiri! ulnmt Mrs. Ifiiriit It's sons ami oilier litth; people whom she has

known, wliieh gives n personal interest to tliese cliarmint; jiortruit.s of ehihl life. Tliey are written with tender-

ness and Iniinor. 'I'lio volnnie is lieiuitifnlly illnsirnled and issued iii uii attractive style, uniform Willi

"Kaiintleroy," "Sara Cre'V," nnd "Little Saint Kli/abelli."

HEW SAIHT-AMANP VOLUMES
Kach \vitli i>ortrait, ll'iiio, !fl.2">

THE DUCHESS of liEKK V and tin- COURT OF LOUIS XVIIT. Now ready

TIIEDUCIIESSor IJERKYaiKlthc COURT OF ClIARLESX. lUfuhi immediately

THE DUCHESS ofBERRY and tlu^lEVOLUTION OF JULY, 18:50. inpnparathn
The Prinoeas Marie ('aroline of Naples l)Cearne, upon her marriace with the Duke of Berry, the central

flgnro of tlie I'reneli Court (Inrin); tlie reignsof hotli Louis XVIII and fMiarles X. The throe volumes in which
the career of tliis fascinating beauty is portrayed arc among the most entertaining ot this poimlar series of

"Famous Woiueii of the Freneli Court."

POEMS OF GUN and ROD. By Ernkst
McGaffey. AVith Iliustrutions by ili;iinj:uT

E. BuTLKii. Stiiiure 8vo, .$1.75.

."^uch ]>hascs of tlie delisbt in shooting and fishing as

appeal to ttio jxielic sensilnlity are celebrated by M r.

Mctiafl'ey with equal zest aud skill.

MARSE CHAN. By Titomas Nklson Pagk.
Illustrated by W. T. Smedley. Square 12mo,
-tl.SO.

Mr. Smcdley's Illustrations embody the author's
idcas'witlia ay'mpntliy, a delicacy of touch, aud a reline-

mcnt of feeling in tlio higliest degree artistic. In this

handsome dress, Mr. Page's sweet and tender story will

delight readers anew.

SONGS ABOUT LIFE, LOVE AND
DEATH. By Anne Reeve Aldricu.

121110, .tl.25.

Full of rare intensity of feeling that finds voice in
H minor key exquisitely adapted to tlie themes treated.

SPANISH CITIES. With Glimpses of

Gibraltar and Tanojier. By Ciiaki.es A.

Stodd.vrd, I). D., with 18 full-page illustra-

tions. 12ino, $1.60.

A narrative describing Spanish cathedrals and
]>alaces, the scenery of town ami country, street

life, national sports, "and incidents of personal adven-
ture.

SOUTH SEA IDYT.S. By Charles War-
ren Stoddakd. 12mo, New Editiou, $1.50.

"The lightest, sweetest, wildest, freshest thiufrs that
ever were written about the life of lliat summer
ocean."—W. 1». Howells.

THE GREAT STREETS OF THE AVORLD. Larire Svo, fully illustrated, $4.00.

Broadway. By Rhiiard H.vudini; Davis.—l'i««a«l illy. By Andkkw Lanu—The Boulevards. By
l<'RAN(isia'K Saiui;y.—I'litor Den I>iiul«'n. Bv Patl Lixdai'.—Tli«> Corso of ICoine. By \V. W. Stoby.—
The Grand Canal. By IIknuy .Iamks.—The Xevsky Trospekt. By Isabel F. Hapgood.

This volume is a thoronglily international one. The streets are chosen because each is full of that peculiar
life, color and action which constitute tlie distinguishing charm of the cities tliemselves. The illustrations are
bv eminent artists.

CYCLOPEDIA OF PAINTERS AND PAINTINGS
Edited by J. D. Cuamplin, Jr. Critieal Editor, 0. C. Perkins. Popular Edition. 2000

illustrations. 4to, 4 vols., $20.00.
"No art book of the exhaustiveness of this monumental work has been attempted in this country, and it

should be aiipreeiated by thoso who need a comprehensive, well-arranged, and well-edited book of reference."
—X y. Tribune.

CHILDREN OF THE POOR. By Jacob
A. Bus. Illustrated. S<iuare 12mo, $2.50.
A comiianioii and supi>lement to Mr. Riis' 8 well-

known "Mow tlicOtherllalf Lives," and, like Ihatwork
the result of close jicrsonal observation of the social
condition of the ]>oor. It is illustrated from photo-
t;raphb by tlie author.

AFLOAT AND ASHORE ON THE
MEDITERRANEAN. By Lee Meri-
wether. Fully illustrated. 12mo, $1.50.
An unconventional journey by bicycle and sail-boat,

lull of novel episodes aud humorous incidents.

CHINA COLLECTING INAMERICA.
By ]Mrs. Alice Morse Earle. With 75 illus-

trations. Square 8vo, $3.00.
"This work, with its exceptionally fine illustrations,

its ]>retty oindimj, and good paper, will be as gratifying
to the eye as the text will be to the miud."-C/iicai7o Times.

DR. ,7. G. HOLLAND'STWO POEMS,
BITTER SWEET and KATHRIN A.
Cameo Edition. Each with an etched frontis-

{)iece.

lt-»nio, gilt top, $1.25; half calf, $2.75;
lalf levant, $3.50.

Tn this scries there have already appeared Mr.
^ililehell's "Reveries of a Bachelor" and "Orcam Life,"
Mr Calile's "Old Creole Days," and Mr. Page's

" In Ole
Virginia."
"Beautifullittle books."—Boston Traii.<>cript.

POEMS. By Mrs. Jullv C. E. Dorr. With
portrait. Complete edition. 12nio, $2.50.

''Distinguished by simplicity, 'sincerity of expres-
sion, and gracefulness."—Ilartjord Couran't.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, 743 & 745 Broadway, N.Y.
7



BOOKS
Recent and Forthcoming Publications

THE LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE
With a History of his Literary, Political and Religious

Career in America. France and England. By Moncure
Daniel Conwav, author of 'Omitted Chapters of History
Disclosed in tlie Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph,'
etc. To wliich is ailded a sketch of Paine bv William
Cobbett, hitherto unpublished. 2vols.,8vo, illustrated,

"Let us henrtilv thank Mr. Conway for this thor-

oughly excellent piece of work. . . . Scrupulously
honorable and chivalrously generous himself, he could
not see in silence the sellish frauds of others, and of
course he made enemies by their exposure. However
widely we mav diller from him in his dogmatic con-
clusions, it seems to us impossible to doubt that he was
a noble-hearted man. He was treated with a base In-

gratitude that nothing but religious intolerance could
explain, excepting, also, that even still the services oi
mind and pen seem far less valuable to the vulgar
crowd than gunpowder and steel. However, Paine'.s

Life is now for the first time before us. We congratulate
Mr. Conwav on the accomiilishnient of so laborious a
task, a work well done and welljwortli doing."—T/je

Churchinan.

HEROES OF THE NATIONS
Large 12mo, fully illustrated; each, cloth, $1.50; half

leather, gilt top, ^1.75.
Six volumes 2>iiblishcd, the latest issue being:

JULIUS CAESAR, AND THE FOUNDATION
OF THE ROMAN IMPERIAL SYSTEM

Bv W. Warde Fowler, M. A., Fellow of Lincoln College,
Oxford.

To be followed by

JOHN WYCLIF
Last of the Schoolmen and First of the English Re-

formers. By Lewis Sergeant.

NAPOLEON, WARRIOR AND RULER, AND
THE MILITARY SUPREMACY OF REVOLU-

TIONARY FRANCE
By W. O'Connor Morris.

STORY OF THE NATIONS
Large 12mo, fully illustrateil, each, cloth, ^IJiQ; half

leather, gilt top, |i. 7"). .

Thirly-thrce volumes have ihiisfar been issiifd, the latest .

issne being: f
THE STORY OF THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE
By C. W. C. Oman.

Next to appear:

THE STORY OF ANCIENT SICILY—rHCENI-
CL\N, (JKEKK AND KOMAX.
By E. A. Freeman.

THE STORY OF THE TUSCAN REPUBI,ICS
By Isabella bully.

THE INITIATES
By Baroness Taut|ihipus. 2vols.,]fimo, uniform with

the E.xnioor iCdiiiou of " Lorna Doone." f^.-iO.

INDIAN FAIRY TAI,ES
Collecti-(l andedited bv.Ioseph Jacobs, and illustrated

by .T. 1). Batten. iJtiio, f ].-',.

Mr. J hcoVj.s follows ni> his "Celtic Fairy Tale," of last
Tiristmas and Enulisli Fairy Tales of'tlie preceding
je, by a selection from the gorgeous fancy of the F'.ast.

JAPAN IN ART AND INDUSTRY
With a glance at Japanese Manners and Customs.

Transhiled fmin the French of Felix R(^!,'amey. By
May French Sheldon. 121110, fully illustrate<l, f l.V.'j.

*»* Descriptive Fall Ta'sIs, Xoles on New Jiools, Vol. IT,
No. II, pronpertuM of the Kii iekrrhnrher Nnggels, itcrocs and
Story of the Nolions Series sent on appliratioii.

G.P. PUTNBin'S SONS, NEW YORK HND LGHOON

9''^9QS'9?o

YEARLY, ONE DOLLAR
SIX M0NTHS,50 CENTS.
THREE MONTHS,25 CtS.

SINGLE COPIES, 10 CtS.

ISSUED MONTHLY
FULLY ILLUSTRATED,

OFFICES, No. 1267 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

i Going to Buy t

I A Dictionary? |

Fully Abreast of the Times

A Choice Gift.

A Grand Family Educator.
The Standard Authority.
Successor of the authentic "Una-

_ bridged." Ten years spent in revising, .

^ 100 editors employed, over $300,000 ,

^ expended.
^

SOLI) BY AI,L BOOKSELLERS.
Ill) not liuv loiniiils of obsoleto odItliMH.

Sc'iiil for tivo pimnililot (•ontalnill^! 8\ii'iliiuii ,

innesaiul I'll,! rAlM'K' l.AUS.

5 G. & C. MERRIAM CO., Publishers,*^
X Springfield, Mass., U. S. A. 4^'^

^8



BOOKS
TWO IMPORTANT

COLUMBUS BOOKS
Christopher Cohtnihus
And How he Received ami Imparted the

Spirit of Discovery, By .Ifsnv W'lssou,
editor of "Tlie Narrative and Critical His-

tory of America." Witii portraits and maps.
Fourth Edition. 8vo. $4.00.
"Dr. Win&or's work eiu)>0(1ies tlif hiti-st and ini»t

authorit-itive CKiiclusioiis on tliesut)ject wliich the best

Euri)peiin anil Aniericnn research amlseholarslui) have
readied."—Dr. \V. F. Poolk.

"The Colnmhus book of llu.s Columbian year.' —
Dit. .r. Max Uakk, Chancellor oj the Pennsylvania Chau-
tauiina.

The Discovery ofAmerica
With some account of Ancient America and
the Spanish conquest. l'>y Jous Fiskk.
With a steel portrait of Mr. Kiske, many
maps, facsimile.-!, etc. Sn'ciuh Thousand.
2 vols., crown Svo, gilt top, $4.00.
"Tlie book is not at all confined to an aooount of

the work of Cohunbus and hi.s successors, althony^li
tliat account is the most interesiing, and will
bo the most popular part of it. The work is full of
valnable information, much of which is fresh, and all
of which is freshly expressed, upon a theme of surpass-
ing charm and importance."— .V' w York Timts.

"In wealth of maps, diatrrams, e planatory notes,
references to authorities, tlioruugh literary eiiuipment
and cliarm of style, this book is worthy of the author's
great fame."— r/ic Critic, New York.

OTHER HISTORICAL BOOKS BY MR. FISKE

The American Revohition
"With plans of battles and a new Steel por-
trait of Wasliington. Fifth Edition. 2 vols.,
crown Svo, gilt top, !f4-00.

The CritienI Period of American
History, 1783-1789.

"With a colored map. Tenth Edition. Crown
Svo, gilt top, $2.00.

The War ofIndependence
In Riverside Library for Young
Maps. Fifth Edition, "ib cents.

People.

Thoreau's Writings
"Ilis power of ob-ervation seemed to indicate addi-

tional sen.-es. Ik' s.iw us with microscope, heard as
with ear-trntnpci; and hismctnorv wasa photOf,'raphi<'
register of all lie .saw ami heanl.— /?. H'. Emi.rxon.

Waldk.v; ou, Life i.\ tiu: Woods. $1.50.
A WlCKK ON TIIK COXCOUD .\XD MeRRIMAC

IvlVKRS. $1.60.

Kxcunsioxs i.\ Field and Foke.st. $1.50.
Cai-e Cod. $1.50.

TiiK Maixk Woods. .jl.dO.

Letters axd Poe.ms. $1.50.
A Yankee ix Canada. $1.50.
Early Sim{ix(; ix Massachusetts. From

Thoreau's J«jurnal. $1.5U.

Si;.M.MER. From Tlioreau's Journal. $1.50.

Winter. From Thoreau's Journal. $1.50.

Charles Dudley Warner
A ;,'<'MialexiM)iient of the best American thoiiKhi

"

— lAindon Kiaiii i if r

MV W'lXTER ox THE NiLE. 12mo, $2.00.

In THE Levaxt. 12mo, $2.00.

My Sl'm.mer IX a Garden. Illustrated. $l.o<l.

The Sa.me. Riverside Aldine Series. $1.00.

13.\cKLOG Studies. lllustrate<l. $1.25.

Sauxterixgs. 18mo, $1.00.

Baddeck AM) That Sort ok Thing. $1.00.

In the Wii.derxess. $1.00.

Being a Boy. Illustrated. $1.25.

Washington Irvixg. " American Men of

Letters." $1.25.

A ROCNDABOUT JoURXEY. 12m0, $1.50.

On Horsehack. A Tour in Virginia, North
Carolina ami Tennessee. With Notes of

Travel in Mexico and (California. $1.2r>.

Bradford Torrey
"One of the most charmingly natural of the writers

on open air subjects."— r/ic American, Philadelphia.

The Foot-Path Way. Delightful Open-air
Papers. $1.25.

A Rambler's Lease. Excellent Outdoor Es-

says. $1.25.

Birds in the Bush. $1.25.

Olive Thorne Miller
The Beg-innings of New England
Sixth Edition. Crown Svo, gilt top, $2.00.

Civil Government in the United
Sta tcs

With some reference to its origins. 12mo, $1

For sale hy all Booksellers. Sent, post-paid, on receipt of price, hy the Publishers

Bird Ways. $1.25.

Ix Nestixg Ti.me. $1.25.

Little Brothers of the Air. $1.25.

Three Delightful Books about Birds.

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN <Sc CO.



BOOKS

DELIGHTFUL READING FOR THE FAMILY
Men and Events of Forty Years. By JoslAH P..

Gri>."Nell. Svo, floth, |J.50.
The founder of Cirinnell and other Iowa towns, and

of Iowa CoUeurc, State Senator, and Member of Con-

gress, Mr. Grinnellis a rare example of llie best Amer-
ican life.

" A valuable book because of tlie side lights it casts

upon so wide a range of contemporary matters."—
Jievii'w of Jitviews.

"It will stand as » vivid panoramic portrayal of the

genesis of the West."—(Votcte» KiUc, Boston.

The Story of New Mexico. "
Story of the States "

Series. Bv Hokatio O. Ladd, A. M. Svo, fully illus-

trated, ?1.jO.
" Contains a vast amount of information wliieh can-

not 1)6 oljtained in any otiier work, and is as captivating
as instructive."— 7"/it Churchman, New York.

Massachusetts, New York, Ohio, Vermont, Wisconsin,
Louisiana, and Kentucky, also ready.

Five T.ittle Peppers Grown Up. Third volume in

the famous "
I'eppers

"
series. Sequel to " Five Little

Peppers Midway." By Margaret Sidney, 12mo,
illustrated, ?1. 50.

"
.Margaret Sidnev divides with Louisa M. Alcott and

Mrs. Burnett tile honors of having depicted the most
charming child-life with which modern literature is

acquainted."—Golden Rule.

Jack Brereton's Throe 3Ionths' Service. By Mrs.
Maria McIntosii (ox, 12mo, illustrated, $1.25.
" We have seldom seen so unafVected, natural, and

truly realistic a story. It will fascinate readers of every
a.s;e,"and be as popuhir at the South as at the North."—
CharleKtem, (>'. ('.) AVw.s and Courier.

:

" A complete view of the domestic side of the war."—
Somerville, (^Ma-is.,) Journal.

l>oivn in Dixie. Bv Stanton P. Ai.lkn. Fullv illus-
trated, (iuarto, cloth, ?2.2.').

One of the brightest, most realistic and vivid accounts
of tlie daily life of our soldier Vioys that has yet been
written. It gives the details of life in a cavalry rcp'i-

ment from Bull Run to Aiii>omatto.\, and is full of fire,

fun, xiathos and patriotism.

The Golden West. By Maroaret Sidney. Fully
illustrated. Quarto, cloth, ?2.25; boards, JI. 75.

The felicitous style of this favorite writer was never
more delightfully shown than in this record <if a family
trip from Boston to Monterey. It takes in all the prin-
cipal cities, lingering at San Francisco and jiointsin
Soutlieru California.

"The text is sprightly, entertaining and instructive.
and the illustrations admirably enhance the interest."
—Journal oj Education, Boston."

Gulf and Glacier. The Percivals in Alaska. By
Wilms Boyd Allen, autlior of "The Pine Cone
Series," etc. 12mo, illustrated, $1.00

Alaska is the objective jioint, and the journey bv the
Canadian Pacific. The country described is" full of
novel interest, and the incidents very enjoyable. A
notable adventure is the capture of a "

SilverTip."
Far AVest Sket<-lies. Bv Jessie Benton Fremont,
r2mo, illustrated, $1.00.

Mrs. Fremont's history, like her husband's, is in large
part a history of the Pacific Coast. Her sketches of
frontier lil'e include a Christmas l)ay in ('alifornia,

camp life tliere, a frontier ball, a story of tlie great
trees, an encounter with a grizzly, and other character-
istic features.
" Bright and sparkling, showing keen appreciation of

tliat wonderland, California."—San Francisco Chronicle.

D.

At the Bookstores, or sent Postpaid by

LOTHROP GO. Publishers, Boston
SEND FOR NE"W CATAI^OGUE FREE

Mass.

r. fSMdT><fh».T*rfMTw-«*lVf>»'''-<lh<ft'»-w^lT>^^^

OVER 1200 PAGES

OF DELIGHT
:yl^jp!S!^!j^!!!Mi^!^^!^!!4^ii^y^^*iy^^l''''*i^^ AwaKe

IN IB93

Py^<hi-*<<NfTNw-d?>ifi»wT<^M>t<w<<tT>fTh>^^ ^,*;

A XMAS GIFT

EVERY MONTH

Will be bigger, lirigliter, and better than ever. Among countless other attractive features
there will be

F='0\JR GRE7=CT SERIT^L- STORISS
By William O. Stoddard. .\ story of Y'oung America.GUEKT TEX



BOOKS

T^?CENTURY
ILLUSTRATED

ONTHLY^
i^CAGAZIN'E

^•^i'.v^ .^
^

mMMm
The CE/4TURY
/Magazine . .

.TO'CliNTURrCO 1 JUIOMKQI W

Witli the November number "Tiiio Ckxtukv Mac.azini-:
"
begins a ne\v

volume. The old serials are brought to an end iu the October number, and

November starts out bright and fresh with a strong table of contents

and an attractive program for the coming year.

Sweet Bells Out of Tune
A novel of Xfw York Sdricty, by ^Iks. Buutox IlARfiisoN-,

author of
" Tlie Aajrloinaniacs," Wirins in NovcmhIxt, and

promises to he one of the most inttnvstin<^ serials of tlie

year.
" Sweet Bells

" are wedding hells, of cQurse, and the
iirs. instalment carri.'S the reader well into the story, open-
ing with a descrij>tion of a faslnonable New York wedding,
tlie honeymoon and the tirst quarrel that for u moment sets

tlie
" Sweet B(>lls

"
jangling. The story will be illustrated

l)y Charles Dana Gibson, who is unsurpassed as a depieter
o\

'
soci(>ty."

In the same nnnd)er is begun one of the most interesting
series of personal letters ever given to the public.

Tbe Correspondence of Two Brothers
The writers being the late General, Shermax and his

brother, Senator Sherman. Twoother serial articles, "The
Bible and INIodern Criticism "

an<l "To Gipsyland" also

Date," by T. Snffern Tailer; "Reminiscences of Brook-

Farm," by a member of thecommunity ; "Tlio Autobiog-
raphy of an Editor," bv Bill Nve; "An Old-fashioned
ThankP2;ivint:, bv TIezekiah Butterworth ; two other com-
plete storles'bv Brander jNlatthews and Oitave Thanet, and

" HE IS WAITING FOR ME."
other c(Mitributionsl>yJa.nes Lowell Russell T. B. Aldrich, p^^ ..^^^^, ^^^ q^^^^ t^^,, ^ „^,,; ^y
Jdydward Kggleston.Rudyard Kiphng, .Tames \\ lutcombRdey, Ne-v York s,\rirfy. fiy •'^'J- ^urt^" n.^'Hscn,

Maurice Thompson, the French Composer Massenet, etc." i>esinni>tgintheNove»ibtriZ2.ii-z\:K\y\.\<^.<ii^e^

T\\o Do/omKof ton^iwM Will be ft tliorouErh-goin? Christnifts number, full of Christmas Stories. Christ-
i 1;C vK\K\\)vK\ \\\]\\X\y mas Poems, cto., and with many fuH pape and smaller illustrations—three
serials will begin in this number: "Benelits Forgot," a posthumous novel by Wolcott Balestier; "Leaves from
the AutobioRraiihy of Toniasso Salvini," by the famous Italian Tragedian; and '-Baleony Stories," a series of

Louisiana Sketches by Graee Kiiiir, one of the most artistic of our American story writers.
Tlie forewina; is only a small Vart of "The Centurv's" attractions for the coming year, other important

features will niipoar in Liter numbers, and the new voliime will o lual in all respects the hiKh standard tnat the
Masrazine has always nuiintaiiied. Remember* that tlio November number bcsilns the volume. Subscriptions
(14.00 a year) are reeeived hy news dealers, booksellers, postiiiHsters and by the publishers.

THE CENTURY CO., 2^2^ East 17th 5t., New York
u



EXPLANATORY
HE P:XTRA(3I{I)INARY heat of tliis summer is due

to the laudable purpose of uature to persuade the

world of tlie merits of The Review oe Reviews. It has been too

hot for severe instructive reading, and as the average Ameri-

can cannot afford to lose touch with affairs during two or

three summer months, the "hot weather magazine" has come

as a blessing to instruct without wearying. But this peri-

odical is good for any and all seasons. Its character sketches

are not only admiral)le Imt alwavs timolv, and its review of

current events never degenerates into a dull statement of

bare facts. There is a vivacity in the department called the

^ "
Progress of the World "

that is found in no other orderly

and comprehensive record of general events. Its illustrations

cover fields of immediate interest. One of tlu^ most valu-

able tilings about this
"
busy man's magazine

'"

is its service

J^ as a guide. It does more than serve as display headlines for

\Kj the magazine articles of all th<> world, for it makes iudicious

vX^ selections and intelligent review of articles on subjects that

%yS the ordinary reader avouM never take an interest in but for
^o^

' ...A^ th<'
'
|)ointer" he gets from this review. ^Sometimes an edu-

A% cation may follow the suggestive notes of this magazine. It

^^ is a useful puldic institution."—Editorial in Jlihvaukec

^0> Sen It lid of August lo.

Z^^ Price 2.S Cents

Jv^ Vearl> , $2.50

to.

}^ Trial Subscription, 5 Months, $1.00

i The Review of [Reviews
1,! ASTOR PLACE, NEW YORK



BOOKS
A New Book by the Editor of

"THE CAT^IFORNIA-N"

CHARLES DARWIN
HIS LIFE AND WORK

By Charles Frederick Holder, LL.D.

AUTHOR OF

"LmNG LIGHTS," " MARVELS OK ANIMAL LII"F.,"

"THE IVORY KING," "A STRANGE COMPANY,"
" ELEMENTS OP ZOOLOGY," " A FROZEN

DRAGON" ETC., ETC.

PRESS NOTICES

"The lesson of the life and work of the late Charles

Darwin, as related bv Cliarles Frederick Holder, is so

wholesome that parents will do well to brinff it to the

attention of their children. The story is related in a

very readable stvle and serves as an admirable por-
trait of one of the gentlest and best of men."—/%;7a-
delphia Press.

'' To the younpr, yet uninstructed in any phase of

the snbiect, a book like this is peculiarly admirable."
—Brooklyn, N. V. Times.
" Mr. Holder has woven the incidents of his (Dar-

win's) life into a fresh and vigorous narative that will

be none the less interesting to older readers because
it is also addressed to the youug."—Courier Journal,
Louisville, K)'.
"... IMr. Holder's volume is calculated to meet a

definite need and it should prove welcome, especially
to the young. . . . "—Nezv York Tribune.
" The author has the rare art of making interesting

any subject which he touches. Hence, with so rich a
theme as this he has produced a story that is very
readable.—^an Francisco Chronicle.
" Charles Lamb has somewhere said that men

should be modest for their friends as well as for them-
selves. It is this vicarious modesty which makes the
charm of Holder's life of Darwin. It is as modest as
Darwin would have liked to have it modest. It shows
not onlv appreciation of his strength, but a kinship
with him in its unostentation. Its eulogy is unin-
tentional and unobtrusive."—New York Commercial
Advertiser.

" The volume is exceedingly interesting in style and
matter, and from the pen of one amplj' competent to

make it so."—Boston Transcript.
"The book fills a valuable place in literature."—

Pasadena Star.
"This life of Darwin vnW be hailed with delight.

. . . The work throughout is excellent. "—/o»/r«a/o/
Pedagogv." Mr. Holder possesses the art of making what
would be a dry book in other hands than his, enter-

taining as well as instructive."—Literary .Xe:us.

"jMr. Holder has rendered great ser\-ice to younger
readers thisbv volume . . . has done his work well
. . . one of the best volumes of the series."—Herald,
Boston.
"A fine contribution to the literature which has

grown up about the name of the f.imous scientist."—
Jiocliester Herald, April 20.

/^^
OLUMBIAN EDITION^

T"^UNITED

6 ^ STATES
A HISTORY.

By JOHN CLARK RIDPATH, LL.D.

AUTHOR OF

"History of the World."

With over 800 Pages and 300 illustrations.

Including Maps, Plans, Charts, together with Por-

traits of Presidents, Flags of all Nations, and Seals

of the Slates in colors, covering period 1492-1891.

CIRCULARS FREE.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

COMMISSIONS LARGE.

One Volume, Kvo, Cloth,

$3-75-

TllE UNITED STATES fllSTORY CO.

CHAS. E. BROWN,
Room 425, Exchange Building,

pnc-roN.

WM. B. PERKINS,
Clinton Hall, Astor Plac6

NF V YORK.

IM PRESS

LOUIS AQASSIZ: His Life and Work

BY THE SAME AUTHOR

G. P. Pu'^N^^/I's Sok«
l#OMDOM A.MO MEJNV YORK!

NEW PUBLICATIONS

Poseidon's Paradise
A romance of the Lost Atlantis, by
Et.TZAKi.TH G. BiRKMAiEK. Paper,
Prire, Fifty Cents.

The Life of Mark Twain
Now in it^* lilth eilition. 220 pages,

Paper, Price, Fifty Cents; Cloth,
75 Cents.

The Crimson Curse
Bv Key. Tiiom.\s Chalmers E.vstox.

200 Pages, Paper. Fifty Cents.

(In Press.)

For Sale by all Book Dealers

Agents "Wanted Every-where

THE CLEMENS PUBLISHING GO,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

13 V.O Box 2329, or 4- 1 5 A^ontgorp«ry 5t-



BOOKS

Our Limited Special Offer Free Books

We will Send to any Address in the United States Free of Charg-e

Charles Dickens' romjjlete and unabridged •works in liftmen (1-"); handsome volumes, finely

illustrated, or Sir Walter Scott's Waverly novels, twenty-live (26) complete works, in twelve (12)

handsome volumes with full-page illustrations, or George Eliot's complete works, latest edition,

complete and unabridged in six (6) large twelve (12) mo. volumes, the author's portrait and

autograph on each book, or the Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus by Washington

Irving, last and only complete edition, embossed from beautiful designs in ink and gold.

Youx choice of these four great standard AA'orks, will be sent for the next ninety days

FREE OF CHARGE
TO INTRODUCE

T/je Home-Maker Magazine
To new readers. To every person sending $2.00 for The Home-Maker Magazine, one year,

and adding 75 cents for shipping expenses on the books, total .12.75, by Bank Draft, P. O.

or Express Money Order, we will immediately send either of the above sets, and prepay the

delivery charges to your town. Remeinl)er the cost to you for the books delivered at your town,

including the high-class Home-Maker Magazine for one year is all told, $2.75.

EXTRA INDUCEMENT!
Thousands of Prizes to Persons who Answer this Advertisement

Every person ordering the Home-Maker Magazine, and one of the sets of books, offered

above, Avill get in addition a chance to \vin one of the following prizes:

The first 1,000 persons answering this advertisement, and ordering the magazine and one of

the sets of books offered for $2.75 will get in addition one copy each of the splendid cloth bound

}>ook,
" One-Hundred Lessons in Business." The regular ])rice of the book is $1.00, and J. J.

Atwell, U. S. Dept. Agriculture, AVashington, says: "As an evidence of my appreciation, 1

send $5.00 for which send five more copies."
Tlie second 1,000 persons who answer tliis advertisement, will each receive his or her choice

of the The New York Weekly Sun (Democratic), one year, or The York New Semi-

Weekly Advertiser (Republican), for one year.

The third 1,000 persons answering the advertisement as above, will each receive fifty (50)

famous novels by the celebrated authors, not trash, in fifty diffirent books in pamphlet form.

The fourth 1 ,000 answering the advertisement, will each receive a copy of "The I/Cather

Stocking Tales," I)y J. Fenimore Cooper, handsomely illustrated, edition containing the five

great works, "The Deerslayer," "The Pathfinder," "TheLastof theMohicans,";"The Pioneers,"

"The Prairie," in one volume.

Everybody says it is the biggest offer ever heard of, and can't see how we do it. You will

say the same when you see the books and magazine.

The Ho)ue-0\4aker [Magaiiue Cheap in Trice Only
The Home-Maker Magazine is the only high-class magazine in America at $2.00 per

year, 2Uc a munber. liood for the whole family. It satisfies the active intelligence of women.
It is, "Gail Ilaiiiilton

"
says "the best union of the practicable with the intellectual of all

magazines." The Home-Maker is the ordinary magazine size, and contains each month
nearly 100

pages.
Its Dei>artiiients are. Literary, Home, Art, Household, Fashions, Topics of

the Time, (jorrespondence and (Queries, et^*. Address,

THE HOME-MAKER COMPANY
No. 36 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK^
14
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PHYSIOGNOMY

<^f^y;\\
"Physiognohy Illustrated n

Tliiswork, ndinittrd (ill ovor the world to be the most comprehensive and most rnluable scheme of physiog-
iKniiy ever i>emie(l, is imw jiri'seiited in its tentli eilitidii, after eiirefiil revisal, uniemlment ami enlarKciiieiit.
In its latest form it extends to Oil oetavo ]iiif.'es, ciinliiinint; many hundred of charaeter sii;ns, which are made
l)lnin to tlic most ordinary reader, and furtlier illustrated by upwards of '.VM) ai)i>ro[)riate onfjravinKS. The
system is the aullior'sowri entirely; the orif,'inality of it is no less strikinj; than its lueulity and the convincing
eharaeterof tlie eauses and deductions laid down. LoRicnlly, nnatoniieally and graphicHlly, it Is here sliowii
that varying tyiies of faces, heads, eyes, noses, cars, hands, necks, etc., are simply so many distinctive repre-
sentatives of traits and disposilious, readily identilied, anil inftillitde when testeil according to the plain rules,
uiven. Till now there has never been any thorouplily scienlilic exposition of physio'-noniy; Dk. J. Simms
lias supplied the want, and his world-renowiied rei)Utation, as the foremost expositor of all a;,'eR, has been tri-

iiinpliantly, if arduously, earned. His achievement is so far in advance that it has no second. The original
\vt)rk, miK'h less elaborate than now, was sold at live dollars a copy ; the sellin? mark of the new an<l perfected
edition lias been )iitclied low enouu'li to be witliin the means of almost everybody. .V remittance of two dollars
lo the MfitKAY lIii.L I'UHi.isiiiNd COMPANY, IJ'J East lisrii Sr., Nkw Yokk", wilt procure a copy, delivered free

auyu here within North America.

PRESS TESTinONIALS.
Is eminently qualified.— Tfte Sun, New York.
A decided success.— Tlir Tinirf!, London, l-jiglnnd.

Very attractive.— TIti' MVicoV;/ Ma<in:iiii', I'.oston.

lliKiily instructive tliroughout.— /)ai7i/ Tinus, N. Y.
Instructive and highly interesting.—Daily Union,

Sacramento, Cal.
He works for the good of mankind—Daily Register,

New Haven, Conn.
Highly instructive.— T/ie Jiaptist (religious paper),

I.oiKlon^ Kng.
Seientilic. * * Awakened great Interest.—//arpcr's

Waklij, New York.
Dr. .1. Simms, tlie ablest i>ractical physiognomist.—

The Times, Chicago.
Dr. Simms is a profound and skillful Physiognomist.— The Tribune, ClucaKo.
Dr. J. Simms. the renowned Physiognomist.—Evening

Bulb tin, San l'"rancisco.

Handles the sul>ji'et he treats of in a masterly
niiinner.— Chronicle, Ingersoll, Canada.
The system is new ami it takes like liot cakes.—

D(i i 1 1/ Evening Traveler, Boston.
Tlie wisest genius in Physiognomic science is Dr.

Simms.— T/k' Kvuiing iWics-, Philadelphia. Pa.
Dr. J. Siiiiiiis, the most famous Physio«:uomist of the

nineteenth century.—/«^r-"'''n/i, Chicago.
Full of curious facts and observations, and copiously

illustrated.— T/x' Citij Press, London, Kntr.
Will go farther to "establish the truth of physiognomy

than anyUnuiX e[sv -The Seotymo n , ICdinburtih, Scotland.
There" is in the book uiuiueslionahly much of origi-

nal and curious, observation.—£dt«6K)(//i Conrant,
Scotland.

Dr. Simms bears the reimtation of being the ahlest

living reader of the human face.—Daili/ Jleralil, Los

Angeles, Cal.
\Vill amuse, instruct and enlighten the mind, and

purify the afTeetions.- TAc A'ocfc (religions paper),
Loudon, Kng.
The author is a true Physiognomist, and is known

as one of the most interesting.—/fdmaii JVcUarf, Lon-

don, Eng.
Dr. J. Simms, is an educated scientific man, and

knows how to handle his subjects.—DaiVy Examiner,
Ban Praneisco.

He presents a new and complete analysis and classi-

fication of the powers of the htimau mind—Ptiblic

Opinion, London, Eng.

lie is the most able and the most popular exponent of

ydiysiognomv among living men.—Monetary and J/ihih;/

Uazelte, Loixlon, Eng.
His analysis of cliaracter is thoronerh, acute and tin'

work of a "master in the line of thought it develops.—
TIte Herald, Hobart, Tasmania.
Dr. .1. Simms is undoubtedly the most eminent livinir

Pliysiognomist, very learned,"in irenious and humorous.
—Observer, .\uckland, New Zealand.

Dr. J. Simms, the best and most learned Physiog-
nomist In the world. Such men are ever useful.—
I'onii roi/s Advance Thought, N. Y'., May, ls91.

Dr. Joseph Simms, "the renowned Physiognomist
and author. * * * The best living e.<poneut.—
Jlall's Journal of Health. New York, October, ls<n.

It cannot be denied that the subject isof importance.
Tlie work contains evidence of shrewd observatiou on
the part of the author. The Lancet, London, Eng.

Dr. Simms is known as a most skilled practical
Phvsiognomist, and the experience of such a man
unifolded in the book will be appreciated.—Pictonui
H'orW, London, ICng.
Not only is the basis from which the writer starts

the true one; he deals wisely with his subject. The
book is a thoroughly good oun.— The Evening Sews,
Kdinl)nr<.rh, Scotland."

Dr. Joseph Simms rai.^ed physiognomy to the rank
of a science when he publishe"d his system, original
and practical, embracing the entire man.—Dr. FovU's
llmllh Monthly. Ni'w York.

lo all tliose who wish to study and understand the
human nature which passes before them daily, we
can, with all contidence, recommend Dr. Simms*
volume.— .VorfA British Daily Mail. Glasgow, Scotland.

Dr. Simms is a keen observer ami an original
thinker, and in private life he is esteeme<l for his

genial and gentfemanly manners, and his high moral
character.—Fra»/t Leslie's Ilhustratcd ycwspaper, New
York, September 1-1, 1S7S.

It is a subject on which society needs much teaching,
and none is better able to impart that teaching than
Dr. Simms, or to convey it in a manner more agreeable
and attractive.—iYort/ur"rnaHdi'a*(<,r»£j:aHii/»^r, Loudon,
Kniiland.
Tlie ablest book we know on physiognomy is that by

Dr. Simms, the greatest living reader of human faces.

His work is sehdlarlv, logical, incisive and profound,
and should be read by everyone.—r/i^£tH:n««j7 Telegram,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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. BOOKS
THE POPULAR CHORD!

Tbe Ciiliforpiiii}

Illustrated f\isu\\)t
ITS SUBSCRIPTION LIST INCREASES AT THE RATE O F ONE THOUSAND A IVIONTH

PO you WANT TO KMOW <^ ^

About the Charms and Health of California Climate ?

About the Beauty and Grandeur of California Scenery ?

About the Flowers, Fruits, Crops of California Soil?

About the Magic Power upon the Land of California

Water ?

About the Vigor, Growth, Progress of California Life?

About the Freshness, Breadth, Strength of California

Literature ?

Then Subscribe for The Californian Illustrated Magazine

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR r'lki^x,o)

TO SUBKRIBERS!-
Knowing tlie value of this splendid Magazine, will you

help us increase its influence, and earn for yourselves one of our

Premiums to be given away for the holidays? Send for our

Prcniium List.

TO THE PUBLIC GENERALLY!!
If you desire to have this Magazine, and to make some-

thing for the holidays, by a very little exertion among your

friends, Sfiiil for our Nt-w Prfmium List.

TO THE 61RLS AND BOYS!!!
Jf you want something for the holidays, a doll, a bicycle,

or a California curio, etc., a little earnest effort will get it.

vSend for our New Premium List.

jge^Agents wanted in every part of the United States, address the

CALIFORNIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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BOOKS

The Californian
ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE

THE POPULAR MAGAZINE OF THE WEST

Why i? it Populzvr ?

BKCAUSK it is u Home ]Ma<.'azine BECAUSK its ConUnits are Attractive

JiECAUSK it ia also CV)sm()]).ilitaii BECAUSE its Illustrations are Beautiful

and a Hundred other Keasons

To ALL YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS we present a splendid sketdi book of California

Scenery, etc., and one ))eautiful picture, l(jx20 to be selected from the

following popular subjects:

HERO AND LEANDER
;
AN OLD CALIFORNIA MISSION, AND SENTINEL ROCK, YOSEMITE

ALSO

To those of our patrons whose subscriptions expire with this nvmher who xvill renewfor one

year, from January, ^93, we will send November and December numbers of this

year FREE. Our Christmas Number will he greatly enlanjed, the

cover specially designed and printed in colors yr?7/ uuikr a

Beautiful Souvenir

We are also in combination with other Popular Publications and will send in addition

to above premiums

J\)€ Califoroiao IllCiStrated HagaziOQ vf
DOMESTIC MONTHLY, N. Y., fop

THE GOLDEN RULE (Christian Endeavour) . . - -

THE LADIES* HOME JOURNAL (new subscriptions only) -

/ «» << " ^ .

(
" •• '*

S -

THE DELINEATOR
THE YOUTHS' COMPANION
GODEY'S LADIES' BOOK

$3 50

3 50
3 50

3 50
4 00
5 00

LOOK! ^* some of the subjects in our Grand Xmas Number

ON SHELLY - - - By Orace Ellcry Charming
XMAS AT SAN LUIS REY - - By Auguste Wey
NAPOLEON - . - By Dr. P. C. Rcmondino
CHRISTMAS WILD FLO^YERS

THE CHRISTMAS BIG HORN - By CoUii P. Jamea

RICH MEN OF CALIFORNIA - - By O. H. Pitch

AN ISLE OF SUMMER - - By Chas. F. Holder

• By Miss Ilerrick I A SPANISH AMERICAN CHRISTMAS
I By Don Arturo Bandini

Send for our NEW PREMIUM LIST^^.^^.

THE CALIFORNIAN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE Three Dollars a Year Postage Prepaid

FIFTY CENTS ADDITIONAL FOU FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS

Californian Publishing Company
Academy of Sciences Building SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
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San Francisco, Oct. t, 1892.

OUR
vSOCIETY BLUE BOOK for 1S92, 1893, now being compiled by prominent Society

leaders, will be in style, tiiiish and make up similar to the one brought out by me last

year, with new features, including an arrangement numerically by streets following the
custom of the larger cities in the Eastern states. No })ains or expense will be spared to make this

an elaborate issue in high art printing, artistic binding (not tied with cords), gilt edged and
The Name of Kach Advance Subscriber Stamped in Gold on Front Cover.

It will contain the list of names of leading society people in San Francisco, and all the prom-
inent cities and towns in this State. A recognized authority among Society people.

Thanking our patrons for their appreciation and generous patronage last season, we shall

'.abor diligently to receive their approval and support this year.******
Having recently purchased all rights to a rival Blue Book for a term of five years, and with

the consolidation, it will give our Society Blue Book, a permanent and powerful influence.

CHARLES
C. IIOAG, the originator ami proprietor of the series of Blue Books that have

a])peared annually in this city since 1887, begstoinform the public that " Our Society Blue
Book" of 1892-93 will be superior to any ever issued in Eastern cities and foreign capitals.

It will be kept on file exclusively at all the clubs, fashionable hotels, theatres, summer resorts,
etc., and will Vje the only Blue Book recognized by the booksellers. The arrangement of names
will be al])habetically and numerically, by streets similar to the Chicago, New York and Phila-

del])hia Blue Books.

^'aSf" Por sale exclusively at the IJ. .S. Crocker Ca.'s and all first-class book stores (^excepting
Ilaiufu/T.s.)

Harbourne Stationery Co., 5 Montg'y St., S. T.
Wm. Doxey, 631 Market St., S. F.

Johnson & Emigh, 10 Post St., S. F.

John Philan, 211 Sutter St., S. F.

Dodge Brothers, 225 Post St., S. F.
Pierson Brothers, 225 Kearny St., S. F.

Tauzy & Co., 6 Post St., S. F.

R. C. Wilbur, Palace Hotel News Stand, S. F.
C. Beach, 107 Montgomery St., S. F.
The S. Carson Co., 208 Post St., S. F.

J. K. Cooper, 746 Market St., S. F.
A. M. Robertson, 126 Post St., S. F.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS CO. FOR THE INTERIOR TOWNS
Grand Hotel News Stand
Occidental Hotel News Stand
California Hotel News Stand
Hotel Pleasanton News Stand
Baldwin Hotel News Stand
Charles Foster, Oakland Ferry News Stand

Very Respectfully,

CHAS. C.

175-176 CrocKer Buil<Jing, 5.F.
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Miscellaneous
mm

T TheLibrary of AmericanLiieraiure m^/}
It vrUi. pay you to find out by writing to C I. WEBSTBE & CO., 3 E, lith. ST.. NEW YOKK.

RUNS SOLID

TRAINS FROM
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELANL

and BUFFALO

NEW YORK

PULLMAN
SERVICE BOTH
SLEEPING AND
DINING CARS

VESTIBULE
LIMITEDTRAINS
NO EXTRA FARL

THRO PULLMAN
SLEEPERS TO
BOSTON FROM
CHICAGO
(BOTH PALACE
AND TOURIST
CARS)

F. W. BUSKIRK Ass't Gen'l Pass. AK't

cmc^oo

320 JflH^o/^^ ^t

GF^V^If^kad^TjPlBUSHlMtHT
oH Trig ?flQfK (g^St

FOK ALL

Rrle HRi¥ -Tortus oui^nm^

fiii\?Ki'AtrtSiifoi)iit'lG#rt6')^5trrii5FlJBii(ATioil.

J

THE TRAVELERS' BUREAUS
Of the News Series: Herkimer, N. Y. office will send trustworthy

Information about summer and winter resorts without charge

ly





COMHBI/IN SERIES

The Californian
ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE

Will be present at the

World's Columbian Exposition

. . . . A Special Series of numbers

to be known as the

Californian's Columbian Series

. . . . will be issued by us . . . .

Every number of this magnificent series will be

a model of typograpliic art and will contain

scores of pages devoted purely to

The Advancement of the

Pacific Coast ....
A Total Edition of not less than . . .

150,000
. . . . will be published and distributed

A complete prospectus of tiie Californian's Col-

umbian Series will be furnisiied on application.

Address tlie

CALIFORNIAN PUBLISHING CO.

5an Francisco, Cal

"m"

k
.t
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Miscellaneous
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Geo. H. Fuller Desk Co.
MANUFACTURERS

"'"'•
aT/SoE™"'" FURNITURE

638-640 Mission St., San Francisco

^W0SSLE/?-5

'mm
.MOVi^

BOERICKE&RUNYON
k Aj SAN FRANCISCO, r^*^ ^

SPENCERIAN
STEEL PENS
ARE THE

EXPERT WRITERS

ACCOUN-

TiNTS

CORRES-

PONDENTS

RAPID

WRIIING

ENGROSSING

Sold by STATIONERS EVEfrvwHERE.

Samples FREE on receipt of return postage, i cents

SPENCERIAN PEN CC'S
BROADWAY,
EW YORK.

The Highest Honors
AWAKDKD A-

)IlECHfl(IICS' IpOSTfilHL EXPOSITION, 1831

THE
GOLD

Grevpd ^Hv^r A\cclal
^Ve manufacture three diflerent kinds of

FAMILY
SEWING

MACHINES
And one huniln><l and oishtocn different kinds of

inanufftpturinfj niacliiiies. anil can suit the (rfcas and
luste oi any one wishing a perfect Sowing Machine.

22

THE SINGER
MANUFACTURING CO.

22 POST STREET, S. F.



RIVERSIDE
A. Keitii, President J. A. Brenneman, Vice-President O. T. Dyer, Manager

E. C. Dyku, Cashier J. TT. f Iooduite, Asst. Cashier

Riverside Banking Company
Authorized Capital,

Capital Paid in,

$ 1 ,000,000

3 ) 0,000

COMMERCIAL BANKING
In all its Branches. Foreign Drafts Issued on all the Principal Cities in Europe.

FIRST-CLASS SECURITIES

Bought and sold. Time Loans Negotiated nn Rt-al Estate Securities.

THE COMPANY ACTS AS

Executor, Trustee, Adiiiiiiistralor, ^ytssiiiiiee diui o/Jo-ciii

FOR.

National Park Bank
Pacific Raiik

Corporatious, Estates tiihl Individuals

OORRESF=OlS DENTS
New York Merchants National Bank

San Francisco First National Bank
Chicago

I.I)-; Aii^-"lrs

"Re-
p. O. BOX, 1 063

EADMAN
Portrait and Landscape Ptiotograplier

WEST SIDE OF MAIN STREET, NEAR SEVENTH, RIVERSIDE, CAL

One dozen views of Riverside, (assorted) sent postpaid to nuy suMre-fs upon receipt of ^00

T*. O. Ro>z IO60 Ki\-c^r;^i<:lc-, California

F. H. McHILLEN
Portrait and Landscape Photographer

Views of Southern ("aliforuia, and tlie celobrtitod M.vcNOi.i.v .Vvenue, Hivkhside, always for sale from
25 cents (or 1/-) upwards, postage e \tra.

MtMILLEN'S ART STUDIO, RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORN'IA

M. THE ROWELL K^
First-Class Hotel, .M^>Jerate Prices, Central Location

E. J. DAVIS, Proprietor W. W. WILSON, Manager



Miscellaneous

In regard to Wedding Presents—a popular belief is, that in Solid Silver they are necessarily
very costly. In years gone by this was true, and gifts could only be indulged in by the
richer classes. Now the number of articles to be found at comparatively small prices would
make a long list. The same attention is given to the finish and style of these as to the most
expensive Tea Service.

The smaller presents include many table pieces, articles for the toilet and other small trinkets

QORHAM M'PQ CO., Silversmiths
BROADWAY AND 19th STREET, NEW YORK.

These zvarcs are represented in the stocks of all the better class f je-vclers

A FAMILIAR FACE

t^^^TTET^pJ^^^A

ofIheKEwV R K
Ccn^stoWUiJ'

^%eS*lionalprotectiona^aite'''"^
*^eaillicsignaiure.

7, -•YORK CONDENSE

Is the face of this can of the old

reliable

GmLBOHDENmLreiHHD
Condensed Milk. For 30 years
the leading brand of condensed milk

in America. Used for general cook-

ing purposes. It's the best made.

Your Grocer and Druggist sell it.

It's econuiny the "Eaele" brand rather than other milk.

^^T^^PV W » V *' V 1^ 1 -.^^.^^^
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The Californian.
Vol. II. NOVKMBKR, 1S92. No.

• PAGAN TEMPLES IN SAN FRANCISCO.

1?V I'Kl'DKKIC J. -MASTKRS, D. D.

ONG ages ago, when our
forefathers were ignorant
idolaters whose altars

flowed with the hhjod of

human sacrifices, there is

every reason to l^elieve

that the Chinese were a

monotheistic people, who,

according to their light and knowledge,

w(M-slii])ped the Supreme Ruler, specu-
lated u])on his being and attributes,

and framed a system of theology which,

notwithstanding its crudeness and
admixture of error, astonishes any-
one who believes that in the dark

ages of the world the Creator revealed

himself to no people but the Hebrews.
The histor\- of their religious deg-
radation has yet to be written.

It was with them as with nations of

clearer light.
"
Professing themselves

to be wise they became fools and

changed the glory of the incorruptible
God into an image." The I<Imperor

Hung Wu, of the Ming dynasty,
actually issued an edict ])rohibiting all

prayer to heaven, except his own, as

the height of presumption. Their
Confucian teachers also taught that

the Most High was too exalted for

ordinary mortals to approach and
that the service of heaven could only
be acceptabl\- olTered by their Mel-
chisedek Sovereign, "the Son of

Heaven,
'

"who is responsible to Heaven
for his people's welfare and offers

prayer and .sacrifice on their behalf.

Vol. 11-47 7

It can hardly l)e wf)ndered at that
when Ikiddhism was introduced into

China at the beginning of the Christian

era, this religions peoj^le should turn
to images of foreign Hodhisatvas or
lieroes of national fame, that they
were taught to believe were potent for

good or ill, according as the\- were

propitiated or neglected. The monks
from the banks of the Ganges changed
the whole character of Chinese religion.
The so-called "Light (^f Asia

"
has

made them a naticMi of idolaters.

Amidst much that is grotesque, de-

grading and sinful about Chinese idol-

atrous rites, two negative features

place their temples on a higher level

than tho.se of any other heathen land.

There has been no instance of human
sacrifice and no deification of vice. No
human \ictim was ever inunolated on a

Chinese altar. The cruel rites prac-
ticed by the ancient Rritons, Aztecs
and ICgyptians would horrifx- the

humane monks of Sakyanuuii with
vSutras in their hands that teach the

preservation of all animal life. Xo
Chinese religious .sect has ever coini-

tenanced in their temple rites the

least taint of such licentious orgies as

were fouiul in the hieroduli dance to

Aphrodite Pandemos or the obscene
rites of the Durga-puja. TheChine.se

pantheon, to its credit be it said, has
never contained a Venus, Lakshmi.

Mylitta, or an A.shtoreth. Xo nautch

girls as in India, or courtezans as iu
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ancient Greece, ever found cmplo>'-
ment in a Chinese temple. No future

explorations of China will ever discover

such an infamous resort as that found

in ])uried Pompeii, whose portals bore

the inscription, hie habilal fclicitas.

Votaries of pleasure though the

Chinese are, they have never allowed

vice and obscenity to find a place in

their temples and mythologies. How
far that has operated to preserve them
as a nation, while contemporary nations

have gone to deca}^ who shall say ?

While the Chinese believe in fiends

and evil spirits and propitiate them

just to keep them from mischief, their

deepest homage is called forth in the

worship of the heroes of their nation

and the patriarchs of their tribes. Of
the fifteen heathen temples in San

PVancisco, ten are erected in honor of

ancient kings, statesmen or warriors

famous in their history, who have
become apotheosized as protectors of

the people and benefactors of the

nation worthy of their reverent hom-

age. The remainder are dedicated to

patriarchs of the village clans, patrons
of guilds or the sages or genii of

religious sects. The local Joss* houses
are not very imposing edifices. Any
one who has seen the ponderous bell-

shaped roof, massive portals and

imposing approach to a typical temple
in China will be disappointed in the

architecture of our California Joss-
houses. The internal furnishing and

equipment are ot course modeled after

temples of tlie same name in China,

though on a smaller scale. vSome are

fitted in costly style, but there is

nothing in this city that approaches
the artistic beauty of the carvings and

images of a first-rate temple in Canton.
The finest Pagan establishment in

San Francisco is the new temple of

Kwan Kimg, on the west side of

Waverly street between Clay and
Sacramento streets. It was erected

nearly two years ago in connection
with the headquarters of the Ning
Yenng r)r Sze Yap Cniiii):tii\-, the

Joss—a corruption of the I'orlujjuese word Ueos—
gocf—hence a Chinese god or idol.

richest and most powerful Chinese

guild in California. The lot and

buildings are said to have cost one
hundred and sixty thousaiid dollars.

The entrance bears the Chinese in-

scription :

"
Purify thyself Ijy fastiug

and self-denial." The walls on each

side of the marble staircase are

adorned with thousands of slips of red

paper, each bearing the name of some
subscriber to the last temple festival,

the amounts contributed ranging from
one to a hundred dollars. On the

first floor are the offices of the com-

pany and the guild hall, containing

elegant embroideries, gilded carvings
and ebony furniture inlaid with

mother-of-pearl, the most costly to be

found in San Francisco. Over the

guild hall is a gilt inscription :

" Hon-

esty is the bond of association." On
either side are two poor paintings in

oil, one of the terraced city of Victoria

Hong Kong, the other a picture of

General Grant's arrival at the Taku
forts en route to Peking. Ascending
another flight of .steps, we meet with
such inscriptions as

" Men and women
must be separated;" "Gentlemen
will behave with decorum;" "Be-
ware of little fingers (pickpockets) ;

' '

' '

Highbinders keep away.
' ' Over

the inner folded doors that stand in

front of the temple, and are never

opened except when the idol is carried

forth in procession, hangs a magnifi-
cent monumental gateway piece of

carved woodwork, the gift of the Lee

family. It is an intricate device rep-

resenting the principal gods of the

Chinese pantheon, a most artistic

composition containing miniature

temples, pagodas and shrines festooned

with flowers interlaced with gilded

dragons, an;idst which are the thrones

of gods and goddesses, the highest

being
' ' the heavenly Mandarin.

' ' The

piece contains crowds of illustrious

generals and statesmen of historic

fame, mingled with gorgeous peacocks
and fal)ulous birds, standard bearers

with flags and banners, the most con-

spicuous being the banner of the

dragon king of the Eastern Sea and
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the banner of the Prince of the North,
so familiar to readers of Chinese fairy

tales. In a corner near the door is

the shrine of the God of Earth, an

image of painted clay with long white

beard, clad in royal robes and seated

in regal state. Behind the folded

doors is an enormous brazen urn

worth a thousand dollars. Over a

hundred bright-colored tablets cover

the waxlls or hang from the ceiling,

bearing eulogistic inscriptions to the

patron deity of the Ning Yeung Com-

pany. Many of these have been

presented by worshippers in acknowl-

edgment of supposed personal favors

received from the god. One in crim-

son reads :

' '

Thy grace abounds
like ocean waves.

' ' A purple tablet

reads : "The breath of the gods fills

heaven and earth." Another tablet

in blue bears a prayer :

' '

May thy

mercy descend upon our house," in-

scribed with forty names. Two long
tablets in green bear a distich which
cannot be translated in the antithetical

sententious form of the original.
' '

Thy glory all the empire fills and
reaches distant lands like light from

sun and moon." The altars are very
fine, bearing costly urns, incense

bowls, candlesticks and trays carved

with those historic devices so dear to

every patriotic Chinese heart. The
silken scrolls and banners are exquisite

pieces of cml)roidery presented by rich

merchants of the guild, one splendid
device representing an historic scene on
the one side and a eulogistic motto
for the idol's birthday on the other,

stretching across the temple. The
fronts of the altars are set with
elaborate carved work representing
historic scenes of feudal times, the

pageantry of ro3^al courts or figures of

sages and kings belonging to that

remote age of China's national great-
ness upon which a Chinaman loves to

dwell. Out of compliment to the

military god are seen stands of spears,

halberds, battle-axes and other weap-
ons with banners, /oh-sang- and battle

flags. There is a huge brass dragon
.spear, ta.sseled and draped in peach

colored silk, about ten feet long,

placed in a stand. It is said to be an
imitation of the weapon one hundred
and ten pounds in weight used by
Kwan Kung in battle. In the corner
is a stand also found in every temple,

containing a bass drum and a heavy
bell, used to wake the god or call his

attention when worshippers are pres-
ent. According to an inscription,
the bell was cast in the third year
of the Emperor Tung Chi, and
its frame bears the words :

' '

Let

my voice be heard ten thousand
miles." Close by is a .stand contain-

ing the temple roll of commandments
and the great seal of the god, wrapped
in yellow cloth and opened on high
days to stamp good-luck papers

—a

rich source of revenue to the temple
treasury. On the \'eranda over the

door is another large device in carved
wood bearing the inscription :

' '

Leet

Shing Kung," or Pantheon of the

Holy Gods. It contains minute fig-

ures of the Chinese deities in heaven,
earth and sea, so arranged that wor-

ship offered at this temple is accepted
by all the gods. Two granite lions

of fabulous design seated upon the

veranda wall are worthy of remark.
Tliese are supposed to guard the

aerial approaches to the temple and

keep off evil influences. Each lion's

mouth contains a loose stone ball

chi.seled out of the solid granite. The
ball is emblematical of power, but
how it was carved so round and
smooth in so inaccessible a place is a

puzzle. Close by stands a furnace

where paper money and other sacri-

fices are burnt and are suppo.sed to

pass through the flames and smoke to

the god, whose spirit is believed

to dwell above, the image being

regarded as its earthly representation.

Re-entering the temple, we follow

behind some worshippers. After pass-

ing two .splendid altar pieces, with
their costly service of urns, censers,

bowls and vases, the visitor stands in

front of the high altar, and a canopy
of carved ebony, gilded witli dragons
and images of immortals and decor-
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ated with embroidered draperies,
silken banners, tinselled ornaments,

gilded altar screens and fans of cun-

ning workmanship. There is an
enormous coil of incense in the shape
of a crinoline hung up on a frame
which burns for days. The worship-

per kneels upon a mat in front of

the altar, the priest drones forth

his litany in unintelligible sounds,
incense ascends in curling wreaths to

the temple roof; bells tinkle and
drums sound

;
a score of colored can-

dles flicker forth their 3'cllow glare ;

the holy flame from the altar lamp,
that is never allowed to go out, sheds

its ruddy light upon the stern visage
of the nation's hero, that flower of

Sahm Kwok Chivalry, the Saint

George of Far Cathay, whose full

apotheosis title is the faithful, brave

the most popular. He is the hero of

their ballads, novels and dramas, the
embodiment of Chinese patriotism, the
center around which rallies the spirit
of Chinese jingoi.sm. In life he was a

distinguished general who flourished

in the third year of the Christian era.

At a time when the empire was rent

with civil strife and when the court
was the scene of political intrigues,
Kwan Kung, the patriot, came to the

front and gave loyal support to the

Emperor Lau Pey against the traitor,

Tso Tso. Ilis exploits are recounted
at length in the popular novel called

the "History of the Three States."

It was not until eight hundred years
after his death, however, that he be-

came a god. The occasion of his can-

onization is said to havebeen the dr>-ing

up of the salt wells in the province of

Woman's Joss House, Temple of Kum Fah or Goddess
of the Golden Flower.

and all -compassionate Prince,

Kung, the God of War.
Of all the gods worshipped

Kwan

n- the

Cantonese in America, Kwan Kung is

Shan Si, a calamity that caused wide-

spread misery. The Emperor and his
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ministers are said to have prepared
written prayers, which were burnt
and conveyed up to heaven in the

smoke. An hour had scarcely elapsed

w^hen, as the legend says, Kwan Kung
riding his red charger, appeared in

mid-heaven and informed his majesty
that his petitions could not be granted
till a temple was erected to his honor.

No time was lost, hundreds of masons
were set to work, and when the top
stone was set in its place the wells

once more j'ieldcd their supplies. It

is said that during the rebellion of

1855, the hero appeared to the com-
mander-in-chief of the Imperial forces

directing the plan of the campaign,
and assisting in the battle that led to

the overthrow of the rebels at Nan-

king. Grateful for this interposition,
the Emperor Hicn Fung placed him
on the same rank W'ith Confucius in

the national pantheon and Kwan Kung
Vv'as henceforth known to men as the

God of War, the protector of the peo-

ple and the preserver of the empire's

peace. In China there are one thou-
sand and six hundred state temples to

this god, at which the Mandarins

worship twice a month and offer sac-

rifices of sheep and oxen.
There are three other temples to

Kwan Kung in San Francisco. That
of the Yan Wo or Hakka Compau}-, at

933 Dupont street, is fitted up in

elegant style, some of the carvings
and floral pieces being very costly.
The Hop Woh Company's temple at

751 Cla}' street, is a dingy looking

place, the gilded w^oodwork all tar-

nished, and the embroideries grimy
with dust and smoke. It was opened
in the early days of Chinese settle-

ment in California by immigrants
from the county of Shiu Hing. It

contains an image of Kwan Kung
sitting in state witli a crown of

flowers upon liis head and a long
1)lack goatee and moustache reach-

ing to the girdle. Some eiithu-

.siastic devotee had pinned a fresh

piece of red paper to the curtain l)ear-

ing the words,
"
May it please thee to

bless with peace, long life and pros-

perity thy grateful adopted son."
The Kong Chau Company's establish-

ment on Pine street, near Kearny,
contains another temple of Kwan
Kung. It is a dark, dismal-looking
place, but contains valuable sacrificial

utensils, some verj^ beautiful carvings
and numerous tablets bearing elegant
compositions in praise of the god.
This temple is suppo.sed to be very

lc7ig or efficacious, and so numerous
are the worshippers every year, espe-
cially at the anniversaries of the idol's

birthday and canonization, that the

company farms the post of temple
keeper for thirteen thousand dollars

per 3-ear. It is even then a lucrative

position.
The temple of the Yeung Woh Com-

pany on Sacramento street below

Dupont deserves special notice. It is

dedicated to the honor of How Wong,
who is the tutelary deity of the people
from the county of Heung Shan. This

deity was formcrlj^ a plain I\Ir. Kum,
who flourished during the Sung dy-
nasty, and l)y his .scholarship and
virtue rose to an official position in

his native district. After his death a

terrible plague swept over the prov-
ince, taking awa^^ tliousands of lives.

One night a local medical man dreamed
he saw IVIr. Kum who revealed to

him the cfficacj^ of a certain herb as a

remed)' for the pestilence. The phj--
sician awoke, hastened in .search of

the prescribed herl:)S and gave his

fellow practitioners the benefit of his

discover}'. The medicine worked
like a charm, the pestilence was
abated and the Emperor, who by this

time had heard of Mr. Kum's fame,
issued an edict bestowing upon that

gentleman the posthumous title of

""Shing IlauWong" or "the Holy
Marquis." This worthy, having been
canonized has been clio.sen as the tutel-

ary .spirit of the county, and the

patron saint of the Yeung Woh
Company.
That the Heung Shan (genius loci

has been willing to give Sacramento
street a share of his patronage is

attested by the number of testimonials
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and eulogistic tablets hung in the

temple, its flourishing physic stall,

a:id the sum of five thousand dollars

paid by the temple keeper to the com-
l)ain' every year for the pri\-ilege of

see little Hau Wong in a gorgeous
chair, carried on the shoulders of
twelve bearers clad in garments of

yellow silk. Immediately in the rear
of tlie idol came an enormous dancing

B-fUgimt tik-ii.-
—

if r -

Porch to Temple of God of War. seconj floor of Ning Yeung Company.

selling incense and caudles on the

company's premises. Costh' gifts
have been made by local residents,

among which is a fine tenor bell, the

gift of Dr. I,i Po Tai, whose name is

ca.st in the metal. One of the tablets

is unique : "I give thee banners and

canopy. May it please thee to bless

me with nuich yellow metal." This
little image is the idol who.se outing on
the streets of San Francisco, some
four years ago, cost the Yeung Woh
Company twenty thousand dollars.

It was a great spectacle to see a thou-

sand gaily dressed Chinamen in line,

some seated on gaily caparisoned

chargers, others oti foot carrying-
battle flags, spears, tridents, battle

axes and other oriental weapons; to

dragon, one huridred and .seventy
feet long, .supported by sixl}' actors

got up regardless of expense, whose
business was to make the monster

wriggle and twi.st his huge .scalv

trunk, roll his bulging eyes, and

open his horrid jaws—a feat that

was suppo.sed to effcctualh- scare awa>-
all evil influences from Chinatown
streets and bring health and peace to

the comnuuiity. It was an animated
scene. The whole street was one
nia.ss of color and glitter. The tin.'^eled

banners and trappings, burnished

.spears and halberds, the gorgeous
robed attendants, the boom of gongs,
roll of drums and roar of firecrackers

made up a show of oriental splendor
that, it is safe to sa}% was never before
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seen on the streets of a civilized city.

vSome looked upon it with feelings of

disgust. The Christian Chinese in

particular were scandalized to think

that .such a barbaric heathen parade
could be tolerated in a Christian

country.
The oldest Joss-house in San Fran-

cisco is the Temple of the Queen of

Heaven, on Waverly street. It was
erected over forty }ears ago, and is

the property of the vSam Yap Com-

pany. The goddess worshipped at

this temple was a Chinese young
lad_\- who lived hundreds of years ago.
She was Ijoru in the Province of

Fokien, and was the daughter of a

merchant of the Luna Clan. In her

girlhood .she is said to have displayed
remarkable intelligence, and was above
all renowned for her prophetic insight.
Her father and four brothers frequentl}^
left their home on trading voyages up
and down the coast. One day while
two of her brothers were at sea she
fell into a trance. Her parents
thought her dead, and their lamenta-
tions were so loud as to awaken her.

She told how .she had just been in the
midst of a violent tj'phoon and had
.seen her l)rotliers tossing about on the

wild waves. A few da3's elapsed and
the youngest .son returned home, re-

porting the loss of his brother at sea,
and telling how in the height of the
storm a lady a])])cared in mid-heaven
who let down a rope and towed the

.ship to a safe anchorage. He was
just relating the sad news of his

brother's death, when his sister came
into the room and congratulated him
on his escape. She recounted with
exactness the events of that fearful

night, and told how .she was just
hastening to her brother's rescue when
.she was awakened by herparent'scries.
Years passed and another calamity
befell the family. This time the
father was drowned at .sea. The
legend tells how the devoted daugh-
ter, on hearing the news, hastened to

the seashore. JSlie called in vain for

her father's return. Louder and
louder became her wails of .sorrow,

till, frantic with grief, she threw her-

self into the waves and w^as drowned.
That night a fisherman stood aghast
at seeing two bodies float past his

boat. In the gray dawn there were
found on the sandy beach the corpse
of a gray-haired old man, and at his

side, beautiful even in death, the life-

less form of a fair maiden. Father
and daughter were laid to sleep side

b}' side on the hill overlooking the

sea. The sad sea waves boom upon
the rocks below, and the winds sough-
ing in the cypress bowers sing their

requiem over their lonely graves. It is

said that on black winter nights, when
the tempest roars and the crested

waves beat high, the Chinese sailor

hears the far-off .sound of bells

from that rock-bound coast, and sees

an angel form hovering near, holding
out her wdiite lantern to guide the

.shipwrecked mariner to the harbor of

safety near which her temple stands.

This is the maiden w^ho was long ago
canonized as the Queen of Heaven,
the guardian .saint of fishermen and

sailors, and the protector of all good
people who go down to the sea in

shij)S. Her temples are found through-
out China, w^ierc she is worshipped by
landsmen and sailors alike. It is not

.strange that the Chinese colon)- of

San Francisco, so many of whom
have kinsmen and friends crossing and

recrossing the ocean, should erect a

temple monument in their mid.st in

honor of the goddess wdio protects
those in peril on the sea.

The most popular goddess of the

Chinese pantheon is Kw^an Yum, the

Chinese Notre Dame. Her full title

of canonization is: "Great in pity

great in love, the savior from miser}'
and woe, the hearer of earthly cries."

Her shrine is found up a dingy stair-

case on the southwest corner of Spof-
ford alley and Washington streets.

In this .smoky loft, with its rudely
cai-ved image and grimy vestments,
one sees nothing of the beautifully
chiseled .statue, that image of repose
we have .so often .seen in the Ocean
Banner Mona.stery, on the banks of
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the Pearl River. Tradition tells how
Kwau Yuiu was one day seen floating

upon a lotus flower near the Island of

Pootoo, where her principal temple

K'.vnn Yum, Goddess of Mercy.

stands. Her countenance was of sur-

passii g beauty,
"
radiant as gold and

gentle as a naoonbeam. ' ' The goddess
is regarded as the best type of female

beauty, and to say that a lady resem-
bles Kwan Yum is the highest
compliment that can be paid to grace
and loveliness.

Man}- are the legends told of this

Buddhist Madonna. She is said to

have been a princess of great beauty
and talent, who spent her early youth
in reading the .sutras and medita-

ting amidst forest shades. Refusing
the most brilliant matrimonial alli-

degrading
tells

ances, and deaf to the remonstrance of

family and friends, she resolved to

become an inmate of the "White
Sparrow" convent. There, at the

instigation of her roj-al father,

she was put to the most me
nial labors and

tasks, but the legend
how dragons and wild beasts

came to help and relieve her
of her daily l:)urdens. Seeing
that no hardship could dis-

courage her or change her

purpose, the king sent troops
to burn the convent ; but
Kwan Yiun prays, and de-

scending floods extinguish
the flames. At last she was

captured, carried in chains
into her father's presence and
told to choose between mar-

riage and death. On one
side of the hall her attention

was called to an enchanting
scene of dancing, feasting.

gaiet\- and pleasure ;
on the

other side was a scene of tor-

ture, miserv and deatli. She
looked at one, then at tlie

other. Calmly and braveh-
she made her choice, prefer-

ring death to the l~)reach of

her convent vows. The in-

exorable monarch at once
ordered his daughter to be

put to death. The beautiful

uirl was taken below and
there strangled. But genu
came to her relief. One

gave her the peach of immortality,
while others carried her awa}- to the

bowersof the inunortals. Her images
represent her seated upon the lotus

flower praying for the souls of men,
her vow being taken never to rest till

all souls are saved and brought safe to

Nin'ana shores.

In the Spofford-alley temple are

found the shrines of some twenty other

gods and goddesses, the principal

being the ("irand Duke of Peace, the

God of Medicine, and Pan Kung, a

celebrated Prime Minister of the Sung
d\-nasty. The funniest discovery in
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this temple was that of Tsai Tin Tai

vShiiit^-. He is a beatified monkey in

the image of a man. Hatched from a

bowlder, this animal is said to have

proclaimed himself king- of monkeys.
At last he learned the langnage of

men, and finding him.self posses.sed of

.supernatural powers, he obtained a

place among the gods. Snch is the

legend. Chinese id<jlalry thns reaches

the acme of absurdity and sinfulness in

the canonization of a monkey.
Thoughts of Darwin's descent of man
at once flashed across our mind as we
looked at this image. It was disap-

pointing to one's curiosity to find that

the old temple keeper wlio cared more
for a pipe of opium than for .specula-

tions in theology and aiilliropology
could not tell us what part natural

selection played in the evolution of

Chinese deities, or whether monkey
worship was the newest phase of

Chinese ancestral worship. Finding
him lamentabl}' ignorant upon the

great question of the descent of man,
we astonished him with a complete
history of his monkey god.

There was an ape in the day.s tlial \vi.'re

earlier
;

Centuries passed and his liair became curlier
;

Centuries more and his tail disappeared,
Then he was man and a god to be feared.

On Brooklyn place, a few doors

from Sacramento street is the temple
of Kum Fall or

" Golden Flower," an

unpretentious little Jo.ss-liouse that

.seems to have escaped the notice of

Chinatown guides. This is the temple
of the tutelary goddess of women and

children, second only to Kwan Yum in

the estimation ofthe Cantonese women.
She was a native of Canton and lived

ill the fifteenth century, during" the

reign of Cliing Hwa. She was a con-

.stant worshipper at the temples and is

said to have attained .some notoriety
as a necromancer. Like some modern

•Spiritualists, her mind became un-

hinged. In a fit of delirium .she one

da}' threw her.self into the river and
was drowned. The legend says that

in course of time her body rose to the

surface of the water, and when brought

to land, the air became filled with the

odor of fragrant flowers. A sandal-

wood statue rose from the bed of the

river where she was drowned, which
was afterward placed in a temple
erected to her honor on the Honain
bank of the Canton River. She is now
the Venus Genitrix of the Chinese
and her votaries are jirincipally women
wh(j desire to become mothers.

The temple <^)n Brooklyn street is

literally crowded with the images of

goddesses, mothers, nurses and chil-

(Ireii. Thecenlral figure is Kum Fall.

On her left is Kwan Yum, the goddess
of mercy, with her feet ui)on the lotus,

the sacred flower of the Buddhists. A
Buddhist sutra is in her hand and she
is in the attitude of giving instruction

to the child upon her knee. On her

right hand is Tin Ilau, the Queen of

Heaven, who has already been
described in connection with her own
temple. A pair of tiny shoes, such as

are worn bj' bound-footed ladies, have
lieen placed at the foot of each goddess
ready for use when they take an

airing. In the center of the lower
row (if images on the central canopy
is Kani Kong, a red god with four

faces and eight hands, who is said to

have power to drive away the bogies
that are the terror of little Chinese

boys and girls when they go to bed.

The little ones might well pray.
' '

save us from our friends,
' '

for a

wor.se bogie than Kam Kong could

not be imagined. In the .same row is

Ivan vSin Shi, the spirit who takes care

of little children suffering from small -

jiox. In the left-hand corner, almost
liicUlen from view, is the God of

Wealth o\er whose .shrine arc in-

scribed the words,
"

If rich you'd be

just turn to me." The character of

the women who worship at this

shrine is indicated by a bamboo
divining pot containing sticks of

fate bearing the inscription, "Good
luck in lottery tickets." On the

.south and north walls of the tem-

ple are arranged altars extending the

whole length of the room, upon which
are placed eighteen images of the
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ministering attendants of Kum Fah.
Twelve of these are the wet nurses of

the goddess, being women who were
celebrated for their success in rearing

large families, andean be distinguished
from the others by being seated on a

chair or stool.

The first is the midwife, Au Shi,

who holds in her arms a bab}- wrapped
in red flannel. The next is Shi Ma
Ku, who gives life to the unborn
child. The tliird is King vShi, who
fixes the exact moment of birth. The
fourth is Tsing Shi, who holds a

pomegranate in her hand and receives

the child when it comes into the

world. The fifth determines the sex

cord. The ninth attends to the prepa-
ration of infants' food. The tenth

makes children happy and good tem-

pered. The eleventh attends to the

cutting of children's teeth. The
twelfth, Mrs. T^eung Shi, holds a

child upon her knee with its face

downward, her duties being the casti-

gation of obstreperous juveniles who
do not mind their mothers. One figure

represents Kan vShau with weights
and steelyard, in the act of weighing
the baby. Another is Ngai Shi "the
flower mother of the western garden,"
a lady who takes the little ones to the

children's park in Amitabh Buddha's

paradise. Another is Tow Ti, the

«^>°«as|H^

The High Altar of the Kong Chau Company's Temple of God of War.

f)f the unborn. The sixth is the keeper of the children's park, who
special patroness of male infants. holds a baby in his anns. On the

The .seventh takes care of women lower platform are tin\- images of

during gestation. The eighth super- groups of happ}^ children dancing and
intends the cutting of the umbilical playing in.struments of music for the
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entertainment of the goddess and
nurses to whose foster care they owe
their life and health.

It is curious to notice the number of

red "thank papers," that are pinned
on the walls, announcin.L,'' the birth of

little Mongolian
"
vSons of the Golden

West," for whom supplication has
been made, and acknowledging the

favor of the goddess. vSomc papers
record the dedication of a child to Kum
Fall, and the fact that it is called by
her name. vStrips of emljroideries,
silk or cloth, presented by older chil-

dren, are also hung from the walls,
one of which comes from twin boys
and reads,

" Your adopted sons, Lai
Mau lyun and L,ai Man Pui, rever-

ently present this to thee, O Holy
Mother." The accompanying en-

graving represents Kum Fall's atten-

dants that sit on the south wall of the

temple.
Near Kum Fall's Joss-house is the

fine brick temple of lyUng Gong,
belonging to the four clans of I^au

Kwau, Cheong, and Chin, the whole
establishment including temple and

assembly room costing them over
fourteen thousand dollars. This tem-

ple contains five large images, the

highest being the Emperor lyau Fey,
the four images below representing the

warriors and statesmen associated with

Lau Pey in the days of the Sahm
Kwok. It is fully described in the

"History of the Three States," to

which reference is made on page 731.
Kw^an Kinig's image is found immedi-

ately to the left of the emperor. The
temple contains some very handsome

carvings, pieces of gilt work, and
embroidered decorations similar in

design to those found in the temples
already described.

Another temple worth visiting is

the small but elegant Joss-house of

the Tam Clan. It is one of the oldest

in San Francisco, and is found on
Oneida place, a dirty, narrow alley

branching from Sacramento street.

The patriarch Tam is represented
with a bald head and a fine, intelli-

gent face. Beautifully gilded and

tasseled mottoes hang from the walls
and roof. There is one motto that is

very ai:)propriate for a temple where
kinsmen meet, of which the following
is a rude translation :

" That family
with fragrance bhjoms, wIkjsc brethren,
like flower calyxes, each to the other

bound and all to parent stem, in

undivided love abide.
' ' Another tablet

in purple may be rendered in English,
tlius : "Upon us like the rain and

dew, thy grace descends forever new. "

Another tablet inscribed by forty-

eight names says : "The vaslness of

his mercy is boundless as the sea."

The altar service is of very chaste

design, the center piece artistically en-

ameled, surmounted with a brass lion

with two dragons rampant, each with
a projecting red tongue that moves at

the least jar or breath of wind. On
either side arc two huge enameled
metal candlesticks in the .shape of

towers, surmounted by two Caucasian

figures dressed in the English costume
of a century ago, each wearing .stove-

pipe hats and holding a torch-like

candlestick. Worship was being
offered by two Chinamen at this

temple at the time of our visit.

A Chinese temple has no fixed time
for religious service ; no congregation
meets together for united praise and

prayer, or sits to listen to some expo-
sition of doctrine and duty. The
worshipper conies when he has some-

thing to pray about. Family sick-

ness, adverse fortune or some risky
business undertaking drives him to

the oracle. As he enters the temple
he makes his bow to the gods with

clasped hands, he lights his candles

and incense, kneels upon a mat and
calls upon the god by name three

times. He then takes up two semi-

oval blocks of wood called Yum Yeuug
Puey, bows toward the idol, prays for

good luck and then tosses them up.
The success of his supplication de-

pends upon the position in which
these blocks fall. If they both fall in

the same position the omen is unfavor-

able; the god has left his ofiice or does
not wish to be disturbed. If the
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blocks fall one with the flat side

turned up and the other with the flat

surface turned down, the i^od is su])-

venlui'e in trade,

stored to health,
fortune ])elieved

for a relative re-

or for .some good
to have come in

. . . ^:^i^ >^ .r..--"-

Tne Cjreat Dancinj; Dragon (see pagf 733).

posed to be taking some interest in

his business. The worshipper now
knocks his head three times three

upon the floor, and offers up his peti-
tion. This done, lie takes a cylin-
drical bamboo pot containing Ijamlioo

slips about fifteen inches in length,
each marked with a number. These
are called sticks of fate, and are .shaken

together with the ends turned to the

idol, till one is jostled out. The
prie.sL or temple keeper looks at the

number, consults his book and hunts u[)
the answer given to the man's ])ra\er.
Tlie drum beats and the bell tolls.

Offerings of paper money, consisting of

beaten tinfoil, a whole armful of which
can be bought for half a dollar, are burnt
in the furnace and are changed by fire

into the cnrreiic}- of the gods. It has
taken only ten minutes to burn

candles, incen.se and gilt paper, say
his prayers, cast his lot, and get his

answer and be on his way home.
.Some hap])y morning he may be

seen rejjairing to tlie same tem])le to

return thanks for some profitable

answer to his pra\'ers. An express
wagon drives up to the temple door,

containing roast i)igs and the choicest

vegetal)les and fruits laid out in trays,

which he offers to the god with

libations of wine and tea. The god
is su])po.se(l to feed upon the fumes ot

the meat and food, after which utili-

tarian John carts them back home to

the faniil)- ])antr\-.

Much might be said of other Joss-

houses in Chinatown. The temple of

the City God, in Waverh" street, opi>o-

site the Xing Veung establishment,

with its reiMX'sentations of the Bud-

dhist hells ; the temple of the god of

the North Pole, and the a/ure heavens
on W'averly street, near Clay ; the

little Joss-house of the fiunous Tso .Sin

S/.e next door, with its curious di\in-

ing drawer of incense dust ; the

tem])le of "
h'^astern Glorw" or the

C.od of 1m re, at 35 \\'averl\- street,

and ihc temple of the
"
Hol\- .\l)bot,"'

on Stockton street, are places where

anli(iuariaiis would find many inter-

esting relics and legends. Tlio.se
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illustrations already given will sufTice

to show how much fable, myth and

superstition have gathered around the

worthies of their history.
It is easy to condemn the impiety of

this apotlieosis of human l)eings as ob-

jects of divine won.hi]) or to ridicule the

extravagance oi' the legends that clus-

ter around these shrines. From seven

to twenty thick centuries lie 1)etvveen

us and the heroes and heroines whose
memories are there embalmed. Much
of their true history is blotted out in

the twiliglit of Ihe ])a.^.t.
A rude

statue, a gaud>' bedi/.ened thing of

clay and wood, around which has

gathered a ma.ss of m\t!i and fable

is all that remains. But amidst
the smoke of s.andalwood and wax
candles, the kowtowing and tom-

toming and jargon of Sanscrit litanies

one can discover something good—a

reverence for the brave, the wise and
the good, and the expression of that

universal truth, however grossly sym-
bolized, that the grave is not the goal
(jf human greatness; that wise words
and noble deeds can never die. There
were heroes, patriarchs and sages in

China's hoary past, who lifted up
their hand against oppression and

wrong—men who tried to guess out

the problems of life and death, and who
held out their bits of torches trying to

lead men to higher and brighter paths.
Sucli men can never be forgotten. The
nation will one day return to the wor-

ship of the Highest and the faith in

the True. In the dawn of a clearer

light shall vanish all that is extrava-

gant, fooli.sh and false; but through
all time and change these heroes of

her national history will live and their

work abide.

' ' Heard are the voices,
The words of the saj^es,
The worlds and the ages."— Goethe.

IF THE SHADOWS FELL NOT.

BY :MARY EMELYN McCLURE

If the shadows fell not—Oh! where were the stars.

The gems of the sky and the night ?

If the shadows fell not, would the pale golden moon
Flood the earth with its rich, mellow light ?

Oh! where were the stinsets uublazoned in glory
—

Wrotight vivid in nature, in song, and in story
—

If the shadows fell not ?

If the shadows fell not—Oh ! where were the tears,

The crystals of love and of woe ?

They would vanish with smiles bom of sympathy sweet,
And its words whispered softly and low

;

Oh! where were the heroes, the martyrs and sages.
The deeds of the noble, the wisdom of ages.

If the shadows fell not ?

Ghent, Ky.



La Concepcion.

COFFEE IN GUATEMALA.

BY EMELIE T. Y. PARKHURST.

SOME
years ago, the articles of ex-

port from which the Republic of

Guatemala derived her largest
revenue were iudigo, cochineal, sugar,

rubber, hides and cocoa. Then an

enterprising horticulturist commenced

making experiments with the coffee

plant, and though he was discouraged
and ridiculed by his friends, and his

experiment was anything but a finan-

cial success, horticulturally the result

greatly exceeded his expectations.
Climate, soil, elevation and shipping
possibilities having proved favorable

to its production, it has superseded, in

the last quarter of a century, most of

the exports which were formerly so

highly valued. Now that the fields

in Java are becoming rapidly worn
out

;
now that planters in I3razil have

received such a .severe .shock through
the abolition of .slavery and consequent
increase in co.st of labor

;
now that

Central American industries are Ijeing

rapidly developed through the energy
and push of American capitalists, that

small but rich countr^^ bids fair to

take its place at the very head and

front of the coffee interests of the

world.

To give one a fair idea of the appear-
ance and workings of an average
coffee finca, or farm, I have selected

one of medium size and facilities.

There are many fincas fitted out with

far more complete machinery, whose

proprietors not only prepare their own

crop for the market, but who also Ijuy

the crops of the smaller plantations in

the vicinity, very nuich after the

fashion of old-time New Kngland
farmers who used to take the grisl of

their neighbors to mill. Save on the

very largest fincas, however, extensive

machinery would be sadly out of pro-

portion to the profit possible in a

small country, where the tariffs are

yet high and variable, and transporta-
tion is attended with some difficul-

ties.

On the Chocold plantation, in the

Costa Grande district, Seiior G.,

74?
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who is an inventor of much of tlic

coffee machinery now in use, not only
carries on a coffee ])lantation, which
he vahies at one million dollars, l)ut

raises and refines sugar. The Chocola

plantation is about one and a half

leagues square, and the animal ])rofits

derived from it average about one
hundred thousand dollars, I believe.*

But now you nuist go with me to a

less ]iretentious finca. Tyanding at

along, are extensive plantations
stretching in every direction, for here,
as in California, hillsides are no longer
disregarded as unfit for anything save

pasturage. On the contrary, coffee

grown (Ml well drained hillsides, pro-
tected from high winds and frosts

and exposed U) the fullest influence
of a genial sunshine, produces a better

quality of bean than does even the
richest brjttom land.

Harvesting Coffee.

Champerico, we take places as far as

Retalhuleu in a squeaking, jolting,

dust>- railway. There we transfer our

luggage to the backs of some patient
burros, and mounting other specimens
of the much maligned species, we
trend our way across the hills to the

Pochuta tlistrict, a three days' journey
over wide, well kept roads. On
either side of us, as we lazily jog

Since the above was written, the ChocoUl planta-
tion has passed into the hands of a German svudicate,
the price paid being: one million dollars gold.

Vol. II—48

As one looks across the broad ex-

tent of fincas, there is no dull same-
ness to tire the e>-e. for the greatest

variety in both form and color pre-
vails.

The vigorous young fields are a

rich dark green, except where the
wind catches the glossy leaves and
turns their silvery underside towards
the .sun.shine, making them resemble
flakes of snow shed broadcast. In
older fields, one sees but few strong
shoots springing from the midst of a
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tangle of dead and prostrate branches.

Other fields have just been planted and
are conspicuous for their trimness and
absolute freedom from \Yeedy growths.
The atmosphere is burdened with a

rich aroma like that of a prune
orchard bursting mto bloom. Count-
less swarms of insects hum and buzz,
as the}'^ madly flutter in and out of the

richly laden flower cups, inebriated

and noisy after their copious and in-

toxicating draughts. Strange to say,

the Costa Grande, but this Pochuta
district holds its own pretty well.

The rains come late in May, lasting
till November, and are excessive,

mostly one hundred and eighty-seven
inches rainfall, generall}'. The soil is

a rich adhesive adobe, mixed with
leaf mould, and highly valuable, as it

does not "wash," and thus expose
the roots of the trees during the long
wet season.

The plantation where we stop has

^"'

1

Native Coffee Pickers.

not one of these many species of insect

life is an enemy of the coffee, at least

at this ele\-ation of one thousand four
hundred feet above the sea level.

There are but two things of which the

planter stands in dread : First, the

gray-green mildew which follows an

unusually wet .season, choking the

pores of the plant until it withers

away ;
and secondly, the debility

attendant upon excessive fructification.

The best jiroducing districts in

Guatemala are the Costa Cuca and

been carried on for eight j-ears b}-

Senor J ,
a wealthy Colombian.

It is extremch' interesting, with its

large, cool residence, well protected
from the heat b}- luxurious coco palms
and banana trees

;
its extensive patios

made of flat stones, upon which the
coflbe is spread to dry ; bej-ond these
a colony of thatched huts for the

accommodation of the four hundred
la1-)orcrs and their families

;
in the

center of this colony, the engine-house
and the apparatus employed in pre
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paring the coflfee for the market, and

beyond and around this miniature

village, miles of rolling land covered

with thrift}' coffee trees and their

burden of crimson fruit. This finca

contains two hundred thou.sand trees,

and they are preparing the ground for

twenty thousand more. A certain

tract is set apart for the use of the

laborers who l)()ard themselves and

tortillas, made from maize
; pijoles, or

l)lack beans
; tasajo, or jerked pork,

and the much laughed at ta7nalcs ioxva

the staple articles of the laborer's diet.

During the dull season, but forty or

fifty men are employed on the place
—

more in the time of pruning and culti-

vating
—and in November during the

har\^est, between four hundred and
four hundred and fifty Indians and

Wash Day on the Coffee Plantation.

raise their own maize and j'rijolcs.

Just here I would like to mention that

this plan is being abandoned on many
of the fincas, as the Indian laborers

will .sell their crcjps in advance and

buy rum with the proceeds. They
then have to beg, borrow or steal the
veriest necessities of life until anollier

crop can l^e produced. A tliick coffee

extract sweetened with crude sugar ;

their families make the place swarm
with life. Kach laborer can pick
about one hundred and sixty pounds
of fruit in one day, if he is ordinarily

industrious, which alas ! few of them
are.

Whenever practicable, the propagat-

ing ])eds are made in virgin .soil. The
great trees are felled and uprooted,
the trunks and dry branches reduced
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to ashes, the long interlacing roots

torn out as well as they can be, the

earth plowed and pulverized and thor-

oughl)' warmed and dried l)y the sun.

In the latter part of January the seeds

in their outer husks, orperga?ni7ios, are

sown broadcast, raked under and thor-

oughly irrigated. One bushel of seed

will produce about thirty thousand

plants, for even in favorable seasons

not more than seventy-five per cent of

the seed germinates.
After an interv^al of thirty days, the

young sprouts thrust their inquiring
iieads above the earth's surface. Each

sprout, with its cotyledons still cling-

ing to it, is gently taken up with as

nmch earth as can be kept around the

root. These are removed to another

nurser}', where they are planted nine

inches apart. All crooked sprouts are

cast aside, and the roots of the selected

ones arc shortened by sharp, oblique

cuts, and every lateral rootlet is care-

fully removed. The plants are then

placed in their holes perpendicularly,
and the earth is well trodden about

the roots.

The following year, in the early

days of March, the plants are read}^ to

be transferred to the main plantation.
Sehor J has the holes for their

reception dug several months before

they are needed, in order to permit
the rain to moisten the earth and the

sunshine to penetrate and warm it

thoroughly . The holes are dug twelve

feet apart, made large and wide, and

arranged, for the sake of economy of

space, in diagonal rows.

Many planters allow but ten feet

between the trees, and others still less.

There is a great diversity of opinion
on this point, for several reasons.

vSome planters contend that trees

j)laced six feet apart, the main stalk

pruned to develop the trees horizon-

tally, bear fuller crops, as the inter-

lacing lateral branches shade the roots

from the intense heat, and tend to

conserve the moisture of the ground.
Others, like our host, assert that trees

should be planted ten or twelve feet

apart, and well pruned out, in order

to increase the vigor of the remaining
branches as well as to permit the

freest circulation of the air above the

plants, and give each heavily burdened
limb the fullest benefit of the sun's

maturing influence.

Senor J uses one-horse culti-

vators between the rows to loosen the

earth and free it from weeds. A
much better method is in vogue on
the Chocola plantation, however—hoe
cultivation. The first cost of hand
cultivation is much greater than that

by machinery, but the result in this

peculiar country pays ten per cent, on
the original outlay. On the Chocola

plantation the holes, six feet square,
are dug between the trees. They are

two feet deep on the lower side, and
one foot deep on the side toward the

top of the hill.

When the heav}- rains come, the

rich surface soil, instead of washing
into the valle3\s and bottom lands

below, is caught in these
' '

traps,
' '

the water percolates through the roots

of the trees and finds its way out,

without carrying away the nourishing

properties of the soil and without

exposing the roots of the trees. Each
year the holes are dug in a different

place, so that the earth is kept culti-

vated as well as if a machine were run

through it.

Two years after leaving the second

nursery, coffee trees bear a few ber-

ries, but a full crop is not had until

the fourth 3'ear. Of course location

and altitude vary these figures consid-

erably.
The coffee l)egins to ripen in August,

and is ready for picking as soon as the

cereza, or berry, assumes a dark red or

purplish hue. It is a beautiful sight
to .see the ripening berries in all the

vivid tones of red
;
the creamy, fra-

grant flowers, and the glossy green
leaves all flourishing on the tree at

one time. As to methods for the

treatment of the berr>', they all seek :

First, the removal of the outer pulp
by maceration in water.

vSecond, the drying of the seeds in

their husks.
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Third, llic removal of the several

husks.

Fourth, the sorting of the seeds,

according to form and si/e.

As soon as the ripe berries are

gathered, they are phiced in large
cement vats and covered with water.

This must be done within twenty-four
hours after gatlicring, tlie sooner the

the aid of a continuous and forcible

stream of water, falls down into a

waste vat on one side of the apron,
while the cleansed grains pa.ss through
the perforations and fall into a vat on
the other side. This iron apron
requires the nicest adjustment, for if

it is [)laced too near the spiked shaft,

it crushes the grain ;
and if placed too

Cocales La Concepcion.

better, as it is rather difficult to clean

the seeds after the pulp commences to

dry. After the berries have been kept
under water for twenty-four hours,

they are pa.ssed through a pulper.
This machine consists of a revolving
shaft fitted with short copper teeth

which scrape against a perforated
cast-iron apron, the holes of which are

just large enough to permit the passage
of a coffee grain from which the pulp
has been denuded. The pulp, with

far away by the fraction of an inch,

.man)' of the berries are not pulped at

all, but simply fall into the waste vat

and are lost. Of course those lost

grains may be saved from the waste

pulp, but after remaining for a short

time in the dark-red mixture, they are

so discolored that there is a loss in

market value. There are hundreds of

pulpers in use, but this one, patented
by John Gordon & Co., of London, is

the best ; for, not having an^- compli-
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cated machine^-, it is easily kept in

order, and it can 1)0 rnn by the niosl

ordinary' laborer. This is an enornaons

advantag'e in a connlry where nn-

skilled labor is the only available

material at present in the market.
After leaving the i)nli)cr, the coffee

grains are left in the vat into whieh

they have fallen, for from t\venty-f )ur

to thirty hours, in order to ferment the

mucilaginous sul)stance in which each

coffee Ijeing discolored, and lo.sing in

price .some three to four cents per

])ound.
When sudden showers occur, the

driest patios are cared for first, as half-

dried coffee is not especially injured
by any sudden access of moisture.

The seeds are quickly heaped up in

the center of the patios by means of

large wooden rakes, and the viozos, or

laborers, bring rmt portrd)le thatched

Grove at Old Calvaris.

seed is enclosed. They are then thor-

oughly washed, drained in iron sieves,

and spread out on the patios to

dry.
The best patios are constructed of

broad, flat stones, or as is now gener-

ally the case, of artificial cement or

brick, and thus hasten the drying

process. The siu-face of the patio is

slightly rounded toward the center, to

assist in the draining off of the water,

as well as to provide against .soaking
in case of sudden showers, soaked

sheds, with which they cover the
coffee until the rain is over. Eight
or ten days in the patios suffices to

dry the seeds so tliat they can be
hulled. On the Chocola plantation.
lu)t-air driers, invented by the former

jiroprietor, Senor Guard iola, are used.

The.se, however, require much deli-

cate handling in the matter of heat
ami degree of dryness, and it is .so

easy to ruin the coffee, by exposing it

to too high a temperature, that man}-
planters resolutely cling to the old
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patio method, particularly in districts

where the rains do not come too soon.

In the Guardiola drier the seeds are

placed in a large revolving drum,

through which a continuous stream of

heated air is passed. By this method
the dr\ing is concluded in twenty-four
hour.s. Rach drier contains two
thousand six hundred pounds of dry
coffee.

The seeds are now placed in the

hulling machine, which removes in

one process the pcrganiuio, or hard

horny husk
;

the cascara, or tough
second liusk : and the silvery pellicle
which covers the seed itself. I'or-

merly, and indeed even now, on \xry
small or remote fincas, this hulling is

performed by the women, who work
with a mortar and pestle.
The best seeds are a translucent

bluish-olive in color, and ([uilc small

and round in form. R(nmd berries

roa.st more evenly than flat ones, and
hence are highly prized by connois-

seurs. The i)ale, large berries, rather

di.scolored in appearance, are the

poorest of all. In Java the coffee kept
over one season in its prroa)ni)io takes

on a rich brown hue, and brings a

high price in the market. One enter-

prising manufacturer, whose cata-

logues may be found on the li1)rar\-

table of manv a Central American

planter, advertises a huller with a

liopper attachment for containing dyo
stuff witli which old Government Java
may be made to order.

The final process is sorting. The
beans are spread on long tables, where
they are carefully picked over by
women, in order to eliminate the black

seeds, who.se presence le.s.sens the
market value of the product. The
women receive twelve and one-half
cents a (juintal, and the}- make about

.sixty-five cents a da\-. The coffee is

then sewed in .sacks and carried in

pack-train.'i to the San Jose railroad, a

journey takingsome twenty-four hours.
A considerable part of the Guate-

mala crop goes to San Francisco.

(^The best quality goes to London,
next best to Hamburg, and third and

"triage" to vSan Franci.sco.) It is

said that ten million pounds annually
are con.sumed on the Pacific Coast

alone, and the figures are ever}- year
increasing. If such is the ca.se, and
these figures represent but a small

part of the available coffee market,
and if It is really a fact that the new
sy.stem of ])aid labor has worked such
a revolution in the coffee culture of

Brazil, then it is no wonder that Cen-
tral American planters are jul)ilant
and regard coffee as the very cream of

all business enterpri.se.

r^-^'^



Fig. 1—Aztec Calendar or Water Stone.

VOID THE PHOENICIANS DISCOVER AMERICA ?
••^

No. I.

BY THOMAS CRAWFORD JOHNSTON.

LIEUTENANT
A. G. FINDLAY,

F. R. G. S., in describing the

stone remains on the Island of

Rappa, in the Austral group, saj'S in

his "South Pacific Directory :

" "On
the summit of six of the highest hills

are to be .seen square terraces, or forti-

fied places, some of which are of very-
elaborate construction

;
but what is

very singular, they are mostly solid

within. The stones are well squared,
of very large size, and well cemented,
and are evideutl}' analogous to the
terraces described on Easter Is-

land."

Again, in describing Easter Island,
he says: "This is one of the most

interesting spots in the Pacific. It is

remarkably isolated, as it is some two
thousand and thirty miles from the

coast of Chile, and one thousand five

hundred miles from the nearest inhab-

ited land, except Pitcaini Island, so

that its people and their histon,- are

an ethnological prol)lem, worthy of

much consideration, while their origin
is one of the most important problems
connected with the migrations of races.

How the early navigators in their

canoes managed to reach this lonely

spot, in the teeth of the usual

tradewinds, is one of those mysteries,
the solution of which would clear up
many difficulties in the histor}- of

•
Copyright, 1892, by T. C. Johnston.
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the earh- races and civilization of

Peru and Central America.
" The character of the architectural

and other remains evidenth- points to

l'"ig. 2—Sieumanu, Governor of Apia, Samoa.

an Kastern origin. This little island,

therefore, as a stepping-stone to the

solution of this question, is of more
than ordinary interest. Its position
.should afford a clue to the mystery of

its original settlers. It is near the
southern verge of the southeast trades,
which 1)lo\v during the vSouthern

summer, from October to April, when
they commence and leave off, being
strong for about a fortnight. During
the rest of the year, it is in the tropi-
cal variables. For a few months,

westerly winds prevail, which bring
much rain. It is therefore probable
that this was the time of the voyage ;

but how sucli a craft could be guided
due east, without a compass, will be
a mystery to modern navigators.
"The papakoo, or cemetery, on

Kaster Island, isa terrace, or ])latform,

by the sea, made of rolk-d sva stones

carefully fitted together ; but another

very singular structure found there
is the ])latform on which numerous
images have l)een ])laced. They are

l)uilt on the land facing the sea, and
constructed with large unhewn .stones

fitted with great exactness. On this

platform are luunerous images, now
prostrate ; .some low pillars, appar-
ently used for sacrifice, and others for

burning bodies, as burnt Ixnies were
found near them. Similar platforms
ha\-e been found in the islands to the

northwestward, especially one buried
under guano, on Maldon Island, and
this, again, connects them with anal-

ogous ruins in Peru."
Mr. Rawlinson .says of the Gibeon-
ite;; :

' '

They were .specially .skilled

in the hewing and squaring of

those great masses of stone with
which the PlKcnicians were wont
to l)uil(l, and we probahl}' see their

work in tho.se recently uncovered
Dlocks of enormous size, which

/ f )nned the substructions of Solo-

mon's Temple ( i Kings, v. i8).

^ At a later date, they were noted as

'caulkers,' and were employed by
the Tyrians, to make their ves-

.sels Avater-tight, Kzekiel (27 and

29)."
That there .should be any connec-

tion between the Ph(X.Miician race, the

origin of the Aztecs, the mariner's

com])ass, the ancient cities and high
civilization of Central America, the

.substructions found on the Islands of

the Pacific, and tho.se of Solomon's

Temple, seems too wonderful to l)e

true, and jet I think that the data

^^i^^r^-^^

l-'i.tc. 3
— Raster Isl.itul Platform, renter stone live an J a

h.ilf tons.

contained in this ]-»a])er will remove
anv future douhl on lliis subject.

Dnring a }ear and a half s])(.-ut
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among the Islands of tlie South

Pacific, just prior to the vSanioan war,
I came acnjss some facts tliat so

arrested my attention as to awaken a

new line of inquiry, that in course of

time has woven itself into a series of

connected and inter-related data, of so

extraordinary and far-reaching a

nature, that I now feel that it is time

to call the attention of the scientific

world to them, in order that a larger
field of observation, and a more
numerous body of capable investi-

gatf)rs may verify or contradict the

conclusion arrix'cd at.

Those who are ac(|uainte(l willi

Mr. Rawlinsou's scholarly work on

the Plucnicians ma>- remember his

description of these pec^ple. He
says :

"
They were of a complexi>)n

intermediate between the pale races

of the North and tlie swart inha1)i-

tants of the vSouth, having abundant

hair, sometimes curly, but never

wooll3^ The}' were above the me-
dium height, and had features not

unlike the Aryans, or Caucasians,

but somewhat less refined and regu-

lar, the nose broadish and inclined

to be hooked, the lips a little too

full, and their frames inclined to

stoutness and massiveness, while

both in form and feature they resem-

bled the Jews, avIio were their near

neighbors, and not infrequently inter-

married with them."
It is impossil)le for one to spend even

a short time in Samoa without realizing
how suitable such a description would
be if applied to the Samoans, while

each day's observation of them, their

habits and customs, would only deepen
the conviction that the ob.server was
in contact with a people whose social

usages niust, at some possibly remote

period, have been in very close touch
with Hebrew institutions. The only

point on which there is any weakness
in the description is the nose, and
this is easily accounted for by a curi-

ous custom that prevails over these

islands of manipulating the cartilages,
while the child is young, so that what

they call the disfigurement of the

' ' canoe nose
' '

of the Semitic may be

removed—a custom that is univer-

.sal over these islands. Not only
is there to be found circumcision and
the test of virginity, neither of which
has the adojjted Christianity of to-day
remcn'ed, but marriage itself is hedged
about with restrictions in the form of

a table of consanguinity that is almost

Fig. 4— Lanetiti, Sieuttianu's Wife.

a duplicate of that found in the Bible,

while the intensely spiritual fonn of

the early native worship, with an

almost total absence of idols, gives
cause to look for further evidence of

the relation that at some date must
have existed between these people.

I am aware that there are many
other and different types found in that

region, but that is onlv what mav be

expected when we recollect the influ-

ences that have lieen at work, and the

time that has elapsed since the first

settlement. This, however, does not

weaken but rather .strengthens the

claim of such e\idence as we now find

of the presence of the Phoenicians in

that portion of the Pacific.

That a high civilization, having an

identical origin, must, at some remote

period, have prevailed throughout
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Polynesia, no one who has come in

contact with the native usages, and
the various stone remains on Easter,

Rappa, Ascension, Marshall, Gilbert,

Ladrones, Swallow, Strong's, Navi-

gator, and Hawaiian Islands, can for

a moment doubt
; and, curiously

enough, the native traditions of all of

them refer their origin to some land ly-

ing in the direction of the setting sun.

The relation of Strong's Island to

round the harbor, which had been

occupied by a powerful people called

'Anut,' who had large vessels in

which they made long voyages east

and west. Many moons being re-

quired for these voyages."
When we come eastward, and reach

Mexico, we find the evidence of their

presence intensified a thousandfold,
not only in the architectural remains
where tlic concrlomerate decorations

. A-^:--.
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Fig. 5

—Feisamoa, Chief, witli Feather lle;id Dress.

this line of research is a peculiarly

interesting one. At the entrance to

the harbor may be seen a (quad-

rangular tower, forty feet high, and
some stone-lined canals, while on the

adjacent island of Ilele are cyclopean
walls formed of very large stones,
well squared, which form an enclosure

overgrown by forests. These walls

are twelve feet thick, and in them are

vaults, artificial caverns, and secret

passages. The natives of this Lsland

have a remarkable tradition, namely :

"That an ancient city formerly stood

carry the marks of their peculiar genius
as clearly as the Greek does in its

own wa}', but also in the form of relig-
ious worship, which is clearly Phoeni-
cian in its base and entire outline.

The human sacrifice, and the idol,

half-man and half-brute, are beyond
question tho.se of the Phoenician Baal
or Moloch

;
while on the various

bronzes we .see the winged di.sc of

Egypt,* which Mr. Rawlin.son men-
tions as one of their peculiar designs.
And perhaps more curicius still, we

*Fig. 17, in Part II, this ailiclc.
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find among the remains of this people
in the ancient and Capital city of

Mexico what has been called a calen-

dar stone (Fig. i), which anj'onc may-
see at a glance is a national monument
of a seafaring people in the form of a

mariner's compass, and to which they

probably attributed the fact that thej^

liad discovered this new world.

entire thirty-two parts into which
what we are accustomed to call our

improved compass is divided are pres-

ent, while in the main point will be
.seen the faces of Cox and Cox, the

Mexican Noah and his wife, the first

recorded navigators, and underneath
these the Aztec symbol for water.

The wonder does not, however,

Fig. 6—Siotolana, Maid of Village Samoa.

On looking at this stone carefully,
it will be noticed that the only feature

giving w^eight to the Calendar theory
is the hieroglyphics on the inner

circle, which correspond to the twenty-
daj'^ month of the Aztec. When, how-
ever, we read the stone as a memorial
of the compass, it is far otherwise, for

it will be seen that there is not only a

north and a south, but also the other
and remaining cardinal points, duly

emphasized; and amazing to relate.

not only this, but in subdivisions the

cease here; for if we place the stone in

the correct position with reference to

the sun-god, in the center, it will be

ob.served that the determined point is

not north but south, and that in this

respect it is identical with the Chinese

compass, indicating that it must have
had its origin among a people accu.s-

tomed to navigate in latitudes to the

south of their pennanent home.
Now this so corresponds with our

knowledge of the main trend of early
Phoenician navigation and commerce
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as to form a fresh and interesting link

in this chaiti of evidence ; and this the

more so because we know that the

Chinese compass was a rude and

altogether unsatisfactor}- instrument,

having only twenty -four points,
whereas we find in this the evi-

dence of a comprehensive apprehen-
sion of the scientific value and use of

the instrument, which were essential

to the wide-spread navigation, and
characteristic of the finished work
and niathcniatical precision of the

Ocean, where the pole-star cannot be

seen, and where, indeed, if it could,
the knowledge of its existence would
be of little use to them. All steering
is done by a determined north; either

a true north or a magnetic north, and
we know that the magnetic (jualities
of metals were known to the Phoeni-

cians, for Sanchoniathon ascribes to

Chronos the invention of "Balulia,"
or "stones that moved as if they had
life," and we know that Chronos
lived two thousand ei«'hl hundred

Fig. 7— Easter Island Platform.

Phoenicians. But ajx'irt from this, there

are .some historic facts in existence

which, while i.solated, might be

(juestionable data, that in connection

with this receive a new value.

That the Phfenicians ventured on

long voyages, there can be no ques-
tion, for Herodotus makes a distinct

.statement to this effect, and says they
were accustomed to steer by the pole-
star. In llii> Ik- sini])!)- wrote as a

landsman would. Mariners do not

steer .scnith by east, or due east or

west, as these Plux'uicians were
accustomed to do on their historic

route, by the ])ole-star, for the

simple reason that the main tixnd of

their navigation was in the Jndiaii

years before Christ. We therefore

conclude that the knowledge must
ha\-e pa.s.sed from the Ph<enicians into

China, the more so becau.se IMcDavies,
whose elaborate investigation of the

history of the comjiass has made liim

one of the einiiuiit autliorities on this

subject, states that the earliest date at

which it was kiiown in China was
2604 B. C; and, curiously enough,
the term used 1)\" the Chine.se two
hundred years alter Chronos, is

almost identical in its significance
with that of the I'lKLnicians, the

Chinese eoni])ass being called the

Telle Cha\-, or directing stone.

The history of the Phdnieians was
a remarkable one for nian\ reasons,
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for apart from the fact that thc\-

clainied to be the most ancient of

mankind, and in their day exercised

an influence on the world that in these

late years finds a suitable counterpart
only in the history of the scientific,

commercial and phiIoloj::ical sujjrem-

acy of the Kn^lish-sjjeakinjL^^ peoples,

yet their ruling characteristic seems

time, they were on the most familiar

footing, the Egyptians, Hebrews,
Assyrians, Babylonians, Greeks and
Persians not only welcoming them to

their territory, but, as if by mutual

compact, protecting their caravans and

o])ening their jwrts to their merchant-

men, whose business it was to cater

to their needs and adapt themselves to

-
--ji,

.A
-; I,,. ,.

X , .
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Fig. 8—Easter Island Platform.

to have been not so much their indi-

viduality as their pliai)ility
—a char-

acteristic that was absolutely essential

to their colonial and commercial suc-

cess.

They seem to have had a wonderful

faculty of adapting themselves to

every condition of human life, and to

the pecvdiar bias and feeling of the

varied civilized and uncivilized peo-

ples with whom Ihey came in contact
in course of their mercantile ventures.

The}' were not warriors, although
they did and could fight when occa-

sion called for it, but even then, as

Alexander found, the (luality that was

opposed to his force of arms was not

warriors ,so much as men of the

keenest intellectuality, who used that

power by methods never dreamed of

b}' their duller opponents.
With all the great nations of their

Vol. 11—49

the re(iuirements of every country
with which they had established busi-

ness relations.

In consequence of this fact, as Mr.
Rawlinson points out, their commer-
cial relations with the.se varied peoples
had a reflex influence on themselves,
their work, wherever found, showing
that in their metallurgy their motives
are invariably either Egyptian or

Assyrian, while their .sculptures usu-

allv showed a large admixture of

Greek.
This is a most important point, and

I .seek to emphasize it, for it is the

key to what, up to this date, has lieen

an unsolved enigma of unusual impor-
tance, the solution of which will set

in operation a new set of facts, whose
influence will be so far-reaching as to

aflbrd more or less light on some of

the most interesting as well as per-
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plexing of the ethnological and

philological problems of to-day.
Of all the nations of their time, the

Phoenicians stood in the front rank.

In the practical arts, as well as in the

exact sciences, they were in their own
wide sphere, Avithout a competitor.
They were masons, d}-ers, glass-

blowers, workers in metal, and at the

same time carpenters and .shipbuilders,
but beyond all other peoples, navi-

gators and explorers, being the fmst

to face the dangers of the open ocean,
and make known to civilized nations,
not only the remoter regions of Asia,
Africa and Europe, but, as I think I

.shall succeed in demonstrating, the

first to discover America, and the

authors of the ancient and high civil-

ization found there, which, up to this

time, lias been an luisolved enigma.
Of the wares which they purve3-ed

to the various nations using their

conniiodities, many samples have in

Kig. 9
—Aztec Vase with Assyrian Decoration.

the.se late years l)een found, that give
much light on the influences that

seem to have been at work in tlie

manufacturing establishments ol this

extraordinary people, and as this is

essential to a complete understanding
of the sul)ject, I may say that Mr.

Rawlinson, wIkjui I have followed

clo.sely in this investigation. i)()ints

out that the Phoenicians had two
instructors in their gem engraving,
namely, Babylon and Egypt, deriving
from each certain features of their

practice.

Animals, for the most part griffins
and sphynxes,but often accurately cop-
ied from nature, form the great staple of
Phoenician art. The .subjects of their

designs, however, .show little orig-
inality, being in almost everj' ca.se

adapted either from Eg)pt or Baby-
lon—the hawk of Raa, the Egyptian
.sun-god, tlie cynocephalous ape,
sphynxes, winged disks and .serpents,

drawing of an original character being
shown onh- in ver}- few in.stances.

It is impossible to overrate this

testimony as to the peculiar bent of
the genius of the Phoenicians, for in

its own broad line of deniarkation, it

not only makes them a unique people,
with an apparent mi.ssion to the
remainder of mankind, l)ut likewise
enabled them to fill what was as

e.s.sential a sphere in the populating
and civilizing of the out.skirts of the
then known world, as ^vas the genius
of the Greeks for a more limited

sphere, or of the Jews for the preser-
vation of a pure moral code, when the
remainder of mankind had run riot

with luidisciplined excess.

It is not strange that it was .so.

Indeed, it was on just .such lines that

we would expect to find the genius of

a great mercantile people develop
itself, for the rea.son that their success

depended in no small measure on
their recognition of the fact that the

national, and especially the religious

prejudice of the peoples to whose
wants they catered must be respected
as well as .stinuilated. As artists and

artificers, there was ample room for

the exerci.se of their peculiar genius in

the ])rod notion of wares whose form
and adornment would be acce])table to

the highest culture, and as merchants
in ])r()viding .such wares as would
connnand the readiest sale among the

wealthier portions of tho.se conuninii-

ties, where the highest forms of civil-

ization were found closel}' a.s.sociated
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with all acceptable forms of govern-
ment. Of course, in the less civilized

countries it would not be necessary to

follow so closely this idea, and the

various articles in less active demand,
as vStyle or pattern altered, would

naturally find their way to the less

frequented routes.

The flexibility of the Phoenicians,
like that of the Knglish, wIkj are their

modern and legitimate successors in

their peculiar sphere, was phenomenal.

tions found in such localities as they
are supposed to have visited by an

early English .standard, would inev-

italjly build data far removed
from the real facts of the case.

The determining quality in .such

matters is neither vSaxon nor Nor-
man

;
the soluti(jn will require to

be found on totally dilTerent lines,

since the strongest evidence of their

presence will not be found in any one

type so much as in the proof of their

li^i^Jf'^Wf

Fig. 10—Ruins of Palace at Palenque—after Charnay.

He who would attempt to trace, a

thousand years after this, the counse of

English adventure over the face of the

earth by comparing the languages
found in such localities as they were

.suppo.sed to have visited with the

Saxon root, would inevitably fail, for

the reason that it has now incorporated
inflections from every quarter in which

English influence has been felt, and

is, in consequence, the most flexible

as well as the most conglomerate of

all modern languages, and will become

increasingly so as time and the influ-

ence of the people and the language
increase. So, also, he that would
seek to determine the limit of the

presence of the English - speaking
peoples by measviring the stone ercc-

versatility, and their faculty to make
tributarj- to a wide and pressing com-
mercial need the best found suitable
to their purpose, in every country that
has come in contact with their in-

fluence, not simply reproducing
designs, but with peculiar skill adapt-
ing them, with suitable modifications,
to new conditions and environ-
ment.

In consequence of this fact, we must,

therefore, expect to find the marks <.f

the national life of the Phoenicians
mo.st pronounced in what were, during
their time, new localities, and in places
where the circuni-scribing and limiting
influence of a large civilization (which
is usually conservative) is absent : and
in con.sequence of this fact, it may be
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wise to consider shortly one or two

points.
As masons, the Phoenicians were in

request by Solomon in the erection of

the temple ;
and as the record of this

association will be helpful in the

elucidation of this problem, I will

refer to it shortly.
It is doubtless well known to all

readers of Scripture that a warm
friendship existed between Ilirani,

King of Tyre (by which name Phoeni-

cia at that time went), and David,

King of Israel. In i Kings, 5th

chapter, we read: "And Hiram,
King of Tyre, sent his servants unto

Solomon; for he had heard that they
had anointed him king in the room of

his father: for Hiram was ever a lover

of David." What the nature of the

message sent to the young King ot

Israel by this old friend of his father's

was, we do not know, but it is appar-
e.it from what follows, that it was a

message that contained much more
than mere congratulation, and was

probably accompanied by an offer to

the son and successor of some tangible
evidence of the warmth of his feelings
towards the memory of his deceased

father, and of his interest in the future

of the young king ;
however that may

be, the reph' .sent by Solomon .showed
his peculiar fitness for the onerous

position that he had been called to

fill, and bore on the face of it evidence
of so lofty an affection for his deceased

parent, and so loyal a desire to carry
out his last wish, that Hiram not only
acceded to the request of Solomon,
but in the words of the seventh verse

of the chapter "rejoiced greatly and
said, blessed 1)e the Lord this day,
which hath given unto David a wise
son to rule over this great people."
The result of this interesting and

affecting exchange of courtesies be-

tween the old and the young kings
was that Hiram undertook in con-

junction with Solomon the erection of

the temple at Jerusalem, in fulfillment

of David's last wi.sh, and al.so of the

projected palace of Solomon at

Lebanon. Hiram, undertaking to

fell the necessary timbers for both

buildings in the forests of Lebanon,
bring them down the rivers on the
winter floods, and deliver them in

rafts to such ports as Solomon should
find to be most desirable, the only
stipulation mentioned was that Sol-

omon provide food for the various

camps or households of workmen fur-

nished by Hiram. Of the stupendous
nature of the operations, which were
in this manner inaugurated, we may
form some idea from the following

([notation from i Kings, 5th chap-
ter.

' ' And the Lord gave Solomon
wisdom, as he had promised him: and
there was peace between Hiram and

Solomon; and they two made a league
together. And King Solomon raised

a levy out of all Israel; and the levj^

was thirt}^ thousand men. And he sent

to Lebanon ten thousand a month by
cour.ses

;
a month they were in Leb-

anon, and two months at home; and
Adoniram was over the levy. And
Solomon had threescore and ten thou-
sand that bare burdens, and fourscore

thousand hewers in the mountains
;

Besides the chief of Solomon's oflicers,

which were over the work, three thou-
sand and three hundred, which ruled

over the people that wrought in the

work.
' ' And the King commanded and

they brought great stones, costly stones,
and hewed stones to lay the founda-
tion of the house. And Solomon's
builders and Hiram's builders did hew
them, and the stonesquarers; so they

prepared timber and stone to build the

house." That is, there were thirty
thou.sand timber fellers in Lebanon,
seventy thousand burthen^ bearers,

eighty thousand hewers, and three

thousand three hundred overseers, or

in rotation, as explained, a total of

one hundred and eighty-three thou-

sand and three hundred Jews ;
and if an

equal number of Phoenicians were

added, an army of men amounting to

three hundred and sixty-six thousand
six hundred cmi)loyed in this joint

undertaking, which explains, in con-

junction with the geographical situation
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of Phoenicia, the necessity for Hiram's

request, and the obligation of vSolonion,

as we fnul it in the nth verse :

'' and
Solomon gave Hiram twenty thousand
measures of wheat for lood for his

household, and twenty measures of

pure oil
;
thus gave vSolomon to Hiram

year by year.
' '

There is one point in this connec-
tion which it is necessary to under-
stand in order that we may ol)tain

some light not only on the char-

from the Greek, is very contrary to

the art of the Hellenes. Grecian
architecture starts from the principle
of the division of the blocks of stone
into small j^ieces, and avows this

])rinci])le boldly. Never did the
Greeks deri\e from Pentilecus bkx:ks
of a size at all comparable to those of
Il'ialbec and Ivgypt. They .saw no ad-

\antage in them ; on the contrary, they
saw that with masses of this kind,
^vllich are U) be u-ed entire, the

' i
%i^>f'.^.

Fig. n—Mural Decoration nt U.xunial— after Ch.irnay.

acteristics of Phoenician architect-

ure and the substructions found in the

Pacific, l)ut al.so on the enormous

army of laborers, or as they are

called here "burthen bearers, "em-
ployed on this work.
M. Renan, in his work on " Archi-

tecture," sa\ s : "The foundation of

Phoenician architecture is the carved

rock, not the column, as with the

Greeks. The wall replaces the curx'ed

rock without entirely losing its char-

acter. Nothing conducts to the belief

that the Phoenicians ever made use of

the keyed vault.
" The ])rinciple of monolithism,

which ruled the Phoenician and Svrian
art even after it hatl adopted nuich living rock.

{ To be Continued.^

architect had his hands tied ; tl.e

material, instead of being subordinated
to the design of the edifice, runs
counter to the design."
The v^vrian and Phoenician archi-

tects and e\ en tho.se of t)gypt are at

the connnaud (;f their material. The
stone does m t submit to the shape
which the arti/i's thoughts would

impress upon it : it continues to be
with them mere n)ck, more or le.'<s,

that is to say, undetei mined matter.
This is the reason why the Grecian
architects never made what we meet
with at every step in Phcenicia, at

Jerusalem, in Persia, in Syria, in

Phrygia
—architectural works iu the
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; N many parts
of Germanj^
and notably

along the

l)orclers of

that great tract of wooded mountains

and valle^^s called the Thiiringian

Forest, a mountain top without its

caslle would be an anomaly strange

enough to evoke a wondering cjues-

tion. Many of these nests of the old

privileged birds of prey, as Heinrich

Heine not inaptly calls them, are but

dilapidated renniants of their originals,

of whose shape they furnish scarcely

a clue. Some have kept but a single

straight tower, round or s([uarc, whose

rough and massive masonry looks as

if it were to stand for all time. Some
.show long lines of cruml)ling walls

that still exhibit the outlines of the

original structure, while still others

are V)ut grass-grown mounds, above

which, literally, not one stone has been
left standing on another. Not all,

however, are in such a ruinous condi-

tion, at which they have arrived

through special vicissitudes of fate.

Some, and the.se in their beginnings
I fauc}' quite as old as many of their

dismantled neighbors, have come
down to the present day, not only

perfect externally, as pictures of an
earlier time, but are still inhabited by
the descendants of tho.se who built

them.
Such a castle, with its outworks

and approaches, its bastions now
leveled to make ro ni for terraces, not

infrequently crowns the whole stunmit

of a high hill, while lower down,
about the sides and feet, straggle the

crooked streets of a village of red-

tiled, mos.s-covered houses, often

apparently as old as the more preten-
tious buildings above. The likeness

of a hen, witli outspread wings, pro-

tecting the defenseless chickens at her

feet, has often been found in these old

castles, with their attendant towns.

It may, however, be suspected that in

the old days, who.se conditions pro-
duced the one and whose exigen-
cies the other, the relationship was
rather that of the wolf playing

shepherd o\'er a flock of sheep, who
w^ere glad to fly to him for temporary
safety, at least, rather than to be

ruthlessly devoured by his brother

wolf, who had his vantage-ground
elsewhere. However this may be, the

figure has long ago lost its force, and
both are now primarily Init the

homogeneous parts of a landscape
which would lose a charm, if either

were ab.sent. As, no doubt, was the

case in more ancient times, the village

is, besides, .still economically necessary
to the other as a base of supplies, and
the castle a requisite of the village as

a consumer of its overplus; although
so far as this last is concerned, both

are not uncommonly, in their latter

days, in a condition of .senility, where
little is required but sleep.

764
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Egcrsdorf and the Rothenstein—
which are not, however, tlicir true

names, because of the story that

follows—are such a village and castle.

The village has been named first, but

it is in realit}^ neither large nor impor-
tant. In point of location, the ca.stle

so dominates the town that the former

is visible far out in the land, while the

presence of the other is not suspected,
until one is almost in its streets. The

highway approaches it through a

narrow, deep valley, thickly wooded
to the top, on cither side. There is

only just room at the bottom for the

road and a rapid little stream that is

first on one side and then on the other,
and once in a while a wooden cro.ss

tells of the difficulties and dangers of

the way. It is a solitary road, and

you will only rarely be met by a

chance pedestrian, unless it be some
old woman toiling along under a

heavy bundle of faggots, or, if it is at

evening, by a bo}' who is bringing his

tinkling herd down from some distant

mountaiu pasture. Here and there on

the .slope of the valley can .still be

seen faint signs of a terrace that shows
where the old Roman road ran evenly

along, and one can fanc}'- without
mucli eflort, for the place lends itself

to that, the stead}^ tramp of the

legions, as they made their glittering

way northward through these forests,

to return by-and-by with captives
—

fierce men, and wild-eyed women, and

strange beasts. On the road at the

bottom of the valley, the knights of

the Rotlien.stcin marched, more than

once, with plumes and banners flying,
on their way to Palestine, from which

they never returned to tell the stor}-

of their misadventures. All this the

valley has seen, and more, but these

have gone bj'^ and have been so com-

pletely forgotten, that the very knowl-

edge of them has perished from the

region. This contact with a storied

past, it may be imagined, has never-

theless, though unsuspected, left its

effect behind in a dreamy atmosphere
that leads to the introspection and a

morbidness of imagination that was

often noticed in the inhabitants. No
region is riclier in folk-tales or tradi-

tions of the past, and no people are

more credulous to believe them.
At the deepest and darkest part of

this pass, between the mountains, as

you follow the road upward, the val-

ley suddenly widens, and all at once

you are out in the daylight, where the

village lies basking in the sun, with
the castle high above it. So perfect a

picture it is on a .summer's day, such
an embodiment of an Old-World idyl,
that at tlie verj- first glance one suc-

cumbs to its charm, and, afterward,

go where you will, you will never

forget it.

We came upon Egersdorf, very
much as has been described, one

morning late in June. We had read,
to be sure, the guide-book description of
it and its surroundings, and knew that

it was there, and that it must be fine,

but we were quite unprepared for it as

we found it. The only inn was in a

crooked street, half-waj- up the hill,

toward the castle
;
and when we had

swung open the narrow window of the

room assigned us, and looked out over
the moss-grown roofs across into the

valley, with the forest-clothed moun-
tains always beyond, we rejoiced as

the children of Israel must have done
when they arrived in the Promised
Land.
As the Rothenstein was the natural

center of the whole region, it was, as

a matter of course, not only the first,

but the frequent objective point of our
excursions from the village, from
which it was approached either by
the broad high road that led xip to the

drawbridge that .'^till cros.sed the moat,
or by a narrow paved way shut in by
walls, and cool and moist even on the

hottest and dtA'est days of summer,
that conducted one through mysteri-
ous passages to a courtyard at the

back. At the time of our visit, the

public was freely admitted to most

parts of the castle and grounds. We
had learned in the village that no

members of the famih- were there ;

that the Baron had been dead for a
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number of years, and that the widow
and her two children, a boy of four-

teen, the successor to the title and

estates, and a girl two years younger,
had lived constantly abroad since his

death, nor was it known when they
would return. The castle was, conse-

quently, unoccupied, except by the

Castilian and his wife, two faithful

retainers who had grown old in the

service of the house into which they
had so completely merged that they
had no thought or question of a possi-
ble disassociation from it. They were
a communicative pair when once their

confidence, inspired by almost daily
visits to the castle and its terraces, had
been gained, and they knew the fam-

ily legends as far back as legends go,
and that in places like the Rothenstein
is usually very far back, indeed.

This particular castle, like the whole

region, as has been said, was notabl}'
rich in such legendarj'' matter. Every
room and passage and stairway, it

appeared, had its story, some of them

gruesome ones. Manj^ of these rooms
were not regularly shown to chance

visitors, and as time went by, we
thought we had probably seen them
all. It was accordingly, in a mood
more idle than inquisitive, that we
asked one day how it was, in a castle

as large and old as the Rothenstein,
there were so few pictures or portraits
of the old knights and ladies of the

family. The question, as we saw
with some surprise, was received in

silence. The Castilian, it was noticed,

glanced questioningly at his wife, and
a look passed between them. It was

apparently one of assent, for the old

man presently said :

' ' There is a pic-
ture gallery that is never opened now.

' '

"Indeed," we said, "and why?"
' ' The Baron was found there,

' ' he

replied. "It was nearly ten years

ago. He lay there on the floor dead.
Old Marie found him."
We saw that he was reluctant to tell

the story.
' ' And who is old Marie ?

' '

we asked.
" The nur.se who attended him as a

child."

"Is .she still alive?"
"
O, yes," he said, "she lives in

the village," and he mentioned the
street and house.

' '

Will she tell us the story ?
' '

" You may," he said, seriously, "at

least tr>'."

The advisability of showing the

room was apparently considered after

we had gone, for, on our next visit,

the old man, of his own accord, con-

ducted us to a door near the end of

the main corridor of the castle, which
he unlocked with evident hesitation

and an apprehensive glance, as the
unused hinges creaked open, at some

point in the middle of the floor.

The picture gallery at the Rothen-
stein is a square and rather low room,
an effect that is heightened by the

heavy oak wainscoting and the pan-
eled ceiling almost black with age.
Its whole effect is gloomy. Originally
it had been light enough, as the
numerous windows attest, but ivy had
been left to grow neglectedly over

them, until many of them are now so

completely covered that they are invis-

ible from the outside, and admit only
points of sunlight through the thick
leaves. Coming in from the light of

day outside, one's eyes must first accus-
tom themselves to the obscurity, before

the details of the room and its belong-
ings can be realized, and even then
there is much that is impossible dis-

tinctly to see. The Rothenstein pic-
tures are not remarkable, at least, in

their present uncertain light, which
detracts, also, from the really unique
collection of armor and trophies of all

.sorts with which every available place
is filled. There is, however, one pic-
ture that it is wrong to include in any
general characterization, for it is

remarkable at this period, long after

the time I last saw it; it seems to me,
indeed, one of the most remarkable

pictures I have ever seen. It hung,
and, doubtless still hangs, in the luost

prominent part of the room, directly
over the great stone fireplace, opposite
the door, so that it was not only the

first object that met the eye upon
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entering, but it was felt afterward so of his immediate pupils, which it may
to pervade the whole apartment that well be, since the date of its subject
all else in it was accessor)-. At a first and tradition, as we aftenvards

' The face of a man of fifty, that stood out of the canvas, even in the Rloom, as if it must be living flesh anj blood.

glance all that one saw was the face of

a man of fifty, that stood out from the

canvas even in the gloom, as if it must
l)e li\-ing flesh and blood. The eyes
shone cold and determined, and the

mouth was shut clo.se and hard as if

with unalterable purpo.se. It was a

stern, stubborn face, but not a cruel

one. It told unmistakably of a person
of little human charit>- ;

of a will that

would suffer no opposition, and a

heart that knew no forgiveness. A
nearer view showed the full length,
life-size figure of a cavalier, of about
the time of Charles I, in doublet and

hose, with one hand on the hilt of the

rapier at his side. Although there is

neither sign nor signature visible on
the picture to determine it, it looks

like a portrait by \'elasque/., or by one

learned, coincides with the lifetime cf

that artist. It was an evident relief

to the Castilian when we presently
signified our readiness to leave

; and

only after he had safely locked the

door behind him, and we were again
out in the sunlight, away from its

peculiar influence, did he tell us with
an ill-concealed reluctance to discuss

the subject, and in as few words as

possible, that it was the portrait

painted from life of the knight of the

Rothenstein, who, the hi.stories tell

us, fell in the memorable battle of

Lutzen, in 16^2 ; and with that he

abruptly dismissed the subject, nor
would he again recur to it in spite of

our manifest curiosity.
" Mark my word,'" I said to B..

my companion,
"
there is more
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about the picture than we have j^et

learned."

What we had seen and heard had

only awakened our curiosity to know
more of the stor}^ of the portrait whose

living features haunted us.
' ' Xo

wonder," we said,
"
that the Castilian

dreads to enter the room, for there is

something uncanny in the place, and
an unmistakably evil influence there

that we do not understand." It was
then that the earlier remark about old

Marie occurred tons. "Her story,"
we said,

"
if she can be induced to tell

it, will, undoubtedly, throw some

^*f*'

"
I saw it with my own eyes, and I am the only one."

light on tlie matter
;
for it was in this

very room, according to what we have
been told, that she found her ma.ster

dead."

Egersdorf is a little place, and we

easily found Marie, a woman wrinkled
and bent with age and infirmity, who since been changed, though there are

.sat all day long propped up in a chair now gardens where there used to be

near the window of her cottage, in walls and ditches. lie lived nuich in

which .she lived alone, except for a foreign parts, now in tliis country and

village woman, her care-taker, who now in that, and sometimes years

the conversation at the first visit, and

many successive ones up to the subject
we most desired to hear, not a word
could she be induced to sa}- in regard
to it, and we Iiad almost given it up.
We found her, however, one day when
we came to make the call that had
become a matter of habit, in an

altogether iniusual state of excitement.
There were bright spots on her cheeks
and a light in her eyes that we had
never before noticed. Something
extraordinary' we were sure had hap-
pened, and we asked .solicitously after

her condition. Her thoughts, how-
ever, to-day, were plainly
not of hcr.self, for she paid
not the slightest attention

to us or our inquiry, and
we were on the point of

stealthily withdrawing
when .she straightened her-

vSelf up in her chair, and
said more steadih^ and

clearly than we had ever

before heard her speak,
" Do you know the storj-

of the Rothcnstein ? I

saw it with my own eyes,
and I am the only one."

I cannot give it all in

her exact words, for it was
broken and interrupted,
and took much for granted
that we had to elicit by
questions, but this is the

story .she told :

"Hugo von Rothen.stein, over two
hundred j-ears ago, rebuilt the castle

that had always belonged in his

family, and left it as it stands to-day,
for the buildings themselves have never

looked in from time to time to see

that she had what few attentions .she

required. vShe was fond of visitors,

and was garrulous enough about the

castle and its family, with whom she

had always lived, up to the death of

the late Iku'on
; but, although we led

would go by licfore he returned.

Only a part of the castle at that time

could be lived in : tlie rest was old,

and had gradually l)ec()me almo.st a

ruin. One spring, after a long ab-

.sence, he appeared unexpectedly, and

.soon after, a great many men were at
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work tearing down and replacing the

oldest jjarts and adding new ones.

A year after this time, when the south

wing had been completed, he brought
back a beautiful young Knglishwoman
as his bride. For a number of years

they lived up at the Rothenstein in

peace and happiness, while the one
son that had been given to them was

growing up, and by-and-by he, too,
in his turn went away, as his father

had done before him, to see the world
outside. I do not know just where it

was, Imt in another part of German}'
he fell in love with a girl of his own
rank, and came back and announced
his intention of making her his wife.

To his surprise and consternation, the

father, who, it seems, had designs for

him in a wholly different direction,

absolutely refused to countenance it;

and not only that, he set himself like

flint against it, and forbade him pas-

sionately to have anything further to

do in the matter.
' ' The son was, however, made of

just as determined stuff as the father,
and without more ado, as soon as he
could get to her, married the girl out

of hand. What he ought not to have

done, in hope of forgiveness from one
who did not know how to forgive,
either in this life or after it

;

" and the

old woman paused with a look on her
face as if slic, too, had been an actor

in this drama two centuries ago." He not long after brought back his

young wife to the Rothenstein. In

spite of the prayers and supplications
of the mother, who threw herself on
her knees before him, old Baron Hugo
did not even allow his son to enter
the castle, but cursed him outside like

a dog, and not only him, but his de-

scendants to the remotest generations.
The son never returned again in his

father's lifetime. The mother soon
after died, it is said, of a broken heart,

and the old Baron himself went abroad
and finally was killed at IvUtzen. A
year or so after he was dead, the great
picture of him that now hangs at the

end of the picture gallery, over the

fireplace, was sent from abroad, some

say from Spain, where it was painted
by one of their greatest artists

; but
mark my word," she added impres-
sively,

" no human artist painted that

picture that has blighted the whole
house for all the.se years, and nobody
su.spected it until I saw it with my
own eyes,"
Her vehemence had exhau.sted her,

and it was some time before she
went on.

"After his father's death, the .son

came back with his wife and a boy,
their only child. The picture gallery
at that time had not been completed,
as I have heard, and the portrait of

old Hugo hung in the long corridor.

There, early one morning, tliey found
the knight of the Rothen.stein dead,

pierced to the heart, they said and
still say, by the sword that he even
then held tight in his hand."

"It is a gloomy story that follows,
' '

old Marie added, wearily. "Old
Baron Hugo's grandson final!)- com-

pleted the picture gallerj-, and the

portrait was hung where it is to-day,
but where it would not be, if I had my
way. The Baron was only a man of

forty, as you may still .see on the stone

in the chapel, when one daj' he was
found dead, and, like his father, evi-

dently by his own sword that lay
beside him. This time, however, the
deed had been done in the picture

gallerj'. Neither in his own case nor
in that of his father was there anj-

apparent reason for such an act.

They had both lived peaceful lives,

without harassment or care.
' ' For six generations the ston,- I

have told you has been the same.

My Hugo's great-grandfather, his

grandfather, his father, and finally he

himself, have all gone the same way—
all have died alone from a sword
thrust in the heart. A cunse, even'-

body said, has fallen on the family,
that impels them all to take their

lives—old Baron Hugo's curse when
he drove his son away—but they never

thought of the accur.sed thing that I

knew was the real cause of all this

misery'."
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" My Hugo," continued the old

woman,
" was as fine and frank a lad

as the old castle had ever seen. He
always had a happy life, but some-
times I could not bear to watch him,
for I knew how certain was the fate

that hung over him. But he never

suspected it, and grew up and went

away, and then came back a man, full-

grown and handsomer than his father

or his grandfather, whom I remember
to have .seen as a child. And by-

and-by he brought a wife to the

Rothenstein, and they were verj-

happy together, and two children were
born. They are all away now, and
have never been back si:ice he died."

day. They were all so happy. The
Baroness and the children had sur-

prised him with their gifts, and we
had all congratulated him, I first of

all. There was no invited company,
but it was a holiday at the ca.stle, and
the flags were flying, and flowers had
been placed everywhere, and there

were to be lanterns out
trees in the evening, that

lighted. Late in the

her voice trembled almost

under the

were never

afternoon,"
to a whis-

per, "I was going alone along the

corridor, past the door of the picture

gallery. The long passage it.self was

empty, but when I was exactly oppo-
site the door, I heard the quick stamp

" The old man coolly wipeJ his sword, and put it back in the scabbard at his side.

It was a long time before she re- of a foot, and then the click of steel

sumed her .story: "Ten years ago striking against steel. At first, I

this very day was his thirtieth birth- could not believe my ears, and I
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stopped still and listened. All at

once it came to nie what it meant.

God ! I thought, to-day ! to-day !

and though I could .scarcely move, I

trembled so, I llircw ni\self against
the door and hurst it open. There,
in the middle of the room—(/od ! tlial

1 should ever have lived to see it !

—
stood my Hugo, his sword drawn in

defen.se
;
and opposite him, his cold

eye fixed u]M)n him, and his rajiier

ju.st ready to thrust, was the old Hugo
of the picture there in the flesh again.
And while I was looking, in an in.stant

the thrust had l)een given, and my
Hugo threw up Ids arms and fell,

and even as he reeled, the old nuui

coolly wiped his sword, and put it

back in the .scal)i:)ard at his side.

Oidy then I .shrieked at the liorror of

the thing, and fell fainting across the

threshold where I stood.
"

It was dark when I came to my-
self again, and sometime before I

could realize what had happened, and

give the alarm. It was too late. My
Hugo w^as dead. Again, they whis-

pered, the cur.se has fallen, and the

Baron of the Rothenstein has taken
his life. They would not listen to

my .story when I told them how he
had fought for his life, where no
human arm coidd prevail, and how
foully he had been nuirdered under

my very eyes. But as God is my wit-

ness, I saw him fall, and old Hugo
von Rothenstein .struck the l)low !

"'

This was old Marie's story, and,

though we questioned her more

minutely, as to some of its points.

nothing could cause her to vary its

details, (jr could .shake her belief in its

truth.

We met the physician of the district

once at Marie's cottage, and afterward
took occasion to cjuestion him about
her story, which we found he had
heard. He had been called, it ap-

peared, to the ca.stle, as soon as the

body of the Baron had been discov-

ered, and it was true that Marie had
first come upon it in the picture gal-

lery, where it lay on the floor. There
was nothing to shf)w, he said, that he
had not committed .suicide, and the

sword, an old F'rench rapier that had
been taken down from among the

weapons in the room, lay a sliorl dis-

tance from him, where he had flung it

as he fell.
" There was no blood on

the blade," he added, thf)ug]itfully,
"
as I remarked at the time, but that

may be accounted for by purely
natural causes, for, like many others

in the collection, it had been oiled to

keep off the rust."

Marie's .story had made a profound
impression upon us, and once more
we (|uestione(l her about its incidents,

l)ut she shook her head, and said she

should never tell it again. Later iii

the summer her health failed fa.^^t, and
one day, on our way to her cottage,
our friend, the physician, met us and
told us .she was dead. "And her

.story, doctor," we a.sked, "did you
believe it ?

"

"She certainly believed it," he

said, "and who shall say that it may
not have been true ?

' '

"- /^

a^^sap



MILLIONAIRES.*

BY DR. LYMAN ALLKN.

IN
beginning the consideration of

questions pertaining to the disparity
in the material conditions of the

people, and the causes of this disparity,
we will first observe men of greatest

wealth, and the sources from which
their vast accumulations have been
derived

;
and perliajDS in taking this

general surv^ey we ma}' be able to

learn some of the causes of poverty,
by observing the sources of greatest
individual wealth. When too much
of the life c.urrent flows to the central

organs of the body, the extremities

become cold, and the patient has a

chill. In like manner we may rea-

sonabl}^ expect that when a large

proportion of wealth—the life current

of the nation—flows into the coffers of

the few, the many nmst needs be

impoverished l)y the drain upon the

common source of supply. With the

nation as with the individual, conges-
tion at one point produces lack of

blood at another.

Reliable information regarding the

number of millionaires, and especially
the amount and sources of individual

wealth, are not readily obtainable. A
statement of the amomit of wealth of

any of our great millionaires should
be taken as approximate. We have,
as a rule, no means of ascertaining
with exactness the wealth of rich men
in the United States, except after their

death. In England, where an income
tax is collected from the rich, it

becomes the business of the Govern-
ment to knowthewealth of individuals.

But we may learn the amount of the
wealth of our rich men with sufficient

accuracy' for our comparisons.
Mr. Thomas G. Shearman, in liis

Foru7n article, has made an extended

* This article is an abridgement of the first chapter
of a volume by the author entitled " Tolitical Prob-
lems," and soon to be published by the Califomian
Publishing Company,

enumeration of some of our great
millionaires, with an estimate of their

individual wealth, which is probably
as nearly correct as may be found.

The New York Tribune has also fur-

nished an extended list of men
throughout the country who are

reputed to be worth a million or more,
but it does not give estimates of

individual wealth, except in a few

instances, so that its list is not satis-

factory in this respect. There is a

wide difference between a fortune of a

million and one of a hundred millions.

A notable fact in regard to millionaires

is that the United States has furnished,

during the last thirty years, a field for

the accmnulatioii of large fortunes

vastl}' beyond that of any other nation

or of any other period in history.

Indeed, in that time individual fortunes

have been amassed in the United
States upon such a stupendous scale

as to very far surpass any acquisition
of wealth before known among men.

England is the great commercial
and financial center of the business

world, yet England, with her landed

nobility who own vast estates, her

great bankers, manufacturers and

merchants, does not furnish million-

aires to compare with those of our

countr3^ The noted bankers of

England and France, whose names are

familiar to American readers, do not

nearly approach in tlie magnitude of

their fortunes the colossal wealth of

several rich Americans.

During these three decades, while

wealth has greatl}'- increased in the

hands of the few, as a rule, the values

of the farmers' lands, except in the

newer States and in proximity to

cities, have depreciated, and the pro-

portion of farm mortgages and of

tenant farmers has largel}' increa.sed.

This would seem to indicate that the

772
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I

causes which ha\'e made a few rich

have made many poor. And not this

alone, but the fact that along with
this rapid accumulation of great
fortunes we have an increase in the

proportion of people who lack for the

comforts of life, who are forced to

the most exacting toil to maintain a

bare existence or are unable to find

sufFicient employment to provide for a

decent living ;
that with our illimitable

sources and facilities for producing
almost everything required for the

comfort of mankind there should be

so many who do not secure a fair share

of the wealth produced
—these facts

are arresting the attention of the

American people, and have incited the

present upheaval in our political life.

With such notable and unquestion-
able facts, showing the exi.stence of

conditions which have produced and
are still producing this wide inequality
in the distribution of wealth, we may
well consider what are the causes and
what shall be the remedies for these

evils.

In our search for millionaires we
will first look among the farming
classes, as they constitv:te the largest
number of workers, and are the prin-

cipal producers of wealth. Do we
find them ? Is there a considerable

proportion of farmers who have
become millionaires ? No. There
is not. We might search diligentl)'
and would find but few instances of

men who have made a million in an}^

ordinary farming enterprise. !Men

have made millions by securing large
tracts of cheap lands, especiall}'' of

Government lands, by fraudulent

entries or by collusion of dishonest

Government agents and holding for

advanced values
; by herding large

flocks of cattle or sheep upon the

public domain ;
and in some western

States by growing grain upon an

extended scale. Man}' farmers become
"well-to-do ;

"
they acquire thousands,

bnt not millions.

Who, then, are the millionaires,

and how did they make their money ?

They are men who manage the

railway and telegraph lines and express
companies ;

men who control the

production and distribution of coal,
and oil, lumber and refined sugar ;

those engaged in manufactures of

iron, steel, glass, cordage ; those

engaged in mining silver, gold, copper
and lead

; bankers, brokers, specu-
lators

;
those who have been made

rich by rise of real estate in cities
;

men who are in the position to dictate

the prices people must pay for their

meat and many other articles of prime
necessity ; these and others who have
to a large extent a monopoly of the
business in which they are engaged,
and are enabled to exact exorbitant

charges for the services rendered the

people.

By far the larger number of great
American millionaires, and especially
those whose fortunes have been

acquired during the last three decades,
are men who have made their money
mainly in constructing, capitalizing,

managing and consolidating railway
lines. Perhaps one-half of the total

acquisition of the notably great for-

tunes in that time have been made in

that way. These are the men whose

absorption of a large proportion of the

profits of labor has been a chief cause
for close times among so many peo-

ple.
It is probable that a list of fifty

individuals, including estates, could
be made,whose combined wealth would

aggregate $1,500,000,000 mainly
amassed in railroad afiairs. This list

would include Cornelius Vandcrbilt,

Wm.K. Vandcrbilt, Jav Gould, Leland

Stanford, John I. IJIair, Colis P.

Huntington, G. B. Roberts, F. W.
Vandcrbilt, Ru.ssell Sage, Calvin S.

Brice, Charles M. McGhee, Chauncey
M. Depew, Chester W. Chapin, John
H. Inman, Samuel Sloan, Samuel
Thomas, Timothy Hopkins, Frederick

L. Ames, James I. Hill, Erastus

Corning, Austin CorbinandJ. Rogers
Maxwell, and the estates of Charles

Crocker, Thomas A. Scott, J. W.
Garrett, Moses Taylor, Mark Hop-
kins, Nathaniel Thayer, E. F. Drake,
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William L. Scott, William Thaw,
Horace F. Clark and Sidney Dillon.

Also smaller fortunes have been

made by a much larger number of

men in a similar way, and by men
who w^ere also engaged in banking,

mining or other business, and a con-

siderable part of whose wealth was

acquired in railway investments. No
ven>' definite estimate can be made of

the aggregate wealth possessed by
these lesser railway millionaires, but

we may fairly assume that, taking

altogether the men wdio have made

large fortunes in railway affairs,

their total wealth acquired b)^ this

means amounts to at least one-half as

much as the present total value of all

the railways of the country
—about

$2,500,000,000 or $3,000,000,000.
But, be this as it may, the indis-

putable fact remains, that much the

largest number of our great million-

aires are railway men, and this fact is

a significant one for the American

people. It shows that the question of

cheaper transportation is the greatest
economic problem before the American

people. It means that a large amount
of wealth has been taken from its

legitimate channels by men who have
been managers of what should be
national highways, by exacting
extortionate tolls upon the traffic over
these highways and thus taxing the

industries of the whole country, and
is now piled up in these colossal

fortunes. It does not stand for legiti-

mate earnings, savings or profits.
For the farmer this wealth has

stood for low prices of wheat and
cattle and corn, and for high jirices of

coal and tools and lumber. It stands
for mortgages on many farms. For
the mechanic, laliorcr and tradesman
it has added to the cost of his food,
his tools and his home, and has

deprived him of many comforts and
luxuries which he should have had,
in order to swell the vast fortunes of

these railway millionaires.

The average earnings of able-bodied

mechanics, farmers and laborers in the

United States, those who are fortunate

and have work, is less than $500 a

year. The average savings of such
men who are ordinarily thrift}^ is less

than $100 a year. Mr. Jay Gould
has amassed a fortune of about

$100,000,000, in the past thirty years,

by managing and manipulating rail-

way properties. This fortune repre-
sents an amount equal to the total

earnings of 200,000 bu.sy men for one

year ;
it represents an amount equal

to the total savings of 1,000,000 bu.sy
and thrifty men for one year. As the

majorit}' of men do not earn or save

so much, and as many do not have

steady or profitable emplo3-ment, such
a fortune is a greater sum than the

total savings of 100,000 ordinary men
in a lifetime.

If Ferdinand and Isabella had
decreed that Christopher Columbus
and his heirs after him should receive

a perpetual pension of $250,000 an-

nually from the Spanish Government
as a reward for his great service in the

discovery of a new world, and the

amount had been regularly paid from

1492 to this date, the total payments
would have amounted to a sum no

greater than the present wealth of a

Gould, Vanderbilt or vStanford.

As we investigate the prol)lcm of

our railway management, we shall

find that there are many ways in

connection with it by which the few

are enriched and the many impover-
ished. As indicated by the propor-
tion of our great millionaires who are

railway men, we wnll find that the

present methods of railway manage-
ment in our country are one of the chief

causes for the disparity in the condi-

tions of the people, and one which we
have not as 3^et begun materially to

remedy. The railway problem is an

important one, and one which urgently
demands the attention of the people.
The subject is treated at length in

several chapters of this work.

John Jacob Astor, William Waldorf
Astor and INIrs. William Astor are

supposed to be the three wealthiest

persons of one family in the world,

with possessions valued at about
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$100,000,000 each. John Jacob Astor,

founder of the Astor estate, made a

great fortune for his time, by mer-

chandising and in the fur trade, and
this fortune, invested in New York
real estate in early times, has grown
to be the largest estate held in one

family, unless it be that of the Van-
derbilts.

Commodore Vandcrbilt got his start

in life in the steamboat business, but

he early embarked in railway manage-
ment and made the bulk of his fortune

in that line of business. He was the

first of the great railway managers,
and was a notable financier. Although
the Astor estate had grown to many
millions before Vanderbilt was fairly

started on the road to wealth, yet the

Vanderbilt estate, now owned princi-

pally by three sons, amounts to nearly
or quite as much as the wealth of the

A.stors.

The most notable group of million-

aires next to the railway managers is

composed of the Standard Oil men.
Mr. John D. Rockefeller stands with

J. J. Astor, William Waldorf Astor,

Cornelius Vanderbilt, William K.

Vanderbilt, Jay Gould and Leland
Stanford, having wealth in the

neighborhood of ^^100,000,000. John
D. Rockefeller, Wm. Rockefeller, H.
M. Flagler, O. H. Payne, John H.

Flagler, Oliver B. Jennings and others,

including the estate of Charles Pratt,

representing the Standard Oil Trust,

have a combined wealth of about

$300,000,000.
There is a considerable luimber of

millionaires who have made their

fortunes mainly in banking and in

merchandising, but there is no instance

of a fortune having been made in cither

of these lines which amounts to even

one-half as much as those of the great

railway kings, unless we except the

Astor estate, and this was not, for it

was Iniilt up mainly b}^ the rise in

value of New York real estate.

Neither bankers, merchants, nor men
euiraged in anv other ordinarv calling,

where there is no special opportunity
for controlling an entire line of trade.

Vol. 11—50

have furnished any very marked
examples of great millionaires. The
most prominent of these are A. T.

vStewart, H. B. Claflin, John V. Far-
well and Marshall Field among
merchants, and F. A. Drexel, A. J.

Drexel, J. vS. Morgan, J. P. Morgan,
and the Seligmans among bankers.
But neither of these amassed a fortune

amounting toljut little more than one-

fourtli as much as those of the great

railway magnates, although requiring
a longer period of time in acquisition.
The Oil Trust, the Dres.sed Beef

Trust, the Sugar Trust, .s(>mc pro-
tected manufacturing and mining
industries and other combinations of

capital aside from the railway, tele-

graph and express lines have often

exerci.sed great power in obtaining
legislation in their interests. Great
wealth in the hands of a few men rep-
resents a great and ver>' dangerous
power ov'er productive, financial and
commercial interests, over legislation
and over the conduct of government.

It is this vast power which capital-
ists and combinations of capitalists

have, not only over almost everx-

material interest throughout the land,

but over large bodies of mechanics
and laborers, over whole communi-
ties of men and women in manufac-

turing and mining districts, that has

brought the burning question of the
' '

irrepressible conflict
' ' between cap-

ital and labor to a point where it is

imperative that the State and national

governments shall come in and decide

by legislation and by arbitration all

differences between such large con-

tending interests. These large for-

tunes and this vast power in the liands

of a few men have been built up, have

been made possible, through and by
the direct aid of the government and
of the whole people : by franchises,

subsidies, bounties, privileges, loans

and credits ; by high tariffs and by the

protecting hand of a strong govern-
ment.
That which the govennnent creates

it should control. We .should not

construct engines that we cannot man-
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age when built. We should uot help
men to build great highways by grant-

ing franchises, special privileges and

bounties, and when built submit to a

direct tax from the men we have

aided, by allowing them to "charge
what the traffic will bear." If we sub-

.sidize favored industries by aid of

high protective tariffs which act as a

direct tax upon all consumers of the

products of such industries, we should

at least see that the laborers engaged
in them, those who make the wares,
should have a fair proportion of the

profits. Not only the industry, but
the laborer engaged in it .should be

protected. It should not be left

entirely to capital to say what reward
labor shall receive.

Our country should no longer be

di.sgraced and the well-being of the

laboring masses jeopardized b}- strikes

and lockouts
; by riot, murder and

wholesale destruction of property ; hy
the exactions of powerful corporations
on the one hand, or the clamors of

noisy and unreasonable leaders among
employes on the other. It is high
time that instead of all this we .should

have a reign of rea.son, law and order,
and that the questions of rights and

compensations between employer and

employed .shall be decided and enforced

by competent authority.
The ultimate solution of this labor

question, so far as regards the differ-

ences between great corporations and
their armies of emploj'cs, wuU not,

however, be found along lines .so far

suggested. In the ca.se of the trans-

portation problem the results of legis-
lation and commissions have been
found to be only palliative, and the

solution of the question is to l)e found

only in the line advocated in the .sev-

eral chapters on that question in
' '

Political Problems.
' ' So in regard to

this labor problem, the results of

legislation and commissions will be

found to be but palliative, and the

final solution of the question must
come along the same line as will the

final remedy for the burdens resulting
from our present .system of corporate

management of the railways. But, as

a present remedy, government arbitra-

tion .should be resorted to wherever
the differences between the conflicting
interests cannot be otherwise amicably
.settled.

We have also the political pluto-
crats—men who have amassed wealth

by managing politics ; b)^ getting fat

places and holding them for all the

money that could be made out of

them; by levying tribute upon the

people; by jobbery and plunder. Of
such is the political

"
boss," and some

of the.se have been able to place them-
.selves in the United States Senate.

Most of the men who have made
great fortunes in the past thirty years
have been enabled to do so by direct

aid of the people ; \>y grants of land
;

by credits, subsidies, loans
; by fran-

claLses and special privileges and
immunities

; by laws which favored

monopolies ; and by combinations of

capital and power which acted to

destroy competition and afford clear

fields for the operations of great trusts.

The railways have been, to a large
extent, built hy subsidies and favors

from the people. The Standard Oil

men got special rebates on freight

charges from the railways, which
alone would have enabled them to

kill all competition. And so b)'

subsid}', special privilege, jobbery'
and combine are many millionaires

made.
It is not a crime to be rich. A man

may be a millionaire and not be a vil-

lain. It does not always follow that a

man has .swindled the people in accum-

ulating a million, but it does follow

that he has obtained wealth which he

has, as a rule, not earned, and is not

justly entitled to. And it follows that

the people are not wi.se in offering

premiums to the millionaire industry,
in voluntarily paying tribute to it, in

furnishing special inducements for its

growth. It is among the iiulu.stries

which we do not need to
"
nurse." It

is not on the "
infant

"
list.

The problem of how to favor the

millions, and how not to favor the
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millionaires, is coming to be an

impartant question with the American

paople, and will, in the process of

time, be considered bj' American
statesmen. There are many questions
which bear upon this problem and
become a part of it, a!id a large part
of this W()rk is devoted to a considera-

tion of some of these questions. We
can plainly show how we have been
as a p.2ople, systematically, blindly

going on laboring to enrich the few
and impoverish the many, and how

smoothing the

adding to the

of the toiling,

we may and should cease to do evil in

these ways, and learn to do well by
lightening the burdens,

rugged pathway and
comfort and the store

care-oppressed millions.

A remedy for the perpetuation of
millionaire estates by the transmission
of wealth from parent to child may be
found in a graduated tax upon lega-
cies, making a heavy tax on the
estates of millionaires. This subject
is treated in the chapters on taxation.

HIGH TIDE.

BY AMY KLIZ.VIJKTII I.Kir.II.

The rounded moon, sole mistress of the tides,

Fathoms the fog that strove to hide her face,

And, trailing riven vapors, slowly glides

Across the blue unbounded fields of .space ;

Now, as she casts aside her radiant veil.

Shamed by the naked splendor of her state.

The stars grow wan, the planets shrink and pale.

And, where the waters seemed to sleep but late,

White-crested waves—each one her votary—
Fling \\Teathes of foam in mad idolatry.

Or sink to sudden silence as they lie

Rapt in a swoon of utmost ecsta.sy.

The sleeping earth, transfigured l)y her gleams.

Smiles in a dream. The silent mountains, though
Austere by day, grow warm now in her beams.

As if a heart throbbed 'neath their shroud of snow.

Higher she sails ; and showers of silver light

Bathe all the world ! The billows leap and break

And fret the quiet of the hallowed night.

Spending her strength for her great beauty's sake.

All ugliness is banished by her power—
Earth's boundaries have vanished. 'Tis the hour

When Thought can seek exalted solitudes

Where Peace, the hidden soul of Beauty, broods!
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BY FRANCIS PEYTON.

THE
first snowstorm of the New

England winter had come and

gone. The old landmarks had

struggled bravel}^ but had gradually

disappeared from sight. The firs were
bowed with their load of white, and
the barren branches of the poplars

changed into huge pompons, grim and

ghostly. Where meadows and pas-
tures had been, the snow stretched

away as white as ermine, gleaming in

the moonlight, completely covering
the fences, reaching up to the distant

hills, and even capping the summits
most exposed to the blasts with a deep
blanket of snow.
Not a night to be abroad, yet up

the hill toiled a sleigh, its bells jang-

ling merrily on the frosty air, bearing
a stranger, who, after many years,
had come back to spend a New Hamp-
shire Thanksgiving at the old home.
How eagerly he plied the old driver

with questions regarding the friends of

other days ! How he scanned the
familiar landscape ! Not even the mask
of snow could deceive him. Yonder
was the pasture into which he had
often led the sheep to salt. Beyond
were the same old chestnut trees, God
bless them ! every one a friend, and he
wondered if his name, cut on a sturdy
limb twenty years ago, was still there.

Down the hill was the pond he had
dammed, year after year, to insure skat-

ing ;
and beyond, the apple orchard,

and the old square rt.i house, back
from the road. Emotion fairly over-

came him, and his eyes filled with
tears of joy as the lights of the old

home gleamed brightly through the
small window panes, and a moment
later burst gladly out through the

open door, as the inmates, who had
been listening for the sleigh-bells,
came out with a mighty shout to

welcome the son who had come home

agam How he was handed from one
to another

;
buffeted this way and that

by loving hands
;
introduced to new

cousins, who were shy; clasped in stout

embrace by old boyhood friends, who
had staid by their farms; and finall}',

flushed and filled with jo}^, deposited
in the big chair, before the roaring
fire with the old mother by his

side, and the rest all about him. How
dear it all was ! In the great world
from which he came, everything was

changing from day to day ;
but here

was the same old home. The verj*
fire seemed to crackle a welcome, and
the great brass andirons gleamed a

recognition. The tall clock in the

corner, with the impossible moon and
the short-legged crane flying in a red

sea, had the exact tick it had ten

years ago. Even the rag carpets were
in their place ;

how well he remem-
bered the pattern ! The small secre-

tary, behind whose green baize

curtains was the old library, was in its

place, not a crack or scratch on the

mahogany; and he knew that the big
leather-covered Bible, the bell,

" Fox's

Martyrs
' ' and the

' '

Friends' Re-
view " were on the shelf, just as

when he left. There was no change
here

;
a few more wrinkles in the

dear old face, a few more gray hairs—
that was all.

Later came the trip around the

house, every portion of which had to

be inspected, from the jxirlor with its

horsehair furniture, which was rarely
used except on ceremonial occasions,
to his old bedroom with the very bed
in which he had slept in feathers,
three feet deep by actual measurement.
Out into the great kitchen they went,
into the dairy, where many a time he
had skimmed the milk with the big clam

shell, and laughingly did it now, just
to see how it seemed. Then up into

778
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the attic they trooped
—what a cham-

ber of wonders this had always been !

The seascjncd wood gave out a rich,

pungent odor
;
he would have kncnvn

it anywhere. There were the nails in

the big beams he had driven, as a

boy, and where his winter coat and
scarf were hung. The floor was
strewn with oil and hickory nuts, that

fairly cracked their sides in the gen-
eral merriment. In the corner was
the spinning-wheel which the grand-
mother to come on the morrow had
used, and near it stood his own
cradle, still as good as old mahogany
could be. Overhead hung chains of

dried apples in remarkable tints of

terra colta
; yards of onions depended

in fantastic festoons, while here and
there, upon hooks and nails, were
ancient articles of wear : an old coat

woni by a great-grandfather, in the

Revolution, in whose ample folds he
had often masqueraded as a boy; a

sword and belt used l)y a later gener-
ation in the civil war, ancient dresses—
bewildering watered silks, taken out
for the occasion, about which hung
faint odors of mignonette. Here a
trunk bound in iron clamps, covered
with cowliide, piled and packed with
letters and old books, treasures of past
generations

—how the memories floated

out with the indescribable odor, as he
raised the lid I Then came the supper
bell, and they trooped down into the
old dining-room, and ate from the same
blue dishes that graced the china
closet in his youth.

I^ater they gathered around the

great log fire, that seemed to blaze

a welcome. The wind arose, as the

night grew apace, caught the flufiy
snow and whisked it around the

house with a gleeful sound. Now
they heard it down in the chestnut

grove, roaring on, growing louder and
louder until it reached the house,

shrieking beneath the eaves, rushing
down the chimney, buffeting the

sparks this way and that, creeping
beneath the very doors, driving in the

snow in grotesque figurings on the

floor, then away in a wild chase after

snowy wraiths, over the fields, to lose

itself among the distant hills. How
the fire blazed and sparkled, while the
little panes of glass in the windows
gradually became covered with castles,
minarets and towers of frcst, to the

delight of the little ones !

Now came the corn poppers, and
red, Ijurnished ears of corn were like

magic changed into fluff"y balls of
white. What a cracking of hickory
nuts on upturned fiatirons ! How the

candy turned from brown to gold in

\igorous hands until the laughter and
the popping fairly drowned the noi.sc

of the gale that roared about the
house ! What stories were told of

strange things in far-offlands, of wr)n-

ders never dreamt of before
;
and then

a real ghost story that made even the
old folks draw nearer the fire and start

nervously as the wind came screaming,
blustering under the eaves to die away
in a plaintive moan. Then the bed-

time. How they laughed as the young
folks disappeared in the wealth of

feathers, in the old four posters to

sleep, where their eyes first opened
to the day !

Thanksgiving morning in New
England, the greatest day of the

year. The snow plough was early at

W'Ork with all the voung folks aboard,
the four yokes of oxen steaming in

their endeavors to break the drift,

moving slowly on amid joyous shouts
and laughter. As the sun rose

higher, the old skating pond was
visited ;

the snow was swept by a score

of brooms in eager hands, and soon

curious skates with rounded points

tipped with brass acorns, which had
been hanging for years in the old

attic, were bearing them about the

pond, and the delights of youth
renewed . Then came the inspection of

the great red bani, bursting with hay,
a hunt into the loft, a well-paid search

for eggs, a visit to the livestock, and

finally, the old sleigh was dragged
out, and the event of the day begun.
The houses in the village are an

eighth of a mile apart, ever>' occupant
is a cousin, and the horses are rounded
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up at each until the old sleigh fairly

groans with the burden. Who shall

describe the New England Thanksgiv-
ing dinner ? The steaming turkey, the

countless kinds of pie
—

apple, custard,

mince, cranberry, lemon and Wash-

ington ;
the fragrant apple sauce, the

biscuit, cookies, brown bread and
beans ; the young porker as natural as

life, with a lemon in his mouth
;

the foaming cider, very hard, from the

fourth barrel on the right in the

cellar for the old folks, and very mild

from barrel number one, fertile others
;

the smiles and laughter, the universal

good nature, the thankfulness of it

all—who shall describe it ? It can only
be experienced in these old New En-

gland homes from which has radiated

much of the goodness and godliness
that has made American homes all

over the land what they are, what they
ever will be.

ANOTHER THANKSGIVING.

It was but a few weeks after

Thanksgiving in California. Bounti-

ful rains had come in October, instead

of lagging on until the mission

bellj told of Christmas time, as was
their custom, and not only man
but all nature gave thanks. A year
before, a young girl had spent Thanks-

giving day among the New Hamp-
shire hills, and had looked out upon
the deep snow of an Eastern winter.

To-day she stood beneath the blue .sky

of California, her mind reverting to the

events and surroundings of the pre-
vious year, in silent wonderment at

the contrast. She stood in a field that

King Midas might have touched
;
a

l)laze of golden 3'cllow stretched away
in every direction, a veritable field ot

the cloth of gold. The color came
from the poppies that covered the

ground, extending in sinuous trails to

the foot of di-stant mountains, whose
summits were white with snow. From
a distance the flowers presented a tint

of fiery hue, so deep that she was told

in days gone by the mariners on the

distant ocean recognized the glow,

and knew the slopes as the land of

lire. At her feet the floral showing
was seen to be made up of many kinds.

There were violets shj'ly nodding in

the breeze— pale cream cups— of

exquisite design, from the gaudy paint-
er's brush, the wild heliotrope that filled

the air with fragrance, and many
more bewildering to the eye. It was
the beginning of winter, and in the
old New England home great snow
flakes were slowly sailing through the

air, the advance guards of the snow
storm. Here, also, winter was com-

ing, and this wealth of flowers was
the greeting, Ijut how strange a winter

—green not white—was its emblem.
On either side groves of oranges and
lemons stretched away, their boughs
supporting green globes that would
.soon take on the tints of the poppy.
Some were in blossom, and the soft

wind wafted the odor across the field of

flowers, the incense of nature, while
the white petals falling changed the
earth to a creamy white, the snow-
flakes of this California wdnter.

From where she stood, silenced by the

very wonder of it all, a land literally
of milk and honey stretched away ;

vineyards but lecently shorn of their

tons of grapes, groves of the olive

with its ever-green leaves, the tall

eucalyptus, graceful pepper, palms,
bananas, and a host of others, as far

as the eye could see, covering the land
with verdure.

Here were fields of grain, the burst-

ing seeds suggesting the coming crop
of wheat and barley that would be

ripening, perhaps, at Christmas-time.
Not far away a rancher was following
the plow, turning up the rich earth
at the very time when the Eastern
farmer had housed his implements,
and was devoting his energies to

securing wood with which to fight
the long, cold winter

; yet winter
was here. The flowers were the

messengers. The carol of the meadow-
lark told the stor>'. The mocking-
bird in the grove echoed it, and a host
of songsters, that made joyous every
grove and field, were demonstrative
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evidence of the presence of this Cali-

fornia winter ;
no need surely to

announce this a day of thanksgiving,
when all nature sang the anthem,
' ' Who was not glad, who did not

give thanks ?
' '

Scores of homes

among these orange groves bore men
and women, husbands, wives and

mothers, who had come over the moun-

tains, weary at heart, despairing,

leaving some loved one to go to

California in search of health, and had
found it. Men and women, who had
looked death in the face not many
years ago in the Rast, were now more
than thankful for the new lease of life

the pure air this Californian home had

given them.
Here all was joyous and full of life.

There was no snow, yet the young
girl had but to raise her eyes and see

the snow of an Eastern winter on the

distant peaks, and the gay load of

young people who were riding by

waving their flowers, and she knew
were going to ascend the range, and

leave their garlands in the snow banks.

Every one was a-field. The canons

were filled with picnickers
—a May-day

festival, it might have been. Then
came the dinner at the old Spanish
ranch. How strange it was ! The

grim, whitewashed adobe, the red-

tiled roofs, the horses with their

curious saddles, bearing the guests of

the day ;
then the diimer, the tomales

.so my.sterious, delicious fryoles, red

peppers biting, and many more
;

then tlie fruit, the grapes of kinds be-

wildering ; then the games, during
which the joung men performed vari-

ous feats of horsemanship ;
the javelin

was thrown with consunnnate skill.

Others rtjde at the rings, picked coins

from the ground, nxle their fiery nms-

tangs at a dead wall, stopping just in

time, and giving many more trials of

.skill and endurance. As night came on,
the notesofthe guitar floated in, as "La
Paloma " was played in the ramada,
and .soon the measures of the vSpanish
dance were being stepped, and golden
showers from the cascarones of the

gallants glistened as they fell. Here
the old tales were told as the

night grew apace
—stories of Father

Junipero, Micheltorena and Alva-

rado, and more. The wind, too,

sighed beneath the tiled eaves, as it

had a year ago in New England,
but the sound was the rustle of

])anana leaves, and the shadow on the

window-pane was a ro.se, hanging
from the adobe w'all.

NIGHT.

BY ROBERT SEVERITY HALE.

Night in her sable mantle cloaks the world,

And folds it closely to her loving breast :

The gaily-tinted sunset flag is furled ;

Its last faint hue has died from out the west.

Stilled is the tumult of the noisy day.

And labor's ever fretful voice is dumb :

Anxieties grow dim and fade away,

And God seems nearer now that Night is come.
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No. III.

BY EX-GOVERNOR LIONEL A, SHELDON.

MR.
BlyAlNE was early slated for

the first place in the Cabinet.

His selection was not publicly
announced, but it was generally un-
derstood that it had been made for a

considerable time before inauguration
day. This fact greatl}' increased the

difficulties which surrounded General
Garfield in making a Cabinet. Not
that Mr. Blaine was not personally a

fit man for the position ;
on the con-

trary his eminent ability was conceded
on all hands. He had twice made
campaigns to be nomiinated for the

presidency and had failed. It could
not have been otherwise than that he
had incurred obligations and had cre-

ated enmities. He is a man of an

aggressive spirit as well as of great
ability. Such a man moves directlj^

to the point sought to be reached, and
is inclined quite as much to override

as to conciliate. Andrew Jackson
and Henry Clay were marked in-

stances of men who possessed these

characteristics
;
and while such men

have earnest and active friends, they
have as earnest and active oppo-
nents. John Quincy Adams and Mr.
Lincoln furnished the only precedents
of appointing rival presidential candi-

dates to the Cabinet
; but it was done

by the latter when the country was in

the greatest peril, and when men were
coerced by public sentiment to be self-

abnegating. And yet Mr. Lincoln's
administration was not a little dis-

turbed by the machinations of some of

his Cabinet. Mr. Blaine's philippic
against Mr. Conkling, in the Hoiise
of Representatives, had made the lat-

ter an irreconcilable foe, and he was a
man of great influence and power.
Mr. Conkling was hardly reconciled to

the position in which defeat in the

Chicago Convention placed him
;
and

wdien he became satisfied that his

enemy was to liead the Cabinet, he
felt that he had been subjected to an
unendurable humiliation. If Mr.

Lowell, who had no factional or per-
sonal antagonisms, had been recalled

from the Court of St. James and

placed in the State Department, and
General Grant had been appointed
to succeed him, there would have
been little trouble in making a

Cal)inet
;

there would have been
no factional quarrels with the dire

result that followed. Mr. Conkling
could not have antagonized an admin-
istration that thus honored General

Grant, and Mr. Lowell would have

brought no controversies with him.
Mr. Blaine and Mr. Conkling would
have remained in the Senate to fight
out their personal battles, if they felt

so disposed, and the administration

would have been free from the press-
ure of extraneous obligations and enmi-
ties. I felt at the time that Mr. Blaine's

selection for the first or any place in

the Cabinet was a mistake, and I do
not say this from any feeling of hos-

tility to Mr. Blaine
;
on the contrary I

admire and most highly regard him.

During the entire term of his speaker-

ship I was a member of the House of

Representatives and was the recipient
of many favors from him

;
and in the

Chicago Convention of iSSo I voted
for him thirty-four times, and only
abandoned him on the thirty-fifth and
last ballot when I voted for Garfield.

No man has ever lived who had a

more generous and grateful nature
than General Garfield, especially one
who for so long a time had been in

public life. He and Blaine entered

Congress at the same time, and served

7S2
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together continuously till the latter

entered the vSenate. They were

friends, and Garfield actively sup-

ported Blaine for speaker, to which

place he was chosen at the beginning
of the forty-first Congress. After my
election to that Congress, Garfield

wrote and requested me to favor Mr.
Blaine. He was appointed to the

chairmanship of Appropriations of the

forty-second Congress, to succeed Mr.

Dawes, who had been made chairman
of Ways and Means.
At the beginning of the forty-third

Congress an effort was made to induce

Speaker Blaine to place Mr. Wheeler,
of New York, at the head of Appro-
priations, and put Garfield back to

the chairmanship of Banking and

Currency. He regarded the move-
ment with some anxiety, for the

pressure was supposed to be consider-

able. It did not, however, have any
effect upon the Speaker, and when the
committees were announced Garfield
said to me: "Blaine has withstood
the pressure and has shown that he is

faithful to his friends." Garfield was
a splendid mathematician, but a poor
politician. He applied mathematics
to the question of Blaine's appoint-
ment to the vState Department. He
said :

" Blaine in the Chicago Con-
vention had the delegates from nearly
two-thirds of the reliable Republican
Congressional districts;" and from
this fact he argued that he was the

choice, as between him and all the
other candidates originally before that

convention, of a majority of the Re-

publican voters. The idea that it is

as essential to successful administra-
tion to avoid, by reasonable action,

arousing the antagonism of a consid-

erable minority of a party, as it is to

give reasonable satisfaction to the

majority, seemed to have had no

weight with him, if indeed it occurred
to him at all. The friends of Blaine
would have been satisfied with the

selection of any fair men, except those
who were controlled solely by consid-

erations of patronage. It was feared

by the Stalwarts that Blaine's influ-

ence would be actively exerted to

their disadvantage, if not from his own
disposition, through the pressure of
those who had exerted themselves to

.secure his nomination to the presi-

dency. The break from the New
York delegation had been effected

through the influence of Blaine and in

his interest. The censorious and
severe .spirit of Conkling could have
no other effect than to embitter the
New York factions towards each
other. The new President had hardly
taken his seat before the contest

opened in Washington. Mr. James
was easily forced to an acknowledg-
ment of his adhesion to the fortunes
of Conkling and the Stalwarts. He
did not possess the strength to resist

the forceful will and great intellect of

Conkling. The Stalwarts did their

utmost to make James a power in the

Cabinet, in their interest, but he had
not the qualities that would make
him effectively serviceable where abil-

ity and stamina are both called into

requisition. Mr. Blaine was watchful
for the interests of his New York
friends. It was but natural that he
should have acted thus, for they had

placed him under obligations by their

previous adherence to his fortunes.

It was a New York conflict with more
or less ramification throughout the

country.
The President had become im-

pressed with the idea that Conkling
intended to make war under any cir-

cumstances. That he had a following
of no mean magnitude was ver>'

apparent. There are always disap-

pointments when there are more

applicants than offices, and there are

also some who carrj^ their disappoint-
ments so far as to become refractor}-.

Such was the case at this time, and
the followers of Mr. Conkling received

large reinforcements from that class.

The scramble for place was tremen-
dous ; seemingly it was beyond all

precedent. The election of Garfield,
it was believed, assured an abandon-
ment of the hybrid policy of Hayes,
and a return to Republicanism ; hence
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it was almost like an administration

of one part}' being succeeded b}^ that

of another. There is no doubt that

Garfield was under obligations to the

supporters of Blaine for his nomina-

tion, but the Grant men had given
him their best efforts at the polls.

The question was how to get along
with New York. Neither faction was
backward in demands. In numbers, in

that State, the Stalwarts were vastly in

the majority, and had done their full

share in carrying the election. Stal-

warts were given a member of the

Cabinet ;
the French Mission ;

the

Second Assistant Postmaster-General;
the postoffices in New York and

Albany ;
the Marshals in the north-

ern and southern districts
;
the attor-

neys in the eastern and southern

districts, and the Collector of Customs
at Buffalo. Mr. Conkling was not

satisfied, and claimed that he had not

recommended them. Just what he

wanted, it was difficult to determine,
unless it was to have said to him that

he could control the whole patronage
of New York. He manifested his

di.sposition, however, to antagonize
and thwart the "Half-breeds," and
in turn some of them were quite will-

ing to do what would especially

exasperate Mr. Conkling. The liber-

ality displayed towards the Stalwarts

was chiefly to do what was just
towards them, and incidentally to

gain Stalwart support in case Conk-

ling should become openly hostile.

The Senate on the 25th of March
entered into a deadlock, both parties

having an equal number of Senators,
and it continued till the ist of May.
The nomination of Mr. Robertson to

the collectorship of customs at New
York, which was sent to the Senate
on the day the deadlock was entered

upon, embittered IMr. Conkling and
his followers beyond measure. This
nomination was precipitately made
and under tremendous pressure. The
numerous appointments given the

vStalwarts excited their opponents in

New York and in other States. Pro-

tests against turning that vState over

to Conkling came from many sources,

and statements to the effect that the

course pursued would disintegrate the

party and ruin the administration

were made by many of the sincerest

friends of the President. Information

had been given him which led liiiu to

believe that Senator Piatt was under

obligation to support the confirmation

of Robertson, and that this obligation
was assumed at the time of his elec-

tion to the Senate. The contest

waxed warmer, as time progressed,
and all unconfirmed New York nomi-
nations were withdrawn except Rob-
ertson's. Conlcling and Plate resigned,
and sought re-election from the New
York Legislature which was in .ses-

sion. They were defeated, and .sup-

porters of the administration were
chosen .

Near the end of Mr. Hayes' admin-
istration frauds had been discovered

in the "star route" mail service.

President Garfield at once ordered the

investigation of the voluminous

charges that had been made, and

agents were put vigorously at work

investigating them. This soon became
known and "star routers

"
joined in

the attacks upon the President and
Blaine. The talk on the streets and
in the hotels of Washington was

denunciatory in the extreme, and
some of the newspapers were bitter.

The Washington Republican belched

forth abu.se day after day. The half-

crazed Guiteau, who was a disap-

pointed applicant for a consulship,
was cognizant of the feeling thus

manifested, and evidently conceived

the idea that the assassination of

Garfield would be popular, and that

if he .should be instrumental in making
Arthur President, he would not only
receive immunity, but would be

honored.

During his short and unhappy term,
Garfield liad to deal wholly with the

distribution of patronage. It was not

only uncongenial to him, but it was a

work for which he was unfitted, from

the absence of experience and the want
of taste. His kindlv nature and his
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disposition to oblige, and make others

happy, often made him appear wanting
in firnnicss, and were ahnost weak-
nesses. He possessed great personal
courage, and when principle was
involved he was as stubborn and

energetic in combat as was ever a

Roundhead or Puritan. Yet in other

matters he could Ijc pushed by appeal
or pressure of friends to d(j what was
not wi.sest. While the campaign was

progressing he was full of interest as

to the issues involved, but after the

election was over, and he was forced

to give his mind to tlie arrangement
of appointments, he lost buoyancy,
and seemed like one fed on innutritious

food. There was no session of Congress
except the customar}^ executive ses-

sion of the Senate, and hence he had
no opportunity to make known the

policies he favored upon the public

questions of the day, beyond such

generalities as appear in his inaug-
ural address. lie had enlarged and
well-defuied views, for he had been
an active participant in Congres-
sional debates for eighteen ^-ears, and
had profoundl)- studied commercial,
financial and economic questions. He
possessed the largest information.

He was for readjustment and reform of

the tariff laws to the extent of remov-

ing excrescences, crudities, and incon-

gruities, adapting them to present
conditions, and reducing duties so that

no more revenue should be collected

than was necessary to supply th:-

legitimate needs of a vigorous admin-
istration

;
and .so adj usting them as to

protect labor and stimulate all practi-
cable industries. He was for building
up our export trade through encour-

agement to our merchant marine,

believing that no nation can success-

fully engage in competitive traffic

without adequate means of transporta-
tion. He looked upon the Southern
countries on this continent as the most

promising fields in which to develop
our export trade, and he partially
elaborated a plan of reciprocity witli

those countries. Ilcfore and after

inauguration he employed every

moment that could be snatched from
consideration of the distasteful subject
of patronage in the study of the policies
he would recommend to Congress and
the countr>\ He was ambitious that
his administration should stand high
in history, and he did not think that
could be achieved ])y .skill in patronage
distribution, but only through the
enactment of wi.se laws and an able
and honest discharge of administrative
duties. If he had lived, his first mes-

sage to Congress would have disclosed

knowledge and wi.sdom that would
have placed it on a level of the best

production of any of his i)redccessors.
In this field he would have been a
master spirit. The study of great
questions was congenial to him, and
was the sphere in which his intellectual

power was most conspicuous.
In the Convention, before the

country in the campaign and during
his brief administration, Garfield,
Blaine and Conkling were con.spicuous
names. In fact, for several years,
each had been famous, having been

prominent in Congress, and recognized
as a man of unusual ability. They
were nearly the same age, Conkling
being the oldest, and Garfield the

youngest. They were unlike in

capacities and characteristics. All the

advantages for early training Garfield

created for himself; the others were
more fortunately situated. They
resembled in qualities the great Eng-
lish trio, consisting of Burke, Fox and
Pitt. The nearer we approach the
i.iountain the less lofty it appears ;

so

it is when we scan the characters of

men
;
and hence it may seem pre-

sumptuous to compare the three men
so near us, with the three historical

characters of England of nearly a cen-

tury ago. Garfield was like Burke
in learning, in comprehension, and

philosophical grandeur of mind.
Blaine was a Fox in debate, and

Conkling possessed the lingui.stic

power and aristocratic spirit of Pitt.

They were all orators. Garfield was

analytical, profound and often sublime.

As was said ofBrougham ,

" he snatched
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a beam from ever>- science to strengthen
and embellish his work." Blaine is

direct, pungent, electrifying and skill-

ful in parries and thrusts. Conkling
was a trained elocutionist, cultured

and ornate in phraseology. As a

reasoner he did not excel, but in

treatment of antagonists he was super-
cilious and severe. John Randolph
of Roanoke, alone in our liistor}',

stands as a rival of Blaine in philippic.
Garfield made no study of political

management ;
his idea of influencing

the people was through argument, and
in producing conviction. He did not

indulge in ad captandiim, and was a

poor judge of what would move any
but the thinking classes. Conkling
believ^ed in leadership to which a

party should yield unquestioned
obedience. He was intolerant to those

in his party who differed with him.

Blaine is a master in knowledge of

human character, and comprehended
what will favorably strike the public
mind. He is gifted in knowl-

edge of grand political strategy. He
controlled to no small extent through
the positiveness of his character, and

yet he is tolerant and conciliatory.
All three were sincere in their convic-

tions. Blaine and Conkling could not

work in unison any more than two
batteries positively charged can be

brought into harmony, Blaine has
elements that adapt him to the work
of diplomacy, but Conkling was defi-

cient except in imperiousness, which,
under some circumstances, may be a

useful quality. Blaine had more

versatility. As speaker, he had won-
derful control over the House of

Representatives, through his knowl-

edge of parliamentary law, and his

power to attach men to him. He was

accommodating and liberal to oppo-
nents, but when necessary he ruled

with a strong hand. Blaine draws to

himself through his charm of manuer,

but Conkling repelled through his

autocratic bearing. Blaine sparkled
with wit and humor, but there was
too much asperity in Conkling to

indulge in them. Blaine is approach-
able and companionable, but Conkling
was quite the reverse. Both were

combatative, when the gauntlet was
thrown down. Garfield was unosten-
tatious and genial, though when
absorbed in work, at times, he ap-

peared to lack courtesy. He was
rarely humorous, except in inter-

course with family and friends. He
enjo\"ed a joke and a witticism, but
his speeches are remarkably destitute

of the humorous. Garfield was a

great legislator, and his footprints are

numerous upon the statutes enacted

during his long service in Congress.
Blaine was for years a journalist and

possessed the vride range of knowledge
gained by the higher order of the

class. Conkling was a lawyer of

thorough and comprehensive reading,
and had considerable practice before

he entered politics. Garfield was
never in general practice, but had
made a study of jurisprudence, and
had practiced enough in important
cases to have become a forensic debater

of reputation. It aided in developing
his analytical power, for which his

speeches in Congress and on the

stump arc distinguished. Both Blaine

and Garfield were splendid mathema-
ticians. All these were learned, but

Garfield was the ripest scholar. He
was a natural educator, and spent
several j^ears in teaching. All were

patriots, but Garfield demonstrated
his patriotism in military and civic

services. Blaine and Conkling aspired
to the presidenc}', antl the fonner

made vigorous and persistent efforts

to attain it. The presidency came to

Garfield without effort on his part, but

he was not without ambition to

achieve it.



FOLLOWING THE BLACK-TAILED DEER.

BY DONALD MASON.

ik

WIIvIv

meet you with the dogs
at Black canon at 4.30 !

"

This telegram ex]:)lained my
presence in the San Juan Valley, one

Thank.sgiving at the stillest time of

night, between three and four. I had
three miles before me, and my horse,
fresh and full of spirit, bounded away,
his clean-cut hoofs ringing out upon
the night air with a musical and exhil-

arating sound.
There was no moon, and the sky

was filled with stars that fairly el-

bowed each other in their efforts to be
seen. Away to the south, the valley
was covered with a veil of silvery fog
that had crept in silently from the sea,

and above which the white peaks of

the ranges rose like grim ghosts.
There had been a slight frost, and the

road was white and clear before me,
while the air was redolent with the

fresh odors from the numerous flow-

ery shrubs that lined the road. On
the right, rose the lofty peaks of the

Sierras ; beyond the slope of the val-

lej' to the left the rounded summits of

the foot-hills. For a mile, not a

sound but the pounding of ringing
hoofs

; a stillness that was oppressive.
Then as I neared the opening of the

cafion, there came on the still air the
musical note of a hound I knew. Then
the silvery tone of a horn broke the

stillness, and a few nioments later I

pulled up and received the best of wel-

comes from my friend and his famous

pack of foxhounds—hounds who
would rather hunt than eat, which is

saying a deal for a dog. The pack
was eager and anxious to be oflF

;
so

we drove up the canon, then turned

up to the hills that constitute a loft}-

spur, and came to a halt on a narrow
caiion that wound awav—a green
river of verdure up into the range.
My companion was an old hunter who

knew the great range from the desert

to the .sea, and to whom the trails of

the black-tailed deer were as familiar

as the roads of the adjacent valley.
Ilis plan was to send me up the

main ridge, or hogback, on my horse,
while he took to the canon with the

dogs ;
in brief, I, as the guest, was to

have all the sport, while he, generous
soul, did the work. The dogs were

eager to be away. Some ran around
with nose aloft, scenting the morning
air

;
others renewed old acquaintance

with me, while old Jack tested his

mandolin-like v^oice in musical and fit-

ful baying.
Finally we were ofi", soon plunging

into the narrow trail that wound away
up the canon. The trail had evi-

dently not been used for some time.

The branches of wild lilac had grown
over it and it soon became a case of

butting on the part of the horse, and

lying flat with head upon his neck. I

allowed him to push ahead, trusting
to his sagacity. Twice I was com-

pletely swept away by a hea\y limb of

manzanita
;
and finally, when carried

away on a steep grade, I .seized the

tail of my faithful steed and allowed

him to pull me up a slope which

might not inaptly have been compared
to the roof of a house. Resting,

climbing, stopping to cut away
branches, we moved on, the horse

never failing but once, when the

treacherous disintegrating rock gave
way and he fell, rolling completely
over, while I slipped off and followed

to help him up. A terrific climb it

was, our only stimulus the occasional

bay of a hound that came from the

deep caiion below. After a final burst

we came out upon a nob clear of

brush, a vantage-point of the coyote,

2,000 feet above the sea.

The view well repaid the climb, as

-S7
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I was high above the valley, looking
down upon the sea of cloud that

seemed to fill it up from range to

range. To the east great pencils of

pink were beginning to pierce the sky.
The notes of the blue shrike caught
the air, and all Nature seemed to feel

the coming day. Gradually the east-

ern sky became lighter, and the blue

changed from purple to gray ;
then a

(lush of crimson that suffused plain,

valley and mountain; and ihe sun, a

globe of fiery light, rose over the

mountains. Like a living thing, it

brought a change in all Nature. The
deep shadows of the canons slunk

away like evil things ;
floods of light

were poured into darksome places,
and the great range developed from

shadowy indistinctness into stern real-

ity, with its mass of ranges, caiions

and peaks.
As I sat on the saddle and took in

this transformation-scene, the sharp,

quick bay of a hound came like an
electric .shock. I felt the hor.se start,

and we both knew from the peculiar
intonation of the bay that it meant

.something. The assumption was cor-

rect, as following quick and fast came
other .sounds, the joyous notes of the

pack, some high, some low, others

deep and musical—^all constituting a

requiem of sounds calculated to .send

the blood wildly through the veins,

and bring a glow to the cheek. A
deer had been started, and the dogs
were wild. A babel of sounds told

that the .scent was hot
; up it came

rising from the deep gulch into which
the sun now poured, and here and
there a waving bush far below told of

the onward flight.

The proposition now was to di.sccrn

the deer, by Nature so deftly garbed
that it found almost absolute protec-
tion in the scrub. Louder came the

baying ;
then a shout from my com-

panion, while here and there the blue

shrikes that found a home in liie

brake could be seen darting out of the

scrub, and diving down still deeper
into the caflon. Louder grew the

music of the dogs ;
I could distinguish

their voices, especially that of old

Rex, whose tuneful note was now
pitched at a key that told that he was
not far behind a black-tailed deer.

Fiercer grew the babel of sounds, and

suddenly out from the wild lilac, with
a gallant bur.st, came a buck. With
a mighty spring he cleared a bowlder,
and dashed along a little clearing upon
the edge of a precipice. So far away
was it, so deep down in the caiion that

the buck appeared not larger than a

big dog ;
and none but a chance shot

could hit the flying animal, and the

chance was mine. The horse was as

rigid as the rock upon which he stood,
and aiming a little ahead of the fleet-

ing shadow, I fired
;
and wonder of

wonders ! down went my game— no,

only a stumble. Up again, and with
a gallant leap he is away, while I

worked my repeating
'

'forty-four-Colt'
'

as it never worked before. Down
again, and now the hounds have struck

the blood and are filling the narrow
canon with their melody. What a

sound it was, rising on the still air,

making the blood quicken, and my
horse quiver with excitement ! Up
again ;

for I must have hit the gaining
animal twice. It is away, again, to

fall, and turn and lower its graceful
antlers against old Rex, who plunges
on in savage delight ;

and a moment
later, dogs and buck are rolling down
through the brush in a final fight
to death. Svich is one feature of

deer hunting in the Southern Sier-

ras.

The dogs take the bottom of the

canon, while the hunter holds to the

ridge near the summit, and kills his

game at long range, the latter having
a fair chance for his life. The black-

tailed deer is still common in the

mountains, but prefers the close thick-

ets where the grea.se wood, manzanita
and wild lilac grow thickly, from
which the game can only be driven

out by a faithful pack of hounds
;
and

to sit on the saddle on .some exposed
.spur and watch the chance, and par-

ticipate in it, is far ahead of the "jack-
light" methods employed in the Adi-
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rondacks, where the deer has no
chance for its life.

In an hour my companion appeared
with the buck upon his shoulder. He
had packed it down one side of the

canon and up the other, and threw it

down, while the dogs dropped with

contentment on their faces.
"

I saw a .singular sight here once,"
he said, as pipes were lighted.

" Be-

yond here, there is a fall of about forty
feet where the water from the upper
range comes down, apparently rushing
out of a hole in the rock. I had fol-

lowed a deer down the stream from the

north side of the mountains, and was

sitting among the brush, just as we
are now, when I heard a rush

;
and

the next second, before I could grasp
my rifle, the largest buck I ev^er saw
dashed by and directly behind it came
a mountain lion. The buck .sprang
into the stream, and in a moment was
at the edge of the fall with high rocks

on either side
;
there was no time to

stop ;
I fancied it hesitated a second;

saw its ears drop; then the plucky ani-

mal took the leap, sprang over the

fifty-foot fall, which meant death on
the rocks below

; but instead of fall-

ing it landed nearly thirty feet away
on the almost perpendicular side of
the canon wall, and clung on the
roots and vines from which it slowly
.slipped to the bottom.

" Did I .shoot ? No indeed
;

I took
off my hat, astonished my dog b}- giv-

ing a cheer, and as the lion slopped,
too cowardly to take the leap, I

poured bullets enough into it to ensure
its skin as a rug in mv .studv to-

day."
The deer hunter in California must

be a good climber
;
must from the

very condition of things give the little

animal fair pla^' ;
and when the game

is honestly followed there is no better

sport in the country*.

DREAM OF CALIFORNIA.

HY WM. T. BUMSTEAD.

O South-land, O dream-land, with cycles of green ;

O moonlight enchanted b}' mocking-bird's song ;

Cool sea winds, fair mountains, the fruit-lands between ;

The pepper trees' shade, and the .sunny days long.

Hesperia, Orient, .strangely are blended ;

Far sea-voices echo the Mission Bells' chimes.

Fond hopes are renewed and lone heart-aches are ended,

Where rose-arbors shelter sweet friends of old times.

O land of my love, in thy heart may I rest
;

My hopes are thy bounties, my dreams are of thee ;

Tlty medleys of fragrance are borne from the west
;

In spirit I follow the sun to the sea.



RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA.

BY AN ENGLISHMAN.

SINCE
the attractive city of River-

side has been described time and

again by those who have lived

long within its borders, it may be of

interest to know how it impresses those

who merely visit it, as did the writer,

for the purpose of testing the truth or

falsity of the glowing, indeed marvel-

ous tales told of its beauties and pro-
ductive soil.

Readers of Goethe's
" Wilhelm

Meister," as translated, will doubtless

recollect this passage :

Knowcst thou the land where the lemon
trees bloom,

Where the gold orange grows in the deep
thicket's gloom,

Where a wind ever soft from the blue heaven

blows,
And the groves are of laurel and myrtle

and rose ?

If Goethe were living now, and had

traveled, he would answer his owm
rapturous query and say: "Why,
certainly ! that's Riverside, California,

U. S. A.," and he would only speak
the bare truth

; for, besides lemon and

orange, laurel, myrtle and rose, every
flower of temperate and semi-tropical

climes, whether the lovely violet, the

humble mignonette and honeysuckle,
the gardenia, myosotis, jasemine,

magnolia, verbena, and hosts of other

sweet-scented flowers too numerous
to mention (which would need a

florist's catalogue to properly recapit-

ulate), this industrious, thriving city
and district produce every sort of

cereal, vines galore, guava, apples,

pears, cherries, luscious watermelons,
tons of such deciduous frtiits as apri-

cots, nectarines and peaches, nuts,

walnuts, peanuts, olives and straw-

berries, for ten months out of the

twelve ! For has it not at least three

hundred sunny days out of the three

hundred and sixty-five ? And though

on "Boxing Day," 1891, little icicles

did nip the evergreen grivellias and

pepper trees that shade its wide
avenues and roads, at noon of that day
was not the sun shining, and was not

the air as balmy and delicious as a

midsummer day in June, in England,
when all are making hay ?

Up to 1870, this Garden of Eden
was a wild waste, a dusty desert of

decomposed granite ;
and save that

the self-same soil is singularl}^ free

from stones to a depth of many, many
feet, one might think that the poet,

John Phillips, had it in his mind when
he wrote these lines :

Rough unweildly earth, nor to the plough.
Nor to the cattle kind, with sandy stones.
And gravel o'er abounding.

And to say truth, there are stones

and big ones, too, in the very center of

and round about Riverside
;
and they

are so big that they are termed foothills

or sierritas (little sierras or mountains),
and some are named ' ' Rubideau ' '

or
" Rottbidoux Mountain," and " Pach-

appa," and some are unnamed, so far

as I know, and they are all granite ;

while yet another, called by the Indians
"
Catalmakay," by the Mexicans,

Ccrrito Solo, meaning
' '

little lone

mountain," (for fifty years ago Cali-

fornia was part of Mexico) and
Slover Mountain now, is one solid

mass of beatiliful marble of varj'ing

hues, from white to green and black,
and of such tnicommon hardness and
closeness of grain that ink won't stain

it ! But, as Rudyard Kipling would

say, "That's another story."
And why was this land so desolate

;

and what has operated such a mirac-

ulous transformation scene in the last

two decades?
Rain was .so scarce that agriculture

was said to be impossible ;
and the

790
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late landowners had hereabouts large
ranches or ranges (the ranch is now
synonym for a farm) of many square
miles in extent, on which browsed
herds of sheep and cattle.

About the beginning of this century,
the then owner induced some Mexi-
cans to settle along the Ciencgas (or
water marshes) at the foot of the

Slover Mountain, where the topsy-

turvy Santa Ana washes it to keep off

the redskins, who used to raid the

and be photographed. See the old

buck "Umbri," with his little grand-
son ; the asthmatical squaw squatting
on her haunches

;
and " Fred Hall,"

as the lame man with two sticks, sit-

ting in a chair, calls himself now.

They do nothing the livelong day
but sleep and feed

;
and as the land

was, so with them is it still around
their camp, dusty and desolate.

How have dust and ashes become

smiling gardeuti, fruitful fields, and a

The Riverside Water Supply.

old don's flocks and herds
;
and in

turn the Mexicans became robbers and
worse

;
for did not they one day kill

on their mountain a reputed old miser
named Slover, to get his wealth, though
they found none ? And because of it

the mountain is termed ' '

Slover
' '

to

this day.
A few of the redskins* descendants

are now living at Riv^erside, within
half a mile of the City Hall, under
the lea of the Roubidoux Mountain,
overlooking a lovely part of the Santa
Ana Valley. After much persuasion,
and by sundry bribes of "quarters,"
dimes and nickels, I induced a few of
them to come out of their winter huts

Vol. II—51

prosperous community of many thou-
sands in so short a time ? What has
worked the miracle ? But one word
answers it—mud.

Readers of W. Grant Allen's very-

interesting paper in last December's
"
Conihill Magazine," will at once

understand me. Says Mr. Allen :

" Mud is the most valuable material

in the world. It is by mud we live
;

without it, we should die ; mud is

filling up the lakes ; mud created

Egypt, and mud created Lombardy."
Likewise, by tuniiiig Jurupa (pro-
nounced Huroopa) dust into Riverside

mud, (Jurupa was the name of this

place till the 14th of December, 1S70,)
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by scientific irrigation the barren has

brought forth abundantly', wonderfully!

aye, so wonderfully that I fear to

write the exact truth.

Norfolk and Eastern County farm-

ers, Lowland men, so skillful in agri-

culture, will say, "An acre of ground
produce $50.00 (^10)

a year net

profit? Nonsense; impossible!" But

and the cunning coj'ote (or wild dog);
here a community of men, of whom
the pioneers were not fanners or

laborers, but doctors, la\A'3'ers, mer-

chants, bankers and business men,
teachers and preachers, not mere strip-

lings, but UKii advanced in years;

here, I say, b}' turning dust into mud
do hundreds now live comfortal)h

,

A Riverside School.

it is not nonsense
;

it is far below the

truth ; you must, if you please, mul-

tiply it by ten and then you are getting
near exactitude.

Yes, my lords, ladies, and gentle-

men, and owners of real estate whose

good arable land in England and
Scotland w'ill not produce now more
than 30s. (or $7.50) an acre to your
hard-working tenant, or more than
three per cent a year interest by way
of income for yourselves, here in this

former desert land, the house of the

mthlcss redskin, migrator}^ Mexican,

each on a ten or twenty-acre farm or

so ;
and in the main, through the

culture of fruit, but mostly of oranges.
And all this by irrigation, carefully

done and scientifically applied.
I am not going into a dissertation

on irrigation and orange growing, but

if anyone wishes to settle at Riverside,

let him write to the City Clerk there,

with one shilling (or twenty-five cents)

woi'tli of postage stamps, and ask for

the Board of Trade's "Illustrated

Pamphlet,
"

of 1888. He will then

see how the city and district are gov-
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erned by a board of five trustees, a

city clerk, a recorder, a city engineer,
a marshal and superintendent of

streets
;
that it has gas and electric

works and a water company ;
a tram-

way company, a fire department, and
a military company ;

about a dozen
churches of the various principal

denominations, including an Knglish

Episcopal Church and rectory ;
three

or four banks, a commodious and not

inelegant opera-house ; many packing-
houses handling citrus and other

fruits ; cold-storage and ice works,

lemon-curing establishments and fruit-

canneries
; two daily and two weekly

newspapers ; many drygoods stores

(linen drapers' shops), hardware

(iron-mongers') shops, bakeries, plan-

ing mills, druggists, tobacconists,

furniture, tin, plumbing, and jewelry
stores ; five hotels, five large boarding-
houses, several restaurants, job-
masters' shops, livery -stables, steam

laundries, smiths' and carpenters'

shops ; doctors, dentists, lawyers,

photographers, insurance and other

agents; numerous bandies of Free

Masons, Odd Fellows, Knights of

Pythias, Grand Army of the Republic,
and kindred orders, all with flourish-

ing lodges of the different degrees ;
a

Young Men's Christian Association in

a handsome brick-built home of its

own, with some two hundred sub-

scribing members ;
a Women's Chris-

tian Temperance Union ;
a Woman's

Relief CorjDS
—all successful and flour-

ishing to this day.
The aforesaid pamphlet will also

give full information respecting the

three independent systems of irrigation
here that water the country, and the

artesian well-water for domestic sup-

ply ;
full information as to the staple

industry ; respecting the market prices
of land, whether cultivated or not,

with the best kinds of orchards,

orange, lemon trees, and raisin vines

for planting. It also contains pictures
of apricot and raisin drying ;

of

irrigation in the groves, ranches and

gar^lens ; of the sorting and packing
of its thousands of boxes of oranges

yearly ;
and it will tell how the city

and district from their fruit alone

enjoy an annual income of $1,500,000
(^^300,000), which is constantly in-

creasing.
The pamphlet will also give sundry

views of the irrigating works of many
of the comfortable homes of its pros-

perous peo[)lc of whom a gfx)dly
number are Knglish.

If I were to speak more definitely
and give fuller particulars and names,
the carping critic would say that I

have been paid to "write up
"

this

place, but I haven't
;

I am giving
you my genuine impressions, resulting
from a personal visit, and from inquiry,

inspection, and view taken on the

spot, in January, 1892.
It should be said by way of paren-

thesis, that unimproved lands with

water-rights and guaranteed titles arc

selling from $250 to $500 (that is,

from £50 to ^100 an acre) according
to location ;

land in profit brings from

$1,000 (/200) to $3,000 (jC6oo) an

acre, according to position and the

age and bearing of the trees on it.

I believe that Knglish squires and

clergymen with sons to start in the

world, who desire a healthy, pleasant,
useful life, where they can thrive,

can only do one thing better than

write for further particulars, and that

is, take a trip across and see ! From
Southampton and Liverpool the reg-
ular mail steamers to New York do

the distance in a week ; and from

New York several railway systems
reach Kos Angeles in five or six days.
At Los Angeles take a peep. It is a

delightful city ; to my mind, the

brightest spot in the California State.

Then go to Colton Station, on the

Southern Pacific Railway, and thence

by "motor" or steam tram-line to

Riverside ;
or by the Santa Fc Rail-

way to Riverside direct. The distance

from Los Angeles to Riverside is

about sixty miles. The cost of the

journey will be nothing to speak of,

when one is desirous of giving a son a

fair start in life ; besides, if nothing
come of it, the scenes on the way there
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and back, if a return journey be made,
which I take leave to doubt, will alone

be well worth the money.
This is not a rough, unkempt

neighborhood, quite the reverse.

There are a cricket club, a very flour-

ishing tennis club, of at least one
hundred members, where the lady
memljers in turn, every Saturday
afternoon hold a reception in their

pavilion, and offer tea, coffee, cake,

ices, etc., to their guests and co-mem-
bers. There is also a popular dancing
set called the

"
Cotillion Club," gov-

erned by a committee of three ladies

and three gentlemen, giving some
thirteen dances every rainy season,

when a string band from Los Angeles
discourses bright music, and the

ladies appear dccollctes, and the gen-
tlemen in evening dress, as in London.
Here there are no four seasons, as

in the old country', but merely two,
the wet and the dr\-. The wet ])egins
about October and ends in March

;

but it rains generally at night, and
often it does not rain at all for two or

three weeks at a time
;
and the rain

here is more like our April showers at

home than the downpour of the

Tropics. In fact, the rainy season is

the nicest time of the year ;
then won-

drous flowers start up everywhere in

the most unexpected places ; every-
where the dusty halo of the dry
season makes way for an enchanting
verdure.

There is a gun-club here, and a

comfortable whist-club. But the

Americans as a nation won't play sci-

entific whist as we understand it. At

present, they flatter themselves they
know the game, and they are in the

lamentable condition described by
King Solomon in Proverbs, xxvi, 12.

There is also plenty of sport in

quail-shooting, hunting jack-rabbits

(a sort of hare with its fore legs as

long as its hind legs), killing coyotes;
also bear, if you would like to go a

day or two's jouniey into the moun-
tains.

The temperature in summer some-
times rises high, but it is not oppres-

sive, and e\er)' day about noon a cool

breeze springs up and fans deliciously
the sunburnt cheek. But there are
no thunderstonns, and sunstroke is

unknown, the air is so dry. In winter

time, at rare intervals, .say once in

twelve or fifteen years, there is a cold

snap for a day or two
;
and for a few

hours between sun.set and sunrise the
thermometer may fall to 28'' F.

;
and

some old residents can perhaps recall

a drop of 22° F.; but, as soon as the
sun rises, the cold flies, and the ther-

mometer at midday will hover be-

tween 70° and 80° F.; in fact, the
weather then is so deliciously agreeable
that mere existence is a joy.
The dry air cures many incipient

cases of consumption ; and instead of

becoming dots in God's acre (and
there is a prettily placed cemetery
here called

"
Olive Wood") the peo-

ple thrive and become healthy men
and women, active citizens and useful

members of society.
Riverside is a great temperance

place ;
it has only two saloons (or

public houses), and these are threat-

ened with extinction. For the gov-
ernment of the city there are its

charter and some one hundred and

twenty or more ordinances, nhich fill

an octavo book of some six .score

pages ;
but let me quote part of Ordi-

nance No. 8,
"
Conceniing Drunken-

ness." "The Board of Trustees of

the City of Riverside ordains as fol-

lows :

"Whoever shall be found within
the limits of the city in a state of in-

toxication in any public place, or in

any dram-shop, or in any place open
to public view shall be arrested by the

marshal, and on conviction thereof,

shall be fined in a sum not exceeding
$20.00 (4/"), and in default of pay-
ment thereof be imprisoned and made
to work on the streets under the
direction of the marshal, until the fine

be satisfied, at the rate of $1.00 (4 s.)

per day for each day's work.
' '

Passed
Dec. i'3th, 18S3.

I should say that Riverside is beau-

tifully located ; it occupies a vast
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mesa (tableland), or a sort of loamy
and stoneless soil, through which
courses theofttimes tumultuous vSanta

Ana River, and in its center the city
is about 850 feet above sea level. It

is most picturesquely set amongst
mountain ranges, which are snow-

capped till late in June, and some
have snow-peaks all the 5'ear round.

Tahiti oranges that had decaj-ed dur-

ing shipment to San Francisco, and

planted the seeds from which came the
first Riverside orange groves, it proved
to be the nucleus of wonderful things.
That was twenty years ago, when

the California Silk Culture Associa-

tion, disheartened by the death of

their leader, Louis Provost, onlv three

An Irrisjating Ditch.

Here the mountains, after the Spanish
mode, are called "sierras," and sur-

round the district thus : San Ber-

nardino, with its giant
"
Grayback"

over 11,000 feet high, to the north;
the Temescal range to the south ; the

San Jacinto (pronounced Hacinto,

meaning Hyacinth) to the east, and
the Cucamonga range to the west. A
few paragraphs may here be fitly de-

voted to some important historical

facts.

When "Uncle" Pryor Russell, a
"
fort}'-niner

" who still resides in

Riverside, secured several barrels of

months after their incorporation, de-

cided to abandon their enterprise, and
their lands were purchased by the

Riverside Colony.
The beginning was onl}- a sheep

pasture, dry and barren, but situated

in a beautiful valley through which
ran the Santa Ana River

;
and the

handful of men wlio composed the col-

ony originated the idea of constructing
canals and conducting water from the

river to the otherwise unproductive
land. They had little more than their

energy and faith for their capital, and
no assurance of success

;
but there
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were men of sterling worth at the

head—one of the original stockholders

being the newly elected United States

Senator, C. N. Felton—and all things
are possible to him who believes.

How well they succeeded is best told

in the statement that last year fifteen

hundred carloads of oranges were

shipped from their six thousand high)}'
cultivated acres, and a million dollars

of unused nione}^ was lying in the two
banks, while the fame of Riverside

oranges is known throughout civiliza-

tion. Many of the orchards give a

yearly return of $500 per acre, and the

population of the place numbers about

5,000 people.
The valley declines gently from the

foothills to the river, and although the

first canal was carried as high up on
the plain as was possible to conduct
the water from the river at the point
from which it was taken, there was
still a larger area of equally fine land

above the canal that could not be
reached. A few families took claims
on "Dry Side," as it was called, be-

lieving in a vague way that water

might some time be developed and
make it valuable, but with no idea

how. It furnished them homes, while

they obtained a livelihood in River-

side proper.
ISIathew Gage, a native of Ireland,

came to Riverside from Kingston, Can-
ada, in 18S1, and purchased a 5'oung

orange grove, also engaging in the

jewelry business in the village. The
level plain above the canal had a

great fascination for him, and almost

immediately he secured a claim thereon
and began thinking out a method, not

only ot irrigating it, but for the im-

provement of the whole tract, nearly
all of which he purchased.
The year following his arrival he

began to act
; but like all great

schemes, this developed slowly ;
and

it was only after three years of negoti-
ation that real work began, in October,

1885. A 3'ear later, water was deliv-

ered, and the new addition became
East Riverside.

But where did the water come from ?

Mr. Gage had purcha.sed some land

southeast of vSan Bernardino, and
about twent>- miles from Riverside in

the Artesian belt found at the foot of

the San Bernardino mountains
;
and

on this a number of wells had been
sunk with the result of an abinidant

flow.

Ob.stacles were met at every turn,

perhaps the most formidable being
lack of funds and adverse i)ublic

opinion. A friend relates that while
the scheme was yet in embryo Mr.

Gage drove with him over the tract,

and laid his ])lans bcfure him with an

eloquence and enthusiasm that won
his admiration, but which .seemed

wholly impracticable. T<j his query
as t(^ how the funds were to ])e ob-

tained to accomplish all this, that gen-
tleman replied in his inimitable way,
quoting from Shakspeare : "We'll

fight with gentle words till time doth
lend us friends, and friends their helji-
ful swords.

" And so he did. Grad-

ually convincing capitalists of the

plausibility of his undertaking, he
secured small loans, worked initil that

was gone and increased development
secured larger amounts—iintil a total

of nearly a million and a half dollars

had been expended—but increased the

value of the twelve thousand acres of

jiractically worthless land (including

Arlington Heights) to six million dol-

lars
;
and the men who had been far-

sighted enough to take claims on that

tract received their share of the bene-

fits. The average price per acre,

under the Gage canal, is $500 for

unimproved land, some bringing as

high as $Soo, and there are now more
than four hundred homes where five

years ago was scarcely half a dozen.

In the early part of 1S90 Mr. Gage
interested English capital and eflected

a sale of his canal, land and water

rights, including a right in the Santa
Ana River, in addition to the streams

arising from springs on the artesian

lands, to the Riverside Tni.st Com-

pany (limited) of London, he himself

retaining a large share of the stock

and becoming managing director.
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The new company is spending half

a million more in development, the

number of artesian wells having been
increased to fifty, and they are contin-

ually sinking others. The main canal,
which has sixteen tunnels aggregating
nearly a mile and a quarter in all, and
thirteen flumes amounting to a mile,

$400,000, water having been piped to

each block, and this season nearly two
thousand acres will be planted to or-

anges, five hundred of which are being
planted by the company. The River-

side Company has purchased 500 acres

at $400 per acre, for orange trees,

and 500 acres have been sold to

Residence of O. T. Dyer, Manager of the Riverside Banking Company.

is now twenty-five miles in length,
with ninety-five miles of distributing
mains and one hundred and forty-four
miles of laterals.

Arlington Heights is a tract of six

thousand acres of Government land

joining Riverside in the south,
which Mr. Gage purchased some time

ago, and which was included in the
transfer to the English Syndicate,
that is only just being developed. The
cost of improvements on this tract is

private parties for immediate improve-
ment.
The company is also improving the

tract of 3,000 acres, called Victoria, on
which the water suppl}^ is obtained,

though none of this land is placed on
the market.
The amount of irrigable land in

Riverside has been at least doubled by
Mr. Gage's great achievement, and

only time is required to make it as

beautiful, if not more so, as productive
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and as valuable as that which has
become world famous.

Nearly all prophesied failure, and
the work was made harder—at times

well nigh impossible
—by the incredu-

lity and lack of sympathy and assist-

ance of his fellow men. Yet I\Ir.

Gage, at a banquet given in his honor
after the completion of the work, re-

fu.sed to take all the credit to himself,
but paid a feeling tribute to his wife,

who, he said, had always aided and

encouraged him
;
and no small .share

of his success was due to her hopeful
confidence and support.

Mr. and Mrs. Gage are still young ;

and although he is as deeply immersed
in business as ever, they find time to

enjoy, with their family of little peo-

ple, the prosperity which has come to

them, and through them, to the many
beautiful homes made possible by the

Gage Canal System.
Very great credit is due to its found-

ers in the way Riverside is laid out.

Its streets, or roads, and avenues are

at right angles to each other
;

it

abounds in beautiful, umbrageous
roads, and the Magnolia avenue
should and will soon be \vorld famous.
It is twelve miles long, and a hundred
and thirty-two feet wide

;
it has a

double carriage-drive, shaded the en-
tire route with pepper, Australian

grivellias and eucalyptus trees, all

evergreen. It is also adorned with
numerous fan-palms, aloes and other

sub-tropical plants ;
and on either side

are beautiful houses, each ensconced in

orange groves that are in bearing, and
which yield beauty, fragrance and
wealth to their fortunate and indus-
trious possessors. For a distance of
seven miles from the City Hall a tram-
line gives handy means of access to the

public up and down the avenue as far

as the hamlet of Arlington. No one

visiting Riverside should miss a drive

through this avenue.

Though planted only in 1879, the
trees are alreadj^ some 50 or 60 feet

high ; everj'thing grows here with

asparagus-like celerity ; irrigating
canals keep the trees well watered and

the avenue free from dust
;
and though

I have visited many lauds and three

continents, I cannot recall any car-

riage-drive to equal it. Its name is

certainly on the luais a non lucendo

principle ;
but it was baptized before

its trees were planted, the wish being
father to the thought that magnolias
would prevail numerically ; but they
do not flourish here exceedingly well,
and instead are the trees above named;
but at each of its many cross-ways
there are six magnolia trees to aid the

orange-groves and ro.se-gardens in

embalming the perhaps too heavily
scented air, when all the trees are in

their gorgeously-bountiful bloom.
Another avenue equally fine, and

named the
"
Victoria," has been laid

out about a mile off, and nearly par-
allel with the Magnolia avenue, by
the Riverside Trust Company, Lim-
ited, an English Company, with head-

quarters in London, which is the
owner of one of the irrigating systems
here ; beside some 6,000 acres of land

on a tract called the "Arlington
Heights." This year it will plant
Victoria avenue with trees to vie with
the Magnolia avenue ;

and thus add
to the many beauties and attractions of

this pleasant place, which is even now
quite a health resort for folks afflicted

with bronchitis and asthma, or with in-

cipient phthisis. This company, too,

has just built and opened Victoria

Bridge to the public, which bridge is

about 500 feet long and 65 feet high,
across the Tequesquite arroya, to con-

nect the Victoria avenue with the out-

side city. An "arroj-a.
"

it may be

explained, is a hollow place or large

gulch ;
a gulch is a wash-out caused by

some storm-overflow of water.
' ' Te-

quesquite'
'

is an Indian word meaning
soap.
The water supply of Riverside is

taken from the tumultuous Santa Ana
River, so full of silt (as are nearly all

the Califoniian rivers) that it is said to

flow
' '

bottom-upwards,
' '

and, though
nearly eternal and certainly perennial
snows are forever thawing and adding
to its volume, it rolls along more like
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liquid sand forming broad "
ciengas

"

hither and thither, and having a very
shallow appearance. Californiau riv-

ers are curiosities, if not abortions, as

while all have heads many have no

mouths, in the summer.
To get its perfect wealth for irrigat-

ing purposes a tunnel will be (lri\LU

through and under water down to the

hard rock-bed, and the water drawn
offinto flumes or conduits for irrigating
needs. Artesian wells tap the under-

flow and utilize various tributary

springs.
The value of irrigation over rain is

this : the farmer may get the rain

when he needs it or he may not
; or,

the rain while benefiting one crop

spoils another. But irrigation-water
is turned on only when and exactly
for the time and in the quantity needed

for a farm, ranch, orchard, field or

spot.
There is one feature in the city gov-

cmment which is of supreme import-
ance \.o paler-familias with a family of

children ;
and that is the number and

equipment of its schools
;
for r.U are

good and all are free
;
but boys and

girls mingle together at every one
;

the classes are of both sexes. This is

the rule from the kindergarten to the

high or grammar school.

The iligli School, the pride and

glory of the city, recently built, is of

brick, and cost an outlay of $75,000

(^23,000). Here, the heads of schools

are termed superintendents, even when

they are women ;
while the as.sistant

masters (as we call them at Eaton,

Harrow, Rugby and all our crack

schools) are termed professors.
Riverside claims luidying fame for

its oranges, and more particularly for

its golden-hued ones of a seedless vari-

ety, sweet and pulpy, known as the

"Washington navel." The Washing-
ton State horticultural authorities

originally sent to a Mr. Tibbets. a

rancher here, two spores that they had

received from Bahia in Brazil; and from

the two trees growing from these spores

have sprung Riverside's wealth and

celebrity. For the first eight years.

Mrs. Tibbets tells me, her husband

gave away all the grafts ; but now he
.sells them

;
and though the trees are

fifteen or sixteen years old, they look

small, as they have been .so cut back
for buds with which to ingraft other
trees. The ' '

navel
' '

being .seedless

can be propagated only b)' grafting.
A Rixersidc man was ])erfectly

astonished when 1 said that hardly
anyone in London had ever heard ol

Riverside, still le.ss of its navel

oranges. The price these fetch .seems

preposterous when one reflects how
cheap are all sorts of juicy, pulpy and
seedless oranges in London ; but here,
last season, the ordinary price whole-
sale for navels was three cents (one

penny ha'penny) on the l>ccs ! The
buyer having to ])luck, pack and
market them, and pay the railway

charge or freight.
The following table, contributed by

the editor of the Riverside Daily Pt ess,

shows the shipment of oranges from
Riverside since 1S80 (when it first

began to produce oranges) down t<>

the 7th of January, 1892 :

Crop of Carloa<ls

18S0-S1 15

1SS1-S2 4-J

1SS2-S3 45

1SS3-S4 50

1SS4-S5 456

1SS5-S6 .506
1SS6-S7 375

18S7-SS 725

1SSS-S9 9S2

1SS9-90 1500

1890-91 1446

Note.—2S6 boxes make one carload.

1S91
—Dec. shipments, 59 cars, 16.874 boxes

1892—Jan. 1—7
"

40
"

11,440 boxes

Each box contains 96 to 226

oranges, according to size of fruit ;
the

boxes used are of uniform size and

shape
—a double cube.

On the 2oth of December, TS91, the

market quotations for oranges in San

Francisco, by commission merchants

and wholesale buyers were as fol-

lows :
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Price per box
Description. Size. iu Dollars.

Fancy Seedlings. . . .128 to 126, I2.25 to|2.5o
Choice Seedlings. . .128

"
226, 1.50

" 2.00

F'cy Bright Navels. .112 "
200, 3.00" 3.25

Choice" " ..112 "200, 2.50" 2.75

Mt. Seedlings 128 "
226, (no quota'n)

Mt. Navels 96
"

176,

Riv'sde F'cy Navels, 96" 176, 3.25 to 3.50
" Choice "

96
"

176, 2.50" 2.75
Mediterra'n Sweets. 128 "

226, (no quota'n)
Malta Blood 12S

"
226,

Paper rind 128 "
226,

"

Note.—Sizes larger than 112 and smaller than 250

per box of seedling oranges (oranges with seeds) are

quoted 25c (or is.) per box less.

The oranges are graded by an

automatic machine, and are wrapped

Fruit Company, of Los Angeles, for

$7,500 (^1,500).
On one tree the fruit weighed 1200

lbs. (nearly 1 1 cwt) . About a hun-
dred of the trees average twenty boxes
each (the older the tree, up to a

hundred years, the greater the yield).
Mr. Hewetson bought his whole

grove, six years ago, of Mr. M. J.

Twogood, one of the pioneers of

Riverside. He has since bought and

planted some twenty more acres with

navels, Malta bloods and Mediterra-

nean sweets, etc. Last year they
netted him a large income, and he

'*•:

.^':^' ^' .

^r

-^^^--t

^/ <)1-^^

"te

Irrigation near kiverbiJe—Artesian Wells.

separately ui tissue paper with the

grower's name or brand printed
thereon.

Mr. Jas. W. Hewetson, of Oliphant
avenue, Pachappa Grove, Riverside,
a Canadian Scotcliman, whom I called

upon to receive authentic information,
told me that last year he .sold the crop
on the trees of 430 seedling trees,

nearly twenty years old, and covering
six acres of his land, to the Earl's

showed me the diploma, dated Sept.

I, 1890, awarded to him by "The
28tli District Agricultural A.ssociatioii

of San Bernardino," certifying that

his net crop was $517.65 (^103 iis.)
an acre. Mr. Hewetson fertilizes

pretty heavily, using about a ton of

various manures to the acre. He says
that the orange skin gets a deep red hue
when fertilized, and that it has a

pale yellow look when "hungry."
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He thoroughly irrigates his land about
seven times a year, according to the

season. He grows nothing between
the trees, and the soil is carefully
cultivated to prevent caking after the

irrigation. lie employs but one man,
who does all the work, and is paid
$55 (;^ii) a month, and has a house,
rent free.

When Mr. Ilewetson came here six

years ago, he was a constant martyr to

asthma
;
now he enjoys outdoor life

every day, and sleeps in his bed every

night. He and his daughter, every
year, go away for a three-months' trip
to Canada or Scotland.

At the World's Industrial Cotton
and Centennial Exposition. New
Orleans, 1875, Riverside, in competi-
tion against all comers, including
Florida, gained the highest prizes

awarded, both for oranges and lemons,
to wit :

First.—A gold medal for the best

twenty varieties of oranges grown in

California.

Second.—A gold medal for the

twenty best varieties of oranges grown
in the United States.

Third.—A gold medal for the best

twenty varieties of oranges grown
in the world.

Fourth.—A silver medal, the high-
est prize awarded, for the best display
of lemons against the world. One
reason why Riverside oranges com-
mand such high prices exemplifies
the old adage that

Late fruit keeps well,
And late fruit sells well.

And Riverside oranges are at their

best in April and May, when other

oranges are exhausted. Though the

orange is yellow at Christmas, don't

suppose that it is ripe ; no orange
tastes so well or is so juicy as one
which has hung for several months on
the boughs after turning yellow. It

was upon the advice of Judge Brown
that the sjmdicate of enterprising men
who started the first orange-growing
colony at Jurupa, (as Riverside was
known until the 14th of December,

1870) settled here. To quote his own
words : "I was the first one who had
the courage to .say :

' Here will I

dwell.'
"

At that time all was desert, but the

worthy Judge and his family indus-

triously tilled and improved his

location
; he built a nice residence,

made a pleasant garden with water

running through it ; and planted
orange groves ;

and at the end of five

years, on payment .solely of $50.00
(or ;^io) the Government fees for

registration, he was the absolute
owner of 80 acres and all on it. And
now this land yields the Judge an
annual income of not less than /'lOo
or $500.00 an acre ! Last year River-
side exported 266, 192 boxes of oranges
and received for dried fruits over half
a million dollars.

Practically, the indu.striousman can
here have a harv^est of one kind or

another, for ten months out of the
twelve. Though the land is naturally
fertile, t-^^ ''^ct best results he must
fertili.

'

heep and stable manure,
or be ..J nitrates

; experience
will souu Leach in what proportions.
To fence his land let him jilant the

graceful and quick-growing Monterey
cypress. When clipped, it outrivals

the best yew hedge. Does he need
fuel ? Let him plant eucalyptus trees,

and in two years' time the loppings
from them will give him all the fuel

he needs. Does he need food for his

horse ? Let him plant alfalfa (a sort

of vetch). He can have five crops a

year. One lady I met had seven lux-
urious crops of it last year on one
field. Should a settler wish to leave
the dry sunnner heat here, in a few
hours he can have balmy breezes, and
inhale ozone at many places on the
coast or its adjacent islands, finding
good hotels, in some instances perfect

palaces; or he can have the enjoy-
ment of mountain air up the many
beautiful ranges that prevent the
storms from elsewhere coming here.

Mr. Gladstone was once considerably
scoffed at by some newspapers because
he advised the Cheshire farmers to
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cultivate and preserve fruit. Does

anyone wish to get a quick return for

his work on small farms ? Let him
come here and start market-gardening;
and in making preserves and orange
marmalade, there would seem to be

fortunes to be made, as nearly all the

marmalade sold in America is im-

ported.
The soil of vSouthern California,

willi irrigation, will grow anything,

Name. Time of Harvesting.

Currants May and June.

Figs July to January.
Gooseberries June.
Grapes Middle of June to Dec.
Guava Whole year nearly.

Japanese persimmon November.
Lemons All the year round.

Limes
"

Loquats Mid May to Mid June.
Muskmclons July to October.

Mulberries July to November.
Nectarines Augu.st.

In the Bed of the Santa Ana River.

and yield a thousandfold ;
and the

industry of fruit-raising has variety

enough to create constant interest

and an ever-present market. The
following table, which I have care-

fully selected and verified, shows the

range of Riverside products :

SOUTHJiRN C.\IvIFORNIA PRODUCTS.

Name. Time of Harvesting.
Almonds October.

Apples July to November.

Apricots Middle of June to Sept.
Blackberries " " "

Cherries June.

Olives December to January.
Oranges Christmas to July.
Pears July to November.
Peaches Mid June to January.
riunis and Prunes . .June to November.
Ponict;ranitcs vSeptcmbcr to Dec.

Quince October to December.
Raisins Sc])tcniber to November
Raspberries Mid June to January.
vStrawberries Nearly all the year.
Watermelons July to October.

All these are grown, or can be, at

Riverside.

There is one serious drawback to

the well-to-do, and that is, there are

no good domestic servants. For a
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good general servant who can be

obliging and cook plain food in a

wholesome way, people here will

gladly pay $25 to $30, ^5 to £(> per
month, and "

all found," but no beer ;

and they would, too, after a period be

willing to refund the cost of voyage,
if the help proved satisfactory.
For the English reader, let me s^y

that California is 770 miles long and

330 miles broad
;
that its land surface

is 157,801 square miles
;
that it is out

of debt ;
that it has already the largest

wealth per head of any State in the

Union
;
that it has 30,000,000 acres

of arable land
;
that it has 72,189,644

acres of public land surveyed, while
its unsurveyed public lands have a

total of 28,802,966 acres
;
that it is the

only raisin-producing State in North
America ; and that in 1 890 it produced
crops as follows :

Raisins 40,000,000 lbs.

Prunes 25,000,000
"

Dried Fruits 66,318,000
"

Green Fruits 105,000,000
"

Hops 42,000,000
' '

Barley 10,000,000
"

Honey 60,000,000
' '

It exported flour to the amount of

1,096,933 barrels.

It had in vines and raisin grapes
225,000 acres, which represent an
invested capital of $8c,ooo,ooo or

^16,000,000. Of wine it produced
3,200,000 gallons ; it had a wheat

crop of 27,000,000 centals, of which it

exported upward of i6,ooo,ooocentals,
in exchange for ^17,000,000, and

upwards.
Its bean crop is 1,000,000 centals

;

it is the leading producer of almonds,
nuts, peanuts, walnuts, etc. The
olive and the lemou are now being
scientifically cultivated in South
California, and will soon be some of
its most valuable products. Small
fruits, such as strawberries, currants,

gooseberries, blackberries, cherries,
etc., quickly yield a large return on a
small capital outlay ; and vegetable

Vol. 11—52

growing offers lucrative business to

patient seekers after independence.
California's wool product in 1891

was 33, 1 83, 1 75 pounds, and it exported
21,022 flasks of quicksilver. It has
millions of sheep, pigs, cows, oxen,
and other cattle

; and over a quarter
of a million of horses, and it breeds
some of the fastest trotting horses in

the world.

Though the population is only
equal to almost one-fourth of the

metropolis of L,ondon (the exact fig-
ures 1,208,130, according to the cen-

sus of 1 891) its annual expenditure on

public schools is very nearly ^1,250,-
000 or $6,250,000, and upwards of

200,000 children daily attend school,
and receive gratis the very best of

education.

It has several universities at which,
also, the education is free, the only
cost being for books and board, the
latest addition being the Leland Stan-
ford Jr. University, at Palo Alto,

opened Michaelmas, 1891, as a gift to

the State by Senator Stanford, and a
monument to his late son and only
child

;
and he is endowing it with

$20,000,000 (/'4,000,000).
In the North the tendency is to

have large ranches of 5,000 acres and

upward ;
so the soil belongs to a few

and the population is sparse. In the

South, however, there are more of

ten-acre farms than of twenty. And
owners of orange groves of 80 or 100
acres are rare.

Traveling through the Highlands,
the mountain scenery is grand !

There, trains have been nicknamed
the "Panorama," as they pass the
fertile vales, picturesque glades, beau-
tiful orange groves of the San Gabriel,
San Bernardino and Santa Ana valleys.

In conclusion, let me adopt David
Mallet's parody of the prayer of Agur,
the son of Jakeh. (See Prov. xxx,
5-9-)

O I grant me lieaveu, a middle state,
Neither too humble nor too great ;

More than enough for nature's ends,
Witli something left to treat my friends.



OUR COMMERCIAL GROWTH AND THE TARIFF.

FROM A REPUBLICAN STANDPOINT.

BY RICHARD H. McDONALD, JR.

PRODUCTIONS
in this country

are of wide range and abundant,

through favorable climatic condi-

tions, exceeding fertility of soil, and
the energy and intelligence of the

people. The United States is the

greatest producing nation in the

world, especially of articles of food,
and of materials Avhich enter into

manufactures. Americans consume
more per capita than any other people,

yet we produce surpluses of nearly all

the necessaries of life and of many
luxuries. If her bleak and Asiatic

possessions are taken into account,
Russia alone is larger in contiguous
territory ;

but in number of enlight-
ened population the United States

leads every other nation. The same
is true as to seacoa.sts and iuiml)er of

capacious harbors. In domestic com-
merce we stand first, l)ut in inter-

national trade we are third, Great
Britain ])eing first and (jcrmany
second. Our natural advantages
entitle us to leadership in foreign as

well as i:i internal trade.

The foreign connncrce of C.reat

Britain, through duplication of ac-

counts, is undoubtedly considerably

exaggerated. Aside from iron and
tin ores, the British Isles are not great

producers of raw materials for man-

ufacturing. They are largely procured
from their dependencies and other

countries, and when wrought into

forms for consumption, are exported.
This is especially the case as to cotton,

wool, hides, jute, and many otlier raw
materials. Great Britain also imports
tea, coffee, spices, breadstufts and pro-
visions for exportation. They are

taken up on the import side of

accounts, in the one case, and entered

on- the export side, in the other. The
same is true in Germany, only to a

less extent.

There is very little exported from
tliis country that is not wholly pro-
duced here. If duplication were
eliminated from British and German
accounts, our position in international

trade would be relatively higher and

possibly highest ;
but our foreign

trade is far less than it ought to be, or

would be, if ]iro]X'r efT(Mis were mafle

S()8
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to develop it. To find markets for

their surplus products, is of the high-
est importance to any people, and

especially to us, since we have passed
the colonizing period, and have gained
a position in which we are able to

produce almost without limit. Our
industries have already reached im-

mense proportion, and are destined to

the greatest development in the future,

if proper efforts are made. On the

whole, our productions are not likely

to be reduced but increased, and there

will be greater necessity for larger
markets.

Ever since the Phoenicians gained

great wealth from commerce, the

magnitude of foreign trade has been

deemed a measure of a nation's

material prosperity ;
whether such

traffic is beneficial or not. depends
upon its character. A nation which

imports more for consumption than it

exports cannot prosper any more than

the individual who consumes more
than he produces. Great Britain

rapidly gained wealth for two hundred
and fifty years, for the reason, mainly,
that generally she was able to secure

balances of trade in her favor. As
commonly understood, a balance of

trade is the difference arising from an

exchange of commodities which is met
with cash. An individual who buys
what he should produce, grows
poorer ;

and so it is with the people.

Nations, like individuals, are at times

obliged to purchase more than they
sell. The farmer must do this while

he is erecting necessary buildings
and preparing his new farm for culti-

vation; and this country was similarly
situated in its young and colonizing

days. That necessity no longer

exists, for the preparatory period has

passed away. In the early days,
there were statesmen who forecast

the future and urged policies that

would avoid depletion through adverse

balances of trade. The policy pur-
sued from Washington to Polk was

measurably successful in preventing
diminution of our money resources.

There were adverse balances of trade,

which resulted in no grievous harm,
because virgin wealth was so great ;

but commendable efforts were put
forth to build up manufacturing to

supply home wants, and a merchant
marine capable of doing our own
transportation on the high seas.

In 1846, a new policy was inaugu-
rated which checked industrial growth,
and the War of the Rebellion swept
our shipping from the sea. For thirty

years from and after 1846, balances of

trade were uniformly against us, and
the country would have been greatly
distressed for money, had it not been
for the phenomenal production of gold
in California. For fifteen years, which
was a period of peace, there was a

continual outflow of gold from this

country, cau.sed in large part by
depression of manufacturing indus-

tries, through the influence of the

Tariff Act of that year ; and from 1 86 1

to 1S65, balances resulted from the

necessity to purchase raw materials in

Europe. In 1862, the policy which
was advocated by Washington, and all

the Presidents down to Polk, was

restored, but time was required to put
our industries on a footing that would
enable them to produce sufficient to

supply domestic demands. Conditions

were extraordinary, as a large labor

force was employed in war, and con-

sumption was unusual, for war is

destruction. For years after the con-

flict closed, the energies of the people
were devoted to colonizing and devel-

opingnew regions, to building railroads,

and making other internal improve-
ments. Ten years after the war
were required to place ourselves in a

condition toovercome adverse balances,

and turn the tide in our favor. This
result would not have been achieved

so soon, but for the remarkable increase

of agricultural productions and excep-
tional demand for them in Europe.
Had the principle of the tariff of 1846
been restored at the close of the war,

and continuously adhered to, there

would not now be large and diversified

manufacturing industries in this

country ;
and however immense our
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agricultural productions, there could

scarcely have been any foreign demand
for them which would have paid for

imported manufactures. The protec-
tive principle having been preserved,
our industries have thrived. For the

first time in thirty years, at the end of

the fiscal year of 1877, a handsome
balance appeared in our favor, and the

tide has flowed our way ever since,

except in 1888, and 1889; but from

June 30, 1876, to June 30, 1892, the

net aggregate of balances in our favor

was ^1,762,000,000. Our gold re-

sources have been increased $500, 000,-
000

;
some of our securities held

abroad have been paid off, and others

have been purchased, and brought
home ;

so that interest on them is

paid here, instead of to holders on
the other side of the Atlantic. After

years of suspension of specie pay-
ment, the Government has been able

to enter upon and maintain a gold
paying basis, and to make treasury
and national bank notes circulable

everywhere at par with gold. Our

policy has had the efiect, also, to

place foreign countries in financial

straits. The Bank of England, a

little more than a year ago, was ob-

liged to obtain $70,000,000 in gold
from this country and for which a

premium was paid. There is to-day
a gold stringency in several of the

leading nations of Europe, and if

favorable balances of trade continue,
the result will be to compel mono-
metalist nations of Europe to resort

to some international standard of value

additional to that of gold. Silver's

hope rests upon the maintenance of

the protective principle in tariff legis-
lation. It contributes materially to

an increase of our domestic circulating
medium, which is so much needed,
and by a kind of money which all

nations regard as the best. Results

so beneficial have ]>een achieved witli-

out the aid of an adequate merchant

marine; in fact we have been so

dependent on foreigners and rivals for

transportation, that in the last fiscal

year six - sevenths of our foreign

commerce were carried in foreign bot-

toms.

There has been in this country
over-production of cotton, breadstufifs

and provisions, but under-production
in some lines of manufacture. For
fifteen years anterior to the enactment
of the McKinley law, we annually
imported, on the average, merchan-
dise to the value of $300,000,000 or

$400,000,000 consisting chiefly of man-
ufactures which we should have pro-
duced for ourselves. Nearly three-

fourths of our exports are products of

agriculture, and if mineral illuminat-

ing oils are included, they constitute
a larger percentage. We import more
manufactures than we export, which
shows that we do not on the whole man-
ufacture sufficient to supply domestic

consumption. It is therefore wise
that we should develop those indus-
tries in which we are deficient, to

supply home wants to the utmost

practicable extent. This will lessen

importation and consequently enlarge
balances of trade in our favor. The
time has come when this policy also

should be pursued with a view to

larger exportation of manufactures.
We have relied too much on export-
ing products of agriculture. Indeed,
our people have not displayed their

wonted energy in building up export
trade. Because we produce some
tilings that other countries do not or

cannot, they have been quite content
to let others come to us. The most
effective work could not have been
done in developing export trade, for

the want of transportation of our own.
A fallacious idea has prevailed as to

the best markets for our surplus agri-
cultural products. Because Great
Britain has hitherto been the largest

buyer of our food articles and raw
materials, there are those who believe
our best interest lies in promoting
trade with that country ;

but she need
not come to us for articles of food ur

for raw materials, except cotton.

The United Kingdom and Ireland pro-
duce wheat enough to supply tlieir

people to the extent of 2^j bushels
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to the person. Per capita consump-
tion in the United States, where

nearly all the population daily eat

wheat bread, is but 5 bu.shels, while

in those countries it is a rarity to

more than a moiety of the people.
India and Australia export from 45,-

000,000 to 60,000,000 bushels of wheat

per annum, and they are depend-
encies of Great Britain. British

America exports wheat, and there

are such railway and steamship facili-

ties that the mother country can

obtain it there at less cost than from

us. The Argentine Republic ex-

ports 12,000,000 bushels, which are

taken largely in exchange for Brit-

ish manufactures. Austria-Hungary,
France, Italy and Spain are exporters
of wheat, and Russia, on the aver-

age, exports 25,000,000 bushels more
than we do. Ordinarily, Germany
raises breadstuffs enough for her own

people. Europe, on the average,

produces 1,250,000,000 bushels of

wheat, which is sitfficient for the

people of that continent. It is not to

any great extent that Great Britain

buys of us to feed her own people, but

she does purchase largely to supply
countries to which we should export
directly. She is a dealer, and finding
out what all countries want, she

arranges to supply them. She can

do this, because she has the means of

transportation, her tonnage being

equal to that of all other nations com-
bined. European people must have
our cotton, because nothing yet pro-
duced in the world can take its place.
If we manufacture it, all other nations

would be compelled to accept it in

fabric, as the}' now do in the bale.

What a vast field for employment
would be opened to our people, and
what immense wealth would come to

the countrj', if all our cotton were
manufactured at home and then sold

abroad !

The best trade is that between
nations whose productions are differ-

ent. It would not be sensible for one
farmer to seek to sell to another whose

products are the same as his own.

There is not much of importance pro-
duced in Europe, whicli we do not or

cannot produce, and therefore the

people over there need not buy of us,

barring cotton, nor we of them, to

any great extent, except there is an
unusual condition, such as poor crops
or a state of war. There is an adverse
balance of trade with France because
we buy her wines and silks

;
with

Germany, because we buy her sugar ;

and with Italy, because we import her
fruits—all of which we are able to

produce for ourselves. These are

only some of the commodities imported
from those countries, and with which
we should supply ourselves. If our

industries, manufacturing and agri-

cultural, were properly diversified and

enlarged, there would be little that

we should need of European prod-
uce. We have been expending,
annually, $15,000,000 for oranges,
lemons, raisins, olives, figs, preserved
fruits and nuts, which California alone

can produce in sufficient quantities to

supply the whole countrj'. The protec-
tion afforded bj' the McKinley law
will shortly enable us to avoid this

outlay, and cause the fifteen million

dollars to be paid to Califomians and

Floridians, instead of foreigners.

Generally, in trade with Great

Britain, there is a large balance of

trade in our favor; in 1891, it

amounted to $250,000,000, yet in that

3'ear we shipped her $60,000,000 in gold
which were used to square our trailc

accounts with other countries. We
send more gold there than to all other

nations, because trade balances of the

world are paid in London. Through
English banks we pay balances to

Germany, France and other European
States, and also to Brazil, Cuba, the

East and West Indies, Mexico, the

northern States of South America,
Central America. China, Japan and

many other countries. The gold of

the world concenters in London, and
is there distributed, because Great
Britain through her ubiquitous mer-
chant marine has control of the chan-
nels of commerce. The gold standard
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of value originated in that country,
and it will be maintained so long as

she remains the commercial clearing
house of the world.

Adverse balances of trade do not

arise in Europe as a whole, but in

countries elsewhere. In 1891, we
bouglit of Brazil (I use round num-

bers) $83,000,000, and sold her $14,-

000,000 : of Cuba $64,000,000, and
sold her $12,000,000 ;

of Mexico $41,-

000,000 and sold her $14,000,000 ;
of

the Central American States $9,500,-

000, and sold them $6,000,000 ;
of the

Hawaiian Islands $14,000,000, and
sold them $5,000,000. The balance

against us in China was $10,500,000
and in Japan $14,000,000. Outside of

Europe the aggregate of balances

against us was about $200,000,000. In

1892, the aggregate was considerably
less, because, through reciprocity in

large part, our exports were increased

$145,000,000. Brazil, Cuba, Mexico,
Central America, China, Japan, the

East and West Indies, Hawaiian and

Phillipine Islands, Oceanica, and the

northern States of South America pro-
duce many things that we cannot, and
which we consume

;
and we produce

much that they cannot. None of

them raise largely of breadstufifs and

provisions, nor do they manufacture

except in a comparatively small way
and to supply a few wants. Condi-
tions in those countries forbid, or are

unfavorable to manufacturing on an
extensive scale. Trade with them
consists almost wholly of an exchange
of commodities. It is in enlargement
of direct trade with them that all

danger of adverse balances will be
removed. Considering these facts,

one cannot be otherwise than im-

pressed with the importance of mak-
ing vigorous efforts to manufacture in

larger quantity and in greater variety,
in order to be able to supply those
countries.

It was but natural that in the past
the greatest efforts should have been
made to find markets abroad for the

products of agriculture, because the

country had little else to sell. The

farmers did not for a long time seem
to understand that domestic markets
are better for them than foreign, or
that it is best for both that producer
and consumer should live near each
other in order to save the cost of

transportation. A thousand artisans

or laborers in this country will con-

sume more than the same number in

Europe, because they receive more

wages and can afford to live better.

Therefore, producers of breadstufifs,

provisions, fruits and vegetables, and
raw materials should favor the policy
that will increase the number of

consumers at home and transfer the

surplus labor from the field to the

shop and mill. If this policy is pur-
sued, the day is not distant when the

country will not be over-burdened
with agricultural products. Con-

sumption is rapidly approaching
equality with production. When it

has reached that point, it will be

important that we should be able to

pay for the necessaries of life, which
must be procured in other lands, with
manufactures. Because there were

large surpluses of farm products, the

McKinley law was framed and adopted
by the Republican partj^ so as to give
better protection to agriculture than

any previous tariff measure. While
nearly three-fourths of our exports
are agricultural products, nearly one-

half in value is cotton. All our

surpluses of food articles, which will

stand transportation for a considerable

distance, can be disposed of to coun-
tries .south and west to better advan-

tage than to other parts of the world.

Reciprocity is based upon the idea of

developing such a trade. In many
lines our ability to produce raw
materials is practically limitless, and

agriculturists will find it immensely to

their interest to produce sugar, wool,
hides and fruits, which we now
largely import.
The legislation of the fifty-first Con-

gress is admirably adapted to the

growiih of industry and conmicrce

without the imposition of tmnecessary
burdens upon the people. The Tariff
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Act places in the non-dutiable sched-

ules all necessaries of life impracti-
cable of production at home. Pligh
duties are put upon luxuries, because

they are mainly consumed by those

who are able to bear the expense.

Upon such commodities as we can

reasonably produce, the duties are

just high enough to make up the

difference in the co.st of production in

this and foreign countries, which
difference is chiefly, if not wholly, one

of wages. Such duties simply equal-
ize conditions and render monopoly in

production impossible either at home
or abroad. The only departure from

this principle is in imposing higher
duties to protect new and infantile

industries until they are able to com-

pete with foreign producers. Benefits

are bestowed upon agriculturists and
manufacturers with impartiality. If,

as General Hancock said, the tariff is

a local question, California is more
interested in it than almost any part
of the nation. There are numerous
industries which are benefited by pro-
tection ;

and in looking through the

McKinley law, one cannot avoid

being impressed with the idea that

the Republican Congresswhich enacted

it legislated liberally with reference to

the interest of California, the empire
Pacific State. This will appear more

clearly and forcibly by contrasting
the law with the Act of 1883 and the

Mills bill. The duties are raised

on wool, brandy, sparkling wines,

grapes, raisins, figs, nuts, and gener-

ally on green and preserved fruits ;

particularly is this true in contrast

with the Mills bill. There is hardly
a California industry that is not pro-
tected. The spirit of the law is to

assure compensatory wages to the

laborer, and to capital reasonable

remuneration.
The legislation of that Congress

would have been incomplete if the

Tariff Act had not been supplemented
by one that encourages the creation of

an American merchant marine. The
benefits of industrial legislation would
not be realized in full measure, unless

something were done to give impetus
to commercial development. It is

not far from the exact truth to say,
that we are paying to foreign ship-
owners $100,000,000 per annum* for

transportation of our pa.ssengers and

freight upon the high seas. It is an

outlay that should be avoided
;
a de-

pletion that should not be endured.
No nation can succeed in competitive
traflic which must depend upon rivals

for the means of transportation. Ships
are handmaids to foreign commerce.
The carrying trade upon the seas is

controlled by European nations. To
them the cost of transportation is less

than to Americans, becau.se the wages
of their seamen are less ; and added to

this is the fact that the principal mari-
time powers afford pecuniar>' aid to

their steamship lines engaged in trade

between the great distributing centers

of the world. Great Britain does this

through postal estimates, France by
tonnage bounties, and German}', Italy
and Spain, by direct subsidies. These
are the conditions under which our

people mu.st compete for a status in

the carrying trade upon the seas. It

has been proposed to admit foreign
built ships to an American registry'.

Such a measure would be but slightly

beneficial, as the difference in the cost

of construction is now but eight per
cent, according to the statement of

Senator Gonnan of Mar>-land recently
made in the Senate ; and it would be

unwise, because to purchase foreign

ships, instead of building them at

home, would give emplo3ment to

foreign instead ofAmerican mechanics,

involving the payment of money to

other people when it should be

expended at home. We now have

yards, established under difficult^' and

great expense, which are capable of

turning out the best qualit}- of ships,
and we are able to produce ship-

building materials in the greatest
abundance. The fifty-first Congress
authorized the Postmaster-General to

contract for carrying the mail for a

series of years, and to pay liberally for

the ser\-ice, in order to induce Amer-
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icans to put competitive lines upon the of trade for their countrj'-men. Our
ocean ; and one of the conditions is, exportations will be direct and we
that the Government may take the cannot be embarrassed by rivals,

ships for naval uses, in case of war. The policy thus inaugurated, if

It IS a measure which is necessary, adhered to, will give larger emplo)'-
because other nations grant pecuniary ment to our people, strengthen our
assistance to their steamship lines, finances, assure an honorable and
If the law is permitted to stand, and influential position in the world's
is faithfully executed, it will tend commerce, a power in diplomacy, and

strongly to the creation of a merchant a position in the politics of nations, to

marine worthy a nation of our great- which we are entitled from our
ness and power. Its value can hardly unequaled wealth, from the intelligence
be overestimated. All the ship-owners of the people and the freedom of our
and ofiicers will be interested solicitors institutions.

I

THE CONQUEROR WORM.

BY rose; MAYNARD DAVID.

But who created thee, thou vampire Worm ?

What need was voiced that thou, too, should'st appear
In hideous fornt of matter animate.
With power to crumble the deserted throne—
Base scavenger of transitory fame

Existing where we once invested mind.
And trembling held as lord of that domain—

What funeral processes are yours
Thou tiniest form of law immutable !

Consuming buried hopes toward greater ends—
Manipulate bold atoms into dust—
E'en empty shells where once have reigned vast powers,
You enter there and devastate all form,

Reducing all unto thine own, O Worm !

Brave forager of unknown darks and depths !

No mystery remains proof to your lens,
The first and last in germ of life extant

;

Of fonn the one eternally to endure
There's nothing holds to self its purposed power
More lasting, omnipresent, than thou art.

We crown you king and conqueror of earth !

This myriad peopled pedestal, your throne !

i
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OUR COMMERCIAL GROWTH AND THE TARIFF/==

FROM A DEMOCRATIC STANDPOINT.

in- HON. STEPHRN M. WHITE.

THE
Editor of The Caufornian

Illustrated Magazine has re-

quested nie to give an abstract of

my views relative to the very inter-

esting article by Mr. R. H. McDonald
Jr., entitled:

" Commercial Growth
the result of a Republican Tariff"

Mr. McDonald .says nuich which
cannot be successfully disputed, and

which, I conceive, points to a conclu-

sion differing radically from that

which he has reached. I cjuote :

"
Ever since the Pluenicians gained

great wealth from conunerce, the mag-
nitude of foreign trade has been
deemed the measure of a nation's

material prosperity." Again, "Results
so beneficial have been acliicvcd with-
out the aid of an adecpiate merchant
marine. In fact, we have been so

dependent upon foreigners and rivals

for transportation, that in the last

fiscal year six-.sevenths of our foreign
conunerce were carried in foreign
bottoms." Again:

" We have relied

*Iii the preparation of this article, I have freely
consulted Mr. Moffet's very able tariff articles,
also the valuable statistical information lately pub-
lished in the "

Examiner," and several publications
of Hon. David A. Wells.

too much on exporting products of

agriculture. Indeed, our people have
not displaj-ed their wonted energy in

building up export trade. Because
we produce some things that otlier

countries do not or cannot, they have
been quite content to let others come
to us. The most effective work could
not have been done for the want of

transportation.
' ' The summary given

of our trade balances with Brazil,

Cuba. IMexico, the Central American
States, the Hawaiian Islands, China
and Japan, is nt)t encouraging,
and does not indicate "commercial

growth." I will endeavor to follow
Mr. McDonald's argument, and ascer-

tain whether he is justified in sounding
the prai.>^es of the McKinley bill, and
other kindred Republican fi.scal legis-
lation. He states : "The policy pur-
sued from Washington to Polk was
measurably successful in preventing
diminution of our money resources."
Also: "In 1S46, a new policy was
inaugurated which checked industrial

growth, and the War of the Rebellion

swept our sliipjung from the sea. * * *

In 1862, the policy which was advo-

815
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cated by Washington and all the other

Presidents down to Polk,was restored."

Much has been written during this

campaign with reference to the policy

alleged to have been advocated by
Washington and other Presidents.

Every student knows, or ought to

know, that no such tariff as the present
was thought of in our earlier history.
No one then dreamed that in hours
of tranquillity the power of the Federal

Government would be deliberately
used to make rich men richer and

poor men poorer. Republican leaders

direct our attention to the preamble
of the Tariff Act of 1789; viz:
' '

Whereas, it is necessary for the sup-

port of this Government, for the

discharge of the debts of the United
States and the encouragement and

protection of manufactures, that duties

be laid, etc." This preamble must be

interpreted by the Act which accom-

panied it. The duties there pre-
scribed ranged from 5 to 15 per cent.

It is therefore patent that it was the

idea of "the fathers" that manufac-
turers might receive such protection as

incidentally followed a tariff for rev-

enue only. The Democracy proposes
no such moderate tariff as that to

which Washington gave his indorse-

ment. The schedule there approved
would now be called rank free trade.

The tariffof 1 790 averaged 1 1 per cent ;

that of 1791, 13/4 percent. In 1809,
the severest duty was 24^ per cent.

An investigation of all of our revenue
acts will prove that it was not until

the year 18 16, immediately after the

close of the war of 181 2, that a sub-

stantial effort was made in the protec-
tion line

;
and yet the enactments

there adopted, with possibly one or two

exceptions, were less protective than
the Mills Bill. Fonnerly, whenever

protection was spoken of reference was
had to real "infant industries." The
bogus infantile creations of protective

Republicanism had not been developed.
But the policy of President Washing-
ton, mild as it was, did not meet the

unqualified acquiescence of the states-

men of his time. Mr. Jefferson with-

drew from the Cabinet, in 1793, upon
the distinct ground that he would not
be held even indirectly responsible
for the doctrine of Alexander Ham-
ilton, as announced in that statesman's

report on manufactures. But even
Hamilton did not believe in never-

ending protection. His idea, as ex-

pressed in his report, was that while
the payment of bounties for the

encouragement of new industrial

undertakings was advisable, their
' ' continuance on manufactures long
established was most questionable."
When this Republic was younger, and
it was impossible to know, and not

very easy to surmise the best policy to

be adopted, especially upon tariff

subjects, views were sometimes ex-

pressed the inaccurate character of

which experience has made apparent.
I challenge the correctness of Mr.

McDonald's statement that the policy

inaugurated in 1846 checked indus-

trial growth, or had any other effect

than to promote national progress. In
the ten years which elapsed between

1850 and i860, our national wealth
doubled. It has required thirty years
of Republican rule to reach a similar

result. In 1850, the per capita estimate

of wealth was $261 ;
in i860, $384 ;

while at the end of thirty j^ears from

1850, there was an advance of only
$3.00—$387. During the ten-year

period above mentioned, the appre-
ciation in farms was io}4 per cent.

During the succeeding twenty years
it was but 2)4 percent. But possibly
Mr. McDonald refers specially to man-

ufactures, in his attack upon the

Democratic tariff. If so, the facts do
not bear him out. In 1850, the capital

employed in manufactures was

$533,000,000 (round figures). In

i860, the amount had increased to

$1,009,000,000. Thus it will be

observed that the capital invested in

manufactures during that low-tariff

decade almost doubled
;
and the same

may be said regarding the wages paid
and the number of employes engaged.
In the succeeding twenty years of

high tariff the capital in manufactures
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but little more than doubled
;
while

the commerce of our country, which,
as Mr. McDonald says, since the days
of the Phcenicians

' ' has been deemed
the measure of a nation's material

prosperity," really prospered from

1850 to i860, and has been, as he

admits, in a sadly depressed state

ever since. It is true that in 1857
there was a financial panic, but this

was due to causes disconnected with
tariff legislation. That very year
Charles Sumner, Hamilton Fish and

Henry Wilson voted for a reduced
tariff. In the decade of 1 850-1 860
our exports increased 135 per cent.

In the thirty succeeding years, or to

1890, the increase has been only 167

per cent. From 1850 to i860 the

amount exported much more than

doubled, and this achievement was
not repeated until 1879. The tonnage
of United States vessels, in 1850, was
3.535.454 ; in i860, 5,353,868. Ton-

nage in foreign trade, in 1850,

1.439.694; in i860, 2,379,396. In

1890, the tonnage of United States

vessels had fallen to 4,424,496, and
the foreign trade tonnage to 928,062.
This certainly is an appalling condi-

tion of affairs from a business stand-

point.
Our Republican friends blame the

war for these consequences. But the

war is over. It was concluded many
years ago. Prominent business men
of the present day were born after the

scene at Appomattox. There never
was a country better situated to recup-
erate from the effects of a conflict than
the United States ; and yet we find,

as Mr. McDonald very truly tells us,
that now "

six-sevenths of our foreign
commerce are carried in foreign bot-

toms." We are promised that the

McKinley bill will cure all this, but
the evil exists, and it exists not only
in spite of Republican legislation, but
because of it. The Republican party
was in power when the Rebellion ter-

minated, and with the exception of

Mr. Cleveland's incumbency it has
held the government ever since. Why
has it not done something for com-

merce for I^ ! these many years?
There is nothing backward or bashful
about the ordinary' McKinleyite. He
is prepared to claim everj^thing. The
United States has progressed in defi-

ance of Republican legislation. The
corner-stone of the edifice may be

placed upon the oak's expanding roots,
the tree will grow, and will even shat-

ter the unnatural superstructure ;
but

the imposition of the burden will not
facilitate healthy development. The
forces of nature will in time prevail,
without, however, accompli.shiug per-
fect or natural results. No one will

deny that our country is beneficially
located. Great rivers, grand lakes,
numerous and splendid harbors, rich

soil, minerals of all kinds in abundance;
in short, all things suggestive of com-
mercial greatness are ours. There is

no inaptitude upon the part of our

people. It is the fault of the Repub-
lican party that "they have not dis-

played their wonted energy in Ijuilding

up export trade." It has been possi-
ble for other countries to outstrip us
and levy tribute upon us, to capture
our carrying trade, simply because of

pernicious legislation. Just before

each session of Congress a number of

wealthy Republican manufacturers
meet and arrange for a new infant

industry, whose continuous growth
will bring about individual aggran-
dizement as the result of general taxa-

tion. These infants are to remain
forever unweaned. They are not

destined for death or even maturity.
Take the condition of affairs in San
Francisco. There are at this time in

her baj' and at Port Costa a number
of vessels preparing to remove our

grain crop. It is estimated that the

fleet of 1891-2 will carry nearly $22,-

000,000 worth of wheat, and about

$1,700,000,000 worth of flour; the

total aggregating a freight capacity of

over 438,000 tons, of the value of

about $23,500,000. The cost of trans-

porting this crop will be about $5,226,-

000, or nearly 25 per cent, of the total

worth. The bulk of this transporta-
tion money goes into the pockets of
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Englishmen, whose tarijGF system our

Republican friends are daily criticising,
but whose ability to earn money by
means ofthat tariffsystem is recognized
the world over. Mr. McDonald refers

to the immense productive capacity of

our country, and to the difficulty
which England experiences in con-

ducting her affairs, because the bulk
of her exports consist of manufactures
made to a large extent from imported
articles. That we have immense nat-

ural advantages no one can dispute.
. But it is novel to claim that our pro-
lific crops are the result of the McKin-
ley bill. Our adversaries will maintain
that favorable seasons (good winters,
as we call them), are produced by
Republican legislation, and that a

drouth is sure to result from fear of

Democratic supremacy.
Our tariff legislation is behind the

age. The Protectionist insists that

Democracy is seeking to bring the

country down to the level of England;
that we are imitators of the British

free-traders, etc. In the first place,
free trade is not advocated by the

Democratic party. A tariff for revenue

only, and that means a very large col-

Icctio.i, is the insistence of Grover
Cleveland. England, which is usually
called a free trade country, raises one-
fourth of her revenue from her custom
houses. The actual receipts from
taxes for the year ending March 31st,

1891, were $367,890,000, of which
$97,400,000 were derived from customs

duties, excise or internal revenue

yielding $123,940,000. The United

States, on the other hand, throws the
burden of taxation upon imports as

follows : Customs receipts, fiscal year
1891, $219,522,205; internal revenue,

$145,686,250. For many years prior
to 1842 the fiscal system of Great
Britain was rigidly protective. The
number of articles on the tariff list as
late as 1840 exceeded 1,500, of which
more than 400 were the raw materials
of British manufactures. There were
likewise export duties and prohibition
of exports. Smuggling penalties were
high, and there was no mercy dis-

played in enforcing the revenue laws.

England then had a system of naviga-
tion laws upon which our present
suicidal scheme was modeled. What
was the issue ? From 18 15, when all

the great wars in which she had been

engaged were over, when she had as
much influence over the affairs of the
world as she has cv-er enjoyed, England
proceeded under a protective tariff pol-
icy until 1842, and during the twenty-
seven intervening years ofcomparative
peace, her business affairs experienced
such stagnation that bankruptcy was
threatened. In 18 15, her exports of

manufactures and produce were ^51,-
610,480 ;

and in 1841 the increase was
scarcely worth^ taking into account,
the amount being ^"24, 143 ($120,715).

According to Mr. Noble, whose work
upon English fiscal legislation is rec-

ognized authority, the effect of this

condition of affairs, the legitimate re-

sult of the policy now imitated by the

Republican party, was to close mills

and workshops, depreciate property
values, paralyze shipping and drive

starving laborers to the poorhouse.
In 1841, Sir Robert Peel took the first

step toward reducing import duties,
and b}^ the Act of 1842 there was an
abatement of the imposition upon
seven hundred and fifty articles. , The
result was at once apparent. A de-

ficiency in the national revenue of

$12,105,000 in 1841 was converted
into a surplus of $17,045,000 in 1845.
The duties on wool, particularly,
which had been maintained for more
than two hundred years, were wholl>^

repealed in 1844, and in 1845 more
than four hundred articles, mostly
raw materials, were added to the free

list. British navigation laws of a

restrictive character were abrogated
in 1849, with the exception of several

relating entirely to the coasting trade,

and these were eliminated from the

statute book in 1854. I^Ir. Disraeli

bitterly opposed the repeal of the nav-

igation laws, and declared with the

high protectionists who had preceded
him, and who prognosticated innumer-
able evils as the result of the acts of
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the Peel Cabinet, that the nation was
in danger. There was great opposi-
tion to any reduction of import duties.

But the protest did not come from the

poorer or middle classes, or from the

body of the people. Mr. Justin Mc-

Carthy, the present leader of the Irish

Home Rule Party, in his well-known

work,
"
History of our own Times,"

says : "The corn laws, as all the world
now admits, were a cruel burden on
the poor and the working classes of

England. They who were the lui-

compromising opponents of free trade

at that time are proud to be its uncom-

promising zealots now. Indeed, there

is no more chance for a reaction against
free trade than there is against the

rule of three." Says Mr. Gladstone :

" When the free trade reform began,
trade increased to a degree unexampled
in the history of the world. Periods
of distress have been due to special
causes which were beyond human
agency to deal with. Such times of

hardship have become almost, if not

absolutely, unknown, owing to the
blessed effects of free trade. The
country has made a great step forward
and will not go back."
The expression

' '

free trade
' '

is used

by these statesmen in a relative sense,
since England has never ceased to col-

lect a large custom revenue. Charles

Sumner, the great Republican leader,
wrote to Cobdcn congratulating him
upon his fiscal victories. He said : "I
am happy in your true success. You are
the great volunteer with something in

your hand better than a musket. This
commercial treaty seems like a har-

binger of glad tidings. Let that go
into full operation and the war system
must be discontinued." Does anyone
believe that Charles Sunnier, holding
these views, would have supported
the McKinley bill? He favored a
war tariff in war

;
he would not have

favored a war tariff in peace. Mr.
Garfield did not hesitate to publicly
declaie that he favored that sort of
a tariff which would ultimately lead
to free trade. But what was the con-

sequence of the repeal of the McKin-

ley legislation of Great Britain ? The
effect was not only remarkable and
favorable, but almost instantaneous.
The aggregate exports and imports of
Great Britain which were /^ 123, 312,-
000 in 1840 rose to ^1^268,210,000 in

1854; ^489,903,000 in 1865; 2^97.-
000,000 in 1880; and ;^748,000,000
($3,744,715,000) in 1890. This must
be admitted to be a pretty good show-

ing. The population of the United

Kingdom, on April 5th, 1891, was
37,888,153. The total area in square
miles is 121,481, more than 36,000
square miles less than the State of

California. And with this population
Great Britain has a commerce equal to

that of Austria, France, Germany and

Italy combined, although the aggre-
gate population of those countries is

about 160,000,000. Prior to the re-

moval of the restrictions on her com-
merce in 1842 the merchant marine

tonnage of England had been long
almost stationary. While it did not

present, perhaps, such a woeful condi-

tion as that afforded by the United

States, still no progress was observed.
Between 1842 and 1849 there was a

gain of nearly 450,000 tons. There
was a rise from 3,485,000 tons in 1849
to 4,284.000 tons in 1854 ; 4,806,000
in 1861

; 5,694,000 in 1871 ; 6,574,000
in 1880

;
and 7, 759,000 in 1S90. It is

estimated that the total tonnage of the

British merchant marine is now in

excess of 10,000,000. Before the re-

peal of her ridiculous navigation laws
from which ours have been practically

copied, Great Britain was the propri-
etor of one-third of the shipping of the

world. To-day she owns about two-

thirds, and of the steam tonnage
about 75 per cent. We are often re-

ferred to the extent of the deposits in

our savings-banks ;
and Mr. McDon-

ald alludes to our seemingly favorable

balance of trade. He does not men-
tion the trade balance in gold and
silver for the last fifteen years.

It may be well in this connection to

consider the relative condition of our

savings-deposits. The natural advan-

tages of the United States are, as we
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all admit, remarkable and unrivaled.

Hence, we ought to make an

unequaled financial showing. The
tax returns of England prove that the

recipients of incomes of $5,000 and

upwards are decreasing, while the

increase in the number of those whose
incomes are small is far greater than

the percentage increase of population.

This, of course, means more equality
in distribution. The tendency of the

United States appears to be the other

way. It has been shown that between

25,000 and 30,000 persons out of a

population of more than 60,000 own
half the wealth of this Republic. The

gold to which Mr. McDonald refers

must have been and must be flowing
into the pockets of this exclusive class.

In 1890, the deposits in our savings-
banks were $1,438,000,000, or in the

ratio of $22.82 per head. The deposits,
in 1888, in the savings-banks and

provident institutions of England,
were estimated at $1,075,000,000, or

in the ratio of $28.28 per head. One

among the many effects of the repeal
in 1842, of the English McKinley
measure, is found in the fact that there

was then one able-bodied pauper to

every 38 of the population of England
and Wales. In 1890, the ratio was
one in 300. Hence, there has evidently
been a marked decrease in pauperism
in England and Scotland. But if we
are to believe the Census return for

1890, pauperism has increased in the

United States ;
and I have the author-

ity of Hon. David A. Wells for the

statement that "there is not a city or

town in England in which the per-

centage of returned pauperism is as

large as the City of Hartford in New
England." It is somewhat remark-

able that, in 1885 one person in every

4,100 of the population of the British

Isles was a convict. In 1890, the

proportion in Massachusetts was one
to every 461 ;

and we are told that in

this country many of our criminals

escape. While it is true that numbers
of our laborers receive excellent wages,
this is not because of protective legis-
lation. They are paid whatever their

labor is worth in the market. Labor
is not protected. The man who is

running the so-called protected indus-

try takes the benefits of legislation.
He pays his employe whatever the

market rate may be. Indeed, if it

were not for labor organizations, sup-
plemented by the skill required in

manufacturing institutions, those who
constitute the actual bone and sinew of

the land would indeed be poorly com-

pensated. The fact is that the best-paid
laborers in the United States are not
in any way connected with protection,
unless it be as tax contributors. But
if the reward of toil has advanced in

this country, it must be remembered
that in England, since 1842, wages of

all classes have gone forward 100 per
cent

;
andsomeof our best statisticians

claim that of recent years the advance
has been more rapid there than in the

United States. It might also be noted,
as a circumstance tending to show

general prosperitj^ that the amount
of life insurance in Great Britain is

greater than in anj^ other country. It

is no answer to all this to say :

" Then
if you are such an admirer of England,
why do you not go there ?

" Ours is

the greatest of nations, notwithstand-

ing Congressional blunders. The
foregoing figures are not the result of

any admiration for Great Britain. I

am merely stating facts. It is aggra-
vating to a patriotic American to see

his Government adopting a policy
which must retard the country's

growth. It is exasperating to find

that a foreign land, possessing no nat-

ural advantages over us, and whose

people are neither as skillful or per-

severing as those of the United States,

can make such a favorable showing.
When we reflect that England proper
has a population of more than 540 to

the square mile, and that our people
number only 18 to the square mile;
when we look about us and compre-
hend all that nature has done for us,

and see how little we are doing for

ourselves in economic matters
;
when

we remember that with all our freedom

and all our intelligence, we are
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diverting vast wealth from the pockets
of the masses into the coffers of

selected millionaires, our sense of duty—our common sense—must bid us

pause. That we are happier and
better off than any other people is

proof of our great endurance and our

limitless resources.

Says Mr. McDonald: "The legis-
lation of the fifty-first Congress is

admirably adapted to the growth of

industries and commerce. It does not

impose unnecessary burdens on the

people.
* * * Upon such commodi-

ties as we can produce, the duties are

only sufficiently high to make up the

difference in the cost of production in

this and foreign countries, which
difference is mostly, if not wholly, one
of wages." The McKinlcy bill, as

I think I have showm, is admirably
adapted to interfere with the growth
of our commerce. The assertion that

the tariff upon such commodities as

we can reasonably produce is

sufficiently high to make up the dif-

ference in the cost of production here

and in foreign countries, which differ-

ence consists principally in wages, is a

mistake. The Minneapolis platform
announces this doctrine

; but as there

are many people who fail to practice
what they preach, so the Republican
party announces a rule in its platform
which it has never carried out. Thus
the duty on steel rails is fixed by the

McKinlcy bill at $13.44 per ton. Mr.
Carroll D. Wright, U.S. Commissioner
of Labor, reported to the Senate on

August 13, 1890, (See Senate Miscel-

laneous Documents, No. 212,) that

the entire labor cost in this country of

the production of a ton of steel rails is

$11.59; so that if the British manu-
facturer gets all his labor for nothing,
the McKinlcy bill gives Mr. Caniegie
and his associates $1.85 per ton,
besides the cost of freight, insurance,

commissions, etc. But the cost to

the British manufacturer to make the
same material, as far as the labor is

concerned, is $7.81 ; therefore, the
labor cost of a ton of steel rails in the
United States is $3.78 more than it is

in England. So, if we accept the

Republican platform theory, which
seems to be adopted in the article

which I am considering, the tariff

ought to be $3.78 instead of $13.44.
But taking into account not only labor

cost, but all other differences, Com-
missioner Wright declares that the
net cost in this country is $24.66 per
ton, and in ICngland $18.61 per ton—
difference, $6.05 ; leaving a net tariff

excess, over this aggregate difference,

of $7 •39- This is a mere sample of

the insincerity of the tariff lords, and
of the inaccuracy of those who advo-
cate their interests.

Woolen clothing must be considered
a necessary of life

; yet, with the ex-

ception of spirituous liquors, it is made
the principal source of revenue. One
dollar out ofevery five in our tariff tax

is exacted from this essential. Of all

our revenue from taxation, more than
one-ninth is drawn from taxes upon
wool and woolen goods. It is estimated
that $41,000,000 of taxes are gathered
upon an importation of $60,000,000
worth of wool and woolens. In 1891,
there were some $338,000,000 worth of

woolen goods made in this country,
which were protected by a duty under
the McKinley bill exceeding $So.00 on
the $100.00 worth ;

and yet wool-

growing is not profitable. We have
not sufficient raw material in this

country to supply our wants. We
cannot get what we need without

paying extravagant duties. We must

buy foreign-made articles, or purchase
them from those who have secured the

enactmentof the McKinley bill. And
somehow it happens that the legisla-
tion of the fift5'-first Congress has not

made the wool-growers happy. As to

the assertion that raisins, oranges, etc.,

can be raised at a profit, because of

Republican legislation, it may well be
doubted whether much benefit is

derived from the tariff thus imposed.
But in any event, as the Democratic

platform demands a tariff for revenue

only, and as these articles must be
considered luxuries, a high dutj' will

be imposed upon imports of that class.
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Although Mr. McKinley placed an
additional half cent on imported rai-

sins, yet the market price of the article

has actually fallen. Probably this

may be cited as an instance of the

beneficial effect of protection. When
a protected article becomes cheaper,
our Republican brethren declare that

its cheapness is due to protection.
When it is high, they declare, on the

other hand, that protection causes the

high price. It will not be claimed, I

imagine, that the object of the tariff

on raisins is to reduce their value. As
illustrating the McKinley method of

establishing industries, Republicans
are fond of declaring that all our tin-

ware will soon be manufactured in the

United States on account of the

enormous duty imposed upon tinplate,
and that the pearl-button business will

rapidl}^ attain large proportions.
What is meant by establishing or

creating an industry? It is certain

that the industry has not heretofore

existed, because the market price of

its product would not justify its main-
tenance. But why do such industries

exist now ? Manifestly for the reason
that the law has increased the market

price of their product by taxing the

consumer. This may be beneficial to

the handful engaged in the enterprise,
but it is onerous to the people at large
who are involuntarily supporting a

class of persons who have no more
claim upon the nation than those who
raise wheat or corn or potatoes. The
tin iniquity is familiar to all. Every
man who has constructed the smallest

tin roof, since the McKinley bill went
into effect, can see the point. He
knows that he pays more for his roof,

and he knows that as a consumer he

pays the tax. A very prominent
merchant in New York, whose estab-

lishment is at 476 Broadway, made
the following statement to the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means of the

present House, regarding the differ-

ence in rates between the McKinley bill

and the Act of March 3, 1883, as re-

gards imported pearl-buttons : The
foreign value of a given package in

1883 was $322.00 ; duty 25 per cent—
$80.50. In 1890 the duty amounted
to $1009.25. Another imported pack-
age of the same article in value
amounted to $2,871, and the duty in

1883 was $717.75. The duty alone
on the same package in 1890 was

$5,020.89. Now, when the store-

keeper on Broadway sells these buttons
to the public, he does not sell them
at a loss. Hence his patrons con-

tribute this enormous sum for the

benefit of a few gentlemen who have
started a pearl-button establishment in

Detroit. - And still it is said that the

McKinley bill "does not impose un-

necessary burdens upon the people."
I might multiply instances by the page
and by the hour, but limited space
forbids.

Republican protectionists assume to

be very friendly to the American

farmer, and declare that an additional

tariff has been laid upon wheat for his

benefit. But what advantage does the
farmer derive from this additional

tariff? Are not the wheat fleet and the

flour fleet to which I have directed

attention, preparing to sail to Liver-

pool ? And does not the American
farmer there meet the almost slave

labor of India, and the miserably paid
Russian ? And are not the prices
which he there receives, regulated by
the English demand and supply ?

The iarnier pays tariff on everything
he uses, but he makes no profit by
the legislation. There is nothing in

it for him. If a San Diego rancher

goes into Mexico and buys a mustang
worth $30.00 there, he must pay $30.00
in order to bring his horse home. Thus
he finds himself possessed of a $60.00
animal, which across the line is worth

$30.00. The farmers through the

country have been sold so often bj' the

Republican party that they are pro-

testing vigorously. If the wheat fleet

already adverted to might go to lyiver-

pool bearing the product of our soil

(which grows not because of the

McKinley bill,) there to receive in

exchange the commodities which are

needed at home, the materials which
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farmers consume and require, and
which are now practically barred out

by law, would not the agriculturalist
be benefited thereby ?

Here may be illustrated the delu-

sive character of the balance of trade

argument in which protectionists in-

dulge.
Let us assume that California's

wheat crop is worth $23,000,000 in

Liverpool, and that its owners instead

of getting gold for it make a wise bar-

gain with their English customers and
take and bring home in exchange
English goods worth $25,000,000.

Here, evidently, the balance of trade

appearing against us is $2,000,000, and

yet that sum represents gain resulting
from barter in excess of the gold value

of the article sold.

The assertion made by Mr. McDon-
ald to the effect that reciprocity is

reducing our trade losses with South
America is strongly confirmatory of

the position which I have taken. The

Republican party never thought of

reciprocity until Mr. Blaine .stamped
it on the McKinley bill and declared

that the time had come when the

American producer must get some
benefit. Reciprocity merely gives us

a taste of the benefits of freer trade.

We oppose the reciprocity features of

the McKinley bill, among the reasons,

because it is there sought to vest in

the President dangerous powers, and
because the retaliatory^ .spirit of the

enactment is unworthy of the age. If

some of the unfortunate Republics
south of us are compelled, in conse-

quence of their requirements or in-

providence, to make bread higher and
scarcer to their people, then we will

make leather and sugar higher to our

people. Against such conduct Wash-

ington warned us in his farewell ad-

dress. He said: "Harmony and a

liberal intercourse with all nations are

recommended by policy, humanity and
interest. But even our commercial

policy should hold an equal and impar-
tial hand ; neither seeking nor grant-

ing exclusive favors or preferences ;

consulting the natural course of things;

Vol. 11—53

diffu-sing and diversifying by gentle
means the .streams of commerce, but

forcing nothing."
Reciprocity, however, is valuable

as demonstrating the benefits which
would follow more generous legisla-
tion. Belgium, containing alx)ut the

population of the Empire State, and
smaller in area, shows imports and

exports amounting annually to $582,-
000,000. It is true that Austria,

Bulgaria, Italy, Portugal, Rounmnia
and Servia do not surpass the United
States in the proportion of commerce
to population. But we must not, be-

cause we are doing belter than vServia,

become vain or boastful. The Repub-
lican idea .seems to be to avoid trading
with populous and rich nations. In

1891, the United Kingdom imported
4,838,991 quarters of wheat from the

United States ; verj' nearly 2,000,000

quarters in excess of that derived from

Russia, and more than 2,000.000

quarters above the importation from
India. One of the most iniquitous
results of the Republican protective

policy is found in the circumstance

that our manufacturers sell many of

the articles made by them in this

countr\' to foreigners far cheaper than

the}' do to the tax-ridden American.
Mr. Farquhar, who is one of the

wealthiest and most successful maim-
facturers of agricultural implements in

the United States, frankly admits this,

but nevertheless declares that he pre-
fers a modification of the tariff, as the

free importation of raw materials would
enable him to compete with British

maiuifacturers anywhere. He says
that he sells manufactured articles to

consumers in South America and Mex-
ico from ten to twenty-five per cent,

cheaper than to his United States

patrons.
The Ann Arbor Agricultural Im-

plement Company, through its adver-

tisements in the Spanish edition of the

American Mail, offers standard agri-
cultural implements at enonnouslj'
reduced rates to Spanish consumers.
A few of the relative prices are here
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^rrice.'' '^Pricr" "^^^^ Democrats made an eflfort in

Advance Plow, jg.co 18.00 the last Coni^ress to ])rocure the
Advanceriow 4-00 8.00 removal of the dulv upon bindingllav Tedder, 30.00 45.00 . . .

,

- ^ o
Mower, 40.00 65.00 twine, but failed by reason of Repub-
HorseRake 17.00 25.00 Yicaw oppositioii. President Jackson
Cuiiiniiiie Feed Cutter, No. 3 60,00 90.00 ^ ,

• \ / , , 1
•

1 . 1 •

Aim Arbor Cutter, No. 2 2S.00 40.00 truly Said (aiul lie iicvcr did anything
Ann Arbor Cutter, No. i 16.00 2S.00 at tlic battle of Ncw Orleans, or else-

Le^cS^''::.;;;;;;;;;:.;: HI 'IZ where, to indicate that he was very
Cuitiv.itor 22.00 30.00 fond of Kn Inland ) :

" The corporations
^^^^'-'P' ^-"^ 90-00 ,^j^^| wealthy individuals, who are

Nearly all the large concerns in the engaged in large manufacturing
country present similar records. And estal)lisliments, desire a high tariff to

Mr. George Draper, a prominent increa.se their gains. ])esigning ])ol-

Massachu.setts manufacturer, so con- iticians will support it to conciliate

cedes in a ])ainphlet recently i.ssued by their favor, and to obtain the means of

the "American Protective Tariff a profuse ex jienditure for the purpose
League." of purchasing influence in other

California Republicans have not quarters.
^~ * * Do not allow

always held the views which many of yourselves, my fellow-citizens, to be
them now profess. In 1S91, the misled on this subject. The Federal

Legislature of this State, Avhich was (ioveniment cannot collect a surplus

largeh^ Republican, pa.s.sed a joint for such purposes without violating
resolution requesting the removal of the principles of the Constitution, and
the tariff (trul>- called in the resolution assuming powers which have not been
a tax) upon grain-bags, 1)urlaps, granted. It is, moreover, a system

gunneys and gunney-cloth. (Statutes of injustice, and if persisted in, will,

of 1891, page 525). But the Republi- inevitably, lead to corruption, and
cans in Congress heeded not the mu.'^t end in ruin."

appeal. Republican protection is a fraud.



'•TRAFFIC IN WHITE GIRLS.

BY M. G. C. EDIIOLM.

IN
the February number of Tnii Cal-
iFORNiAN Illustrated Maga-
zine ajipearcd an article entitled

"The Stain on the Flag," exposing
the horrors of the life of Chinese slave-

women. The purpose of this paper is

to call the attention of the American

people to the fact that we are not much
better in this respect than the Chinese,
and that there is maintained in all

large cities in America and Europe a

systematized trafiic in white slaves

almost, if not altogether equaling in

horror the Chinese slavery. The only
difference is that American and Kuro-

pean nations call themselves civilized

Christians, while the Chinese they
denominate as barbarous heathens.

Two months in Florence Crittentou

Mission in New York, founded by the

famous evangelist and philanthropist,
Charles N. Crittenton, for the rescue

of erring girls, gave the writer an in-

sight into the life of these white slaves

that should bring a blush to manhood
in America.

Mr. Charles X. Crittenton whose
Herculean labors for the rescue of err-

ing girls is known around the world,
and who spenls through his Florence

Crittenton Missions $25,000 a year to

uplift these fallen ones, has stated that

he learned from keepers of houses of

infamy in Sa<.ramento that just before

the Legislature convened there was a

special activity in the traffic of young
girls, preparatory to the assembling of

the State's Legislature. Every man
of the world knows that the facts un-

blushingly admitted by the keepers of

houses of ill-fame in Sacramento are

repeated in every city of the United

States, and fair young girls must in

some wa}' be secured as victims to be

sacrificed to the lust of dissolute men.
The average life of these girls is only
five years, and then comes the homble

death from loathsome disease in a

charity hospital and the nameless

grave in the potter's field. With such
an awful death-rate in the ranks of

this army of victims the recruits must
be many ;

and in America, Christian

America ! we have a body of men and
women known as procurers, who make
it the business of their lives to seduce,

lure, ensnare, trap, drug and ruin

innocent girls and imprison them in

houses of prostitution. The proof that

such a class of unclean vampires ex-

ists is found in the admissions of the

law, which places heavy penalties

upon their vile business, and in stories

told by hundreds of victims who have

escaped from the clutches of their

captors to the refuge of Florence Crit-

tenton Missions or other houses for

the rescued. What we wish to impress,
as the most important phase of this

question, is that the traffic in girls is

a business carried on systematically.
If fathers and mothers knew this they
would guard their daughters a thou-

sand times more jealously than they
do. Many fathers do know these

facts, but they think so long as their

own daughters are not molested the

fate of thousands of other fathers'

dauirhtcrs need not concern them.

August Bebel in his profound work,
"Woman in the Past, Present and

Future," says: "The trade in wo-
man's flesh has assumed enormous
dimensions. It is carried on with a

systematized organization on a most

extensive scale, without attracting the

attention of the police in the midst of

all our culture and civilization. A
host of brokers, agents, carriers of

both sexes is engaged in the business

with the same cold-bloodedness as

though it were a question of any other

article of sale. Birth certificates are

forged and invoices made out, which

S25



Charles N. Crittenton, Founder Florence Missions.
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contain an exact description of the

qualifications of the '

separate pack-
ages,' and which are handed to the

carrier as a statement for the purchaser.
The price depends, as in the case of

other wares, on the quality, and the

different categories are sorted and .sent

to different places and countries ac-

cording to the tastes and demands of

the customers. These agents make
use of the mcst elaborate manipula-
tions to avoid rousing the suspicion
and incurring the pursuit of the police.
And not unfrequcntly large sums are

spent in closing the eyes of the officers

of the law. Some such cases have
become public, especially in Paris.

"Europe enjoys the reputation of

stocking the woman market for the

world. European women fill the

harems of the Turks and the public
brothels, from the interior of Siberia to

Bombay, Singapore and New York."
One writer, W. Joest, in his book
of travels from Japan to Germany
through Siberia, alluding to the Ger-
man trade in girls, speaks as fol-

lows :

"
People excite themselves, in our

moral Germany, often enough about
the slave-trade that is carried on by
some West African Negro Prince, or

about the condition of things in Cuba
or Brazil. They would do better to

take the beam out of their own eye,
for in no country in the world is such
a trade in white slaves carried on as in

Germany and Austria
;
and from no

country in the world are such numbers
of these human wares exported. This
enormous business is thoroughly or-

ganized. It is transacted b}' agents
and commercial travelers, and if the
ministers of P'oreign Affairs were to

demand reports from all the Gefman
Consuls very interesting statistical

tables might be made out." Mr.

Bebel, after quoting the above words,
then says :

' '

Similar complaints, too,
have come from another quarter,
which occasioned the German Reich-

stag, in its session of 1882-S3, to pass
a resolution requesting the Imperial
Chancellor to unite with Holland in

its endeavor to restrict and suppress
this odious trade."

England and America cannot boast

ofmuch better morality, for the expose
in the Pall Mall Gazelle by that splen-
did champion of womanhood, William
T. Stead, proved the horrible traffic

in girls for the lust of the English
aristocracy, in which traffic mere chil-

dren were bought and sold. This

exposure thrilled the world with in-

dignation at the awful evidence of

truth. America, too, sustains just
such a traffic, and thousands of girls
are literally sold into the slavery of

the brothel. An evangelist in New
York City, once a dissipated man, but
now dedicating his life to God, said he
knew of one case where a drunken
mother sold her own daughter to a

rich libertine for $1,000 ; and he said,
"

I thought .she was a big fool, for she

might as well have gotten $2,000, for

the girl was so pretty."
These girls are secured in various

ways. Immoral literature is placed in

the hands of hundreds of school chil-

dren, and evil passions are aroused,
often resulting in the ruin of girls and

boys who their parents fondly imagine
are as innocent as babes, of such foul

sin. Anthony Comstock, the "
Chil-

dren's Friend," well known as the

Secretarj' of the Society for the Preven-

tion of Vice, by the destruction of

immoral literature, has put out of ex-

istence tons of such utterly vile

printed matter, and as utterly vile pic-

tures, that make even a grown-up man
shudder. The grand service this man
has rendered humanit}', risking his

life again and again to bring to justice
these foul corrupters of children's

minds, can never be estimated. After

the child's mind is debauched it is an

easy matter to debauch the body, and
thousands of our youth of both sexes

are ruined bj' these vile books. An-

thony Comstock could tell such tales

of horror that ever>' father and mother
and teacher in our land would be on
the alert against these pernicious
books and their leprous vendors.

It is often supposed by the unthink-
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ing that these girls willingly enter a

life of shame. Such is not true. The
Parisian Doctor Parent Duchatelet
has made out an interesting statistical

table containing an account of 5,000
erring girls, with a view to ascertain-

ing the principal causes which drive

question could not be better stated in

a nutshell than by the author already
quoted, August Bebel, whose great
researches make his opinion authori-

tative:
' ' We only need to consider the mis-

erable wages earned by the greater

A. W. Dennett, Associate Founder of Florence Home.

girls to prostitution. He says : "Of
these 5,000 girls, 1,440 had been driven
to prostitution by want and misery ;

1,250 had neither parents nor means
of livelihood, and therefore belong to

the first category ;
80 prostituted

themselves to support poor and aged
parents; 1,400 were concubines de-

serted by their lovers
; 400 girls were

seduced by ofEcers and soldiers and

dragged to Paris
;
and 200 had been

deserted by their lovers in an unfor-
tunate condition. These figures and
rubrics speak for themselves."

It is thus seen that 2,700, or more
than half of these girls, were forced to

sell themselves for bread, and nearly
all the remainder were betrayed vic-

tims of seduction. Perhaps the whole

number of working women, wages
upon which it is impossible to exist,
and which the recipients are forced to

eke out by prostitution to understand

why things are as they are. Some
employers are infamous enough to

excuse the lowness of the salary by
pointing to this means of indemnifica-

tion. Such is the position of work-
women of all kinds, counting by hun-
dreds of thousands. The Jus Primae
Noctis of feudal lords in the Middle

Ages exists to-day in another shape.
The sons of our cultured and well-to-

do classes consider it for the most

part their right to seduce and then
desert the daughters of the people.
These confiding and inexperienced

girls, whose lives are friendless and
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joyless, become too easily the victims

of a brilliant and fascinating seducer.

Disappointment and misery, and finally

crime are the consequences. Suicide

and infanticide among women are gen-

erally traceable to these causes. The
numerous trials for child murder pre-

"The cruellest procedure is that

prescribed by French law which for-

bids inquiry after the father, and
builds Foundling Houses instead.

The decree of the convention, dated

June 28th, 1793, runs as follows: 'The
nation undertakes the physical and

Mrs. E. G. Underbill, Matron Florence Home, New York.

sent a dark but instnictive picture. A
girl is led astray and heartlesslj'
abandoned

; helpless in desperation
and shame she is driven to the last

resource ;
she commits infant murder;

is tried and condemned, and sentenced
to final servitude or death. The un-

scrupulous man, the moral author of

the crime, in reality the true nuirdercr,
is inipunishcd. He, probably, soon
after marries the daughter of a "re-

spectable famil}^' and becomes a much
respected (?) man. There are many
occupying positions of honor and dig-

nity who have thus defiled their names
and conscience. If ivomt n had a word
to say in legislatio7i many things would
be attend in these matters.

moral education of abandoned chil-

dren. Thej^ will henceforth be desig-
nated as orphans. No other name
will be allowed.' That was a conven-

ient arrangement for the men who
could thus throw their individual re-

sponsibility on the shoulders of the

community without
*

compromising
themselves publicly or before their

wives."
While star\-atiou wages and seduc-

tion are the two favorite methods of

forcing and luring girls into this life

of shame, other methods are resorted

to by which thousands of innocent

girls are dragged into this maelstrom
of prostitution . One of these methods
is mock marriage.
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There are in the San Francisco
Florence Crittenton Home, at 808

Twenty-fourth street, several girls
whose lives are blighted, though they
are as innocent of sin as any married

woman, for they have been ruined by

house of infamy ? She is taken to a

room, a man is sent there and she is

ruined. The girl is kept a prisoner
behind locked doors, and there is no

escape for her. Liquor is constantly
applied, and she is made drunken un-

Miss Frances E. Willard, President World's and National Woman's Christian Temperance Union.

the men they trusted. They were
enticed into a mock marriage, and too

late found the husband a scoundrel of

the deepest dye. And yet so tender-

hearted are these dear girls toward the

legal wife and children who would be

disgraced by exposure that they refuse

to prosecute the husband and place
him behind penitentiary bars, where
he deserves to be.

Hundreds of girls are snared by
agents who place false advertisements
for work in the daily papers. Girls
who have their living to make inno-

cently answer them. They are met
at the depot by the wily agent, who
drives them to a house of ill-fame.

How is the girl to know from the out-

side appearance that the place is a

til the appetite for drink conquers her
and she gives up hope and sinks to

the depths of prostitution. Then the
doors may be freely opened, and thank
God ! many, who are as low as this,

escape, tuni their eyes to Florence
Crittenton Missions and fly for their

lives and are saved.

The reader may ask, "What about
the police? Can't they rescue these

girls if they want I0 get out ?
" In the

first place, the cries of the girls catniot

penetrate thick walls, and if they
could, it is a well-known fact that

many of the officers arc bribed to

allow these places to go on unmolested.
These girls are assessed so much a

week, the keeper boldly claiming that

the money must be paid to prevent
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the police from raiding the place.
This is not true of all policemen.
Thank God, many a true heart beats

beneath the coat of blue with the

glittering star, and many a girl has

been rescued from ruin by the kindly

protection of these officers of the law.

Another way in which these girls
are kept prisoners is by the keeper of

the house always holding them in

debt. When they enter, their clothing
is taken from them and locked up as

security until the fancy clothing of

ballet-dancers is paid for
;
and as ex-

travagant prices are always charged,
the poor girl doesn't get out of debt

until her moral degradation is so com-

plete that she utterly despairs of get-

ting free.

Mr. Crittenton relates an instance

of a little girl, only thirteen years of

age, who jumped from the second

story window of a bagnio, risking her
life to escape. She was dressed in the

ballet-dancer's costume, and, of course,
she was arrested and taken to jail for

being improperly dressed. The keeper
of the house was sent for, who came
and paid her fine, and the sobbing
child was taken back to her doom
under the very eyes of a judge who
ought to have sent her to Florence

Mission, instead of giving her back to

this vulture in human shape. Surely
Isaiah saw this awful social evil in

prophetic vision when he wrote these

significant words: "But this is a

people robbed and spoiled ; they are

all of them snared in holes, and they
are hid in prison houses : the}' are for

a prey and none delivereth : for a

spoil and none saith, restore."

These girls are not only prisoners,
but slaves of the keepers, who take
most of the money gained by sin,

while the barbarities practiced upon
them are so atrocious and cruel

and disgusting, that the ver>' paper
would turn black in horror were
their recital attempted. Kicks and

blows, and cuts, and bruises, and
oaths, and foul epithets, prove indeed
to these poor girls that the ' '

wages of

sin is death." Surely God's word is

true :

" For it is a shame to even

.speak of those things which are done
of them in secret;" "for the dark

places of the earth are full of the hab-
itations of cruelty."
That the liquor traffic is largely the

cause of the brothel, is manifest.

Liquor everywhere. Li<iuor is used to

make the innocent girls drunken, that

seduction may be rendered ea.sy.

Drugged liquor is given to overcome
the unwilling victim, and it is staled

that within tliese
"

ladies' entrances"
the >man who wants to drug his com-

panion need only wink at the bar-

keeper. The brothel is always
connected with drink.

The great army oi girls driven to

prostitution by starvation wages can
trace their downfall to drink, because
hundreds of them are daughters of

drunken fathers who do not support
them, and the girls are thrown out in

the street to take what they can get ;

and when starvation stares them in

the face, and the lover promises mar-

riage
—and it is woman's tiature to

love and give herself to the man she
loves—with a trusting heart she gives
herself, and we all know the result.

And yet, if the girl were getting fair

wages for her work so that she could

live, she would never yield herself till

the marriage vow is taken.

Upon the heads of millionaires and

employers, who are making monej' on
the starvation wages of these dear

girls, will be their blood. Let us not

blame the girls. Let us blame the

emplo3'ers who defraud them. Let us
blame the fathers that neglect their

daughters for drink, and the saloon

keepers who corrupt the fathers and
the voters, and, alas ! Christian voters,

who license the saloon, the great cause

of prostitution.
From the painful picture which the

facts stated have drawn, let us turn to

the n»^re hopeful side of the case and

speak of tho.se cfibrts that contribute

a remedy. There are a few doors of

escape where these poor, outraged
girls can find a chance to enter a

better life. Florence Crittenton Mis-
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sions signify to these poor slaves free-

dom, hope, happiness. The first

Florence Alission was founded in New
York City, April 19, 1883. The story
of its founding tlirills ever}' heart that

loves humanity and touches all eyes
to tears, for it is a memorial of a precious
little girl.

Mr. Charles N. Crittenton, a mer-
chant prince in the City of New York,

words, and the precious soul was
wafted heavenward and caught the

sweet strains "over there" in the

heavenly choir where never a minor
chord of pain breaks the celestial har-

mony.
When the clods fell on that little

snow}' casket and hid his darling's
face, and sounded the death-knell of

his earthly hopes, his heart broke.

Florence Crittenton.

reveled in joy, for his beautiful home
oia Fifth avenue was full of sunshine
because a devoted wife and precious
little ones lit it up with love.

"
Little

Florence
" was her father's idol. Her

childish laugh was sweetest music to

his ears. Her whispered love and

baby ki.sses falling upon his lips,
thrilled his soul, and as he clasped
her close to his pulsing heart, no

language can picture the delight that

flooded his being.

By and by the angel of death en-

tered that home. Tlie little arms fell

from about her father's neck, the little

lips faltered, "Papa, sing 'The
Sweet By-and-By ;'

" and with quiver-
ing voice the father sang the beautiful

and for months he struggled in tears

and pain in his great sorrow, until at

last, in an upper chamber, where he
" trod the wine-press alone," it was

telegraphed to heaven, "Behold he

prayeth." Then God said, "Surely
he is my child."

"
I have called thee

by thy name; thou art mine. When
thou passest through the waters, I

will be with thee : and through the

rivers they shall not overflow thee :

when thou walkest through the fire,

thou shall not be burned, neither shall

the flames kindle upon thee. For I

am the Lord, thy God, the Hoi 3' One
of Israel, thy Savior."
Then he rose from his knees with a

wondrous peace lighting his life.
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Like his divine Master he opened the

"Book," and found this message:" The spirit of the Lord is upon me.
because he hath anointed me to preach
the gospel to the poor : he hath sent

me to heal the broken-hearted, to

preach deliverance to the captive and

recovering of sight to the

blind, to set at liberty them
that are bruised."

So down into the slums
of New York City he went,
and found the poor, the

broken - hearted, the cap-
tive, the blind and the

bruised. In the missions
he found hundreds of
these human wrecks, these

drunken bo3-s, and girls
sunk in the mire of pros-

titution, and through his

loving sympathy many
were restorctl to noble
manhood and womanhood.
One night, in talking to a

poor, erring girl, he said

in the words of Jesus :

" Neither do I condemn
thee. Go and sin no more. ' '

The weeping girl said :

"Where can ^I go?"
Quick as a flash the

thought echoed in his own
mind, "Where can she

go ? There is scarcely a

door in New York, save the
door of a brothel open to

her." And then and there

he determined as a me-
morial to his angel baby
Florence, to found a home
for other fathers' girls who
are indeed a thousand times more lost

than was his little girl.

So down at 21-23 Bleecker street,

in the very heart of the slums, rises

Florence Crittenton Mission — con-

verted from a brothel to a Bethel—as

a lighthouse am'
'

the breakers of sin.

A beautiful illunii.\;ted sign bearing
the words " Florence Crittenton Mis-

sion, Welcome," invites every
broken-hearted one to enter a spacious
double four-story house. On one side

is the chapel, cozy, clean, beautiful.
Above the pulpit is the life-.size picture
of little Florence, sweet-faced and
innocent

; and like a halo, the golden
motto,

'

'A little child shall lead them.
' '

And indeed, this little child has led

thousands from the depths of sin to the

The First Florence Crittenton Mission, 21-23 Bleecker St, New York City.

heights of heaven. Across the hall

are the inquiry rooms, where hundreds
of souls have been "born again."
Above are bedrooms and donnitorics
wdiere are sheltered, on an average,
forty girls, who have tunied from a

life of sin. Here food and clothing
and medicine are freely given them,
and above all, in wann, loving sym-
path}- thej' are pointed to the

" Lamb
of God that takcth away the sins of

the world." The sight at the dinner
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table is beautiful. These poor deso- After dinner they repair to the
late ones who feel they have not a chapel for a short service,

friend on earth save the friends In Behind the girls are the seats for

Florence Mission, gather about the the men, who nightly, by hundreds,
table laden with appetizing food. The crowd in, poor, drunken, defiled,
heads are bowed a moment while and heart-sick. Upon the platform

Lady Henry Somerset, President British Woman's Christian Temperance Union.

Mother Prindle offers grace, in which
a benediction on Mr. Charles N.
Crittenton always finds a hearty
' ' Amen

;

* ' then all sing a verse of

some familiar hymn, often

At the cross ! at the cross !

There I first saw the light

And the burden of my heart rolled away.
It was there by faith I received my sight

And now I am happy night and day.

are the workers. Often the ministers

of the grand uptown churches are

here to get a fresh baptism of power,
for in no place in New York is there

a greater evidence of the brooding
Holy Spirit, than '

-> Florence Critten-

ton Mission. D';ar Mother Prindle

James Johnston, J. Carpenter, A. S.

Hatch, Jas. Skctchlcy, A. W. Mil-

bury, J. H. Pierce, Mr. Vassar, Mr.

Hoople, Mrs. Wall and others, with
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Mrs. Elton as organist, lead the

meetings in great power, and every

night souls are converted.

Among the best workers in the

inquiry room is "Sister Charlotte"

Draper ;
herself rescued, she has

wonderful power in leading to a better

life her erring sisters. As a worker
ill the slums, she has had most mar-

house and a wood-yard, and a broom
factory, where men and women may
earn their board and lodging ;

and so

from the Florence Missions and their

workers are constantly going forth

the influences that bless and uplift
fallen humanity.
Nor does the good thought of Mr.

Crittenton stop at the rescue work :

:^i^J^'-
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mother. Mr. A. \V. Dennett, a few

years ago, consecrated himself and
his business to God's service, and he
has been wonderfull)' blessed by his

Master, having no less than a dozen

large restaurants in the chief cities of

New York
;
for there are Florence

Crittenton Missions in New Bruns-

wick, New Jersey ;
in Sacramento,

led by Rev. G. N. Ballantine and
Rev. G. C. Gormer

;
in San Jose,

under the supervision of a board of

'Mother" Prindle. Matron of Florence Mission, New York.

the United States, every one of which
is run on Christian principles, no

liquor or tobacco being sold, and

closing on Sunday ;
and ever}- morning

the employes gather for prayer before

business. As he honors God, God
blesses him, and he spends thousands

every year in Florence Crittenton

Home and other missions.

But Mr. Crittenton does not confine

his benevolence to his native State of

which Mrs. M. A. Knox is president,
and Messrs. Win. Chappell and T. H.
Lawson have l^een able superintend-
ents. And Mr. Crittenton has latch-

become president of the Pacific Rescue
Home of San Francisco, which will

hereafter bear his darling's name.
This home has done a magnificent

work in the past few years. Under
the efiicient work of the board com-

posed of the following well-known
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names: Chas. N. Crittentou, president;
E. A. Girvin, vice-president ; Jos.

Moscrop, secretary ;
Mrs. C. H. Sykes,

president of the board of lady mana-

gers. Rev. J. W. Ellsworth is the

eneri^etic business manager, and Mrs.

mother thank God for this blessed

home, which has saved .so many souls

from death in the black waters of

prostitution.
Mr. Adoli)h vSutro has lately given a

large lot for tlie erection of a new home,

Anthony Comstock, "the Children's FrienJ."

Russell is the tender-hearted matron,
loved by the girls like a mother.
Hundreds of girls who have made
their fir.st misstep are helped out of

their awful trouble, their little ones
are tenderly cared for, and many are

sent out for adoption to the best fam-
ilies. Nearly all the girls become

Chri-stians, and go forth into the
world redeemed and nolile women.

Many a girl, many a girl's father and

since the old one is so overflowingly
full, and the compassionate matrons
cannot bear to turn away a single
broken-hearted girl. All California

should rally to the sujiport of this

home, for here are girls from all parts
of the State. This institution appeals
to philanthropic hearts ; this home so

sadly needs money. Will not the thou-
sands in California who can afford to

give sums of hundreds, or even the
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smallest pittance, contribute to this

noble work ?

Mr. George S. and ]\Irs. Carrie Judd
Montgomery aid Mr. Crittenton largely

in Florence Missions, and also gave to

the Salvation Army the site for their

Rescue Home at Beulali, California.

Like Mr. Crittenton, too, they have

presented gifts in the name of their

baby girl, Faith IMontgomery.
The co-operation of women and

women's societies with Mr. Critten-

Um's Florence Missions disproves the

old adage—"Woman is woman's
worst enemy." Many societies have

passed resolutions similar to this

passed at the annual meeting of the

Pacific Coast Woman's Press Associa-

tion :

Resolved, That we heartily rejoice
in the work for the rescue of erring

girls, being done by Mr. Charles N.
Crittenton and other philanthropists
in founding Florence Missions.

But Mr. Crittenton wants to feel

that after he has "
gone home "

these

Florence Missions may still go on
;

and it is the dream of his life—a dream
which is rapidly becoming a reality

—•

to establish a Florence Crittenton

Mission in every large city of the

United States and Europe. And that

they may flourish even after the inspi-
ration of his presence has ceased, he
is most wisely co-operating with that

wonderfully grand organization, The
World's Woman's Christian Temper-
ance Union, of wliicli Miss Frances E.
Willard is President and Eady Henry
Somerset is one of the chief officers.

Miss Willard is aLso National Super-
intendent of the Social Purity de]')art-

ment, one of the most important of the

forty departments sustained by this

grer-t organization ;
and most fitting is

it that this excellent woman and the

hosts she is leading should aid Mr.
Crittenton in sustaining the IHorence

Missions, for these kind - hearted
women have battled for j^ears against

legalizing prostitution, being led Ijy

Josephine Butler of England. Califor-

nia, too, was saved from the horril)le

sin of legalized vice, twenty years ago,

before the W. C. T. U. was organized
by that noble champion of her sex,
Mrs. Emily Pitt Stevens, now a

National organizer of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, whoce

speeches in the past year for P'lorence

Crittenton Tvlissions have thrilled thou-

sands into sympathy for these erring

girls.

Mr. Crittenton finds a grand ally in

this
" While Ribbon "

sisterhood, and
will found a P'lorence IMission in large
cities on condition that the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union will so

interest the public that they may be

supported l)y the generous hearted in

these cities. Surely this is but right,

and a most liberal proposition. Had
Mr. Crittenton the wealth of Croesus

fifty fold he could not alone rescue all

the fallen girls, for alas ! they are

numbered by the million. God's way
is that all may have a share in this

l)lessed philanthropy. And who does

not thrill with joy at the thought that

his money given to these blessed

missions may save hundreds of our

precious girls from the horrors of the

brothel ?

That the Woman's Christian Tem-

perance Union is most able to conduct

such missions is well proved by the

Julia Ames Anchorage of Chicago,
founded by Miss Willard. The Ref-

uge Home of Portland, largely sup-

ported by the W. C. T. U. women of

Oregon, led l)y IMrs. Anna R. Riggs,
vState President

;
The "White vShield

Home" ofTacoma, Washington; the

"Open Door" of Omaha, Nebraska,

superintended by that consecrated

woman, Mrs. G. W. Clark, and many
others—these are .some of the institu-

tions consecrated to the work. With
the insinration of Mr. Crittenton's

leadership, no doubt the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union will do

such work for social purit}' that the

very angels in heaven will rejoice with

unspeakal)le gladness; for if there is

joy in heaven over one soul redeemed,

wiio crni measure the volume of joy

upon joy over these countless thou-

sands ?
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^^HE PRE-COLUMBIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST.

HV J. J. PKATFIELD.

NEXT
year will take place the

celebration of an event, which
(lid away forever with the mys-

tery of the earth's shape, and opened
a new world to commerce and enter-

prise. In this celebration all the

civilized nations of the earth will par-

represent the work, the inp^etuiity,
and artistic taste of primitive man.
So great an interest is taken in

aborii^iiial art in America, that the

faculty of the Leland Stanford Jr.

University is sending agents in all

directions with the object of collecting

ticipate, and every material production specimens of ancient pottery and other
of human hand and brain will be repre- relics bearing on the subject, for the

sented by specimens, the liest of their

kind. Every agricultural, industrial,

artistic and .scientific occui)ation will

have its mute delegate at the World's
Fair. The past and present will be
illustrated, and the future will be

punctuated willi suggestions. It is of
the distant past that we propo.se to treat,

or rather of one of its anthropological
features.

At the World's Fair, while the
farmer will wonder at the productions
of climes foreign to his own ; while
the Asiatic mechanic will gaze with
awe upon powerful and complicated
machinery capable of driving thou-
sands of tons across an ocean, and cut-

ting inter-oceanic canals
; while the

.retail dealer of a country store for the
first time realizes the immensity of
commerce as he cons one after another
the fabrics of all nations

;
and whilj

the public at large are wandering
about in delight at the stupendous
collection, the ethnologist and histor-

ian will be standing in thoughtful
contemplation of specimens that
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purpo.se of sending them to the

World's Fair. Nor is the Stanford

I'niversit}' alone in this effort to

exhibit to the visitors from many na-

tions, and to the public, the objects of

prehistoric art. Other institutions are

equally interested and similarly

engaged.
The origin and development of the

Fig. 1—Incised Pattern.

ceramic art have long occupied the

attention of nrrh.Toloe-ists whose skill
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in deduction and accuracy of conclu-

sions enable Iheni to read the story of

primitive peoples' progress in art,

from unearthed relics as from a book.
In arid regions, such as that occu-

pied b}' the Zuni, where water is

scarce and found only in places far

distant from one another, the first con-

sideration with the primitive inhabitant

therefore, of suitable and convenient

vessels, sharpened the observation of

those primitive men and evolved their

ingenuity.
There is every reason to conclude

that the earliest water vessels used b>-

the Zufii were sections of hollow canes

and tubes of wood. In the hot and

parching atmosphere in which they

Fig- Fig. 3. Fig. 4-

Fig. 5- Fig. 6.

Examples of Relief Ornaments.

Fi?

was the transportation of water to the

secure abodes which it is reasonable to

suppose they were compelled to occupy
by the pressure of hostile and .stronger
tribes. It was in the.se regions that

aboriginal pottery was more highly

developed than elsewhere, and in no
other portion of the United States did

it reach such a degree of perfection as it

attained in the ancient Pueblo di.strict.

A moment's consideration will make
it evident that the development of

pottery depended mainly upon envi-

ronment. In well-watered localities,

where the tran.sportation of water was
of no vital importance, invention was
little called upon to design convenient

ves.sels
;

in the region of the Zuni,

however, the water supph' was the

prime necessity of life. It had to be

brought from a distance, doubtless

with intervals of hostile interruption,
wdiich necessitated the .storage of con-

.siderable quantities of it. 'Vhv want,

lived, the paunches and skins of ani-

mals, however useful elsewhere as

water bottles, would be of little

.service, being liable to destruction by
drying, and unfit to preserve w'ater in

a pure condition. The hollow cane
and wooden tube were poor means of

tran.sportation and inadequate to the

requirements ;
but nature offered

another ves.sel already made and ready
for the hand. This was the gourd,
large in capacity and convenient in

form, the shape of which has been
u.sed as a model in Indian pottery
down to the present day. There was

only one objection to this natural ves-

.sel, and that was its fragility. "What
more natural, then, than to strengthen
it with a coar.se kind of wicker work

compo.sed of flexible .splints of fibrous

plants ? This was done, and basketry
was developed therefrom.

This crude origin of the wicker art

led in time to the construction of the
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water-tight basketry of the southwest, proportion of sand, to prevent contrac-

which supplanted as a water receptacle tion and consequent cracking from
the natural gourd. Let us now see drying. This lining of clay is

how the ceramic art had its hirth- pressed, while .still .soft, into the basket
cradle in basketry. as closely as possible with the hands.
The ancestors of the Zuni were and then allowed to drv. The Irav

FiR. 8—Coiled Vase from a Cliff-house in Mancos Canon, Colorado.

wont to roa.st seeds, crickets and bits

of meat in wicker trays coated inside

with gritty clay. Mr. Frank Hamil-
ton Cushing, of the Bureau of

lUhnology, Smithsonian Institution.

\isited, in 1881, among other Pueblo
tribes, the Co^oniuos. of Cataract

Caiion, Arizona, and found that i.solatecl

people still using that ancient mode of

dressing their food. He thus describes

this archaic frying-pan and the moile
oi' using it. "A round basket tray,
either loosely or closely woven, is

evenly coated inside with clay. int(^

which has l>een kneaded a very large

is thus made ready for use. The
.seeds or other substances to be parched
are jilaced insitle of it, together with a

(juantitN- of glowing wooil coals. The;

operator, quickly squatting, gra.sps
the tray at oiijiosite edges, and. by a

rapid spiral motion up and down, suc-

ceeds in keeping thecoalsand .scedscon-

stantly shifting places, and turningover
as they dance after one another around
and around the tray, meanwhile

blowing or pufling the eml)ers with

every breath to keep them free from
ashes and glowing at their hottest."

It is obvious that the constant,
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heating of the cla}- lining, would cavise

it to grow hard, and instances would
occur when the lining would become

Kig. 9
—Vessel from the Tumulus at Saint George.

detached from the wicker work and a

perfect earthen roasting vessel be pro-
duced. The occasional production of
such a vessel, suitable in all ways and
for all uses in cooker}^ would

suggest the manufacture of

similar serviceable utensils.

It was but natural, after it

was discovered that clay
vessels when well burned
would answ^er all the pur-
poses of water utensils and

cooking pots, that all kinds
of earthen vessels would in

time be manufactured. As
regards the process, the an-

cient jxjtter would soon find

out that she could not use
a mold in manufacturing
her water-jars, which, for

the purposes of transporta-
tion, required a narrow neck,
and she naturally pursued
the process she was accus-

tomed to in manufiicturing
the basket bottle. Long, slender fillets

or ropes of clay of various thick-

nesses, according to the sizes of
the vessels to be manufactured, were
rolled out, and, like the wisp of the

basket, were coiled by the

ancient Pueblo potters round

centers, to form the bottoms of

the utensils. At first the fillets

were made to overlap each
other very slightly ; but, as the
disk grew larger, and it was
necessar}' to form the upper
structure upon it as a base, the

imbrication became greater and

greater, the diameter of the

vessel being increased at each
successive coil until the great-
est desired width was attained.

As the potter progressed upward
with her work, after this stage
was reached, .she kept contract-

ing each coil more and more
until the utensil a.ssumed the

desired height and shape. This

process required both patience
and .skill. When one fillet or

strip of clay rope was -u.sed up,
another was joined to it with

the greatest care, an.d each coil was

firmly attached to the one already
formed, by pressing together witli

the fin ;"ers the coimecting edges at

Fig. 10—Vase from the !'iu\ince of Tusayan.

short intervals as the coiling went on.

This manipulation produced indenta-
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tions or corrugations that bear a

striking similarity to tlie stitches in

basket work. The rim of the vessel

was generally formed of a broad plain
band thickening at the lip and some-

what recurved.

Tlie art of making coil-worked pot-

tery was not confined to the Puebl')

Indians, but was jiracticcd by many
widel}- separated communitit's. Hutel

made out of wood and perfectly
smooth, and an (jval- shaped jxjlishcd
stone"—for smoothing and joining
the layers together. Lastly. Mr. Wm.
H. Holmes, of the Bureau of Kthnol-

ogy, vSmithsonian Institution, has .spec-

imens of coil-nuifle ware from a number
of the Ivastern and vSouthem States.

A .specimen which he picked up at

A\-'>r;i North Carolina, exhibits no

Fig. II—Vase from Parowan, Utah.

Dumont, in \\\?, Mi'inoins sur la Louis-

ianc, published in Paris, 1753, men-
tions the skill and indu.stry of the

Indian girls and women in making
pottery with their fingers, and de-

.scribes their method of work, which is

identical with that given above, with
the exception that

"
they flattened

the inside and the outside of the vase,

which without this would be uneven."
Professor Hartt states that the women
of Santarem, in Brazil, employed the

same system of manufacture, and
Ilinnboldt makes a similar statement

with regard to the Indian tribes of the

Orinoco. Captain John Moss, a resi-

dent for a long time in Colorado, in-

formed Mr. K. A. Barber that the Ute
Indians manufacture pottery at the

present time under the coil system,

though they employ tools— "
a paddle

overlapping, the attachment of the
coils being accomplished by pres.sure
and by drawing both edges of the

superior coil down over the convex

edge of the under coil. A .section of

this kind of coil-made pottery has the

appearance of a .series of heavy arches,
of equal curvature, superimposed one

upon the other. This mode of con-

struction differs widely from that

practiced l)y the ancient Pueblos.

Mr. Holmes obtained similar speci-
mens from the modern Pueblos, from
Florida, Mexico and Brazil.

Having thus traced the ceramic
art in America to its origin, and de-

scribed the primitive mode of con-

struction, "casting in regularly
constructed molds being only practiced

by the more cultured races, such as

the Peruvians," as Mr. Holmes re-
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marks, it remains to mark the develop-
ment and progress of art through the

medium of form and ornamentation.
The decorative art had originated

Fig. 12—Cup from Central Utah.

before pottery came into use. Per-

sonal adornment had undoubtedly

preceded it, as well as ornamental

designs in basket plaiting. Kmbel-
li.shment soon extended from the

person to every article that the neces-

sities of life compelled man to make
use of. Man is an obser\^ant and an
imitative animal, and long before the

ideographic element of embellishment
was developed in his mind, natural

sources had supplied him with numer-
ous styles of ornament. In the manu-
facture of earthenware, as, indeed, of

all artificial things, there are two
latent capabilities of giving ri.se

to ornamentation, namely, the con-

structional and the functional. The
functional suggestions ari.se from the

neces.sary appendages of a utensil,

such as handles, legs, etc.; the con-

structional are derived from the coil,

the plait, the twi.st, and so forth.

Moreover, during the ])rocess of con-

struction, accidental suggestions arise

from finger-marks, the marks of im-

plements and other impressions.
But the earliest suggestions in the

art of embelli.shment were derived

from the features of natural utensils.

The first articles used by primitive
man for domestic use, .such as the
shells of mollusks or of fruits, were

suggestive of decoration, and when
similar articles began to be produced
in plastic material, the workman
would imitate the peculiarities of the
natural model before him. The shell

of a mollusk covered with spines
would .suggest a noded vessel in clay,
while a ribbed or fluted fruit shell

would give ri.se to a similarly formed
vessel. Even the ornamental scroll

may have had the .sea-shell for its

origin. The elements of aboriginal
ornamental art were thus derived from
three .sources : F'irst, from natural

objects ; second, from artificial objects,
whether functional or constructional ;

and third, from suggestions arising
from accidents attending construction.

It was not, therefore, in the potter's
mind that the first ideas of decoration

originated. Thej' were derived, un-

con.sciou.sly, from nature; and ta.ste

being exerci.sed later, a variety of

objects graduall\-, in cour.se of time,

would be rudely ornamented. The
first stage of ceramic ornamentation
was the utilization of the coil for that

purpo.se. It would not generally be

.suppo.sed that the coil could be made
to contribute to the beautv of a ve.s.sel.

Fig. 13—Vessel from Zuui.

but under the skill of the Pueblo

Indians, it formed a very prominent
feature in decoration. The primitive
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potter failed not to lujtiee that tlie

ridges produced by the laj-ers of coils,

and the corrugations formed b_\- the

pressure of her fingers gave a jjleas-

ing effect to the \essel, and therefrom

she worked out a variety of decorative

designs.
Numerous were the dex'ices resorted

to in order to decorate ribbed si)irals,

in which the indentations, caused by
the joining of the edges of the coils,

suggest the serpent, and the niean> <(

re])resenting it.

That the Puebhj Indians had a

decided taste for ornament is evidencetl

by attempts to elaborate intricate pat-

terns, by means of tlninib-nail inden-

tations; and it is a.stonishing wliat

beautiful designs and work were

accomidished by this simple means.
The checkered, wave-like and mean-

dering patterns jjroduced by indcnta-

"Tm

Fig. 14
—Bowl. Tumulus at Saint George.

are avoided. The coil was often

crimped from the top to the bottom of

the vessel, while in other instances,

the ves.sel was constructed of alternate

bands of rib-like coil and crimped, or

corrugated coil. This relief form of

ornamentation is generally traceable

to con.struction, the crenelated sur-

faces of the vases there represented

being" the residt of the method of

building, modified by artistic inden-

tation.

The coil, in fact, had an important
influence on ceramic decoration, and
from it a great variety of surface orna-

mentation was attained by treating
the coil when in place, while sugges-
tions derived from it may readily be

conceived to have originated the .scroll

and dou])le scroll, and the ornamental
u.se of individual fillets built on to the

surfaces of vessels, while the siniu')us

forms which the coil a.ssumes would

tion, which was not always perfonned
with the thumb-nail and Cnger tips.
a variety of implements being u.sed.

point alike to the skill, the ingenuity,
and the patience of tho.sc primitive

people. In the ancient Pueblo dis-

trict, examples of incised designs and

stam])ed figures are rare, while basket

indentations, according to Mr. Holmes.
"are in all cases the accidents of

manufacture." The fragment (illus-

tration. Fig. I ), was picked up liy that

gentleman on the site of an old

Pueblo village, near Abiijuiu, New
Mexico. It is a portion of a small

va.<;e, which was covered by a simple
pattern of intaglio lines, produced
with a bone or wooden stylus.
With regard to functic^nal sugges-

tions, and their influence on the

decorative art. they were derived from

peculiar features in potter>-. originat-
ing in utilitv, such as liandles and
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spouts, legs and feet, rims and l^ands.

Handles, particular!}-, were copied in

clay, from a variety of models, and
underwent many and great modifica-

tions. Owing to the fragilit}' of the

material, however, in many instances

they lost their functional utility, and

degenerated into ornaments. In the

same wa}-, other functional features of

earthenware gave rise to decoration.

Having thus given a brief outline

of the views of archaeologists, on the

origin of ceramic ornament, we shall

now consider the origin of form.

Mr. Holmes considers that there

are three possible origins of form,

namel}', by accident, by imitation,
and by invention. The origin by
imitation is subdivided into imitation

of natural models and imitation of

artificial models. Forms .suggested

by accident are fruitful sources of

progress, and it was b}' such sugges-
tions that the use of clay was

discovered, and the ceramic art was

developed therefrom. "The acci-

dental indentation of a mass of clay by
the foot, or hand, or by a fruit, shell,

or stone, while serving as an auxiliary
in some simple art, may have sug-

and the forms of the utensils on which
the clay was used would be impressed
upon these newly constructed objects.
Forms derived from imitation admit

Fig. 15
—Vase from Tumulus al Saint George.

gested the making of a cup—the

simplest form of a vessel." Clay u.sed

as a cement in repairing stone, wooden
or wicker utensils may also have led

to the formation of disks or cups,
afterwards independently fa.shioned,

Fig. 16—Red Pitcher, Tumulus at Saint George.

of great variety. At first the range of

models in the ceramic art was very
limited, and included onh^ the small

variety of domestic utensils used by
primitive man, Later, closely asso-

ciated objects were copied. Both the

animal and vegetable kingdom liber-

ally suj^plied natural originals. The
seashore abounded with shells which
fiirnished receptacles for food and
drink

;
in woodland valleys grew the

gourd and other vegetable productions,
whose fruits supplied shells serviceable

as natural vessels ;
and on the grassy

plains and meadows the horns of cattle

and other animals were found and
utilized as utensils, and these were the

natural originals which the primitive

potter imitated.

Of all these, however, the gourd
furni.shed a greater proportionate num-
ber of models than any other original.

It gave ri.se to many primitive shapes
of vessels. According to the mode of

cutting it, bowls of different dimen-

sions, wide-mouthed vases, narrow-

mouthed jars, and narrow-necked
bottles could be obtained. By cutting
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-HandleJ M

the body of the gourd longitudinally
on one side of its axis, di])i)ers witli

straight or curved handles were pro-
cured. And all these forms the potter
has used as models. All tribes situated

upon the seashore used shells as recej)-

tacles for food and water, and imita-

tions of these are found in the relics of

the ancient potter's art. Again the

skins, paunches and bladders of

animals were extensively employed iu

favorable regions, as

ves.sels for the trans-

portation of water and
the preservation of

seeds and other kinds
of food, and they have
had their influence on
the forms of earthen-

ware. Indeed any ob-

ject that in its natural

orslightl y altered state

is available as a uten-

sil, has been utilized

by primeval man and
])ecome a model for

the potter.
Most primitive peoples had manu-

factured \'essels before the discovery
of the ceramic art. Utensils wrought
in stone and wood, and fabricated in

wickerwork preceded the utilization

of clay, and these constituted the

potter's artificial originals. The field

for the practice of her art became more
extensive as these originals were

imitated, and a nuiltitude of new forms

offered themselves as models. There
is a great variety of form in basketr\-

and other classes of woven vessels; and
these arts being antecedent to pottery,
have left indelible impressions upon
ceramic forms. The earthenware of

nearly all nations exhil)its this sec-

ondary position to wickerwork.
As it was only in the later stages of

the art that the invention of forms

supplied originals, it is not necessary
to consider that subject, at present.
With the above accoiuit of the origin
of prehistoric pottery, its form and
embellishment, we will now consider

the development of the art.

We have seen that the most archaic

ufr. Rio San Juan

method of construction was that of the

coil. The most notaljle collection of

this ware was made from a tunuilus
near St. George, Utah, where a large

deposit of ancient relics was found.
In 1876. a collectf)r was sent out from
the National Museum to investigate
the deposit, the result of his work
being (jf a most satisfiictory nature.
The mound was situated on the Santa
Clara River, a tributary of the Rio

Virgen, and had been
an ancient village site

or dwelling site. By
the application of a jet
of water the work
of exluunation was

successfully a c c o m -

plished. A great num-
ber of skeletons were
unearthed, and a pro-
fusion of earthen ves-

sels was found. The
discovery funii.shed an

insight into the cus-

toms of the ancient

people not

obtained. Along with the
of the dead were found

vases, no .system of arrangement
being observable. "With a single

body there were .sometimes as many
as eight va.ses, the children having
been in this respect more
favored than the adults."

Coiled ware was .succeeded by plain
ware, which in turn was followed in

the order of development by painted
ware.

Plain or smooth vessels, as a rule,

are heavy, rudely finished utensils,

intended for the more ordinary domes-
tic uses, as the storage of water and

cooking of food. They appear in

widely .separated districts, and exhibit

such uniformity of character that it is

difficult to assign any such vessel to

its proper family. In many ca.scs plain
ware is coiled ware smoothed down ;

that is, it is coil-built with the coils

obliterated either by the hand or some

smoothing implement. From Saint

George and other localities examples
of this coiled varietv have been ob-

hitherto

remains
earthen

highlv
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tained. Such vessels are plentiful in

the province of Tusayan, and in many
cases the successive stages of the

wholly coiled, the partlj- coiled and

plain ware proper are easily discernible.

Fig. 18—Vase of Eccentric Form, Tusayan.

Mr. Holmes remarks that, among the

Mokis, the Zunis, Acomas, Yumas,
and others, similar vessels are in daily
u.se at the present time. "They are

emploved in cooking the messes for

feasts and large gatherings, for dyeing-
wool and for storing various house-

hold materials. The modern work is

.so like the ancient that it is difficult

in many cases to distinguish the one
from the other. There are other varie-

ties of plain ware which include bowls,

pots and bottles. The vessel represent-
ed by the illustration, (Fig. 15) on page
785, is in possession of the vSalt Lake
City Museum. The three nodes

which give the ves.sel a sub-triangular

shape, are very prominent and curve

upward at the points, like horns. An
upright handle is attached to the side

of the neck.

We now arrive at that .stage of

ceramic art where development has
the new and interesting
of decoration by means of

The varieties of ornament

corruga-

reached
features

colors.

obtained by indentation and

tion, by nodes, cones, and fillets

applied to the .surface, and other spar-

ingly' employed decorations in relief,

are now supplanted by colored designs;
and a great advance in aboriginal art

has been made.

The colors used in the embellish-
ment of painted ware were generally
of a mineral character, and comprised
white, black, red, and various shades
of brown, which were applied by
means of brushes. A high order of

.skill, on the part of the ancient arti.sts,

is not ob.servable, though instances

are found which indicate that the

painter posses.sed a correct eye and
skilled hand. The designs are painted
on spaces of the vessels, tinted and

polished for their reception, and in the
ca.se of wide-mouthed utensils, such as

cups and IjowLs, the interior surface

was chiefly decorated, while vessels

with restricted necks had external
decorations only.

Among primitive races there are

two stages of ornament : the non-

ideographic and the ideographic.
Contact with the whites has been the

cau.se of the Pueblo Indians reaching
a third stage, by the introduction into

modern decoration of life forms and

pictorial delineations, a stage not

reached in the natural course of devel-

opment. In modern Pueblo decoration,

ideographic, non -
ideographic, and

Fig. 19—Vase orm, Tusayan.

purely pictorial characters are com-
bined in a heterogeneous manner.
The non-ideographic forms of ex-

pression in archaic art were principally

geometric, andem])raced dots, straight

lines, and angular and curvilinear
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figures, which developed into checkers,

zigzags, complex forms of meanders,
with an infinite variety of combination.

The ancient artist never worked in a

hap-hazard manner, the design being
well formed in the mind, and a clear

conception being entertained of the

vessel under his hand. In accom-

modating geometric figures to

curved and uneven surfaces, there

were no erasures. "This feature

of the art," .says Mr. Holmes,
"shows it to l)e a native and

spontaneous growth—the untnun-
meled working out of traditional

conceptions by native gifts."

Widely distrilmted, and indeed

covering the entire area known to

have been occupied by the Puel)lo

Indians, is found a whitish ware,
which is distinguished by pro-
nounced jK'culiarities of color,

form, and ornament, resulting, not

from differences in time, race, and
method of construction, but from

\arieties of environment. This grouj),
and that of the archaic coiled ware,

belong to the first great period of

Pueblo ceramic art, and are closely
a.ssociated in nearly every locality, the

greater antitpiity being generally con-

ceded to the latter by archaeologists.
White ware is easily recognized,

even in small fragments, the color

being generally gray within and white

upon the surface. The fonns of this

earthenware are few and simple, and
the ornamentation consists, ft)r the

most part, of geometric figures painted
in black, and exceptionally in red.

\"ery rarely was an attemjit made by
the ancient artist to represent a human
or animal form, and the delineation of

a vegetable form never occurs. The
forms of this white ware comprised
bowl-shaped ve.s.sels, ollas or pot-

shaped vases, bottle-shai^ed ves.sels,

which differed from the olla only as

the neck was longer and narrower,
and handled vessels. Two well-

defined varieties of handles are exhib-

ited in this ware: the cylindrical fi^rm,

derived from the gourd when cut

longitudinally, and the loop. The

latter form is attached to the side of

bowl-shaped vessels, in either a verti-

cal or horizontal position, and is found
of differen*. dimensions, l(jng or short,

wide or narrow, simple or compound.
In high-necked vases and btjttles, long

loop handles were placed vertically.

Kig. 20—Vase of Eccentric Form, Tusayan.

The rareness of the occurrence of

life forms, in the decorative art of the

primitixe Pueblo Indians, is well illus-

trated by the fact that in the whole

region of the Rio \'irgen only one

specimen bearing such delineation has
been found. It was di.scovered in the

vSaint (ieorge tumulus, and is a rude

oblong bowl, on the inner surface of

which are painted two human figures,
executed in the most primitive style.
A checkered belt in black extends

longitudinally along the bowl, at the

sides t)f which, near the middle, are

the figures who.se angular forms are

indicative of textile influence. The
middle of the bowl is broken so that

the feet of one figure and the heail

of the other are lost. (See illustration,

P'ig. 22, on page 789. )

From the tumulus at Saint Cieorge.
a few of those red ve.s.sels, which st^^

.seldom occur, were obtaiiied. They
are bowls, the surfaces of whicli were
washed with a bright red color. The
designs are painted in black, and pre-
.sent such marked j^eculiarities that

they have given rise to the idea that

the ves.sels may have been utensils

used in ceremonial observances. One
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of the most characteristic vessels taken
from the mound at Saint George is

ilhistrated bj^ Fig. 14, on page 784.
The exterior is painted red

;
the rim

has been brought to a sharp edge, and
the design consists of an elaborately
fretted line, vSO involved that the eye
follows it with difficulty. F'rom the

same tinnulus a fine red i)itchcr was
also exhumed. Tlie workmanship of

this vessel is unusually good, the sur-

face being even and well polished.
The color is a strong red, the design,
which is painted in l)lack, consisting
of a number of meandering lines, to

which are added at intervals dentate

figures, as .seen in the illustration,

Fig. 16, on page 785.
In the district of the Rio San Juan,

the ceramic relics are more uniform in

character and archaic in decoration

than those of other districts. Few
entire vessels of painted ware have
been found in the .section, l)ut frag-
ments are plentiful, and much has

been done there to restore A^arious

forms. Bowls, in this region whicli

is an extensive one, are very numer-

ous, and exhibit great varieties in

size, form, and ornamentation. Han-
dled cups, of hemi.spherical shape, and

mugs are common, bottle-shaped ves-

sels and ollas being much le.ss so.

The ancient provinces of Cibota and

Tusayan, in the district of Colorado

Chiquito, are very rich in ceramic

relics, the latter-named province fur-

nishing two or three distinct varieties

of earthenware. Space will not admit
of our making mention of more than a

few .specimens in illustration of eccen-

tricity of form or peculiarity of design.
The A-ase (Fig. 19), is a well-fin-

ished, handsomeh' decorated cup of

white ware of eccentric form, and hav-

ing a handle apparently modeled after

the curved neck of a gourd, the point
touching, but not uniting with the

body of the vessel. Fig. 18 is verj-

simply decorated
;
the node next the

handle, suggests the tail of a bird.

A fine .specimen of the.se vessels of

eccentric form is Fig. 20, which decid-

edly suggests a skin, or intestine vessel.

There is but a step from this form to

that of the well-known moccasin shape
of a later period of Pueblo art. The dec-

oration is simple and luiique, consist-

ing of a meandering design in white,
on a black ground.
Among the relics of Pueblo Indians,

animal forms in pottery, which consti-

tute the prominent feature ofthe ancient

pottery of the Mississippi Valley, are

rare, and received little attention by
the primitive arti.st.

Fig. 22—Bowl with Human Figures, Tumulus at Saint George.



GONE, YET WITH US.

WITH
the ripening fruits and mellowing

tints of autumn, our poet of nature and

humanity falls from his bough in a ripe old

age. It was fitting that this quiet son of

Quaker fathers should be laid to rest in the

sweet silence of flowers, laden with the

speechless offerings of Friends.

Words must fail to bestow a worthy trib-

ute to the name of Whittier. He was

a child of Nature, and he voiced her sublime

trinity
—the good, the true and the beautiful.

The companions of his youth, who tottered

at his grave, had drunk of his spirit, and

mourned with a cheerful heart. He had

inspired a great nation. The children have

felt the touch of his poet's heart. Out of

sight, his life remains. No monument will

rise from his grave. His song is his monu-
ment. Though dead, wherever his native

tongue abounds, he will speak.
In a time when the power of wealth is

supreme, it is refreshing to think this poet's

life was no miore sordid than the money-vine
that crept over the ground around his old

homestead. Among all the words that have

been uttered over his fresh grave, none are

more fitly chosen than those of Chicago's

poet-preacher. Dr. Guusaulus :

His were the sweet-voiced accents of the little child,

lyCarued of time's streamlets where eternal currents
ran

j

Ne'er by time's shadowed surface was his muse
beguiled :

He was the prophet-psalmist of the common man.

Snowflakes of purest white from his New England
skies

Come driflingsoon to sparkle o'er our singer's tomb.
Calm sleeps their truest lyrist where his dreaming

eyes
Saw rock-strewn field and hillock with the storm

abloom.

Black anus upstretched to God, once manacled in

chains,
In glad thanksgiving raptures praise the heaveu

that gave.
No more to clanking fetters freedom

j-ieldsher gains:
Before his heart of song they melted from the slave.

THE RECENT STRIKES.

Since 1886, strikes have not been as fre-

quent as before that date, until within

the last three or four months. They had

been so seldom and of such mild character,

comparatively, that the hope had become

generally entertained that they would soon

disappear altogether. In the main, the

American people are strongly in sympathy
with the cause of labor, and the opinion has

become widespread that organization is

necessary to resist the exactions of capital.

The recent strikes have tended to estrange
the friends of labor and to bring pain to the

lovers of peace and order.

It is true that capital is often exacting
and oppressive, and it is equally true that

labor organizations have at times acted in

an indefensible manner. Formerly, they

frequently fell underthe control of irrespon-

sible and reckless men, who ordered strikes

in passion, through ignorance, or from

sinister motives. Latterly, leadership has

been improved by the selection of more

intelligent and better men, who are capable,

and are disposed to make a study of condi-

tions, with a view to arranging that labor

shall receive its fair share of produced

wealth, and capital shall enjoy reasonable

remuneration, <5^«^r^r

It is an indisputable right of every man
to refuse to work when terms are unsatis-

factorj' ;
and beyond the exercise of this

right, strikers cannot be defended. The

employer has an equal right to reject appli-

cations for employment. To interfere with

others by force, when they are willing to

work on the terms offered, is a moral crime;

and to destroy property and life is heinous

bej'ond measure, as it not only harms those

directly affected, but indirectly damages
those who are not parties to the controversy.

851
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and even the destroyers themselves. It is

true that wealth has become distributed out

of proportion to ability to earn, but destruc-

tive acts have no tendency to equalize dis-

tribution. Organization, if it embraces the

masses of the working people, will enable

them to enforce such compensation for labor

that capital will not secure more than it is

justly entitled to. Our laws of descent and

distribution are effective in breaking up

ponderous estates, which are usually widely
distributed before the third or even the sec-

ond generation from the acquisitor passes

from the stage of action.

If it is true, as is often charged, that the

rich do not bear their share of the burdens

ofgovernment, the laws can be changed to

compel them, and ofl&cers can be chosen who
will faithfully enforce them. Let the prin-

ciple of taxation "be so changed as to exempt
homesteads of limited value. Graduated

incomes and inheritances can be taxed.

The first will recognize the principle that

burdens shall be borne in proportion to

ability, and the other that it is wisest that

all should begin life under conditions as

nearly equal as practicable.

It is a mistake to prescribe unchangeable
scales ofwages. They should be based upon
equitable principles, and varied according
to circumstances. Prices of raw materials

and of manufactures go up and down, and

so should wages. Because the manufacturer

and railway carrier make a certain profit

this year, this is no proof that they will be

as fortunate next. Another fact to be con-

sidered is that capital always takes the

hazard of loss, and labor takes none. Wages
are paid whatever may be the results of the

business
; they are by the laws given pref-

erence over other liabilities. There is an

absolutism in the management of labor

organizations utterly inconsistent with the

principles ofpopular government. Leaders

seem to have power to order strikes and to

declare them off at will. Chiefs meet and

consult and make treaties very much like

Czar and Kaiser. As the masses have not

the leisure to devote to such investigations,

it is well and necessary to have trusty per-

sons to study markets and other conditions,

that it may be known whether or not labor

f is receiving deserved remuneration.

A strike is a dangerous remedy unless it

can be restricted to a refusal to work. There

are bad men everywhere, and under excite-

ment the evil-minded may induce the

well-disposed to take part in disorderly

proceedings. Violence is contagious, and

the more people become familiarized with it

the less intolerable it appears. Capital

cannot get along without labor, and the

converse of the proposition is also true.

Labor and capital in a sense may be natural

antagonisms, for the reason that their inter-

ests are conflicting ;
but they need not be

arrayed against each other in hostility. If,

as alleged, capital is always united and

organized, it is enough for labor to do like-

wise. If the working people were equally
united and organized, one would have no

advantage over the other. If there are those

who do not choose to enter labor organiza-

tions, they cannot be coerced. This is a

free country. The question is not without

difficulty. Conditions are quite different,

since the distribution of products is speedier,

and in large volume. Production is con-

centrated in larger plants, and associated

labor has become a necessity and an

economy. Capitalists and labor leaders

must negotiate in a friendly spirit, and

arrange terms that will be just to both. If

this cannot be done the laws must provide
means of arbitration on the principle that it

is a duty of government to assure equity to

every interest and class.

The affair in Tennessee was not a strike

for higher wages or shorter hours of work.

It was a rebellion, rather, against the law of

the State, which authorizes the leasing of

convict labor. This law is unwise. To
work by the side of or in competition with

convicted criminals is justly repulsive to

free and intelligent men, who must regard
such as if they were slave gangs or worse.

Convict labor is sought because it is cheaper,

and convicted criminals can be treated as if

they have no rights, which men out of the

penitentiary are bound to respect. They
are often overworked and otherwise mis-

treated. Free laboring men have not

infrequently carried their opposition to

convict labor too far. The State should

relieve the people from expense, as far as

practicable, by requiring convicts to earn

the cost of their keeping. Punishment is

not for the purpose of making the punished
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as miserable as possible, but for the pro-

tection of society, and it is intended, also,

to be reformatory, as far as practicable.

Convicts are healthier and happier when

they are required to perform a reasonable

amount of work. Statistics show that where

they labor and acquire a trade, with which

they can earn a living after release from

imprisonment, a much less percentage com-

mit the second crime and return to prison.

This is important to the public. Convicts

should be put to ])roducing what will not

unnecessarily compete with the products of

free labor.

At Homestead, in Pennsylvania, and at

Buffalo, New York, the strikes were on

account of difierenccs as to wages. When
they could not be settled by the parties

amicably, the strike should not have gone
farther than to refuse to work. If there had

been no danger to non-union men or to

property, the Pinkertons would not have

been called into service. Their employ-
ment under any circumstances would be

improper. Employment of a private force

to protect property is lawful, but it is the

worst of practices. The law provides the

posse comitatus, and the organized militia,

and officers to call out and command them.

Protection to property and life is provided

by the Government, and if officers and good
citizens perform their duties, the protection
will be ample.
The Governor of Pennsylvania was dila-

tory. He should have taken the request of

the sheriff for assistance as sufficient proof
that the means at his immediate command
were inadequate. When too late, he acted

efficiently. The Governor of Tennessee

was so indecisive and irresolute that he may
be justly chargeable with the loss of life

that ensued. He acted like a demagogue,
and not like a chief magistrate, who regards
the faithful execution of the laws as his

highest duty. The Governor of New York
acted with promptness and efficiency.

Peace officers, from governor down, are in

duty bound to suppress violence and dis-

order whenever they appear. It is not their

duty to inquire into the cause, but to take

notice of the fact and to put an end to it

promptly, and with impartiality. The
courts must deal with differences afterwards,
if there are any worthy of judicial consid-

eration. When it becomes understood that

violence will be dealt with promptly, and

repressed with vigor, even the worst element

of society will consider before overt acts of

di.sorder are committed. When it is a cer-

tainty that all officers will do their duty

regardless of personal consequences, mobs
will be less frequent, and probably will soon

disappear altogether. Any official who will

subordinate the public to private interests,

should be sent where he will be compellc<l
to endure the agony of public and of his

own disrespect.

SIGNALING MARS.
In the November number of the Cali-

I'ORNIAN, Professor Pierson has ably dis-

couraged the hopes of those who think wc
shall before long exchange signals with our

little reddish neighbor, Mars. Science is

very sensitive to errors, and on page 679 a

mistake was inadvertently made. Instead

of saying,
"
Being half as far again distant

from the sun, it (Mars) receives but a quarter
of the heat that we do, etc.," the types
should have said, "it receives but rjwr /rr?//

the heat, etc."

A NOTABLE CONVKNTION.

By the time this issue of the Californi.\n

passes the Rocky Mountains, the National

Convention of the Woman's Christian Tem-

perance Union, advertised for October aSth

-November 4th, will be gathering at Denver.

Among the distinguished reformers to be

present will be Mr. Wm. T. Stead, editor of

the Rei'iew of Reviews, the gjreat defender

of woman's purity, whose startling expos-
ures in the Pall Mall Gazette, some years

since, created consternation on both sides of

the Atlantic
; also, Mr. Charles N. Critten-

ton, the founder of Florence Crittenton

Missions. The subject of social purity is

expected to secure earnest attention
;
and

the remarkable description given in this

November Californi.^n by Mrs. M. G. C.

Edholm, press reporter of the W, C. T. U.,

will, it is believed, aid the objects of the

convention, as well as open the eyes of

thousands of careless readers. This article,

while straightforward and pointed in its

statement of facts, is phrased in lang-uage

entirely respectable and chaste. It is time

the public should know the proportions of a

traffic that is a disgrace to humanity.



THE
Schoolmaster in Literature

opens to the teacher a new field of instruc-

tion. It leads him away from dry and drastic

analysis and details of methods that reign

supreme over the typical institute,and brings
him into the presence of living models, bad
and good. We are treated, not to a cold

collation of theories and philosophical saws,
but to a portrait gallery of schools and

teachers, from quaint old Roger Asham's
" Scholemaster " of the i6th century, to

Edward Eggleston's
" Hoosier School-

master," of the 19th century. Prose, play,

poetry and fiction conspire to set before us

the teacher as a man or a woman, instead

of mere explanations of good and bad

teaching. By the aid of literature— its

genius, humanity, sentiment and wholeness
—"The Schoolmaster in Literature" intro-

duces us in succession to the Eniile of Rous-

seau, the ' '

Christopher and Eliza ' ' of Pesta-

lozzi, the "Trocinium " of Cowper, the "Wil-
helm Meister's Wanderjahre

" of Goethe,
the "Village Schoolmistress" of Mary
Russell Mitford, the " Lowood School" of

Charlotte Brontd, "Miss Pinkerton " of

Thackeray, the "Rugby" of Thomas

Hughes, "Dr. Blimber's School," "Salem
House "and "

Dotheboy's Hall" of Dick-

ens, with the familiar sketches of Tom
Tulliver's" experience by George Eliot,
"Ichabod Crane" by Washington Irving,
and " Malcolm "

by George MacDonald.
We have often wished that Rousseau's

^mile could receive a merited translation

and be placed in the hands of our public
school teachers. Rousseau originated the

seed-thought for Pestalozzi
;
and the Emile

contains the germ of the school at Bonnal.
But since the teacher, like the pupil, learns

better by example than by precept, he will

find wholesome object lessons in Cornelia
Blimber and poor little Paul Dombey.
Take one glimpse of the Blimber school
with little six-year-old Paul on the dissect-

ing board :

" *

Analysis of the character of P. Dom-
bey. If my recollection serves me,' said

Miss Blimber, breaking off,
' the word an-

alysis as opposed to synthesis, is thus defined

by Walker : The resolution of an object,

whether of the senses or of the intellect, into

its first elements. As opposed to synthesis,

you observe. Now you know what analysis
is, Dombey ?

'

"
Dombey didn't seem to be absolutely

blinded by the light let in upon his intellect,

but he made Miss Blimber a little bow."
An example like this is better than a whole

chapter ofdidactic lessons. Any teacher who
studies such pictures of the false must tarn

away in disgust and seek a better way.
Well does Edward Eggleston, in his pithy
introduction to this group of school sketches

remark, that "examinations for license to

teach do not get at what is most valuable in

the teacher." In our zeal to abandon the

theories and methods of a barren past, we
are in danger of turning our school-teachers

into machines, cog-v/heels and millstones.

This book will touch the heart, the quality,
the manhood and womanhood ofthe teacher.

New York. Published by the American
Book Company—Price, 11.40.

Marjorie's Canadian Winter, by
Agnes Maule Machar, author of " Stories of

New France," abounds in vivid descriptions
of the Canadian Carnival and other provin-
cial winter sports, including tobogganing,
which is a passionate pastime for young
folks in the Northwest. These accessories

will excite interest in Eastern readers and
awaken in our coast dwellers of Eastern

origin a hankering for an old-fashioned

northern winter; but to "Native Sons and

Daughters" they will have little charm.

The story is well told, but will fail to fascin-

ate readers far away from its local surround-

ings. Boston : D. Lothrop & Co.

Edna Wiixis Linn, who writes many
genuine poems for periodical publications,
with some common-place verses, has bravely
surmounted the ordinary obstacles to public
notice by bringing out a neat little volume
of "Poems." The tendency of our new

poets is to dwell upon subjective themes,
and to reach for what is not palpable to the

common mind and eye. Miss Linn's verse

is fresh with real life and nature, and treats

the lover of jjoctry to a pleasant contrast.

Bufi'alo: C. W. Moulton.
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PUBLISHER'S SUPPLEMENT.

C. L DINGLEY, Jr.

An honest man, close button'd to the chin-
Broadcloth without, and a warm heart within.

IN

these days of severe competition and

unrivaled successes, it is a difficult

matter to single out any one indi-

vidual as being specially worthy to

occupy a place upon the roll of our

business heroes, who bring tone, char-

acter and honor to our coniincrcial

world ;
but there can be nothing

invidious in selecting Mr. C. L.

Dingley, and in pointing out, for the

benefit of some of our readers, a few

of the traits of character which make
h\n\—facile priyiceps

—a leader even at

his time of life
;
who has, by the sheer

force of upright and persevering in-

dustry gained a name for himself

which might well be coveted by many
men many years his senior.

It is often dangerous to speak in

glowing terms of those who are ])rac-

tically young in the world, especially

if their ears can hear or their eyes can

see what has been said regarding
them ;

but the present writer can

affirm that while this is not the first

article which has contained compli-

mentary references to the push, the

enterprise and the success of the

brilliant young leader of the
"
Drifted

Snow Flour" boom, and while it

most certainly will not be the last,

the gentleman in question is appar-

ently less concerned and certainly less

exalted than if he were the subject of

adverse criticism and reproach.
There never was a man who has

become less intoxicated, either by
reason of the amazing success that has

followed him, or by reason of the

flattering manner in which he is

spoken of by all who know him—by
the public press, by the leading week-

lies and monthlies—than Mr. Charles

L. Dingley.
Of his early life there is nothing

special to record. He is the eldest

son of parents whose lives shone, not

in public but in private, and yet who
»#

maintained a position which entitled

them to the respect and afifection of

the community in which they dwelt.

Treated to a liberal education at our

public schools, he graduated there-

from in 1883, and not being decided

as to his future course of life, he sixrnt

.some time in travel, which has proved
of immense advantage to him in late

years. Tliough not particularly enam-

ored of business life, at his father's

request he entered his office and began
his life with the noble detennination

to do his duty as long as he remained

in business, and die before .surrender.

Little did the young man think that

his resolution would soon be severely

tested. Yet when—in the winter of

1889, his father died, the tremendous

burden of a large growing business

fell upon his shoulders, and it de-

volved upon him to assume the man-

agement of interests which might well

have alarmed a more matured mind—
the subject of this sketch stepped into

the breach, and instead of retiring

from a life which had not yet proved

congenial to him, he stood by his

former resolution and determined

that all his powers shonld be u.sed in

furthering the interests of his late

fiither's firm, and in gaining for it a

place higher than it had hitherto occu-

pied.
The rank is but the guinea stamp.
The man's the gowd for a' that.

It is true "Drifted Snow Flour"

had at this time an existence, but its

existence was no more remarkable

than that of any other brand of

flour. Now began that peculiar tide

in the affairs of Mr. Dingley which

he took at the flood and which has

led on to his fortune. "I do not

believe," he recently said, "in

squandcn'fig a cent, but I tio believe

in .'^pending thousands of dollars

judiciouslyr Mr. Dingley set himself

to make' sure that his flour was the

best in the market, and having made
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sure of that, he set himself to advise

the public of the fact. To do this the

"thousands of dollars" must be

spent, and spent judiciously. Oppo-
sition met him on every side, but the

man knew his opportunity and made
u.se of it, to what purpose the public
knows full well. With this advertis-

ing began one of the most memorable

struggles in the history of business

enterprise in this city.
' '

Drifted snow
flour is a success," was the simple
sign which met the public eye at

every point. The older firms, which
had so long held their position and worn
the wreath without any daring to

contest their right, laughed at the

suggestion that they could ever .suffer

by the advent of this young intruder,
and the entranceof the junior Dingley
into the contest reminded many of the

old Bible .story of David and Goliath,
not only in its beginning, but in its

termination
; for, mirabile dicizi ! the

flour giants are slain, and the youth-
ful manager of the Drifted Snow Flour
Co. victoriously seizes the prize and

compels the great milling firms of the

State to form a combine !

The question is often asked,
" How

do you account for such remarkable
success in so young a man ?

' ' and we
answer, that in VLx. Dingley's case

success is inevitable. He adopts all

the prerequisite means
; gives to his

business schemes all the freshness of

sturdy young manhood, all the cour-

age, indomitable zeal and perseve-
rance of a new energy, and inspires all

who are associated with him with a

dauntless spirit which generates en-

thusiasm and which refuses to think
of even the possibility of defeat. The
dashing, go-ahead spirit is not the

only feature peculiar to Mr. Dingley's
business habits

;
he possesses to an

almost equal degree the calm, judi-
cious, stead}^ nature without which
the former would be insecure, and

though a thorough believer in press-

ing on at "full steam," he is also a

thorough believer in the value of the
"
brake," and knows how and when

to apply it.

Without any doubt, excessive mod-

esty is Mr. Dingley's chief fault. His

modesty keeps him from aspiring to

positions for which he is amply quali-
fied. No better illustration of this

could be found than is contained in

the fact that though he alone is

responsible for the unparalleled success

of
"
Drifted Snow Flour," his own

name never appeared in connection
with it, and few are aware that the

retiring manager of the Central Mill-

ing Co. is the subject of this sketch.

It is greatly to be regretted that, in

these days, when .so many who are to-

tally unfitted for appointments of pub-
lic trust are pushing themselves to the

front, such men as Mr. Dingley could
not be .secured and induced to accept
an appoi fitment which would bring
confidence to the public mind

;
but

though ambitious along the line of

business, he has no ambition to be

among the political place-seekers of

the city. We tru.st the day is not far

distant when the public ma}- elevate

him to the place where his character,
attainments and life entitle him.

In private life, it would be hard to

find a more genial and companionable
gentleman.

In November, 1890, Mr. Dingley
married Miss Laura Albrecht of Fruit-

vale, and in their beautiful home at

Menlo Park, Mr. and Mrs. Dingley
lead a quiet, happy life—the ideal life

of a genuine American home.
The future of such a man must be

a notable one. Although but twenty-
seven years of age, he has already
achieved a remarkable distinction,

and has proved beyond the shadow of

a doubt, that with detennination, per-

severance, purity of motive and integ-

rity of character, combined with all

the other traits—noble and gentle—of
true manhood, a man must succeed in

this world, and deserve the testimony
of approval not only from his own con-

science, but also from that great
tribunal which sits in judgment upon
all men, and pronounces its decisions

with characteristic frankness and
fearlessness.
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"MY NAME IS U. S. GRANT."

IN
an illustrated history of his regi-

ment, Major D. K. Cronin publishes
a story contributed by Sergeant

Prince, which runs as follows :

' ' Our regiment
—the First New

York Mounted Rifles—with many
other troops, lay in front of Rich-

mond, in March, 1865. We had been
hustled around pretty lively for sev-

eral weeks and had no permanent
camp. One night the word was

passed along the line and soon became
common property that there was to

be an early advance the following

morning, and everywhere was bustle

and confusion. Every man was or-

dered to be in his saddle by 2 a. m.

I was at this time clerk in the Quar-
termaster's department under Lieuten-
ant Corby. About 10 or 11 o'clock

Colonel Sumner sent word to the

Quartermaster to send me to his tent

mounted. I reported at headquarters
in a few moments, and the Colonel
handed me a dispatch and told me to

go to the City Point with it at once
and to go lively and deliver it at once
to one of the departments, which I do
not recall now, as it did not impress
me as much as what occurred after-

ward.
"There was no moon, but the

weather was pleasant and it was a

starlight night. I started off on a

lope, and had reached the James
River and crossed the pontoon bridge,
and had followed the road probably a

mile, keeping the right of it. I had
met no one up to this time, but now
in the distance I heard a horseman

approaching in the opposite direction,

riding fast.
' ' As we approached each other my

left leg struck his left leg with sucli

violence that both of us were nearly
un.seated and .swept from our saddles.

My first involuntary exclamation was :

'Why the devil don't you keep the

right side of the road, you chuckle-
head !

'

or something to that effect.

He replied in a similar strain, as we
were both mad and felt sore. This
kind of talk was kept up for a few
minutes pro and con, each blaming
the other for the accident, and it was
give and take all the time, as I felt

perfectly secure in my position, hav-

ing the right of the road, until he
asked the question :

* How does it

happen that you are galloping j-our
horse ?

'

I replied that I had the
same right to gallop my horse that he
had to gallop his. 'Yes,' said he,
'

but I thought I had i.ssued orders
that there should be no galloping of

horses in this department.'
"This was the first intimation I

had received that I was not talking to

a private soldier, as it was too dark to

see anything but the outlines of a man
and horse. I at once took a back
track and was profuse in my apolo-

gies. But he answered me curtly and
said :

' Come along back to the pon-
toon bridge and I will place you in

charge of the officer in command.'
' '

I turned about and started back
with him. I was satisfied by this

time I had struck a snag and had
nearly knocked the breath out of a

commanding officer, but who it was I

had not the remotest idea. I now
explained to him my errand and the

importance of haste in its execution,
and that I had been ordered by
Colonel Sumner to ride quick. We
had only proceeded a quarter or half

a mile when he said :

'

I guess you
can go on. My name is U. S. Grant.

L,ook out that you don't run into my
staff; you will find them down the
road somewhere.' And sure enough,
when I got down the road about half

a mile, I met his staff clattering along
at a rapid pace.

' ' General Grant was on his way to

the front to be ready for the move-
ment that was to take place the fol-

lowing morning, and had ridden out
of sight and hearing of his staff."

iv



Miscellaneous

THE UNITED STHTESfiOVEBNinEIIT Ts_th(! lar;.'f!f-:t user of Typewriters in

lliu worlil. LpwanLs of 2,0UU Ki;niing-

tons are euiploycil in tlie eeverul

Departments at \Vashin;?ton, and the

Ivt'iiiin^'ton Coni)>aiiy is constantly

receiving r('i|iiisitions from tlie

Government fur additional Machines.

THE COLUmBlflN EXPOSITION Iln s con. lud.-l contract by which the

lu inin;_'tiiM Standard Ty]»ewriter is to

be fiirnislied exclnsively for pnblic
use during the exposition. The

writing-rooms are to be furnished

with Keiningtons in chargtr <>( expert

operators for the use of the public.

T|iE REjniNGTON FHCTORY At mon, N. Y., tums outa New Rem-

iiijitun Typewrit(!r every five minutes
;

or mon; niacliiiu'S every day than the

combined i)roduct of all other manu-
facturers of liigh-priced Writing
MaciiiiH'S.

The Remington is not only Unsurpassed, but Unapproached for Excellence of Dcsifrn, Quality of
Work, Simplicity and durability.

G. G. WICKSON <Sl CO., 3 & 5 Frof^t St., S. F.

346 N. Main Street, l/os Antreles 1)1 l-miit Strci-t, Pcirtl.'iiul . Orctfon

ONE OF THE MOST RELIABLE COMPANIES IN THE WORLD
ITS AGENTS ARE FOUND THROUGHOUT AMERICA
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A Tribute to Emerson

Mr. Whittier spoke of Oliver Wendell Holmes and himself as tlie only two

left of that literary circle in Boston, which the world has recognized as the light of

American letters—I,ongfellow, Bryant, Lowell, lynerson, Holmes and himself.
' '

But,
' ' he said,

'

'Emerson was the greatest one aniong us. He will live long after we
are all forgotten." I asked why he considered Ivmerson the greatest, and he

answered promptly, "Because he had more truth than any of us, and because he

recognized the divinity of man." I reminded him that Emer.son had theorized

splendidly, while he had demonstrated those theories Emerson taught.
"
Ah, but

he was a noble .soul," he .said. "I loved him like a brother, and I .shall .soon

join him."

He .spoke of the Tran.scendental Club, and when I ventured surpri.se that he

was not a regular attendant, he replied: "Oh, I went down occasionally and

visited Mr. lyonglellow and attended it. ])Ut, to be very frank with you, I have

avoided society whenever I could. My life has been lived in .seclusion. I have

loved the solitude, and courted it, meeting only the few who were akin to me. Mr.

Eongfellow was different. He was genial and entertaining. His home was the

center of a large circle of gifted minds. I have met Helen Hunt Jack.son there and

many delightful people whom I might have entertained, I suppose, but my life has

been very simple, ver}' quiet." "But you have reached many people with your

poems, and helped many," I suggested ;

" there was always a heart-touch in them."

"There was a heart-need in them, I doubt not," he said, with tears in his eyes,
"
for my life has been very incomplete

—sometimes very loneh'." I wanted to a.sk

why he never wedded, but felt it would be indelicate, notwith.standing the freedom

with which he .spoke of him.self. He .seemed to divine my thought, for he

continued :

' ' You wonder why I have never married ! I believe in marriage
when there is a .spiritual love, of which you have written—and then only is it

marriage—but there were reasons wh}- I have never married. I have chosen to li\-e

for an ideal." This time it was I who caught the reflex of his thought, .so I said :

" Your poem,
' My Playmate,' has always interested me. When I was the merest

child it was mj' compensation for well-doing to stand by my mother's knee and hear

her read that poem. The pathos of those lines,
' And .still the pines on Ranioth Hill

Are moaning like the .sea.

The moaning of the sea of change
That parted thee and nie,'

had a strange power to stir my emotive nature
;
and later, when I came in possession

of the reply to that poem, I .seemed to feel all the desolation it embodied in my own
.soul." "Where did you get a reply to that poem?" Mr. Whittier a.sked with

qtiick, earnest tone.
" How came you by it ?

"
I told him "

a lady whom I knew,
while traveling in Europe, obtained the MvSvS. from the author," and I said :

" You
know it has 3-our name in it, Mr. Whittier ?

" "
Yes, I know. I have it, but I did

not know— I did not tliink—any other had a copy of it." Then, in a thoughtful

mood, he continued: "I have .sometimes regretted giving to the ptiblic .some of

the poems relating to m_v personal history. It seemed sacrilege for the world to

.see them."—Cor. Inter-Ocean.
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Miscellaneous

MUERAY & LANMAN'S
Is the original "Florida Water" and

has nothing- in common with the numer-

ous Inferior compounds that are daily

sold on the strength of Its reputation.

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE FOR

1
FLORIDA WATER

Insist oil having the genuine perfume.

There is nothing like it, whether for tlie

Handkerchief, the Toilet, or the Bath.

Remember tlie name

MURRAY & LANMAN'S
Peoples Home Savings Bani

AND.

SAFE DEPOSIT
No. 805 Market Street, Flood Building, San Francisco

ORUANIZLD A\AY |K88

Capital Oii!irant<MMl $i,onn,nnn oo
Capital raid Up in (;old .{.{.J, ;!.•;.{ :\:i

Reserve and I'rolits -l,";. ()()() oo

Deposits, July 1, 1893 1,««!),000 o«»

ORFICeRS
COLUMBUS WATERHOrSE, President

F. V. McDOXALD, Vice-President

J. E. FARNUM, Secretary and >r.uiag<.r

Term and Ordinary Savings Accounts Received
from Si or more.

INTEREST PAID FROM DATE OF DEPOSIT

Safr Deposit Bojrrs to rout moiitlily or yoMrly Iroiii

?4 to $jr) per anmiin. Larm' Vaults for storage of
\altial)lt'S of every deseripiion. Coniinercial de)M)sits
received. Collections made and i>roiniitly attendt-d to.
Domestic and foreign exehange bouglit and sold at
current rates.

MONEY TO LOAN ON
Real Estate and Approved Collateral

T1NNIN&& J'OBBING-

Joe Poheim, The Tailor
makes the ln'>t fllliiie clothi's in the St»to »t
•-'"i per rent less llian anj other hiia»e on the
i'Heillc t'liast. IJules for self-nieasurenient and
samples of eloth ^ellt free to aiij aMilrevs.

203 Montgomery Street.
724.. 1110 &. 1112 Market street.
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Knowledge is Safety

New York Times: Kverybody now knows how cholera is propagated, and

everybody therefore knows that if the water supply is properly protected, cholera

cannot become epidemic. It is a full quarter of a century and more since it has

been epidemic, even if we allow the proportions of an epidemic to the cholera of

1866 distinctly less fatal as it was than the
"
grip" of 1S91 and 1892, not to speak

of the diseases that we have always with us. In the existing situation there is

abundant reason why the Conimissioner of Public Works should bestir himself to

see that the water supply of the city is not polluted. If he does his duty in that

respect, and if the Board of Health does its duty in seeing that the belongings of

people who die from cholera are promptly destroyed, then the cholera will be much
less calamitous than an ordinary and annual out])reak of typhoid fever, and whoever
allows himself to become excited about tlie cholera will properly be classed as a

"crank."

A SAD TAI,B
"
Why, what makes ^-ou look so sad, Fanny ?

" asked a sensible-looking elderly

lady of a fashionable young lady who lives on Madison avenue."
" Didn't you hear of my bereavement ?

"

"No."
"I've lost my dear little Fido," replied the young lady, swallowing a big

lump.
" He lingered for three days, and then his little spirit fled."

" You don't sa}'."
"

I had the servant dig him a little grave in the garden. I can see it from my
window. For a whole week after he died I felt so badh' I did not eat a morsel."

" You ought not to have buried him .so near the house," was the reply.
— Texas

Siftings.

G:^ORG:e WII.I.IAM CURTIS

George William Curtis made a very happy respon.se to the praLses of

friends at a dinner given at the Tavern Club, of Boston, some ^-ears since upon his

birthday. Dr. Holmes, Mr. Lowell and President Norton had all said their say,

and said it well, when Mr. Curtis was called upon to respond. By way of illus-

trating his own case, he told the story of an Oriental prince and his mentor. Prince

and mentor walked abroad one day, the latter carrying in his hand a jar, which he

presently uncorked. From the open mouth of the vessel rose a gas, and this the

mentor lighted. Thick fumes curled up from the burning gas, and gradually took

such sha])e that the prince could not lielp recognizing traces of his own features,

though glorified and ennobled.
" Can it be that this pictures me ?

"
asked the flat-

tered prince. "Yes," smiled the mentor, "not, howev^er, as you are, but as you
ought to be."—Intc)-0cea7i.

HOW h:^ i.ooK:eD in a bicyci^b costumb
A Spoke in Hi.s Wheel.—They had just been introduced. She was a pretty

country girl and he a wheelman, vain of his personal appearance, when clad in

cycling costume.
He—"I assure you there is scarcel}' a man who docs not find the wheel suit

most becoming."
She (doul)tingly)—

" Indeed !

"

He—" As for my.self, everybody insists that I look onu hnudred per cent l)etter

in l)icycle costume than in an ordinary business sviit."

She (innocently)
— " Dear me ! how awful you nuist look in an ordinarj' busi-

ness suit."—Exchange.
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HOUSE FURNISHINGS

}^'//y

SlU^^^ POLISH

IT REFLECTS

^^\ Credit npon a housekeeper to use Electro-Siucon, as

^r^ it indicates a thorouf^'h knowledge of what's h-s^l in every

^^^ i/T/// for cleaning and polishing Tal)le, Toilet or Ornamental
Silver and Fine Brass Work. That's thfi wisdom that makes
the perfect housekeeper. If that's your ambition, send

your addresi: to us for

TriaJ quantity without charge and
post-paid, or 1 5 cents in stannps for

box, post-paid. Your grocer has it.

THE ELECTRO SILICON CO., 72 John Street, New Ycrlc.

^\NITARY AI'>PLIA\(:ES
Of all kinds can be seen on Exhibition at our Showrooms

A complete line of Imuc Plumbing Material is always in stock, such as Im-

perial Porcelain and Porcelain L^ined Baths, Needle and vShower Baths, Fancy

I^avatories, Pedestal Closets, Sanitary Earthenware, Porcelain Wash Trays,

Imperial Sinks, Etc., Etc.

/\ A X\ A X\ /v A AUfjil^'

WM. F. WILSON

204 STOCKTON STREET
OPPOSITE UNION SQUARE SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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HOTELS
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SAN LUIS OBISPO, CAL.
A Cbz^rrrjing Place to Sp^ocJ 2v 5e2^5oa

THE CaUPORNIA HOTEL

Opened December, 1890

STRICTLY
EUROPEAN
PLAN . .

Fire-Proof Syptll
Absolutely

^ THE ^

CALIFORNIA

.;. / Is unsurpassed in style

iVl of service by the best

li^ hotels of the United

l( States. Heretofore there

has been no strictly first-

class Kuropeau -
plan

. hotel in San Fraucisco.

A. F. KINZLER,
-

Man:2er

BUSH STRIEHT, flEAR KEARNY, ^AN PRAfiCISCO, C/U--
.•()



HOTELS

CALIFORNIA
SUMMER OR WINTER

THE ATTENTION OF

Tourists and Health Seekers
IS CALLED TO

GLIMPSE OF SOUTH FRONTAGE

THE CeL-EBRATED

Hotel del Monte
nONTEREY, CAL.

Only 3 1-2 hours from San Francisco bj Expr«s« Trains of the Southern Pacific Company
RATTIS FOR liOAKO: T?y ihe day, J3.00 and upwiird. Parlors, from $iax> to J.-. 50 jht dHV extra. Children, in

children's dining-rooiu, Jj.oo per day.
I'nrticular attoiitioii is called to tli«^ moderate rharfces for accommodations at thismagrnificent rstablishmenl.

The extra cost of a trip to California is more than counterbalanced by the difference between rates of various Winter
Jiesorts and those of the incomparable Hotel r>i;i, Monti:.

Intendinf; Aisitors to California and the HOTKI, DEL MONTK have the choice of the " SUNSET." " or.DEN "
or "SHASTA" Routes. These three routes, the three main arms of the great railway system i)f thcSOl'THKRN PACIFIC
COMPANY, carry the travelers through the best sections of California, and any oneof them will reveal wonders of climate,
products and scenery that no other part oi the world can duplicate. For illustrated descriptive pamphlet of the hotel.
and for information as to routes and travel, rates for tickets, etc., call upon or address E. H.WVLEY, Assistant General
Traffic Manager, Southern Pacific Company. 343 Broadway, New York, or \V. G. NEIMYER, General We^ern Agent^
304 Clark street, Chicago, 111. For further information, address

OlSOKtiK SCHONKWALD, Manager Hotel del Monte
OF£X ALI. THK YKAR ROUND Monter.y, Califormi»

Ox.



RAILROADS

The
Santa Fe
Route

Offers Unparalleled Inducements • • •

for the Traveler

It is many miles shorter and makes

many hours quicker time than any other

line between the Pacific Coast and all Eastern

Points.

It reaches nearly every large center West
of the Great Lakes.

Its construction, appliances and equip-
ment are first class, assuring comfort, safety
and luxury.

It runs its own trains every day in the

year between the Pacific Coast, Kansas City,
St. Louis and Chicago, passing over the

desert in the night.

NO OTHER LINO

Rivals the Santa Fe Route

IF YQU HHVE FRIENDS
coming from the East and would insure their comfort

and safety, write them to call upon or address the nearest

agent of the Santa Fe Route or write yourself to

K. H. WADB, General Manager, I/oa Angeles, Cal.

W. F. WHITE, Pass. Traffic Manager, Chicago, 111.

8. B. HYNES, Oen. Pass. Agent, I«os Angeles, CaL
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Educational

TI)rGDp Qniversit^
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Incorporated in September of 1891

BY-

(.i.v. II. U. Maiikiiam

JuDfip: II. W. M.vciEE

DK. J. C. MiCIIENER

IIOX. W. N. M.VSTERS

J.VS. S. IIOIKiE, M. I).

M.V.I. <ii;ii. il. i;ijNi;iiKAKK

Senatok Deixj.s Aksold
MaYOU T. P. LUKENS
Hon. E. F. lIUKLIiLT

Prof. T. S. C. Lowe

V. C. HOWE.S, E.s<i.

Milton D. Paistkk, V.>^.

IIo.v. A. a. Thkcoi'

Ex-Gov. Lionel A. Siieluon

ENGLISH
FRENCH

GERMAN
SPANISH

LATIN

TUOUUL'iH CULKSLa IN

MATHEMATICS
HISTORY

CIVICS

ECONOMICS
GREEK

PHYSIOLOGY
BIOLOGY

PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY

BOTANY
GEOLOGY

ROL-VTEOHISIC H7XLL
THE BEST EQUIPPED

Manual Training Schoolfor both Sexes

COURSES IN

WEST OF" TH1£ MISSIiiSIl^HI

Free Hand and Architectural Drawing, Modeling,
Wood Carving, Carpentry, Forging, Molding, Sheet

Metal and Machine Work, Electricity and Electrical

Appliances.
—

In Sewing, Cntting, Fitting and Garment Making,
Home Decoration, Stenography, Typewriting and

Accounts, Chemistry of Foo<ls, Study of Dietetics,

Cooking and general preparation of Foods, Arrange-
ment and Decoration of the Table.

Fine School of Piano, Vocal Ihiusic, Tainting and Draicing
IN CHARGE OF SKII,I,FUI/ ARTISTS

First-Class Preparatory Department for both Sexes. For Circular and Catalogue with

Full Information, apply to

CHARLES H. KEYF.S, President
THROOP UNIVERSITY PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
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John Brown Colony
INCOR l=>ORKXED

MADERA - CALIFORNIA
A. F. JOHNS
D. M. TOMBLIN
J. E. NEWMAN
BANK OF IvrADERA
PAUIy B. HAY

President and Manager
Vice-President

Secretary
Treasurer

Assistant Manager
H07U\:E OF^F^IC]

MADERA, FRESNO COUNTY, CAL.

K BUSINESS PROPOSITION
A Money Making Plan Based Upon Sound Principles

HISTORY OP A GREAT UNDERTAKING
Four years ago the idea of the John Brown Colony was first suggested. So radically different

is it from the usual plan of colonization that it was nearly a year before much progress was made
in forming the colony. So many swindling schemes have been sprung up(jn the public in real
estate transactions, that people were slow to take advantage of this offer until they were thor-

oughly convinced that it would be honestly conducted. With the estal)lishment of "this fact the
lands were rapidly taken, until now tlie original tract is all subscribed for and in process of
cultivation.

PROFIT OF FRUIT-GROWING IN CALIFORNIA
The large profits realized by California fruit growers make a ten or twenty acre lot equal in

value to a farm of a quarter section in the grain-growing States. The average yield is from $100
to ifSOO per acre yearly, while exceptional cultivation and some varieties of fruits bring the aston-

ishing yields of $500 to $1,000 per acre. The fruit industry, too, has been found to be one of the
safest and surest in the United States. It is a common thing in the older colonies to find colonists

living in luxury upon a twenty-acre tract, while those owning larger acreages are rapidly
accumulating wealth.

TUE FIRST TRACT DISPOSED OF
As the aT)ove facts came to be generally vmderstooil, there was no delay on the part of the

people in taking these lands, so that in a very short time the entire tract of o,0G0 acres wsis taken
in lots of five acres and u])wards. One thousand acres was planted to raisin grapes in the winter
of 1890 and this winter ("JO and '91) the remaining 2,060 acres will be planted t<^ grapes, figs and
other fruits.

LAND VALUES
The fact of such large profits from California lands, makes their cultivation mean far more

in this country than in those of the grain-growing States. Land that will yield a yearly income
of $100 ])er acre is worth at least .$500 per acre. Estimating upon the basis of a ten per cent

})rofit upon the cai)ital invt'sted, it is worth $1,000, but to say $500 is making it strong enough.
Now grain growing land throughout the West is not worth more than $40 to $00 per acre and one
cannot take up new land worth $15 to $26 and make it worth in tlireeor four years even $40,
unless it be in exceptional instances; whereas in California, land that is worth $100 per acre raw,
is certaiidy worth $500 within thnn^ years' time if ])roi)erly set to fruits and well tended, and
double that time will make it worth $1,000. This is one of the secrets of rapid money making in

California. Tlu' practical question, however, wliich i)resents itself to one unahle to move to this

country, either from lack of means or from business, such that it is impossible to leave it for a
time is

now CAN I PROCURE SUCH A PLACE AND HAVE IT MADE TO PRODUCE WPrHOUT MY
I'KKSONAI. ATTENTION

We have solved this question in tlu; ]ilan of our colonies. We take a large tract, divide it

into small hjts, taking five acres as our unit, and disjMise of the whole tract in five acre lots, or of

any niuid>er of them in one bcnly, asking oidy that the means necessary to plant out the land
and cultivate it for three years be paid as nec^ded to ])erform the work. We do all the work and
care for the crops until they have yielded enougii to i)ay for tiie land when it is then deeded to
the purchaser, costing him in actual cash outlay the price named for cultivation. lie has not
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FRUIT LANDS

/leeded to undergo the expense of removal, erection of buildings, cash payment upon land nor
the many expenses inci<leiital to individual ojM-ratioii. On the other hand, if he be a poor man,
lie is left at li is regularem |)loyment,tliu.saH9iiring iiiiu hissupjMtrtand enough nie:ins to keep up the
•expense of cultivation, and \vh<!n heisreadyto r«3move to h island, it iHyieldinghimanice income
instead of dem;uidinir large out lays. Or, if oneKimj)iy t;ikt's land in tins colony asan investment
not intending to niaki; it his iioiui-,, he will ])r<»i'ur(j a nropt-rty wliich will yii-ld him each year as
mucii as it has cost liim in cash outlay. Tims it will l)e si-cn tliat while it brines witiiin n'luch of
tlie colonist all the advantages of tlie ordinary coioiiv, it lessens the exjM^nse of a<(iuiring tnuh a
property to half or one-third the a(!tual casli outlay usually repiire*]. The idea is that of

<'o-op(;ration in all tlie (expense until the property is brought up t^)a |»ro<lucing condition and the
land is i)aid for when it becomes the individual pnjjx'rty of the Huhs(;rilH.'r. It is evident that to

purchase a largo trait of land it may he had on Ix-tter terms than a small one; also that by
•doing the work on a large scale, under oik; nianagement, nut only may the cost \ni brought dowii
much lower than if it were all done uiid»!r individual ownersliii» and management, but that more
uniform results may be secured, Ix^sides every one knows that the greatest bar Uj individual

«^nterprise of this sort is the comparatively large outlay necessary to Ix'u'in. The great numl>Tof
people who live upon a salary and never can savcf en<jui;li to undertake the work of priHurin-/ such
a home is very large, and without such a plan as this they can never hope to Ijecome indcix,-ndent
land owners.

A FEW QUESTIONS ANSWERED
1. Our tract is from two to five miles from K. li. station.

2. It is two to live miles from Madera and twenty from Fresno.
S. Water rights are a i)art and ])arcel of the land and cannot Ix* separated from it.

4. Water for domestic use is found at from 60 to 7.5 feet C surface water at lU feet), of the

purest and best (juality.
5. The elevation alxive sea level is 300 feet.

6. It is forty miles to the mountains and only 100 miles to the famous Yoscmite Valley,
renowned all over tlie world for its remarkable scenery.

7. Plenty of deer are found in the mountains and foothills, and small gjxme such as quail,
<3ucks, geese, rai)bits, etc., alHHind in the valley. If you an> of the dantrerous. yellnw-hacked
sort, you can receive satisfaction by clambering up high into the mountains ami encountering
bruin,

8. The rainy season begins in Octolier and ends in April. It does not rain all the time but
aa much as it does in the East during the summer.

9. The climate istine for consumptivesif they comein time for it t<> help them. Rheumatism,
Catarrh and kindred troubles are usually helped.

10. Fog is almost unknown here in the summ(>r and it only occurs in winter during damp
>veather during whii'h tiim'S it will Ih' foggy in any land.

11. The sea breeze reaches us in the afternoon, blowinji from the northwest.
12. The soil of the land we offer is alluvial, deep and strong.
13. Good oak wood is sold at six dollars a cord.

14. Groceries and i)rovisions are a little higher than in the East in some items. Hour and
meat are about the same ))rice.

15. Lumber is worth from $15 for refuse to $.>5 ]>er M. for l)est.

Hi. Wages for farm lalwrers are .$30 per month and lK)ard, the man furnishing his ow-«
blankets.

17. There is less danger from earthquakes than there is in the P^ast, and none at all from
lightning, which is seldom seen.

18. Strawberries can be had ten months out of twelve.

19. Good teachers can always find a jM.tsition. Teachers' wages range from $60 to $126 per
month.

20. All attainable Government laml is of rueged nature, not capable of irrigation, far <lis-

tant fronv l)usiness centers, and it would require more capital to settle on it than is re.juired for

.settlement inclose neighborlux)ds.
21. Our laud is entirely level, has no brush, trees nor stones \i\M^n it and is free from

alkali.

22. While at Washington and riiiladelphia ]H^ople fall dead in the street,s with the ther-
mometer at 90 degrees in tlie San Joaquin valley the hay harvest is gathere<l in al>s<5hite safety
with the thermometer at 110 degrees. The exceetlingly dry atmosphere promotes rapid evapora-
tion which works this ai)parent wonder.

If you desire land in this colony, send the money to Bank of Madera, Trt^isurer. ^900 ynr
five acre lot if you wish it i)lanted this winter, otherwise $150 which will secure you the lut and
nut it in i)reparation for planting to the best of advantage next year. Send money by bank,
draft. Do NOT sknd pkusovat, chkcks as it costs exidiau'^e to ctdlect them.

List of colonists and references to our relial>ility furnished ujxn request. Addre&s

The John Brown Colony, Madera, California
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BANKS

L.^lMi
^??-g^W^V^/:^li^ZSI.

P)anl^ of /Madera
Madera, Fresno Co.

IIETURN ROBERTS
A. J. i:tter

D. B. TOMBLIN
J. A. NEWMAN

President-

Vice-president

Cashier

Secretary

Capital StocU

Ipaib up Capital

$100,000

5o,ooo

EXCHANGE ISSUED ON ALL IMPORTANT CITIES

letters of credit for use of Travelers, Approved Business Paper Discounted or Received

as Security for Loans, Correspondence Solicited, Collections

Promptly made. Dividends and Cotipons Collected.
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Miscellaneous

Do you or any of your Friends want a Home in Csi:fornia?
Or a good rate of interest for your surplus money? We have a -rge !is of

properties and gilt edite loans. Will cheerfully give you reliable informa on

regarding this part of the country. Los Angeles, Pasadena and Eiverside

property a specialty. Address

joii:iv A.. vvE^iic «B oo.
SPRING AND SECOND STS. LOS ANGELES. CAL.

O. W. NORDWELL Drmrer
XND X75II-OR

218 BUSH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA

THE BARK OF GALIFORNIA.
Capital, 93,000,000.

8miTl«B »Bcl UndlTlded Profits, July lit, 1801,
93.275,919.48.

WILLIAM ALVORD,
THOMAS BROWN,
I. F. MOULTON,

• • • President
• • - - Ca&bier.

SeMBd AnUtant Cashier.

AQIKTS— Hew York; Agrency of the Bank of California. Bottami
Tremont National Bank. Chicago: Union National Bank. St Louis:
Boatiuen'i Bank. Australia and New Zealand: The Bank of New Zek-
land. London: Messrs. N. M. Rothschild & Sons. China, Japaa and
India: Chartered Baak of India, Australia and China.
The Bank has an Agency In Virginia City, and Correspondents la all

0ie Principal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.
Lflttara of Credit Issued, available In all parts of the world. Draw*

Arect oB London, Oublio, Paris, Genoa, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg,
Frankfort a. M., Antwerp, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locaraa.
Sydney, Melbourne, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai and Yokohama, afl

cities la Italy and Swltzerlaod, Salt Lake, Portland, Oc, Loi Aacela,
DenTer, New Orleaos,

^>——•••—••••••••—•••——%%

$12

Ul/irr .SAYS SHE cannot see how
Ilirt YOU DO IT FOR THE MONEY

]!uys a IG5.00 improved Oxford
Singer Sewing Machine ; perfect

'working, reliable, finely finished, adap-
I

ted to lifirht and tieavy work, with a com-
Iplete set of the latest improved attaeh-
•ineiits free. Each machine guaranteed

f^ for 5 years. Buy direct from our factory and save
dealers and agents' profit. Send for Free Catalogue.

OXFORD MFG. COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL.

SHORT-HAND
f^^^

for Cata-

m-. _ -^ . . ..^ — los 01 Books
ELF TAUGHT uvl Helps for

seli-inHtrurti(.n, )»v Bi^NN PITMAN and
JER0M:E B. HOWARD, to the Phono-

irraphic Institute, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Virginia
!

REGULATE THE
STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS,

AND

PURIFY THE BLOOD.
A RELIABLE REMEDY FOR

IndlfeBtlon, BIllouRncHn, Headache, Constl*

patlon, Oyspepsia, Chronic Liver Troublesy
ItizzIncHH, Bad Complexion, Dysentery,
Ofenstvc Breath, and all disorders of the
Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Ripans Tabules contain nothiner injurious to

the most delicate constitution. I'lea.sant to take,
Bafe, effectual. Give immediate relief.
Sold by dru(r(?ist8. A trial bottle sent by mail

on receipt o£ 15 cents. Address

THE RIPANS CHEMICAL CO.
JO SPRUCE STREET, KKW YORK CITY.

PATENT?"
A48-page book free. Address

W. T. FITZ GKKAI.L*, Alfy-al-Law.
Ccr. 8th and F Sts., Wauhiiigtuu, D. C.

CHICAGO.

/VBSOLUTELYF'^ePivOoF.

A PERFECT HOTEL
FOR TRANSIENT OR PERMANENT GUESTS.

fbe 0pen Courts ^acint* goutb Insure

Sunlight and Perfect \5entilation.

CONDUCTED ON THE AMERICAN PLAN.

BOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERIOR VIEWS, AND

RATES MAILED ON APPLICATION.
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Miscellaneous

LOS ANGELES TERMINAL RAILWAY COMPANY

L03 ANGELES, PASADENA AND ALTADENA

Depots, East End of First St. and Downey Ave. Bridges

Leave Los AnRcles for



Miscellaneous

REDUBDS, CflL.

HOTEL Windsor
ACCOMMODATION
FIRST CLASS
CENTRALLY LOCATED

PATES, $2 TO $3 PER DAY (flfllPBELL T. HEDQE, Proprietor

HILLS BROS.
Importers, Roasters and Wholesale Dealers

in Coffee. Java, Mocha, and other fine

Grades Our Specialties.

400 Sansome St., San Francisco

HHBIT CURED HT flOJTlB

Painlessly. No Inter-

ruption of Business
or Pleasure.

A U 111 £V Book Free.

MEEKER MEDICINE CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

HOBBS & RICHARDSON
PRACTICAL TARRIACiE

BUILPERS
MRKERS GELEBRflTED CONCORD WAGONS

154-156 N. Los Angeles St. Los Angeles, CaL

HOTEL BREWSTER
SMN iDieco

The Best

Equipped Hotel

in 5outi7^rr)

Cz^^liforoi^.

Centrz^lly

Loczvt^cl, wit!)

the Fost-Office

in tJ7e Buil<Jio3«

El<?vzv.tor5

Fir<? EsC2^pe5

07^I-II=0RNIPf
American Plan Only

'uTrj)Th^i7?r:'TT-;V. g , , , 1 1 1 1 1 1 i ) l r. i . i .-. , , .-.i . . r.xrr,-.-TTi

BA.tbSt Hot a^l7«J

Col<J Wzvter io

2^11 Suit5 2V0«J

zvll A\oclero

Conveniences.

Fine L^rge

S^rnpl? Roorns

for

Cornrnerci^l

' Traveler5
^ ,^ <

i^ATES:
$2.50 Per Day and Up J. E. O'BRIEN, Manager
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Columbus Buggy Co.

L,ar{;est I'actory

I^ar^est "Varilety of I.^teMt Styles at
I^owest I"rices»

PACIFIC COAST HEADQUARTERS

29 MARKET STREET, San Francisco

A. G. GLENN, Manager

Fiiia III bit lidiinis

THOMAS MAGEE

Real Estate Aeent

LiJitor and Publisher of the

"Real Estate Circular" since 1865

-20 MONTGOMERY

Makes Investmentf.

For Buyers and Sells all

kinds of City Property

cALIFORNIA
WIRE WORKS ^

OFFICE

FREMONT 5TREET
SAN FRANCLSCO, «.£,.

nAPOJFACTURERS FOR THIRTY-THREE YEARS

WIRE OF ALL KINDS-BEST STEEL
WIRE NAILS
SARBED WIRE, Regularly Licensed

WIRE RORES AND GABLES
WIRE CLOTH AND NETTING

p-OR THEHallidie's Patent Wire Ropeway
RAPID AND ECONOMICAL. TRANSPORTATION OP
ORE AND OTHER MATERIAL

Erected by ns during the past fourteen years in spans of from 200 to 2,000 feet.

Simple, Economical and Durable. Have been thoroughly tested in all parts 01* the country

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Los anoclc* aocncv

201 N. LOS ANGELES STREET
41

Portland AacNcv

22 FRONT STREET
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" The modern cycler rides on air and races
with the wind."

Pneumatic
Speed
Somebody put Columbia pneumatic

tires and Elliott Hickory bicycle
•wheels on a racing sulky— most of

the horses hitched to it won— some
of the horses never won before—
Plorse racing men say that Columbia

pneumatic tires open a new era in

horse speed
— save the horse, save

the man, don't slew—This same tire

is one of the reasons why Columbia

bicycle riders win over half of all

races and why the Columbia remains
the world's standard guaranteed

bicycle.

All abnut Columbias in a book about Colum-
bias, magnificently illustrated. Finest cycling
catalogue published. Frue at all Columbia
agencies. By mail for two two-cent stamps.
Pope Mfg. Co.. 221 Columbus Ave., Boston;
12 Warren St., New Vnrk ; 7ijt Wabash Ave.,
Chicago.

h++++++++++++++++++*++4-M«M-*

HflPE YOU «EN THE LOOPER
ON THE

If not, you don't know what a
modern St-wiii-^ Machine is.

Don't fail tu .see the

D07VYESTI0"
And the work it does.
Send for price list to

J. W. EVANS
29 POST STREET SAN FRANCISCO

MAGIC LANTERNS
Aii\ STE REOPTICONS, "H i"-i'.. \ i. w^ illu-iriuini; i

CTiry Kul.jct lor PUBLIC E X H I BIT IONS, elo. I

C j' A pTo/Hahle bunintrrn j<n- a itmn ?/ iHt a small r<i/,it<it. Also
T.ftltHTiiH for Morin- AliiuH<ni(:ii(H SM't \'inir ('lit ;ili>L;iH' frt e.

McAllister, Mr^^. opt., la... 49 niissciu st.,N.Y- •

GLilSSIGIiL SCHOOL FOU BOYS

FOURTH YEAR

Prepares Boys for any College or Scientific
Scliool. Special attention given to

Klenientary work and the form-

in;^ of correct habits

of study.

Principal

STEPHEN CUTTER CI^ARK, A. B. {H:arvard.>

Assistants

GRACE MII<I,ER CI^ARK, A. M. (Smith.)
I,OUISE MAYNARD BAI,CH

Si'Eci.vL Tkachers
HERR ARNOI,D KUTNER, German

PROF. CARI,OS A. BRANSBY, A. M., Spanish^
M:I,I,E. DE GROOTE, French

PROF. WM. P. HAMMOND, Penmarship

SAW MANUFACTURING _

17 and 19 Fremont Street, San Francisca
.Saws of Kvery Descrijition on Hand or

Made to Order

For SOME
INFORMATION

IN REGARD TO THE BEST

Orange Groves
^"'^ Orange Lands

In California
Send your name and address
or call on

42

T. H. SHARPLESS
Redlaiids, San Bernardino Co., Cal«
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The "Eclipse" Dissolving Stereopticon

GHflS.

BESELER
MAKUFACTUKEK <»F

Ilijzh (InuleStereoj'ti-

coiiH, M.i;:;i'L;ui;crns,

Hi;,'!! I'rt'SBureDit-.solv-

iiig Kty , . . .

Ga.s Rftrulators, Gas
("oiii pressorH, Gas

L'yliiiiicrs,

extra quality <>f Oxy-

gen anil Hydrogen
Gasos.

Sjn'rial attention

given to 8electe<l Lime
Pencils.

2i8 CENTRE STREET, NEAR GRAND, NEW YORK
ft^Soud for my it'w cntatogue and mention The C.vlmdknian Ii.Lt-rr.vTi::> M\:\"vf.

DECKER
>4 PIANOS '-

KOHLER & CHASE, agents
Also A^jents for

stcwart canjos bay state banjos
Washburn guitars Fine Old Violins

Washburn Mandolins Cellos and Dasses
Martin guitars ^ '^'^° C strings

BAY state guitars JACOTS' MUSIC BOXES
Sheet Music

A lino of instrmiicnts n et equaled by

any other House in tlie United States.

Call and cxa-nine our stock and be

convi nced. CAT Ai.or.uES Free. When
sending for catalogues, mention for

what instruments required.

26-28-30 OTarroll Street

SAN FIJAN'CISCO, CAL.
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Where are You

Going on Your Vacation?

Honolulu and Return $125.00

THE SPLENDID 3000-TON STEAMERS

ALAMEDA, AUSTRALIA,
MARIPOSA, MONOWAI

and ZEALANDIA,
of this line, are so well known from the thousands who have made
voyages in them to and fi'om the Sandwich Islands, that no descrip-
tion is necessary.

Kuuiul-li ip lu ket<; to Honolulu, involvinjj n three weeks' stay in the Islands,—a trip to the famous
volcano of Kilanea, a run bv (Jahu K. K t > I'earl Kiver and liwa Plantation, board at the best
hotel in Honolulu and return to ban Hrauclsco $226.00

MAI5K TWAIN snys of Hawaii : "No alien lanrl in a'l the world lias any deep, strong
charm fur me but tliat one; no other land coiiM so lon.^ing'y r.nd beseechinj^ly haunt me,
sleepinj^ and wakinj^, through half a life-time, as that one has done. Other thinj^s change,

but it remains the same. For me its balmy airs are alwa\ s blowina:, its summer seas flashing in the

sun; the pulsing of its surf-beat is in my eir; I can see ils garlanded craigs, its leaping c scades, it3

plumy palms drowsing by the shore, its remote summits floating like islands above tlie cloud-rack;
I can feel the spirit of its woodland solitude; I can hear the plash of its brooks; in my nostrils still

lives the breath of flowers that perished twenty years ago."
Steamers sail twice n month, as follows: Octnhor 2C, Novembsr 11, November 23, Dec. 9, Dee. CI.

Prompt attention imld to te!ci,'rai)iiie re;erv,iti.)iis of S aterooms luid B:>rths.

iJ'or Tickets, or farther Inforinatio-, call on or address J- D. SPRECKELS & PFCF. COTiPAFY
t.iMi-.^ f i:- iM'w "

I'ri . I I General Agents, 327 Market iit., Sa.i Fraiicisco
\v"' I jihotogr V i;e

, _____^ .

Send 111 ct-nls lu
Hawtiii." i 1 i^trit

FOR THE

Alusic Room

MUSK CABIN€TS

A CONVENIENCE

AS WELL AS A

DECORATION

IN NUMEROUS PATTERNS

AT VARYING PRICES

California Furniture Company
(N. I'. COLE Si CO.) 117-123 GEARY STREET

11
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This Canal and Improvement Company is located in one of the ^^
most fertile regions of the world, capable of producini^ all <^:"

^.j|;

tropical fruits. Takes water from the Gila River, about oO miles J^^

above its junction with the Colorado River, at Yuma. Tliirty Thousand ^-^

acres of supposed dry land rendered as fertile as the Valley of the Nile.

The Climate of the Mohawk Valley is almost tropical, and

will produce early fruits weeks in advance of any other Pacific

Coast Valley.

The management is amply able to deal fairl}' and liborallv v:\{]\

all actual locators.

For Circulars and Further Information, AJdress

California Investment Company

36 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

-OR-

304 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO

•jN^T-W^ tf <<^\i^
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Msofateiy
Pure

A cream of tartar baking powder.

Highest of all in leavening strength.—Latest United States Government

Food Report.

Royal Baking" Powder Co.

106 Wall St., N. Y.

SO;

Unlike the Dutch Process

No Alkalies
OR

Other Chemicals
are used in the

preparation of

I. Bato & Co;s

Breakfast

Cocoa,
^vhich is ah80»

lutely pure
and soluble.

It has more than three times the strength,

of Cocoa mixed ^^•ith Starch, Arrowroot or

Sugar, and is far more economical, costing
less than one cent a cup. It is delicious,

nourishing, and easily digested.

Sold by Crocors everywhere.

W. BAKER & CO., DORCHESTER, MASS.
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NEW HOTEL ANDCOUAGES.

CALIr-ORNIA/
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